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REPORT
OP THE

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS.

United States Patent Office,

January 29, 1861.

Sir: Agreeably to the design of Congress as indicated by the

appropriation of June 25, 1860, "For the collection of agricultural

statistics, investigations for promoting agriculture and rural economy,

and the procurement of cuttings and seeds,'' I have the honor here-

with to transmit the Agricultural portion of my Annual Report.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

S. T. SHUGERT,
Acting Commissioner,

Hon. William Pennington,

Speaker of the House of Representatives

of the United States.





PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

The agriculturists of the United States, to whose enlightened

judgment these remarks are addressed, will doubtless appreciate

the spirit in which they are ofifered.

The requirements of the present age, and the permanent impor-

tance of the subjects embraced in its operations, demand that, the

powers of this agency of the Government should be enlarged. This

. opinion was expressed in the views I had the honor to submit to the

Secretary of the Interior at the period of my being called by that

functionary to the position of Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs.

A vast majority of the intelligent agriculturists of the country,

•lissatisfied with the limited functions now exercised by the Govern-

ment, not only confidently anticipate, but demand an organization at

least equal in importance to that of any other department.

No object is more worthy of governmental care; nor is there any

field of action in which the satisfactory realization of progress in

population, wealth and civilization can be so certainly attained.

All civilized nations have in all times fostered agriculture as a

primary and indispensable employment of man. This fostering has

been direct in the bestowment of bounties; indirect in the restraints

imposed upon foreign competition; and educational and providential

in the encouragement of industry and ingenuity through the informa-

tion and facilities which governments alone are capable of providing

with efficiency and to a satisfactory extent. The Agricultural Divi-

sion of the United States Patent Office has been created as the agent

of the Government to give effect to its purposes in the last-named

and most beneficent manner; and is, to the common mind, the only

visible or appreciable agency for the promotion of this great and

essential interest.

The degree of encouragement imparted by our Government by

means of import duties, the bestowment of public lands upon actual

settlers, and the distribution of the Reports of this Office—to say

nothing of the influence and aid of local and general agricultural
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societies—cannot be estimated. It is, therefore, impracticable to

institute a comparison between the benefits conferred by it and those

conferred by the governments of other nations upon this branch of

industry; yet it maybe profitable in this connexion to review briefly

the provisions made by several countries of Europe for the promotion

of agriculture.

England.—There is no special Bureau of Agriculture connected

with the British Government; but the statute books are replete with

enactments having in view the encouragement of this branch of

industry; and the government expenditures therefor are upon a most

magnificent scale. A living, active interest in it pervades the whole

empire, and finds expression in many forms, giving existence to

organized associations, to magazines and journals, to schools of

varied grades, and to experimental gardens and farms in many

localities. Moreover, the aggregation of wealth in the hands of

comparatively few proprietors, and the stability of its tenure, ena-

ble them to execute upon enlarged plans many of the enterprises

which in other countries, but especially in our own, can only be

accomplished through the aid of the General Government.

France.—The Agricultural Department at Paris is composed of a

Director, three Chief Clerks of Bureaus, three Assistant Chief Clerks

of Bureaus, and twenty-seven Clerks of various grades, who are

under the control of a Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public

Works. The three Bureaus are thus divided:

I. Bureau of Agricultural and Veterinary Instruction,—The organ-

ization of the Imperial Schools of Agriculture is governed by a decree

dated October 3, 1848. There are three schools, situated at Grig-

non, Grandjouan, and La Saulsaie. The instruction is both theoreti-

cal and practical, the object being to qualify managers, or overseers.

The period of study is three years, and the charge 750 francs, or

§150, for board and instruction. The officers, professors, and tutors

are appointed by the Minister of Agriculture; the cultivators, or

practical instructors, by the Director of the schools. The cultivation

is carried on at the expense of the State, which also defrays the

expense of instruction.

In the farm schools, of which there are fifty-one, the instruction is

only practical. The Director, who is appointed by the Minister, per-

sonally controls the school and its field operations. He is allowed an

annual sum of 175 francs, or $35, for the support of each pupil.
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There are three veterinary schools, situated at Lyons, Alfort, and

Toulouse. These establishments were founded by an ordinance of

1825, which, with the exception of some modified articles, constitutes

the groundwork of the present organization. Candidates are admitted

after a satisfactory examination in the French language, arithmetic,

geometry, and geography. They must be at least 17, and not more

than 25 years old. The course of study lasts four years, at the ex-

piration of which time those found qualified to practice medicine

among domestic animals receive diplomas, for which they pay 100

francs, or $20.

The sheepfolds of Gerrolls and Haut Tingry, and the cowhouses

of Tin and St. Agneau, are managed at the expense of the State.

Stipends are granted thus: 1. For agricultural colonies, or establish-

ments in which poor children are trained as farm operatives ; 2. For

lectures on agriculture ; 3. For four nurseries in Corsica.

There are six Inspectors and one Assistant Inspector attached to

the service of "Inspection of Agriculture.'^

II. Bureau of Encouragement to Agriculture and of Belief,—It is the

duty of Prefects to point out to the Administration the agricultural

improvements and arrangements required by their respective depart-

ments, in which they are assisted by the General Councils, Consulting-

Chambers, and Societies of Agriculture.

The Minister annually grants subsidies to agricultural associations

which have proved their title thereto according to certain forms.

Special allowances of from 3, 000 to 4, 000 francs are made in those

departments where the silkworm is cultivated, in order to improve

the product. Books are also distributed, with a view to increase

agricultural knowledge. Fairs are held under the direction of the

Government, and rewards distributed for improvements in the pro-

ducts of the soil, in machinery for agricultural purposes, in the races

of animals, and in the skill of farm operatives. The institution of

fairs of cattle for slaughter dates from 1844, and of those for repro-

duction, from 1860. The former are held at Bordeaux, Lille, Lyons,

Nantes, and Nismes. That at Poissy is general. The number of

regional or district fairs in 1851 was three ; in 1860, twelve. They

are held at Amiens, Aurillac, Bordeaux, Caen, Colmar, Montpelier,

Lons-le-Saulnier, Poictiers, Puy, Vannes, Tarbes, and Troyes. Since

1857, prizes of 5,000 francs and 3,000 francs have been conferred

upon agriculturists for examples of excellence. The directors of rail-
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roads abate one -half of the ordinary charges in favor of exhibitors.

Numerous fairs are held by local societies in emulation of the Govern-

ment exhibitions. Since 1819 a fund has been raised by an additional

levy of one centime on landed, personal, and movable property, in

1860 amounting to an aggregate of $402,200, which is distributed

among necessitous persons who have sustained losses by fires, storms,

hail, inundations, falls, blows, wounds, &c. An abatement in taxes is

also made in favor of such persons.

III. The third Bureau is charged with subjects for legislation rela-

tive to subsistence, including the rates of duties on the importation

and exportation of grain and flour, and takes cognizance of the prices

of grain, the establishment of fairs and cattle markets, regulations in

bread-making, slaughter-houses, and the sale of provisions.

Spain.—The Minister de Fomento, or the Department for the Pro-

motion of the Public Welfare, controls the internal improvements, in-

cluding roads, canals, harbors, schools of engineering and agriculture,

forest culture and mining, the abolition of feudal incumbrances, the

rectification of boundary lines, meadows and pastures, the formation

of new communities, colonization, weights and measures, commerce

and industry, and agricultural and industrial societies. The personnel

of this Department consists of the Assistant Secretary of State, two

Directors General, and thirteen oflScers, Chief of Engineers, and

officers of the Treasury and Archives. There is also a Royal Council

of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, with a president, five vice-

presidents, secretaries, and twenty-one members for agricultural

affairs, ten for industrial afikirs, and thirteen for commercial affairs.

The Royal Commissioners for the superintendence of agriculture in

the provinces form a junta of twenty-four members ; and there are

juntas in the provinces for the same purpose presided over by the

respective provincial governors. The studs are under the control of

a Director General and an Inspector General, with the appropriate

officers, in the respective cities.

The association of herd-owners consists of a permanent central

committee of thirteen members and four officers. The Queen pre-

sides. There are nine agents conducting the business, while a num-

ber of principal collectors of revenue are stationed in those provinces

in which the Cabana Espanola (Spanish Breeding Merino Flocks)

have their pasture grounds, or thrjDugh which the flocks are passing.

The agents in charge of irrigation and aqueducts (elsewhere minutely
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described in this Report) are under the control of Directors. Econom-

ical societies, under the auspices of this Department, contribute by

correspondence, publications, exhibitions and premiums to the pro-

motion of agriculture, cattle raising and rural industry.

Belgium.—The Government intervenes in agricultural afifairs both

directly and in the manner of counsel and encouragement. In every

province there is a provincial commission, which is an emanation from

the independent agricultural societies pervading the kingdom. There

is, moreover, a Superior Council of Agriculture, which the Govern-

ment consults upon subjects of importance. This council is composed

principally of delegates from the provincial councils.

The independent or primary agricultural societies receive subsidies

from the Government. They organize exhibitions for competition,

and seek, by every means, to promote agricultural progress. There

are agricultural and horticultural schools, a veterinary school, and a

depot of stallions belonging to the state. There is, also, a veterinary

service which gives attention to the sanitary police of domestic ani-

mals. The Government assists in introducing breeders of approved

races for perfecting the domestic breeds, and enforces rules to prevent

the employment of inferior stallions. It also circulates choice works

on agriculture, introduces improved implements and new machines,

and seeds of forage and other plants, and directs attention and pre-

sents inducements for clearing uncultivated lands. It has agencies,

also, to promote irrigation, forest culture, and the cultivation of

'^hriiyeres,^' or waste land, and who supervise the Avorks executed by

the communes, to which subsidies are granted to encourage the plant-

ing of trees upon their lands. There are agents, or supervisors, of

parish roads, also, which it is desirable to preserve and improve.

Austria.—Prior to the year 1853 there was in Austria a special

Department of Rural Economy and Mining; but it has been abolished,

and all matters relative to rural economy, forest culture, colonization,

.societies for the promotion of agriculture and forest culture, and

agricultural instructions have been transferred to the Department of

the Interior, the affairs of which are conducted by the Presidential

Board, and two sections of twenty divisions, each section having a

chief and the divisions being directed by counsellors of the Ministry.

Russia.—The patronage of agriculture by the Government is very

ample, but conferred in forms so varied as to render an estimate

thereof impracticable. The subject is committed to the Minister of
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Domains, to whom all information is communicated by the several

governors, directors of crown lands, inspectors of agriculture, and

agents in different parts of the empire, commissions for regulating

the classes of peasants, corresponding members of the Scientific Com-

mittee of the Department of Rural Economy, and societies for the

advancement of agricultural science. The information obtained from

these and other sources is digested and published under the authority

of the Department of Eural Economy.

Prussia.—There is in Prussia a Department of Agriculture, with a

Minister, assisted by five chief officers and numerous clerks detailed

at his discretion. Under this Department is the Rural Board of Agri-

culture, whose duty it is to recommend and apply measures for the

gradual abolition of certain feudal rights over the soil, which form

serious obstacles to the development of the agricultural resources of

the country; and to take cognizance of all projects in relation to the

tariff ; the division of land held jointly and the adjustment of litiga-

tions arising therefrom; rights of possession; the administration of

the laws concerning the preservation of forests, fields, game, fish, and

riparian rights; the regulation of drainage and the construction of

dikes; the state studs; the formation and superintendence of institu-

tions for agricultural education; the control of agricultural societies;

and the general encouragement of agriculture and rural economy.

This Board is composed of a President appointed by the Minister

of Agriculture, and taken, when possible, from among the Council of

his Ministry; a Secretary General, likewise residing at Berlin, Coun-

sellors of Ministries, whose duties embrace certain agricultural and

Industrial affairs ; scientific men, learned in national economy including

statistics, in technology and natural history; practical agriculturists

and other gentlemen residing in the provinces, who act as corre-

spondents of the Board, and may be called together to advise in its

deliberations. Other gentlemen, adepts and experts, are also called

upon when necessary, to submit their views in writing, or others

wise, upon subjects of paramount importance. These may be called

the ordinary members, while the respective Presidents of the Central

Agricultural Associations may be termed the special or extraordinary

members of the Board.

The Secretary General has charge of the record, and conducts the

correspondence. He has charge, also, of the Technical Central Bu-

reau, and of the museum of collections. He also compiles information
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from all accessible sources, and is the editor of the Annals of Agricul-

ture.

The Board makes an annual report to the Minister on the condition

of agriculture, with an expression of its views thereon.

United States of America.—The Agricultural Division of the

Patent Office comprises as its personnel a superintendent; four clerks,

including translators and writers; and a curator or gardener, and as-

sistants ; and its average annual expense for the last three years

has been about $53,000, including the distribution of plants.

I should be wanting in fidelity to the trust reposed in me were I

not earnestly to urge a more efficient encouragement to this great

basis of all prosperity. The enlarged organization I have proposed

is indispensable to the prosperity of our country; and the consum-

mation of such a creation is an achievement in which man may well

be proud to engage.

That the great interest of agriculture should be without suitable

representation in the Government appears as an anomaly, and indi-

cates a want of appreciation of the true state of our civilization. The

present embryotic organization owes its existence to ideas of expe-

diency expressed in the form of an annual grant to collect and distri-

bute seeds and cuttings and information on their culture. That it

should prove inefficient for the accomplishment of great and far-seeing

enterprises is necessarily incident to its limited foundation and unstable

tenure. The remedy is with the American people and their legislators

;

and it is confidently believed that, as the members of the great pro-

ducing family become imbued with these truths, they will manifest

their opinions by firm and vigorous action. An adequate organiza-

tion and corresponding appropriations will be greeted throughout

the land with the approving response of millions. A Department estab -

lished under such auspices for the benefit of the paramount agricul-

tural interest of the country, should be separate and apart from all

influences other than those prompted by the highest regard for the

public good, unobtrusive in its conduct as in its nature, and hav-

ing truth for its object. It should endure untrammelled, and free

from all partisan considerations. It should know no section, no lati-

tude, no longitude. It should be subservient to no party other than

the great party of production.

In the early stages of the formation of this Government it was not
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to be expected that a Department of Agriculture would be establislied.

In the records of the colonial history of this nation, there are indica-

tions that something was done for the encouragement of this pursuit.

As the necessity more and more pressed upon the people, sheep, as

well as the fruits of the earth, were guarded from their natural

enemies by premiums or bounties for the destruction of the depre-

dators, and numerous intimations were given by way of recommenda-

tion calling the attention of farmers to their own interests, intimately

associated as these were with the public welfare. The pressure of

emergencies during the Revolution was not friendly to the prosecu-

tion of measures encouraging to agriculture, although most of the

great leaders were cultivators of the soil. Population was then

sparse, and the wants of men were easily supplied from their wide

acres on the fertile domains of a virgin continent. The necessities

of the new Government, too, were those produced by war and revolu-

tionary events, and had to be met at once. Hence the appointment

of Secretaries of War, of the Navy, and of the Treasury. For our

Foreign relations, a Secretary of State was then needed; and, as other

wants became imperative, with the return of peace and the increase of

population, a Postmaster General, and new Departments with their

Bureaus, a Secretary of the Interior, an Attorney General, a Commis-

sioner of Lands, of Pensions, of Indian Affairs, of Patents, of Customs,

and of Public Buildings were called into existence.

Gradually, as the country advanced, and the vast forest fell before

the axe of the hardy pioneer, and the broad prairies felt the hand of

the immigrant scattering abroad the seed- corn and grain borne fur-

ther and further from the East to the West, a new spirit of agricul-

tural enterprise started into life; and societies have hence sprung

into existence all over the land. Great credit is due to these, and to

many an intelligent farmer and planter for their zeal and practical

adaptations to secure and extend a higher state of culture, as well as

to the periodicals and public journals wholly or partially devoted to

this subject and to those arts and sciences intimately connected with

its progress and improvement.

The public desires have been naturally directed to the General

Government for its fostering aid and such encouragement as it may
rightfully give. With its wide domain, its resources of information

far and near, and its ability to present to the people accurate knowl-

edge of the best productions of foreign culture, the, agriculturists of
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the country have everywhere felt that they had a claira upon it for

all that might be done to promote the efficiency both of associated

effort and of personal or individual enterprise.

From this conviction the Agricultural Division ofthe Patent Office

has arisen. At first, a mere clerkship charged with the duty of

gathering agricultural statistics and having them printed in the report

of the Commissioner of Patents, Avith various statements of the con-

dition of agriculture, together with the disbursement of a trifling

appropriation for the distribution of seeds, it has increased with the

demands of the agricultural people to the large proportions of a

Bureau. Its Report in 1842, consisting of less than 20 pages, and

embraced in the same volume with the Report on Mechanics, has

been gradually enlarged, and now forms a separate volume of useful

and scientific matter. The distribution of seeds, though in some

instances influentially opposed because misunderstood, has grown in

favor wdth intelligent and patriotic agriculturists, and the demand

for plants and seeds introduced from foreign countries has become

general and urgent, and their propagation has already conferred

incalculable benefits upon the country.

These operations are a necessity of the time. They form the

connecting link between the hitherto forgotten farmer and the Gov-

ernment. Through the commerce of the country, they are to aid

the great interest of agriculture by the purchase and introduction of

new varieties of seeds from other countries, and the interchange of

those native to it, but neglected, and hence requiring renewal in our

climate. Information from every available source, at home and

abroad, is collected, and disseminated, as the seeds are, gratuitously.

The farmer and the planter are thus encouraged in their experiments,

while this Division becomes a means of communication with the

governments and peoples of all lands, providing what may be suitable

for their soils and climates, strengthening our friendly relations

%vith them, and at the same time using its official power and influence

to obtain whatever may advance the agricultural interest of our own

country.

At the time when our Government was organized, the art of agri-

culture was mere empiricism. The natural laws by which a successful

practice is governed were not known : for the nature of substances,

their true history, and the part they perform in producing and sustain-

ing life, w^ercunknown. It is only within the last quarter of a century
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that science has vindicated its true position. Without it there is no

help for agriculture. All history teaches us that sterility and

depopulation, and changes of locality by civilization, are the conse-

quences of governmental neglect to sustain this great branch of

industry. At the present period no man can hold himself guiltless

who ignores its importance or withholds that fostering aid without

which a disappearance of population must surely ensue ; and such

governmental improvidence and neglect of individuals must lead to

wretchedness and death. No nation can prosper without progression

in this branch of industry.

It is the duty of the Government to care for its domain—the joint

property of the people, and the nation's hope.

All our vast domain is indeed far from being capable of cultivation
;

but there are means in science, if properly invoked, by which millions

of acres that, remaining under their present condition, will forever

be unoccupied, might be brought to a state of fertility. Our swamps,

now fruitful only of disease, might be made to perform the most

important of duties. Our uplands are being rapidly exhausted and

abandoned to further waste. We cannot calculate our loss in worn

out lands, but if we would form a faint conception of its immensity,

let us make an effort to estimate the amount of money that would be

required to put each acre in the condition of fertility in which it was

when first occupied. But the day is not far distant when thousands

of square miles of uplands mil cease to be cultivated, and when the

population of vast regions will be restricted to the alluvial and the

marl formations.

In the North and in the South the soils have been wearing out

through the reckless nature of our system of cultivation, faid the cry

now is. What shall we do to meet this difficulty? Agricultural

societies, associations, clubs, and libraries, are everywhere organized;

and agriculturists generally, though conscious how much good has

been done by the efforts put forth, are yet aware how insufficient

in some respects their unaided work-is, and turn to the Government

for the might of its countenance and cooperation. Wanting aggre-

gated capital and the science which capital can command, they justly

demand this cooperation of the Government as a right.

A glance at the various duties thus far embraced and performed in

the agricultural agency intrusted to my care may help to form a

better judgment of what further development it admits for increased
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usefulness by the enlargement of its means. With the moderate

appropriations heretofore made, it is admitted that vast benefit has

already resulted to the country from its operations. Taking these

results as the means of estimating what a more liberal patronage by

the National Legislature, such as lies within its province to confer,

might have accomplished, it may well be doubted that any method

of furthering the public welfare promises better to reward the earnest

attention of those who have it in their power, if they feel it to be

their duty, to promote an interest on which so largely depends the

means of sustenance and comfort of our people for generations to

come.

The distribution of seeds of ordinary character is not alleged to

be necessarily an object of governmental duty
;
yet, so far as here-

tofore practiced, it has been attended with undoubted good. New
varieties of vegetables have been introduced; valuable plants not

known in the country have been naturalized with decided advantage

to the entire community; while the crops of cereals have been vastly

improved.

A large proportion of the limited appropriation made by Congress

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1860, for the collection of seeds,

was disbursed in the purchase of tea seeds, in the construction of

propagating houses for their reception, in the expenses attend-

ant on their distribution, and in the preparation of the annual Agri-

cultural Report. It was therefore impossible to procure seeds and

cuttings for general use, as before.

It is believed, however, that the money so expended will prove a

judicious investment. Thirty-two thousand healthy plants have been

disseminated among gentlemen w^ho had expressed a desire to expe-

riment with them ; and of that amount fully two-thirds were for-

warded to planters residing south of Virginia and Kentucky. There
will be eight thousand more rooted cuttings for distribution this

winter; and it is contemplated to continue their propagation to a

large amount each year in order to supply the continued demand,

and thus insure a fair trial of the tea plant in our country.

It is confidently hoped that by substituting machinery and steam

power for the tedious and laborious Chinese mode of preparation

exclusively by hand, tea may be extensively manufactured here, and

even become an article of export, especially as the necessary care

and labor in the process is better suited to the weakly and young.
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who are unfitted for the culture of cotton and tobacco, and the heavier

duties of the plantation.

In Assam there is a variety of the tea plant said to be of hardier

growth than the usual Chinese, and its leaves bring a higher price

in the English market. It may be advisable at an early day to pro-

cure a supply of the seed to ascertain their adaptedness to our climate

and soil.

The appropriation made by Congress for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1861, will enable the Agricultural Division to extend its

operations and usefulness by procuring and propagating various

economical, medicinal, and useful plants, which it has been difficult

heretofore to introduce with any prospect of success. By judi-

cious changes the propagating houses connected with the garden of

this Office have been better adapted to the general purposes in view.

The garden, as far as it would admit of it, has been laid out with

taste, and when planted with useful and ornamental shrubs and trees

will present an attractive appearance. If enlarged and properly

located, it may become an ornament to the capital, an object of utility

to the country, and of general interest to the world; but the ground

at present appropriated to propagation is not suited, either in extent,

in position, or in the nature of the soil. Other grounds should be

selected for the purpose, for in no other manner can an equal amount

of money be so advantageously employed.

The introduction of foreign plants and their acclimation are not

more important than that many indigenous plants, now uncultivated,

should be subdued and applied to our use. But neither of these

projects can be satisfactorily consummated without skill and knowl-

edge. The procurement of valuable foreign plants and cuttings is

not unfrequently attended with much trouble and expense; yet their

indiscriminate distribution, often among persons Tiot acquainted with

the requirements for their successful acclimation, has been, and must

continue to be, attended with the loss of time and of money, and

with the impairment of the public confidence in enterprises other-

wise full of promise and beneficence. Had the recently imported

tea seeds been distributed, on their arrival upon this continent, the

experiment would have entirely failed, as in former instances, with

respect to the cork acorns, for example, wherein, with but few excep-

tions, the whole distribution was lost, while those planted in the
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Propagating Garden, with scarcely an exception, have been devel-

oped into vigorous plants. With suitable grounds and houses, and

apposite appurtenances, the successful introduction of a single speci-

men will usually insure any desired number of plants, and the object

is thus gained forever. These necessary adjuncts, while advancing

the agriculture of the entire country, may also be made economically

subservient to supplying all the ornamental trees requisite for the

public grounds of the District of Columbia, and of the entire country.

Considering the nature of the duties which should fitly devolve

upon this Department, it would seem eminently proper that the ad-

ministration of these public grounds should be intrusted to its care

and attention. It is, indeed, a matter worthy of consideration

whether the best interests of the country would not be promoted by

bringing all the public lands under the control and immediate super-

vision of such a Department. There are questions of serious import

connected with the management of these lands which may not longer

be postponed Avithout sinister and momentous detriment to the future

welfare of the country. As is elsewhere intimated in these remarks,

the mineral wealth of the nation, so intimately connected with its

agricultural prosperity, demands the highest and most intelligent

offices of the Government, guided by the lights of science. These great

national resources cannot be neglected with impunity; they demand,

more than any other portion of the nation's dependencies, other cares

than they have received; and this interest could not be placed in

better keeping than under a Department of Agriculture of ample

capacity and power.

Through our consular and diplomatic agents it is possible to intro-

duce into the United States every ornamental and useful plant, and

every animal, bird, and fish, valuable for its special qualities.

A large sum has been applied to the purchase of seeds abroad.

The Superintendent was instructed to proceed to Europe to make

the necessary selections, to obtain them on the most advantageous

terms, to ascertain the safest manner of transporting them to this

country, and to procure such information relative to agricultural

matters as would be likely to interest and benefit our country.

The seeds, cuttings, &c., so obtained, will be forwarded from their

respective localities as soon as they shall be in a condition to bear

transportation. Seeds have been procured from Poland, Algiers,

2 A
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and the borders of the Black sea, where the climates appear adapted

to the production of the grains most sought after by our farmers.

The Department has also given great attention and encouragement

to the cultivation of the native grape, and the manufacture of wine

therefrom; and there can be no doubt- that its exertions have had

considerable influence in causing many intelligent persons to engage

in this important branch of industry, from the success of which, it is

believed, improved physical and mental health, as well as increased

wealth to our people, may be expected. It is, indeed, certain that

the native grape may be introduced and cultivated with success in

those regions Avhich have become exhausted by over-cropping with

other objects of culture.

Cuttings of superior native vines have been received from cultiva-

tors and amateurs. These will be propagated with care, and will

afford interesting opportunities for making experiments in hybridizing

with foreign or other unacclimated varieties.

An assortment of seeds and cuttings collected by Eev. Dr. Barclay

in the Holy Land have likewise been received, and a portion of them

distributed. The last shipment contained some articles which will

be sent to the Southern States in time for their early spring sowing.

The effort to procure alive a few swarms of the Italian Bee, "Apis

Ligustica,'^ has been unsuccessful, owing to inattention to the instruc-

tions given by the agent of the Office. It is expected that the loss

will be repaired.

Not many years ago the cotton plant was little better than a mere

weed. It now vivifies the commerce of the world. The silk worm
is an introduction of immense emolument to France. New varieties

have been acclimated in that country which feed on the oak, the

ailanthus, and the palma christi; and it is expected that their pro-

duct can be manufactured at prices so low as to bring it into use in

making sails for vessels, and for other common purposes.

The importance of domesticating the buffalo was brought to the

attention of the Agricultural Division of this Office by the Hon. E.

Thayer, Chairman of the Committee on Public Lands of the House

of Representatives, in a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, ac-

companying a communication from Colonel Daniel Ruggles, U. S. A.,

together with a proposed resolution. The following is an extract

from the reply submitted to Congress upon the subject:
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**It is beyond a doubt that tho buffalo, which once roamed over

this entire continent, has gradually disappeared from his former

haunts, and is now restricted to the most distant prairies of tho

Northwest, and the gorges of the Rocky Mountains. Judging from

the past, and the active causes leading to inevitable extermination?

the continuance of this animal, without the aid of domestication, is

certainly questionable.
*

' The buffalo has ranged as far north as Slave Lake, in latitude 63^

to 64*^, and as low as 33° in New Mexico; and it would be rash to

say that any part of this continent has been unfrequented by him.

"The buffalo is too well known to require any special description

of its appearance or habits. In its osteology there is a marked dif-

ference from that of the ox species as found in every part of the

world, the buffalo having fifteen ribs on each side, while the common

ox has only thirteen. The civilized man, equally with the savage,

appears to have pursued a course of wholesale slaughter, more for

pleasure than for the satisfaction of his wants.

"Perhaps no animal with which we are acquainted possesses such

remarkable properties or qualities. His migratory habits and fitness

for great extremes of heat and cold are the results of 'natural selec-

tion and the struggle for existence' for untold centuries, by which

he has arrived at a vigor of constitution, fleetness, and muscular

strength rarel}^, if at all, met with in the ox tribe. These are qual-

ities of great value which cannot be disregarded, and particularly

when we consider the direct and indirect advantages that judicious

crossings of domestic animals have bestowed upon civilization to an

extent not to be calculated.

"A full-grown male buffalo will weigh from 1,200 to 2,000 pounds,

and even more. In winter, his Avhole body is covered with long,

shaggy hair, mixed with much wool : on the forehead this hair is

a foot long. The Indians work the wool into cloth, gloves, stock-

ings, &c., which are very strong, and look as well as those made from

the best sheep's wool. The fleece of a single animal has been found,

according to Pennant, to weigh as much as eight pounds.

"The dressed buffalo robe is esteemed everywhere on this conti-

nent and in Europe. It is used by the Indians in lieu of blankets for

clothing, and as a covering to their habitations. In the North and

Northwest it is an indispensable accompaniment to the traveller.

'

' The flesh has been extolled by those who have eaten of it, and
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bears the same relation to beef that venison does to mutton ; and all

concur in their praises of the hump as at once rich, tender, savory,

and never cloying.

"The hoofs and horns are converted into cups, spoons, powder-

flasks, &c., while the bones, independently of other uses, when broken

and boiled, yield an oil or marrow which is used for culinary pur-

poses ;
and one animal has given as much as 150 pounds of tallow.

"For military purposes, the buffalo, if domesticated, would appear

to be particularly adapted, perhaps more so than any other animal,

not excepting the camel. His great endurance, fleetness and strength

would make him efficient as a beast of burden and for draught ; and

when no longer needed, he could be slaughtered for food.

'*If, by crossing the buffalo upon our domestic stock, we could gain

the qualities of fleetness, strength of constitution, and muscular vigor,

with the chances for properties not to be calculated in advance, such

results should not be undervalued. Neither should we lose sight of

the possibility of the cross proving free from those diseases and epi-

demics which occasionally make such havoc among our domestic cattle.

An indigenous race may be expected to possess, in this respect, spe-

cial qualities which would render a cross with it highly advantageous.

"The domestication of the buffalo has been accomplished to a

limited extent in more than one instance ; and its feasibility is placed

beyond a doubt by the experience of Mr. R. Wickliffe, of Kentucky,

who has bred and crossed them with our native cattle. Any experi-

ments, to be reliable, should extend over a series of years, and would

be attended with considerable expense ; and it is believed that an

enterprise of such great magnitude demands the constant and vigilant

attention of intelligent agents, to whom it should be committed as a

special charge.''

In the progress of arrangements for the further extension and

development of the Agricultural Division, it is deemed advisable

to commend to the consideration of the Agricultural Societies of the

country a more intimate union and a more decided cooperation on

their part with the General Government in the great work of agri-

cultural improvement.

Our country is vast, its climate is varied, its soils are diversified,

and its products are of many kinds. This cooperation, therefore,

cannot fail to be productive of salutary results ; and since the Agri-

cultural Societies are composed of intelligent persons in the respec-
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tive communities, who can readily understand the advantages of this

means of promoting their own prosperity and the general welfare,

application is made to them in this behalf.

Though the life of a nation may be counted by centuries, its present

existence is always dependent upon the annual production of the

soil. Without fertility, neither population nor civilization can abide.

It is vain to expect that lands once w^orn out may be recuperated at

will. Many who now live have seen individuals enriching themselves

by exhausting the soil at the expense of the nation, and passing to

their progeny untenable estates.

The land is for the good of all. Fertile soils were given to the

nation as a trust, and are dispensed by the nation to the people to

be used, but not abused. Fertility, the nation' s endowment and hope,

should hence be maintained; and, in order that the public at large

may be impressed with these truths, and that the agricultural portion

of the people may be brought into active cooperation with the Gov-

ernment, the aid of Agricultural Societies is thus invited in procuring

agricultural statistics and reliable information upon subjects affecting

agriculture, by which the whole community may be benefitted and

civilization advanced.

This object may probably be best attained by the adoption of a

system for the guidance of individual members of Societies in col-

lecting facts in relation to every branch of interest to the farmer and

the planter, and in reporting them at stated intervals—quarterly

would be most judicious—to each State Society for its information,

for publication if desired, and especially for transmission to this
,

Office for elaboration and subsequent use. A summary of the condition

of agriculture in every part of our country may, in this manner, be

obtained, of material benefit to all, from the nature and reliability of

its facts and the medium and regularity of their publication.

We have now a population exceeding 30, 000, 000, and an area of

land of more than 3, 000, 000 square miles. It is the duty of the

government to care for this immense property, and to prevent exhaus-

tion of the soil and depopulation. This can be done by diffusing

agricultural knowledge, and by procuring new plants, and bringing

into notice and successful cultivation those which may be unknown

or uncultivated; by the introduction of new animals, valuable for

their wool, their flesh, or other qualities; of birds, useful for their

eggs, feathers, or flesh; of fish that do not naturally inhabit our
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rivers, or which may have ceased to exist. To effect these great

ends, it is not necessary to spend a large amount of money. It may

be done without risk, and at a much less cost than is supposed by

many.

The duties to be performed by this agency of the Government are

onerous and responsible, and would be still more so if the views sub-

mitted in this paper were carried out. Among these present and

contemplated duties I would mention the following:

1. An organized correspondence with the Agricultural Societies of

the United States, and with the learned societies of the civilized

world, would elicit correct statistical information which could not be

collected in any other manner, and which would be of untold interest

and advantage to our country and the world.

2. The publication of a Report on the subject of Agriculture, in

which information could be authoritatively presented and diffused,

would be of the greatest value.

3. The study of unknown indigenous plants for familiar cultivation

in our own country, many of which may doubtless prove an addition

of the greatest importance to our wealth.

4. Entomological investigations into the nature and history of the

predatory insects which have proved so injurious to our crops of

cereals, fruits, &c., and also to timber.

5. Questions of the highest moment and variety, connected with

agriculture, requiring chemical aid and investigations in the field as

well as the laboratory.

6. Familiar examples of special modes of culture, such as irriga-

tion, might be put into operation and opened to the examination and

study of the public, who would thus have ocular demonstrations of

the methods of renovating lands, of keeping them in a constant state

of fertility, and of producing crops which cannot be obtained in any

other way without further outlay than by the use of water. Thousands

of acres in the South, now waste and entirely unproductive, might by

such means be brought to produce large crops of grass, which cannot

be grown in our southern climate as the lands are now cultivated.

That which is looked upon as impracticable would thus become

feasible and profitable by means of irrigation.

7. The stocking of our rivers with fish such as do not live in them

is a matter of great interest, and can only be carried out by the Gov-

ernment. We may judge of its importance when we understand that
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one million brood of salmon, without special attention or care, will in

two years produce ten millions of pounds of the most healthful food.

This subject has not only attracted the attention of European govern-

ments, but it has been repeatedly carried into successful operation

there, and, upon a limited scale, in a section of this country.

These, with other subjects, necessarily come under the considera-

tion of the Agricultural Division.

A celebrated statesman has remarked that "Agriculture feeds us
;

in a great measure it clothes us ; without it we could not have manu-

factures, and we should not have commerce ; they will stand together
;

but they will stand together like pillars, the largest in the centre,

and that is agriculture. '^

By calling in the aid of science, and by the introduction and accli-

mation of new and valuable plants and animals, new sources of wealth

are created and new industrial occupations are opened up for an

increasing population, while our home markets are improved and we

become less dependent upon other countries. By organizing with

distant nations a system of exchange of the most useful and best

developed productions within the limits of their respective climates,

the Agricultural Division w^ill be performing a most important

duty, and one which cannot fail to be highly beneficial to our country.

Foreign governments have expressed a willingness to promote this

object. Many of our diplomatic and consular agents are equally de-

sirous of showing their appreciation of the importance of this work,

and have proved it by forwarding, together with various useful seeds

and plants, interesting information which can be advantageously laid

before our people.

The duties of a chemist in connexion with this division are

most important. We should be able to give information upon all

questions of general interest relating to agriculture, as connected

with the sciences, such as the analysis of soils and of all other sub-

stances, the effects of geological formations on soils, and the compo-

sition of the divers mineral substances. In the yearly Report it is

important to give a summary of the advancement of this science con-

nected with agriculture, and for this he should have the acquirements

which would enable him to discriminate with accuracy. But there are

many other branches of knowledge, most of them having a direct in-

fluence upon the agricultural prosperity of the country, which would

fall naturally into the class of duties assigned to his Office, including
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metallurgy and the development of the mineral wealth of the country,

subjects much neglected to the manifest detriment of the prosperity

of the country. Other nations consider them of such consequence

that they have public schools to instruct in these branches, under the

immediate jurisdiction of the government. If we cannot do this,

much good may yet be done in indicating what has failed and what

has succeeded in other countries, and thus making the time and

attention bestowed on them there subservient to our advantage.

In many ways the government would receive direct benefit from

the establishment of an efficient chemical laboratory. In the selection

of the materials of which the public buildings are constructed grave

errors have been made. The Executive Mansion, the old or central

portion of the Capitol, of the Patent Office, and of the Treasury

Department are instances in point, their walis now decomposing and

disintegrating, and requiring the constant use of paint to preserve-

them from destruction. This would have been avoided had there

been an officer of the Government competent and authorized to indicate

the defects and advantages of the different materials. Such consider^

tions always precede the creation of public buildings in Europe. A
material may answer for one construction and be entirely unsuited to

another, or it may be useless in any edifice. Not only in regard to

the public buildings, but to all other works, is advice of this nature

important. Certain rocks undergo decomposition in contact with salt

water. It is therefore necessary that science should aid in designating

those proper to be used in works in which durability is so great a

consideration. The durability of the timbers of our vessels of war,

and the appropriateness of the paints applied for their preservation,

have engaged the attention of the Government and called into requi-

sition the judgment of enlightened men ; but surely there would be

advantage in having a responsible authority at hand to consult on such

subjects as each successive case is presented, rather than confide in

less responsible yet more interested parties. The adaptedness of

various kinds of iron to certain uses is also an important subject

within the range of duties committed to such an officer. It is true

that the architects, the civil engineers, the naval constructors and

engineers, and the engineers of our army have all approved themselves

well in the judgment of the world ; but it may be affirmed with equal

confidence that the suggestions herein made, and attempted to be

enforced by these remarks, will meet with a peculiarly approving
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response from the intelligent and accomplished officers of the classes

named, all of whom fully appreciate the disadvantages to which the

Government is subjected from the want of a properly constituted and

appointed laboratory of chemistry and metallurgy. But the primary

necessity for such an establishment is in its connexion with agriculture.

No true assistance can be given to the farmer in which the results of

chemistry do not bear a part. The extraordinary progress which

agriculture has made within a quarter of a century is due to it. The

prospects for advancement in that vast interest are greater now than

ever before, and their realization will doubtless lead civilization to

the goal most ardently desired by the majority of mankind.

I have already shown that the want of a proper understanding of

the nature of the soil, and of the arts based upon its cultivation, is

the cause of the melancholy spoliation of so much of our land in this

country and throughout the world. As the science of chemistry takes

cognizance of the properties of all substances, and of their action

upon each other, its varied and multiplied connexions with all that

appertains to agriculture is without limit.

Par.ticular attention has been paid to the management of this Divi-

sion, and the improvement of the work performed. Large masses of

letters and documents, the accumulation of years, are being classified

and arranged for reference and use. Books better suited to its

requirements have been opened, and the work systematized and

simplified through the skilful labor of assistants, whose capabilities

and fidelity it is alike my duty and my pleasure to commend.

How far it is accordant with the true interests of the Patent Office

and with the rights of inventors to continue the administration of

agricultural afi'airs under the eegis of that Office ; how far it accords

with verity to hold the Commissioner of Patents to responsibility

,
before the country and the world for the performance of duties of

which in the nature of things he cannot be cognizant, for the expres-

sion of opinions he cannot have matured, and for the promulgation

of scientific discoveries in fields his accustomed pursuits have seldom

or never permitted him to traverse, are regarded as proper and im-

portant inquiries at the present era, without respect to the converse

of the several propositions implied, namely, that operations that are
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siii generis should not be embarrassed by incongruous alliances, but

that the labor and responsibility involved, and, it may even be added,

the honor of all creditable achievement, should fall upon the real

agents in their consummation.

THOMAS G. CLEMSON,
Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs of the United States,

January 29, 1861.
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The colloction of the agricultural statistics of a country is of such vast and manifest

importanoa that the following circular and accompanying questions were prepared and have

been distributed to all the agiicultural societies in the books of the Agricultural Division.

It is hoped that it may induce, on the part of agriculturists generally, increased attention

to the necessity of observing and noting every fact bearing upon the productive resources

of the country:

Agricultural Division United States Patent Office,

December 15, 1860.

Sir: In the progress of arrangements for the further extension and development of the

Agricultural Division of this Office, it is deemed advisable to commend to the consideration
*

of the agricultural societies of the country a more ultimate union and a more decided
co-operation on their part ^^•ith the general government in the great work of agricultural

improvement.
Our country is vast, its climate is varied, its soils are diversified, and its products are of

many kinds. Tliis co-operation, therefore, cannot fail to be productive of salutary results

;

and since the agricultural societies are composed of intelligent persons in the respective

communities, who can readily understand the advantages of this means of promoting their

own prosperity and the general welfare, application is made to them in this behalf.

Though the life of a nation may be counted by centuries, its present existence is always
dependent upon the annual production of the soil. Without fertility, neither population

nor civilization can abide. It is vain to expect that lands once worn out may be recuper-

ated at will. Many who now live have seen individuals enriching themselves by exhausting
the soil, at the expense of the nation, and passing to their progeny untenable estates.

The land is for the good of all. Fertile soils were given to the nation as a trust, and
are dispensed by the nation to the people to be used, but not abused. Fertility, the nation's

endo^vmeut and hope, should hence be maintained ; and in order that the public at large

may be impressed with these truths, and that the agricultural portion of the people may be
broughfinto active co-operation with the government, the aid of agricultural societies is

thus in\ited in procuring agricultural statistics and reliable information upon subjects

affecting agriculture, by which the whole community may be benefited and civilizatioa

advanced.
This object may probably be best attained by the adoption of a system for the guidance

of individual members of societies in collecting facts in relation to every branch of interest

to the farmer and the planter, and in reporting them at stated intervals—quarterly would
be most judicious—to each State society, for its information, for publication, if desired, and
especially for transmission to this Office for elaboration and subsequent use. A summary of

the condition of agriculture in every part of our country may in this manner be obtained
of material benefit to all from the nature and reliability of its facts and the medium and
regularity of their publication.

If these suggestions shall receive the approval of each State agricultural society, it is

recommended that the County agricultural societies be requested to appoint a committee of
one or more gentlemen deemed fitted for the important work proposed ; and, to facilitate

their labors, a series of questions has been prepared and is hereto appended.
I have the honor to be, yours, very respectfully,

THOMAS G. CLEMSON, Superiniendent.

S. T. Shugert, Esq., Acting Commissioner of Patents.

INTERROGATORIES RELATIVE TO AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

Area of county in square miles and acres ?

Number of inhabitants to a square mile ?

What is the relation of land to sea-level ?

As.sessed value of real and personal estate ?

Number of acres improved ?

Number of acres unimproved ?

Cash value of acres improved ?

Cai^h value of acres unimproved ?

Maximum and minimum of farms, exclusive of buildings ?

Value of farming implements and machinery ?
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Number and value of live stock ?

Names of staple crops ?

Quantity of each ?

Value of each ?

Acres of land worn out ?

Cause of sterility ?

"What manures are applied?

What is the character of the soil and the underlying rock ?

What minerals abound ?

What attention is paid to forest culture ?

What to cultivation of medicinal plants and herbs ?

What to raising of seeds for use or sale ?

How many head of live stock lost by disease this year ?

What the nature of the disease ?

What grasses are most cultivated ?

How many lUrseries in the county ?

In how many stores are seeds sold ?

Value and tj r .iitity of seeds sold ?

How man; ^ricultural warehouses ?

How man) manufactories of agricultural implements ?

How many an x* jries of drain-tiles ?

Is draining ici practiced?

Is irrigation practiced ?

What crops are injured by insects, and to what extent ?

By what insects ?

Bee culture—number of hives and value of product ?

Will 5^ou please to say by what action the Agricultural Division of the United States

Patent Office can best serve the cause of agriculture in your county ?

OPERATIONS AT THE GOVERNMENT EXPERIMENTAL
GARDEN.

A suitable depository for plants designed to be introduced to the United States or dis-

seminated throughout the land must be adequate to the following uses, viz

:

1. Receiving and preserving all seeds, bulbs, cuttings, and plants, obtained from other

countries and from vr.rious regions of our own.
2. Testing by culture the adaptation of plants to various soils and climates.

3. Determini/ g by experiment the best methods of cultivating particular plants.

4. '.Todifyi'! ^ the qualities of plants by hybridization and improved culture.

5 Vopa<^ 'ting plants pi ryaratory to distribution.

f i-'ackii labelling, and dr patching, by mail and otherwdse, such plants, seeds, &c.

Ihe area five acres in a c -ntral part of Washington, heretofore described as prepared

for thes )urposes, is a part of the groimds reserved by the Government for ornamental
uses ; ana 'ts pvesent application, combining both utility and beauty, is hence commended
as judicious and econopiical until experience shall demonstrate the necessity of more ample
and more eligible accommodations.
A recital Avas given in the report for 1859 of a portion of the principal subjects of culture

and propagation at this garden, which it is now proposed to resume and continue in the

manner of a review of the various enterprises in progress.

Tea.—Thirty-two thousand plants, propagated from seeds, were distributed throughout

the United States in the period between September, 1859, and April, 1860. Little more
can now be said of them than that, from Maryland to Louisiana and Texas, they are kno\vn

to have taken root and prospered, though exposed to all the severities both of summer and
of winter, except that there is reason to believe that very many have perished from the

want of the ordinary care demanded by every tree in the first year of its growth ; and with

the additional exception, extraordinary as it may appear, that, in a number of instances,

the plants were placed in the ground as received from the garden, with the moss and pack-

ing around them, instead of being carefully divested of their coverings, and moistened

before planting when found in a dry condition, and, of course, have never manifested any

signs of life whatever. In the District of Columbia, plants properly attended to, though
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wholly unprotected, and though severely pruned, are full 18 inches high and 14 inches in

the diameter of their branches; while in portions of North Carolina and of Texas the

growth has been even more vigorous. In the second year much greater progress will be

made, wherever proper skill and attention shall be devoted to them. Tlie distribution in

the spring of 1861 will consist of about 8,000 plants, all propagated from cuttings, and
therefore capable of maturing earlier. It is purposed to send forth annually a like number
thus produced, in order to replace losses and to supply the continued demand, until private

interest shall discover in the enterprise an adequate incentive to its efl'ectual prosecution.

Grapes.—About 135 varieties of grapes arc now m the course of experimental culture and
propagation. Many of these are being fruited for the purpose of improvement by hybridiza-

tion, mainly witii the \aew of their adaptation to wine-making, especially by the amalgama-
tion of native and foreign varieties, upon which process the hopes of intelligent cultivators

of the vine now mamly rest. The following is a list of native grape vines to be distributed

prior to April, 1861 ; all of them, except the Catawba and Isabella, being comparatively

new varieties, and but little known in general cultivation, viz

:

NATIVE GRAPES FOR DISTRIBUTION.

1

Cataivha.—Though reputed to be of northern origin, this grape is proba\> a native of

Maryland. It was first brought to public notice by Major Adlum, of ^.f^r'eor -etowrl, D. C.

The vine and foliage resemble those of the Isabella; it is prolific; b'drri d' ium, round,

pale red, musky aroma ; slightly pulpy ; ripening late, it does not succeed .11 north of

Pennsylvania and Ohio ; it is the most general reliance for wine-making in the regions to

which it is adapted.

Concord.—Mr. E. W. Bull, of Concord, Massachusetts, produced this grape from the seed.

It is one of the hardy, productive, and vigorous growers among native varieties, is not sub-

ject to the attacks of mildew or dry rot, and prospers in all portions of the United States.

The fruit Ls large, oval, black, sweetish, though pungent and musky, improving with the

age of the vine ; ripens at Washington m the latter part of August ; and is a fair table

grape, but more desirable for wine-making.
Delaware.—Whether this is a native grape or a seedling of some foreign variety is a con-

tested point, but the general opinion ascribes it to native origin. It was brought into public

notice by Mr. Tliompson, of Delaware, Ohio, who is said to have traced it to Mr. Paul H.
Provost, of Hunterdon county, New Jersey. It is, when perfected, the best flavored of

American grapes. The clusters are small and compact ; berries, small and round, light red,

juicy, pulpless, and very sweet ; is an excellent table grape, and will become popular for

wine-making. It is subject. to mildew ; has proved a slender grower in Washington, where
it ripens late in August ; but the testimony of cultivators is conflicting on this head. It is

hardy, and adapted to the middle and northern States.

Diana.—]\Irs. Diana Crehore, of Milton Hill, near Boston, Massachusetts, produced this

variety from seed of the Catawba. It was first brought into public notice bv Hovej^' s Magazine,
m 1844. It is hardy, a strong grower, very prolific, and ripens even further north than
Boston late in September, excelling its parent stock in these particulars. TJie clusters are

of medium size and compact ; berries, light red, small, round, sweet, and ."i^iif htly pijlpy.

It keeps well throughout the winter, is valued for table use, and will become pr.jfitabji ""or

wine-making. For general cultivation it is one of the most desiiable varieties.

Hartford Prolific.—A seedling, originated at Hartford, Coi.., ^cticut, by Mr. S >le. Itns
hardy, vigorous, and productive ; clusters compact and of medium size ; berrxv,»f, >und

—

aroma slightly foxy ; flesh sweet and slightly pulpy ; ripens at TA^ashington early ir 4^agust

;

is best adapted to the central and northern States.

Isabella.—Originating in South Carolina, this well-known variety was introduced to the
North by Mrs. George Gibbs, after whom it is named. It is an excellent variety for table

use when cultivated north of Marj'land, though inferior in its native South. It is prolific ;

berries oval ; when ripe, pulpy and sweet, mth slightly musky aroma ; large, black, witli

bluish bloom ; clusters, loose ; ripens at Washington in September.

Rebecca.—This grape was originated by Mr. E. M. Peake, at Hudson, New York, about
1850, but was not brought into public notice until three or four years later. It grows well

generally, but very rapidly for the first four years. The clusters are from four to eight

inches long, and tapering ; the berries of medium size, oval, green when shaded, of golden
hue in the sun, very juicy, sweet, and pulpless, and suited for table use. It prospers south
of ]\Iassachusetts—best, probably, in the latitude of Pennsylvania, where it ripens in Sep-

tember. The vine Ls somewhat subject to mildew.
Union Village.—The Shakers, at Union %allage, Ohio, originated this grape from seeds of

the Isabella. It was brought into public notice by Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati, about
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1854. It is best adapted to the central and northern States, gro-wing vigoronsly, and pro-

ducing very large terries in large and compact bunches ; is pulpy, juicy, sweet
;
probablj

the best black native grape in cultivation. In Washington, ripens in September.

FOREIGN GRAPES FOR DISTRIBUTION.

The following list of grapes of foreign origin, to be distributed in limited quantities in

the same period, is here given, explanations of their names and individual characteristics

being necessarily deferred. It may, however, be stated that they are all believed to be of

tender constitution, and best adapted to regions south of Pennsylvania. They are wine
grapes in their native countries, but are, as yet, cultivated only for table use in tbis coimtry:

Sweet Water, (Dutch.)—This grape has long been familiar to the graperies of the United
States, and has been cultivated in vineyards as far north as Massachusetts, by means of

laying the shoots on the ground as soon as the leaves are fallen, and covering them with
straw or dry leaves. It is a medium grower ; liable to every form of mildew when gro^vii

in moist soils
;
prolific ; clusters loose, shouldered, and of medium size ; berries medium

and round, very light green, pulpless, ^weet, and watery ; a table grape of limited demand.

Bakator. Hungarian. Muscatel, white. Himgarian.
Chasselas, white. " Puisin, blue.

Dinka, green. " Puxesin, blue.

Dinka, red. '* Einer, red.

Honey, white. '' Rosas.

Furmint. '*
> Schenkem, white.

Katarka, blue. ** Semedria.

Katarka, white. " Sheeptails.

. Keskecsocs. " Silver, white.

Muscatel, green. " Todar, white.

Muscatel, red. " Tokay.

Muscatel, yellow. " Tokay, white.

NATIVE GRAPES IN COURSE OF PROPAGATION.

The following list embraces the varieties of native grapes now under experiment and in

course of propagation. They are, vdth few exceptions, adapted to culture in the northern

and middle States, and most of them will prosper as far south as the Catawba or Isabella

:

, seedling of the Concord: Fruit black and large ; said to be superior to the parent

stock.

Hensluno: Red; sweet; medium size.

Dracut Anther : Light red ; medium
;
pulpy ; agreeable flavor.

TrolUnger.

Lincoln Dovmer : Well-reputed.

Sage Grape : Red ; agreeable flavor.

Bartlett.

FlyrruMh: White.
Clmton: Black, round, small, sweet, juicy, somewhat pulpy ; ripens early.

•

, seedling: White, juicy, sweet, slightly pulpy; a vigorous grower.

, seedling: Red.
J3lack Fox: Large, juicy, pulpy; agreeable flavor, though tart; vigorous grower.

Eed Fox : Of like characteristics, but smaller.

Crystal: White, sweet, juicy, somewhat pulpy; medium size.

Mustang : Black, small, pulpy
;
pleasant flavor ; vigorous grower.

, seedling: Red, small, juicy; agreeable flavor.

Graham: Purple, juicy, sweet ; slightly pulpy ; medium.
EMing.
Parker's Rochj Mountain Seedling.

Wise.

Tennessee.

Ilcrbemont : Red, juicy, sweetish, small ; vigorous growth
;

(will not succeed, unprotected,

north of Maryland.)

Devereaux: Purple, juicy, sweet; medium size; vigorous growth; (wiU not succeed well

south of Maryland.)

Virginia : Red, large, pulpy ; vigorous growth.

Ontario : Black, very large, slightly pulpy, juicy ; vigorous growth.
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Arrol: Red, medium size, juicy, sligliHy pulpy.

Herhemmt' s Madeira : Red, raedimu size, sweet; vigorous growth
;

(will not succeed, un-

protected, north of Maryland.)

Black September : Small, juicy, unproductive.

SchuylkiU.

Early Frost : Black, medium ; agreeable flavor ; somewhat pulpy.

Everett.

EarJcer's Improved Isabella: Black.

Raahe: Purple, small, sweet, prolific.

Guesia: Blue, sweet, slightly pulpy ; agreeable flavor.

Currant: Black, small, sweet, juicy.

To-kalon: Red. sweet, juicy, slightly pulpy; medium size.

Brinkley: Black, small, juicy, somewhat pulpy.

Ketchmi: Black, sweet, slightly pulpy ; medium size ; vigorous growth.
Franklin: Black, sweet, small, somewhat pulpy ; vigorous growth ; ripens early.

Grevaduhf.

Rulcmder.

jS'orlhern Muscadine: Red, foxy, sweetish, juicy ; clusters compact ; vigorous ; ripens early.

Woodford: Purple, juicy, pulpy, sweet ; vigorous growth.
Wyoming: Black, juicy, somewhat pulpy ; vigorous growth.
Emily: Pale red, juicy, sweet; vigorous grower.

Lenoir: Black, small, juicy, veiy sweet; vigorous grower; (will not grow, unprotected,

at the North.)

Baldwins I^noir : Like characteristics.

Washita.

Leogan : Dark blue ; medium ;
juicy, somewhat pulpy.

Canby' s August : Black, juicy, sweetish.

Anna: White, juicy, sweet, slightly pulpy ; a desirable variety.

Saluda : Blue, large, juicy, somewhat pulpy ; very vigorous grower.

Cassidy : White, sweet, juicy ; vigorous grower.

Garigues: Dark purple, oval, medium, juicy, sweetish, pulpy.

Scuppcrnong : Yellowish, large, round, sweet, pulpy ; vigorous grower.

Elsinburgh: Black, small round, thin skin, pulpless, sweet and juicy.

Clara.

Louisa: Black, large, juicy sweet, somewhat pulpy ; vigorous grower.

Blue Oporto: Dark blue ; medium size, round
;
juicy, sweet, somewhat pulpy.

, seedling: White, medium, very sweet, juic3% slightly pulpy; prolific.

About thirty varieties, received without names from ditferent parts of the United States,

will be grown and fruited in pots at as early a day as possible ; if then found superior or
fully equal to the best varieties at present in cultivation, they will be named and dis-

tributed.

FOREIGN GRAPES IN COURSE OF PROPAGATION.

The following is a list of grapes of foreign origin m course of experimental culture

—

all of them pulpless :

Trcminer : German ; medium size ; red, sweet, round, delicious flavor.

Seedless: Egyptian; medium, romid, white, very sweet.

Lady's Finger: Egyptian ; oval, very long and slender ; delicious flavor.

White grape: French ; large, round, sweet.

Black Morocco: African ; large, round, sweet, fleshy.

Black Muscat of Alexandria : Eg}Titian ; large, oval, fleshy.

White Muscat of Alexandria : Egyptian ; large, oval, luscious.

Black Frontignac : French; medium, round, sweet; clusters small. \

White Frontignac: French ; medium, round, sweet; clusters small.
Black Hamburg : Holland; large, round, sweet; clusters large.

Grizzly Frontignac: French ; large, round, very sweet.
Decans Superb: Large, round, white, sweet.

Golden Chassclas: French ; medium, round, luscious.

Lisbon Red: Portuguese; large, round, sweet.

Black Prime: ; large, oval, black; clusters large.

Hausteretto : German ; large, round, red, sweet.

Rcinc de Nice: Italian ; medium, round, white, sweet.
Joslyns St. Alhans: English ; large, round, white, luscious.

WilmoCi Black Hamburg: English seedling ; large, round, very sweet.
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Cannon Hall Muscat : English ; very large, oval, luscious.

Bawood Muscat: English; medium, round, golden, very sweet; new mridy.

WJdte Syrian: Palestine ; very large, oval, sweet ; clusters very large and heavy, and
shouldered.

Black Barbarossa: African ; medium ; round, sweet.

Bed Lomhardy : Italian ; large, round, sweet.

Santa Crux : Mexican ; new variety.

Golden Hamburg : English seedling ; medium, round, very sweet ; new variety.

El Paso, No. 1 : Of foreign origin, but long cultivated in Texas ; large, round, blue,

sweet, fleshy.

El Paso, No. 2 : White ; other characteristics similar to No. 1.

Charlesworth Tokay: English ; medium, oval, white, luscious.-

Black Damascus : Palestme ; large, round, sweet ; clusters large.

Eaisin des Carmes: French ; medium, round, red, sweet.

31iller' s Burgundy : French; large, round, black, sweet.

White Nice: Italian ; large, round, sweet ; clusters large
; produces sherry wine.

West St. Peters : English ; medium, round, black, sweet.

Zinfindal: Large, round, black, sweet.

PLANTS FOR DISTRIBUTION.

OsrER Willow, (Salix mninalis.)—This tree, though many years in cultm-e in the United
States, is unknown in many regions, and has therefore been selected for dissemination,

especially in view of the fact that it will prosper wherever moist lands prevail, and near

water-courses everywhere. About 2,000 plants were distributed in the spring of 1860 ; and
8,000 are ready for distribution in the spring of 1861.

Carob Tree, (Ceratonia. siliqua.)—The arrival of seeds and cuttings of this tree from Pales-

tine was noted in the Report for 1859. It has been successfully propagated at this garden ;

and a limited number of plants have prospered in the air in several situations south of Vir-

ginia. About 8,000 plants will be distributed in the spring of 1861. In addition to its

desirableness as a producer of fruit, it will prove valuable in the southern States as a hedge
plant when judiciously pruned. Rev. James T. Barclay, D. D. , a Christian missionary from the

United States, from whom this and other plants of Palestine have been received, writes as

follows :
'

' This fruit is largely exported to Russia, where, as well as here, it is much
esteemed as an occasional article of diet, and for a beverage brewed from it. It can prob-

ably be raised in every portion of the United States south of Pennsylvania. No special

directions are necessary for the management either of the cuttings or seeds. It is an ad-

mirable shade tree."

Sessaban.—Tliis is probably a variety of the Mimosa. It is an evergreen in Syria, and
will doubtless prove such in the southern States, but a deciduous tree in the North. Doctor
Barclay says it has a very delicate leaf and a pendent, globular flower, somewhat like the

sycamore ball, and highly odorous. It is esteemed as an ornamental tree, but is chiefly valued

as a hedge plant. It is believed to be a rapid grower. A limited number were distributed

in the spring of 1800 ; 3,000 will be distributed in the spring of 1861.

St. John's Wort, (Hypericum carymbosum.

)

—This shrub, though indigenous to the south-

ern States, is but little known throughout the country
;
yet it has proved hardy in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and will probably succeed still further north. It is an ornamental shrub,

blooming early in the spring. There will be a distribution of 3,000 plants in the spring of

1861.

Berbery, (Mahonia rejmis.)—Tliis ornamental evergreen shrub is indigenous to Texas,

and somewhat known in various sections of the country. It is of vigorous growth and
blooms early in iho spring ; the flowers are yellow, and succeeded by red benies, which re-

main throughout the winter.

Stone Pine, (Pinus pinea.

)

—This tree, though common in Syria and in Southern Europe,

is but little known in the United States. It is of loose growth, with straggling pendent
branches ; the foliage handsome, of bluish tinge. It yields large seeds in great aliundance,

which are used as occasional food by the peasantry of the countries in which it grows. A
small number of plants were distributed in the spring of 1860, and about 1,000 will be sent

out in the spring of 1861.

Arbor Vit;e, ( Biota Chinensis)—This tree has been grown from seeds imported from China
by the Patent Office. It is a new and very ornamental variety, and may l3e regarded a very

desirable acquisition to our evergreens. It is compact and bushy, and a vigorous grower,

and is said to retain its lower branches, and consequently preserve its pyramidal form,

even in extreme old age. In the spring of 1861 there will be 1,000 ready for distribution,

and an increased number in the follo\^ing year.
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PLANTS IN COURSE OP PROPAGATION FOR FUTURE DISTRIBUTION.

Under this head may be classed a large number of ornamental, medicinal, and edible

plants, the seeds, bulbs, and cuttings of which have been received from Palestine through
the agency of Rev. James T. Barclay. A portion of these were described in the Re^wrt for

1859 ; and descriptions of others are hereto subjoined, as follows :

CoLOCYNTH, {Ciicumis Coloaj-nihis, seeds from Palestine.)—A portion of the seeds of this

plant have been distributed among agricultural societies in the central and southern States.

It is an annual creeping vine, and may be cultivated as cymlins and cucumbers are. Its

medicinal properties are well known to the profession, and its culture is very generally de-

sired. Dr. Barclay says that it grows luxuriantly on the plains of Sharon, a single vine

producing more than a hundred fruit.

PiCTAcmo. (Pistacia vera, seeds frcnn Palestine.)—This tree will doubtless succeed well

south of Virginia in this country. It is described by Rhind ( Vegetable Kingdom) as growing
from twenty-four to thirty-five feet high, with heavy twisting branches, covered with a
thick grayish bark. Tlie leaves are large and oblong. The flowers arc small, and of a
greenish color. The fruit is a thin shelled, oval, tapering nut, about the size of an olive.

The nuts are produced in bunches, and are commonly in profusion. Some think them more
agreeable in flavor than the hazel nut or almond. They are exported to those parts of

Euroi>e where the tree does not flourish.

This tree is indigenous to Asia Blinor, and is very abundant in Sp-ia. It is much culti-

vated in Sicily for the sake of its nuts. It succeeds in dry, stony, calcareous grounds, but
thrives in a sandy or moist soil. In forming plantations, trees of different sexes must be

selected to insure fructification. One male should be allotted to five or six females; and,

to avoid mistakes, young grafted stocks should be procured, or suckers from the foot of an
old tree. The mak flowers are produced first ; and some pluck them while yet shut, dry
them, and afterward sprinkle the pollen over the female tree. But in Sicily the method is

to wait till the female buds are open, and then to gather bunches of male blossoms ready to

blow ; these are stuck into a pot of moist mould and hung upon the female tree till they
are dry and empty. This method is very effective. Some gardeners ingraft the male bud
upon the female tree. The wood is hard and resinous.

According to Pliny, pistachio nuts were first brought to Rome about the reign of Tiberius,

jind probably the tree was introduced int<i Italy at the same period. It has been long cul-

tivated in Spain, Portugal, and the south of France, and, when properly protected, yields

fruit even at Paris. It is more hardy than the orange, and thrives in the same soil and
climate with the olive.

Date, (Phoenix dactyli/era, seeds and plants from Palestine.)—This palm is probably adapted
only to warm localities in the southern States, where it will pi'ove an evergreen. It atUiins

a height of sixty feet. That it has not borne fruit in greenhouse collections in England
and the United States is doubtless owing to the fact that, although the wild date will pro-

duce fruit without assistance in transferring the seminal element from the male to" the

female tree, in a state of cultivation, even though in the open air, it fails to do so.

Prickly Pear, (Cactus opuniia, seeds from Palestine.)—Tliis plant will thrive best in dry,

Etony. or calcareous soils in the central and southern States. The fruit, which is abundant
on the mature plant, is ovoid, about as large as the fig of commerce, sweet, and juicy, but
covered with small spines, which irritate the tongue when not carefully removed. It is

veiy wholesome.
Squill, (Salla maritima, bulbs from Palatiue.)~Tins perennial herbaceous plant has a large

bulbous root, coated like the common onion, of grayish color, and abounding in a thick

juice: the flower stem is round, smooth, and succulent, and from two to three feet high.

The leaves are from twelve to fourteen inches long, and pointed. It is cultivated in Spain,

Sicily, and Palestine, and prefers sandy soils. This bulb was known to the ancient Greek.s

for its medicinal properties, for which it is still well known and highly valued. It will, no
doubt, succeed well south of Virginia, like most of the Syrian plants. Its tenacity of life

Ls very great, bulbs having been known to grow after having l>ecn buried in sand heated

above tlie temperature of boiling water. It may be propagated from seeds and from off-

shoots of the bulb.

Olive, (Olea Europea, cuttings from Palestine.)—This tree is little known in the United

States, though its products are consumed in large quantities, the imported oil of olives alone

exceeding in value half a million dollars a year. Some early attempts to introduce the tree

have been lecorded, but no satisfactory account thereof has been preserved. Mr. Jefferson,

writing from Paris in 1787, remarked that, although the olive was a tree the least known
in America, it was the most wortliy of being laio^Mi. "Of all the gifts of Heaven to man,"
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said he, *'it is next to the most precious, if it he not the most precious. Perhaps it may
claim a preference even to bread, because there is such an infinitude of vegetables whiQh it

renders a proper and comfortable nourishment. In passing the Alps at the Col de Tende,
where they are mere masses of rocks, wherever there happens to be a little soil there are a

number of olive trees and a village supported by them. Take away these trees, and the

same ground in corn would not support a single family. A pound of oil, which can be
boxight for three or four pence sterling, is equivalent to many pounds of flesh by the quan-
tity of vegetables it will prepare and render fit and comfortable food. Without this tree

liie country of Provence and territory of Genoa would not support one-half, perhaps not

one-third, their present inhabitants. The nature of the soil is of little consequence, if it be

dry. The trees are planted from fifteen to twenty feet apart, and, when tolerably good,

will yield fifteen or twenty pounds of oil yearly, one with another. There are trees which
yield much more. They begin to yield good crops at twenty years old, and last till killed

by cold, which happens at some time or other, even in their best positions in France. But
they put out again from their roots. In Italy (I am told) they have trees two hundred
years old. They afford an easy but constant employment through the year, and require so

little nourishment, that if the soil be fit for any other production, it may be cultivated

among'^the olive trees without injuring them." "Wherever the orange will stand at all,

experience shows that the olive will stand well, being a hardier tree." "This is an article

the consumption of which will always keep pace with its production. Raise it, and it begets

its own demand. " " Cover the southern States with it, and every man will become a con-

sumer of oil within whose reach it can be brought in point of price." "Were the owner of

slaves to view it only as the means of bettering their condition, how much would he better

that by planting one of these trees for every slave he possessed ! Having been myself an
eye-witness to the blessings which this tree sheds on the poor, I never had my wishes so

kindled for the introduction of atiy article of new culture into our own country.
'

'

The olive is a low, branchy, evergreen tree, rising from twenty feet to thirty feet, with

stiff, narrow, bluish-green leaves. The flowers are produced, in small axillary bunches,

from wood of the former year, and appear in June, July, and August. It is supposed to be
originally from Greece, but is naturalized in the south of France, Italy, and Spain, where it

has been extensively cultivated for an unknown length of time. Near Terni, in the vale of

the cascade of Iilarmora, is a plantation above two miles in extent, supposed to be the same
plants mentioned by Pliny as growing there in the first century. With protection from
severe frost. Miller says, "it may be maintained against a wall in the latitude of London."
In Devonshire some trees have stood the open air for many years.

A plant that will prosper in barren soil, and that promises so much profit, should not bo
omitted, even though many years must pass from the time of its introduction until its

fruition. It may be propagated from seeds, cuttings, layers and suckers, and by inocula-

tion, which last made is generally preferred by culturists. It is also propagated by the

knots or excrescences from the main stalk of the tree.

The olive will doubtless succeed in the uplands of North Carolina and South Carolina,

and generally in dry situations in Tennessee, and southward to Florida.

Khalcas, (Ccdladium species, tubers from Palestine.)—Tliis plant will succeed,best in moist
situations in the middle and southern States. It forms a number of ovoid tubers, nearly as

large as hens' eggs in the first year, which probably increase in size when permitted to

remain longer in the ground. Its flesh resembles that of the yam, but is exceedingly

pungent when raw ; when boiled, it is very palatable. It is extensively used by the poor
in Syria.

Seedless Pomegranate, {Punica species, cuttings from Palestine.)—Tliis plant is described as

bearing fine fruit, much esteemed in Syria. It ha^ highly ornamental properties, forming
a desirable shrubby tree, and producing large and brilliant scarlet flowers, semi-double, in

autumn. It will thrive in moderately moist soils south of the District of Columbia.

FERTILIZERS.

BY HON. TIIOS. G. CLEMSON, LL. D.

In the range of knowledge tlicre is no subject more tangibly satisfactory, and none better

calculated to enlarge our comprehension, and to tea,ch us the infinite design and adapted-

nesa of parts to a wise economy in the future, than chemical geology.
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Careful observations, made in the Ol3Scr\'atory of Paris and elsewhere, show that the

temperature of the earth increases resjularly a degree for every 51 feet as we descend. It

is hence more than probable that the interior of the earth has betm from its creation, or

from incalculable time, incandescent, or in a molten state. Iliis affords an easy explana-

tion of the many disruptions of the solid crust of the earth which every traveller has

beheld. Crystalline und pseudomorphic rocks have been thro^v^rl up through stratified

formations and left at the apex, the latter anticlinal or dipping in opposite directions on

the sides ; and thus the relative ages of mountain ranges may be correctly estimated.

Volcanic eruptions bring to the surface portions ©f the molten mass in varied forms and

composition, and earthquakes are but sjnnptoms of the interior agitation. This central

source of caloric imparts to the surface crust a portion of its heat, and modifies the intensity

of those changes which take place with the transitions of the seasons. So regular is the

increase of temperature as we descend toward the centre of the earth, that we may calcu-

late with some degree of precision from what depth hot springs arise. It is thus determined

that, under the city of Paris, the temperature of boiling watei* would be reached at a depth

of 8,212 feet.

Tl:ie rocks throwTi out by volcanic action bear the impress of modification by heat, being

more or less crystalline in their structure, and, like the primitive rocks, granites, sienites,

and porphyries, have a marked aspect, and must not be confounded with tlie sui>er-imposed

strata which owe their origin to the detritus resulting from the decomposition or disintegra-

tion of the older rocks ; but rocks are compounds of mineral species, and these of simple

substances, mostly oxyds of metals.

"We know that substances combine with inconceivable intensity of force. No observer of

chemical action can fail to realize sensations of amazement and profound reverence for the

author of such stupendous manifestations as are exhibited even by the familiar combination

of the constituents of water, or the power shown by that liquid in passing to a solid state.

This power is not confined to the operations of inorganic matter, but is a constant accom-

paniment of \itality, and by it inert matter is made to perform its part in unison with other

substances. Hence it may not be unreasonable to anticipate the time when the heterogeneous

masses forming the earth may all be brought into life-existence. We are familiar ^\^th the

omnipresence and continued manifestations of that power as with life itself. Tlie imagina-

tion cannot reach the inscrutable ways of the Creator ; yet that such all-pervadmg power
exists in Nature is a truth known from all time ; for it is wTitten, "And the earth wa«
withoui form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of

God moved upon Wie face of the waters. And God said. Let there be light, and there

was light." A magnificent recital, but stronger and more philosophical in the original,

since, as Hebrew scholars interpret, '

' aour' ' means an all-pervading fluid, fillkig spaee and
mysteriously imbuing animated Nature.

Behold the power of a seed ; however minute, the embodiment of a complete iniierent

entity. It produces promised results with unerring certainty, when all the conditions afire

fulfilled. It is a credit to man by the great Jehovah, and the draft will be honored as sure

as the sim shall rise—as sure as effect shall succeed to cause.

In the tropics continual verdure prevails, and the vegetation of successive zones is varied

and governed by irrefrangible omnipotent dispensations, apparent active life subsiding at

fixed intervals of time, and its outward symbols falling when an era of rest ensues. The
higher animals stand watch on earth ; the smi speeds on through space, by paths unknown
to man, dispensing blessings to uncounted worlds, until the welcome return of its genial

rays once more revives the surface of our planet A wave of verdure now swells and rolls

on again from the equator to the impassable barrier eternal at the poles.

The coincident power of the interior heat and of the sun, together with the composition
of the rocks which form the earth, are subjects of the present investigation. '•"^ Were it not
for the influence of the Sun the entire mass of the earth would be dependent upon its own
inadequate resources for the prmciple upon which, so far <as our knowledge extends, vege-
table and animal life is maintained. Without this external vivifying power the earth would
be unfit for the abode of those creatures which are essential to each other, and which unitedly

proclaim the glory of the Almighty. The minute and intimate actions forever in progre^^s

upon and in the earth are not only indispensable to life, but even to the preparation of the

constituent elements of organized existence.

* This subject was commenced by the writer, (vide Agricultural Report for 1859, page 136,) in complianco
with a request from the Agricultural Division, prior to his being invited to preside over it; and is now continut^d

under a sense of the obligation implied by that performancej restricted as it then was to assigned limits.
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POTASSIUM.

The substance popularly known under the name of potash is a combination of oxygen
and a metal called potassium. This metal was first separated from the alkali in 1807, by
Sir Humphrey Davy, and is interesting on account of its properties, and as having been the

first of its class obtained by means of the galvanic pile. Great must have been the satisfac-

tion of the illustrious chemist when he first observed the result of the decomposition of a
piece of moisteaed potash in an assemblage of minute globules of potassium surrounding

the negative pole of the battery. Since that period different methods have been discovered

by il^hich it can be manufactured at little cost by any one desirous of becoming familiar

with its properties.

Potassium is of a bluish color, is soft, and mti^y be worked by the fingers as wax. Its

lustre is eminently metallic, but cannot be retained in contact with the air. This metal
must be kept under oil of naphtha, ^which contains no oxygen,) because, if left in contact

with the atmosphere, it will absorb oxygen and again become potash, or oxyd of potassium.

It is lighter than water, its specific gravity being 0.865. At the temperature of freezing

water it is brittle ; as the temperature rises it first becomes soft, and then liquefies long
before the thermometer reaches the boiling point ; and, finally, is volatilized at a red heat,

giving out vapors of a beautiful green color. "When a piece of potassium is thrown upon
water its affinity for oxygen is so great that the water is decomposed, the oxygen of tke

water uniting with the metal with such rapidity that the hydrogen is ignited, and continues

to burn until the metal is completely oxydized. If the remaining water be then examined
it will be found alkaline, and capable of turning reddened litmus blue.

Substances in different electric states unite with each other. "When electricity is used for

their separation, the electro-negative element is attracted to the electro-positive pole, and
vice verm. In the case of the reduction of potash, the metal of potassiinn, being the electro-

positive element, is found at the negative pole of the battery. The specific gravity of the

metal being less than water, it floats, the water is decomposed, the oxygen unites with the

potassium, evolving the caloric, and causing the hydrogen arising from the decomposition of

the water to re-unite >vith the oxygen of the atmosphere and reproduce water, which passes

into the air. The combination of oxygen and hydrogen effected by a spark is always attended

by a stupendous and astounding development of force ; but that compound may be broken
by potassium, which, as far as is kno^vn, decomposes all bodies containing oxygen

;
yet, by

the aid of an elevated temperature, some substances, such as carbon and iron, have the

power of reducing the oxyd of potassium by combining with the oxygen. The process of

preparing potassium in quantity is founded upon these properties.

POTASH.

Hydrate of Oxyd of Potassium.
—

^Tliis substance, as known in commerce, is an impure com-
pound of all the soluble salts extracted from wood ashes by lixiviation and evaporation

to dryness. Pearlash contains fewer impurities, being prepared by a more perfect calcination

in contact with the air, promoted by constant stirring, by which means the carbonaceous

matter, as well as the sulphur, is dissipated. Resolution and evaporation, toward the close

of the process, produce a white granular appearance.

Pure potash (vegetable alkali, caustic potash, &c.,) is solid, white, and fusible, and does

not undergo decomposition at any degree of heat to which it may be subjected ; but it is

deliquescent, and, when exposed to the air, absorbs the carbonic acid of the atmosphere,

and will consequently effervesce by the application of any of the stronger acids, such as

sulphuric, nitric, or chlorohydric. It is one of the most powerful bases, and so caustic as

to alter all organic substances with which it comes in contact, and it is hence used as an
escharotic in surgery. Not only does it dissolve many animal substances, but also changes
the nature of vegetable products, particularly when its action is aided by heat.

. Potash is never foimd pure in nature, being always combined -with acids, such as car-

bonic, sulphuric, chlorohydric, nitric, tartaric, oxalic, &c. That which is extracted from
the ashes of vegetables is mixed with divers other salts, varying according to the vegetables

from which the ashes have been procured, the nature of the soil, and the kinds of manure
used in their production.

In preparing caustic potash, regard must be had to the substance used for the carbonate.

That produced by reducing to ashes the tartrate of potash is the most pure. By successive

crystallizations any degree of purity may bo gradually attained. Tho carbonate of potash
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is decarbonized by the application of caustic lime to a solution of tlje carbonate in boiling

water, the boiling being continued for a time. 'Die carbonate of lime, formed by the

absorption of the carbonic acid from potash, precipitates, and may hence be easily separated

by decantation or by filtration. To ascertain when all the carbonic acid has been removed,
it is only necessary to add a few drops of acid to an equal quantity of the clear solution,

when any effervescence will indictite the incompleteness of the operation. The decomposi-

tion being effected, the solution is allowed to settle, the clear liquid is decanted, and the

residuum is thrown upon a filter, which may be of straw, clean sand, cloth, or paper. Tlie

evaporation should be rapid until the water is dissipated, when the product may be run
into moulds, as may be desired, or allowed to cool on the sides of the evaporating pan. It

should then be broken into fragments and secured in glass vases with emer)-- stoppers.

Potash thus obtained is kno^^^^ in commerce as potash prepared with lime. It is not abso-

lutely pure, but contains salts, such as chlorides, sulphates, silicates, and aluminates of

potash. By dissolvmg this potash in alcohol, and evapoi-ating first in a still, to economize
the alcohol, and finally in a silver vase, a product is obtained known as potash h I'alcohol,

which is use<l in analyses, and may be considered the purest found in commerce.
There are few well-ordered farms in our country where ashes arc not used for making lye

and soap. The usual method is simply to lixiviate the ashes upon a hopper, and then boil

the lye with grease to produce soft soap, which may be decomposed by the addition of salt,

(chloro-hydrate of soda,) a transformation of bases thus taking place, when, in lieu of the

stearate, margarate, and oleate of potash, we have salts with a base of s©da, or, in other

words, hard soap. This is open to criticism, as the lye is not decarbonized, and as it is at

best a most wasteful mode, since the carbonate of potash does not act so readily, if at all,

upon the fats. In fact, it is questioned by chemists learned in this branch whether fats

combine with any other than the caustic alkali. It is certainly far better to decarbonize

the carbonate of potash by quick lime, as already described. The operation will thus be
rendered much more certain and more easy to regulate, and at the same time produce soap

in greater quantity and of superior quality.

Potash, if not the strongest, is at least one of the strongest of the bases, and forms salts

that are very permanent—all of which are soluble in water ; such as are but slightly so

being rare exceptions. In agriculture it is never used alone, but in combination with sub-

stances produced in the arts or found in certain localities, as geological formations, such as

green sand, occurring along our eastern littoral, varieties of felspar, lavas, &c.

Potash is widely diffused throughout nature. It enters into the composition of animals
and plants, and of all the soils which support vegetation ; and it forms one of the con-

stituents of the predominant rocks of which the earth is composed, such tis granites, mica-

schists, the sienites, laA-as, basalts, &c. Where the soil is formed from a rock in which
there is no potash, it -would be useless to seek it, or to anticipate fertility without supplying

this element. Soils formed of pure sand, supplied by the disintegration of quartz rock, are

unfitted for the growth of plants. So, too, with soils, such as chalk, which contain little

else than carbonate of lime. But the chalks, though comparatively poor, are not entirely

free from other substances. The grass that grows on the downs, meagre as it may be,

thrives because of the presence of other constituents than carbonate of lime ; and it is well

knowTi that chalk, when examined by a powerful magnifier, is an agglomeration of the

remains of infinitely small organisms.

The silicate of potash is one of the constituents of felspar and of mica ; and these two
mineral species, in ever-varied proportions, together with quartz, form granite, the most
predominant rock, as far as known, of which the earth is constituted. Geologically spe.xk-

ing, it is the lowest and the highest rock known ; that is to say, it forms the crystalline or

molten mass of the interior of this planet ; and where the overlying and more recent rocks
have been upheaved, and the lines of continuity broken, the tops of the highest mountain
ranges display the protruded granite. The disintegration and decomposition of this rock
varies according to its composition or the preponderance of one constituent over others.

Oxygen and carbonic acid are the principal agents in its chemical decomposition ; its disin-

tegration is mainly due to physical action, changes of temperature, the agency of water, &c.

In the chemical changes the proto-sjilts of iron become per-oxyds ; and those of manganese
undergo a like alteration, llie decomposition of the silicates of magnesia, lime, potash,

soda, &c., is effected by the action of carbonic acid, derived either from the interior of the

earth or from the atmosphere. In the foniier case, the change of the rock proceeds from
the interior to the surface ; in the latter, from the surface to the interior ; in either ca«e the

carbonates of lime and magnesia thus formed sooner or later become bi-carbonates, and pass

off in water, leaving the remains of the rock a porous mass into which water penetrates

;

and, through the vicissitudes of temperature in northern climates, this reduction to an
earthy mass is accelerated. Tlie composition of the crystallme and metamorphic rocks is

infinite in variety ; and in proportion as the proto-silicates predominate is the tendency to

abrasion and decomposition, until the entire mass becomes pulverulent and fit for the sup-
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port of vegetation. Alumina, as will be seen, is one of the constituents of felspar and mica.

By the decomposition of these substances clays are formed, and, according to the position or

elevation of their localities, deposits occur dependent upon the volume and rapidity of the
current which carries the detritus to the valleys below. The generally received formula of

analyses of rocks are approximate only, because of the imperfectness of science at the time
they were made. Thus, phosphoric acid is not found to enter as a constituent in many of

the analyses of the crystalline rocks, nor are we informed thereby of the presence of other

substances which science is daily bringing to our notice. Professors Kirchhoff and Bunsen'^'

remarlv : "In this way we arrive at the unexpected conclusion that lithium is most widely
distributed tliroughout nature, occurring in almost all bodies. Lithium was easily detected

m 40 cubic centimeters of the water of the Atlantic ocean. Ashes of marine plants, (kelp,)

driven by the Gulf Stream on the Scotch coasts, contain evident traces of this metal. All

the orthoclase and quartz from the. granite of the Odenwald which we have examined con-

tains lithium. A very pm'e spring water from the granite in Schlierbach, was found to con-

tain lithium. All tlie ashes of plants growing in the Odenwald, on a granite soil, as well

as Russian and other potashes, contain lithium. Even in the ashes of tobacco, vine leaves,

of the wood of the vine and of grapes, as well as in the ashes of the crops grown in the

Rhine plain near Waghausel, Deidesheim, and Heidelberg, on a non-gTanitic soil, was
lithium found. The milk of the animals fed upon these crops also contains this "widely

diffused metal. In the manufactories of tartaric acid, the mother liquids contain so much
lithium salts that considerable quantities can thus be prepared. Dr. Folwarczny has been
able to detect lithium in the ashes of human blood and muscular tissue by spectnim observa-

tions." It appears, also, from observations made by those distinguished investigators, that

all silicates contain potassium, and that lithium is scarcely ever absent from the tobacco

ash. These are observations of singular and interesting import, and tend to prove how
inadequate the re-agent and the crucible are in comparison with other methods which science

is revealing. But little reliance can be placed upon knowledge entirely dependent upon
chemical research. Who is able to tell us by analysis the composition of a soil, whether it

is rich or poor, fertile or barren ? "When we reflect," says an intelligent writer,f
" that

an acre of soil six inches deep may be computed to weigh about 1,344,000 lbs., (though

the roots of plants take a much wider range than this,) and, taking the ©ne constituent of

ammonia or nitrogen as an illustration, that in adding to this quantity of soil a quantity of

ammoniacal salt containing 100 lbs. of ammonia, which would be an unusually effective

dressing, we should only increase the per-centage of ammonia in the soil by 0.0007, it is

evident that our methods of analysis would be quite incompetent to appreciate the difference

between the soil before and after the application ; that is to say, in its state of exhaustion

and highly productive condition so far as that constituent is concerned," It is not designed

to imdervalue the immense benefits conferred by chemistry upon civilization, nor to abate

the high expectations that may be justly entertained with respect to its increasing useful-

ness ; but when chemistry ceases to speak, we must not neglect the proffered aid of other

handmaids. The science of chemical geology is of vast interest to the agriculturist ; and
the universal diffusion of the metal lithium throughout the older rocks and the soils derived

from them, together with its constant presence in the ashes of tobacco, gives assurance of

the advantages resulting from the most abstruse, profound, and minute investigations.

Distinguished gentlemen tell us that, upon analyses by spectrum observations, the eye is

able to detect with the greatest ease the salt of sodium in quantities less than 3 ot) « oo o ^^ ^

milligramme^ (a milligramme being y^ff q of a grain ;) and of the salt of lithium, with

absolute certainty, less than x^o ifo
^^ ^ milligramme. The presence of yq^q of a milli-

gramme of the chlorate of potassium is also detected by this method ; and by it every silicate

has been found to contain potash. These statements should not excite our wonder in view

of other improvements of the age. Had it been stated twenty years ago that we should in

this era converse by electricity across the ocean, it would have seemed as incredible as the

declaration at this time of our future ability to determine at least some of the inorganic

constituents of the atmosphere of the stars.

The alterations of rocks have attracted the attention of all chemists conversant with

geology. It is a subject of deep study and investigation, and has given rise to much dis-

cussion. All rocks are susceptible to the permeating effects of water, and its action has been

continuous for incalculable time. The products of one alteration change by subsequent action,

and each changed condition is again metamorphosed by the action of newly created products.

The changes are never ceasing ; and the results are as varied as they are unmitigated.

These reflections lead to an understanding of the vast powers of Nature's resources in

preparing soils for new productions, and for the recuperation of those which, though not

exhausted, have become inert. If metamorphism took place wholly by igneous action,

decomposition would almost entirely cease on the cooling of the rock. It is not hero

* See London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine for August, 1860, p. 97.

f Dr. Gilbert, of llothansted, St. Albans, England.

1
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intended to deny, however, that heat has performed an important work at various periods

of the earth's history in effecting changes of rocks, the evidences of which ^re obvious to

every student of the earth's structure.

Both of the constituents of granite, felspar, and mica, as has been stated, contain potash ;

and analyses are herein presented as types of these two mineral species so important in the

constitution of the crystalline and altered rocks and their derivatives, whether stratified rocks

of ulterior formation or soils from which organic nature derives its support and existence.

The t^rm felspar includes minerals of different composition. Under the name orthoclase

are the synonyms felspar, potash-felspar, ice-spar, felsite, adularia, murchisonitc, leelite,

amausite, amazon-stone, sunadin, moonstone, napolconite, necronite, pegmatolite, mikroklin,
x-alencianito, feldstem, eisspath, erythrite, and perthite—the last-named variety being gener-

ally termed potash-felspar to distinguish it from those varieties which contain little or no
potash, that substance being substituted by soda, lime, and lithium.

Locality. Silex. Alumina. Ox. iron. Tiime. Potash. Soda.

Lomnitz
Vesuvius
Dransfeld

Chamouni
St. Gothard...
Baveno
Siberia

Chili

Ceylon
Marienberg...
Saxony
Yalencianite ..

Microline

Perthite

Lake Superior .

Davidson co.,

N. C
Chesterlite

66.75
65.52
64.86
66.48
65.69
65.72
65.32
65.37
64.00
66.43
65.52
66.82
65.76
66.44
66.70

65.30
64.76

17.50
19.15
21.46
19.06
17.97
18. 57
17.89
20.47
19.43
17.03
17.61
17.58
18.31
18.35
18.68

20.20
17.60

1.75

trace,

trace.

""o.lo"

"'o."49'
G.80
0.09

trace.

LOO

trace.

0.50

1.25
0.60
trace.

0.63
1.34
0.34
0.10
2.60
0.42
1.03
0.94

'i.lo'

0.67
0.30

0.05
0.65

12.00
14. 74
2.62
10.52
13.99
14.02
13.05
6.30

14.81
13 96
12.98
14.80
13.06
6.37
9.57

14.35
14.18

10.29
2.80
1.01
L25
2.81
4.00

'"o."9l'

L70

5.56
3.58

0.79
1.75

=98. 25, V. Eose.

G. Rose.

=99. 23, Schned.
=98. 99, Delesse.

=100.

This table of analyses will suffice to give the composition of different varieties from locali-

ties widely separated. It is not essential to describe each variety in detail in order to impart
an imderstanding of the subject. For such description the intelligent farmer should con-
sult approved works on mineralogy.

Mica is not only one of the constituents of granite, but it enters into the composition of

gneiss, mica slate, sienite, and more recent rocks, such as sandstones, granular limestones,

trachyte, and basalt. It is sometimes known as Russian glass, and has been used in vessels

of war, as resisting the effects of explosions better than common glass. It is now exten-

sively applied to the small doors of anthracite stoves, to lanterns, and for other purposes of

utility. Fine specimens of it are found in New Hampshire, in plates sometimes a yard
across and perfectly transparent.* * Isinglass land is a term applied to soils formed by the

decomposition of rocks containing mica.

ANAIYSES OF MICA.

Locality, Silex. Alumina. Ox. iron. Manganese. Magnesia. Potash.

Uto 47.50
46.10
46.22
46.75

44.60

45150

37.30
31.60
24, 52

39.20

36.23

34. 55

3.20
8.65
6.04

0.90
1.40

9. 60
Broddbo _. 8.39
Fahlun 8. 22
Unionville .......... 1.02 6. 56

Litchfield 1.34

,
trace.

1

soda. )

4. 10
t"

soda.

2.35
i"

6.20

Chester county

Monroe, New York...

8. 10

• Dana'd Miacra logy.

•
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As already stated, granite is a mixture in varied proportions of felspar, quartz, and mica
tlie composition of the first and last named of which is given in the above analyses. Fel

spar is the most important ingredient, constituting from 30 to 40 per cent., and even more
Granite may be said to contain, as a mean, about 72 per cent, of silex, 15 of alumina, 7.5

of alkali, and 5.5 of lime, magnesia, and oxyd of iron.

In gneiss and mica-schists mica predominates, causing a laminated or slaty structure. In
gienite the mica is replaced by hornblende, but in other respects it has a near resemblance
to granite. Hornblende contains little or no potash.

Porphyryis a compact rocii, containing crystals of felspar scattered through the felspathic

base.

Trap or greenstone is a dark, greenish-brown rock, vory compact, with a minute crys-

talline texture. When the variety of felspar called albite (containing soda instead of pot-

ash) replaces the potash-felspar, the rock is called diorite.

Trap has been confounded with basalt. It is somewhat similar in appearance, and con-

sists of a base of felspar with the mineral called augite or pyroxene. This rock, though
yielding potash, is not enriched by the addition of augite, which is poor in potash when
compared with other minerals herein described. Varieties of basalt have produced as high
as nine or ten per cent, of this alkali. The residuum of the decomposition of felspathic

rocks and clays, after the- lime and alkalies have been carried off in solution, is a compound
called kaolin, and is used in China, Saxony, and France in the manufacture of porcelain.

That from which the celebrated Sevres porcelain is made comes from Limoges, in France.

This substance is not uncommon in the United States, and will probably, at some future

time, displace the less pure material now used in the production of inferior manufactures.

Clays (silex and alumina) are employed in making bricks ; and the fewer impurities they
contain the better the bricks, the presence of lime being especially injurious. Bricks are

usually red owing to the presence of the oxyd of iron, which, when in small quantities, (as

is usually the case,) does not materially affect their quality.

Attempts have been made to extract potash from felspar and other mineral substances

for use in manufactures and in agriculture, but thus far without decided economic advan-

11- 7

Richard A. Tilghman, of London, obtained a patent in 1847 for a process for manufac-
turing sulphate of potash by heating above redness a mixture of potash-felspar, lime, and
the sulphate of lime, of barytes or of strontian ; also, for the manufacture of muriate of

potash by heating together a potash-felspar and the muriate of soda, lime, or iron to a tem-
perature above the melting point of the muriate employed ; and he also claims a patent for

manufacturing the chromate of potash by heating to redness a felspar with lime, or its car-

bonate, and chrome ore. These substances should be pulverized as finely as possible, that

their action upon each other may be complete. The richer the felspar is in potash the

better.* For a felspar containing sixteen per cent, of potash, he grinds the materials to a
fine powder, and mixes intimately two parts of felspar, one part of lime, or an equivalent of

carbonate of lime, and one part of sulphate of lime. Tliese materials are placed on the

hearth of a reverberating furnace heated to a bright red, which is kept up for eight hours,

when the mass thus calcined is withdrawn from the furnace and frequently lixiviated and
evaporated.

The green sand mentioned in former pages occurs along our eastern coast, and has a
large development in New Jersey and Delaware. It runs through the counties of Mon-
mouth, Burlington, Gloucester, and Salem, in the former State, and has been used largely

as a fertilizer. It is found by analysis to contain from seven to thirteen per cent, of potash,

and is expected by some to become the principal source of the potash of commerce. Mr.
Wurtz found that when to the ignited green sand, chlorid of calcium was added in sufficient

quantity to form, upon the fusion of the latter, a pasty mass, the decomposition of the

green sand was complete. The water combined with the green sand must be expelled by
heat previous to the fusion with the chlorid of calcium. The mass, after fusion, falls to

pieces in water, yielding to this solvent all the potash contained in the green sand, in the

form of chloro-hydrate of potash. Tliere is so great a difference ^^^th respect to solubility

between the chloro-hydrate of potash and the chloro-hydrate of lime that the separation of

these two salts presents no difiQculty.

In the manufactories of soda-ash large quantities of chlorid of calcium (chloro-hydrate of

lime) are formed, but have no market value. This mode, if found practicable on a large

scale, would offer a market for one of the useless products in the manufacture of soda, and
thus indirectly reduce the price of soda or the cost of manufacture of that substance.

The principal resources of potash derived from the mineral kingdom have now been
given, and it is from that source that all others come. Many distinct minerals contain pot-

• See Repertory of Patents, fiftli series, vol. 10, 1847
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seSh ; but, since they are found in comparatively small quantities, it iB not necessary to

describe them here. ITic efflorescences which occur ujwn certain slates, and which impreg-

nate the waters percolating thcni, are sometimes lixiviated, or the mineral waters are col-

lected and evapoiatcd for the miuiufacture of alum, which is composed of sidphate of potash

18.4, sulphate of alumina 30. 2, and water 45.4. But in the manufacture of alum at Whitby,

in, England, the alkali is added to the water containing the sulphate of alumina.

Tho source from which commercial potivsh is derived is almost exclusively the ashes of

I^lants. 'llic application of ashes to soil, as a fertilizer, has long been known to exercise a
most powerful influence over the growth of plants ; and though ashes from the burning of

wood contain other substiinces of importance, much is due to the presence of potash. As It

enters into the composition of some plants in greater proportion than of others, its utility is,

of course, manifested in unequal degrees. But the consideration of this topic will be
resumed hereafter in connexion with subjects more intimately relevant.

Nilrate of potash, known in commerce as saltpeter, is a compound of nitrogen, oxygen,
and poti^ssium, or nitric acid and potash—53.45 of the former, 46.55 of the latter. Its

specilic gravity is about 1.96. It crystallizes in six-sided prisms, and frequently efiioresces

in hair-like filaments. When pure it is translucent, if not transparent ; it has a cold, bitter

taste, acts lis a diuretic, and is largely used as an antiseptic in curing meats, in connexion
with other substances. It is soluble in water, especially at a high temperature, and is inso-

luble in alcohol. It deflagrates when thrown upon ignited coal, and is extensively used in

China and elsewhere in pyrotechny, and is one of the principal ingredients of gunpowder.
Formerly much of it was consumed in the manufacture of sulphuric acid; but the intro-

duction of nitrate of soda from South America has superseded it for this purpose. It is also

employed in the manufacture of flint glass. It has been practically tested as a fertilizer

;

but its present high price prevents its general use for this object. It has been employed in

solution for sprinkling grain, as a protection from insects, and in like manner for the preser-

vation of wood from their attacks.

Saltpeter is not found deposited in veins or strata, like salt and nitrate of soda, so far as

IS known to the writer. It only occurs native as an efflorescence, mainly upon limestones,

marls, chalk, and rocks, contiiining lime and potash, such iis the felspathic rocks. The
saline crust of caves in Kentucky and other parts of the Unite<:l States; those of Germany,
of France, of the East Indies, and of Ceylon, in Africa, are efflorescences forming from day
to day, from which a portion only of the nitrate found in commerce is derived. The nitrate

of potash, thus obtained, does not exist pure, but always combined with the nitrate of lime
and magnesia. Formerly chemists were of opinion that nitric acid was generated by the

decomposition of animal matters found in the rocks upon which the salt effloresced, and
from substances derived from the excrements of animals frequenting caves. The writer has
examined caves in calcareous rocks in the West, the resort of myriads of bats, where
their feces had accumulated to a considerable depth; but in these localities the form-

ation of nitre upon the walls was never recognized. It is true that the attention was not
particularly directed to the point

;
yet had such been the case the attention would have been

arrested by the fact.

Mr. John Davy and Mr. Longchamp have advanced the opinion that the presence of

azotized matter is not necessary for the generation of nitric acid and nitrous salts ; but that

the oxygen and azote of the atmosphere, when condensed by capillarity, will combine in

puch proportions as to form nitric acid, through the agency of moisture and of neutralizing

bases, such as lime, magnesia, potash, and soda. This opinion would appear to be maintained
by the fact of the production of nitrates in soils remote from habitations, were it not for the

presence of organisms, containing nitrogen in most soils, or in the atmosphere with which
they are in contact. But the increased production of nitrates by the addition of animal or

nitrogenous matter to calvareous earths is a significant fact in this connexion. Much, if

not the greater part of the saltpeter used in France, is obtained from the rubbish of old

buildings and the scrapings of cellars, which are lixiviated and treated according to the
prescribed rules. During the revolution in that country these sources sufficed for the supply
of all the nitre used in the manufacture of gunpowder, seven-twentieths of which, according
to Dr. Ure, were furnished by the city of Paris alone.

It would appear that, besides the presence of the bases lime, magnesia and potash, a
degree of humidity is essential ; that the temperature must be fiworable, the formation of

nitrates being very feeble at or about the freezing point, and that sunlight is considered

unfavorable. These facts are singularly in accordance witli the conditions necessary to tho

recuperation of worn-out soils, and cannot fail to command the attention of the intelligent

observer.

It should be borne in mind that no nitrate of potash can possibly be formed without the
presence of humidity in the materials to be acted upon. But the whole sul'ject is surrounded
with difficulties. The natural nitre beds of Ceylon, twenty-two in number, according to

John Davy, are caverns that have been increased by successive extractions of material. The
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caves are in ro«k containing carbonate of lime, talc, and felspar, which, as has been men-
tioned, contains potash. The views elsewhere expressed by the writer upon the presence

everywhere of organisms containining nitrogen, and which give it off in a nascent state,

would appear to be a satisfactory explanation of the prodn 'tion of nitrates in presence of

the bases named above, and in this instance of that of potash, which occurs as a carbonate,

having been formed from the decomposition of the silicate of potash by carbonic acid,

derived either from the interior of the earth or from the atmosphere in which it is always

present. But even after having fulfilled all the conditions recited as essential, the action

may be less prompt than we had hoped, from the want of something unappreciated, and
ignored or left out of consideration. In the operations of nature, the most apparently

trifling incident may be of capital importance, for nothing has been created without an
object. Proud man's existence depends upon so many minute, inappreciable, yet essential

contingencies, that the destruction of one unvallted element may cause the destruction of

the entire race and the entire fabric of animated nature. Yet when man, taught of God,
may, as it were, breathe upon the matter of this earth, and, promoting life and motion,

exercise an influence to extend to the remotest limits of the universe.

According to Bowles, there is enough nitrate of potash in Spain to supply all Europe to

the end of time. The nitre beds of India and Egypt are remarkable for the quantity of thjs

salt found in them. The earth in which it is ascertained that nitrate occurs is dug up to

the depth of several inches, thrown upon platforms or into heaps, and then lixiviated. Thp
solution is led into basins made in the ground, and left to evaporate by the heat of the sun,

as salt water is evaporated at Key West and elsewhere for the manufacture or ordinary salt.

When the solution has been concentrated by the heat of the sun the^ operation is termi-

nated in boilers, whence it is conducted into receptacles in which it is allowed to crystallizg.

The nitrate of lime remains in the water, and if ashes or any salt of potash suited to the

operation can be procured, by their addition the nitric acid of the lim^ may be united with
iflie potash of the ashes, thus giving an additional quantity of nitrate "of potash. The
liquid is, of course, to be decanted or filtered, to remove the insoluble portion of the ashes

that have been added.

According to Mr. John Davy, the earth containing the nitrate in the district of Tirhoot,

in Bengal, has the following composition :

Nitrate of potash .--.- 8.3

Nitrate of lime . ..-. 3,7

Sulphate of lime j^i 0.8

Muriate of soda ^ ,... 0-2

Carbonate of lime, with a trace of magnesia . , .., .... 35.0

Residuum insoluble in water and nitric acid .^ -. 40.0

Water, with a trace of vegetable matter.. ... 12.0

100.0

The formation of artificial nitre beds and the extraction of saltpeter are operations inti-

mately connected with fertilization, and throw important light upon the formation of niti®

in the soil.*

The following instructions have been given by the consulting committee of poudres et salpetres in Franfce

for the construction of their nitrieres artificielles—The permeability of the materials to the atmospherical ai?

being found to be as indispensable as is "the presence of a base to fix the nitric acid at the instant of its forma-
tion, the first measure is to select a light friable earth, containing as much carbonate of lime or old mortar-
rubbish as possible ; and to inter-stratify it with beds of dung, five "or six inches thick, till a considerable heap
be raised in the shape of a truncated pyramid, which sliould be placed under an open shed, and kept moist by
watering it from time to lime. When the whole appears to be decomposed into a kind of mould, it is to b.fi

spread under sheds in layers of from two to three feet thick ; which are to be watered occasionally with urine
and the drainings of dung-hills, taking care not to soak them too much, lest they should be rendered imperme-
able to the air, though they should be always damp enough to favor the absorption and mutual action of the
atmospherical gases. Moitit garden mould aflfbrds an example of the physical condition most favorable to nitre

beds. The compost should be turned over, and well mixed with the spade once at least in every fortnigiit, and
the sides of the shed should be partially closed; for altiiough air be essential, wind is injurious, by carrying
off the acid vapors, instead of allowing them to rest incumbent upon, and combine with, the bases. .Tlve
chemical reaction is slow and successive, and can be made eflective only by keeping the agents and material*
in a slate of quiescence. The whole process lasts two years; but since organic matters would yield in the
lixivialion several soluble substances detrimental to the extraction of saltpeter, they must not be added during
the operations of the latter six months ; nor must anything except clear water be used for watering during this

period; at the end of which the whole organic ingredients of the beds will be totally decomposed. Where
dung is not sufficiently abundant for the above stratifications, a nitre bed should be formed in a stable with
friable earth, covered with a layer of litter. After four months the litter is to be lifted off, the earth is to be
turned over, then another layer of fresh earth, eigiit or nine inches thick, is to be placed over it, and a layer of
the old and fresh litter over all. At the end of other four months this operation is to be repeated ; and in the
course of a year the whole is ready to be transferred into the regular nitfe beds under a shed as above described.

Such are the laborious and disagreeable proceesea practised by the peasants of Sweden, each of whom is
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Tho Academy of Sciences of Paris, in tho yciir 1770, offered a prize for the best treatise

on the formation of artilieial nitre beds. Fifty years after, in the year 1825, Gay Liissac

published instructions -which may be expressed in the following axioms :

"All tho nitrogen necossai-y for the formation of nitric acid is yielded to it by animal

matter ; and nitrate of potash is never generated from the air in substances adapted for its

formation, without the co-operation of animal matter." All the observations of scientific

investigators go to prove that the quantity of nitric acid formed is in proportion to the

(quantity of animal matters present in the mixture.

Berzelius detected nitrates in tho well water of the city of Stockholm ; and Liebig has

shown the presence of nitrates in the waters of twelve wells in the town of Giessen,'^

although they could not be detected in the waters of six wells separated 2,300 paces from
the town. Animal matter in a state of decay and putrefaction existed abundantly in the

soil in all the places where nitrates were found, and its nitrogen was converted into nitric

acid wherever the conditions for this conversion were united. The nitrates, when applied

to land, even in small quantities, have a manifestly energetic influence upon the growth of

plants ; but when applied too profusely they destroy vegetation entirely, especially whea
the season is dry. There are certain plants, such as the salsolas, in which potash is found

in quite large proportions. The action of the nitrate of potash—indeed of all the salts of

potash—is so similar to that of soda, that all further remarks upon the fertilizmg effects of

the former may be postponed until soda and its salts shall be considered.

SODIUM.

The analogy between sodium and potassium, and between the salts of these two metals,

is very striking. Neither the metal nor the oxyd of sodium is found pure, but always com-
bined with some acidifying principle ; and, thus combined, it exerts a most important
influence in nature's economy. As has been stated, potassium is widely diffused, as well as

sodium ; but the latter is much more extensively developed, being a constant and principal

constituent of the water of the ocean and of certain lakes. It also occurs in strata, in

immense deposits, as at Wilitzcka, in Poland, and it forms saline incrustations over large

districts of country. It is likewise one of the bases of some of the crystalline rocks, in

which it is coincident with potassium. It forms one of the components of vegetable ashes,

and is particularly abundant in marine plants, from which it is extracted, its preparation

and application in the arts giving rise to fruitful industry.

Common table salt is the muriate of soda, and this, together with other salts, imparts the

nauseating tiiste to the water of the ocean. It enters into a variety of daily domestic uses,

and into the manufacture of glass ; it is also the basis of all hard soaps, and assists in the

process of bleaching. Tlie nitrate of soda, which is found so extensively in South America,

has become, at a comparatively recent date, almost an adjunct to civilization. The waters

of the mineral springs of our country, with few exceptions, contain this salt, and this accounts

for the resort of animals to the '
' salt licks.

'

' Some of these localities are remarkable on account

of the immense number of bones that whiten the face of the earth around, many of which are

curious and interesting as the remains of extinct species of animals which, at a former, yet

comparatively recent date, inhabited those regions, but are gone, never to return. Big-bone

Lick, in Kentucky, is one of these localities. In travelling over the western expanse the

attention of the writer has frequently been arrested by the depressions around mineral

springs, worn do^vn by the continued licking of the earth impregnated with saline substances

by myriads of buffalo and other wild animals, which, with the aborigines themselves, have
disappeared before that race of men which is destined to possess the earth.

The details already recited concerning potassium will facilitate the inquiry respecting

sodium and its combinations. To Sir Humphrey Davy is due the honor of the discovery of

sodium, which took place about the period of the discovery of potassium. Sodium is ahvays

a product of artificial chemical preparation, and has great analogy, chemically and physi-

cally, to potassium, the same mode of preparation being pursued for both. It is soft and

bound by law to have a nitre bed, and to furnish a certain quantity of nitre to the State every year. His
vitriary commonly consists of a small hut built of boards, with a bottom of rammed clay, covered by a wooden
floor, upon which is spread a mixture of ordinary earth with calcareous sand or marl, and lixiviated wood
a'^hes. This mixture in watered with stal.lo urine, and its surface is turned over once a week in sunnner and
once a fortnicht in winter. In some countries walls, two or three feet thick, and six or seven hizh, are raised
with the nitrifyinji compost, interspersed with weeds and branches of trees, in order at once to bind Jhem to-

gether, and to favor the circulation of air. These walls are thatched with straw ; they are placed with one of
their faces in the direction of the rains, and must be moistened with water not rich in animal matter. One
side of the wall is upright and smooth, while the other is sloped or terraced, to favor the admission of humidity
into their interior. The nitre eventually forms a copious efflorescence upon the smooth side, whence it may
be easily scraped off.

* Vide Annals de Chimie et de Physique.
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ductile, of the consistence of wax, has a silver gray color, and is lighter than water, its

specific gravity being but 0.972. It is volatile only above the cherry-red heat, and decom-
poses water, but does not ignite the hydrogen, unless, as Mr. Serullus observes, the water is

thickened by the addition of a substance like gurn, which prevents the cooling of the metal,
in which case the hydrogen is inflamed. When a piece of sodium is thrown upon mercury
an amalgam is formed, and a production of heat and light takes place, which does not occur
with potassium.

Oxyd of sodium is prepared much in the same manner as potash, by decarbonating the
carbonate of soda^ith caustic or quicklime, decanting or filtering, and evaporating. It

absorbs the humidity of the atmosphere with great avidity, deliquescing like potash, but by
exposure to the air absorbing carbonic acid and efflorescing ; while the carbonate of potash

is as deliquescent as the caustic alkali

The silicate of soda is a constant constituent of certain varieties of felspar ; and it is even
doubted whether it is entirely absent from any combination where potassium occurs. The
substance known to mineralogists as oligoclase, or soda felspar, (which name is a sufficient

indication of its main characteristic.) has an immense development in forming granites, of

which some of the most gigantic ranges of mountains are composed ; and it is supposed
that the saline efflorescences which occur on the plains of North America, east of the Rocky
mountains, and east of the Andes, in South America, are due to the decomposition of the

soda felspars, which, in the latter instance, give rise to the formations whence the nitrate of

soda is procured for exportation. As a type, the variety called albite is composed of silica

68.7, alumina 19.5, soda 11.8, -^z 100. Specimens from one locality yield more soda than
those from another. The distinctly characterized felspars, whether containing an excess of

soda or of potash, with but few exceptions, yield the peculiar alkali ; and those metamorphic
rocks known as trap, basalt, petrosilex, obsidian, pitchstone, phonolite, pumice, and a variety

of distinct minerals occurring in lavas, with few exceptions, jield one of the alkalies, and
often both in varying proportions. But, although the subject is not irrelevant, restricted

limits prohibit further detail at present. The mineral species—rock-salt, muriate of soda,

common salt—occurs in all sedimentary rocks throughout the world, from the transition to

the tertiary, and is generally associated Avith gypsum. In the United States there are many
well-known localities in which this sub.stance is found, and where salt is extracted from
waters obtained by means of artesian or other wells. In Pennsylvania, on the Kanawha
in Virginia, in Missouri, and elsewhere, large estiiblishments have been provided for this

business. Hydrochloric acid is formed whenever watery vapor, or steam, comes in contact

with muriate of soda at a red heat. The muriate of soda and magnesia are found among the

principal mineral constituents of sea water, and may easily pass in large quantities into vol^

canoes. Lavas contain silicate @f potash and of soda, and, when acted upon by muriatic

acid, these give rise to salts which effloresce upon the surface. Organic remains are rare in

rock-salt
;
yet they do occur, not only in the mineral, but in salt water in the ocean and in

isolated salt pools.

The general tendency of opinion favors the belief that rock-salt is a deposit from the

water of the sea. Salt springs evidently originate from the contact of water with salt in

those formations where the mineral salt occurs, in one form or another, in masses stratified

or variously mixed with other minerals, and in which the salt may exist in small propor-

tions, yet in very large amount, when the extent and development of the formation are

considered. In either case, the continued action of water upon isolated masses, or upon
formations through which salt may be disseminated, in the course of time forms vacant

spaces into which the superincumbent" masses settle down, when dislocations appear on the

surface of the ground. These p.re among the thousand changes effected in the lapse of time

by the continued action of atmospheric agents ; and hence those superficial appearances in

physical geography the causes of which can be appreciated in detail only as results.

When mineral waters are saturated with alkaline salts, a protracted contact with the

mineral salt may be inferred, especially where the carbonate of soda occurs, the presence of

which indicates that the water has been charged with carbonic acid which had remained in

contact with or long continued action upon the rocks containing silicate of soda. In look-

ing back, so to speak, through a vista of myriads of centuries, the most lively imagination

is lost in the endeavor to appreciate effects that the slightest continuous cause might pro-

duce. In the course of time soils that were barren, and that would have continued so

unaided by extraneous influences, have become fertile. Tlius it is kno^v^l, and from long

continued analj'sis it is proved, that the atmosphere contains all the salts existing in sea

water. The ocean becomes agitated ; tlie spray rises and is divided, and is thus held in

suspension ; the salts are carried far inland to fertilize the soil by imperceptible, but con-

stant, never-ending contributions.

Carbonate of soda, composed of 58.57 of soda and 41.43 of carbonic acid, crystallizes

from a concentrated solution by cooling, and when exposed to the air effervesces. It does

not decompose when exposed to the strongest heat, unless in contact with water. It is
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found in combination with the sulphate of soda in di|fcrent parts of the world. In the

dcsort of Thiat, in Egypt, there is a lake which, during the rainy season, becomes filled

with wator charged with the carbonate and the sulphate of soda ; and this carbonate is

obtained separate from the sulphate. Sea weeds, such as salsola, salicornia, atriplex,

etatice, bates, and various species of fucus, contain soda, usually combined with ve|3;etiible

acids. These plants, when bunicd—by which process the vegetable acids are converted into

carbonic acid, which wmbincs with the soda—by lixiviation give solutions containing car-

bonate, sulphate, and hyposulphite of soda ; also sulphide, iodide, bromide, chloride, and
corresponding salts of potassium ; but the latter salts in small proportion. Other sub-

stAuces, such as muriate of soda, oxyd of iron, carbonate of lime, alumina, silex, and char-

coal, also result, in varied but minor proportions, from the imperfect process of reducing

the.se plants to ashes.

The barilla, or soda of Alicant, is obtained in Spain. In the environs of Malaga and
Carthagena a variety of salsola is cultivated for the purpose of extracting the carbonate of

soda. In the environs of Narbonne and of Frontignan, in France, the salicornia annua is

ailtivated for a like purpose, being sown and harvested in the same year ; and the ^^li-

cornea europea, the salsola tragus, and the salsola kali are all collected and burned for the

production of the alkaline carbonate. Along the sea shore, in Normandy, vast quantities

of these sea plants are collected, and here they yield a large proportion of sulphates of soda

and potash. Iodine is obtained from the mother waters, called the watei-s of Wareck, after

the extraction of these salts ; and most of this substance found in commerce comes from
that part of the world. ^^ But by far the greater portion of commercial soda (carbonate of

soda) is manufactured in the environs of Marseilles. An ardent sun gives an economical

heat for the extraction of the muriate of soda by evaporation, and the carbonate of soda is

extracted from that salt by the process of Mr. Leblanc. The muriate of soda is treated

with sulphuric acid.f by which the muriatic acid is disengaged and the sulphate of soda
formed. The muriatic acid may be collected, or suffered to escape ; but it is now ueiially

saved, and decomposed by a peculiar process, and the chlorine (muriatic acid being a com-
pound of hydrogen and chlorine) is applied to the process of bleaching, which operation

upon cotton and linen clothes formerly required weeks for its completion, with the risk of

rotting the fiber by frequent sprinklings and exposure to the sun, but is now so expedited

as to be efifected in as many hours. The sulphate of soda, a compound of sulphuric acid

and soda, is decomposed by submitting that salt to a proper heat, in contact with a certain

quantity of carbonate of lime and charcoal. The residuum is lixiviated, evaporated, and
crystallized.

Near the borders of the Mediterranean is the region of the olive, from which a large

amount of oil is made. The two substances, oil and soda, being the product of the same
locality, are employed in the manufacture of soap of a most excellent quality, and kno\vn
throughout the world as Castile soap, from the fact of its having been first made in the
province of Castile. The purest and best of this soap is the white ; but that usually sold

is marbled -wnth the sulphate of iron or copperas, which soon becomes red, adding nothing
to the real value of the soap, but rather proving its impurity, though preferred generally
from habit or in compliance with fashion.

The amount of capital employed in the chain of operations to which this chemical dis-

covery gave rise is now immense, and the business is not confined to France ; for, at a

period not very remote, Mr. Tenant, of Glasgow, in Scotland, from a simple workman be-

came the possessor of a colossal fortune, and was honored as a benefactor to mankind,
having by his genius provided employment for an entire population, his buildings alone
covering at one time more than eight acres of ground, and embracing all the operations,

from the manufacture of the sulphuric acid and the employment of the collateral products,
to the final process of bleaching on a colossal scale. This is one of the striking illustrations

of the effect of a single scientific scintillation. The residuums from such manufactories are
frequently excellent fertilizers, and arc employed as such with great advantage.

Sulphate of Soda.—This was discovered by Glauber, and is still known in the dispensatories
as Glauber's salts. He described it after having investigated the residuiun of the treatment
of common salt (muriate of soda) by sulphuric acid, a compound which was thought useless,

and which received the names of " caput mortuum," "damned earth," &c. Tlie sulphate
of soda is without color, and has a peculiar bitter taste, very disagreeable, as all those know
who have used it as a purgative, for which it is employed, though less frequently than for-

merly. It is fusible below red heat, and crystallizes in long six-sided prisms. When exposed
to the air, it gives off its water of crystallization, cfiioriesces, and finally falls into a white

• The carbonate of soda, as well as that of potassium, is found in the serum of the blood of animals. It is
«>mewhat doubtful, howtver, whether the soda of the blood is combined with carbonic or other acids, such as
pbo.'phoric.

t Sulphur IB extracted for the manufacture of the acid in the near Island of Sicily.
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powder. It is one of the constant constituents of sea water, and is also found in certain

spring waters, and in the water ofthe artesian well of Louisville, Kentucky. This remark-
able well, the depth of which is 2,086 feet, throws up 330,000 gallons of water in twenty-four
hours, which is ejected to a height of 170 feet above the surface of the earth. This water is

perfectly limpid, with an unvarying temperature of 76^*^ qH the year round. Its specilic

gravity is 1.0113. The solid contents left on evaporating one wine gallon to dr}Tiess are

915^ grains, furnishing on analysis the following substances

:

drains.

Chloride of Sodium (common salt) _ 621.5204
Calcium - 65.7287
Magnesium 14.7757
Potassium 4.2216
Aluminum 1.2119
Lithium „ _ 0.1064

Sulphate of Soda 73.2957
lime 29.4342
Magnesia 77.3382
Alumina - - 1.8012
Potash A- 3.2248

Bi-carbonate of Soda . 2.7264
Lime 6.9915
Magnesia 2.7558
Iron 1 0.3518

Phosphate of Soda . 1.5415
Iodide of Magnesium - 0.3547
Bromide of Magnesium....- . 0.4659
Silica

-"" 0.88S7
Organic matter -._._...... . 0.7082

- 8 1231

915.4634

The gases in one gallon are

:

Grains.

Sulphuretted hydrogen 2.0050
Carbonic acid - -- 6.1720
Nitrogen 1.3580

This analysis was made by J. Lawrence Smith. Its results resemble those given by the

Kissingen waters of Bavaria, and are analogous to those of the Blue Lick water in Kentucky.
The analysis of this water reveals to us the important fact that there is scarcely a single

constituent that is not a fertilizer, or a component part of plants and animals. It has been
shown that lithium is found in the ashes of all tobacco, to which plant it may be essential.

It is contained in the artesian well water of Louisville.

If the products of the earth are so wonderfully increased by irrigation with waters thwt

are comparatively pure, what might not be the results obtained from applying the water of

such wells. It is not known to the writer that artesian wells have been sunk for the appli-

cation to agricultural improvement of waters holding in solution inorganic substances ; nor
that the particular adaptation of this water to that use has attracted the attention of agri-

culturists. The suggestion now made may hence have important resulte hereafter. Tlic

height to which this water rises above the level of the ground indicates a force that may l^

made available in giving it an application which the flow from an ordinary spring would
not offer in many localities.

If it is true that substances are created once and forever, and are exhausted or carried off

by cultivation, then they must be replaced, or there can be no vegetable growth ; and the

application of such waters to the particular localities where they flow naturally, or may be

brought to the surface, as in the instance cited, will have the effect of fixing civilization

upon such localities for so long a time as they continue to flow or shall be applied. Upon
exhausted lands or desert wastes, or where vegetation has not been sufficient to support life,

such ingredients may, by these artificial or artesian wells, be brought to the surface and
made to adapt the lands for homes for millions of the human fiimily—turning upon the soil

a running current of wealth, the value of which can only be estimated by that of life itself,

since life cannot exist without it.

By reference to the foregoing analysis, it will be observed that the water contains not
only the inorganic constituents of organic life, but, with the carbonic acid and sulphurettal
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hydrogen gases, there is nitrogen, an important material essential to life, and in such a

state of combination as to fit it for assimilation. If the nitrogen be in a nascent state, it is

eminently adapted, and if simply m combination with water, it is doubtless sufficient. How
it is combined in the present case, the analyst does not state. The quantity of muriate of

soda can scarcely be considered a disadvantage, as that substance may be extracted for

economical uses, leaving the mother water still adapted to use as a fertilizer.

Sulphate of soda is obtained from certain mineral waters by evaporation and subsequent

crystallization, and from the mother liquors from which common salt has been extracted.

As has been stated, it is produced in large quantities by treating common salt with sulphuric

acid. Tlie chlorohydric acid is driven off and the sulphuric acid combines with the soda,

and may be separated by evaporation. It is composed of 43.82 of soda and 56.18 of

sulphuric acid.

Nitrate of Soda.—This is composed of nitric acid 63.5 and soda 36.5. A substance imported

from Chili, and extensively employed in the arts, is composed of nitrate of soda, chloride of

soda, sulphate of potash, nitrate of potash, and nitrate of magnesia, with impurities con-

sisting of a mixture of the soil whence it is taken. Tliis salt, sometimes called cubic peter,

is found in the district of Tarapaca, in North Chili, where it occurs on a dry plain, at an
elevation of 3,300 feet above the sea. For a distance of forty leagues the ground is covered

to a depth of several feet with beds of this salt, which occurs with sulphate of lime, sulphate

of soda, and chlorohydrate of the same base. The shells which occur in this formation

are recent, and similar to those existing in the ocean. The nitrate of soda is found in dis-

tinct strata, a thin layer of brown loam separating the parts. It is also found mixed with

salt, and forming a small portion of the entire mass. It goes through a very defective

process of refining ; it is then dissolved in water, evaporated, crystallized, and packed in

bags, and is thus sent to the coast on the backs of mules. The wood used in its preparation

is also transported from a distance on the backs of mules.®

SILICIUM.

Berzelius discovered in 1823 the mode of preparing pure silicium, and described the his-

tory and properties of many compounds containing that metal, previous to which time their

precise nature was unknown, or at least very imperfectly xmder.stood. It forms part of the

greater number of minerals of which we have knowledge, and next oxygen appears to be
the most abundantly diffused of the simple substances. It is found combined with oxygen,
in a pure state, as rock crystal, or mixed with oxyd of iron and divers other substances, or

in combination with various bases, as already described.

Silicium. when pure, is not characterized by a metallic lustre, hut appears as a dark-brown
powder, in this respect not differing from other bases, as zirconium is without the usual

characteristics of metals ; hence the doubt that has arisen among some chemists in relation

to the propriety of classing this substance among the metals.

When silicium is heated with the hydrate of potash or soda to the melting point of either

of these alkalies, an explosion takes place, attended by vivid incandescence and the emission
of hydrogen gas, which becomes ignited by combining with the oxygen of the air and the
re-formation of water. It is infusible before the blow-pipe.

The oxyd of silicium, silica, silicic acid, quartz-crystal, when submitted to the heat of

an oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, melts, and may be drawn into long threads like glass. If thrown
into water when in a fused state, ;t solidifies into a transparent mass, very hard, yet tough
and not easily broken, even when struck with a hammer. Steel is thus hardened by being
plunged into water when heated. It is volatilized when heated with the vapor of water,

and is deposited like snow. It is tasteless and inodorous ; and, though it combines with
bases and forms silicates, it is without action upon vegetable colors. When precipitated

from potash or soda, with which it may have been combined as a silicate of either alkali, it

may be re-dissolved in muriatic acid. In this instance it most probably bears the relation

of a base. When the solution of silica in hydrochloric acid is evaporated without carrying

the operation to the expulsion of all the water, the silica forms a pellucid jelly, and this

becomes completely insoluble on evaporation to dryness. Silex thus prepared is a white
powder, insoluble in acids or caustic alkali until again brought in contact with potash and
soda. All the salts of silicic acid are insoluble in water, except those of potash, soda, and
lithia.

At a certain distance toward the centre of the earth all matter is doubtless in a fu.sed

condition. Silica forms part of the rocks of a crystallized character which occur aromid this

molten ma.ss. It is either amorphous, crystalline, or combined with several bases, such
as alumina, potash, soda, &c., and as such is Imown under the mineralogical name of

B. H. EUake^ Silliman'e Journal, vol. 39, 1840
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felspar, already described in some detail. It occurs in all the metamorpliic rocks, and has
an immense extension, as developed in the red sandstone formation ; it forms nodules, called

flint, in the chalk deposits, and is one of the constituents of sedimentary deposits in different

parts of the world. It enters, also, into the composition of all glass, and in slags from
furnaces in which iron, copper, &c., are manufactured.

Ordinary glass is a mbcture of silicate of potash or soda with other silicates, such as those

with a base of lime, magnesia, oxyd of iron, manganese, lead, &c. ; and, when in plat<«,

appears to resist the action of water, but in the course of time becomes opaque, and is finally

decomposed. Specimens of glass taken from ancient tombs show such decomposition, and,

when pulverized and treated with water, portions are dissolved. The silicates with several

bases, or double silicates, are more fusible than the simple ; and those with many bases are

aftected by water in the proportion of their soluble base, such as potash and soda. Glass in

which the oxyd of lead enters to a large extent is more fusible than other descriptions, all

glasses being silicates, and differing only in the proportions and nature of their bases. Th«
same may be remarked of potteries. The white porcelain is free from impurities, particiv

larly such as impart color. The tinting of glass and porcelain is produced by the addition

of metallic oxyds, an«J has little or no effect upon the material itself.

Mortars are silicates. Hydraulic mortars owe their properties of becoming hard under
water to a mixture of silicates, such as silicate of alumina. A limestone containing from
25 to 30 per cent, of such insoluble residuum, when calcined as for making quicklime, will

give a cement which will harden under water in about twenty-four hours. Hydraulic lime-

stones may be prepared artificially by making the proper mixtures. ,

Flint, agate, chalcedony, cornelian, opal, jasper, amethyst, &c., consist almost entirely of

silica, colored by different ®xyds of metals ; cornelian, by oxyd of iron ; amethyst, by oxyd
of manganese ; and it is said that peculiar opalescent appearance characteristic of the min-
eral called opal is owing to minute fissures inhabited by microscopic organisms. Whatever
may be the coloring matter from which the silex derives its shade, the amount thereof is

sometimes scarcely appreciable to analyses.

In the vegetable kingdom silica is a constant ingredient of plants, as is shown by analyses

of the ashes. In some it occurs more largely than in others, the grasses appearing to con-

tain more than other plants, particular varieties, such as the arundinaria, possessing quita

large amounts. Varieties of reed contain at times crystallized silica, and will often strike

fire with steel. The epidermis contains so much of this substance that the edge of a knife

used in cutting the stalk of the plant soon becomes blunted.
" Silica, under soluble conditions, is a comparatively large ingredient in the food of agri-

cultural plants, and plays an important part in the fertility of soils. The quantity of it in

any one species of plant varies in different parts of the plant, in different varieties of the

species, and upon different kinds of soil. The quantity of it, in the mean of six specimens
of turnip bulbs, analyzed by I'rofessor Way and Mr. Ogston, amounted to 0.34 lb. per ton;

in the mean of six specimens of turnip-tops, to 1.73 lb. per ton ; in the mean of six speci-

mens of entire crops of turnips, to 0.55 lb. per ton ; in the mean of three-specimens of

beet-bulbs, to 0.54 lb. per ton ; in the mean of three specimens of beet-leaf, to 0. 76 lb. per

ton; in the mean of three specimens of entire crops of beet, to 0.56 lb. per ton ; in the

mean of five specimens of carrot-roots, to 0.24 lb. per ton ; in the mean of three specimens of

carrot-leaves, to 4.46 lbs. per ton ; in the mean of three specimens of entire crops of carrots,

to 1.22 lb. per ton. The quantity of silica, according to the same authority, amounts to

0.61 lb. per ton in the tubers of Jerusalem artichoke, to 1.76 per ton in peas grown on
chalk, to 0.84 lb. per ton in peas grown on clay, to 2.53 lbs. per ton in pea-straw grown
on chalk, to 5.04 lbs. per ton in the entire crop of peas grown on clay, to 1.94 lb. per ton

in pea-straw grown on clay, to 0.42 lb. per ton in beans grown on clay, to 2.61 lbs. per ton

in bean-straw grown on clay, to 3.17 lbs. per ton in the entire crop of beans grown on clay,

to 60.0 lbs. per ton in wheat-straw, to 172.1875 lbs. per ton in wheat-chaff, and to 16^ oz.

in every 28 bushels, or 1,792 lbs. of wheat grain. Two important practical inferences from
these fiicts are, that the root crops bring up soluble silica from the deep parts of the soil,

or assist the subjugation of crystalline silica under soluble condition in the higher parts of

the soil, in preparation for the uses of the corn crops, and that by far the major portion of

all the soluble silica abstracted from the soil by a whole course of crops may l)e returned

to it in the leaves or tops of the root crops, and especially in the straw and chaff of the

grain crops. A main office which silica appears to perform is to give mechanical firmness

and strength and resistiveness to the parts and organs of plants which are most exposed to the

risk of fracture or prostration, or other injury from the weather ; and therefore it is scarcest

in the pulp or farina of seeds and in the liesh of succulent roots, less scarce in leaves, more
abundant in culms, and most plentiful in the sheltering chaff-coats of the ripening grain.

"The quantity of soluble silica in most soils, or of silica under conditions which render it

capable of solution, and readily available for the use of plants, is so great as to render

special applications of it altogether imnecessary. The small proportion of it, too, which is
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cnrriod off by the scods of field crops, and not returned in the portions of farm-yard manure
which consist of leaves and culms and chaff, is, in general, far more than compensated by
the disintegration of part of the insoluble silicious constituents of the soil in the operations

of fallowing and tillage, and by the bringing up of soluble silica from the lower parts of

the soil in the absorptive process of root crops, and allowing it to remain on the lield by
carrying away only their bulbs, or tubers, or tiips. ' Between corn corps,' as Liebig suggests,
' we may grow mangcl-\mrzel, or even pota,toes, if we remove only the tubers of the latter,

and allow the plant itself, which contains much silica, to remain on the field.' But, in fact,

most fields contain such a large natural store of available silica that no care respecting it

needs to be entertained, and no expedient for any special supply of it needs to be adopted,

for centuries to come. Almost ihe only soils, or at least the chief ones, which may now
and statedly require direct applications of it, are peat lands and other predominantly humous
grounds, which contain a comparatively small proportion of mineral matter, and which
produce such soft and flexuous corn-culms as want sufficient strength and firmness to resist

the buffetings of the weather. Yet many scientific farmers, and even some distinguished

agricultural chemists, contend that artificial silicates should be applied to all soils; that

they form an indispensable ingredient in any compound special manure which is intended

to serve as a substitute for farm-yard manure ; and that they form a fit and sometimes
necessary preparation f-r a wheat crop on any land which has suffered an appreciable abstrac-

tion of its soluble silica by the crops of the immediately preceding years. The question

thus brought into dispute is «ne of very considerable practical importance, and requires

much knowledge and very comprehensive thought for its proper investigation.""

)l

ALUMINUM.

This metal is of recent acquisition to the arts. It is interesting because of its properties,

t, above all, as an object toward which the attention of men of science has been turned

for half a century. Philosophical research had developed a knowledge of its properties

before its separation or production, now confirmed by this achievement. The contest of

many years was between the natural difficulties obstructing the investigations relating to an
unknown substance, on one side, and all the eftbrts of science, as then comprehended, on
the other. The difficulties presented, for a time, baffled and set at defiance these efforts.

But theory, as a beacon, lighted the way, and practice finally triumphed. History will

record this vindication of the supremacy of science, and the trophy will continiie in the

keeping of civilization forever.

Aluminum resembles tin and silver, but, when hammered, has a somewhat bluish appear-

ance. It is malleable almost without limit, and can be beaten into foil or dra^vn into wire

without reheating. It is more tenacious than silver, and perhaps less so than copper. It is

about as hard as virgin silver, but is easily cut ^nth a knife. It is very sonorous, the sound
produced by a blow upon a bar of the metal resembling that of glass. Many experiments
have led to the belief that it is the best known conductor of sound. The density of this

metal when cast is 2.56 ; when laminated 2.67. It fuses at a higher temperature than zinc,

and lower than silver, and crystallizes on cooling. When pure it is unalterable by air or

water. The hydrate of potash or of soda has a powerful action, evolving hydrogen, and,

in the solution, an aluminate of the alkali. It forms alloys with silicium, iron, zinc, nickel,

tin, bismuth, copper, gold, &c.-[-

ALUMINA.

Alumina, or alumine, is one of the component parts of alum, from which it was first

cxti-actid. It is the principal constituent of clays, in which it is found generally mixed
with other substances that impart to it a color, it being naturally white. It is a compound
of oxygen and the metal aluminum just described. Tlie precious stones, comndum, sap-

phire, emery, and other varieties, are nearly pure crystallized alumina, particularly the

sapphire, which is very hard, and is cut by means of diamond powder and polished on
lead wheels with the same powder, or that of emery, a less pure variety of the same
mineral. ITie sj^cific gravity of alumina is 2. (water being unity.) It is without smell,

and has little or ne taste, but is not altogether void of astringency. It has a strong affinity

for water, and gives it off with readiness when heated. The tenacious, sticky nature of clay

soils is owing to this property, and is marked in proportion as the soil approaches to pure

alumina. As it gives off water under the effects of the sun or the wind, it hardens, cracks,

and becomes obdurate and unyielding. Of all soils pure clay is therefore the most difficult

* Wilson's Cyclopedia, vol. IV., p. 218; article, Silica.

i Devillc and Wiibler on Aluminum.

4 A
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to manage or sul)clue by cultivation. Sir Arthur Young has said that *
' no man ever throve

upon a stiff soil." Strong teams are required to work it, and this can be done at the proper
moment only, as it is not only difficult and expensive, but to a certain extent injurious at
other times. Clay has merits which should not be underrated, such as the retention of fer-

tilizers more effectually perhaps than any other material, and its capability of absorbing
ammonia when exposed to the air, as is apparent to the smell when a piece of clay is breathed
upon, for the peculiar odor emitted on such an occasion is due to the presence of this alkali.

Alumina is rather an essential element of soils, or purveyor of food, than a constituent

of plants ; for the ashes of plants rarely contain it, and even then but sparingly. There is

reason to suppose that those analyses which give alumina as a constituent in certain plants

are erroneous, and that what was rendered as alumina may have been in reality phosphate
of lime. Thus, it is stated that three-fifths of a grain of alumina are found in thirty-two

ounces of the grains of wheat, and about four grains in thirty ounces of the grains of barley

and of oats. It is also said to constitute 3.72 parts in 100 of the entire plant of the sun-
fiower, 7.11 of the entire plant of Turkey wheat, and 14 of the entire plant of the fumitory.

It is seldom or never found uncombined, but rather in the form of silicate, sulphate, or

phosphate of alumina. It is found to be an important part of the crystalline rocks, as has
been noted under the head of silicates and in relation to the composition of felspars.

Aluminous minerals, so manifestly essential to the fertility of soils, are extensively dif-

fused throughout the surface of the globe. Tliey occur in all soils susceptible of cultivation,

which may be owing to the fact that they are retentive of fertilizing s-alts ; and, according
to a paper lately published by Professor Voelcher, aluminous earths possess the power of

absorbing and retaining fertilizing principles in such a st-ate of combination as to readily

yield them to plants, without their being subject to detraction from that combination by
rain or water as it usually falls or passes through soils. " In order to form a distinct con-

ception of the quantities of alkalies in aluminous minerals," says Liebeg, "it must be
remembered that felspar contains 17| per cent, of potash, albite (soda felspar) 11.43 per

cent, of soda, and mica from 3 to 5 per cent.; and that zeolite contains from 13 to IG per

cent, of alkalies. Tlie analyses of Gmelin, Lowe, Fricke, Meyer, and Eedtenbacher have
also shown that basalt and clinkstone contain from f to 3 per cent, of potash, and from 5
to 7 per cent, of soda ; that claystone contains from 2.75 to 3.31 per cent, of potash ; and
loam from 1^ to 4 per cent, of potash." The quantities of these substances present m any
specimen cannot give a correct estimate of its presence in all portions of any rock ; nor are

the alkalies the only fertilizers to be anticipated, where analysis has not heretofore men-
tioned or detected their presence, since the presence of phosphoric acid has been sho-s^na in

a variety of rocks Avhich were considered free from that substance and from all organic

remains, such as clinkstone, phonolites, hornblende, augite, compact basalt, trap rock, pumice
stones, obsidian, mica, granite, chlorite-slate, porphyry, mica-slate, and gneiss, and in native

borax from the East Indies.

Soils eminently aluminous, as has been stated, are absorbents of water and retentive

thereof. This renders them stiff, waxy, and cold, as well as damp, and exceedingly difficult

to cultivate and subdue. It has been said that this property of clay soils may be modified

by the application of sand ; but this is often expensive, at all times laborious and attended
with difficulty in making the admixture. The cohesive nature of clays may be overcome,

and they made comparatively porous, dry, warm, and fertile, by the operation of paring and
burning, the particles being thus partly fused and made to cohere and form a gritty mass
containing the elements inherent to the clay with the properties of sand. Besides this,

burnt clays have an increased power for the absorption of ammonia ; but clays thus altered

by heat lose a great proportion of their retentiveness of moisture. The most cohesive clays

may by this process be converted into a fine dry, powdery soil as light as an ash bank ; and
where rushes, and coarse grasses, and semi-aquatic plants have obtained, a new growth will

come in, and the soil will become fertile and easily cultivated. The roots and fibers of

weeds and plants, and all noxious seeds, may be eradicated by paring and burning ; and In

a vast number of instances soils of a clayey nature that cannot otherwise be brought into

economical culture, may by this operation be rendered fruitful. Tlie alteration in the inert

vegetable fiber existing in soils, when subjected to this operation, will often have a decided

effect upon its productiveness by converting useless and injurious matter into assimilable

plant food ; or a product may be thus obtained having an advantageous chemical action

upon the inorganic constituents of the soil. The transformation of inert vegetable fiber by
charring, or even roasting, will add to the absorbent quality of the soil in proportion to the

amount of those substances in the earth ; for it is known that charcoal has surprising quali-

ties of absorption and condensation, not of water, but of those gases which have an evident

influence upon fertillity. The paring and burning procesii, though applicable and advan-
tageous to deep clays that are barren from their closeness and their wetness, would be followed

by disastrous consequences if applied to shallow arenaceous lands. In this case it would
drive off or destroy even the scanty vegetable matter that such a soil might contain, leaving
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an arid sandy waste. Sandy soils arc frequently too porous, and the heat generated by
parmg and burning could not give consistence to such a material as silicious sand, since

silex, however fusible when in contact with bases such as alumma, lime, magnesia and the

alkalies, is refractory by itself.

Eougli old pastures having a basis of clay, when infested with moss or noxious insects,

or which possess a thick coarse turf susceptible of combustion by itself, or with the addition

of brush, coal, ashes, &c., may be bcneiitted by paring and burning. Peat, weeds and
moss are, in some situations, burned for their ashes ; and if the soil \vith which they are

to be mixed contains lime it is no disadvantage, shells, marl and sea sand containing, calca-

reous matter of any kind, being a desirable addition to the ashes thus produced. Tlie

charred clay of burning sod, or even old crumbling bricks, is a manure particularly adapted
to some soils, in certain cases being preferred to lime, and appearing to be well suited to

kill the moss in old swards. A thin, mossy clay soil will certainly be benefitted by paring

and burning ; and perhaps the most economical method of reclaiming such soils is to plow
them up with a portion of the subsoil and then burn them. This may be done by setting

fire to heaps, with or without the addition of other combustible than the vegetable matter
existing in the roots of fibers of the plants growing upon the soil. Ilie more luxuriant the

moss or weeds growing upon such a soil the more clay can be mixed in the heap, and the

richer the ashes that are thus produced.

The growths on salt marshes, together with the surface soil, when pared and burned,
will be found rich in saline matter, such as soda and lime, and will prove a valuable addi-

tion either to the soil whence they are taken or to others upon which they may be placed.

Many soils in our coimtry which have been mismanaged, neglected and suifered to grow up
in luxuriant unprofitableness, may be greatly benefitted by paring and burning. It would
appear from experiments made to determine the comparative advantages derived from turn-

ing in such lands and paring and burning them, that the advantages are decidedly in favor

of the latter process. "The one method," remarks an able agiicultural writer, "opens an
immediate source of great profit, whereas the other leads to nothing but disappointment
and expense."

OXYD OF IRON AND MANGANESE.

Little need be said in this place of these two substances, since, though they exist abun-
dantly in nature, and in most, if not all, cultivated soils, it is supposed their presence in
plants is accidental, and always in small quantities. The protoxyd of iron is strongly dis-

posed to pass to a further degree of oxydation ; and wherever it occurs, as in some sub-
soils, to this tendency has been attributed the fact that the oxygen of rain water is not
given up to the roots of plants, but absorbed by this oxyd. Drainage or subsoiling, by
giving greater porosity to the soil, would facilitate aeration, and do away with tlie sup-
posed unhealthy effect of the protoxyd of iron. As the oxyd of iron is know^l to occur in
animal bodies, there is reason to suppose that its presence is essential to certain plants.
Soils containing ferruginous matter are not benefitted by the addition of organic or putrid
animal manures. The peroxyd of iron is reduced to the state of protoxyd by the action of
the organic matter which unites with a portion of the oxygen in the peroxyd. "Where the
Kulphurct of iron is fomid, a chemical action may be brought about by the addition of
lime.-' Tlie peroxyd of iron absorbs and retains ammonia, and imparts it to plants as they
require nitrogen, which is known to be a constituent of that gas and of organic matter.

Experiments made on oats by the Prince Sabin Horstmar, of Brunswick, to test the
necessity of inorganic constituents, prove that plants of the higher orders ainnot develop
themselves nor ripen their seeds unless such substances are present. In speaking of iron,
it is stated that this base being absent, and all others present, the plant was very pale,'

weak and disproportioned ; without manganese it did not attain perfect development, and
bore but few flowers. According to the researches of this gentleman, chlorine appears to
be essential to the g^o^vth of wheat ; and, in combination with sodium, as has been stated,
is a constant portion of the atmosphere, being wafted from the ocean, where it rises ^vith
the spray.

When added to soils in which it does not exist, or exists in inadequate quantities, the
oxyd of manganese has the effect of changing the normal color of flowers. Thus the flowers
of the hydrangea may be made to turn from pink to purple.
Some of the leading facts connected with the history of the mineral substances essential

to the production and contmuance of animal and vegetable life have now been presented.
In the economy of vegetable life the mineral food necessary both for vegetables and animals
is prepared, and Avithout this previous preparation there could be no animal life. These

See Agricultural Report for 1859, pp. 152, 154.
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inorganic constituents all come from the soil, and the soil is derived from the rocks. They
are essentials, however limited ; and though all may not be necessary for the production of

one plant, the absence of one requisite element forbids that production. Of such materials,

and such only, must the multifarious natural and artificial mineral fertilizei-s be composed.
If they are not in the soil they must be added, or all progress in agriculture will be at an end,

and population, so far as it is dependent upon the products of the soil, will disappear. The
ak we breathe has no value in a commercial sense, yet it is essential to life ; and so may
we speak of many other natural gifts unlimited in supply. We are apt to look upon the

constituents of the soil in this light ; but without going far back into history, or leaving

our own continent, there are melancholy proofs of the contrary ; and nothing is hazarded
in saying that if the present system of culture shall be continued in the South, the time is

fixed when there will be scarcely a single acre of upland under cultivation. Tlie production

of the great staple which now vivifies the commerce of the world will be restricted to the

alluvions and the marl formations, and the same result must follow wherever a similar

mode is pursued.

Tlius much having been said of the elementary principles on which all agriculture de-

pends, it may be well to adduce examples of the composition of the inorganic portions of

plants. The analyses of the ashes of different plants, and of different parts of plants, are

taken from the pages of Morton's Cyclopcedia of Agriculture. From these tables the intel-

ligent agriculturist will be able to draw many useful and interesting conclusions, showing
how such investigations may be made subservient to economical production.
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ASHES.

WlicnL any organic substance—with few exceptions, if any—is burned in contact with the

air, there remains an incombustible residuum called ashes, consi.sting of that portion of the

plant which is exclusively mineral. The ashes vary according to the nature of the plant,

the portion consumed, and the geological formation and other characteristics of the locality

in which it grew. As has been stated, the substances composing the ash are as essential as

the organic or combustible portion of the plant. ]\Iost of the plants which grow in sea

water, or near the ocean, contain soda, and also potash. Even wheat, when grown near

the borders of salt water, though in soil containing little or no soda, is found to yield soda.

These substances have very similar properties, and are to a certain extent interchangeable

in certain plants ; but this is the exception, and not the rule. Sea plants, though always
containing soda, are never without potash ; in most cases, indeed, it predominates. As
like causes produce like effects, plants that are similar and grown under similar conditions,

produce ashes that are similar.

Different parts of the same plants, as the leaves, the branches, the trunk and the roots,

yield ashes of different composition. Professor Johnston has shown that " the difference

existing in the mineral contents of the straw of wheat may be as great as from three to

eighteen per cent. ; and in oats from three to ten per cent. ; and, under certain circum-

stances, is greater at the bottom of the stem than at the top." The amount of mineral Ibod

is greater in the leaves than in any other portion ; and it is precisely in that part of the

plant where assimilation is most active. The tuber of the potato contains in its ashes as

much as eighty-six parts in the hundred of the salts of potash and soda ; while the ash of

the top contiiins only four parts of those substances. The tuber gives only fourteen parts

of lime, and no silica; while the top contains as high as thirty-six parts of silica. Mr. Th.

J. Herapath has given the following results of analyses of the potato, all the varieties having

been grown upon the same soil and under precisely similar circumstances :

Ash analysis offive varieties ofpotato.

White
Apple.

Penn's
Beauty.

Axtridge
Kidney.

Magpie. Forty-fold.

Carbonic acid...-. ..__. 21.059

2.774

5.716

53.467

Trace

16.666

4.945

8.920

54.166

Trace

21.400
3.244

3.774

55.610
Trace

18.162

5.997

6.669

55.734

Ti-ace

.. ..

13.333

Sulphuric acid .._._. ....... 6.780

Phosphoric acid ... ...... 11.428

Potash 53.029
Soda
Cliloride of sodium _...._-...

Trace
2.095

Carbonate of lime .... 0.844

3.530

Trace
3.363

9.247

Trace

....do....

....do....

2.049

0.273

Trace

0.683

12.298

Ti-ace

....do-...

....do....

3.018

1.257

0.125

3.835

7.550

0.062

Trace
..-.do....

0.125

1.954

2.565

Trace
5.374

3.545

Trace

....do....

....do....

.-..do.-.

2.286

Carbonate of magnesia
Sulphate of lime

Phosphate of lime ...........

0.570

Trace
2.856

Phosphate of magnesia
Phosphate of iron ...........

7.623

Trace
Phosphate of alumina
Phosphate of manganese
Silicic acid.... .........

_...do...-
..-.do

do

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Analysis has shown that the ashes of grain give a different result from those of the straw

;

and this is particularly illustrated in the wheat plant. The grain is rich in phosphoric acid

and in magnesia, while the straw yields but a small proportion of either substance. The
straw contains much silica ; the grain but little. By exporting the grain from the farm,

therefore, the sqil is impoverished of certain minerals which are not returned to the land in

the straw.

The mineral portions of all vegetable and organic matters exis* in the ashes and in the

plant in different conditions. In the latter case they are more or less combined ^vith organic

acids, such as tartaric, malic, pectic and oxalic. These acids are combustible, and when
the plant is reduced to ashes they are destroyed, leaving the minerals themselves more or
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less altered and differently combined. Li the decaying plant they are in assimilable con-

dition, passing from one state to another, not having been segregated by the effect of heat,

which, according to its intensity, has a disadvantageous effect upon their action as fertilizers.

Thus silex, wliich in the plant may have been in atomic division and soluble by the effect

of heat, becomes gritty and insoluble. The alkalies may by the same agent enter into

insoluble conditions with that substance, and thus be rendered inert for an indefinite period.

As the ash of a plant represents the mineral food which has once been assimilated, so far

as their nature in this capacity has not been destroyed by heat, so far are they useful for

fertilizing. All plants yield ash residuums ; but they differ in their richness in certain con-

stituents according to the nature of the plant from which they may have been extracted.

None can be useless ; and they vary in value only according to certain constituents which
are considered more rare and more valuable than others. Besides, as has been stated, their

value may be deteriorated by the degree of heat to which the organic matter has been sub-

jected. A large amount of carbonaceous matter, from the imperfect combustion of the
organic portion, is not disadvantageous ; as we know that charcoal is a condenser of gas,

and sometimes absorbs as high as ninety times its volume of certain gases. Ashes are also

deteriorated in value by lixiviation ; those exposed to rains, or which have been leached for

soap-making, being less valuable by the amount of alkali removed. The ash of a plant

that yields much phosphoric acid, potash, or soda, is more valuable than those obtained

from plants which are poor in those substances. Ashes can only be used as auxiliaries to

other manures, and will be comparatively without effect if the soil is without organic mat-
ter. For, notwithstanding that the atmosphere contains the organic elements, it must be
borne in mind that the plant derives a portion of its organic nourishment from the soil.

Ashes have a good effect upon stiff soils in causing a division of the particles, their non-
adhesive nature counteracting the tenacity of such soUs ; while, independent of this me-
chanical action, then- chemical composition has the same value in this as in any other

application.

Peat ashes differ very materially from those of wood, the soluble portions, from their

continued contact with water, having been removed. Peat bogs formed in calcareous for-

mations are rich in the salts of lime, which gives a value to them not belonging to those

which occur in other rock formations. The ashes of peats taken from different localities

differ so widely in their composition that their value as fertilizers should be determined by
a special examination for every locality whence they are taken. They have been found
especially useful for top-dressings of swards, clover and varieties of peas, which is explained

by the presence of the sulphate and carbonate of lime. When the phosphate of lime is

present, they have a vastly greater value and a much wider range of usefulness, and will

prove beneficial to all the crops in which that important element is essential, such as tur-

nips. Mr. Charles T. Jackson has given several analyses of the ashes of peat, from Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, as follows :
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It may "be well, for the sake of comparison, to subjoin here a number of analyses of peat

ashes from foreign sources, as follows :

Two samples of peat ashes analyzed by Thaer and Einhof, showing an extraordinary

quantity of phosphoric acid :

lime - 15.25 20.0

Alumina 20.50 47.0

Oxyd of iron 5.50 7.5

Silica 41.00 13.5

Phosphate of lime 15.00 9.5

Common salt and gypsum -^-.- 3.10 2.6

100.35 100.11

Analyses of peat from Brunswick, by Wiegman, showing the presence in some varieties

of considerable quantities of phosphate of lime :

Sulphate of lime - - 48.75

Silica > : 22.00

Sand 142.00

Alumina.---. 96.00

Peroxyd of iron 66.00

Phosphate of lime - ^ 16.00

Analyses of tioo samples of peat ashesfrom different parts of Berkshire, made by Playfair.

Carbonate of lime - - ..... . 62.50

Oxyd of u-on 2.63

Alumina : - ... - . 1.03

Silica (soluble in acids) _ 1.10

Sulphate of potash ._ 2.15

Sulphate of soda . 1.16

Sulphate of lime .. 1.11

Phosphate of magnesia 0.37

Chlorine ...... -- ....... trace

Organic matter . 4.81

Sand and clay _ ... 14.01

Water 7.31

Loss 0.12

100.00

58.0

4.25

1.12

0.37

trace

2.88

0.46

trace

4.25

11.19
17.21
0.27

100.00

Table showing the composition of certain foreign peat ashes.

Ichaux. Voitsumra. Yassy. Framont. Hagenau.

2.0

"ii's"
11.0

"'
1L5 [

30.0 60

Carbonate of lime ..___ ..... 63.0

7.5

15.0

7.0

9.0

0.5

Clay

Silica ....----. 36.5

17.3

33.0

40.0

30.0

( 6.5

\ with sand.

J
16.2

1 3.7

2 3

Alimiina ..........

Mao'nesia . ._...... 3.5

4.5

6

Sulphate of lime 26.0

5 4
0.3 3
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Peat ashes, like all others, act mechanically, and improve sticky or tenacious clays by
interposition. Peat, when dried and burned, or rather charred, would in some instances be
a most valuable addition to lands, acting mechanically and chemically upon them, the
charred vegetable matter changing the temperature of light colored lands by merely changing
the color, and destroying the adhesiveness of clays by the arenaceous property of the charred

peat. The charcoal would be a collector of gases, such as ammonia, and thus prove a per-

manent meliorator of the soils, but more especially of stiff clays.

Burning peat for its ashes has been prosecuted as a regular business in Holland, whence
they are exported to Great Britain and to Belgium. The consideration in which they are

held in the last mentioned country is due to the quantity of phosphate and sulphate of
lime which they contain. According to Sprengel, 3,000 pounds of the best quality of peat
ashes from Holland contain 300 pounds of sulphate of lime (gypsum) and 120 pounds of

phosphate of lime. This explains their action upon clover and other forage crops. Mr.
Mitchell,* in speaking of their use, says: "As a top dressing, these ashes are superior to

common manure, it having been found in Flanders that the crops of clover, where the
ashes were used, were much earlier, heavier and superior in every respect to those which
have undergone a dressing of horse and cow-dung. As a top-dressing to the second crop
of clover, they will be found highly advantageous. One of the best proofs of their useful-

ness is the fact, that while we have frequently in this countr}' very backward and light crops
of clover-grass, in Flanders, where this top-dressing is used, such a defection seldom or never
occurs.

'

'

Sir John Smclair quotes the declaration of eighty-three practical farmers that "they
Enow by experience when clover is not manured with peat ashes to the amount of nineteen
bushels to the acre, the following crop is very bad, notwithstanding any culture that can be
given to the soil ; whereas they always have an excellent crop of wheat after clover, and
doubtless in proportion to the quantity of the above manure used."

In the counties of Newberg, Berks and Hampshire, peat ashes are in high repute as a
dressing for clovers, sainfoin, r)'e, grasses and rape, which is natural, as the ashes used
contain the phosphate and sulphate of lime, and also some potash. Wherever manures are

used upon the turnip crop, whether mineral or organic, if they contain phosphate of lime,

they will be found of great advantage. It is to be regretted that the scientific annals of our
country are not rich in the analyses of our peat ashes, or those of our coals, since it is

believed when the methods now known for detecting and dosing phosphoric acid, a greater

value will be attached to our peats as fertilizers, particularly on account of the phosphoric
acid they all doubtless contain in greater or less proportion.

The effect which the -oTiter has observed to follow the application of peat on his own land
induces the belief that their action is more than is represented by the mechanical agency,
or that which is due to their absorbing faculty. Peat ashes are said to be of great and
particular service to crops of sainfoin ; and such efficiency to that particular crop might
have been expected a priori, smce calcareous fertilizers are essential to its growth, the plant
scarcely thriving at all on other than calcareous soils. Professor Johnston has found as

high as six and a half per cent, of phosphate of lime in a peat taken from the Island of
Lewis.

As a top-dressing for oats ilr. Gardner, of Paisley, obtained the following results from
peat ashes

:

Produce of ffrain per acre.

qr. hu. p.
No manure _. , 6 3
African guano, 2 cwt _ G 7 2
Peruvian guano, 2 cwt . .---. 7 6 3
Peat ashes, 80 bushels 7 12

^
Mr. Gardner remarks :

" The peat ashes were made from burning flow moss in the open
air, with the fire kept closely covered in. They were about ten days later of being put
on the oats than the other dressings, and it continued dry weather for some time after they
were put on, and prevented them from ha^'ing the effect they would have had, had they
been put on earlier in the season. However, from their known composition they are a
most valuable dressing, and will, no doubt, add greatly to the fertility of most soils, and
are particularly worthy of notice from the ease with which they can be produced, in almost
any quantity, ua every county in Scotland." According to the analysts of Professor Jolm-
ston, the peat ashes employed in the above trial contained 3 per cent, of organic matter
and 21 per cent, of gypsum.
The appUcation of peat ashes cannot be economically made without a pre\ious Icnowledge

* Transactions of the Highland Society.
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of their constituents ; and that knowledge will enable the farmer to judge of the manner
they should be applied and their quantity. Like all mineral manures, their action is con-
tinuous for a long time ; and, according to Sprengel, "a good dressuig will last for five or
six years." Their duration, howev(3r, is dependent upon their composition, as well as the
activity they may impart to different vegetations.

Peats yield ashes of qualities differing according to the positions from which they are
taken. Those from the top of the bed, after removing the surface, are considered less

valuable than those from the bottom layer, the top being more fibrous and less compact
than the bottom, which, when dry, often presents an entirely different appearance from the
turfs ordinarily used for fuel.

When it is designed to consume the peat entirely, leaving no vegetable matter, it should
be well dried, and may then be burned in contact with the air, either in conical heaps, in
furnaces, or in kilns made for the purpose. But where the object is two-fold, or where the
charring of the peat is the desired result, a process similar to that employed for charring
wood may be employed. But the charring of peat will be attended with much greater dif-

ficulty, as the organic fibers are much more divided and difficult to extinguish, partaking
more or less of the properties of pyrophorus.

Thus, according to the inclinations of the operator, the peat may be burned, leaving a
pure ash free from coal, or a mixture of ash in any proportion contained or that is practi-

cable or compatible with the method employed in the operation. Charred peat acts mechani-
cally or chemically according to the composition of the ash, as a disinfectant, or as an
absorbent.

Much of what has been said of peat ashes is applicable to coal ashes. There are many
varieties of coal, and the composition of the ashes is as varied. Some coals are metalliferous,

containing much sulphuret of iron ; others are impregnated with sulphuret of copper

;

others are more or less mixed with earthy substances, passing by insensible gradations into
slates. By combustion in contact with the air the sulphur is driven off, and the oxyd of
iron remains. Unfortunately, few examinations have been made of the ashes of American
coals.

The following analyses are of high authority, and give a fair view of the composition of
coal in the various cases :

Ashes of anthracite coal, analyzed hy Professor JVorton, of Yale College.

Matter insoluble in acids

Soluble silica .--_
Alumina .

Iron

Lime .-... ......
Magnesia...
Soda
Potash .

Phosphoric acid . ....
Sulphuric acid

Chlorine ,

Wliite ash. Red ash.

99.99

88.68 85.65
0.09 1.24

3.36 4.24
4.03 5.83

2.11 0.16
0.19 2.01

0.22 0.16
0.16 0.11

0.20 0.27

0.86 0.43

0.09 0.01

100.11

Bituminous coal of St. JStienne, in France, analyzed by Berthier.-

Alumina, insoluble in acids . 62.00
Alumina, soluble . 5.00

Lime 6.00

Magnesia . ... .. 8.00

Oxyd of manganese . 3.00

Oxyd and sulphuret of u'on - 16.00

100.00
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Table showing the composition of the ashes of coal, analyzed by A. Phillips.

Name of coal. Silica. Alumina and
oxyd of iron.

Lime. Magnesia. Sulphuric

acid.

Phosphoric

acid.

Pontypool 40.00

26.87

31.21

53.00

37.60

61.66

59.27

44.78

56.95

52.00

35.01
52.00-

24.42

29.09

12.00

5.10

6.20

3.94

3.73

2.62

6.02

Trace.

1.19

0.66

2.20

1.10

1.73

1.35

2.22

7.23

4.12

4.89

4.14

8.38

3.84

0.75

0.74

Porthmawr
EbbuVale
Fordel Splint

Wallsend Elgin....
Coleshill

0.63

0.88

0.88

1.18

0.40

The mixture of coal ashes with night soil has long been practiced ; but, independent of

any admixture, the coal ashes of Great Britain, with few exceptions, contain as constituents

the carbonate and sulphate of lime ; and they have invariably been found to increase legu-

minous crops, clover, lucerne, peas, beans, and sainfoin ; and, as in the ashes of peat, though
in a less degree, the unconsumed coal acts as an absorbent.

Coal ashes may be used with the greatest benefit about slaughter-houses, as an absorbent

of the blood and liquids, which cannot be applied to land without immediate benefit. Tlie

ashes thus enriched not only have a mechanical action upon stiff clays, by diminishing the
characteristic cohesion of aluminous soils, but, by the nitrogenous substances they have
absorbed, render crops luxuriant that cannot be gro^vn successfully without such addition to

the soil. By destrojing the cohesion, as has been remarked, water and air are admitted,

the soil is pulverized, the temperature is elevated, and the roots of plants are permitted to

penetrate and bathed in a constantly renewed fertilizing atmosphere ; and the tearing effect

of baking will thus be diminished, if not destroyed. If the coal ashes be sifted and mixed
with night soil, or with liquid animal offal, to the extent that this is rich in fertilizing con-

stituents will the mixture be advantageous when drilled in with seed or otherwise applied.

The quantity used must depend upon the proportion of animal matters. This application

of ashes is worthy the attention of farmers ; and the compost that may be thus economically
prepared on every farm will prove of far gi-eater value than many fertilizers for which very
higli prices are unhesitatingly paid.

SULPHUE.

This simple substance cannot be ignored as one of the constituents of organic matter. It

is known to commerce under the names of brimstone and stick or roll sulphur, and is sold

by druggists and used in medicine in a form known as "flour of sulphur," differing in no
respect from other varieties of pure sulphur, except in being in a finely divided state, ap-

proachmg almost to atomic division. Sulphur is found variously combined with metals, in

the form of sulphurets. Thus we have the sulphuret of lead, (or galena,) sulphuret of

copper, sulphuret of iron, &c. Much is prepared for commercial uses from the decomposi-
tion of the sulphurets of iron and copper, as in the Hartz mountains and other metallurgical

districts. In this locality there are immense heaps of those minerals thrown together, and
either heated artificially, or the spontaneous generation of heat by chemical decomposition,

is sufficient to sublime the sulphur, which is collected. But by far the largest amount Qon-

sumed in the arts is derived from volcanic regions. Sicily supplies much of that used in

Europe.
Sulphur also exists in combination with oxygen, as sulphuric acid, and is met with in

nature combined with barytes as sulphate of barytes, (heavy spar,) sulphate of lime, or

gypsum, sulphate of strontian, &c. It is partly owing to the presence of sulphuretcd

hydrogen evolved from putrifyiiig organic matter that such emanations are so nauseating.

When a silver spoon is allowed to remain in contact with the matter of eggs, tlie black

appearance assumed by the metal is owing to the sulphur which combines with the metal,

forming a sulphuret.

It is frequently observed upon the surface of stagnant pools, and is also deposited from
certain mineral waters. The dark colored mud found surrounding such waters has been
applied to curing diseases of the skin. The curative principle resides in the sulphur which
has accumulated from the water. Many springs in our country are known by the name of
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sulphur waters, and generally emit the disagreeable odor of rotten eggs, characteristic of

sulphureted hydrogen. Sulphur is an ingredient of ointments used for cutaneous diseases.

When taken internally, it acts as a laxative and diaphoretic.

Sulphur is a combustible of a non-metallic nature. Its specific gravity is 1.99. It melts
at a temperature of 216° of Fahrenheit. On cooling it crystallizes, which maybe observed

by examining the interior structure of a roll of sulphur. It takes fire in the air at a tem-
perature of 300° Fahrenheit, burns with a pale blue flame, giving off suffocating vapors

of an acid character, containing less oxygen than sulphuric acid, and known as sulphurous

acid. It is insoluble in water, but under particular circumstances gives a milk-white

appearance to water in which it is found in this state of hydrate, sometimes called '
' milk

of sulphur." It is soluble in boiling turpentine. As has been stated, it forms acids in

combination with oxygen. Sulphuric acid is one of the most powerful acids kno-svn. It

combines with hydrogen, as has been seen ; also with the alkalies and earths. It is hardly

necessary to state that it is one of the principal constituents of gunpowder, and enters

largely into the composition of artificial fireworks. Of late years it has been extensively

employed in combination with caoutchouc, which in this state is manufactured into many
forms and for multifarious uses, and is known as vulcanized rubber, ebonite, &c.

According to Henry Clifton Sorley, 100 pounds of the following plants, dried perfectly at

212° Fahrenheit, contain

—

Sulphur.

Four species of grass {Poa palmtris, P. trivialis, Festuca pratensis, Cynosurus cristatus) .165

Perennial rye grass «.— ,-- .... 310
Italian rye grass - --.- .329

Red clover, {Trifolium pratense) , , -. 107
White clover, {Trifolium repais) ,, .... 151
Yellow clover, {Medicago lupulina) 136
Lucerne, {Medicago sativa) — . .-» -.^ .274

Lucerne » 452
Lucerne -^....- .293

Vetches, {Vicia sativa) - « 178
Kidney potatoes 094
Kidney potato leaves .389

American potatoes - - -.. ,082

American potato leaves - ..I.......... .... ..,..„... . . .206

Carrots, {Daucus carota) 092
Carrot leaves ... — — . ...^i^. -.,. .... ..— -.-. .745

Beet root {Beta altissima) .... .... ...^^sj ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .058

Beet root leaves .., 502
Turnips, {Brassicarapa) ..-. .-,... .„- .351

Turnips » , 421
Turnip leaves, .758

Swedes, {Brassica oleracea) , .-. .^.. ..., ,439

Swedes, tops .»,-. ..^... ........— 4.58

Ptape, {Brassica oleifera) .^ .448

Cabbage .431

Wheat, whole plant, shortly before flowering ,,..^^ 151
Wheat ears, fully formed, but still milky. . , ............. .075

Wheat straw - « - 240
Wheat grain, with chaff -. «. *. ... .^ 090
Wheat chaff , 213
Red wheat .070

Red wheat straw.... .... ... .. ...^ . . ,293

White wheat, grown on the same field as the red ..^ 054
White wheat straw ,.-. , .207

Very good barley . .... ^. .... ... .- 066
Very good barley straw .... ,... .... ...... .... .....^. . .390

Inferior barley .- . .040

Inferior barley straw „ ^.., .191

Barley in flower.... ^ ...—.«-. ..^r. ...... i,»« 313

Oats, whole plant.... .......«....•.......*...,.... ....^ 226
Oats in flower ^«....,..^ .189

Black oats ...^.. 125
Black oats' straw ....^. ...... ...... ...... ....... ...... .... ..^.,. ..-.. .^.. ...... .329

Black Tartary oats ,. .,. 080
Black Tartary oats' straw « «. ..-.•..•..••.. .271
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Sulphur.

Rye, yoiing ears ,.« 073
Rye straw 099
Rye grain - .051

Beans, whole plant - 045
Beans 071
Bean straw , 148
Peas * 158
Pea straw 214
Hops 127

According to Professor "Way :

Sulphur.

Rye grass 006
Red clover 047
White clover .037

Sainfoin 006
Beans 029
Peas ^ 027

And according to Pi'ofessor Johnston :

Sulphur.

Common parsnip 999
Cabbage, (great York) 1.058
Cabbage, (sngar-loaf) 1.013

It will be seen that the proportion of sulphur which is found in plants is subject to con-
siderable variations, and that it is greatest in the straw and leaves.

Recent investigations have shown the presence of phosphorus where it was not formerly
even suspected. The accepted analyses of many substances are consequently doubtful, if

not certainly erroneous, on account of the ignoring of the presence of this substance, not
because of the want of ability in the eminent docimassists to whom science is indebted for

valuable labors, but of the imperfectness of science at the time of such investigations.

Phosphorus is now known to form a notable and important constituent of the granites and
other crystalline rocks, of countless organic and inorganic substances, and of the air itself,

from which it is derived as an element of fertility to soils. In reported remarks on " Organ-
isms," published in the Journal of the United States Agricultural Society for 1857, the
following passage occurs :

' * That all the requirements of vegetation existed in the air and soil ; that the Avant of

phosphoric acid and ammonia was more imaginary than real ; that the former was found
to be present in all rocks, in the oceans, all water, the air, and the soil, and in ample pro-

portions for the supplies of animated nature ; that it had not been detected by chemical
experiment in the air was not conclusive proof of its non-existence ; that there were higJier

evidences than the results obtained by chemical re-agents and balances ; that the omni •

presence of phosphoric acid and the known presence of ammonia in the air, water, and soil,

were the natural consequences of the order of creation ; that chemistry had settled the
question that phosphorus was a constituent of organic substances ; that it existed uncom-
bined in the brain of animals, and that Thenard had given an explanation of the cause of

those lights seen over graveyards, marshes, and elsewhere, called 'jack o'lantern,' 'will of

the wisp,' &c., in attributing them to the decomposition of animal matter, giving rise to

phosphureted hydrogen, which, it is well known, takes fire when it comes in contact with
the air, and finally is resolved into phosphoric acid. It would not therefore be extraordi-

nary, considering the solubility of phosphoric acid, that it should exist dissolved in the

atmospheric humidity."
With regard to the condition in which the acid exists, the report continues : "It does

not follow because a substance is not volatile that it should not exist in the atmosphere ;

for, independent of those mineral constituents which form part of vegetable and animal
organisms, finely commmuted sand and other substances are held in suspension and carried

by the winds ; small bodies, such as fish, frogs, &c., fall down as rain, and certain varieties

of meteori'tes have been found to be composed of organisms." And again :
" It is not,

then, surprising if phosphoric acid and ammonia should be found in the air, and earth,

and water. It would be more surprising if they Avere not. Being the result of the decom-

position of all animal and vegetable matter, they will be found in all climes from the poles

to the equator."

In view of these statements, the following remarks upon the "dosage" of phosphoric

acid, derived from Mr. Chancel, and kindly presented to the writer by M. Barral, will

doubtless be recognized as acceptable and important

:
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DOSING PHOSPHORIC ACID.

This process is based upon the entire insolubility of phosphate of bismuth in liquids con-
taining free nitric acid, even in a notable proportion. Chemists have scarcely done more
than indicate the existence of this body, when it would have been well to point out its

composition and the conditions in which it is formed. It constitutes, indeed, one of the
best defined combinations in chemistry, and adapts itself to all kinds of analytical opera-
tions, such as filtering, washing, calcination, &c. On this subject I give the following as
the result of my observations :

If we pour into a liquid containing a phosphate dissolved by means of nitric acid a solu-

tion of nitrate acid of bismuth sufficiently diluted to be no longer troubled by water, a fine

white precipitate is immediately formed. It collects rapidly, and is very dense, particularly

when hot, leaving a perfectly limpid liquid. A great many experiments by synthesis and
analysis demonstrate that the composition of the precipitate thus obtained is invariable,

and may be represented by the formula Bi 0^, PO^.
This salt is therefore a neutral phosphorus, since the triatomic particule of oxyd of bis-

muth replaces the three particles of water of tribasic phosphoric acid.

The neutral phosphate of bismuth is quite insoluble in water, and in nitric acid diluted,

either cold or at the temperature of ebullition ; it dissolves sensibly in liquids containing
much ammoniacal salts. The filtering of the liquid in which it is held in suspension does
not require any special precaution, a few washings with water sufficing to remove every
trace of foreign soluble substances. Its desiccation is ver}^ rapid ; and, as it is not fusible at

a red heat, it may, without fear, be calcined in a crucible of platinum over a lamp with a
double current of air. The recent labors of M. Dumas give the number 210 as the equiva-
lent of bismuth, and by introducing this value into the preceding formula we find that

neutral phosphate of bismuth contains 23.28 per centum of anhydrous phosphoric acid.

[Note.—Phosphoric or tribasic acid is here represented by the usual symbol PO^; phos-
phoric or bibasic acid by p PO^, and metaphosphoric or monobasic acid by m PO^. The
German chemists use the formulas c PO^, b PO^, and a PO^, to designate the three acids.]

Pyrophosphoric acid, p PO^, is quite as completely precipitated by nitrate acid of bis-

muth. If we pour this re-agent into the cold solution of a pyrophosphate, a white pre-

cipitate is formed, which is of much larger volume than that given by tribasic phosphoric
acid. This precipitate is considerably reduced by desiccation, and furnishes, by analysis,

numbers which perfectly agree with the formula 2 Bi 0^, 3 p PO^, in which the relation of

the oxygen of the base to that of the acid is as 2 : 5. Tliis composition is then neutral

pyrophosphate of bismuth, and contains 31.28 percent, of pyrophosphoric acid. Experi-

ment also proves that it is the pyrophosphoric acid, and not tribasic phosphoric acid which
exists in the product obtained in the conditions indicated. In fact, if, after having washed
the precipitate with cold water, it is treated in suspension in water with sulphureted

hydrogen, sulphuret of bismuth is formed, which may be separated by filtermg ; the filtered

water, previously freed of the excess of sulphureted hydrogen, precipitates a beautifully

white salt of silver. But, in an analytical point of view, unquestionably the most inter-

esting property that this pyrophosphate presents is its complete and instantaneous trans-

formation into tribasic phosphate, Bi 0^, PO^, when heated together {en presence) with an
excess of nitrate acid of bismuth. Thus it is enough to bring the liquid to a state of ebul-

lition, in order at once to change its appearance and render it more dense. Washed and
dried, its composition then is Bi 0^, PO'^ ; and, decomposed by sulphureted hydrogen, it

furnishes an acid which gives a yellow precipitate with the nitrate of silver.

The metaphosphates have the same characteristics, except that the precipitate of bismuth
requires a longer ebullition to be completely transformed into ordinary phosphate. Decom-
posed by sulphureted hydrogen, it then gives an acid which does not coagulate albumen,
and which precipitates a yellow nitrate of silver, after having been exactly neutralized by
ammonia. All these points authorize us to conclude that, in the dosings in the form of

phosphate of bismuth it is not necessary to ascertain under what modification phosphoric

acid is found in the substance to be analyzed.

The precipitation of phosphoric acid by nitrate acid of bismuth is not only complete, but
also of extreme sensibility. Thus has it been possible to discover and characterize clearly

one milligramme of phosphoric acid in 120 milligrammes of aluminum in a diluted solution

containing more than a gramme of free nitric acid. As the precipitation is very rapid under
heat, and as the liquor clarifies almost instantaneously, it will be easy to dose phosphoric

acid by a liquor treated with nitric acid of bismuth. Such a process might be very useful for

the analysis of physiological or industrial products.
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Preparation of the Re-agent.—Salts of bismuth, having a strong tendency to divide into acid

salts and basic insoluble salts, it becomes indispensable that the rc-agent to be used should

be of a solution so diluted and acid as not to be further troubled by ebullition or by water,

no matter in what proportion added. This condition Avill be obtained when the solution

shall contain ten or twelve equivalents of nitric acid, supposed to be anhydrous, for the

equivalent of'oxyd of bismuth, Bi 0^. Repeated experiments have demonstrated that, in

order to obtain a suitable re-agent, as well for qualitiitive researches as for quantitative deter-

minations, it is necessary to dissolve, by hot water, one part of sub-nitrate of bismuth, pure

and crystalline, (Bi 0^, NO^ -(- Ag,) in four parts of nitric acid of 1.3G density, adding to

the solution thirty parts of distilled water, heated to boiling and filtered, if necessary.

Every cubic centimeter of the re-agent, thus prepared, will precipitate from seven to eight

milligrammes of phosphoric acid.

Analysis.—The separation and dosing of phosphoric acid, vAih the different bases, is very
simple by means of this re-agcnt. Weigh the substance, and, if it is not soluble in water,

treat it with a sufficient quantity of nitric acid, being careful to avoid excess. "When all is

dissolved, the solution must be diluted with distilled water, pouring in nitrate of bismuth
until this re-agent no longer occasions precipitation, heating to ebullition, filtering and wash-
ing with boiling water. The washing is extremely rapid, and we satisfy ourselves of its

completeness either by evaporating a drop of liquid which filters from it upon a plate of

platinum, or by treating vdih. sulphureted hydrogen, which must not produce the slightest

coloring. We must then dry the i^recipitate with care, then remove it as completely as

possible from the filter, reduce this to ashes separately in a tared (or previously weighed)

crucible of platinum, add then the principal precipitate, calcine to a red heat, and weigh
when completely cold. The weight of the precipitate, multiplied by 0.232S, gives the

quantity of phosphoric acid contained in the substance analyzed. Tlie bases arc dosed
without difficulty in the filtered liquor, after having expelled the excess of bismuth by
sulphureted hydrogen.

This process gives results of remarkable precision, but requires that the liquid should be
exempt from chlorides and sulphates ; if they happen to be there, it will be necessary to

expel the chloride by nitrate of silver, and sulphuric acid by nitrate of barytes, before

pouring in the nitrate acid of bismuth.

mm, ox THE RECMT PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL
SCIENCE.

BY D. A. WELLS, TROY, NEW YORK.

The following Notes, compiled from various publications—American and forefgn—will, it

is believed, be found interesting and valuable, as showing the recent progress of agricul-

tural science, both as regards facts and opuiions :

DEMANDS OF AGRICULTURE UPON SCIENCE.

The following views in relation to the demands of agriculture upon science were expressed

by Professor Vdelcker, of the Cirencester College, England, in a recent address before tlie

Royal Agricultural Society. . He believes that among the landed proprietors, their agents,

and the larger farmers, especially the rising generation, a more extensive knowledge of the

sciences applicable to agriculture is needed. "All these want better instruction. But to

teach the small farmer or the laborer chemistry is simply absurd. To either, the pursuit

would be waste of time. So chemistry should never be made the direct guide to the agri-

culturist. Science is, after all, only the systematic arrangement of well-authenticated

facts, and the rising generation should be taught its general principles. But many pro-

fessors of chemistry have over-estimated their own powers, and instead of explaining the

experience of practical men, they set themselves up as guides to the farmers ; they have
over-estimated the power.) of the new science, and in consequence stumbled."

Again he says : "Agricultural chemistry, in it? application to farming, is altogether a

new science ; and hitherto it has been, like every new knowledge, too vague and too general

in its doctrines, as well as in its researches. What is required at the time are, experiments

made for a special purpose, researches canied on in the field as well as in the laboratory. We
have no need of the joint labors of practical men and men of science. There are questions
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which can only be properly investigated if the man of science heartily joins with the practical
man, working cheerfully together, each in his own department—a nearer approach between
agriculture and science, in short, is what is required at the present time. A general
knowledge of the principles of farming, however useful to the practical farmer, never will
help him to grow a large crop of turnips ; he must have special training in practical mat-
ters in order to be a successful farmer. So it is with chemical knowledge. Men may have
excellent general chemical knowledge in relation to farming, their labors will be of little

direct utility to the agriculturist."

In reference to the culture of root crops, he says that, generally, ammoniacal manures,
such as guano, are thrown away on roots, and phosphates are more profitable. Guano and
super-phosphate of lime both rather retard the germination of the seeds, but they push
forward the young plant in its early growth. This we believe to form the true value of
such manures, though perhaps this is over-estimated.

THE MACHINERY OF AGRICULTURE.

This is a branch of mechanical arts which requires the careful consideration of the mecha-
nician and the engineer. The time appears to have arrived when the introduction of
machinery, combined with the wide diffusion of education, is absolutely required amongst
our agricultural population ; and in my opinion increased intelligence, together with new
machinery, will double the production of the soil, and improve the climate in which we
live. Much has already been done, yet very much is yet to be accomplished ; we must
persevere in the new process of deep draining and subsoil ploughing and in the substitution

of steam power in place of horse and manual labor, before we can realize such large and
important advantages as are now before us. Great changes and improvements have been
effected in my OAvn time by the introduction of new implements to relieve the labors of the
farm. Everything cannot, however, be done by the mechanician and engineer ; much has
to be done by the farmer in the preparation of the land to render it suitable for machine
culture, and a willing heart as well as a steady hand is required of the agriculturist before

he can work for the public good in concert with the engineer. The reaping machine has
now attained such a degree of perfection as to bring it into general use on lands prepared
for its reception ; and the steam plough is making rapid strides towards perfection, and is

likely to take the place of horses, and effect a change as beneficial to the farmer as it will

be advantageous to the public at large.—

(

William Fairhairn.)

MACHINE FOR DOING UP WOOL.

A machine for doing np wool, invented and practically tested by Mr. James Geddes, of

Fairmount, Cortland county, New York, seems worthy of the attention of wool-growers.

An apparatus has been for some time in use, consisting of a box or trough, about three feet

long, ten inches deep, and ten inches -vvide, (on the inside,) placed on legs at a convenient

height. Near one end is a stationary head or cross-piece, (attached to a piece of plank
sliding in the bottom, and held down by cleats,) which is drawn toward the other by a

strap and foot-lever. Slits in these cross-pieces allow three strands of wool twine to be laid

along the trough. These are confined at one end by passing through holes in the bottom
of the trough, and at the other by being drawn into saw-slits. The fleece is folded on a

table to just that point which fits it for the ordinary process of being rolled up by hand,

then laid in the trough, and, by pressure on the lever, squeezed or shoved together to the

smallest practicable bulk. In the improvement of Mr. Geddes, instead of attaching the

strap Avhich draws forward the movable head to a foot-lever, it is attached to a roller of,

say, three inches diameter, on an iron shaft placed under the bottom of the box and for-

ward of the stationary head. A ratchet-wheel and dog holds the movable head where it is

drawn. By means of suitable straps and rollers, a backward motion of the crank carries

back the movable head after the fleece is tied up. It requires but very little effort to turn

the crank. The machine, for which no patent has been talcen, can be made for about $7.

IMPROVED HORSESHOE.

A patent has recently been granted for a device for relieving the feet of horses from the

concussion to which they are luible in passing over pavements.

It consists in combining with the shoe a layer of India-rubber and what is called hoof-

plate, the rubber being placed between the shoe and the hoof-plate, and the hoof-plate

attached to the foot. 13y this arrangement, while the rubber is removed from contact with

the foot, and is so secured as to be permanent and durable, its elasticity is at the same time

made available.
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IMPROVED CORN KNIFE, OR TREE PRUNING KNIFE.

An improvement in the construction of a corn knife, or tree pruning Icnifc, consists in an
iron attachment to the end of the handle, whicii is made to reacli up along the imdcr side

of the arm nearly to the elbow, where it is loosely buclcled. This gives all the strength

and leverage of the fore-arm to relieve the strain upon the wrist.

IMPROVED HOOK FOR A WHIFFLE-TREE.

An improved hook for a whifQe-tree, from which the trace never can get loose, however
slack it may be, w^hile in use ; while it Ls also as handy to hitch and unhitch as one of the
ordinary kind, is a new and successful contrivance. This hook is attached to the whiffle-

trce by an iron strap, and plays loosely up and dowTi, turns quite roimd behmd the whiffle-

tree, where alone the trace can be hitched and unhitched. As soon as it slips from that
position the hook fits close to the iron at every other pomt, vvhether pulled tight or left

slack. Naturally, where the trace is slack, the hook falls and hangs by its own gravity

below the whifile-trec ; but it is almost, if not quite, impossible that it should turn round
upon the rear side so as to imhook.

NEW CORN CUTTER AND SHOCKER.

A novel agricultural implement for cutting and shocking com has been brought out during
the past year. The machine is about eight feet wide, and dra^vn by two horses. It cuts

the standing maize by means of vibrating loiives, like those of a mov/er, and throws it over

backward on to a scoop-shaped platform, where the butts are properly arranged by an assist-

ant who stands behind the driver, and has a suitable long-handled hook for the j)urpose.

The tops of the stalks lie in a pair of arms, and when enough have accumulated—say, one
hundred to one hundred and fifty hills—to make a shock, they are compressed by means of a

rope and windlass, a bindmg string is tied around them, and the shock is first raised upward
and carried backward by a lever wliich raises a section of the platform, and then tilted up so

as to be discharged on the ground, right side up. The machine then drives on, and repeats

the same operation. It requires two horses to draw the shocker, and three men to work it.

PREVENTION OF THE RUSTING OP NAILS.

The rusting (and consequently loosening) of nails, employed to fasten the branches of

fruit trees to walls, can bo prevented in a great measure by driving into the walls, at the

same time with the nail, and in contact with it, a small piece of zinc. Nails were recently

'shown to the Agricultural Society, Ghent, Belgium, which had been eight years in walls in

contact with zinc, and which were not at all iiisty.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CISTERNS.
'

Tlie attention of the French Academy has been directed by M. Grimmand to the plan

followed in Venice for the construction of cisterns ; and he recommends it strongly to the

attention of those whom it may concern.

There are in Venice over two thousand cisterns, which supply the city with pure, good
water. Their construction may be briefly stated as follows : In the first place, a hole is dug
about ten feet deep, (the nature of the soil at Venice prevents a gi-eater depth,) and in the

shape of an inverted truncated pyramid. The earth surrounding the sides is kept in its

place by a strong wooden frame, which covers also the bottom of the cistern. Upon this

is applied a layer of fine, well-compacted clay, the tliickness of which is in proportion to

the size of the cistern, but never over a foot. It is considered very important to have no

cavities whatever in this layer. On the middle part of the bottom is laid a circular stone,

hollowed out in the centre. On this is erected a hollow cylinder, of the diameter of an

ordinary well, built of dry bricks, well laid, those at the bottom being pierced with conical

holes. This cylinder comes a little above the level of the soil. The space between the

cylmder and the clay v/alls of the pyramid is filled with well-washed sand up to the level

of the clay walls. Before covering the whole with the pavement, there is laid at each angle

a sort of stone box, the cover of which, also of stone, is pierced with holes. Tliese boxes,

called cassetoni, are joined with each other by a small canal of dry bricks, restmg in the

sand. When it rains the water enters by the cassetoni, penetrates into the sand by the joint-
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m-es of the bricks of the canals, and finds its level in the interior of the cylindrical well,

having passed through the little holes at the bottom. A cistern so constructed is said to

give ver}' pure water, and to retain it perfectly to the last drop.

THE STEAM PLOUGH.

Tlie following review of the present and future of the steam plough, by a wviier in the

New York World, (October, I860,) contains much that is worthy of consideration on the

part of those who are engaged in perfecting this important, but yet " embryotic" invention :

"Why is the plough imperfect ? Simply for the reason that the soil, to be perfectly pre-

pared to receive the seed and produce a crop, should be thoroughly pulverized, deeply dug,

and rest on a soft bottom underneath, which last, though not penetrated by the instrument

which has worked above it, shall still admit the roots of whatever grows above to enter and
run dovm, if they choose to do so, and draw whatever nutriment they can from below. In

short, if land is ploughed six, eight, or ten inches deep, and its upper strata be lifted and
turned over to either of those depths, the lever power which raised it is exerted to the same
extent to press down still more compactly than before the soil beneath it. That is, the

plough, in its work, presses both ways, dovm as well as up ; whereas the work, for the

benefit of cultivation, should be lifting only. The pressure down is all wrong, and, so far,

does a positive injury to the subsoil, let the comminution of that above be ever so perfect.

In light soils we admit that the downward pressure is not always prejudicial to the future

crop. But m clay or heavy s©ils it must be so. The subsoil surface of the furrow below is

as polished, from the pressure of the plough upon it, as the top of the in.verted earth which
is lifted from it and turned over into the adjoining furrow ; so, unless the roots of the

growing crop be very strong, they must seek their food only near the surface, or mthin such

depths as the plough may have penetrated, and thus be liable to be cut short by. drought.

For perfect cultivation these dh^cultics must be obviated.

"Well, and how ? By the invention of a rotary digger ; that is to say, a cylinder revolv-

ing a shaft supported at each end on a frame, on the principle Of a common farm or garden
roller—that cylinder to be filled with spiked or claw-formed teeth ; and, by its rapid revolu-

tions, these teeth must dig up the ground six to twenty inches deep, as may be desirable,

leaving the ground light, free, and thoroughly pulverized, to receive the seed of whatever
kind. A drill may be attached behind it, for the purpose of sowing or planting the seeds,

M necessary. This, in short, is the grand desideratum which we look for in the perfect

eultivatiou of the soil. The earth, by this operation, will be loosened as far dov.m as the

machine goes, and the subsoil, beneath what is loosened, will not be packed still harder

than it laid before, as with the plough. It will be readily seen that, in this proposition,

the plough is superseded entirely, as it should be in all free soils, and an instrument of

altogether another kind has to take its place.

' 'Now, can this implement be invented and perfected for practical and easy operation ?

We think so. It need be no more complicated than a reaper or a mowing machine. It may
be made to work by either horse or steam power.

'

' Can the small farmer use such a machine economically, even if it be invented and per-

fected ? We believe so, if his land be free from stones and roots. Its probability and com-
pactness will render it easy to manage, and the celerity with which he can get in his crops

by its aid will enable him to clear his land from impediments to its working which the

dilatory and only partial labor performed by the plough would not. The great advantage
©f such a machine, however, v/ould be in the vast prairie cultivation of the western States,

on broad river bottoms, and in large fields, where the surface lies smooth, free from stones

or other impediments, and where a timely cultivation and deposit of the seed is indispensa-

ble to successful cropping. Sugar and cotton lands, as well as those for corn, wheat, and
(S^her grains, will be immensely benefitted by this rapid cultivation."

THE REAPING MACHINE KNOV/N TO OUR CELTIC FOREFATHERS.

Truly, there is
'

' nothing new under the sun !

" A correspondent of the Gloucester Chronicle

thus writes as to reaping machines : "It may, perhaps, be interestmg to you and to your
readers to learn that those 'utter barbarians,' as our British ancestors liave been wont to be

called, were before us in many of the inventions which are supposed to be the result of

modern ingenuity. I am not prepared to say that they had the steam plougli, but tliat

they had reaping machines there can be no doubt in the minds of those who read the fol-

lowing much overlooked passage of Pliny, who wrote between the years GO and 70 of the

Christian era :

"
' De Mcsso ct ^H^ico.—Mcssis ipsius ratio varia, Galliarum latifundiis, valli prajgrandes
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dentibus in margine infestis duabus rotb per segetuin inipelluntur, jumento in contrario

juncto ita direptas in vallum cadunt spica?.'
"

Of reaping itself there are various methods. Li the broad plains of the Gauls enormous
machines, with teeth set in a row, placed on two wheels, are driven through the standing

corn, a horse being attached to it in a contrary way to the usual mode of attaching horses.

Thus the com, being cut off, falls into the furrow.

—

Flimjs Natural History, Book 18,

chap. 30.

Some question may arise whether we would translate vallum as it occurs in the latter part

of this sentence differently from the sense given that word at the beginning, vallus being a
van or machine, (see Ainsworth's Dictionary,) and vallum being a trench or furrow. If we
adopt the latter translation, then it follows that our ancestors had already attained that

excellence in their machines v/hich was with such difficulty effected in those of modern
construction. If, on the other hand, we translate it as the machine itself, then they had
accomplished that which our modern inventors have not yet succeeded in ; for they must
have made the machine not only to reap, but to carry away the corn.

—

From the London
Engineer, No. 241.

THE FORCES USED IN AGRICULTURE.

Mr. J. C. Morton, in a paper read before the London Society of Arts,, remarks : "Agricultur6

is experiencing the truth taught in the history of all other manufactures—that machinery is,

in the long run, the best friend of the laborer. This truth is taught even more impressively

by a review of agriculture than by the case of any single farm. Here are tv/enty-one millions

of people, producers and consumers, living on this island, (England, Scotland, and Wales,) as

it were, on a great farm, which we may, by the help of such statistics as we possess, describe

as nearly 19,000,000 arable acres, and probably nearly as much grass, employing as farm
labor, in-door and out, about 950,000 men and 120,000 women, besides 800,000 lads and
70,000 girls, or, averaging them by their probable wages, as has been done before, let us

say equal in all to 1,500,000 horses, of which probably 800,000 are strictly for farm pur-

poses. We are annually inventing and manufacturing labor-saving machines at an ex-

traordinary rate, and every year at least 10,000 horses are added to the agricultural steam
power of the coimtrj-, certainly displacing both animals and men to som(j extent. We have
taken the flail out of the hand of the laborer, and the reaping hook is going ; on many a
farm he no longer walks between the handles of the plough ; he no longer sows the seed

;

he does but a portion of the hoeing and the harvesting ; and yet, so far from being able to

dispense with his assistance, he is more in demand than ever.

"Within the past ten years upwards of 40,000 horse power has been added to the forces

used in agriculture in steam alone in Great Britain. In the harvest of 1859 in Great Britain

4,000 reaping machines were probably at work, capable of cutting more in a day than 40,000
able-bodied laborers ; and yet labor during all this period was in demand, and wages, instead

of decreasing, advanced.
'

' That the services of the agricultural laborer w^ill more and more require the combina-
tion of skill with mere force, and that a larger number of well-qualified men is being and
will be needed, seems plain. That horse power ^^'ill be displaced by steam at least two-

fifths, I believe ; and in tliis direction there is scope enough for many years to come for all

our agricultural mechanics. Furthermore, it is plain that if we can take a considerable

proportion of the mere labor of the farm out of the hands of the laborer, and put it into

the hands of steam power for its performance, there is an enormous amount of saving to be

made in the cost of agricultural production. It is plain that it is mere folly in the laborer

to think that, as regards the mere labor of the land, he can compete with either steam
power or with horse power. Strength of body is desirable, and sinew hardened by long

practice in hard labor has a considerable marketable value, for that, however hardly it

may sound, is the aspect of the matter in which the interests of the laborer most dhectly

appear ; but it is plain that for sheer lift and the mere putting forth of force, horse power,

and still more that of untiring steam, must grind the soul out of anybody that shall pre-

tend to competition with them. It is in the cultivation not so much of mere strength of

body as of skill and intelligence that the safety of the laborer lies, and in his capability of

education he is perfectly secure."

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE IN FRANCE.

M. Dcmond, director of the Agricultural School of Orleans, (France.) received at the late

National Concours of Agriculture in Paris, a gold medal for details of hLs agricultural experi-

ments, and for his method of conducting the agricultural portion of hLs school. M. Demond
makes agriculture one of the bases of a general education. His exhibition was very exten-
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sive, and lie has published m a pamphlet the result of his experiments. He first endeavored
to ascertain the relative value of various manures. He sowed the same species of wheat with
thirty-two different manures on thirty-two pieces of land, each receiving $25 worth. For
two years the yield of wheat was noted, and the facts derived from the experiments show
that the classification of manures by English chemists, according to the amount of nitrogen

which they contain, is entirely illusory. It will be remembered that Liebig, in his late letters,

comes to the same conclusion. His experiments showed also that wheat so^^^l broadcast, at

the rate of two bushels per acre, yielded better than one bushel per acre drilled, and that
two bushels and a half Qovm broadcast yielded less than two bushels sown in the same v>^ay.

Eight species of wheat drilled, at the rate of three pecks per acre, gave a larger yield than
at the rate of a bushel per acre. These experiments show that different soils require a
different amount of seed, and that experiments are necessary upon each variety of soil. M.
Demond recommends the culture of the six-rowed barley. He finds the culture of sorgho
better than that of wheat by a hundred dollars per acre.

COMPRESSED FODDER.

An ingenious invention has just been adopted by the French Minister of War for the
Itetter feeding of cavalry horses when on the march. M. Naudin, veterinary surgeon of the

Imperial Guard, has succeeded in compressing the food for the journey into small tablets,

like those already in use composed of vegetable food for the army. M. Naudin has given
publicity to his process, and it is destined, no doubt, to render immense service to the com-
missariat departments in every country. Tlie hay and straw are chopped fine, the oats and
corn crushed, and then mixed in proportion to the nutritive qualities afforded by each.

Upon the mixture is poured a mucilaginous residue of linseed, and the whole is pressed and
comes out in a hard cake, only requiring to be dried in the oven. Although mvented for

the emergencies of war, this method of preserving fodder may be found most valuable in

reducing the space occupied by the food of cattle on board ship, in distant encampments, or

in the long marches of emigration parties. At any rate, the method is a valuable extension

of Chollet's invention, and has been eagerly adopted for the provender of the French cavaliy

of the army of Italy.

—

Journal of the Society of Arts, London, No. 347.

VALUE OF IMPROVED FARMING.

At the meeting of the British Association for the Promotion of Science, in Glasgow, 1859,

Mr. Harvey presented the following statistics, showing the money value of the results of

improved farming in the county of Aberdeenshire, Scotland, for the interval between 1798
and 1858. Thus

:

f .s. d.

The live stock value of 1858 exceeds that of 1798 by 1,681,911 5

The grain crop by 689,095 6 1

The green crop by --- 621,454: 16 3

The grass crop by 436,956 2 6

Total 3,429,447 9 10

This amount reduced to federal currency, by allowing five doilai-s to the pound, is

upwards of seventeen millions of dollars.

ICELANDIC METHOD OF TYING HORSES.

Barrow, in his visit to Iceland, mentions a curious but effectual plan in practice among
the Icelanders for tying horses, which is believed to be peculiar to the Island. Tliey tie

the Iiead of one horse to the tail of another, and the head of this one to iha tail of the

foi-mer. Under these circumstances, if the animals are disposed to move, it will only be

possible in a circle, and even Ihen there must be an agreement to turn their heads the same
way.

—

American Stock Journal.

NUMBER OF HORSES IN THE WORLD.

The general estimate has been eight to ten horses in Europe for every hundred inhabi-

tants. Denmark has forty-five horses to every hundred inhabitants, which is more than
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an)' other European countrj'. Great Britain and Ireland have 2,500,000 horses; France

3,000,000 ; Austrian Empire, exclusive of Italy, 2,000,000 ; Russiiin, 3,500,000. Tlic United
States have 5,000,000 horses, which is more than any European comitry. The horses of the

whole world are estimated at 57,420,000.

—

Goodrich.

FATTENING FOWLS.

If it is desired to fatten fowls in a veiy short time, they should be confined in small coops.

Baily says: "A coop for twelve fowls (Dorkings) should he 30 inches high, three feet long,

and 22 inches deep. It should stand about tv;o feet from the ground, the front made of

bars about three inches apart ; the bottom also made of bars about an inch and a
half apart, to insure cleanlmess, and made to run the length of the coop, so that the fowl
constantly stands, when feeding or resting, in the position of perching ; the sides, back, and
top may be made the same, or the back may be solid." Some writers think it better to

make half of the floor a little inclined, and to cover it with a board. Troughs for feed and
water shoidd be fastened around the edge of the coop, and the' whole placed in an out-build-

ing, as a barn or shed, away from other fowls. For the first twenty-four hours give water,

but no food. On the second day commence feeding regularly three times daily with the

most nutritious food, such as oatmeal mixed with milk, boiled wheat, &c. The troughs
should be cleansed daily and plenty of fresh water given ; and the fowls must be fed very
early in the morning, and all they will eat at all times. In from fourteen to twenty days
they will be in their best condition, when they should be kiUed, for, if kept longer, they soon
become diseased.

Poultry may be fattened quicker and more perfectly by stuffing, but it is an unnatural as

well as inhuman practice, and we cannot recommend it

—

New York Country Gentleman.

WASH YOUR PIGS.

Pigs are not dirty when they have any encouragement to be clean. Ours arc washed every

week in warm soap and water, and well scrubbed behind the ears and everywhere, to their

great ease and comfort. A highly economical remark of my man about this part of liis

work was, that he scrubbed the pig on washing days, because the soap-suds did just as well

for manure after the pig had done with them, "and that," said he, '• makes the soap serve

three times over."

—

Our Farm of Two Acres.

WORMS IN HORSES.

The ascarides make frequent and dangerous attacks on the large intestines, and often

•cause great disorders. So long as the health of the animal is good, there is no occasion for

uneasiness, as one or two worms will be seen in the dejections, especially if they are long

white worms. But if they are numerous it becomes necessary to give it medicine.

Gramme.

Emetic wine— -_ -.-- - 3.33

Spirits of turpentine 19.80

Flax oil 582.00

Tliese substances must be well mixed. A pill composed thus must be administered to it

<laOy for a week.
Gramme.

Sulphate of iron 1.66

Powdered ginger of gentian. 3.33

Powder of piment , 1.06

Ginger - 1-66

A pill may be made of these with treacle, and it Avill have a good result.

—

Frovi ''Journal

de la Socitt6 d' Agriculture de Belgique."

CINDERS FOR PIGS.

A long experience has ta-ught me that pigs are very fond of coal ashes or cinders, and
that you can hardly fatten pigs properly on boarded floors, without giving them a moderate

supply daily or occasionally. In the absence of coal ashes, burned clay or brick dust Is a
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good substitute. If you do not supply ashes they will gnaw or eat the brick walls of their

sheds. I leave to science to explain the cause of this want. It is notorious that coal-deal-

ers, where pigs have access to the coals, are generally successful pig-feeders. Those who
find that their pigs when shut up do not progress favorably will do well to try this plan.

A neighbor of mine found that a score of fat pigs consume quite a basket of burned clay

ashes daily. We know that there is abimdance of alkali in ashes. I wish some of your
practical correspondents would communicate their experience on this matter, and I also

want them to state how many pounds of barley-meal it takes to make one stone of pork
not dead weight. It will tend to elucidate the question of profit on feeding stock, as raised

in your leading article of the 20th of August.

J. J. MECHI.

NEW BREED OP SHEEP.

A report has lately been made to the Society of Acclimation of Animals, in London, of a
new breed of sheep, or at least animals resembling sheep, except in size, found in countries

adjacent to the Punjaub. These animals are called Purik Sheep, and are the most diminu-
tive of the ovis family, the full grown ones bemg not larger than lambs of a few weeks old.

The Purik Sheep has small bones, a lieshy carcase, and the mutton is excellent, and yields

three pounds a year of very fine wool. The ewes generally give two lambs a year. Tlie great

advantage of this over other breeds is its domestic habits, living aroimd the cottages as

quiet as a house dog, and feeding upon all sorts of waste garbage, scraps of fruit, vegeta-

bles, crumbs of bread, shreds that are frequently wasted, eating them from the hands of

any one who offers. It is thought that the Purik Sheep v/ould be suited to the climate of

England, and exactly adapted to the wants of many cottagers. If so, it would also suit

many in this country. It v/ould be a great object to get an animal to consume the kitchen

garbage less objectionable than the hog, and the llesh of which would afford a more
wholesome food to the common people, too many of whom live, so far as meat is con-

cerned, almost exclusively upon pork.

ON THE DOMESTICATION OF THE SOUTH AMEPJCAN OSTPvICH.

The Bulletin of the Societe d'Acclimatation, France, publishes a note from Dr. Vavasseor
on the subject of the Nandou or South American ostrich, and on the means of bringing it

into a domestic state, and accustoming it to the clunate of France. The South American
ostrich, although of the same natural family as those in Africa and elsewhere, differs from
them by being of rather smaller stature, and by having three toes on the feet, instead of

two. They live in numerous bands m the part of South America comprised, from north to

south, between the frontiers of the Brazils and Patagonia, near the straits of Magellan, and
from east to west between the Atlantic and the Cordilleras of the Andes. They only

frequent the open plains, and never enter into the wooded parts of the country. They are

commonly found in the plains of the republic of Uruguay, but are very rare in Paraguay.

They generally move about in bands of ten and sometimes twenty females, with a single

male, which ^valks generally at their head, and is, besides, readily distinguishable by his

larger size. They may be seen seeking their food in the midst of horses and cattle, with

which they are always on the best terms. In Uruguay and in Buenos Ayres, where these

birds are seldom hunted, they shoA- no alarm at man, but come and feed close to houses

;

but if they see one or two horsemen approach, as if to surprise them, they run off with ex-

treme swiftness.

The American ostrich is a very quiet and even stupid bird, and its name, " aveztruz," is

liberally applied, particularly by the v.^omen, to any one who does not c^'ince much intelli-

gence. Although of a generally pacific character, the male ostriches sometimes have battles

to defend their own females, or to capture some from other bands, and they then give each

other most furious kicks ; but their movements on these occasions are ridiculously awkward.

The force, however, of their kick is enough to break a man's leg, and such accidents have
sometimes occiured. Tlieir laymg season is in the month of August ; their nest consists of

a large hole in the ground, which they do not make themselves, but use those which the

bulls make with their fore feet in order to cover themselves with a cloud of dust, which is a^

favorite custom of those animals. The number of eggs generally found in these large nests

is from twenty-five to thirty, but it is not imcommon to find from sixty to eighty. It is

thought that all the females belonging to one band lay in the same nest. It is not true, as

has been stated, that these eggs are hatched by the heat of the sun, for both the males and
females have been sitting on them, but more frequently the former. Tlie flesh of the young
ones i^ good, though rather strong ; but that of the grown birds is disagreeable. The eggs,

however, form a very good article of food, and are sought after by the country people for
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that purpose. The food of the ostriches consists of insects, seeds, and sometimes of small

reptiles, such as small lizards, iS:c. ; but they are in general so voracious that they will swal-

low anything ; and pieces of leather, iron, &c., have been found in thek stomachs. The
young ostriches may be readily tamed.

They must not lie placed in a cage, but allowed to walk about, attachmg something to

their feet to prevent their going too tar. They are fed with- little bits of fresh meat, which

they will take from the hand. They will vralk about round the houses, enter into all the

rooms, look with apparent curiosity at what Is going on, and occupy thernselves with catch-

ing tlies, of which thej' arc very fond. As they grow larger, they go further from their

home, but they never fail to return at the time when they arc usually fed, or at night to roost.

They arc very fond of sugar, and will follow a person about to procm-e it. Dr. Yavasseur

concludes by stating that the South American ostrich v/ould live without dicdculty in the

north of France ; that there is no difficulty in domesticating it ; that it will feed on any-

thing that is given to it, however coarse ; that it is of a very strong constitution, and but

little sensible to atmospheric changes ; and that it scarcely requires any care, space and
liberty being all that is wanted. The advantages which might be derived from domesti-

cating this bird would consist in its feathers, which are in great demand ; and from the eggs,

which would forai a good article of food to the people in the country.

NOTES ON THE ANIMALS OF THIBET AND INDIA.

The following communication on the animals of Thibet and India has been made to the

British Association by Mr. R. Schlagintweit, v,-ho, with his brother, has recently returned

from a scientific exploration of Central Asia.

The existence of the Yak or Thibetan ox in a wild state has been repeatedly doubted, but

we frequently found wild yaks. Tlie chief localities where we met -svith them were both

sides of the range which separates the Indus from the Sutlej, near the origin of the Indus,

and near the environs of Gartok ; but the greatest number of them was at the northern

foot of the high Karakorum range, as well as to the south of the Kuenluen, in Turkistan.

In western Thibet, particularly in Ladak, there are no more yaks in a wild state at present,

though I have no doubt that they have formerly existed there. They seem to have been
extirpated here, the population being, though very thin, a little more numerous than in

Tliibet in general. As Ladak has been occasionally more visited by travellers than any other

part of Tliibet, the v>-ant of the yak here has probably given rise to the idea that they are

no more to be found in a ^vild state at all. xVmongst all quadniped animals the yak is

found at the greatest height ; it stands best the cold of the sno\v}- mountains, and is least

affected by the rarefied air. But at the same time the range of temperature in which a yak
can live is very limited ; the real yak can scarcely exist in summer in heights of 8,000 feet.

We often found large herds of vdld yaks—from thirty to forty—in heights of 18, GOO to

18,900 English feet ; and on one occasion we traced them even as high as 19,300 feet, a
remarkable elevation, as it is very considerably above the limits of vegetation, and even
more than 1,000 feet above the snow line. The hj-brid between the yak and the Indian

cow is called Chooboo, and it is very remarkable that the chooboos are fertile. The choo-

boos, which are most useful domestic animals to the inhabitants of the Himalayas, arc

brought down to lower places, where yaks do not exist, and where, consequently, they

cannot mix either -^vith yaks or with the Indian cow. We had occasion to see and examine
the offspring of chooboos as far as the seventh generation, and in all these cases we found
the later generations neither much altered nor deteriorated ; and we were moreover informed

that there was never found any limit as to the number of generations. The Kiang or wild

horse has been often confoimde'd with the Gorkhar or wild ass, though they differ considerably

in appearance, and inhabit countries wath very dissimilar climates. The kiang exists in the

high cold regions and mountains of Tliibet, the ass in the heated sandy plains of Sindh and
Beloochistan. The kiang is found in great numbers nearly in the same localities as the j-ak

;

he does not, however, go up the mountains so high as the yak, but the range of his distribu-

tion is greater than that of the yak: Tlie greatest elevation where we found kiangs was

18,600 English feet, whilst we traced yalcs as high up as 19.300 feet. The regions where
the yak and the kiang are found are, in a zoological point of A-iew, altogether one of the

most remarkable and interesting of our globe. The highest absolute elevation coincides

here, it is true, with the greatest height of the snow line, or rather it cau.ses the snow line

to be higher. But those large, high plateaus and regions, though free from snow and ice

in summer, remain a desert throughout the year. Tlie amount of vegetation on them is

less than it is in the Desert between Suez and Cairo, in Egypt. Nevertheless these high,

sterile regions are inhabited by numerous herds of large quadrupeds ; and besides those

already mentioned, numerous species of -wild sheep, antelopes, and a few canine animals,

chiefly wolves, as well as hares, are abundant. The herbivorous animals find here their
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food only by trayelling daily over vast tracts of land, as tliere are only a few fertile spots,

the greater part being completely barren.

The gorkhar or wild ass, an animal which, as I mentioned before, has been often con-

founded Tilth the kiangor wild horse, inhabits chiefly the rather hilly districts of Beloochistan,

part of the sandy plains of Sindh, and it is to be found, if I am not mistaken, to the west-

ward of Beloochistan, in Persia, where it is called koolan. Dr. Earth lately told me that,

according to the description I gave him, he thinks the asses he saw in Africa identical with
the gorkhars or wild asses of Sindh and Beloochistan. I will now try to give an explana-

tion about the fabulous Unicorn, or animal which is said to have one horn only. This

animal has been described by Messrs. Hue and Gabet, the famous travellers in Eastern Thibet,

according to information they received, as a species of antelope with one horn placed mi-

sjTnmetrically on his head. When my brother Hermann was in Nepaul he procured speci-

mens of horns of a wild sheep (not of an antelope) of very curious appearance. At first

sight it seemed to be but one horn placed on the centre of the head ; but on closer examina-
tion, and .:.r'er having made a horizontal section of the horn, it was found to consist of two
distinct parts, which were included in a homy envelope, not unlike to two fingers put in one
finger of a glove. The animal when yoimg has two separate horns, which are, however,
placed so close to each other that the interior borders begin very soon to touch each other ;

later, by a slight consequent irritation, the horny matter forms one uninterrupted mass, and
and the two horns are surrounded by this horny substance, so that they appear at first sight

to be but one.

ON THE FEEDING AND GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN ROBIN.

The following communication by Professor Ti-eadwell, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the

Boston Society of Natural History, giving a detailed account of the feeding and growth of the

American robin, contains much that is highly suggestive to those who regard birds as a cost

and a nuisance.

When caught the two birds experimented on were quite young, their tail feathers' being
less than an inch long, and the weight of each about tv/enty-five pennyweights less than
half the weight of the full grown bird ; both were plump and vigorous, and had evidently

been very recently turned out of the nest. He began feeding them with earthworms, giving

three to each bird that night ; the second day he gave them ten worms each, which they

ate ravenousl}^ ; thinking this beyond w^hat their parents would naturally supply them with,

he limited them to this allowance. On the third day he gave them eight woims each, in

the forenoon ; but in the afternoon he found one becoming feeble, and it soon lost its

strength, refused. food, and died. On opening it he found the crop, gizzard and intestines

entirely empty, and concluded, therefore, that it had died from want of sufficient food, the

effect of hunger being perhaps increased by cold, as the thermometer was about G0°. The
other bird, still vigorous, he put in a warmer place, and increased its food, giving it the

third day fifteen worms ; on the fourth, twenty-four ; on the fifth, twenty-five ; on the sixth,

thirty ; on the seventh, thirty-one worms. They seemed insufficient, and the bird appeared

to be losing plumpness and weight. He began, then, to weigh both the bird and its food,

and the results were given in a tabular foraa. On the fifteenth day he tried a small quan-
tity of raw meat, and, finding it readily eaten, increased it gradually to the exclusion of

worms ; with it the bird ate a larger quantity of earth and gravel, and drank freely after

eating. By experiment, it appears that though the food was increased to forty wonns,
weighing twenty dwt. , on the eleventh day the weight rather fell off ; and it was not until

the fourteenth day, when he ate sixty-eight worms, or thirty-four dvrt. , that he began to

increase. On this day the weight of the bird was twenty-four dwt. ; he therefore ate forty-

one per cent, more than his o^vn weight in twelve hours, weighing after it twenty-nine dwt.

,

or fifteen per cent, less than the food he had eaten at that time ; the length of those wonns,
if laid end to end, would be about fourteen feet, or ten times the length of the intestinco.

To meet the objection that the earth-worm contains but a small amomit of solid nutri-

tious matter, on the twent3''-sevcnth day he was fed exclusively on clear beef, in quantity

twenty-three dwt. ; at night the biAl weighed fifty-two dwt., but little more than twice

the amount of flesh consumed during the day, not taking into account the water and
earth swallowed. This presents a wonderful contrast with the amount of food required

by cold-blooded vertebrates, fishes and reptiles, many of which can live for months
without food; and also with that required by mammalia: a man, at this rate, should

-eat about seventy pounds of flesh a day, and drink five or six gallons of water. The
question immediately presents itself, how can this immense amomit of food required by
the young birds be supplied by the parents? Suppose a pair of robins, with the usual

immber of four young ones—these would require, according to the consiunption of this

bird, two hundred and fifty wonns, or their equivalent in insects or other food, daily ; suppose
the parents to work ten hours, or six hundred minutes, to procure this supply, this would
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be a v/omi in every two and four-tenths minutes ; or each parent must procure a worm or

its equivalent in less than live minutes during ten hours, in addition to the food required

for its own support. He was unable to reconcile this calculation \Ndth actual observation of

robins, which he had never seen return to their nests oftener than once in ten minutes.

After the thirty-second day, the bird h;xd attained its full size, and was intrusted to the care

of another person during his OAvn absence of eighteen days ; at the end of that period the

bird was strong and healthy, with an increase of weight, though its feathers had grown
longer and smoother. Its food had been weighed daily and averaged fifteen dwt. of meat,

two or three earth-worms, and a small quantity of bread each day ; the whole being equal

to eighteen dwt. of beef or thirty-six dwt. of earth-worms; and it has continued to eat this

amount until the present time. The bird having continued, in its confmement, with certainly

much less exercise than in the wild state, to eat one-third of its weight of clean flesh daily,

he concludes that the food it consumed when young was not much more than must always

be provided by the parents of wild birds. The food was never passed undigested ; the ex-

cretions were made up of gravel and dirt, and a small quantity of white semi-solid urine.

He thought every admirer of trees might derive from these facts a lesson, showing the

hnmense power of birds to destroy the insects by which our trees, especially our apples,

elms, and lindens, are eveiy few years stripped of their foliage, and often many of them
killed. The food of the robin while with us consists principally of earth-worms, various

insects, their larvae and eggs, and a few cherries ; of worms and cherries they can procure

but few, and these during a short period, and they are obliged to subsist principally upon
the great destroyers of leaves, canker-worms, and some other kinds of caterpillars ancl bugs.

If each robin, old and yomig, requires for its support an amount of these equal to the weight
consmned by this bird, it is easy to see what a prodigious havoc a few hundreds of them
must make upon the insects of an orchard or park. Is it not, then, to our advantage, he
aslcs, to purchase the services of the robins at the price of a few cherries ? There has lately

been some improvement in preserving our birds, and with a little more protection he thinks

such an increase of them might be obtained as would save us from all the labor required for

the appliances of tiir, oil, zinc plates, and all other methods by which we seek, with very

imperfect success, to destroy our mischievous insects.

ON THE FOOD OF BIRDS.

At a recent meeting of the French Academy—the Academy of. Sciences of Paris—it w^as

reported that Mr. Prevost, one of the gentlemen attached to the Jardin des Plantes in that

city, has, after several years' labor, ascertained with certainty the different descriptions of

food on wliich European species of birds live at different periods of the year. The report

establishes one '• great fact" which is specially interestmg to fanners, and that is, that birds,

generally speaking, do ftir more good to crops than harm, inasmuch as the number of insects

they destroy greatly exceed the quantity of grain they eat. The same thmg has been pro-

claimed before, but a scientific c||;monstration of its truth hi not the less acceptable.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE TREATMENT OF BEES.

At a late meeting of the Linncan Society, Mr. Tegetmeir described a practical application

of Shirach's discovery of the power possessed by bees of raising a queen or female bee from
neuter grubs, liy means of which the contents of old hives can be taken without destroying
the bees, or sacrificing any brood. Tlie plan consists in driving out the queen and about half

the bees in spring, and establishing them as a new swarm, when the bees remaining in the
old hive have to raise a new queen from a worker grub. From the time required to accom-
plish this, it follows that no eggs can be laid in the hive for about three weeks. By this

time all the worker-producing eggs laid by the old queen will have been hatched out and
the cells filled with honey, when the whole of the bees are to be driven out, and the honey,
which by this means will be found perfectly free from brood, retained for use. Mr. Teget-
meir added that the plan had been very successfully worked out at the bee-house of the

ApLarian Society, and exhibited specimens of the result to the meeting.

BEE-KEEPING.

Chloroform has been applied instead of sulphur to bees. A correspondent in the Edinhnrrj

Eocninrj Courant has adopted this plan successfully. The quantity of chloroform required for

an ordinary hive Ls the sixth part of an ounce ; a very large hive may take nearly a quarter
of an ounce. His mode of operation he describes as follows: " I place a table opposite

to and about four feet distant from the hive ; on the table I spread a thick Unen cloth ; in

the centre of the table I place a .small shallow breakfast plate, which I cover with a piece
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of ^vire gauze, to prevent the bees from coming in immediate contact with the chloroform.

I now quickly and cautiously lift the hive from the board on which it is standing, set it

down on the top of the table, keeping the plate in the centre ; cover the hive closely up

with cloths, and, in twenty minutes or so, the bees are not only sound asleep, but, contrary

to what I have seen when they are suffocated with sulphur, not one is left among the combs
;

the whole of them are lying helpless on the table. You now^ remove what honey you think

fit, replace the hive in its old stand, and the bees, as they recover, ^\'ill return to their home.

A bright, calm, sunny day, is the best ; and you should commence your operations in the

morning before many of the bees be abroad.

ON THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BEE-HIVE IN WINTER.

Upon this subject naturalists have differed greatly in opinion. Reaumur states that

during the season when the countrj^ furnishes no food for bees, they do not require to eat

;

the cold which deprives our fields and gardens of their flowers renders the bees torpid, in

which state no transpiration takes place. Swammerdam, Huber, and others state, on the

contrary, that bees do not become torpid in winter, but that even in frosty weather a full

hive can maintain a temperature of 86 or 88 degrees of Fahrenheit.

This interesting question remained in this condition until a few years ago, when Mr. New-
port (who has enriched the science of entomology with some splendid discoveries) instituted

an extensive and profound inquiry into the subject of the temperature of insects. He had
long suspected of incorrectness the opinion that the hive is able to maintain a high temper-
ature in winter, a circumstance so much at variance vvdth the habits of insects in this country
that, were it so, the hive bee would form a singular exception to the general economy of

insects. The only method, as it seemed to Mr. Newport, of arriving at this truth, was to

make such arrangements as would enable him at any time, during many months, to ascer-

tain at a glance the internal temperature of the hive. He placed a conunon straw hive vnth.

its entrance hole in the direction of another wooden hive, w^hich was standing beside it in a
bee-house so constructed that the whole of the back part of the house could be removed or

closed at pleasure. The proper entrance for the bees at the front of the bee-house was
directly into the wooden hive, from the side of which there was a little covered communi-
cation with the entrance hole of the straw hive, to serve as a passage for the bees, and a
cormexion between the wooden and straw hive. The object of this was to prevent any
sudden effect upon the temperature of the hive by changes which might occur in the tem-
perature of the air without. The interior of the straw hive was thus subjected as little as

possible to the variations in the open atmosphere, since the bees were obliged to pass through
the empty wooden hive before they could reach the open air. In order to make the experi-

ment with the greatest accuracy, it was necessary that the bees should never be disturbed

while making an observation ; and therefore a small thennometer, with a long free bulb,

was passed through a hole just large enough to admit it in the top of the straw hive, about
eight inches from the centre, and retained there during th^ whole of the subsequent- obser-

vations without being removed or touched. The bees at first seemed a little inconvenienced

by its presence, but within two or three days they became accustomed to it, "and removed
the comb and wax from around it, so that the bulb of the instrument was remaining about
an inch within the free space of the hive, and the observations were then made at intervals

with the greatest accuracy. The temperature of the atmosphere was taken with a thermo-
meter similar to the one used for the iiive. It was thus only necessary to notice from time

to time the rise and fall of each thermometer, and the difference between them, the tem-
perature of the air being of course taken in the immediate vicinity of the bee-house.

By this com-se of observation it was found that the hive bee during winter does not become
absolutely torpid ; but, if left entirely undisturbed, it passes into a condition in which its

temperature of body and amount of respiration become very greatly diminished—a state of

deep sleep in the combs, from which, by a l)eautiful provision of nature, it is roused by great

cold. As soon as the temperature falls considerably, the insect shakes off its torpor and
commences breathing with energy, by which an amount of animal heat is produced which
exerts its salutary influence on the air of the hive. It is only at a moderate temperature

that the insects continue toi-pid, and, when in this state, it is very easy to rouse them from
it by gently shaking or tapping the hive. When this is done in winter, the bees wake up,

become excited, and soon, by the rapidity of their respirations, raise the temperature of the

hive to a great height. In the case of Huber and others, who did not observe the scientific

precautions of Mr. Newport, the thermometer was introduced into the hive at the

time of making the observation, thereby disturbmg the bees, and exciting them to

increased vital energy, and consequently to increased animal heat. The effect of a sudden
disturbance of bees is strikingly shown in the following observation : On the morning of the

2d of January, 1836, at a quarter past seven, when there was a clear, intense frost, and the
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thermometer in the open air stood a little above 17 degrees, that in the hive marked a tem-

perature of 30 degrees ; that is actually two degrees below the freezing point. The bees

were roused by tapping on the hive, and in sixteen minutes the mercury rose to 70 degrees,

or 53 degrees above the external air.

It was foimd by a long coui-se of observation that the temperature of the hive, when the

bees are in a statc'of repose, varies with that of the atmosphere ; but that the change within

the hive is never so rapid as in the atmosphere, imless the bees have been disturbed. When
the external temperature rises very suddenly, it never exceeds that of the hive by more than

one or two degrees, provided the bees are in a state of absolute rest ; but if, on the contrary,

the temperature of the atmosphere be suddenly diminished, that of the hive will subside

also, but much less rapidly. Sometimes the two thermometers stand exactly equal to each

other. On the other hand, when the bees are active and respiring quickly, the hive is even
then affected in the winter months by great changes in the temperature of the external air,

particularly if such changes occur late in the autumn or at the beginning of winter.

But a change in the atmosphere in summer does not so rapidly affect the temperature

of the hive ; because in summer, when the general warmth of the atmosphere ranges from
45 degrees and upwards, the bees are always active, and are not themselves so readily

affected by sudden changes ; while in winter, when the temperature ranges from 45 degrees

downwards, the bees are very soon affected by diminished heat, and become disposed to pass

into the torpid state, in which scarcely any respiration takes place, and the temperature of

the little animals sinks down, or nearly so, to that of the medium in which they are placed,

iVnd even to that of the external atmosphere, if there is commimication with it. Each bee

is probably, in general, from 10 to 15 degrees warmer than the medium in which it lives

when in a state of moderate excitement, but its heat is liable to be greatly increased from
causes which ^vill be noticed in another article, on the temperature of the hive in summer.

It has been already shown that a surprising amount of heat may be suddenly developed

in the hive, even in midwinter, by exciting the bees. In a second straw hive, which Mr.
Newport had exposed to the open air like the common cottage hives, the internal tempera-
ture at ten cclock a. m. of the 2d of February was a little oyer 48 degrees, being only 14

degrees higher than that of the external atmosphere. On disturbing the hive by tapping,

the mercury rose to 102 degrees, or G8 degrees above the temperature of the surrounding
air. When the heat is thus suddenly increased during the earlier or latter part of winter, it

becomes intolerable to the bees, and they immediately endeavor to reduce it by ventilation,

provided the outer cold be not too severe to prevent their assembling near the entrance of

the hive. At about 40 degrees the temperature of the hive is quickly modified by the

assiduity of the bees. "I have often," says Mr. Newport, " been amused by observing them,
after the hive has been disturbed for a short time, although but a few minutes before there

was not a single bee on the alighting board, come hastily to the entrance of the hive, and,

ha\ang arranged themselves within three-quarters of an inch of the doorway, begin to fan

with their wings most laboriously, to occasion a current of cool air through the interior of the

hive." On one occasion, when the temperature of the hive had been raised to about 70

degrees, the external air being at 40 degrees, the bees at mid-day maintained the tempera-

ture steadily at 57 degrees by their mode of ventilation, the hive continuing at the time to

be excited.

Although the hive be very much disturbed, and its temperature become greatly mcreased
by exciting the bees in midmnter, it Avill soon become quiet again and its temperature be
again reduced to within 10 or 12 degrees of the temperature of the atmosphere within about
ten hours.

CHINESE MODE OF TAKING HONEY.

Mr. Fortune, the well-kno-svn English botanist, thus describes the mode adopted by the Chi-

nese for taking honey from bee-hives. He says :

'

' The Chinese hive is a very rude affair,

and looks very different from what we are accustomed to use in England
;
yet, I suspect, were

the bees consulted in the matter, they would prefer the Chinese one to ours. It consists of

a rough box, sometimes square and sometimes cylindrical, with a movable top and bottom.

When the bees are put into a hive of this description it is rarely placed on or near the ground,

as with us, but is raised eight or ten feet, and generally fixed under the projecting roof of a

house or out-building. No doubt the Chinese have remarked the partiality which the insects

have for places of thin kind, when they choose quarters for themselves, and have taken a
lesson from this circumstance. My landlord, who had a number of hives, having deter-

mined one day to talce some honey from two of them, a halI-^v-itted priest, who was famous
for his prowess in such matters, was sent for to perform the operation. This man, in addition

to his priestly duties, had charge of the buffaloes whicli were kept on the faim attiiched to

the temple. He came round in high glee, evidently considering his qualifications of no
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ordinary kind for the operation he was about to perfoiTn. Curious to witness his method of

proceeding with the "business, I left some work with which I was busy, and followed him and
the other priests and servants of the establishment to the place where the hives were fixed.

The foiTa of the hives, in this instance, was cylindrical ; each was about three feet in height,

and rather wider at the bottom than the top. When we reached the sppt where the hives

were placed, our operator jumped upon a table placed there for the purpose, and gently lifted

down one of the hives and placed it on its side on the table. He then took the movable
top off, and the honeycomb, -with which the hive was quite full, was exposed to our view.

In the meantime an old priest, having brought a large basin, and everything being ready,

our friend commenced to cut out the honeycomb with a knife made apparently for the pur-

pose, and having the handle almost at right angles with the blade. Having taken out about
one-third of the contents of the hive, the top was put on again, and the hive elevated to its

former position. The same operation was repeated with the second hive, and in a manner
quite as satisfactory. But, it may be asked, ' Where were the bees at this time ?' and that

is the most curious part of my story. They had not been killed by the fumes of brimstone,

for it is contrary to the doctrines of the Buddhist creed to take away animal life ; nor had
they been stupified with fungus, which is sometimes done at home ; but they were flying

about over our heads in great numbers, and yet, although we were not protected in the

slightest degree, not one of us was stung ; and this was the more remarkable as the bodies

of the operator and servants were completely naked from the middle upwards. The chai-m

was a simple one ; it lay in a few dry stems and leaves of a species of Artemisia, (v/ormwood,)

which grows wild on these hills, and which is largely used to drive that pest, the mosquito,

out of the dwellings of the people. This plant is cut early in summer, sun-dried, then
twisted into bands, ^and it is ready for use. At the commencement of the operation which I

am describing, one end of the substance was ignited, and kept burning slowly as the work
went on. Tlie poor bees did not seem to know what to make of it. They were perfectly

good-tempered, and kept hovering about our heads, but apparently quite incapable of doing

us the slightest injury. When the hives were properly fixed in their places, the charm was
put out, and my host and his servants carried off the honey in triumph."

ON THE PRODUCTION OF SEXES AMONG SHEEP.

The following article, communicated to the Journal d' Agriculture Practiqiw, by M'. ]\Iarte-

goute, furnishes information of value and interest to those engaged in the breeding of sheep :

The interesting researches of Giron de Bazareingues into generation, and particularly on
the production of the sexes among domestic animals, are now known but by very few persons,

having the misfortune to be of too remote a date. On the other hand, meeting with a varied

reception on their appearance, they have had the fate of all contested things—they have left

in the mind nothing but ideas undecided as to their value. Zootechny, in fact, was too little

advanced at that period for the art of animal production to think of extracting from such a

study facts for its use.

Daily observations, conducted and arranged with the calculation in hand, in a sheepfold

of great importance—that of the Dishley-Mauchamp merinos, of M. J. M. Viallet, at Blanc,

in the commune of Gailhac-Toulza, (Haute-Garonne)—have enabled me to comprehend
the laws which, according to M. Giron de Bazareingues, preside over the production of the

sexes.

The general law which Giron de Bazareingues recognized on the subject of the procreation

of the sexes is as follows : The sex of the product would depend on the greater or less rela-

tive vigor of the individuals coupled. In many experiments, purposely made, he has
obtained from the ewes more males than females, by coupling very strong rams with ewes
either too young or too aged, or badly fed ; and more females than males by an inverse

action in the choice of the ewes and rams he put together.

This law has developed itself regularly enough at the sheepfold of Blanc, in all cases in

which circumstances of different vigor between the rams and ewes have been observed in

coupling them. Witness two striking examples of it

:

In 1853, births, the issue of young ewes by a Dishley-Mauchamp merino ram, extremely

vigorous and highly fed, produced twenty-five males, and nine females only, or 71.73 per

cent, of males, and 28.27 per cent, of females.

At a later period the same ram, still in full vigor, having been put to some ewes that

had done nursing their lambs—a period at which the ewe is found very weak—there resulted,

in 1853, eight male births against four females ; and, in 1854, under similar circumstances,

seventeen male against nine female births. The two occasions united jielded G5.78 percent,

of males, and 34.22 per cent, of females. ,

But the following fact has nothing in c9mmon with those related by Giron de Bazareingues,
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and Vvbicli has been repeated, with small variation, every year from 1853, the period at

which the observations I have noted down began.

This fact consists, 1st. In that, at the commencement of the rutting season, when tlio

ram is in his full vigor, he procreated more males than females.

2d. When, some days after, the ewes coming in heat and in great nimibers at once, the

ram was weakened by a more frequerit renewal of the exertion, the procreation of females

took the lead.

3d. The period of excessive exertion having passed, and the number of ewes in heat being

diminished, the ram also foimd less weakened, the procreation of males in majority again

commenced.
In order to show that the cause of such a result is isolated from all other influences of a

nature to be confounded "«-ith it, I shall take the years 1855-'56, in Avhich, by the effect of

a degree of equilibrium of age and vigor between the rams and ewes, the male and female

births were found, relatively ^\ith each other, nearly upon a par in numbers, being 25 males
to 23 females.

The followmg table, dra\vTi up with the dates of birth, exhibits the facts in detail. The
letter j\I indicates the male and F the female births.

It will be seen that, the list of births having been divided into three successive series, and
in mean proportions almost equal, we have for the first, of eleven days, from the 27th
December to the 8th January, 13 males against 4 females ; for the second, of nine days,

from the 9th to the 18th Januaiy, 3 males only against 15 females ; and for the third, of

eleven days, from 19th to 29th January inclusive, 9 males against 4 females.

Table of the Dlshley-Mauchamp Merino Lambing, at the slieepfold of Blanc, in December and January,

1855-56.

December 27 _.M.
30 M.
31 M.

January 3 M.
3 F.

3 F.

Males, 7G.8 per cent. ; females

FIRST SERIES.

January 4 M.
4 M.
4 M.
5 M.
5 M.
G M.

,
23.9 per cent.

January 6 M.
7 F.

8 M.
8 M.
8 F.

SECOND SERIES.

January F. Januaiy 13 F. January 16

. F.

.M.

. F.

. F.

. F.

15 F.

15 F.

15 M
IG F.

16 ..F.

Males, 16.66 per cent. ; females, 83.24 per cent.

F.

F.

F.

F.

M.
F.

January

Males,

TUIRD SERIES.

19

19 ,

19

..M..

..M.

..F.

..F.

Ja,nuary 20
20
22

...M.

._F.
F

19 22 .-M
20 , 23 ...M.

69.23 per cent. :

; females, SO. 77 per cent.

January 24 _.M.
24 M.
29 M.

At the end of each month all the animals of the Blanc sheepfold are weighed separately

;

and, thanks to these monthly weighings, we have drawn up several tables, from which are

seen the diminution or increase in Aveight of the different animals, classed in various points

of view, whether according to age, sex, or the object for which they were intended.

Two of these tables have been appropriated to bearing ewes, one to those which have
borne and nursed males, and the other to those that have borne and nursed females. The
abstract residts of these two tables have furnished two remarkable facts.

1st. The ewes that have produced the female lambs are, on an average, of a weight supe-

rior to those that produced the males, and they evidently lose more in weight than these

last during the suckling period.
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2d. The ewes that produce males weigh less, and do not lose in nursing so much as the

others.

If the indications given by these facts come to be confirmed by experiment sufi&ciently

repeated, two new laws will be placed by the side of that which Griron de Bazareingues has
determined by his observations and experiments.

On the one hand, as, at liberty or in the savage state, it is a general rule that the pre-

dominance in acts of generation belongs to the strongest males to the exclusion of the weak,
and as such a predominance is favorable to the procreation of the male sex, it would follow

that the number of males would tend to surpass incessantly that of the females, amongst
whom no want of energy or power would turn aside from generation, and the species would
find in it a fatal obstacle to its reproduction. But, on the other hand, if it was true that

the strongest females, and the best nurses amongst them, produce females rather than males,

Nature would thus oppose a contrarj^ law, which would establish the equihbrium, and, by
an admirable harmony, would secure the perfection and preservation of the species by con-

fiding the reproduction of either sex to the most perfect type of each respectively.

ON THE ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES IN PLANTS.

Dr. Hooker, of England, in a recently published work on the '

' Botany of the Antarctic

Voyage," in discussing the relations and distribution of species in plants, lays down the

following propositions as axioms :

"1. That all the individuals of a species have proceeded from one parent, (or pair,) and
that they retain their distinctive (specific) characters. 2. That species vaiy more than is

generally admitted to be the case. 3. That they are also much more widely distributed

than is usually supposed. 4. That their distribution has been efi"ected by natural causes
;

but that these are not necessarily the same as those to which they are now exposed.
'

'

'
' Hybridization has been supposed by many to be an important element in confusing and

making species. Nature, however, seems efi'ectually to have guarded against its extensive

operation and its efi"ects in a natural state, and, as a general rule, the genera most easily

hybridized in gardens are not those in which the species present the greatest difficulties.
'

'

'
' With regard to the facility with which hybrids are produced, the prevalent ideas on the

subject are extremely erroneous. Gartner, the most recent and careful experimenter, who
appears to have pursued his inquiries in a truly philosophical spirit, says that 10,000 expe-

riments upon 700 specLes produced only 250 true hybrids."

"It would have been most interesting had he added how many of these produced seed,

and how many of the latter were fertile, and for how many generations they were propa-

gated."
'

' The most satisfactory proof we can adduce of hybridization being powerless as an agent
in producing species, (however much it may combine them,) are the facts that no hybrid
has ever afforded a character foreign to that of its parents, and that hybrids are generally

constitutionally weak and almost invariably barren. Unisexual trees must offer many
facilities for the natural production of hybrids, which, nevertheless, have never been proved
to occur, nor are such trees more variable than hermaphrodite ones.

'

'

ON A SOURCE OP DISEASE FOR CATTLE.

M. Isidore Pierre has detected butyric acid in soils, stagnant waters and drainings from
dung-heaps, and considered its presence the cause of the death of some horses who drank
water containing its salts. Butyric acid (so called from its being first noticed as produced
from butter) is the result of the fermentation of saccharine substances when the presence of

lime or other alkali prevents the fonnation of alcohol, and when the fermentive process is

prolonged beyond the stage at which lactic acid is generated. As saccharine matter is found
in nearly all cultivated plants, its presence in faim-yard i^ools is easily accounted for ; and
if the butyric acid, to which it gives rise, really does form poisonous salts, the matter de-

serves the serious attention of agriculturists. M. Pierre does not appear to have obtained

any positive evidence of this supposed action, but to have assmned it because no other

cause of the death of the horses in question and of the illness of others could be discovered.

PRESERVATION OF FOOD.

A new method of preser\-ing animal and vegetable substances has been recently patented

at Paris by means of immei-sion into a solution of gum tragacanth and gelatine, m the pro-

portions of one pound of the former to six ounces of the latter, with the addition of twelve

ounces of acetate of alumina. Tlicsc ingredients are dissolved in water, and kept boiling for

1
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twenty-four hours, in order to insure their intimate mixture. Tlie meat, &c., after being

washed and cleansed from all blood or other extraneous matters, is dipped into the hot solu-

tion, and moved about in it for the space of two minutes ; and v/hen mthdrawn it must be
exposed to the open air for a day and a night, in order to dry the coating it has acquired in

the solution, which, if not dry, would decompose. This operation may he repeated two or

three times, if it be thought desu-able to form a thick coat over the substance which it is

intended to preserve.

EFFECTS OF BRINE IN FOOD.

Last year, in consequence of accidents arising out of the use of brine in food, the Council

of Health of Paris inquired into the subject. The following is from their report : "The use

of brme as a condiment or seasoning in the nutriment of man has hitherto had no mjurious

effect, and nothing authorizes the opinion that an economical process so advantageous for

the poor should be proscribed. Tlie same is not true of the abuse which is made of this

substance in the nourishment and in the treatment of the disease of cei-tam animals, espe-

cially swine and horses. Authentic facts and recent experiments show that the mixture of

brine in considerable quantity with food may produce real poisoning. In all cases brine

preserved too long, or in contact with rancid meat, should be employed with the greatest

care, and after it has been purified by skimming oti all the scum which forms on the surface."

MEANS OF DETERMINING THE QUALITY OF MILK.

The following is an abstract of a paper recently read before the Chemical Society of

Dublui, Ireland, on the above subject, by Dr. H. Minchin :

'
' The practical difficulty yvhich has attended the employment of the serveral methods of

milk-testing hitherto in use is to be attributed, in some measure, to the fact that upon any
scale that can be de\-ised, upon any principle whatever, there is not one point to which we
can refer as a standard of purity. The nearest approach we can make to the establishment

of such a standard is to ascertain, by experimenting on several specimens of average quality

and known purity, whether we can seize upon some physical property which admits of suf-

iicicntly accurate measurement for the purpose ; then it has been ascertained that an inferior

quality is indicated when the specific gravity is below a certain range ; but this can be

raised artificially by the abstraction of some of the cream. An inferior quality is also indi-

cated when the percentage of cream Ls less than a certain number ; but the instrument
for this is fallacious, as it only shows how much cream has floated to the surface in a given
time, and experiment has proved that the richer the millc the less is the cream disposed to

float. Many persons can judge pretty accurately as to the quaUty of milk by carefully

observing the transparency of t,he fluid when poured in a thin film from one vessel to another

;

and this property, which has already suggested the instrument of M. Donne, might be again

turned to account in the construction of a more simple instrument, which would indicate

definitely, and enable us to register numerically, the degree of transparency possessed by a
given sample ; and we should thus have a very efficient means of estimating the degree to

which the milk had been diluted, or it fell short of the average quality.
'

' Such an instrument has lately been invented ; the principle of its construction is extremely
simple, and the experiments instituted with a vicvv- of testmg its perfonnance, several series

of which have been repeated, appear to have been attended with the most satisfactory and
encouraging results. The instnnnent was made of brass, in the form of a shallow, oblong
vessel, capable of containing about an ounce of fluid ; the depth of the vessel is made to

increase gradually, by means of a slab of white enamel fixed in a gentle slope from one end
to the other. Tliis slab is graduated throughout its entire length. Upon this the milk is

poured till the vessel is filled, and a cover of plate glass is then put on ; this should be

done by giving it a sliding motion, to exclude air bubbles. When the vessel full of milk is

thus covered, the degree of dilution possessed by the sample under examination is esti-

mated by the number of degrees on the enamel which can be read through the glass cover ;

for, the glass being in contact -with the edge of the enamel plate at one end, and separated

from it by a gradually increasing interval towards the other, the intervening stratum of

milk is made to assume the form of a thin wedge. If the fluid under examination be of a

rich quality, abounding in oily and caseous particles, it ^nll possess such an amoimt of opa-

city that only a few degrees can be discovered on the subjacent enamel when the instrument

is held opposite to the light. If, on the contrary, the specimen be of inferior quality, whether

from innate poverty or the admixture of water, the diminution of opacity thence resulting

will be evinced by the entmiel scale becoming visible through a deeper part of the fluid or

at a greater distance from the commencement of the scale. The degree of translucency,

therefore, can be mca.sured by the number of lines ^'isible through the fluid.
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, BLUE MILK.

Dr. E. Reicliard, of Jena, Germany, relates a remarkable instance of blue milk, which
occurred in that vicinity, within a circle of several miles, during the fall of 1859. The
milk, and especially the cream, after standing for some time, assumed a blue color, and the

cause for this anomaly could not be attributed either to the food, want of cleanliness, or in-

fluence of locality.

A careful examination into the facts, chemical as well as microscopic, disclosed the presence

of a specimen of mould, most likely the Byssus coerulia, Lam. The coloring appeared at first

to centre in a few isolated spots, and from them to spread through ihe cream doA^mwards,

and the fibres of the plant could easily be removed with a pincette for microscopical exami-

nation. Tliis accords fully with the results of Braconnot and Bailleul, Lehman and Fuchs,

but refutes the theory of E. Jones, who ascribes the blue color to an abnormal amount of

phosphate of iron, as well as that of Klaproth, who derives its origin from indigoferous

plants. Vallot states that some authors ascribe this circumstance to the feeding on such

plants as Hyacinthus comosus, Butomus umbellatus.

ON THE OCCURRENCE OF POISONOUS METALS IN CHEESE.

At the last meeting of the British Association, (I860,) Professor Voelcker stated that he
had recently been able to detect both copper and zinc in English cheese.

In some specimens copper, in others zinc, and in some both copper and zinc, were found.

The description of cheese in which these poisonous metals were found was double Gloucester

cheese. Skimmed-milk cheese, which was likewise examined for copper and zinc, did not
contain any metallic impurity. Stilton, and other varieties of cheese, have not as yet been
examined. It must not, therefore, be inferred that cheese made in other districts than
Gloucestershire contains poisonous metals. Inquiry in the dairy districts of Gloucestershire

and Wiltshire has led to the discovery that in many dairies in these counties sulphate of

copper, and sometimes sulphate of zinc, are employed in the making of cheese. The reasons

for which these prejudicial salts are added to the cheese are variously stated. Some persons

added sulphate of zinc with a view of giving new cheese the tasto of old ; others employed
sulphate of copper for the purpose of preventing the heaving of cheese. Dr. Voelcker also

stated that he had found alum in Gloucester cheese, and mentioned that he had learnt that

in some dairies alnm was employed to effect a more complete separation of the ca^eine from
the whey.

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON ON THE WEATHER.

At the Leeds meeting of the British Association, 1858, Mr. Harrison presented a paper
" On the influence the moon exerts on temperature," and he plaimed that the following

points must be regarded as established meteorological facts :

1. That the temperature before the first quarter is lower than that of the second day aft^r it.

2. That this fall and rise prevails most in the winter months, and in the month of May.
3. That a reciprocity of action takes place between corresponding days of the moon's age.

Thus, whilst it was found, both at Dublin and Greenwich, that for twenty-one consecutive

years the mean temperature rose at the first quarter in more instances than it fell ; it fell at

the last quarter in more instances than it rose ; and in the only two years in which a fall

occurred instead of a rise at the first quarter, there was a rise instead of a fall at the last

quarter.

Between new and full moon this reciprocity of action was still more apparent. Here, for

the same series of years, there was a fall in thirteen years after new moon, and a rise in

thirteen years after full moon ; and in five out of the eight instances in which a rise occurred

instead of a fall at new moon, a fall instead of a rise took place at full moon. Also a lil^e

principle appeared to hold good in indi^ddual months. For example, in twenty-one consecu-

tive Januarys, a fall ocJarrcd in seventeen at new moon, while a rise took place in sixteen

at full moon. The action thus apparent at different periods of lunation was shown clearly

in curves of temperature of each day of the moon's age.

A curve of ten years' mean temperature at Greemvich, for 1837 to 1846, was exhibited in

juxtaposition with one sent to the Dublin meeting, which was also formed of ten years'

mean temperature, at the latter station, for 1817 to 1856. At first and last quarters the curves

corresponded in a most remarkable manner at both stations. At new and full moon they
alternated—the fall in the Dublin curve being at the new moon, and the rise at full mopn ;

hi the Greenwich curve the rise at new moon, and the fall at full moon. Leaving the con-

sideration of daily mean temperatures, on extracting the maxima, and minima mean tempo-
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ratures for the month, it was found that more maxima occurred after first quarters than
before, the proportion of maxima to minmia, on the sccojid day after that phase, being more
than twenty-one, both at Dublin and Greenwicli, for the respective periods of twenty-two
and forty-three years. The twenty-four highest and lowest maxima and minima in the
month, at Greenwich, were then taken for the same forty-three ycai-s ; forty-eight per cent,

foimd to occur at first quarter, and mwima only before the day of the change. Similar results

were obtained from the highest and lowest mean temperatures at Dublin and at Toronto,
from 1843 to 1848.

Another point elicited during the progress of the inquiiy was the recuiTcnce of high and
low temperatures on the same days of the lunation. 'l\iking first tlie maxima and minima
mean temperatures for the month during twenty years at Green\\ich, from 1837 to 1856, the
whole number found recurring on corresponding days (many of them three and four times
in each period of twelve lunations) amounted to 236, averaging about twelve for each year,

or half the maxima and minima for the month.
To illustrate this recurrence of high and low temperatures, several years were selected

which presented the strongest evidence of system. Thus, in the two consecutive years com-
mencing November, 1847, and ending October, 1848, maxima and minima occurred—in

1847 twice on the third day before new moon, twice on the second day before new moon,
three times on the day after new moon, twice on the third day after new moon, three times
on the second day before full moon and twice on the third day after full moon. Li 1848,
three times on the day of new moon, twice on the day after new moon, three times on the
second day before full moon twice on the day before full moon and twice on the fourth

octant or fourth day after full moon.
In the same years there were also, among many others, the following remarkable instances

of reciprocity between opposite phases of the mooia : In December the minimum for the
month occurred on the third day before new moon ; in January the maximum on the third

day before full moon ; in February the minimmn on the third day before new moon.
And, again, the maximum in September fell on the day after full moon ; the minimum in

October on the day after new moon. "In addition to this, the maxima and minima for the

month were found to occur at intervals of rather more than seven, fourteen, or twenty-one
days, and that for several successive months, viz : April, May, Jime, August and September,
and so in other years.

'

'

In 1838, exactly ten years earlier, maxima or minima occurred three times on the third

day after new moon, three times on the day after full moon, three times on the day of first

quarter and three times on the day of last quarter—that is to say, in twelve instances out
of twenty-four, on four days of the lunation. •

At the Cape of Good Hope reciprocity of action and the recurrence of high and low tem-
peratures were even more frequent and systematic. Thus, in 1855, eight out of the twelve

maxima for the month occurred at first quarter, and nine of the twelve minima at new or

full moon. In 1842 nineteen maxima and minima out of twenty-four occurred on eight

days. In 1843 fifteen on seven days. In 1844 seventeen on six days. In 1845 eleven on
four days.

The recurrence of maxima and minima at Toronto and ]Madras was- equally marked. Mr.
Harrison considered that the dispersion of clouds under full moon may now be taken as a

fact, on the testimony of Humboldt, Sir J. Herschel, Mr. Johnson, (the Radcliflfe observer,

at Oxford,) and others ; Mr. Johnson having also noticed that this cloud-dispelling power
commences about the fourth or fifth day of the moon's age, and lasts till she approaches the

sun the siime distance on the other side ; that is to say, the influence takes place at that time

as well as at the full moon, though not necessarily continuously.

Mr. Nasmyth, also, who was considered a valuable \\'itness, from his long-continued obser-

vation of the moon for the purj^ose of mapping its surface, was quoted as havmg satisfied

himself that clouds disappear when the moon is about four days old ; and also that, when
this is the case for any length of time at new moon, the sky is clouded to a corresponding

extent at full moon—another instance of the principle of reciprocity.

Several well-known observers were also mentioned as ha\'ing noticed the remarkable
clearness of the morning of the 13th of September, on the fifth day after new moon ; and,

lastly, even M. Arago's explanation of the popular notion among gardeners around Paris

that the moon which, commencing in April, becomes full in May, destroys their tender plants,

it was thought might be quoted as evidence of lunar influence on the atmosphere, though
given by him as a simple statement of the effects of terrestrial radiation on early vegetation.

Mr. Harrison, in conclusion, expressed his belief that the remarkable regularity of the

recurrence of a fall before first quarter is due to the clearing of the atmosphere at that

period, and the rise after first quarter to a more cloudy state of the sky. That the same
effect is not so evident on the curves at the period of full moon he considered might be due

to the greater reciprocity of action which takes place at the syzygies, or new and full moon.
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The president, Mr. Hopkins, observed that the facts Mr. Harrison had adduced must be
considered strongly confirmatory of the view he so ably advocated. That the moon exer-

cised an influence upon the weather, and particularly on the formation or dispersion of clouds,

was, as all know, a very generally prevailing opinion. The sailors even had a common
saying, that the full moon cut up or devoured the clouds ; and Sir John Herschel had some-

where admitted that the nights about full moon, particularly at certain seasons of the year,

were remarkably cloudless. This indirect influence, then, being admitted, it became more
important to trace it, as Mr. Harrison was doing, to an influence upon the temperature.

Some years ago Dr. Foster, an eminent meteorologist of Bruges, annoimced to the English

Astronomical Society that, in weather journals kept by his grandfather, his father, and
himself, from 1767 downwards, whenever the new moon fell on a Saturday, the following

twenty days were wet and windy. The Society published this, the general idea being that

the statement had never been made knowTi before. Since then it has been found that the

Saturday moon has this character even in popular rhymes, and that it is widely believed in

among seamen, English, French, Spanish, and even Chinese.

A writer in the London Atheneum, after adverting to this cireiunstance, and stating that in

the one instance in which he had made observations the theory appeared to be confirmed,

makes the following suggestive remarks :

" Now, here is a cmious circumstance ; the whole world has the notion, widely scattered,

that a Saturday moon brings wet weather, and science has hardly the means of being kept
positive in the negative ; and this is only one such case. Curious effects of the moon are

in the popular belief by scores ; and there is no refutation, except a piori—that is, no refuta-

tion at all.

'' Every twenty-nine and a half days is divided into two periods, one of which has many
times as much moonlight as the other. That the moonlight must have a great deal of heat
when it leaves the moon is highly probable ; that it has none wliea it reaches the surface

of the earth is certain. What then becomes of all the heat, which it seems almost certain

the moonlight brings with it ? Sir John Herschel thinks that it is absorbed in the upper
regions of our atmosphere ; and that some probability is given to this supposition by the
tendency to disappearance of clouds under the full moon ; a fact observed by himself without
knowledge of its having been noticed by any one else ; and which Humboldt, he afterwards

found, speaks of as well known to the pilots and seamen of Spanish America.
'' If this theory be correct, there is a cause of weather cycles which must produce some

effect ; an enormous quantity of heat poured into the atmosphere during one-half of the

limar month, and a very small quantity during the other half. In truth it has been ascer-

tained that ttie quantities of rain which fall, in the four quarters of the moon, are not quite

the same in the long run."
But the popular mind gets hold of the question in a different way. It seizes upon the

geometrical phenomena of the moon, nothingness, halfness, fullness, and makes the moments
of these appearances, the times at, or very near which, change of weather is to take place.

According to the recognized old notions, it is enough if a change of weather takes place

within three days one way or the other of a change, which gives twenty days every month,
in which a change is set down to the moon. No wonder this theory is often confirmed.

The whole question of moonlight, not position of the moon, both as to its effects on the
weather, and its asserted effects on vegetable and animal life, is in the earliest infancy, so

far as systematic observation is concerned. All that is said about it is mere infallibility.

SCIENCE OP THE WEATHEE.

From a manufil recently compiled by Admiral Fitzroy, of England, for the British Board
of Trade, we derive the following popular directions " How to observe the weather.

'

'

'

' A few of the more marked signs of weather, useful alike to seamen, farmer and gardener,

are the followuig :

'

' Whether clear or cloudy—a rosy sky at sunset presages fine weather ; a red sky in the
morning bad weather, or mu«h wind (perhaps rain ;) a gray sky in the morning, fine weather;
a high da^vn, wind ; a low dawn, fair weather.

"Soft looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather, %vith moderate or light breezes;
hard-edged, oily-looking clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy, blue sky is windy ; but a light,

bright blue sky indicates fine weather. Generally, the softer clouds look, the less wind (but,

perhaps, more rain) may be expected; and the harder, more 'greasy,' rolled, tufted, or

ragged, the stronger the coming vvind will prove. Also, a bright yellow sky at sunset,

presages wind ; a pale yellow, wet ; and thus by the prevalence of red, yellow, or gray tints,

the coming weather may be foretold very nearly ; indeed, if aided by mstruments, almost
exactly.
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" Small inky-looking clouds foretell rain ; light scud clouds driving across heavy masses,,

show wind and rain ; but if alone, may indicate wind only.

''High upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stars, in a direction different from that

of the lower clouds, or the wind then felt below, foretell a change of wind.
" After fine clear weather, the fii-st signs in the sky of a coming change are usually light

streaks, curls, wisps, or mottled patches of white distant cloud, wliich increase, and are fol-

lowed by an overcasting of murky vapor that grows into cloudiness. This appearance,

more or less oily, or waterj^ as wind or rain vill prevail, is an infallible sign.
'

' Usually, the higher and more distant such clouds seem to be the more giadual, but general,

the coming change of weather will prove.
" Light, delicate, quiet tints or colors, with soft, undefined forms of clouds, indicate and

accompany fine weather ; but gaudy or unusual hues, with hard, definitely outlined clouds,

foretell rain, and probably strong wind.

"Misty clouds fonning, or hanging on heights, show wind and rain coming—if they remain,

mcrease, or descend. If they rise or disperse, the weather ^^^ll improve or become fine.

'* When the sea-birds fly out early, and far to seaward, moderate wind and fair weather may
be expected ; when they hang about the land, or over it, sometimes flying inland, expect a
strong wind with stonny weather. As many creatures besides birds are aftected by the

approach of rain or vnml, such indications should not be slighted by an observer who wishes

to foresee weather. /

"There are other signs of a coming change in the weather, known less generally than
may be desirable, and therefore worth notice ; such as, when birds of long flight, rooks,

swallows, or others, hang about home, and fly up and do^vTi or low—rain or wind may be
expected. Also when animals seek sheltered places, instead of spreading over their usual

range ; when pigs cany straws to their sties ; when smoke from chimneys does not ascend
readily (or straight upwards during calm) an unfavorable change is probable.

•'Dew is an indication of fine weather ; so is fog. Neither of these two formations occurs

under an overcast sky, or when there is much -vvind. One sees fog occasionally rolled away,
as it were, by wind—but seldom or never fonned while it is blo^^^ng.

"Remarkable clearness of atmosphere near the horizon, distant objects, such as hills

unusually visible, or raised, (by refraction.) and what is called 'a good hearing day,' may
be mentioned among the signs of wet, if not wind to be expected.

"More than usual twinkling of the stai's, indistinctness, or apparent multiplication of the

moon's horns, halos, ' wind dogs,' and the rainbow, are more or less significant of increasing

wind, if not approaching rain, with or without wind."

AIR DRAINAGE.

The essential elements of vegetable production that are more or less under artificial control

are three—earth, air, and water ; and it may be afiirmed that a proper regulation of these
three elements is all that is necessary in the vast proportion of farms within the temperate
zone.

The earth must be alternately and thoroughly air-soaked and water-soaked ; and it ^vill

ultimately be found that the one greatest use of the soil is to decompose the; air, the oxygen
becoming fixed by oxydisable substances and the nitrogen absorbed by the li\ing plants.

Hence drainage is so necessary, even in dry laud, not by promoting the discharge of water
per se, but by promoting the admission of air, which must rush in and fill the soil that the'

water is lea\ing immediately, and vdih the same velocity and in the same volume.
But, granting these premises, it may be truly alleged that soils vary through a wide range-

as to their greater or less affinity for oxygen, some being highly o.->cydisable, others, as to the
purely silicious, having scarcely any appreciable attraction for ft. Hence the necessity for

all kinds of manures, which act not in the way that they are generally supposed, viz, in

supplying food to the plants by direct appropriation of the matter of the manure, but chiefly

by adding those oxydisable substances to the soil which will promote the decomposition of
the air.

Under this view, it is easy to understand how new lands are for a few years generally

fertile, but gradually lose their oxydisable appetites and become chemically inert, unless

they are rendered active by artificial addition of some compost.
Yet these latter instances are decidedly the exceptional ones, the great majority of our

lands suffering from the occlusion of elementary influences, and really possessing all the

properties essential to fertility, if they were favorably arranged for the free percolation of air

and water.

It is really surprising how extensive is the impression that water is like some deleterious

substance or poison to land ; and therefore the chief and sole idea cf hundreds of farmers is

to get rid of it at any price, not reflecting that as is the egress of water so is the ingress of
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air, the exchange being effected pari passu; and it seems probable tliat the final purpose of

the shower is not merely to afford the essential drink to the li\ing plant, but to displace the

stagnant air in the soil and renew it by percolation.

Nearly every field is difierently situated naturally with reference to drainage, the different

angles of surface inclination, the nature of subsoil, and the character of underlying rocks,

whether open or close, or having favorable or unfavorable stratification.

—

Farmers (English)

Magazine.

DBAINAGE INCREASES THE EFFECT OF MANURE.

Draining not only "deepens the soil," but largely increases the effect of the application

of manures.

The elements of manure act upon plants only in a state of solution ; hence it is of the

greatest importance that they be so applied, and that the soil be so prepared that they may
not only be readily dissolved by the rain, but that the rain may freely pass through the soil,

which, acting as a filter, arrests and holds these elements where they will best serve as food

for vegetation. Manures applied to undrained land are readily dissolved by the rain, but
are left floating upon the surface, and thus often pass away by evaporation or in the surface

drainage of heavy rains, the saturated subsoil not allo\\'ing them to sink to the roots of the

plants or to be absorl>ed by the soil. This is one great reason why manures produce such
trifling results on heavy lands, especially in seasons of abundant moisture. In very diy
weather but little moj-e effect follows their apphcation from the want of a solvent, such as is

ever supplied by the water retained in mellow, porous earth.

''Draining renders the land penetrable to water," says a writer on this subject, "enabling
the rain to descend freely through it, carrying to the roots the fertilizing elements with
which rain w^ater is always charged," as well as those it takes in solution from manures.

The effect of manures is also much increased by an intimate mixture A\ith the soil. Such
mixture can be but imperfectly obtained in the case of hard and shallow land, either in a
Avet or diy state. It will always be found that mellow and friable soils receive most benefit

from manures, and that clayey soils, if made mellow by draining, possess the greatest

absorbent powders, and are of the most productive character, compared vAWi sandy and light

or mucky loams.
'

' The true policy of the farmer is to use eveiy means in his power for rendering his labor

more effectual and his farm more fertile, and in no way can this be better accomplished, in

the case of wet and retentive lands, than by draining, and thus deepening and increasing

the productive powers 9f the soil."

—

Country Genlleman.

ADVANTAGES OF DEEP DRAINING.

The followmg remarks were made at a late meeting of the Surrey (England) Agricultural

Association, by an English agriculturist, Mr. Butcher, on receiving a prize for the best prac-

tical results of draining

:

Entering upon an explanation of his plan of drainage, he avowed himself to be a deep
drainer, and to have been so for the last thirty years. He remembered to have been laughed
at for placing a iRain drain 13 feet deep. In the place where he had carried on his opera-

tions the surface dr&inage had been attempted by one after another most unsuccessfully,

but the needs still remained just the same, and could not be cured. He, however, having
plenty of energy, and tlie owner placing at his disposal plenty of money, he had succeeded

in restoring an estate whkh had been represented as irreclaimable. He felt pleased that he
had succeeded, because the old men of the day gone by were unable to find out the secret.

He found it out thus : that while others were content with mere surface drains, he dug
deeper and deeper until he came Aown to the springs. He made a deep main drain, while

his general drainage was abont four feet, though on coming into the fann he found his

neighbors' drainage about two feet. He felt that the land he had chained was drained
efficiently. He advised that land should not be drained in small portions, and with furrows

;

but, even in a clay soil, to allow the moisture to pass quickly through, as if through a
colander, without leaving any of it to adhere to the surface. If the water was required to

be carried off the surface, it must be done by ploughing on a flat surface ; and whatever
draining was done on stiff land was required to be done deep. On meadow land it was neces-

saiy to be careful, and to drain on a proper system, with the drains not too closely con-

nected; always keeping one consideration in mind—not to study an artificial position, but
to take nature's surface ; and as nature makes the fall of the land, let the workmen take the

cut.
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MODEL SYSTEM OP DRAINAGE.

The drainage of the town of Rugby, England, is considered by agricultural engineers as

the best that has as yd been constructed. Everything is conveyed by a system of sewers to

a given receptixclc on the outskirts of the town ; and here an enterprising agriculturist, in

consideration of a handsome annual bonus, by him paid, takes possession of it, and by means
of pipes conveys it to such points of his faim as will enable him to best spread it equally over

his land. The result is that he obtains several crops of grass in each year of immense weight
and value.

SEWAGE MANURE.—CAN IT BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR AGRICULTURAL

PURPOSES ?

In the attempts which are being constantly made or proposed, to supply the demand for

fertilizing agents, (a demand which, by the exhaustion of soils, consequent on shiftless

fanning, must annually increase,) attention has been long directed to the immense waste of

fertilizing material occurring in large cities and towns, through their system of sewage, by
which large quantities of excrementous matter are poured into streams or rivers, and become
thus lost to the public forever. It has, for example, been estimated that in the city of New
York an amount of fertilizing matter is thus wasted, which, if applied to the soil, would
possess a money value of $15,000 per diem, or $5,475,000 per armum. This is at the low
estimate of two cents per day for a population of 750,000,* without taking into consideration

the products of the immense number of animals kept in the city.

In a letter addressed to the Sanitary Convention which assembled in Boston in 18 GO, Mr.
George B. Emmerson estimated that every family of five persons annually created refuse

matter sufficient to manure at least one acre of land ; and that the fertilizing matter annually
wasted in Boston, by means of its system of drainage, was sufficient to restore 30,000 acres

of poor land to fertility.

The following evidence as to the fertilizing value of sewage matters is derived from recent

British authorities

:

Mr. R. Molfatt, of Stirling, applied the sewage water of that town to grass land, at the

rate of 45 carts to the acre, and the result was nearly double that of the land not so manured.
So, near Edinburgh, where that manure is used, there are four cuttings of grass in the

year taken from the land.

Mr. Smith, of Deanston, grew 43 bushels of barley per acre on land manured with sewage,

and 4G from guano and farm-yard manure. The first, cost 10s. per acre ; the latter, four

times that sum.
Tlie same paper cites many other cases, too niunerous for a review to do more than refer to.

The Duke of Portland, at Mansfield—a town having ten thousand or twelve thousand
inhabitants—has made very successful experiments with the sewage of that towTi, which
led to the astounding fact that the land there increased in consequence from 6s. per acre to

£12 or £14. Mr. R. Walker uses with great advantage the sewage of Rugby.
Professor Miller, in his Parliamentaiy Evidence, said the quantity of potash which passes

out of one of tlie London sewers per day is one ton, and the same quantity of phosphates

and magnesia, and of ammonia nearly two tons.

Dr. Daubeny states that the refuse of a family of four amounts in the year to 4,745 lbs. , con-

taining 30 lbs. of nitrogen, 10 lbs. of phosphates, and 6 lbs. of potash ; and he calculates

the annual value of the sewage of London at £635,150. But the calculations of others

exceed £800,000.

According to Liebig, 100,000 persons would give 24,440 tons of manure, containing 30.0

of nitrogen, or 738 tons, sufficient to manure 50,000 acres. This, for 2,500,000 persons,

would give 608,800 tons of manure, and 18,450 tons of nitrogen, sufficient to manure
1,250,000 acres of wheat land. The value of 738 tons of nitrogen Liebig sets down at

$60,000, which, for the larger population, would give $1,500,000 annually ; but all these

calculations are believed to be imderrated.

But, admitting the great value of sewage for agricultural purposes, the practical question

which presents itself for solution is sunply this: Can the liquid manure of sewers be deprived

by any means of the vast quantity of water with which it is diluted, its solid contents

thrown down, and so rendered easy of trfuisportation, at a price which shall render it remu-

nerative, providing at the same time that its preparation shall not become a nuisance, and

* The population by the last census is over 800,000, which, at the same rate, will give nearly $7^0,000 per

annum.
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that the effluvia necessarily arising from large masses of decaying matter shall not be ren-
dered deleterious to the inhabitants ?

The composition of sewage, according to Dr. Letherby, an English chendst, is as follows:

The clear supernatant part contains a large quantity of amorphous organic matter, with
the filaments of various fungi. It swarms with animalcula3, especially after exposure to the
air, when the higher infusoria appear. Small particles of animal and vegetable tissues also

float in it, as the fibres of wool and cotton. The sediment, which is black and glutinous,

consists of the remains of undigested food, -with phosphates and other products of the secre-

tions. Living animal forms and vegetable growths are also numerous. The mineral part
is composed of the debris of the streets, black sulphuret of iron, and other substances.

The plan which readily suggests itself for treating sewage manure is that of deodorizing
and precipitating the solid contents by means of some chemical substances. A patent pro-

cess, which excited some attention in England a few years since, proposed to efi'ect this by
means of charcoal and sulphate of alumina, (one of the principal ingredients of alum.)
The amount of water which daily flows into the sewers of London is about sixty millions

of gallons, exclusive of rain water. (The individual daily allowance in London is

36, in New York it is above 90 gallons.) By the new process ten grains of sulphate of
alumina were required to be mixed with one pint of sewage. This gives four scruples to

the gallon, or three and a half pounds weight to each ton of sewage; and as 240,000
tons are delivered daily from the London sewers into the Thames, mthout the addition of

rain, it would require the enormous weight of 146,000 tons of the sulphate of alumina per
annum to effect the object proposed, the cost of which, at the rate of seven dollars and a
haK per t^n, (less than the present market price,) would be $2,555,000 per annum. This,

without any allowance for charcoal used, or the expense of machinery or manufacture.
Another plan for treating sewage, which has found favor ynth. many, is that of filtering

the liquid through beds of pulverized charcoal. This substance, in virtue of its absorbing
powers, retains a considerable quantity of the sewage fertilizing material,' and is rendered
valuable. The practical application of the system would be as follows : Taking a population
of 5,000, and assuming the water supply to equal 36 gallons per head per diem, or 5,776
cubic feet, we have a daily supply of 180,000 gallons. Suppose three-fourths of this to be
supplied in twelve hours of the day, it would equal 135,000 gallons, or 137^ gallons per
minute. Now, for the perfect filtration of ordinary rain water, two square yards of filtering

surface are required to clear one gallon per minute ; but for extraordinary water, deeply dis-

colored with vegetable matter, five and a half square yards are required to render the same
amount of water in the same time colorless. Assuming two square yards of filtering surface

sufficient for sewage purposes, it would require a filtering bed of 375 square yards, or rather

less than one-twelfth of an acre to clear the alx)ve quantity of water. To apply the same
system to the sewage of New York would require an area of forty or fifty acres filtering

surface. It must also be remembered that the charcoal, to continue operative, must often be
renewed, which, on a large scale, would prove impracticable.

A third plan proposed has been to deodorize in part the water, collect it in ponds, or other

receptacles, and allow its solid contents to precipitate themselves to the bottom, from which
they are afterwards to be collected. The objections to this scheme, which are almost insu-

perable, are that, for any considerable operation, reservoirs of great area would be required
;

and when the supernatant water is drawn off, and the deposits at the bottom removed, as

they must be periodically, such removal would be not only attended with great expense
from the difficulty of handling the materials, but would create a nuisance not to be endured
in any populated district. It is, therefore, evident that such reservoirs, if constructed, must
be located at a considerable distance from the habitable portion of those districts from
whence the sewage is derived. In many places the drainage levels are so arranged that

artificial means for transporting the liquid would be required. Any plan of this character

for treating sewage materials necessarily presupposes deodorization as the first step. Sanitary

considerations, indeed, would imperatively demand this, and no scheme could expect to

disarm popular prejudice which did not essentially effect it.

One of the most extensive plans for treating sewage, with a view of rendering it available

for manure, hitherto proposed and in any degree carried out, is that of Mr. Wicksteed, of

England, a somewhat eminent engineer. Tliis gentleman, in 1851, obtained a patent for

treating sewage by means of lime and certain mechanical arrangements ; and in 1852 an act

of Parliament was obtained incorporating the "Patent Sewage Manure Company," with a
capital of $500,000, a considerable portion of which was subscribed and paid in.

The company subsequently established works at Leicester of a capacity sufficient to treat

the sewage afforded by a town of five thousand inhabitants.

As nothing has been published recently concerning the success of the enterprise, it may
be presumed that it was imsuccessful. It may possibly have received a death-blow from the

investigations of Professor Way, chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society, (England.) who
has proved that while lime is effectual as a deodorizer of sewage, the value to agriculture of
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the organic matter precipitated by it is very small, and is more than comiterbalanced by the

iiddition of from forty to sixty per cent, of a tolerably useless matter—carbonate of lime.

Professor Way has also shown, in his valuable papers published in the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society on •'To^^-n Sewage," that the principal parts of the substances

important to vegetation—the ammonia, the phosphoric acid, and the alkaline salts—are

washed out of the solid sewage by the water in which it is held in suspension. He also

states that an examination of the solid sewage obtained from the mouth of one of the prin-

cipal sewers of London showed that it contained less than four per cent, of ammonia.

One of the latest plans proposed for utilizing sewage is that brought forward by Mr. J.

Mechi, the well known-English agriculturist.

Tliis gentleman " having given up all hopes of obtaining town sewage in a solid form,"

proposes to pump the entire sewage into elevated reservoirs, from whence it is to be dis-

tributed in large main pipes, and conveyed to each proprietor's farm in suitable smaller con-

duits. The elevation from which the liquid is to flow is to cause sufiScient pressure to effect

the discharge of the same at the respective farms by means of a jet.

This plan having been sanctioned by a number of highly practical men, the L<)ndon Com-
missioners of Sewers submitted the whole subject to an engineer, with mstructions to report

estimates and an opinion respecting its feasibility. From this official report we make the

following extract

:

"The quantity of sewage water which will probably be afforded by the city of London in

1860 will amount to at least 102,048,588 gallons per day, or 166,719,190 tons per annum.
"According to the analysis of the eminent chemists. Professors Brande and Ckxyper^ 150

tons of London sewer-water contains l-500th part, or 6 cwt. of solid matter, which may be

considered a sufficient average quantity for an acre of ground per annum ; the solid matter

contained in 166,719,190 tons of sewer-water will therefore be equal to 6,668,760 cwt.,

which, at 6 cwt. per acre, will supply an area of 1,111,460 acres.

"The extent of district to consume it will be rather more than double, or 3,500 square

miles—equal to a circle (i^\ miles in diameter. The main pipage required will be equal to

1,236 miles, varjing in diameter from 38 inches to 12 inches. The steam power required

will be equal to 16,152 horses, working under a pressure equal to a column of water of 500
feet. The capital required will amount to nearly 12,000,000 pounds, (60,000,000 dollars.)

The quantity of coals required per annum will be about 170,000 tons. The annual cost of

coals, labor, stores, repairs for engines, buildings, &c., -will amount to 240,000 pounds,

(1,200,000 dollars.)

" Supposing ten per cent, upon the capital to be sufficient to cover all disbursements, in-

cluding five or six per cent, interest upon capital, this will amount to 1,200,000 ix>unds,

(6,000,000 dollars,) which, for 333,438 tons of solid matter, will give a cost of about 18

dollars per ton.
'

' The foregoing calculation will perhaps be sufficient to convince the Commissioners that

the liquid scheme, even if it should be carried out as herein proposed, is not a feasible one ;

but when, in addition to what has been stated, it is borne in mind that the basis upon
which the calculation rests is upon the assumption, first, that the whole of the sewage water
could be collected into one central spot ; secondly, that twelve 38-inch radial pipes could

be laid in straight lines from this central point ; thirdly, that a circle of Q(d^ miles in

diameter around London is a flat plain, and the great number of actual hills do"not exist

;

fourthly, that a sufficient number of landed proprietors could be found within the proposed
limit to use so large a quantity of one kind of manure ; and as the supply must be constant,

to construct covered reserv-oirs on their lands to hold the supply during such periods as it is

not being actually poured upon the land, and unless these, to me, impossible conditions can
be complied with, the estimate for $60,000,000 will be found much too small. I think the

Commissioners will agree with me that such a scheme for the disposal of sewage water
should not be entei-tained."

Notwithstanding this most unfavorable report, Mr. Mechi continues to advocate the use

of sewage as a fertilizer, and the distribution of it through pipes and reservoirs throughout
the country adjacent to large towns and cities. At a recent meeting of the London Society

of Arts, (1860^) he read a paper combating this usual objection, that sewage is too much
<Uluted to be beneficial to agriculture, Tlius, he stated, that the manure produced by the live

stock on a farm might be taken (reducing all animals to sheep for the sake of calculation)

at something less than the manure of two sheep per acre. The average rain-fall showed
that the produce of each sheep was diluted with about 1,300 tons of water, while the

manure produced by each resident in towns only received about 80 tons of water. Tlie con-

clusion he arrived at therefore was, that the sewage was in reality sixteen times less diluted,

and consequently sixteen times stronger than that on which the farmers of England usually

depended for the production of their crops. So that, in fact, an annual application of 160

tons of town sewage per acre would equal the animal manuring which the farms now re-

ceived.
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In this connexion the following extracts from a letter addressed by Liebig (under date of
November 17, 1859) to Mr. Mechi on the subject of the "Utilization of the Drainage of
Cities for Agricultural Purposes," in response to a communication of the latter, cannot fail

to be read with interest

:

" It is true that the diligent tillage of the fields, sunshine and timely rain, are the out-

ward conditions, perceptible to all men, of good harvests ; but these are perfectly without
effect upon the productiveness of the field, unless certain things not so easy of perception by
the senses are present in the soil, and these are the elements which serve for nourishment

—

for the production of roots, leaves and seeds, and which are present in the soil always in

very small quantity in proportion to the mass of the soil itself.

"These elements are taken from the soil in the products of the field, in the corn, or in the
flesh of the animals nourished by these products, and daily experience shows that even the
most fruitful field ceases, after a certain series of harvests, to produce these crops.

"A child can comprehend that, under these circumstances, a very productive field, in order
to remain very productive, or even simply productive, must have the elements which had
been withdrawn in the harvests perfectly restored ; that the aggregate of the conditions,

must remain, in order to produce the aggregate results ; and that a well, however deep it

may be, which received no supply of water, must in the end become empty, if its water is

constantly pumped out. Our fields are like this well of water. For centuries those elements
which are indispensable to the reproduction of the field crops have been taken from the soil

in those crops, and that, too, without being restored. It has only recently been ascertained

how small a supply of these elements the soil really has. A beginning has been made to
restore to the fields the loss which they sustam through the annual harvests, by introducing

from external sources manures containing the same elements. Only a very ifew of the better

infonned farmers perceive the necessity of this restoration, and those of them who have
the means have zealously endeavored , to increase the amount of these elements in their

fields ; but by far the greater part of them know nothing of such restoration.

" The loss of these elements is brought about by the ' sewerage system of towns.' Of all

the elements of the fields, which, in their products in the shape of corn and meat, are carried

into the cities and there consumed, nothmg, or as good as nothing, returns to the fields. It
is clear that if these elements were collected without loss, and every year restored to the
fields, they would then retain the power to furnish every year to the cities the same quantity

of corn and meat ; and it is equally clear that if the fields do not receive back these

elements agriculture must gradually cease. In regard to the utility of the avails of the
' sewerage of towns ' as manures, no agriculturist, and scarcely an intelligent man, has any
doubt ; but as to their necessity, opinions are very various.

'
' Many are of the opinion that com, meat, and manures are wares, which, like other -wares,

can be purchased in the market ; that with the demand the price may perhaps rise ; but this

will also stimulate the production, and that all turns upon having the means to purchase,

and so long as England has coal and iron she can exchange the products of her industry for

the corn, meat and manure which she has not. In this respect I think it would be wise not
to be too confident of the future, for the time may perhaps come, even in half a century,

that not one of those countries upon whose excess England has hitherto drawn, will be able

to supply her with corn, and that, too, from the natural law that what is true of the smallest

piece of ground is true also of a great country—it ceases to produce corn if the conditions

of the reproduction of the corn which has been carried off are not restored to it.

* * In the United States the population increases at a still greater ratio than in other coun-
tries, while the corn production upon the land under cultivation has constantly fallen off.

" History teaches that not one of all those countries which have produced corn for other
lands have remained corn markets, and England has contributed her full share towards,

rendering improductive the best lands of the United States, which have supplied her with
corn, precisely as old Rome robbed Sardinia, Sicily and the rich lands of the African coast

of their fertility.

" Finally, it is impossible in civilized countries to raise the corn production beyond a certain

limit, and this limit has become so narrow that our fields are no longer capable of a higher
yield without an increase of their effective elements by the introduction of manures from
abroad. By means of the application of guano and bones, the farmer of most limited capacity

learns the real meaning of such increase ; he learns that the pure system of stall or home-
made manures is a true and genuine robbing system. In consequence of his restoring, in the

guano and bones but a small portion of the very same elements of seeds and of fodder which
had been withdrawn from his fields by centuries of cultivation, their products arc wonder-
fully increased. Experiments instituted with special reference to this end in six different

parts of the kingdom of Saxony showed that each hundred weight of guano put upon a field

produced 150 lbs. of wheat, 400 lbs. of potatoes, and 280 lbs. of clover more than was pro-

duced by the same sized piece of ground without guano, and from this it may be calculated
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how enormously the com and flesh production of Europe has been increased by the yearly

importation of 100,000 tons or 2,000,000 cwt. of guano.

"The effect of guano and bones should have taught the farmer the real and only cause of

the exhaustion of his fields ; it should liave brought him to perceive in what a condition of

fertility he might have preserved his fields, if the elements of the guano which he has

transported in the shape of meat and products of his fields into the cities, were recovered

and brought into a form wdiich would admit of their being restored every year to his fields.

"To an understanding of this, however, the farmer has not yet come ; for, as his forefathers

believed that the soil of their fields was inexhaustible, so the farmer of the present day
believes that the introduction of manures from abroad vdll have no end. It is much
simpler, he thinks, to buy guano and bones, than to collect their elements from the sewers

of cities, and if a lack of the former should ever arise, it will then be time enough to think
of a resort to the latter. But of all the farmers' erroneous opinions this is the most dan-
gerous and fatal. If it is perceived that no country can per|3etually supply another with
corn, then must it be perceived that the importation of manures from another country must
cease still earlier, since their exportation diminishes the production of corn and meat in that

cx)untry in so rapid proportions that this decrease in a very short time manifestly forbids the

exportation of manures. If it is considered that a pound of bones contains in its phosphoric

jicid the necessiiry condition for the production of 60 lbs. of wheat ; that if the English fields

have become ca,pable, by the importation of 1,000 tons of bones, of producing 200,000 bushels

more of v,'heat in a series of years than they would have produced without this supply,

then we can judge of the iromense loss of fertility which the German fields have sustained

by the exportation of the many hundred thousand tons of bones which have gone from
Germany to England. It will be conceived that if this exportation had continued, Germany
would have been brought to that point that she could no longer have been able to supply

the demand of her own population for com. In many parts of Germany, from which for-

merly large quantities of bones were exported, it has already come to be the case that these

bones must, at a much higher price, be bought back again in the form of guano, m order

to the paying crops of fonner time.

"The prices of bones have become so high in Germany as to forbid their exijortation, and
if the question should be put to English commerce whence it furnishes the English farmer
with this to him so indispensable manure, the answer would produce astonishment ; for this

commerce has so far robbed all the inhabited parts of the earth, that the manufacturer of

super-phosphato can only set his hopes upon the phosphate lime of the mineral kingdom.
"In relation to guano, I have been assured that in twenty or twenty-five years, if its use

should increase in even the same proportion as hitherto, there will not remain in South
America enough to freight a ship, We will, however, suppose its supply and that of bones
to continue for fifty years, or even longer—then what will be the condition of England when
the supply of guano and bones is exhausted ?

"This is one of the easiest of all questions to answer. If the common 'sewerage system

'

is retained, then the imported manures, guano and bones, make their way into the sewers

of the cities, which, like a bottomless pit, have for centuries swallowed up the guano elements

of the English fields, and, after a series of years, the land will find itself precisely in the
condition it was in before the importation of guano and bones commenced ; and after Eng-
land shall have robbed the cultivated lands of Europe even to complete exhaustion, and
taken with them the power to fumLsh her longer with com and manure, then she ^WU not

be richer than before in the means of producing com and wheat, but will from that time
forth Ixjcome even poorer in these means.

" By the importation of guano and bones the population has, however, in coiLsequence of

the increased production of com and meat, increased in a greater ratio than w^ould have
been possible without this importation of manures, and this population will make upon the

rulers of the state their natural demand for food.

"It has been maintainal that the recovering of the manure-elements out of the sewers in

the large cities is impracticable. I am not ignorant of the difficulties which stand in its

way ; they are, indeed, very great. But if the engineers would come to an imderstanding
with the men of science in relation to the two purposes—the removal of the contents of the

sewers and the recovery of their valuable elements for agriculture—I do not doubt that a

good result would follow. Intelligence, in union with Capital, represents a power in Eng-

land which has rendered possible and practicable things of much greater apparent difficulty."

ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS.

The physical projlerties of soils are more important than their chemical properties.

A few yeai"s ago chemical analysis was going to do great things for the farmer. He had

only to send a piece of his poor pasture to the chemical laboratory to be told prc^ciscly how
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to make the rest of it as good as his garden. But it has been found that certain elements,
without which the plant cannot perfect itself, may exist in the soil in sufficient quantities for

the plant, and yet be beyond the reach of the chemist. Chemical analysis pretends not to

find a less fraction than the 1.1000th. An acre of soil, one foot deep, will weigh 2,000,000
lbs. ; an ordinary wheat crop will take oif only 200 lbs. of mineral matter ; allowing one-
half of this to be phosphate, and we have only one twenty-thousandth part composed of that
element or quantity—too small, it may be, for the chemist to find. Four hundred pounds of

guano, containing, say one-fifth phosphates, applied to an acre entirely destitute of phos-
phates, would make all the difference there is between a good crop and no crop at all. But
this eighty pounds, distributed through the two millions of soil, would be too trifling a
quantity for the present state of chemical analysis to detect. Besides, this is too expensive
for the farmer ; nor does he need it, for the general deductions of the chemist are of moTe
value to him than any particular analysis of his soil.

The fineness of the particles in any soil is an important point. A Boston chemist (Mr.

Wells) some years ago found an unproductive New England soil had nearly the same mineral
constituents as a specimen soil from the Scioto valley, one of the richest localities in the
world ; but the former was heavy and coarse, while the latter was an impalpable powder,
flying away from the slightest breath. It would take a pretty strong breeze to raise some of

our New England soils. A soil, too, must have the right elements ready for the crop in a
state of solubility as it goes along. The elements may be there, but if the crop cannot get

hold of them, they are valueless. Exposure to the atmosphere has a tendency to remedy
that. T^ie absorbing power of the soil is great, but this power depends on the minute
division of its particles.

—

Prof. Johnson.

SOIL ANALYSIS.

A recent writer in the North British Agriculturist makes the following remarks on the

subject of soil analysis

:

'
' To analyze a soil, and determine from the results the degree of its fertility and its adapta-

tion to particular crops, was one of the problems placed before the agricultural chemist, and
from its solution the greatest advantages to agriculture were anticipated. As yet these expecta-

tions have not been realized ; nor can this be considered as a matter of surprise.

' * The progress of our knowledge, in place of simplifying, has complicated the question,

and has shown that the fertility and infertility of a soil is dependent upon a variety of circum-

stances, of which its chemical composition is only one. Instances exist in which the barren-

ness of a soil can be distinctly traced to the deficiency of some one or other of the necessary

elements of plant-life ; but in other cases a barren and a fertile soil may present an almost
perfect similarity in composition, and contain all the elements requir-ed by plants in propor-

tions known to be amply sufficient for their healthy growth.
'

' The difficulty of explaining these facts has been increased just in proportion as soil analyses

have become more minute ; for their tendency has been to show that the instances in which
infertility is due to the absence of any of the essential constituents of the plants are compara-
tively rare, and that quantities which we are apt to overlook as totally unimportant may be
amply sufficient for all that is required.

*
' One-tenth of a per cent, of potash, soda, or phosphoric acid may appear a quantity so

small that the chemist might be justified m neglecting it ; and yet a soil containing these

quantities is capable of aftbrding an abundant supply of these elements to many generations of
plants; and, notwithstanding this, there are soils containing a much larger quantity of these

substances, which, if not absolutely barren, are only capable of supporting a very scanty

vegetation.
'

' These facts have rendered it obvious that it is not merely the presence, but the accessi-

bility, so to speak, of the constituents of a soil that must be determined ; and when the

chemist, in addition to the exact proportion of these minute quantities, is required to ascer-

tain the various forms of combination in which they exist, it is natural that he should show
little disposition to enter upon a branch of investigation of suoh complexity, and which, in

the present state of our knowledge, is likely to give only negative results.
'

' The difficulties of this investigation have been so fully recognized by Liebig that he has

pronounced it impossible to arrive at a satisfactory knowledge of the composition of the soil

and its suitableness for particular croi^s by analysis alone.
'

'

ACTION OF THE SOIL ON VEGETATION.

The late Professor Gregory left the folloiMng summary of recent views relative to the action

of soil on vegetation :
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1. Way, and after him Liebig, have shown that every soil absorbs ammonia, and also potash,

from solutions containing them or their salts, generally leaving the acid, which takes up
lime, &c., from the soil in solution, llie ammonia and ix)tash which are absorbed in very

large proportion by arable soils are rendered thereby quite insoluble.

2. Ai-able soils absorb also silicic acid in very considerable proportion, and it also becomes
insoluble.

3. Arable soils also absorb the phosphoric acid of phosphate of lime, or of ammoniaco-
magnesian phosphate, apparently soluting the acid, which also becomes insoluble.

4. Hence the soluble ingredients of manures cannot be conveyed to the plants in the form
of a solution percolating the soil, (such as liquid manure, or a solution formed by rain-water

with the aid of carbonic acid,) since such a solution is deprived of its dissolved ingredients

by filtering through a very moderate amount of soil.

5. Hence, also, as the food of plants must thus be fixed in the soil in an insoluble form,

it is plain that it can only enter the plant in virtue of some power or agency in the roots

which decompose the insoluble compounds in the soil, and thus renders soluble the necessary

matter.

6. The absorbent power of soils is partly chemical and partly mechanical, as is the case

with charcoal.

7. The quantities of alkalies, of phosphates of ammonia, &c., capable of being supplied

to plants by rain-water, after it has been percolated through the soil, even supposing the

whole to be assimilated, does not amount to more than a mere fraction of what the plants

contain.

8. The theory of the transference of ammonia, potash, silica, phosphates, &c., from the

soil to the plant, is not yet understood ; but the old theoiy that the rain conveys food to the

plant directly is certainly not the true one,

—

Edin. New Phil. Journal.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHING.

The following striking testimony of the value of subsoil ploughing is given by SirEdmund
Stracey, an English gentleman farmer, in a recent agricultural journal.

On coming, he remarks, to reside on my estate at Blackheath, about six years since, I

found five hundred acres of heath land, composing two farms, [which had been inclosed

imder an act of Parliment about forty years,] without tenants ; the gorse, heather and fern

shooting up in all parts. In short, the land was in such a condition that the crops returned

not the seed sown. The soil was a loose, loamy soil, and had been broken up by the plough
to a depth not exceeding four inches, beneath which was a substratum, [provincially an iron

pan,] so hard that with difficulty could a pickax be made to enter in many places, and my
Ijailiff, who had looked after the land for thirty-five years, told me that the lands were not

worth cultivation ; that all the neighboring farmers said the same thing, and that there

was but one thing to be done, viz : to plant with fir and forest trees ; but to this I paid but

little attention, as I had, the year preceding, allotted some parcels of ground, taken out of

the adjoining lands, to some cottagers, to each cottage about one third of an acre. The
crops on all these allotments looked fine, healthy and good, producing excellent wheat,

carrots, peas, cabbage, potatoes and other vegetables in abundance. The question then
was, how was this done ? On the outside of the cottage allotments all was baiTcn. It

could not be by the manure that had been laid on, for the cottagers had none but that

which they had scraped from the roads. Tlie magic I could ascribe to nothing else than
the spade ; they had broken up the land eighteen inches deep. As to digging up five hun-
dred acres with the spade, to the depth of eighteen inches, at an expense of six pounds an
acre, I would not attempt it. I accordingly considered that a plough might be so constructed

as to loosen the soil to the depth of eighteen inches, keeping the best soil to the depth of four

inches, and near the surface, thus admitting air and moisture to the roots of the plants and
enabling them to extend their spongioles in search of food, for air, moisture and extent of

pasture are as necessaiy to the thriving and increase of vegetables as of animals. In this

attempt I succeeded, as the result will show. I have now broken up all these five hundred
acres, eighteen inches deep. The process was by sending a common plough, dra^^'n by two

horses, to precede, which turned over the ground to the depth of four inches ; my subsoil

plough immediately followed in the furrow made, drawn by four horses, stirring and breaking

the soil twelve or fourteen inches deeper, but not turning it over. Sometimes the iron pan

was so hard that the horses were set fast, and it became necessary to use the pickax to release

them before they could proceed. After the first year, the land produces double the former

crops, many of the carrots being sixteen inches in length and of proportionate thickness.

This amendment could have arisen solely from the deep ploughing. Manure I had scarcely

any, the land not producing clover sufficient to keep any stock worth mentioning, and it

was not possible to procure sufficient quantity from the town. The plough tore up by the
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roots- all the old gorse, heather and fern, so -that the land lost all the distinctive character

of heath land the first year after the deep ploughing, which it had retained, notwith-

standing tlie ploughing with the common ploughs, for thirty-five years. After this subsoil

ploughing, the crop of wheat was strong and long in the straw, and the grain close bosomed
and heavy, weighing fully sixty-four pounds to the bushel* The quantity, as might be

expected, not large, (about twenty-six bushels to the acre,) but gieat in comparison to what
it produced before. The millers were desirous of purchasing it, and could scarcely believe

it was grown on the heath land, as in former years my bailiff could with difficulty get a
miller to look at his sample. Let this be borne in mind that this land then had no manure
for years, was run out, and could only have been ameliorated by the admission of air and
moisture by the deep ploughing.

DIRECTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN PLOUGHING.

The direction to be taken in ploughing cannot always be determined beforehand ; it depends

on the form and surface of the land. If the soil is impervious, and the furrows intended

for drainage-lines, it will be advisable to plough in the most inclined direction, in order that

the water may be easily drained. However, if the land be much inclined, it will be better

to plough in an oblique direction, to diminish the slope and the current of water, and thus

prevent any injury. In lands which are so inclined that the animals cannot work in the

most inclined direction, an oblique direction is decidedly the best. It is the only method
which gives the land a regular inclination, and the same on both sides of the furrow. In fol-

lowing an oblique direction, on the contrary, the earth is sometimes turned up and sometimes
down, in an irregular manner quite upside down. This direction, although bad, is unavoid-

able ; in lands so much inclined, perfection of labor must be sacrificed to the possibihty of its

being performed. In ploughing lands of this description the animals have two difficulties to

contend with, arising from the nature of the soil. These are—the slope they must climb and
the turning up of the soil from below.

In permeable lands having little or no inclination, the geometrical form of the field

must determine the direction in which they should plough.

—

Journal d'Agriculiure Pratique,

1859.

SUBSOILING FOR. BOTTOM.

The success of the cotton plant depends materially upon the ability of the tap-root to sink

deeply into the soil ; for although it has other roots, still if the tap-root be not fairly estab-

lished and of full size and figm-e, the cotton plant cannot.thrive, particularly during seasons

of drouth. No untried experiment promises so well as the use of the lifting subsoil plough
to its greatest depth immediately under the centre, and before the forming of the cotton bed.

This plough may be passed deeply in the subsoil, disintegrating all above it as finely as a
mole track and without elevating the subsoil ; therefore, when its character is of a kind not
authorLzing its elevation, it may be disturbed and pulverized in place, without being mixed
with the upper soil. Then the ridging and back-furrowing system, which forms the cotton

bed with ihe usual manner of elevated culture, does not fm-nish simply a mass of soil above
the smface of the water furrow for the tap-root to stand in, subject to severe heat and drouth,

but it permits its descent into a well disintegrated soU, which, from its depth and conse-

quent lower temperature, will be able continuously to condense moisture from the atmosphere
circulating between its particles, and the capillary attraction of the soil will elevate this

moisture at least within the region of the tap-root, if not to many of the side roots. If any
cotton planter doubt this fact, let him take the earth out of an old post-hole, and at any
depth he likes he will discover it to. contain more moisture than the same quantity of the
adjoining soil which has never been disintegrated. It must be remembered that when a
tap-root, whatever be its length, rests in a moist soU, the functions of the plant will con-

tinually assist in the elevation of the moisture ; the leaves may be viewed as the termini of

millions of infinitesimal tubes, and the air blowing past them renders each capable, on the

principle of the Hungarian pmnp, to elevate moisture. Every waving of th^ plant or tree

tends to produce this result. The lower end of a rattan placed in a basin of water and the

upper end continually \'ibrated in the atmosphere vnll exemplify this truth ; for the water
will rise through the capillary tubes of this rattan, and will be thrown off at its upper end.

Can it be doubted, then, that if atmosphere circulate in well disintegrated soil, and that soil

is at a temperature lower than that of the atmosphere, that the condensation mil continually

occur ? The very fact that a cold pitcher placed in a sunbeam will be covered with drops
of water on the outside, which are evidently condensed from the atmosphere, proves this

effect. During drouth, moisture is not put out of existence ; if it does not exist in the soil,

it must exist in the atmosphere ; and if the depth of disintegration of the soil be sufficient,

it is rendered capable of receiving any moisture that the atmosphere may happen to contain.
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We would further call the attention of our friends at the South to the fact that all the

water condensed duiing times when rains do not occur has a value far greater than the

same measure of rain water. Tins may be thus understood : the first pint of water which
runs from the roof at the beginning of rain will be found to contain large amounts of all

those matters which the surface of nature has been exuding into the atmosphere. Dews and
rains cleanse the atmosphere, and in the early part of their fall they become distinctly foul

in their odor. During drouth, then, condensations on colder surfaces arc always fully

charged with these gases ; even phosphoric and sulphuric acids are detectible in moisture so

collected. Fill a large glass tube with pounded ice, put a cork in itfi lower end, then stand

it in aa upright position in a bowl or tumbler and expose it to a noonday sun. The con-

densation on the outside of that tube, from the atmosphere, will be sufficiently rapid to run
down into the tumbler, and this water Avill prove to be foul, and relatively, as a manurial
agent, of much greater value than the average quality of rain water.

We would not confine the use of the subsoil plough to the preparation of the cotton bed,

but during the growth of the cotton we would pass it deeply through the centre of the water
furrow, thus preparing the land for the next year's operations, when the cotton row will

occupy that space ; for it is to this alternation of locality of the cotton row that the planter is

indebted for the ftict that his lands have not deteriomted as rapidly as have the majority

of those on the Atlantic slope which have been appropriated to the broadcast crops.

This principle has been illustrated by the experiments of the Rev. Mr. Smith, of Lois

Weedon, England, in the gro'v\dng of wheat. He sows three rows of wheat at ten inches

apart, then leaves a space of thirty inches, and sows three rows of wheat again, and so over

the whole acre ; thus it will be seen that but half his acre is occupied by wheat, and half of

these thirty inch spaces between. He commenced his experiment fourteen years ago, and
then, by passing the horse hoe freely through the thirty inch space during the growth of the

wheat, succeeded in raising twenty-six bushels to the acre, or rather to the half-acre, as but
half the space contained wheat. His neighboi-s, who sowed broadcast, required an entire

acre to raise the twenty-six bushels. The following year Mr. Smith did not require to let

his land lie fallow or go to another crop, but he planted his wheat on the intervals, lea\'ing

the portion occupied by wheat the previous year as open spaces, as before ; and thus, without
the application of a manure at all, he has gone on for fourteen years, his wheat improving
every year, until now he has thirty-four bushels to the acre, or rather to the half-acre, and
without any succession or change in the crop.

The question naturally arises, what has caused his success ? We claim that, like the

water furrows in a cotton plantation, these alternate spaces of thirty inches each are storing

up pabulum by the progression or change in condition of their inorganic constituents,

assisted by the life principle of the wheat grooving on each side of them, and thus prepare so

much of their constituents as enable them to bear a wheat crop the foUovving season. If this

be true of the operations of Mr. Smith, of Lois Weedon, as no practical man can doubt, then
it is true in degree of the alternating system by which cotton has been grown ; and this

matter of degree may be materially increased by the proper disturbance of the water furrows

during the grovvth of the cotton.

We claim that the disturbance of this intervening space between the cotton rows by the
lifting subsoil plough, and by a properly constructed horse-shoe, will be paid for by the
adjacent crop, while the improvement of the quality of the soil by the progression of the
primaries it contains, v\'ill be so great as to insure an increased crop the following season.

Mr. Smith has continued his experiment without manure, but at the same time freely admits
that manures might have been used in his intervals with profit.

We wish the experiment could be fairly tried in the flat cultivation of cotton on soils

thoroughly disturbed by the lifting subsoil plough. It will be a blessed day for the South
when under-draining shall be there added to the subsoil ploughmg, for this will not only
materially increase the amoimt of crop, and relatively lessen the amount of labor, but it will

also render many districts healthy which now cannot be considered so.— Working Farmer.

SUBSTANCES EXTRACTED FROM ARABLE LAND BY RAIN WATER.

Dr. Fraas, of Munich, has for some time been making experiments to anscertain the nature
and quantity of the constituents of soils that are removed by rain water within a given time.

The instrument used by him for this pui-pose is called a hjsimetcr, and the substances obtained

have been analyzed by Herr Zoeller. They were separated from rain water that penetrated

a square foot of earth, six inches deep, during the summer of 1857, from April to October.

Five dififerent extracts were analyzed :

No. 1. From cultivated and manured calcareous soil.

No. %. From cultivated and unmanured clay soil.

No, 3. From uncultivated and unmanured clay soil
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No. 4. From uncultivated and manured clay soil.

No. 5. From cultivated and manured clay soil.

The manure applied to Nos. 1, 4, and 5 consisted, in each instance, of one pound of cattle

manure, without straw.

The residues left by evaporation were yellowish or blackish-brown, and very hydroscopic,

{i. e. having the property of readily imbibing moisture.) They all contained the same con-

stituents, with the exception of manganese, which could be detected only in Nos. 3 and 4.

The bases were potash, soda, lime, magnesia, and peroxyd of iron ; the acids, carbonic, silicic,

nitric, sulphuric, phosphoric, and chlorine. Besides these substances there were also organic

compounds, with clay and sand.

In none of these residues could the presence of a soluble compound of alumina or ammo-
nia be recognized. It was only by boiling for a long time with concentrated caustic potash

that an ammoniacal reaction became perceptible, and that was, probably, due to the decom-
position of a nitrogenous organic substance. There is, however, so large an amount of

nitric acid present that, when the residues of evaporation are heated upon platinum foil,

they deflagrate ; and when the solution is heated with sulphuric acid it decolorizes indigo

solution.

This nitric acid has most lilvcly originated chiefly from ammonia by oxydation ; for, although

nitric acid may be produced directly by the combination of atmospheric nitrogen with the

oxygen condensed by the soil, ammonia would always be oxydized first, and converted into

nitrate of ammonia.
However, since the nitric acid in the solution from soils exists in the state of a lime or

magnesia salt, this is a further proof of the powerful attraction of the soil for ammonia.
So that while, on the one hand, the capability of the soils to condense ordinary oxygen and
oxyonize it may cause the production of nitrate of ammonia, its powerful attraction for am-
monia causes the decomposition of the nitrate of ammonia, the base being retained by the

soil, while the nitric acid combines with lime or magnesia.

The analyses show that one million parts of the water passing through soil six inches deep

contained

—

Solid residue, dried at 212° 47^.32 254.62 292.64 305.20 291.50

Fixed portion 317.62 176.74 194.75 214.50 212.16

Potash 6.50 2.37 2.03 5.46 3.83

Soda 7.11 5.60 7.43 23.74 6.02

Lime 145.86 57.60 70.80 68.41 92.34

Magnesia - 20.52 8.88 1.32 2.93 5.12

Peroxyd of iron 1.32 6.35 8.26 5.76 4.30

Chlorine 57.49 9.52 20.87 39.46 35.27

Phosphoric acid 2.23

Sulphuric acid 17.47 27.13 27.82 29.30 33.49

Silica, (soluble) 10.46 11.35 17.46 9.50 9.34

These analyses illustrated the absorptive power of soils, first pointed out by Mr. Way as

so important in its influence upon the nutrition of plants. With one exception only, neither

phosphoric acid nor ammonia were present in sensible amount. The quantity of potash is,

in all instances, small, and principally referable to the organic substance in the solution.

Chlorine, sulphuric acid, and nitric acid salts are not retained by the soil.

If these analyses show the substances that are dissolved from the soil, the opinion that

plants derive then nutriment from solutions must be given up. The soils experimented upon
gave good crops of com and straw, and the quantities of potash and phosphoric acid required

by these crops much exceed those which would be fmiiished by solutions of the above com-
position. Moreover, the comparison of the ash of cereals and the substance dissolved from
the soil is inconsistent with the opinion that the food of plants is supplied in solution, unless

they are supposed to possess a very considerable selective power. —Annalen der Chemie und
Pharmade.

ON THE USE OF DRIED SURFACE EARTH AS A DISINFECTANT FOR HUMAN
FECES AND AS A MANURE.

The power and efi&cacy of this agent will, however, be best understood and believed if I

give a simple narrative of what, during the last six montlis, it has done for my own family,

averaging during that period fifteen persons daily. Eight months previous to this period,

under a strong impression of the evils either occasioned or likely to be occasioned, by the

vault or cess-pool on my premises, and feeling it to be a nuisance to my next neighbor as

well as to myself, I filled it up with earth, and ever since I have had everything tiiat would
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otherwise gone into it received and removed in buckets. And even this mode of removal,

though offensive in idea, has proved far less so, in reality, than even a very small portion

of the evils it is intended to remedy. At first, the contents of these buckets were buried in

trenches about a foot deep in my garden ; but on the accidental discovery that in three pr

four weeks after being thus deposited not a trace of this matter could be discovered, I had a

shed erected, the earth beneath it sifted, and with a portion of this the contents of the

buckets every morning mixed, as a man would roughly mix mortar. Tlie whole operation

of removing and mixing does not occupy a boy more than a quarter of an hour ; and within

ten minutes after its completion neither the eye nor nose can perceive anything offensive^

This was the first observation I made, llie next was this, that when all the earth, which
did not exceed three cart-loads, had been thus employed, that which had been first used was
suflSciently dried to be used for the same pui-pose again ; and it absorbed and deodorized the

ofi"ensive matter as readily as at the first time. And so singularly does this capability con-

tinue, that a portion of it is now being used for the fifth time for the same purpose ; and
thus all that offensive matter which otherwise w^ould have been wasted in the vault, a
nuisance to my house and the neighborhood, and a source, it may be, of sickness and disease,

is now a mass of valuable manure, perfectly inoffensive to the eye and nose. I have taken
fifty or sixty persons to see it without previously acquainting them with its nature, and not

one has guessed it. . All have declared it to be wholly without offence. Two have handled
and smelt that in the afternoon w'hich had been mixed in the morning, without being able

to discover its nature. And more than this, I have the same day submitted some to strong

fire-heat ; and that which, mimixed with earth, woTild, under such heat, have been intolerable,

in this mixed state emitted no offensive smell whatever. Again : a supply of manure for

the garden is thus readily provided. A farmer and several laborers to whom I mentioned
the following simple plan at once entered into it : Tlie present vault is to be discontinued,

and in the place of it there is to be under the seat a small enclosure of brick or stone, six or

nine inches deep. To preserve the full value of the manure for the garden, this enclosure

should be paved, or have a flat stone for its bottom. It would, of course, be closed with a
door. On one side would be a small rough shed, capable of covering and keeping dry a
cart-load of earth for the purpose of mixing, and on the other side a similar shed, into

which the soil so niixed would day by day be thrown, for the purpose of drying. When
dry, this would be used again, and the uses of the two sheds be reversed. By thus repeatedly

using it, and sifting it backwards and forwards from one shed to the other, one load of earth

will be foimd sufficient for five persons certainly for six months, and, I believe, for twelve.

This is the simplest, but by no means the least offensive mode of applying this remarkable
agent.

—

National Health and Wealth, by Rev. II. Moule, England.

ON THE ESSENTIAL MANURING CONSTITUENTS OF CERTAIN CROPS.

At the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association, Professor Voelcker detailed the results

of certain field experiments, having special reference to the turnip crop, which had extended
over a period of four years. These are the most important points cited :

1. Tliat fertilizers destitute of phosphoric acid do not increase the yield of this crop.

2. ITiat phosphate of lime applied to the soil in the shape of soluble phosphate (super-

phosphate) increases this crop in an especial manner, and that the practical value of artificial

manures for root-crops chiefly depends on the relative amount of available phosphates which
they contain. Thus it was shown that three hundred weight of super-phosphate per acre

produced as large an increase of turnips as fifteen tons of farm-yard manure.
3. Tliat ammoniacal salts and nitrogcnized constituents, yielding ammonia on decom-

position, have no beneficial eflects upon turnips, but rather the reverse.

4. That ammoniacal salts applied alone do not promote, as maintained eiToneously, the
luxuriant development of leaves ; but that they produce this effect to a certain extent where
salts of ammonia are applied to the land in conjunction with the mineral constituents found
in the ashes of turnips.

The report likewise states that numerous analyses of turnips have been made, from which
it appears that the more nutritious and least ripened roots invariably contain less nitrogen

than half-ripened roots or turnips of low feeding qualities. In the latter the proportion of

nitrogen was found in several instances two to two and a half times as high as in roots dis-

tinguished for their good feeding qualities.

Similar experiments upon wheat showed that nitrogcnized ammoniacal matters, which
proved inefficacious in relation to turnips, increase the yield in corn and straw very materially,

and that the increase of wheat was largest when the ammoniacal constituents were associated

with mineral matters.
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LIQUID MANURE.

* The following are the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Vcelcker, of England, on the subject of

liquid manure, as deduced from a series of experiments detailed in a paper '
' On the changes

which liquid manure undergoes in contact with soils of known composition," published in the

twentieth volume, page 134, of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England:

I. Liquid manure, in contact with soil, undergoes a number of chemical changes.
' 2. Tliese changes are greater in the case of clay and calcareous soils than in the case of

sandy soils.

3. Passed through clay, loamy, and calcareous soils, liquid manure leaves a considerable

quantity of ammonia in the soil.

4. Under the same circumstances, liquid manure parts like\vise with potash and phosphoric
acid.

6. Sandy soils remove from liquid manure but little ammonia, and likewise not much
potash.

6. With the exception of purely sandy soils, liquid manure, as used in practice, leaves

the greater portion of all the most valuable fertilizing matters in the generality of soils.

7. The comparative power of different soils to remove ammonia, potash, and phosphoric
acid from liquid manure, differs greatly.

8. Liquid manure passed through sandy soils rich in soluble silica takes up soluble silica.

9. Soils that absorbed much ammonia also absorbed much potash, and the soils which
absorbed little ammonia also absorbed little potash.

10. Soda salts (common salt) are either not at all removed by liquid manure, or only to a

small extent.

II. Chlorine, and generally sulphuric acid, remain unaltered in quantity in liquid manure
passed through different soils.

12. In most cases liquid manure left in contact with different soils becomes richer in lime.

13. Tlie proportion of lime which liquid manure takes up from the soils with which it is

brought in contact does not altogether correspond with the relative proportions of lime in

the different soils.

14. Liquid manure passed through a sandy soil greatly deficient in lime became poorer in

lime ; thus showing that the property of soils, of storing up food for plants, is not confined

to ammonia, potash, or phosphoric acid, but that it is a property which manifests itself in a

variety of ways. Thus soils rich in lime yield this substance to liquid manure. Again,

potash usually is removed from liquid manure left in contact with soils ; but in particular

cases liquid manure may even become richer in potash after filtration through soil.

15. Very soluble saline fertilizing compounds are probably injurious to veg-etation when
supplied too abundantly to the land.

16. All moderately fertile soils have the power of rendering the more important soluble

fertilizing matters much less soluble ; but in none of the experiments were ammonia, potash,

phosphoric acid and other compounds that enter into the composition of the ashes of om-

cultivated crops, rendered perfectly insoluble.

17. It does not appear probable that plants take up mineral food from the soil in the

shape of totally insoluble combinations.

FARM-YARD MANURE.—DR. VOELCKER'S EXPERIMENTS.

The composition of farm-yard manure, in regard to which our knowledge has, up to the

present time, been far from satisfactory, has received a veiy important elucidation from the

laborious investigations of Voelcker. His experiments were made upon considerable quan-
titi-es of manure, treated in different manners, for the purpose of observing the changes it

undergoes ; and great care appears to have been exercised in all the operations, and particu-

larly in selecting samples for analysis. It appears that the great loss to which faiTn-yard

manure is subject is not evaporation of ammonia into the air—for this really takes place

to a very small extent—but chiefly to the rain washing out the soluble matters.

The following table, giving the composition in pomids of an experimental heap of manure
at four different periods, will give some idea of the changes which occur :
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.

Nov. 3,

1854.

April 30,

1855.

August 23. Nov. 15.

Wci""lit of lUiUiure in lbs. ----- ---. 2,838 2,026 1,994 1,974

Water 1877.9

960.1

70.38

43.71

731.07

114.94

1336.1

689.9

86.51

57.88

389.74
155.77

1505.3

488.7

58.83
39.16

243.22
147.49

1466.5

Diy matter - . . 507.5

Soluble or^'aiiic matters - - 54 04
Soluble iuorganic matters- -.........--.. 36. 89^

Insoluble organic matters- --,

Insoluble inorganic matters ..-.._---.-.-
214.92

201.65

Total nitro"'en - . .--.-.--.--.-
960.1

18.23

22.14

689.9

18.14

22.02

488.7

13.14

15.96

507.5
13 03

Eaual to ammonia . . _..-_....-.- 15 75

It is to be observed that during the first six months, although the weight of the manure
largely diminished, the loss was almost exclusively confined to the insoluble organic matters

;

whiie soluble matters had increased, and the ammonia remained undiminished. But during

tlie hot summer weather all the most valuable matters had undergone diminution.

:Many important and elaborate analyses are contained iu Dr. Voelcker's pa,per which show
the composition of the dun^ when treated imder different systems. The conclusions to

which they lead are these : Fann yard manure, in its fresh state, contains but a small quan-
tity of ammonia, most of its nitrogen being there as insoluble nitrogenous matters. But as

the decomposition advances the ammonia increases, and a quantity of organic matter becomes
soluble. For this reason the manure should be preserved in such a manner as to prevent
the escape of the soluble portions which are the most valuable. Tliis can be effected by
keeping it in water-tight pits, or under cover ; but in the latter case the manure, particularly

if it contain a large proportion of litter, is not sufficiently moist to admit of its ready fer-

mentation, and water must be added in sufficient quantity to promote that change. Tlie

worst of all modes of keeping manure is to pile it in heaps in the corners of the fieldi?, for

imder such circumstances it is most liable to loss ; and if the manure must be carted out, it

is better to spread it upon the soil at once, because when this is done fermentation is stopped;

and as there is very little free ammonia the loss is small, and the soluble matters are uni-

fonnly washed into the soil by the rain. Dr. Voelcker is of opinion that the most advan-
tageous mode of applying the manure would be in all cases to leave it on the surface to be
washed into the soil, by which means its distribution is more uniform than if it be ploughed
in. Tlie most disadvantageous mode of making manure is to produce it by cattle in open
yards, for in this way at least two-thirds of the valuable matters are lost after a year's

exposure.

—

From a paper, ''Recent Progress of Scientific Agriculture," by Dr. Anderson, in OqIo^

her (1858,) NumJ)er of " Transactions of Highland Societij.'\

FARM-YARD MANURE.—DR. CAMERON.

The following is an abstract of a paper on the above subject, presented at a late meeting
of the Dublin Chemical Society by Dr. Cameron :

" 1st. Farm-yard manure, when applied in sufficient quantity, is the best manure which
Tcan be employed alone, inasmuch as it contains all the elements required to nourish every
kind of cultivated plant.

"2d. A mixture of farm-yard manure and super-phosphate of lime or guano formed the
best fertilizer that could be employed for every kind of crop, but more especially turnips and
root-crops generally. The farm-yard manure supplies all the elements of the food of plants,

and by its decay in the soil causes the latter to have a higher temperature than it would
have if manured vnth guano or super-phosphate of lime alone. Tlie artificial manure was a
valuable auxiliary to the natural ; it contributed one, arid sometimes two and three ingre-

dients of the food of plants ,' but it was especially useful as a means of forcing the young
plants out of the reach of the fly.

" 3d. Whilst Peruvian guano, in combination viith super-phosphate of lime or farm-yard

manure, was a most valuable adjunct, yet its continued use per se would be attended with
injurious results, and for the folloA\ing reason :—Peruvian guano contained a ver}' large pro-

8- -A
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portion of ammoniacal matter in relation to tlie amount of phosphate of lime found in it.

This ammoniacal matter acted as a solvent upon certain constituents of the soil, and ren-

dered them available for the purpose of vegetable nutrition much sooner than would be the
case if no guano were applied. Thus the guano not only contributed itself to the food of

plants, but enabled the plants to draw (so to speak) in advance upon the resources of the

soil, which, if they did not exist in great abundance, would speedily be exhausted under the
stimulatmg influence of the guano.

"4th. Phosphate manures, such as super-phosphate of lime, and even such as phospho-
Peruvian guano, which contained a moderate proportion of nitrogenous matters, exerted but
little solvent action upon the fertilizing constituents of the soil. The effects therefore which
such manures were observed to produce in the development of plants might be attributed

solely to the nutriment afforded by these manures, and not to the intervention between the
plant and the soil.

"

*

He recommended a mixture of two parts of super-phosphate of lime and one of Peruvian
guano, in preference to the use of guano alone ; and this mixture might with advantage be
employed for every variety of crop.

ON THE VALUE AND USE OF URINE AS A FERTILIZER.

If we calculate the quantity for a single individual at 500 pounds per annum, this would
give for 1,000 inhabitants 223 tons, which, according to Professor Johnson's valuation at

£10 a ton, would amount to £2,230, (about $11,000.) But human urine is more valuable

than guano, as will be evident by a reference to the following table of Professors Hembstadt
and Schubler :

Table showing tJie result of experiments with different manures.

, Quantity in proportion to seed.

No manure...-.....--. ...- 3 limes.

Herbage, grass, leaves, &c 5 "

Cow-dung-..-. .. .- -.--.-........... 7 "
Pigeon's-dung - 9 '•

Horse-dung - --. 10 "

Human urine - -- .-...-.. 12 "

Sheep's-dung - - - --. 12 "

Human manure or bullock's blood ..----..-.. . .--- 14 "

It also .gives the largest proportion of gluten when applied to wheat crops, as shown by
the next table :

Gluten. Starcli. Bran, &c.

Human urine .^ 35.1 39.3 25.6

Bullocks' blood 34.2 41.3 25.5

Night soil 33.1 41.4 25.5

Horse-dung 13.7 6LG 24.7

A pound of wheat, therefore, raised from land manured with urine would be nearly three

times more nourishing than that produced on land manured vnih. horse-dung—a circum-

stance of some importance in a social and economical point of view.

—

Parkins on the ^^Causa-

tion and Prevention of Disease.
'

'

QUANTITY OF MANURE ANNUALLY PRODUCED BY DIFFERENT KINDS OF
FOWLS.

A farmer who raises a number of fowls has given the following table of the manure pro-

duced by the different kinds :

In a night. Year.

Pigeon gr. 7^ kilgr. 2.762

Chicken " 15 " 5.523

Duck " 22| " 8.285

Goose •' 30^ " 11.047

Turkey "3o} " 11.047

From ^^ Journal {June, 1859) de la Sociiti Centrale d^Agricultura de Bdgique."
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THE MANURIAL VALUE OF STRAW.

The common estimate of tlie manurial value of straw is that one ton of straw converted

into manure will produce three tons of dung. Taking the value of the dung at 5s. per ton,

this gives a value of 15s. per ton as the manurial value of one ton of straw. Owing to the
short cereal and leguminous crop in Scotland, straw is scarce, and when sold it is realizing

from three to four times its manurial value. It is therefore clearly the interest of farmers

so to economize straw as to have a portion to sell, rather than to tramp it down with cattle,

and otherwise dispose of it for converting it into manure. Tlie money obtained by the sale

of straw expended on manures will give a much larger return ; strawy manure—that is,

manure made principally from straw—containing little fertilizing matter beyond silica and
carbon, the latter not a necessary constituent of a fertilizer. For economizing straw in

bedding stock other substances can be used with advantage—sawdust, ferns, and other vege-

table matter.

—

North British Agriculturist.

SALT.

•

Salt may be used profitably in a crude state, sown broadcast over the fields, particularly

old mowing or pasture lots, where the grass is
'

' running out.
'

' Tlie quantity recommended
in England, and also by those who have used it in this country, ranges from three to twenty
bushels per acre.

As a preventive remedy for worms, our opinion is that there is nothing to be compared
with salt. For this purpose it must be used liberally, that is, at the rate of ten or fifteen

bushels per acre.

Salt is one of the best things that can be used upon garden walks, cither gravelled or

paved, to prevent weeds from growing. For this purpose enough must be put on to kill

vegetation. Weeds in an asparagus bed may be salted to death, and the asparagus bene-

fited.

—

New York Tribune.

HOW TO KNOW GOOD GUANO.

Although this question has been already examined in many of our JoumaLs, yet we think
its will not be out of place to make the following observations, in order to give farmers the

means of protecting themselves from adulteration of all kinds, of which guane has become
the subject.

First, Color of Guano.—The color of coffee with milk is ordinarily that of good guano. If

the color is too gray, it is because the guano is earthy. When it is browner, there is a con-

siderable quantity of water in it.

Second, Taste.—The stronger the flavor of the guanos, as salt, piquant, and caustic, the

richer they are in ammoniacal salts.

Third, Smell.—The smell of guano can scarcely serve as a means of comparison, for it

varies with the degree of drjTiess or moisture. However, a smell of ammonia is a good sign.

Fourth, Consistence.—Good guano is ordinarily oily to the touch. It is in small grains, but
sometimes in large pieces. If the guano l^e rich in azotes, the pieces, «when broken, appear
shining and crystallized. When the guano is of inferior quality, it is full of earth ; it Ls bad
if it contain many stones or gravel.

Fifth, Flame.—A small piece of good guano put on a thin blade of platina, and held over

the flame of a spirit lamp, will blaze up, bum with a long flame, and leave a residue of

charcoal ashes. Guanos poor in organic matter give out less charcoal.

Sixth, Testing it icith quicklime.—A piece of guano rubl>ed with a piece of quicklime emits a

strong smell of ammonia.

—

From ^^Journal de la Societe Centrale d' Agriculture de Belgique,"

January, 1850.

ON THE NEW GUANOS OF THE PACIFIC.

Tlie American companies engaged in importing guano from the recently discovered

"Baker" and "Jar%-is" islands of the Pacific publish the following letter from Liebig

descriptive of the composition and character of the new fertilizers. He says :

"I have spent two months' labor in the matter. Tlie Baker's Island guano contains more
phosphoric acid than any other known fertilizer, and it is similar in its ingredients to natural

phosphorite, diff"ering from it, however, in the following remarkable particulars :

"Phosphorite is in a crystallized state, and is completely insoluble in water. Tlie Baker's

Island guano, on the contrary, is amorphous, is soluble to a considerable extent in pure
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water, and, when moistened, colors litmus paper red. The Jarvis's Island guano has also

an acid reaction, and is partly soluble in water. It is worthy of remark that the Jarvis-

guano, although only half as rich in earthy phosphates as the Baker's; gives to water a
greater quantity of soluble phosphoric acid. I regard the discovery of these guano deposits

ks a inost fortunate event for agriculture. At the present time the prices of fertilizers, like

bones, are now continually on the increase, and soon the agriculturist will not be able to

procure, at paying rates, an amount sufficient for his wants. Baker's Island guano, being of

all fertilizers the richest in phosphoric acid, will be of especial importance. As far as

chemistry can judge, there is hardly room for a doubt that in all cases where the fertility of

a field would be increased by the use of bone dust, the Baker's Island guano v/ill be used

with decided advantage. The phosphate of lime in the Baker's Island guano is far more
easily dissolved than that of bones ; and if we take the proportion of that ingredient to be
60 lbs. in the latter, 100 lbs. in the Baker's Island guano are equivalent to 140 lbs. of bones.

Thus the agriculturist would be benefited as much by using 70 lbs. of Baker's Island guano
as by 100 lbs. of bone dust. This guano contains in ammonia, nitric acid, and azotic sub-

stances, nearly one per cent, of active nitrogen. A small addition of salt of ammonia would
give it the full strength of Peruvian guano.

"For turnips, clover, &c., the Jarvis Island guano is just as good as the Baker's. Judging
simply from its percentage of phosphates, it is of less value as an article of importation ; but
it is rich in sulphate of lime, which is also a fertilizer ; and its phosphoric acidis of higher
value, as nearly half of it exists in soluble phosphate of lime. The Jarvis Island guano
would seem to be an excellent means of restoring cotton or sugar plantations whose soil has
been worn out by long-continued cultivation.

'

'

GYPSUM AND GUANO.

Within a few years past there has been some discussion in the agricultural papers in

reference to the policy of mixing gypsum with guano and other nitrogenous manures, some
contending that the gypsum would expel a portion of the ammonia, others as strongly deny-

ing it. Perfectly pure gypsum mixed with guano, we think, would not have a very preju-

dicial effect. But there are different varieties of gypsmn : some are pure ; others containing

a large percentage of carbonate of lime ; such might expel from guano a portion of its car-

bonate of ammonia. Where gypsum of -a good quality can be obtained at a reasonable price,

we think it may be profitably used in stables and hovels, by stre\\ing it over the floors and
daily mixing it with the manure and urine of the stock. From the great amount of urine

voided by the cattle, much of the gypsum would be dissolved ; it is then in a condition to

combine with the ammonia. For the speedy union of a salt and an acid, one of them should

be in solution.

Sulphuric acid, gypsimi, and copperas have all been recommended for fixing the ammonia
in urine tanks. Sulphuric acid is worth about three cents per pound

;
gypsum, at ten dollars

per ton, would bring the cost of its sulphuric acid at a trifle over one cent a pound, while

the acid, in copperas, at two cents a pound, would cost over six cents a pound. Then, of

course, gypsum is the cheapest source from whence the farmer can obtain sulphuric acid for

saving the ammonia in his liquid-manure tank. Put fresh urine and gypsum into a cask

;

in course of a few daye there will be on the surface of the urine a thin, ice-like pellicle ; tliis,

when taken off and tested by an acid, will be found to be carbonate of lime, showing plainly

that some of the gypsum has been decomposed ; the quicklime, in its eagerness for carbonic

acid, rises to the surface, and, when it has obtained a certain thickness, it breaks and falls to

the bottom, and doubtless the acid that was separated from the lime combines with the
ammonia, forming an impure sulphate of ammonia. Something like this takes place in the
manure heap where plaster has been used in the hovel.

—

New York Coimtnj Gentleman.

ON THE PREPARATION OF HORN FOR MANURE.

Experience shows that rasped horn is decomposed in the gro-und without previous manipu-
lation, especially in garden culture. Any chemical reaction on the substance of horn always
destroys at least a portion of its nitrogenous constituents. However, to produce its full

action it is neccssiiry to decompose it, which is done 1)y means of caustic lyes, in which the
hom is immersed without raising the temperature, as this would expel some of the ammonia
formed. When the bora has become softened, diluted sulphuric acid is added to neutralize

the alkali. Or the rasped material is kept in pits filled with thick milk of lime, then taken
out and treated as before. The vessels used for the neutralization should be made of planks,

lined inside with sheet-lead (six pounds to the square foot.)
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ON THE VALUE OF WOOLEN RAGS AS A MANURE.

Professor Way, chemist of the Royal Agricultural Society, England, in recently investi-

gating the value of woolen rags as a manure, felt that it would hardly be satisfactory to

content himself with the analysis of wool, since, as he observes, (Jour. Royal Ag. Soc, vol.

10, p. 617,) to reason from the composition of a raw material of any kind upon that of the
manufactured article, which has passed through perhaps half a dozen processes, is often to

lay one's self open to much error; and nothing short of the direct analysis of the rags them-
selves would enable any person to fonn a correct notion of their manuring value. Wool, in

a state of purity, contains upwards of seventeen per cent, of nitrogen. Were woolen rags,

therefore, of the same strength as the wool itself, they should produce ultimately a larger

amount of ammonia than even Peruvian guano. It will be valuable, then, to examine the
chemical compositions of some of the commonly sold refuse woolen rags. These rags are

well known, and extensively employed as a manure in some parts of the country.

Owing, as the Professor remarks, to their slow decomposition in the soil, they are not
well fitted for root culture—turnips and other plants of this kind requiring active and readily

soluble manures to produce a rapid growth. Still this must not be taken as an undoubted
fact, since, in the experiments of the late Mr. Pusey on the growth of beet root, (Ibid., vol.

6, p. 530,) when thirteen tons of farm-yard manure per acre produced twenty-seven and a
half tons of clean roots, the addition to the dung of seven hundred-weight of rags raised the

produce to thirty-six tons. This increase he attributed to the large proportion of azote or

nitrogen present in the rags.

Woolen rags were fonnerly, as Professor Way adds, to be purchased of good quality, and
unmixed with any less valuable substance ; but of late years rags are bought up to be recon-

verted into an inferior kind of cloth. The supply being in this way in part cut off, it is

frequently made good by tlie admixture of such linen or cotton rags as may not be worth
the paper-maker's attention.

Three specimens of these refuse rags were examined by the Professor : Specimen No. 1,

consisting of the seams and other useless parts of old cloth, which had apparently been cut

up to be re-manufactured into cloth ; No. 2, called " Premings ;" and No. 3, "cuttings,"

appeared to be much of the same character, but totally diifefent from the rags—they both
consisted essentially of colored wool less than an eighth of an inch in length. These ail

contained, in their ordinary state, a certain proportion of water. In the three specimens
above referred to, the

Rags contained of water 7.87 per cent.

Premings - 7.00 per cent.

Cuttings - 8.70 per cent.

In this state, the proportion per cent, of nitrogen which they contained, and the proportion

of ammonia which, by the decomposition of the animal matter, will be eventually produced
from them, and from a specimen of " shoddy," is given in the following little table :

Nitrogen. Ammonia.

Rags 10.47 12.71

Premings 9.92 12.05

Cuttings , 11.84 14.31

Shoddy , 4.55 5.52

It appears then, says Way, that it is quite incorrect to estimate the value of the different

kinds of woolen-refuse by the known composition of the wool itself ; for, to whatever cause

the inferiority may be due, it is plain that they do not, on an average, contain two-thirds

of the nitrogen found in the raw material.

The mineral substances found in wool-refuse are of small fertilizing value. In 100 parts

of inferior wool-refuse were found

—

Water 7.15

Animal matter and oil 58.52

Phosphate of lime 1.48

Oxyd of iron and alumina 2.10

Carbonate of lime 9.42

Sand, &c 21.23

Loss, &c 10

This specimen contained about 2.5 per cent, of nitrogen.
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Professor Voelcker has explained the chief reasons for the considerable difference of opinion

which exists in different places with regard to the fertilizing value of woolen substances.

—

(Ibid., vol. 16, p. 94.) These he considers are to be best understood by a reference to their

analysis and the time of their application, and the physical composition of the soil. Shoddy,

for instance, often contains from twenty to twenty-five per cent, of oil ; which, by excluding:

moisture and the atmospheric air from the interior of wool hairs which compose this refhse,.

prevents its decomposition, as the oil in sardines, or a cover of grease the potted meat.

And thus the decomposition of the shoddy is retarded for a considerable period, so that no
effect is produced if it is applied to the land when the young wheat has already made its

ap'pearance, or even if applied two or three months previously. But if the same refuse is

applied to the land a considerable period before the sowing of the crop which it is intended

to benefit, or if it is brought previously into a state in which it will readily ferment, (and

then it may be applied at once to the young wheat,) a very marked and early good effect

will be produced by its use, since ammonia is then gradually formed from fhe nitrogen of

the shoddy. In light and porous soils this necessary preparation proceeds much more rapidly

than in stiff heavy lands.

The farmer, by practice, confirms his chemical conclusions. The Kentish hop-growers,,

we are told by Mr. S. Rutlej^ in his Prize essay, (Ibid., vol. 9, p. 5G2,) deem woolen rags,

shoddy, and refuse seal-skins to be very lasting manures, but much more valuable and early

in their effect on dry than on wet soils. On the Kentish hop-grounds they apply from
twelve to twenty hundred-weights per acre of woolen rags, twenty to thirty himdred-weights.
of shoddy, and about 160 bushels per acre of seal-skin. For corn crops on light, chalkj^

land, or for grass, about ten or twelve hundred-weights per acre of woolen refuse were used.

—

Extracted from an article cm Wool, communicated hy Cuihbert Johnson to tJie English Farmers' 3Iag~

SURFACE-MANURING.

The practice of top-dressing, or of surface-manuring, has long been the favorite method
employed by all intelligent gardeners within the circle of my acquaintance. We have long,

ago learned that masses of rich, nitrogenous manures are not what plants require about
their roots, but that manures are applied much more successfully (and less injuriously) by
top-dressing, either in solid or liquid form. Nature never manures her plants with crude

masses of concentrated fertilizing substances, but imparts her stimulating and mineral food
in a state of the most minute division- -almost infinitesimal—chiefly from the surface of the
earth. No wonder so many fruit trees have been killed, so many grape vines destroyed or

, rendered barren by excess of wood, in consequence of the heavy manuring at the roots so-

universally recommended by writers on gardening and horticulture.

The great objection to surface-manuring is founded upon the probable loss of ammonia,,
caused by the exposure of decaying manures upon the surface of the earth. But this loss

has been shown, by sound reasoning and by facts deduced from practical experience, to be-

much less than is commonly apprehended ; while the benefits arising from surface-manuring,

in other respects, more than counterbalance any possible loss of ammonia from this practice-

In the first place, when manures are exposed upon the surface of the earth, even in hot
weather, decomposition no longer goes on so rapidly as when the same manures are kept in

a heap, and the ammonia that is produced is gradually carried into tlie soil by rains. The-

other soluble substances, as potash, lime, the phosphates, &c. , are of course not lost, because
they are not volatile. i

Nor are these soluble and valuable substances lost to plants by being carried into the soil

before they are needed by growing plants. It has been conclusively shown by eminent
scientific authorities that any good soil, containing a fair proportion of clay and carbon, is

capable of taking up and retaining effectually ammonia, lime, potash, soda, &c., in a soluble-

form, so that little, if any, passes off in the under-drainage water of such soils. These
substances, it is true, may wash from the surface, but they cannot pass through a good soil

and go off in the drainage water.

'

By surface-manuring we mulch the ground, and render it cooler in summer and warmer
in winter. More shade is an important element in culture—so important that some writers

have thought shade alone to be equivalent to manure. A piece of soil heavily shaded by
surface-manuring actually decomposes like a manure heap—that is, it undergoes a sort of

putrefaction or chemical change, which sets free its chemical constituents, unlocks, as it

were, its locked-up manurial treasures, and fits its natural elements to become the food of

plants. Darkness, moisture and air arc the conditions required for vegetable and mineral
decomposition. Tliese conditions are produced in the soil by surface-manuring.

Then, again, when the surface-manure decomposes, its elements are washed into the soil

in a state of solution precisely fitted to meet the wants of plants, and they become them-
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selves active agents in promoting further decomposition and chemical changes in the entire

body of the soil.

Manure, then, I say, chiefly upon the surface. Do not waste your manures by mixing
them deeply with the soil. Plant shallow. Keep roots of all trees, plants, and vines as near
the surface as possible. Tliere are weighty reasons for the position assimied in the last sen-

tence, wliich I have not space now to enumerate. I say again, plant shallow. Let your
soil be deep and dry, but plant near the surface as much as possible. Top-dress your grass,

after mowing in July or August, under a burning summer sun ; top-dress in the fall, before

and during the autumn rains ; manure the surface while snow is on the ground, while the

March winds blow, and while the April rains fall. Manure your grass, instead of your corn
and wheat, broadcast, at any time when you have manure and leisure, and I will guarantee
that you will be abundantly satisfied with the result.

To fruit-growers I would say: Do not fill your soil Avith manure before you plant trees,

grape vines, &c. Plant in good natural soil, and manure from the surface, spring and fall,

liberally and properly, and I will guarantee you success far greater than if you plant in
holes and trenches filled Avitli manures, as the custom is. Surface-manuring and mulching^
are the tnie doctrines. I am sure of it.

—

Mr. Bright, Gard.eners' Monthly,

INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF POUDRETTE.

Considerable attention has recently been given in Europe to the danger of using im-
perfectly-prepared poudrette, inasmuch as a variety of diseases are reported to have been
propagated or fostered by the use of vegetables groAvn in soils manured with it. Some
authorities report '

' that the fecal matter of sinks cannot be converted with safety into

garden manure under less than five years' careful preparation." It is so stated that many
of the fruits and vegetables grown by the aid of poudrette imperfectly prepared can be dis-

tinguished by the nostrils, or by the taste, before they are cooked, and during the process

of cooking.

VALUE OP GAS WASTE FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

The following paper on the above subject has been recently published by George D. Cabot,

esq., agent of the Gas Company, LawTcnce, Massachusetts :

Ammonia is the gi'cat source from whence plants derive their chief supply of nitrogen.

When ammonia water is judiciously applied it wonderfully increases the growth of grass,

wheat, turnips, and, indeed, of most vegetables. Out of the numerous instances the follow-

ing are selected in evidence of its beneficial action :

^
In the year 1841 Mr. Wilson, of Largs, in Scotland, communicated to the Philosophical

Society of Glasgow an account of an experiment made by him. '

' A piece of three years'

old pasture, of uniform quality, I divided into ten lots of twenty perches each. All the

lots were manured, at the same time, wdth the articles in the following table, and the grass

cut and made into hay in July. Each application cost the same."

Manure.
Produce of

the lot.

Pounds.

Pounds of

hay per

acre.

Increase per

acre over that

mitried.

Left mitouched

2^ barrels of quicklime — --

1 ton of lime from gas-works

4zh cwt. Avood charcoal powder
2 bushels bone dust

18 lbs. nitrate potash

20 lbs. nitrate soda

10 bushels soot .

28 lbs. sulphate ammonia ^

100 gals, ammoniacal liquor from gas-works

420
eo2
651
G65
693
742
784
819
874
945

3,360

4,816

5,208

5,320

5,544

5,936

6,272

0,552

6,776

7,562

1,456

1,848

1,960

2,184
2,576
2,912

3,192
3,416

4,200

A similar experiment Avas made, though with another purpose, by M. F. Kuhlman, a

German chemist. He tried seven manures, all containing ammonia, and the result was, that

the ammoniacal liquor from gas-worlcs produced more hay than some of the manures, and
less than two of them.
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, Mr. J. Watson says :
'

' Tlie ammoniacal liquor from gas-works has been found a very-

great improvement as a manure for the raising crops of grass, by being sprinkled on the field

in the same way as water is put on public streets in large towns to keep do\NTi the dust in

dry weather. I have myself seen an experiment of this tried, and can say that part of a

field of grass sprinkled in this way, after first cutting, was far superior to any other part of

the field receiving manure of any other kind, and that the part so sprinkled or sliowered

over was ready to be put do-svn a second time in the course of between fourteen days or three

weeks, whereas the other part of the field, cut at the same time, was only beginning^o spring

or rise from the roots in that time. It had to be mixed up before use with four parts of

water."
Another gentleman says : "In the beginning of April I watered half a clay land meadow

of five acres with ammoniacal liquor from gas-works, diluted with five times the quantity of

water. In three days I perceived that all the moss and many of the finer blades of grass close to

the ground were destroyed. The bulk of the herbage, however, appeared to be unatfected
;

but in a week there was a decided improvement in the portion manured, and from that time
there- has been an increased quantity and an improved quality of grass. Its color is darker

than the other. Any stock prefer grazing on that side of the meadow."
Mr. Joseph Butterworth, of Rochdale, states : "I put on a portion of my meadow three

barrels of ammoniacal liquor obtained from the gas-works and mixed with an equal portion

of water. ITie difference was seen in a short time ; the grass was of a lively dark green,

and was considerably higher and thicker than the other parts of the field ; indeed, the dif-

ference in appearance was so great that many persons came to me to inquire as to the cause.

The crop of hay was full twice as much as from that part of the field where it was not
applied. Since that time I have used ammoniacal liquor on the whole of my farm."

An experiment by J. M. Tylden. " I selected two perches of similar adjoining land. It

had a good crop of mangel wurzel upon it the previous autumn. No. 1 was manured with
half the following compost : one gallon ammoniacal gas liquor, half a bushel saw-dust, coal

ashes, and gypsum sufficient to fix the ammonia, half a pint of gas tar, one pound nitrate of

soda, and four barrow loads of rubbish, turf and weeds. In about three weeks the gas

liquor had decomposed this mass ; half of it I dug into No. 1 a few days before planting.

On No. 2 no manure of any kind was put. Both lots were planted with wheat and came
up well. In a short time No. 2 was much eaten by the wire worm, whilst No. 1 was scarcely

touched. No. 1 yielded one gallon two quarts, and No. 2 three quarts one pint. The com-
post appears to destroy the wire worm."
A question may arise as to the best method of using it, and as to the most suitable time.

The most proper strength for using it would be to mix the ammoniacal liquor as it. comes
from the gas-works with at least five parts water. If it be laid on the land during a shower
it may be used stronger, about, half liquor and half water; cloudy weather is the most fitting

for its application. An excellent mode of using ammoniacal liquor would be to mix it vdth
substances that will absorb it, such as dry saw-dust, charcoal and the dry scrapings of the
road, and when thus absorbed to be thrown on to the land or ploughed in. The most suit-

able time of the year to apply it is on grass lands after the grass has begun to grow in the
spring and immediately after the fii-st cutting of grass—if in the spring, the proportion should
be one gallon of liquor to seven gallons of water; if after cutting the grass, about one part

to five parts. When used for seeds or roots they should be allowed to sprout before its

application, and then used in a very weak state, or else used as a compost before they are

sown or set. To the gardener, especially, there is an advantage- in the use of gas ammoniacal
liquor, because of the property it possesses of destroying noxious insects. A convenient
mode of applying the liquor in such cases would be with a large sjiirige. What has been
said may induce some to try the effect of the application of ammoniacal liquors on their ?/znd.

ON THE SOUIICE OF THE NITROGEN IN PLANTS.

One of the most interesting questions of the present day, pertaining to agricultural

chemistry, is that of the source from whence growing plants derive their nitrogen. It has
been satisfactorily proved that plants growing in the ordinary way often contain more of the
element nitrogen than they can obtain from the soil in which their roots are placed ; and it

is obvious that in some way or other this accumulation is derived from the atmosphere.
Now, the air surrounding the globe is composed of a mixture of nitrogen and ox)'gcn gases,

in the proportion of about four parts of the foiTner to one part of the latter ; it also contains

small quantities of other gases, such as carbonic acid, nitric acid and ammonia. The ques-

tion at issue is, as to whether plants can, under any circumstrances, make use of the great

bulk of the nitrogen of the air in building up their tissues, or whether they derive the ob-

served excess from the ammonia and nitric acid of the air. Tliis question, the interest of

which, both in a purely scientific and agricultural point of view, can hardly be overrated,

has enlisted the energies of chemists on both sides, and has given rise to some admirable
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researches. It has also iilvolved the extended examination of air and rain-water, in order

to ascertain how much ammonia and nitric acid are usually contained in the one and brought

do^vn by the other.

Tlie principals in this discussion in France are MM. Boussingault and Ville ; both of

these chemists have made extended series of experiments on plants grown in glass cases

;

their conclusions are, however, diametrically opposite ; M. Boussingault contending that

plants cannot make use of the atmospheric nitrogen, but seems to be indebted to the nitric

acid and ammonia in the air for their supply in excess over that furnished by the soil ; M.
Ville maintainmg that in the absence of both of these an increase of nitrogen in plants

still takes place.

At the meeting of the American Association for the Promotion of Science, Mr. Pugh
stated that ho had, under the auspices of Mr. Lawes, of Piothamsted, England, and at an
expense of $6,000, devoted three years to the investigation of this subject, and the conclu-

sion anived at,—without going into details,—was, that no assimilation of gaseous nitTogm

takes place—a result coinciding with that arrived at hy Boussingault ; the experiments had
been conducted with the principal cereal plants—wheat, barley, oats, peas, beans, buckwheat,

and with clover and tobacco. In regard to all but the leguminous plants there could be no
doubt as to the above result. With the latter the experiments were less decisive, in conse-

quence of their not having given results so satisfactory as in the case of the others.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE NITROGEN OF THE ATMOSPHERE FOR THE PRO-

DUCTION OF AMMONIA FOR FERTILIZING PURPOSES.

Since the determination of the value of ammonia, ammoniacal salts and nitrogenous com-
pounds generally as fertilizers, the artificial production of ammonia has been regarded as a

problem of the highest interest to agriculture. But to arrive at this result it is necessary to

obtain the nitrogen elsewhere than in the nitrogenous matters, which may, for the most
part, be employed directly as manures, and of which the limited quantities and elevated

price permits, in any event, only restricted and costly manufacture. '

' Atmospheric air is an
inexhaustible and gratuitous source of nitrogen. However, this element presents so great

an indifference in its chemical reactions that, notwithstanding the numerous attempts which
have been made, chemists have not heretofore succeeded in combining it with hydrogen so

as to produce ammonia artificially.

This result, so long desired, is reported to have been obtained during the past year by
MM. Margueritte and de Sourdeval, two French chemists, who employ as their agent in the

process the earthy base, baryta ; converting it, by the aid of atmospheric nitrogen, into

cyanide of barium. The followng is the substance of the process employed, as given by
the Abbe Moigno, in his journal "Cosmos," (Paris.)

In an earthen retort is calcined, at an elevated and sustained temperature, a mixture of

carbonate of barj'ta, ivm\ filings in the proportion of about 30 for 100, the refuse of coal tar,

and saw-dust. This produces a reduction to the state of anhydrous baryta, of the greater

part of the carbonate employed. Afterwards, across the porous mass, is slowly passed a
current of air, the oxygen of which is converted into carbonic oxyd by its passage over a

column of incandescent charcoal, while its nitrogen, in presence of the charcoal and of the

barium, transforms itself into cyanogen, and produces considerable quantities of cyanide
of barium. In efifect, the matter sheltered from the air and cooled and washed with
boiling water gives -^ith the salts of iron an abundant precipitate of Prussian blue. The
mixture thus calcined and cyanuretted is received into a cylinder of either cast or wrought
iron, which serves both as an extinguisher and as an apparatus for the transformation of the

cyanide. Through this cylinder, at a temperature less than 300°, (Centigrade,) is passed a

current of steam which disengages, under the form of ammonia, all the nitrogen contained

in the cyanide of barium.

Cosmos, from whence the above information is derived, further remarks that it is impossible

to foresee all the results of this great discovery. Among other things, it suggests the pro-

duction of nitric acid from the air by oxydizing ammonia.

OX THE SOURCE AND USE OF NITRATES IN AGRICULTURE.

All chemi.sts are agreed that the principal source of nitrogen in plants is the atmosphere.

Most of them are also agreed that nitrogen is not absorbed by plants directly, but through
the intervention of the ammonia and nitric acid contained in the atmosphere, while a small

minority maintam that plants absorb free nitrogen directly from the atmosphere. It has,

however, been a disputed point as to whether plants assimilate all their nitrogen directly

from ammonia, the nitric acid beins: converted in the soil into ammonia, or whether the
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nitrogen is obtained as directly from nitric acid as from ammonia. Boussingault appears to

have set this matter at rest by some carefully conducted experiments, by which he distinctly

shows that plants assimilate nitrogen directly from nitric acid.

Again, there is no element which enters into the composition of plants more slow in com-
bining with other elements than nitrogen ; otherwise, the unlimited supply which we have of

it in the atmosphere might be turned to good account. From the researches of Schoenbein,
however, we learn that when *

' the oxygen of the air has imdergone that mysterious trans-

mutation into ozone it unites Avith nitrogen more readily, forming nitric acid ;" and this

ozone, we learn farther, is discovered always when organic matter enters into decomposition
in a moist soil, well permeated by air.

The affinity of the oxygen of the atmosphere for nitrogen also becomes greater when air

is made to pass through porous bodies that have been rendered alkaline, as has been shown
by the interesting experiments of Mi*. Claey. Nor should we forget the services of M. Barral

in this field of research.

He has sho^vn that the rains replenish the soil always with ammonia and nitric acid from
the atmosphere. He has several times called attention to the influence of porous bodies in

producing nitrates, which is also one of the valuable effects of the liming of land. He has
proved by direct analysis that drainage, by rendering the soil more permeable to air, facili-

tates the production of nitrates—an effect produced also by the cultivation of the soil more
or less deep, which renders it more porous. He has objected to the use of the sulphate of

iron as a fixer of ammonia, because it changes the alkaline carbonates of the manure into

sulphates, which have not the same action in aiding the production of the nitrates. Such,

then, is the state of our knowledge on this important subject.

Let US, then, apply these principles to practice. We have been in the habit, for some
years, of mixing, during summer, our summer-made manure with earth, which is generally

composed of decayed weeds, wrack, road scrapings, &c. The practice was generally con-

demned by practical men as entailing unnecessary labor in the mixing—all the advantages
of mixmg being obtained (they said) by forming a manure-heap and carting on it. We
always found that the fields or parts of fields to which we applied the mixture produced
larger crops than we expected, both the first year and the year after, and we have thereforcj

continued the practice.

When organic matter is in a state of decomposition under the free influence of the air,

nitric acid is produced, and this process is called nitrification. It goes on naturally in the

soils in warm climates—in India, Peru, Spain, &c. ; and the nitre is produced so rapidly and
so abundantly in some places as to form nitre-beds, from which it is obtained for commerce.
In more temperate regions the presence of fermenting organic matter, such as ordinary farm-

yard dung, is necessary for the production of the nitric acid ; and it is found that when a
heap has been formed of earth and dung, and, after a time, the whole of the nitric acid

washed out from it, there is more nitrogen obtained than was found in the materials before

they were mixed. The same thing takes place in the soil that has been well manured, as in

the heap of earth and dung. Tlie more manure we add to our soils, the more nitrogen do
we draw from the air and convert into nitric acid. Hence it Is that a soil in a high state of

fertility will produce comparatively a larger crop, A\ith an equal quantity of manure, than a
soil that is out of condition— the increase of crop being due as much to the hourly-formed

nitric acid as to the elements of fertility already existing in the soil.

What a lesson do farmers learn, also, from the scientific facts above stated as to the mixing
of their composits ! Lime and earth are the most common ingredients of composts on our

farms. The lime, while it facilitates the decomposition of the vegetable matter in the

earth, adds some valuable salts to the heap (such as the nitrate of lime) by causing the con-

stituents of. the air and earth to unite in different proportions, forming nitric acid and
ammonia. This is tlie reason M. Barral gives for the good results which are obtained for

several years, with but small doses of manure, from soils that have been limed. Alkaline

substances also facilitate the formation of nitric acid, and might therefore be added, with

advantage, to our compost-heaps. It is well known that common salt produces, in many
districts, no effect at all when applied to the soil ; but, strange enough, if it be formed into

a compost with earth, and turned repeatedly, its effects on the crop are most marked. In

some districts salt is always, used as an ingredient with lime in a compost. In those cases

where it is not required in the state of chloride of sodium as food for plants, if time be

allowed till it is resolved into its elements, its alkaline base becomes of immense service in

aiding the production of nitric acid. What is done so slowly in the soil is effected mere
rapidly in the compost-heap by the repeated turnings.

From the effects produced by allowing air to pass through porous bodies containing some
alkaline substances, mentioned above, we learn one of the great advantages of deep cultiva-

tion and thorough pulverization of the soil. Tlie oxygen of the air becomes ozofiified—

unites more readily with the nitrogen, forming nitric acid, which combines with the alkali

present, and gives us a most valuable manure—a nitrate.
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Large sums are now being offered for the substitutes for guano. We are of opinion that

farmers should not look too much beyond their farms for that substitute ; for we are con

vinced that the tune is not far distant when, by the skilful application of scientific princi-

ples, they will find that substitute in the nitrogen of the air and in bones.

—

Correspondence

of the Highland (Scotch) Journal of Ajriadtiire.

THE INORGANIC FOOD OF PLANTS.

The salts which plants take up from the soil in which they root, or the water in which
they live, or which a parasite takes from the stem upon which it leans, are made use of by
them either in their original form or after a decomposition, and then consumed in the form
of the products of that decomposition.

When gypsum is taken up by a plant for the use of its sulphur, which is reduced from
the sulphuric acid, in order to make up the sulphurous ingredients of the plants, the lime

is evidently separated from the sulphuric acid and passed into another compound.
Phosphates, on the contrary, which the plant receives from the soil are found as such

afterwards in the plant, and especially in the seeds. The principal portion, at least, has
undergone no decomposition. Whenever there is lack of phosphates in the soil, experience

has taught that the yield of grain and of wine will be lessened. All goes to show that the

absence of phosphates prevents the formation of albuminates. All albuminous substances,

after ignition, leave some ashes which in every instance contain more or less phosphates,

which cannot be extracted from the albuminate without complete destruction, except in a

very few cases. The reason why, without the presence of phosphatic salts, no albuminous
compound can form, is not sufficiently known. For even supposing, with Mulder, that the

albuminates (protein-compounds) contain phosphorus among their elements, this does not

explain the necessity of the presence of phosphates in such comparatively large pro^xtrtion

as they are found in the seeds.

There are other salts which are absorbed by plants without undergoing any further decom-
position. Thus many maritime plants, and the Tamarix gallica, contain a large proportion

of sulphate of soda ; Tropaeolum majxis^ a large quantity of sulphate of potassa ; many of the

EquisetaccE. contain a large proportion of gypsum ; Borago-officinalis, saltpeter, &c.

As an exception only are the carbonates or silicates found to any considerable extent.

These salts are decomposed, their bases uniting \ai\\ other acids with which they are brought
into contact, while the acids are set free. Evidently the carbonates are needed by the plants

only for their bases, since there is opportunity enough for them to take up carbonic acid in

the free state. It is different a^ to the silicates, for here the acid also is of importance to the

plant. Silicic acid is essential to the life of the grasses, equisetacia;, &c., which thrive only

upon a soil offering a considerable quantity of available silex. In the plants the acid is

deposited as such, for it is but a small proportion that can be demonstrated as being present •

in the form of a silicate.

The plants of the shore and sea-weeds generally contain chlorides, (principally chloride of

sodium,) which, at least in the majority of cases, appears to be an essential constituent.

Whether the small proportions of chloride of sodium occurring in the plants of the interior

be necessary to their existence, or must be considered as essential, is as yet hardly to be

decided.

Tliat the presence of bromides and iodides in not inconsiderable proportion in many
maritime plants are essential to them is evident ; for, while no organic substance has as yet

been met with in the vegetable kingdom containing either bromine, iodine, or chlorine, it

Ls also known that these bromides, iodides and chlorides, collect and accumulate in those

plants, as is the case with phosphate in the plants of the interior of a country.

That the chloride of sodium ls committed to supplying the sea-weeds with soda appears

tolerably well settled, although the relation of the chlorine to the soda in living plants docs

not appear from the analysis of their ashes, owing partly to the faulty manner of conduct-

ing the same.

Organic acids are found imited principally with potassa, which is represented by soda in

marine plants. Next to these alkaline salts come the compounds of organic acids with lime,

those with magnesia being still more rare. On the contrary, we find lime and magnesia
much more frequently than potassa in the form of phosphate.

Iron and manganese are scarcely, if ever, absent in all plants, but only in small propor-

tions, and of the latter especially, in the majority of instances, mere traces. ITius they are

also never wanting among the constituents of any kind of soil. The minuteness of the

quantity in which iron and manganese are contained in plants might lead one to suppose

them to be merely accidental or non-essential mgredients, if it had not been demonstrated

by the experiments of Prince Salm Horstmar that manganese is quite essential to the life of

at least some plants, and by Vcrdeil that iron is a constituent of chlorophyl.
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It has further been found by experiment that sickly-looking plants resume a healthy
green appearance by being moistened with a solution of iron. Alumina appears a constitu-

tional necessity in but few plants, as, for instance, a Lycopodiacece, It is rarely, if ever, found
in the ashes, and then only in very minute proportion.

In the same manner in which the formation of albuminous compounds appears dependent
upon the presence of phosphates, that of nitrogenous compounds, the carbohydrates, espe-

cially of cellulose, depends upon the presence of potassa or soda, lime or magnesia in the soil.

One of the bases to be mentioned here is ammonia—the oxyd of ammonium. It serves

the plants to form its nitrogenous parts, and occurs in not inconsiderable quantities in their

juice. There is no reason why this base, as far as it is not used up in the formation of

nitrides, may not act in the same manner and for the same purpose as either potassa, soda,

lime, or magnesia ; for the great similarity in chemical and physical properties existing

between the compounds of ammonia and of potassa renders a substitution of the one for the
other to a certain extent very probable.

This assumed substitution, though not actually demonstrated by experiment, but yet

highly probable, would justify very important conclusions. We could assume tha,t plants

which take up a large proportion of potfissa form a soil rich in that alkali, and which they
require for their growth, may as well live in a soil poor m that alkali, if it be replaced by
ammonia. (Mulder.)

To determine the amount of bases a plant requires for its development, in which a substi-

tution of this kind is probable, is impossible, because during the process of incineration the

ammonia present is driven off, and cannot be traced in the ashes.

Liebig's theory, that certain plants must contain a certain amount of organic constituents ;

that therefore the sum of the oxygen of all bases is a constant one, though it cannot be
demonstrated by experiment in the plants alluded to, is, nevertheless, not to be refuted. If

we concede that certain bases are absolutely necessary to the life of a plant, it is obvious

that there must be a minimum quantity of each one of these bases ; and although it is not
vvithin the power of analytical chemistiy to determine this minimum point, yet there is

nothing in this to weaken the truth of Liebig's theorem.
As for the rest the substitution of ammonia for non-volatile bases suggested by Mulder

is also in force as to the alkaloids, conine, nicotine, morphine, strychnine, which are un-
doubtedly able to a certain extent to replace the metallic oxyds, potassa, soda, lime and
magnesia. Liebig himself first called attention to the fact that potatoes, when not properly

supplied with alkalies and earths, produce solanine to a greater extent.

It is also a well known fact that Hyoscyamus niger is much more poisonous when grown
on a pile of rubbish than when in good garden soil. Here there is evidently a replacement
of potassa through hyoscyamin ; for, while the rubbish contains a decided superfluity of lime

and magnesia, it is poor in potassa, which on the other hand abounds in good soil. The
more hyoscyamin therefore this plant contains, the less potassa will be found in the ashes.

" The supposition of Liebig, that in the barks of cinchona a like substitution may take place

between quinine and cinchonine on the one hand, and metallic bases on the other, appears

not to be confirmed by the latest experiments.

—

Prof. Rochleder.

ON THE PREPARATION OF BONES FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Professor Johnson, of the Yale Analytical Laboratory, gives the following method of re-

ducing bones to powder, first communicated to the public by Mr. Pusey, the well known
English agriculturist :

The process depends upon the fact that bones consist, to the amount of one-third their

weight, of cartilage or animal matter, which, under the influence of warmth and moisture,

readily decomposes (ferments or decays) and loses its texture, so that the bones fall to dust.

From the closeness and solidity of the bony structure, decay is excited and maintained
with some difficulty. A single bone, or a heap of bones, never decays alone, but dries and
hardens on exposure. If, however, bones in quantity be brought into close contact Avith

some easily fermentable moist substance, but little time elapses before a rapid decay sets in.

So, too, if fresh crushed bones are mixed with sand soil, or any powdery matter that fills

up the spaces between the fragments of the bone, and makes the heap compact, and then

are moistened with pure water, the same result takes place in warm weather, though more
slowly.

The practical process may be as follows : Tlie bones, if whole, should be broken up as far

as convenient by a sledge-hammer, and made into alternate layers with sand, loam, saw-dust,

leached ashes, coal ashes, or swamp muck, using just enough of any one of these materials

to fill compactly the cavities among the bones, but hardly more. Begin with a thick layer

of earth or muck, and as the pile is raised pour on stale urine or dung-heap liquor enough
to moisten the whole mass thoroughly, and, finally, cover a foot thick with soil or muck.
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In wami weather the decomposition goes on at once, and in from two to six or more
weeks the bones will have entirely or nearly disappeared.

If the fermentation should spend itself without reducing the hones suflSciently, the heap
may be overhauled and built up again, moistening with liquid manure and covering as

before.

By thrusting a pole or bar into the heap, the progress of decomposition may be traced,

from the heat and odor evolved.

Should the heap become heated to the surface, so that ammonia escapes, as may be judged
by the smell, it may be covered still more thickly with earth or muck.
The larger the heap, the finer the bones, and the more stale urine or dimg-liquor they

have been made to absorb, the more rapid and complete will be the disintegration.

In the heaps, horse dung or other manure may replace the ashes, &c. , but earth or muck
should be used to cover the heap.

Tliis bone " compost contains the phosphates of lime in a finely divided state, and the

nitrogen of the cartillage, which has mostly passed into ammonia or nitrates, is retained

perfectly by the absorbent earth or muck.
When carefully prepared, this manure is adapted to be delivered from a drill-machine

with seeds, and, according to English farmers, fully replaces m nearly every case the super-

phosphate made by help of oil of vitriol.

FEEDING STATISTICS.

The following extracts from a communication to the (London) Farmers' Magazine, by the

well known agricultural experimentalist, Mr. J. B. Lawes, of Rotheramsted, England,
contains much of value to the cattle breeder, although, in regard to some points, a difference

of opinion undoubtedly prevails extensively :

The first question to consider is. What is the probable amount of salable increase, or meat,

that may be calculated upon as the produce of a given amount of ordinary good fattening

food ? The second is, What is the probable value of the manure ? In oflering a very few
brief observations on these two points, I shall not attempt here to give any exact estimates

of the comparative feeding properties of different foods, but merely state the average
quantity of ordinary mixed foods of recognized good quality required to produce a given
amount of gross increase or of carcass weight. I shall, however, give estimates of the com-
parative value of the residue remaining for manure from a given weight of a number of the

most important of our stock-foods.

My o\N-n experiments show that oxen and sheep, fed liberally on good fattening food,

composed of a moderate proportion of cake or com, a little hay or straw chaff, together with
roots or other succulent food, will jdeld over a considerable period of time one part of in-

crease in live weight for from eight to ten parts of dry substances supplied in such mixed
food. The quantity of dry substance of food required will vary between these limits according

to the exact character of the food and other circumstances ; but nine parts of dry substance

of food for one of increase in live weight may be taken as a very fair average result for oxen
and sheep with good food and good management. The dry substance of the fattening food
of pigs contains much less indigestible woody fiber and a larger proportion of assimilable

constituents than that of oxen and sheep, and in their case one part of increase in live weight
should be obtained from the consumption of four to five parts of dry substance in their

fattening food. By the ''drij substance" of food is meant that portion which would remain
after dri^ing off, by a suitable heat, all the water which in their natural stato they contain.

For practical purposes it may be assumed that oil-cakes and foreign corn will, on the average,

contain rather less than one-seventh, and home-grown com, hay, &c., rather more than
one-seventh of their weight of water, the remainder bemg the so-called ''dry substance" of

the food. In the same sense the commoner sorts of turnips will, on the average, contain

more than nine-tenths, and swedes, mangels, &c. , less than nine-tenths of their weight of

water, the remainder being dry substance. Potatoes consist of about one-fourth dry sub-

stance and three-fourths water. From these data the farmer \a\l be able to judge for himself

whether or not he gets a proper increase in weight of live stock for the food consumed ; and
from comparative experiments he can decide whether or not he gets an adequately greater

rate of increase by mixing with his other food some of the mixtures offered to him at £40
or £50 per ton. To aid him still further in his calculations on this point, it may be stated

that, owing to the fact that during the fattening process the salable carcass increases very

much more rapidly than the internal and other offal parts, it may be reckoned that nearly

70 pel: cent, of the gross increase of oxen and sheep fattening over a considerable period of

time vAW be salable carcass. Calculations of a similar kind in regard to pigs show that of

their increase in weight while fattening little less than 90 per cent, may be reckoned as

salable carcass.
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The valuation of the manure resulting from the consumption of different foods is founded
upon estimates of their composition, and upon a knowledge, experimentally acquired, of
the probable average amount of those constituents of the food valuable for manure, which
will be obtained in the solid and liquid excrements of the animals. In the estimates of the
value of the manure from different foods, given in the following table, I have based my
calculations upon what I consider the average composition of several articles when of good
quality

:

Tabu showing tlie estmoied value of the 3Ianure obtained from the consumption of one tern of different

articles of Food, each mpposed to be of good quality of its kind.

Description of Food.

Estimated money
yalueof the Ma-
nure from one
ton ofeach Food.

1

.

Decorticated Cotton-seed cake

2. Rape cake 1 ,

3. Linseed cake
4. Malt-dust

5. Lentils

6. Linseed-- --.

7. Tares

8. Beans
9. Peas

10. Locust beans
11. Oats
12. Wheat
13. Indian corn -

14. Malt
15. Barley ..

16. Clover hay
17. Meadow hay
18. Oat straw
19. Wheat straw .-.-_
20. Barley straw

21. Potatoes

22. Mangolds
23. Swedish turnips

24. Common turnips

25. Carrots..

£ s. d.

6 10

4 18

4 12

4 5

3 17

13

13 6

13

2

2

14

13

11 6

11 6

9 6

5

10

6

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

13

12

10

7

6

6

6(?)

6

It . will be seen how enormously the value of the manure from one ton of different

foods varies according to the composition of the food itself. Now, from the actual analyses

that have been made of several of the expensive " condimental" compound foods, as well

as from a knowledge of the chief articles used in their manufacture, it may be safely asserted

that a ton of few, if any of them, would yield a manure of anything like the value of

either of the first nine articles in the above list. In the case of the majority of these new
foods, the value of the manure, from a ton of the food, would certainly be much less than
that from a ton of any one of these nine articles.

—

J. B. Laxoes.

DO ANIMALS CONSUME FOOD IN PROPOETION TO THEIR WEIGHT ?

The most decisive experiments bearing on this question are those of Mr. Lawes. These
experiments were made to determine the '

' comparative fattening properties of some of the

most important English breeds of sheep." Tlie breeds selected were the Sussex Down, the

Hampshire Down, the Leicestershire, the Cotswold, and half-breed wethers and half-breed

ewes.

The sheep for these experiments were selected by good judges from the best flocks in

England. Mr. Lawes says :

'

' Letters were written to breeders of eminence (tliose l3eing

generally selected who had obtained prizes for their sheep) requesting tliem to select lift}'-

wether sheep born the same year, and representing fairly the breed required for the experi-

ment. No limit was set upon price. Tlie sheep were sent, about the month of September,

to the farm, and they were kept upon ordinary food until the middle of November. At
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this time tlie sheep wore about nine months old, having been lambed about the February

preceding."

At the commencement of the experiment in November, the sheep being about nine

months old, the lifty Cotswolds weighed, on an average, 119^ lbs. ; the Hampshire Down,
ll'Sk lbs. ; the Leicesters, 101 lbs. ; the half-breed wethers, 95 lbs. ; the half-breed ewes, 91

lbs. ; and the Sussex Downs, 88 lbs. each.

The experiment lasted from live to six months, the sheep being weighed at the end of

every four weeks. The quantity of food consumed was accurately ascertained.

The following table shows the average amount of food consumed weekly by each sheep

:

Oilcake. Hay. Turnips.

lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

Cotswold 8 1 6 14 113 4

Hampshire 8

Leicester 5 14

Half-breed wether 5 14

Half-breed ewe 5 9^

Sussex 6 3

The average rate of increase per head per week was :

lbs. oz.

Cotswolds 3 2 J
Hampshire 2 12

Sussex 2 1|

Leicesters ^ 2 1

Half-breed wether 1 14

Half-breed ewe 1 13.^

By ascertaining how much water there was in the quantity of food consumed by the

different breeds, we are enabled to see exactly how much dry food was eaten. This was
done. Then, by taking the weight of the sheep at the commencement and at the end of

the experiment, we are enabled to determine their mean weight.

Thus, if a sheep weighed 100 lbs. at the commencement of the experiment, and 150 lbs.

at the conclusion, we should call its mean weight 125 lbs. Now, if this sheep cats 3 lbs. of

dry food per day, we say that the amount of food consumed by 100 lbs. of live weight
would b« 2 lbs. 4 oz. per day. (If 125 lbs. eats 3 lbs., 100 lbs. will eat 2 lbs. 4 oz.) Know-
ing the weight of the sheep, then, at the commencement and at the end of the experiment,

and also the quantity of total food consumed, (and the exact quantity of dry matter which
it contained,) we are enabled to calculate how much 100 lbs. of live weight of the different

breeds consumed of dry food per head per day. Tlie result was as follows:

lbs.

Cotswolds 2.1G

Hampshire 1.01

Sussex 2.01

Leicester 2.15

Half-breed wethers 2.02

Half-breed ewes 2.03

In commenting on these figures Mr. Lawes remarks :

'

' Although there is a general im-
pression among agriculturists that large sheep eat proportionally less than small sheep, it is

evident that equal weights of sheep consume equal amounts of food."

—

Genesee Farmer.

COTTON SEED CAKE.

The following remarks on the subject of cotton cake, made by Professor Yoelcker, of the

Agricultural College of Cirencester,' England, will be read with Interest

:

There arc several specimens of cotton cake on the table. Tliere is very little value in

the husk itself ; the difference in the two kinds of cotton cake, then, arises from the different

modes in which they are made. The one, the decorticated cake, is made from the kernel

;

the other kind is made from the whole seed. The difference in composition of the two
kinds of cake is very great. The decorticated cotton cake contains sixteen per cent, of oil,

(more than any other description of cake,) while the whole seed cake contains only six per

cent.
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The proportion of albuminous or fiesli-forming matters in the decorticated cake amounts
to forty-one per cent.; in the -whole seed cake it is only twenty-three per cent.—^just one-

half. So with respect to the other constituents. The proportion of woody fiber is very

much larger in the whole seed cake than in the other. The husk in the whole seed cake,

for a long time, was a great impediment to the general use to which cotton cake is now
applied in this country.

The difference in the value of the two descriptions of cake is so great that I almost think
two tons of the oil cake made of the whole seed does not go further than one ton of the

best decorticated cotton seed cake. Moreover, there is a certain danger in using the whole
seed cake. Several cases of so-called poisoning have been brought under my notice within

the last year or two. Animals that have freely partaken of the whole seed cake have died

suddenly, and people have imagined that there was something injurious in the husk.

There is nothing poisonous in the husk of the cotton seed, and, when given judiciously,

no injury will result ; but if animals are supplied with an unlimited quantity of dry food

with the whole seed, there is danger. The hard husk is indigestible, and may roll together

in such large masses that inflammation of the bowels will ensue. There is no such danger,

however, in the use of decorticated cotton cake. The decorticated cake occurs of various

degrees of quality ; and allow me to observe, -svith respect to all kinds of cake, that not
only the composition, but even, in a higher degree, the condition of the cake, determines

in a great measure its value.

"Some time ago I was very gratified in finding what great care ^Ir. Stratton, of Broad
Hinton, the celebrated short-horn breeder, takes in selecting the very best of American
barrel cake for his stock.

" In examining the different cakes, w^e ought to examine particularly their condition. The
freshest cotton cake is as yellow as mustard. I hold a piece of cake in my hand, the exterior

of which is brown, but if I cut away a portion you will observe that the interior is bright

yellow—very different from the part that has been exposed to the air. Tliis was an excel-

lent cake when we first got it, for feeding purposes, and we are feeding it extensively on our

farm at Cirencester. When we first had it, it was of a bright yellow color, but you observe

how it has since changed. From this we may learn a very useful lesson—that we may take

the color as a guide to the condition and age of the cakes. If we are presented Avith a cake

which is as brown as the specimens' before me, and if you find, on cutting it, that the brown
color has penetrated deep into the interior, we may at once conclude that it is a stale, old

cake. The deeper it has penetrated, the older the cake, and the more it has suffered by
bad keeping. If it is kept in a damp place, its color and condition are rapidly deteriorated."

Composition of Cotton seed Cake.

-

Decorticated. ^\Tiole seed.

Water 8.29

16.05

41.25

17.44

8.92

8.05

11.34

Oil 6 18

Albuminous compounds, (flesh-forming matters-^) ............ 23.72

Gum, mucilage, sugar, &c., (heat-producing substances)

Woody fiber

30.98
21.24

Mineral matter, (ash) 6.54

100.00 100.00

•"' Containing nitrogen .............. .. 6.58 3.79

Upon this subject the editor of the Working Farmer remarks : "This table gives a proxi-

mate analysis of the cotton seed cake, after the oil has. been expressed, and it does seem
to be a neglectful practice on the part of the planters of the South, as well as of tlie North,

to disregard its value for feeding purposes. Can it be possible that it can pay a freight to

England and then be used for feeding cattle, and not be of sufficient value at home for

similar purposes? A large factory is established at Providence, Rhode Island, for its

manufacture. The cotton seed is carried from Charleston and elsewhere to Providence,

subject to heavy freight and expenses, and probably t^'o or three profits before it reaches the

manufacturer. He is enabled, ^'ith workmen at high cost, to decorticate the seed, express
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the oil, and then ship the cake, subject to another freight and probably to two or three

dealers' profits, before it reaches the farmer, and he finds it to his interest to use it. Is it

possible, under these circumstances, that it could not be used in Carolina to greater advan-

tage than in England ?

NUTRITIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT PASTURE PLANTS.

The following table and observations on the nutritive value of various pasture plants, as

determined in England and Scotland, is derived from a Prize Essay by Mr. Fulton, in the

Journal of the Highland Agricultural Sociuty, (Scotch,) July, 1859 :

Scientific names. Common names.

Phleum pratense..... Timothy-grass 27.71

Cynosurus cristatus Crested dogstail.. 22.71
Dactylis glomerata Cocksfoot 17.58

Lolium Italicum ' Italian ryegrass 17.36

Poa pratensis Smooth-stalked meadow-grass ... 16.56

Festuca duriuscula Hard fescue 16.16

Ti-ifolium pratense perenne Cow-grass 15.71

Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog 15.41

Lolium perenne Perennial ryegrass . 15.38

Medicago lupulina Yellow clover 13.40

Poa trivialis llough-stalked meadow-grass 13^2
Trifolium pratense Common red clover 12.72

Trifolium repens... White clover 11.94

Festuca pratensis, (meadow fescue,) one of the best grasses, as well as other fescues, have
been overlooked.

If any doubt the accuracy of the above results, or desire further proofs, they can appeal

to the highest authorities in the matter—the cattle. Let them sow the cultivated natural

and artificial grasses separately in a field, as the writer has done, and they will find that the

cattle will eat most of the other grasses almost out of the ground before they will touch
perennial rye grass and white clover.

To produce rich and productive pastures, we must anticipate nature by thoroughly stocking

the land with a good variety of the best grasses, such as are palatable and nutritious ; that

resist drought and grow at low temperatures ; that are large growers and spring quickly

after being cropped. It is necessary to give a liberal allowance of seed, in order to prevent

the growth of worthless and injurious indigenous plants; and, owing to their gregarious

habits, grasses plant closest and thrive best when in considerable variety.

For one year in grass the following can be recommended :

Common ryegrass ^ bushel.

Italian ryegrass 1 bushel.

Yorkshire fog 2 bushels.

Timothy-grass - 5 pounds.

Fied clover 8 pounds.

CHAFFED HAY, STRAW, ETC.

The cutting of hay, straw and corn stalks, as ,food for cattle, is now in very general use

in this country, and we believe it to have been fully ascertained that nineteen pounds of

cut hay will take the place of twenty-five pounds in the long state. Our machines for per-

forming this operation usually cut from one inch to an inch and a half in length. Tlie

English farmers are supplied with a different class of machines, cutting less than a quarter

of an inch m length, and thus forming what they call chaffed feed. This practice is becoming
very general, and, in connexion witli machines for pulping roots, is quite revolutionizing

the old practice.

We cannot conceive why the saving referred to above, of six pounds of hay in twenty-five,

may not be augmented by cutting the hay shorter. If it is true in the one case, it must be
true in degree all the way down to the chaffed condition.

We find in the Irish Farmers' Gazette the following question : "I wish to be informed if

there be some great breeder or rearer of cattle in England or Scotland whose method con-

sists in steaming chaffed straw and turnip tops, the offal, as it were, of the farm, and giving

the mixture to milch cows, steers, &c. ? Who is he, and wiiat measure of success seems to

have followed the practice ? Be good enough to state precisely what you know of it.
'

' To

9 A
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this the editor replies : "The practice is so general and nseful with many fiirmers in both
England and Scotland that it is not necessary to name any one in particular. Suffice it to

say that it is a very common practice, and profitable."

—

Working Farmer.

BUCKWHEAT AS POOD.

From an investigation conducted by M. Isidore Pierre, of France, "On the value of buck-
wheat as an article of food," we derive the following statements. Buckwheat cooked
products are equal to pure wheat bread as far as regards the phosphates or bone-making
material and nitrogenous principles which they contain, and are superior to bread in fatty

matters. The general yield of buckwheat, when cooked, is about three times the weight of

the flour used, showing that such flour will retain forty to forty-one per cent, of water.

Between difi"erent batches of ground buckwheat there is a great dissimilarity of composition

—

one batch containing nearly seven times as much nitrogen, twenty-five times the amount
of phosphates and a hundred and fifteen times as much fatty matter, as another. The bran
is the richest portion of the buckwheat, but cannot be digested by weak stomachs.

BROWN BREAD.

The Comptes Rendus of the French Academy of Sciences of Paris contains a very long paper,

which is of some scientific and of more practical interest, on the art of making Bread. It

appears that the bran of ground wheat contains an active principle of ferment, which has
hitherto not been rightly understood by chemists, and to which the name of cerealine has
now beefi given. Tliis ferment can, we are told in the paper before us, be neutralized by
the application of glucose, employed in a particular way ; and being neutralized, the greater

part of the bran becomes transformed into good flour. In other words, what in France is

• called bread of the second quality, which the common people are obliged to eat ou account

•of its cheapness, (though they do so with a certain degree of repugnance,) can be done
• away with, and bread equal to that of the first quality, which is consumed by, the better

•classes, can, without increase of expense, be substituted for it. Thus the new system seems
to be of great utility, and it is desirable that our bakers should inquire into it. The bread

produced is represented to be very palatable and wholesome. In the course of the experi-

ments which the new plan necessitated, a curious chemical fact was discovered—namely,
that the dark color of bread of the second quality is not caused, as has always been supposed,

by the presence of bran in the flour, but by a peculiar fermentation of the flour. The dis-

'Coverer of the improved system is M. M^ge Mouri^s.

THE VALUE OF SORGHO AS A FORAGE PLANT.

The Sorgho at first was praised beyond measure ; then it was declared to be poisonous, and
•that it diminished the quantity of milk. In short, after repeated experiments made by very
• distinguished farmers, it is considered as one of the best fodder-plants we can cultivate. In
Ihis experiments made in 1856 and 1858, M. F. Peer has obtained the following results :

In the month of Slay a field was somti, hoed and cleaned, as usual. The plants, 15 centi-

imetres distant, soon began to spring up. At the end of July they were cut dovsTi, and given
. as fodder to four cows, who ate it greedily. These cows were entirely fed on it from the

beginning of August till the beginning of October, a period of sixty days. The quantity of

milk was the same during this period. The ration of each cow was about 75 kilometres of

the stalks of the herb, or 300 kilometres for the four cows ; and a field of 2G acres furnished

this quantity for sixty days.

M. Peer concluded from these experiments that sorgho, two metres high, can produce,

without exaggeration, 72,000 kilometres the hectare. He cut down the sorgho several times,

but the last, in August, produced only thin stalks for the sheep. This plant can be cut

several times in the year only when the soil is rich.

In August, the lower part of the stalk had become stringy ; these wTre cut down and
mixed with the leaves, so that not a blade was lost. M. Peer considers a single cutting

•of sorgho worth four of clover ; that is to say, a hectare of sorgho is worth more than
two hectares of clover as food for cattle.

As yet, the sorglio has been attacked by no insect, and it is ready for the cattle at the

'time when the other plants are dried up by the sun. These are two great advantages.

Sorgho cultivated on some lands imbibes poisonous qualities, for which it has been re-

jected by certain farmers. The accidents caused by sorgho might have been prevented at

first by prudent and judicious experiment. If it produces a bad effect, it may be mixed
with other ingredients. If it is not injurious, adniinister it confidently, and this is niuo-

tenths of the case.

—

From the ^^ Journal fJune No., 1859,^ de la Scciete Centrale d" Agriculture

ie Belxjiqae."
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TREES—DISTANCE APART TO SET THEM.

Messrs. Hooker & Co. have published the followmg directions for setting trees in orchards

and plantations, and the number of trees and plants required to fill an acre:

Name of plants. No. of feet apart

each way.

Standard apple trees .;.-

Dwarf apples

Standard pears and cherries

Dwarf pears, dwarf cherries and quinces

Apricots, peaches, nectarines and plums
Currants, gooseberries and raspberries ..-. -_

Blackberries and black-cap raspberri%

Grape-vines- --. -.

Strawberries in rows, 2 J feet apart, plants 1 foot apart in

the row ........... --.....-- ..........
Strawberries for market garden, 1 foot by4_. .-..

30
6

20

10

20

4
8

12

No. per acre.

48
1,210

110
436
110

2,722
681
302

17,408
10,888

ON THE PROTECTION OF PLANTS FROM THE FROST.

M. Boussingault has devoted a long article in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique to the

preservation of plants from frost, by filling the air with smoke. This is not recommended
on nights when the thermometer at a distance above the soil indicates a temperature below
32°, for it would then have no efi"ect ; nor on windy nights, for there is no frost ; but it may
possibly be found of service 'in protecting fruit-trees and delicate plants from the late frosts

of spring, by which their blossoms are so often destroyed.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF OPIUM IN THE UNITED STATES.

Mr. E. Weiss, who has devoted considerable attention to the cultivation of the poppy
(with a view of preparing opium therefrom) in Southern California and some other portions

of our country, publishes the following facts and suggestions relative to the subject

:

The species of poppy cultivated in the East for the sake of its sap (opium) is the so-called

garden poppy, or papaver somniferum, of which there are two kinds—the common white and
the common black poppy—both considered equally rich in sap. Tlie pods of the whit^
poppy are larger, whereas the black is more abundant in seeds, but then its oil is mferior
to that of the former. The black poppy contains more morphine and the white more
narcotine ; then again, the white poppy, with round or compressed pods, contains still less

moi-phine than the one with oval pods. The poppy with browTiish purple flowers is said to

contain the most morphine. The poppy with filled blossoms is not so rich in sap as the one
with simple blossoms.

According to information collected on the spot, the cost of the production of opium in

Egypt is 60 cents, and in Anatolia (Asia Minor.) 75 cents the pound. The greater cost in

the latter country comes apparently from its higher latitude and the less congenial climate.

In British India opium is still a monopoly of government. The leaseholders of certain

districts are bound to produce and to deliver annually a given quantity of this drug to the

Honorable Company at the fixed price of $150 the chest of 140 pounds, which leaves still a
small remuneration to the producer. This trafiic amounts to over 50,000 chests a year, and
the prices of the drug in the Presidencies vary from S500 to 8700 the chest, according to

quality and demand. The cost of superintending and collecting this important revenue
absorbs near a million and a half pounds. Opium is consumed all over India and the

Malayan Archipelago. In Java the sale of this drug is a monopoly of the Dutch Company.
The value of opium in the Eastern market varies from $4 to $6 the pound, according to

quality and demand ; whereas the cost of production, as before stated, hardly reaches a
dollar a pound.
The poppy suffers nothing from insects, and its flowers give rich food to bees. The

oil of the white poppy is considered in Europe the best after the olive oil. The poppy wants
calm, warmth and a loose soil ; manure agrees with it on the best of lands. A subsoil of

clay is prejudicial to its growth. Tlie poppy thrives well after fallow produce, which leaves
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a clear soil, such as treffles, cabbage and potatoes ; on a rich soil it may be cultivated also,

in continuance. After the poppy crop a crop of barley can be raised the same year. Wet
does not agree with the poppy, and a rain of two days' duration at the maturity of the
plant will spoil the whole opium crop. The best opium produced in Asia Minor comes
from the elevated plain (plateau) in the vicinity of the town of Kara Hissar. The soil of

this plain is of volcanic origin, belonging to the trachytic formation. During three months
this plain is covered with snow mostly every winter ; the great heat there comes, but after

the opium crop.

In the districts of Benares and Behar, in the valley of the Ganges, the poppy is sown in

November, in Upper Egypt in January, and in Lower Egypt at the time of the spring

equinox. The soil must be ploughed and harrowed carefully before the poppy can be sown

;

also, the application of pulverized manure (guano) is recommended. To an acre but two
pounds of seed are required, which are mixed with earth, in order to throw them thin and
regularly enough. As soon as the weeds spring up they must be rooted out carefully, and
when the young poppies stand too close they must be thinned so that every plant has
about nine square inches, room and an easy access to facilitate the collection of the sap.

This is done when the plant has reached the height of two or three inches ; better not too

early, in order not to disturb it in its growth. The w^er the plants stand apart the more
capsules they drive

;
yet this must not be carried too far, especially on a loose ground, because

the plants would be exposed to be levelled by the wind. A month after the sowing the

ground is hoed, and as soon as the blossoms show, the earth round the plant is heaped up.

This must be done in dry weather. No pains should be spared in the tillage of the soil, as

they will be amply repaid by the increase, and the improvement, too, of the sap of the plant.

The poppy plaj^t throws out from four to six and more pods ; half and often two-thirds

of them are cut off, and only the first head or two, as being the largest, are left. After the

fall of the blossoms, when the capsules or pods are filled with sap and have obtained their

normal size—yet before they harden and begin to turn yellow—horizontal incisions are made

.

with an instrument composed of four or five blades, united and shaped so that the rind of

the pods cannot be cut through by this operation. Pereira says :
—"A few days after the

flower has fallen, men and women repair to the fields and cut the heads of the poppy hori-

zontally, taking care that the incisions do not penetrate the internal cavity of the shell.

A white substance immediately flows out and collects in tears on the edge of the cuts. In
this state the field is left for twenty-four hours, and on the following day the opium is

collected by the same people provided with large blunt knives. Each head furnishes opium
but once only, and that to an extent of but a few grains."

When the pods give no more sap, they are cut off and dried for the seed and the oil they

contain ; but, for sowing, these seeds are of no use, because the plants they produce are

weak, poor in sap and of inferior quality, too ; therefore the seeds for sowing must be
taken from unhurt pods. To this purpose large capsules of orange shape are selected,

which are dried in the shade, then filed on strings by the stem and hung up in a dry room
with not too much draught, where they remain unopened till seed-time. Seeds of the last

gathering are preferred to those of the year before.

In Turkey, immediately after the pods are removed, also the stems and leaves are col-

lected and well boiled in water on the spot. The decoction, without being strained, is

poured off into pans along with the sap of the pods boiled down to the consistency of pitch,

formed into loaves of about one pound weight, and wrapped into poppy leaves to keep
them from sticking together. The decoction of the plant is said to contain as much mor-
phine as the sap of the pods; still the " Theriakees," (Tu;'kish opium-eaters,) who, of

course, must be connoisseurs, prefer the latter, i. e., the opium in drops. One day's ripen-

ing too much will greatly diminish the quantity of morphine in the sap of the pods, and
probably also of the whole plant. The sooner, therefore, the incisions are made, and the

quicker the operation is ended, the better the opium, i. e., the richer in morphine it will be.

Smyrna opium, as above stated, composed botli of the sap obtained by mcisions and the

decoction of the plant, contains, in the mercantile quality, about nine per cent, of morphine
only, while the sap of the pods is said to contain as much as fifteen. The composition con-

sists of about two-thirds of the decoction and one-third of the sap of the pods ; the former,

also, must apparently be poorer in morphine than the latter.

The seeds of the injured pods are used for oil. The oil cakes of this seed are much liked

by the cattle, and the stems and leaves may be used as a manure or fuel, their ashes con-

taining much alkaline matter.

A gentleman farmer at Winslow, (England,) made, in 1821, an experftnent with the

poppy on four and a half acres of land, which gave the following result :—60 lbs. of dried

opium, 7^ gallons of oil, and the oil cakes. In this experiment the stems and leaves were
not used. At about the same time a similar experiment was made in Erfurt, (Germany,)

the result of which was the average gain of one grain (4u0 to the ounce) of opium from
every pod. Calculating nine square inches of land and two poppy heads to every plant, the

^
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results of the latter experiment coincide very nearly with the former. Tliis bad result is

not to l)c wondered at, but rather the funny idea of the European experimentalists, in their

wet and changeable climate, to enter into competition with the producers of opium in the

sunny climes of the East.

Some twenty years ago an attempt to produce opium was made by a Dr. Webster Lewis,

of Lewisburg, York county, Pennsylvania, who informs the public (through the Medical

Recorder of 1834) that after many unsuccessful experiment she has fallen on a mode of

cultivation both easy and profitable, and that good poppy seeds may be had from him. It

seems he was not successful in his poppy-seed trade, to judge by tlie continued importation

of this drug here and in Boston. Pennsylvania is not a whit better situated, or, rather, is

as ill-favored by nature, for the production of opium as either England, France or Germany.
In old Europe the poppy attains but three and a half to four feet in height, and the pods
the size of a hen's qu^v:,, whereas in a more congenial climate the plant reaches six feet and
more, and the pods the size of a little child's head. Considering this, the fact will not
be found astonishing that one acre of poppies in the East produces up to one hundred and
thirty pounds of mercantile opium, and more, too.

Mr. Weiss states that the climate and soil in the vicinity of San Diego, California, are highly

propitious to the production of opium—better, I dare say, than any part of Asia Minor ; and
the Pueblo Indians, under proper directions, are as well qualified as the Fellaheen, Hindoos
or Osmanlees of the eastern hemisphere to attend to this new and also easy cultivation ; so

much more, as it wants neither chemical nor mechanical skill in the production of opium.,

unlike indigo, sugar, cotton, rice, &c. In the vicinity of San Diego, land, labor and cattle

are at normal prices, yet unaltered by gold excitement and immigration. Any amount of

opium produced there would find a ready market in the capital of the State, whose popu-
lation contains a very large number of Chinese, and whose commercial relations with China
and Japan are improving daily.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF OPIUM IN FRANCE.

M. iioux. Professor of Botany at the Naval School of Rochefort, France, has recently con-

tributed an interesting paper to the French Academy, on the cultivation of the poppy in

France for the purpose of extracting opium. His first researches on this subject date from
1851, but were more especially continued by hmi during 1856, 1857, and 1858, on eight

different kinds of poppy. His results are stated as follows : 1. The Indian poppy furnishes

a considerable quantity both of opium and seed ; the cultivation of this vigorous species

might be tried in those departments of France where the oil of the black garden poppy is a
staple produce. The Indian poppy may be easily acclimatized in France. A quantity sown
in October, 1857, has succeeded perfectly, and the young plants resisted a cold of 10 degrees

centigrade (18 degrees beloAv Fahrenheit's freezing point) in the following winter. This
cold proved equally harmless to the white, black and red species, which were sown about
the same time. 2. Tlie two latter produce the best opium, and their juice is much richer

in morphine than is the case with the opiums of commerce. 3. A man can collect 100
grammes of opium in fifteen hours ; and if women and children, Avho arc so often in want
of employment in the country districts, were employed in this task, the opium necessaiy

for medical purposes might be entirely grown in France. 4. The growing of opium might
become very profitable in France, where poppy oil is manufactured to the amount of

from 25,000,000f. to 30,000,000f., and where it would, consequently, be easy to add a new
branch to that trade by the extraction of opium ; and it might even, in course of time,

become an article of exportation. Home-grown opium has been tried, at M. Roux's
request, by M. Duval, first chief Navy surgeon at Brest, and found to answer very well,

owing to the quantity of morphine it contains.

WEEDS.

If we consider the immense number of w6ed-seeds that are mingled among our clover

and other seeds, we would be at no loss to account for the growth of these pests in

our- fields. Professor Buckman, to whom the thanks of agriculturists are due for the devo-

tion of his talents and time to this subject, discovered "in a pint of clover-seed, 12, GOO ; in

broad clover, 39,440; and two pints of Dutch clover yielded severally 25,560 and 70,400

weed-seeds. Supposing these samples to be sown, here were seeds enough to stock the land

with weeds for many years."

"The fai-mer often goes to the cheapest market, and gets weeds for com, and so pays
exceedingly dear for what he considers a cheap bargain."

If we take into account the great fecundity of some weeds, we will not feel the least
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astonishment at the increase of the plants when the seeds are sown, and the plants allowed
to arrive at maturity.

Professor Buckman has counted 8,000 seeds in a single plant of black mustard, and in a
specimen of charlock 4,000 seeds. The common stinking chamomile produces 46,000, and
the burdock 26,000 seeds ; and the seeds of a single plant of the common dock produced
1,700 little docks. It is a notorious fact that a great deal of the ryegrass seed of com-
merce in Scotland is raised in some of the worse farmed districts, where weeds are certainly

not an exception ; and as it is, in many instances, bought and ' sown by the unsuspecting
farmer without being properly cleaned, it is no wonder that he is often surprised and
annoyed, on turning up his lea, to find the field overrun with weeds of all descriptions,

though he had been most particular in cleaning his land before sowing it down.
Another means of propagating the growth of weeds by seed is tlie wind, which carries to

immense distances winged seeds, such as those of the thistle. Here again the remedy, or

rather the prevention, is in the hands of the farmer. Such weeds should never be allowed
to come into seed. All the fields in the farm should be gone over at least twice in the

season, so that not a single plant might escape. We have practiced for some years the
cutting of thistles close by the ground, or rather under its surface, and putting a little

common salt on the root about the end of May. We have found this to be effectual in

preventing the growth of the plant the same season again, and in most cases the weed has
been killed by the application, so that we have never been troubled again with it.

Another means of spreading weeds over the farm is the dung-hill. ]\Iany farmers pursue
the laudable practice of cutting the grass along their hedge and ditch sides, and putting it

into their dung-hills, either to be consumed by animals or to be mixed among the dung.
This is very good if the grass was only cut in time—that is, before the weeds grov/ing

amongst it were in seed ; but it too often happens that this operation is performed after the

turnips are all sown, and the men having nothing else to do before harvest. By that time
many weeds are in seed, which, is scattered over the fields when the dung is applied to the

land.

—

Journal of Agriculture.

DESTROYING OF WEEDS.

A single plant of the common groundsel will produce 6,500 seeds in one -summer. The
graceful corn cockle sheds 2,600 productive seeds ; and the red poppy, which diversifies our

corn fields and looks so gay upon our hedges, produces 50,000 minute but vital seeds.

Tlie corn sow-thistle laimches out into the wind its 20,000 flossy ijarachutes, bearing the

germinating car-like speck to undulate with every breath of air, and take root far away.

The common dock lets fall its 13,000 solid grains, each destined to shoot down an ex-

haustive tap-root into the soil. Dandelion produces nearly 3,000 seeds, each furnished

with an inimitable apparatus for a distant flight. The cow-parsnip, if neglected, will pro-

duce 5,000 plants ; the meadow-scabious, 4,000 ; the mayweed, 45,000 ; the daisy, 13,500.

Nor is it sufticient to cut down their beaiing plants, and leave them to dry on the dung-
heap or wither on the ground. The sap in the stem and leaves of the cut-down plants still

mounts up to and nouiishes the seed. Nor is their wondj-ous vitality less remarkable. If

the ground be trenched three or four feet deep, there will appear upon the surface a dense

crop of weeds of a diflerent kind from any observed before. They may have lain hidden
for years', but when exposed to the air, and rain and sun, the little spark of vitality within

germinates as if the seed had freshly fallen. It is intolerable, that an indolent farmer

should be permitted to poison his neighbor's fields. If he is lost to all sense of the injury

he inflicts upon his own produce, he should be coerced to extirpate these enemies" for the

sake of others, whose property and labor are deteriorated by his carelessness.

Alexander II of Scotland denounces that man to be a traitor "who poisons the king's

lands with weeds, and introduces a host of enemies.
'

' Whoever was found to have three

heads of the common star-wort among his corn, was fined a sheep for each stalk. In Den-
mark the farmers are bound by law to destroy the corn-marigold, and in France a
farmer may sue his neighbor who neglects to eradicate the thistles upon his land at the

proper season. A law is already in operation in Australia to the same eflect, and it is pro-

posed to introduce a similai- enactment into the Canadian code. Nor have suggestions for

such enactments been wanting in England. A clause enforcing the extirpation of weeds
in hedges, or along tbe sides of roads, passed through the House of Commons, but it was
for some reason negatived by the Lords.

—

North British Agriculturist, p. 1085.

INFLUENCE OF EXTREME COLD ON SEEDS.

Some expcritnents, more thorough and satisfactory than those of Edwards and Colin,

have been made during the present year by Professor Eli6 Wartman, of Geneva, on the
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influence of extreme cold on the seeds of plants. Nine varieties of seeds, some of them
tropical, were feelected. They were placed in hermetically-sealed tubes, and submitted to a
cold as severe as science can produce. Some remained fifteen days in a mixture of snow
and salt ; some were plunged into a bath of liquid sulphuric acid, rendered extremely cold

by artificial means. On the 5th of April they were all sown in pots placed in the open air.

ITiey all germinated ; and those which had undergone the rigors of frigidity produced
plants as robust as those which had not been submitted to this test.

ON THE GERMINATION OF SEEDS.

From a Memoir contributed to the Journal de la Sodctt Lnpcriale d' Horticulture on the

"Germination of Seeds," by M. Charles Appelius, seedsman of Erfurt, we derive the fol-

'

lowing abstract :
'

' The value of a sample of seeds is often determined solely by their

specific weight and density.
'

'

This method is no doubt good, but not infallible ; besides, the weight of the same kind
of seed may vary from year to year, according to the manner in which it is grown. It may
even vary upon the same plant ; it does so particularly in an ear of maize, the grains

situated in the centre of the ear of that plant having a greater specific gravity than those

above or below. Now, the latest experiments of Dr. Hellriegel go to prove, first, that in

accordance with the general opinion of cultivators the best formed seeds have the greatest

specific gravity ; and, in the second place, that the heaviest seeds produce the strongest

plants.

Every one knows that in order to ascertain the specific gravity of seeds quickly and
easily it is the custom to throw them into water, and to collect as the best those which,
from their greater weight, fall to the bottom, whilst those which float are rejected as bad.

However, too much confidence must not be placed in this method of proving seed by water.

It may frequently mislead, particularly in the ease of seeds in which the specific gravity

diff"ers little from that of the fluid. For example, those of cucurbitaceous plants, which are

produced durmg cold seasons, float upon the water, and nevertheless germinate very well.

It is known, too, says M. Appelius, that the seeds of these plants bear more female
flowers than younger plants ; that is to say, the plants are more prolific than those raised

from seeds gathered in a cold season and planted shortly after they have ripened. Good
seeds of the melon and gourd lose weight as they grow old ; at first they will sink in water,

and by the sixth year half of them will float, v/ithout having become bad. We conclude,

tiierefore, in this case, as in many others, that trial by water is not a siu'c test.

In general the heaviest seeds are those which contain the most starch, such as those of

cereals and leguminous plants, &c. The specific gravity of oily seed is often nearly the

same as that of water, although in some cases they are heavier ; as, for example, those of

cabbages. The lightest seeds are those of umbelliferous plants, such as carrots, parsnips,

cliervil, aniseseed &c., and of composites, such as lettuces, scorzoneras, &c. In the first

of these families the lightness of the seeds arise from the presence of an oil in the case

which encloses the seed, and of air in the last. With a few exceptions all shining seeds

are heavier than water.

Many cultivators, before bu}ing seeds, test them by making them germinate upon damp
blotting paper, at a temperature of 59° to 75°. This process is convenient and tolerably

sure for the kinds which are quickly raised, such as clover, peas and cereals, but does not

answer, for those which require a long time to germinate. For these the best practical plan

Is to grow a sample in a pot. But even this will not always give a strictly correct indica-

tion of the germinating power of seeds, since the result depends, all other circumstances

being equal, upon the care taken in sowing, the temperature of the air, the depth at which
seed is sowti and the ' time of the j^ear, &c. Tlius the pips of apples and pears almost
always germinate badly and in very small quantities when trials are made of them in pots

soon after they are ripe, whilst they answer perfectly if they are sown at the end of October

or in March in beds in the open air. For this reason it often happens that a sample is

pronounced bad when in reality it is excellent.

This is the case with the generality of woody plants, the seed of which come up the first

year, conifers excepted.

The soil which is used to cover the trial seedlings also considerably affect the result. If,

for example, the ryegrass seed (Lolium perenne) is sown in soil which retains moisture with

average tenacity, and is buried one inch below the surface, seven-eighths of it grow in twelve

days ; if two inches, seven-eighths also grow, but in eighteen days ; if three inches, six-

eighths in twenty days ; if four inches, four-eighths germinate in twenty-one days ; at five

inches, three-eighths in twenty-two days ; and at six inches, the proportion of the seeds

which germinate is reduced to one-eighth in twenty-three days. On the other hand, when
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ryegrass is so\ni and simply harrowed in, it germinates, almost witliout exception, in five

days.

M. Appelius's memoir contains, in the form of a tal)le, the length of time necessary to

germinate the seeds of many plants at a temperature of 55° to 54° in the smi, and 54° to
()40 in the open air.

This table shows plainly, says the German author, that those seeds which are lighter than'

water require a longer time to germinate than those which are heavier.

A tolerably large number of seeds come up slowly, and even with difficulty ; they are
generally those which have a thick, tough skin. In this case it is a good plan to soak the
sample in hot water, from 167 degrees to 185 degrees, for four and twenty hours, and not
to sow it until after it has been prepared in this manner. Their germination may be assisted

by notching—a more delicate operation than the first, because care must be taken not to
injure the embryo. Unless one or the other of these methods is adopted, it will generally
be one or two years before such seeds come up. The seeds of palm trees usually grow very
well placed on damp sawdust, the germinating end downwards, and kept in a damp, warm
atmosphere.

The spores of ferns and the seeds of orchids, which are very minute, come up rapidly, if

they are scattered on pieces of peat placed in a pan with water.

For hardy plants M. Appelius recommends, as by far the best plan, to sow them in lines.

In his opinion, the reason of the frequent failure of seeds in gardens is that they are sown
in earth too dry and buried too deep. Besides, if care is not taken to press the earth lightly

together before sowing the seed, heavy rains falling directly after will force some of the
seed deeper in, and so occasion greater inequality in germination.

For perfectly hardy annuals, the best plan i^ to sow them late in the autumn, or, at least,

very early in the spring ; if the seeds are not in the ground before April you run the risk

of seeing them flower very late and very badly.

Seedlings which are obliged to be raised in hotbeds or under frames, cause much disap-

pointment, and consequently complaint of the quality of the samples. M. Appelius does
not hesitate to say, in that case, the want of success arises more often from bad manage-
ment than from the badness of the seeds. In his opinion it is a mistake to sow many kinds
of flowers in high bottom-heat, such as stocks, asters, phlox, hearts eases, petunias, &c.,

which do far better in a very gentle hot-bed, and produce stronger plants, less likely to die

off. On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that the dung "snth which a hot-bed is

made, after it has given off its first heat, absorbs the moisture from the earth with which it

is covered ; that the surface of this earth under tile frame generally slopes towards the

south, and the greater part of the shower from the watering runs down this incline, the end
of which is that the earth in which the seeds are embedded is often too dry, or, at least, it is

so with that next to the back of the hot-bed. In this case, says M. Appelius, if you sow
those seeds which germinate slowly and require constant damp, such as phlox and hearts-

case, at the bottom or in the front of the bed, and those which grow more readily at the top

or back, the result will be good ; but it Avill be quite the contrary if the reverse is done.

Finally, the success of seedlings raised under frames depends principally upon the regula-

tion of moisture. Another precaution, and one of the utmost importance in this case, is

not to sow thick ; a plant raised among a lot of crowded seedlings is very apt to die before

it has made its fourth leaf. This seldom happens if, on the contrary, seeds are sown thin,

and a little powdered charcoal mixed with the earth.

PREVENTION OF THE ATTACKS OF THE TURNIP FLY.

By steeping the seed in salt water, the attacks of the Turnip fly are partially or wholly

prevented. Those who experimented last season mention it as a specific. In steeping the

seed it is necessary to guard against injuring its vitality. Salt water made to a strength in

which an egg will float is the prescription—the seed remaining about five minutes in the

steep ; the seed to be afterwards dried previous to sowing. Fanaaers, by experimenting with

various steeps and dressings of the seed, may discover something practically useful. A solu-

tion of nitrate of soda, dissolved bones and Peruvian guano is very suitable for using for

the steeping of seed. A vigorous growth of the plant in the first stages will follow such

steeps. Care, however, must be taken not to impair or destroy the vitality of the seed.

—

North British Agricutturist, page 559, volume for 1859.

OBSERVATIONS ON SOUND AND UNSOUND POTATOES.

At a recent meeting of the Royal (English) Agricultural Society, Professor Way referred

t-o some experiments he had made on sound and unsound potatoes. He found that if fresh

slices of potatoes, in each of these conditions, were placed in separate portions (about a quarter
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of a pint) of new milk, and kept Trarm for three or four hours, the milk in which the sound

slice had been put would remain perfectly fresh and sweet ; while that in which the unsound

slice had been put would have become curdled. In many cases it was difficult to detect, by
the eye, a sound potato from an unsoimd one ; whereas this test at once decided the inherent

qualities of each. Malt, he remarked, had the same effect on milk, and he attributed the

effect of diseased potato on that fluid to the same cause, namely, to the presence of a pecu-

liar fermentative principle.

CULTURE OF THE POTATO.

The Bath and "West of England Agricultural Society offered, in 1858, a liberal prize f(jr

the best essay on the cultivation of the potato, which prize has been awarded during the

past year to Dr. Lang, an English agriculturist, who has devoted much time to experiment-

ing on this vegetable. Tlid positions which this gentleman maintains are as follows :

He affirms that " the vigor of the set does not wear out by length of years," and that

sound potatoes may be grown from diseased sets. He also denies the influence of' soil in

predisposmg to disease, but that some manures have such an effect—farm-yard manure, for

example, although it increases the yield. He recommends early planting. He prefers white

to colored sorts, avoids nitrogenous manures, and employs lime and salt in the proportion

of eight tons of lime with three hundred-weight of common salt to an acre. He likewise

recommends cultivators to grow exclusively potatoes that ripen early, and, if the disease

appears, to earth up the stalks. He recommends cutting the sets from smooth, middle-

sized, fully ripe potatoes, that have been kept dry, planting in fresh earth, with a mixture

of quicklime, and carefully avoiding rubbing off their first shoots.

ON THE ABSORPTION OF ARSENIC BY PLANTS.

That vegetables are killed by watering with an aqueous solution of arsenic was long ago
shown by Marcet, Jager, Link &c. , of Europe, and also by experiments made in this coimtry.

Still, mould will flourish in paste poisoned with arsenic, and some insects will feed upon
animal matter impregnated with arsenic without apparent injury. Recent experiments,

however, conducted by Dr. Edmund Davy, Professor of Agriculture and Agricidtural Chem-
istry in the Royal Dublin Society, furnish us with some exceedingly interesting additional

information respecting the action of arsenic upon plants. This gentleman, knowing that

sulphuric acid containing arsenic was largely employed in making super-phosphate and other

artificial manures, and that these must, therefore, contain variablfe quantities of that

substance, conceived it probable that plants supplied with such manures might imbibe some
arsenic, and in this way be rendered more or less unwholesome as articles of food. To
ascertain, in the first instance, whether plants really take up arsenic when presented to their

roots in the soil. Dr. Davy transplanted into a flower-pot three small plants of peas, and
when they were established, he commenced watering them every second or third day with
a saturated aqueous solution of arsenious acid ; and this treatment was contimied for more than a
week iciihout its appearing to produce any injurious effects upon the plants. At this period Dr. Davy
was obliged to leave home for some months ; on his return he found that these plants had
grown up to their full size, had flowered and fruited. On chemical examination he detected

arsenic in them, both in the herbage and seeds. Having thus learned " that arsenic might
he taken up in considerable quantity by plants without destroying their vitality, or appear-

ing even to interfere with their proper functions," Dr. Davy proceeded to ascertain whether
arsenic, as it existed in different artificial manures, (such as the super-phosphate,) would in

like manner be taken up by plants growing where these manures had been applied. He
tried the experiments with cabbage-plants in a soil consisting of one part of super-phosphate
to four of garden mould. When a plant had grown healthily in this soil for three weeks (where,

the wonder is, that it should have grown at all, irrespective of the arsenic) he cut off its

top, tested it for arsenic, and found " the most distinct indications of the presence of that

substance." Finally, to ascertain if arsenic could be detected in crops grown %vith super-

phosphate in the ordinary way and amount, he took turnips from fields in which this ma-
nure had been used, and obtained from them '

' the most unmistakable evidence of having
been arseniated." The facts thus collected appear to Dr. Davy "to have some important

bearings ; for, though the quantity of arsenic which occurs in such manures is not large

when compared with their other constituents, and the proportion of that substance whicl^

is thus added to the soil must be small, still plants may, during their growth, as in tlie ca»
of alkaline and earthy salts, take up a considerable quantity of this substance, though ir3

proportion in the soil may be very small. Further, as arsenic is well known to be an ac-

cumulative poison, by the continued use of vegetables containing even a minute proportion
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of arsenic, that substance may collect in the system till its amount may exercise an injurious
effect on the health of men and animals." Dr. Davy's paper is published in the London,
Dublin and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine, August, 1859, p. 108.

—

Silliman's Journal.

NEW CALIFORNIA GUM.

At a recent meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History, Dr. Hayes reported that a
specimen of gum recently sent to that Society from California, and referred to him for
examination, "proved to be pure Arabine, or the colorless constituent of gums, which is

soluble in cold water and forms a clear gum solution without the character of emulsion.
This gum is commercially valuable, the quahty being fully equal to any imported."

JAPANESE VEGETABLE WA^

At a meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History, April, 1859, Professor W. B.
Rogers presented the result of an examination of the Japanese Vegetable Wax, which has
recently become an article of commerce.

This substance has the whiteness and apparent purity of bleached beeswax, from which,
however, it differs in various particulars, both as to mechanical and chemical relations.

At ordinary temperatures this vegetable wax is more brittle and less ductile than beeswax,
and breaks with a smoother and more conchoidal fracture. Its specific gravity is slightly
less, and its melting point, about 127°, is more than 20° lower than the temperature at
which beeswax becomes liquid.

Like the latter substance, this vegetable wax is separable by alcohol into three fatty bodies,
of which one is soluble in the liquid at ordinary temperatures, another only in hot alcohol,

and a third is 'insoluble in it at any temperature. An experiment made to determine the
proportion of these ingredients in the vegetable wax gave the follo^nng result, in round
numbers, in 100 parts :

Soluble in cold alcohol (temperature 60°) 12 parts.

Soluble only in hot alcohol _ - 55 **

iJQSoluble in alcohol 33 '*

According to Brodie, beeswax similarly treated with alcohol yields only four or five per

cent, of matter which is soluble in the liquid when cold, and twenty-two per cent, which
dissolves in it when boiling, while the remainder, amounting to nearly three-fourths of the

whole weight is entirely insoluble in this liquid. Of these three ingredients called,

respectively, Cerolein, Cerotic acid, and Myiicine, Brodie found the two former, viz : those

soluble in cold and hot alcohol to have the character of fatty acids, while the third or

Myricine proved to be a neutral fat, compounded of Palmitic acid and a fatty base. The
three corresponding substances, isolated by alcohol from the vegetable wax, differ from
these in some of their physical properties, and may, on closer examination, be found to

consist wholly or in part of distinct and perhaps new fatty bodies.

The substance, separated by alcohol at the common temperature, is a soft, scarcely solid

fat, which becomes entirely fluid at about 106°. '^With solution of litmus it exhibits quite

a strong acid reaction.

The corresponding extract from beeswax, the Ceroline of Brodie, fuses at about 85° and
shows a much feebler acidity. The ingredient dissolved from the vegetable wax by hot
alcohol, and separating from the solution as it becomes cool, was found to have its fusing

point' at 134° and to become as liquid as oil at 136°. This substance dissolves readily in

alcohol many degrees below boiling. The solution affords Avith litmus no trace of acid

reaction. The corresponding educt of beeswax, the Cerotic acid, has a much higher melting
point, is less soluble, and is distinctly acid.

The solid residuum from which hot alcohol had ceased to extract anything more, being
dried and strongly compressed between folds of blotting paper, was found to adhere together

very imperfectly, and to be much more brittle than the original wax. Its melting point is

about 130°, and at 132° it is entirely liquid. The corresponding ingredient of beeswax,

consisting chiefly of Myricine, melts at 1470.

It thus appears that the vegetable wax mider consideration differs from beeswax, not

only in the proportions of its ingredients as separable by alcohol, but in the physical

character of these corresponding substances, the composition and chemical properties of

which can only be determined by a thorough investigation. As regards its economical value,

it saponifies readily, and when burned in the form of candles yielAs a strong clear light.

Dr. Jackson confirmed the above experiments of Professor Rogers, and stated that he had
experimented on wax made by himself from the benies of this plant, (Efnis succedanum}.
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On boiling the berries in v»ater the wax rises to the surface ; it is a concrete volatile oil

rather than a wax ; it exists under the skin of the berry in abundant granules containing

14.6 per cent, of tlie wax. It is not likely that it would provt^ remunerative to bring so

light and bulky a materir\l to this country from Japan, for the purpose of extracting the

wax here.

THE RICE PAPER-PLANT OF CHINA.

Kecently, at the London Horticultural Society, a young stem of the Pvice paper-plant

(Aralia papyrifera) , cut in the island of Formosa by Mr. Fortune, who has lately returned

from China, was exhibited by that gentleman. He stated that there is now no doubt that

Formosa yields the greater part of the rice paper of commerce. This beautiful sub-

stance is largely consumed in tlie Canton and Fokicn provinces. In the city of l^'oo-

Chou-foo, every lady wears artificial flowers made from it. It is estimated that this place

alone consumes about $30,000 worth of it annually. The cheapness of this article in the

market shows that it must be very abundant in its place of growth. One Imndred sheets,

each about tlirec inches square, can be bought for the small sum of three half pence. One
almost wondei-s, Mr. V. remarked, that it is not more sought after by workers in artificial

flowers. Eice paper is the pith of the plant, cut into thin sheets by the Chinese.

THE CHINESE GRASS-CLOTH PLANT.

The following extract from the report of Mr. Nathaniel Wilson, curator of the botanical
garden at Bath, Jamaica, describes tlie successful introduction into that island of the China
grass-cloth plant, tlie Rheea of Assam, and the propriety of turning to profitable account
their numerous indigenous fibrous-yielding plants, which are at present quite neglected:

—

"I have now the happiness of recording my entire success in the cultivation of the Chinese
grass-cloth plant, (Boehmeria nivea.) ii*roduced in 1854, and a more valuable introduction

could not have been made. I find the plant thrives here with a luxuriance equal to any of

our native plants, and probably with more vigor than it does in its native clime. This
plant (as it is now well knowai) produces the best fibre for textile purposes with which we
are acquainted, and, according to undoubted authority, is worth, in the London market, from
£80 to £120 per ton ; which is surely sufficient to render the plant an object worthy all

the attention we can bestow on it, if new staples for general and profitable cultivation be
desirable. I have no hesitation in saying that, by its spontaneous and luxuriant growth, a
more desirable and appropriate plant for tropical culture has never before been submitted to

the notice of the public."

GRASS OP THE BRAZILIAN PAMPAS.

'

' One of the most interesting plants now in flower at Tnrnham Green gardens is the
Pampas grass of Brazil, (Gyiierium argentum.) TTiis plant has twelve tlower stems, each some
eight feet long, about the thickness of the thumb, and supported by an erect* panicle of

Inflorescence at least eighteen inches in length, which, beneath the bright sunshine, looks
a beautiful, light-colored feather, spangled with silver ; the panicle is in the form of the
beautiful Arundo phragmites. The leaves, which are some seven or eight feet long, with a
hard, flinty skin, grow in tussocks, which, in situations at all favorable, soon acquire a large

size. When m flower, certainly few plants are more striking or magnificent in appearance
than this gigantic grass, which, being perfectly hardy, will be found to be a great acquisition

to ornamental grounds."

—

London Gardner's Chronicle.

AUSTRALIAN NETTLES.

The shining nettle of Moreton bay is a true nettle, but a large tree, with lin'ght, glos.sy leaves,

something resembling mulberry leaves in shape, and bunches of white flowers, something
like small bunches of white lilac flowers, but pendant. Tlie most remarkable nettle, how-
ever, of this country is the Urtica gigas, or rough nettle tree. This tree has a large leaf,

something like a sunflower leaf, hirsute beneath, and every bristle has a most painful sting.

Some gentlemen, who had been in Illawara, collecting specimens of trees for the Paris exhibi-

tion, told me they had measured one of these wonderful trees, which was 32 feet romid, and,

I think, 140 high. Such is the potency of this virus of this tree that horses that are driven,

i-apidly through the forests where they abound, if they come in contact with their leaves,

die in convulsions. I have seen a statement of the actual death of his horse by a traveller

through thcs<; parts, and one of the gentlemen of the Exhibition committee told me that,

a* they were riding in the Illawara forest, a young man who had lately anived, and was
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ignorant of the nature of the tree, breaking off a twig as he rode along, had his hand
instantly paralyzed by it. His fingers were pressed firmly together, and were as rigid as
stone. Fortunately a stockman, who was near, observing it, came up and said, "I see what
is amiss, and will soon set all right." He gathered a species of arum, which grew near

—

for nature had planted the bane and the antidote together in the low grounds—and rub-
bing the hand with it, it very soon relaxed and resumed its natural place. This is precisely
the process used by the children in England ; when nettled they rub the place with a bruised
dock-leaf, saying all the while, " Nettle go out ; dock go in."

—

Howitt's Land, Labor and Gold.

OBSERVATIONS ON ENGLISH HUSBANDRY.

BY HON. HENRY F. FRENCH, EXETER, N. H.

I.—GENERAL SYSTEM OF HUSBANDRY.

Product per acre double that of the United States.—Why ?

—

Effect of the aristocratic

element on productiveness. primogeniture, large estates, landlords, farmers or

tenants, and LABORERS.—EDUCATION, LOW WAGES, DIVISION OF LABOR, SKETCH OF AN ENG-

LISH FARM, FOUR COURSE SYSTEM, CAPITAL EMPLOYED^ LEASES, COMPARISON OF RESULTS.

The English farmer usually is not the owner of his farm, but pays an annual rent for it

(taking an average for all the cultivated lands, including grass) of nearly seven dollars an
acre. In addition to this rent, he pays the rates or taxes, which cannot be exactly stated

in the average, but which usually amount to about half the rent. AVe may fairly set down
ten dollars an acre as what the English farmer pays each year for the use of his land—not
merely for what he ploughs and plants, but for the whole extent in tillage, mowing and
pasture.

This pajanent he usually meets semi-annually in money, and, supporting himself and
family liberally, adds something to his capital. His whole time, attention and capital are

devoted to his farm, and he has no other source of income. The American farmer of the

wheat-growing States—for our comparison does not extend to the South—usually owns the

land he tills, which he has purchased often at less than the annual rent of an English farm,

and his rates and taxes are merely nominal
;
yet the impression generally prevails that

agricultmis in America is an unprofitable business, and requires to be helped out by some
collateral employment.
The English farmer, too, cultivates old fields, which have felt the pressure of the plough

for centuries, while the American farmer opens a virgin soil, requiring, or at least receiving

in the new States, no manure for many successive years.

Again : comparing particular products, we find the average crop of wheat on all the lands

in wheat in the United States, by the census of 1850, to he nine and one-eighth biishels])er acre^

•while the average crop of all the wheat lands in England is estimated at twenty-eight

bushels to the acre! and the average product in all Scotland, in the year 1856, is accurately

ascertained to have been twenty-nine and a half bushels per aci'e. The averages in the
great wheat-growing States are less than one-half those of England—New York, Ohio, and
Indiana yielding but twelve bushels, Illinois and Missouri but eleven bushels and Iowa but
fourteen bushels to the acre. For our consolation it may be added that official returns

show the very low average of eight bushels of wheat per acre for Lower Canada, and only

twelve for the justly-boasted garden of the province. Western Canada.

What is the secret of English husbandry by which these results are obtained ? How can

the English farmer sustain the heavy burdens of rent and taxes and make a profit beyond
his support ; and how can he at the same time steadily increase the fertility of his soil while

annually securing from it crops so valuable? To answer these questions fairly and intelli-

gently was a principal object of the writer's visit to England and of careful investigation

there, and is now a chief subject of inquiry. Does the superior productiveness of English

ngriculture result from natural advantages of soil and climate; from a structure of society

better adapted than our own to develop her resources ; or from a more intelligent application

of science and labor to the culture of the earth ? and can we, without a sacrifice beyond the
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advantage gained so far confonn to her practice as to materially increase the products of

our fields ?

The small average of our crops, however, is not the most discouraging feature of our
agriculture. Tlie depreciation of our soil, and the decrease of the average product per acre

of our cro]is, is attracting the attention of ohserving men both at home and abroad.

Liebig (in his Modern Agriculture) refers to this, Avhich he significantly terms the "Spolia-

tion System," thus :
—"The deplorable effects of the spoliation system of farming are nowhere

more strikingly evident than in America, where the early colonists found tracts of land

which, for many years, by simply ploughing and sowing, yielded a succession of abundant
wheat and tobacco harvests. We all know what has become of those fields. In less tlian

two generations, although originally so teeming with fertility, they were turned into deserts,

and in many districts brought to a state of such absolute exhaustion, that even now, after

having lain fallow more tlian a hundred years, they will not yield a remunerative crop of a
cereal plant." Again, he saj's :

—"Tlie American farmer despoils his field without the least

attempt at method in the process. When it ceases to yield liim sufficiently abundant crops

he simply quits it, and with his seed and plants, betakes himself to a fresh field; for there

is plenty of good land to be had iii America."
Tliat these are no slanders of foreign writers merely, we may refer to an article m the

Patent Office Eeport of 1852, which fully supports this view.

"Several years ago," says the Secretary of the Ohio Board of Agriculture, "I became
aware of the fact that wheat, the staple crop of Ohio, was annually diminishing in its yield

per acre, that in less than fifty years the average product was reduced from thirty to less

than fifteen bushels per acre. I also learned that in Great.Britain the yield had increased

from sixteen to thirty-six bushels per acre during the same period."

In the old State of Massachusetts we have it stated by the Board of Agriculture that in

ten years, ending in 1850, "although the tillage land had increased more than 40,000 acres,"

there had been no increase of grain crops, but an absolute depreciation of 600,000 bushels,

and with an increase of 100,000 acres of pasturage there had been scarcely any increase of

neat cattle, and a decrease of 1G0,000 sheep and 17,000 swine.

Surely it is time, with such fiicts before us, that we should endeavor to study the theories

and practice of any nation which is making healthy progress in agriculture.

Tlie practice of husbandry in England cannot be well understood without an appreciation

of the structure of society there. Indeed, we shall be struck, upon a view even of the broad
outlines of the classes with Avhich the people of that country are divided by the mere force

of the fundamental principles of the government, Avith the absolute control of the aristo-

cratic element over the private relations of life and even the productive capacity of the soil.

We shall see tliat an aristocracy of wealth and education and political power implies poveiiy

and ignorance and servility somewhere ; but we shall not find, it is believed, that ignorance

and degradation in the laborer, though they chance to be coexistent with good husbandry,

are at all essential to it, even in England.

On the contrary, it is the opinion of the best minds in that kingdom that the education

of the laboring classes would promote the best interests of all, and the Prince Consort him-
self is an active and powerful advocate for the adoption of measures for the elevation of the

English laborer from his ignorance and consequent degradation.

A careful consideration of the points of difference between the principles of government
and structure of society in England and America will enable us to determine- how much of

the striking difference in the results of agriculture in the two countries is due to what may
be termed political causes, and how much is due to the difference in agricultural science

and skill.

In many points the* resemblance between the two countries is very strong. Tlie English
Common Law is the basis of the jurisprudence of nearly every American State. If we enter

the courts of Westminster Hall, we see the trials at law dragging their slow length along
with a tedious respect for forms and precedents quite familiar to those conversant with pro-

ceedings in New England courts. If the grave judges of England were divested of their

white wigs, which, formed of the hair of horses' tails, is thought for some reason more
venerable than the natural growth of the human head, we should hardly realize, when in

their presence, that we were not in a court of Massachusetts or the Supreme Court at Wash-
ington. In both countries, human life, liberty and rights, are sacredly protected by just

and equal laws, publicly and ably administered.

Tlie literature of both countries is the same. Within the sacred walls of Westminster
Abbey we behold statues and monuments in memory of Chaucer, IMilton, Shakspcare, Words-
worth and Addison, and we feel that these names, familiar as household words, are sacred

as those of the fathers of American literature.

In blood we are substantially one, for we trace back to the " mother country," if, indeed,

we value our ancestry enough to take that trouble, and find our origin mostly on English

soil ; and we are startled almost at the familiar names that in the old towns of England
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catch the eye upon the doors and sign boards as we walk the streets. And lastly, we are
alike, in general, in our religious faith ; for, diverse as are the forms of worship used in.

both countries, the same leading and predominant religious sentiments prevail in both.

Finding no essential differences in the principles of law or its administration, nor in the
literature, nor blood nor religious faith of the two nations, let us glance a moment at the
political structure of society in England, and observe its effect upon the tenure and manage-
ment of property and the consequent productiveness of the soil.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is governed by its King or Queen, and
two houses of Parliament, kno\vn as the Tliree Estates of the Realm.
At the head of the government is the Sovereign, exercising the same power whether

King or Queen. This office is hereditary, passing on the decease to the next heir, males in

equal degree of kindred being preferred to females. Thus, any son of the present Queen
would inherit the throne to the exclusion of her eldest daughter, but any daughter would
stand in the order of succession before an uncle, a nephew or a male cousin. The crown
can be worn only by a Protestant, and the King or Queen or heir apparent, marrying a
Catholic, forfeits from that moment all title to wear it.

The person of the sovereign is sacred ; and she is said to be above the law. It is a maxim
that she can do no wrong—that is to say, that he is not responsible for any act, because
there is no tribunal competent to call her to accomit.

Her theoretical powers, or prerogatives, are very great. She has the power to pardon
criminals, she is the theoretical fountain of all rank and honor. From her spring all titles

of nobility, all military and civil rewards, such as orders of knighthood, crosses, stars and
medals, and all commissions in the army and navy. She has the power of proroguing
Parliament, and of dissolving it and convoking a new one in its place. She is said to be
the supreme head of the State, the Church, the Arm)'', and the Navy ; she has the power of

sending and receiving embassadors, of declaring war and making peace, of arranging
treaties, and of coining money and of refusing her assent to acts of Parliament, and thus
preventing their operations.

Formidable as this enumeration of power might seem to render the sovereign, we do not
recognize in the political or civil rights, duties or dignity of this first Estate of the Realm,
the source of the distinctive ranks into which society in England is divided. With the

strict accountability to which her ministers and officers are held for every act, and the power
of Parliament to gompel a change of her cabinet whenever its measures are not acceptable,

the sovereignty of Great Britain is a power scarcely so actual and positive as that of our
own President ; and with an elective monarchy, or an executive officer of any other name
or title, the British government might perhaps be administered without other substantial

change, could the nation substitute in place of their personal loyalty to her most gracious

Majesty, and their pride in the royal family, a similar sentiment of loyalty and pride in the

government as an abstraction. When, however, we consider that the annual allowance to

the Queen for the support of her household and the dignity of her crown is nearly two
million of dollars, besides annual grants to his Royal Highness, the Prince Consort and
various other members of the royal family, we perceive that the tax-payers of Great Britain

are paying liberally either for a sentiment or a reality in the sovereignty, from the support

of which our citizens are almost wholly excused.

Tlie House of Lords or Peers, which is the upper house of Parliament, constitutes the

second Estate of the Realm. Before their union mth England,\ Ireland and Scotland had
each a parliament, ^^dth a House of Lords of its ovm. Now, however, there is but one
house, and only a certain number of peers selected from the nobility of the sister countries

have seats in it. Power is rapidly passing from Scotland and Ireland, and they are becoming
absorbed in English authority. Peers of Scotland are no longer created. For every three

Irish peerages that become extinct, the Queen may create one new one, while there is no limit

to the number of British peers that she may make. The upper house is at present composed
of 28 peers of Ireland elected for life, 16 peers of Scotland elected for each Parliament, 363
peers of England, and 30 spiritual peers. The titles of the peers of England are hereditary,

and they hold in themselves and families a large proportion of the wealth, and especially

of the land of the nation, and constitute its aristocracy. The House of Commons consists

of representatives elected by the people, and corresponds very nearly to our own House of

Representatives. In England, again, property does not descend equally to the children of

the intestate, as it does in most of our States, but the real estate with the title descends to

the eldest son. Tlrus large estates, instead of being distributed, as in this country, among
many at the death of the owner, are kept together. These two features of a hereditary

nobility and the rights of primogeniture distinguish the British government from our own.
They are the seals of security for an aristocracy of rank and power and wealth, which,

without them, could not be maintained ; and when looking further we find that with these

advantages are united an education and intellectual training unsurpassed in the world by
any body of political men, and far above the attainment of other citizens of their own
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country, we perceive how it may be possible for such an aristocracy to exercise a controlling

influence in all affairs, both public and private.

Wealth, and especially land, being thus sacred in the hands of a few individuals, the next
relation we have to consider arises as a necessity, namely, that of Landlord and Tenant.
The large o^vn€rs of land, having in charge the political affairs of tile nation, and having

little time for the details of agriculture in person, employ agents and bailiffs to aid them,
and their estates are principally divided into farms of convenient size, and leased, for a
stipulated annual rent, to tenants, who are called farmers ; so that most of the farmers of

England are not owners, but tenants of their lands, either from year to year or for a term
of years.

it is found, again, more convenient for the large proprietor to lease his lands in large

tracts, usually of from 100 to 1,000 acres, so that the tenant farmer is imable to peiform
the necessary labor of cultivating it in person, and therefore is obliged to avail himself of
the service of still another and lower class, that of the laborer.

Thus, nat\irally, if not inevitably, we find the people of England, by the controlling force

of the aristocratic principle of their constitution, divided into three distinct classes : the
nobility, the middle class and the laborer, or, as related to agriculture, the Landowner or
Landlord, the Farmer or Tenant and the Laborer.
The estates of some of the English nobility to our republican ideas seem truly enormous.

Incomes of twenty, forty, a hundred thousand pounds sterling are by no means uncommon,
and occasional instances are named of annual incomes as large as two or three hundred
thousand poimds. Mr. Colman speaks of a farmer in Northumberland who paid an annual
rent of thirty-five thousand dollars, and of a nobleman who has imder his immediate super-
vision twelve thousand acres of land in a course of systematic cultivation. Mr. Tucker, who
has recently returned from England, speaks of a conversation which he had with a gentle-

man in quite a retired part of the countiy, who said that mthin five miles he could point to
three residents on neighboring estates, each of whom was considered to possess in his own
right property to the amount of from four to six millions of dollars. A recent writer from
England states that the amovmt of "annual tribute paid as rent" by the farmers of England
to the landed aristocracy is $300,000,000 !

Looking still further at the operation of the same causes, let us notice the condition of
those various classes as to Education. So sharp and real are these distinctions into classes

that no equality in social life is found to be convenient. The nobility and gentry, elevated
in taste and intellect, as well as in rank and pewer, by generations of culture, trained, both
mentally and physically, so thoroughly and wisely that they have become, perhaps, as a
class, superior to any equal number in any existing class in the world, find their society

exclusively with each other. The farmer and the tradesman neither claim nor receive a
position of social equality with them. They do not visit in the same circles. They do not
sit at the same table. Everywhere, on all occasions, pul.ilic and private, the privileged
class quietly and without question, occupies its position of superiority.

It is the same in the schools and colleges as 'elsewhere. The sons of the nobility do not
attend the same schools with those of any lower class. A forcible illustration of this fact is

found in the attempt to establi^ an agricultural college at Cirencester, originally designed
for the education of the sons of small farmers, but which seems to have failed in that object.

"Formerly," says Dr. Hitchcock, in his report to the Legislature of Massachusetts, "the
school was opened for the sons of small farmers, but could not find .support on that plan,
and it was found that if these attended, the wealthier classes would not send their sons.
The price, accordingly, has been raised, and none but the sons of gentlemen, such jis clergy-
men and wealthy laymen, now attend. None oi^ the nobility send their children, although
many give their money for its su]-)port."

Here we have the "small farmers," the "gentlemen," and the "nobility," so distinct
that their children cannot attend the same agricultural college. But neither of these three
classes includes the laborer, who is, in fact, so far below them all, m point of privilege and
position, that until recently hardly an effort has been made for his education. We give the
high authority of his Royal Highness Prince Albert to show liow utterly neglected and
degraded must be the condition of the Biitish laboring classes. 11\% statement was made
" at the inauguration of a Conference of the supporters of the education of the working
classes," in June, 1S57. as reported in the newspa])ers of the day.

He said that the whole number of children in England and "Wales was estimated at

4,908,006, and that of these only 2,8(51,8^8 received any instruction whatever, and that of

these two millions of children attending school, only about 600,000 are above the age of
nine years ; so that only about two-fifths of the children of England an:l Wales b(^tween five

and fifteen years of age, and only about one-eighth of those bet^veen nine and fifteen, attend
school at all.

In discussing the subject of education in England, we prefer to cite English writers, rather
than to depend upon any impressions that might be found in a short visit to the ruml dis-
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tricts of that country. "Tlie British laborer," says a writer, who is thus quoted in the
Cyclopedia of Agriculture, "is the best living tool in the world. But here all his know-
ledge and intelligence ends. Beyond his field or his workshop he generally knows nothing.
There is no amount of ignorance or error of which he is not capal)le. He knows nothing of

the face of this globe, nothing of the history or constitution of his country. If he is old
enough to remember George IV, he may possibly be shrewd enough to conclude that there
was also a George I, but beyond that he knows nothing ; and, in general, if he were informed
by a gentleman that George I was established in this kingdom by Cjiesar, or Alexander, or
Abraham, he would swallow it without the smallest hesitation, just as he would any other
absurdity in history or science. In truth, so far as regards all these things, he is an utter .

barbarian.
'

'

The laborers do not live in the houses of their employers, but in small and usually poor
cottages, often at a distance of two or three miles from their work, walking to and from
their labor dail}^ In their minute division of labor, there is little variety or occasion for

the exercise of judgment. A ploughman always ploughs, a shepherd is always a shepherd.
There is before them little to hope for. Their daily pittance, amounting to two or three
dollars per week, must in some waiy be made to support the family, with what the wife and
children can. earn. Tliere is no idea of progress among them. The expectation of ever
owning an acre of land is as impossible to them as to occupy a throne, and the chance of

occupying the almshouse is far greater to most of them than the chance of ever owning
property to the value of one hundred dollars. The absence of hope of bettering his condi-

tion, regular daily monotonous toil, the want of variety in this labor and life, and often

the want of suitable and abundant food, give the English laborer a dull and heavy expres-

sion, and his acknowledged dependence and inferiority renders his manner not merely defe-

rential but servile. In conversing with many laborers, usually of those receiving the high-

est wages, we found no one who did not express the difficulty of making both ends of the

year meet, even in prosperous times, while the idea of a competency for old age seemed
entirely out of the question.

We prefer to give British authority when illustrating the unfavorable views of English
life, and therefore quote from Mr. Caird as to the condition of the laborers of South Wilt-

shire : "The command of wages is altogether under the control of the large farmers, some
of whom employ the whole labor of the parish. Six shillings a week was the amount given
for ordinar)'- laborers by the most extensive farmer in South Wilts, who holds nearly 5,000
acres of land, a great part of which is his own property ; seven shillings, however, is the
more common rate, out of which the laborer has to pay one shilling a week for the rent of

his cottage. Where a man's family can earn something at out-door work, this pittance is eked
out a little, but in cases where there is a numerous young family, great pinching must be
endured. We were curious to know how the money was economized, and lieard from a
laborer the following account of a day's diet : After doing up his horses, he takes break-

fast, which is made of flour with a little butter, and water from the tea-kettle poured over

it. He takes with him to the field a piece of bread and (if he has not a young family, and
can afford it) cheese to eat at mid-day. He returns home in the afternoon to a few potatoes,

and possibly a little bacon, though only those who are better off can afford this. The
supper very commonly consists of bread and water.

'
' The appearance of the laborers showed, as might be expected from such meager diet, a

want of that vigor and elasticity which mark the well-fed ploughman of the northern and
midland counties. Beer is given by the master in hay-time and harvest. Some farmers

allow ground for planting potatoes to their laborers and carry home their fuel."

A great obstacle in the way of any attempts to educate the laboring classes is their extreme
poverty, which compels them to exact labor from even their small children. In per-

sonal interviews with teachers of schools supported partly by government, the writer was
assured that it was impossible to establish or maintain system, because of the irregular

attendance of the scholars ; that frequently by an offer of a few pence a day by some pro-

prietor or contractor for light labor, nearly the whole school would disappear at once, and
be found picking small stones or weeding the crops in some neighboring field ; and no more
melancholy sight me^s the eye of an American in England than a band of these little

laborers of from six to twelve years of age, toiling together under the charge of a task-

master.

If schools were established throughout England, the laborers are too poor to send their

children, and so they go on from generation to generation in ignorance and degradation

almost beyond hope.

Let no one confound for a moment the English farmer with the laborer, for the dis-

tinction is fully as marked between the two latter, as between the nobleman and the farmer,

and, indeed, more so. The nobleman sometimes, as an act of condescension, invites his

tenant-farmer to his table, and not unfrequently the young farmers, who raise and train

hunting horses for the market, are invited to join the chase and ride with the gentry after the
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hounds. Indeed, there is a sympatliy and attachment apparently between these classes.

Most of the agents and bailius who manage the estates of the nobility are sons of farmers,

and farmers are men often of large capital and good education. But the laborer is ftir below

the farmer. He is not invited to his table ; he is not treated as an equal, but as a servant.

Without property, without education, without a vote or any voice in public aOfairs, he is, in

truth, and literally, a laborer, and nothing more.

Having tlms an aristocracy of nmk, wealth, and education, a middle class of intelligent,

active, business-like, and, as to their vocation, well-educated farmers, and a lower class of

laborers bom on the estate where they labor, and with too little knowledge of the world

to conceive of the possibility of leaving their birth place, and too ignorant to find anything
but failure should they attempt to change their condition, it must result as an inevitable

consequence that the wages of their lal)or is at the lowest rate consistent with the good
health and physical ability of the laborer.

TiiK LOW RATE OF WAGES in England is an important element in a comparison of English

and American husbandry. We may admire the clean cultivation, (the result of much
ploughing and cultivating,) of hoeing and hand-weeding of their wheat crops, but whether
it is possible for us to follow their example depends mainly on the comparative cost of

labor in producing the crop, and its price in the market:

Mr. Caird, in his publii;hed table showing the average weekly wages of labor in the dif-

ferent counties in England in 1801, gives the lowest in Gloucester and South Wilts at 75.,

($1 75,) and the highest in the West Riding of Yorkshire at just double that rate. The
average weekly wages of a man's labor in all the counties is given at 9.s. Gd., (about $2 57,)

or a little less than forty cents per pay, and the laborer out of thi? poor pittance provides

his own support and pays his rent. It is not easy to estimate the price of labor throughout
the United States, but it is safe to say that it is something more than double this amount.
And here we touch one of the great secrets of agricultural success in England. Her

farmers are able to bear the burdens of heavy rents and taxes, and to live comfortably, and
even accumulate property, because, to express the truth plainly, the laborers, who consti-

tute the large majority of the people, do not recei\e a fair compensation for their labor, and
because they and their families are kept in ignorance, povosty, and degradation. Even
women and small children are compelled to labor in the fields for a paltry compensation,

that the farmer may produce his crops at a profit sufhcieut to enable him to pay his enor-

mous rents, and that the land OA\Tier may devote his time to education and the management
of political affairs, and the public treasury be supplied with means to support the enormous
expenses of a royal family and of a magnificent government, and pay the interest on an im-
mense national debt, ^^'cre the English farmer compelled to pay American prices for the

labor on his faiin for a term of five years he would be entirely ruined—utterly unable to

pay his rent, and national bankruptcy would ensue.

But, on the other hand, if American farmers were required to pay the rents and charges

which Eng'LLsh farmers annually meet, it is doubtful Avhether, even with English prices of

labor, they Avould be able to find a profit in their operations. Certainly they would not
under their present wasteful use of land and their exhaustive method.-? of culture.

It is but justice, however, to the occupants of our new and cheap lands that we .should

bear in mind constantly, when making these comparisons, the difference in the value of

land and labor in the Old and the New World, and the impossibilit)^ too, of obtaining at

any price the labor necessary to the careful and thorough culture of his land, flere the

Western pioneer buys his land of the government at $1 25 per acre, and enters upon some
hundreds of acres, single handed, to produce his crops. Often his money is borrowed to pay
for his land, which is mortgaged for the price. It is not an open question for him whether
his farm shall be so cultivated as to preserve its fertility, or what investment of capital

would be most judicious ; but the question is. How can I get bread for my children, and
how can I make my land pay for itself, so that my creditor shall not take it from me ? His
only policy is to produce the greatest value of crops for the market -with the least labor, just

to scare the wolf from the door, and at some more convenient season discuss the nice points

of husbandry. In many parts of our country, however, there exists capital enough, and
land bears a price nearly as high as in some counties in England, and the same inducements
are foimd for careful and systematic cultivation.

The effects of large estates upon agriculture deserves our careful consideration. Tlic

large proprietor usually reserves extensive domains for his oami cultivation and pleasure, and
his steward gives personal attention to that part of the estate, and has charge of the leasing

and management of the several forms into which the rest is divided.

Written leases are given in some districts, but in the greater part of England the farmer
holds under a verbal tenure, governed by the usages that are understood to prevail. In
either case the tenants are under many restrictions as to the mana,gement of their farms, the

kinds of crops and their rotation being carefully fixed. Among these restrictions are usually

10 A
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found pro\dsions that permanent grass and pasture shall not he converted into tillage, and
that two white crops, as of wheat and harley, shall not succeed each other. From the
uniformity of these conditions over large estates naturally grows up a systematic method
of 'cultivation, and an exact knowledge of processes and results which nowhere prevails in

America. The noblemen who have large estates seem to consider their nobility as based
upon land, and are always interested in the introduction of improved stock, iinplements,

and processes of husbandry. Their stewards are men of education and ability. The farmers,

too, are intelligent and energetic, so that, in fact, the highest talent and the best practical

ability of the country are brought to bear upon agriculture.

Capital, too, is abundant in England, and seeks investment at what in America are

deemed low rates of interest. It is not a question there how little capital can be made to

conduct the farm, but how much can permanently be invested so as to return a fair interest.

By the concentration of capital and of land in the same hands, extensive operations are

more readily conducted. Especially in the draining and reclaiming of wet lands, the con-
trol of large tracts and of large capital is essential to any successful result. Where land
is subdivided, as in New England, o^vners are not ready to unite in expensive improvements
of a permanent character, and single owners, for want of outfalls through adjacent lands,

find drainage impossible. There is. too, a want of confidence in farmers themselves in

their own business. They seem unwilling to employ what capital they possess, and often

invest it in bank or railway stock, rather than in the improvement of their farms.*

This arises, in a great measure, from a want of a clear perception of the true sources of

profit. They seem to have the impression that the land itself is the only capital necessary,

and that to be employed by their personal labor alone.

The division or labor on the farm in England is another advantage of large estates.

Most farm labor there is performed by piece-work, the laborer receiving so much an acre

for ploughing, for hoeing, or so much a rod for ditching. The laborer being attached as it

were to a single estate or farm, finds constant employment in one occupation. The plough-
man, as we have said, is always a ploughman ; and there being in the southern and middle
counties little frost, he ploughs nearly every day in the year.

By this means the workman acquires a skill and manual dexterity not otherwise attain-

able. An ignorant laborer in England who has little more education than the beasts which
he di'ives, turns a better furrow than any man with us who, however enlightened by edu-
cation, has his hand upon the plough but a few days in the year. In many parts of England
the wheat drilled seven or eight inches apart is horse-hoed by an implement made exactly

to match the drill, and passed between the drills drawn by a horse, ten or twelve drills

being hoed at once.

The same process of hoeing turnips and mangolds, four or five rows at a time, is commonly
practiced. In all these operations we witness a skill on the part of the laborer rarely

equalled in our own country.

As the effect of the various causes to which we have alluded, we find in England a more
thorough and systematic culture, and results altogether more uniform and reliable, than in

America. Tlie English farmer can give you at once an accurate statement of the cost of

every operation on his farm, and so of the cost per acre of every crop. He estimates with
almost perfect accuracy the number of bushels per acre which his field will yield, and calcu-

lates with great exactness the amoimt of manure profitable to be applied for the expected

crop or rotation.
" We can produce readily thirty-two bushels of wheat to the acre," said a Lincolnshire

farmer, "but we consider twenty-eight bushels a more profitable crop, as the other four

bushels cost us more than their value in extra manure and culture."

Perhaps no method can be adopted by which to convey to the reader a clear idea of an
English farm, and the mode of conducting its operations, than by giving from a note-book,

in which were recorded on the farm itself the personal observations of the writer, verified

by familiar conversations with the tenant himself, a sketch of a Lincolnshire farm. A
picture of such a farm is a fair representation of English farming and farm life ; for although
in particular districts some peculiar crops are cultivated, yet what will be described as the
"four-shift" of "four-field" system prevails over the greater part of the kingdom, and
Lincolnshire is perhaps a fair average county.

Of the English farmer himself Ave may, from personal intercourse, venture to say, in

general, that he is a substantial, self-reliant, independent man, well educated for his busi-

ness. He is familiar by early practice with the manual processes of labor. He can hold the

plough as well as his ploughman, -and wield the hoc to show his laborers the proper stroke

;

and he maintains their respect because he excels them in almost everything. Yet he does

not labor daily with his hands, not because he de^ pises labor, but because he is fully occupied

with the direction of affairs. It will be manifest, when we see the amount of capital

employed, the value of the crops sold, the amount of manures and the number of animals
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pnrchased, that the trading department of his business requires almost a mercantile edu-

cation.

Li his family an English farmer upon a large farm lives in much the style of the wealthiest

New England land owners. The same fact is observable there as here, that the -safe and
daughters, by some means, acquire a more finished education than the men, and conduct
their household affairs with a grace and dignity which is accounted for partly by tlie fact

that many of them have been sent from home to be educated, and partly from a natural

susceptibiiity by the sex of a nicer polish than ours. With servants enough to relieve her of

the drudgeiy of hard labor, the farmer's wife gives careful personal attention to her house-

hold, and has leisure to entertain handsomely the friends and guests of the famil5^

The farm which we have in mind, as a representative English farm, contains one thousand
acres of land, partly upon Lincoln Heath, which is a light soil, and partly upon clay. Lin-

coln Heath, a century ago, was an open common, trackless and dreary, and so dangerous to

travellers that, in 1751, a land light-house was erected of stone as a guide to them by night,

which is still standing.

Arthur Yoimg, in 1780, expresses astonishment that farmers could pay $2 50 an acre

rent for some of those lands, which a few years before had j-ielded nothing. For these

lands the rent is doubled since then ; and at Blankney several thousand acres were let as

rabbit warrens in his time at fifty to eighty-seven cents an acre, for which five dollars is

now received. The average product of those lands now is nearly thirty bushels of wheat
per acre. The heath requires no artificial drainage. It is a thin soil, with limestone imder-

lying it, often only a foot or two below the surface, in the form of a loose stone, growing
harder below. The clay soil is heavy, and is nearly all underdrained with tiles. The rent

of the farm is $5,500 a year, or $5 50 per acre. Tlie tenant holds by no written lease, but

by a sort of traditionary custom. He feels as secure, and seems, in fact, as permanently
fixed, as if he owned the fee. The landlord has the power to turn him away at the end
of any year, but there are certain "tenant-rights," which are rendered sacred by custom,

which give him protection. To those we shall have occasion to advert when we speak of

the capital necessary for a tenant to employ on such a farm.

The crops grown upon the farm are usually two hundred and fifty acres of wheat, two
hundred and fifty acres of barley, two hundred acres of turnips, and the balance in perma-
nent grass, and seeds, as the crop from the last year's sowing of grass seed is termed ; small

patches for gardens, for beans for the horses, and for mangolds, are reserved, but these are

exceptional, and hardly belong to the regular system.

We will just run through the four-field system on light lands, and commence with the

field in turnips, mostly SAvedes. These are consumed upon the land by sheej), confined m
hurdles, which are movable fences, usually of wood. The object is to keep the sheep upon
the land long enough to manure it for the succeeding crops. The sheep are kept in flocks

of one or two himclred in the hurdles, and moved along when they have performed their

office of fertilizing. The turnips are usually cut with a machine, and fed to the sheep in

troughs. A quantity of oil cake (linseed) is supplied, and the usual estimate is, that an acre

of tiuTiips, with two hundred and fifty or five hundred pounds of cake, will keep seven

sheep twenty weeks, or one hundred and forty sheep one week—equal to nine hundred and
eighty sheep one day. The sheep are fed in this way, without shelter, through most of the

winter. Mr. Mechi's estunate is that fifteen hundred sheep folded on an acre of land for

twenty-four hours, or one hundred sheep for fifteen days, would manure the land sufliciently

to carry it through a four years' rotation. Mr. Mechi is, however, practiciag a higher kind
of "high farming" than is thought by many to be profitable.

The second year is barley. For this crop the land is ploughed very shoal, only about two
inches, with a wheel plough, so as to keep the manure at the surface, and then harrowed
and rolled. The seed is then drilled, which should be done before the 6th of April, three

and a half bushels to the acre, across the furrow. At the same time fourteen pounds of

red or white clover and a half-peck to a peck of ryegrass (not common ryegrass, wliich

cannot be drilled) is sown across the barley, three inches apart. The barley is twice care-

fully weeded by hand. It cannot be horse-hoed, because of the "seeds." About thirty-

six bushels of barley to the acre is a fair crop on this land. The value of barley depends on
its malting properties, and varies thirty or forty cents per bushel sometimes in quality,

though of the same weight, depending on the soil and the success of securing it Avithout

wet.

Barley is usually cut about the first week in September, and the young " seeds" are then

fed by sheep and lambs till the 14th of October, when the sheep are put upon the turnips,

and the seeds allowed to gain strength.

The third year is
'

' seeds' ' or grass. The field is stocked with four ewes and four lambs
per acre, April 6, when the turnips are usually gone. Yearling beasts are turned in also,

to keep down the ryegrass. Six "hogs" or "hoggets," the name for yearling sheep,

instead of the ewes and lambs, may be put over most of the field, reserving say a quarter to
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mow for the horses and cattle at the homestead. The lamhs are usnally put upon this

quarter after mowing, to consume the fresh crop. The sheep are thus kept on the whole
tni the wheat and barley are cut, and then turned on to the stubble. It is an object to

leave 'a good growth of "seeds" to plough in for the next year's crop. The seeds are then
manured with six or eight tons of farm-yard manure, and more if it can be spared. Fre-

quently the manure is spread a,nd remains upon the surface several weeks before it is ploughed
in, exposed to the action of the atmosphere. This is one of the disputed points among
agriculturists in America. The general notion has been, until quite recently, that such
exposure of manure subjects it to great loss by the escape of ammonia and other volatile

elements, and farmers have hastened to cover it by the plough as soon as possible. Of late

a different theory and practice have made progress, and it has been contended that this

loss has been greatly overrated. In Lincolnshire and many other parts of England the
farmers prefer to spread even green manure several weeks on the surface. "Theory," say
they, " seems against us, for there must be some loss, and it is difficult to say how there
can be any gain, but we know, from uniform experience for years, that we get better

wheat crops by this practice.
'

' Upon our suggestion to a very intelligent farmer that the
powerful odor from his manure thus spread indicated great waste, he replied : "I admit there

may be some loss, but I think less than is usually supposed. What we smell is partly sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which is of no value, and partly ammonia, which is of great value to

agriculture. The quantity of ammonia thus lost, however, is not great, and might be pur-

chased at any shop for a few shillings." The land is then ploughed, with two horses, from
three to six inches deep, according to the soil—the best land deepest. A " compresser," a
sort of serrated roller, follows, to keep down the grass and make the land solid. The
land is then harrowed and sown with wheat from early in October to the 20th of November

—

the nearer the 20th of October the better. The seed is drilled about eight inches apart,

ten rows at once, across the furrows, about two and a half to three bushels of wheat to the

acre. The ground is then harrowed the same way mth the drill to cover the seed, and
rolled if convenient.

The fom'th year is wheat, which is hoed by hand in Lincolnshire, though horse-hoed in

some other countries, and weeded thoroughly by hand once or more, as found necessary

—

all weeds being kept down through the season.

Tlie wheat cut about August 20th and stacked with great care and skill, enough sheaves
to yield four or five hundred bushels of wheat being often put into a single stack. The
stacks carefully tha^hcd and grouped about the farm-yard form one of the pleasantest

features of an English landscape. Barns are not much used in England, all the grain and
hay being stacked, and the farmers have the impression that their crops are thus more
secure than if covered by buildings, which they think must exclude the air and occasion

dampness—a notion which probably has little just foimdation. The grain is threshed by
steam-povv'er, and yields from 28 to 30 bushels to the acre, the expense of threshing and
cleaning being about five cents a bushel. Where twitch-grass appears, Bentall's scarifier,

a capital implement, with four or six horses, is used ; the land is then harrowed and rolled,

and the twitch-grass is raked off and burned or carted away.

In November or December the wheat stubble is ploughed one inch deeper than for the

wheat. In February it is cross-ploughed, harrowed, and rolled, and all weeds are removed.
In May it is ploughed a third time and in June a fourth time, and each time well

cleaned and rolled, and thus made very fine and firm. From the 7th of June to the 3d of

July Swede turnips are sowed with a drill from 14 to 16 inches apart, 2.^ to 3^ lbs. of seed

being used to the acre. About 112 lbs. of super-phosphate of lime, 56 lbs. of Peruvian
guano, and 10 bushels of ground bone, with rotted manure or turf ashes, enough to make
in all fifty bushels to the acre, are drilled with the seed. The turnips are first hoed
between the drills. Next they are " set out," as it is termed, by striking a nine-inch hoe
through the rows across, thus leaving the plants in little tufts nine inches apart, all the

rest being destroyed. Then, after a few days, the plants are " singled" by children, who
pull out all the plants but one in each tuft ; and the crop is once or twice horse-hoed and
weeded, if necessary. The sheep are put on October 20th, which brings us again to the

commencement of rotation.

We have thus given in detail the system almost universally pursued on what may be
called light soil, or " turnip and barley land," which is not exactly suited to mangolds,
beans, or peas.

The clay land is managed on what is called the "five-field system," which may be briefly

described as follows : In February or March the land is ploughed as deep as possible with
four liorses. Early in May it is turned back, going the same way with three horses, and as

soon as convenient it is cross-ploughed. In July it is "set up" in four-yard ridges, and
manured with twelve tons of raw yard-manure ploughed in. Early in October three bushels

to the acre of wheat are sown broadcast and ploughed in four inches deep and levelled with

the harrow; "grips" or water-fmTows for surface-draining are cleared between the ridges, if
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necessary. In March, if dry enough, harrow vrith two horses and sow hroadcast a half

bushel of rye grass to the acre, and drill across the lands 14 lbs. of red clover, or cow grass,

which is a kind of perennial clover, and roll, if desirable. The crop is kept clear of weeds
by hand-weeding and cut about August 20th.

Thus we have the first year a naked fallow, which is considered indispensable to clean

the land and expose it to the atmosphere. The Lincolnshire farrpcrs are confident that this

fallow cannot be properly omitted on their peculiar kind of clay. The second year is wheat.
The third year is for grass. The stones are picked off and the thistles " spooded ;" that is,

cut out, and the stubble brushed down, if necessary. The grass is cut about June 20 for

dry hay. The " eddish" or after-math is cut for horses, as required, or eaten off by sheep.

In January or February of the fourth year ten tons of horse manure to tbc acre are applied,

and the land is once ploughed, and without harrowing in February or March, from six to

eight pecks of beans are " dibbed" between the furrows, one bean in a hole four inches
apart, and the ^idth of the furrows between the rows.

The beans should be covered with the harrow before night to prevent the crows and rooks
and pigeons from carrying them away. The beans are hoed twice and hand-weeded as often

as necessary. They are ripe the first week in October, when they are cut with a hook, put
in '

' stooks,
'

' and stacked when sufficiently dry. The bean crop here described is dilfcrent

from anything known in New England, our season being too short for them. It is a large

dark-colored beau, and used ground or whole, cooked or raw, for sheep, cattle and horses,

and forming a valuable and considerable portion of the cattle feed of the country, the haulm
or straw being also equal to oat or barley straw for fodder. After the crop is off, the land
is scarified and plowed with three horses, and three bushels to the acre of red wheat are

drilled or soAvn broadcast, as preferred.

In the fifth year the wheat crop is kept clean by hoes or hand-weeding, according to

whether it was drilled or not, and harvested as before.

The next rotation is like the first, except that the crop of beans is omitted, so that four

crops of wheat are taken off in nine years, the land lies fallow two years, is in grass two
years, and gives one crop of beans. The barley and turnips are entirely omitted on this

kind of soil.

The four-course or five-course system, which we have thus described as giving a coiTCct

idea of the general system of English husbandry, is by no means supposed to be adapted
to American soil and climate in its details. In considering the differences of climate, we
have suggested many obstacles in the way of adopting the common English rotations.

Indeed, in England, itself, the artificial and almost mechanical rules upon which farmers

formerly conducted their operations are fast giving way to a spirit of progress by which
the principle and not the rule is kept in view. The best farmers are constantly varying
their practice by an adaptation of their plans to the growing wants and improvements of the

country. Facilities of land and water communication have opened distant markets for

articles formerly difficult of transportation, while portable manures and cattle food by the
same means may be brought home to repay the exhaustion caused by the abstraction of

large crops of corn and of stock. Improved machines and more economical processes of
husbandry allow of better culture at cheaper rates, while proximity to large markets for

particular articles, as of milk or vegetables, and the facility of obtaining street or sewage
manures, may render it expedient for the farmer to modify materially his established practices

to suit the new order of things.

The great principle of English husbandry is often said to be to keep the land dry, clean,

and RICH, and then any system likely to be adopted by intelligent and observing farmers
will probably prove successful. Many of the high farmers are breaking away from even
the standard crops in the old rotation. Turnips, which were long regarded as the founda-
tion of the whole system, are failing in many localities, and mangolds are taking their

place. By enriching his land so as to produce heavy crops of wheat, the high farmer has
found his land too rich for barley, which is therefore omitted in the rotation, or sowed after a
wheat crop in plain violation of the old principle once regarded as sacred, that one white
crop should not succeed another.

No system of husbandry which should exclude Indian com from its place in the rotation

can be adapted to this country. It is the golden harvest of our land, the surest gift of the

great Giver to our western world. For man, and for every animal upon the farm, it stands

at the head of the list of cereal plants. As a fodder plant, green or dry, it may take the

place of almost any other. Whether it might take the place of barley in a rotation con-

sisting of wheat, grass, and roots, it is hardly possible yet to decide, for its cxhausti^-e

effects upon the soil are yet much in controversy. Tlie common practice in New England
is to follow Indian corn with wheat or oats, thus treating it rather as a green than as a
white crop. A rotation of Indian corn, roots, wheat, and grass in the order in which they

are named would be convenient for cultivation, provided the wheat be sown in spring,

as it is the practice generally in America. If sowed in autumn, the root crop, if it consisted
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of mangolds or turnips, would perhaps be necessarily upon the field too late for the wheat
sowing. No other crop has usually been found so satisfactory to follow grass as Indian corn.

Yet the English course is, to follow grass with wheat, and if this method were adopted with
us, the course would be completed by a crop of roots and Indian com. This, however, is an
incomplete system, inasmuch as the land is not, in the ordinary course of husbandry, left

in grass at the harvesting of the corn. We have often known the experiment successfully

tried of sowing grass seed ' among the corn at the last hoeing, care being taken to hoe
entirelj^ fiat, but it is difficult to leave the field sufficiently level, or to roll down the corn
buts, so as to allow of the free motion of the scythe. A course better adapted to our
present notions would be to allow the land about three years in grass, both followed and
preceded by wheat, so that the rotation would extend through seven years, to wit, wheat,
gi-ass for three years, wheat, roots, and Indian corn.

An impression prevails in New England that grass does not flourish after grain which has
followed turnips, but there is wanting yet evidence to satisfy us oh this jDoint. No such
objection is made to the mangold, which has not however been cultivated extensively

enough to justify any conclusion^ on the subject.

CAPITAL EMPLOYED ON ENGLISH FARMS.

The following estimates given us by our reliable friend, of the capital actually necessary

to conduct profitably a thousand-acre farm in Lincolnshire, will assist in showing also the

kind and quantity of live stock usually kept, and give many hints of the manner of con-

ducting the farm operations. It is assumed that the tenant enters on his own farm on
the 6th of April. For convenience the sums are given in dollars and cents instead of

English currency:

To pay outgoing tenant .. . «.. $10, 000
l,000"^sheep to keep lOJOOO
28 horses, 24 cart horses and 4 nags, at $180 5, 040
8 wagons and six carts 1, 530
Steam-engine and threshing-machine, (7 horse) - . 1,750
14 ploughs, harrows, and other implements 1,000
Cows and summer beasts --- 750
Furniture for house, riding gigs, &c 2,000
Tackling for 28 horses 350
Pigs and bacon -_ ---.. . .......... . . . 1, 000
1 year's rent .* 5,500
Manure for turnips .... ..... 2, 500
60 beasts in October to sell ... 4,500
1,000 sheep to winter and sell 10,000

55,920

To these items all the labor for the season is to be added, and also the feed for horses,

and supplies for the family. On the other hand, the rent is not usually payable within the
year, but one-half is payable in nine, the other in eighteen months, so that the "svheat may
be sold to pay part of it. The amount paid for labor depends very much upon the kind of

crops, upon the condition of the farm, upon the price of labor, and upon the amomit of
niachinery employed. Mr. Mechi, who is one of the leaders in " high farming," estimates
his expenditures for labor of men and horses at about sixteen dollars per acre annually over
his whole farm of 170 acres, and a great portion of the labor is performed by steam power.
This, however, must be far beyond the amount expended for labor on farms in general. We
observe a statement by Mr. Caird, that the labor on a good farm of 400 acres, \isited by him
in Hertfordshire, of which 140 acres was in grass, cost six dollars an acre annually ; and
this is perhaps as high as the average cost of labor per acre on most English farms.

'

' Manure for turnips '

' is noted as a large item of expenditure in the foregoing estimate,

being equal to more than $10 per acre for the whole turnip land annually. We were every-
where struck with the liberality of the English farmers in purchasing manures and feed.

Tlie leading idea seemed everywhere to be to make the greatest possible quantity of manure.
To f)rocure a heavy crop of turni])s is the first object, and super-phosphates, or bone, or
guano are applied without stint. With tvn-nips the sheep may be fed, and thus the land
manured. The inquiry is not. How can I keep my flock of sheep so as to make a profit on
them ? but. How shall I feed sheep enough to manure my land for the rotation ? Mr. Pusey
says (in a published statement) that, "in many instances, the farmer pays as much to the
manure merchant as he does to his landlord. I know one instance where a farmer pays
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7s. to 8s. ($1 75 to $2) an acre for rent on a farm of 1,000 acres, and he pays £1 ($5) an
acre for artificial manure every year."

The lirst item of 810,000 to pay the outgoing tenant is a shifting amomit, dependmg on
the course of husbandry on the particular farm at the time when the new tenant comes in,

and depending, too, not usually on any -wnritten lease or any special agreement, but upon
the custom of the place as to what is termed tenant-right.

Tenant-right is the right which a tenant who is leaving a farm has to payment for his

labor and expenses contributed to the crops of succeeding years. It is the nature of com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements. The tenant who leaves, for instance, on the 6th
of April has already incurred all the cost of the crops of wheat for the current year, the
wheat being usually sowed in autumn. A glance at the rotation already given will indicate

very nearly what would be the basis of an estimate of the tenant-right in Lincolnshire.

The matter is usually arranged by appraisers, consisting of three of the most intelligent

farmers of the district, ^vho are so situated as to be as impartial as any other tribunal, their

sympathy with the tenant naturally balancing any interest they might have to maintain
friendly relations with the landlord or his agent. The practice is for the appraisers to make
their avrard in a gross sum, so as to leave no room for criticism as to details. From the
same person who gave us the items of capital employed in conducting a tliousand-acre farm,

and who has often acted as an appraiser in such cases, we obtained the following specifi-

cation of items wMch would ordinarily compose the sum paid to the outgoing tenant :

Wheat sowed, 250 acres, at $12 50 per acre $3,125
Turnip "management" (manure) $2 50 per acre -.....-.. 2,500
Oil cake used for sheep in past two years and a quarter 1,250
"Seeds," i. e., land seeded to grass. 1,000
Ploughing 300 acres, at $2 per acre 600
Hauling manure, &c....-_. .----..--— ---.. - 375
Fixtm-cs in farm-yard.....,..^ -....».--^. ..^-.... . 1,150

10,000

However fair and competent may he the board of appraisers, a glance at the items will

show that this system is liable to great objections. The tenants rely upon it as affording

them even better security than a long lease, as it seems to be pretty well imderstood that

the outgoing tenant usually receives a liberal compensation. He has possession of the

land, and the evidence as to his invisible manurings and other improvements must come
from himself. The second item, of manure applied to the turnip crop, would orchnarily be
proved by the receipted bills of super-phosphate and guano purchased by the tenant. ITie

third item, of oil cake used in feeding sheep in the past two years, is based upon the idea

that the tenant has fed the sheep upon the turnip land with oil cake for the purpose of

manuring it more thoroughly, and that this manuring is yet unexhausted, and to benefit

the incoming tenant in the crops of barley and '

' seeds
'

' which follow the turnip crop. The
objections to the system are, first, that the tenant has less security under it than under a
well-defined lease for a term of years, and that he is imder constant temptation to arrange
his plans with, a view to a good speculation, in the event of losing his farm, rather than to

the most profitable agricultural results, while the landlord is subject to the risk of constg,nt

changes of his tenants, and the farm to constant changes in its system of cultivation.

Although in Lincolnshire, as has been suggested, the terms seem almost as permanent as if

the farmers owned the land in fee, and the objections to tenant-right are, therefore, little

felt, it is foimd in other countries that this system is almost desh-uctive of good husbandry.
An experienced land agent of Surrey spoke of this custom before a Parliamentary Com-

mittee, in 1848, as promoting an extensive system of fraud and falsehood among fanners.

He states that the outgoing tenants systematically prepare for quitting by putting in manure
of an inferior quality, intending to have it appraised as of full value. In some countries it

is said that a class of land valuers and appraisers have grown up, who live by acting as

arbiters in those cases, and whose business depends upon the changes constantly occurring

in the tenancy of the farms in their neighborhood. Tliese objections, it will be obsei-vecl,

apply rather to the manner in which this custom is exercised than to tlae principle of com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements ; but, in the language of the witness referred to,
*

' the tendency in Surrey lias been to lower the rent of farms as compared vi-ith other parts

of England, and to have the same money paid for bad as good farming ;" and it is fair

enough to infer that the effect is the same elsewhere wherever changes of tenants are of

frequent occurrence.

Mr. Caird, in a minute account of a farm in Northamptonshire, in 1851, confirms our

view of the capital necessary to conduct a farm on the four-shift system : "The farm con-
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tains 630 acres, 480 of wliich are arable, and 150 acres in permanent grass. The arable is

managed in the four-course system of 120 acres in each division, very nearly as wc have
described the course in Lincolnshire on the light soil. The whole implements were bought
two years ago quite new, and, with the live stock, cost the tenant $17,500. His invested
capital altogether amounted to $30 an acre ; but there is here no draining, building, or per-

manent improvements which the tenant has either to execute himself or to aid in doing.

He has just to stock and work an easy, light-land farm."

We have given $50 an acre as the estimated capital necessary to conduct a Lincolnshire

farm of mixed character, and Mr. Caird suggests the reason why the capital, m his account,

should be less than on a heavier soil.

A writer in the Cyclopedia of Agriculture gives thirty to forty-two dollars per acre as the
average capital employed on English farms, an amount larger than the capital usually em-
ployed in America, in the purchase in fee-simple of the farm, and in its cultivation.

To show how it is practicable for the farmer to meet his large payments for rent and
labor and interest of capital, we give the three principal crops usually produced on the
1,000-acre farm, with the estimated value, for 1859 :

250 acres of wheat, 26 bushels to the acre, 5,500 bushels, at $1 75 .. $9,625
250 acres of barley, 32 bushels to the acre, 8,000 bushels, at $1 25 10,000
Wool from 1,000 sheep, 8J pounds to each, 8,600 pounds, at 62 cents 5,270

24,895

Tliese are the principal crops sold. The cattle kept and fattened are reckoned to afford

no profit beyond their manure. Large expenditures are made annually for oil cake and for

Buper-phcsphates and guano. When estimating the expenses of liis crops, the English
farmer, who is not ordinarily disposed to exhibit his farm accounts, is in the habit of replying

to the inquiry how much he pays for manure by saying : ' 'All the money we have left.
'

'

It is extremely difficult to obtain accurate statistics of English husbandry. Every attempt
to enact laws to obtam accurate returns of the live stock and farm products of England has
failed, through the opposition, it is said, of the farmers, who seem unwilling that the pro-

ductiveness of their farms should be published lest their rents should be raised.

The kelation of Landlord and Tenant is, perhaps, to an American, the most striking

feature of English agricultural life. It is, as has already been seen, a legitimate and natural

if not a necessary result of the aristocratic principle of the British Constitution. Allusion

has already been made to some of the effects of the accumulation of land and capital in few
hands upon the productiveness of the soil. It is now proposed to examine more in detail

the relation of landlord and tenant, and its reciprocal effect upon the parties, as well as

upon the agriculture of the country. Tlie impression seemed to be general in those parts

of England where we had opportunity for personal mtercourse wdth farmers that leased

lands are better cultivated than lands occupied by their owners who ai'e of the same rank
as farmers.

In travelling with intelligent farmers over a large portion of England, we found that they

professed to distinguish, by mere observation, leased lands from those of small proprietors.

Whenever we passed a farm half-drained, and with crops feeble and uneven, the remark
was made :

'
' That man owns his farm ; if he paid rent he could not afford to farm like

that." Occasionally, too, we would hear the suggestion, when a farm was noticed as being

in ill condition, "That farmer ought to have his rent doubled, and he would be compelled
to raise better crops." These remarks seemed based upon the idea, which certainly is

founded in human nature, that an additional stimulus to energy and industry would make
a good faiTner of a poor one. We are not, however, inclined to admit that the stimulus of

a high rent to be paid operates more forcibly upon men in general than the just pride of

ownership and ambition to succeed and excel. We believe that the feehng which pervades

the aristocracy of England, that the true dignity rests upon the foundation of broad estates

in lands, might be extended to a class more numerous, and that the attachment to home,
so much more strong in England now than in America, and so promotive of every grace

and humble virtue, would be strengthened by the consciousness that no stranger could

intermeddle with its permanency.
Our solution of the question why leased lands are better tilled than others in England, if

we must admit the fact, would be, that more capital is employed upon them. In England,

as here, every man is ambitious to own land, and to add field to field. He feels that land,

is real estate, and thift all else is unsubstantial. He invests, therefore, all his cai)ital in land,

and has nothing left with wliich to cultivate it with a liberal hand.
Tlie effect there is the same as here. Ijand cannot ha well cultivated without a liberal

working capital ; it cannot give >\ithout receiving ; and he who in England expends all his
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money for land is in the same condition -with liim who should take a lease of a large farm

with no means to conduct its operations. It is not that he is the owTier of the land which
renders him a poor farmer, hut that he is not also the possessor of capital Avith which to

develop its productiveness.

Tlie best cultivated estates in all England are those of the wealthy proprietors. To them
is the country indebted for the introduction of improved implements, the thretjhing-machine,

the reaper, the steam plough ; for improved processes in culture ; for improved breeds of

cattle, sheep, and horses ; for extensive experiments in reclaiming land from the ocean, and
in embanking and draining, and for illustrations of the capacity of soils for large productions.

It is only where the owner of land is the owner of nothing else that his ownership is legiti-

mately the reason for his bad husbandry.

An English writer has said, with great significance, that the best lease is that which is

as like oicnenhip as it can be made.
The greater proportion of English farms, it is supposed, are still held by yearly tenure,

which may be terminated at any time by a six months' notice on either side. The first

impression would be that infinite vicissitude and confusion must ensue, and that in spring

a general marching and countermarching, with household gods, and goods and chattels, like

what is witnessed in New York on the 1st of May, from tenement bo tenement, must con-

found the whole kingdom. No such commotion, however, is witnessed. In general the

tenant remains and expects to remain quietly on his farm, and it is quite common that he
spends his life there, and that after his death the lease is continued to his eldest son. The
landlord prefers this tenancy at will because he thus retains a greater control over his

land and over his tenants. Tlie tenant submits to it because, in truth, he cannot do other-

wise. There is great competition for farms. The oldest son may have his father's lease,

but there are other sons who have no other business but agriculture, for whom it is difficult

to find farms. We frequently conversed with farmers on this point, and often foimd that

they were prospering under their present arrangement, and preferred to keep quietly on from
year to year under this verbal agreement rather than have a lease for a term of years,

because they said at the end of such a lease the farm would be re-valued and their rents

probably raised, in consequence of the very improvements they had made during the tenn.

The permanency of the relation of landlord and tenant in England, it is but just to say,

results in great measure from the mutual confidence of the parties. The English landlords

as a class are men of honorable and generous character. They have a just pride in seeing

on their estates a prosperous and happy tenantry, and in enjoying the reputation of dealing

liberally with their inferiors. The tenants have usually the utmost confidence that no unfair

advantage will be taken of them, and custom and their imbounded reverence for rank
seemed to have dulled their sense of their dependence. They invest their capital often in

permanent improvements, where no custom of tenant-right exists, and trust to the honor
of the landlord for their security.

Occasionally, however, instances of great hardship occur where tenants, for causes quite

frivolous, are compelled to leave their farms and their homes broken up, to the great injury

of their pecuniary interests as well as to the sacrifice of their domestic an-angements.

The preservation of game, of which we shall have occasion to speak in another place, is

one of the most fertile sources of difficulty between landlord and tenant, and a relic of bar-

barism inconsistent with the present enlightened condition of the British nation.

The question has been from time to time agitated in England, whether the custom of

tenant-right should be legalized, so as to render it general and uniform over the kingdom ; but
this question has been met by the objection that the welfare of the agricultural interest would
not be thereby promoted, but that the entire abolition of the custom would be far mere
beneficial. The, better opinion seems to be that the counties where the tenant-right custom
exists are, on the whole, not so well cultivated as other counties, and that it has not only
led to frauds, but has perpetuated ba^l hu.sliandry by retaining useless practices which would
have become obsolete had they not been connected with these ancient usages.

The tendency of public sentiment of late years is toward permanent leases, or leases for

long terms. One objection to long leases heretofore has been, on the part of tenants, that

in times of depression of prices they would be compelled to continue the payments of their

rents in-a losing business, and so might be ruined. On the other hand, enterprising farmers,

desirous of increasing the productiveness of their fanns by pennancnt improvements lilce

drainage, the cost of which tlicir landlords were un\\illing to pay, have been compelled to

sit down and trj' to content themselves Avith the old routine of business, because they had
no assurance that they might not, by some freak of their landlord or his agent, at the end
of the year, lose both improvement and lease. As agriculture becomes more of a science,

more capital is necessary to conduct its operations ; and as the fanner improves by education,

and, by reason of new travelling faciUties, sees more of the world, he takes broader \iew6 of
his rights, and becomes uneasy at the dependence of his position. He is unwilling to employ
so much capital, with so little assurance of security for the future, and he learns that not-
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withstanding the fluctuations of prices he may, in a long term of years, count safely on
their averages, and on the whole prefers a long lease.

The interest of the landlord, too, lies in the same direction. Li a tenancy at will he is

liable, in a time of depression, to have his whole estate thrown back at once upon his hands,
especially should there be some combination among the tenants to reduce the rent. Under
the tenant-right custom, he may not only have all the leases surrendered, but be com-
pelled to pay the appraised value of the unexhausted improvements, amounting sometimes
to fifteen or even twenty-five dollars per acre.

"We believe that every reason of interest and convenience of both parties requires that
leases should not only be written and definite, but that they should be made for long terms,

and the true independence of the farmer imperatively demands this. A lease should be long
enough to allow the tenant to reap the full benefit of any capital he may invest in improve-
ment. How long this may be it is difficult, perhaps, to determine. Twenty-one years has
been advocated as the term most convenient, but in our view the larger the better until it

reach the fee-simple.

In reviewing the foregoing comparison of English and American agriculture, we may be
able, perhaps, to determine to what causes may be fairly attributed the superior productive-

ness of the former. We see that large estates and the relation of landlord and tenant
necessarily result from whatwehave termed the aristocraticelement of the British Constitution.

We perceive, too, that the control of large estates by single proprietors or their agents
naturally tends to induce a systematic course of husbandry, and that the employment of

large numbers of laborers on the same estate permanently leads to a division of labor, and
as a consequence to greater skill in those processes, like ploughing and ditchmg, which
depend upon mere manual dexterity. It is to be expected that a man who holds a plough
nearly every day of his life will acquire a skill as ploughman beyond that of him who
ploughs but four or five days in the year.

We have seen, too, that without the liberal use of capital the present system of farming
could not be maintained in England. The capital thus employed, however, is not for the
most part that of the landlord, although he is usually a generouS contributor to the perma-
nent improvements on the farm. As has already been seen, the farmer invests a large

capital in his systematic course of cultivation, and therefore the fact that capital is largely

employed in agriculture in England is not due to anytMng peculiar to British institutions.

The same farmer who expends thirty dollars an acre on an English farm might, in this

country, m many localities, purchase the farm with a year's rent, and employ his capital

in his farm operations. There is no doubt that the great want of American agriculture is

the employment of adequate capital.

The low prices of wages of the English laborer is usually pointed to as the secret of the

prosperity of the English farmer. It is certainly true that they could not at the same time
pay their rents and taxes, and at present prices of their products pay American prices of

labor ; and it is equally true that from the accumulation of property in few hands, tlie

degraded condition and low wages of the laborer naturally result. While to a British sub-

ject it may seem impossible that society should exist without these sharp diAnsions of rank
and station, and that it is essentially just that an aristocracy should be supported in elegance

and luxury, at the expense of degradation and poverty suffered by ten times the number of

their fellow men, we cannot, with our republican principles, recognize in this the true

adjustment of our natural rights. While we admit that mth the enormous burdens which
royalty and a hereditary aristocracy impose upon the British nation, it is difficult to see

how farm labor can be better paid there than it now is, we can clearly perceive that cheap
labor is not so essential to our own success.

There the laborer works, first to support an expensive government, made more burden-

some by the increasing interest of a vast national debt, then to pay the farmer his heavy
rents and taxes, and finally to receive for himself the smallest pittance consistent with
maintaining his physical ability for labor. Here the expenses of government, both national

and state, are comparatively light ; we have inherited from our ancestors no national debt,

and the lands are burdened with no claim of landlords to yearly rents. In most of the

country the same man is landlord and farmer and laborer, and in the latter capacity he
divides with no man the fruits of his labor. His superior education ought fully to com-
pensate, by his better adaptation of labor, for the manual skill acqmi-ed by constant prac-

tice in a particular department.

Our prices of farm products are somewhat lower than those of England, but the cheap-

ness of our lands should save to us more than this difference in prices.

Allowance is to be made for the unsettled condition of a shifting population in a new
country, and for the constant interruption of agricultural plans by its progress and pros-

perity. Scarcely has the settler cleared hLs farm in Western New York before the opening
of a new territory in Illinois, and the increased value of his clearing, tempt him further

\yestward ; and no sooner has he located anew and commenced a homestead upon the
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prairie, than some city like Chicago springs up by his side, and he finds his land again too

valuable to retain for corn-lields or the pasture of his stock. Thus all system and thorough

knowledge of the capabilities of the soil are prevented. Our citizens do not remain long

enough in one place to establish correct principles of agriculture. They tiike what Nature

yields spontaneously, and when she makes the first suggestion of exhaustion move onward
to new and fertile lands.

We arc without system not because our political institutions prevent or discourage system,

"but because we have had yet neither time nor occasion to develop system.

We may explain, too, the want of capital in American agriculture, without disparagement

to our sj'stem of government. So many enterprises are constantly opening to us, that the

rate of interest is far higher here than in England, and the low percentage of i^rofit on
money invested in agriculture which is perfectly satisfactory to an English capitalist can
attract no money to the soil m America.

To the superior mtelligence of the laboring classes in our country we lo<ik for compensa-
tion for much of the difference in the wages of labor. Our laborers earn a higher price than
the laborers of England because they bring to the field the head as well as the hand, more
discretion, more judgment, more manliness, and more capacity. We have said already

that in the mere routine of common fann operations the English laborer exercises more skill

in matters depending on mere dexterity than the American, and so far as physical force and
endurance go we should perhaps claim no superiority. The English or Irish laborer, in his

own place, at the plough, spade, or hoe, is not excelled by the American ; but in the capacity

to adapt himself to new conditions, to learn new processes, to handle improved imple-

ments, in short, in all progressive movements, the American is far superior to the English
laborer.

The American is continuing always to economize his labor, to work more with his head
and less with his hand. He will not waste his muscle if his wits can m any way save it.

If the muscle of the horse will do the work, the American prefers to drive the horse, and has
skill to do so ; and again, if the giant steam may be chained to the plough, he is still equal

to the task of guiding this power.

In all farm implements the American is far in advance of the English farmer. Our small

tools, such as rakes, hoes, spades, and forks, are lighter, neater, and in all respects better

than the English. We have frequently seen a scythe snath in the hands of an English
mower so roughly made that the end of it showed the cut of the axe which severed the
sapling from the stump ; and such hand-rakes as we saw in use appeared to have been
made by the laborei-s themselves, not so well finished as one whicli any farmer's boy in

New England could readily fashion. In mowing and reaping machines we have constantly

kept the lead of England, furnishing her the only successful models for her o\ni use, and in

steam ploughing we seem destined speedily to exceed the largest conceptions of her inventors.

Tlie number of reaping and mowing machines manufactured in the single State of Ohio in

1857 was about seven thousand, w^hich is seven times as many as in all England for either

that year or 1858. Mr. Caird, from whose "Prairie Farming in America" we state the
above fact, thus announces his opinion as to the effect of American improvements upon the
cost of production in the somewhat peculiar husbandry of the prairies :

" Manual labor is 100 per cent, dearer in Illinois than in England, but the cost of keeping
horses is 100 per cent, cheaper ; and as a larger proportion of the work of the farmer is done
in America by power and machinery than in England, the cheapness of horse labor mil
fully compensate the prairie fai-mer for the dcarness of manual labor. The cost of produc-
tion in so far as labor is concerned is thus much alike in the two countries." The same
waiter states that the extent to which labor is economized in the State of Ohio by steam
power is estimated to be equal to the labor of 700,000 men.
The effect of general education upon the laborer we conceive to be not so much to increase

his capacity for a given day's work, as to enable him to use implements and processes

requiring a higher degree of intelligence to attain his results.

II. THE CLIMATE OP ENGLAND—HOW IT AFFECTS AGRICULTURE.

ITS EFFECT ON CROPS ON KEEPING LIVE STOCK—ON FARM OPERATIONS COMPARISON OF RAINFALL
AND EVAPORATION IN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES.

In any endeavor to profit by observation of the agriculture of foreign nations the diversi-

ties of climate must be constantly kept in mind. The laws of nature define certain bounds
for the cultivation of certain crops which may not be transcended by the art of man. The
conditions of light and heat, and moisture, are among those most manifest to our senses,

upon which the growth of plants depends ; but it will be perceived, upon slight reflection,

that it is not the average amount or degree of these for the year which determines the fitness
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or unfitness of a particular country or district for the production of a given crop. Indian
corn cannot be grown in England, because, as we say in popular language, the climate is not
warm enough

;
yet it flourishes and is the surest of all crops in New England, where the

bean, which is so extensively grown in England for stock, cannot be cultivated Ijecause it is

too cold ! Our climate is, indeed, warm enough for Indian corn, but too cold for the bean
;

while the climate of England is not hot enough for Indian corn, but warm enough for the
bean !

Indian corn requires at Red River valley, latitude 50°, but about 60 days of clear tropical

summer to perfect it beyond the reach of frost, and but about 100 days in latitude 43°, and
that we always have in New England, and that is such a summer as Old England never sees ;

while the bean requires a long season of mild and shady weather to produce it in perfection,

and such is the character of the climate of most of England. The only specimen of Indian
corn culture which we chanced to meet with in England was in a lady's flower garden, in
Suffolk county, to which we were triumphantly taken by the fair proprietor, to show that
Indian corn will grow in that climate. The com was sown in drills, about eight inches
apart, and as thick as wheat is usually sown, and in the shade of large trees, and looked
more like barn grass than corn. The lady, however, exhibited two or three little nubbins
of ripe corn which she had raised the previous year. Americans are much inclined to

amuse themselves with the peculiarities of English climate. One has passed six weeks in

England and never saw a ray of sunshine ; another declares that the sun in his greatest

glory there never presents a more brilliant appearance than a boiled turnip ; while a third

asserts that in a year's residence in that country the only ripe fruit he ever ate was a baked
apple

!

Compared with that of our own country, the climate of England is mild and equable, the
thermometer seldom rising in summer above 80^ Fahrenheit, and rarely falling below 20°
at any season. Although, as will presently appear more definitively, there is actually far less

fall of rain even in summer in England than in the United States, yet England may well

be called a moist climate, while ours is properly termed a dry climate.

To bring out clearly to view the influence of climate upon the agriculture of England, it

may, perhaps, be convenient to consider the subject under separate heads as it affects—1st,

the products of the soil ; 2d, the keeping of live stock ; 3d, farm operations.

The agriculture of England is very simple. Four crops in a regular rotation, and mainly
in the same order, constitute her great staples. Wheat, turnips, barley, and grass are the

foTir watchwords at which the earth unlocks her treasures to the English farmer. Wheat
to furnish bread for the people ; turnips to feed the sheep, that furnish clothing and
mutton ; barley to be malted for beer ; and grass, in pasture, meadow, and field, for the

cattle, which give supplies of beef and dairy products. The occasional crop of oats instead

of wheat, and of beans instead of turnips, and the culture of special crops, as of hops in

Kent, and of flax in Yorkshire, scarcely interrupt the general system of the kingdom.
Under the head of grass, not with technical accuracy, we have included what are not

strictly grasses, such as clover, and vetches or tares, which have place in the four-year

course under the name of " seeds," a name which, in New England, is never used to indi-

cate this crop, or indeed any other. The mangold wurzel, too, has of late been extensively

introduced in place of the turnip, and is likely to constitute a valuable acquisition to the

agriculture both of this country and of England.

Wheat is adapted to a very wide range of soil and climate, though it seems difficult to

assign to it precise limits. i31odgett sn.ys that it grows at no great altitude above the sea at

the borders of the tropics, and flourishes as far north as 60°
;
yet, he says, notwithstanding

this possible range of growth, there are practical limitations of soil and climate which con-

trol its successful cultivation on the ample scale which the demand for the bread grains re-

quires. According to the same learned \vriter, the wheat crop manifests a sensitiveness to

climatic influences far greater than is generally imagined. "In England," he ga3^s, "the
value of a crop of wheat is probably greater on any definite area than in any other part of

the world except California
; yet half the island is too cool for it, and a slight depression of

the temperature for one ripening month will greatly reduce the quantity, or prevent ripen-

ing altogether. The summer of 1853, in England, was nearly 2° below the mean, an^l the

deficiency in the crop in consequence was one-third to one-half the average. For the

months of July and August the mean was at 57^ to 5d^, the mean of 60° for these months

being essential to a good crop." We understand him, however, to state that in less humid
climates this small range of temperature for the ripening months does not limit the growth

of wheat, but that it may run as high as 70°, if the atmosphere be dry as well as hot. The

limitation of profitable wheat-growing seems to be on the side of cold not less than 58° for

the equable climates, and 650 for the variable, and at least two months free from frosts.

On the warm side the only requirement outside the tropics is a period of growth free from

humid tropical heats. Where these exist, they originate rust and mildew, which are fatal

to the crop.

m
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The adcaptation of manures to the increased production of the wheat crop, -without doubt,

depends much upon the climate. IManures, the effect of wliich results chiefly from their

ammonia, as Peruvian guano, exert an influence in promoting growth on all soils, if

properly applied, so as not to he dissipated at once by exposure. Tliose manures depend
much upon the degree of moisture, both of soil and atmosphere, for their value in pro-

ducing wheat. In a wet, cold climate or season a large application of ammonia tends to

produce a heavy growth of straw, and the crop is likely to be lodged or "laid," as it is

expressed in England, and the farmer to be disappointed. Seven pounds of wheat to ten

of straw^ is said to be the most productive crop. Peruvian guano applied on the suiface in

a hot, dry climate must be mainly lost in the atmosphere, while in a moist climate it might
prove very beneficial. Its application, both as to method and amount, must therefore be

regulated according to the average character of the climate where the farm is situated, as

well as the condition of the particular field to be cropped.

Although wheat is a principal crop almost everyv.here in England, as well on the "light

"turnip and barley soils," as they are termed, as on heavy clays, and on the fens of Lin-

colnshire, yet the variety and quality of the wheat sown, as well as the crop, vary much
with the climate and soil of the different localities.

Barley (the crop of grain in England second in value only to wheat, and which occupies

60 important a place in the common rotation there) is said to have a range of growth still

wider than wheat, so far as temperature is concerned. Blodgett says that barley, with oats

and rye, go into colder and more humid climates than wheat by nearly 5^ of mean tem-
perature. They eveiywhere bear cooler summers, poorer soil, and a shorter period of

growth. "Barley," he says, "is the most flexible of all, ripening its grain in the short

summer at the Arctic circle, on the west of Norway, and going nearly as far on the Macken-
zie river, in America."

Barley, although well adapted to the varied climate of our country, will probably never

be extensively cultivated in America, because the demand for it, in comparison with Avhcat,

must be limited. The product of barley in this country by the census of 1850 appears to

have been but 5,167,015 bushels, or about one-twentieth of wheat. Most of the barley pro-

duced in England is malted for beer and other fermented beverages, anel is valuable in the

market not so much for its weight as for its malting qualities. Everybody drinks malt
liquors in England—ladies and gentlemen, fai-mers and servants and laborers. In the

hiring of servants, male and female, it is common to stipulate that a certain quantity of a,le

daily shall be given, in addition to the -svages. Some idea of the enormous consumption of

malt liquors in England may be formed by the amount of the excise or tax levied by the

government upon malt, wliich is stated for the year 1856, when reduced to our currency,

at $33,381,745. Tliis sum of more than thirty millions of dollars a year is paid by the

brewers to the government for the prixilege of converting barley into malt. Large sums
are also paid by all sellers of beer at wholesale and retail for their licenses, as well as the

stamp duties payable upon ever}' business transaction in England, which, of course, fall

upon all who buy and sell malt or any of its products.

We cannot better bring out the operation of these duties upon agriculture than by quoting

a few lines from the Mark Lane Express, signed by a well-known friend of agriculture, Jolin

Hudson, of Castleacre, published the present year of 1860 :

" I question whether any of the members of the House of Commons, who make our laws

and impose the taxes upon us, ever made a calculation of the amount of money the produce
of an acre of barley pays in the shape of malt duty ; therefore I vnll take the liberty just

to inform them.
'

' An acre of Norfolk land, rented at twenty-five shillings, will produce five quarters of

barley, which, being made into malt, the duty is £1 Is. 8d. per quarter, and five per cent.,

or £5 13s. 9c?. per acre.

"Now, I grow two hundred acres of barley every year, which, at the above sum of

£5 13s. 2d. per acre, amounts to £1.137 lO.s. The rent of the two hundred acres of land

the barley grows upon is £250, making a difference of £887 10s.
'

' The malt tax is about equal to the rent of the whole farm.
'

'

This enormous tax is paid, of course, by those who drink the beer, and those are the labor-

ing classes, mainly, who are unable to indulge in more expensive liquors.

Our belief is that this whole consumption of barley for beer is a loss, and worse than a
loss, to the country ; tliat the enormous consumption of these half intoxicating liquors stu-

pefies and brutalizes the English laborers, and that the same product of grain converted into

bread and consumed by the same classes would conduce vastly to their comfort and pros-

perity. It is to be hoped that the culture of barley, for the purposes to which it is applied in

England, will never find favor in America. Generally, wheat and oats may be substituted

for barley, and barley, if grown, may be made valuable for the food of almost all kinds of

live stock.
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In general we may safely conclude that, in the northern and western portions of onr
country, there is no obstacle of climate, either as to temperature or moisture, to the adoption
of the English four-field rotation, so far as wheat and barley are concerned.

Clijiate affects the keeping op live stock in many respects, both directly and indi-

rectly.

The sheep is adapted to almost every climate, from the poles to the tropics ; but the sheep
husbandry of England depends, or has been thought to depend, almost entirely upon the
turnip. In those parts of England where turnips do not thrive the proper sheep husbandry
does not exist. Wherever a full crop of turnips is produced, there may be kept the flock of
sheep to manure the field, wholly or in part, for the whole rotation, and the crops of wheat
and turnips, barley and "seeds," may follow in endless succession. Strikeout the turnip
crop, and the sheep cannot be fed, the land cannot be thus manured, and the whole system
must be changed. Cattle feeding and the dairy take the place of sheep husbandry, or a mixed
system is introduced. Of late the turnip crop has been failing, and mangold wurzel is, tO

some extent, taking its place. How far it may probably prove to be a substitute for the turnip
for sheep feeding, or take the place of the turnip in the ordinary rotation, it might be inter-

esting to consider. The turnip crop is best adapted to what in England is termed a light

soil, ijut that expression hardly conveys to us a correct idea ; for many soils which we, in

New England, should call heavy soils, would there be found light enough for turnips. The
soils called, in England, stiff clays, are heavier than any with us which are under cultiva-

tion, and are there only made profitable by thorough drainage and the most expensive treat-

ment. Still, there are no lands in England so light that they may not, by their familiar

processes of claying and of treading with sheep, be made productive of turnips. Indeed,

the whole four-year course of husbandry originated on the light lands of Norfolk, and is

known generally as the Norfolk system. So great has been deemed the advantage of this

system that, on land so heavy as to be greatly injured by the treadmg of sheep, movable
sheds have been adopted by some of those who practice '

' high farming.
'

' These sheds are

of wood, with open, raftered bottoms, large enough to contain twelve sheep, and are made
with wheels, to push forward on movable rails over the turnip field, for the double puipose

of manuring the land without treading it, and of sheltering the animals. The crop is thus
consumed, and the cost of drawing it off and bringing back the manure is saved. The
turnips are, of course, pulled, cut, and fed to the sheep in troughs. The same rails, it

may be remarked in passing, are used for removing manure from feeding houses to the field

or compost heap, and for returning crops to the farm-yards. Thus has the turnip area been,

as much as is practicable, enlarged, but yet the dryness of soil and climate is seen to be an
important element in the question of sheep growing.

Temperature has obviously a controlling influence upon all plans for keeping animals. In
New England, as early as the 1st of December, the ground is usually closed by frost, to

remain until April, so that no plough can enter it, and no turnip or other root can be drawn
from it, and no sheep or other animal, unsheltered from the pitiless blasts, can exist in our

fields. The climate, by its severity, without regard to its effect upon the productions of the

soil, would prevent the adoption of the English system of feeding in New England. Our
winters are not only more severe, but they are also longer, so that we must lay up a greater

store of food for all our animals.

Shelter, too, against the cold and the sudden changes of temperature, which are much
greater and more frequent here, is an important consideration incident to climate. In New
England the barn is as essential to the faiTQ as is the house, and often as expensive. It is

large enough to shelter all the live stock of the farm in winter, to contain all the hay cut

upon the fields, and all the grain unthreshed. Often it has a cellar under its whole extent,

to preserve manure from freezing, to store roots for the animals, and to protect the farm im-

plements from the weather. In England the sheep, generally, are kept on the turnip fields

during the -^^dnter, or, at most, require the shelter of an open shed ; the farm horses and
cattle are, except when the latter are fattening, protected only by low sheds, covered with

thatch ; while the hay, and the wheat, and barley, and oats, are heaped in large stacks in

the farm-yard, protected from the weather by a covering of thatch. Riding and driving

horses, or, as our Lincolnshire friends called them, " nag horses," are much better cared for,

being kept in warm stables—often in square '
' box stalls,

'

' and blanketed.

We often conversed with farmers upon the subject of stacking their grain and hay. They
were not familiar with the idea of sheltering their crops in barns, and unifomily expressed

the opinion that hay and grain would spoil from dampness thus closely housed in their

damp atmosphere. "VVheat is frequently kept many months in the stack before thrcsliing.

It is stacked in immense stacks, so large that we, in one instance, saw a man on the back of

a large draught horse on the top of one of them, treading do^ra the straw as it was pitched

up from several wagons, and presenting the appearance of an equestrian statue, quite as

imposing as that of the Duke of Wellington in Hyde Park, and far more picturesque. Tlie

poor animal worked his way to this proud eminence by gradually rising upon the straw, as
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pitched on, and WcOS to be cast, when he had attained the summit of his ambition, and tied

neclt and heels, and ignominiously lowered by ropes passing over the stack, held by men
upon the gi-oimd on one side, while the poor steed slid gently down the other to terra firma.

Tliere are serious objections to this method of keeping crops. The stack cannot be secured

against the weather until it is completed, so that if a long storm comes upon it when it is

half built up, the rain must penetrate into the sheaves, or hay, and do much injury ; and
this is one reason why " a wet harvest" is regarded in England as so injurious. After the

stack is raised it is often thatched with great care and skill, at great cost of time, and unless

secured, as is usually practiced now by good farmers, on iron bottoms or frames, the grain

or hay is liable to injury from dampness from below, as well as from vennin. The farmers

who had one thousand acre farms, and raised six or seven thousand bushels of wheat, and
as much barley, seemed to think it impossible to protect it all in bams. Lumber is scarce

there, and who could build such structures ? The tenants could not afford such an expendi-

ture on the land of another, and the landlord would not add so much capital to the farm.

There is nothing in an English landscape more significant—at the same time, of abundance,
and of taste for picturesque effect—than the arrangement of what is called the "crewe
yard," with its rich stacks in scores, and surrounded by the farm buildings, with cattle,

horses, and swine, standing in straw to their knees, and close beside " an English home

—

all things in order stored—a haunt of ancient peace.
'

'

Climate affects farm operations in many particulars. While, as has been observed. New
England soil is locked up for at least four months by frost, in the greater part of England
farming operations go on through every month in the year.

A Lincolnshire friend wrote us, in the spring of 1858, that there had been, during the

whole previous winter, but five days when the plough could not be used upon his farm

;

and he expressed surprise that, in our cold New England climate, agriculture could be pur-

sued at all as a business. Not only the absence of frost, but the small amount of rain, and
its fall in gentle showers, add much to the comfort and convenience of the farmer. Other
considerations, more carefully treated under the head of drainage, will illustrate the advan-
tages of the mild and unifonn climate of England.

In such a climate it is evident that a far less force is available to conduct the operations

of the iixnn. "While, in New England, we impatiently and almost idly wait for the loosing

of the frost fetters in spring, and with scanty time, and greatest haste, and all available

"help," hurry every process of ploughing and sowing and planting, and have not time to

go over much breadth of soil, before the sudden transition from winter to tropical summer
calls our attention to the hoeing and cleaning of the plants, which spring up as if by en-

chanfement, and to haying and harvesting, which follow so closely, the English farmer goes
deliberately on, ploughing on some part of his faim in every month, sowing his barley at

any time before the second week in April, his Swedes at any time in June, his wheat at any
time between the 1st of October and the 20th of November, having ample time thoroughly
to pertbrm every process.

Again, in siunmer, over all the United States, we are subject to severe periods of drought,

which cuts off the feed of our pastures, in which the cattle for a few weeks in May and
June have been thriving, rendering it necessary for dairymen to feed their coavs at the barn
daily, or lose half their flow of milk, while, in England, the moist atmosphere keeps the

herbage green through all the summer, giving from spring to autunm a uniform and abun-
dant supply.

A careful study of the English system of cropping, and especially of their green crops for

soiling, might essentially aid us in carrying our animals, particularly our dairy stock, wxll
through the summer droughts. The practice of sowing winter rye and Indian corn for sum-
mer feeding to cows prevails extensively in New England. Clover also affords a bountiful

and convenient crop for soiling, coming into use after the AAinter rye and before the Indian
com.

In Massachusetts some of the most distinguished farmers near large markets practice

altogether the system of house feeding their cows through the year. They thus keep a

much larger stock upon a given area ; they nearly or quite double their quantity of manure,
and they produce at least an equal quantity of milk, "\nth the advantiige of a unifonn yield

through the year. Cows thus kept are always in high condition, and fit for the butcher
;

and it is claimed that the additional labor of cutting their fodder, and carrying it to them,
is thus far more than compensated.

A little treatise upon soiling by the venerable Josiah Quincy, of Massachusetts, who has
practiced for fifty years the system which he advocates, is refeiTcd to, as containing the best

practical cUrections for this method of feeding dairy stock. In England, the crop of tares or

vetches makes an important part of the green food of cattle and horses and sheep. We are

not aware that this crop is groA\Ti anywhere in this country to any considerable extent.

Vetches are not well adapted to drying for hay ; and summer feeding of cattle \\ith green
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fodder has not yet attracted general attention to such crops as in other countries are used
for the purpose.

Ryegrass of various species is used in England not only in permanent fields and pastures,
but especially in the usual rotation ; this grass taking a conspicuous place in what constitutes
"seeds" in their vocabulary. The yield of tliese grasses is very great, and, as they are gross
feeders, enormous crops may be produced by liquid manuring and frequent cutting ; six or
seven soiling crops being in this way sometimes afforded in a single year. The Patent
Office has for several years distributed seeds of this grass, and its value to American agricul-
ture, which is not generally known, may be soon ascertained. It is probable, however,
that the moist, cool summers of England are more favorable to the production of ryegrass
than the dry, hot seasons of our country. There seems to be no reason why clover and
timothy may not supply the place of the English '

' seeds' ' in the rotation adopted here
;

the former giving abundant crops usually for two years, and the latter continuing so long as
the ground is kept top dressed, unless improved by close cutting or feeding.

Rain.—It is a common mistake to suppose that the rain-fall of England is greater than
that of the United States. Recent observations in this country enable us to make the com-
parisons between the fall of rain in the two countries with considerable accuracy, not only
as to the amount which descends annually, but, what is more important, as to the amount in
each particular season of the year. The average rain-fall of England is, in general, much
less than that of the United States. In the eastern portion of England the annual fall of
rain is estimated at twenty inches ; in the middle portion, at twenty-two inches ; in the
southern and western, at thirty ; in the extreme southwestern, at forty-five inches. In
Wales it is estimated at fifty inches ; in the eastern portion of Ireland, at twenty-five inches,

and in the western at forty inches.

The rain-fall in the United States, as shown by Blodgett's rain chart, is in the basin of the
great lakes, 30 inches ; on Lake Erie and Lake Champlain, 32 inches ; in the valley of the
Hudson, on the headwaters of the Ohio, through the middle portions of Pennsylvania and
Virginia, and western part of North Carolina, 36 inches ; in the extreme eastern and the
northern portion of Maine, northern portions of New Hampshire and Vermont, southeasteiTi

counties of Massachusetts, central New York, northeast portion of Pennsylvania, southeast
portion of New Jersej'' and Delaware, also on a narrow belt running down from the western
portion of Maryland, through Virginia and North Carolina, to the northwestern portion of
South Carolina, thence up through the western portion of Virginia, northeast portion of
Ohio, northern Indiana and Illinois, to Prairie du Chien, 40 inches ; on the east coast of

Maine, eastern Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, and middle portion of Mary-
land, thence on a narrow belt to South Carolina, thence up through eastern Tennessee,

central Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, to Iowa, 42 inches, and the same down through western
Missouri and Texas to the Gulf of Mexico ; from Concord, New Hampshire, through Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, western Connecticut and the city of New York, to the Susquehanna
river, also at Richmond, Virginia, Raleigh, N. C, Augusta, Ga., Knox^dlle, Tenn., Indian-

apolis, Ind., Springfield, 111., St. Louis, Mo., thence through western Arkansas, across Red
river to the Gulf of Mobile, 45 inches ; from the belt just described, the rain-fall increases

inland and southward until at Mobile it is 03 inches ; the same amount also falls in the
extreme southern portion of Florida.

The rain-fall of New England, it is perceived, is aboiTt double that of the eastern and
middle portions of England. Observations at London, by Dalton, for forty years gave an
average fall of 20.69 inches, while observations for forty-three years at New Bedford, Mass.,

gave 41.03.

The most striking difference as to the fall of rain in the two countries is found in the
quantities which fall in single days. Wliile we have vastly more rain in our country, we
have far less rainy days. In the United States v/e have either decided rain, or bright, fair

weather ; while in England, though it seldom rains hard, there is half the time a fog or a
drizzle.

Observations at Oxford, in England, in 1854, show that rain fell there on one hundred and
fifty-six days. Seventy-three of those days gave each less than one-twentieth of an inch,

while one day gave as much as one inch !

In the same year, by the tables of Dr. Hobbs, of Waltham, Mass., it appears that rain fell

on but fifty-four days, on no one of which was there less than one-twentieth of an inch, and
more than one-fourth of the number gave more than one inch, and three days gave each
between two and three inches !

One inch of rain in twenty-four hours is regarded as a heavy fall in the south of England,
while in New England a fall of three or four times that quantity is not unusual. About
fifty rainy days may be taken as the average in Ncvv England, while Old England has three

times that number, with a lilieral quantity of fogs and mists thrown into the bargain.

In the growing season, the observations of Dr. Hobbs show the /average fall of rain in

Waltham, Mass.. for a period of 35 years, to be as follows :
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April, 3.96 ; May, 3.71 ; June, 3.18 ; July, 3.38 ; August, 4.50 ; September, 3.52.

The quantity of rain falling in each month, as registered at the observatory in Cambridge,

Mass., is as follows:

Mean of observations for twelve years: January, 2 .39 ; February, 3.19 ; March, 3.47
;

April, 3.64; May, 3.74; June, 3.13; July, 2.57; August, 5.47; September, 4.27; Octo-

ber, 3.73 ; November, 4.57 ; December, 4.31.

Spring, 10.85; Summer, 11.17 ;' Autumn, 12.59; Wmter, 9.89.

Average quantity per 5'ear, 44.48.

The absolute quantity of rain, and the rapidity of its fall, have a material bearing upon all

the mechanical operations of the farmer. The necessity of drainage depends both upon the

quantity of water to be conducted through the soil, and upon the rapidity with which it is

to be disposed of.

The opinion has often been expressed, that, however much drainage may be necessary in

England, it is far less important here, because England has a wet and the United States a

dry climate. We have already seen that far more rain falls here than there, and that it falls

with far more \iolence. Hence, upon soils of the same character, wc have, in fact, far more
occasion for drainage than England. It is true that another element is to be considered in

discussing this question, namely : Evaporation.

In our hot and clear summer days evaporation proceeds with far more rapidity than under
the cloudy skies of Great Britain. Yet it is to be remembered that in the warm season, in

neither country, is there much flow of water from drains laid in what may be termed high
land. The chief occasion for drainage on such land is to secure a discharge of stagnant

water, and to admit the passage through the soil of tRe great rains of the spring.

In New England, where thfe ground is locked up by frost until nearly planting time,

and where large bodies of snow are dissolved in a few days, not only is drainage important,

but it is necessary that pipes used in the process should be of greater capacity than in

England, because we have a vastly larger quantity of water to pass off in a given time.

Without regard to the fact that evaporation is a cooling process, and so is, in the spring,

injurious to vegetation, it is an agency entirely inadequate to free our lands from the vast

amount of rain that fixlls upon it. Tlie whole evaporation in the year from a land surface in

Massachusetts is estimated at twenty inches, or less than half the rain-fall, leaving a like

amount, at least, to drain off by filtration or by iimning from the surface. It is true, how-
ever, that in a porous soil even the large rain-fall of our country may pass off -without injury

by percolation through the soil, and, as has been before suggested, that there is a large pro-

portion of our lands which would not be sufiiciently improved by drainage to justify the

expense of the operation.

The annual amount of rain in the two countries is, manifestly, not the circumstance which
controls their products respectively. Although this is an clement important to be consid-

ered, yet the tropical heat of our summers gives us Indian corn and other plants which
cannot grow in England, while, as we have seen, the absence of severe frosts and snows in

England, and a longer season for vegetation, and cloudy and dripping skies in summer, give
them, in general, a better grazing countrj- ; the tm-nip crop to be fed off by their sheep, a
shorter winter for house-feeding their animals, and a more convenient opportunity for per-

forming, without undue haste, the necessary processes of cultivation.

III. COMPARISON OF ENGLISH AND FRENCH AGRICULTURE.
%

ENGLAND PRODUCES DOUBLE IN QU.VNTITY AND TIIIIEE TI>rES IN TALUE PER ACRE. COrPARISON OF
SOIL AND CLIMATE. SUBDIVISION OF LAND. MANAGEMENT OF CATTLE AND SHEEP BETTER IN ENG-
LANT).—VARIETY OF FRENCH PRODUCTS, BEET-ROOT, WINE, ETC.—CAPITAL AND SKILL ACCOUNT
FOR ENGLISH SUPERIORITY.

In no other way is improvement so likely to be made in Agriculture as by a careful obser-
vation of its results under different circumstances and a critical examination of the means
by which those results are obtained. The main object of all agriculture may be said to be
the production of the greatest amount of human food upon a given portion of the earth's

surface Avith the smallest expenditure of labor and of manure, or other material of value for

other uses. This object of producing food for man may l)e attained directly by the culture
of bread and fruit crops, or by the production of crops for the sustenance of animals which
contribute to man's support.

Lavergne, in his Rural Economy of France and Britain, published m 1854, institutes an
interesting comparison between the productiveness of the two countries, and undertakes to
give the reasons for the vast superiority of the British over the French husbandry. Being

11 A
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himself a Frenchman and a man of education, and having at one time filled the chair of

Enral Economy in the Agronomical Institute at Versailles, his frank admissions of England's

pre-eminence may be regarded as entirely reliable, and his exposition of the reasons of it

as entitled to great respect. Those reasons being such as may probably affect alike the

agriculture of America and France may find an appropriate place in our investigations.

The average production of wheat in France is set do^^^l at 13^ bushels to the acre, while

in England it is about 28 bushels to the acre. Lavergne says, if we add to this estimate as

to wheat tlie maize, buckwheat, and rye of France, crops there cultivated to a considerable

extent, and little cultivated in England, and compare the average of the four grain crops

with the wheat crop of England, we shall find the production in England more than double

in quantity, and in money value three times as much.
Again he says: France, taken as a whole, produces annually $8 per acre, and England

proper produces $16. The animal produce of an English farm is equal, at least, to the total

produce of a French farm of equal area, all the vegetable production beuig additional. By
the census of 1841 the total population of the United Kingdom of Great Britain was
27,000,000, and that of France 34,000,000 ; and comparing the extent of the two countries,

it il found that while England maintained nearly one person on each 2^ acres, France main-
tained only one on each 3| acres.

"With respect to the value of land, which is usually estimated by its productiveness, the

estimate value for England proper is $160 per acre, while that of France is put at $80 per

acre. Taken as a whole, the product of British agriculture may be estimated, in comparison

with that of France, over an equal surface, as 135 to 100, or 35 per cent, greater; and if we
compare England alone with the whole of France, the foimer produces at least twice as much
as the latter on every acre. ,

England proper contains about thirty-two and a half millions of acres, or about one-fourth

the area of France ;
yet Mr. Lavergne admits that France does not possess thirty-two and a

half millions of acres equal in cultivation to the area of England.

In comparing England with America, we are fond of making large allowance for the fact

that ours is a new country, where system has not had time to develop—where land is cheap

and labor dear—and are too ready to rest satisfied that time only is necessary to bring up
om- average products to something like those of England, or, at least, to console ourselves

with the idea that, although our average products of wheat is less than one-third that of

England, the fault is rather that of our circumstances than of ourselves. When, however,

we see France, an old country, the ancient rival of England in all the arts, both of war and
peace, her nearest neighbor, with but two hours of water passage between, falling so far

below her in the matter of agricultural productiveness, wliich is the very test of the resources

and wealth of a nation, we look with great interest for the causes or occasions of the differ-

ence.

The natural solution of the problem we should expect to find m the excellence of the soil

and climate of England. But facts do not warrant this solution. Some of the most fertile

counties of England, such as Lincoln, were formerly barren wastes or mere fens and marshes

;

and the sheep-husbandry of England, with its four-course system, which is the secret of her

prosperity, originated from the sandy soils and bleak atmosphere of Norfolk. We give from
Lavergne, m his o^vn language, upon these points

:

"British agriculturists have kno%vn well how to avail themselves of the peculiarities in

their climate, for, in itself, there is nothing very seductive about it. Its mists and rains are

proverbial ; its humidity is little favorable to wheat, which is the prime object of all culti-

vation ; few plants ripen naturally under its dull sk)^ ; it is propitious only to grasses and
roots. Eainy summers, late autumns, and mild winters encourage, under the influence of

an almost equal temperature, an evergreen vegetation. Here its action stops ; nothing need
be asked of it which demands the intervention of that great producing power, the sun.

"How superior are the soil and climate of France. In comparing with England, not the

fom-th only, but the northwest half of our territory, that is to say, the thirty-six departments
grouped about Paris, exclusive of Brittany, we find more than twenty-two millions of hec-

tares (55,000,000 acres) which surpass in quality, as they do in extent, the 13,000,000
hectares (32,500,000 acres) of England. Scarcely any mountains; few natural marshes;

extensive plains sowed almost throughout ; a soil sufficiently deep, and of a nature most
favorable to production ; rich deposits in the broad valleys of the Loire and Seine, with
their tribvitaries ; a climate not so moist but warmer, less favorable, perhaps, to meadow
vegetation, but more suitable for ripening wheat and other cereals; all the productions of

Fnf/lwid ohf.ained tcith less trouble ; and, in addition, other valuable products, such as sugar,

textile, and oleaginous plants, tobacco, wine, fruits, &c."

Arthur Young, the celebrated English agriculturist, in 1789, after his agricultural tour in

Fi'ance, bears similar testimony. He pronounced France to be superior to England in soil

and in climate, but, he says, "Wc know how to turn our climate to the best account,

and the French, in this respect, are still in their infancy."
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The division of territory into small farms in France is usually regarded by Engliskmen as

a reason for the inferior productiveness of her soil to that of England. By the laws of

France all children inherit equally the real estate of the parent, who has not the power to

direct it otherwise, even by will, while in England all the land descends to the eldest son,

imless otherwise devised. The tendency, therefore, in France is to constant subdivision,

and the result of this is plainly visible, in travelling through that country, in the narrow

strips into which the fields are di%'ided by alteniate crops, giving the appearance of market
gardens, rather than of the broad wheat and turnip fields of England. The effect of large

and small estates upon productiveness is fairly and temperately discussed by Lavergne, and
we confess that his statements have materially modified our ideas as to tha difference in the

accumulation of lands m the two countries. He says that the fact of subdivision in France

is much exaggerated, and that there are now in France 1,000,000 landed proprietors vfho

pay upwards of $60 direct taxes, and whose fortunes average those of the mass of the Eng-
lish proprietors. Estates of 2,500 to 5,000 acres are frequently to be met with, and
landed fortunes of from five to twenty thousand dollars and upwards of annual rent are not
unknown. Still the general fact remains, that English farms arc held in larger tracts, and
that many English farms are owned by single proprietors. In another place we have
endeavored fairly to consider the operation of these large holdings upon productiveness. It

is sufficient here to say that we cannot find in this fact of subdivision alone a reason for the

inferior productiveness of France.

Tliere can be no doubt that tlie political and social condition of England for two or three

generations has been more favorable to the culture of the soil than that of France. For
that period the English farmer has quietly pursued his labors, scarcely disturbed by wars, or

the rumors of wars, which his countiy might be waging abroad, while France has been con-

vulsed by revolutions, and her soil wrested from its o\vners and divided anew.

Tliese causes have operated to depress agriculture, not so much by the legitimate effect of

any peculiar system of tenure as by distracting attention from agricultural pursuits, and
bringing into them a new class unacquainted with their business.

The question, "Why is English agriculture so much more productive than French agri-

culture ?'
' is frankly attributed by Lavergne to the superior cultivation of Great Britain.

English farmers prosper and raise larger crops and better animals than France because they
understand their business better, not because they have a better soil, a better climate,

or more just laws, except so far as these laAVS secure to them the quiet pursuit of their

husbandry.
The practical inquiry then arises for us, who would profit by this investigation, In what

particulars are English principles of husbandry superior, or English processes productive of

better results ? A hasty journey through France gave little opportunity for personal exam-
ination, but our own obserA'ation and such information as we have been able to obtain from
the author already quoted and other sources seem clearly to indicate that the errors of the

French are, in many respects, nearly allied to our own. They, as a radical error, cultivate

too much land, or rather they crop more land than they cultivate thoroughly. Although
labor is somewhat cheaper in France than in England, we have seen that two acres there

produce less than one acre in England ; whereas, having a better soil and climate, France,

with equal cultivation, should produce the larger crop to the acre. Lavergne says that the
facts developed by him "verify this agricultural law, that, to reap largely of cereals, it is

better to reduce than to extend the breadth of land sown, and that by giving the greatest

space to the forage crops, not only is a greater quantity of butcher meat, milk, and wool
obtained, but a larger production of corn also. France will achieve similar results Avhen

she has covered her immense fallows with root and forage crops, and reduced the breadth
of her cereals." Like Americans, the French seem to regard more the crop desired for

immediate use than the condition of the land when cropped, while the English will not
sacrifice their compensating system, which leaves the land in high condition for succeeding
crops, to any desire for immediate and large returns. The French farmer takes his crop of

wheat, of rj^e, of buckwheat, with a fallow, perhaps, between, while the English farmer
spends one year to produce turnips and another year to produce "seeds,"—neither of which
crops bring him a dollar directly—that he may, in the four-year rotation, raise a crop of

wheat and a crop of barley large enough to repay all his labor and expense and not impov-
erish his soil.

Again : in cattle and sheep husbandry far more careful attention has been bestowed in

England than in France upon both the breeds and treatment. The French breed sheep, as

do the Americans, rather for wool than for mutton. The improved Leicestcrs of England
attain maturity and nearly double weight at one-half the age of French sheep. The average

of French wool does not exceed in value the average price per pound of English wool, though
the mermos of some flocks jield better wool than any English sheep. England proper sup-

ports, on the same area, three times as many sheep as France. "England," says Lavergne,

"feeds two sheep per hectare, (2 J acres,) whilst the average of France is only two-thirds of
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a head; and the produce of the English sheep heing, besides, double that of the French, it

follows that the average return of one English sheep-farm is six times greater than a l^'rench

one.
'

' Li our remarks upon sheep-husbandry in England we have given the results of the

English methods of treatment. In France, at the present time, about one-half the sheep
are supposed to be merinos, or half-breed merinos, confessedly unprofitable as mutton sheep

;

and we think it evident that, however profitable the breeding of fine-wooled sheep may be

on the prairies of the West and Texas, or the cheap lands of Australia, they cannot be kept
with advantage on the high-priced lands of France. The flesh and wool of a one or two-year

old sheep of 100 lbs. weight is a more profitable growth than the finer but lighter fleece of

the merino, and a comparatively worthless carcass at five or six years old.

A comparison of the cattle-breeding of France and England presents a contrast fully as

striking in favor of the latter country as that observed in sheep-breeding. France was esti-

mated in 1856 to contain ten millions of cattle—somewhat more in number than Great
Britain and Ireland—yet an investigation will clearly show that the profit of cattle-growing

in England alone on half the number of head which France possesses is greater than all

the profits of France from her cattle. Cattle are valuable in four ways—for their meat,

their labor, their milk, and their manure. In France, as in America, oxen are much used for

their labor; in England, although used to a limited extent in some counties, this is the

exception, and not the rule. In general, the ox in England is a creature of leisure and
dignity, pampered from his birth with all the good things of life that can conduce to his

comfort and growth, and never subjected to the j^oke. He lays on the greatest possible

amount of flesh, consuming the greatest possible quantity of the best food, and converting

it into the richest manure, which is carefully saved and highly valued. As soon, however,

as he has attained his greatest weight, and so has ceased to make a return in the way of

meat, his career is ended by the butcher, and his account of profit and loss is closed. In
France, as in New England, the first use of the bullock is for farm labor. He is expected

to work for his living, and to pay his board as he goes along—to work his passage through

life, and not to be borne along "on downy beds of ease." If he can grow under the treat-

ment so much the better, but work he must. If his manure can be saved, very well ; but

saved or not, he must work. When he has arrived at a good old age, and cannot work to

advantage, then he is comforted with good pasture and stall feed, and converted into beef.

French beef, but not the '
' roast beef of Old England. '

' The mode of working cattle in

France is in some parts in yokes like our own, but often in the mode observed on the conti-

nent by a yoke or straight piece of timber laid across their foreheads and strapped to their

horns, the cattle being in pairs, and the tongue of the cart or the chain being attached

much in the same manner as with us.

In Switzerland and the South of France we often observed oxen in both ways in adjoining

fields. We had supposed that in this mode of harnessing it would be impossible for cattle

to perform labor to any great amount, but on careful observation we could perceive

no difference in favor of yokes and bows. In drawing by the head the cattle hold their

heads nearly in a line with their backs, and of course keeping them perfectly steady ; they

seemed to do their work with as much comfort, and to carry as heavy loads as cattle of the

same weight in the ordinary yoke. It may be said here, however, that nowhere in Europe
have we ever seen so fine oxen in the yoke as we daily see upon New England farms.

The question of the profit of working cattle has great interest for us, and is one much
discussed in New England. While it is contended on the one hand that in new and rough
lands the slow and heavy gait of oxen is more suitable than the quicker pace of horses or

mules, on the other it is asserted that horses and mules may be substituted for oxen even
in bogging swamps, and are infinitely superior in all old fields. Mr. Lavergne declares that

"the working of horned cattle, whether necessary or not, entails a loss, instead of being

profitable."

Again, the French, like the Americans, kill many of their calves for veal, while in Eng-
land veal is regarded as both unprofitable and imdesirable for food. Veal is of far better

quality in France than in America, because the calves are kept until three or four months
old in France, while we kill them at the age of four or five weeks.

The effect of keeping calves, as in France, for veal is seen in the amount of dairy pro-

duce in the two countries. Lavergne estimates the number of cows in France at four mil-

lions, and those in Great Britain and Ireland at three millions. One-half of all the milk in

France is supposed to be consumed by the calves, while but one-third of the milk is thus

consumed in England. The reason of this seems to be, that to keep calves three months for

veal of the finest quality requires a large supply of new milk, while calves to be reared for

bullocks are taken early from the cows and fed on less expensive food. Mr. Lavergne esti-

mates the dairy produce of Great Britain, with three-fourths the number of cows, at four

tinm the value of the dairy produce of France. Returning to our general estimates as to

cattle in the two countries, we find that in the British Isles the number of cattle annually

slaughtered is two millions, averaging great and small, about 550 lbs. weight of meat each.
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In France the number annually slaughtered is four millions, averaging, in meat, about 220
lbs. each ; the English cattle, with two millions of head, producing about 1,100, 000, 000 li'S.

of meat, and the French cattle, with double the number of head, producing but about

880,000,000 lbs., or 220,000,000 less than the English.

This singular disproportion is explained chiefly by the difference in the age of the animals

slaughtered. " Tlie French cattle," says Lavergne, " are slaughtered either too soon or too

late. The paramount necessity of keeping cattle intended for labor obliges us to kill a great

number of calves at the age when growth is most rapid ; those that survive arc not slaugh-

tered until tin age when growth has long ceased ; that is to say, after the animal has for

several years continued to consume food which has not served to increase its weight. The
English, on the contrary, kill their animals neither so young, because it is, when young,
that they lay on flesh most rapidly, nor so old, because then they have ceased to increase.

They seize the precise period when the animal has reached its maximum growth."
Upon the whole, a comparison of French and English agriculture indicates that on a

much larger area France sustains scarcely a larger number of head of cattle and sheep than
the British Isles, and that, considering the rapidity of growth and early maturity and
superior weight of British animals, the animal produce of England is far greater. A larger

production of land in France is under crops for immediate Inunan food, but with far less

product per acre. The rotation of crops being imperfectly understood, nearly one-eightli

of her arable land is left fallow each year. A far less breadth of soil is devoted in Franco
to the cultivation of green crops for animals ; a far less amount of manure, consequently, is

saved to be applied to the cereal crops. In short, in England the four-year course of hus-

bandry, although recently attacked by Liebig as exhausting in theory, and as he contend:^

to prove so in fact, seems yet to be compensating and self-sustaining ; while in France no
system seems to be fully understood, and the result of individual experiment there, as else-

where, is general failure to find what is best in the long run. In France, as in America,
there is a want of the large capital and systematic effort so productive of grand results ia

England. Indeed, we ain hardlj'^ institute a comparison between the agriculture of England
and that of any other nation without illustrating, at the same time, the superiority of

British agriculture, and the fact that we, too, in America are deficient in the points with
the other nations.

Many have attributed the disparity between the productiveness of England and France to

the greater variety of French products. There is doubtless truth in the common idea that

lie who undertakes to do many things will do none of them well ; and the fact that the

variety of French products requires variety of knowledge in the producers, while the English

system is plain and simple, may account, in some measure, for the greater apparent skill of

the English farmer. M. Lavergne, however, seems to regard this variety of producta as a
source of w^ealth to France, which partly redeems her inferiority to England.
The ^inej^ards of France cover about five millions of acres of land, a great portion of which

is unfit for cereal crops, and the average product per acre is estimated at twenty dollars,

giving an annual value of one hundred millions of dollars. The blight upon the grape in

185-i and 1855 destroyed half the crop, and brought great distress upon some of the rural

districts. An attempt has been made to supply the deficiency of spirits which have been.

usually distilled from wines, by distilling them from beet-root.

The extent of land under cultivation in beets, principally used for the manufacture of

sugar, is computed at 125,000 acres. After the extraction of the saccharine matter, the

residue is used for the feeding of cattle, and so is probably made a profitable crop, though
it is believed that the culture of beets for the sugar alone is not remunerative.

The colza, or rape, for the manufacture of oil, also occupies a somewhat prominent place

in France, about two and a half millions of acres of land being devoted to it, of a quality

suitiible for wheat.

Tobacco, madder, the olive and mulberry, are also products of France, and it is estimated

that two and a half millions of acres of gardens and orchards are also cultivated in the

kingdom. English agriculturists maintain that this variety of crops is not beneficial to u
country, and that its interference -with a systematic and well-established rotation more than
balances any profit derived from it.

Thus have we endeavored to present the prominent points of ditference in the agriculture

of these two countries. It seems to be claimed by England, and admitted by French writers,

that England, with inferior soil and climate, produces at least double the crops of cereals

•per acre, and far more profitable breeds of sheep and cattle, while the various products of

France, which cannot endure the chills of English fogs, by no means compensate for French
deficiency in the great staples of corn and meat. Tlie secret of English superiority over

French agriculture, and. indeed, over that of any other nation, may, we think, be found in

two words Capital and Skill.
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IRRIGATION.*

BY E. GOODRICH SMITH, WASHINGTON, D. C.

That water exercises a most important influence in the process of vegetation is a truth of

such general reception that few, perhaps no one, will he found ready to deny it. The con-

trasts hetween a dry and harren region and a richly-watered land are too marked to admit
cf dispute. Truths, however, which are so common as to he universally acknowledged are

sometimes the least pondered ; and ages need to pass hefore the full henefits of many a
practical principle are wrought out into earnest efforts of application as they can he by the
enlarged development of their true bearings on the welfare of mankind. This remark may
be broadly referred to the subject of iiiiiigation.

From the earliest dawn of primeval history, in the opening records of the life of man on
earth, it is recognized. Ever since, water, in some use of it, has been opplied in the culti-

vation of the soil ; but what great ends ma}^ be answered by more careful efforts to render

its power available m the growth and production of herbage and fruits of the ground is as

yet among the resources of husbandry comparatively little thought of or cared for.

In this country, especially, hardly anj^thing is yet known of its agricultural capabilities.

With the exception of interval lands, or natural meadows, and the rice-grounds of the

Southern States, the means it affords of enriching soils and promotmg the growth of

vegetatioh is almost an unbroached topic. And yet this very season, and for many months,
wc have accounts in the public journals of whole large tracts of land in some cf our States

suff"ering unexampled drought, the cattle dying, and the people almost in a state of starva-

tion, for want of rain. If not all, much, no doubt, of this misery might have been avoided
by an early and thorough attention to irrigation, by which the natural supply of the rivers

and streams could have been led out and thrown over the soil, or so husbanded as to be
ready for use when the clouds gave no rain, and the pastures were beginning to languish for

such sustenance.

It is proposed, in the present essay, to furnish some information on the main points of

the History and Progress of Irrigation ; and, so far as the means and space at command will

permit, to state the most approved methods of conducting it, v»^ith their results.

The earliest records of all nations, the poetical imagery of every people living, far back
in the gray dawn of antiquity, indicate no mean appreciation of the influence of their larger

or smaller streams on the success of their tillage or grazing. No more beautiful description

of this kind can perhaps be found than the picture drav^'n by a Hebrew poet when he speaks

cf the provision Cod has made for the people of those Eastern climes : "He sendeth the

springs into the valleys which run among the hills;" " He watereth the hills from his

chambers ;" and the laughing abundance by which the months are crowned in consequence

of it : " The little hills rejoice on every side. The pastures are clothed with flocks; the

valleys also are covered over with corn ; they shout for joy : they also sing."

Tlie cradle of the human race and their first settlements being in Eastern climes, where
the temperature is usually more hot and dry than with us, the care of the first tillers of the

soil, as well as of the more numerous class who, with the nomadic habits handed down to

them from a distance, were devoted to pastoral life, was directed to securing that supply
of water for their fields which might yield food to their families, flocks, and herds. For this

purpose, in case the natural supply was scanty, they dug wells and canals, and sought to

lead out streams and rivulets to spread over their lands as widely as possible the benefits of

the collected water. It was the well-watered plain of Jordan on which the eye of the

observing and eager Lot was fixed when his patriarch uncle gave him his choice of all the

country lying before him, because there his numerous flocks could find a rich and unfailing-

pasture ground.

To guard against the effect of heat in drying up the fields was an object of great desire.

Artificial means of various kinds were adopted. Among the ancient Assyrians, Babylonians,

and Egyptians a variety of such methods were resorted to for this purpose. Herodotus men-
tions the fact that, though the rivers in Assyria overflowed their banks, as in Egypt, yet the

d

* In the preparation of this article free use has been made of the varied sources of Information at hand ; and
as Fomclimes the extracts, translated or otherwise, have been {.'ivon only partially in the exact words of the

authors, and also interwoven with other matter, a general acknovvl(;d<.'ment here is deemed sutlicient. Thaer,
Koppe, Schvvcrz, Fraas, Von Lengerke, Hlubck, and other German authors, the difierent agricultural journals,

<;ncyclopedias, and treatises on husbandry in German, French and English, have been examined, and whatever
was deemed useful appropriated.
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effect of such a natural inundation was not, like that of the Nile, sufficiently charged with

fertility ; and the Assyrians had recourse to artificial means for the purpose of watering their

fields and gardens. Canals were constructed, at great expense, and sometimes lakes and
large reservoirs were prepared, hy means of which the natural deficiencies might he reme-

died. Even in modern times travellers speak of the remains or evident traces of structures

as still in existence, Avhich indicate on how large a scale such aids to the agriculture of these

ancient people must have been conducted.

The unchanging nature of the customs and arts among the Eastern nations for centuries

and thousands of years renders this testimony more distinct and applicable. Sir Henry
Rawlinson, in the Notes to Eawlinson's Herodotus, saj's : "Rain is very rare in Babylon
durmg the summer months, and productiveness depends entirely on irrigation." "At the

present day it is not usual to trust even the first sprouting of cowi to nature. The lands are

laid under water for a few da^'s before the corn [the general expression for all the cereals] is

sown ; the water is then withdrawn, and the seed scattered upon the moistened soil."

Mr. Layard, in his Researches in Assyria, after alluding to tlie artificial canals derived

from the Tigris and Euphrates, designed for the purposes of irrigation, and whicli intersect

the lower part of Mesopotamia, remarks :

'

' The Assyrians also used machines for raising

water from the river or from the canals when it could not be led into the fields through
common conduits. Tliey were generally obliged to have recourse to this artificial mode of

irrigation, as the banks of the rivers, and consequently those of the canals, were high above
the level of the water, except during the spring. At that season of the year the streams,

swollen by the melting of the snow on the Armenian hills, or by violent rains, overflowed

their beds." He states, too, that the same practice, no doubt handed down from time im-

memorial, still prevails. Speaking of the people who came to him while he was engaged in

his excavations at Nimrofid, he says :
'

' They already began to prepare water-courses and
machines for irrigation. The mode of raising the water generally adopted in the country

traversed by the rivers of Mesopotamia is very simple. In the first place, a high banlc,

which is never completely deserted by the river, must be chosen. A broad recess, down to

the water's edge, is then cut into it. Above, on the edge of this recess, are fixed three or

four upright poles, according to the number of oxen to be employed, united at the top by
rollers running on a swivel, and supported by a large fi-amework of boughs and grass extend-

ing to some distance behind, and intended as a shelter from the sun during the hot days of

summer. Over each roller are passed two ropes, the one being fastened to the mouth, and
the other to the opposite end of a sack formed out of an entire bullock skin. These ropes

are attached to oxen, who throw all their weight upon them by descending an inclined plane

cut in the ground behind the apparatus. A trough formed of wood and lined with bitumen,
or a shallow trench coated with matting, is constructed at the bottom of the poles, and leads

to the canal running into the field. When the sack is draAvn up to the roller, the ox turrus

round at the bottom of the inclined plane, and, the rope attached to the lower part of the

bucket being fastened to the back part of the animal, he raises the bottom of the sack in

turning to the level of the roller, and the contents are poured into the troughs. As the ox
ascends the bucket is lowered ; and when filled by being immersed into the stream, is again
raised and emptied, as I have described. Although this mode of irrigation is very toilsome,

and requires the constant labor of several men and animals, it is generally adopted on the

banks of the Tigris and Euphrates. In this way all the gardens of Baghdad and Busrah
are watered, and by these means the Arabs who condescend to cultivate—when, from the
failure of the crops, famine is staring them in the face—raise a little millet to supply their

immediate wants."
Herodotus refers to a machine or mode of raising water for purposes of irrigation, on

which Colonel Rawlinson observes that this engine mentioned by Herodotus seems to have
been the common handswipe, to which alone the word he uses would properly apply. Rep-
resentations of the handswipe have been foimd on the monuments in Assyria. Colonel
IMcChesney also describes a similar process which he noticed in his route along the Euphrates
and Tigris, and states that, when the bank is too high to throw up the water with a basket,

it is raised by another process equally simple. " A wooden lever, from thirteen to fifteen

feet long, is made to revolve freely on the top of a post three or four feet high, projecting

about two-thirds the length of the lever over the river, with a leather baslcet suspended
from the extremity ; this is balanced, when full of water, by means of a basket of earth or

stones at the other end ; and this machine is so well contrived that only slight manual exer-

tion will raise the basket sufficiently high to empty its contents into a cistern or other kind
of receptacle, from whence it is dispersed over the fields by means of numerous small chan-

nels." lliis contrivance is almost identical with the well-sweep and bucket Avhich used to

be common in parts of our o^\^l country for raising water from wells. There appears to be
a general similarity all through Western Asia, as well as in Egjqit, in the modes resorted to

for the purposes of irrigation. The pictured representations on the tablets in the tombs of
Egypt correspond to what is now in constant use in that and other countries. The mode of
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raising water just described is scarcely different from that which is called the shadoof, still

resorted to for watering fields. From the delineations on the Egyx)tian monuments it is

evident that water-pots full of water, s^vung by a yoke from the shoulders of men, were
extensively used in irrigation. Allusions to this method are not unfrequent in the Scriptures.

Another way, still seen, is by what is called the ckutweh. A cut or indentation is made ia

the bank of the river, into which the water flows as a sort of reservoir. Men stand on
opposite sides of this trench, and by means of a wide, bowl-shaped bucket, (the dcutweh,) to

which are fistened ropes, dipping it till filled, raise it, and so discharge the water on the
bank. A multiplication or series of shadoofs, too, in a kind of terrace, one above another,

is frequent where the river is low, or its banks too high for shadoofs on the same level to

raise the water to the surface of the soil. The Avater is thus raised from the river and dis-

charged into a trench, from ^vhich it is taken by other shadoofs and discharged into another
trench above ; and so on, from one trench to another, until it is brought up to the level of
the fields.

Yet another machine, (the sackh/eh,) called the Persian wheel, is very common, and the
principal one employed in the irrigation of gardens. Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egypt,
gives a description of this apparatus. He tells us that "it mainly consists of a vertical

wheel, which raises the water in earthen pots attached to cords and forming a continuous
series ; a second vertical wheel fixed to the same axis ; and a large horizontal cogged wheel
which, being turned by a pair of cows or bulls, or by a single beast, puts in motion the two
former wheels and the pots." The revolution of the wheels takes down the string of

buckets on one side, raising them on the other filled with water. When they reach the top

they turn over, discharge their contents into a trough, and again descend ; and so on con-

tinuously. The trough leads to a reservoir, and thence the water is distributed in little

streams or rills over the field or garden. A machine somewhti^ different, called a taboot,

instead of buckets, has places hollowed out in the felloes, which dip in, take up the water,

and discharge it when raised. This, however, answers only when it is necessary to raise the

water but a few feet. " Grounds requiring to be artificially watered are divided into squares

by ridges of earth or furrows ; and the water flowing from a machine or cistern, by a nar-

row gutter, is admitted into one square or furrow after another by the gardener, who is

always ready, as occasion requires, to stop and divert the torrent by turning the earth

against it with his foot, and opening at the same time with his mattock a new trench to

receive it." A similar method may be referred to in the Sacred Scriptures, where allusion

is made, in the eleventh chapter of Deuteronomy, to Egypt as a land watered by the feet.

Tlie effect of the spread of the waters of the Nile over the surrounding region of country

is well known. A strip of land bordering on the river lies between the deserts on either

side, not exceeding some twelve or fifteen miles in width, and sometimes narrower ; and
the whole of Egypt is dependent on the productiveness of its soil gained from tlie annual
inundation of the river. From the descriptions which have come down to us from anti-

quity, the utmost care was taken by the inhabitants accurately to mark the time and amount
of the flow, and, when the period had come, to treasure up its fertilizing power by every

resource at their command, so that none of it might be wasted. It no doubt exhibits the

same features in its effect on vegetation now as it did then, and an account of it may there-

fore be borrowed from a modern source which will answer for all times :

"The Nile shows the first signs of rising in Egypt about the time of the smnmer solstice.

At Khartoom, where the White river and the Blue river join, the commencement is observed

early in April. The slowness of the rise at first causes this difference. Usually the regular

increase does not commence in Egypt until some days after the summer solstice. The river

attains its greatest height at or not long after the autumnal equinox, and then, falling more
slowly than it had done, it remains stationary for a few days, until it begins again to increase.

Tlie inundation continues rather longer than it naturally would, because the waters are re-

tained for some time upon the lands by closing the mouths of the canals. The river's banks

being a little higher than the rest of the cultivable soil, the water is conveyed by canals or

cuttings, and does not pour over the banks. The inundations vary considerably, and either

by failing or rising to too great a height cause much damage and distress.
'

' A table is men-

tioned of sixty-six inundations, from 17.S7 to 1800 continuously included, of which 11 were

very high, 30 good, 16 feeble, and 9 insufficient.

The Nile rises about forty feet at the first cataract, about thirty-six feet at Thebes, twenty-

five at Cairo, and about four feet at the Rosetta and Damietta mouths, during a good
inundation.

" It will thus be seen that the inimdation decreases greatly as the river descends towards

its mouth. In speaking of its having attained a certain height usually, reference is had to

its height at Cairo, and with but a slight difference of the respective heights at jMemphis,

by the old writers. If the I'iver docs not reach higher than eighteen or twenty feet, the rise

is a scanty one ; if two or four feet more, insufficient ; but if it rises to twenty-four feet or

a greater height, not above twenty-seven feet, then the inmidation is said to be good ; but
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if it exceeds twenty-seven feet, it is destractive, as in sucli case it is followed by the plague

and muiTain."
The cun-ent of the Nile at the lowest is estimated at about two feet per second, or one and

one-third mile in an hour, and at about three miles when at the height. The volume of

water it pours into the ]\Iediterranean in twenty-four hours is, during the low Nile,

150,560,392,3(58 cubic meters, (a cubic meter being 35,317 cubic feet,) and during the high
Nile, 705,514,667,440 cubic meters—there being thus a difference of 554,948,275,072 cubic

meters. Charged, as it is, with alluvial matter, yet it is stated that the deposit left in

a centuiy on the land—and so the annual deposit—is much less than might be supposed.

The ordinary average increase of the soil of Egypt, one century with another, may be re-

garded as 4^ inches only. Somewhat more than two-thirds of the whole space included

between the two deserts is only about 6,921 square miles, comprising the land v.-hich is or

can be brought under cultivation ; but the space actually cultivated does not exceed 5,500

square miles. Yet all this is absolutely dependent on the natural or artiticial irrigation from
the Nile, for rain is unknown. Egypt was anciently called the granary of the world ; and
from it the whole Roman empire drew large supplies of food. There could be no more
decisive example of the importance of irrigation than is furnished by these facts ; and that

for thousands of )'ears, without rain, Avithout moisture, except as thus brought upon the land,

it has, as if inexhaustible, poured forth the riches of its abundance of wheat to feed neetly

and not rarely starving nations. Stern necessity taught the people, long ages ago, to make
the most of the means at their hand, and, with the monuments of their grandeur, the proof
is found of their wisdom in adapting their means to the end.

Throughout Persia and Syria, and all the more Eastern countries, inigation is still prac-

ticed at the present day. In China and India, as is well known, it has had an important
place among the agricultural practices of those nations, and dates back to a very high an-

tiquity. TTie same is true of other countries in Africa besides Egypt. Rude methods of

various kinds show how universal is the conviction of its necessity in some form as an aid to

the cultivation of the earth and the raising of crops. Some of the methods in these different

countries at the present time will be again adverted to. They are mentioned here as proof
of universal prevalence and transmission from former ages.

On this Western continent, in ancient Peru, the Spaniards found the most costly works for

irrigating lands. Prescott says :
" Canals and aqueducts Avere seen crossing the lowlands in

all directions, and spreading over the countrj'- like a vast network, diffusing fertility and
beauty around them." The Aztecs of Mexico also made use of irrigation ; and the Spaniards
on their arrival in that countiy were astonished at the perfection to which horticulture was
thus carried.

Few of the works of authors on agriculture among the ancient Romans have reached us
;

but, in the pages of such authors as have survived the general loss, we have evidence that

the subject of irrigation was of interest to that truly practical people. M. P. Cato, the
earliest of these writers on Roman agriculture, (150 years before Christ,) recommends to his

countrymen to fonn water-meadows if they have water. Columella is explicit in his direc-

tions. He sa5-s, in his second book, chapter 16: " Land that is naturally rich and in good
heart does not need to have water set over it ;" and, after mentioning that the hay which
nature produces of its own accord in a juicy soil is better than that which is procured from a
soil ovei-flown by water, he adds: "This practice, however, is necessary when the poorness
of the soil demands it, and a meadow may be fonned either on a stiff" soil or on a porous
one, and though it is poor when water is brought upon it. Yet neither a low field full

of hollows, nor one with steep rising ground, is suitable for such a purpose ; as the former
retains the water too long in the hollows, and because the water runs over too quickly."
"Afield, however, that has a moderate descent," he remarks, "may be formed into a
water-meadow if it be so situated that it can be watered ; but better still is one Avhere the

surface is even, and the descent easy and gentle, so that either the rain or water from riA'crs

which ovci-ffow it may not remain on it too long, and which allows the water to glide oft'

quietly. Hence, if any part of a field is intended for a meadow, the water standing on it

must be let oft" by drains, since there will be a loss either from too much Avater or too little

grass.
'

'

Pliny, another author, says, in reference to this subject, that "meadows ought to be
watered immediately after the spring equinox, and the water kept back when the grass

shoots up into stalk."

Virgil, also, in his well known Georgics, Book I, alludes to irrigation :

" Of him who on his land,

Fresh-sown, destroys each ridge of barren sand,

Tlien instant o'er the levelled furrows brings

Refreshful waters from the cooling springs ;

Behold, when burning suns or S}Tius' beams
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Strike fiercely on the fields and witliering stems,

Down from the summit of the neighboring hills

O'er the smooth stones he calls the babbling rills,

Soon as he clears whate'er their passage stayed,

And marks their future current with his spade :

Before him scattering they prevent his pains,

Burst all abroad, and drench the thirsty plains."

The practice of irrigation likewise prevailed in various parts of the Roman empire ; and
even in the dark ages, we are informed, when agriculture, together with other arts and
sciences, declined, irrigation was carried on as a remarkable exception in countries where
despotism and feudalism existed.

The Moors seem to have introduced or prosecuted it with increased vigor in Spain when
they held possession of that country. But particular notice of the modern condition and
boarings of the subject is reserved for another place in these pages, it being merely observed
nov/ that massive, well-constructed aqueducts still found there attest the high value which
was attached to irrigation as an important means of increasing the fertility of the soil and
adding to the agricultural riches.

In a country like Germany, in which, for a century past, so much attention and research
have been devoted to the various branches of practical as well as of scientific agriculture, we
naturally look to find a rich literaturo on subjects connected with irrigation. This exists,

partly in separate treatises, and partly, and in a greater degree, in numerous articles in
agricultural journals and portions of extended works relating to the general subject of the
culture of the soil and domestic husbandry. Fraas, one of the most recent writers, in his

History of Agriculture, (Geschichte der Landwivtlischaft, &c.,) remarks that in modern times
certainly no question has more engaged the attention of the learned agricultural public than
that of extensive meadow irrigation, wholly different from the primitive systems of the
people of the southern regions, or, indeed, of the people who, in the gray antiquity, con-
ducted the civihzation of the world. He states that in all parts of Germany such extensive

preparations exist. Aside from the practical agriculturist, its literature, even through special

journals devoted to the object, has been widely diffused and found numerous readers. Still,

it has not attained its true position, either with the government or in general practice ; and
all sorts of doubts have been raised, not in respect to its practicability, but the mode of

carrying it out without injury to private interests, and the great principle of securing the

highest profit. He first presents the urgent necessity of irrigation, as seen from a historical

point, in which he makes some interesting statements as to the condition of that portion of

Europe in consequence of its progressive civilization. Since the opening of what were the

gloomy forests of Germany in the time of the old Romans there are not the same dense fogs

as then, nor such pouring rains and storms. The consequence is that the climate is more
dry ; and this state of things keeps pace with the laying open of forest lands and drying up
of marshes. The drier the climate and the land are, however, the more need there is of

moisture to be supplied in the culture of grasses in the meadov/s ; and this is urged as a
strong ground for irrigation. In former times July was called the hay month, whereas now
the hay is gathered in June. The conclusion is drawn from such facts that the time is

coming vvlien the governments must seek to introduce a system of agriculture related to

irrigation from streams, and leading out water by regular constructions, levelling of surface,

and all its various forms, not only for meadows, but likewise for cultivated fields, which
may be thereby enriched and made to yield a better income.

In 1763 a prize essay was published on the subject by J. G. Schreber, inwhich he treated

of the general principles and modes of conducting krigation. The rules were laid doAvn by
Stapfer also, and again by Bernhard. These works have been followed by those of nume-
rous otlier authors, in which the subject is discussed in its different bearings, embracing the

results of observation and experience. Fraas, after a brief review of the points of greatest

interest, comes to the conclusion that it is evident that theoretic meadow-culture is in

advance of the practical, and that it is not less clear, also, that natural meadows are jiclding

more and more to artificial ; that irrigation will soon dissipate the <^ld relations ; and that,

in view of the facts as to the forests and general progress, a higher culture in this regard

will come in, and the benefits of such a cultivation will be more fully realized.

No author on agriculture in Germany has probably exercised a wider influence than

Tlracr. In his Principles of Agriculture he has given a number of pages to the suliject

under notice. A zealous advocate of the humus theory, in which he has also many recent

followers, his view of irrigation is based on the idea that all the nutriment of plants is fur-

nished in a state of solution. He la5's down the position that irrigation is " one of the most
useful and important of all the operations within the province of the agriculturist."

Moisture is essential to vegetation ; and water, cither directly or by decomposition, con-

tributes materially to the nutrition of plants. However Thaer's theory may be affected by
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Liebig's subsequent claims in behalf of another mode of accounting for the nurture and
growth of plants, yet all subsequent ^^Titers seem to accord with his exhibition of the facts,

and the process as well as the grounds in general on which he recommends the practice of

watering meadows and lields. Indeed, it would seem that the practical agriculturists of

Gennany have not as yet given their adhesion to Liebig's views. Accordingly, in all the

treatises and discussions on the advantages of irrigation, we fmd a decided leaning to the

opinions of the earlier teacher. Schwerz, Yeit, Koppe, Hlubek, and Von Lengerke, among
the best of these authors, adopt them. Thaer himself did not claim any great experimental

knowledge of his o\m on the subject, as his adoption of the plan was limited to a small ex-

tent of surface—some few acres ; but he had industriously gathered his information from
various sources, and especially from countries or regions where it had been most successful.

He also brought his large knowledge of agriculture in general to bear upon the question in

settling the principles on which it should be discussed. He states clearly the advantages to

be derived from a resort to irrigation ; the difficulties which are to be removed ; when and
where it may be be.st practiced ; and the modes adapted to the varieties of soil and surface,

and other circumstances affecting it. His remarks are excellent, and the subject is placed

in a clear, strong light, indicating that good sense and discernment which characterize his

work as a whole, and which entitled him to the eminent place so imiversally assigned him
as the pioneer of combined scientific and practical agriculture in Germany. But many years

have elapsed since his work was written, and new experiments and observations have added
to the mass of accumulating materials, so that it is unnecessary to refer to them in detail

;

since whatever may be useful in this respect may be embodied with the later considerations

of authors hereafter to be quoted.

In Yon Lengerke' s Annals of Agriculture (Annalen der Landwirthschaft) there is an arti-

cle entitled '

' Reply to the questions proposed by the Royal College of Rural Ecconcmy
respecting the formation of Water Meadows, by Chief Bailiff Sydow, of Steinbrusch," which,
in a fev/ pages, embodies the results of practical attention by a man of sound judgment, and
the substance of which may be profitably introduced here to show the general aspect of the

subject in that country. Sixteen questions were proposed, which, Avith the answers, cover
the main points embraced in such an investigation.

Tlic first question is as to the effect which water has, irrespective of accidental mixtures,
to promote vegetation. The reply states that the effect is to cause and promote the process

of putrefaction, by which nutrition is prepared for the vegetable kingdom. Tlie cutting off

of air and heat, however, by an excess of water, and especially by freezing, does not accom-
plish this purpose. "But," says Mr. Sydow, "water appears to impart, so to speak, a
relish, combining with the nutriment of plants, and conveying it to them ; and this is indi-

cated by the fact that there is no plant in a living state without more or less hydrogen and
humus from which water has been entirely evaporated is ineffective for vegetation. As re-

gards the grasses especially, the principal part of them in their green state consists of hydro-
gen, and in a sandy soil, destitute of humus, by means of water a vegetation othervyrise

unattainable may be called forth." "\^n[iether this adaptation of vrater for the nutrition of

plants is in the water itself, or derived from long contact with the air, he does not pretend
to decide. Its effect, however, is unquestionably increased by such long exposure, where it

may take in nutritious particles, as may be seen from the fact that water Avhich comes
directly from springs causes but a scanty vegetation. Tlie conclusion is evident that, though
without artificial additions of humus, water may call forth vegetation, yet that lake, river,

and rain water have better success in this way than the water of v/clls, springs, and
fountiiins.

Tlic second question proposed refen-ed to the influence which the temperature of water
exerts in the matter. Here, it being assumed that some degree of heat is necessary to vege-
tation, the kind of water to be used for this purpose is at once sliOAvn. " Experience teaches

this, since ice. or vrater vsithout heat, hinders the requisite j)utreftiction and the gi'owth of

plants ; so that, as a pnictical question, it relates to the degree of heat conducive to the end.

Unquestionably the highest degree the water can obtain in the open air, by means of the

sun, is the best. A warm rain is more successful for the growth of plants than a cold rain ;

and the irrigated meadows in the greatest warmth of the atmosphere, so far as they receive

the necessary quantity of water proj^erly distributed, have a more luxuriant growth than
others.

'

'

xVs to the influence of accidental mixtures with water, which of these are the most bene-

ficial or are injurious, Jlr. Sydow speaks of the decvledly beneficial effects of slime, animal
and vegetable elements, such as are home along in (heir course by rivers ; and even mix-
tures of clay and lime, if not as good as others, he docj not regard as exactly injurious. But
earths containing iron are hurtful, only a scanty growth of coarser grasses and plants being
the result. Acids, too. such as are formed in boggy and marshy places, act injuriously.

In reference to the character of the soil with respect to the success of irrigation, as to the
combination of natural elements, and to locality or situati m, his experience is that there is
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no difference in sandy or clayey soils with an equal proportion of humus. It has been found
so in experiments on previously unfruitful sandy soils. As regards the ease of practically

carrying out plans of irrigation there is quite a difference, a sandy being more porous, and
allowing the water more readily and in greater quantity to soak into it than a clayey soil.

To counteract this disadvantage, in some cases resort has been had to building walls above
the conducting trenches so that the water may be dammed up high enough to reach a little

above the margin of the trench, but not above the v,-alls. It then percolates and moistens
the ground on a lower level. In the places where the soil is not porous enough, and a
richer supply is needed in the irrigation, openings are made in the sides of the walls of the
trenches, and it thus becomes spread through the ground. By this process the object has
been secured, considerable water saved, and, on the whole, a greater product obtained than
by irrigation over the surface. This is especially important where, as is often the case, there

is more land than water at any one's command, and a careful economy of the water may be
requisite. If there be plenty of water for a sandy soil, irrigation on the surface is, however,
preferable. But care must be taken in this latter case that the surface-irrigation be not
used before a turf or sward is formed, as the soil would be washed off, irregular runs of

water caused, and the object of distributing the water equably thus hindered. For a clayey

soil this method of moistening will not answer ; for, as it is not porous, the too great con-

sumption of water from the soaking in does not exist. Peat soils, previously drained and
covered with sand some inches, are also not ill-adapted to irrigation.

Mr. Sydow places a good deal of stress on the influence which the proportion of humus in

a soil has in determining the benefits to be derived from irrigation. A soil poor in humus,
without the aid of manure, promises little or no profit. In such an artificial meadow, he
thinks, it should be thinly manured every three years, partly with ashes, and partly with
muck and cow-dung, at the ra,te of three or four loads of the manure to the acre, and
ploughed up also in the spring to bring the manure into contact with the soil. As to the

nature of the surface, a perfect level is not fitted for irrigation ; the water, not being able to

flow off, forms marshy spots, which must be drained and not allowed to stagnate. A sloping

surface is therefore required ; but as the greater the inclination the greater the consimiption

of Avater, and as the production of grass is not m a like proportion, a moderate slope such as

permits the water to flow off easily, and to leave no excess, is the most advantageous. In
natural meadows, however, the surface must be taken as it is.

There are soils and circumstances which resist successful irrigation. Land suffering from
bogs that camiot be dramed, or only at great expense, or those soils the elements of which
hinder vegetation, (for example, those which contain large quantities of certain mineral

matters.) will ahvays be unfruitful, even if irrigated. On any other soils adapted for

manuring, and with sufficient rain for the growth of plants, an active vegetation may be
called forth by this means.
An important question relates to the quantity of water needed as an average on any given

extent of land. The answer is, that the supply depends on a variety of circumstances, such

as the lay of the land, the subsoil, whether the water is used more than once or several

times, &c. Some general principles only can be given, such as the greater the slope the

more water ; sandy more than clayey soils ; coarse sand more than finer ; coarse gravel with
the same subsoil can hardly be saturated. Everj^ soil, too, at the outset requires a greater

quantity of water than afterwards, when properly impregnated with the slime. It cannot,

therefore, always be determined beforehand how far the water at disposal A\ill serve for the

purpose of irrigation. We must proceed gradually and adapt the extent of watering to the

supply, as it appears in the process. In an experience of twenty years on ground having
fine sand for the upper stratum and clay and gravel in part for the subsoil, the Avater being

used over and over in distinct portions with, in general, but a gentle slope, the use of water

for sixty acres during the irrigation for twenty-four hours amounted to 200,000 cubic feet.

As to the length of time, the seasons of the year, and the time of the day most favorable

and efficacious, Mr. Sydow says the first of April, only leaving off during the first mowing,
and then, when the hay is taken off the meadoAvs, continue till the aftermath is moAvn.

During this period the Avater is to be let on three or four days in succession, and then held

up the same period of time, to alloAv it to run off before resuming the irrigation. Tlie Avater

stands on one lialf of the meadoAv three or four days, then being let off on the second half

an equal length of time. From the gathering of the aftermath the meadows lie dry, later

Avatering having been found prejudicial.

To the inquiry, Hoav much Avater is consumed by evaporation and soaking in, and what
share do the state of the atmosphere, the seasons, the time of the day, and the quality of

the soil bear in this consiunption ? the reply miist be given that the definite portion so con-

sumed cannot be stilted. It is goA-erned by A'arious circumstances, and depends on the state

of things at a given time. In a sandy soil, and the drier and Avarmer the weather, of course,

the greater must be the consumption. Mr. SydoAV reckons it in his meadows at nineteen-

twcntieths of the Avhole quantity conducted on the groimd.
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The distance of the water-level of the drains from the surface to he watered, and also the

depth to be given to the various trenches and feeders, are the next points of investigation.

Mr. Sydow states his main conductor to be, at the water-level, twelve feet, four feet wide

at the bottom, and four feet deep, with a descent of two feet in a mile. This is found suffi-

cient. In a loose, sandy soil the fall might be six feet, without carrying away the banks

;

with a greater descent the How of water would be increased. But the general condition of

the ground and local circumstances must determine this where much fall is at one's com-

mand. The large conductors of the water uix)n the surface irrigated are, at the water-level,

live feet; at the bottom two feet broad, two feet deep, and half an inch fall eveiy six feet.

Tlie small feeders need not be more than one foot broad or deep, and with no descent, their

object being, not to conduct the water, but simply to distribute it equally. In the drains

the water-level is nine to twelve inches deeper than the surface of the ground irrigated, and
with a descent of one-fourth to one-eighth of an inch per twelve feet. Their breadtli' and
depth depend on the quantity of water to be drained and the land to be cut through.

As to the natural method of irrigation, the slope of the water does not come under a separate

consideration, as in such cases it is used as it is without alteration. No more is needed than
for the water to flow off gradually. Two inches to 120 feet, if watered only alternately, is

sufficient. Any certain or definite direction is not requisite for the whole surface to be im-
gated in this descent ; if it is formed partially by elevations and depressions, such as almost

everywhere we find the lay of ground, it will answer. If needed, draining by trenches must
be added. A larger descent than the above mentioned is advantageous to the hay crop,

though it requires more water ; and in case of deficiency of water, or in a sandy soil, which
absorbs a large quantity, it is not advisable on the score of profit. Irrigation can, however,
be conducted on the steepest declivities, if care be taken to prevent the Avater from con-

stantly running off and the soil is covered with a sward, and the walls of the trenches are

secured from being broken through.

The fall in the artificial water-meadow must depend on the particular circumstances of

each case. There are natural circumstances, in given cases, Avhich all may avail themselves
of without ploughing up the surface, while in other cases resort must be had to such means.
The aid of the natural conditiion of the soil must be made use of, and irrigation can be
effected by here and there draining and cutting off, so as to regulate the slight inequali-

ties of the surface of the ground, for the purpose of constructing the conductors and feeders,

and in such cases proper artificial cultivation may be wholly dispensed Avith.

In estimatmg the cost of preparing natural irrigated meadows, compared to that of mea-
dows artificially irrigated, it is difficult to arrive at any very satisfactory residts. They arc

so different, and so depend on local circumstances, that an estimate in general is impossible.

The greater part of the expenses are those which arise from conducting the water upon
the surface to be irrigated, and these vary almost indefi.nitely. Leaving that out of the

account, the cost of the constructions, or the expenses of laymg the conductors, feeders, and
drains, in natural meadows, are stated as from two to five thalers per morgen, (about $3 20
to S8 for a little over an acre. ) A similar meadow, laid out in beds, costs considerably more

—

Mr. Sydow thinks tenfold. The product of his meadows, irrigated as he describes, he gives

at an average of three tons to the acre. The hay is regarded as of equal value with that of

meadows overflowed and manured by the slime left upon them, and the fodder, for cattle,

horses, and sheep, as healthy and nutritious.

These views of Mr. Sydow, which were published in 18-12, coirespond to those of later

writers, and are, no doubt, the same as are entertained at the present day in Gemiany in

respect to the fundamental principles of inigation. Quotations might be largely made and
extracts multiplied, but it is imnecessary, as this mode of improvement of lands has not
been conducted on any very broad scale in that country.

In France and Belgium attention has been given to the subject. It is evident that it has
been regarded as a matter of public interest and prosecuted with more or less success.

From time to time persons have been commissioned in France to visit regions where irriga-

tion has been most successfully applied, and to examine and report upon the existing state

of this measure, and how far it may admit of application at home, that equal or greater

results may be secured, as well as upon the legislation necessary for carrying out the different

modes of irrigation upon the uncultivated tracts allowing of such better means and even
increased improvements. Action has doubtless been had on the infomiation furnished and
the end still kept in view, as is evident from allusions to it in the different agricultui-al

journals of France.

Richard, in his Dictionnaire Raisonnee d' Agriculture, under the head of Irrigations, gives

the natural meadows of France at 4,200,000 hectares, (at about 2^ ac:rcs per hectare,) of

which not more than 95,000 hectares are irrigated. The remaining 4, 10."), 000 hectares,

which now receive only the water of the sky, or rain, he asserts, could be tripled in their

productive value by means of irrigation. As the necessity of greater supplies of food

becomes more apparent, no doubt the attention of the government will be directed still
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more to this means of securing such an increase, and irrigation will probably he conducted
on a con-esponding scale. This judicious care of suppljdng water as needed, connected as it

is with suitable drainage, would be useful not only for times of drought, but like-

wise might prevent some of the disastrous consequences of the wet season, of which com-
plaints have been made this year as so thi-eatening to the prospects of the harvest in that

empire.

The Count de Gourcy (in his Agricultural Tour in France, Germany, Hungarj^, Bohemia,
and Belgium—a work of which a notice is given in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture—

)

speaks of an irrigated tract on the banks of the Moselle which consists of upwards of 1,200
acres ; and some idea, it is said, may be had of the labor and cost required to complete it

when it is stated that the course of the river was turned several times. The result has
been that the most arid and sandy tracts were soon covered ^^'ith turf, and very indifferent

and unproductive land converted into beautiful meadows. A few leguminous seeds were
Qcvra among the grass, and especially white clover ; also, English and Italian ryegrass.

The third year, from 3,000 to 4,000 kilogrammes (about 3i to 4i tons) of diy hay were
obtained from every 2.^ acres. On the oldest of these meadows tln-ee oxen of large size

were fattened on two and a half acres, and it was expected that four would be. Other
similar meadows are mentioned which are cut three or four times in a year.

The methods of irrigation in France are in general so similar to those practiced in other

countries that they need not be dwelt upon particularly here. One kind, however—a species

of catch-work irrigation for imeven surfaces

—

called Irrigation j^ar Bazes, is somewhat pecuhar,

and mav, therefore, be presented as described in the " Journal dAgriculture Pratique" for

1859.

This system, which is also called " sloping trenches," (rigoles en pente,) is well adapted
to lands that are irregular. Mr. Pareto applied it to lands which had not more than from
3-1000 to 8-1000 of a meter fall to the meter

; (a meter is equal to 39.37 English inches ;)

but it is said to be more successful in case the fall is from 2-100 to 8-100. In the Luxem-
bourg and in Auvergne it is employed ^vith much steeper falls ; but the irrigations

are quite irregular. Li general, irrigation oi ejn ought only to be used to complete
irrigation by level trenches. It is practiced on the top, or' ridge of heights, on the

side of the fall, by means of distribution trenches, proceeding from the supply canal,

in which, on each side, originate inclined trenches, diverging like the beards of an ear

of grain, and which are called razes, their size lessening up to the extremity where
they tenninate in a point. These trenches, in proportion as they are contracted, fail

to contain all the water which runs there, and it is accordingly turned off quite

regularly along their whole length. In the valley passages supply trenches are hollowed

out and made to conduct the water either into a trench on a level, which then performs the

office of a feeder to the land below, or into the principal drain for carrpng off the water.

Thus, besides the conductor which brings on the water, and which is constructed precisely

as for irrigation by level trenches, we must make the large feeders, the smaller or diverging

feeders, (razes,) the small drains, and the main drain.

The main feedei'S are drawn along the line of the greatest slope. Each of them is con-

nected with the conductor by a wooden nozzle furnished with a gate, and has a unifonn
breadth up to the first pair of small side feeders, then suddenly diminishes in breadth as it

leaves that point to continue the new section up to the second pair of side feeders, and so

on. The constant depth is i to ^ of a meter on the whole length. The breadth depends

on the quantity of water to be distributed. In an ordinary surface, with a fall of 7-1000 of

a meter per meter, a length of 90 meters, and three pairs of side feeders is best. Mr. Pareto

gave to the first main feeder a breadth of 45-100 of a meter ; to the second, 30-100 ; to the

third, 15-100 ; and the irrigation, in which he could dispose of much water, succeeded well.

It is admitted that, as the small side feeders, to distribute the water regularly and properly,

ought not to be more than 25 meters long, the distance between two successive side feeders

should not be over 50 meters. Some irrigators have 80 meters; but this must dependmuch
on the nature of the tract of land and its conformity of surface. We ought carefully to

consider any plan of irrigation before adopting it on the land, that we may be certam of

deriving from the system every possible advantage. This is ordinarily neglected, and
frequently the feeder is traced out on the apparent state of the soil, and the feeders are

aftcnvard executed by making the water follow in them in order to avoid the use of the

level.

The feeders, which start by pairs from each side of the main feeder, have the same depth

at their source as the main feeder, whether one-fifth or one-quarter of a meter, and a breadth

of one-quarter of a meter. Tlie depth then diminishes progressively, and at the extremity

is not more than fifteen one-hundredths of a meter, and then terminates in a point. They
arc made, not by following the lines of level, but with a small regular ftill of one in one

thousand meters in the less impervious soils, and of five to one thousand in those more so.

Generally, two of the small side feeders start from the same point of the main feeder, but
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this is not the absolute rule. Tlie length of these small side feeders is limited to about

twenty-five meters. The distance between any two pairs depends on the nature of the soil

and on the fall, and is commonly from tlnee to fifteen meters, the minimum corresponding

to a system of irrigation by level trenches, stronger descent, and the greatest porousness of

ground. The side feeders are placed along a main feeder, not in the way of prolonging it,

but opposite the middle of a section of it, and it thus separates two pairs of successive side

feeders. On the same main feeder there are seldom placed more than two pairs of the small

side feeders. Tlie trenches, acting as small drains, are placed at the bottom of the valleys

between two main feeders, and either meet the principal drain, or, when the ground presents

a large extent, a level trench which performs its office of conductor for a strip of the lower

ground. The distance between the level trenches charged with the office of conductor ought

to be embraced within (50 to 100 meters. It is well to have them directly connected with

the conductor, the better to scatter the water across the whole extent of the irrigation.

If there be but a slight fall, in order that we may have a proper state, we arrange accord-

ingly, the small drains on the side, as we do the small side feeders, and place them in the

intervals between two successive systems of side feeders. These small drains have a size

proportioned to the quantity of water they are to receive.

The manner of forming the trenches in tlie system of side feeders is the same as that

employed in the level system of irrigation. The price of the conductors, feeders and drains

is, on an average, one centime (less than one-fifth of a cent) for the meter ; the price of the

small feeders is estimated at two-thirds of that of the small drains (or sixtj-seven one-hun-

dredths of a centime) per meter ; and the large trenches, on the level, cost in proportion to

their size.

To furnish the water, the sluice doors which connect the conductors with the main feeders

are opened, and from them the water runs into the small side feeders, and when these are

filled it flows upon the ground, and then is received by the small drains. However well the

system may be established, the flowing upon the land is never effected with perfect regularity,

and the irrigator must be at hand to place turf or little boaids either in the feeders, toward
the course of the system of side feeders, to cause the water to flow back there, or in the side

feeders themselves, to force the water to flow off uniformly. It is estimated that this system

of irrigation requires double the cost of supervision called for by level irrigation. The drain-

ing is eifected without difiiculty when the sluice doors of the feeders are shut.

Count Gasparin, in his Cmrs d' Agriculture, gives a rule to this effect, for estimating the

quantity of wat^r : As one-seventh of that which falls in rains runs off by rivers or streams,

by multiplying one-seventh of the Avater fallen by the suriiice of the soil which slopes toward
the valley, we have approximately the cube of the water which flows into the place where it

is received.

The evaporation of the water is a most variable element, according to the more or less

hot or windy climate. Cottle found that the evaporation at Montmorency was five hundred
and ninety millimeters, and at Orange, in a windy, hot climate, one tliDusand eight hundred
and seventy-five millimeters. The Canal du Midi loses on an average, from this cause, three

to four centimeters per day. M. Comoy estimates the loss of the Canal du Centre at thirty-

five millimeters per da}^ in clayey soils, and at twenty-five millimeters in the sandy ground,
during the summer. Making these deductions, we shall have the number of hectares which
can be watered by dividing the number of cubic meters which remain in the basin or place

of reception by one thousand, multiplied by the number of irrigations needed on a tract of

land.

Bored or artesian wells are also recommended where the strata of the ground give reason

to expect water at a certain depth. Some of these arc carried to great depths, but the pre-

vious calculations are often of great accuracy. It was conjectured from the strata at Grcnelle
that water would be found at the depth of five hundred and fifty to five hundred and sixty

metei-s, and it was found at five hundred and forty-eight.

The department of the Eastern Pyrenees appeared to be one of those where the greatest

volumes of water might be obtained. Mr. Durand bored a well at Bages which produced
two thousand cubic meters of water per day ; at Tours, at fifty to one hundred, they obtained
four thousand cubic meters per day ; at Grcnelle, two thousand four hundred litres on the

surface of the ground per minute, and one thousand one hundred and forty litres for thirty-

three meters depth. But such success is not to be noted everywhere, bored wells producing
from fifty to one hundred cubic meters per day being much more numerous.

In regard to the price of inigation. Count Gasjmrin remarks that on the coast of Craponne
it is from five to six francs per hectare (two and a half acres) at Salon ; and twenty-two
francs at Aries, not the greatest distance. On the Canal Crillon it is twenty-four francs.

This last canal cost six hundred thousand francs, and is about to be sold for three hundred
thousand francs, though it uses all its water. The income of the Canal des Alpines is fixed

by law at one and a half litre of com per acre, or fifteen decalitres per hectare. This is a
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good precantion, but at the average price of corn, twenty-two francs, the price of inigation

of a hectare will not be less than thirty-three francs.

In comparing the prices of water raised by machines moved by different kinds of power,

Count Gasparin says the water on the Canal Crillon costs, per cubic meter, 0.005 of a franc;

that of Martesana, 0.0012 ; while that raised by human strength, the cubic meter costs

0.0149 ; by horses, 0.0027 to 0.0032 ; by mnd, 0.002 to 0.005, according to its situation

;

by steam-engines of five horse power, 0.00119 ; and of forty-five horse power, 0.00098 of a
franc ; but it is seldom that it is not necessary to raise it to the height of several meters for

irrigation ; and, at the height of four meters merely, ten thousand meters will cost

—

Human power - ..,.-. 596 francs.

Horse " 128 «'

Wind " 80tol00 "
Steam-engine, 5 horse power_ 48 *.*

45 " 39 "

The advantages of irrigation are presented by many of the French writers on agriculture.

Count de Gourcy speaks of the magnificent irrigated meadows in the environs of Firbone,

w^here he states that land valued at eight hundred francs was raised to two thousand
four hundred francs. The first cut of hay, in the third year, sold at from forty-eight to

fifty ; the second at thirty-tAvo to thirty-four francs per juchart—44 ares (one and one-tenth

acre). In the winter each meadow receives water twelve hours for twelve days ; in sum-
mer six hours for twenty-four days. It is irrigated up to the evening before mowing, but
great care must be taken to let on only a slight veil of water, just enough to cover the
ground ; a thicker one injures the crop. The level ground is divided into plots of forty-four

ares each, in an oblong form, and each portion has its sluice to retain the water whilst it is

at disposal for irrigation.

Several methods of noting the mean quantity of water necessary for irrigation are described

in a valuable work entitled "Colonisation et Agriculture de I'Algerie," by L. Moll, viz:

1. By the total volume of water employed on a given surface, as upon a hectare, during the

season of irrigation. 2. By the continued loss of water. 3. By the number of waterings,

the volume being determined beforehand.

The season of irrigations is at the maximum six months ; that is to say, from the first of

May to the end of October, in the south of France and in Italy.

The greater number of agricultural writers who in modern times have treated of irrigation

have adopted the first method of valuation ; and after many statements made in different

countries, especially in the South, have adopted as the average number 10,000 cubic meters
per hectare for the whole season.

Without entering into any discussion here as to this number, it may be remarked that

this method of valuation is inconvenient and but little practiced, except in a single case,

when irrigation is carried on by means of artificial reservoirs, or of machines which do not
work constantly, or merely yield a feeble volume of water and raise it at first into a basin,

whence it is directed upon the soil.

For all other cases the second method is preferable,—the valuation by the continued drain

of a volume of water regularly noted during the six months of irrigation. This method,
indeed, is allied to the operations in gauging, and to calculations which the forination of

the canal of supply renders necessary. It is known that at low-water mark the course of the
water from which the canal is derived notes a volume given in a second. It is inferred that

by taking a quarter, a half, or the whole of this volume of water, we can irrigate a definite

number of acres ; or else that number is fixed beforehand, and the gauging indicates that

the run of the water is amply sufficient ; and that nothing more is needed than to calculate

the section and fall of the canal in such a way that there may be delivered in a second as

many times a certain volume of water as there are hectares to irrigate.

It is probable that the desire of presenting in a second, as an average, simple and perfect

numerical data which will fasten themselves readily in the memory, even more so than the
observation and calculation, has caused the adoption of the number of 1 litre (61.02 cubic

inches) of continuous water per second for every hectare (2^ acres.)

This delivery represents : For the hour, 3,000 litres, (6G0 gallons,) or 3 cubic meters, 600
litres; for the day, 86 cubic meters, 400 litres ; for the month, 2,592 cubic meters; for

six months, 15,552 cubic meters. Thus, to irrigate 1,000 hectares there is needed a canal

of supply having a capacity of 1 cubic meter per second, and so on.

Further observations have shown that this number of ] litre per hectare is too high as a
mean, or average. In the department of the Eastern Pyrenees, portions of which being
plain have perhaps the warmest and driest climate of all continental France, there are areas

which receive a sufficient irrigation by a continued delivery of a little more than a fourth

of a litre per hectare. It is true that in that country, as has already been remarked, the
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mode of irrigation—that is to say, the disposition of the ground—is of a kind to reduce the

drains to almost nothing ; that consequently canals in general are made with much care and
in a manner to avoid all losses.

In considering that number as exceptional, we may, at least, admit with M. Nadault dc

Buffon, as a very convenient mean, the number of two-thirds of a litre of continuous water

a second for a hectare. Every litre of continuous water per second will, therefore, irrigate

a hectare and a half, and a cubic meter will be enough for 1,500 hectares.

Now, supposing there are six months of irrigation, this number of two-thirds of a litre

of continuous water per second gives for the total volume a little less than 10,400 cubic

meters for the season. This number, as may be seen, agrees in a remarkable manner with

that of 10,000 cubic meters before mentioned.

But of all the methods of estimate, that most practiced unquestionably is by irrigations. It

is knoAvn that the introduction of Avater upon a tract of ground is not continuous except on
some spots at certain periods. The quantity of water by irrigation per hectare varies, no
doubt, according to the soil and the system of irrigation, but much less than the irrigations,

which run from four to sixty, and more. In a soil of moderate capacity, as that of the

greater part of Algiers, and with the systems of irrigation by infiltration, (subterraneous,) by
renewal of the water, or by beds, and even by ridges, when thej' are slightly inclined, 300
to 500 cubic meters—on a mean 400—per hectare are enough for each irrigation. Such a
volume of water spread uniformlj- over one hectare will give 4,000 litres i)er are, and 40
litres per squfire meter of the surface ; and, supposing it to be extended regularly over every

portion of the surface of the soil, it will form a veil of water four centimeters deep. Now,
•we know that a rain of two centimeters high is a very strong rain, and penetrates deeply

into the ground. So it would not be necessary to use this large quantity of water if we had
the means of diffusing it with as much regularity as is done by the rain, and if, subse-

quently, the evaporation was not much greater after an irrigation in a dry season than after

a rain, which charges the atmosphere with moisture. We may start, then, from that basis

to estimate the quantity of water required in different agricultural conditions :

1. Gardens.—This mode of using the soil requires the most w^ater. In the South of

France, in Italy, and in Spain, six to twelve irrigations are bestowed on gardens per month.
Six being more frequent than twelve, we may take eight as a mean ; that is, two irrigations

per week. Now, allomng 400 cubic meters for an irrigation, this would be 800 for a week,
or 20.800 for the six months of the irrigation period, just double the volume in a delivery

of two-thirds of a litre a second. Consequently a supply-channel designed for the irrigation

of gardens ought to deliver per second as many times li litres as there are hectares to irri-

gate. TTiis agrees perfectly with the facts collected in many gardens -amply iiTigated in the

environs of Perpignan, as well as those furnished by M. Maffre, in his work on the kitchen

gardens of the South. According to that able observer, the Norias constantly used in the

gardens in the neighborhood of Pezcnas, and wdiich, worked by one mule, draw Avater from
seven to eight meters deep, may furnish in 6^ hours of labor a little more than 108 cubic

meters of water. It is reckoned that three days are needed to irrigate properly one hectare,

which thus requires a total of 525 cubic meters an irrigation, each portion being successively

watered every three days at the rate of 3^ cubic meters per acre.

2. Natural and artificial meadows.—Except in special circumstances, these are not watered
oftener than once per week ; most commonly not more than twice or three times a month.
Allowing the same volume of water for a watering, and one irrigation a week, we have for

each hectare just the quantity furnished by two-thirds of a litre per second ; that is, 10,400
cubic meters for six months of irrigation.

3. Plantations, and annual cidtivatcd jjlants, (cereals, maize, flax, &,'c.)—We calculate in general
on half the quantity needed for meadows ; that is, one irrigation ever}' 14 days, requiring

5,200 cubic meters for the whole season, equal to the continued delivery of one-third of a
litre per second for each hectare.

The foregoing relates to Europe. It has wot yet been proved that these estimates -will

apply to Algiers ; V^t as they apply to countries like Spain and the South of France, where
the summers are really only a little less hot than in Algiers, but more dry, so they are as-

sumed in treating of that climate. In fact, the mistral, that great drier up of the Mediter-

ranean departments, blows also at xVlgiers during the greater part of the summer ; but it is

after it has passed over the sea and become charged with vapor. On all that coast of Bar-

bary the nights also are fresh and moist, and the dews very copious. All this leads us to

believe that for gai'dcns 800 cubic meters in two irrigations, and for natural or artilicial

meadows 400 cubic meters a watering, would be amply sufiicient for a hectare in a Aveek.

Taking also into consideration the use of the soii for various crops, two-thirds of a litre of

continuous water per second, or twenty-six irrigations of 400 cubic meters each, or a total

c'f 10.400 cubic meters for the season, may be adopted as a very proper mean in Algiers for

the hectare.

All that has been said relates to a soil of mean compactness. If the gromid is sandy,

12 A
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these data will not apply. A very sandy soil, situated near Paris, and sovm with lucerne,

required for each irrigation 15 cubic meters of water pcr-arc, or 1,500 meters per hectare ;

and, moist as is the climate of Paris for three or four monllis, two irrigations were required

a week, v/hich were reduced to hut a single one during a month and a half to two months,
making for the season 34 to 40 irrigations, which, at 1,500 cubic meters, form an enormous
volume of 50,000 to 60,000 cubic meters per hectare, or five to six meters for the square
meter of surface, or a veil of water five to six meters high over the whole surface irrigated.

It is true that there are five to six cuttings of the lucerne, and that this was one of the most
sandy and porous of soils that can be found ; and, situated at the very entrance of Paris, it

could not be tilled.

Gauging the course of water or spring to be used is always a judicious course before putting
ground under irrigation. When the course of the water is of importance, the administra-

tion requires gauging before a grant is given. But in any case the good husbandman
ought to know approximately the state of matters and what he wants. In the case of irri-

•gation, as in navigation, it is the low-water mark which must be determined, not only as to

volume, but as to its period. In the use of a spring or feeble run of water, on w^hich there

is fall enough without danger of losing the water in filtrations, the best and most exact
method for ascertaining the delivery is to cause the whole of the water to run into a recep-

tacle of known capacity placed under the fall. With a counter, or a second-hTiid watch, or
even an ordinary watch, or by beats of the pulse of a person in good health, (generally a
little more than 60 per minute,) observe the time necessaryto fill the measure, and, dividing

the contents by the number of seconds, the quotient obtained will be the number of litres

delivered by the run of water in a second.

Yv^'hen pressed for time, or when the run of the water is, too great, or when there is no
fall, the method of water gauges is used. For this purpose the bed of the water is made as

uniform as possible for a certain length, either confining it by shuttmg it up in its natural

banks, or by constructing an artificial canal by means of boards. At some meters above the
jDlace where the regular bed begins, place in the middle of the current a water gauge com-
posed of a piece of w^ood barely heavy enough to sink below the level of the water, that the
agitation of the air may not modify the traverse of the gauge. With a second-hand watch,
or by the other means indicated above, the irrigator follows the gauge, setting out from the
point where -the regular bed begins to the point where it ends. This distance having been
previously measured, and what the gauge has to run through being known, the superficial

velocity of the water should be multiplied by 0.80 to get the mean velocity. For greater

exactness repeat the experiment three or four times and take the mean of the results. The
velocity being known, the section should be measured, for it is known that the capacity of

the water is the product of the section and the velocity. If the bed can be changed into a
canal, so that the bottom may be even and the banks parallel and regularly arranged, -with

or without slopes, the exact Ijeaiing of the section will thus be given very easily. This
should be made on the top, at the middle, and at the bottom of the portion regulated by
the course of water, and the mean thus taken. This method is subject to some inaccuracies

;

but still it is the only method commended to agriculturists when they cannot employ the

firet. But in treating of a thing as variable as the capacity of a brook or river, exact preci-

sion is not indispensable. The best gauging will not be exact half an hour after its applica-

tion. The low-water mark, as already stated, is but vague ; and, besides, where the low-

water mark is that which notes the drying up, it may be more useful to know approximately
the quantity of water which can be disposed of at difl^rent periods of irrigation, before and
after the low water. What is most important to determine is the ordinary period of the
latter.

Modules are also used for determining the volume of water. The module is an orifice of

variable form and dunensions, cut into a vertical slab on which the water of the canal comes.

An inch of water, or a cistern maker's inch, is adopted as the imit of comparison. The pro-

duct of such an inch is

:

In 24 hours 19 cubic meters 195 litres 3—10 •

Ihour " '* 799 " 8—10
1 minute '* *' 13 «' 1—3
1 second " " " 22—100

For the delivery, such as here indicated, the level must be established at a constant

height of a line above the top of the orifices. In fact, the volume of water which runs off in

a given time by an orifice, does not depend solely on its dimensions, but also on the charge,

Avhich is the result of the level of the water above the summit of the orifice in the feeding

canal ; also of the level of the water in the receiver. In the modules the orifices always

discharge in the open air.

The pressure of the water must be considered as well as the velocity and the direction of

the current, which alike influence the delivery at the orifice. As note cannot be taken of all
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the disturbing causes in a canal, the orifice whicli includes tlie module is fixed on a kind of

chamber communicating -with the canal by a door Avliich allows the introduction of "svater in

such manner that it preserves a constant level above the top of the orifice. Such are the

most approved modules in use where irrigation is conducted most scientifically.

In the 18th volume of the 2d series of the Annalcs des Fonts, ct Chaussees, Mcmoires, &c., (for

1849,) there is an able article on the Irrigations of the Moselle, in the Department of the

Vosges, by M. Foltz, Ingenieur des Fonts ct Chaussees, which contains some important as well

as interesting details. He mentions the transformation of 800 hectares (2,000 acres) of bar-

rens into fertile meadows by irrigation. One fact to which he calls the attention is that

irrigation offers a sure and economical mode of fixing the bed of a river Avhich has hitherto

had a movable bottom. A new smaller, constant bed is formed wliich will no longer be
exhausted. He refers to the valuable work of M. Nadault do Buffon as to the first system

of irrigation mentioned, which is that practiced in the great irrigations of the South of France
and North of Italy. Its sole object- in the use of the water is to keep up the moisture of the

soil during the dr}'ness of the summer. The purity of the water, the abundance and nature

of the matters suspended in it, are of secondary importance. But the soil must be good, the

vegetable earth thick enough, and if this is not the case, recourse must be had to manure.
This kind of irrigation tends to impoverish the soil, and this is the case the more water
there is and the purer its quality. The seco?id system is practiced in the calcareous soil of

the Vosges and usually in other parts of France, especially in the North. It is suited to

valleys in which the stream -has a slight fall, the moderate supply h pure, acid, or charged
with substances which are not adapted to meadows. In this case, either naturally or by
artificial means, varied according to the character of the place, the waters are let on the

meadows in the v»-intcr during a thaw, at every period when they are charged with the

vegetable earth carried away from other points. It then deposits a light slime, very favor-

able to vegetation, and which Avill compensate for the waste of the soil. In the summer
the irrigations are suspended, or all that is done to keep up the moisture of the- meadows is

by maintaining the water at a level as high as possible in the canals and on the stream. If

the form and slope of the ground permit, during the dry periods, recourse is had to the first

system of irrigation.

The second system, it will be seen, is like the one practiced on so vast a scale in Egypt,
with this difference, however, that while the calcareous streams here irrigate ordinarilt^

only meadows, in Egj'pt the Nile fertilizes also the land under tillage.

• In the iJiird system the water itself not only preserves the freshness of the soil ; it acts

also in continually bringing on it and at all times an extremely fertile slime. In summer tf

appearance it is perfectly pure, but on examination there is seen a little deposit which forms

in the outset on the pebbles fine crusts of a deep bistre color that do not immediately break

under the fingers. In this method the nature of the soil is of little consequence. Irriga-

tions are found to succeed more easily on the pebbly surface deprived of vegetable earth

than on spots where there has already been a beginning of vegetation. What above all is

important is the nature of the water, and especially of the slime which it holds suspended.

V\) to a certain limit, the more water there is the more slime, and the better are the

meadows. During summer only it is proper to reduce or suspend the irrigations according

to the state of the vegetation of the meadows, and for the benefit of the harvest. . This
system is not adapted to the calcareous waters of the basin of the Seine, and still less so to

the ferruginous calcareous one of Landes. But it is particularly suited to the valleys where
the waters come from granitic mountains covered with forests, and of which the fall is great

enough to allow the construction of canals of supply very near by. It exists on two slopes

of the chain of the Vosges and the Black Forest, and in certain parts of Switzerland. The
waters which come from the mountains of Auvergne, the Alps, and the Pyrennees, are fitted

for beautiful applications of this system.

What distinguishes these irrigations is, that they unite at first the advantages of the two
former modes ; they allow watering of the meadows during dry periods, and they produce
at all seasons a powerful irrigation which is at one's command. Tliey may be applied espe-

cially on poor soils, because these irrigations in a short time produce a complete revolution,

particularly when the soils are very porous. The works constructed along the Moselle arc

a beautiful exemplification of this system. M. Foltz describes them as follows :

The course of the Moselle in the department of the Vosges may be di\ided into two
parts, very distinct from each other, from the summit of the chain of the Vosges to Epinal,

and from that city to the boundary of the department. In the former position the river ia

shut in by wet watered meadows, and its system is ver)-- regular. In the latter, on the con-

trary, the bed of the river is ver)' large. It is fonncd of a vast plain of gravel torn apart

by a great number of the arms of the stream. These banks of gravel arc continually

changing their fonn. The soil is composed of pure pebbles, the size of which rarely exceeds

0.12-100 meter to 0.15-100 meter ; (a meter is over 39 inches.) Sometimes it is covered with

signs of vegetation, where the flocks of the surrounding communes find a miserable pastu-
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rage. In 1823 the idea vras conceived, by the brothers Diitrac, of transforming these tracts

into meadows by means of supplies of water led out from the river.

They began to trace out the plan ; but they met with obstacles from proprietors, and it

was not till 1827 they bought the small tract of Gosse, of 20 hectares, (50 acres,) situated

directly looking down to Epinal. This experiment succeeded, and the work vras then begun
on a larger scale. The surface was divided into basins, ordinarily on the same river, and
capable of being filled with the same supply of water. At the head of these basins were
erected dams large enough to draw off the waters into a canal of 10 meters in length—the
section of the mean of Avater in the basins varying from 5 to 12 meters, according to the
extent of the tract to be irrigated. The canals are kept in a straight line, and at a level as

long as possible. The water has only such surface slope as is necessary to cause it to run off,

and varies with the number of the little drafts upon it. When the soil in general sinks

considerably, the bottom is shut up by a dam of earth, and also when several sluices at the

bottom transmit the water either at the continuation of the large canal or the distribution

canal of secondary importance. The small drafts of water of indefinite number derive the
water cither directly from the great canal or from the secondary canals, and then water the

whole surface of the gromid. The drafts of water take place on the surface or from sluices

at the bottom, according to the relative heights of these canals. The waters, after having
nm through the whole soil, are brought into the river by a system of drains for discharging

the excess.

When the ground is level and the fields already prepared, the bed irrigation is adopted
;

but care must be taken not to give too great length, because if the feeders do not have a
sufficient fall, the slime will not be deposited.

Gauging, ^'c.—The meadow of Gosse was irrigated by a canal, the mean section of which
was 4.54-100 square meters, with a mean velocity of 0.50-100 meter, which gives a delivery

of 2.27-100 cubic meters per second. Tliis quantity of water irrigates without interruption

19 hectares* or there is used for a hectare 120 litres per second.

The draft of water of the Trois Communes, situated below, and which imgates 40 hectares

of the new formation, had for its mean section G. 50-100 square meters ; its mean velocity

0.59-100 square meter ; the delivery was 3.84-100 cubic meters, and thus 96 litres per hec-

tare. The irrigation here was uninterrupted. At the end of the great canal was a sluice at

the bottom, irrigating 20 hectares, with 1.86-100 square meter, and a delivery of 79 litres

per hectare per second.

The meadov/ of Thaon has 200 hectares, but only 100 hectares are inigated. The canal

has a section of 12.24-100 square meters; a mean velocity, 1.06-100 meter ; its delivery,

12.97-100 cubic meters. Every hectare irrigated receives iso litres per second, or 65 litres

per second for the whole meadow.
The meadow of Broquin receives a supply of 70 litres per second and per hectare.

In the third volume of the third series of the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees, Memoires, ( 1852,)

there is a full and able article on the Hydrology of the basin of the Seine, by M. Belgrand,

Ingenieur, &c., which treats of some questions of particular interest in reference to the subject

of French irrigation, and embodies piinciples of general application, a few extracts from
which may be usefully condensed and given here.

Before entering upon the subject, he remarks: "It is well to remember, 1. That in granitic

regions the valleys are straight, irregular, and have a strong fall. 2. In lias they are larger,

with a gentle fall and deep bottom. 3. In green grit (gres) the valleys are large ; the mean
course of the waters increase very greatly ; their bottoms aie flat, with little streams of

water, and have a concave depth. 4. In oolitic lands and'c/wZA; the valleys are flat at the

bottom, or even convex, and in the last case the course of water rmis at the top of the con-

vex surface. Tliey are straight in the lower oolite and hard lime, in the middle and upper oolite,

very broad, and very fertile in dialk, in case the upper" part of the river traverses impervious

soils and have turbid fountains ; also muddy when the greater portion of the declivities is

permeable, and the fountains (cnies) are limpid."
"From these characters of the bottoms of the valleys it follows

—

1. That the meadows of permeable lands, (oolitic and chalkg soil,) Avhich are wholly confined

to the margin of the streams, are naturally irrigated in the winter by periodic fountains

;

and when these fountains are limpid, the meadows are generally low, humid and even
muddy.

2. That the zone of the meadows irrigated by fountains is much restricted in impervious

soil. The meadows of argillaceous subsoil are the only ones which answer for fattening

cattle. ^Meadows Avith a porous siibsoil, which border on a river, are not suitable for that busi-

ness. The granitic meadows that on the Higher Seine do not yield any plant substantial

for fattening cattle, are good for young cattle and draught animals, Avhich maintain a con-

stantly fresh hair, (skin?) and every appearance of good health. These peculiarities of

meadows, according to the nature of the subsoil, completely change the conditions of

irrigation.
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The marshes ^or^aslm'e ought to be iiTigated by a Kystera of treuchcsTwiich are more
shnplo and easier to repair than others. Tlie jieriods of irrigations are not the same ; tlie

manures which the young cattle drop render the shooting of the herbage more precocious,

&c. , and in a, word the management of the -whole is different from that of oilier meadows.
This remark is of great importance. Indeed, where the culture of the meadows tends to

develop itself on a larger scale, especially where the ha7id-'work is scarce, we should manage
for the second cutting by having recourse to pasture to avoid the /ifl;2J-wOrk which is needed
for gathering in the crop. Too complicated a system of trenches, Avhich excludes young
cattle from the meadows, must not be adopted.

In studjing the irrigation of a coimtry, we must take into the account not only the nature

of the subsoil, but also the 7node of consuming the hay. The following questions are to be
considered:

1. The season in which irrigations are to be made. These vary with the nature and
destination of the meadows.

Mmdotvs u-ith on impervious and clayey subsoil.—lu clayey soils the meadows are on the sides

at the bottom of concave valleys, and in a great measure on a level with the river or foun-

tain. From this situation it follows that we can irrigate during the whole season, even at

periods when the rivers are overflown. Thus, as to winter irrigation in Nivernais, they

begin after the heavy frosts in February and suspend during March, as the plants then begin

to shoot, and the mcrming frosts would be of great injury to the dro^vned meadows. Great

importance is attached by those in charge of it in Nivemais to February iiTigation ; they

favor an early vegetation, which would be completely stopped by the frosts of March if the

ground was not then deeply moistened.

Spring iirigations.—These recommence in April. It is then necessary to prevent the soil

from cracking open {crevasses) under the action of the fitst heat of spring, and when the

herbage is not a sufScient protection.

Irrigations cease to be useful from the 1st to the 15th of May, when the ground is pro-

tected by the herbage on accouiit of its imperviousness, in a state of sufficient freshness.

Abundant imgations from the 15th of May to the 15th of June develop an excessive vege-

tation, whiten the herbage, and lessen the goodness of the crop.

If the meadows are to be pastured, irrigation must be suspended some daysbefbre j)utting

in the cattle. The first cattle are let loose at the beginning of April, in the most forsvard

meadows, which have scarcely any need of Avater. Toward the 15th all the cattle arc

fattening, and irrigation is suspended.

Summer in-igations.—In those rare cases when there is water in summer, the irrigations

commence after taldng off the crop from the 10th to the 15th of July. They are very

usetul when the ground is uncovered—that is, till the end of July—and less so when it is

covered by herbage. But they caimot be injured as in spring, because the vegetation is no
longer \igorous. The irrigations of autumn are good, though less fertilizing than in July.

ylM<z/77?n imV/a^/orw.—From the heavy rains in November the cattle do much more injury

to the meadow by treading it down, when they do not find grass enough ; besides, the food

is imwholesome and insufdcient. They arc, therefore, withdi-awn, and migations not begun
again tiQ the heavy frosts set in.

The autumn irrigations, wliich are made with turhid waters, are very useful, because by
their slimy nature as overflows, (cobnatage,) they fertilize the meadows. Tlius, in the imper-
vious soils of the Higher Seine, these irrigations are useful in the whole season and last six

months, viz: in svinter, one month ; in spring, one month and a half; in summer two and
a half months ; and in autumn, one month.

"When the irrigations are made by means of the w^aters of a canal or river, in the calcu-

lations of the necessary water, we need only consider the summer and spring irrigations,

because those of autumn and -svinter are made with an excess of water, the streams being
swollen in November and February. The irrigations which consume expensive waters are

those of April, May, July, August, and September, and last four months. Meadows for

fattening pasture, the irrigation of which is suspended the first days of April, have a not
less vigorous vegetation, because the manure which the beasts drop makes the shooting of

the grass very precocious. An o^Mier of such a meadow stated that the improvement pro-

duced by their manure was so great that the meadow gradually could do without other

improvement and consequently without irrigations.

Meadows wilh a porous suI)soil.—These meadows, as has been said, are always in valleys

having a flat bottom and wliich are easily brought under water. Winter and autumn ini-

gatious are naturally replaced by inundations from springs (crues) of the river.

The spring inigations begin when, after the fountains cease to give out water, the soil

tends to dry up

—

i. c. in April—as regards impervious meadows ; but they last much longer.

In fact, it is not enough tliat in these lands the groimd remains moist, and that it is pre-

served by the grass from the action of the sun's rays ; another cause—the porousness of the

subsoil—tends also to dry it up. The irrigations of these meadows may then take place
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when the ground ft perfectly sheltered. In certam comitries they irrigate till the last fort-

night before the harvest, and when done with proper knowledge the irrigations do not
sensibly change the quality of the grass.

The summer irrigations of the porous meadows of the Seine arc made from the 10th of

July to the 20th of September. The duration of those of spring and summer is about five

months.
Meadows of granitic regions.—These are almost always on the slope and above the limit of

the springs of the water-course. They may, like those on clayey soils, be irrigated in

autumn and winter, when it does not freeze. The basis of this formation is light and
burning, and dries up easily. The irrigations must therefore, as in porous soils, be carried

on to the last fortnight before harvest.

Intermission or rotation iii irrigations—Continued irrigations.—Irrigations are often continued
in clayey soils, when a supply of water in the level trenches can be enjoyed, as may be
desired, during the whole season of irrigation. The quantity of water absorbed is very
small ; in fact, as the soil is impervious, and mostly remaining moist, it does not absorb the

enormous mass of water which, in intermitted irrigations, disappears in mole-holes,

crevasses, &c.

In April, 1849, I gauged a stream which, near Avallon, irrigates nine hectares (about 23
acres) of excellent Lias meadows; its mean delivery during every month was only 1.37-100

litre per second, and a great j)ortion reached the drain, (colature.)

We may make continued irrigations in granitic soil ; but as the surface bed of that soil

is very light and porous, such irrigations use up much water. I have seen near Avallon a
meadow of ten ares absorb in the whole summer the product of a stream deliA'ering two
litres per second, without this enormous irrigation apppearing to injure the crop.

Inten.iittent irrigations.—These, on clayey meadows, are very different from those on porous
meadows with a light soil. In the upper valley of the Seine there is no rule.

Meadows with impervious and clayey subsoils.—It has been seen that when it is draAvn from a
fountain or small stream, the irrigation is continued. The irrigations by rain-v/atcr are

ahvays regular and sufficient in autumn and winter, but in spring and summer they are very
irregular ; those of spring have the great inconvenience of taking place in a cold time, and
are frequently followed by frosts. It is rarely that the rains are abundant enough to permit
more than two irrigations from the 1st of April to the 15th of May. But in spite of this

imperfection, these irrigations, when intelligently conducted, give good first cuttings.

Summer irrigations are almost v.'holly wanting, and, for fear the soil may become dry, there

is no second cutting. ^RI. Rozat de Mandres showed me, on the valley of Ouanne, meadows
of green grit, which are of great fertility, and which are irrigated only three times in spring

and four times in summer. The inhabitants of the country say that these are more than
enough, and even injure the quality of the grass.

It has been shown that in the liassic meadows of Avallonais and Nivernais, and in the

green grit of the va,llcy of Loing, two to three irrigations answer for the spring ; in summer
there ought to be only four.

These facts, though few, must be admitted for all clayey meadows, as meadows of this

kind are very fertile without irrigations, and the continued irrigations of lias meadows,
greatly multiplied in Nivernais, use far less water than those that are intermittent.

Meadoivs ivith porous subsoil.—The spring irrigations last from 22d of March to 20th of

June, the summer ones from 24th of J uly to 23d of September. The time is regulated ; the

water is used wholly for irrigation, in spring and sunmier, on the Sabbath and festival days,

from 7.| o'clock in the evening till 3 o'clock in the morning.- It cannot be taken in autmnn
and winter, except from Saturday, 8.^ o'clock in the evening, to Monday, 3 o'clock in the
morning, and from Tuesday, 8| o'clock in the evening, to Wednesday, 3 o'clock in tlie

morning. Each part of the meadow cannot be irrigated more than twice a week. The
draughts of water cannot be taken, except by sluices of a regular legal head. Every one
exercises his privilege most vigorously, and irrigates his land twice a week in spring and
summer, and once a week in autumn and winter. The intervals are, therefore, three and a
lialf days in spring and sunnncr, and seven days in autumn and winter. The crops are

abundant. In the valley of Ouice. the meadows of Villcttc yield 6,750 kilograms of hay
at the first cutting and 3,000 kilograms of aftermath, and this sells for 10 francs more than
others. The meadows are i)reserved from inundations by dikes. They irrigate in autumn
and in the months of, November and December, and dining all winter. The frost of

autumn and winter occasions them no trouble. But when the grass shoots, they carefully

avoid irrigations in the time of frost. As the submersion is by means of sluices or feeders

which bring on the water instantaneously, they do not fear to irrigate in March, when it

docs not freeze. This they continue during April and May, and do not cease luitil the grass

is quite large, and there is danger that it may be lodged by the water on it. As they have
the water at command, the intervals aie irregular. They irrigate more or less abundantly,

according to the degree of dryness that exists. In the vvdnter they cannot keep it up con-
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tinuously ; in the spring, when the herbage is Kprouting, they imgate for some days, and
then suspend, to recommence -svhen it may be of advantage. They begin after haying, and
continue till the crop of the aftermath. This meadow is very fertile. The mean crop is

5 000 to 5,500 kilograms (5.A to about Gg tons) a hectare (2^ acres) for the crop, and 2.500

kilograms (2^ tons) of aftermath of the tirst quality. Tlae frequency of the irrigations here

does not alter the quality of the gra.ss.
"

It is clear' from the above that the order of the irrigation of meadows with jwrous subsoil

must be wholly different from that of impermeable ones ; that the irrigations must bo

oftencr renewed, (once a week, for example.) and, consequently, they may take place twenty
times in the seasons of spring and summer.
When a meadow is accustomed to frequent irrigations, they must be kept up till haying,

or the grass fed by water (as the farmers say) quickly Anthers, and caimot reach maturity.

One case is mentioned of a whole crop lost by a suspension of irrigations for five or six days.

When, in a meadow with a pTorous subsoil, the irrigations are rarely renewed, they absorb

much more vvater than otherwise. This must be the case, as the fissures of a dry soil, and
the mole and mice holes, conduct the water to the subsoil, Avhich absorbs it. It is verj'

important, therefore, not to allow too long intervals of the irrigations.

Of (he quantity of icatcr necessary to a hectare, (2.^ acres,) M. Nadault de Buffon gives 9,600

cubic meters for spring irrigations. ^

ITierc are also mcadoics, with a mhsoil and soil of clay, which can do without irrigation.

Such are some in Bray of Normandy, composed of clayey or clay-sandy soils, which are veiy

fertile. So, too, those on the waters of the Auge, and very little is required in the pastures

of Ome and the Sarthe. This great vigor of the vegetation is not to be attributed to the

moist climate of Normandy, for the chalky meadows of the same country require most
abundant watering.

Almost all the meadows of the Higher Seine are of this kind. Let us try to determine the

quantity of water absorbed in each kind of soil bj' regular irrigations, assuming that the

rotation of the irrigations is so fixed that the ground is never wholly dry. •

Meadoics with a clayey soil and subsoil.—The lias meadows of the Higher Seine are never
irrigated at regular intervals. Tlie watering is irregular, when it is done with rain-water

;

it is continued with the water of springs or small streams. In determining the quantity of

water used, one of the best meadows is selected. In this meadow, near Avallon, of nine

hectares, the delivery of water is 1.37-100 litre per second, and the quantity of water used
by these nine hectares during four months of spring and summer, or 10,400,000 seconds, is

14,248 cubic meters, or, per hectare, 1,583 cubic meters. Divided into six intermitted

irrigations, it gives 2G4 cubic meters per hectare.

M. Rozat de Jlandres found that a good irrigation of meadows of green gi-it could be had
with abed of water varying from 0.0278-10000 meter to 0.031115-100000 meter in thickness.

Meadows ivith a porous subsoil.—The irrigations on these meadows are very irregular, and no
estimates have been procured. In Normandy, on the river Arve, vAi\\ few springs, its mean
deliveIT in the warm season is three meters per second, and it irrigates 1,000 hectares.

Spriny and summer irrigations.—Tliese last twenty-two v.^eeks, and absorb the whole river for

sixty-nine hours a week; thus there are 10,394,400 cubic meters of w^ator used. Each por-

tion may have two irrigations a week, in all forty-four irrigations in spring and summer.
Each of the 1,000 hectares is then irrigated, and covered at each irrigation with a quantity

of water expressed by IG. 394400-44000 = 372 cubic meters.

From the excess of the imgations of the valley of the xirve, the soil is always moist,

even at haying, so that the first irrigation of spring does not use much more water than the
others.

It is a fact which seems to follow from the whole of these experiences, and justified by
rco-soning, that in a meadow irrigated sufficiently, and which is kept in a state of freshness,

BO that the heat will not produce any fis.sure, the quantity of water used at each irrigation,

excepting the first one of spring, ought not to vary much, whatever be the 'nature of the

subsoil.

In fact the surface of a meadow is too compact, too little movable for the action of the

subsoil to make itself felt with much energy on Avater coming in large quantity, and which
only, so to speak, glides upon the surface. Thus it is seen above, that the quantity dis-

pensed by each irrigation per hectare varies from 278 cubic meters (Experiences of M. de
Rozat) to 372. (Irrigation of the Arve.)

M. Nadault de Buflbn admits that a moderate irrigation requires only 400 cubic meters
per hectare ; the number of irrigations varies greatly, as above shown, by irrigations of rain-

water on liassic meadows ; and the experiences of M. Ro2at, that G irrigations suffice for two
cuttings of clayey meadows, while in fact 44 at the same time arc given in the porous valley

of the Arve.

Indeed, from the observations of SI. Nadault, 20 irrigations in porous soils produce a
better effect, and ought to be regarded as the best limit in Central France.
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The following siimmary presents a comparative view of the snhject

Katnre of the soil of the meadows.

Meadows with clayey suhsoil

Granitic meadows
Meadows Avith porous subsoil—bottoms
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The quantity of water, then, necessary for clayey meadows at the maximum, is two-fifths

of that necessary for other meadows.
In general the quantity necessary for the irrigation of a clayey meadow during a dry season

is between 0. and 4,000 cubic meters.

The maximum of M. Nadault (15,000 cubic meters) is much exceeded, as he himself
admits, and says that these excessive irrigations must destroy the meadows where they arc

used. But M. de Foltz does not agree to this, as according to him those meadows which
have been subjected to a continuous irrigation of 70 to 100 litres per second and per hectare
give in three cuttings 7,500 kilograms of excellent hay.

Nor is all the water absorbed. M. de Foltz states that the greater portion of it enters the
Moselfe by the drains, so that with a delivery of 12 meters per second the river is sufficient

and more so for the irrigation of 830 hectares of grit meadows. Thus 14.50-100 litres are

absorbed per second per hectare, allowing the river to be dry at the grit, but it is probable
that it is not dry where it reaches that point.

In the 20th volume of the second series of the Annates des Fonts, &c., there are some state-

ment srespecting the various canals used for irrigation in the Arrondissement of Avignon.
Tliere are five of them : Canals of ticrbid water, derived from the Durance. 1. Canal de

Cabedan Neuf et de Plan Oriental ; 2. Canal Saint Juiien ; 3. Canal Crillon ; 4. Canal dc
la Durancole, or the Hospices d'Avignon ; 5. Canal of M. de Cambis.

The Canal of St..Juiien.—The supply canal is 2,400 meters from the bank of the Durance
to the security dams. The maximum in the canal, from the 1st of April to the 5th of October,

is 4.69-100 meters, viz : for St. Juiien, 3.51-100 cubic meters; for Cabedan, 1.18-100 meter.
The length of tiie canal of St. Juiien is :

Meters.

From the inlet to the distribution sluices ,--... 2,400
From that point to the Torrent of Coulon 6,800
Thence to the Trench of Mourgon, at Caumont 5,000
Canal of Cabedan Vieux, from the dams of the Torrent of Coulon 5,000
Canal of Fugneu'olles, on the right banlc of the Coulon 3,000

Total 28,700

Tliefall m profile of the" canal of St. Juiien is between 0.0003-10000 and 0.001-1000
meter per meter. The quantity that can be watered in the communes of Cavaillon, Cheval,
Blanc and TalUade, is 2,950 hectares, (7,375 acres.)

Tlie quantity annually irrigated is 1,890.50-100 hectares, (4,726.25-100 acres.) The
number of persons having an interest in this canal of irrigation is 2,060. The price of irri-

gation per annum is ten to twelve francs per hectare.

Tlie fall in profile of the canal of Cabedan Neuf is from 0.00025-100000 to 0.001-1000

meter. ""
•

Meters.

The length of the canal of Cabedan Neuf is... ...,.-... ..^,..... 19,700
Tliat of the Plan Oriental 5,500

The number of hectares inthc two is 1,196.66-100, (2,930 acres,) which is divided among
1,150 proprietors. The quantity of land irrigated in 1848 was 747.02-100 hectares, (1,367
acres.) The price of irrigation 24.79-100 francs per hectare.
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The canal of Cnllon, in length 14,700 meters, is betwceij the Dm-ancc and the Rhone.

The fall in profile varies from 0.0002-10000 to 0.0008-10000 meter per meter. It is also

cut by tlu'ce falls of six meters. Hie length of its distribution trenches is 14,000 meters.

The legal delivery is tsvo cubic meters ; the actual delivery two to three meters. The sur-

face irrigated is G50 hectares, (1,G25 acres,) divided between 750 proprietors. The price of

irrigation is 24.44-100 francs per hectare. There are one-sixth gratuitous ; another sixth

only pay 17.58-100 francs.

The canal of Durancole, or of the Hospices d'Avignon :

Meters.

Length from the mill of Caumont to the canal of Hospices .— 7,000

Canal of Hospices from the inlet to the Rhone "10,000

17,000

The number of proprietors is 630. Tlie price is for 385.50-100 hectares 14.05-100

francs ; for 481 hectares 10.01-100 francs per hectare, and 352 hectares are gratuitous.

Irrigations ^cith clear water.—Canal- of Vaucluse, &c.—The irrigations by the fountain of

Vaucluse are \ery considerable.

Hectares by
water let

on.

Hectares by
wheels.

Branche deTIsle et Canal de Vaucluse...... ...... ...... ...... 1438.00
2050.00

74.00

10.00

Branches de VeUeron....... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 11.50

Branches diverses ....................>...•.-...-.. ....... 2.50

35G2.00 24.00

3,88C .00

The price of irrigation of the canal of Vaucluse is 3.50-100 francs per hectare.

RECAPITULATION.

Irrigations of turbid water.

Canal of Cabedan Neuf

.

Canal of St. Juli«;n

Canal of Crillon

Canal of Durancole

Canal of M. de Cambis.

.

Canal of Camprambaud .

Delivery.

Legal.

1.73

1.73

2.C0

2.00

2.00

2.00

Actual.

y. /J

4.C9

4.69

1.60

1.62

0.07

27.00

11.00

23.44

19.91

23.44

12.92

1,150

2,060

750

530

4

95

1196.66

3247.75

2000.00

1118.50

1200.00

67.81

747.02

1890..50

650.00

840.00

27. CO

67.81

Irrigations of dear icatcr.

Fountain of Vaucluse

Communes dc Counhezon et de Bcdamidea.

2.00

2.00

13.00

13.00

3.50

4.65

3580.00

]frl.27

3586.00

103.20

Projected canals.

The Canal of the Association de I'Isle.

The Canal dc Carpcntras

2.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

16.00

25.00

3,000

7,000

2500.00

5000.00

2000.00

4000 00
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The following results are also gathered from the same tables in detail:

Irrigation hy tJie watefs of the Durance.

V-
° « K^ 5 1

3
•53 <Si

water

d

per

h

es.

= IS
Quantity of ha/ per liectai-c.

?^

antity

of

econd

an

ire

in

litr

il e
II

1
c•

1st cut 2d cut. 3d cut. Total.
3
T3

s > 3 w « rt o o
H ^

<3 s ^ O £

Total 41 days.. 0.34 6.288 240.00 2476.00 37.8 S7.8 14.6 80.2 440.00 5902.00

Mean 6. 83 0.0567 1.044 40.00 412.17 6.3 4 63 2.43 13.37 73.33 983.67

Irrigation of meadows hy dear water.

Total 21 days..

Mean 7 days...

0.17 2.811

0.0567 0.937

171.00

42.75

1710.00

427.75

14.3

4.76

11.6 4.4

1.457

30.3

10.1

200.00

66.07

2021.03

673.67

The expense and product per hectare

:

Francs.

Cost per hectare — __. . • 2,550

Total product * 13,350

Mean per hectare _ 4,450
Deduct cost 2,550

Net profit 1,900

The quantity of looter necessaryfor a hectare.—Association of the Canal of St. Julien.—Tiie whole
number of hectares is 2,950, requiring a little more than 0.85-100 litre per hectare.

The relative value of the lands, irrigable or otherwise, is given as for tlic irrigable 15,000
francs per hectare to 4,000 francs not so. Many of these canals ought, however, to irrigate a
greater area of meadows. Thus the canal of Crillon, instead of G50 hectares, ought to water
2,000 hectares. The canal of M. de Cambis, instead of 30, 1,000 hectares.

The voliunes from which these statements have been drawn contain likev/ise many other

interesting remarks, but they would occupy more space than can be given to them.
In Belgium the canals of irrigation are under the direction of tlie government, and the

rules for their management, or Police d.es Irrigations, are very definite, as appears from
some of the papers issuing from the Minister of the Interior. The minimum of tlie outlet

flow in the Canal de Maestricht is given at two meters, ten centimes, (about as many 3'ards.)

Wlien tlie water reaches to a centimeter the irrigation is suspended.
In no country of Europe has irrigation, as an aid of agriculture, been carried forward on

so extensive a scale, nor with better results, than in Italy. The whole of the plains of

Lombardy and of Piedmont, as well as other portions of the present Sardinian realm, have
been intersected and covered with canals of larger or smaller size, distributing feeders, and
the different constructions necessary to render them effective. Men of science have been
employed to determine the questions as to the amount of water required, and the mode
of sending it out, so tliat the most economical use may be secured, ^vhile a sufiiciency may
at the same time be allowed, botli to the great proprietors and to tlie small farmers.

Their legislation is likewise regarded a,s the most complete for the purpose b)-^ all who have
been commissioned by different govermnents to examine into this question.

Fortunately we liave the report of a full investigation into the whole subject from R.

Baird Smith, esq., of the Royal Bengal Engineers, who was sent out to Italy by the East
India Company to ascertain the character of tlic works constructed and the practical results,

v/ith reference to extensive comparison and improvements of the canals of irrigation in

India. His worl<. is contained in two volume.^, octavo, with a large folio atlas, and is filled

with a great variety of details which his peculiar facilities as an accredited agent connected
with the English government enabled him to collect. It is, probably, hardly kno\\Ti in this

country, never having been republished, and a summary of its facts niay hence be read with
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intorest in connexion -with tlicsc remarks. 'Die author gives his information as he derived

it by his visits in succession to the different portions of lt;ily. It will be seen by some of

the statements that the Italian canals are not used exclusively for the purposes of irrigation.

They also furnish means of transportation and travel, and often water power for carrying

mills of various kinds, the tolls on which contribute to their support and give a revenue.

Of the great canal of the 'J'icino, in Lombardy, Mr. Smith says, that it is an artificial

river, constructed as early as the twelfth century, and bears onward a volume of w^atcr

nearly equal to one thousand eight hundred cubic feet per second. " This great mass of

•water has been spread over the surface of the country by a thousand channels, and has made
the regicjn through which it passes one of the richest and most densely populated the world

has ever seen.

The Cavo ^Marocca furnishes two hundred cubic feet of water per second. It is one hun-
dred and fifty miles long, and its cost was £1,G00 ($8,000) per mile ; while the repairs and
maintenance are about £20 to £25 ($100 to $12o) per mile a year. The total supei-ficial

irrigated region here may be estimated at 2,500 square miles, or 1,750,000 acres. The
slopes range from about five to twelve feet a mile ; the velocity of the rivers is considerable

;

the river beds are strong and compact, and, being of gravel and boulders, withstand all the

erosive action of the Avaters. More than twenty-seven thousand cubic feet are so discharged

per second. The irrigathig season commences in March and terminates in September. The
months when the water is in the greatest demand are May, June, July, and August ; the

mean temperature is about 72"^ Fahrenheit, and the ordinary maximum 82° 32'. The
mean height of the thermometer, when exposed to the sun, is 91° 47'. The average

annual fall of rain is given as thirty-seven inches, of which twenty-eight inches fall during
the seven irrigating months. There were sercnty-one rainy days, allowing an average of

four-sevenths of an inch a day. The number of days marked perfectly clear or cloudy was
just double those on which rain fell.

The date of the most ancient of the canals of Piedmont reaches back to the fourteenth

century. The most active period of this canal system was in the feudal eras of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries. The energies, both of the State and of individual proprietors,

have been bi-ought out for these works of utility. At first the administration of them was
rude and imperfect, especially as regards the distribution of the water. Every man supplied

himself as? he wished ; but about 1474 there was adopted a rude plan for measuring out the

waters of the canal of Ivrea ; and, since then, by slow and halting steps, the advances have
gone forward till jnecision has been given by tiie adoption of a standard or metrical module,
which is in general use at the present day.

The canals of the Dora were constructed principally for the use of the royal domain ; that

of the Veneria Reale, the most important of them, was made in 1750. It yields in summer
seventy cubic feet of water per second ; its length is only eight miles, and it irjigates about
five hundred acres of meadows. The charge for the water is from 2.?. to 2."?. Grf. (ubout forty

or fifty cents) per acre. The canal of the lloyal Park is two and a half miles long, and
yields two hundred cubic feet of water per second. Witli it is connected a small canal of

supply one mile in length, having ninety cubic feet per second. Tlie extent of the irriga-

tion is two hundred and fifty acres. Another canal is that of Fiano ; its pi-incipal channel
is ten miles long, with forty-eight cubic inches of Avater per second in summer, and twenty-
four in winter ; and it waters nine hundred and fifty acres. A branch canal for the Veneria
Ileale, from the river Stura. i.s. five miles long, Avith a summer volume of twelve cubic feet

per second, and in winter eight cubic feet per second ; it waters two hundred acres.

llic first work of great importance in the irrigation system of Piedmont is the canal of
Calu.so, from the left bank of the Oreo. It v*-as begun in 155fi. and completed in 15G0, at

which time the government became the proprietor. In 17G0 two tunnels were made in

connexion witii it, one nearly 2.300, the other 2,400 feet long, with a common section of

about eleven feet broad and twenty-seven feet high. In the beginning of the present cen-

tury the discharge of the canal of Caluso was equal to 3GG.2G cubic feet per second, suflrcient

to irrigate 18,000 acres, if the waters were economized ; but it did not actually water more
than 15,000 acres. It is twenty miles in length. Its mean breadth at the bottom is

eighteen feet, at the surface of the water twenty-six feet ; its mean depth below the level

of the country six and a half feet, giving an average depth of three and a half feet, and
covering an area by its channel and banks of fifty-four and a quarter acres. The natural

fall of the water being adopted gives it great irregularity. The fall of the channel is about
338.08 feet ; so that it has a general slope of nearly seventeen feet in a mile, which is

ten times more than it ought to have, and the loss of pov.er is equal to 10,000 horses. In
the miner channels of more modern times the slope is only twenty-four to thiviy inches per

mile. There are on it not less than fifty-nine bridges, twenty-six aqueducts, and above
36,000 feet of masonry revetment, besides planking. Its bed is ]iaved with stone for more
than 21,000 feet. Its average cost per mile Avas £1,700 (or $8,500.) Mr. Smith states, by
way of comparison, that the Grand Canal of the Ganges, m India, Avith a volume nearly
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twenty times as large, cost not half the amount ; and that the Western Jumna, with a dis-

charge eight times as great, cost not more than one-eighth as much ; while the Eastern
Jumna, the most expensive of the canals of British India, with a volume twice as great,

cost only one-third as much. The canal channel of Caluso is capable of carrying four hundred
and seventy cubic feet per second, but the summer maximum is only four hundred and forty
feet in the greatest heat. Not more than 349.35 cubic feet of this is secured for irrigation,

the rest being lost by filtration, evaporation, &c. A cubic foot a second is capable of irri-

gating 19.214-1000 acres, but actually waters only 17.955-1000 acres. iThe price of the
water from 1760 to 1800 was about 2s lOd. to 3s. Id. (sixty to eighty cents) per acre ; at
present it is nearly 3s. (seventy-five cents) per acre.

The length of the canals of the Dora, Stura, and Oreo is forty-nine a.nd a half miles.

Their discharge in cubic feet per second is 7 G 9. 5 The areas irrigated 19,855 acres.

The canal of Ivrea, from the Dora Baltea, was begun in 1468, and then abandoned in

1564, and reopened in 1654. It is^44. 64-100 miles long. Its greatest mean breadth is 27.7
feet, least mean breadth 17.68 feet. The slope of its bed is not less than four to five and a
half feet per mile. It has a volume of seven huncU'ed cubic feet per second in the season
of summer irrigation, and in winter of two hundred and forty cubic feet per second. The
area of land which it irrigates is 30,000 acres, or at the rate of forty-twa and two-thirds

acres per cubic foot per second. The rice meadows are said to require double the quantity
of the ordinary meadows. The average price of water is Ss. per acre for a cubic foot per
second. From the main line there are a number of minor canals for distributing the water.

Of these six give two hundred and seventy-tv/o cubic feet per second, making in all forty

and a half miles long, ^vith a greatest mean breadth of fifteen feet, and the least 7.07 feet.

The channels from various springs which a.re feeders to the canal are fom'teen and a half

miles long ; so that, in all, the canal of Ivrea, with its branches and feeders, is 99.64 miles
long. The main line has twenty bridges in masonry, eight aqueducts and four escapes, and
nmnerous irrigation outlets. Another, seventeen miles long, has twenty-three bridges and
seven outlets ; and the same constructions are found in the other branches and minor chan-
nels—at least one bridge for a mile of channel, and generally more.
The canal of Cigliano (from 1783 to 1790) is twenty miles long, fifteen to twenty six and

a half feet broad ; has a l3ranch ten miles long, vv'ith a mean breadth of sixteen feet ; is four

feet deep, and yields sixty cubic feet of water per second. On both there are fifty bridges and
thirteen aqueducts, and the discharge is six hundred and fifty cubic feet per second, mth an
area of irrigation of 32,500 acras, equal to fifty acres per cubic foot. The price of water is

8s. per acre, and for rice land lOs. to 16s. per acre.

The Canal del Rotto, begun in 1400, is, in its maia line, eight miles long, with a breadth
of 24.18 and depth of 6.84 feet. It has two branches ; the first is twenty-two and a half

miles in length, with a mean breadth of eighteen feet, and a discharge of one hundred and
twenty-two cubic feet per second ; the other, (in 1838,) eighteen miles long, with a mean
breadth of fourteen feet, and a volume of sixty cubic feet a second. The discharge of the

main canal is six hundred cubic feet per second. The total area of irrigation is 25,000 acres,

giving fifty-five acres for a cubic foot per second. The total discharge, therefore, of the

canals of the Dora Battea per second is 2,600 cubic feet, and the area of irrigation amounts
to 115,500 acres.

Another canal of Piedmont is that of Gattinara, from the Sesia, eight miles long, with a

volume of about one hundred cubic feet per second, and then dividing into two parts, the

Gattinara and the Cavo ; the length of the Gattinara in all being fifteen miles, with a mean
breadth of twelve feet ; and of the Cavo seven and three-quarter mUes, vdth a mean breadth

of six and a quarter feet ; thus giving a total length in all of twenty-two and three-quarter

miles. The extent of land irrigated is about 4,500 acres, or at the rate of forty-five acres a
cubic foot per second. The canal of Roggia and Mora (1481) has a total length of thirty-

two and a half miles, with a breadth of twenty to twenty-six feet, discharges four hundi'ed

and fifty to five hundred cubic feet per second, and irrigates 7,000 acres. A second Gatti-

nara, its branch, is two and a half miles long, and waters 1,250 acres, the discharge bemg
twenty-two and a half cubic feet per second. The canal of the Roggia Busca, in length

eighteen miles, volume three hundred and fifty cubic feet per second, irrigates 6,915 acres, or

one hundred and six acres per cubic foot. Its total length, with its branches, is thirty-nine

and a quarter miles, with a main breadth of twenty feet ; and its distribution channels are

four to ten feet in width. The canal of Rizzo and Biraga is seventeen miles long, volume

ninety cubic feet per second, irrigates 9,052.98 acres, or 100.6 acres per cubic foot per second.

With its branches, its length is eighty-eight and a quarter miles. The canal of Sartirana has

nineteen branches, sixty and a half miles long—the main being eighteen miles in lengthy

discharging 220.38 cubicfcet per second, and irrigating about 13,680 acres, or sixty-three acres

per cubic foot. The price of wafer is nearly 20s. per acre. The whole series of the canals

of the Sesia is tv/o hundred and twenty-five and a half miles long, with six hundred and
twenty-seven and a half cubic feet per second, and irrigating 41,333.78 acres.
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Others mentioned arc the canals of the Agogna, 13.73 miles long", volume two hundred
and twenty-two cubic feet per second, irrigating 20,132.2 acres, or an a,veragc of 90. G acres

per cubic foot, at the rate of 7s. 9d. per acre ; the canals fi'om the Arbogna, thirteen and a
quarter miles long, volume 18.02 cubic feet per second, at the rate of 14s. per acre; the

canals of the Terdoppio, thirty-five miles long, volume 135.2 cubic feet per second, irrigating

7,884.5 acres, being an average of 55.4 acres per cubic foot—the price of the Avater 12.'?. dd.

The sum total of the above minor streams is one hundred and twenty-six miles and a quarter

long, watering 28,506.95 acres, with a volume of 375.54 cubic feet per second, thus giving

seventy acres average per cubic foot, at 9s. per acre. Adding all its branches, the canals of

the ycsia and branches give a total of three hundred and seventy-three miles in length,

a volume of 1,003.42 cubic feet per second, with a surface irrigated of 71,090.28 acres, or

68.6 acres per cubic foot.

On the right bank of the Ticino are enumerated the canal of Langosio, twenty-seven miles-

long, with minor channels of forty-eight miles—total length seventy-five miles ; having a
discbarge of 249.06 cubic feet per second, and an area of irrigation of 19,142.5 acres, or

seventy-seven acres per cubic foot, at a price of lis. per acre ; the canal of Sforzesca, (begun,

in 1842,) its entire length thirty-seven miles, discharge 215.95 cubic feet per second, area of

irrigation 14,878 acres, or sixty-nine acres per cubic foot, price of water 18s. per acre. There
are also three others, respectively, three and a half, four and a quarter, and four and a half

miles long, with volumes of 25.39, 114.32, and 24.90 cubic feet per second, irrigating 2,483,

9,125, and 2,040 acres, or an average of 99.3, 80.4, 81.6 acres per cubic foot. From springs

in the districts of Mortara and Novara there are canals four hundred and sixty-seven and a
half miles long, with a volume of seven hundred and eighty-eight cubic feet per second,

and which water 52,500 acres. The canals of the Ticino are, therefore, equal to six hundred
and twenty-seven and a quarter miles in length, and discharge 1,417.62 cubic feet per second,

watering an area of 100,168 acres.

On the right bank of the Po are several canals: 1st. Of the Stura, (1078,) 9 miles long,

with a mean breadth of 15 feet, a volume of 80 cubic feet per second. 2d. Di Bia, 8 miles

long ; mean breadth, 18 feet. 3d. Naviglio di Bia, 20 miles long ; mean breadth, 20 feet

;

waters 5,500 acres ; the price of tbe water is 3s. Qd. per acre. 4th. bf Pertusuta, 8 miles

long, 15 feet broad ; volume, 96 cubic feet per second; waters 4,000 acres. 5th. Soprano,

discharges 70 cubic feet per second. There is likewise the canal of Charles Albert, from the

Bormida. Its whole cost was £42,000, or .£2,800 per mile. It is 15 mileslong, with amean
breadth of 16.^ feet, and a depth of 6 feet from the surface of the soil. It discharges 80
cubic feet per second, and the price of water is 9s. per acre. In the h41Iy region of

Piedmont not less than 2,500 cubic feet of water per second are rendered available for irriga-

tion, and the extent watered is 180.000 acres. The whole irrigated region of Piedmont is

1.500,000 acres ; the amount of cultivated or cultured land in plain is 890,454 acres ; the

total of actually irrigated land is 306,613 acres. The total quantity of water utilized in

Piedmont is 8,290.54 cubic feet per second, and the area is covered by a network of canals

more than 1,200 miles long.

Tlie same great system of irrigation also prevails in Lombardy. The entire area of the
country, including the province of Verona, contains 9,350 square miles, or 6,000,000 acres.

Of this only 561 square miles is sterile. The areas of the basins and irrigating rivers include

9,427 square miles, and the discharge of water is equal to 30,727.45 cubic feet per second.

The water is in the greatest demand here from May to August, and the mean temperature is

then 70 3 to 75^ Falirenheit, with a maximum of 85'^ to 90^. The annual fall of rain in

the irrigated districts is 36 inches, or nearly 22 inches during the jDcriod of irrigation. Of
the principal canals mentioned the following may be named

:

1. Tlie Naviglio Grande, 31 miles long. It is subject to great irregularities, llie breadth
varies from 75 to 160 feet ; its depth 4j| to 15 feet. In the first portion of 9.^ miles, the

slope is from 3.75 to 7.75 feet in a mile ; in tbe second, of 14.^ miles, its breadth i» from 60

to 80 feet, depth 3.25 to 3.75 feet, with a slope of from 1 to 5.7 feet per mile. The last portion,

of 7 miles, has a breadth of from 40 to 50 feet, a depth of 3.84 to 8.16 feet, with a slope

of 2.84 feet per mile. The total fall in 31.02 miles is 108.03 feet, or an average of 3.05

feet per mile. 2. Hie great dam of the Paladella is 918.47 feet long, and 31 to 58.33 feet

hroad, except 120 feet, which is only 7.84 feet broad. The canal has 6 weirs, 12 escapes,

with 185 sluices of from 2^ to 2| feet breadth. The discharge is 1,851 cubic feet of water
per second. The loss on the whole canal is 158.25 cubic feet per second, or nearly 5 cubic

feet per second in a mile. The area irrigated by it is 93,440 acres in summer, and 1.750 in

winter; so that the summer inigation is 61.8 acres per cubic foot. Tlie price of the water
for the summer is is. to 4s. 3d. ; in winter 17s. per acre. 3. Tlie canal of Bcreguardo is

11.35 miles long, with afall, including |ts locks, of 88.66 feet. It hasa mean brcatlth of 35
feet, its breadth vaiying to 40 or 45 feet. The height of the water is from 5.76 feet in summer
to 3.84 feet in -winter. The quantity of water discharged is 156 cubic feet per second, distil-
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biited from 18 outlets; 12 of which absorb 7G.o5 cubic feet, and G others 79.65 cubic feet

per second. It irrigates 10,400 acres, at the rate of GG.6 acres per cubic foot, or, in winter,

of 138 cubic feet per second. 4. The canal of Pavia discharges 215 cubic feet per second,

being 20.7 miles long, with a fall, including locks, of 184.05 feet. Its breadth at the water
line is 35. 3G ; at the level of the top of the banks, 38 feet. Its cost was £296,875, or£14,800
per mile. The extent of its irrigation in summer is 9,550 acres, or 69 acres per cubic foot

;

and in winter 294 acres, or 1.3 acres per cubic foot.

Of the canals from the other streams of the Milanese, that from the Olona irrigates 2,395 acres

in summer and 50 acres in winter ; from the Lambro 15,286 acres in summer, 350 in winter

;

from other streams, 2,000 acres in summer, 250 in winter. The canals of the Ticino, &c.,

are 62 miles long, with 163 irrigating outlets, a discharge of 2,460 cubic feet per second,

and the area of irrigation 131,571 acres, or 70.4 acres per cubic foot.

The canals of the Adda are:

1. The canal of Muza, 37.37 miles long, with a fall of 227.89 feet, or of 64 feet per mile.

Its discharge of water is 2,175 cubic feet per second ; of which 477 cubic feet per second is

lost by evaporation, equal to 13^ cubic feet per mile. The distribution is by 75 outlets, and
the price per acre is only 3d. The area irrigated is 182,500 acres, or 89.9 acres per cubic

foot. Besides, in Avinter, there are also 2,750 acres of winter meadow, at the rate of 1.27

acres per cubic foot. Mr. Smith compares with this the canal of Jumna, whose volume, is

equal to the Muza, and which is ten times'as long, and has an irrigation area five times as

large, with 670 outlets ; also the Ganges canal, three times the volume of the Muza ; its

area of irrigation eight times as large, and thirty times as long. 2. The canal of Martesana
is 20.66 miles long, with a fail of 54.93 feet, or 2.03 feet per mile, discharging in summer
843 cubic feet per second, and in winter 687^ cubic feet. The wastage is 105 cubic feet per

second, leaving 738 cubic feet per second for use. The canal Martesana, combined with the

Naviglio Interao, has a discharge of 876 cubic feet per second, and irrigates in summer
58,900 acres, and in winter 1,150 acres ; or in summer 67.2 acres per cubic foot, and in.

winter 1.3 acre per cubic foot. The price of the water in summer is 3s. 6c?. per cubic foot.

The total amount of irrigation in the Milanese, in summer, is 470,971 acres ; in winter,

7,837 acres. The Avhole cultivable area is 520,000 acres ; so that nine-tenths of this culti-

vable area is irrigated.

The canals of the Adda, in Lombardy, also deserve notice. The total volume of water
from these is 3,633 cubic feet per second. The area of irrigation in summer is 241,400
acres, or 75.55 acres per cubic foot. On the left bank of the Adda and right bank of the

Oglio are the panal of Adda, with a discharge of 414 cubic feet per second, irrigating 38,000

acres, or 92.7 acres per cubic foot ; the Brembo, with a volume of 296 cubic feet per second,

watering an area of 27,425 acres, or 91.45 acres per cubic foot ; and the Seria, with a volume
of 501 cubic feet per second, irrigating 44,200 acres, at an average rate per cubic foot of

88.2 acres. The Oglio has a volume of 1,372^ cubic feet per second, and an area of irriga-

tion of 142,500 acres, equal to 101.3 acres per cubic foot—giving for the above, on the left

bank of the Adda and right bank of the Oglio, a total area of 291,779 acres. The whole
cultivable area of this district is 1,400,000 acres ; so that one-fifth of this is irrigated.

On the left bank of the Oglio, the canal of Oglio, with a volume of 1,522| cubic feet per

second, irrigates 138,432 acres, or 89.04 acres per cubic foot ; the canal of Mclla, discharging

429 cubic feet per second, irrigates 36,300 acres, being 85.1 acres per cubic foot ; that of the

Chisio, with a volume of 828 cubic feet per second, irrigates 72,750 acres, being 90.4 acres

per cubic foot ; the Fossa. di Pozzolo of the Mincio, with a volumx of 510 cubic feet per

second, waters 20,500 acres, averaging 40.2 acres per cubic foot. The small rivers also

irrigate 8,000 or 9,000 acres more. These give a total of 298,542 acres. The whole culti-

vable area of this district is 1,953,973 acres, about one-tenth of which is thus irrigated.

The sum, therefore, of the statement for Lombardy, is a total area of 6,500,000 acres, of

which there are irrigated in summer 1,061,292 acres, in winter 12,837 acres; in all,

1,074,129 acres, or about one-sixth of the whole, or one-fifth of the productive, area. The
great government canals in Lombardy are 133 miles long. Besides the main lines there are

353 branches, and probably a network of 3,550 miles. East of the Adda tliey reach 700 or

800 miles ; thus making the entire length of the canals of Lombardy 4,500 miles. The
discharge of water amounts to 15,118 cubic feet per second, while the whole amount of the

discharge of rivers, &c., is 30,000 cubic feet per second. In .the entire valley of the Po,

Piedmont and Lom]:)ardy, there is an extent of irrigation of 1,600,000 acres, or nearly

24,000 cubic feet per second, at £250 per cubic foot, giving, as stated, an increased rental

of £830,000 per annum. This detailed view of the canals of Piedmont and Lombardy will

serve to show to what a wide extent irrigation was carried at the time of the examination.

It is not improbable that since then the system has been still further developed.

Besides the canals from rivers, there are likewise channels of irrigation derived from
fontanelli, or irrigating springs. One of these, about two miles from Milan, has a head
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formed by an excavation 200 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 8 feet deep. The ^vator-bearing

stratum is here reached, and there are no less than -12 separate springs,, each enclosed in its

separate case, throwing their small supplies into the main reservoir. The united discharge is

12 cubic feet per second ; and it is worth £4,000, or $20,000. Some of the wooden tubes arc

eight feet in diameter ; and to sink them twelve feet in hard gravelly soil required five

months' daily labor. One flows half a mile, reaches an ordinary surface, and then irrigates

30 a^res of fine marcite or winter meadows ; ten cubic feet are left for use at lower levels.

TTie spring is an ordinary one, and one-seventh of the water is lost by absorption and
evaporation.

It is to Italy that other European governments seem to have turned their attention for

infonnation on a variety of questions that need to be answered in carrying out any extensive

system of irrigation. Existing, and undergoing modifications for so many centuries, the

bearings of its various relations are there understood. Numerous volumes are mentioned
as having been published on particular portions of the subject. It early became a matter
of no little interest in conducting these operations to fix the principles on Avhicli the distri-

bution of water might bo conducted, so that the lights of every one entitled to a share

might be equitably adjusted. Regulations of various kinds, of course, had to be adopted.

One of these points was to settle the imit of measure. This is called the modulo or module,

in Sardinia ; in Modena, the macina ; the ruota, in Piedmont ; and rcdiginc, in Lombardy
;

also sometimes the oncia. It is "that quantity of water which, under simple pressure and
Avith a free fall, issues from a rectangular quadrilateral opening, so placed that two of its

sides shall be vertical. The outlet shall have the breadth of two dccin:icters (7.874-1000

inches) and a height of two decimeters. It shall be opened in a thin wall (plate or parde)

against which the water stands, with its upper surface perfectly free, at a constant height

of four decimeters (15.748-1000 inches) above the lower edge of the outlet." lliis is the

standard module. The macina of Modena is that quantity of water which is sufficient to

turn the wheel of a corn-mill. In Parma the outlet is usually 12 inches in height and 9

in breadth. The ruota of Piedmont and rodigine of Lombardy will discharge nearly twelve

cubic feet per second. The oncia is in height 6.72 inches, breadth 5.04 inches, having a
pressure of 3.36 inches, and discharges 0.85 cubic feet per second. The discharge of the

modulo, the height, breadth, and head of pressure above the upper edge of the outlet, being
each equal to 7.874 inches, is 2.04 cubic feet per second, the only varying dimension being
the breadth, according to the number of the modules included. Thus two modules havo
a breadth of 15.748 inches ; three modidcs, 23.622 ; and so on. Many problems are given

for the application of these measures in the varying circumstances in which the use of water

is required.

The conditions essential to the practical working of a good system of measurement are

thus stated by Brunacci, who is regarded as a high authority in these matters :

" In order that the two orifices in two separate reservoirs, maintained constantly full,

should discharge equal quantities of water in equal times, it is necessary, first, that the two
orifices should have exactly the same area, the same form, and especially the same perimeter
or circumference ; second, that they should be placed at the same depth beneath the surface

of the water ; third, that the plates or partitions in which the orifices are cut should have
the same thickness ; fourth, that the water in both reservoirs should be equally calm or

equally disturbed on its surface, or throughout its mass, in the vicinity of the orifices ; fifth,

that the directions in which the water passes through both orifices shoidd be the same
;

sixth, that the water, if not stagnant, should arrive at the orifices with the same velocity
;

seventh, that the discharge of the water from the orifices shoidd be equally free or equally
checked: that is, if canals are attached to the outlets, they should have equal sections,

slopes, or other conditions ; eighth, that if the dischai'ge is made in water the result should
be the same.

'

'

The results sought to be obtained are the following : "1. That, wherever placed, outlets

nominally of equal discharge should always furnish, in given times, exactly the same
quantities of water. 2. That the discharges should be equal, however the level of the canal

of supply may vaiy. 3. The measuring apparatus should be so constructed as to render it

impossible for its proprietoi-s, or any other person whatsoever, to alter in any way its dis-

charge, without leaving traces of such attempts easy to be recognized. 4. That the manner
of AYorldng the apparatus should be so simple as to require no more than the most ordinary,

intelligence on the part of the officials intrusted with its regulation, so as to avoid all risk of

its being injured cither by their awkwardness or ignorance. 5. Tliat no calculation should
be necessary in regulating its discharges ; but when alterations in the quantity of water
were necessary they should be made at once by the mere adjustment of the measuring
apparatus. 6. The apparatus should occupy but a limited space, so as to admit of its being
applied in all localities. 7. The normal discharge, or unity of measure, being once deter-

mined, the apparatus ought to be so constructed as to insure constancy of vphmie from
large and small outlets."
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"These seven conditions being exactly fulfilled, the problem of a measure of water per-
fectly adapted to the most extensively adopted system of irrigation mil be solved ; and this

the modulo magistraU of Milan lias effected."

On investigating the phenomena attending the discharge of water under these circum-
stances, the early Italian experimentalists found :

"1. There Avas established between the two compartments of the reservoir a constant
difference of level, and that this difference was proportionally greater j according as the
opening of the discharge was less in comparison with that of the outlet. 2. That if,

instead of maintaining the level of the water in the reservoir constant, it was subjected to

elevations and depressions, the variations corresponding to these were found to continue pro-
portional to the heights respectively for a given condition of the orifices of discharge and
communication ; or, in other words, if, when the level in the reservoir was maintained con-
stant, the heights of water in the two compartments were to each other as three to one

;

then a depression of the level of the first compartment to the extent of say three feet would
produce in the second a depression of one foot—eighteen inches in the first, six inches in

the second, and so on. 3. That this principle was not afi"ected by the employment of two
or more partitions

—

i. e., the same relative proportion was maintained between the varia-

tions of level and the original heights of water in the first and last compartments whatever
addition was made to the number of the immediate diaphragms.

'

'

"The oneia viagistrale, or unit of measure, (as in the case of the modulo, though with
slight variations of figures,), is that quantity of water which flows freely, or under the sole

influence of pressure, through a regular opening having a uniform height of four local inches,

(7.86 English inches,) a breadth of three local inches, (4.12 English inches,) and a constant

pressure of two local inches (3.93 English inches) above the upper edge of the outlet. , When
several water inches are *to be discharged by one outlet, the breadth only varies three local

linear inches (4.12 English inches) for each additional water inch, the pressure remaining
constant. Horarj^ rotation is a,lso adopted for the measurement of water in some cases.

This varies between seven and sixteen days, rarely, except in the case of rice irrigation, fall-

ing below the former or passing beyond the latter amount. Numerous specific rules and
problems are given, illustrating the application of the standard, according to the exigencies

supposed, by means of which all the questions arising in irrigation may easily be deter-

mined.
"No Italian sluice is ordinarily more than about four feet in width, the depth being

variable, dependent on the maximum supply, rarely, however, more than five feet. One
man, in a few minutes, opens a gate which carries 500 cubic feet of water per second. In
the construction of their canals, the Piedmontese employ artificial stones, called prisme,

which are prismatic masses of conglomerate, made of hydraulic lime and small gravel, the

masses so made being three feet long, the side of an equilateral triangle forming the prism,

being 15 inches."

In the arrangements respecting the use of the water, the government disposed of the

absolute property to the proprietors of the soil. This had a beneficial effect, as there was
an inducement to invest money in such purchases. "As soon as the water passed beyond
the banks of the government canal, the purchasers li?id unrestricted liberty to dispose of il

;

the dirotto di acqmdoito (or right of passage) secured to every proprietor of water the

power of conveying his channel, under certain specified conditions, across all lands inter-

vening between the main canal and his o'^vn property ; and when the supply was greater

than his immediate wants, he could dispose of the surplus to his neighbors. This covered

the whole country with a network of small canals, which were rarely, perhaps, directlj^

profitable to those who originally constructed them. The outlay was large, and, at first,

the direct returns would hardly pay the interest on the capital. It is the indirect returns

—

the improvement of the soil and the power of bettering their cultivation—to Avhich the

proprietors look for compensation."
*

' Three kinds of lease are adopted by the proprietors. The first, called Affltto in denaro,

is a money rent. This prevails on such large irrigated farms as require a constant superin-

tendence of well-qualified men who have capital. The tenant pays a fixed sum annually,

in one or more payments, and he is to make specified additions and improvements. Before

he enters on his possession, an elaborate statistical survey is made, and a valuation of fix-

tures, &c. This is called the Gonsegna, and in it every field is separately and minutely

described—its position, tlie canals, &c. , and the plantations are numbered tree by tree. At
the close of tlic lease, wliich is from nine to eighteen years, if the plantations have decreased

in value, the tenant is debited, if increased, credited. A nev/ survey is now made, called a

Re-consegna. The two siu'veys are compared and a balance-sheet is struck, called Bilando, and
the tenant must pay or receive from his landlord, according to tlie state of the farm."

"The second method is the Ajjlito a mezzadria, which is a division of profits of nearly equal
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shares. The proprietor is to deliver over the farm in an efficient state for cultiu'c, at his

o^x-n expense cany on certain operations, such as planting trees or pruning them, laying

out new plantations, breaking up lands, &c. The cultivator has to perform the whole lalx)r,

pay half the public burdens, supply half the wood for vineyards and half the seed, pay a

certain rent for the house, supply small quantities of straw, and give his labor, when needed,

at a certain rate fixed in the contract. The produce of the kitchen garden is the cultivator's ;

of the woods and meadows, the proprietor's. The whole of the product is! to be delivered at

the proprietor's granaries, where the cultivator is to receive credit for half the value, or the

proportion agi'ced on.

"The third method is the Affdto a gram, in which the cultivator is bound to deliver a fixed

rate of wheat, from fourteen to twenty bushels per acre under cultivation. All the rest of

the products of the soil is his own. The products of the plantations of vines, mulberries,

&.C., belong to the proprietor, who gives the cultivator credit for half the value. Two-thirds

of the cultivated farm is generally devoted to wheat, while on the other third he raises

Indian corn."

The principal revenue of the canals used for irrigation in Italy is not in the direct returns

made tor this application of the waters. The indirect returns, in the increased value of the

crops, are of more material benefit. Some items as to the cost, expenditures. &c., in the

case of the canals already mentioned, will show how this matter stands. The annual repaire

of the canal of Caluso are about £300, and the salaries about £200, or £25 per mile a year.

The amount of expenditure for the canals of the Dora, Stura, and Oreo is stated to be £G92
;

of the net income, £1,371. The annual expenditures of the canal of the Ivrea are, for

repaii-s, £1,291 135., for salaries, £290 ; in all, £1,580. The total income is £6,000, leaving

thus a net income of £4,420. The indirect returns are estimated at about £18,000 per

annum.
The income of tlie canal of Cigliano is £5,205 per annum ; the expenses £420, or £14 per

mile. The indirect benefits are from £19,000 to £20,000 per annum. The annual income
of the Canal del Rotto is £5,000 ; its expenses £625, giving thus a net income of £4,375

;

while the indirect benefits are at least £15,000 per annum. The annual income of the

canals of the Dora Baltea is £14,000 ; its annual costs £2,625. The indirect returns are

£69,800. The revenue of the canal of Gattinara is from £3,000 to £3,500 per annum ; of

the Roggia Mora, with its branch, £1,000 to .£1,250 per annum. The annual income of the

canal of the Sartirana is £3,500. Tlie indirect return of the canal of the Sesia and its

branches is £42,734. The net revenue of the canal of Sforzesca is £1,500 per annum. Tlie

revenue of the canals from springs in Novara and Mortara is stated to be £30,000 per

annum. Tlie annual indirect returns of the canals of the Ticino are £60,001. The net

revenue of the Naviglio di Bia, which cost £1,000 per mile, is £550 per annum ; that of the

Ptusula £625.

The addition to the rental of the Piedmont canals is estimated to be £290,000, with
direct returns also of £25,000 ; and so of Lombardy. While the government revenue from
the Naviglio Grande is only £1,796 15s., the addition to the rental of landed proprietors by
means of it, in irrigation, is given at £60,000 per annum. The annual expenditure of the
canal of Bereguardo is £1,700 ; the income, direct or indirect, is not mentioned ; but as it

waters some 10,400 acres, it is no doubt considerable. The canal of Pavia cost £296,875,
or £14,800 per mile ; its income is £3,000, and the cost of repairs, &c., as reported, was
£1,400, yielding in direct returns only the half of one per cent. The annual direct returns

of the canals of the Ticino, &c., are large, viz : £84,078.
Tlie Cimals of the Adda are stated to add £140,000 per annum to the {Agricultural rental,

while those of the Oglio give a similar addition of £150,000 per annum.
The whole annual increase throughout the Milanese, by means of these canals of irriga-

tion, is £270,000, and in the other provinces £290,000, making £560,000, which repre-

sents a capital of £14,000,000. In 700 years the expenditure has been £40,000,000 for

1,900,000 acres, and in the entire valley of the Po, Piedmont, and Lombarby, thero has
been an increased rental of £830,000 per annum.

Tlie results herein stated are, of course, more or less defective, being based on reports of
dififerent years ; but, from the whole investigation, the conclusion must be drawn that,

though admitting of increa.se, the canals of irrigation have been of immense benefit to

those regions where they have been earned into successful operation. Another fact evincing

this is the comparative increase of population in the irrigated districts. Thus, while the
population of the irrigated districts of Piedmont averaged but 269.5 per square milo, and
of the unirrigatcd 313.26 per square mile, the progressive increase in the twelve years be-

tween 1819 and 1832 is, for the irrigated districts, an average of 0.278 per cent., while for

the unirrigatcd districts it is only 0.174 per cent.

The effect of irrigation in Italy is seen in its application to cultivated lands bearing crops

of grain ; but the information m respect to meadow lands is the most full. These are

13 A
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divided into two classes, permanent and temporary, or sucli as are introduced into the

rotation of crops in their place. The permanent meadows are of two kinds, viz : summer
and winter. The permanent summer meadows are under irrigation from the end of March
to the middle of Scptemher. For permanent or temporary summer meadows the general

principles here practiced are few and simple :

"1. It is essential that the surface shall readily receive the water from the main chan-
nel. This is effected by taking advantage of the natural inequalities, so as to deliver the
water from the culminating line. These are to be lowered or raised as needed. la one
place, near Milan, over an extensive area, the excavation and raising the ground ranges
from three to five feet. 2. The water must be spread in a thin uniform sheet over the
surface. Tliis is secured by gently inclined planes of the soil. These planes or beds, (aZa,)

in light and absorptive lands, are from 25 to 30 feet broad ; in heavy and retentive

soil, eight or ten times this breadth. In Lodi the breadth in the direction of the slope

is l-iO meters, or nearly 4-60 feet, and the length across the slope 180 meters, or 590
feet, so tliat each bed is thus eight English acres. To each there is a main irrigating

channel three feet wide. In summer meadows it is not usual to have minor chan-
nels, unless special circumstances require them. The slope to the meadow surface, when
practicable, is two-tenths per 100, or three inches in each 100 feet English. 3. There
must be ready means of drainage to prevent stagnation. For this purpose there is a
drainage channel along the base of the slope parallel to the main irrigating channel,

and thus the surplus water is collected and carried off, or rendered available at a lower
level. These drainage or surplus waters are regarded as the most important. As they pass

over rich lands, they become charged with fertilizing matter. Tlieir temperature is also

higher, and they thus prove a powerful stimulant for the grass. The divisions should cor-

respond to the general features of the face of the country in their slope. In Italy they run
from north to south, and the irrigating channels from east to west. In reference to the

produce, these meadows are cut thrice in the year. The first cutting is in Slay, and is

called Maygengo ; the second is in July—the Agostano ; the third at the end of August or

the beginning of September—Terzuolo. The grass after this, called Quartirola, is given up
to pasturage to the end of autumn. In some cases, however, there are four crops."

The total crop of hay in the three cuttings is given as 56.775-1000 cwt. per acre.

" On the temporary summer meadows there is usually a rotation of five years, viz : first

year, wheat, which is cut in the middle of July, grass seed being sown with the wheat

;

second, third, and fourth, meadow under irrigation and abundantly manured ; fifth, Indian

com or flax. After the flax is cut, at the end of June, millet is sown, which ripens at the

end of October."

As to the quantity of water to be given meadow land, there are three ways of estimating

it: " 1, by the volume of water in the continual discharge required for a given area of \

land ; 2, by the entire depth of the water spread over the soil at each watering, or during

the whole season of irrigation ; 3, by the total cubic contents of the mass of water em-
ployed.

'

'

*
' According to De Rigi, an eminent authority, the continued discharge of a cubic foot

per second is enough to irrigate four acres in 24 hours. Hence, as the total volume in this

time is equal to 86,400 cubic inches, and the area 174,240 square feet, a stratum of water

six inches deep was spread over the meadow. In 14 days' rotation, therefore, a discharge

of a cubic foot per second would irrigate 48 acres, there being 12 periods of fourteen days
in the whole season of summer irrigation. This is true if the whole of the water is ab-

sorbed by the soil ; but this is not the case. The absorption in each watering is from one-

half to one-third of the entire quantity. Hence, allowing one-half of it, one-half of one
cubic foot per second v/ould answer for 48 acres. The irrigating power of any given quan-
tity of water is held to be equal to twice the area watered in the first application of the water.

Tlierefore, one cubic foot of water would irrigate 96 acres of permanent or temporary
meadows ; or, one cubic foot is sufdcient for the irrigation in the ordinary rotation of 38
acres only ; or, if we take into the account the surplus water, twice this quantity, and so

76 acres in the whole."
"Todini, who is high authority, says that a mass of water equal to 35,000 cubic feet is

enough for an area of 107,100 square feet, with a stratum of three and a half inches at

each watering, or a power of cubic feet equal to about 96 acres. The conclusion, tlierefore,

is safe that a stratum four inches deep, leaving half the water in the soil and the other half

being carried off for further use, will answer. Of course, a variety of soil will make a

difference. The soil of Italy is somGtimes of a light sandy nature ; in other places dense

clay ; and elsewhere gravel also ; but generally it is light and fertile where the water is

used. In the Mortara and Vignano districts the soil was arid ; or when hea%y, retaining

water and forming pestilential marshes, almost waste. Tliere was no regular culture ; the

population was scanty and poor, and their industry and internal commerce languishing.

Now, as irrigated, it has become richly productive and one of the most densely populated
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regions in Europe. Instead of arid wastes and great marshes, cornfields, green meadows,
or rice groimds are seen."

"The Marcite, or winter meadow irrigation, is an interesting branch of this siihiect in

Italy. The winter irrigation of Italy is from 12,000 to 15,000 acres. The right to water

for it begins on the 8th of September and ends on the 25th of March. There must be an
entire command over the Avater to be successful, as irrigation at intermissions will not
answer. The only suspension is when the grass is cut. The water must be of as high a
temperature as possible. On the 14th of February, 1822, Signor Bcrra, in his work on the

subject, gives it as -f-10.5 Reaumur, while the general temperatin-e of canals is about — 1.5

Reaumur, a difference of 270Fahrenheit."

In the marcite, or winter meadows, the land is disposed in a scries of small ridges or

valleys. On the crest is a small channel, supplied with water from the irrigation main.
The water pours over the spaces (ale or wings) in a thin and constantly moving veil.

It is received into the drainage canals which are formed at the bottoms of the little

valleys, and is carried away and, at a lower level, gathered into the general watercourse

to become further available in the irrigation of other fields. The slopes or wings are

generally about 30 feet broad in the centre, 10 or 12 feet high, and raised at the crest

12 inches, having a breadth there of about 3 feet. These arc the general proportions,

though they vary sometimes as to height and breadth. Tlie earth from the irrigating

or drainage channels is spread over the slopes or planes with great dexterity, so as

to give them the requisite slope; and when this is done they are ready for irrigation.

Another ploughing and harrowing is given, and the land is left untouched till the end of

February. The sowing is in April. The small drainage channels are not made till after

the seed is sown, when they are easily made, as they are only nme inches broad and six

inches deep. Tlie outlay for winter meadows is estimated at £3 7s. 6d. (about $16 or $17)
per acre. The quantity of water required is very great. One cubic foot per second is only

enough for three and a half acres. If the meadow is seven acres there is needed six cubic

feet per second, of which the surplus is four and a half feet, so that one and a half feet is

absorbed. The constant passage of the water over the roots of the grass stimulates the

growth ; the moving mass also carries over a rich portion of the humus of the soil, so that

it is an exhaustive process, and this renders it necessary to manure the marcite meadows,
which is usually done twice a year. Five crops of grass arc generally obtained on them in a
year. To prepare them costs £10 or £12 ($50 or $00) per acre; and, in some cases, the

expense rises to £40 or £50 per acre. Tlie net value of the annual produce per acre is

about £6 ($30). The yield per annum is given as being

—

Cwt.

For the first cutting, in February 84
For the second cutting, March to April 126

For the third cutting, April to May 131.25
For the fourth cutting, May to July - ' 75.5
For the fifth cutting, July to September — - 63

479. 75

or nearly 24 tons of grass hay.

Others, near Milan, give twice this quantity, as they are cut in November, January,

March, and April, for stable feeding; and in June, July, and August give three crops of

hay, with abundant pasturage for September. They thus give seven crops in a year, and
the.ordinary yield is 45 to 50 tons, with half as much more in remarkable cases. Thirty-

five acres of the ordinary marcite meadows \vill yield a sufficient supply of hay for the

maintenance during the year of 50 cows, stall fed, except in September and October, when
they are turned out to pasture ; 20 acres are enough to supply grass for seven months, and
15 more for hay for the three winter months. The following is a statement of the expenses

and returns, Avith the accruing profit of 50 cows on 20 acres, under treatment as marcite

meadows

:

£ 8. d.

Expenses .-.'.. 91 9 10

Returns -, ^ 314 9 6

Total profits ^ , 222 10 8, about $1,115,

or £11 2s. ll|c?. (about $55 75) per acre. Should the proprietor not own the water, we
must deduct £5, or $25, per acre, i. e., $500, leaving $615 for the 20 acres, or $30 75 per

acre profit. The produce of lands surrounding the irrigated lands is at the same time

estimated at $6 40 per acre. The rent, therefore, from such irrigated lands is $24 35 per

acre.

A larger amoimt of water is, of course, required for the irrigation of rice in Italy. Accord-

ing to the Italian authorities, one cubic foot per second is sufficient for the Irrigation of from
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35 to 40 acres of rice, being 45 to 50 cubic feet per acre. In the Milanese it is held that

land under rice absorljs a stratum of water 47 inches deep every 24 hours, or almost two
i-nches an hour. In Verona and Malta it is double this, quantity ; in the South of France
0.663 of an inch. In the North of Italy and Centre of France the daily evaporation is

between .78 and .117 of an inch, while in the South, and with hot winds, it is between
.156 and .196 of an inch. If the average daily loss by evaporation is .180 of an inch, we
have for supplying the plants and loss of filtration a stratum .473 of an inch deep. Hence
a continued cUscharge of 45 to 50 cubic inches of water per second is enough for one acre

of rice land, supplying a daily stratum of a depth of between .62 and .68 inches. It has
been found in Italy that a slightly increased velocity of water passing over a meadow under
irrigation compensates for the deficiency of heat. In marcite meadows this is a considera-

tion of importance, as the high temperature of the water and the peculiar disposition of the

soil, with the results on the stream irrigating, seem to be the chief points in this kind of

cultivation. The snow does not lie on these fields, nor is the thin veil of water liable to

freeze, unless the frosts are quite severe.

Situated as Italy is, and with such an extensive system of canals and channels for the

distribution of water over the fields, the legislation m respect to irrigation is likewise a'

subject of interest.

The early provisions of the law allowed any one who had a right to water *
' to carry it

through the fields and farms of any individual, commune, or corporation, and also across

the public roads ;" likewise to "construct the canals or channels and other necessary works
at the least possibls inconvenience and injury to the proprietors of the farms, paying one-

fourth more than the true value of the land occupied.
'

' But '

' he must repair all damages
caused by the works, according to the estimate of two practical men," "the compensation
not to exceed twice the value ef the property damaged." He was further made " to main-
tain in efficient repair, and at his own expense, the bridges and drains required for the

passage of the water, whether on farms or across the roads, so that these latter shall suffer

no injury, especially in rainy weather." He could conduct the water above or below pre-

vious canals, making new channels of brick and lime, such that '

' the water flowing under
sliall not be mixed mth that flowmg over or within the pre-existing canals;" which new
channels he must maintain in such a manner '

' that the proprietor of the water at the upper
levels shall suffer no damage from the reflux of the same." The water was to have "a free

and unobstructed course." The right of passage was thus guaranteed, and also the exercise

of it restrained from being oppressive to individuals. In other words, the principles of the

system, as it has gradually become developed, are now: 1. The right of passage; 2. The
limitation of this right to lines which shall occasion the least inconv>:!nience to others ; 3.

Payment for the land occupied a fraction above its true value, one-fourth generally ; 4.

Compensa,tion for damages, v/hich shall not exceed twice the true value of the damaged
property ; 5. An obligation on the proprietor of the water to keep the channel free of hin-

drances to its flow. In the law of Verona '

' every inhabitant' ' was at liberty to take as

much water as he needed to irrigate his property, after having obtained a grant from the

proper authority, on condition of inflicting no injury on those who hold older rights. He
could also demand passage, &c. , by paying for twice the land so occupied. This price was
to be fixed by skillful men, chosen by the parties interested ; the payment to be made in

advance, unless the proprietor, by special contract, chose to allow a delay. On such con-

ditions the sale of the land became obligatory, and was to be effected by a legal act. In
case of a refusal, the magistrate (podesta) was to adopt compulsory measures to put him in

possession, according to law. The possession thus obtained was held to be good and admis-

sible as regarded the'^grantee. If the proprietor refused to receive the price so fixed, the

money was then to be deposited Avith the authorities ; and as soon as this was done the

works could be begun. If there existed any difference as to the location of the channel,

the professioiral men employed were to select that place which was the least injurious to the

property. Similar regulations were made as to all disputes regarding channels previously

sanctioned. In case of the intersection of another canal or water course, the passage was
to be ix/.de above or below the existing one by means of suitable works, and security for

damages must be deposited before the canal or works were begun. In case this had been

done the proprietor of the land could not hinder the execution of the works, but must lend

all practicable assistance ; and the settlement for damages was to be made on the completion

of the work. In case a new watei'course caused a marked decrease of the extent or value

of the property, the party who claimed the right of passage was not only bound to pay for

all injury as estimated, but also to purchase the entire property of the owner, if he desired

it to ha done. The provision of the payment in advance, and especially this latter stringent

one, requiring the purchase of the entire property, was peculiar to the law of Verona.

According to the law of Piedmont the compensation for soil is fixed at only one-eighth

more than tlio true value. Proprietors of pre-existing canals are bound to permit their use

for new supplies unless they can prove that it would bo injurious to their interests to do so
;
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and all parties who avail themselves of the right of passage, but who neglect their dutios,

arc to be fined ten crowns, besides damages. Tliere arc also numerous provisions as to the

terms of grants and enforcement of rights, the measurement of water, the general adminis-

tration and police for taking care of the canals, &c. ; likewise for the adjustment of disputes,

repairs, enlargements, recover}' of expenditure, &c. The whole subject has been most
thoroughly studied and applied in minute detail. It no doubt admits of improvement

;

but, so far as appears from the statements, the legislation has not only been exact, but wise.

Cases are mentioned in which a wealthy litigious proprietor has sacrificed his mterests for

years rather than yield for the benefit of others ; but this is no more than is found in every

(X)untiy, and in respect to every species of property.

A complete sketch of Italian irrigation has been given, because, from its long existence

and the accumulated experience by which, in a variety of particulars, it has enriched other

countries, much may be learned even for our own, however differently situated. With a
fidl knowledge of wiiat has been done elsewhere, we are better prepared to carry out any
improvement ourselves.

Before proceeding to sketch the progress of irrigation elsewhere, it may be well to glance

at its success in India, as it was in this connexion the valuable information respecting

Italian irrigation was brought out to the public, Captain R. Baird Smith being relied upon
for important details: "A system of irrigation is nowhere conducted on so grand a
scale as in this part of the British empire. Some of the canals are like mighty rivers,

and a vast extent of country receives the benefit of their waters for agricultural purposes.

The first canal dates back to the fourteenth century. Tlie principal canals in India are

those on the river Jumna West, of the Eastern Jumna, of the Sutlej, and of the Ganges.

Tlie whole length of the mam lines of the Western Jumna canal is 445 miles. The total

area of the country traversed is 3,784,385 acres. Of this the irrigated portion is 859,002
acres. In one district one-half, in another one-third, and in the great sterile tract of Hissar

one-tenth is brought under the influence of the canals. Tliese irrigated areas include all

the villages using canal waters for different purposes ; but of the land actually watered
there are only 357,501 acres. Tlie proportions of the irrigated area to the land actually

•watered in various districts are as 1 to 0.37, 1 to 0.4, 1 to 0.3G, 1 to 0.49. The best watered
district is the irrigated portion of Hissar, the chief towns of which, in 1807, were lite-

rally without an inhabitant, and in which the canal has called forth an active and thriving

peasantry. The entire cost, including repairs, of the Western Jmnna canal was onl)^

£119,474. But not till 1833-'34 did the income coA^er the expenditure. The amount of

wat€r rent from 1820 was £351,753. Tlie gross value in 1837 and 1838 on irrigated

lands—the greater part would have otherwise been wholly unproductive—as given for the

crops of the rainy season, including sugar-cane, indigo, cotton, and rice, was £405,17fi ; and
for the crops of the cold season, as wheat, barley, &c., £957,000; in all, £1,461,270; so

that nearly £1,500,000 was saved by the canal, of which one-tenth, or £150,000, was paitl

to the government as land rental ; the remainder supported during a famine five hundred
villages. The returns of 1837-'38 to the government covered the whole cost of the canal,

and left a surplus of nearly £26,800. Including other returns, the account stood thus : the

total expenditure was £353,660 16s.; the revenue amounted to £420,607 2s., leaving a sur-

plus of £66,946 6s. The annual increase of the land revenue due to the canals of the

Western Jumna is stated to be £29,436, and there has been added to the direct canal reve-

nue £60,000 per annum, leaving a net income of £43,000, Avhicli, on the aipital invested,

gave 36 per cent. The excess of population is likewise very great on the irrigated above
the unirrigated, being two-fifths larger."

The Eastern Jumna has a system of distribution canals measuring 500 miles. Tlie area

of the land so watered is 160,000 acres. Tlie proportion of the irrigated district to the unini-
gated is, for the unirrigated, 2,759,526 acres; irrigated, 421,875 acres; in particular dis-

tricts being respectively 1 to 0.19, 1 to 0.11, 1 to 0.25. Tlie proportion of the irrigated to

the actually watered is, for the irrigated, 421,875 acres; for the actually watered, 106,705 ;

and the proportion in certain districts is 1 to 0.2, 1 to 0.25, 1 to 0.32, or one-fifth, one-

fourth, one-third of the total areas. The total annual revenue of water rent from 1836 to

1846-'47 was £109,316 6s. Tht) gross value of the crops on irrigated land, which otherwise

would have been unproductive, including the rain crops and those for the cold season, was
£488,494 65., almost half a million, of which one-tenth was government revenue. The total

expenditure was £197,442. The annual increase of land revenue due to the Eastern Jumna
canal is stated at £14,965. Addmg to this the direct revenue of the canal, it is £27,000.

The expenditure was £81,460; current expenses, £8,000; net annual income, £19,500;
yielding thus, on the capital of £81,460, nearly 24 per cent. ,

The Sutlej canal discharges a volume of 2,500 cubic feet a second, and waters an area of

312,000 acres. Its effect is shown in the increased land revenue of £24,321, or £33 per

square mile. The direct returns were £55,521 on a capital laid out of £250,000, or 22 per
cent. The total gross value of the crops from th*e irrigation was £1,488,500.
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The Ganges canal has a total length of 898| miles. The cultivated area of the Doab is

8,255,255 acres ; the cultivable, 2,846,793 acres. The actually watered portion in the whole
is stated to be, for that thus benefitted by the Eastern Jumnaj &c., 1,500,000 acres ; by the
Ganges, 4,500,000 ; from wells, &c., 900,000, or nearly one-half of the irrigable land of the
Doab. The direct returns were £163,850 per annum; increase of land revenue, £239,040,
making £402,890. The net revenue on the capital of £1,500,000 amounts to £350,000, or

23^ per cent. The gross value of the crops on irrigated land not otherwise productive was
£7,653,125, of which one-tenth was returned to the government. The excess of the crops

of the irrigated lands above those of the unirrigated was, for wheat, 630 pounds per acre

;

for barley, 730 pounds per acre
;
givuig an avea-age of 630 pounds per acre, or on the whole

crop 480,000,000 pounds, or 4,000,000 quarters of graia, which, at Ss. per quarter, amounts
to £600,000 per annum. Thus the total increase of the produce, £1,200,000 per annum. Is

almost equal to the entire capital. Well irrigation, which has to give way to canal irriga-

gation, is thirteen times more expensive, and the saving to the agricultural community by
canal irrigation is shoAvn to be two and a half millions pounds sterling per annum.

Li summing up the benefits to be derived from the Grand Ganges canal, the following

are enumerated : "It will add to the revenue £350,000 per annum, protect from the risk

of famine upwards of 11,000,000 acres, inhabited by 6,500,000 souls, paying to the state

£1,800,000." In the event of the failure of rains, it will save agricultural property to the
amount of £7,500,000, and add to the increase of produce £1,200,000 per annum. Com-
pared with other modes of irrigation, it will prove a saving of £2,500,000 annually. In
respect to the system of irrigation between the Ganges and the Sutlej, it is said that "when
all the works are fully developed the agriculture on which about 12,000,000 souls depend
will be secured

;
produce which cannot be valued at less than £10,000,000 per annum will

be placed beyond the contmgencies of the season, and the public revenue of £3,000,000
yearly protected from fluctuation."

Besides the canal irrigation, tank embankments are used in India, the object of which is

to water land in their rear. One of these, of which there are one hundred and twelve, is

7,955 feet long. They have a total spread of water of 13,086 acres, in which the area of

cultivation is equal to 9,794 acres.

Allusion has been made to the introduction and practice by the Moors of irrigation in Spain.

In the years 1816-'19, M. Jaubert De Passa, of France, visited that country and examined the

state of the various public works and of the legislation on this subject ; and the result of his

researches is given in two volumes. M. Hericart de Thury, on behalf of the committee of

irrigation, at the public session of the Royal and Central Society of Agriculture in France,

in 1822, then presided over by M. le Compte De Corbiere, Minister of the Interior, speaks

in terms of warm commendation respecting M. De Passa' s labors, and says :

'

' The researches

of M. Jaubert De Passa form a complete treatise, we may even say an entire code of legis-

lation, on the course of water and irrigation in the principality of Catalonia and the kingdom
of Valencia. They compose two volumes in folio, the first of six hundred and eighty-four

pages of text, nearly all from the hand of the author ; the second, a very valuable summary
of the public acts relative to the grand canals of the kingdom of Valencia.

'

' The work
thus mentioned was revised and presented to the public in the shape of two volumes, from
which will be extracted a variety of particulars which may help the reader to form some
proper estimate of the irrigated surface of Spain, and of the influence of the practice there.

Forty years have passed since the researches were made, yet it is not doubted that there' has

been an advance rather than otherwise ; so that the condition of that country is now even
more favorable in these respects than it was then. Commencing with the principality of

Catalonia, M. De Passa notices everywhere a diversity in respect to the progress of hus-

bandry. Frequently, he says, beside a rich cultivated valley, because some unknown
benefactor has endowed it with a canal of irrigation, we may meet wdth new valleys left to

barrenness, though at a very slight eflbrt of a powerful hand a neighboring stream might
be directed upon those unproductive lands. There is a large number of canals of irrigation

in the higher valleys of Catalonia, even up to the very gorges of the Pyrenees. These allay

the heat of the sun and force the ground to yield several crops in a season. But tliese local

resources are limited ; a few men, scattered over a wide space, enjoy them, and they exercise

no influence on the countries adjoining. The author had not for his object a general history

of the canals, but a bird's-ej^e view, as it were, of some of tlie most prominent of them.

Speaking of the river Ter, which, taking its rise in the mountains of Catalonia, comes do\vn

on the plains of Ampurdan, M. De Passa expresses his surprise that the facilities it afibrds

have not been improved, as they should be, to water extensive tracts of coimtry which he
describes. Of the Canal de Girone, which is fed by the Ter, he «tates that it irrigates only

small slips of land
;

yet the use of the water is not without abuse. This canal is the

property of the city ; its mean breadth is about four meters (or somewhat over twelve feet)

;

its elevation three meters, or nine feet. It traverses many tracts of land, intersected by
rapid streams ^ and to prevent damage by these it has been necessary to build many weirs
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and bridges. Tlie water sometimes rises to the height of nine feet, and much of it is often

lost which could be applied to the piu-poses of agriculture. The lands irrigated are in two
divisions, and are fanned out for about one hundred and thirty-four francs (or about $26)

per bassane, a surface of giound on which one sows three double decalitres (nearly two
bushels) of wheat ; that is, about twenty-live ares, or half an acre.

M. De Fassa states that the A^oria, a wheel with buckets, which was brought into Spain byi:he

Moors, furnishes daily a great volume of water for irrigation. It is moved by one horse; the

water is collected into a large basin, whence, by means of trenches, oftentimes made with

mason-work, it is conducted to the beds in the garden or field. The buckets of the noria

are earthen ; they do not raise above one hundred and twenty-five cubic inches of water

each, but the motion of the wheel, and the number of buckets, which are so placed tliat

five turn over at once, are suflicient to exhaust a very large spring. It is an economical

apparatus, as often a hectare (about two and a half acres) of land and one noria are sufficient,

m a burning clime and on sandy ground, to sustain a numerous family, and even prove a
source of income to the fortunate small proprietor. Some of them are operated by sails,

like a windmill ; in this case substituting a pump for the buckets. The regularity of the

wind, an advantage not enjoyed in many countries, affords the means of using this contriv-

ance here as cannot be done elsewhere.

At Barcelona there is a canal of irrigation which receives its waters from the Besos, and
is divided mto a vast number of small canals, watering all parts of the land. Much skill is

8hov^^l in thus turning to good account the impetuous stream ; and the efiect of the irriga-

tion is said to be to make the whole basin a real garden.

Of the canal of the Lobregat, M. De Passa says its construction had many obstacles to

encounter. It was necessary to convince eveiy proprietor that his interest required a sacrifice

of a part of his property, and that adcMtional funds ought to be supplied ; to arrange the

reciprocal services needed for the construction of numerous feeders ; to reconcile the jarring,

claims amid a diversity of interests, and to establish barriers and weirs, and carry the canal

along difficult slopes, or across ravmes ; and to provide against the effect of a movable soil.

Happily all this was done under the direction of the Captain General Castaiios, so that the

inhabitants on the left bank of the canal of Lobregat call it the Castaiios canal. It irrigates

5,500 raojadas, (about 6, GOO acres,) or more than an area of a square league. The quantity

of water is estimated at 900 cubic inches per minute. A basin is constructed behind the

causeway ; five principal sluices serve to lead out the water of irrigation to the great canal,

and there are two more for the discharge of the excess into the river, in aid of a secondar}'-

canal. The works are most solidly formed, and even sometimes with beauty ; the sluices

are managed ^\"ith ease, turning by the strength of one man ; and the care of the waters is

well provided for. Tlie distribution of the water into the canal is carried on daily, and at

the same hours. Tables are prepared indicating to each proprietor his share, his privileges,

and the restrictions imposed. It is bridged in many places, as it crosses numerous roads.

The canal of Lobregat is about 20,000 yards (over 10 miles) long. Its breadth varies from
three to five yards ; the mean height of the water is about 4^ feet ; the fall is .about six

inches in 1,000 yards; five principal branches receive the waters of the great canal, and,

united, have a course of about 14 miles ; thus making the whole about 25 miles. The
expense of construction was about 800,000 francs ($160,000.) Another canal for the irriga-

taon of lands on the riglit bank of the Lobregat was in contemplation at the time of M. De
Passa's visit. Above the Lobregat is the canal of Manresa, the formation of which is attri-

buted to the Romans, though it probably owes its origin to the Moors. M. De Passa mentions
also the irrigations by Xorias de hara of a somewha,t dilfcrcnt construction from those already

noticed. On the plain of Tarragona there are two canals from the Fraveoli, a small stream
which, in the course of nine leagues, waters a tract of more than 3,000 acres, that would
otherwise be ban-en. By means of the canals about 700 acres are irrigated. The lands are

said to be rendered very fertile, yielding rich crops. The irrigations of the Ebro, through
the canal of Tortosa, have accomplished much ; and the wheat and other products exhibit

the benefits realized by this addition to the agricultural resources of that section of the

countiy.

After giving a brief account of the canal of San Carlos, M. De Passa proceeds to the canal

of Urgel, a much larger work. Its length is about 24 leagues, or 72 miles, and it waters

50 square leagues, or 150 square miles of coimtry. Tliis canal, in the dry season, can

furnish in 24 hours 22,291,000 cubic feet of water-; and estimating the loss by evaporation

and infiltration at five per cent, there remain 21,170,450 cubic feet, which, dispersed accord-

ing to the needs of the soil, at the rate of three inches of water in height for every inch

surface that can be watered, as the maximum, gives about 1,G80 acres every twenty-four

hours ; this, multiplied by 44, the number of days in which it nms between the two
irrigations into the basin of the Urgel, we have 70,000 acres ; and this atldcd to the portion

which represents the lands in repose, or merely ploughed after two harvests in succession, it
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is shown that the irrigation can act on 110,924 acres of land. Three irrigations are required

for wheat in Urgel ; one in October, the time of sowing it ; another in January or February,
at the time when the vegetation seems to receive an unexpected increase of strength ; the last

in April, when it blossoms. By the above calculations it will be seen that the land sown
with wheat could be more frequently watered ; and, by more regard to the economy of

water, the gain might be applied with great advantage to the irrigation of the forage plants.

Another canal, to complete the irrigation of the plain, is mentioned as on the Segre. It

runs through the territory of Camarasa, and joins the secondary branches of the great canal,

which are designed to water the extended valley called Riviere de Sio. The cost of the two
principal canals, and seven intermediary branches, is given as 19,623,024 francs ($3,924,604.)
Four canals, constructed by the Moors, on the two sides of the Segre, are also mentioned as

rendering great benefits to the tracts of country bordering upon them. One of these is

seven leagues in length.

In the kingdom of Valencia M. De Passa finds some works connected with irrigation

which command his admiration. Here arc also norias. He mentions those particularly of

Vinaroz and Benicarlo, and says it is on these fertilized rocks of Benicarlo that we witness

the prodigies which agricultural industry can effect when not deterred by obstacles. Here
the numerous little streams direct the waters on a light bed of earth, which is naturally

inert, but which the cultivator reanimates by means of improvements. The richest vegeta-

tion embellishes the soil reclaimed from its sterility, and the benefits of irrigation are not
limited to the tract on which it is directed.

The first glance at the valley of the Vinaroz and Benicarlo would lead one to suppose that

a grand canal of irrigation, directed by a powerful and able hand, overcoming all obstacles,

was spreading the tribute of its waters even up to the banks of the Cenia ; but we vainly

seek, in the midst of the cultivated lands, the traces of such a canal. Less important works
have been sufficient to change the nature of the soil. Patient and earnest men, by their

continued efforts, have succeeded in piercing the immense banks of stone in seai'ch of water
in the bosom of the earth, and bringing it to the surface by the aid of five or six hundred
norias. Each one of those ingenious machines is in the neighborhood of a farm ; and the

multitude of hamlets scattered over the fields, encircled by fruit trees, give an enchanting
aspect to that part of the valley. The water is caused to remain in great basins, in order to

subject it to the influence of the atmosphere; and, later, it is spread over the ground with all the

celerity which necessity and the economy of labor demand. In a moment it floods the wide
furrows of the wheat field, or the square beds, varied as the products to be raised on them.
The principal feeders, firmly constructed, carry it without loss toward all those rich, chequered
squares. Every irrigation revives the earth, promotes vegetation, and assures to the cultivator

crops which are often of extraordinary magnitude. The effect is also seen in the calling out

of a laborious and industrious population, even the women and children bearing their part

in watching the norias.

Among other works deserving special notice in Valencia, M. de Passa was struck particu-

larly by the manner in which the canal of Almazora and Castellon is conducted over the

rambla (or torrent) of the Viuda. No permanent construction could resist the rapidity and
immense volume of the waters which descend from the neighboring mountains daring the

season of the rains or storms. Any movable dike or temporary barrier would have been
costly, as deep excavations must be made at great expense, and the bed of the river raised

to bring it to the level of the canal ; but a very simple and ingenious plan has been adopted
to overcome the obstacle. A deep basin receives the waters of the canal as they leave the

first gallery. They reach there by a high fall, and are immediately lost in a large siplion

opened beneath the bed of the river, the outlet of which is 119 varas (about 110 yards

further on. There they escape, bubbling and foaming, after having passed with incredible

rapidity into that conduit. To give an idea of the force of the current, it is sufficient to

say that a stone of several pounds weight runs quickly through that mysterious passage,

and almost immediately appears at the outlet. As measured by M. de Passa, by means of a
stone at the end of a cord dropped in at the opening and carried through the length of this

conduit, it is about 170 yards. Different aqueducts, at large cost, are likcv^ise described, the

works of former times, as well as numerous regulations restricting the distribution of the

waters. He passes over with a mere mention several canals of irrigation, and dwells rather

on those which are fed by the Guadalaviar. Here tv/enty acequias, or canals, serve for the

irrigation of the lands on the sides of the river, to an extent of more than 20 leagues (60

miles.) There are three others in connexion Avith the Pedrava, and still eight more, which

absorb all the waters of the river and turn off the excess, if there be any, into the meadows
or strips of land bordering the river. The whole quantity of water in these eight canals is

given as 138 ftlas ; that of the first twenty as 164 ^/^.s. Our author finds considerable diffi-

culty in settling the precise meaning of this term, as tliere is a difference of opinion

respecting it. Some say it is arf opening formed by the Valencian joaZmo, nearly nine inches

square ; others that it is a volume of water which, introduced into an opening a palmo
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sqnare, takes a second to run through the space of 4 or 6 palmos. But in any case it is

agreed that a fila of water is sufficient for the irrigation of 400 Jianegadas, (1,620 ares,) or

about forty acres. The eight canals of the plains of Valencia are said to actually irrigate

232,922 hanegadas of ground, or 23,280 acres. These eight canals run through the whole
plain of Valencia. They cross each other, unite, then separate to reunite, and then divide

off at a still greater distance. The new branches form in their turn new canals of irri-

gation, and thus every corner of that vast tract is visited and improved by the waters ;

everywhere industry has vanquished the obstacles ; everjnvhere she has distributed with
complete knowledge tljousands of little channels or streams.

The royal canal of Moncada waters the greater part of the left bank of the Guadalaviar.

It was in observing this that M. de Passa said he comprehended the beautiful system of

irrigation which for ages had been an inexhaustible source of supply in the arid land con-

sumed by the heat of the sun ; and that the regulation of the waters, the simplicity of the

means, and the economy established, commanded his highest admiration. Its origin is of

ancient date. Tlie lands irrigated by it are estimated at about 1,552 hectares (about 3,600
acres.) The tax for water is 2 francs 63 centimes (about 50 cents) per jovada, (about an
acre.)

M. de Passa devotes nearly 80 pages to tjie various codes or regulations, prepared at

different periods, for the management of the waters of this canal, defining or restricting the

rights of those using it, with provisions and penalties for sustaining them. Taking in the

two regions watered by it, the whole quantity of land thus benefitted is said to be 3,000
hectares, (or 7,500 acres.) It rarely suffers from drought.

Tlie canal of Quart irrigates an extensive tract of country on the right bank of the Gua-
dalaviar. The use of the waters is guarded by well-defined regulations. It is an invariable

rule that water is|iever to be carried backward ; without exception, it runs through all the

parts of the vast extent, penetrates the most difficult places, crosses other canals by means
of bridges and aqueducts, and distributes supplies as it goes. Whether, in receiving the

upper streams, it increases its volume, to serve for the irrigation of a new tract, or, having
reached the end of its course, it insensibly loses itself and disappears in the midst of the

plain, it is directed with the greatest economy and regard to utility.

There are numerous and minute rules for protecting individual and public rights, of which
M. De Passa says that, though some may appear superfluous, others defective, and others

too severe, yet, when their cause and necessity are investigated, and we observe how much
they are respected by the peo^jle, we learn that success in agriculture depends on a great

number of circumstances which we cannot always divine. He gives great praise to the

Moors for their works, such as aqueducts and canals ; and, speaking of an aqueduct on the

territory of Quart, he says : "On seeing it one may have some idea of the constancy of that

agricultural people, whom no obstacle could repel when the question was as to the improving
the soil and increasing the riches of the state." He says of the Canal Ptoyal of Alcira that

it is one of the most beautiful conduits which the hand of man has prepared for the irriga-

tion of lands. It partially absorbs the waters of the Xucar, and, fertilizing as it proceeds,

traverses the territory between Albufera (the beautiful Huerta of Valencia, from which it is

separated by the rushing stream of Catarrocha) and the vast curtain of the mountains of

Carlet and the plateau of Quart ; and, lastly, pursues the course of the Xucar from the rock
of Cullera to the narrow valley of Antella. The works are very massive, sometimes thirty-

four metres (about as many yards) thick. It is difficult to measure the volume of water
which enters this canal at ordinary times. It runs with so great rapidity, and by such a
strong fall, that we cannot exactly calculate it. At the entrance of the first funnel, (enton-

noir,) and in front of the first sluice, (icluse,) the water occupies the space of eighty Valencian
palmos, (eighteen metres, or about twenty yards.) by twelve palmos (2.7 metres, about three

yards) high. At the end of the same funnel it is forty palmos (nine metres, or about ten

yards) by twenty, (four and a half metres, or five yards ;) and, lastly, at the outlet of the

sluices and the entrance of the canal, sixty palmos, (thirteen and a half metres, or about
fourteen yards ;) so that the vertical section of the canal, in the portion occupied by the

water at ordinary times, presents, up the river Cuselta, a surface of eight hmidred square

palmos, (one hundred and eighty square metres, or about two hundred yards ;) and down the

river, of seven himdred and sixty-eight palmas (almost thirty-nine metres, or above forty

yards, square.) When what has been said of the force of the cuiTcnt is recalled, the im-
mense quantity of water which thus every day enters the Canal Pioyal may be appreciated.

It traverses a wide extent of country, dispensing its fertilizing riches through numerous
secondary canals, among which the united canal of Algemesi and Alcira is the most con-

siderable. M. De Passa gives a full abstract of the regulations respecting it, as well as the

history of the progi-ess of the legislation, and a variety of other details as to the taxes and
expenses incurred, all indicating careful supervision and practical wisdom. Before serving

himself with the water every one must have a permit, based on the facte that his land is

susceptible of irrigation, and permission to him does not interfere with the righte of others.
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In ceme of great drouglit the supply of water is to be fumished more sparingly, -with the
aim to save the crops last irrigated, without exposing those previous in course. An equable
distribution is thus made the object of special regard. Fines and penalties are imposed for

breaches of the rules, and every effort seems to be resorted to for securing the full benefit

of these public works in enriching the fields. Proper tribunals are erected to adjudicate

causes according to the code provided. The distribution of the water, it is said, is so well
arranged that it comes constantly to every point, even in times of the greatest drought.
The existence and v/elfare of thousands of families depend on this provision. Every fraud
committed, all prevention of tlie right use of the waters, may inflict irreparable injury on
many ; and hence the scrupulous attention to see that all' is properly carried out according
to its design.

In case extensive irrigation shall become a feature in our country, and the requisite pro-
tection of laws and detailed provisions for carrying on a great public or corporate system of
such improvements shall be needed in any of our States, these volumes of M. De Passa will

furnish much valuable as well as interesting information on the subject ; but it does not
consist with the present object or limits assigned to make further extracts. Enough has
been given to show that the plans of irrigation, handed down from the early times of the
Moors, have exercised an important infiuenpe in Spain, and that many tracts otherwise
utterly barren have been rendered fruitful by the proper husbandry of these natural resources,

so often entirely neglected.

It might naturally be supposed that in higher Northern latitudes, where the intervals

between the rains are not so long, and the exposure to drought is not so great as in Southern
climes, irrigation would be less likely to become a subject of attention or study. It has not
been the case, however. The practice was introduced into Britain by the Romans ; and in

modern times it has been regarded as an important auxiliary in Englit^ agriculture. At-
tempts were made there on a comparatively small scale in the sixteenth century, but it can
hardly be said to have become fairly established in England till the beginning of the present

century. Since then it has been conducted extensively in the counties of Wiltshire, Devon,
Somerset, and Gloucestershire, and also in parts of Scotland. From the parliamentary
returns of 1854 the extent of land under the title of irrigated meadows amounted to

1,292,329 acres, or nearly one-half of the land in clover and artificial grass. The propor-

tion of land under corn and cultivated grass was as three to one of the other description, a
much smaller proportion than that of France, which was as nine to one.

The most celebrated water meadows in England, at an early date in modern times, were
those in Wiltshire, in the Wesley Bourn, between 1700 and 1705. Others, about the same
date, were formed in Hampshire and Berkshire ; but they are said to have been far inferior

to the former. Toward the close of the 18th century attention seems to have been turned
to the subject by various publications, among which those of G. Boswell, in 1780, and the

Rev. T. Wright, from 1789 to 1810, are mentioned as exerting the greatest influence. In
the Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland Society of Scotland we have an account
of some successful experiments, as well as general observations on the practice and principles

of irrigation, embraced in the report of a survey made in the year 1804 of watered meadows,
situated on or near the rivers Esk, Ewes, Teviot, Etterick, and Yarrow, belonging to the

estate of the Duke of Buccleugh, and containing 362 acres. The object was here, as in

English irrigation generally, to raise larger crops of grass, and the results v/ere most satis-

factory. The progress of this branch of husbandry in England would, no doubt, have been
more rapid and extensive but for the diversion of the proprietors' enterprise to the raising

of green or root crops, as clover, rye-grass, mangel wurzel, turnips, &c., in yet larger quan-
tities for their cattle and sheep. The desire of heavy grass crops was thus diminished, and
a greater breadth of area was hence given to cultivated land. More recently a new interest

has been excited in irrigation, especially in connexion with draining, with which it h most
usually joined in England and Scotland. The best agricultural writers give it a place in

their works. Questions relating to the theory and practice, and facts relating to the profits

to be hoped for, are discussed in the ablest journals devoted to land husbandry. Analyses

of waters employed for the purpose have been made, particularly in cases of their successful

application, witli a view to ascertain the elements so contributed to the nurture and groAvth

of plants. In the course of these investigations much valuable information has been
diffused in relation to the chemical properties of river water and the effects it produces in

irrigation. The water of the Thames, as analyzed by Dr. Bostock, was found to contain, in

10,000 parts, after most of iis mechanically suspended matter had subsided, about 1| parts

of foreign substances, viz

:

Organic matter 0.07 parts.

Carbonate of lime 1.53 "

Sulphate of lime , 0.15 "

Muriate of soda - 0.02 "
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In an equal quantity of the waters of the Clyde Dr. Thompson found 1^ parts of solid

substances, \iz

:

Common salt 0.369 parts.

Muriate of magnesia - 0.305 "

Sulphate of soda 0.114 ''

Carbonate of lime 0.394 "

SiUca 0.118 ''

The waters of the Itchen, a stream in Hampshire celebrated for irrigation, contained, in

10,000 parts, about 2^ parts of solid matter, ^az :

Organic matter ....... 0.02 parts.

Carbonate of lime - 1.89 "

Sulphate of lime 0.72 ''

Muriate of soda - 0.01 "

It is evident that all water employed m irrigation must contain ingredients which furnish

nutriment to the plants or grasses. Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, speaking in this connexion, (see

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, vol. X,) says: "There is no agricultural question, there-

fore, more important, in a national point of view, than that of the improvement of the soil

by irrigation, for all the rich organic and other matters diffused through the rivers are saved
to agriculture, which would othei-wise be carried into the sea. Pure water, as obtained by
distillation, it has been clearly shown by the experiments of Dr. Thomson, M. Saussure, and
Hassenfratz, is utterly incapable of supporting vegetation. But impure water, from a sewer
or dunghill, will do so. Mr. Lampadius found that, though plants placed in a pure
earth, as silica or alumina, and watered by pure water, would not grow

;
yet, when watered

with a liquid drainage from a dmighill they grew luxuriantly. The quantity of solid or

earthy matters absorbed by plants, it has been proved, isin exact proportion to the impurity
of the water with which they are nourished. Equal quantities of beans fed by distilled

water yielded, in solid matters or ashes, 3.9 parts; those fed by rain water, 7.5 parts; those

grown in garden mould, 12 parts. These facts, and similar ones, are deemed conclusive as

showing that the main advantages of irrigation are derived from the foreign substances with
which the water is charged. The water which supports vegetation either, like rain, possesses

an appreciable quantity of ammonia, or, like the water of clear springs from calcareous

strata, a large proportion of carbonic acid ; or, like sea water, is strongly impregnated with
nutritive salts ; or, as in the case of brooks and rivers, is more or less charged with organic

matters and nutritive mineral substances."
' The artificial supply of moisture to the cultivated plants of hot countries is the supply,

not merely of pure water, but also of the alimentary substances contained in the surface

waters of the earth, as an equivalent for the ammonia contained in the rams. A chief

function of moisture in the soil, in all or any of the great variety of circumstances in which
it contributes to vegetation, is so to hold the nutriment furnished to the plants in a state of

solution, that they may, by their absorbent vessels, take it up into their system. If there

be a deficiency, therefore, of carbonic acid, or muriate of soda, or sulphate of soda, or

chloride of sodium, or organic matter in solution, or a lack of any principle of food in the

water used for irrigation, then it must so far fail of its object. But if the plants have a
strong capacity for any particular article of their food, and the water of irrigation supply it

largely, and one portion of the water so brought in contact with the plant has this element
abstracted from it, and the remainder is carried off by the flow, so that another portion may
successively take its place, and fresh food be thus continually brought, and the remaining
innutritive parts carried off, then it cannot be doubted that the true end of irrigation is

reached, and that the process will prove stimulating and nourishmg. In these views many
writers concur."

Sir Humphrey Davy's theory of irrigation is, that " water is absolutely necessary to vege-

tation ; and when land has been covered with water in the winter, or the beginning of

spring, the moisture which has penetrated deep into the soil becomes a sort of nourishment to

the roots of plants in the summer, and prevents those bad effects which often happen in lands

in their natural state, from a long continuance of dry weather. When the water used in

irrigation has flowed over a calcareous country, it is generally found impregnated with car-
' bonate of lime, and in this state it tends in many instances to ameliorate the soil. Common
river water, also, generally contains a certain portion of organizable matter, which is much
greater after rains than at other tbnes, and which exists in the largest quantity when the

stream rises in a cultivated country. Even in cases where the water used in flooding is

pure and free from animal and vegetable substances, it acts by causing a more equable dif-

fusion of nutritive matter existing in the land ; and, in very cold seasons, it preserves the

tender roots and leaves of the grass from being injured by the frost. The reason is, because
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the specific gravity of the water is greater when the temperature is at 42° than at the freez-

ing point, 32^ ; and at this temperature vegetation is not injured." He also states that
water which breeds the best fish is best for watering meadows ; but any kind of water will do,

except that containing iron, which, though it is fertilizing on a calcareous soil, is injurious

on soils which do not effervesce with acids. Calcareous water is good for silicious soils. Sir

Humphrey Davy's theory has been called in question by more recent writers, who have
claimed that, in the present advanced state of chemistry, he would himself have modified
its features. Others, however, seem still to rely upon it as furnishing in the main a correct

explanation.

Other ends and uses of irrigation have been suggested. It is s%id to cool the land in
summer and warm it in winter. It is said, also, that irrigation acts by washing off the ex-
crementitious matters which injure the growth of plants. Protectnig grasses from frost, and
maintaining plants in an equable temperature, the mechanical action of a current of water
over the irrigated surface, it is held, keeps the roots and stems clear of obstruction, and pro-
motes an equable circulation of water and oxygen around them, as well as an equable distri-

bution of all the soluble materials of food.

In a paper by Professor Rennie, of London, published in volume V of the Quarterly Jour-
nal of Agriculture, he controverts the earlier views as to the operation of irrigation on vege-
tation. Alluding to the declaration of Arthur Young, respecting the effect of muddy floods

in warping on the Humber, as spoiling the process, he infers that the increase of fertility

produced is owing to the washing out of excrementitious matters previously in the soil, a
similar effect being thus caused to that of decomposition by means of the sun's light and
evaporation through heat and the passing air in the process of fallowing, and by fire in
paring and burning. Irrigation, too, loosens the surface, and carries into it a fresh supply
of air. This is shown by the following example: "Throw a lump of tough clay into

water, and let the water be a slow running stream, like that of an irrigating current. In a
short time the toughness of the clay will in part disappear to some depth upon the surface

of the Imnp, which will be rendered soft and much less tough and tenacious than before it

was thrown into the wiiter. Continuing it in the slow current of water it melts down, and,
besides water, it will be found to contain a great proportion of common air. In this

pulpy state of the lump of clay, turn off the water and leave it to dry ; it will be as tough
as before, but more loose and pulverized. It must be kneaded, so as to expel the air, before

it becomes of its original toughness." Such, Professor Eennie thinks, is one of the most
important secondary effects of irrigation ; and, if so, it must be beneficial to grass, even if it

reaches no deeper than a quarter of an inch.

Reverting to the previous theories, he takes up especially those of Dr. Darwin, mentioned
in his Phytologia. Dr. Darwin attributes the effect to depositions of calcareous earth and
the solution of nitrogen ; also, to defending the lands from frost by flowing water, or by ice

when frozen. So, Sir Humphrey Davy maintained that, as water is of greater weight at 42^
Fahrenheit .than at 32°, the freezing point, in an irrigated meadow the water in contact

with the grass underneath was rarely below 40-. But this last statement is controverted by
the fact that practical irrigators uniformly advise that the waters should not be let on during
frost. Professor Rennie adverts to the conclusion of a previous writer in the same journal,

in substance that the main effect of irrigation is produced by some mechanical or chemical
action of the water, in a manner unknown to us, on the plants or the soil. This chemical or

mechanical principle, regarded as unknown, he believes to be elucidated in some measui^
by the views he has propounded.

' In a later paper of the same agricultural journal, (vol. X,) Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, to who»3
article reference has been made, says that '

' if river water is hard, or contains gypsum, (sul-

phate of lime,) which it certainly does, it must, under ordinary circumsta,nces, on this

account alone, be highly fertilizing to meadows, since all grasses contain this salt in very
sensible proportions ; for, calculating that one part of sulphate of lime is contained in every
two thousand parts of river water, and that every square yard of dry meadow soil absorbs

only eight gallons of water, (and this is a very moderate allowance, for many soils will absorb

three or four times that quantity,) then it will be found that, by every flooding, more than
one hundred weight and a half of gypsum per acre is diffused through the soil in water, a
quantity equal to that generally adopted by those who spread gypsum on their clover crops,

lucerne and sainfoin, as a manure, either in the state of powder or as it exists in ashes."

On a similar calculation applied to the organic substances in flood waters, allowing only

20 parts of animal and vegetable matter in 1,000 parts of river ivater, it will be found that
" every soaking with such water will add to the meadow nearlj'- two tons per acre of animal

and vegetable matters," which, in live floodings a year, "is equal to a yearly application

of tenlJons of organic matter." In respect to the great benefit of winter flooding for

meadows, the authority of Mr. Simmons is cited, who maintains that this "is derived, in

the first place, from the deposits made by the muddy waters on the grass ; and, secondly, from
the winter coveringmth water preventing the ill cffcct-s to the grass of the sudden transitions
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in the temperature of the atmosphere." Mr. Simmons states that " if water has once been

used for irrigation, then its fertilizing properties are so materially reduced that it is of little

value for again passing over the meadows." Tlie experience of other irrigators is said to

tend to the same conclusion. This last fact seems at variance with what is recommended
by yet others, and their statement that the water which drains off, by carrymg with it a
variety of fertilizing matters, is thereby rendered richer for the lower portion of an irrigated

farm. The apparent contradiction is probably to be reconciled by the difference of the

circumstances and the character of the water used. Mr. Johnson adds: "It is evident, there-

fore, that the chemical properties of water have a much greater influence in irrigation than

is commonly believed." Hence, the quality of the water used in irrigation is an object of

first importance, to which the attention of the farmer should be directed. Lord Bacon's

definition, in his Natural History of the Advantages of Meadow Watering, may therefore be

considered as one of the best ever given, viz: "That it acts not only by supplying useful

moisture to the grass, but lilicwise by carrying nourishment dissolved in water." Mr. Ste-

phens, whose " Practical Irrigation" is probably superior to any other similar volume on.

this subject, says: "The agency of water in the process of vegetation has not till of late

been distinctly perceived. Dr. Hales has shown that, in the summer months, a sunflower

weighing three pounds avoirdupois, and regularly watered every day, passed through it, or

perspired 22 ounces each day ; that is, half its weight. Dr. Woodward found that, in the

space of 77 days, a plant of common spearmint increased 17 grains in weight, and yet had
no other food than pure rain water ; but then he found that it increased more in weight
when it lived in spring water, and still more when its food was Thames water.

'

'

The objection drawn from the case of the muddy waters of the Humber, to which allusion

has already been made, Mr. Johnson regards as sufficiently answered by the fact, that '

' in

those cases the mud did not consist of animal or vegetable matters, but of fine earthy par-

ticles, such as clay or chalk, the same as the alluvial soil, actually itself formed of the

deposits of the same flood-waters for ages previous, and therefore any further supply was
useless, the slime merely covering the grass with mud without adding any fertilizing sub-

^nce not already in the soil."

Schleiden, who will be recognized as high authority, in his "Physiology of Plants and
Animals, and Theory of the Culture of Plants," (Die Physiologic der Pflanzen und Thiere

imd Tlieorie der Pflanzencultur,) speaking of fertilizing matters, says : "Of all inorganic

manures, spring water is the most important, and in a certain sense comprehending all.

According to its origin, it is nothing but a solution of the soluble constituents existing in

the soil, and so, in other words, the proper nutrition itself of plants. It is modified when
in its course it passes through the various strata of the earth, until it makes its appearance
above ground, it receives and deposits many ingredients ; on which account every water
cannot exert an equally favorable effect ; especially in its longer course in the air it loses a
great portion of the insoluble calcareous salts, and so rarely answers for plants that require

much lime, such as ranunculus, clover, &c. But, as experience shows, it is in eveiy respect

a sufificiently nutritious substance for the grasses. The single fact that, by a suitable water-

in^j, the dryest sandy soil in wv.rm regions produces wheat harvests in unbroken succession

of the same crops, while, on the other hand, our richest cultivated lands appear poor, is

enough to prove the perfect independence of our cereals of humus as a nutritious substance."

That the introduction of artificial watering in meadow culture (the so-called irrigation

meadows) marks an important advance in our modes of culture, no one who has seriously

turned his attention to the matter can question.

Professor Johnson (3d vol. 3d series, Trans, of the Highland Agricultural Society of

Scotland, 184:7-' 8, p. 210) speaks of an experiment in irrigation which was veiy successful,

by water, which, when evaporated, gave only 5.2 grains for the gallon of solid matter. The
results were the production, on what was formerly almost worthless land, at an outlay of

£^0 for five acres, of nearly an average of five and a half tons to an acre, causing a conse-

quent increase in the produce of manure on the farm, as the grass was cut green and soiled ;

an improvement in the quality of milk and butter ; and that hay can be now made for

winter food ; so that the land, before worth only 5s. to 7s. 6c?. per acre, was estimated at a
rental of £3 to £4. The analysis of this water gave in

—

Alkaline salts (chiefly common salt) -_-.._. ... ,, 1.14 grains.

Sulphate of lime (gj'psum, contauiiag 0.28 grains of water) 1.66 "
Carbonate of lime _' 0.26 "
Carbonate of magnesia.. 0.46 "
Organic matter 0.76 "
Silica 0.92 "

5.20
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He remarks, in respect to this water, that " the result of this analysis is very interesting

It shows that what we are in the habit of consideiing the purest natural spring waters,

containing the smallest proportional quantity of mineral matter, may be used with advan-

tage for the purposes of irrigation ;" and says that, so far as his experience goes, any water

in which water-cresses spring up may be safely employed for irrigation.

*' An analysis of the waters of irrigation is not, of course, necessary. Other tests enable

the farmer to determine the fitness of the water at his command for irrigating purposes.

The good quality of any water as a water of irrigation is shown by the verdure on the

margin of the stream and growth of strong cresses in the stream itself. Though the water
is perfectly clear, yet in such cases it will generally prove well adapted for irrigation.

'

' There
are, however, some soils which, owing to their chemical composition, or to the tenacious

retentive quality of their subsoil, form exceptions. Two meadows are instanced in the

same farm, both situated on the ^ide of a hill, with a southern aspect, the upper stratum a

fine rich loam eight to ten inches deep, on a substratum of strong yellow clay. "So far as

the eye can discern, there is no difference between the upper mould or substratum, or the

herbage growing on their surface, except that in the lower part of one there are a few rushes,

in consequence of some small sprmgs which have their rise near by ; but there is not water
enough to render the land poachy. At the head of these meadows is a large pond, formed
from the collection of several small runs of spring-water, also improved by the wash of a
farm-yard. Now this same water, thrown over these meadows, in one case produces the

richest herbage in abundance, which is regularly mown for hay; but on the other meadow
it is of no benefit. Heavy clayey soils are in general unsuitable for water meadows. '

'

" It is regarded as a settled fact that the grass and hay of water meadows are not so

nutritious as of permanent pasture lands. The difference, however, as appears by the ex-

periments of Mr. George Sinclair, is less than has been imagined. He obtained from rye-

grass, at the tiine of flowering, from a water meadow on which sheep had pastured till the

end of April, 72 grains of nutritive matter ; and from the same weight of grass cut from a
rich old pasture devoted to hay about the same time, 92 grains. From rye-grass from a
meadow not fed off in the spring he obtained 100 grains ; and from the pasture not fed off

120 grains of nutritive matter. Mr. Sinclair likewise found the same result in the case of

grasses ; where the growth is forced by liquid or solid manures, the nutritive matter exists

in lesser quantity. From four ounces of rank, luxuriant rye-grass, growing on a soil to

to which a large portion of cow-dung had been applied, he obtained of nutritive matter 72
grains ; and from the same quantity of grass grown on the soil adjoining, without manure,
122 grains. A second trial of the same kind of grass gave, on a soil destitute of manure,
of- nutritive matter 95 grains ; while on a highly manured soil there were only 50 grains.

These experiments were said to have been fairly made with grasses of tlie same age and
otherwise alike. The facts, therefore, do not apply more to the case of irrigation, as a
means of producing grasses, than to other methods of causing fertility. Chevandier and
Savetat found that two waters used in irrigating meadows produced very different results in

increasing crops. They analyzed them, and the quantity of mineral matters was largest in

the water which produced the least grass. They supposed the goodness of the water which
was most successful was owing to its larger quantity of organic matter, and especially to

the nitrogen which this matter contained. The organic matter was nearer an inorganic

condition, and the decomposition took place more rapidly when acted on by the air, and
thus the roots absorbed inorganic substances from the water just as leaves do from the

atmosphere. The fact that irrigation produces more striking effects on sands tlian clays

seems to show that the good effects of water are not from the absorptive powers of the soil,

since the water, instead of being retained in the porous sand, passes immediately through it.
'

'

Tho value of irrigation has been abundantly shown in those parts of Great Britain where
the experiments have been the most thorough. Among the instances cited the following

are taken as specimens : The first is on the bank of the Esk, near Pencuik. Here tliere

was a copious clear spring that for ages had run down a hollow on tlijc bank of a river ; the

rill from it was carried along the top of a grassy bank, and allowed to run on one spot and
then on another alternately, The water was let on in autumn, and continued through the

winter and spring, and the first year the result was a strong crop of grass, which, if made
into hay, would have yielded 400 stone per acre, (about 4| tons.) It was cut green for

horses in June and July, and a second cutting was taken off in autumn, after the water had
been again applied. The meadows of Castle Craig, in the county of Tweedale, 800 feet

above the level of the sea, were a complete peat-bog. They were prepared aright for irri-

gating, at an expense oi£ £6 ($30) per acre. The crop produced yielded 466 stone (5 tons

232 Ills.) to the acre. Another of seven acres, which, in some parts, was moss four to seven

feet deep, and a third of a similar kind exhibited nearly the same extent. The latter

yielded 476 stone (about 5|^ tons) to the -acre. Another, on the estate of "Whinn, near Pen-

cuik, is mentioned, where the flow moss was from 12 to 15 feet deep. The first process

here, of course, was to reclaim it by drainmg ; then it was laid out in suitable beds ; it was
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next manured, then planted with potatoes, manured a second year, and planted again with

potatoes, in both cases yielding good crops. Having become thus well pulverized, it was
levelled, and ploughed up into ridges 25 feet wide for irrigation, dressed with lime and
earth, and so^vn with oats mixed with white clover and timothy grass. The first year the

grass was cut the ground had not been w-atered, but the next year it was thoroughly, and
for six years after it increased in productiveness, yielding 300 to 400 stone of hay a year

(about 3| to 4| tons) to the acre. Other cases equally decisive are mentioned.

In Ireland the first experiment made in irrigation is said to have been by a poor peasant

who noticed the effects of water from a hill stream. He allowed it to run over a few acres,

and was repaid by rich crops of hay ; and a bog was rendered passable for carriages which
had formerly been one of the most dangerous of swamps. Vast tracts exist in Great Britain,

which, by drainage, followed by irrigation, it is asserted, can be reclaimed and rendered

highly productive. A moss east of Glencoe, in Scotland, 50 or 60 miles wide, could be so

drained and flooded. Another of 100,000 acres could be made good pasturage. According
to the report in the House of Commons of the select committee on the bogs of Ireland, Sir. •

Nimmo calculates, in reference to a meadow w^hich is now an extensive bog more than 1,000
feet above the level of the sea, and which is overflowed in winter and of great fertility—the

water being one cubic foot a second for 100 acres three times in the winter—that by con-

centrating iphe rain of 100 acres, and allowing it to flow over only 10 acres of bog, at an
average breadth of 1^ miles from the top of the hill to the river, the quantity irrigated

would be 41 acres 10 perches in every 300 acres of surface, and the expense only about
£1 to £1 5s. ($5 to $6 25) per acre. The result would be the covering of the surface of the

whole bog with the finest soil at the cost of cutting only 10 inches deep.

Rivers, it has been ascertained, in general carry into the sea ^Joth part of the earthy

matter they contain, and mountain streams much more. Allowing this estimate, w\ater at

three cubic inches per second, and one-fourth of an inch wide, will in 400 seconds deposit

one-fourth of an inch of soil on 192 feet and three inches, and in one month will cover an
acre. If the water of 100 acres of upland flow over 12 acres of bog, it will deposit one inch
on the whole surface at the same rate. By this it may be seen that a means is at com-
mand, through irrigation, of no slight importance, by w^hich, in connexion with due atten-

tion to draining, the most unpromising portions of marshy lands may be made rich and
productive in the appropriate crops. Even when applied to land already under cultivation,

the result is said to warrant the resort to it. Boussingault asserts that the increased fertility

of arable land, from the products of irrigation, is greater than the loss on the land set apart

for this purpose.

Four kinds of irrigation are generally mentioned in the treatises on the subject.

The first is called Bed-work. This, though the most costly, is also the most eflicient. In
this method currents of water are brought to level ground. The second is called Catch-
work, and is adapted for level and uneven ground, w^here they are found on the same
ext-ended surface. The third is the application of Subterraneous water to the surface by
means of drains in the sul^soil. Fourth, Warping, or Earthing, where the water stands
over a field till it has deposited its fertilizing parts.

It is desirable, if possible, to avail one's self of a river in the formation of a water meadow,
]*>ecause of the fertilizing matters which it may furnish. As a general fact, rivers which
flow through alluvial ground are preferable to those which pass over rocky beds. The
requisites in this respect are a full supply of water, and that the water shall be of a higher
level than the surface to be irrigated. The field, to be formed into a water meadow, must
be sufficiently dry, and, if not naturally so, must be drained ; otherwise the water will

stagnate on the subsoil. No part of a water meadow must be on a dead level ; but the
water must be kept in constant motion, though it be ever so gently flowing on and off.

In respect to flow-meadow^s, it is e\ident that there must be a sward or gra.ss cover before
the w^ater is let on to flow over it. In this case irrigation thickens the sward by increasing
the number of the leaves, and by inducing their simultaneous production. It also sweetens
the turf, because there is an equal and thick growth of leaves at the bottom.

In every ease of iragation of water meadows, the first point is to decide on its practica-

bility. For this purpose it is important to understand clearly the supply of water needed,
and whether it is at one's command. This being detennined, the next point is the most
feasible mode of execution. Here the question how the water is to be carried off, when it

is once brought on, is to be examined. A conductor must be made from the river, or
fountain, by ascertaming the proper slope and providing the means for the water to flow

into it at a suitable rate, if the surface of the ground is not already sufficiently adapted by
nature. The size of the conductor depends on the size of the meadow to be watered. It

must be made with the bottom as low as the bottom of the river, if the object is to secure

the particles of silt or mud which repose there. The course should be straight, on an in-

clined plane. In respect to the soil, it is an advantage, and gives greater promise of suc-

cess, if it is on a warm and absorbent bottom, since the subsoil of a w^ater meadow is of
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more importance than the quality or depth of the top soil itself. Not merely is it desirable

to be able to avail one's self of a suitable stream in the supply of water at the outset, but
it is a chief point also to have such a command of a constant and living stream that the

water may be equally on service as the irrigation proceeds. In general the land should be
in high ridges, raised with drains between them. These ridges are usually regarded as best

when measuring from thirty to forty feet wide and nine or ten rods long. This, however,

must depend on the lay of the land, the supply of water, and the nature of the soil, which
may render some variations necessary.

In the Bed-work irrigation the main conductor is furnished with a sluice, or gate, by which
the water, when a supply is reached, may be shut off; and connected with this conductor,

or main, there are smaller conductors, or feeders, for the purpose of distributing the water
properly through the soil. These feeders are wider at their inlet from the main, and taper

to a point at their lower end. A main drain is also made at the lower end of the field,

furnished with a sluice, or gate. The object of this main drain is to conduct the water off

irom the irrigated tract to the river or stream again ; or, if used on another field, to the main
conductor on that portion. A set of small drains, narrower at their beginning and widening
toward their outlet, enter the main drain at different points. The main drain must be wide
enough to carry off the water used without delay, so that there may be no stagnation. It

must also have a direction parallel to the main conductor ; and, in case the stream turns,

then a short outlet, or several outlets, as may be best, must be foimed to carry off the

water collected in the main drain from the smaller ones. The beds or ridges must be
formed at right angles to the main conductor, and Vvith a width as above mentioned ; in

tenacious soils of about thirty feet, and in porous ones yet larger, forty feet or more. If

the beds slope in one direction, then the crowns of the ridges are to be made lengthwise in

the middle of each ridge. Should the falls of the beds be lateral, as well as lengthwise,

the crowns should be made toward the upper side, according to the lateral slope of the

ground. The height of the crowns of the ridges should be about one foot above the adjoin-

ing fuiTows. The beds should be made to slope on an mclined i:>lane from the conductor to

the main drain, the crowns of the ridges to be cut down where the distribution feeders, by
which the beds are watered, are placed. The depth of the feeders must depend on their

width, and their width on their length. A bed which is 200 yards in length should have a
feeder of the width of twenty inches at the place where it joins the conductor, and tapering

gradually to a foot in width at the extremity. The taper of the feeder retards the motion
of the water. This motion decreases by its overflow, w^hile it continues to fill the feeder to

the brim. Any accumulation of substances must be carefully and evenly removed from the

feeders alongside of the beds. The water being let on from the conductor into the feeders

irrigates the soil, and then flows off the small drains which are found in the furrows

between the beds. Tliese small drains discharge the water into the main drain. Their

depth at the junction is the same as the mam drain, lessening, as they run back, to 6 inches

in tenacious soils, and even shallower in porous soils. Stops—that is, stones, solid earth,

or turf fastened by pins—are placed so as to retard the momentum of the water flow at

at regular intervals, or when any unequal flow of the current is observed. These ought to

be but few, in a perfectly formed water meadow ; and there should be no stops in the main
dram. Some persons use notches in the side of the feeders ; but they are more objection-

ble than stops. To regulate the distribution of the water there should also be a sluice

placed at the head of the conductor, v/hich should be constructed thoroughly, and made to

correspond to the elevation or depression of the ground to be watered.

It is as necessary in a well-watered meadow that it should be kept peifectly dry at tim^
as that it should be duly irrigated at others. There should, further, be a small sluice in

the side of the conductor opposite the meadow, and at the upper part, to drain the leakage

that may occur. The lading out of the beds and the construction of the feeders and drains

are the nicer parts in the formation of water meadows ; and great care and attention should

be given to these points, as on them in no slight degree depends the success of the wholji

operation.

The ground for a water meadow often requires to be laid over again, to remedy defects

that arc discovered, and for this purpose it must be ploughed and harrowed. Sometimes,

in the preparation, the sward or turf cover must be pared off, and the earth removed from
the higher to the lower places, and then the turf replaced carefully. In case there is no
such sward, then, after the beds are properly formed, vnth the conductor, feeders and drains,

grass seed must be sown. For this purpose the meadow should be ready by August, and
the seeds then sown. Among those which arc regarded as best, in the formation of a water

meadow, are the perennial rye-grass, sweet-scented vernal gi-ass, crested dogtail, meadow
foxtail, rough-stalked meadow and florin grasses. Different persons prefer chtferent grasses.

Some attention must likewise be paid to the nature of the soil, in the choice, for growth.

Kiorin is^ perhaps, the prevailing grass, and is sown by being chopped into pieces, like
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chaff. Grood crops cannot always, of course, "be had the first year ; but the rye-grass thickens
as it flourishes.

Schleiden, in the vohimo Ixiforc mentioned, alludes to an objection, Avhich he considers as

eomewhat well founded, that the liay on irrigated meadows has a tendency gradually to

become inferior, and that many nutritious fodder plants may die out by being laid under
water ; but he says that he believes this difficulty may be easily obviated by borrowing from
naturally irrigated meadows—as, he thinks, from the Alps—those plants which succeed so

excellently there, which can bear irrigation, and which may be nmnbered among the
most spicy and nutritious meadow plants. He mentions especially two most valuable
plants, by the sowing of which the meadows of Germany could be most essentially bene-
fitted, viz : the Phellandrium mutellina and the Alchemilla alpina.

If the supply of the Avatcr is short, no more ground should be used than can be suitably

irrigated. In cases of any deficiency of water, the adjustment of the sluices should be an
object of great care. The first watering is to stiraula.te the shooting of new roots, which
are continually forming, as well as to support the forced growth ; but while the grass grows
freely a fresh watering is not needed. Keep the meadow as dry as possible after every
watering, and be sure to take off the water the moment any scum makes its appearance on
it. This especially applies to those meadows which are flooded. In bed-work, as the water
is gradually running over the ridges and flowing oft', there is, of course, little danger of
anything of this description.

The beds being prepared and the seed sowti, the irrigation commences. The first water-
ing, as usually recommended, is for the autumn, about the first of October. Everything is

to be in complete order, the sluice dra^\^l, and, if the water be abundant, the conductor and
feeders can be filled in half an hour. The motion of the water is first into the conductor,
then into the feeders nearest to the upper part of the meadow, and afterward into the lower
ones in succession. The stops^ placed properly, cause the water to overflow the sides of the
feeders. This first inundation will exhibit the irregularities, .which must be noted and cor-

rected the next summer. There are usually a.t least three such adjustments before the irri-

gator can be satisfied that the meadow is CA'en watered to the depth of an inch. This
quantity of water must be continued from fifteen to twenty days in succession up to Jan-
uary, according to the weather, whether it is wet or dry, fresh or frosty. At every interval

the meadow is to be laid dry for some five or six days, that the grass maj^ have the benefit

of air ; or, if there should l^e reason to fear a long and hard frost, the watering must be
discontinued, since, in case of freezing and then the thaw of a crust of ice, the roots would
be drawn out of the ground, and the soil itself rendered pasty and stringy. Some meadows
that require the water in October, November, and December Avill not bear it a week in Feb-
ruary or March, and sometimes scarcely two days in April and May.
Much will depend, in respect to the first crop of hay from irrigation, on the nature of the

soil and the condition of the meadow or field Avhen the water is tirst applied. If the ground
is soft and without a previous sward, it should not be watered tjll the grass seeds have time
to form a cover, which may be two or three years after the sowing. If it be already covered
with an old turf wiiich can be raised, then, by taking it off neatly with a spade and laying
it by carefully, and forming the ground so stripped into beds and replacing the turf, it can
be watered. It is well to make a preliminarj^ trial, when finished, before the actual work
of irrigation be entered on. In this way it may be seen Avhether the an-angements are

satisfactoiy and work to advantage. Every season, too, after the water meadows have fur-

nished their crops of hay, and especially Avlierc they have been pastured, the conductor,
with its sluice, the distribution feeders, and the smaller and larger drains, must be care-

fully examined, all breaches repaired, and the Avhole put into complete order before the
Avork of irrigation is begun anew. The expense of the preparation of irrigation by means
of bed-worlc, &c., on land before not worth £2 ($10) per acre is estimated at £9 ($45) per
acre; the hay the second year £10 ($50) per acre, and the aftermath £1 ($5) per acre, after

Avhich the A'alue of the crop is fiu'ther increased.

Catch-work irrigation, as before noticed, is adapted to uncA^en as Avell as to level ground,
and it differs from the bed-Avork irrigation just mentioned in the particular disposition of

the beds or sections of the ground laid out for the purpose of being watered. On Ica-cI

ground the feeders and drains can be made at right angles with the main conductor, and
parallel A\-ith each other. In catch-Avork irrigation, hoAvcA'cr, OAving to the unevenness of

the ground, they have to be arranged obliquely and irregularly. Tlie best form of this

species of watered meadoAv is probably that AAdiich is called "Mr. Eickford's ImproA^ed

-DcA'onshirc System," A'vhere it has been tried b)'- a number of eminent agriculturists with

great success. A full description of this s.ystem, by Mr. Bickford himself, may be found in

the Journal of the Roj^al AgTicultural Society of England for 1852, from Avhicli a condensed

view of its peculiarities is obtained. It presents A-arious adv^antages OA'cr the common sys-

tem by obA-iating the necessity for large and frequent Ica'cI gutters ; it also induces and

14 A
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continues a smooth and uniform surface to the meadow, so that mowing and carting may
be carried on without the hindrance of such gutters for irrigation ; and when the water is

once turned on its spread over the surface is accelerated, while at the same time the soil

may be quickly drained when turned off. It is likewise stated that it can be done in half

the time, and for less than half the expense.

The first point is to determine where the water enters, or can be made to enter, the meadow.
This being ascertained by finding where the best supply can be had at the least expense, then
the course where it may be supposed the water will run must in general be decided upon.
A level with a plumb line hanging from the point where the two legs meet, which may
stretch some five feet from each other, must then be set with one foot on the place where
the water will enter, already noted ; then place this same foot in the spot where the second
foot rested with the plumb line true in the centre marking the level, and so proceed across

the surface of the meadow, until a level line has been obtained, indicating by a turn in the

sod, or otherwise, every alternate level, by which means the marks will be about every
ten feet from each other. As the surface is unequal, the line of level produced will probably
show where the water-course, or gutter, is to be made, allowing the water to run in opposite

directions, partly to one side and partly to the other of the meadow. After one level line

has been formed across the meadow, take another point of departure some ten paces or so

lower down on the meadow, and run another similar level line across. This, it is likely,

will deviate considerably from the direction of the former line ; as the inequalities may be
different, and it will correspond to them. The further end of this last level line may there-

fore be at a much greater distance from the former than at its beginning. In such a case a
shorter line may be laid out between these two, beginning at a point where the divergency

in the lines indicates not only greater inequality of surface, but also a contrary direction

of the water-course. To obtain such knowledge of the way the water will rim the

plumb line of the level must be allowed to drop a little before the level mark, when the

inclination is down the meadow, and a little behind it when it is up the meadow.
This will cause the water to run out of the low places, and upon the high places. The
level must be followed, and the line marked as mentioned, no matter how crooked it

may seem. Care must be taken to go down aroimd every elevation, not to try to cut the

line straighter, as this will cause a dry spot below the gutter, or a pond above it. The two
lines being completed, return again to the side which was the first starting point, as it will

not answer to take a level backward. Take a new starting point, about the same distance

from your second, say about ten paces, and proceed as before. The new line will also have
its variations, and another supplemental line may be required between it and the next pre-

ceding one to render the water-course sufficient for the irrigation. The direction of these

longer level lines and the shorter ones between them, as well as that of the run of the

water, must, of course, depend on the surface of the meadow. In the case Mr. Bickford

gives, he has supposed the meadow to be flat, rising on each side of the middle by two
gentle undulations, requiring the lines of the gutter, or the level lines, to curve veiy con-

siderably. The water, therefore, runs in different directions. These are indicated in the

figure which he gives by arrows, and the lines as represented bend down and up as the lay

of the land renders it Jiecessary. The lines being marked out by the level in suflScient

number, and ploughed, but not "turned out," so as to be perceptible, "it will be easily

seen that the curves of the lines form a series of loops, and that the undulations of the

meadow are mapped out by the curves going down around the hills and up around the

valleys." The water is thus shown to be mainly needed "just above where the curves form
their greatest downward bend." The next thing, therefore, is to draw the lines, crossing

the level, or gutter lines. These cross lines, on an average, will be at right angles with
the others, though they may deviate more or less according to the inequality of the surface.

The mode adopted by Mr. Bickford he states to be to walk before some one ploughing, and,

dragging his feet, to leave a mark where the plough must follow, the principal care being

to go as nearly through the downward loops, or curves, as possible. These cross lines may
be taken at considerable distance from each other, and then the intervals filled up so that

the space at last, between any two next to each other, may not exceed 15 paces, but be in

some instances less ; though some persons think that when nearer than 15 paces too much
land is cut away.

The gutters now being cut, the turf is to be lifted out and the water brought in. A
spirit level is used, and a marJc set at every two rod.s ; the gutter is allowed to drop one and
a half or two inches, if the nature of the ground Avill allow it ; but at any rate it mivst not

be less than half an inch. Tin's last depth requires a much wider gutter ; and it will not
run itself dry so well when the water is turned off. llie water runs off directly in the two-

inch, but hardly at all in half-inch drop gutters. Much depends on where the water is

most needed ; and the gutter sliould drop in that direction. If, instead of the further end,

it is chiefly wanted at the beginning of the gutter, the drop need not be so much, and the

gutter should taper off, almost ending in a point.
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The size of the stream must be taken into consideration. If it is of suflScient size to

wat^r the whole piece of ground, one gutter large enough for the work should be made,
and this without stops, as there is an objection to stops in a gutter. If the stream is small,

a leading gutter must be made ; and from it must be taken tapering gutters, each of them
suited to the stream when it is smallest ; and thus, when the stream is increased by rain or

otherwise, as many tapering gutters may be used as will disperse the whole stream. The
leading gutter, or main conductor, should continually decrease from where the first tapering

gutter, or feeder, is taken out of it, and itself end in a similar tapering gutter. Up to the

point where the last tapering gutter is taken out of it, Mr. Bickford calls it a can-iage gut-

ter, equivalent to a conductor ; and the tapering gutters he terms watering gutters : that

is, feeders. If the stream is small, a stop in the carriage gutter, immediately in front of

the connexion of the first watering gutter, will cause the water to run into that feeder ; a
stop in front' of the point of junction of the next feeder will cause it to run into tliat

feeder ; or, if there be no stop, then the water, if sufficient for both, will fill the side

feeder, and also run on to the termination, or feeder end, of the main gutter. Should there

be water only for one without a stop, it will run on to the end or terminating feeder of the

main gutter, which should be made not larger than just to carry the full steam wanted
;

and should it become too large by frequent cleaning out, cut it anew on one side or the

oth5r. In levelling, first use the spirit Ica^cI, and mark out every two rods ; and then, with
the plumb line, mark every ten feet, and make the cuts. When practicable, make the

hedge trough the carriage gutter, and be careful to see that the water runs in them in such
cases, so as to leave no stagnant water in the troughs. In case it is necessary to cross the

middle of the meadows, covered gutters or conductors may be used ; though more expen-
sive at first, the tiles would not require to be cleaned out every year, as in other cases.

If the stream of water is too scanty for the whole meadow, the water must be confined

to the ground marked out by stops in the two perpendicular conductors which run along its

sides. The gutters are not to be cut in the same places two years in succession, but on
one side, about a foot and a half from the former. Tlie turf of the new gutter must be
used to fill up the old one, care being taken not to fill the old ones too greatly. If they
are cut on the right hand side one year, and above, then the next year they should be cut

on the left hand side, and below; and thus they will, by retaining their position, be as

useful at any subsequent time as when they were first made.
An objection against the mode here described is that the only carriage gutter, or main

conductor, being on the highest level of the ground watered, generally the best groimd, the

lower part is irrigated only after the water has lost its best materials, though most needing
water. Mr. Bickford, however, asserts that this objection is not sustained by the results

;

for though, under the old system, provision is made for carrying down the water, yet it is

often never so used. There are so many stops to be regulated as to prevent the proper
operation of the water and render the machineiy complicated and cumbrous, while, as he
claims, his system is far more simple, and hence more efficient.

As to the manner in which the water is carried with its suspended matter to the other

end of the meadow, Mr. Bickford observes that ," the ground is covered with a sort of net-

work of little glitters, from the ' leading-in ' gutter at the head to the extreme end of the

piece of ground, lying downward from that leading-in gutter—one set of gutters being in a
manner parallel to each other, intersected by gutters at right angles to them, and also

parallel to each other." It is not strictly true that they are exactly parallel, because the

surface is not level, and there must be deviations to meet the undulations ; but, on the

whole, these deviations compensate each other. Instead, therefore, of carrying the water
down by one large gutter, and then dispersing it by another large level gutter, there are

twenty or so little feeding gutters every ten or fifteen paces ; and, being so small, they do
not fret away ; and as they are newly cut every year they do not increase in size.

Tlie sections of the meadow for watering on Mr. Bickford' s plan are never lateral, or

cross ones, but they run up and down the same Avay the water runs, and the water is not
impaired in its qualities by running down the gutters having this direction. This is evi-

dent from the fact that as water is good only as it is free from mineral composition, the last

part of the irrigation is as good as the first ; and as to what it holds in solution, the inso-

luble matter is of course deposited, and, so long as the water is kept in motion, the matter
in solution is carried along with it, the grass or plant which takes up this matter taking up
the water at the same time. As the water loses its quality, it loses in quantity, part of it

being absorbed by the herbage and part by evaporation ; and the remainder holds the same
quality as at first. This, at least, Mr .Bickford claims, is so far the truth that it may be laid

do-svn as such for all practical purposes now under consideration. Eegard must be had to

the difference in soil. The water will act best on the best land, and therefore we cannot
expect as much good effect on the lower end of a meadow, where the soil is inferior in

quality, as on the upper end, where it is superior ; for this is not according to sound reason.

The little gutters, however, the stops being removed from the perpendicular gutters, and
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the level gutters being properly furnished with stops, so as to confine the water to the per-

pendiculars, will carry down as much water as ought to he carried down. The level gutter

of a lower section, if a lateral section is to be watered, instead of being fed by a large

stream at the end, is supplied at every 10 or 15 paces by one of these little gutters, and
this gives a uniform supply the whole length of the level gutter. If there were more it

would do harm, the object being to irrigate the surface, not to wash it. This is not the

method, indeed, which Mr. Bickford advises ; he only thus shows it to be practicable. He
advises that the sections rather begin at the head, that thus a surplus may run down into

the little gutters, sufficient for the land that lies below.

In shutting off the water from the '
' leading-in

'

' gutter the little stops may be kept as

they are, the same perpendicular gutters which conduct the water on serving as well to

cany it off, thus leaving the meadow surface dry and solid.
*

These small gutters, or feeders, distribute the water evenly over the surface of the land,

as they can be adapted to all its inequalities, an advantage they possess over large gutvers

or conductors ; and, as the perpendicular gutters act as drainers, the water does not gather
in little ponds. The water is never over shoe on the meadow in any part of it. The gutters,

being so small, are not dangerous to sheep or lambs, do not hinder mowing, and offer no
serious obstacle in raking and carting, even by the horse-rake, and do not disfigure the

appearance of the meadow. Mr. Bickford claims that his plan has a decided superiority

over the old plan for watering the ground in summer, since it requires less water. He does
not approve of the grass of summer-irrigated meadows for sheep, as he sa)^s it certainly rots

their livers ; and such seems to be the decision of others, if we may judge from some state-

ments in the agricultural journals. The grass, in such cases, is said to be similar to that

which grows from a plentiful rain after a long drought ; and this is equally fatal to sheep in

producing rot as that of summer-watering in a hot dry season.

Should the stream be small Mr. Bickford advises making a pond capable of holding water
enough to run a good stream for four hours or more. A small stream, so collected, it is said

will damp a meadow of thirty acres or more.
The comparatively cheap system above described is urged as superior to the old bed-work

plan, as such a catch-work meadow can be formed at the cost of £4 ($20) per acre, while on
the other system it would cost five to ten times as much, and it has even been applied by
Lord Poltimore on a meadow where the fall is not more than 1 in 528, and on levels almost
as flat as the banks of the Thames.
The third method of irrigation mentioned is that of subterraneous or underground imga-

tion. Here the supply of water is derived from below the surface of the ground. It

answers only for such meadows as are perfectly level and so far raised above the stream
supplying the water as to allow complete drainage of the land to be watered. Ditches are,

first of all, to be formed at all sides of the field. These serve both as conductors for the

irrigation and main drains for carrying off the water when the ground is to be made dry.

From the conductors the water flows into the drains, which are at right angles with them, in

parallel lines through the field, rises as high in them as the surface of the ground, and then
sinks through the soil into the drains, and so off into the stream. The water is to be conveyed
from the stream into the conductors through sluices. The submersion of the ground in

water must be managed with care and moderation while letting on the water ; for should
there be a rush or strong current, either at letting the water on or off, the finer portions

of the soil would be carried into the river or stream. Tlie only advantage of this species

of irrigation is stated to be the moistening of an otherwise parched up soil in dry weather

;

and for this reason the operation should be conducted in the summer. It is adapted for

plough land, as well as pasture or meadow land. As the sedunent must reach the surface

of the ground through the soil it matters not whether the water be clear or turbid in this

kind of irrigation.

A fourth kind of irrigation is called warping, and sometimes earthing. This is the term
given in cases where the level ground is overflowed with muddy water below the tide mark.
It is practiced on the sea shore, and within the estuaries of large rivers flowing through
alluvial soils. The object is to secure the deposit of the rich mud for fertilizing the lands

so overflowed. Some of the embankments constructed centuries ago in England, and by
means of which a large tract of country was laid comparatively dry, have, in later times,

had added to them large sluices of stone, with strong doors, to exclude the tide Avhen

desired ; and from them great drains have been carried miles into the flat country to reach

the embanked portions of the land over which the mud is to be spread. These main drains

are very costly, openings being made through them and large adjoining districts subjected

to the operation of warping. The mud having been deposited, tlie water returns with the

to falling tide to the river. Spring tides are considered the best ; and the quantity of mud is

so great tha.t from ten to fifteen acres liave been known to be covered with a silt, or mud,
from one to three feet in thickness, during one spring of ten or twelve tides. The effect

here is similar to what i.^ seen on the Ganges and the Nile. Major RcnncU states that the
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Gauges contains a 200tli part of its volume of mud, and thus carries 2,509,056,000 cubfc

feet of it per hour. In the same manner the Nile contains a . hundred and twentieth

part of its bulk of mud, or 14,784,000 cubic feet per hour. Other large rivers, like the

Missouri and Mississippi, also leave very thick deposits when they overflow their banks,

which might, no doubt, be applied in the process of warping. Even the most sterile kind
of peat moss is said by this process to have been covered over with a richly fertile soil, and
swamps turned into firm and productive fields. The farmer who understands the art of

warping can temper his soil to suit himself. At the first entrance of the tide it deposits its

heavier particles, such as pure sand ; the next deposit is sand mixed with a fine mud ; and,

lastly, the fine pure mud ; thus forming a rich and tenacious soil. The great object, there-

fore, is to have the second, or mixed deposit, spi^ead abroad as equally as can be over the

•whole surface ; and this is done by keeping the water continually in motion, by w^hich the

last deposit is prevented till its proper time, as it can take place only when the water is at

rest. Three years may be spent for the purpose ; one year -warping, one in drying and
giving firmness, and one for growing the first crop, generally seed hoed in by hand. To
secure the deposit of the silt from the tide, which is so beneficial, the field must be sur-

rounded by a strong embankment, sufficient to retain the water as the tide ebbs. The
water is let in by sluices with valves, and the enclosed water, as the tide falls, shuts them.
These sluices are placed on the lowest possible level, so that the most turbid water may pass

through a channel at the bottom of the embankment. The silt so deposited after the warp-
ing is said to be very rich, enough so for any crop. The quantity may be regulated accord-

ing to the object in view, either as manure or for the creation of a new soil. The main
object of warping, howe\'er, is the formation of a new soil ; and it is surprising how soon

this is accomplished. From Jmie to September a soil of three feet may be formed, in circum-

stances which are favorable, such as a dry summer—even the dryest season and the longest

drought. Warping is not good in winter, nor in floods. The water should be completely run
off, and the ditches dry, before another tide, as the silt forms in distinct layers, and will

not otherwise become incrusted so that the next tide may have its usual effect. The
expense of forming canals, embankments, and sluices for warping is estimated at £10 to £20
($50 to $100) per acre. A sluice six feet in height and eight feet wide will warp from 60
to 80 acres, according to the distance of the field from the river. The embankments may
be from three to seven feet in height. The advantages of water meadows and warping, as

given by writers on the subject, are very great.

The following statement is from Smith's Essay on Irrigation, as the result on a water
meadow belonging to the estate of the Duke of Bedford, in Bedfordshire :

In March, 240 sheep for three weeks, at 6d. each per week £18
In June, mowed 18 tons hay, at £4 per ton _ 72

In August, mowed 13^ tons of hay, at £4 per ton .-.-.- 54
In September, 80 fat sheep, for three weeks, at 4f?. each per week 4

£148

It then fed lean bullocks, the feeding not valued, eqnal to £16 135. 8c?. per acre.

Another case mentioned by Mr. Pusey was a field of two acres, in Berkshire
; good land

naturally, but out of condition, so that the hay crop had hai'dly been worth the cutting
;

and after irrigation the loroduce is estimated as

—

Day's keep of sheep.

First, penning sheep put on, but grass too strong to feed, and made into hay, say

only 1 3,000
Second, feeding 400 lambs for eight days, say 240 sheep 1,920
Third, penning 250 sheep for ten days 2,500
Fourth, penning 250 sheep for 14 days ^ 3,500

10,920

The total amounts to 5 months' keep for 73 sheep on two acres, or 36 sheep to an acre.

Mr. Pusey compares the result with the feed in Lincolnshire by a thorough good crop of

turnips, said to keep 10 sheep an acre for 5 months ; and with good grass land, which fat-

tened 7 sheep to an acre in the five summer months. Admitting the 7 fattened sheep to be

equal to 14 of his, kept merely in store order, the account as compared stands thus : 10 sheep

on an acre of turnips ; 14 on an acre of superior grazing land, unwatered ; and 36 on an
acre of moderate land, watered. " This investment in irrigation, in one of the dry inland

counties of England, is said to have paid bim a return of 30 per cent on the capital ex-

pended.
'

'
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Tlie process of wai-ping is not confined to England. Mr. Cadell, in his '
' Journey to

Camiola, '

' gives an account of a similar method practiced there. He says : "In the Val di

Chiana, fields that are too low are raised and fertilized by the process colmata, which is done
in the following manner : The field is surrounded by an embankment to confine the water

;

the dike of the rivulet is broken down so as to admit the muddy waters of the high floods.

The Chiana itself is too powerful a body of water for this purpose ; it is only the streams
that flow into the Chiana that are used. This water is allowed to deposit its mud upon the

field. The water is then let into the river at the lower end of the field by a discharging

source called scoZa, and, in French, canal d' ecoulement. The water-course, which conducts the

water from the river, either to a field for irrigation or a mill, is called gora. In this manner
a field will be raised five and a half, and sometimes seven and a half feet, in ten years. If

the dike is broken down to the bottom the field mil be raised to the same height in seven
years ; but then, in this case, the gravel is also carried in along with the mud. In a field of

twenty-five acres, which had been six years under the process of colmata, in which the dike
was broken down to withm three feet of the bottom, the process was seen to be so far ad-

vanced that only another year was requisite for its completion. The flood in this instance

had been much charged with soil. The water which comes off cultivated land completes
the process sooner than that which comes off hill and woodland. Almost the whole of the
Val di Chiana has been raised by the process of colmata."

By keeping the water on the land 24 hours before it returns to the river, it has been
found, in some parts of England, that an increased quantity, as well as a better quality of

warp, is obtained. The part of the field most distant from the warping drain receives the

best warp ; as the sandy heavy portion of the mud first settles from the waters, the lighter

and organic particles, still held in suspension, being carried on to the further portion of the
land.

Mr. Herapath, a distinguished chemist, gives, in vol. xi (1850) of the Journal of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, the ratiormle of the process of warping. He first pre-

sents some analyses of warping waters, as well as of the warp itself ; then an analysis of the
soils after exposure to the air for several weeks at 60° Fahrenheit ; and lastly, an analysis

of the crops raised. The details are interesting, but occupy too much space for insertion

here. His deductions, however, may be given in substance. By the analysis of the warping
water, when entering into, and also when returning from, the main drain, it appears that

it undergoes but little change in composition during the process, except in the proportion

of the insoluble matters which it held in suspension. Leaving out of consideration what is

owing to the saline ingredients of the water absorbed by the soil, the whole increased

fertility from warping is produced by the mud, or silt, deposited by the water. The pro-

portion of deposit is considerable ; from the specimens it is seen that, while water in its

former state contained 233 1 grains per gallon of insoluble matters, which can be separated

by a filter, the specimen after warping contained only 24 grains. A gallon of river water,

therefore, during the interval of taking the two specimens, deposited nearly half an ounce
of warp. Consequently, the land must have received about 8,483 pounds, or rather njore

than 3| tons of anhydrous warp (i. e., destitute of water) per acre for every foot of depth
of water that flooded it. Mr. Herapath regards this, however, as a low estimate. One in-

stance is mentioned where a portion of the old channel of the Ouse, deserted by alteration

in drainage, containing 800 acres, in less than six years was warped up to the height of 25
feet without any artificial aid.

To the question as to the origin of the warp, Mr. Herapath holds to the opinion that it

is not brought in from the sea, because the water at the mouth of the Humber, respecting

which the experiment was made, is perfectly clear and limpid ; nor does it originate from
land floods, for these always injure the quality of the warp. Hence he concludes that it is

produced by the action of the tidal waters upon the strata' of soft, shaly clay v/hich form
the bottom of the marshes in Lincolnshire, the organic matters being derived from the cul-

tivated land through which the rivers pass. The warp varies according to the season of

the year and the state of the Aveather. In very rainy, rough weather, there is more of a
coarse, rocky debris, which is of no use, and so in hot summer months the saline matters

are in larger proportion, in consequence of the rapid evaporation of the surface water.
' The proportion of the really active fertilizing ingredients, though comparatively small,

as seen from the analysis, yet, taking the great amount of warp spread over the land, is

very large. Thus, taking eighteen inches as the average depth, the weight of deposit per
acre in the specimens Mr. Herapath mentions is 2,829^ tons, which contain of constituents

destitute of water 1,485J tons, as follows :

Tons. Cwt.

Soluble salts of river water 47 12|
Organic matters, containing of nitrogen 5^ tons 170 IGJ
Carbonate of lime, containing of lime 74 tons 2 cwts 103 19

Carbonate of magnesia, containing of magnesia 4 tons 15 cwts 74 11
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^''*-^*^
Tons.

Alkalies .......«« 5

lime .................•...•....••....••..•• ..•••••..^ .«..^ . ....mm^m' 11

Magnesia ......< 1 48

Phosphoric acid ^ -. 7

Silicic acid, sand, oxyd of iron, and other comparatively inert substances, 1,016

A six years' rotation, viz : a crop of beans, two crops of oats and three of wheat,

only remove of

—

2U
Cwt.

2

11

17

would

•

40 bushels of beans,

weighing 2,000.

128 bushs. of oats,

weighing 5,120.
99f bushs. of wheat,

weighing 5,985.

Sulphuric acid ......

lbs. oz.

1 12

23 12|
15 15

13 10

1 06^
2 00^:

G 04 1-

oo|
ooi-

lbs. 02.

1 08

25 15^
20 15

10 04J
2 14

6 00
13 06

lbs. oz.

03

Phosphoric acid 53 05^-

Potash 30 lOi
Soda
Chloride of sodium
Lime ...... ...... ......

15

1 05

Magnesia ...... ... 13 03|
Oxvd of iron

Silicic acid.... .......... 63 05 03

IncTgaiiic constituents.. 64 13J 143 10 112 13|

Nitrogen ............. 71 03 86 01 126 12

The inorganic constituents, straw, &c. , returned to the soil in cultivation, not being here

taken into consideration.

This quantity is small, indeed, in comparison to that added to the land as a manure. It

is evident, then, how warped land will allow of many successive crops of exhausting cereals

without showing exhaustion. Mr. Herapath says that the rotation just given might be

repeated thirty times without any manure whatever, before the quantity of nitrogen and
phosphoric acid, the two most important constituents of the soil, would be sensibly aifected.

The value of the warp as a manure, however, does not depend on its chemical constituents,

nor on the proportion of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, alkalies, &c. , it contains. The mechan-
ical alteration of the soil is of much importance—the alteration effected in the physical

properties, as its porosity and capability of absorbing and retaining moisture. Mr. Herapath
shows this by a reference to some examples where, by warping, sandy or peaty soils have
been greatly benefitted and even converted into rich and arable land. He adverts, also, in

this connexion, to the case of the periodic overflowings of the Nile, and states that there is

a marked resemblance between the composition of the mud so deposited and the warp alluded

to in his own experiments. It is not, however, necessary to quote the analysis. Some
Btatements have already been given as to its continuance, and others in relation to the quan-
tity of its deposit. Professor Ehrenberg, of Berlin, is said to have discovered by the micros-

cope that the mud which the Nile deposits is studded with masses of living animalcules. II

is possible that this fact may have some bearing on its extraordinary fertilizing power.
At this point, after the consideration thus given to the views, theoretical and practical,

of various writers, as well as the examination in detail of different parts of the subject, it

may be useful to sum up the results in a somewhat condensed form. This will be done by
incorporating on the basis of Schwerz the main features of the system, and the relations of

this branch of husbandry to agricultural improvement and prosperity, and the mode of its

practical operation. The Effects of irrigation consist : 1. In the supply of directly nutritious

substances, among which are water, carbonic acid, ammonia, &c. 2. In the gradual im-
provement of the soil by the removal of earthy mixtures, accretions, &c. , from the roots,

which are washed off and away. 3. In preventing, or at least lessening, the freezing of the

ground ; and also the possibility of maintaining vegetation during the winter. The marcite
meadows of Italy afford most striking proofs of this fact. 4. In the destruction of mosses
and liverworts, as well as bog plants, if these are mowed off before irrigation, the level of

the water standing higher than the stubble left behind, so that it may penetrate into the
hollow stalk. 5. In driving off and killing insects and their larvse, and worms, mice, and
moles and other noxious animals living under the ground. 6. In furnishing moisture in times
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of drought, and by its action decomposing various matters, and thus supplying nutrition to

plants, enriching poor soils, and, by its mechanical action as it flows, keeping the roots and
stems clear of obstruction, promoting an equal circulation of water and hydrogen, and so

dispensing an equable distribution of all the soluble materials of food. 7. In thickening

the sward, where it already exists, by increasing the number and inducing the simultaneous

production of leaves, and so sweetening the turf, because it causes an equal and thick growth
of leaves at the bottom ; encouraging also the shooting of new roots, which continually form
in order to supply the forced growth of the plant.

The Efficacy of irrigation depends on : 1. The condition of the water. The more gaseous
bodies, such as carbonic and nitric acid, ammonia, &c., as liquid manure, and humus por-

tions which it contains, the more efficacious it is. Much nutritious matter, which would be
lost otherwise, is thus retained. Water often carries off with it particles of lime or gypsum,
&c. , dissolved in carbonic acid, in impalpable form. When the carbonic acid is disengaged
into the air, these two substances are precipitated on the soil. Hence the efficacy of irriga-

tion is said by Thaer to be greatest nearest where the water rises and where there is most
lime. With the increase of the temperature, up to 24° Reaumur, the greater the efficiency

of irrigation, while it decreases with the decrease of the temperature. For this reason rain

water is more efficacious than river water, and river than spring water. The water flowing

through fj-uitful regions, or coming from thickly populated places, is also the most fertilizing.

Bog water, which commonly contains free humates, carbonic oxyd of iron, and other salts,

is unfit for vegetation. 2. The time in which the water is exposed to the atmosphere. The
longer it is so, the more it sucks in and absorbs the gases mentioned ; and in general it is

also warmer. 3. The rapidity with which the water flows over the sward. Quiclily flowing

water in winter freezes but gradually, if at all, and absorbs gaseous bodies better than that

which is slow moving or wholly stagnant. 4. Tlie mass of water which flows in a definite

time over a green sward. For the greater it is, and the more frequently the water is changed,

the more efficacious the irrigation. 5. The circumstance whether the plants are wholly or

only partially covered by the water. In the former case no vegetation can take place during

the irrigation, as the reciprocal effects of the plants and the air are prevented ; hence the

plants can be wholly placed under water only when the vegetation is entirely interrupted.

On the other hand, the plants are more protected against the frost the greater the stratum

of water of irrigation over the grass sward. 6. The temperature and state of moisture of

the atmosphere ; for the warmer and drier this is the more decisive are the effects of the

irrigation. 7. The condition of the soil and subsoil. The drier and more mellow the soil

is, the more efficacious is the irrigation. If the soil is light and moist, and the subsoil

water-tight, the effect is the least. By the mere loosening of a gravelly subsoil the effect

of irrigation is often much increased. The state of the subsoil also, whether porous or

heavy, has considerable influence, on account of the expense of preparation. A warm and
absorbent bottom is regarded as desirable, as the subsoil is considered of more consequence

than the quality and depth of the top soil. Hence it is necessary often to drain the land of

all redundant water, both before and after irrigation, and thus form a dry, sound and warm
bottom. 8. The time at which the hrigation is undertaken. If the meadows are watered

in August, the vegetation may be prolonged for soma weeks, as the water prevents the early

freezing, and so the early stoppage of vegetation. Besides, the grasses in the autumn stock

much stronger than they do in the spring, in which the growth is more directed outward,

and therefore the grass sward in the autumn irrigation is much thicker, and the weeds, and
especially the mosses, more effectually destroyed. In the spring the vegetation grows much
earlier on the irrigated meadows than on those not watered, in case warmed water is em-
ployed. If the water is too cold, and the plants begin to start out, then the spring irriga-

tion is injurious. When the water does not freeze in the winter, the irrigation may be

undertaken during this season, which causes the vegetation to continue through the whole
year ; and so the meadows, in particularly favorable circumstances, (in warm climates,) as in

Lombardy, may be mowed in March, or the so-called winter (marcite) meadows of Lombardy
may be adopted. It must likewise be kept in mind that the wannth necessary for the vegeta

tion of plants must never be abstracted, the water never being allowed to form a cover of ice

on the watered surface. Snow water must not be suffered to remain unused, because it greatly

promotes vegetation. 9. On the mode of applying the water. The main particulars stated

by Schwerz are, that the water be distributed uniformly and in as thin a stratum as may
secure the object ; that there be a gentle and gradual dispersion of it over the surface, so as

to leave not the smallest grass stalk untouched, wholly cut off from the air, and disturbed

in its growth ; that it bo not allowed to become stagnant in any place, but ready passage

given, and the surface rendered entirely dry. 10. The surface to be irrigated. This may
be either comparatively IqvcI, gently descending, or steep, and provision must be made ac-

cordingly. The slopes may be in one, two, o\ more directions ; and, of course, in any of

these cases the mode of promoting the flow of the water must depend on the ease and
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adaptation of the lay of the land, and the character of the stream "vvhich is to supply the

water.

The kinds of irrigation are: 1. Surface irrigation by means of conductors and drains.

This is of two sorts: a, bed-work ; b, catch-work. 2. Earthing or warping—z. e., flooding by
means of dams and sluices. 3. Subterraneous, or under-surface irrigation. In the first

two the water is brought m on the surface from a height above it ; in the latter from below,

upward through the soil.

1. Surface irrigation. Here it is evident—(1.) That the water should be conducted in

upon the highest portions to be watered. An indispensable condition is that there be no
preventing water in the subsoil, and no standing water over the surface. (2.) That the

ground be adapted, and the surface laid as evenly as possible, or in convex beds. (3.) That
there be a main conductor ; secondary mains or distribution feeders ; a main drain ; small

drains ; stops. (4.) That the water in the distribution feeders must be raised or extended
as much as possible, in order to effect its passage through these conductors over the bank,
or edge. (5.) That the water be distributed as evenly as possible, and nowhere remain
stagnant, because by being so a marsh and bad grass sward are produced. To realize these

conditions the ground must be properly levelled and made even, and arrangements prepared

.

so that the water may flow uniformly out of the conductors, and run off rapidly. The turf

where it exists must not be removed, unless necessary for levelling, and then it must be
replaced ; the depressions must be filled up, and whether the earth is to be taken for this

purpose from one or both sides must depend on the locality. If the inequalities are of

considerable extent the grass sward may be scaled from the higher and lower places, and
the earth carried from the elevations into the hollows, and then the sward or turf replaced.

The practical constructions required for the uniform distribution of the water, as to extent,

size, &c., are to be regulated wholly by the condition of the ground. Two conditions are

always found—the level and the inclined. If the ground is wholly level, or so little in-

clined that the inclination coincides with the slope of the whole region or extent of land,

then it is not suited naturally for irrigation ; for the water will not flow off at all in the
fi-rst case ; and in the second only so very slowly that the soil in part of it becomes marshy.
If the descent or natural fall is very slight, the ground must be ploughed up and prepared.

In such a case the fall to be given must be accurately fixed upon, the surface turned and
converted into beds, or ridges—say from 24 to 70 feet utmost breadth, and 100 to 120 feet

long at the greatest extent. On the ridges of these beds construct trenches, or conductors,

or feeders, either with horizontal banks or merely horizontal bottoms, from which the water
overflows and irrigates the land. The small feeders ma)'^ be from 6 to 10 inches broad, 3

to 6 inches deep, and 70 to 100 feet long. If the ground has an inclination of 1 : 50 it can
be irrigated. The fall of 4 inches to the rod, and so 1 : 3G is regarded by Kloth and others

as the best adapted. Schwerz assumes 45*^' inclination as a basis of some calculations ; and,
in this case, having the depth of the conductor needed, he doubles this and adds the breadth
of the bottom, which will give the diameter at the top, and of course the inclined sides or

walls needed. If a greater slope than 45° is required, take the depth for one side and only
half for the other. Thus, the depth two feet, the breadth at bottom one foot, then
2 -j- 2 -j- 1 = 5 feet, the diameter at the top.

Taking a level area, Schwerz mentions the following as an easy mode of determining the
requisite fall, where instruments are not used, except for the level. Walk the whole length,

from the beginning to the end of the surface, coimting the paces or steps, and divide, in case

the supply of water is large, by five, or if less, by four, and take for every unit of the
quotient one-half an inch for the fall. Thus, if the length is 400 paces, divided by four it

gives 100, and so 50 half inches, or 25 inches equal two feet fall. The greater the slope,

in general, the narrower and deeper must be the conductor.

Schwerz has given some Rules in reference to irrigation, which, as they are clearly marked,
may be appropriately introduced in this Summary.
The best time for irrigation, he says, is in autumn, as it can be prolonged one, two, or three

weeks, and after drying off may be repeated twice. In reference to spring irrigation, he
furnishes the following rules : 1. That it begin when the life of the plant begiiik to start

out, and hence after the cold winds are over. 2. That, if it be not injurious, it is at least

useless, to water the land in the sharp weather of March, {i. e.,m a cold climate, like

Gel-many.) 3. That a soil well dried up by the March wind the more gratefully receives

the water conducted on it, and thus becomes Avarmer ; for the moisture is colder which the
soil has at this season of the year, but that which it has to expect from the irrigation is

warmer. 4. The second half of April and the first half of May is the best time for spring

irrigation. Summer irrigation, it may be observed, is rather a mode of refreshing than of

watering the grass. After the hay harvest, the meadows should remain dry for eight or ten
days, that the grass stubble may dry up and die. 5. Then the autumn iriigation may com-
mence and be conducted as usual.

The following are the directions by which, according to Schwerz, irrigation is to be con-
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ducted. They apply, as it may be seen, to the subject as embracmg irrigation at dififerent

periods of the year:

Rides for irrigation on the surface.—1. The water must not be changed as long as the
heat of the day continues. A rapid transition from heat to a freshening—from warm
to cold—injures vegetation. 2. The change of water during the prevalence of cold

nights is best about mid-day ; in a warmer time, an hour before sunrise, or an hour
after sunset. 3. Do not change when there is a heavy dew, as this would hinder the
beneficial effect on the places receiving the dew. 4. Let on the water in rainy weather, if

there be a beneficial warm rain ; it is then that the brooks and springs which serve for

watering are laden with manuring substances, which the rain water brings -with it. 5. If

there is about to be a frost in the night, in April, May, or June, let the water. If possible,

be brought on in the evening. 6. If, unexpectedly, there is a night frost, and a bright and
sunny day will apparently follow, in the morning, before sunrise, make all haste to bring in

the water as quickly as possible. 7. If there is a cold rain, water as quick as you can, in
order, by the milder temperature of the irrigating water, to temper or equalize the falling rain.

8. K very dry weather occurs in summer, and Uttle dew falls, and the grass withers and
does not grow, let the water on and off, but not longer than from 12 to 24 hours, and best
over night. A grass accustomed to the water is more susceptible to drought than any other.

9. If the nights begin to be warm in the first half of May, and a warm rain fall several

times, the irrigation must often be broken off ; less in a cold rain and rough weather,

particularly when some warm days have directly before passed over. 10. An over satura-

tion of moisture produces rot in the roots of the grass. In wet seasons irrigate little ; in

very wet ones, not at all. 11. After the thaw of the winter frost, and the flood in conse-

quence of it, whether early or late, lay the meadow dry, and leave it in this state till the

warm days of April and May. 12. If there is a previous flood in the autumn, and only a
little or none at all in the spring, then let there be a strong spring watering, even in March.
13. Forget not that the time of the previous flood is the time of proper irrigation, and
that of May and June is merely a refreshing. But where the water brings on manuring
particles for the whole year, then irrigation is of advantage for the whole year. 14. The
dry soil must be watered longer ; the moist shorter ; the sandy, gravelly, pebbly, longest

of all. The watering must cease on the lowest places first ; on the highest, last. 15. In a
slight fall the irrigation must be shorter ; where there is a deeper one, longer. 16. A
meadow facing the north or west needs less, one sloping toward the south or east,

more water. 17. The fresh introduced water never produces better effect than when
the soil has become dry after previous watering. Nothing produces worse grass

than continued watering. 18. As far as possible, avoid all rush and currents of the

water. The more quiet and uniform the water flows between the grass the more manur-
ing particles it deposits. 19. On som*, marshy meadows, let in a powerfully streaming
water, which will wash out the foul and noxious moisture, destroy the moss, and oppose

many hurtful bog plants, and render miry soil more firm.

Warping, or earthing-flood irrigation, is the kind where the water stands for a time on
the grass-sward, or surface, and -then is drawn off at pleasure, leaving a deposit ; thus the

land can at pleasure be laid dry. In this case, among the arrangements there must be, 1,

a surrounding dam ; 2, sluices to let on the water, and others to let it off. Warping is

distinguished from the former kinds of irrigation by the fact that, in the former case, the

water flows over or through the land, and then off ; whereas, in this case, it is continued

on for some time. There are also naturally flooded meadows where no dam is used. The
water must be brought in at the highest point, and let off at the lowest.

In the preparation of the dam we must be particular—1. That it shall have the requisite

stability, and the bottom diameter twice as great as the top, and the inclined sides turfed

or swarded. 2. That the top of the dam shall be at least 12 inches above the flooding water,

so that the waves may not beat over it when the wind blows. 3. That the water shall be
uniformly distributed, as rapidly and as much as possible over the whole soil. This requires

the unevennesses to be attended to ; and a meadow of great extent and slope should be divided

into Bec€ons, with their dams, which may be flooded one after another, beginning at the

lowest grade. 4. That the water be rapidly drawn off from all portions, so that there may
be no marshy spots. Grounds of large extent and slightly inclined, and so not naturally

adapted, without ploughing up, must have the feeding sluices of 3 feet to 5 feet apart, 3

inches deep and 8 inches broad, by means of which the water can be let on and uniformly

distributed, and also drain sluices provided for letting it immediately off. The thickness

of the deposit is to be determined by the richness and rapidity of the water ; and this also

regulates the time the water should be left on the surface of the ground. The continuance

of the flooding is further to be guided by the course of the weather and the state of the soil.

If the weather is dry and cold, the soil loose and porous, the water muddy or turbid, and

the grass land has been manured in autumn, then the flooding may continue a longer time-
often two to four weeks ; in contrary cases a short time only—often only six to fourteen
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days. In all cases the scum or top is decisive to show that the water must he drawn off,

as this is the result of beginning putrefaction ; and likewise as soon as vegetation shall begin

on the adjoining grass land the flooding must not be so carried on. •

Besides these general principles there are in Schwerz some particular rules as to this mode
of irrigation, which may be usefully quoted hefe:

Ritles for warping 01' earthing.— 1. This may be practiced in autumn as well as in winter

and early spring ; but not too late, when the grass has shot up. In such a case the water

must not be more than two inches above the surface of the soil. 2. Let the water stand

until the soil is believed to be wholly penetrated. 3. Watch in warm weather for the scum

—

the mark ©f beginning putrefaction—forming on the water, and then directly and as quick

as possible, draw it off and leave the meadow diy. The observance of this rule is of the

greatest importance. 4. Tlie first warping of autumn, according as the soil or subsoil is

more or less loose and thirsty, may be continued two or three weeks. Afterward let there

be a quick alternation of letting it on or off till the winter sets in. 5. An indispensable

condition before bringing in the new water is that the soil should be dry. But this drying

off determines the more rapid or gradual warping again. 6. If the winter should come un-

expectedly, and freeze the water, "it will not greatly injure the meadow. But it is better to

have it lie dry in the winter, because then a fresh warping in the spring can be had so much
the earlier. 7. The mode of warping in the spring is much like that of autumn. The first,

according to the nature of the soil, may be continued on eight to fourteen days ; but after-

ward it must be let on prudently ; and every time, after the previous drying off, for a
shorter time as the year advances, until at the shooting up of the grass it must be relin-

quished. Thaer gives the following condensed rule for this kind of watering: The moro
porous the soil the more frequent and the longer can we continue it ; the less porous the less

often and the shorter must it be. In dry weather, more heavy ; in wet weather, more feeble.

In the cold let it be longer continued ; in the warm weather let the water off more quickly.

Schwerz thus summarily gives a view of the advantages and disadvantages of warping
compared with running over the surface irrigation by conductors, &c.

:

Advantages.—1. The meadow can be protected against the influence of cold and unfavora-

ble weather. 2. The yearly expense and often the first cost of the constructions are less. 3.

All insects and animals can be destroyed more effectually. 4. In muddy water all slimy

particles, &c., are deposited, enriching the soil.

Disadvantages.— All good plants cannot bear it. 2. The grass growing under the water,

or kept too long so, grows soft and is damaged, and, by being uncovered, is more exposed

to the weather. 3. If a beautiful warm time occurs, a warm sun or a healthful dew, the

grass loses the benefit of it. 4. It cannot be continued till the grass begins to flower, as in

the other case. 5. Though the quantity of fodder is great, it is not equally good or nutri-

tious. 6. There must be a strong efflux of water, because the water must run on at once
and more rapidly. 7. Many soils become too much softened by the water standing on it.

It is not to be denied that, if we can have a choice, we must prefer the other land, (the sur-

face, by conductors, &c.)

As to the subterraneous irrigation, drainage forms an important feature in cases of marshy
spots. The water is thus conducted from lower to higher grounds by means of drains with

sluices, and by capillary attraction it rises in the porous soil, and permeates and so moistens

the roots of the plants. Drains and sluices are parts of the arrangements as well as conduc-

tors ; for the water is dammed up below, and then, by sluices and conductors, flows over both

sides, and spreads forth mounting upward. The conductors or feeders must have their water
higher than the surface of the water when it is let in.

Hlubek furnishes a great variety of formulas to determine the velocity of water, the falls

and profiles ; also a table calculated for a mass of water of from one to twenty-five cubic

feet, which show the precision with which the subject is examined in Germany.
Among the agricultiirists of England, Mr. Mechi has been distinguished for his success in

various methods of improving land. He speaks in high commendation of irrigation in

general, and seems to have tried numerous experiments with a kind of irrigation not yet

particularly adverted to, viz: that of sewage waters, or from tanks of water more or less

thickened with manuring substances, and then conducted on the land. Attention has re-

cently been turned to the subject in connexion with the sewage of cities, and many valuable

articles are to be found in the agricultural journals ; but as the topic belongs to rather

another branch of the means of fertilizing lands, it will be but alluded to. Near Edinburgh
liquid manure from sewage has been applied with great effect, and the grass has to be cut

once a month from April to November, and is said to be remarkably tender and succulent,

producing rich milk when fed out to cows. Some meadows, once arid and worthless, by
being so flooded, have risen to an enormous value, and are stated to be annually let by
public auction at prices varying from £15 to £32 ($75 to $160) per acre. It is estimated

that the quantity of green food cut annually from each acre is from 50 to 80 tons.

Mr. Mechi, spealdng of irrigation, says: "By irrigation I am enabled to double, if not
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treble, m^ root and green crops, and thus render them profitable, mstead of unprofitable. It is

quite clear that if I can double my stock, I also double the quantity of my manure, and thus
importantly affect the eereal crops. If I double my root and green crops, I diminish their cost

one-half. Every practical farmer knows that the losing part of his farm is the root crop, (where
we have hot summers and little rain.) Irrigation changes all this. I am forcibly reminded
of the truth of this statement by a five-acre pasture opposite my residence. Vainly did I

try l)y solid manures to render this vile plastic clay into a useful pasture. It was like bird-

lime in Avinter and cast-iron in summer
;
poor, indigenous, and drab-colored grasses choked

and eradicated the finer kinds I had so\ati, and the animals wandered about hollow and dis-

satisfied. In the space of eighteen months irrigation has changed all this. New, fine, and
fattening grasses have clothed the field with perpetual verdure; it keeps three times as
many animals, and the close and shaven pasture indicates their affection for it ; but milk
and cream alike testify, by their richness, to the fertility of irrigation, whilst the animals
are improved in their condition." Professor Way, in his recent valuable analysis of grasses,

in the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, has revealed the astounding, truth that irrigated

grasses contain twenty-five per cent, more meat-making matter than those not irrigated.
'

' We know that grasses are voracious drinkers ; they cannot stand drowning on undrained
land in stagnant water, from which their roots soon extract all the oxygen ; but see how
prim and green they look beside any trickling rivulet. " " Change of air and change of

water are as necessary to the roots of plants as to living animals. All this is effected by
drainage and irrigation. It is no uncommon thing for us to saturate the soil to the depth
of five feet in the very strongest clays, making the drains run with the precious fluid,

diminished, of course, in strength and value." "Plants search for, take up, and feed on
these things. As an instance of it, put a vine within ten feet of a river, and it will send
out a root that will reach the water and take it up, thus shoA\lng, if it has not reason, it

has instinct.
'

' Again :
'

' My own experience of irrigation this year has shown me that, in

the production of root and green crops, I can, on my miserable soil, surpass ail efforts on
the very richest valley lands. If it can be done in my case, it can in others, where the land
is naturally or artificially drained. The irrigation, irrespective of manure, by the water used
in our to^vns and cities would be most valuable." "Not to irrigate the former (Italian

rye-grass pasture) is to have no second crop, and the latter (green crops) become, by irriga-

tion, of rich and fattening quality." "The ordinary pasture, which was once fertile, now
grows us abundant hay, and we are enabled to feed it up to the 12th May. The aftermath

is also rendered, by irrigation, very productive." "A calm review of my seven years'

experience in irrigation enables me to reflect on the suicidal waste of manure occurring in

this great food-requiring queendom." Such is the testimony of Mr. Mechi; and his little

vs^orlc, "How to Farm Profitably," contains much more to the same effect, and especially

details as to the advantage of employing liquid manure of all kinds in irrigation.

Mr. Mechi employs pipes and pumps for the purpose of his operations ; but the application

of steam power, it is believed, has not been attempted for the object of raising water into

receptacles for irrigation. And yet, when it is conducted on an extensive scale, and water

is to be brought from a distance and in large quantities, and raised to considerable heights,

it is probable steam-engines may be hereafter used as a most important and effective instru-

mentality, as in the case of draining. To saturate a square yard of a calcareous, sandy soil

with water to the depth of one foot in irrigation, it is said, requires about thirty gallons of

water, which is equal to 145,000 gallons per English acre. Now two engines, one of eighty,

the other of sixty-horse power, working only ninety-six days of twelve hours each, in drainage

raised more than 14,000,000 ton? of water several feet. The district drained was over

25,000 acres, and it was previously a complete swamp. A common condensing engine, ^vith

one bushel of coal, can raise more than 50,000,000 pounds of water to the height of one
foot. From this it would seem that there may be a great saving of labor, and an immense
increase of the amount of water secured at a small cost.

A brief outline of the irrigation of the rice grounds of the South may be properly given

here, as this is almost the only example of the practice of artificial irrigation known in this

country. Tlie description is taken from articles by R. Russell (in the Journal of Agriculture,

vol. vii, new series) on the culture of rice. He is speaking of rice plantations above

Savannah, on that river :

'
' Main canals, having sluices on their mouths, are dug from the river to the interior,

about twenty feet in width ; and, as they sometimes extend across the Mhole breadth of. the

swamp, they are more than three miles in length. The rice plantations are subdivided into

fields of about twenty acres each. The fields have embankments raised around them, >vith

sluices communicating with the main canal, that they may be laid dry or under water sepa-

rately, according as it may be required. Numbers of open ditches are also dug over the

grounds for the purpose of allowing the water to be more easily put on or drawn off.
'

'

'
' In all cases the water is admitted to the fields as soon as the seed is sowii, and when the

young shoot appears above ground, the water is drawn off. In the course of a week the
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crop usually receives another watering, which lasts from ten to thirty days, according to the

progress the vegetation makes. Tliis watering is chiefly useful in killing the land weeds
that make their appearance as soon as the ground becomes dry. But, on the other hand,
when the field is under water, aquatic weeds, in their turn, grow up rapidly, and to check
their growth the field is once more laid dry, and the crop is then twice hand-hoed. By the

1st of July the rice is well advanced, and water is again admitted and allowed to remain on
the fields until the crop is ripe. This usually takes place from the 1st to the 10th of Sep-

tember. The water is drawna off the day previous to the commencing of reaping.
'

'

"ItwUl be seen that large capitals are necessary in the culture of rice on the tidal

swamps. A great expenditure of labor is constantly required to inaintain the banks in

good order, and to clear out the drain and canals, as well as to keep the sluices and valves
in repair. The fact, however, of the rice grounds being higher than any land devoted to

any other crop, is quite sufficient to attest the profitableness of rice culture.
'

'

Mr. Russell also speaks of the rice grounds on the delta of the Mississippi, where the cul-

ture is carried on differently from that followed in the tidal swamps of Carolina. He says :

"The Mississippi usually begins to swell in the delta about the end of February, and con-
tinues to rise till the 1st of June, from which time it again gradually subsides. It is thus
in flood during the hot season. A ditch, having a sluice on its mouth, is dug from the river

toward the swamp. The land immediately behind the levee, being the highest, is cropped
•with Indian corn and potatoes ; but, at a little distance from the river, where the land is

lower and can be flooded, it is laid out in narrow rice fields, parallel to the river, inclining

off from the river's edge. The narrow strips are banked all around, so that they can be
laid under water after the rice is sown. Tlie land is ploughed in March, and shortly after-

ward it is sowed and harrowed. As soon as the young plants appear above ground, the
water is admitted for the purpose of keeping the weeds in check. The crops grow rapidly,

and the depth of the water is gradually increased, so as to keep the tops of the plants just

above it. There is a constant current of water flowing from the river into the fields and
over the swamp, so that there is no stagnation, and the fields are not laid dry till the crop
is ready to cut. The only labor that is bestowed in the culture of the crop is to pull up by
hand the weeds, which are mostly grasses ; and this operation is effected by men going to

the fields knee-deep in water." "The produce varies from thirty to sixty bushels of rice

in the husk." The quality, however, (Mr. Russell sa5^s,) is not equal to that of the Caro-
lina, as less skilful management is applied in its culture.

In this connexion it may be interesting to learn the mode in which irrigation is used in
the culture of rice in the island of Java. The account is taken from Sir Stamford RafBe's
History of the Island of Java. He says : "Water, which is so much wanted, and which is

seldom found in abundance in tropical regions, here flows in the greatest plenty. The cul-

tivator, who has prepared his sdwah or rice field, within its reach, diverts part of it from its

channel, spreads it into numerous canals of irrigation, and thus procures from it, imder a
scorching sun, the verdure of the rainy season, and in due time a plentiful liarvest.

Nothing can be conceived more beautiful to the eye, nor more gratifying to the imagination,
than the prospect of the rich variety of hill and dale, of rich plantations and fruit trees,

or forests, of natural streams and artificial currents, which presents itself to the eye m seve-

ral of the eastern and middle provinces at some distance from the coast."

Again, he speaks of the office of the priest of the village to keep a reckoning of the minor
seasons for the sake of husbandry. He says that the first, commencing after the rice harvest,
which falls in August or September, lasts forty-one days ; the second, twenty-five days ; the
third, twenty-four days; the fourth, twenty-four days; and then, he adds: "During the
fifth, (in January,) which lasts twenty-six days, the implements of husbandry are prepared
and the Avatercourses are examined and renewed. This is the commencement of the wet
cultivation. In the si;cth season the ploughing of the sdwahs and sowing of the bibit for

the great rice crop takes place. This season lasts forty-one days. In the seventh pari is

transplanted into fields, and the courses of the water properly directed. In the eighth,
which lasts twenty-six daj^s, the plants shoot above the water and begin to blossom. In the
ninth season, which consists of twenty-five days, the ears of grain form. In the tenth, also

consisting of twenty-one days, they ripen and turn yellow. The eleventh, which lasts

twenty-six days, is the period for reaping ; and in the twelfth, which consists of forty-one
days, the harvest is completed, the produce gathered in, and that dry, clear weather pre-

vails, in which the days are the hottest and the nights are the coldest in the year." " The
periods above described chiefly refer to the progress of the principal rice crop, as influenced
by annual rains ; but there are many lands rendered quite independent of these rains by
the vicinity of streams, which afford a plentiful supply of water at all times of the year."
'

' Lands in Java are classed under two general divisions : lands which are capable of being
inundated directly from streams and rivers, and lands which are not. The former are
termed sdicah, the latter t^gal or gaga. It is on the mwahs that the great rice cultivation is

carried on ; and these admit of a subdivision according to the manner in which the land is
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irrij;uted. Those which can be irrigated at pleasure from adjacent springs or rivers arc con-

eidcrcd as the proper sdwah ; those which depend on the periodic rains for the whole or prin-

cipal part of the water by which they are fertilized, are called sdwah tddahan. The former
are by far the most valuable ; and lands of this description admit of two heavy crops

annually, without regard to any particular time of the year. The fields seldom exceed
forty to sixty feet in breadth, and the water is retained in them by means of a small em-
bankment of about a foot in height. On the slopes of the mountains, where this mode of

cultiratlou is chiefly found, these fields are gradually carried above each other in so many
terraces, for the purpose of irrigation, the water admitted in the upper terraces inundating
each of them in its descent. " "In the sdwaJis of Java the fields are previously ploughed,
inundated, and labored by animals and hoeing, until the mould is converted into a semi-

fluid mire ; they are then considered fit to receive the young plants. No manure is ever
used. One of the chief characteristics of the soil in Java is an exemption from the necessity

of manure ; on the sdwah lands the annual inundation of the land is suflicient to renovate
its vigor, and to permit constant cropping for a succession of years, without any observable

impoverishment. In the cultivation of the sdwahs the plants are miiformly transplanted,^'or

removed from their first situation.

' * In raising rice in the sdwalis inundation is indispensable till it is nearly ripe. The seed is

first sown on a bed prepared for the purpose, about one month before the season for trans-

planting it, and the plant is during that time termed hihit. Two methods are in use. Ac-
cording to the first, called wn'i, the ears oi pdri are carefully disposed on the soft mud of

the seed bed ; in the second, called ngehcr, the seeds are thrown after the manner of broad-

cast in Europe. In by far the greatest portions of the island, the ground is prepared, the

seed sown, and the plant removed, during the course of the rainy season, or between the

months of November and March. In situations where a constant supply of water can be
obtained from springs, rivulets, or rivers, two crops are produced in the course of twelve or

fourteen months ; but the advantage of double cropping, which exhausts the soil without
allowing it time to recover, has been considered ns very questionable. If, in some situations

commanding a supply of water, the earth is allowed to rest after the preceding harvest,

during the latter end of the rainy season, and the transplantation made in the months of

June and July, it generally yields more profitable crops than the common method of work-
ing the sdwah. This, which is termed gddu, has been recommended by the experience of

European planters. Irrigation is exclusively effected by conducting the water of rivers and
rivulets from the more or less elevated spots in the vicinity, and in this respect differs mate-
rially in its process from that of Bengal ; for, although considerable labor and ingenuity are

exercised in detaining, regulating, and distributing the supply, by means of dams called

banddii gans, no machinery whatever is employed in raising water for agricultural purposes

on any part of the island. The rice grown on sdzoaM is of two kinds, pdri genja and pdri

ddlam. In the former, the harvest takes place four months after the transplantation ; in the

latter, six months. Pdri ginja, having the advantage of a quicker growth, is therefore often

planted Avhen the rainy season is far advanced. Pdri ddlam is more prolific, and yields a
grain of superior quality, comprising those varieties in which the ears are longer and more
compound. The varieties of each kind are distinct and permanent."

Irrigation has been practiced to some extent in California. Allusions to it are foimd in

some of the Reports of Explorations made to the War Department, from which it appears that

in the Los Angeles valley recourse is had to '

' irrigation by sequias (i. e. , open drains) in the

upper valleys, at San Fernando and Kikal Mungo." "Without this system the plains of

Los Angeles could not produce the excessive crops of grape vines which they do. In the

spring and early summer there is abundant water derived from the melting of snows on the

Kikal Mungo and the San Bernardino ranges, which are occasionally retained on their sum-
mits to the middle of summer, and supply the numerous arrogos and creeks that find their

way into the San Gabriel or Santa Anna rivers." "Most of the fine graperies near the

pueblo Los Angeles extend along the river side. One proprietor, Don Luis Vign6, had
forty-two acres under his vineyard, the largest in the country. The vines are planted in

roAvs of hiUs, the plants being about six feet apart each way. They are watered by sequias

or open drains from the river, which roll in a channel down one side of an allotment, with

side sluices for allowing small streams to flow in between the rows and irrigate the ground.

The water is allowed to lie on the surface from four to six days, and is then shut off; and
this process of irrigation is repeated several times during the early growth of the fruit."

Artesian wells are represented to have been used in some parts of California for the pur-

pose of supplying water for irrigation ; but no account of their cost and efficiency has been

given in the authentic reports.

There is hardly any people in Asia or in Africa who have not more or less resorted to the

practice its a means of giving moisture to the various crops grown on their fields. Two or

three instances may be cited as contained in the narratives of travellers.

Richardson (vol. i, p. 198-200) says: "Irrigation is the grand mpans of agricultural
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prodiJction in Sahara. Without irrigation the oases would be mere halting-places for

caravans, and would afford but a scanty supply for hiunan existence. " "In Ghat, Ghadames,

and other oases of Sahara, as well as in the greater part of the Tripoline coast, this system

of irrigation [i. e. , as practiced in Asia] is now practiced to its full extent ; and water here

shows a power of production with which we are unacquainted in more humid and temperate

climes. At this time the barley and wheat are shooting up simply under the power of

water, which is conveyed to them by small ducts of earth drawn up from the wells. Every

four or five days a bullock or slave di-aws up the water from the wells, which arc of a very

rude construction, but answer tiic purpose. The water is then poured into a receiver of earth

or stone, from which it runs into the small conduits of earth. Sometimes the main conduits

are made of lime mortar, as in the island of Jerbah. The field to be irrigated is divided

into small squares, or compartments, sometimes oblong, of only about 7 by 5 feet in size ; each

is edged up with a small embankment of earth ; between each Ime of squares run parallel

ducts or gutters of earth, communicating with one large and common conduit, which is

usually placed, to run better, on the highest part of the field, and as nearly as possible cut

into halves. Whilst the water is being drawn up, a lad opens each compartment of the

field with a hoe or shovel hoe, and lets the water into each square, shutting it up again

when the surface of the ground is merely covered with water. I have seen them tread

upon the springing blades of grass when so irrigating them, to give their roots more
force and tenacity in the ground. In Ghat this irrigation is repeated every five days, or

less, until the grain is in the ear and nearly ripe."

Mr. Sirr, in his account of China, speaking of Chinese irrigation, says :
'

' Tlie sugar plan-

tations in China are allowed to be of a very superior description ; and we are induced to

believe, from the statements made by West Indian and Cingalese planters, that to the
superiority of Chinese irrigation the excellence and flourishing condition of theu' planta-

tions and canes is due. Tlie mode adopted is that of conducting water through trenches

from the large reservoirs, which are placed between each row of canes ; and at regular

intervals the water is allowed to pass through transverse trenches ; these trenches are either

opened or closed, as the canes in their respective securities require moisture."

The mode of irrigation practiced in Caubul is thus described by the Honorable Mount
Stuart Elphinstone, (vol. i, p. 396-'8,) m his account of the kingdom of Caubul

:

*
' The most general mode of irrigation is from streams, the water of Avhich is sometunes

merely turned upon the fields, but oftener is carried to them by little canals. It is diverted

into those channels by dams, which, in small rivulets, cross the bed, and are swept away
in the season when the water rises. In larger rivers, a partial embankment is made on one
side which extends for a certain distance into the current, and which, though it does not
entirely interrupt the stream, yet forces a part of it into the canal. From the canal smaller
water-courses are drawn off into the fields, which are bounded by little banks raised on
purpose to retain the water.

'
' The next contrivance for obtaining water is the sort of conduit which is called cauraiz,

or caureez. It is known by the same name in Persia, but is there most frequently called a
kaunaut. It is thus made : the spot where the water is to issue must always be at the foot

of a slope extending to a hill, and the ground must be examined to ascertain whether there
are springs and in what direction they lie. When the spot is fixed, a ver)"- shallow well is

sunk, and another of a greater depth is made at some distance up the slope. A succession

of wells is made in this manner, and connected b)"- a subterraneous passage from well to
well. Tlie wells increase in depth as the ground ascends ; but are so managed that the
passage which connects them has a declivity toward the plain. Many sprmgs are discovered
during this process, but the worlunan stops them up that they may not interrupt his opera-
tions until he has finished the last well, when he opens the springs, and the water rushes through
the channel, rises m the wells to the height of its source, and is poured out from the lowest
into a watercourse which conducts it over the fields. When the caureez is once completed,
the wells are of no further use, except to allow a man to descend occasionally to clean out
the channel. The distance between the wells varies from ten yards to a hundred. It is

usually about fifty. The dimensions of the channel are generally no more than are neces-

eary to allow the maker to work, but some are much larger. I have heard of a caureez, near
Subzewaur, in Persian Khorassaun, through which a horseman might ride with his lance

over his shoulder. Tlie number of wells, and consequently the length of the caureez, depend
on the number of springs met with, as the chain is generally continued, either till water
enough has been obtained, or till the wells become so deep as to render it inconvenient to

proceed. I have heard of various lengths from two miles to thirty-six, but I should sup-
pose the usual length was under the lowest of these measures. ^ « ^ Caureezes are
veiy common in all the west of the country, and their numbers are on the increase.

'

'

In the Journal of the Ptoyal Agricultural Society, vol. v, (1844,) p. 287, the following
account is presented of the mode of procuring water for purposes of irrigation in Afghan-
istan, evidently similar to those described by Mr. Elphinstone :
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" All the Iiigli monntain peaks in the valley of Kojick and Pisheen arc covered with
snow in March and April. The valley slopes from north to south, and also from east to

west. It is studded with \'illages, which are hid among gardens and orchards, and is a
lovely plain, being refreshed ^\'ith sweet waters and clothed with luxuriant vegetation. It

is intersected by numerous small canals and water cuts, which are supplied by means of

khareez. These khare^z, upon which so much depends in Afghanistan, consist of a number of

shafts, or wells, sunk in the upper part of the plain, where there is water, imtil they meet
with springs. They are connected at the bottom by subterraneous galleries, and the whole
united in one canal, which is carried imder groiuid down the valley, at nearly the same
level, or at least -with only a sufficient slope to cause the water to flow ; while the slope of

the country being so much greater, the canal of course gradually emerges to the surface.

Wells are simk along the line at the distance of every fifteen or twenty yards, through
which the soil is brought up from the canal, and air admitted to the workmen. They are

never closed, but remain a line of open wells marking the course of the canals under
ground, which are often of great length, being many miles. A\Tien the canal makes its

appearance on the surface of the country', and becomes an open water-course, it is often

carried for twenty or thirty miles, fertilizing the countiy through which it passes. A num-
ber of these khareez, which unite together at a place called Sir-i-ab, or Head of the Spring,

a few miles north of Kmetlah, form the source of the Shadeezy Lora river ; a considerable

stream, of great importance to the country, being thus in a manner artificially formed."
Some idea of the history and progress of irrigation in different parts of the world has been

herein presented, together with such a summary of collected views in relation to its action,

the modes of conducting it, and the advantages it offers to the husbandman, as may be
useful to our own agriculturists. Little or nothing, comparatively, seems to have been
done or attempted, or is even generally kno^Yn, in our o^ti country, in respect to the prac-

tice of irrigation ; and yet no land, probably, presents better opportunities for realizing it^

great benefits at little cost. Were the attention of our farmers and planters directed to the

subject, and were they to make a real trial of the methods that have been practiced,

according as the situation of the ground, its soil, surface, and other circmnstances suggest,

it is confidently believed they would reap great profits from well-conducted systems of irri-

gation, on a larger or smaller scale. Considerable interest has been excited in regard to

drainage ; and the good results which have accrued from its introduction justify the recom-

mendations with which it has been often pressed upon the notice of agriculturists by the

agricultural journals, and in public addresses, and lectures before agricultural societies. Let

an effort be made now to urge upon our intelligent farmers this kindred subject of inigation,

and equal success, it cannot be doubted, -will soon reward the labors of those who enter

upon it with the prudent and resolved aim to avail themselves of all the means at their dis-

posal to secure its full and rich fruits, in the fertility of their fields and increased value of

their crops.

Such an awakening to its importance would soon call forth the ever-accumulating testi-

mony of experience, and create a demand for the best practical treatises, which might at

little cost be found on the shelves of every book-shop, and Avould probably add millions to

the productive income of our agricultural resources, turning the most barren spots into

well-watered gardens, and clothing with deep verdure many tracts of countiy on which
poverty-stricken laborers now gather but a meagre recompense for their industry. Even in

what has been herein given in the details of actual experiment, there is that doubtless which
ought to make many a farmer and planter resolve that resom-ces so easily turned to profit,

but now utterly wasted, shall be made to yield of their strength and power to add to his

fields and pastures a richness and fatness they have hitherto never exhibited ; and thus, too,

at once enlarging the material and permanent wealth of an industrious and intelligent popu-

lation.

GRASSES FOR THE SOUTH.

BY REV. C. W. HOWARD, ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF THE SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

KINGSTON, GEORGLi.

As this Essay is designed to bo an inquiry into the adaptation of the South for the cuUi-

\-ation of the grasses and into the different kinds of the grasses best suited to a Southern

latitude, many things mil be found in it without interest to a Northern reader. In flict,
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statements will be made which, though true at the South, would he untrue at the North.

The purposes of grass culture at the South and the North differ widely from each other. At
the North the chief object is hay as a supply for winter. At the South the desideratum.

is the cultivation of those grasses which will grow during our mild winters, and therefore

save us the expense and labor of making hay. Hence it Avill be seen that recommendations

which will hold good in one section will not always hold good in the other.

As this Essay is designed for general readers, it will not be a Botanical Essay. Whenever
it is possible, the common popular names will be applied to the grasses considered.

I.—IMPORTANCE OF GRASS CULTURE TO THE SOUTH.

In no part of Christendom, enjoying a good government, and settled by an intelligent

population, does land sell at so contemptible a price as in the Plantation States. In Georgia,

for instance, land does not command an average price of five dollars per acre. Various

causes have been assigned for this low value. It will be instractive to examine them.

The reason generally assigned at the South is the proximity of an abundance of cheap

fertile lands at the West. If this be a sound reason at the South, it should also be true at

the North, as it is as easy to reach new lands from New York as it is from Georgia. But
land is steadily rising in value in New York and other northern States. The proximity of

new lands cannot, therefore, be the cause of the low price of land at the South, as it does

not produce this result at the North.

It is said, again, that the supply of land is greater than the demand, in consequence of

the sparseness of our population ; capital seeks its most profitable investment. There is

money enough in the Southern States to have given a much higher value to our land. But
the truth is that prudent men have found that, under our present system, land will not

pay an interest on more than its present price. Hence this capital, instead of being invested

in land, is appropriated to the building of railroads, factories, &c. It will also be found
that in the Southern States where the white population is least dense the lands are highest

in price, and the reverse.

Many persons suppose that it is the form of labor prevalent at the South which diminishes

the A'alue of Southern lands. This supposition is worthy of a brief consideration.

The remarks made upon it will not touch the moral or political aspect of Negro Slavery

;

it will be considered merely as a matter of agricultural interest.

If Negro Slavery diminishes the value of Southern lands, it must produce this result in

some one of the following forms.

Before noticing these forms it may be proper to make the general remark that at the

South where the negroes are the most numerous the lands bear the highest price, as the

rice, Sea Island cotton, and sugar-cane lands. Some of our best rice lands now command
from two hundred to three hundred dollars an acre. The reason of this high price will be
given hereafter.

Does slave labor affect injuriously the value of Southern lands from its want of constancy?

It is the most constant form of labor. The negro has no court-house, no jury, no musters,

no mill to attend. He has no provision to buy, and no anxiety or loss of time on this

account; food for himself and family is provided. If his family are sick, careful nurses are

provided for them. The details of cotton and rice culture could not be conducted with a
form of labor less constant.

Is there a deficiency of vigor in slave labor ? In all forms of out-of-door bodily and severe

labor, to be continued for a length of time, the well-fed negro is more capable than the

white man. The regular and almost universal allow^ance of food upon plantations shows
that, as a general rule, the negroes have a sufiiciency of hearty and nutritious food.

Is there a deficiency of intelligence in Slave labor ? There is less intelligence than among
white laborers at the North, in Scotland, and some parts of England ; but not less intelli-

gence than exists among the mass of French, Irish, and Belgian laborers. Yet land rates

as high in Belgium as in any other part of Europe. The cidtivation is also as perfect as

can be found elsewhere. It is not so much the intelligence of the laborers as of the con-

trolling and directing mind, which is of the greatest moment in agriculture.

Is there a deficiency of economy in slave labor ? The entire expense of a negro laborer

on a plantation cannot be put down at more than fifty cents a day. Can any other labor in

this country be obtained as cheaply as this ? Beyond this, multitudes of men have largely

increased their fortunes by the natural increase of then laboring force.

If there be no deficiency in the constancy, vigor, intelligence, or economy of slave labor,

it cannot be supposed, Avith justice, to affect the value unfavorably of Southern land.

In the present excited state of the public mind it is proper to repeat the remark that this

brief inquiiy is made, not with a view to exciting discussion of a vexed topic, but solely of

arriving at the true cause of the low price of Southern land, and of suggesting a remedy.

15 A
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This inquiry could not be conducted "without an examination of the character of the labor

employed upon the land.

Does the Southern climate affect injuriously the price of Southern lands ? It does not

;

because the lands are of the greatest value [greater than anywhere else in the Union] in

those parts of the South which are not sickly, as the rice lands. As a general remark, the
climate of the middle belt of the Southern States, including rolling oak and hickory lands,

very closely resembles the climate of France, which is considered to be the best climate of

Europe for agricultural purposes. In most of this region there are but few days in winter
in which the plough need be stopped on account of the frozen state of the earth.

Is there a deficiency in the natural fertility of the Southern soil ? No one will pretend to

say that the original fertility of the great body of the Southern States was inferior to that

of the Middle and Northern States, where land has attained a great comparative value.

Is there a deficiency in the salable value of Southern products of the soil ? These pro-

ducts generally command a better price at the South than the North. The most valuable
products of the South, cotton and rice, are peculiar to it.

If the low value of landed estate at the South is to be attributed neither to the proximity
of cheap Western lands, to slave labor, to defective climate, to sparseness of population, or

deficiency in the value of its products, to what is this low value attributable ?

The answer is, to the Defective System ofSouthern Agriculture. That system is defective, among
others, in the following particulars

:

1st. This system is such that the planter scarcely considers his land as a part of his per-

manent investment. It is rather a part of his current expenses. He buys a wagon and
uses it until it is worn out, and then throws it away. He buys a plough or hoe, and treats both
in the same way. He buys land, uses it until it is exhausted, and then sells it, as he sells scrap

iron, for whatever it will bring. It is with him a perishable or movable property. It is some-
thing to be worn out, not improved. The period of its endurance is therefore estimated in the
original purchase, and the price is regulated accordingly. If it be very rich level land, that

will last a number of years, the purchaser will pay a fair price for it. But if it be rolling

land, as is the great bulk of the interior of the Southern States, he considers how much of

the tract is washed or worn out, how long the fresh land will last, how much is too broken
for cultivation, and in view of these points determines the value of the property. Of course

he places a low estimate upon it.

2d. The system of Southern agriculture is such that a very large proportion of the landed
estate yields no annual income. A considerable amount is in woodland, yielding nothing
but a supply of rails and fuel. This is to a great degree dead capital. A large niunber of

acres on almost every farm in the older parts of the cotton States is worn out and at rest

—

of course paying no interest. The only paying part of the tract is that which is under the

plough. The interest on the land which the planter does not cultivate must be cliarged to

that which he does cultivate, and this brings down the value of the whole property to a
very low figure.

3d. The Southern system of agriculture allows to land no value independent of the labor

put upon it. The negro is the investment rather than the land. The value of the negro
is instantly affected by a change in the price of cotton, while the value of the land which
grows the cotton is comparatively unaffected. It is an extraordinary anomaly that perish-

able labor should take precedence of imperishable land. It is not unconunon to hear young
men at the South giving it as a reason for their entering a profession, that while they
owned a large body of land they owned but twenty or thirty negroes, and that it would be
impossible to make a support with so small a force. When asked how the rest of the woi'ld

manage who have no negroes, the reply is " our system differs from theirs, ours requires a
large amount of labor."

Precisely, and therein it is defective, and until that defect be remedied, land will continue

to be comparatively a drug in the market. It is the design of this Essay to show that it is

possible to give land a value independent of any costly or complicated annual labor bestowed
upon it.

4th. The Southern system of agriculture includes a succession of crops of a most exhaust-

ing or otherwise injurious character. These crops are cotton and corn, varied only by small
grain. Tliis succession is continued until the land is worn out and turned out to rest.

5th. These crops are not only exhausting and hurtful in consequence of the clean culture

they require, but they also require an amount of labor not known elsewhere. If we con-

sider the amount of productive land, that is, the number of acres pelding an annual
income, we shall find the amount of labor used on an ordinary Southern plantation to be
greater per productive acre than the amount of labor used in the most perfectly cultivated

portions of Europe. Jn the latter every aa-e produces something, whether in pasture,

meadow, or cultivated crops. At the South nothing but the cotton or grain pays. The
rest of the plantation is idle.
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The causes mentioned are those which have the greatest influence in depreciating the

value of Southern land. They are as follows :

The planters buy land as something to he worn out, not improved ; they suffer a large

portion of their investment in land to remain as dead capital paying no annual income
;

they pursue a system which allows no value to their land independent of the labor bestowed

upon it ; they cultivate a succession of crops of an exhausting or otherwise hurtful character;

and, lastly, in the cultivation of these crops, they use an amount of labor not known else-

where in intelligent agriculture.

The people of the Southern States must be in all time chiefly an agricultural people. Their

land must be the basis of their wealth. Upon its skilful use must rest their permanent
prosperity. Large and remunerative crops at the expense of the land indicate a prosperity

which is fallacious. It is li\'ing upon capital. That which gives the greatest value to their

land most conduces to their peraianent prosperity. There is no question of political economy
of equal importance to the people of the South as the best means of increasing the value

of their landed estate. For instance, there are in the State of Georgia, selected because the

writer happens to be most familiar with it, about thirty-seven millions of acres of land.

An average increase of value of ten' dollars per acre, which would not bring its salable

value to fifteen dollars per acre, would give an increase to the property of the State of three

hundred and seventy millions of dollars—a sum larger by more than fifty millions of dollars,

than the whole value of the personal and real estate of Georgia by the census of 1850—an
Increase which would yet leave the land of the State worth less by thirteen dollars per acre

than the average value of land in the Middle States.

The remedy proposed for this depreciation of Southern land is A Change in the System of
Agriculture prevalent at the SotUh.

When a change is spoken of, it is not meant to advise kn abandonment of any of our
staples. The world requires southern cotton, rice, and sugar. It cannot now dispense with
them. A total failure in the cotton crop would create, if not a revolution, a fearful disturb-

ance of affairs in England.
The change proposed is the incorporation into the Southern system of agriculture, of a

feature by which crops for the improvement of the soil shall receive as regular attention as

crops for sale.

Prominent among these crops are the artificial grasses. By them, most profitably, suffi-

cient live stock can be raised to keep in a state of progressive improvement the lands culti-

vated in cotton or the cereals. By their use the whole of the farm becomes productive.

There is no dead capital in it. The soil is prevented from washing or exhaustion. An
equal area may yield an income with much less labor.

In fact, a portion of the farm yields a fair income without annual labor, save the cost of

keeping up the fences.

As a confirmation of the truth of these remarks, if we take the map of Europe, we shall

find that land rates in price in proportion to the attention paid to the artificial grasses. It

is least in Spain ; it rises in France ; it is still greater in Belgium, and greatest in Holland,
which is almost a continuous meadow.

If we take our own country, the same observation holds good. Passing by the older

Northern States, let us compare Kentucky and Georgia. Tlie Kentucky lands, as a general

remark, are much better naturally than those of Georgia. But there are some bottom lands
in Georgia equal to the best of the Kentucky lands, leaving out the rice lands. We can
easily find any of the best bottom lands in Georgia which will command more than fifty

dollars an acre, while farms sometimes sell in Kentucky for more than one hmidi'ed dol-

lars an acre. Both are slave States. Kentucky is younger than Georgia. She is nearer to

the new lands of the West than Georgia. Her climate is not so good as the climate of

Georgia. The cause of the difference must be found in the different systems of cultivation

adopted by each. Every acre of the Kentucky farm, including woodland, produces some-
thing, as all the land not mider the plough is in grass, yielding a return ^vithout labor. On
the contrary, no acre of the Georgia fainn produces, except that which is under the plough,
and the farm does not contain within itself, under the present system, the means of repair-

ing the damage done by the plough. Tlie cause of the difference, then, between the Georgia
and Kentucky land of equal fertility in value is obviously the reason above given.

This is the proper point to allude to the exception afforded by the rice lands and some of

the Sea Island lands. Both of these have the means of keeping up their fertility within
themselves. If they did not possess these facilities, they would quickly fall into the con-

dition of the rest of the Southern lands. Tlie rice lands can keep up their fertility by flood-

ing with water ; the sea islands by using the marsh mud which surrounds them. They are

to a degree independent of live stock. The rest of the South must look to live stock as

their only permanent reliance for keeping up the fertility of the lands. All experience

teaches that there is no way of keeping live stock in sufficient numbers to answer this end
but by the aid of the artificial gi-asses, which follow and do not precede the domestic
animaJs. All grasses are considered as artificial grasses which it is necessary to sow.
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II.

—

CAN THE ARTIFICIAL GRASSES BE GROWN IN THE COTTON STATES?

A great many tMngs are now done at the South which, a few years since, were deemed
impracticable. It was supposed that winter fruits could not be raised at the South. The
reason was that the experiments were made with trees suited to a Northern climate. It is

now conceded that the Southern apples and pears for winter use quite equal the Northern.

It was supposed that wine could not be made at the South, yet Southern wines cannot be
exceeded in this country. It was supposed that malt liquors could not be made at the
South, yet beer of excellent quality is made here. It was supposed that cheese could not be
made at the South, yet as good cheese as any made at the North has been exhibited at our
Fairs. It was supposed that wool of the Saxon and merino sheep would 'deteriorate in the
climate of the South, yet at the World's Fair in London, Tennessee wool took the premium
over all competitors. We should never conclude that a thing cannot be done because it has
not been done.

It is said that the climate of the South will be an effectual barrier to the extensive growth
of the artificial grasses. These grasses make up a large class. There are several hundred
of them—some belong to a cold climate, and some to a warm climate, some requiring a
damp soil, and others a dry soil. There is as much difference in their habits as there is in

the habits and wants of fruit trees. Because the fig and pomegranate will not grow in

Massachusetts, shall we conclude that no fruit trees of any kind will grow there ? And be-

cause a Northern artificial grass will not grow in a Southern soil, shall we conclude that no
artificial grass will grow there ?

The Southern climate has its advantages and disadvantages in grass culture. At the

North the danger is that the grass will be frozen out, at the South that it will be burned
out. Proper precautions must be taken in both instances. A traveller passing through the

Southern States in July, and finding the grass parched under the summer's sun, may, on his

reaching the North in the same month, find their meadows looking green and refreshing,

and may conclude that grass culture succeeds in the North, but is unsuited to the South.

But suppose the same traveller finds in the following March that the land at the North is

stiff frozen or covered with snow ; that the cattle are all housed and eating costly food ; and
when he reaches the South in the same month, finds the pastures green and verdant, and
the cattle luxuriating in new grass, might he not with the same propriety conclude that the

North was a bad grass countrj^ and the South a good one ?

The hot suns of the South are against the grass in the summer, but they are very much
in its favor in the winter. Almost all the Northern grasses which will live at the South
change their habits and become -winter grasses. They grow during the winter. It cannot

be expected that they should grow during the summer. Ever}'thing which the Almighty
has made, possessing either animal or vegetable life, requires some period of repose. These
grasses, which have so changed their habits as to grow during the winter, must not be
grazed during the summer. Nor must they be so closely grazed during the \\inter that

their roots will be left in a denuded state to encounter the hot sun of the summer, which
will keep them. They must be allowed to rest from their winter and spring labors under

a cover of a portion of their own vegetation.

The ability to use the artificial grasses during the winter is a great advantage ef the

Southern climate. It amounts to letting the stock mow their own hay, and is a saving of

the expense both of mowing and of expensive barns. The cost of one Pennsylvania stone

bam would lay do^vn a considerable Southern plantation in the winter grasses. The substi-

tute in the smnmer is the crab grass, which springs as soon as the grain is cut, and affords a

bite of fresh young grass at a time when, in countries destitute of this invaluable product,

cattle feed reluctantly on the old grass of the spring.

It may be said by some of the readers of this Essay, '
' This is fair theory, but we have

tried these grasses at the South, and they do not succeed." Perhaps the experiment has

been made on poor laud. Neither cotton, corn, nor grain would succeed if put on poor

land and left without subsequent attention. The great body of the Southern Stiites was
once covered with a carpet of nutritious grasses, as Texas now is. They were then natural

to grass. Most of these grasses have disappeared from among us. The pea vine once grew
on land now too much exhausted for profitable cultivation without manure. The histoiy

of a range is as follows : When the stock of the settlers first enter it they attack only the

grasses which they like. They continue these attacks from year to year, beginning as soon

as the first bud of the spring puts forth. They leave the grasses which they do not like.

These flourish while-the valuable grasses are destroyed. Hence we may go into a range in

the newer parts of the South, and while the ground is covered with grass in August almost

knee-high, we shall find the cattle hungry in the midst of apparent plenty.

Cultivation adds to the destruction of the valuable natural grasses. Tlie salts necessaiy

to them are exhausted by it. And if we wished to replace these grasses upon the soil on
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which they once flourished, it would he absolutely necessary to manure it heavily. The
careful observer vrill occasionally find some of these grasses growing in the older parts of

the South, but always in rich places in which they have by some means been secured against
the exterminating "hoof and tooth." If it be necessary to manure the land in order to

make valuable grasses grow which were once native to it, how much more is it necessary
to manure the same land in order to make grasses grow which are foreign to it. The
artificial grasses are highly concentrated food. They contain much in a small space. They
are composed of the elements which make up the flesh and bones of the anij^^als which
eat them. They must previously feed before they can feed these animals. L the grass

food is not in the soil, it must be put there. There is no crop on which manuring pays
better than on grass lands, as it pays t'o-ice—in the profit on the animals fed and in the
improvement of the soil. Most of the unsuccessful experiments in grass culture in the
South have been unsuccessful because they have been made on poor land.

Good bottom land at the South ^ill generally produce the grasses suited to them without
the aid of manure. There is very little cultivated upland in this country which will pro-

duce good grass crops without manure. These exceptions are generally found in the West
and Northwest. They rarely, if ever, occur at the South.
The question is asked, Will it pay to manure grass lands at the South ? If it will pay

anywhere, it will certainly do so here. If it will pay to manure a meadow at the North,
from which hay is to be cut, cured, carted, and stacked, or housed, much more will it pay at the
South, where all this expense can be saved by an advantage of climate. The person who
is considering grass culture at the South on upland, must take into the account the cost of

manuring as an indispensable preliminary. On open land this cost may be abated and
sometimes more than compensated by sowing grain -vvith grass seeds, the increase of the
grain crop covering the expense of the manure.

Persons attempting the cultivation of the grasses at the South have sometimes failed,

because they did not understand the nature of the perennial grasses. They are accustomed
chiefly to the annual grasses, as the crab and crowfoot grasses. These matiu-e rapidly, as

they are short-lived. It is a law of nature that those of her products which are designed
to last long mature slowly. The planter will recognize an illustration of this remark in

the growth of a broom sedge field. The first season the young grass barely makes its

appearance, yet it is there. It is several years before it entirely occupies the ground. The
same field, if ploughed, would spring up in crab grass, and in two months would be covered
with a heavy carpet of grass and annual weeds.
When a field is sown with the artificial grasses at the South, the first season the groun

will apparently be occupied almost exclusively by the natural grasses and weeds which
always follow the stirring of the soil by the plough. The experimenter, observing this

result, concludes that his experiment is a failure and ploughs up his groimd.
He should have remembered that these grasses and weeds are annuals ; that they follow

the plough ; that they will not appear the next year, and that they have shaded from the
scorching sun the delicate needle-like spears of the young perennial grasses which are hardly
visible to his eye. He should have waited until the next year, when he would probably
have found a fair stand of the grass sown by him. Again, some experimenters in grass cul-

ture, delighted at the succulent appearance of the young grass in the autumn, when every-

thing else has been withered by frost, turn upon it their equally delighted animals. These
continue upon it all winter, wet or dry. A blade of grass which appears above ground is

instantly bitten. This process is repeated until late in the spring. The summer's sun comes,
the naked roots are exposed to it, the grass is killed, and the experimenter declares that the

Southern climate is unsuited to any of the artificial grasses.

These failures, whether from the selection of unsuitable grasses, from sowing in poor land,

from ignorance of the comparatively slow growth of the perennial grasses, or from over-

stocking and too close feeding, are all set do^vn to the climate.

The -svriter has given for more than twenty years a considerable degree of attention to the

growth of the artificial grasses at the South. He does not hesitate to give it as. his opinion,

based upon long observation both in all parts of this country and many European countries,

that, for the production of several of the most valuable grasses, the climate of the Southern
States possesses advantages which are not exceeded by any other climate whatever—the

temperature of the whole year being taken into the account. Our deficiency is much more
in fertility of soil than in suitableness of climate. A disadvantage of climate is irremedia-

ble by man ; a disadvantage of soil may be remedied by skilful culture.

III.—WHAT ARE THE GRASSES SUITED TO THE SOUTHERN STATES?

Failures are often as instructive as successes. To save labor and expense to others, a

statement -vnIII be made of the results of all the experiments in grasses and forage plants

made at Spring Bank Farm.
This farm is situated near Kingston, Cass county, Georgia. It is in what is called the
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blue limestone formation. The soil is a stiff, red clay, having in it a very small quantity of

sand. Except the bottom land, it has been manured where most of the experiments have
been made. Latitude between 34 and 35 degrees.

Forage Plants.—1. Sainfoin.—From the great value of this plant in the South of Europe
it was hoped that it would prove an acquisition to Southern agriculture. Seeds have been
sowed on this farm obtained from England, France, and Naples. They have been sowed, at

intervals of time, on upland and low ground, on manured and unmanured land, on limed

and unlimed land, and in no instance with success. The plants have lived, but their exist-

ence has been a sickly and useless one.

2. Burnet or Pimpernel.—This plant does not grow here high enough to mow. It is green
all winter, being scarcely touched by our severest frosts. It is not liked by stock during the
summer, but is readily eaten during the winter. It is worthy of more extended trial than
has been given it here. It grows in tufts or bunches ; its blood-red blossoms, with their

pecuhar round form, (from which it derives its name, ' 'Sanguisorba,
'

'
) render it an ornamental

plant."

3. Lupine.—This was another plant from the South of Europe, from which much was ex-

pected. The plant has grown vigorously here, but soon after the formation of the beans it

was attacked by an insect, which touched nothing else, and destroyed it. A similar insect

has followed several other experiments with this plant in Georgia. Besides being subject

to this casualty, it is an annual which diminishes its value even where it can be successfully

grown.
4. Vetch.—Experiments have been made with both the English summer and winter vetch.

They have grown very well, but do not produce as much as the better sort of our field peas.

These are also annual. There is a native vetchling which is propagated with ease, which
comes earlier than any other forage plant except lucerne. This is an insignificant plant on
poor land, but on rich land grows more than knee-high and makes a fine hay. Its best use

is to be sown with winter grasses for pasture ; after once being sowed, resowing is not neces-

sary unless it be grazed too severely. It is now becoming generally difi'used over this farm.

5. Scabious.—This is a forage plant much valued at the cantons of the Cevennes. Besides

being nutritious, it is believed to possess valuable medicinal properties for live stock. It is

known in our flower gardens under the popular name of '

' Mourning Bride.
'

' It has not

been found here to stand grazing, and does not answer for hay.

6. Chicory.—Arthur Young speaks with enthusiasm of this plant : "I never see this plant,
'

'

says he, '
' this excellent plant, without congratulating myself for having travelled with the

view of acquiring and spreading useful knowledge. '

' According to him the introduction of

this forage plant into England, if a man had done nothing else during his life, would be suffi-

cient to prove that he had not lived in vain. In the Southern States it certainly does not

promise equal benefits. It grows with vigor ; stock are fond of it when cut and thrown to

them. But it is propagated too slowly, and requires too much culture for the present state

of Southern agriculture. Such at least is the conclusion based upon the experiments made
with it upon this farm.

7. French crimson clover.—This is a beautiful annual when in blossom, resembling a field

of large ripe strawberries. On rich land it thrives well during winter and spring, and affords

early and valuable pasture. As a fertilizer it would be valuable sown with wheat on land

already in good heart. The seeds diff'er from the common red clover in being enveloped in

a kind of down, which enables them to be diffused by the wind.

8. Neapolitan clover.—This species closely resembles the preceding. Both the plant and
the seeds are somewhat larger. It is also an annual, and its value is diminished on this

account.

9. Spurry.—This plant, which has been called the " clover of sandy lands," has been
unsuccessfully tried at this place. The growth was meagre and valueless. It is possible

that it might thrive on lands containing more sand.

10. Melilot.—Two species of melilot have been experimented upon ; one an annual having
yellow blossoms, the seeds of which were obtained on the Battery at Charleston, S. C. It

grows luxuriantly here, but is rejected by all kinds of live stock. The other kind, with
white blossoms, is a biennial, growing on rich land four or five feet high ; it is also rejected

by stock. It is a singular fact that this foi'cign plant was in use by the Cherokee Indians

before this country was taken possession of by the whites. It was valued by the Indians as

a fragrant ingredient in a salve in much repute among them.

11. Narrow-leaved plantain,—ITiis plant is regarded as a pest at the North. In England,
on the contrary, it is much valued, particularly in Yorkshire, where it passes under the name
of ribwort. Almost all the cloversced brought to the Southern States from the North con-

tain seeds of the plantain. It will live at the South on the poorest land, but is valuable

only on good land. If not grazed during the summer it will afford a considerable amount
of ^vinter food. Cattle, horses, and sheep eat it in winter with avidity. Hogs are not fond

of it. It is a useful constituent o€ a winter pasture at the South, and its growth is there-

fore encouraged on this farm.
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12. White clover.—^This is an invaluable plant in Southern agriculture. It springs naturally

in almost every place on which ashes have been thrown, and which have been left for any
length of time, without cultivation. Its benefits are not generally known, because the spots

on which it grows are generally throA\Ti open to cattle all the year round. They are very

fond of it, and it is therefore rarely suifered to attain its full height. On this farm, if not

grazed during the winter and spring, it grows on manured land sufficiently tall to mow.
If sowed with tall grasses for hay, it stretches in its efforts to obtain its share of light, and
thus gives a heavy cutting near the ground. Its tendency at times to slabber horses is an
objection ; but this objection is trifling when compared with its many advantages. It is

very valuable as a hog and sheep pasture, as it grows during the warm spells in winter in

this latitude and below it. It thrives on any land that is rich enough for it, growing as

well on the sandy lands near the coast as on the dry lands of the interior. It is of much
use as a fertilizer. When a piece of ground has been made rich enough to bear a good coat

of white clover, which is suffered to shed seeds, it becomes as natural to the soil as crab

grass. The process of subsequent improvement is easy. It yields little summer pasturage.

It possesses an interest to the Southern planter, as it will thrive on sandy soils on which red

clover mil not live. It should be sowed with some of the grasses. It combines admirably
well with Bermuda grass, as the white clover appears as the Bermuda ceases to grow in the
autumn. The extensive cultivation of this apparently insignificant though really valuable
plant is strongly advised.

13. Red clover.—It is unnecessary to speak .of the value of this forage plant. This is

imiversally known. The only question is, Will it grow at the South? Careful inquiry,

experiments, and observations have determined the following results in regard to it : It

will grow on rich and dry bottom lands in all parts of the South. It will not thrive in a
wet subsoil, however rich the surface may be. It will thrive on any of our lands made
sufficiently rich and ploughed to a sufficient depth. Deep ploughing is essential, in order to

enable its tap root to sink rapidly into the earth. On lands destitute of clay, it is useless to

attempt its culture. Clay lands which have been worn by cultivation must be well manured
in order to grow red clover successfully. It will die out if pastured much, under our fiery

sun, after the month of June. It should be suffered to remain untouched during the sum-
mer, and be grazed again as cool weather commences. Red clover possesses a peculiar

advantage to the Southern planter, not to cut for hay, but chiefly as a hog pasture in the
spring, to last until the stubble fields are open. One of the greatest expenses of the planta-

tion is the cost of meat for the negroes. This meat, during the greater part of the year, is

bacon. The most troublesome season of the year in hog raising is the spring. Red clover

meets the wants of that season. Every planter should sow enough red clover to graze his

hogs at that time. There is scarcely a plantation in which suitable land cannot be found.
Of it as a fertilizer in a rotation of crops, it is unnecessary to speak. It grows well at the
South in woodland which has been well thinned out, and the ashes from the burned timber
and brush carefully scattered.

14. Lucern.—On many accounts, Lucem is one of the most bountiful gifts of Nature to

the Southern planter. No grass or forage plant in cultivation at the North will yield nearly
as much hay as Lucern at the South. In good seasons, and on land sufficiently rich, it can
be cut four or five times durihg the year. An acre of good Lucern will afford hay and cut
green food for five horses the whole year. Ten acres will supply fifty head of plantation
horses. This can be cut down in a day with a mowing machine. How unwise in the
planter, then, to damage his com by pulling fodder—that most irksome and senseless work
of the plantation. A few acres of Lucem would save him this labor, and the tedious time
occupied in pulling fodder could be employed in the improvement of his land. It is useless

to attempt the cultivation of Lucem on poor laud. It will live, but it will not be profita-

ble. There are certain indispensable requisites in the cultivation of Lucern. The ground
must be good upland ; it must be made very rich ; it cannot be made too rich. If the
ground is as carefully prepared for it as an asparagus bed, the Lucerne will spring
almost with the rapidity (after cutting) of asparagus. It must be very clean. When the
Lucerne is young it is delicate, and may be smothered with the natural weeds and grasses

of a foul soil. Land which has been in cotton, worked very late, if made sufficiently rich,

is in a good state of preparation for Lucern. The manure put upon it must be free from
the seeds of weeds ; hence, a mixture of guano and phosphatic manures would be an excel-

lent application. On this farm, land designed for Lucerne is put in drilled turnips well

manured and Avorked. The turnips are folded with live stock—that is, they are fed on the
ground, which thus gets all the solid and liquid excrements of the animals, and becomes
very rich, and is also very clean.

Great depth of cultivation is necessary in preparation of the soil for Lucem. If the
ground was broken up with a four-horse plough, and in the same furrow a two-horse subsoil

plough was run, stirring it eighteen or twenty inches, it would be to the advantage of the
subsequent crops of Lucerne.
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Ten pounds of seed are required for an acre, sowed broadcast. Drilling is unnecessary if

the ground be properly prepared and the Lucern is not pastured. If the preparation has

been imperfect, and the Lucerne is to be occasionally pastured, it is better to drill at such a
distance as will allow a narrow plough to be passed between the rows when the surface

requires stnring.

Either early in autumn or early in February are good seasons for sowing Lucern. The
seed should be lightly harrowed in, and then the surface should be rolled. Lucern lasts

a great number of years, the roots ultimately becoming as large as a small carrot. It should

be top-dressed every third year with some manure free from the seeds of weeds. Ashes are

very suitable for it. The Lucerne field should be as near as possible to the stables, as work-
horses, during the spring and summer, should be fed with it in a green or -wilted state. As
Lucern is much earlier than red clover, it will be found a useful adjunct in hog raising.

Hogs are very fond of it, and will thrive on it in the spring, when it is cut green and thrown
to them. This extended notice of Lucern is given because it is remarkably adapted to our
soil and climate, and is, beyond all comparison, the most valuable plant for hay-making and
soiling to the Southern planter. It thrives in no part of Europe with greater vigor than it

does in the Southern States.

It will be seen from the necessarily brief remarks upon these fourteen different forage

plants that the writer has bestowed much attention upon this interesting branch of agri-

cultmre. His observations are not taken from books, but are the result of personal exami-
nation and experiment. Some of the seeds of these plants have been obtained with a good
deal of trouble. When some of these plants, the seeds of which had been obtained from
England, iailed, it was supposed to be possible that the failure might have arisen from the

fact that the seeds were grown in a climate different from our own. A second trial was
therefore made with seeds obtained direct from Italy. The result has been given. The
whole of them are rejected as being not deserving of attention at the South, except Lucern,

red and white clover, and possibly bumet.
The Grasses.—The reader shoiild bear in mind that when grasses are represented as grow-

ing successfully at the South, it is to be understood that they were sown on land either

naturally or artificially rich. He will be misled if he applies the conclusions hereinafter

stated to poor land.

15. Blue Grass.—This well-known grass will grow at the South on all lands having a good
clay foundation. On extremely rich land, if not grazed during the summer or autumn, it

will yield a tolerable burthen of green food during the winter.

Its ordinary growth is low. It almost disappears during the heat of summer. It has a
great tendency to become, in common language, " hide-boimd. " Its chief value is when
sown with other grasses which grow in tufts, as orchard grass, as it fills up the intervals

between these tufts. It should not be suffered to find its way into meadow land designed

for hay. On rich bottom land it will overrun almost any other grass than Bermuda. It

rarely grows at the South high enough to be cut, and it therefore converts a meadow into a
pasture. It grows best in woodland. It should not be sowed alone, but in connexion with
other grasses, and is valuable when thus used.

16. Orchard Grass.—This grass succeeds at the South on lands having a clay subsoil, as

low down as the oak and hickory rolling country extends. In the flat sandy lands it is

said not to perfect its seeds, and quickly dies out. It is of little use at the South as a hay
grass, but possesses great value as a winter pasture. It grows best in the shade, which
result its name would indicate. It should not be grazed during the summer. All stock

should be taken from it in June and not allowed to return to it until Christmas. It is not
among the most permanent of the artificial grasses. Hence it is proper to sow it with red

and white clover, when these are used in a rotation, for the improvement of the soil. Or-

chard grass is proper to be mixed with clover, when the latter is to be cut for hay, as both,

blossom at the same time. Herds grass and timothy are much later than red clover, and
therefore unsuited to be sown with it.

17. Timothy.—On rich bottom lands, well drained, timothy succeeds well, generally, at

the South. Recent experiments near Atlanta and Athens, in Georgia, indicate that it will

grow satisfactorily on manured upland. There are other grasses which will yield more hay
on upland, and several others which will afford better winter pasture. It is advised to con-

fine its use to rich bottom lands and for hay.

18. Tall meadow Oat-grass.—This grass has been introduced into Georgia under several

names : the Stanford wild oat, the Snytlie grass, the Utah grass, and the Oregon grass.

These are the same grass. The seed stems of this grass grow to four or five feet in height.

On rich upland it yields a large amount of good hay. On good bottom land the yield is still

larger. Its winter growth is heavier than that of any other grass, except the Italian rye-

grass in favorable positions. It is somewhat surprising that this grass is not enumerated in

the list of Texas grasses appended, as it is certainly a native of the West. The writer has

been informed by others that it stands winter grazing at the South well. He cannot speak
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from his o-wn experience, as he has been unable to obtain seed in sufficient quantities to

make an experiment on a scale large enough to render it practically reliable.

If his information be correct, so far as present experiments have gone, it certainly

deserves to be placed at the head of winter grasses for the South.

In confirmation of this opinion, it may be instructive to quote a few authorities. Dr.

Muhlenberg, and Mr. Taylor, of Virginia, the author of Arator, consider this as the most
valuable of the grasses.

"It possesses the advantage," says Judge Buel in the Farmer's Companion, "of early,

late, and quick growth, for which the Orchard grass is esteemed, and is well calculated for

a pasture grass. We have measured it in June, and when in blossom, (at the time in which
it should be cut for hay,) and found the seed stems four and a half feet long.

"The latter math is nearly equal in weight and superior to the seed crop."

Sinclair says : "It thrives best on a strong tenacious clay, and Muhlenberg prefers-for-it

a clover soil."

Dickerson remarks that " it makes a good hay, but is most beneficial when retained in a
state of close feeding.

'

'

The British Cyclopedia states that " it affords a greater weight of hay than most grasses.

On the Contment, in comparison with common grass, it is found to yield in the proportion

of 20 to 2."

Loudon says :
* * Every animal that eats grass is fond of it, while it makes the best hay

and affords the richest pasture. It abormds in the best meadows about Lacock and Chippen-

ham, and has the valuable property of abiding in the same land, while most other grasses

are constantly changing. '

'

Mr. Lewis Sanders, of Kentucky, says : "I have been informed by an experienced trainer

that the use of hay made of the tall meadow oat-grass, as the fodder fed in training keeps
the bowels in a natural condition, dispensing with any use of balls, physic, &c. , thereby

giving the horse several lengths the advantage of the one weakened by physicking. My
own obser\ration and experience in feeding cattle sustain the remarks of * an experienced

trainer ' as to the feeding this species of stock with hay made of the tall meadow oat-grass or

orchard grass. Sow the seed on ground well prepared, as it usually is for the reception of

timothy or other small seed, fall or spring. As early in the spring as the ground can be pre-

pared is the surest and best time to sow meadoAV oat-grass or orchard-grass seed. In June of

the first year weeds will make their appearance, then, with a keen scythe, mow weeds, grasa,

and all close to the ground. The next year comes a good crop of seed. As soon as the top

seeds are ripe secuj-e it with a cradle or scythe. Immediately after the seed is cut mow
closely for hay ; then, about the last of August, you have a second crop of hay, yieldiag

more than the first, leaving the best of all pastures for colts and calves."

Mr. George H. Waring, of Habersham county, Georgia, a gentleman in every way
reliable, makes an extraordinary statement as to the yield of this grass in hay on a small

piece of rich land. Ke states that the produce of a piece of ground 90 feet by 10, was
weighed by him, and the result in dried hay was 210 lbs. This is at the rate of about five

tons per acre, which would be an enormous return.

Mr. Gideon Dowse, of Eichmond county, states, in the Southern Cultivator, that this grass

thrives well near the Kichmond Baths, in Richmond county, Georgia. The lands there are

naturally poor and very sandy, and would be considered as unfavorable to grass, culture as

any lands in the Southern States.

On the whole, Southern planters are advised to make careful, judicious, and yet vigorous

experiments with the tall meadow oat-grass. The seeds can be obtained from the seedsmen
at the North, especially in Philadelphia. The attention of the Southern people was first

called to the especial value of this grass in Southern agriculture by Mr. J. R. Stanford, of

Clarkesville, Habersham county, Georgia, who has been raising it successfully for a number
of years.

19. Randall grass.—The writer has been unable to obtain the seeds of this grass, which is

so much valued in parts of Virginia. Experiments made with it by others in this immediate
vicinity have not been satisfactory, the hot sun of the past dry simimer having been very
hm-tful to it.

20. Terrel grass or Wild rye.—This native grass obtained the name of Terrel grass from
the fact that it was first brought to notice and use by Dr. Terrel, of Sparta, Hancock county,

Georgia, a gentleman whose name will be perpetuated in Georgia as the liberal founder of

an agricultural professorship in the Georgia University.
The botanical name of this grass is Eh/mus. There are two species of it—one a swamp

and the other an upland growth. They differ in the shape of the seeds and the size of the

plant, the swamp plant being the taller of the two. The difference in value is not material.

This grass is a native in all the cotton States. It is found in Georgia from the sea-coast to

the mountains, only, however, in spots in which it has been inaccessible to live stock.

Shice it has been made so frequent a subject of remark in the Southern Cultivator, sped-
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mens have been sent to the writer from South Carolina, Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi,

Arkansas, and Texas, with inquiries as to whether this was the Terrel grass. In ^ach in-

stance such proved to be the case, showing that it was originally diffused throughout all

these Statues. It will be found fully described in the accompanying list of Texas grasses.

The Terrel grass makes an abundant but coarse hay, which is, however, relished by live

stock. Its chief value is for winter pasture, for which pui-pose it is admirably suited. It

will be valuable in proportion to the richness of the land. About one bushel of seed

should be sowed to the acre. The difficulty of obtaining the seed is an obstacle to its rapid

introduction, as it is not in the hands of the seedsmen.

Almost every observant planter can, however, obtain enough of it on his own land to

make a commencement. It may be readily known by the long beards of the seed, closely

resembling the beards of rye. No planter in any part of the South vv^ho can obtain the seeds

of this grass need be without a good winter pasture.

The Terrel grass succeeds admirably in woods pasture ; this, indeed, is its natural position.

21. English rye grass.—Experiments with this grass have not been satisfactory. It has
lived, but yielded no good result, and has been abandoned.

22. Italian rye grass.—This is the most beautiful of all the grasses. Its winter growth on
very rich land is enormously great. Nothing can be more beautiful than the deep glossy

verdure of this grass, when surrounding nature bears the desolate appearance of mid-winter.

It is, however, capricious as to its duration, being sometimes annual and sometunes peren-

nial. It must be recommended rather as an ornament than a utility.

It may be an object near large towns, where manure is abundant, but will scarcely find

its place in the rough usages of the plantation.

In consequence of the extraordinary results stated by Colman as being attained in Europe
from this grass, special pains were taken in experimenting with it. The first seeds, tried

were obtained from England, the second from France, and the third direct from Italy.

There was no material difference in the results. The Italian seed was sown last spring ;

they came up and grew vigorously, but almost entirely perished during the severe drought
of the past summer.

It is worthy of notice that a few Lucern seeds came mixed with the grass seeds.

The Lucern is now growing luxuriantly, while the grass has disappeared.

23. English meadow soft grass.—This grass, which grew tolerably well for two years, and
which stood winter grazing satisfactorily, was killed by the drought of the last summer.

24. Feather grass—Paris grass—velvet grass.—All popular names of the same grass. Re-

jected as unworthy of attention.

25. Deer Park grass.—^This is a native of Louisiana. It resembles the Terrel grass, to

which, on the whole, it is inferior.

26. Meadow vernal grass.—^This grass is highly valued in England, as it springs very early

and gives a delightful fragrance to the hay of which it forms a part. It has been long

known as a border in southern gardens under the name of " vanilla grass," from its pecu-

liar and agreeable odor. It is an evergreen, grows readily, but is diminutive, and has no
merit in which it is not exceeded by other grasses.

26. English fox-tail grass.—Rejected as unsuited to a Southern climate.

27. Herds grass.—For certain positions and for certain purposes this is an exceedingly

valuable grass. It is suited to moist ground ; in fact, it grows almost in running water. It

requires a stiff, close, and wet soil. It will render valuable lands otherwise useless. It will

grow on a pipe clay soil, provided it be not that kind of pipe clay which is very wet in

winter and very dry in summer—it should be moist all the year. This grass is recommended
as occupying favorably the wettest part of the plantation, from which it will yield a heavy
return of valuable hay—quite as valuable as sheaf oats. It will bear being under water a

good portion of the winter without injury to it. It will grow well under a partial shade, as

in woodland thinned out.

28. Musquit grass.—The variety ofmusquit under experiment by the writer has been a soft,

woolly grass, green during the winter, but not standing grazing as well as some other winter

grasses. It is probably the same with No. 2 in the Texas list.

29. Crab and crowfoot grasses.—The latter of these valuable annuals is peculiar to the sandy

lands of the South. The former is a universal product. Until a plantation is stocked with

permanent grasses, these should be used for making hay. For this purpose it is not prudent

to rely on the after growth from the grain fields. Sufficient ground to afford hay enough
for the use of the plantation stock should bo manured in the spring ; the ground should be

deeply ploughed, harrowed, and rolled. If it should happen, as is frequently the case, that

weeds precede the grass, the weeds will disappear, and the grass alone will come up. Even
this process of getting hay is much less laborious than pulling fodder. Still, it is a labor

that should be encountered only mitil permanent meadows are established, which bemg once

laid down last a lifetime.
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30. Rescue grass.—This is an annual, and in every -vvay inferior to common rye, -wlien used

for winter grazing.

31. Bermuda grass.—Public opinion seems to have changed very much at the South in

regard to this grass. It was at one time regarded with terror by the cotton planters. Now
many of them are setting it out on their plantations. It is quite certain that no other

grass will, in a hot climate, yield as much good grazing during the spring, summer, and
autumn as Bermuda grass. It is, however, objectionable, as it requires to be set out by the

roots, and when once fixed in the soil it is very difficult to eradicate. Where plantations

are destitute of good pastures, and time and inclination are wanting to put land in sufficient

condition to bear other grasses, it would, without question, be good policy to stock the per-

manent pasture land with Bermuda grass. Care will prevent its entrance into the cotton

fields. On sandy lands, in which it is destroyed wdth comparative ease, it may be questioned

whether it would not be judicious to introduce it as part of a regular rotation of crops. Ita

fertilizing power is certainly very gi-eat—perhaps quite as great as that of red clover. It will

live on land so poor as to be incapable of supporting other valuable grasses, though its value

is in proportion to the fertility of the soil. It seems to be determined that below the moun-
tainous parts of the Soutliem States, if stock be kept away from Bermuda grass during the

summer and autumn, although the ends of the grass may be nipped by frost, that there will

be sufficient green grass underneath to feed stock during the winter. This being the case,

it must stand unrivalled as a grazing grass in the Southern States, taking into the account

the whole year, both summer and \sinter. On very rich land it grows tall enough to be

made into hay, and the hay is of the very best quality. The premium bale of hay at the

recent Fair of the Georgia State Agiicultural Society was made from Bermuda grass.

To this list of grasses, all of which, ^vith exception of the Randall grass, have been sub-

jects of careful experiment by the writer, he begs to add a list of Texas grasses forwarded
to him by Mr. Gideon Lincecum, of Long Point, Texas. The comments of this gentleman
on these different grasses cannot but be read with great interest by the Southern planter.

There can be no doubt that most of these valuable grasses vnll thrive in the Southern States

generally, if land now worn out be made sufficiently rich to grow them. There is every
reason to believe that most of these grasses originally grew throughout these States, and
have been destroyed by careless grazing and culture. The Texans should be warned by this

result. They have the benefit of our wretched experience. "We are now compelled to create

;

they only to preserve. Of the fourteen varieties described by Mr. Lincecum, the writer has
found five now gro\Ning in protected places on this farm. The probability is that all of the

others once grew here, and have been destroyed in the manner above suggested.

1. Indigenous—perennial.

—

Bromus. (?)—This is our upland wild oats. It is a very sightly

grass ; flourishes best in good sandy soil ; has a pretty fair crop of radical leaves ; the seed

stem rises three to four feet, having many leaves, and having heads ; makes good hay in

May. Its perennial roots have visible buds all winter, rises early in spring, and is much
Bought after by the cattle. It is now rarely found out of the enclosures.

2

.

Indigenous—biennial.

—

Feather grass.—Common in gullies and protected places, growing
quite tbick. In these situations it does not rise exceeding six or eight inches, but when
properly dealt with, grows quite a heavy crop, three feet high, producing as good hay as

needs be, and is ready for the sc}i;he in early May. It comes up during the autumnal rains,

and as it remains green through ordinary winters, it affords pretty fair grazing for sheep.

It dies out as soon as the seed matures. Would have to be sowed every year, on which
account it is objectionable for a hay meadow, but would do well among other grasses for a

winter sheep pasture. It cannot stand a frost that would kill wheat or oats.

3. Indigenous—biennial.

—

Elymus.—Smallest wild rye. This species is often found growing
with No. 2. They make their appearance together during the fall rains, grow all winter,

forming a pretty carpet of grazing grass, for graminivorous animals generally. The habits

of these two species of biennials and the odor and quality of the hay they produce, are so

much alike that to separate them in the meadow would be useless.

4. Indigenous—biennial.—Phalaris.—This is a superior grass for hay. Comes up during the

autumnal rains, and its odor, taste, habits, and in its mode of throwing off radical branches,
it so much resembles the wheat that it requires considerable familiarity -^ith both, during
the A\iriter and spring months, to distinguish one from the other. It matures towards the

first of May, producing hay of as good quality as any knowTi species. A few years ago I

prepared the ground and sowed two acres of it. It rose three feet to forty mches in height,

and was mowed on the 28th of April. It produced a fine lot of hay, and, coming at the
time it did, seemed to be more acceptable to my plough horses than anything I had of the
fodder kind. I have seen bunches of this grass, in favorable situations, seven feet high,
with fifty-four stems bearing heads on the same stock. Its seeds are about the size and very
much like the flax seed. Flourishes well on all our good timbered lands, but much the best
on our black prairie soil.

5. Indigenous.

—

Bromus—Rescue grass.

—

Cultivated in Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi.
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Indigenous to Texas, West of the Brazos. Will dq) to brag about in other Southern States.

In Texas it is not very popular. We have many kinds superior to it.

6. Indigenous—perennial

—

Stij)a—Bearded musquit—Blue musquit.—This is the far-famed
musquit of Texas. It is rapidly spreading itself Eastwardly. I was here twenty-five years
ago, when it was remarked to me by several observant Texans that this species of musquit
had not yet been found east of the Colorado, but that it was evidently travelling eastwardly.

The native Mexicans told me that it had not been many years since its first appearance east

of the Guadeloupe river. I did, however, succeed in finding a few plants of it East of the
Colorado. It is now found—I saw it myself—as far east as the Trinity river—perhaps still

further. It is a valuable winter grass, very closely resembling, during the winter and spring
months, the blue grass of the more northern districts. It produces pretty fair hay, where
it has not been grazed off during the winter and spring months. It is, however, better

adapted for winter pasturage. Hogs do well on it during winter, and in countries where it

is abundant they become very fat dming summer, feeding on the large crops of grain which
it produces. It is greedily devoured by the graminivorous animals generally in the ^vinte^

season, but towards the first of March, or as soon as the spring sap rises in it, if there is any
other grass to be had, they will not eat the musquit, and it is suffered to mature its large

crops of seed unmolested every year, which accounts for' its rapid increase and its migratory
habits. It propagates itself by its radical buds, and by its seed, and one set of roots will

occupy the same ground for an indefinite period. My experiment vdih. it is three years old
;

it is looking very well. I do not let it mature seed. When rightly dealt with this species

of musquit produces heavy coats of nutritious food for hogs, cows, horses, and sheep. The
sheep, however, should not be peimitted to run upon it during summer, as its bearded seeds

will work through their wool and into tbeir flesh by the thousand, when it is very trouble-

some to the wool picker and injurious to the sheep.

With much interest and some care I have been observing, for the purpose of ascertaining

them, the habits and use of this reliable species of stipa, during the last twelve years. It

flourishes best in the wild state, on level plains of black prairie soil ; second, on bottoms to

our rivers ; but it is seen in its greatest luxuriancy where it has crept into our cow lots and
places that have been much trod out by our stock.

From these results my conclusions are, that any of our black prairie lands will produce it

in sufficient quantities for a high order of winter pasturage, and hay too, if it is desirable to

grow it for that purpose. On the timbered lands and lighter soils it would be best to pre-

pare the ground by a series of cow lots, or any other convenient cheap plan that will change
the untutored nature of the land and leave a light sprinkling of manure upon it. Any
time from the first of July to the last of October will do to sow it. It grows from two to

three feet high, and matures in June.

7. Roots perennial—indigenous.

—

Agrostis.—As a conmaon name, I have called it Wliite

Top. I am not certain, but I think it belongs to the genus Agrostis. Its roots are perennial,

propagating itself by radical buds, and by numerous minute flying seeds. It grows strong,

and during the winter season, if left unmolested, ydW pile up its long, juicy, radical leaves

to the height of six or eight inches from the ground. In this state and all other stages of

its growth, it is eagerly eaten by swine and all other grass-eating animals. Mowed in the

proper season, it produces hay of such extraordinary richness in appearance, and the aroma
emanating from a recently cured heap of it is so pleasant, that even a man feels himself

invited to taste of it.

A pasture of this grass may be freely grazed through the winter, and it will remain green

all the time. It sustains no injury from the severest frosts, and such is the rapidity of its

growth that it quickly shoots up its cropped blades, keeping a rich green pasture throughout

the cool season. To insure heavy crops, the portion of the meadow that is intended for hay
should not be grazed after November. About the first of April it begins to send up its seed

stems, which rise thirty to thirty-sLx inches, and by the first of May it is sufficiently mature

for making hay. I have been making observations on the habits and uses of this grass for

the last eight years, and find that it flourishes well on all our soils in Texas except dead beds

of sand. It is a rare thing now to find a headed-up stem of it outside of the enclosures.

8. Indigenous—perennial.

—

Tripsacicm.—Very common on all our black prairies, and in

bottom lands. It grows very strong in Texas. If we did not grub it up every year it would

overrun our black prairie farms in a few seasons. It produces good cow-fodder. Horses do

not like it unless mowed while quito young. A meadow properly set with this grass and the

next described species. No. 9, will not require renewing in a century.

I have a meadow of thirty-five acres on black prairie soil, which consists principally of

these two grasses ; and being densely jammed on the ground, the gamma grass is not near

so rough if mowed in June or September, at which season it is nice and tender, producing a

quality of hay to which horses do not object, but eat it freely and thrive well on it. It

produces immense quantities—I mean the mixed meadow—and it is so easily procured, that

we have given up fodder pulling altogether. Our horses cat it freely winter and summer.
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9. Big Musqnit
—

"Wavy Musquit.—This grass, higher up the country and "Westwardly, is

found occupying, almost to the exclusion of other varieties, large tracts of valley prairie

land, and is considered a very valuable gi-ass for constant grazing. My meadoAv consists

principally of this and the gamma grass, and I notice that they are increasing and gradually

crowding out inferior species. The land which I have enclosed for meadow is black prairie

;

has never been ploughed ; it is now ten years since it has been enclosed, and it is annually

improving in the quantity and quality of its hay. I think it quite probable that I possess

a lifetime meadow. I do not suffer it to be burnt off nor grazed on. Of seasonable years

it will bear being twdce mowed. The radical leaves of the big Musquit are twelve to eighteen

inches long, tapering the whole length, with -svithered points, seed stem small, prostrate,

two to three feet long, seeds small and not veiy numerous. Blooms in September.

10. Roots perennial—indigenous.

—

Buchloa.—Hogu-allaio Musquit.—I would give you the

botanic character of all the specimens I send you, but that is a matter in regard of the

grassea of Texas which as yet has not been satisfactorily settled. But to return to the Hog-
wallow Musquit. Previously to the settling of Texas this sweet little carpet grass could

obtain footing only in the hogwallows. Hence its name. But as the other species of grasses

are eaten out, we find it rapidly spreading itself ; first along the track of old roads, tramped
out places about the gates and lots of farms. Already there are whole acres of frequent

occurrence completely carpeted with it. It does not flourish in shaded places, but delights

in sunshine, and is destined soon to be our only outside pasture. It does not rise above
three to six inches, and is peculiarly adapted to the taste and the health of the various types

of the genus Ovis. All other grass-eating animals devour it with great gusto, and do well

on it. Wherever it gets a footing, other grasses and weeds are forced to give way to it.

Like the Bermuda grass, which in its habits and appearanee it very much resembles, it

spreads its luscious green carpet on the ground it selects, to the utter destruction of all other

grasses and weeds in its way. Blooms in May and June, and of seasonable years it is green
through the summer, and will spring up in the winter if there comes a warm spell of ten or

twelve days' duration.

1 1

.

Roots perennial—indigenous.—Setaria.—Delights in moist lands, where it grows finely

;

but will do well on almost any of our soils in ordinary seasons. Rises thirty to forty inches,

having, when it is not too thickly set, thirty to sixty heads to one root. It is a rich, juicy,

leafy grass, much sought after by the cattle and horses ; so much so that it is now rarely

found outside of the enclosures. It matures and is ready for the scythe in June.

Owing to the rains which occurred in August, it has headed twice and will mature two
crops this year. Needs further investigation.

12. Roots perennial—indigenous.

—

Paspalum.—This is a soft, succulent grass. Does not

cure readily, and therefore not suitable for hay. It is, however, a rich grazing grass, and will,

with small labor in clearing out the underbrush, produce the most profitable kind of sum-
mer pasture. Blooms in June ; and this year, with our two spring seasons, it has bloomed
again in September.

13. Roots perennial—indigenous.

—

Elymus.—^This I suppose to be the Terrel grass of Geor-

gia. In days gone by this was an abundant growth in the dry bottom lands of Texas. In
some portions of the country it is pretty plenty yet. I have seen the people of Austin, twelve

years ago, hauling the hay they had made from it in June. They told me that it was so

plenty, and so easily procured, that they could cut and haul it fifteen miles at less expense,

and that it was better than any other kind of roughness they could ^et in the country. 1

am not certain that we have not a biennial species of the large wild rye. I will take pains

to decide this matter next year. The specimens I send you are the perennials. This species

flourishes finely on our uplands, either prairie or timbered soils. In good soil, when not too

thick, it grows in very large bimches, Avith heavy heads. I have seen it four feet high, and
have counted as many as seventy-four heads to the same root. Recently, however, this

species has been forced to steal away among the weeds, in the ditches and gullies, in the

fields and inside comers of the fences, for protection from its devouring pursuers. I am
of the opinion that it will not be long before it will find friends in Texas, where it will be
fomid to be very capable of remunerating the frugal husbandman for any pains he may take

with it. Blooms in June.

14. Roots perennial—indigenous.

—

Uniola.—This is the oft-mentioned wild oats, so favora-

bly spoken by the Texan traveller. In portions of the State, where there are but few cattle, it

ft, indeed, a growing wonder. It delights in rich, dry bottom land, where there is but little

undergrowth ; will flourish well on any good soil. I have travelled over fields of it, in the
Brazos low grounds, twenty miles long, and I don't know how wide, growing so thick over
the gi-ound that our horses could, and did, fill themselves before they had straightened out
their stake ropes. Of all the grass families, in my estimation, this is the most beautiful

;

when it is fully headed up it dazzles the eyes to look up to its hea\y waving panicles. I
predict that at some future day it will be highly esteemed and profitably cultivated. It can-

not be overlooked, surely, with all its attractive beauty and its rich, nutritious properties.
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The prudent agriculturist will not, as has been the case with many other good species of

grasses, suffer this lovely one to become extinct.

When not too thick on the ground it sends up forty to sixty heads ; seed stems, from the

same root, rise from three to four feet. Blooms in June. Its leaves remain green on the
stem through the winter, looking like the leaves of small reeds. Its seed, also, remains on
the panicle until Christmas. As most of the grasses I send you are found in Texas as far

North as latitude thirty-third degree, I think it likely that some of them, if they are not
already there, would do well in Georgia. In 1811 I saw the bearded musquit {Sti2)a) in

Putaam county, Georgia.

G. LmCECIBI.

rV.—LAYING DGWN MEADOW AND PASTURE LAND TO GRASS.

Some plain and simple directions as to these points will conclude this Essay. Northern
readers who have been accustomed all their lives to grass culture may consider these direc-

tions very unnecessary. But at the South, to the majority of readers, the subject is a new
one. The cotton planter has heretofore considered it to be his especial mission to " kill

grass." He forgets that wliile it is a part of his business to kill hogs, sheep, and cattle at

the proper time, he yet raises pigs, lambs, and calves for a future supply of food for himself

and family ; and thus while at the proper time he "kills grass," it is equally necessary to

raise young grass in other places to afford future food, directly and indirectly, to his cotton

and grain crops, and that in no other way than by grass culture can the fertility of his

lands be kept up, except at an expense which is ruinous.

For low ground meadow the best bottom land on the plantation should be selected. If

it be very wet, and cannot be drained without too great an expense, herds grass alone should
be sowed at the rate of a half bushel to the acre. If it be well-drained bottom land, four

cjuarts red clover, the same of white clover, a peck of herds grass and a peck of timothy per acre

should be sowed. The ground should have been thoroughly ploughed and harrowed until

all clods are broken down, and the seed should then be lightly bruised or rolled. For upland
meadow. Lucerne alone is by all means to be selected. Directions for its cultivation have
been given above.

For summer pastures on open land, reliance must be had chiefly on the natural grasses,

if the planter is afraid of Bermuda grass. No pasture, however, need be better than crab

grass, after the grain crops are removed. The growth of these grasses is a peculiar and
inestimable advantage of the Southern States.

For spring, autumn, and winter pastures, on upland, sow a mixture of blue meadow oat,

orchard, terrel grass, with red and white clover. For pastures on low land add to the above
herds grass ; if the ground be very wet, sow herds grass and white clover alone. These
will actually dry up wet places.

The chief reliance at the South should, however, be on wood and pastures. All the

grasses mentioned above will grow in the shade of trees. The use of woodland for this

purpose answers a double end. Land now idle is put to a valuable use, and all the open
land of the plantation by the additional stock raised can be kept in a state of improve-
ment.
The preparation of woodland for pastures is as follows: Take out rail timber enough to

fence it, grub the land carefully, cut out useless trees, leave especially the most bearing

trees, as in a thinned and trampled pasture they will bear fruit almost every year, and thus
greatly diminish the cost of hog raising. Burn the logs and brush in as small heaps as

possible and scatter the ashes. Wherever a log or brush heap has been burned, the grass

sown will take hold with vigor.

As it is impossible to make woodland fine with the plough, great care must be taken in

covering grass seeds. Wherever a clod is turned over on seeds they do not vegetate. If it

be possible to sow during a snow or drizzling rain, no covering of the seeds is necessary. A
short roller is perhaps the best instrument to cover with. If oxen be used, or a very gentle

mule, a short roller can be managed in thinned woods. The ground for wood pasture

should be ploughed as well as the nature of the case will admit.

No stock of any kind should be allowed to go on the pasture after it is sown until the

grass has once gone to seed. This will fill the ground with seeds for future use. If the

pasture be designed for winter use no stock should go on it during the summer. If it be
designed for summer use no stock should go on it in the winter. The same pasture cannot

be used all the year round. Stock should be taken from the winter pastures in very wet
weather imlcss it be sheep. They Should not be grazed at any time too severely ; too close

grazing will destroy the grass ; it will produce this effect in any climate. The planter

should treat his winter grass pastures as he has been in the habit of treating his rye and
barley lots for winter grazing.
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A woodland pasture, well stocked with good grasses, will pay the interest annually on

more than fifty dollars an acre, while at the same time the valuable timber is preserved foi

plantation use. No planter who has ever tried such a pasture would part with it for fifty

dollars an acre. If it cost him ten dollars per acre to prepare the ground, buy and put in

the seeds, &c. , how great is Ms gain !

There must be a revolution in Southern agriculture. The process of exhaustion must be

stopped, or it will stop itself. The improvement of the soil must be considered. This if

the point at which to begin. The commercial manures answer a special and temporary

purpose. The only permanent reliance for valuable improvement of the soil is by means of

the manure of the domestic animals. These can be raised to profit only with the aid of the

artificial grasses. Our cultivated lands are too much exhausted to produce valuable grasses

in their present state. Our woodlands, with a dressing of the ashes produced in thinning

them out, will produce these grasses. Thus a sufficient quantity of manure can be obtained

to begin a sj'stem of improvement which may ultimately comprise the whole plantation.

It is firmly believed that the now idle woodlands of the South can be put in a situation

to raise sheep enough to allow a sale of wool equal in value to the present cotton crop, and
that this result can be obtained with a positive increase of the cotton crop from the manure
of the sheep.

The opinions positively expressed in this Essay are not speculations. They are not mere
theories. They are based, so far as is possible, on the practical observations and experiments

of a man who has been grieved to witness the gradual impoverishment of the fair domain
of the South, who has pondered the subject long and carefully, and who has been brought
to the conclusion that our hope of improvement is to be based upon the adoption of a
mixed husbandry, of which the cultivation of the artificial grasses is an essential part, and
which, contemplates by the aid of these grasses the rearing of Bufficient live gtock to manure
annually all the land in culti\'ation.

CATTLE DISEASE, OR PlEURO-PNEUMOnA.

BY G. EMEESON, M. D., AND A. L. ELWYN, M. D., PHILADELPHIA.

Sir : In pursuance of instructions received from you, dated the 19th of June, we visited

the State of Massachusetts for the purpose of investigating the "Cattle Disease," or Pleuro-
pneumonia, which, during the last year and up to this time, has existed there, and from
which much loss has been sustained by some farmers, and a general damage inflicted upon
the rural interests throughout the New England States.

TTie alarm occasioned by the recent spreading of this cattle disease in Massachusetts has
extended far and wide over our coimtry, a proof of which was given by the number of com-
missions sent from various States, by public authority, to investigate this epizootic. Beside
those from Maine and other parts of New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Indiana were all represented by deputations with the same object. Governor
Banks and other State authorities, with Charles L. Flint, Secretary of the State Board of
Agriculture, all contributed every facility we could desire to further our objects, and we
should be ungrateful if we did not acknowledge our obligations to them for their assistance
in procuring information.

A knowledge of the existence -of a similar disease among cattle in some parts of New Jersey
and Eastern Pennsylvania—three hundred and four hundred miles to the Southwest had
not reached Massachusetts previous to the time of our visit, and might probably have exerted
some influence in modifying legislation upon the subject. But in New Jersey and Eastern
Pennsylvania the presence of the cattle disease was for a long time suppressed, nor did it

obtain publicity until inquiries were set on foot by the Philadelphia Society for Promoting
Agriculture, at its meeting held in the first week of June. This society then appomted us
a committee of investigation, and, at the instance of the Hon. Thomas G, Clemson, Chief of
the Agricultural Division, we were subsequently charged vnth. instructions from your Bureau
of the General Government to proceed to Massachusetts to investigate the cattle disease, and
to report to you upon the subject. The very short time allotted for this purpose must be an
apology for omissions and imperfections naturally to be expected.

In Massachusetts, where the agricultural interests are based upon its neat stock, the spread
among them of a £ital disease, resembling that which for many years past has been devas-
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tating the herds of Europe, naturally produced much public excitement and alarm. The
legislature, during its regular session, took the subject into serious consideration, and dis-

played, in their vigorous action, the tone which has animated most of the European govern-

ments in their efforts to check the plague or lessen its violence.

Viewing the disease as one brought from a foreign country, and propagated by contagion

alone, the Legislature, at its regular session, passed, on the 4th of April, an act providing

for the appointment of three commissioners, who were required to take measures for the

extirpation of the disease. They were authorized and required to visit, without delay, the

several places in the Commonwealth where the disease was known or supposed to exist, and
empowered to cause all cattle which had been diseased, or had belonged to diseased herds, to

be forthwith killed and buried, and the premises where they were kept cleansed and purified

;

to appraise, in their discretion, the value of the cattle killed which were apparently well,

and certify to the governor and council the allowances made to the owners, and give such
lawful orders and directions as, in their judgment, the public necessity might require.

The commissioners promptly entered upon their duties, and, from the sickness found in

various herds and the number of cattle they had occasion to slaughter, the appropriation of

$10,000, placed at their disposal by the legislature, was soon exhausted, with a like amount
furnished by contributions from the State Agricultural Society and liberal public-spirited

individuals. But it was soon found that the disease had spread itself over a larger extent

of territory than it was at first supposed to occupy. More appropriations were required,

and the goveruur summoned an extra session of the Legislature, on the meeting of which a
large amount of valuable information relative to the nature and progress of the disease was
collected and immediately published.

The commissioners reported that, in compliance with the summary instructions given them,
they had slaughtered over eight hundred head of cattle found diseased or suspected. They
were released, at the extra session, from the necessity of slaughtering all diseased stock, and,

at their option, empowered to carry out a system of isolation. The governor, in his mes-
sage to the extra session, viewed i\\e. disease as one purely contagious, not a disaster affecting

Massachusetts or New England alone, but a contagion which, if allowed to spread without
effort to extirpate or restrain it, must ultimately ravage the whole country. Upon the basis

furnished by the Census of 1850, he estimates the present property in cattle throughout the

Union at no less than six hundred and forty millions of dollars, an interest only second in

importance to that of Indian corn. "But these figures," he observes, "very imperfectly

represent the interest of the American people in their gigantic industrial product. How far

it enters into the employment of the great majority of persons—how many millions are

dependent upon it for the luxuries and necessities of life—to what extent it contributes,

indirectly, to public health and enjoyment, and how large a part it forms of the sound and
reliable business of the country, are considerations which naturally occur to the mind of

every intelligent person.
'

'

"If," he continues, "we could confine the ravages of the fatal distemper, so unfortunately

deposited on our shores, to our own State, it would still be of sufficient importance to demand
the earnest attention of the people ; but unless extirpated on the instant when it appears, it

cannot be so confined. If it spread over our own territory, it must ravage other States ; and
it becomes a duty of the highest character—one Avhich we owe alike to ourselves, to the

honor of Massachusetts, and to the people of the whole country—to make every available

and possible effort to restrain its ravages, if extirpation is impossible.
' Admitting, if need be, that it is doubtful whether it partakes more of the character of a

contagion or an epidemic—admitting that it may not be in our power to prevent its spreading

through the country—nevertheless every citizen of Massachusetts should have it in his power
to say that every proper effort had been made by the State to produce that result. I am con-

strained to express the opinion that all has not yet been done which may be wisely if not

successfully performed ; and this fact I offer to you as a chief reason for this extraordinary

convocation. This would seem to be a measure which the natural comity existing between

friendly States would absolutely demand. Such a measure would for a brief period—not

necessarily a long one—interfere with the freedom of trade, but it is such an interference as

the continued existence or the trade in cattle itself requires. A line may easily be cstiib-

lished, beyond which no cattle shall be passed without sufficient official assurances that they

do not carry contagion with them."
The governor, in his message, recommends the adoption of public regulations to prohibit,

so far as it can wisely and properly be done, the exportation from Massachusetts to neighor-

ing States of cattle in which the seeds of disease may possibly exist. In all this vigorous

action of the public authorities of Massachusetts we recognize the most laudable efforts to

arrest the disease, and, if possible, prevent its extension to other States, at whatever sacrifice.

Admitting that the first alarm may have led to exaggeration of the evil at hand, and that

the prevailing impression in regard to the mode in which the disease was solely propagated
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was an open question, still the motives which inspired the public authorities of Massachusetts

do them much honor and merit the commendation of sister States.

The legislature of the neighboring State of Connecticut has since taken up the subject,

and recently passed stringent laws involving heavy fines and imprisonment where persons

are found transporting cattle from one part of the State to another without proper authority.

It remains to be seen, and time will soon show, what results will be gained from measures

80 promptly taken in New England to arrest the progress of this cattle plague. Meanwhile
a similar disease has manifested its presence in New Jersey and in the neighborhood of Phil-

adelphia, where it has caused much destruction in many dairy herds during the past winter

and spring, and up to this time. Kumors of its appearance in other parts of the country

are given by the press.

Ha\Tng thus brought to your notice the action of legislative bodies, so far as they have
yet proceeded in this country, in regard to the visitation of this new disease in the United

States among cattle—one which threatens so much our agricultural interests—we offer the

following statement of what we have gathered relative to its history, causes, nature, means
of prevention, and remedial treatment:

HISTORY OF THE FIRST RECOGNITION AND DIFFUSION OF PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.

The French government, with that zeal which it always shows for the promotion of its

public interests, some years since appointed a scientific commission for the investigation

of epizootic pleuro-pneumonia in cattle. From the report of this commission it would ap-

pear that this disease was an endemic epizootic, confined in former times to various isolated

regions in the mountains of Piedmont, Switzerland, Franche Compte, Dauphine, the Vosges,

the Pyrenees and Auvergne. With the exception of these places, its inroads upon the

agricultural interests were so limited as not seriously to affect the public weal until the

year 1789. Whether the French commission may not have gone further back in dating the

first appearance of this disease in Cennany, Holland, and perhaps other countries, is a ques-

tion of some interest, which, however, we have not time to investigate.

This formidable disease of neat cattle has of late years prevailed simultaneously over large

tracts of Europe and other parts of the Old World, exhibiting everywhere the same leading

characteristics. It would, therefore, appear to result from the operation of some general

cause, and hence belong to the class of diseases denominated epizootic. By its wide-spread

ravages in many parts of Europe it has ruined many dairymen, breeders, and stock-owners,

and exerted a great influence upon the beef-market.

So far as we have carried our investigations we have not foimd the prevalence of the

cattle disease on this side of the Atlantic afi"ected by the character of the country, whether
upland or valley, dry or marshy, in proximity to the sea, or distant from it.

In Massachusetts the first cases known were on high land, about seven miles west of Bos-
ton, and the most general spread was after a leap of sixty miles to the west, also in a hilly

region. We have, however, no idea that it was attracted in this movement by the charac-

t-er of the locality. Nothing unusual has transpired in the conditions of the weather, e^
cept the prevalence of drought during the spring months of the present year in New-
England. But in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania the weather has been seasonable,

and the winter past of the average temperature.
That the cattle disease has prevailed in New Jersey and in Pennsylvania, in the proximity

of Philadelphia, during the past winter and spring, and there prevails at the present time,

is certainly known. In the absence of any proof of its introduction here from abroad, we
are inclined to ascribe its presence to epizootic agency. Be this as it may, there is good
reason to believe that here, as in Massachusetts, contagion has been active in spreading the

disease. Wherever we have met vrith it, the symptoms and post mortem appearances cor-

respond most strikingly with those described by continental and English authorities.

Whether spreading by contagion or by epizootic agency, pleuro-pneumonia is usually
found to select herds exposed to some influence calculated to impair their health, whilst it

spares those where everything contributed to maintain full -vigor.

Epidemic and epizootics teach us, at great immediate cost, the importance of attending to

the laws of health, the -visitations of which are so little regarded when no trials are at hand.
A family, though suffering from long exposure to unhealthy conditions, may exhibit so

little apparent indisposition as to convey the impression that they enjoy good health. So
may the owner of a herd of cattle, or of swine, or stock of any kind, suffer these to exist

under circumstances calculated to impair their health almost imperceptibly, and render
them fit subjects for any disease which may be introduced, either through atmospheric
agencies or contagion. Plagues and murrains, though somewhat formidable, yet are far

leas so than in olden times, when they so often swept off man and beast with the besom of

destruction. This comparative immunity is, doubtless, less owing to diminished power of the

malign influences operating as exciting causes than to the adoption of measures calculated

16 A
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to disarm them. For the protection of man the circmnvallating walls of cities have been
levelled, streets widened, courts opened, dwellings built larger, with means of good venti-

lation, and thorough drainage established. At the same time the animals intrusted to his

care liave been better protected. But there is still much room left for further hygienic

improvement.
Predisposing and exciting causes.—Some change in the constitution of the atmosphere, the

presence of some new specific agent, seems essential to the production or propagation of an
epidemic or epizootic disease. The small-pox and measles, among the human species, can
only have a general diffusion at certain times, when the atmospheric influences favoring

such diffusion prevail. With respect to the disorder now prevalent among cattle, these

have always been subjected, in some places, to bad keeping, and other local causes predis-

posing them to disease. But such local causes have never before produced, in this country,

the general prevalence of a disease with the peculiar characteristics of pleuro-pneumonia.
For this the presence of a specific atmospheric agent was essentially necessary. Although
bad keeping will not alone produce the specific disease known as pleuro-pneumonia, it

undoubtedly predisposes animals to its attacks, and greatly increases its severity when the
infection or atmospheric poison presents itself as the exciting cause. So far as our investi-

gations have extended, they authorize us to assert that in cases where much mortality has
occurred among cattle, in New England or elsewhere, these have always been previously

subjected to unfavorable conditions in their keeping ; the most common being want of
proper ventilation and cleanliness in stables or yards, with food of bad quality, or insufficient

in quantity. Cattle, when closely pent up, must have the air about them very quickly

vitiated, and a diseased condition will ensue, which, though not very apparent at first, ^vill

secretly but surely tend to produce an unfavorable change in their constitution. When to

this exposure to vitiated air the effluvia emanating 'from unremoved excretions is added^
the health of the stock is still more seriously jeopardized. Under such circumstances,

diseases may originate, v^hich, in weakened constitutions, soon terminate in death or in
lingering sickness incident to poisoning of the blood, from the effects of which many will

never recover.

It is a common practice in the New England States to allow the droppings and litter of
cattle to fall into a cellar below them, where, during many months, it accumulates in great

quantities. These manure cellars are often closed on three sides, with but partial oppor-

tunities for the escape of the foul emanations from the reeking mass, more or less of the
effluvia from which must rise into the barn above. This cannot fail to add greatly to the
impurity of the air, already more or less vitiated by repeated breathings of the confined

animals. Stock thus situated live in dwellings immediately over cess-pools—an express

violation of the laws of health. A common belief prevails among feeders and dairymen
that cattle give most milk and take on fat better when kept warm ; and this is doubtless

true as a principle. But the attempt to carry it out is fraught with most serious conse-

quences where proper ventilation is not secured ; and many ignorant dairymen, in shutting

out the cold air, shut in the foul air and effluvia, which finally ends in desolating their

herds, or at best in creating a sickly stock. That cattle placed under such conditions should
become diseased is a natural result. That such disease, under aggravated circumstances,

may become infectious, or capable of communication to other cattle, cannot be doubted.

That a herd placed under such conditions should invite or favor the diffusion of infection

from diseased stock introduced into it, appears to be too well attested by what we have
had opportunities of observing at home and abroad. The history of Mr. Chennery's stock,

from which infection appears to have been spread to many parts of Massachusetts, has had
the most extensive publicity. The history of other herds in our oavu vicinity is of the

same character. A stock placed under circumstances calculated to undermine its health

receives one or more sickly cattle, and disease soon spreads through the herd. The conta-

gious element has in such case found ready access to enfeebled constitutions ; but there are
other cases where the new-comers may be the first to become sick, and yet have been free

from infectious disease when introduced into the new herd. A healthy animal, which has
long enjoyed the privileges of the open air, when suddenly shut up closely with other

animals, will often be the first to get sick. Under such circumstances, the animals pre-

viously confined had become gradually accustomed to their unfavorable condition, the sudden
operation of which upon the new-comer was more than it could stand. Direct experiments

upon this subject, of a highly interesting character, are reported in the "American Farmers'

and Planters' Encyclopedia of Agriculture," (last edition,) under the head of Ventilation of

animals.

It is a characteristic of all epidemic and epizootic diseases that their greatest ravages are

committed at the first outbreak, after which their virulence or malignity abates, and they

finally die ©ut ; but in many cases the atmospheric constitution on which they depend lurks

in countries for years, during which revivals will appear whenever a combination* of the

predisposing and exciting causes present themselves.
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The physiological constitution of cattle, and particularly of cows, creates a great demand
for pure atmospheric air, to enable them to perform their active functions of nutrition and
secretion to most advantage. Whatever circumstances tend to cut off this free supply of

fresh air, or vitiate its quality, serve likewise to impair their health. This undermining of

their constitutions may proceed so iasidiously as to escape common olpservation until the

more mischievous effects develop themselves.

Among the predisposing causes, everything may, as we have before said, be included

which tends to impair the strength and health of animals. Where these are allowed to run
out in the open air, bad pasturage, malaria from stagnant water in ponds and ditches, and
bad weather, may tend to lessen the energies of the system, and lay them open to attacks

when the exciting cause presents itself. In some stables where cattle have been long con-

fined in vitiated air, we have seen the evidences of ill health indicated in the various forms

of tabes, consumption, typhus, and scrofula—the last shown by the enlarged joints of the

calves.

Young animals, fat cattle and males, appear the least predisposed to pleuro-pneumonia,

and, as we have before said, milch cows the most so. These are not liable to the disease

during gestation ; but soon after calving they appear to be particularly subject to take the

disease. AVhen cows are attacked before calving they are apt to abort, in which case, if the

calf comes alive, it seldom sur^aves long.

From an interesting paper published by John Barlow, esq., V. S., Edinburgh, we learn

some important facts relative to disease of the respiratory organs of the cow, and also of the

kind of treatment she too often receives in Edinburgh and elsewhere.

There is, he says, a kind of chronic bronchitis of general occurrence among cows, partic-

ularly those kept in town. "Go into the Edinburgh byres, for instance, and you immedi-
ately hear many of the cattle cough. On remarking this, you are told with the utmost
unconcern that it is nothing miusual. The dairy-keeper thinks ' nothing of that ;' because,

says he, * it seems quite natural, and we do know that a cow which does not cough is

becoming a phenomenon. But I have remarked that when cattle first come from the
country into our byres they do not cough. The cougli comes quite soon enough, however,
and is due to the same causes which produce sore throat and catarrh in young newly-stabled

horses, and is so common—I might almost say universal—that people affect to believe it

natural. But is it natural to keep cows in byres so low as to prevent our standmg upright ?

Is it natural to keep them in a temperature so intolerably hot as to maintain the pulse and
respiration at something like double the standard number ? Is it natural that these low, hot
byres should often be so dark and filthy ? Is it natural that their walls, floor, and roof

should be saturated with an everlasting damp, afforded by condensed vapor, of breath, per-

spiration, dung, and urine ? No wonder cattle cough ! No wonder that pleuro-pneumonia
occurring among such ca,ttle is almost always fatal ! We should always care for a cough in

man or beast ; it is at all times a sign of irritation. There is much deservedly said against

the sadly uncomfortable dwellmgs of our working classes ; too many men, women and
children live in dark, ill-ventilated rooms. Some tune ago we sent the swine out of this

city to country quarters. This was done, no doubt, for their good, and for the benefit of our
health. Some future philanthropist may possibly take pity on the animal that gives us
flesh to eat and milk to drink ; for I can show you byres in Edinburgh offensive as any
banished pig-sty, where cattle tied by the neck in the same place for week after week and
month after month never draw one single breath of pure air, and are even more closely

crowded than the sickly tenantry of our Cowgate and Canongate houses. I am quite aware
that cattle require to be kept moderately warm in order to yield large quantities of milk

;

but I know, too, that there is a possibility of combining the needful warmth with good air,

cleanliness, and light."—(Transactions of the Agricultural Society of Scotland, Volume for

1853-1855.)
Symptoms.—The first symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia seldom attract much attention, and

the disease commonly steals on without manifesting any great violence. The animal appears
dejected, and when in the field separates itself from its fellows, often getting behind a wall,

hedge, or other shelter, to keep out of the wind. As the disease progresses it becomes
uneasy, loses its appetite, and stops chewing the cud. The eyes appear dull, the head i?

lowered, the no^e stuck forward, the nostrils expanded, and the horns and skin are warm-ei
than common.
With failure of the appetite for food thirst may continue. The urine is generally scanty

and high-colored. In cows, the milk falls off either gradually or altogether. It is seldom
that the first progress of the disease attracts much notice until the animal stops eating. In
some cases, however, it will continue to eat until its blood has become greatly impoverished
and poisoned. At this advanced stage the skin sticks to the ribs, the hair loses its sleek-

ness and becomes rough or stary ; tenderness is observed when the hand is passed along the

spine or pressed between the ribs. The pulsations of the heart and arteries, which in the
healthy cow or ox is from 35 to 45 per minute, after three or four days' sickness will increase
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to 70 or 80 per minute. At first it appears large and full under the finger, but in the more
advanced stages of the disease it becomes smaller and quicker.

The breathing soon becomes liea^-y or laborious, and quickens as the inflammation
increases. The animal in severe cases generally plant their fore legs wide apart, and arch

their backs. After three or four days, and sometimes even sooner, the active fever of the

first stage subsides, debility and prostration ensue, and the passive second stage of low typhus
fever sets in, when the heat of the horns and surface of the body falls below the natural

temperature.

Cough, although frequently accompanying pleuro-pneumonia, is by no means a constant
symptom—being generally absent, or short and grunty, so long as the disease is confined to

the substance of the Irnigs. When, however, the pleura or lining membrane of the windpipe
or the bronchial tubeS become inflamed, loud and harsh cough is a never-failing symptom.
" So active," says Mr. Dunn, of Edinburgh, " is the sympathy between thediS"erent parts of

the pulmonary apparatus, that inflammation or disease can scarcely exist in any one of its

structures without spreading and involving the whole to a greater or less degree.
'

' Hence
great modifications are observed in the lesions found in the various structures ; when the
pleura becomes greatly inflamed the nostrils will be much dilated and the breathing hurried

and laborious ; the inspirations shorter than the expirations. Pressure between the ribs and
along the spine causes the animal to wince.

More or less bronchitis or inflammation of the lining membrane of the air-tubes into

which the windpipe divides itself exists. This is indicated by frequent cough, at first dry,

and afterwards accompanied by a wheezing, rattling sound, occasioned by the air having to

pass through the numerous air-tubes obstructed by mucus. During the first stage of the

disease a scanty discharge from the nose is observed, of a mucous and mattery appearance.

This afterwards increases. Serum and mucus are thrown out, by which the air-tubes be-

come entirely plugged up, suspending the passage of air through the lung or lungs diseased,

the blood accumulated in which becomes black for want of oxygenation. In this condition

the blood operates upon the system as a narcotic or extremely depressing agent.

Duration.—When the disease ends fatally, death generally takes place from the
seventh to the tenth day. Where recoveries may be expected, an amendment is observed

about the fifth or sixth day, the pulse becoming less frequent and full, the temperature

of the horns and' mouth natural, with an equalization of the surface heat, and less

hurried breathing. In cases where the inflammation has assumed the subacute form, the

duration of the disease is very indefinite. A fortnight, three weeks, or longer, may elapso

before any favorable symptoms present themselves.

A chronic cough, occasioned by the increased sensitiveness left in the surface of the air-

tubes, may follow recovery. Although a source of inconvenience and suspicion, it does not

materially interfere with the health of the animal, which, however, may be subject to a

relapse of inflammation, if exposed to exciting causes.

It has been remarked by persons who have given the closest attention to the diseases of

cattle that inflammatory afiections do not run their course in these so rapidly as in the

horse, and are always liable to assume a subacute or chronic character. Catarrhal disease

and running at the nose are rarely met with in cattle. Both lungs are seldom equally

affected, but the right most frequently, which has been ascribed to the larger size of this

lung—admitting of a greater circulation of the blood and air, which tends to develop and
support inflammation.

Chances of recovery.—" Where," says Mr. Dunn, " the symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia are

very acute, and the inflammation violent and rapid in its progress, a large niunber of cases

will recover ; but, on the other hand, when the disease appears to assume a milder form ;

when the inflammation arises less suddenly and severely, and is more protracted in its

'course, and when the general fever and local disturbance are less—in all such cases our

prognosis will be less favorable and the disease more fatal."
'

' Cases of pleuro-pneumonia which assume the distinct forms either of pneumonia, pleu-

risy, or bronchitis, will generally terminate favorably, while those characterized by prostra-

tion of strength and typhoid fever will be much more difficult of treatment, and often

tcnninate fatally."

Terminations.—Pleuro-pneumonia terminates in congestion, effusion of serum into the

cavities of the chest, including the pericardium, adhesion of the lungs to the sides and
midriff, mortification, suppuration, and hepatization. In congestion, the air-cells of one or

both lungs are filled up with lilood and serum and exhibit a red and gorged appearance.

Sometimes one limg will be foimd so much enlarged as to weigh four or five times more
than the other. When serum is poured from the surfaces of the pleura into the cavities of

the chest, this may be followed by some return of the appetite and general improved

appearance of the animal, which frequently lulls suspicion. This serum may be more or

less clear or blood-stained, the latter being mdicativc of a typhus form of disease. The

same observation wiU apply to the serous deposition which takes place in the pericardium.

1
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Suppnration is not a very common termination of inflammation in the lungs of cattle affected

with pleuro-pneumonia, and mortification seldom progresses far before the animal perishes.

Cases of pleuro-pneumonia not unfrequently assume the chronic form of phthisis-pul/monalis,

while others terminate more rapidly in what may he called a " galloping consumption."

Auscultation and Percussion.—For ascertaining tlae existence and tracing the progress of this

disease, sounding the chest by the ear is of the most important service. When the lungs

first become inflamed, the ear applied upon the chest of the animal may detect the part or

parts diseased from the feebleness or peculiar sound of the murmur of the air circulating

through the lungs. In health this sound may be called low and rustling. As the disease

advances it becomes duller, and at last ceases to be heard at all. Striking the fingers over

the ribs is called percussion, and in the part where the disease exists produces a dull sound.

Where serous effusion has taken i)lace, no sound of respiration can be detected below the

level of the wateiy deposit, and percussion yields a uniformly dull sound. Above the water

the sound may be clear and loud. The hand placed on the chest over the region of the

heart does not feel plainly the stroke of this organ, the impulse of which seems spread

over a larger space than usual. The respiratory murmur is, of course, suspended wherever
congestion or hepatization exist. In taking the sounds of the chest a handkerchief may be
thro^vn over the animal, and the ear applied directly to its side. It is necessary to take

into consideration the age of the animal, as in the yomig the respiratoiy murmur is much
stronger than in the old. In very fat animals ^he sounds will be duller than in the more
lean, and they will also differ according to the parts of the chest to which the ear is applied.

In cattle the respiratory murmurs and crepitating noise of the air passing through the lungs

ai-e heard more distinctly than in most other animals. In the first stages of pleuro-pneumonia

the rustling murmur seems louder than usual, being accompanied by a low, crackling noise,

owing to mucus or serum deposited in the air-tubes. As the disease progresses, the air-

cells are more choked up, and this crackling noise becomes duller, until it finally ceases to

be heard. Even in the same lung the sounds indicating different stages of the disease may
be perceived. In the upper part there may be the crackling, crepitating noise ; lower down,
the dull, masked, and rumbling sound of bronchial respiration ; and below this, the mflamma-
tion having run its course, and all circulation of the air and blood ceased, the lung has be-

come hepatized, so that no sounds can be heard.

In percussion, first strike on one side and then on the corresponding* part of the other

side, comparmg the sounds of the two places. Striking with the knuckles or ends of the

fingers upon the sides of a healthy animal gives a sound hollow and clear ; but if inflamma-

tion is present, the sound is obscure in proportion to the severity of the disease.

Post mortem appearances.—In the same animal the lungs on inspection frequently exhibit

all the different conditions of the disease, such as hepatization, effusion of lymph and serum,

&c. In some cases little else than engorgement is met with. If the animal has died in the

first stage of the disease, one or both lungs will be found congested, black and easily broken
up, and, when cut into, a bloody and frothy mucus will flow from them. In protracted

cases there is more or less hepatization and blocking up of the air passages with fibrous mat-
ter with diffused pus. The lung, when cut into, exhibits a mottled or marbled appearance,

is more or less easily torn, and so heavy as to sink in water. Hepatization, or the livery

condition, is a very common termination. Here the spongy appearance of the lungs in their

natural state has been changed into a solidified mass gorged with black blood, and, when
cut into, present mottled or marbled surfaces. Portions of this solidified lung are occasion-

ally found surrounded with a coat of fibrous membrane. Sometimes yellow or brownigli

yellow masses are found encysted, filled with granular matter of a cheesy appearance. A
most universal appearance is that of the extensive and firm adhesions found existing between
the lungs and ribs and diaphragm. The heart is sometimes flabby, and its cavities usually

filled mth dark blood. The bronchial glands are sometimes found in a state of suppuration.

In some cases the liver is more or less disorganized, with the bile thickened and unusually
dark.

For the subjects on which post mortem examinations were made on cows dying of pleuro-

pneumonia in the vicinity of Philadelphia, the committee have been mainly indebted to the

kindness of Mr. W. W. Fraily, V. S. In one case the engorged right lung weighed 27

pounds, and the left lun.a; 5 i>ounds. Besides the ordinary appearances of marbled hcpati2a-

tion and extensive adhesions of the lungs to the sides and diaphragm, there was a patch of

diffused suppuration at the posterior end of the right lung, with bloody serous effusion in

the pericardium. The heart was of the usual size and appearance ; its cavities filled with
black blood.

In one autopsy we had the good fortune to have present, at our request, Dr. Joseph
Leidy, Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, whose statement of the

morbid appearances as observed by him, with the subsequent microscopic examinations of

the diseased tissues, is as follows:
'

' Post mortem examination of a cow which died of pleuro-pneumonia. Examination by
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Di-s. Leidy and Darrach, aided by Mr. Fraily, veterinary surgeon, in presence of Drs. Emer-
son and Elwyn

:

*
' Eight lung affected witli pneumonia throughout, vdth. the exception of a small portion

of the summit, everj^rvhere exhibiting the condition of engorgement known as red hepatiza-

tion. The section of a dark red color, especially at the lower part of the lung, intermingled

svith some lobules of a light red color, and still containing air. Portions of the lung sunk
in water. The bronchus and its ramifications plugged with a fibrinous dejKJsit ; the larger

ones alone slightly pervious, and the mucous membrane highly inflamed and roughened.
The pulmonary pleura everywhere attached to its parietal layer by coagulated fibrinous

matter. Weight of the lung 2 1 pounds.

"Left lung healthy, except a small portion of the middle lobe, which was affected with
pneumonia and pleurisy in the corresponding position. The hepatization was of a light

red color. "Weight of lung 5 pounds.
'

' The mucous membrane of the trachea exhibited patches of inflammation only near its ex-

tremities. Subsequent microscopic examination proved the deposit plugging the air-tubes

of the right lung to be fibrin. The air-cells of the pneumonic portions of both lungs were
filled with granular nuclei. No parasitic vegetation was detected in any position."

Treatment.—Li regard to the remedial treatment of this disease, it is proper to stat€ that

we are entirely unskilled in the vetermary art. All that we can properly say upon this

important branch of the subject must, therefore, be derived from other sources, and we have
endeavored to select from the best of these we could find, especially those emanating from
jjersons who have had the most extensive opportunities of observing and the longest expe-

rience in treating the disease. The ignorant demand specifics, and attach but secondary

importance to measures of prevention. They seem to lose sight of the old proverb, "an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," and to be incapable of appreciating the

importance of hygienic measures, without regard to which medical treatment is so often

imavailing.

Mr. Dunn, of Edinburgh, in his excellent treatise upon this disease, observes very appro-

priately :
'

' The practitioner is often asked, not only by uneducated persons, but by persons

who ought to know better, whether any specific has been discovered for the cure of pleuro-

pneumonia. But can anything be more preposterous than such a question ? How or where
can we discover a*sovereign and never-failing remedy for a disease which exhibits such
diversity of form, and which attacks such \'ital organs as the lungs? But although faith

in all nostrums, specifics, and antidotes must give way before the test of experience, yet the

non-existence of a never-failing remedy for pleuro-pneumonia should not be a cause of dis-

appointment or regret, but ought rather to call forth energies and talents in the application

of known and successful remedies.
'

'

"If the animal attacked be in good condition, and fit for the butcher, we would, generally

speaking, recommend the owner to dispose of it immediately, rather than encounter the

chance of losing it altogether ; for although the animal does eventually recover, it will be so

reduced in condition, and so long a time Avill, in most instances, elapse before it again begins

to thrive, accumulate fat, or give milk, that it is frequently more i^rofitable to get rid of it

at once."

For the treatment of the disease, we recommend those who have the opportunity to avail

themselves of the advice of a veterinarian of established reputation :

'

' Let him be a man of

good common sense, and if he has had sufficient experience in the treatment of cattle, he
cannot fail to render important service in one way or another. We are sorry to say that,

although many zealous and skilful practitioners are to be foimd in some of our cities, there

is not that api^reciation of the veterinaiy art which it certainly deserves, considering the

great interests involved in domestic animals, and the diseases and accidents to which these

are liable. Little, if any, advantage can be derived from any medical treatment until the

cattle are placed under the most favorable conditions to promote their recuperative energies.

To the favorable influences exerted through these must be attributed most of the cures

claimed for the host of nostrums put forth as infallible remedies. The sick animal should

be separated from others with which it may have been placed, and kept clean, cool, quiet,

and comfortable, \rith plenty of pure air to breathe.
'

' In regard to medical treatment, much discrimuiation is necessary on the part of the

veterinarian, as the disease is so apt to run into that t}-phus form, the danger from which
will be increased by means calculated to diminish the strength of the system. The treat-

ment must conform to the stages of the disease and a careful observation of the symptoms,
always bearing in mind that its most strilciug peculiarity is the tendency to assume a sub-

acute and typhus form, which renders it far more formidal>le than ordinary inflammatory

diseases of the lungs, and also the insidious manner in which the disease often progi'esses for

a considerable time before the decided symptoms manifest themselves.
'

'

Mr. Dunn is opposed to the general administration of active purgatives. Where the

stomach and intestines seem full, and the dung hard and caked, purgatives he thinks indis-
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pensable. But they must be used with caution, as the bowels are generally easily moved,

and diarrhoea, if once set up, is very difficult to subdue, often pro\'ing fatal.

Sedative medicines are in great repute among veterinaiians ; among these are opium and

laudanum, digitalis, extract of belladonna, and aconite. Febrifuge and tonic medicines are

also employed, such as antimonial powders and the black oxyd of antimony, tartar emetic

and keimes mineral, glauber and epsom salts, common salt, nitrate of potash, hydriodate

of potash, sulphm', aloes, &c.

Mr. Dunn recormnends tartarized antimony to be given, in the fii-st or inflammatory stage,

in doses of four chachms, repeated fom- times a day, dissolved in about half a pint or pint of

cold water, given some time after the animal has been eating. He states that he has seen

an ounce administered to a cow morning and eveniag without perceptible inconvenience.

But we think much smaller quantities than even the half of four-drachm doses would be

advisable. Yv^hen the tartarized antimony is given in repeated doses, mixed with about four

drachms of nitrate of potash, (saltpeter,) it generally operates advantageously as a diuretic,

and, after two or three days, diminishes the fever. It does not appear to reduce, but rather

to improve the appetite.

When tartar emetic fails to produce a good effect, Mr. Dunn resorts to the use of calomel

and opium, administered in gruel, in doses of one scruple of each, given three times a day.

The calomel must not be conttuued longer than two or three days. Where prostration of

strength indicates the necessity of tonics, 'Mi. Dunn recommends the carbonate of ammonia,
from two to three drachms, with one drachm of camphor, twice a day.

In the latter stages, when the pulse is reduced sufficiently, he thiiiks the best tonic is the

sulphate of iron, (or green -s-itriol,) given in four-drachm doses, twice a day, dissolved in

water. The successful use of green vitriol in such cases has been very great under his obser-

vation, and this is corroborated by the recommendation of late French authorities. Its con-

tinued use in large doses is apt to give the secretions a most intolerable odor, the feces

becoming quite black, doubtless occasioned by the action of the iron upon the astringent

principles in the food found in the stomach and intestines. To prevent excoriation of the

mouth and throat, sometimes occasioned by the administration of tonics and stimulants, it

is advisable to mix these with tepid gruel, bran tea, flaxseed tea, or some other mucillaginous

preparation. Good sound ale, with the addition of some ounces of ginger, has been recom-

mended as an excellent stimulant in cases of debility. The following prescription may also

be occasionally resorted to with great advantage, either alone or in conjunction v*ith other

mediciaes : One pound of molasses, two drachms of sulphur, and two drachms of saltpeter.

If mixed with gruel, most animals will take this readily, without the necessity of forcing it

down. While in a convalescent state, and beginning to recover their appetite, some patients

will suddenly look worse, become dull, and again refuse their food. "One is apt," says Mr.
Dunn, " to be perplexed with such cases. There is no inflammation or fever to warrant the

abstraction of blood ; the evacuations appear natural, and yet there is something wrong with

the animal. The treatment to be adopted is to give general stimulants, and also large doses

of ginger, in order to stimulate the stoma-ch and cause it to resume its impaired function."

When serious effusions have taken place to much extent, ]\Ir. Dunn thinks officinal remedies

will be of little efficacy, except iodine, in the form of iodide of potassium ; of this two or

three drachms may be given, dissolved in water gruel, twice a day. Iodine being a costly

medicine, he recommends, as a substitute, a mixture of rosin, saltpeter, and ginger, one
ounce of each. Tar-balls, given two or three times a day, have been highly recommended,
as also tar-oil in teaspoon doses.

Caution in regard to feeding the convalescent. —It is necessary to be veiy careful in feeding ani-

mals when recovering from pleuro-pneumonia, and to limit their food. If allowed the same
amount as those in health they may devour more than theu' debilitated stomachs can digest.

Gas \vl11 consequently be evolved, so as to puff them up and cause them to be hoven, which.

as a sequel to plem-o-pneumonia, may be regarded as almost always fatal. Other precau-

tions must be taken to prevent relapses, such as care against exposure to drafts and sudden
changes in the weather.

As a genera,l rule, when the sick animals are inclined to eat anything, the diet should be

spare and light, consisting of gruel and mashes, with a small allowance of some tender

green food. In some cases a cow that will not eat will drink cold water eagerly, and of

this she should be allowed as much as she wants.

In a recent munber of the Journal d'Agric^dture Pratique, published in Paris the 20th

of June, 1860, there is an interesting notice of the good results apparently derived from the

employment of the sulphate of iron in plem-o-pneumonia, both as a remedy and, more
especially, as a preventive. The communication is made by E. Demesmay, a farmer in the

Department du Xord, who keeps a herd of 87 cows, several of which had been affected

before he commenced the use of sulphate of iron, about If drachms of which, A\ith a few

ounces of common salt, were dissolved and administered once a day to each animal with the

ordinary mess. No case occurred in his stables dming two months after adopting this treat-
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ment. Mr. Dunn tliinks that bleeding, in this disease, is only justifiable when cautiously

used during the stage of active inflammation. Even sedative medicines must not be pushed
too far, or any depleting measures whatever. He relies mostly on tonics and stitmilants.

There arc high authorities who discard bleeding altogether.

The observations of Mr. Barlow, of Edinburgh, relative to the treatment of pleurisy and
pneumonia in cattle, and more especially of the practice of blood-letting, are so highly
interesting that we cannot refrain from giving them in his own words :

" Pleurisy and pneiunonia are not," he says, "always to be treated by bleeding and open-
ing medicines ; but in many cases the congestive stage has passed and exudation has com-
menced before disease is detected, and in others the acute symptoms were never sufficiently

obvious. Indeed, it is often remarked by experienced and observant practitioners that u-^

rardy see. such a thing now' as the acute pneumonia and ])leuritic affectio7is offarmer days. They say,

too, and we can vouch for the truth of the statement, that pleurisy and pneumonia are not
to be cured by that copious and repeated bleeding which formed an orthodox and apparently
successful practice even less than twenty years ago. Time was when these diseases were
developed in all their acuteness in a few hours, generally in less than a day. The pulse was
tense, full, resisting ; the urgent symptoms, in fact, made their appearance before time was
allowed for much exudation. Now, this fact had, and still possesses, a most important bearing

©n medical treatment. A copious blood-letting reUeved the distended blood-vessels, which,
though turgid, were not weakened, and the result was that cases thus early attended to

made a speedy recovery. But nowadays the symptoms of pleurisy and pneumonia are less

intense ; they seem to come on insidiously and quietly, and we often find that copious

exudation has occurred before disease is detected. Exudation into the lungs and chest is

always productive of much weakness ; and if we treat diseases of this character in the same
way as we managed more acute cases some twenty years ago, the life of our patient is endan-
gered or sacrificed. An illustration of this truth is seen in the prevailing pleuro-jmeumonia among
cattle. We have all been foiled in treating this disease ^vith anything like uniform success,

and, as an act of mutual justice between our employers and ourselves, we often recommend
the affected animals to be at once disposed of. Now, many such cattle, supposed to be only

a few hours or a day imwell, have been destroyed under my own eye, and I have ahno^
always found disease bearing every evidence of many days' duration. So, then, we very
frequently find, when inflammatory diseases of the lungs come under our care, that we have
not only inflammation to combat, but we must also contend against extensive exudation,

which has destroyed the pulmonary structures. How are we to treat these cases in horses

and cattle ? I fear there are some who will say ' Bleed them.' Allow me to tell such that

when pleuro-pneunionia first appeared in England, about twelve years ago, it was my fortune

to see some of the earliest cases. I bled theni copioudy and they died. Still, I sincerely believed

in the efficacy of bleeding, and recommended ovv-ners of cattle to keep a keener eye upon
their stock, so that eai-ly and copious bleeding might be employed on the merest suspicion

of illness.

" Many of these men were watchful and intelligent, and I am confident that they detected

cases of disease as soon as it was possible ; they bled them faithfully, and often repeated the

bleedings in cases which were most severe. I look hack upon this practice with intense dissaiisfac-

tion, for I can charge my recollection with little eUe than a succession of deatJis. I do not think the

recoveries amounted to one out of ten affected. Almost every other plan of treatment has been subse-

quently tried, and I am bound to say that, with me, every other plan has succeeded better than bleeding.

I can also assert, from comparative observation of no small amount which I have carried on
in Scotland and England, that those practitioners who bleed most in ordinary cases of pul-

monary inflammations among horses, do certainly meet with the greatest number of deatlis."

This must be regarded as strong evidence, coming as it does from such an intelligent and
experienced veterinarian, who has had such ample opportunities, during at least twelve years,

of making himself acquainted -with the nature and proper treatment of pleuro-pneumonia
The lands of food upon which neat cattle are kept, as well as the modes of preparation,

exercise an active influence in protecting them from the disease, when prevalent, or in pro-

disposing them to it.

An interesting communication from M. Hamoir, illustrating this subject, is published in

the number for June, 1860, of the French Journal of Practiail Agriculture. "The pleuro-

pneumonia," M. Hamoir observes, " tliat cruel cpi/xiotic, which has already caused such

injury to our agricultural interests, has again invaded our stables. "WTiy it came there, and.

how its further visits are to be prevented, are points which I think can be now detonnined.

"

"A similar visitation of this disease presented itself in 1858, following an abimdant crop

of sugar beets of very bad quality for the production of sugar, difficult to keep, and afford-

ing a pulp of inferior quality. The same circumstances attended upon the too celebrated

malady called the sugar beet disease, which formerly occurred in 1853."

"May wc not conclusle from this that when our beets are of inferior quality for the pro-

duction of sugar, they may contain, in the absence of saccharine matter, pernicious princi-
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pies, liable to be converted into residues calculated to injure the health of cattle and subject

them to invasions of pleuro-pneumonia ?'
' "This remark has been made by our intelligent

and skilful veterinarian, M. Huart. In his extensive obsers'ations of the numerous animals

he has had occasion to treat, seeking with the closest scrutiny the causes predisposing to

this terrible plague, from which -vvc sustain such immense losses, he has not been able to fix

upon any other than the bad quality of the pulp and the irritating principles it contains in

unusual proportions, after an abundant crop poor in quality.
'

'

M. Hamoir had been in the practice of feeding the pulp of the sugar beet, after extracting

the sugar, to his beef cattle. This was mixed with cut straw and hay, put into a heap and
fciTuented. But instead of allowing the feed to ferment, he afterwards subject^ it to the

cooking influence of steam at 133^, (Centigrade.) by which means he supposes the obnoxious

principles in the beet were driven off, through distillation or evaporation, and the food thus

rendered healthy to the stock, being infinitely more readily digested and assimilated than
the fermented food. The results following this change in the mode of preparing food for

his cattle justified him in his conclusions that cattle fed with the fermented beet pulp were

liable to be attacked with plem-o-pneumonia, v>-hile those kept on steam-cooked beet pulp

escaped.

In October, 1856, he says all his oxen kept on fermented pulp mixed with cut straw and
hay were attacked with disease, four of them seriously, of which two were butchered. The
disease extended no further.

In 1858-'59 there was a terrible visitation, and 1860, after the date of his communica-
tion, proved another very bad season. The plague, he says, after having gone the rounds

of his neighborhood and ravaged the stables of the commune, leaving in one stable only

two aUve, in another only one, came to his own, where it seized only upon the oxeu fed

upon the fermented pulp.

"Five animals," he says, "were placed in the infirmary, and these were treated energet-

ically by M. Huart, by bleeding and the administration of a kermetized dose, accompanied,

dm-ing several days, with a drachm and a half of tartar emetic, mucillaginous drinks, and
common salt. After three days' treatment one of the animals grew so ill that it was con-

signed to the butcher ; the others recovered.
"

' The animals in the stable where the disease

appeared were now i)ut upon cooked food, v/hen they gradually grew better, so that in about
a month the disease seemed to have disappeared. He now returned to feeding with fer-

mented food, supposing that the return of spring and out-door work would restore their

health ; but the disease returned with renev/ed violence, and eight oxen were taken to the

infirmary. Xone had died up to the time of wiiting, and, as he had returned to cooked
food, the health of the stock had materially improved. The cattle were in the fields, and it

was expected the sickness would thus be brought to an end.

It should be mentioned that M. Hamou- thought that working cattle required food not

ao readily digested as cattle kept quiet to fatten for beef. With this viev%^ he supposed the

fermented food better adapted to his oxen. It w^as among these alone that pleuro-pneumo-
nia prevailed. To those persons who have not the pulp of the sugar beet to feed to their

fstock M. Hamoir recommends the substitution of beets or other roots, chopped up, which
have their nomishhig qualities greatly mcreased by cooking. This is particularly the case

with the sugar beet, which, in its raw state, cannot be made use of imless with great caution,

as it often produces intestinal irritation and diarrhcea. With milch cows it often decreases

the quantity of milk and affords butter of inferior quality. On the contrary, when cooked,

it is adapted to all kinds of cattle, and especially to milch cows, in which it increases the

quantity of millc, affording butter of an excellent quality, particularly when mixed with

a small portion of carrots.

This statement of M. Hamoir is interesting in several points of \iew, showing, as it does,

the frequent occmTcnce, during many years, of pleuro-pneumonia in the part of France where
his cattle were kept, and the immense losses sustained by stock-o\\Tiers from the disease up
to the latest dates. It shows the danger to which cattle are exposed, especially when
epidemic poisons may be floating in the air of the neighborhood, by keeping these on an
impoverished cUet, or upon food in a sour or other indigestible condition. Annuals may
bear these inconveniences without exhibiting any marked ill effects during healthy periods,

but the unwholesome influences manifest themselves whenever an epizootic arrives. We
have seen instances in our own conntry where disease in milch cows has been ascribed to

feeding with grains from lager beer breweries, when those fed on the grains from ale and
jxirter brew^eries remained well. There may be a difference between the two Idnds of

breweiy grains, making one superior to the other ; but at the same time it is certain that

the condition in which the cattle were kept was essentially different in many other respects.

Sour swill may be regarded as on a par with sour sugar beet pulp.
Prevention.—All prevention is founded upon the removal of animals from the unfavorable

circumstances through which disease is engendered or promoted, or the correction of the

conditions connected with their keeping. All curative means must be more or less inefii-
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cient, so long as the animals remain exposed to tlie influences Tvhicli produced the disease.

A sickly stable or cow-house, in which an infectious disease has prevailed, may continue for

months, and, perhaps, years, to communicate disease to stock introduced into it. But a
sickly stable or cow-house, which has not had a strictly infectious disease in it, may be ren-

dered healthy for stock immediately by the adoption of measures calculated to place the

animals under favorable conditions as to cleanliness and ventilation. A stock of cattle has
been kept in a healthy condition in an old cow-house, with its open crannies and other acci-

dental facilities for affording change of air to the breathing cattle. The owner has, in time,

become able to build a more costly barn, and, ignorant of the importance of securing proper
ventilation, had it made so tight and comfortable, as he supposed, as not only to protect his

stock from the weather, but keep out the fresh air, and compel them to breathe over and
over again the air which has become vitiated by frequently passing through their lungs

—

air in which reptiles may exist, but which no warm-blooded animals can inhale with im-
punity. Sometimes the cases may be reversed, and a sickly old stable pulled down, or so

judiciously altered as to secure the perfect health of the animals.

Particular attention must be paid to the comfortable drainage of all places where cattle

are kept, and the daily removal of the droppings and litter to a considerable distance out-

side of the cattle houses.* The keeping of pigs in the immediate vicinity of cattle should
be avoided.

Stock should not only be kept clean and comfortable, but have plenty of room, for

nothing is more injurious in its effects upon the health of stock than over-crowding, either

in houses or enclosures, surrounded by board fences or walls. Protection from inclement
weather is necessary, but this must never be attained at the expense of keeping out a free

supply of fresh air. Drafts of cold air coming immediately upon animals predisposes them
to inflammatory diseases. Hence the ventilation must be effected so as to prevent this

source of danger. As a certain degree of warmth promotes the taking on of fat and in-

creases the flow of milk, many cattle are sacrificed to the attempt to carry out these objects.

In trying to shut out the cold air, the confined and vitiated air is kept in, and this leads tx3

debility, vitiation of the blood, and predisposes to all kinds of dangerous diseases. Warmth
attained without ample ventilation is at the exposure of health.

In feeding, care should be taken not to use the same vessels for the well as for the sick.

Places where diseased animals have been kept should be not only thrown open freely to the

air, but thoroughly cleansed out, and disinfected by washes of quick lime, chloride of lime,

&c. , sprinkled and thrown upon the floor, sides, and floor above.

"One of the most useful and efficient disinfecting agents with which we are acquainted,"

observes Mr. Dunn, "is probably sulphurous acid. Although the substance has been
generally disregarded, its high claims as a disinfectant have, in his prelections, been urged

by Dr. George Wilson, Lecturer on chemistry, Edinburgh. Sulphurous acid is used in bleach-

ing. It is employed in the patent process of paper-making, for arresting the smell resulting

from the putrefaction of size, (gelatine or glue.) It is also used m the Manchester dye-works

for destroying the intolerable odor arising from the decomposing cochineal, an odor which
no other known substance can so effectually remove. Since it thus acts as a bleaching agent,

is so efficient in destroying offensive effluvia and in arresting putrefaction, it is likely to

I)rove possessed of the power of neutralizing miasmata emanating from the bodies of animals

affected with pleuro-pneumonia or other contagious diseases. Sulphurous acid is obtained

by the burning of sulphur, or by decomposing oil of ^dtriol by heating it with charcoal.

Without trusting entirely to the gas evolved, the walls of the building may be washed with
a weak solution of the acid m water.

'

'

Should that new principle discovered in the atmosphere by Schonbein, and called by him
ozone, have anything to do in the production of the epizootic constitution of the air, it is

capable of being destroyed by sulphurous acid gas. It has been found to exist in the

ah in variable quantities, and is said to produce bronchial irritation.

It has been found that the cattle-herds which have escaped the disease are those where
the owners seldom changed their cattle, which were principally raised on the farm, or pur-

chased carefully from herds well known to be healthy. Strange cattle purchased in the

market have often been the means of introducing disease in herds, especially when these

have been kept under unfavorable circumstances as to cleanliness and imperfect ventilation.

Cattle, after a long journey, are very liable to be attacked with disease from a short con-

finement, especially where the conditions arc unfavorable.

Persons keeping herds cannot be too careful to guard against introducing into them
unknown cattle. The proprietors of diseased herds, upon findmg any of their stock diseased,

fearful of individual loss, and regardless of what is due to others, send it to the public

* In their efforts to preserve the manure from loss from external exposure to the rain, the owners of stock

often leave it to vitiate the air breathed by confined cattle, thus often economizing manure at the sacrifice

of their stock.
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market to be disposed of, often under instructions to conceal the o^mer's name or residence,

Hence no cattle should be purchased to introduce into healthy herds, unless it is positively

knovm that they come from healthy stocks. In the absence of summary laws for the

destruction or isolation of diseased herds, this is the only safeguard.

Inoculation.—This, as generally recommended, to secure immunity from the disease, seems

to consist in the introduction into the circulation of serum or matter squeezed from a diseased

lung. An irritation or inflammation with febrile action ensues, often terminuting in

death, like that produced from morbid matter, with which persons are sometimes in-

oculated accidentally, whilst engaged in skinning or dissecting dead subjects. So far as

Ave have read reports of the practice, the results have been anything but favorable. As the

matter is generally inserted mto the tail, this very often becomes violently inflamed, mdfti-

fies, and falls off.

This practice was introduced extensively by Dr. Willems into Belgium in 1850, and from
the first reports made very advantageous results were anticipated. But, after several years'

observation, and the investigations of a commission recently appointed by tlie Belgian

government, inoculation is condemned. The same sentence has been confirmed by other

commissions appointed for a similar purpose in almost all the governments of Europe.

Destruction of cattle to j^event the qoreading of their diseases.—This is an old remedy still

frequently resorted to in Eastern Europe, and, as we have seen, lately adopted in Massa-

chusetts. The desperate alternative can only be justified by the most direct proof that the

disease is capable of being transmitted from animal to animal, under all circumstances,

through contagion alone, and Avhere the number of the infected is limited within narrow
bounds. When a disease is clearly epizootic, or capable of being developed through atmo-
spheric agencies, it is evident that all attempts to suppress it by slaughter must prove

abortive.

Changes affected by the disease on the milk and flesh.—^The question is often asked whether it is

safe to use as food the milk and meat of animals affected with pleuro-pneumonia. To this

it may be replied that in Europe whenever an animal showing symptoms of the disease is

in a sufficiently good condition to make beef, it is slaughtered as quickly as possible for this

purpose, and no public prevention is opposed. Not long since the Highland and Agricul-

tural Society of Scotland awarded a gold medal to Mr. Finley Dunn, jr., of Edinburgh, for

a treatise on pleuro-pneumonia, in which he says upon this subject:
• • ^luch difference of opinion exists concerning the propriety of using the flesh or milk

of animals affected with pleuro-pneumonia. In the first stages of the disease, and before

the inflammatory disease has run its course, we are of opinion that the meat is perfectly

sound and well tasted, and will afford as much safe nutriment as it would have done previous

to the attack of the disease. But when the malady assumes the typhus form, a change has
taken place in the animal solids, the secretions are vitiated, the fat, the cellular tissues,

and the meat itself, are discolored, shoAving that they cannot now be safely used as articles

of human food."
" In the cases that have come under our observation/' continues Mr. Dunn, "no change

took place in the quality of the milk. As the disease progresses the secretion diminishes,

and is soon altogether dried up ; but to the last its color, taste, and odor remain unchanged,
except in some instances in which it became thicker and of a more buttery character. If,

however, in the latter stages of the disease, milk still continues to be yielded, it certainly

should not be used as an article of human food, for the same reasons as above adduced mth
reference to the flesh of the animals.

The Council of Health at Paris, in a report to the Prefect of the Seine, makes the follow-

ing statement in regard to the innocuousness of the miU^ from cows affected by another
disorder, namely, the vesicular ei^izootic :

' • Tlie milk of diseased cows, considered with regard to its affect on the health of human
beings, does not appear to be productive of the slightest inconvenience; and all examinations
of it, whether chemical or microscopical, have not been able to trace any characteristics that

might lead to the fear that its effects would be pernicious."

—

{Eecueil de Me. Veterinaiaira,

March, 1845.)

Vv'e have heard it stated that pigs to which the milk of cov/s diseased with pleuro-pneu-

monia had been given were affected with a cough. In such cases the milk probably came
from animals far advanced in the tj'phus stage. Of course we cannot recommend the use

of milk from diseased cows, and only cite authorities to show that the serious apprehensions
generally maintained in regard to it are not well founded. It happily occurs that when
cows become seriously affected, the secretion of milk generally ceases, or is very small in

quantity. Hence the supply of milk from diseased cows must necessarily be very limited.

We wish we could say as much for the limitation of the supply of meat.
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PIEURO-PNEUMONIA.

BY DR. J. B. CRAIG, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Within the last two years the cattle of this country have been visited by a disease which,
although not as yet sufficiently wide-spread nor prolonged in duration to deserve the name
of^ murrain, yet has very justly been, and to some extent still is, a cause of general anxiety.

This anxiety arises in a great measure from a belief in its identity with an epizootic which
in other parts of the world has proved very mischievous, having in some cases swept away
in a short time large numbers of cattle, and having almost always lingered obstinately where
it has once shown itself, and broken out, from time to time, in fiercely destructive ravages.

To place, therefore, the short history of the disease in this country in its true light, and
to invest it with its appropriate interest, requires an account of its liistory and character as

known elsewhere.

The term Pneumonia, signifying an inflammation of the lungs, is familiar enough to tbe
medical, and even to the non-medical world ; since, in cold and temperate climates, such an
inflammation is one of the most frequent methods by which death overtakes the human
species ; and when, as is not uncommonly the case, the inflammation involves the pleura or

investing membrane of the lungs as well as the lungs themselves, it is called a Pleuro-

pneumonia, or by some a Peri-Pneumonia, the pneumonia being looked upon as the main
disease, and the pleurisy as a complication of it.

Both the pneumonia and pleurisy, as they occur either in man or in the lower animals, arc

ordinary inflammations, dependent generally on the influences of climate and on the effects of

imprudent exposure for their production, and not liable to become at any time more than com-
monly prevalent without some sufficient cause, such as an increased severity of the weather,

being apparent, and not, as far as can be seen, in any degree contagious or infections.

Beside, however, the simple inflammations to which the organs of warm-blooded animals
are at times liable, there are others of a peculiar character, which are propagated from one
suferer to another, or which, from unseen causes, attack large numbers at the same time.

'Inflammation on a surface—either the skin or a mucous membrane—is sometimes found to

have the power of propagating itself, by a sort of transplantation, to similar surfaces in others,

the mode in which this is effected being by a conveyance of certain products of morbid action

from the diseased to the healthy part. Such inflammations, of which glanders in the horse

is an example, are said to have a specific character, and to propagate themselves by coiilagion.

It might be within the bounds of possibility that such contagion should be produced by
volatile emanations from a diseased surface, as by the breath from a diseased lung, or by the

vapor from the skin in certain skin diseases ; but as far as our knowledge goes, local inflam-

mations are not so propagated, but always by means of non-volatile secretions.

We have, again, diseases which affect primarily the whole system, but which ]3roduce in

their course inflammation of some particular organ, an inflammation which is generally so

well marked and so constantly present, as to give to the disease one of its most readily dis-

tinguishable characters. Thus scarlet fever is accompanied by inflammation of the throat,

mcELsles by a catarrhal irritation approaching to an inflammation, small-pox by a pustule

inflammation of the skin, typhoid fever by inflammation of certain glands in the bowels

;

each disease attacking by preference some particular organ, while at the same time it causes

more or less febrile disturbance of the whole system.

These maladies, which are thus both general and local in their manifestations, possess in

common the following characteristics :

They are more or less infectious, infection being a mode of communication which is

effected by means of the emanations from a sick person, and which does not depend upon
actual contact ; their duration is pretty uniform for each disease, and is not much influenced

by the treatment. When they prove fatal they do so in most cases as a consequence of tlie

inflammations which occur during their course, and when the patient recovers from them ho

is seldom liable to a second attack.

TTie explanation or theory which is commonly given of these diseases is, that they are

caused by specific ]X)isons, which, being received into the blood, produce in it certain changes

or chemical alterations in much the same way that yeast does in substances which are capable

of fei-mentation. Such a change, or the peculiar virus which is produced during the change,

acts on the system at large as a cause of febrile disturbance, but also concentrates its effects,

as it were, upon some one organ, throwing it into a state of inflammation. .When the

malady has run its course the alteration which it has effected in the, blood remains more or

less permanent, so that the set of changes which constitute the disease cannot be readily

gone over again at any future time.
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The local inflammation which accompanies one of these diseases L"? commonly only one,

s^though a well-marked symptom ; but we find in the human subject at least one malady
belonging, apparently, to this class, in which the local inflammation is the only well-marked

feature of the complaint ; and it would be no contradiction of rational analogy to find in

the lower animals infectious and constitutional diseases of which the only very apparent

characteristic should be an attendant local inflammation attacking some very important

organ and proving a source of much danger.

Inflammations thus arising are apt to present some peculiarities of character, and are often

of considerable virulence.

It is not here asserted that epizootic pleuro-pneumonia belongs to the class of diseases last

mentioned, but that it does so is held by some of the most eminent authorities.

As it is only of late years that the progress and the pathological phenomena of the diseases

of domestic animals have been at all accurately observed, we can by no means carry their

history as far back as we can in the case of those of the human race.

Pre\'iously to the present century the only well-recognized epizootics that are known to

have prevailed extensively among horned cattle in Europe were the Eczema Epizootica, or

"mouth and foot disease," a complaint well known in England since the year 1839, and
the terrible Rinderpest or Steppe-murrain.

This last-named disease, which is described as being of the nature of a highly infectious

typhus fever, terminating in dysentary, is said to be indigenous to the Steppes of Tartary

and Siberia, from whence it has descended, from time to time, upon Russia, Germany and
other Em'opean countries.

It has been estimated that during the eighteenth century the Rinderpest destroyed, in

Europe, as many as two hundred millions of cattle. ,

A few years since the Rinderpest caused much alarm by again advancing against Western
Europe, but the stringent regulations which had been established in regard to the contagious

diseases among domestic animals, seem to have checked it before it had reached further

than to the neighborhood of Berlin, and the commission which was sent out in 1857 by the

agricultural societies of Great Britain to inquire into the character of the disease, and the

probability of its reaching England, reported that they had to go as far Eastward as Gulicia

to find cases of it, and that the veterinary cordons of Gennany and Holland would, in all

likelihood, prevent its reaching the shores of the Atlantic.

The primitive seat of the epizootic pleuro-pneumonia was, as far as is known, Switzerland

and the neighboring Alpine countries, whence, by the movements of cattle consequent upon
the wars of the French revolution, it was carried into other parts of Europe. Wherever it

has once penetrated it has most generally remained, especially where the locality is damp
and marshy, where the cattle are kept in crowded and ill-ventilated stables, and, as in Hol-
land, fed in their stalls and not allowed to graze.

One of the most eminent, perhaps the most eminent, of English writers on the subject

speaks as follows of two places in which the disease has been very prevalent, and each of

which has a certain historical fame in connexion with it.

In gi-ving an account of his observations in that part of Holland from which pleuro-pnen-

monia seems to have been recently carried to Massachusetts, he says :
" By a statistical

return from forty-three villages in North Holland and Friesland it is shown that only eight

of them have been comparatively free from pleuro-pneumonia, and in these but very few
cattle are kept. In the villages where the disease has prevailed, about a fifth part only of

the cattle-owners have escaped upon the whole, but in many every proprietor has had his

herd affected. In the first quarter of the present year the official returns show a total loss

of 3,655 head of cattle, of which 1,502 died, and 2,153 were killed by order of the authori-

ties, wliich gives an average loss of about 281 per week."
'

' We are not surprised at the great extent of these losses, judging from what we saw of

the secondaiy causes of epizootics in operation ui the vicinity of Rotterdam. The cattle are

often crowded iato houses so thickly that to pass between them is almost an impossibility,

while the form and size of the building will frequently allow of a passage only to be mad«
by a person along its centre, where the heads of the animals nearly meet over the feeding

troughs, the height being insufficient to stand upright in. No windows exist in many of

these sheds, nor any other outlet for light and air except the door. The heat is almost

suffocating, and the stench abominable. In such unwholesome and pent breeding places ai?

these, the cattle, often to the extent of forty or fifty in a shed, are kept, for weeks together,

to be fattened for the market, by being fed chiefly on the wash and grains which come from
the distilleries."— (Z/ond Vet. for 1858, p. 152.)

Again, in speaking of a visit to Hauelt, in Belgium, where he went in 1852 to examine
into the practice of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia, he states :

" The town, which is the
capital of the province of Limbourg, is situated on the confines of the great marshy district

of Holland. The land aroimd it is remarkably flat, and on one side only is under the

plough, being on the other divided by ditches into meadow and parterre grounds. During
the last sixteen years it is said never to have been free from pleuro-pneumonia, and in this
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time hundreds of animals have died within it. It is a place full of distilleries, and contains

from 1,400 to 1,500 cattle in the summer, and upwards of 2,000 in the winter ; the animals
being fed on the refuse grains, &c., and when fat sent to the markets. From the situation,

want of drainage, and accumulation of the filth of the to^vn itself, added to the system of

feeding the cattle, the kinds of food, neglect of ventilation of the sheds, and removal of the
dung, &c. , Hauelt may he considered as the very centre and focus of a disease like pleuro-

pneumonia. The cattle, also, of the farmers in the neighborhood are in general very poor
iind badly provided for, and the sheds they inhabit dirty in the extreme ; thus, secondary
causes as predisposing to the disease are in full operation, both within and without the
tOTVTl.

'

'

Such are the places in which pleuro-pneumomia maintains itself most persistently and
commits the most constant ravages, carrying away, year after year, a considerable percentage
of the cattle. The non-existence" of such predisposing causes as those above mentioned does
not, however, protect against it, nor prevent a very great mortality from it. Thus, at the
Cape of Good Hope, where the cattle graze freely over a vast open country, the disease, for

some years after its first introduction, was more destructive even than it seems ever to have
been in Holland and Belgium, showhig, apparently, that free intercommunication between
herds may operate as powerfully in spreading its ravages as any causes which deteriorate the
general health of the animals exposed to it can do.

It has not been shown, however, that in a country where predisposing causes are not in

operation, the disease would maintain itself permanently, imless by the importation, from
time to time, of fresh cases.

It has been remarked by good authority that '
' the true pathology of pleuro-pneumonia

is one of the vexed questions of science,'' and, as far as any complete and detailed account of it

is concerned, this is still true.

The most striking characteristic in the condition of the diseased organs is expressed by
the name " exudative pleuro-pneumonia," under which it is sometimes spoken of.

There is copious exudation, both liquid and fibrinous, in the lungs and pleura, the sur-

faces of the pleura being covered with thick layers of coagulated lymph, its two sides often

adherent together, or its cavity filled with serum and crossed perhaps by fibrinous bands.

Under the pleura the tissue which connects it with the lung is found remarkably thick-

ened, and the lungs themselves are crossed in all directions by strong fibrous bands, which
tie down the air passages and cells.

Where the lung is not compressed by the effusion in the pleural cavity, its intervenicular

tissue is often filled with serum, and the air cells themselves are obliterated, not, it is said,

so much by deposit of granular matter in them, as is the case in ordinary pneumonia, as by
the compression together and thickening of their walls. Tlie air passages are sometimes
blocked up by fibrinous casts, but do not otherwise exhibit many marks of disease.

The animal very commonly dies from the choldng up and compression of the lungs, but
where it survives the attack it would seem that another set of changes may be put in opera-

tion tending to the removal of the effects of the disease.

The fibrous bands which intersect the lungs blend together in part into a continuous sac,

in which a portion of the altered lung is enclosed. This remnant of lirng, cut off from the

rest of the body, undergoes suppuration and gradually dissolves into purulent matter. The
sac has then become a true abscess, which, in its earlier stages, differed from the abscess

found sometimes in common pneumonia, by containing for a time a piece of limg floating

in the pus. Tliis time finally breaks down entirely, and the abscess makes an opening for

itself into a bronchial tube, through which it discharges, and, diminishing in size and losing

its pus-secreting coat, becomes a small cavity lined with mucous membrane.
The above brief and rough outline may serve to give a general idea of the nature of the

organic changes which occur in this disease, but, to convey any exact or minute information

on this subject, it will be necessary to make one or two quotations from the best authorities.

In a Prize Essay by Mr. G. Waters, member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons,

which is published with woodcut illustrations in the Ninth Volimie of the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, we find the following account of an autopsy : "The
disease had reached about its middle stage, and seeing no probability of saving the life of

the animal, we recommended it to be slaughtered. On examining the body, we found the

abdominal viscera quite healthy, and the pericardium and heart in the same state. The left

Bide of the chest was also healthy. Tlie cortal pleura of the right side was coated through-

out its whole extent with thick, tough layers of coagulated l}inph, placed one upon another,

but which could be easily separated from the subjacent pleura. The thickening was greatest

at the anterior and middle part of its cavity. Posteriorly and inferiorly strong and exten-

sive adhesions existed between the lung and the sides of the chest. The cavity of the latter

contamed about a gallon of light sauguinolcnt fluid, in which masses of coagulable lymph,

resembling lumps of fat, were observed.

"The right lung was enormously enlarged, and its pleura exhibited a ragged appearance,
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being covered, like the central pleura, with thick layers of lymph, and presenting here and
there large patches of a hrownish color, which gave it a mottled appearance. Those varia-

tions of color were particularly marked along the lateral portions of the middle and posterior

lohes, and the layers of coagulated lymph were not so easily separated from these as the

other part of the lung. The pleura, when divested of these accidental exudations, pre-

sented in places numerous large and injected vessels.

"On making incisions into various parts of the lung, the pleura was found to he in many
places considerably thickened, the portion covering the upper surfece of the anterior lobe

measuring at its greatest depth nearly three-eighths of an inch ; that corresponding to the

upper borders of the middle and posterior lobes being at least half an inch in thickness.

The latter portion of the pleura, however, became gradually thinner as it approached the

inferior or fiee edge of the lung, where its greatest thicloiess does not exceed one-tenth of

an inch. On removing the external layers of l}Tnph from the thickest part of the plem-a,

the latter retained a considerable thicloiess, arising from the state of the subserous cellular

^tissue, the appearance of which differed from that of the external coagulated l}Tnph, inas-

much as it was firm, and contained cells filled with a gray, semi-gelatinous fluid. The
parenchjTna of the middle lobe of the diseased lung, when cut into, exhibited a surface of

dark red and indurated pulmonary tissue, interspersed with gray points and intersected by
repta of a yellowish-white structure, which contained a great number of cells similar to

those described already in the thickened sul>sei"ous cellular tissue with which the septa com-
municated.

'

'

In giving an accoimt of another case, that of an animal slaughtered at an earlier period

of the disease, Mr. Waters says: " We have represented at letter (c) an indui-ated state of

the pulmonary tissue, of a bright red color, and intercepted by thick septa ; at letter (&)

we have a portion of lung near its apex, presenting almost a natural appearance as regards

its tissue, but an anormal ove as regards its sub-pleural and inter-lobular cellular tissue."

Of another case he remarks: "The surface of the lung exhibited, as in the previous cases,

a thickened state of the sub-pleural cellular tissue ; the parench}Tna of the lung itself was
red and hepatized, and was intersected by septa, resulting apparently from the solidified state

of the inter-lobular cellular tissue."

After having described the hmgs and pleura in several cases, ^Ir. Waters speaks of the

bronchial tubes : "In the descriptions just given, allusion to the state of the mucous mem-
brane of the bronchial tubes is only made at fig. 3, and in that instance it exhibited but
slight traces of the disease. I have, however, had opportunities of examining numerous
animals which had been slaughtered during the first stage of the disorder. In several the

lining membrane of the bronchial tubes presented in many places patches of a reddish or

brownish color without any apparent thickening ; but what appeared to us remarkable was
a firm, whitish substance, resembling coagulated blood deprived of its coloring matter,

which occupied several of the smaller bronchial tubes, to which it was perfectly moulded.
The pulmonary tissue was quite healthy. We may also add that we have met with similar

appearances in lungs still further advanced in the disease."

The following remarks are then made : "I shall next bring forward some general con-

siderations on the morbid appearances described m the foregoing cases:

"The inflammation of the pleura leads to an exudation of fluid ; one part of which settles

to the lower part of the chest in a liquid form, more or less sanguinolent and ropy ; another
adheres to the side of the pleura, and forms layers, to which the term coagulate lymph is

applied ; in some instances those exudations lead to adhesions between contiguous pleura.
'

' The effusion of fluid into the cavity of the chest must interfere with the conditions of the
Imig, especially if the latter be in a healthy state ; in that case it will become compressed ;

but if the lung be inflamed, then the degree of firmness, as well as of volmne which it ac-

quires, enables it to resist the pressure of the fluid, so that the presence of the latter in large

quantities must then lead to the dilatation of the sides of the chest. The cases described

justify the supposition that the pleura is liable to be affected earlier than the lung. Thus, in

the third case, the pleura of the posterior lobe was opaque and thickened as far as its base,

whilst the corresponding parenchjnna of the limg exhibited few, if any, signs of disease ; a
similar state existed on the opposite side, in which the pleura and lungs were both diseased

at the spinal edge of the middle lobe, whilst at its free edge the pleura only was affected.

"The tendency on the part of the pleura to be first affected is not without practical im-
portance. Commencing pleurisy may furnish the first untoward sjnnptoms, and indicate

the propriety of active treatment, to which the disease will at that period, in all probability,

be amenable.
'

' The appearance which the sub-pleural cellular tissue presents in this disease is not with-

out interest. It differs from the layers of coagulated lymph adhering to the outer surface

of the pleura, inasmuch as it U firm, indurated, and more or less beset with cells. In that

respect it closely resembles the inter-lobular cellular tissue, and ought to be considered in

association with the diseased state of the lung ; but that it may be partly the means of
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communicating the inflammation of the pleura to the limg is a consideration not to be over-

looked.
'

' The changes which occur in the parenchyma of the lung in this disease may be consid-

ered in reference to two tissues ; the one, the vesicular or proper tissue of the lung ; the

other, the intervening cellular tissue diffused through it in areolar webs, and separating the

pulmonary tissue into lobules ; hence it may be termed inter-lobular areolar tissue.
'

'

Mr. Waters points out, by reference to the wood-cuts, that this last-mentioned tissue be-

comes greatly thickened in pleuro-pneumonia, and assumes a comparative predominance over

the proper vesicular lung structure, or air cells, and air passages. Of this latter he remarks:
'

' Whatever may be the form of the pulmonary cells and their relative arrangement, it is

quite evident that, in that stage of inflammation called hepatization, those cells become ob-

literated. This obliteration is due, in our opinion, to a change which has taken place in

the walls of those cells which have become thickened, through an addition of organic

matter, in the same manner as the interlobular cellular tissue had become increased in vol-

ume." '"• * * "^' ^" "As the middle lobe of the right and the anterior part of the

pc^terior lobe of the left lung are the parts which the inflammation seems usually to attack

first, it would be advisable, when examining the chest of an animal, to direct our attention to

the middle part of the back in the region cori'esponding to the angles of the ribs.
'

'

Li one of the lectures of Professor Simonds, which is published in the Tenth Volume of the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, passages occur of much interest in this connexion.
" I have already remarked that the vitiated atmosphere does not act as a direct irritant to

the pulmonary tissues or mucous membranes of the air passages—a fact which is proved
by the absence of all the usual symptoms of cattarrh, laryngitis, or bronchitis, as precursors

of pleuro-pneumonia. Besides, if such were the case, both lungs would be equally affected

;

whereas it is well known that the disease is very partial, and that the right lung is princi-

pally involved. The aerial poison, whatever may be its nature, being carried by the or-

dinary process of respiration into the air-cells of the lungs, exerts its baneful influence upon
the blood in its circulation through the capillaries. The blood, thus charged with some-
thing detrimental to its healthy condition, undergoes changes similar to the solids when dis-

eased, and these changes are figured forth in the pulmonary tissues.
'

'

Each organ of the body seems susceptible of being acted upon in a special mamie.r by de-

leterious matters entering into the circulation. Thus the poison of small-pox reacts on the

skin ; that of glanders on the mucous membranes of the nasal cavities ; of rabies on the

nerves ; of eczema on the lips, tongue, and feet, and of pleuro-pneumonia on the lungs.

The amount of the deleterious matter received at each inspiration appears to be insufficient

to interrupt at once the functions of the lungs ; for, Avere this the case, death would speedily

come from asphyxia ; whereas, we have constant proofs that the disease we are considering

is partial in its attack and insidious in its nature, making its way stealthily, being very
often unobserved until it has made great inroads upon the constitution. This character of

the affection is alone sufficient to create a doubt of its being inflammatory ; for inflammation

of the lungs, even at its commencement, is marked by unmistakable indications of ill

health. The absence of the ordinary symptoms of pneumonia, together with the peculiar

changes observed in the lungs, have satisfied me that pleuro-pneumonia is not of an inflam-

matory nature at its outset, and that inflammation is rather the result than the cause of the

disease. It is diflicult to explain the precise change which takes place in the blood from the

operation of the aerial poison ; but it appears to me that the vitality of the fibrin is inter-

fered with, and that it, with the albuminous constituents of the fluid, also altered in quality,

is transuded from the capillary vessels, and finds its way into the areolar tissue of the

lungs, accumulating where this tissue exists in the greatest abundance, namely, in the in-

terlobular spaces." " * * * *
" From this explanation it is evident that I regard pleuro-pneumonia to approach nearer

to a dropsical than to an inflammatory disease. The lungs, if examined at the commencement
of the affection, will show that the morbid action commences here and there in their sub-

stance, and that these patches quickly increase in size so as to run into each other.
'

'
'- ^' ^

"The exudation of the altered liquor sanguineous is not limited to the lungs themselves,

but extends to their inverting membrane, the pleura, thus accounting for the depositions

of semi-fluid fibrine on then exterior, and the existence of serous effusions in the cavity of

the thorax. That these results are not produced by inflammation is clear from the circum-

stance that in innumerable cases no redness of either the pleura covering the lungs or lining

the chest can be detected, both the fibrine and the serum being likewise perfectly colorless.

" Dropsy of the chest may be said now to be associated with dropsy of the lungs. Al-

though inflammation takes no part in the original production of these morbid lesions, still,

as previously remarked, it may arise as a consequence, and this, I believe, is generally the

case with those animals whic^h recover. The blocking up of the air-cells, vessels, &c., pro-

duces death of these structures ; and when this is partial and of little extent, portions of

the lung will ultimately become detached, and be enclosed in sacs fonned by the adhesive
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stage of the snbseqiicnt inflammation. This will also explain how it is that collections of

pus and other morbid products are occasionally met with in our post-mortem examinations

of long-existing cases of pleuro-pneumonia."

The statement of Professor Sinionds, that the morbid changes which characterize pleuro-

pneumonia are to be regarded as dropsical, and not inflammatory in their primary nature,

was probably meant by him to be understood with certain qualifications. The blood Ls

doubtless in a condition which predisposes to exudations of sierum and fibrin, but in order

that such exudations may take place in the pleuras and lungs, and nowhere else, some pecu-

liar fullness of the blood vessels must exist there—a congestion of either an active or passive

kind, and pathological reasons would evidently point to an active excitement, or, in other

words, to an incipient inflammation as the true condition of things.

Tlie course of pleuro-pneumonia may, therefore, be presumed to consist in, first, an
alteration of the blood, then a local excitement of the lungs and pleurse, terminating in

copious effusion, and afterwards a secondary inflammatory action as the result of the

presence of the effused matters.

In a more recent article Professor Sunonds still maintains, however, the non-inflamma-

tory doctrine in regard to pleuro-pneumonia, and says :

'

' We have no hesitation in giving

it as our opinion that the changes which are originally effected in the lung tissue can take

place otherwise than by inflammatory action. " He also states that the morbid changes
commence in the parenchyma of the lungs, and not in the pleurse.— Veteriniarian for 1868,

p. 97.

Professor Gamgee, of the Edinburg Veterinarian College, takes gromid against the non-
inflammatory doctrine of pleuro-pneumonia :

'

' The solidified lymph that plugs the bronchial

tubes, that gluts the interlobular tissues with inflammatory globules and fibro-plastic cells

that the microscope reveals in that lymph, never are found in simple hj^eraemia, or con-

gestion due to lack of tenacity of the capillary vessels, which lack of tenacity, according to

Schmelz, occurs in consequence of the depressing influence of the causes in operation that
act locally on the lungs, as well as generally on the constitution, in lowering the vital

powers of cattle affected with pleuro-pneumonia. I have seen some beautiful preparations

by Hering of the lymph exuded in the bronchial tubes and air vesicles forming perfect casts

of hmg tissue ; and we all know that plastic coagulable lymph is never seen on mucous
surfaces except, and that rarely, in inflammation. There has not been any other specific

process discovered whereby such casts can possibly be found.

As the terms inflammation and inflammatory are not susceptible of perfectly exact defini-

tion, and seem to cover a somewhat different extent of ground in the minds of different

persons, it is not always easy to settle the propriety of their application to a particular case,

even when the facts of the case are agreed upon. This much, however, has been made
e\'ident by the discussions which have been carried on in regard to pleuro-pneumonia, that
the morbid changes are different from those which occur in ordinary inflammation, and that
when it is called an inflammatory affection it must be borne in mind that the inflammation
runs a peculiar course.

Mr. J. Gregson, member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, at present a vete-

rinary practitioner in the city of Washington, gives the following brief summary of the ap-

pearances as observed by himself in autopsies of cattle which had been attacked by this

epizootic, which may serve as a sort of pathological synopsis :
•

"The lungs, on being cut into, display a marhled appearance, formed by bands of oreanized
lymph, which contain between them dark and light colored portions of lung. There is Ui

the chest and pericardial sac effused serum of a bloody tinge, with loose flocculi of lymph
rtoating through it ; adhesions of the pleura-pulmonalis and cortalis, with loose fiocculi

attached to diaphragm."
The difference in color between different portions of lung is also spoken of by Mr. Waters

in the account of one of his autopsies.

As the facts relative to the outbreak of the disease in this cotintry have been already laid

l>efore the public in several widely-circulated pamphlets, it does not seem necessary to enter
at length into the results of the post-mortem examinations made in Massacnusetts.

Many of them were upon animals who were in the process of recovery, and they show as

a very general feature the presence of the sacs, containing portions of lung and pus, such as-

liave already been spoken of in a quotation from Professor Simonds and elsewhere.

Tlie ccmdition^of the pleurse corresponded with what is recorded by European writers on
this epizootic, and these circmnstances strengthen the conclusion which is to be drawn from
the general course and history of the disease in New England as to its identity with the
true exudative pleuro-pneumonia.

Further confirmation of this conclusion may be got from the results of post-mortem exami-
nations oi cattle which died in Massachusetts. Thus Dr. Ellis, in examining different por-

tions of diseased lungs, found, in one case, nodules of apparently healthy lung tissue

Bun-omided by "dense fibrous substance;" in another similar nodules, but "infiltrated'

17 A
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with small globular corpuscles resembling those we see in inflammations;" and again,

similar masses completely enclosed by fibrous membrane. Tliese appearances correspond

essentially with the pathological changes described by Mr. Waters and Professor Simonds.

Perhaps if numerous autopsies had been made over a large region of country, the disease

woidd have been found to be losing its characteristics as it died out, and blending itself with
ordinary pneumonia and pleuritic inflammations.

A question of great practical importance concerning pleuro-pneumonia is, that of its con-

tagiousness or infectiousness. One of the main proofs of the contagiousness of a disease is

the general report of its being so. It is objected to this test that in estimating the number
of contagious diseases in the human race popular opinion has always gone beyond the

reality, and that in many instances the fear which has been entertained of the infection of

an epidemic has been found to be without reasonable foundation, men being ever ready to

take up such an alarm in regard to a new or a very destructive malady.
When mankind themselves are directly concerned the sense of personal danger generally

obscures the judgment ; and in contemplating that which is inflicting death on others the
probability of its reaching ourselves in a certain way is often exaggerated under a feeling of

panic.

When a disease is sweeping away numbers of the human race it is enough to suggest that

it may be contagious to make men fly from it as if it were so, and to accept their own terror

as a proof of the reality of the danger ; but when the question is one of loss among
domestic animals, much cooler observation and judgment may be expected, and, at least,

those whose interest in the matter is of a general and scientific character, and whose daily

experience has made them familiar with the subject, may be supposed to have weighed with
some degree of fairness the evidence on both sides.

In those places where pleuro-pneumonia has most prevailed it has been held to be
undoubtedly infectious, both by cattle owners and by veterinary surgeons, and various

governments have passed and maintained severe restrictive regulations based on the suppo-

sition of its being so.

To show the course of modern legislation on the subject—legislation which must be sup-

posed to have been made under high scientific advisement, a few of the orders and procla-

mations called forth by its recent severe prevalence on the continent of Europe may be
cited

:

"CoPEimAGEN, June 18, 1856.

" Proclamation for the Ducliies of Holstein and Lauenburg, in reference to the impor-
tation of horned cattle from abroad :

"Whereas, according to official information, the pulmonary epidemic has recently shown
itself again in horned cattle in several German States, the importation of horned cattle

from abroad will not, until further notice, be permitted into the Duchies of Holstein and
Lauenburg, unless satisfactory certificates issued by authority be handed in at the same time,

stating the place from whence the cattle have been brought, and that in such place no signs

of the pulmonary epidemic have appeared for more than six months, the cattle being therein

described as accurately as possible."

Tills, either from having come too late, or from other circumstances, failed to protect the
district of country to wliich it was applied ; for we find that in the following year internal

regulations had become necessary there, it being ordered that all estates in which cases of

pulmonary disease had occurred within the last six months are to be closed, and no removal
of cattle from such estates is to be permitted. Tlie cattle are to remain as much as possible

in the same stalls, and only to be removed to the pastme grounds of the owners, which are

to be fenced round to the exclusion of all other cattle, as it is deemed necessary to remove
cattle from their infected stalls to purer air.

In the meantime the Duchy of Holstein had become a source of danger to its neighbors,

as will be seen from the following proclamation made for a part of the Tenitory of Ham-
burg :

"Hamburg, September 19, 1856.

*
' It havmg been communicated to the Senator for the District of the IMarshlands that, in

several parts of the Duchy of Holstein, a pulmonary disease has again broken out among
the cattle ; in order to ])revent the introduction of this dangerous malady, it is hereby

ordered, that for the present no cattle can be brought into the District of the Marshlands

from the Duchies of Holstein and Ijauenburg without a certificate from the proper local

authorities stating that at the places from wlience the cattle may come no infectious disc.«ise

prevails among the cattle, and this under a penalty of fifty thalers for every case of contra-

vention."

In the Kingdom Proper of Denmark a similar regulation had a short time prcAiously haen

gjit in force with regacd to cattle entering from Holstein, and Sweden and Norway had also
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checked the free importation of cattle "both from Holstein and from other suspected comitries.

The same sort of legislation prevailed in other States.

The measures which have heen thought necessary when the disease had entered a territory

are illustrated by the following enactments for the Territoiy of Liiljeck :

"On the appearance of pleuro-pneumonia immediate notice should he given to the

police authorities.
" The affected cattle are to he forthwith separated from the healthy and removed to a

distance. If they are put to grass, the meadows must be divided by good fences, and must
be at least five hundred paces distant from any in which the cattle are kept.

" The persons who tend cattle are to be directed to note carefully the feeding and rumi-

nating of the animals, and on the slightest indication of disturbed health to have them
professionally examined.

'
' An inspector, duly conversant with disease, is to he specially appointed to attend the

sick cattle, and without his permission no animal is to be returned to those which are

healthy.
' * All animals which die are to he buried five feet deep, and covered with compact earth

;

the burial places are to be not less distant than eight hundred paces from any road or paths
travelled by cattle, and they are afterwards to be surrounded by a strong fence or ditch.

" The diseased cattle are only to be driven on particular roads ; the stables in w^hich they
were placed when attacked are to be carefully cleaned, and the manure to be covered over
with earth.

'
' None but medical officers are to make post-mortem examinations, and these only by

permission of the police authorities, and no part of the carcase is to be taken away or used,

with the exception of the skin.

"For the removal of the dead animals special vehicles are to be provided, and these are

to be kept in proper places, and not used for any other purpose. Persons attending upon
sick cattle, or coming in contact with them or with the dead, are not to go near healthy
animals, and are to take care that all tools or utensils they may have used are properly

cleaned,
" No manure or fodder to be sold from off an infected farm.
" No animal, however slightly affected, is to be killed for food, great vigilance must he

used in respect to this order.
'

' After the disappearance of the disease from a commime or farm for a. period of eight

weeks, it is to be considered as being free from the malady, but for four weeks longer the
proprietor is not to sell any cattle or other forbidden things from off the place."

Many veterinarians, and among them Professor Simonds, hold that pleuro-pneumonia,
although evidently infectious, afeo spreads by what is known as epidemic influence ; or, in

other words, advances from place to place, independently of communication between well

and sick animals, and in obedience to some unknown, although systematically acting, laws.

Tliat diseases do in many cases spread by this sort of influence is very well known ; but
in the case of infectious maladies the two actions may be combined. The seeds of infection

may be widely scattered over a country, but may not manifest any great vitality, except
upon the occurrence of epidemic or epizootic influence, so that the spread of the pestilence

may seem to follow very different laws from those of actual communication, and yet the
way for it may have been prepared by a former dissemination of cases of disease, or of sub-

stances capable of carrying infection.

As the history of the appearance and ravages of the disease in other parts of the world
than Europe has a close bearing on the question of its infectiousness, it may appropriately
be given in the present connexion.

In the British possessions at the Cape of Good Hope, where great numbers of cattle are
kept, pleuro-pneumonia appeared about the year 1854. It is believed to have been started

there by means of an importation from Holland, a bull ha^dng been brought from that
coimtry in whom the seeds of the disease existed. He was taken sick three or four months
after his shipment from Europe, and as there is very unrestrained communication aniong
the cattle of South Africa, the infection naturally spread with great rapidity.

It appears from statistical returns that the number of cattle that died of the disease in the
Colony, during the year 1855, was but little short of one hundred thousand, and it has been
very prevalent since then, although probably, of late years, with diminished virulence.

1'he Rev. Mr. Lindley, who had been for some time a missionary among the natives m
South Africa, appeared before the committee of the Massachusetts Legislature on pleuro-

pneumonia, and testified to the general conviction there that the disease had spread by con-
tagion He cited some instances in which it could be traced to cattle which had been
carried from an infected district to parts of the country which had been previously free from
the epizootic, and mentioned the fact that it was kept out of the territory of the tribe

where he himself was resident by vigilant watchfulness against the introduction of cattle

while it was prevalent in the Heighboring CGuntry. On this point he gays : "The disease
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was brought there by the oxen of an individual who had been into the interior, and when
ho came home his cattle died. They communicated the disease to all the cattle in that

neighborhood, and I never saw more complete destruction. There was not a single head
left ill all those kraals. The cattle came up to within half a mile of our boundary, and you
could look down and see herds of them Ipng dead. That was three years ago, and yet,

when I came away, the disease had not got one inch over that line.
'

'

In n.n article which is to be found in the London Veterinarian for 1856, and also in the
Farmers' Magazine, it is stated that the contagiousness of pleuro-pneumonia is "strongly
insisted on by the leading medical men and cattle breeders in the Cape Colony."
About the close of 1858 a disease broke out among the cattle on the farm of Mr. Boadle,

near Melbourne, in Australia, which was supposed to be pleuro-pneumonia, and was so pro-

nounced by veterinarians who had seen that disease in England. It first appeared in a cow
which had recently arrived from England, and rapidly attacked other animals in the same
herd.

According to a Report made on the 12th of September, 1859, twenty-three cattle had died
on the farm, five had recovered from the disease, but were e^ddently unsound, ten were ill,

of whom four were killed for the purpose of post-mortem examinations by the xdsiting com-
mittee, and there were about forty others of whose condition no mention was made. It was
especially testified that there were no local causes, either in the situation of the farm or in

the management of the live stock, that would be likely to act as causes of disease, and that

the cattle had previously been healthy.

After the disease had manifested itself, Mr. Boadle kept his cattle on his own farm, gave
warning to his neighbors of the danger, and employed men to keep other cattle away from
his fences. Owing to this commendable conduct on his part, the disease did not spread

beyond his estate ; and it having been resolved, in a public meeting, to buy and destroy the

remainder of his stock, and to take precautions in future against the importation of diseased

cattle, Australia seems to have been kept free from, any further ravages of this formidable
epizootic.

By the most recent advices, however, we learn that pleuro-pneumonia has not been
entirely got rid of in Australia, but seems still to exist, although confined probably to a few
herds. During the summer of 1860 it was found to have attacked the cattle on a farm
about six miles from Melbourne.
Out of a herd of one hundred and twenty-four nine died apparently of this disease, and

one which was sick was then slaughtered for the purpose of a post-mortem examination.

This examination shows a condition of things characteristic of exudative pleuro-pneu-

monia, as will be seen by the following quotation from the description of it : "The right

Imig was swollen to an enormous size, three or four times larger than its natural dimen-
sions, and had lost all the normal characteristics of that organ, having become as firm and
compact as a piece of beef, and streaked and variegated in color like a piece of marble. The
whole herd was soon afterwards purchased and slaughtered ; seventy-two of them were
found to be healthy, and the rest more or less diseased.

'

'

The history of the disease in this country, which is already too well known to make it

necessary to enter into details on the subject, carries with it strong evidence of its infec-

tious character, and of its derivation from Europe.

Cattle were shipped from Rotterdam, where pleuro-pneumonia was prevalent, and where,

as has been previously shown, causes were in operation which tend to give it a malignant
character. Upon their arrival they were placed in a somewhat overcrowded barn with a
number of other cattle, so that there was an opportunity for the propagation, in its full

vigor, of any infectious disease.

Pleuro-pneumonia broke out there first in the imported animals, next among the domes-
tic, and. ultimately, a large part of the herd died.

The disease did not spread next to the immediate neighborhood, but some advcs were

sold from the herd and taken by railroad to a distant farm, where one of them was found

to be sick upon its arrival. This animal was carried to a neighboring farm, and brought

back before its death. After a time pleuro-pneumonia broke out both in the herd to which
it belonged and in that in which it had been temporarily placed.

Some of the oxen from this last herd spent a night in the stables of another farm, and
there a large number of cattle afterwards perished. Tliere were many cases of exposure to

infection before the existence of such a malady was suspected ; and it is said that all of the

numerous cases of pleuro-pneumonia that occurred in that neighborhood, or, indeed, that

came in any way under the observation of a committee subsequently appointed by the Legis-

Lature of Massachusetts, could be traced to communication with the animals first attacked.

Very active measures were taken, after a time, against its further spread ; but before that

was done several animals that had been exposed were known to have been earned to diifer-

erit parts of New England, and it was evidently impossible entirely to cut olf the infection.

Nevertheless, the disetvse seems to have been rooted out, or, if still remaining, to be doing
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at present but little mischief. It may be that it has died out partly from the destruction

or isolation of the diseased animals, and partly from not finding conditions favorable to its

propagation, and while the infection at first was viralent, that, as it passed from animal to

animal, its rigor diminished and the character of the epizootic became softened and grad-

ually lost ; meanwhile, perhaps, after the manner of some epidemics, impressing something

of its peculiarities upon the ordinary diseases of the country, so that it might be difficult to

say where or when the specific disease disappeared.

Pleuro-pneumonia, however, is so subtle a disease, and capable, apparently, of remaining

so long undeveloped in the system, that its reappearance is always to be feared.

For a time so few cases may occur that they will pass unobserved as belonging to the

ordinary affections of cattle, and again from these scattered cases a formidable epizootic may
start itself.

'

It can scarcely be hoped that it will not, from time to time, make its power felt among
us, as it has done in other countries where it has once established itself, and as there is no
part of the United States to which there is not a possibility of the means of infection

having been carried, those interested in the preservation of horned cattle should everywhere

be prepared to w^atch against it vigilantly and to combat it intelligently.

During the last ten years much interest has been excited on the subject of inoculation

for pleuro-pneumonia, a practice which was introduced by Dr. Willems, of Hasselt, in Bel-

gium, a place where, for reasons which have been alluded to in a previous part of this

paper, the disease has been very constantly and destructively prevalent.

It may be said, with regard to it, that the obtaining of protection against an infectious

disease by means of inoculation is entirely in accordance with medical analogy, and that

consequently any plan of this kind is apt to be received and tried with great readiness.

As soon, therefore, as Dr. Willems had announced that his experiments had been success-

ful, inoculation was taken up in several European countries by well qualified veterinarians,

and commissions were in the course of time appointed by difterent governments for the

purpose of examining into it. The results arrived at tended, in some cases, to confirm the

claims of the new discovery ; but it must be borne in mind that the value of such a practice

cannot be considered as established by a few sets of experiments, or by a few favorable

opinions, but must rest upon the general testimony of those who have had the best means
of judging

iSTow, it may be pretty safely stated that the weight of scientific opinion has been, espe-

cially of late years, decidedly against the utility of inoculation, and it is held by many
veterinarians to be an exploded error.

A year or two after the first introduction of inoculation Prof. Simonds went to Belgium
for the purpose of obtaining information with regard to it, and after his return made some
further experiments in England. The results wliich he arrived at, both from his Belgian

and from his English experience, are given at the close of his second Repoii on the subject

made to the council of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England, in June, 1853. It may
be premise 1, for the benefit of the non-medical reader, that the question turns not only

upon the evidence of actual protection afforded to cattle, but also upon the resemblance

of the effect produced by inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia to those produced by a true

inoculation, such as that for small-pox, this resemblance, or rather analogy, being insisted

on by the defenders of the practice as giving it a scientific foundation.

The conclusions of Prof. Simonds are as follows : 1. "That inoculations made by superficial

punctures and simple erasions of the skin invariably fail to produce any local inflammatory
action, being the reverse of the case with regard to the vaccine disease, small-pox, and other
specific affections, of which it is an indication of success.

2. "That the emplo}'ment of /rcs/i serous fluid, and a cleanly made but ^maZHncision,

during the continuance of a low temperature, will almost always fail to produce even the
slightest amount of inflammation.

3. "That deep punctures are followed by the ordinary phenomena only of such wounds
when containing some slightly irritating agent.

4. "That with a high temperature roughly made incisions, and serous fluid a few days
old, local ulceration and gangrene, producing occasionally the death of the patient, \n\l fol-

low inoculation.

5. "That the sero-punilent matter taken from an inoculated sore causes more speedy action

than the serum obtained from a diseased lung, and that 'removes' cannot be el'fected on
scientific principles.

6. "That oxen are not only susceptible to the action of a second, but of repeated inocidatioiis

with the ssrous exudation of a diseased lung.

7. "That an animal inoculated with serous exuda,tion is in no way protected even from the

repeated action of the sero-purulent fluid which is produced in the wound as a result of the
operation.

8. "That animals not naturally the subjects of pleuro-pneumonia, such as donkeys, dogs,
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&c., are susceptible to the local action both of the serous exudation from the lung and the
sero-purulent matter obtained from the inoculated wound.

9. "That the serous fluid exuded from the lungs is not a specific virus, or lymph, as it is

sometimes designated.

10. "That inoculations made with medicinal irritating agents will be followed by similai

phenomena to those observed in inoculations with the exuded serum.
11. "That inoculation often acts as a simple issue, and that the security which at times

the operation apparently affords depends, in part, upon tliis, but principally on the unloiown
causes which regulate the outbreak, spread, and cessation of epidemic diseases.

12. "That inoculation of cattle, as advocated and practiced by Dr. Willems and others,

is not founded on any known basis of science or ascertained law, with regard to the propa-
gation of those diseases commonly called specific.

13. "That pleuro-pncumonia occm^s at various periods of time after a so-called successful

inoculation.

14. ' • And lastly, that the security of pleuro-pneumonia is in no way mitigated by pre-

vious inoculation, the disease proving equally rapid in its progress and fatal in its conse-

quences in an inoculated as in an M;iinoculated animal."
The question still remained in debate, but even on the contment of Europe the conclusions

arrived at coincide for the most part with those of Professor Simonds, while in England the

opinion against inoculation seems to have soon become firm and decided. In Italy, Dr.

Periglio, of Turin, has within the last three or four years published a work on the subject,

in which he reviews the experiments and reports that have been made in different parts of

Europe, and cites further experiments of his own. He sums up liis conclusions a,s follows :

1. "That this inoculation, discovered and recommended by Dr. Willems, is not based on
scientific principles.

2. " That all the facts obtained by the several experiments have concurred in showing
that the virus, when introduced into the living tissues, produces inflammation in no way
different from that caused by setons, &c. , except that it has a greater tendency to a gan-
grenous result.

3. "That if we admit its revulsive effects, inoculation still possesses no advantages over

therapeutic agents in common use in veterinary practice.

4. "That as inoculation is frequently followed by serious and sometimes fatal conse-

quences, it is just and reasonable to give a preference to the usual derivatives.

6. "That should it happen to be, as Dr. Willems pretends, a proph5'lactic, for which there

seems, however, to be no valid ground, proofs are wanting of the inoculative qualities exist-

ing in the serum exuded from the lungs, and therefore its employment can be of no benefit.
'

'

In the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, where inoculation has been extensively prac-

ticed, it is more favorably thought of than m Europe, but it has not, as far as I am aware,

been shown that the confidence in it entertained there rests on other grounds than this:

that after pleuro-pneumonia had prevailed for some time cattle owners inoculated their

herds, and that afterwards the ravages of the disease diminished. If the plan had been fol-

lowed of inoculating half of a herd, and then observing the relative mortality of the inocu-

lated and the uninoculated, keeping them as much as possible together, and equally exposed

to infection, the results arrived at would hav^e been of much weight.

The usual method of moculation is by making a deep incision at the end of the tail, and
inserting in the wound a piece of diseased lung, or some seru?n from the limg of an annual

that has died of the disease, or has been slaughtered while laboring rmder it. This is often

followed by high inflammation of the wounded part, extending sometimes to more important
organs.

It has been suggested that this inflamed wound may act beneficially as a counter-irritant,

and this would, no doubt, be to some extent the case, supposing the disease to have com-
menced, or to be about to commence, in the lungs. There is, however, another way in

which such a wound may be of medicinal use apart from the ordinary principles of counter-

irritation or revulsion. When the blood has been diso]'ganized by the disease, but before any
local alteration has commenced, the existence of an artificially produced inflammation in

any part of the body may determine the plastic exudation to talic place there, which would
otherwise have taken place in the "lungs. The blood may thus be freed from a morbid ma-
terial whose presence in the circulating fluid and whose deposit in a vital organ constitutes

the essence of this malady, and it is to be remarked that the condition of the parts which

follows upon inoculation during the prevalence of an epizootic plem-o-pneumonia seems, in

fiorac cases, to be characterized by that excess of plastic deposit which marks the specific

disease in the lungs.

Among the symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia those are the most important to be known
which are the first to manifest themselves, and of these the cough, the appearance of the

hair, and the disinclination for food are regarded as being the most observable.

In a proclamation of the Senate of Lubeck, May 14, 1856, cattle owners are infonned
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that '
' the special symptoms of pleuro-pneiimonia are a husky cough, which is increased

particularly after the cattle have been watered or moved about, less inclination for food,

indifference as to chewing the cud, duln(!ss of the hair, and its rough appearance in par-

ticular places, and fever after the symptoms have continued for some time."

Mr. Waters says : "The first and most constant symptom of this disorder is a cough of a

dry or husky character, which may conthiuc for a greater or less period before other symp-
toms of a more decided character present themselves."

Professor Simonds, in a lecture on the subject, which is published in the Tenth Volume of

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, speaks as follows: "It will often be observed

that oxen at pasture, when the disease is commencing, will early in the morning be separated

from the herd, standing under the hedge with their backs arched, coats staring, and refusing

to eat, while as the day advances they will join the rest, and appear in their usual health.

A slight but liusky cough will be occasionally recognized, and now and then the breathing

will 1)0 increased, as if the animal had undergone some extra exertion, while in milch cows
there will be a diminished amount of milk in addition to the above symptoms. As the

disease progresses the cough becomes more frequent and husky, the respiration is hurried,

the pulse increased and somewhat oppressed, the appetite diminished, rumination suspended,

bowels constipated, surface of the body chilly, &c. In the more advanced stages the respi-

ration is difficult, labored, and painful ; the patient is frequently Ijong, or, if standing, the

head is protruded ; the mouth is covered with a frothy saliva ; the muzzle is cold ; rigors

occasionally come on, and the pulse is rapid and often indistinct. An enlargement of the

right side of the chest can generally be detected in this stage of the malady; percussion

gives a dull sound, and auscultation detects an increased bronchial respiration with a crepi-

tating rcle in some parts, but a total absence of sound in others."

Mr. Lindley, in describing the disease as seen in South Africa, mentions the staring of the

coat and the cough as the first symptoms, and further remarks :
" Other cattle have such a

cough, and you will hardly be able to distinguish it, but you will obseive that this is not
momentary, but is kept up day and night ; and then this gets to be a cough that comes
from the very bottom, of the lungs—a very severe cough—which contin ues until the animal
dies."

For further details in regard to the sjnnptoms of pleuro-pneumonia the reader is referred

to other papers contained in the present report.

Questions connected with the treatment of pleuro-pneumonia belong, strictly speaking, to

the province of the veterinary practitioner, but as, in this country at least, the management
of cattle in disease as well as in health must be in the hands of their owners, guided, per-

haps, by the advice of the medical practitioner, it is important that some knowledge on the

subject shall be widely diffused.

As a specimen of a practical routine plan for the treatment of cattle during the prevalence

of this epizootic, a quotation may be made from the papers of Mr. Horsfall on " Dairy Man-
agement," which have been published in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society :

" My feeders are strictly enjoined, without loss of time, to report to me any appearance
of ailment, a practice which I strenuously recommend to any one who concerns himself

about the treatment of his cattle when sick, more particularly as regards the disease of

which I am speaking, the chance of success in which depends essentially upon early appli-

cation.

"The first appearance which arrests the feeder's attention is loss or partial loss of appe-

tite. If, on examination, I detect any of the symptoms which characterize pleuro-pneumonia,
viz : cough, quickness or deepness of respiration, loss of cud, and acceleration of pulse, inter-

mittent warmth and chilliness of horns and feet, I proceed at once to bleed till the pulse is

sensibly afiected. This requires usually five or six quarts to be taken."

Mr. Horsfall then gives, in warm gruel, a laxative and refrigerant dose, of which the
main ingredients are, eight ounces of epsom salts, half a drachm of tartar emetic, half a
di'achm of digitalis, and five ounces of flour of sulphur.

" On a renewal of the difficulty of breathing or acceleration of pulse, I repeat the bleeding
to a less extent, say three quarts, and give likewise the tartar emetic and digitalis in the

gruel." Flour of sulphur and molasses is afterwards given morning and evening in suflS-

cient quantities to keep the bowels moderately open. The animal is carefully watched and
kept in a room which is warm, well ventilated, but free from, draughts. A \vine-glassful of

brandy is given night and morning if the pulse becomes feeble and the animal appears
we;vk."

Tlie following extract from a lecture of Professor Simonds may he considered as a brief,

systematic essay on the treatment of pleuro-pneumonia from one of the best authorities in

matters of veterinary medicine :

" The first remedy to which I shall allude is blood-letting. The propriety of abstracting

blood will depend on the stage of the malady and the amount of s}Tnptomatic fever which
is present. It must be done early or not all, for in proportion to the extent of the effusion
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80 will be the debility of the patient. To bleed late is to hasten a fatal termination ; but
if we attend to the animal at the veiy commencement of the disease much good may be
done by a bold blood-letting. No rule, however, can be laid down as to the quantity to be
abstracted, but the pulse must be carefully watched, and as soon as its character is altered

the bleeding must be suspended.
" I do not recommend an early blood-letting for the single purpose of allaying the febrile

condition of the system, but to withdraw a portion of the vitiated fluid which has laid the
foundation for and is quickly building up the disease.

' 'Another remedy of frequent adoption is the exhibition of purgative medicine. Li most
disorders it is of the first importance to clear out the primce vice, as thereby we not only
remove offensive and offending matters from the system, but subdue the excitation which is

present by the nauseating efiects of the medicine, which is further assisted by the agent
increasing the intestinal and other secretions. If constipation is present, even in the
advanced stages of p] euro-pneumonia, a gentle aperient may be given, but cathartics should
be avoided. I have already stated that diarrhoea often comes on as the case approaches its

end ; and it should be remembered that this morbid condition of the bowels is very easily

excited by purgative medicine. Cathartics, like blood-letting, must be used cautiously.

They are admissible at the beginning of the affection, but rarely afterwards. The ordinaiy
saline mixtures are as good as any, but they ought to be given without the large doses of
ginger, &c., with which they are too generally blended.

" Diuretic agents stand next in the list. Medicines of this class stimulate the kidneys to

increased action, and their employment is found to be associated with far less weakening
effects on the lower animals than is the case with purgatives. They may, therefore, bo
frequently and quickly repeated. Diuretics carry off a considerable portion of the watery
parts of the blood, and hence their great use in affections of a dropsical nature. The nitrate

of potash is one of the safest and best of our diuretic agents, and I especially recommend it

in the treatment of pleuro-pneumonia. I do this for several reasons, among which is the
established fact tha^. the alkaline carbonates and nitrates are of the greateist benefit when
the blood itself is in an abnormal condition. One of the best ways of using the nitrate of

potash is to add it to the water which is given to the animal to drink.
'

' Sedative medicines have been extensively employed by some persons in this disease, but
in my experience they have rarely proved of service ; nevertheless, their occasional admin-
istration will be needed, especially when the circulation is much excited. Dover's powder,
opium, and extract of belladonna, are the most valuable agents of this class. Calomel, in

combination with opium, has also its advocates, and in certain cases I have given it with

advantage.
" Diaphoretics, or medicines which promote the secretions of the skin, are beneficial, but

their action should always be assisted by warm clothing, without which they are nearly

useless. The tartrate of antimony and potash is one of our chief diaphoretics ; I have found
it, however, to act too freely on the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal, and to pro-

duce thereby considerable mischief; as a rule I do not employ it, and more especially in

protracted cases of the malady. The other preparations of antimony are not open to the

same objection, and these, with the Pulvio Jacobi, should be selected. To effect a copious

secretion of perspiration the skin of a recently killed sheep, applied while yet warm to the

back and sides, surpass everything we have as yet tried.

" DLifusible stimulants and tonics are, in my opinion, the most valuable of all remedies,

and invariably I have recourse to them as early as circumstances will permit. Of late we
have heard much of the beneficial effects of brandy as a diffusible stimulant, and doubtless

in the second stage of the malady it has proved of service. I prefer, however, the sweet
spirits of nitre and the solution of acetate of ammonia in combination, the ammonia in

excess.

"In the advanced stages, however, even these agents fail to support the system against

the debilitating effects of the disease, and we must now employ both vegetable and minenJ
tonics ; the sulphates of iron, and quinine, gentian, ginger, columba, and the barks arc the

best. Before concluding these remarks on the treatment, which are, of course, very much
condensed, I shall allude to another remedy which has many advocates, and properly so, in

my opinion, namely, counter-irritation, or the application of stimulating ointments and
liniments to the sides of the chest.

"This class of remedies is generally adopted when active inflammation pervades some
internal organ, and with the happiest results ; and although I do not view jileuro-pneumonia

as essentially an inflammation still we can easily imderstand that benefit will follow the

use of counter-irritants. By the long-continued action of im agent of this kind, the iiiflam-

mation which it excites in the skin will be attended with effusion of tlie albuminous parts

of the blood into subcutaneous tissue, and thus we artificially produce a disease hero analo-

gous to that of the lungs, and thereby give relief to those organs."

Mr. Waters, in aai Essay already quoted from, recommends that, where a cough is the only
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symptom remarked, a seton or peg be inserted in the dewlap, and a dose of salts given, and
that, as soon as febrile symptoms are apparent, the animal should be bled, and placed in a
warm and well-ventilated shelter. Tlie blood should be allowed to How in a full stream

until some decided effect is produced on the pulse. After the bleeding Mr. Waters adminis-

ters a dose of epsom salts, nitre, and tartar emetic ; one pound of the first, one ounce of the

second, and one drachm of the third, given in two quarts of warm gruel, and repeated if

necessary.

After the first stage of the disease has passed, antiphlogistic treatment should be discon-

tinued, and extensive coimter-irritation resorted to, together with the exhibition of calomel,

opium, and antimony, as follows:

Kx.—Hydrarg}n.i chloridis mitis ...--. .--- 3J.
Antimonii et potass^ tartratis - 3 j.

Pulvis opii 3SS.

"Mix and give three times a day.

For a counter-irritating ointment Mr. Waters gives the two following recipes: Biniodide

of mercury, 1 part
;
pounded euphorbium, 4 parts ; Spanish flies, 12 parts ; lard, 18 parts.

(The euphorbium here meant is evidently that of the London Pharmacopoiia—a gum-resin.

A tonic mixture, containing two drachms each of sulphate of iron and of powdered gentian

may be given twice a day in case of great debility. Diarrhoea is best checked by the admin-
istration of chalk and opium.
The authorities above quoted agree in recommending bleeding as an advisable measure

at the beginning of the treatment ; but there arc, on the other hand, a number of veteri-

narians Avho looked upon blood-letting with distrust, and hold that it increases the mortality

of this disease.

Jledical men are aware that, in regard to the treatment of a number of diseases in the
human subject, a similar diff"erence of opinion has existed, and that there has been, in fact,

a tendency to form extreme parties, so to speak, on the question of bleeding or not bleeding.

In inflammatory affections the benefit to be got from bleeding has been found to depend
on a variety of circumstances ; not only upon the nature and the seat of the inflammation,

and the condition and constitution of the patient, but also upon the climate and upon what
may be called the prevailing epidemic influence.

The doctrine of the occurrence of alternating epochs of tolerance and non-tolerance of de-

pletory measures seems to rest on pretty strong grounds, although the fact is one which has
never been positively demonstrated, and which, in the present state of our knowledge, is

not susceptible of a satisfactory explanation. The probable truth of the supposition, how-
ever, together with the kno-^vTi liability of particular epidemic diseases to vary in chfiracter,

makes it desirable that a trial should be had of the effect of blood-letting upon an outbreak
of pleuro-pneumonia in a new place. The trial should not be by employing bleeding for a
time, and then abandoning it, but by using it with a certain proportion of the whole num-
ber attacked, and comparing their mortality with that of those sick at the same time, in

whose treatment bleeding has been omitted.

The doctrine of the non-inflammatory character of this disease does not necessarily bear

against the propriety of blood-letting in its treatment ; for, it may be observed that, in hu-
man medicine, the affections in which bleeding is most imperatively demanded, and univer-

sally practiced by physicians, are not those of an inflammatory nature, but those in which
the pathological condition is that of congestion with progressing or impending effusion, and
such we must believe to be the condition of the lungs in the commencement of an attack

of pleuro-pneumonia.

The object of opening a vein is to diminish the pressure in the blood-vessels, and by that

means to check the progress of exudation ; and there can hardly be a doubt of its efliciency in

doing this, if employed in proper time, and not after the vessels have already relieved them-
selves by effusion.

That this disease depends essentially upon a disorganization of the blood, and has a gene-

ral typhoid tendency, which is aggravated by loss of blood, is also to be borne in mind, and
those who bleed freely must expect to run some risk of losing patients from subsequent de-

bility. On the other hand, the animals, in whose lungs the effusion is cut short by an early

bleeding, will be in a better condition when convalesence has been established than those

who, after having S5uffered extensive local mischief, have been earned through the attack by
a supporting plan of treatment.

The indications of treatment in pleuro-pneumonia, after bleeding or in the omission of

bleeding, are 1st. To unload the blood-vessels by stimulating the different secretions. 2d.

To diminish the force of the circulation as far as may be done safely. 3d. To direct the cir-

culation away from the lungs. 4th. To promote the absorption of the exudation by special

means, as by mercurials; and 5th. To support the animal agamst depression and exhaustion.

A dose of salts, rendered more active and more depressing by the addition of tiirtar emetic,
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fulfils the first three of these indications ; but it is e\adent that English veterinarians are

not inclined to repeat such a measure very frequently. The less debilitating action of

diuretics is regarded with ftivor by Professor Simonds, and no doubt efficiently fulfils the

first indication, and, to some extent, also the third. To maintain the skin in a state of ac-

tivity by warm apartments, clothing, and diaphoretic medicines, and to excite it still more
by the use of counter-irritants, meets better perhaps than anything else the indication of

directmg the circulation^ away from the lungs, and is to be attended to throughout the
disease.

The desirability of stimulatmg absorption, and of dissolving and removing plastic deposit,

would naturally suggest the use of mercury, and we find accordingly that the exhibition of

calomel and opium is recommended by good authority as a regular part of the treatment,
and Professor Simonds considers it advisable, in some cases at least. The extent to whicli it

is to be used might, very rationally, be governed by the amount of plastic deposit whicli

should be found in post mortem examinations, made during the particular epizootic outbreak
then prevailmg. If the lungs should be found very dense and finn in their texture, strongly
marbled in their appearance, with an evidently great development of the fibrous element,
and the pleura be thickly coated with plastic lymph, and joined together by numerous adhe-
sions, active mercurial treatment would seem to be called for ; but if the lungs are dark
and soft, and the adhesive inflammation in the pleura not very strongly marked, it is fair

to presume that the administration of calomel might be the better dispensed with.

Tartar emetic may be given for the purpose of keeping down the force of the circulation

and of augmenting the secretions, but it should be omitted if danger should appear to exist

from debility or from diarrhoea.

The disease is generally marked by a tendency to debility, caused both by a primary im-
pairment of the blood and by the interference with the function of respiration consequent
upon the compression and solidification of the lungs. Toward the latter stages a supporting

treatment often becomes requisite, and we find that alcoholic liquors and ammonia have
been much used for that purpose, as have also the bitter tonics. Professor Simonds recom-
mends a mixture of sweet spirits of nitre and solution of acetate of ammonia, with an excess

of ammonia, and the simple solution of ammonia has been proposed and used. The carbon-

ate of ammonia would probably be found a very reliable and satisfactory ammoniacal stim-

ulant.

The use of stimulants would be the more necessary where bleeding had been freely em-
ployed in the commencement of the disease ; and a good guide for their administration, and
especially for that of alcoholic stimulahts, is to observe whether the patient becomes feverish

and restless under their use, and if so, to discontinue them. Brandy is given by European
veterinarians, but in this country whiskey is a good and cheap substitute for it.

A rational plan of treatment, which would include as much perhaps as could be done with

assurance of benefit, or, at least, as much as is thought to be actually necessary, would be

to bleed—if bleeding seemed advisable—as soon as the disease had manifested itself, to

purge once, and to see that the bowels did not become afterwards constipated, to keep the

animal warm and in a pure atmosphere, to apply some counter-irritant to the chest, to feed

on gruel, warm mashes, &c., and to add some whiskey to the gruel, if a stimulant should

become necessary.

Some of the other measures pointed out by Professor Simonds and others may also be
tried, but if the patient should continue worse, it should then be recollected that the advice

of experienced veterinarians is, not to attempt to save an animal in which this disease has

taken, in its latter stages, a decidedly unfavorable turn.

There are certain medicines which have been held to have some specific virtues in the

treatment of pleuro-pneumonia, either as prophylactics or as remedies, and of these the

sulphate of iron seems to have the strongest testimony in its favor. The i:)reparations of

iron are imdoubtedly most excellent means of improving the condition of the blood, when
it has been exposed to disorganizing influences ; and such influences may be supposed to

prevail during an epizootic of pleuro-pneumonia.
Most of them, and among others the sulphate, possess, in addition to their chalybeate

properties, astringent powers which may check somewhat a tendency to copious effusion.

Other astringents, such as sulphate of copper and alum, have been employed on the hypo-

thesis of a necessity for giving strength and imperviousness to the blood vessels, and so

preventing their contents from exuding.

Arsenic has been thought of, and, as it is a good alterative and tonic, its effects might be

tried upon cattle who bad been exposed to the infection of pleuro-pneumonia.

When an animal is actually sick, however, it is objectionable to use many drugs, or to

give anything for which there is not what is termed a " plain therapeutical indication."

It need scarcely be said that remedies should be especially abstained from, the reasons for

usmg which spring only from the assertions of persons ignorant of the medical art, and un-

trained to guard themselves against deceit and mistake in matters relating to it.
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"WTiatever medicines are used care should be taken that they are genuine and of good
quality, and much more caution is needed in regard to this than is commonly thought.

The best safeguard is to obtam eveiything from the most reliable sources, but at the same
time a few remarks may be here made upon some of the simplest tests of purity of those

medicines which are most employed or are most worth trying m the treatment of pleuro-

pneumonia.
The sweet spirit of nitre is much used in this disease by the English veterinarians, but,

in this countiy at least, it is very seldom met with of proper quality. A good test of it is

said to be afforded by its boiling point, which should be at about IGO^ Fahrenheit.

Carbonate of aramonia should be bought in hard lumps, and when heated a little it should
volatalize entnely.

Arsenic and calomel, when placed on a pretty hot shovel, should also be volatile without
residue. When calomel has been stirred up with clear rain water and allowed to settle,

adding solution of ammonia or hartshorn to the water should not turn it white and cloudy.

Whiskey and other distilled liquors may be tested in the follo-s\ing way : About a teacup-

ful of it should be put in a wann place and allowed to evaporate. If the vapor given off

toward the close of the evaporation has an offensive odor, and produces, after being inhaled,

a feeling of irritation in the back of the mouth and the throat lasting for some time, it may
be set down as of bad quality ; and if, when the evaporation is nearly finished, the liquid

has an acid tast-e, or if the residue which is finally left is large in quantity, and molasses-

lilvC in character, adulteration may be more than suspected.

Tartar emetic is more apt to be pure when bought in ciystals than when bought in pow-
der. It should be completely soluble in twelve times its weight of lukewarm water.

It has been said by some that the mortality is so great in pleuro-pneumonia that the best

plan is at once to kill those animals that are attacked by it, and even to destroy a whole
herd, if it shall seem to have been generally infected. This should no doubt be done where
there is a hope of checking the spread of the malady by such means, and we find that Euro-
pean governments have paid very large sums, indeed, in compensations to owners of cattle

who have thus sacrificed them.
At certain times and places the chances of cure may be so small that the interest of the

individual owner may be best consulted by killing all who are taken sick ; but, even when
the disease seems most intractable, it should be borne in mind that the earlier cases of an
epidemic are the most fatal, and that after the first fury of the outbreak has passed a milder
character of the disease is to be expected.

There are precautions to be taken for the protection of cattle from pleuro-pneumonia
which relate, 1st, to the importation of it from without, and, 2d, to the existence of circum-
stances which favor its propagation at home.
The time during which it will remain latent in the system is so great that a quarantine

of several months seems desirable when an animal is suspected of having been exposed to it,

but even a much shorter quarantine may be highly useful, for it has been shown by experi-

ence in various paits of the world that the most probable time for the development of

pleuro-pneumonia is soon after cattle have been exposed to considerable hardship and
fatigue, as when they have just come from a long journey. Indeed, it would seem as if

such inlluences may develop the disease in those who might otherwise have escaped it

altogether, and at any rate caution should be observed in not over-driving cattle, and in not
putting among other cattle those who have been recently over-driven or exposed to harassing

voyages by sea or land.

Even when pleuro-pneumonia is widely spread in a community and cattle have been gen-
erally exposed to it, precautions should be taken against the importation of fresh cases ; for

infections and contagions seem to be governed by a law somewhat similar to that which
prevails with regard to the vegetable world, viz: that the seed which has recently been
brought from a distance is apt to bring forth the most abundantly. It is at least evident

that cases imported from localities where the disease is very active and virulent are pecu-

liarly apt to communicate fatal infection.

The continued existence of the disease in a coimtry is kept up by a want of isolation

among cattle, by the practice of selling them after they have become infected, and by the

keeping of animals in unclean and ill-ventilated buildings.

The mischievousness of the first two causes will appear to a,ll. but experience has shown
that the agency of that last named is perhaps the most efiicient in rendering pleuro-pneu-

monia persistent and destructive, and that all other means of getting rid of it may prove

ineffectual if individuals are allowed to keep their cattle in foul and unwholesome air, and
thus make their stalls and bams an abiding place of the pestilence.
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BEE-CULTURE.

BY WILLIAM BUCKISCH, HORTONTOWN, TEXAS.

While Agriculture in almost every respect, and other branches of human knowledge, have
been advanced and improved, little progress has been made in the Culture of Bees, though
they were provided for by law among the Jews, Greeks, and Romans.
Even in the oldest literary monument and earl iest book of history and religion, the Bible,

the richness of Canaan is depicted in these words, "The land that floweth with milk and
honey." Rome's greatest poet, Virgil, found this lovely creature attractive enough to maka
it the subject of one of his most pleasing didactic poems.

In the Middle Ages laws were passed for the protection of bees, and large, and well-organ-

ized associations were formed for the promotion of bee-culture. {Zeidelgesellschaften.) Coming
still further down in history a variety of laws and regulations were made, not only by the

government of Austria, under the auspices of Maria Theresa, but also in other countries. A
collection of these laws of the different countries, relating to the bee, chronologically

arranged, would form an appropriate subject in a historical point of view, and also help to

promote the interest manifested in bee-culture.

In Germany, from 1847 to 1853, the government of Prussia tendered every promotion and
encouragement for the introduction of an improved bee-culture. It encouraged the object

of the Bee Association of Silesia—a society over which the writer had the honor to preside

,

for several years—not only by ofiScially recommending it, but also materially by granting it

the franking privilege and making donations through the Board of Rural Economy.
Sugar having gradually come more and more into use, honey was in a great measure dis-

pensed with, though in many respects preferable for domestic use, and it is well known that

for medicinal purposes it cannot be relinquished.

The ant, it is true, may be looked upon as an example of industry, but it is an indus'try

causing the destruction of trees and field and garden plants, while the bee assists the farmer

and gardener, fructifjdng many blossoms of fruit trees and shrubs, and those of the rape,

clover, and other field and garden plants by conveying the pollen to the pistils. Worthy
of all imitation for cleanliness, it permits not a single one of the millions of atoms used in

building its combs to be wasted, well knowing that its most dangerous enemy, the moth,
will in a few days make its appearance and lay its brood in such waste as threatens its

very existence. That there is strength in union none seem to know better than the bee.

When an enemy has intruded too heavy for one bee to remove, as many more as can find

room will seize upon this intruder, and if then too heavy for such an effort, «s a mouse or a
large bug, far instance, it is pasted over with wax, so as not to become injurious even its

decomposition. In building their cells thousands of bees hang one upon another, without

detaching or tearing asunder the feet of the upper ones. By means of the heat generated

by this bunch the fine wax layers used for building their wonderful comb are sweated through
the rings of their- bodies.

All their work and action springs from harmonious co-operation. There are usually fifty-

thousand required for a colony, this being the average number of workers in a proper bee-

hive, as twenty thousand make but a small colony. These thousands form a republic, every

citizen of which is quite disinterested, while all are at the same time actuated by a public

spirit that can never be excelled. Every bee not only increases the common store of honey
and wax, but it is also prepared fearlessly to expose itself at any minute, if the honey is in

danger of being robbed, or if the safety of the queen or any of its co-workers is threatened.

Though the labors of the bees are so various ; though thousands are devoted to carrying in

the pollen, other thousands to building cells, and yet thousands more to feeding the young
bee-worms, closing up the cells, smoothing the walls of the bee-hives, cleaning the lloor,

filling up the chinks or cracks and holes, and to many other occupations, there is never any
difficulty among them as to who is to perform the pleasant or the unpleasant, the light,

the heavy, or the difficult work. Besides, there never are too many nor too few engaged,

there is no delay or momentary confusion even iu their work, every one of them instinctively

I->erceiving what is immediately required, and carrying out the same. Such a perfect equal-

ization of rights and duties as is shown by the bee-hive never was exhibited by any human
government in all its wisdom and good will. Yet there is one aracmg them superior to

all others, of greater length by about one-half of the body, provided with longer and yellow
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feet, yellow rings around its body, and a tuft of hair ; the only one of its Idnd in a colony,

called the queen or mother bee, because she lays all the eggs in a hive, from which the bees

of the hive—workers, drones, and even the future queens—are hatched. If each of the

workers, furnished as it L* with a sting, cheerfully risks its life for its queen, this is from

love only, as the queen neither governs, commands, gives orders, or advice. All she does

is to lay an astonishing number of eggs, (sometimes three thousand a day.) and tix, each

of them accurately by one end of its oval figure obliquely to the upper back wall of the

cell, having first crept into each cell to examine and cleanse it, and perhaps paste some
sticky matter to the spot where it is to be fiistened, unless the egg has already received such

matter from her body. It is a remarkable fact, too, that the queen, though able to eat

without the aid of others, does not usually do so, but is fed all her life by the workers,

ofiering to her honey in a great quantity, as the large deposit of eggs likewise requires much
consumption. It is probable that this food, being of excellent quality and easy of digestion,

is prepared by the workers for the queen herself Certain it is, that during the period in

which she lays most of her eggs, she would not have time to get her food out of the cells.

The queen never deposits more than one egg in each cell, neglecting not even a single one.

The color of the eggs is not brown, as stated in the Agricultural Ileport of 1S57, but it is

white in every country. There is a difference, however, in the color of the honey and wax,
(they being independent of each other,) varying in all shades from white, yellow, green,

gray, and brown, to red, according to different countries and seasons. The difference in

these colors is owing to the variety of honey and pollen collected. Even in the same
country, and during the same season, honey and wax of different colors are produced ; but
the wax varies less than the honey in its shades or colors. The quality of the honey also

depends upon each collection respectively. During the fall of 1858 there was such a
drought in this section of the country (Texas) that the bees could only collect their food

from bad herbs, probably from the so-called wild tobacco, {Lobelia inflata.) and the honey
made from it had a bad taste^, as if a great deal of pepper had been mixed with it. But the
next year, after a copious rain, the honey had so delicate a taste that it was not inferior to

any variety of honey in the world. The pollen, which is also called bee-bread, serves not
only as food for the young bee-worms, but also for the old bees during winter, when they
are confined in their hives. In the spring, when the old bees make a great deal of Ava,x by
sweating, they require a large quantity of pollen. If this be not found, (for instance, in the
earJy sprmg of northern countries.) they will be busy in gathering flour of the rye and other
cereals within their reach, or from mills near by. The pollen stored in the cells has merely
the appearance of having been manufactured into a particular bee-bread. As often as a
brood is hatched, the cells become of a darker color from the skin that remains after the
transformation of the worm into a bee. When the wax is melted and the skins and bee-
bread that remain have been separated, its original color is again restored, which almost
everj'where is yellowish white. There are but a few countries, as the Crimea, which furnish

a deep yellow or reddish prime-color. There is also some difference in the consistency of

honey. When fresh it is everywhere in a fluid state, and thinnest in warm countries. The
older it grows the more solid it is, crystiilizing like sugar candy and gradually becoming so
hard that it can scarcely be cut with the knife. Its loss in aroma is supplied by mildness
of tiste. In this state its palatableness is unsurpassed ; it may be eaten alone in large

quantities without injury, while fresh honey can only be so with bread and butter, as else

less easy of digestion and irritating the palate by its acrid quality or shai-p taste. This
acridness is probably derived from a mixture of juice contain'^d in the poison-bag, and is for

the puipose of imparting to the honey its piquant taste, au 1 to preserve it from turning
sour. No other transformation of the juice of the blossoms seems to take place in the
honey- vessels of the bees ; for, immediately after their arrival in the hive, they pour this

honey into the cells, however short the distance may be, and even though the flowering
linden be immecUately above the hive or form its roof

Tiie brooding-place, or the spot where the queen deposits her eggs, ought to be in the
middle of the hive, and in the cold of winter it must not occupy any other position. But this

brocH.ling-place is often ten times larger in the spring, and during a good season it reaches
even to the walls. Not imfrequcntly, in bee-hives made of glass, or on the back door being
removed, the queen may be seen depositing her eggs on the outside of the last comb-work,
which she continues without allowing heiself to be tlisturbed. On the first of July, after a
long period of drought, the writer had to remove all the combs until he reached the middle
ones, in order to find one with eggs and worms to place in another hive, which had lost its

queen some five weeks before, an operation which he repeatedly tried with this queenless
hive. No hive, however, should be entirely without eggs and brood. Even in the cold
North, and during the three months of November, December, and January, a healthy hive
ought not to be deficient in eggs and brood. In February, though still very cold, a greater
supply may be already found.
Ihe queen not only successively deposits e^s of one kind, but, without knowing the
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quality of her eggs, she lays them indiscriminately in all the cells, just as they issue from
her body, all being of equal description, and shaped into fertile (worker) eggs, or infertile

(drone) eggs, merely by the act of laying. If, for instance, a young swarm is placed in a
email hive containing nothing but worker-cells the result is that there will be nothing but
workers, or, if filled with drone-cells, there will be nothing but drones.

But where, in the former ^case, are the worker-eggs, and where, in the latter, are the
drone-eggs ? It also often happens that half of the comb consists of small bee or worker-cells,

while the other half is composed of the larger or drone-cells. Now the queen deposits in

the same quarter of an hour the worker-eggs as well as the drone-eggs ; the latter are some-
times deposited even first, if she happens to get first on that part of the comb. It has like-

wise been sho^vn, by the most accurate dissection, that the bee has only one ovary, with eggs
of but one kind. The queen never owns a palace to -dwell in, neither are the queens
provided with special homes, but they all live together in the passages leading through the

combs, the object of the cell being threefold, i. e., to receive the honey, the pollen, and the

eggs and brood.

The solidity of the comb may well serve as an example to the architect ; for the bee
knows how to keep together more than a hundred poimds of honey and bees in delicate

frames of wax, the single partitions of which cannot sustain the five-hundredth part. No
thread is required, and the tender walls even give way to the gentle pressure of a finger.

The industry of the bee is proverbial. In the Northern part of Germany it will be found
abroad engaged in collecting honey as early as 3 o'clock in the morning, and so continuing

up to 9 o'clock in the evening, when it might be expected to return tired and rest. But who-
ever keeps his ear close to a hive during the night will hear a deafening humming and buzzing

noise of all sorts of voices arising from the work the bees are performing within the hive.

Thus the building of the combs then goes on more rapidly, as the whole colony takes part

in it, a fact which has led some persons to the erroneous belief that the bees build their cells

merely at night, while they may be observed doing this work during the day time. The
fineness of eyesight required for this operation is really surprising. This case seems to the

writer the only example of an activity lasting for days and weeks "without interruption, and
without support either by rest or sleep. It is doubtful whether the naturalist will find in

the whole world another animal provided with the same inexhaustible perseverance, and
this is the more striking, as not even winter affords them a complete stand still or winter-

sleep, though it gives to the bees of the North a semi-lethargic sleep. In the South the

bee is employed all the year round, though it does not manifest the same astonishing

activity which is shown by her Northern sister during the short period in which she can
there gather her food. In the South, however, she is kept back from her excursions only

by the cold North winds, and but for a few days, rarely for a full week.

Another remarkable feature deserves mention. Bees are capable of living for days,

weeks, and even months, without air— at least, without the accession of fresh air. In the

North, where they cannot fly out for at least from four to six weeks, (in the Northern part

of Germany they must be kept during hard winters over four months within their hives,)

a special winter-stand is required, or they must be buried in the ground. Most bee-raisers

are in doubt whether the bees can be safely buried for months. This fact being of great

importance on account of the less quantity of food required during winter, (not, how^ever,

because of its total stoppage, as supposed by many,) the writer made repeated experiments

on the subject. Toward the end of November, 1848, tw^o hives w^ere buried two inches deep

in the earth, pressed down rather hard, and without allowing any air-hole. On the 11th of

March, 1849, they were dug out again. They were all lively, not having had to endure
the cold of 2.70 Reaumur, zz: 92.7^ Fahrenheit above the ground. All this was done in

the presence of witnesses whose names could be given.

The following points, w^hich were first established by Mr. Dzierzon, are important and
remarkable. They met with many attacks until they were finally and satisfactorily pro-'^cd:

There is only one queen in each colony, and she must be impregnated within three to

thirty days after her birth or creeping from her cells. The impregnation must take; i)lace

in the open air by the queen meeting with a drone. For proof of this a mmiber of queens,

after their return from going abroad, were immediately driven out -of the hives and
examined, when they showed signs of having had connexion with a male bee or drone ; as,

for insta'ice, the genitals of the queen were still somewhat open, contained foreign matter,

and often even the generating organ of the drone itself. Besides, a queen and dnnn- were

often fomid on the groimd in actual connexion with each other. Finally, the cjueen never

deposits good eggs if, before flying out, her wings are much cut, when still young, while

mother-bees already impn^gnated will remain so, even should their "wmgs be greatly

shortened. Tlie drone dies in this act of impregnation, having previously poured its seed

in a bag located behind the ovary. Thus the queen is at one time imjiregnated for

her whole life, lasting from two to five years, while the life of a worker lasts only six

montbiu
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Tne drones never collect honey, carry water, hatch, feed the worms, nor perform any

other Avork. They consimie the honey carried in by the workers, and, at a certain time,

are stung to death by them. If there is scarcity of food they are often, in their young
state, torn from their cells. Some persons suppose that they generate by their heat a high

temperature, and thus promote the hatching out of the brood. But they are not there at

the very time when their presence for this object would be most required—in the cool

spring, when the hive contains the greatest brood, and when this brood must be hatched

without them. Now, if they make their appearance during the heat of the summer, they

are not wanted for the purpose of assisting in the hatching, because the heat of a populous

hive is then such as to bring out the young brood of itself. This heat is also enough for the

worms and chrysalides. Even if a hive throw out three swarms during a summer, the

fructification of the queen (the only business of the drones) would then require but a few

drones, instead of some three or four thousand contained in many a hive. Now, if on the

one hand Nature, by a large number of drones, provides for this important work of propa-

gation, the intelligent bee-keeper, on the other hand, takes care that his bees build a few
large cells only for hatching drones, which greatly diminish the store of honey, so that,

sometimes wire traps are used to catch them. Twenty drones are enough, instead of

thousands. Or should there not be a single drone in a hive, the young queen flying out

would still accomplish her object, if there are other hives containing drones on the bee-

stand.

After impregnation, which is sometimes only the result of repeated excursions, the queen
never leaves her hive. Whoever believes in any such absence afterward is most certainly

mistaken. It is only when the bees have increased so rapidly as to send out a new swarm,
that the old queen leaves -with this first swarm, which is called the primary ox preoious swarm.
The subsequent swarms or colonies, however, which are called after swaims, have, of course,

only young queens. Should an after swarm contain more than one, they fight each other

even to death to obtain the sole possession of the hive. It often happens that the survi\dng

queen has been injured in this struggle. Only in very rare cases do the workers become
parties to it, as it goes on between the two young queens.

Three days after impregnation the queen commences laying eggs. From each fructified

e^g either a worker or a queen may be jsroduced, and, to produce queens, the workers pro-

vide a special arrangement of the cells. Under common circumstances, where there is a
queen, after the hive has become populous and desires to swarm, the workers construct

special queen-cells. Instead of these being horizontal, they are suspended perpendicularly

from their edges, as described and shown in the Patent Office Keport for 1857, page 107, ccc.

For the sake of safety, often many such cells, even up to fifteen, are begun at the same
time. The inner width con-esponds only to the worker bees, and is not wider, as stated in

those pages, but the wax walls are thicker. The worm from which the queen is produced,

during the eight days, before it is shut up and changed into the chrysalis, receives better

and more food. This fact has been shown by analysis. If the queen is driven off or per-

ishes before laying an egg in a cell, the bees so deprived of their queen procure a new one
by prolonging a worker bee-cell containing an egg or a worm. They prolong the horizontal

cell by hanging upon it a curved and pointed bag, and this very prolongation implies the
principal cause of the worms being transformed into a queen. It is not a mere selection.

These queens which are made from necessity, it is true, are a little smaller than the others,

but there has not yet been discovered any want or deficiency in their qualities when coin-

pared with the other queens hatched in the common way and in pendant cells. By means
of this structure of the cell the body of the queen is extended one-half its original length,
and the organs of production are formed to perfection, Vv'hile those of workers, though also

females, are stopped and stunted in their growth and development. Should the bees not
succeed in supplying themselves -svith a queen, which may arise from the fact that the queen,
after impregnation, on her return, gets into a liitrange hive, where she will be immediately
stung to death, or because all the queens are killed in their struggle for the sole possession
of the hive, then the worker bees left without a queen are imable to create another, unless
the accident has been noticed in time and a remedy applied. In this distress the workers
tiy to help themselves by one or more of them laying eggs ; but even this will not save them
from destruction, as such eggs merely produce drones, which, instead of collecting honey,
only add to a more rapid consumption of its supply.

The bee-cells, as is well known, are of two kinds, most of them being small and destined
for workers, while a less number are larger, wider, and designed only for drones. In the
process of laying the queen puts the hinder part of her body into the cell ; the eg^, being
detached from its ovary, slides in the laying tube, and must pass by the bag heretofore
described, which contains the seed of the male. Owing to the narrowness of the smaller
cells, the egg must touch the bag, and thus becomes fecundated. But the eggs laid in the
spacious drone cells do not touch the bag, and hence do not receive fecundation.

The writer will here introduce the foUo-^nng rectipitulation gathered from the remarks of
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the Rev. Mr. Dzierzon, of Karlsmarkt, Silesia, the distinguished bee-master of Europe, on
the classification, cliaracteristics, and destiny of bees :

" Workers.—The most numerous portion of bees 'in a hive are the workers, so called

because they perform all the work, both without and within the hive. On warm days,

when the temperature is at least 12° R., =r 50° Fahr., they are frequently seen on flow-

ers, sucking out the honey-juice and pollen for their combs. Many erroneous assertions

have formerly been made as to their sex. Sometimes a portion of them have been said to

be males, and another alleged to be females. Then again they have been described as

neuters. But the sting with which every worker is funiished, and which is peculiar only to

the females of the hymenopterous insects—bees, wasps, and bumble bees—indicates their

female gender. Their sex, however, is not fully and properly developed. Though ovaries

are clearly indicated, these bees, for the greater part, are not able to lay eggs, and even
though a few be found the ovaries of which are so developed that they can lay eggs, they
will produce males simply, and never workers. The only part they take in breeding is to

build the cells for the young, warm both the eggs deposited by the queen and the larvse

coming from them, feed these larvae, and cover their cells when, about the seventh day,

they have completed their growth, after which the larvae spin themselves in, then are trans-

formed into chrysalides, and, biting through the cover of their cells, emerge as perfect bees.

This takes place mth the workers in from nineteen to twenty-one days, according to the

temperature, commencing from the egg ; with the drones in twenty-four days, and vfith the

queens in sixteen days.
'' When young the bees devote themselves more to their home duties, for which reason the

young bees are sometimes called brood bees, because the preparation of pap for feeding the

brood forms their principal, though not their only, business. They also build cells for the
reception of honey, which is clarified and covered by them, for which purpose they prepare

the wax, &c. The materials—such as honey and pollen, water for rarefying honey that is

too thick or has too great an amount of honey, as well as the resin and bee-glue for stopping

crevices to prevent both drafts and the entrance of foes and to fasten the combs better to

the cover and walls—all are gathered by the older worker bees. On fine days they are

generally found more without than -within the hive, carrying materials together so long as

their wings are not too much worn out ; and for this reason these older workers are often

called carrier bees or carriers.

"The younger brood bees make their appearance, but for a short time only, at noon, in

the warmest time of the day, in clusters around the fly-hole, (the m-ca]\ed preamble,) in order

to get acquainted with the stand, and to clean themselves, while flying about, of the excre-

ments which rapidly collect in them while preparing the wax and feeding pap. After tliis

they either return to their domestic work or a portion of them flies off to the fields to gather

in honey.

^'Drones.—These bees are recognized in their flight by a louder, deeper, and more hum-
ming sound. Tlieir body is less tapering, with hairs on the hind part, and considerably

thicker than that of the workei-g,

Fig;. 1. and hence also require wider cells.

While ofworker cells it takes about
25 to a square inch, (see fig. 1,)

only IG drone cells are needed to

fill the same space, (see fig. 2.)

The main distinction of the drones

from the workers is the want of a
Bting. As to their sex and design,

the most contradictoiy and absurd
opinions ai'e found in the v^arious

books on bees. But, on examining
their body, no one can doubt the

fact that they are the males among
the bees, destined to fecundate the

yoimg queens. This taking place

only in the air, as in case of kin-

dred insects—bumble-bees, wasps,
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Fig. 2.
and even ants—a large number of

drones is always found, so that the

queen may more certainly meet
witli one, and not remain unfecun-

dated—a fact which has not been

understood by many bee-keepers.

As young queens are only hatched
and fecundated at the time of

swarming, and as they are then

impregnated for their Avliole life,

the drones, at the period when
the bee food diminishes, naturally

are expelled from all the hiven

that have a fecundated queen,

being only tolerated by the colo-

nies without a queen. This ex-

pulsion is called the battle of

drones.
" The Quern.—The most remark-

able among all the bees of a

colony is the queen, or mother-bee.

She, too, has formerly been held

to be a male ; and Virgil, in the fourth book of the Georgics, always calls her Rex King.

The German name also, Wciser, Guide, or Leader, proves that she was thought to be a male,

and Avas erroneously believed to lead off the swarm, showing the way. Though this error

was long ago abandoned, still there are many bee-keepers even now who assert that the

queen lays eggs only for workers, and that the drone-eggs are laid by certain workers called

drone-mothers. Tliey have not been able to understand how it is possible for the queen, if

she really lays all the eggs, to lay the female ones exactly in the worker-cells, and the

male eggs in the wider drone-cells ; and from the fact that even workers sometimes
begin to lay drone-eggs in hives without a queen, they conclude that this is the case when
there is a queen, thus disregarding all experience which teaches the contrary."

The most violent controversies were carried on upon this question by the principal bee-

keepers of Germany in their journals on bee economy, until the Eev. Mr. Dzierzon succeeded

both in eliowing that the existence of the drone-mothers, previously claimed as regular

members of a bee-hive, was a mere fiction, and in causing his theory to be generally recog-

nized even by men of science. This theory, in an easy and simple manner, solves all the

difficulties and uncertainties in which the history of the propagation of bees has been
involved for centuries.

Tire young queen, as before mentioned, is impregnated by a drone only once in her life,

and high up in the air, for which purpose, after becoming monarch of the hive, and having
reached her age for copulation, at the time of the usual preainhle, she goes abroad several

times until her object is accomplished. In this copulation it is not the ovary that is fecun-

dated, as formerly supposed, but a little bladder (seed receptacle) towards the end of the

body is filled. Every egg to be deposited has to pass by this bladder, and is individually

fructified. Now, we have seen several queens—some borne from their cells with defective

wings, some with wings purposely cut, and some hatched vv^hen there were no drones at all

in the hive ; none of which could possibly be fecundated, and on examination they showed
also an empty seminal bladder, yet they laid eggs capable of being developed, from which,
however, were produced males or drones only, even though the queen endeavored to produce
workers, and so laid her eggs in small cells. From this it is beyond all question that males
or drones are produced from the eggs developed in the ovary of the queen, in consequence
simply of the power of maternity, but that such eggs must be fecundated by the fluid in

the seminal bladder, in order to yield female bees, either working-bees or queens.

The impregnated queen being able either to fecundate or not an egg before it is

deposited, it is as easy to explain how she can lay female or male eggs at pleasure, when
the particular cell requires it, as it is the inability of queens not impregnated, or of workers

who are incapable of Ijeing fecundated, to produce a female progeny. This proposition,

however, though merely offered as a solution of the difficult question respecting a bee-hive, has

been most violently controverted on the ground that there can he no life without fecundation.
" The new theory would have remained, perhaps, forever an hypothesis but for the dis-

covery made at the same time by Professor Leuckart, of Giessen, and by Dr. l\Ieissner, of

Gottingen, Gennany, of the fecundation of the eggs of insects. This is not effected by a

simple external contact, together with an excited state so caused, but by means of one of

^hose moving fibres, spermatozoa, existing in nmnberless quantities in the semen pene-

18 A
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trating the egg, through the so-called micropyle, a small opening at one of its ends. "With

this basis it has been possible to ascertain the correctness of the new theory. Professor

Von Siebold succeeded in preparing the bee-eggs so that he could look into their interior.

While no trace or symptom of any fecundation was visible, either on the inside or outside

of the di'one-eggs, of which he examined quite a number with the greatest care and atten-

tion, from one to three of those moving threads, could be plainly seen in the eggs for

workers. The correctness of the theory reached by these experiments having been scientifi-

cally demonstrated both by means of the microscope and the dissecting knife, Professor

Von Siebold made similar observations on other insects, and embodied the result of his

discoveries in a work entitled *
' True Parthenogenesis in Butterflies and Bees,

'

' (Wahre
Parthenogenesis bei Schemetterlingen und Bienen,) a translation of which might form a
welcome addition to the English literature on this subject.

"The natural history of the bee, already so interesting in itself, has thus become more
important for the naturalist ; for what could excite more attention than the observation of
these wondrous germs lying hid in the tiny bee-egg, and from which either a male or female
is produced, according as it had been, or not been, fecundated. Not less worthy of admira-
tion is the fact that the female becomes either a common improductive worker-bee if the
egg is deposited in a certain small cell, and provided with inferior food, or a queen if it is

deposited in one of the larger, acorn-shaped queen cells, and furnished with the richer and
more nourishing pap for its food. This queen lays daily as many as 3,000 eggs, and deposits

a million during her lifetime, commonly lasting four years.

That the queens are not produced from a particular or different kind of egg, as formerly
supposed, but from eggs or small larvae, which but for the larger cell and better food would
have produced common or worker-bees, had been previously discovered by Pastor Schirach.

But he was mistaken in believing that larvae of three days only might be reared into

queens, the observation having been made by Dzierzon, and confirmed by others, that from
the larvae of the workers, so long as they are not covered—that is, up to their sixth day

—

perfect females, or queens, can be reared by covering and lengthening their cells, and by
providing them with richer and more nouri&'hing food, for the development of sex takes
place only at the transformation of the larvae into chrysalides.

'

' The general reception of this theory, finally, is mainly owing to the Italian bee brought
into Germany by Dzierzon in the spring of 1853. This Italian bee is very differently marked
from other bees, the first two rings of its body being of a yellow color, forming, as it were,

a yellow band, which is visible even as it flies. The queens especially are of a beautiful

golden color, changing towards the hinder part of the body into black. The Italian drones,

too, are plainly distinguished from common drones, though not as strikingly so as the
queens and workers. As this Italian bee, though of a different breed, is essentially the same
honey-bee as the gray or black German bee, and as individuals of both breeds copulate and
become one colony, the queens of one breed may be transferred into the hive of another.

After a series of the most interesting observations, the Dzierzon theory was thus most
strikingly confirmed. If the queen of a common gray or black colony is removed and
replaced by an Italian or yellow queen, (which, however, must not be put in before three

da3'-s, and kept in a cage from one to two days for her own safety,) not only will Italian

workers be produced, but also Italian drones, a decisive proof that the drone-eggs are also

laid by the queen. In crossing—that is, if a common black queen is impregnated by an.

Italian drone, or an Italian queen by a black drone—the result will be apparent in the female
progeny only ; but the drones produced by the queens are either German or Italian, accord-

ing to the queen producing them, for the simple reason that the substance in the seminal
bladder has no influence whatever on the drone-eggs. By exchanging the queen cither of
a black or an Italian colony in the manner above mentioned, the length of the bee's life can
be most accurately determined, because the period when the former generation was of a dif-

ferent color can be ascertained vnth certainty. In spring and summer, when the bees
rapidly wear out through continued activity, soon become old and die, their lives average
hardly two months. If in this season, such a black colony will after two months be thoroughly
Italianized, with, perhaps, not a single black bee in it. The bees hatched in August
and September live much longer. In winter, when all activity ceases, no brood being de-

posited, they are scarcely affected by age ; and as those which have survived the winter may
continue even to the months of May and June, some will live from eight to nine months.
Those that are hatched in February and March, compelled to lie idle for weeks and even
months in certain localities, may live from five to six months. This may also be set do^v^l

as the average length of their life, though individual bees, especially in hives without
queens, where almost all activity ceases, may reach even the age of a year.

The drones would attain the same and perhaps a greater age, because they do not per-

form any work except flying out at noon on fine days in order to meet the young queen in

the air as she goes abroad at the tunc of copulation. But as they are expelled when the
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pasture ceases, they live only about four or five months, according to the time of their birth.

Those last deposited are often torn out and thrown from the hive before their development.

The few drones which accomplish the real object of their existence—the impregnation

of the queen—do not survive after it has been done. As soon as the male organ appears

the drone is motionless, dead. The highest age among bees is attained by the queen, and
she is also developed in the shortest time. Her usual age seems to be four years, though they

are sometimes seen full five yeai'S old. As her productiveness is diminislied in the fourth,

sometimes in the third year, it is advisable to replace her by a new and sound one, as the

success and yield of a hive depends mainly on a vigorous and productive queen.

Numerous prejudices exist injurious to bee-raising, some of which require particular

refutation, as most freqiient, and having apparently so much weight with many persons.

First. It is alleged that bees yield no profit, or at least so little that they will not pay for

keeping, and, as to the increase of national wealth, that their yield is hardly of any import-

ance. Secondly. It is said that in view of their propensity to sting, it is always a risk and
even danger to keep bees. Thirdly. It is affirmed that it is too difficult, and requires too

much time to give the bees such a management as is most conducive and natural to them.

As to the first objection, it is true that no revenue can be expected from irrational and
imnatural treatment of bees. But wherever this industrious little animal has been properly

cared for during a tolerably fair season in countries which are not wholly deficient in honey
plants they have always jdelded their keeper a corresponding return, not only compensating

him for the loss of his time, but also blessing many a bee-raiser with prosperity. The ques-

tion, however, is a more serious one, whether individuals or whole families can derive their

principal sustenance from bee-culture. Even this question can be answered in the affirma-

tive. In Gennany there are no places altogether destitute of honey, but in this country

both extremes may sometimes be met with, for there are sections sufi"ering from pre-

vailing dryness, where neither trees nor shrubs will grow, and where the bees must, of

course, starve. Again, there are other sections, and these form by far the greatest portion

of the coimtry abounding in honey, where the bees can collect but the smallest part of this

abundance, no matter how much they store away. In dry places and poor seasons the bees

are reduced to a mere handful around the queen, and they will even cease their excursions

for honey as useless. These hard times in our hot climate usually occur in midsummer,
while in the Northern parts of the United States and Germany many hives are killed by
cold and want of food. Many hives, too, there, after consuming a large quantity of honey
for several months, will often starve, though a little more would have saved them, which,
however, during great cold, it is very difficult to give them. Tlie conditions for bee-culture

in this countr}'- are, on the v>^hole, quite different from those of Germany. Wet summers
there, with cool weather, cause the ruin of bees, however fertilizing they may be to the

crops of the field. The dry summers, on the contrarj^ are the more favorable to them, because

the drought, instead of diminishing their food, tends only to increase it. But in this coun-

try, here in Texas, where dryness is usual, the rainy seasons are a real refreshment to man,
animal, tree, and every other product, and especially so to bees. While in the Northern
States the spring, including June and half of July, forms the main period for gathering

honey, this is done in the fall at the South. During good weather the bees gather from
January to August only what they want for their own use, while during the three months
of September, October, and November, they gather all their surplus for man. Many a hive
with us (in Texas) containing but a handful of bees in the month of August requires only
sufficient rain to become populous again within three weeks. In another three weeks every
room and space of the hive will be filled up, while if it should enjoy favorable weather for

two or three weeks more, every space that has been emptied will be again filled with a
second crop. Generally speaking, the South is far more adapted to the bee than the North.
Though an oppressive heat is not favorable to it, even if it rest a little during the warmest
hours of the day, yet cold is much more injurious, as it causes death. While it is well

known that it can live at the equator, it is not yet ascertained how far North it may do so.

In Sweden it still afi"ords a surplus of honey.

The most favorable conditions for bee-culture are found in those countries which combine
great w-armth with sufficient humidity, where none of the millions of blossoms is deficient in

its nectar drops formed from the abundance of juice ; whereas in dry and unfruitful regions

they are almost wholly wanting. These drops of the blossoms as well as tlie pollen form
their only food, with the exception of the honey-dew produced from the aphides, which the

bees assiduously collect from the leaves of the linden, the plum-tree, the oak, and other

trees. That bee-culture in the South pays a larger profit than at the Nortli is shown by the

mere fact that each colony at the North requires at least from fifteen to twenty pounds of

honey as food for winter, while at the South it hardly requires five pounds, being about
fifteen pounds less, that may be counted among the profits of the bee-keeper. As regards

the annual yield, figures will also here decide, as in other cases. A colony, including the hive,
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whicTi of course is often worthless, is sold here (in Texas) for from five down to three and
often two dollars.

"Whether the price he high or low, the profit will he at least 100 per cent., in case a new
colony is obtained. But in favorable seasons, two colonies may be expected from a hive,

cither natural or artificial. The intelligent and practical bee-keeper may annually raise ten

new stocks (swarms or hives) from one old stock. But the question is, whether the supplies

of Nature will nourish his weak colonies, v^^hich will certainly require a locality extraordi-

narily rich in honey, such as the writer at least has never known. Dr. Blumenau, of Brazil,

stated in 1852 that more than a dozen of new swarms issued from one single hive in that
country. They, however, usually went off into the woods, an evil peculiar to the whole of

this continent. Such an increase might be possible in a very rich locality ; besides, Dr.
Blumenau is reliable authority, as his moderation in his other descriptions show. At a
distance of only thirteen miles from the writer's residence, the bee-keeper, Mr. Spaugenberg,
was observed putting in eight new natural swarms from his two old hives ; three swarms
escaped under his very eyes, and judging from certain circumstances, there were at least

three more which are also presumed to have escaped without having been noticed. These
make fourteen new swarms from two old hives, or seven from one, and this in a very stony

and sterile locality, a small portion of which is capable of cultivation. Five of these eight

new swarms had already during the first summer a considerable surplus of hone)-. Tlie new
hives, of course, will only be productive when they furnish their own honey and wax, at

least up to the next favorable season. This is not usually the case at the North, while at

the South they commonly afford a surplus of honey.

The yield of honey annually produced from one hive at the North of Germany will, on an
average, hardly exceed ten pounds unless the summer season is unusually favorable ; but in

the United States, at least at the South, and this in dry localities, for instance in Western
Texas, there are but few years where a stock, on an average, yields less than twenty pounds
a year. It is true there are also colonies which have lost their queens, or which have
become weakened from some other cause and have not saved anything for the coming year,

except their lives and their health. But such are brought into the average by the promi-

nent hives yielding one hundred pounds of honey and over ; for a vigorous colony in an
excellent hive, and enjoying favorable seasons, will sometimes yield as much as two hundred
pounds a year. Estimating the price of -honey at only fifteen cents a pound, the jdeld of the

average amount of twenty pounds is three dollars, or seventy-five per cent, of the purchase

money at four dollars a hive. From this the cost of management and other incidental

expenses must be deducted. This amount, however, is inconsiderable, and diminishes in

proportion as this branch of industry is extended. If bee-culture is practiced on a large

scale, the vahie of the time given it is divided among so large a number of hives that it is

employed to advantage. The very fact that one individual is enough to keep so many hives

in order has a great deal of weight in this question. Under the hands of a man ill-fitted for

his business not even a small number will thrive, while the intelligent and practical bee-

keeper can take care of five hundred, and make besides a portion of the hives for the new
colonies. Should he require assistance during the period of swarming, it will be but little

and but for a short time. What branch of agriculture can show such another instance of

one man making by his labor over one thousand dollars clear gain a year ?

The most natural and profitable way of keeping bees is for every farmer to put up as

many hives as he may want for producing his own honey and wax. With sufficient assist-

ance the bee-master can keep one thousand hives and even more. Many a person may be
deterred from such an increase by the cost of the hives, but he should consider that the

increase is only gradual, so that the intelligent bee-keeper will be prepared for it whenever
it becomes necessary. Even an expensive bee-house may be doubly paid for from the profit

of the honey obtained in the first year. Besides, a large number of hives can be more
economically put up than a less one ; if the first hives, for instance, should cost two dollars,

the last ones will not be more than one-fourth of this amount. A small number of colonies

require good hives, while a larger number may thrive in hives of not so good a quality.

For a bee-house or bee-stand to contain a number of distinct hives, unburnt bricks may
be recommended, as being very cheap, warm in winter and cool in summer. It should bo

so arranged as not to permit the individual colonies to reach or disturb each other. In

places abounding with honey, such buildings are as profitable and as lasting as arc barns and
stables in localities mainly devoted to the raising of cattle and the cultivation of cereals.

From two to five hundred colonies may be sustained on the square mile, as the honey-drop

that has been sucked up is repeatedly supplied in numberless flowers during good weather.

But in unfavorable weather even a small number will suffer. It is certain, however, that,

with a proper management of the bees, the country can not only produce a sufficient amount
for its own consumption, but its surplus may also largely cuter into the articles of export,

adding much to the increase of national wealth and prosperity. Here the question very

properly arises whether Nature's stores of lioney, which are so rich on this continent, should
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be collected, as can be done, with so little means, or wlietlier thousands upon thousands of

hiindred weights of honey be allowed to be lost. How many colonies might be Ivcpt, and
what a vast amount of honey and wax miglit be produced throughout the whole country,

may be seen by a glance at its extent, or noting its number of square miles, deducting the

barren tracts which are destitute of all bee-food. All the bee-raiser requires is a simple

habitation for himself, fencing for his hives, and dogs to secure them from injury by cattle

and from thieves. Bees neither require any soil adapted to cultivation nor pasture land, like

cattle. Even the so-called waste land, as swamps and rocky tracts, will add to their sus-

tenance, though nothing is grown on such places except swamp-plants, shrubs, of trees.

They c<an do without agriculture and population, the latter not being desirable on account

of too much intercourse. The neighborhood of large cities, or a moderate distance with
railroad communication, offers the bee-raiser a good market for his honey when yet fresh

and not melted, especially in the wax-combs, made in places adapted to its preparation, and
obtained by the use of glass vessels or other dishes in the hive. These are never used by
the queen for depositing her eggs, but altogether for storing away honey. The vessels re-

quired for the management of honey are few—a boiler and some honey-casks—and are not
nearly as expensive as. the apparatus required for the manufacture of sugar, syrup, or other

products. The wax, after melting, requires no packing ; it can only be destroyed by fire,

and never deteriorates, as is also the case with pure honey.

The second objection, that, on account of their tendency to sting, it is risky and often

dangerous to keep bees, is without foundation. The puncture, as is well known, is the

wound caused by the sting, and accompanied by swelling. The swelling is the result of an acid

similar to that distilled from ant-hills, and contained in a vesicle at the root of the skin, and
gradually pouring into the wound. The bees of Germany, it is true, are often quite malicious,

but those here in the South are really of a good-natured character. One may manage them
for days, may produce artificial swarms, take away their honey—in short, may undertake any
operation with them without being stung. But suppose they were even worse than those

of Germany, it would not form any really serious objection. To avoid their stings, however,
the bees should neither be pressed nor squeezed ; they should not be breathed at, nor should
there be any pushing against their hives ; all fast running in front of their hives and rapid

movements of the hands must be avoided. It has been said that bees are irritated by the

disagreeable sweat of man, but the v/riter has never seen it. This would certainly be bad,

as the labor required in the management of bees cannot be performed without causing per-

spiration ; especially is this the case with the hiving of the natural swarms during the hottest

time of day. A quiet and fearless management of bees is necessary. Smoke is the most
effective and never-failing means against their tendency to sting. The old bee-raisers used
therefore their earthen smoking pot, sometimes increasing its effect by a small bellows at-

tached to it. It was only by carrying this smoking chimney before them, protecting their

hands with gloves, and having the bee-cap over the face, that bee-keepers formerly ventured
to approach their bees, performing all operations under this oppressive shield, though they
had to perspire profusely under the bee-cap, and could scarcely see through.

Rev. Mr. Dzierzon and his followers entirely banished the bee-cap and glove ; instead of

the smoking pot, they make use of a burning cigar, or little lighted stick of decayed linden-

wood, the smoke of which can be easily blown with the mouth to whatever spot required,

and it is enough to blow now and then a little cloud of smoke towards the bees. Where one
has no such linden-wood, a bunch of rags is used. The glowing ends of such a lint-stick

must be put into the water or buried in the ground after use, so as to avoid any danger of

fire. Should any one be stung, the pains of the sting will gradually be less felt, the person
having become inoculated, as it were, against the so-called bee-poison. Tlie smoke benumbs
the bees. Yet, if enraged by a violent shock, by many being crushed, or by a hive being
upset, the strongest smoke will be of no avail, and there remains nothing but sudden flight

The Italian bee does not show such rage ; she stings only when pressed or irritated in the
highest degree. This mild character, not to mention its greater industry, renders the intro-

duction and extension of this race important, as the fear of being stung, though often

groundless, deters many from engaging in the enterprise of bee-raising. In the progress of

his management the bee-raiser will have acquired so much skill and practice that, even m
an extensive bee-stand of 100 hives, he can readily discover and catch every bee disposed to

sting bun, wherever it may be. He throws it with his hollow hand down to the ground,

passing on one step further if he wishes to save its life. Among hundreds of humming
voices he becomes able to recognize the voice of that bee, more or less distant, which is dis-

posed to sting. After being stung so completely that the sting, owing to its inverted hook,
must remain in, the pain and swelling, especially in new hands, is quite severe. For these

evils there is no complete remedy, though there are many ways to soothe them, as, for in-

stance, to crush the body of the bee on the place where one is stung, for it often remains there

a few moments ; use wet loam or dirt; besmear it with honey, with oil, saliva, sal ammo-
niac, alcohol, or merely apply rags wet, or water or vinegar. The best course seems to ba
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to pull out the sting as soon as possible, which, being provided with inverted hooks, remains
for the most part in the wound, causing the death of the bee, and to squeeze the wound be-

tween the two fingers until a watery drop issues, when the pungent bee-poison, which causes

both the pain and the swelling, is also removed. The wound caused by the sting may also

be pressed upon the pulp of a pear—an experiment tried by Eev. Mr. Fischer, of Kiiaden,

Bohemia, who, after being stung by three bees on the point of his finger, immediately took
a pear from the next tree, laid open its flesh (or pulp) and pressed his finger against it.

His pain almost immediately disappeared without any sign of swelling. It might be inferred

from this that other fruits can be used with the same effect.* Nobody could have betrayed
more fear than the writer as a new hand, but now he looks upon the sting of bees with in-

differen(;e, as will every practical bee-keeper ; and the subject lias been treated with such
minuteness only because most persons attach so great an importance to it.

As to the third objection, that to obtain a knowledge of a proper treatment of bees re-

quires too much time and is too difficult, it may be remarked that these difficulties are but
imaginary. Many persons are afraid of approaching a bee-hive. They think they cannot
hive a swarm or take the surplus honey, &c., looking upon these operations as requiring

much skill, while devotedness to the object and courage only are sufficient for the per-

fonnance of this kind of work. Let the novice first read some good work on bees, (he will

soon discover the errors of many books by comparing them with better ones,) observe the

manipulations of practical bee-keepers, as well as put up hives himself and manage them
fearlessly, and he will in a short time acquire skill to perform everything necessary, often

even better than he sees it done by others.

As to the time required for gaining a knowledge of bee-keeping, all operations consume
the less time the nearer they approach nature. This is true with the Dzierzon method
advocated in this paper. Based upon the natural history of the honey-bee, it implies

facility and simplicity in the treatment and habitation of bees. The hives should be as

simple and cheap as possible, so as not to reduce the profits of the yield. All artificial and
expensive hives should, therefore, be banished, and every bee-keeper be able to make his

own hives.

Among the means best adapted to the promotion and general distribution of bee-culture,

instruction and practice rank highest. There are already many good bee-manuals, the in-

fluence of which, however, should be increased by the establishment of a special journal for

bee-culture and model bee-houses. From the importance of bee-culture, in respect to

national economy, model bee-stands ought to be put up both by the National and State

governments.
Such model bee-stands might be attached to the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office,

under the management of a special bee-master. The object of such a model bee-house would
be to promote bee-culture, not only by distributing swarms and queens, but by diflfusing

practical knowledge among the public at large, and generally by serving as a bee-school to

teach by practical demonstrations the natural history and habits of the bee, and to show all

the operations and manipulations in bee-keeping ; for instance, the production of artificial

swarms, hiving, taking out honey, &c.

This object might be still further secured in establishments of a similar character by all

the State governments, in connexion with the several State agricultural colleges, or other

similar institutions. Such establishments, based upon the results and experience of modern
investigations and principles laid down by Science herself, and by recognized masters in this

branch of industry, should be conducted only by intelligent and practical men, who, by
long experience, have become thoroughly acquainted with the progress made in bee-culture

and its present condition. To any objections against such model or experimental bee-stands

on the ground of expense, it may be replied that they would not only sustain themselves,

but, beyond the great object to be attained—the general promotion of bee-culture through-

out the country—they would likewise furnish a rich revenue from their products.

In compliance with a request made to him. Dr. Engel, director of the Royal Statistical

Bureau of Prussia, has kindly communicated the following statement, showing, in table A,

the consumption of wax in the States of the German Zollverein. Honey, not being specially

mentioned in the tariff, is included among other objects. The table B shows also the total

number of inhabitants and geographical square miles embraced in these German States.

*A recently discovered and approved homoeopalliic remedy ia the ^pis Mellifica taken iuternally—a few
globules at a time.
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WAX.
(A.)

—

Import, export, and transit in the Zollvcrein.

Year. Import. Export. Excess of

import.

Transit.

1848..„.-..
1840
1850
1851
1852..

1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858-. ..„._.

Quintals.

6,487
7,979
7,351
6,400
5,476
6,487
4,317
4,653
7,061
5,763
8,043

Quintals.

343

1,360
773
602
669

739
2,915
1,059
1,608
1,039
1,895

Quintals.

6,144
6,619
6,578
5,798
5,476
6,487
2,915
3,594
5,453
4,724
6,148

Quintals.

209
783
664
COl

1,148
857
520
703
Yes
688
684

Eleven years. 70,017 13,002 57,015 7,225

(B.)

—

Area and number of inJiabitants.

Year.

1846
1849
1852
1855
1858

Geographical
square miles.

8,247.54
8,247. 54
8,247.54
9,067.85
9,067.85

Number of

Inhabitants.

29,460,816
29,803,007
30,492,792
32,721,094
33,542,467

Hanover and Ol-

denburg joined.

Population, according to tlie Census of December 3, 1858.

States of the Zollverein. Inhabitants.

I. Kingdom of Prussia _ -.

The Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, (not already included)

II. Kingdom of Bavaria „

III. Kingdom of Saxony
IV. Kingdom of Hanover _ .-_>. ^

V. Kingdom of Wirtemberg
"VI. Grand Duchy of Baden . - _

VII. Electoral Hesse - ..

VIII. Grand Duchy of Hesse
IX. Thiiringia

This comprises : 1. A small part of Prussia ; 2. Part of Electoral Hesse
;

3. Saxony-AVeimar ; 4. Saxony-Meiningen ; 5. Saxony-Altenburg ; 6. Sax-

ony-Coburg Gotha ; 7. Schwarzburg, Sonderhousen ; 8. Schwarzburg Ptu-

dolstadt ; 9. Pteuss, older house ; 10. Eeuss, younger house ; 11. A small
part of Bavaria.

X. Dukedom of Brunswick .... ...

XI. Dukedom of Oldenburg
XII. Dukedom of Nassau
XIII. Free town of Frankfort....

Total

18,107,274
192,196

4,621,279
2,122,148
1.865,104
1,690,898
1, 334, 052

699,798
862,999

1,043,771

249, 771

236, 789

435, 777

80, 611

33 ,542, 467
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As stated above, the import of lioney is not specially mentioned in the tariff—imported,

IS it is, both from East and South of Europe into Germany in an unclarified state, the wax
3ontained in it may he worth, in round numbers, $152,143, while the value of honey may
be set down at $785,540. Considering the area, number of population and industry, the

value of honey and wax produced in the States of the Zollverein may be estimated, in round
numbers, at $10,598,966. The consumption of honey in the Zollverein States would, there-

fore, amount to $11,536,649. At the same rate in the United States, with probably about

the same population at the present time, the amount of honey needed for consumption
would be the same, ($11,536,649.) But as there is, perhaps, not more than a fourth as

much consumed in the Zollverein States of what would be even a supply at hand, or pro-

duced in the country itself, it may safely be assumed that the present population of the

United States would consume honey amounting to about $46,146,596, on an eamual average

of not even $1 50 per head. Its production, however, is much easier in this country than
In Europe, owing to the greater quantity of material for it here. Considering the greater

number of square miles of the United States, allowing even a deduction of two-thirds for

barren lands, and cultivating only 50 hives to a square mile, instead of some hundreds that

might be easily sustained, there would be about fifty millions of hives, giving an annual
of at least from one hundred to one hundred and fifty millions of dollars. In 1857 the im-

port of sugar and molasses into the United States exceeded their export by forty-eight and
a half millions of dollars. A great portion of the sugar still required might, however, be
supplied or rendered unnecessary by a large production of honey, while the amount of

capital demanded for its import might be obtained by the export of honey. In addition to

this, it must be kept in mind that the cost of production is, at least, one-fifth less than that

of sugar, if purchased.

On application to the Treasury Department of Austria, the following communication was
received by the writer, showing the expor-ts, imports, and transit of honey and wax, and. the

state of bee-culture in the Zollverein or Customs-Union of Austria, from 1849—1859:

Years.

IMPORTS. EXPORTS. TRANSIT.

Articles.
Customs, Value Customs, Value Customs, Value

quintals. in Austrian

florind.

quintals. in Austrian

florins.

quintals. in Austrian

florins.

Honey and honey water. 1849 3,105 34,927 2,234 25,137 311 3,503

1850 5,164 58,099 2,906 33,705 243 2,709

1851 5,397 60,719 4,162 46,822 709 7,976

1852 14,887 182,952 2,308 26,449 115 1,328

1853 15,558 196,031 2,370 27,373 716 8,270

1854 11,661 141,014 720 8,316 282 3,257

1855 25,415 299,797 1,327 15,327 542 6,260

1856 9,053 107,099 2,183 25,214

1857 10,006

lo 537

119,912 4,888 56,456

11 7241858 157,564

70,384

977

1859 5,551 2,382 28,584

Wax .
. • « • 1849

1850

2,169

7,142

187,624

604,390

834

1,837

70,507

156,723

2,239

3,500

209. 895

328,125

1851 3,947 333,322 1,809 157,899 2,605 230,018

1852 4,746 447,363 1,967 165,490 2,353 180,852

1853 6,294 594,783 1,337 112,308 2,022 169,848

1854 5, .557 525, 136 1,171 98,364 1,843 154,812

1855 6,004 567,378 823 69, lia 2,810 236,040

1856

1857

1858

8,577

5,931

6, 329

810,526

560,385

569,610

379,440

1,423

1,604

884

119,532

139,776

79,560

170,3701859 4,216 1,893
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Table shmng the condition of lee-culture in 1854, according to the Imperial Statistical Bureau.

Provinces.

Production.

Quintals of lioney. Quintals of wax.

Salzburg

Upper Austria

Lower Austria . .

.

Bukowina ..._..

Hungary ,

Tyrol
Silesia

Dalmatia
Venice
Military Frontier

Bohemia
Moravia ...... ..

Transylvania

Croatia

Gorz
Galicia

Lombardy
Serbian Banat...
Carinthia .,

Styria

Camiola...... ..

Total

500 50
1,800 ISO
G,200 G20
3,000 390

90,000 9,000
10,800 1,080
3,500 350
9,100 910
18,700 187
32,300 3.230

41,300 4,130
21,200 2,120

50,600 5,060
19,200 1,920
9,000 900

85.400 8,540
19,400 1,940

39,600 3,960

15,000 1,500

39,000 3,900
31,000 3,120

547,700 54,770

Total value, 8,763,200 florins, or about $4,381,000, in a country numbering 34,500,000
inhabitants, and 11,240 Austrian square miles ; its population and area being about equal

to that of the Customs' Union of Germany.
As it is well Imown, however, that the statements of the producers are always lower than

the actual production, for the purpose, in a measure, of evading taxation ; as it is further

known that such honey only has a place which enters into commerce, excluding the home
consumption of the bee-keepers themselves, four out of every live consmning their ovvT]

production, a surplus product of at least $10,169,000 must be set down, so that Austria an-

nually realizes from bee-culture $15,000,000.
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Table slwvnng the distribution and number of hives, also the a.r,ymnt of honey and wax in the differerd

portions of the empife.

Crown lands.

Salzburg

Upper Austria...,

Lower Austria ...

Bukowina

Hungary

Tyrol

Silesia

Dalmatia

Venice

Military Frontier.

Boliemia

Moravia

Transylvania ....

Croatia

Gorz

Galicia

Lombardy

Serbian Banat ...

Carinthia

Styria

Carniola

Total of the averages

Total number
of bee-hives.

2,000

9,000

31,000

19,000

450,000

54,000

17,000

45,000

93,000

161,000

206,000

100,000

253,000

96,000

45,000

427,000

97,000

198.000

199,000

156,000

2,733,000

Number of bee-hives to one square mile.

Bee-hives.

50

100

140

160

ISO

200

210

220

250

260

270

300

320

340

350

360

400

500

510

900

Quintals of

honey.

20

29

31

36

41

42

54

55

60

62

64

66

70

72

73

85

94

111

190

58

Cwts. of

wax.

0.5

1

2

3

3.1

3.6

4.1

4 2

5.4

5.5

6

6.2

6.4

6.6

7

7.2

7.3

8.5

9.4

11

19

5.8

Value in

florins.

70

175

350

490

560

630

700

735

770

805

910

945

1050

1120

1190

1225

1260

1400

1750

1785

3150

945

Enemies of Bees.—^There are many enemies to bees, some devoiiring tlieir honey, others the

bees themselves. Foremost among these is the bee-moth. Though it is found ever5^vhere,

it is most injurious in hot climates. In itself there is no danger of this moth getting into

the hive through the fly-hole and other openings and cracks ; it does so only when there is

dirt and filth. Cleanliness, therefore, constitutes the only remedy. It is true that some
larvae of this moth are occasionally found between the wood of the hive and the board
upon which the hive stands, and sometimes even on the inside of the cover, especially when
made of straw. But damage is not done in this way. The floor of the bee-hive is the
place where they arc mostly generated. It is, therefore, absolutely necessary that the dust

and waste or offal from the formation of the wax should be immediately removed. If

there are many bees in the hive they usually clean their hives themselves ; but feeble swarms
or reduced colonies, especially if their structure of wax is at some distance from the floor,

will permit this ofial to remain there. The hive should, therefore, be examined every
eight days, and all extraneous matter swept off hy means of a feather duster. In case the

hive has no floor, the standing board must be brushed off.

Ants are also occasionally discovered in bee-hives, though the writer has never noticed

any damage done by them. At one time the upper empty honey space was discovered to

be filled with many ants and a mass of their eggs, and by sweeping it twice the hive was
rid of the intruders. At another time a populous colony of ants had settled between the
honeycombs—how long is not known, as neither case occurred in the writer's own hives.

But even in the second instance the honeycombs did not show any signs of having sufl'ercd

by the ants. To keep them off, however, a frequent sprinkling with ashes may be used.

There is a large kind of red ants now making their appearance in Texas, damaging with their

sharp teeth trees, vegetables, and cereals. In New Braunfels a resort is had to poisoning
them.

Of birds there are so few in Texas that they do no injury. Should they prove injurious

in other parts of the country by snatchmg up the bees in the neighborhood of their stand,
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they should he shot or caught in cages or traps. Titmice and woodpeckers are the most
annoying, because they disturb tlie bees in their winter's rest by picking about the fly-hole

and devouring any that make tlieir appearance.

Mice do not commit any injury in the South, neither in the North during summer, but they

may do so there in winter. To prevent them from creeping into the hives and disturbing

the bees in their conglomerate state, gnawing the structure, consuming the honey, defiling

the hive, they should be kept out by making the fly-hole as narrow as possible by applymg
a slider, driving in nails, or dividing a fly-hole into two or three smaller holes.

Toads, frogs, lizards, and snakes consume many bees falling to the ground, and snatch

them even from the fly-hole when too near the ground.

Among insects, hornets and the so-called fly-wolf {Fliegenwolf) destroy many bees, snatch-

ing them both from flowers and hives, especially towards the fall, when they have become
more numerous and their food is growing scarce. Spiders also catch bees in their nets, and
especially in the fall they shut uj) many flowers, by spinning webs over them, and keep the

bees from entering.

Most of the bees which are lost are so by the injurious effects of temperature, by violent

and cold winds, sudden showers, especially snow, if they are disturbed in their winter's

rest by the rays of the sun falling upon the flj-hole and tempted to fly out. It is well,

therefore, to strew ashes over the snow, and keep the raj^s of the sun as much as possible

from the hives.

Another injury arises from the inclination of bees to commit mutual depredations, or to

steal their honey from each other. This is a great evil in many places, often resulting in

the destruction of entire beestands. The cause was formerly attributed solely to the rob-

bing bees themselves, and every such hive containing robbers was removed to a great dis-

tance. A remedy sometimes employed by bee-keepers of using poison icr :he robbing hive,

thus killing not only the actual robbers, but all those remaining in the hive, Irood and
queen, and often several hives, is wholly objectionable. Even if the robbed hive, in which
this poison is placed, is shut up, the rest of the hives cannot be conveniently kept closed,

the bees breaking out in some way or another, and, smelling the honey mixed with the

poison, will eat of it and die. It therefore becomes a matter of self-interest to avoid the

application of so injudicious, desperate, and cruel a remedy, the more so as (according to

Mr. Dzierzon) bees are made robbers by the neglect of the bee-keeper himself. If they
otherwise have plenty of food, the bees will never turn robbers. But if, especially in spring

and fall, or at the South in summer, they have scanty food, bees make all possible efforts

to find honey, even if compelled to rob other hives of it at the risk of their lives. The
following reasons especially cause them to become robbers :

1. Leaving honey, at the time of taking it out, scattered about, or allowing the honey-
combs containing still a little honey to lie around for the bees to lick them. If possible,

the honey should be taken out early in the morning, before the bees leave their hives,

which can easily be done at the North.

2. Letting hives without queens or weak hives remain too long on the stand. Such hives

should not be suffered to remain on the stand at all, as they are first attacked because too

weak to defend themselves.

3. Too many or too large fly-holes.

A bee-raiser from the North would be astonished to see bee-hives in this section of the
country left entirely open, put merely upon nails or plugs driven in below. An open space

of about one inch in height all around the hive is thus left, through which hundreds of

robbers can pass in, as they sometimes do, though but rarely. If this space is left for the
purpose of ventilation and cooling, it is superfluous, because the bees in all countries lay

themselves before their hives for the same purpose. In robbing a hive, only a few bees
at first make their appearance, moving shyly around the fly-hole, until they succ&ed in

eluding the sentinel bees (populous hives never neglect to keep watch) and intruding into

the hive. Eeturned with a load of honey into their ovv'n hives, many other bees nov/ go
out with them ; and soon they appear with almost an irresistible impetuosity, carrying off

the honey from early in the morning till late in the evening, until the whole hive has been
entirely ransacked and the queen killed. By this activity in carrying off the honey, as well

as killing each other, they may be known to the new hand to be robbers. The surviving

bees at last join the robbers and go off with them. There is no particular kind of bees

called robbers, nor can any one teach his bees to enter other hives, as many suppose. Yet,

by its repetition, this vicious passion becomes to many a hive a second nature, from which
they do not desist until the*whole generation has been extirpated.

Among various remedies which have proved successful, where the robbery has not been
can-ied too far, are the followmg :

1. To make a great smoke, and for hours, in front of the hive robbed.
2. To fasten before the fly-hole a card, a piece of leather, cloth, or something of tho

kind, but so that it will not prevent the bees of the hive from passing out and in.
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3. To remove the hive attacked, somewhat from its former place ; not too far, however,
lest the bees in it may lose the entrance.

4. To m;^ve the fly-hole so narrow that two bees cannot creep through at once. ThL' is

among the best remedies.

5. To rub about the fly-hole strong-smelling substances, as wormwood, garlic, onions, &c.

6. To remove the robber hive completely from its range of flight, not less than two miles,

will certainly prove effectual, if the robbery is but from one hive. Sometimes it will answer
to remove it to only a little distance.

It has also been found useful to throw a handful of shavings in the hive of the robbers.

The necessity of getting them out again makes the robbers so much work that they alto-

gether forget to rob other hives.

Robbers coming most frequently from other places may be recognized, as above stated,

by their continuing to carry in so much honey. Flour may also be strewn upon them when
they are engaged in robbing, and thus they will be recognized on their return, the most
intrusive being bees of other stands. On the whole, it is much easier to prevent the evil

than to cure it, as it is one of the greatest in bee-keeping, and may cause heavy losses, and
so deter many from engagmg in this branch of business.

Diseases.—Among these the brood-rot is the most prominent. This is not so much a
disease in full-grown bees as a rotting and dying of the larvae and chrysalides that are con-

tained in tlie covered cells. The interior of the cells sink in, their covers appearing black,

and the whole emitting a bad smell. Thus not only is the brood and its progeny lost, the

cells defiled and made unfit for use, but the disease graduall)'- spreading, and, at a certain

stage, becoming contagious and malignant, sound hives are affected, so that entire stands

of whole districts may be ruined, if the evil is not properly remedied. This disease may be
known by a certain bad odor issuing from the hive ; or if, on a close examination, the

brood is found to be not wholly closed up, a few cells only here and there being covered,

sunk in rather than convex, with a blackish-brown mucilaginous substance inside, instead

of a white larva or chrysalis, we may be certain that the stock is suffering from the evil.

If it occurs late in summer, or in autumn, the surest remedy is to break up the hive at

3nce, perhaps kill the bees by means of sulphur. The honey, which may be used as well as

other honey for domestic purposes, must be carefully removed from the hive, so as not to

give other bees a chance to eat of it. The empty hive, too, requires a thorough cleansing

;

it must be opened and exposed to the air for two years before being used again. Should
the disease make its appearance in spring, when the bees begin to swarm, and if the hive

affected is still populous, an attempt may be made to obtain from it one or two younger
swarms. These, ho^vever, must always be placed in new hives, though not immediately
after sv/arming, as they will carry the infection with them. It is therefore best to put them,

immediately after swarming, into a suitable vessel for some forty-eight hours, and then

transfer them into the new hives made for them.
There is another kind of the brood-rot of a less malignant character. It appears in the

cold and temperate zones, when the bees, induced by the fine weather, come forth too

early, the queen also depositing many eggs. The weather becoming cold again, the bees

are compelled to retire once more into their former state, deserting the young brood, which
perish in their cells and turn foul. The combs thus containing this frozen brood must also

be cut away. In all cases the best remedy is to break up the hives attacked by the disease.

More complaint is made by bee-keepers of a disease called the dysentery, which, indeed.

strict!)' speaiv.^.2;, is no disease at all, but merely an inability to retain their excrements until

they go abroad, when they drop them on their flight. Instead, therefore, of thus discharg-

ing them, they first deposit their excrements upon the outside of the hive, then around the

fly-hole, the inside walls, and at last soil their cells and each other. This evil often occurs

in long and severe winters, while in countries that have no winter, or a short one, it is not

known. Small colonies obliged to consume more in order to generate the heat needed are

more exposed to it, especially if late in autumn liquid honey is given them, which left

uncovered is liable to attract moisture, becomes sour, and thus is freely eaten by the bees.

The honey collected from the fir and pine, and especially from the so-called lioney-dew is

more apt to cause dysentery than that from flowers ; frequent disturbances also cause it,

recpiiriug a greater consumption of honey. If the bees possess a warm hive witli a sufficient

quantity of honey collected by themselves, and covered, they v/ill rarely, or but slightly

suffer, and after going abroad a few times recover, when the bad smell will also disappear ;

while those which in autumn have to be fed either with thin honey or sugar, and have cold

hives, especially young colonies, very often suffer. When they go abroad for the purpose

of cleaning themselves, they may be aided by feeding them with thin honey in a lukewarm
state, or dissolved sugar. Previous to such excursions liardly any remedy can be applied ;

but should they not succeed in cleaning themselves in hives with movable combs, the

soiled combs must be cleansed with a soft brush and water, dried, and put in again, or,

which is easily done in such hives, exchanged for clean combs. The dirtiest combs may
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also be cut out, leaving only a small portion in the middle ; and should the colony thus be
in want of a few clean combs tilled with eggs and honey to regain strength, by using the

movable comb hive they may be easily put in. The hives themselves, that is the fly-holes,

walls, and floor, should be scraped clean, washed out, or, if they are simple hives, be exchanged
for clean ones.

Want of a Queen.—Most hives perish in consequence of ha-ving lost their queens. Tliis

occurs when the queen dies or is missing in autumn or winter, when a young queen cannot
be raised for want of a brood ; or (even if one could be so) she cannot be fecundated for

want of drones, and the unfit state of the weather. A queen may also be lost in swarming,
by getting astray while abroad for fecundation, by falling to the ground on account of her
defective wings, or from some other accident. By adding a young brood lit for hatching a
queen, or better still a young queen, the hive may be restored if it be yet populous enough

;

otherwise it is best to break it up altogether before other bees begin to rob it. The difdculty

is greater to cure a hive where the queen is unfit—either wholly unproductive or merely
laying drone-eggs. In this case she must be taken out and the hive treated without a
queen. The brood of drones deposited by such a queen is usually found in worker-cells,

that have a highly arched cover. But if deposited by a productive worker, it is usually

found in drone-cells, should such be in the hive. If the bees in such a hive look upon this

queen as their real one, and have already become accustomed to her, they dislike to accept

of even a productive queen, and the cure becomes difficult ; because it is so, (or even impos-
sible.) to remove her, as she cannot be distinguished from the other bees.

The want of a queen most frequently occurs when many swarms make their appearance.
If the bees cannot fonn a new queen, such material—eggs and young worms, usually

close together—must be transfeiTcd from a perfect hive into the defective one. In the kind
of hive described this is easily done, by merely hanging a suitable comb taken from another
hive m the middle of the one without a queen ; in hives that are not so adapted, a hole as

wide as the fii-st must be cut in the brooding-nest, so as to put in the young brood. This
hanging in a young brood must be repeated several times, care being taken not to delay the
operation too long, or the attempt to cure the hive will be ineffectual, as then the bees may
adopt for their queen a worker, that is, a female bee not fully developed, which, as elsewhere
sho^vn, lays but unfecundated eggs in the drone-cells. If one of the hives contains queen-
cells already filled with eggs or woims, it is best to insert such a queen-cell within a circle

of at least four inches in diameter. This queen-egg or worm will always be accepted. If

there are queens on hand needed for the restoration of a queenless hive, they can best be
removed in the Dzierzon hive, especially from small hives of but one thousand cubic inches
capacity. It may happen" however, that the bees without a queen vnll endeavor to kill a

queen so transfen-ed, especially if
'°' * she is a young queen, not yet

fecundated. She must, therefore,

be placed in a little cage and thus
be put right in the middle of the

/ \
''''^' " ""^ -^^"^^ ^

—

^"'^'"'^^^^^V \)\\Q for a few hom's, so as to make
her known to them. The queen,

y eaw .^g==;=:=:g=,^r^^^^^^^^^—^n^——-^^jn^- thus imbued with the smell of the

V: ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Bt^^K^ hive, may be taken from her little

cage and allowed to pass into the
middle of the hive, but not through
the fly-hole. A new queen will

be most acceptable and even welcome to the workers, when she is offered at the moment
they become aware of the loss of their former one, and when still feeling their distressed
state. If at this jimcture a new queen is added, the bees will at once become quiet and
silent.

The queen's cage (fig. 3) is best made of a thick and hollow branch of holly. It is from
three to four inches long and three-quarters of an inch in diameter and well rounded. The
middle portion, three-quarters of an inch from each end, is cut out to the depth of one-half
of the diameter, and the half of the edge thus cut off is latticed by inserting, lengthwise,
wires so near to each other as not to allow a bee to pass through. In the middle, at one
end, there is a round hole, made lengthwise, about one-half of an inch wide, for putting the
queen in the cage, after which this hole must be closed with a stopper. The back of the
cage is not rounded, but cut smooth throughout its whole length, so as to make the cage
stand. Should the other bees at first show a hostile disposition against the queen in the
cage she retires, but they very soon caress each other, they giving her food. Even if there
should already be another queen in the hive, still some good-natured bees feed the queen
thus given them. If care is taken to let the queen's cage always remain in the brooding
nest—that is, at the place where the bees seat themselves—queens may thus always be kept
on hand for the purpose of ^elie^-ing a colony without a queen. A queen may also be seaired
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for this purpose by keeping a mother-ljee in the upper and warm room of the hive, entirely

separated from the rest and sufficiently provided with honey, and giving her about 1,000
bees, for which, of course, a fly-hole must be provided.

The following are the signs by which a hive without a queen is known :

1. The gradual decrease of the number of bees. 2. They spare the lives of the drones
longer than other colonies. 3. Discouragement. 4. Sometimes they evince a greater tend-
ency to sting, in order to keep away the robbers which threaten them. 5. They almost
entirely neglect to gather pollen. If there is a plenty of food in the flower they will store

their hive full of honey. The rich pasture is then also one of the causes why the hives
without queens are spared by the robbers. An attack by the robbers is more frequent
where there is a small collection of honey. As a sound brood and eggs is the only sure
mark of the health of a hive, this fact must be ascertained. All colonies from which swarms
issue, either natural or artificial, must be examined, twenty or thirty days after swanning,
should they present some of the above suspicious signs. Until a hive without a queen has
been either fully restored or broken up the entrance of its fly-hole must be made very narrow.

Propagation.—A hive annually receives a young queen in a natural way, in conse-
quence of the old queen's lea\dng it, with a great portion of the colony, to com-
mence a new household in another habitation. This is called the early or primaiy
swarm. In the old mother-hive thus left there is now no queen fully developed, only
queen-cells, built by the bees under the influence of the increasing heat, and in anticipation

of a necessary future separation. The queen-cells there at this juncture contain queen-worms
just at the stage of their transformation into royal chrj-salides. About nine days after the
departure of the early swarm the young queens, three to twenty, and sometimes even
more, begin life in their cells. They announce their presence by uttering a clear shrill tone,

something like "teet," "teet," while the other young queens still in their cells usually

respond by a sound like " off, " " off. " The young queen that was the first to leave her cell,

now, from fear of the other queen-cells, quits the hive with a portion of the bees left after

the departiu-e of the old queen, also reinforced by a number of bees that have just left their

cells. This is called the "after-swarm ;" and should the young queens continue to call, may
usually be followed every other day by a second, third, and even fourth after-swarm, their

respective queens being alike in their fear of the rest of the queen-cells. In the after-

swarms there are often several queens, all of which, as in the parent hive, are killed, except
one. Sometimes the queens, from jealousy, kill each other, sometimes they are destroyed

by the workers. Queen-cells, also, if any remain, are bit open. This is usually begun by
the queen herself, to whom the other bees have already paid their homage. The young
queen, having thus become monarch of the hive, now goes abroad for impregnation, and
begins to lay eggs two days after it has taken place. A populous swarm, especially an early

or primary one already having a fecundated queen, will, during favorable weather, fill a
moderate sized hive in a short time, and may, in the course of a month, become so numer-
ous as to swarm again. Such a swarm, issuing from a swarm of the same year, is called a
" virgin swarm. " A swarm is often caused, even at an unusual time, by the fecundated

old queen being accidentally missed or removed ; fourteen days after the young queen
which has first emerged from her cell departs with a portion of the colony from the hive,

leaving the same in the possession of one of her younger rivals. Such a swarm is called
" teet-swarm," because it is usually announced a day previous, like the after-swarms among
the young queens, by the peculiar call of the mother. Sometimes the whole colony leaves

its hive as a swaim. In the fall this is usually on account of limiger ; in the spring other

causes are at work, as the coolness of the hive, uncleanliness, moths, etc. Such swarms are

called '
' hunger-swarms, " " distress-swarms, " or " beggar-swarms.

'

' They do not, at first,

hang themselves on any object, as a tree, for instance, like other swaims, but directly seize

on other hives, from which, however, they are generally driven away by the stings of the

occupants. Even at the time of swarming a colonj^ may leave a hive which it has tiiken

into possession and partly built up. Tliis may be on account of excessive heat, too great

exposure to the rays of the sun, or want of room in the hive itself. The natural and usual

way for the bees is to separate of their own accord, a hive, or colony, issuing forth or send-

ing off from one to four swarms as new colonics. As propagation is of advantage only
when there is plenty of food for the young, and since a good supply is required to sustain

three or four young swarms, all beyond this number should be avoided as not advantageous.

Artificial feeding in summer is not advisable, though it may sometimes be practiced at the

North.

As to the signs of swarming nothing is known wdth certainty, the new swarms sometimes

breaking forth beyond all expectation. The completion of a hive—that is, its being stored

with filled honeycomb, together with a numerous colony, usually leads us to expect a

swarm, while at the same time it often takes place in a hive still incomplete, and -snth only a

moderate sized colony. When the bees hang about the outside of their hives, especially at

night, it is also regarded as an indication of swarming ; but others likewise hang about that
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do not intend to swarm, driven from their hives merely by great heat. Though the swarms
do not commonly issue forth before the drones appear, yet occasionally a swarm does so.

This, however, is but a singing or a calling swarm, being the first or early swami with the

young queen, the old queen having disappeared. The young queens onijr utter this calling

tone in the hive before swarming ; it may easily be heard by holding the ear, late in the

evening or early in the morning, close to such hives as have already pvocl,uced swarms. By
this sound, which seems to be a call to the bees to gather round Jhe queen, wo may know,
if the colony is strong enough, whether after or secondary swarms can be still expected.

The question whether swarms will make their appearance, and, if so, when, may be answered
by searching out queen-cells containing the queen-egg or the queen worm ; but these are

rarely found, and even if hives open below are placed at the top for more convenient exami-
nation, it is still difficult to discover them.
The Dzierzon hive affords a better opportunity, as the combs can be talcen out and ex-

amined. Yet the day and hour for their breaking forth are always uncertain ; even the first

after swarm, which succeeds the departure of the early or primary one, varies in the time of

its appeanance, according to circumstances and weather, from the fourth to the thirteenth day,

though it frequently comes forth on the ninth day. The third swarms appear within two
or three days after, and the fourth on the same day following. In localities where the bees

cannot find sufficient food, it is advisable to return the fourth, often the third, and sometimes
even the second swarm to the present hive, or to assign from two to three swarms to one
hive, or to cure a sickly or weak parent hive by the addition of a young swarm.
The attempts to unite several colonies, and prevent one of them from leaving the hive and

flying off, should not be undertaken before sunset. Until then, let them be kept in separate?

boxes or vessels, and sprinkled over with honey-water.
If in any hive drones are found in the worker-cells, or the queen neither lays fecundated

eggs, or her seed vessel has become so weak that she lays but a few good eggs and many bad
ones, such a queen must be caught and killed, or she will kill the new and better queen.

Should the defective queen not be of the royal shape, she cannot be recognized, and can be
caught only with great difficulty. In this case, and especially if the new queen has been
stung to death, no more time should be wasted in the cure. It is best to clear out the hive
and save the honey, or to kill all the bees of the hive, and put a new colony in the combs
when they are of fair promise.

The same uncertainty in regard to the appearance^of the swarms, especially the early or

primary swarms, belongs also to the discovery of the places selected by them. After leaving

their hive they usually suspend themselves to a neighboring tree branch or shrub for half an
hour or several hours, and they will sometimes thus remain until the next day. But often

they stay only for a short time in the neighborhood, or start immediately for some unknown
distance. They frequently fly to some secret place near by, especially when it is overgrown
with trees, which makes it difficult to detect them. Jingling with scythes, sickles, little

bells, and other noisy things, as well as shooting into the swarming colony in order to make
them stay and settle down, is of no avail. In examining the hives an experienced person
will, it is true, recognize by the weakened flight of a colony but few in number the hive
which has sent forth the swarm, but he cannot discover it when settled any better than a
new hand. To induce the bees to settle near by, erect a tree if there is none there ; let the
vessel for receiving^ and carrying the swarm into its new home remain suspended during the
time of swarming ;* also put up a second one at some other suitable place as, for instance,

where swarms have been before taken up. Sometimes they will enter them of their own
accord. In Germany they are often taken up by means of a sieve, about twenty-four inches
wide, -with a cross band above for holding and carrying it. If possible, fasten the sieve with
an iron hook below the swarm, and shake them in it with a jerk ; but if they are attached
to a thick trunk, it is better to brush them in gently with a duster. After this the vessel

with the swarm should remain on the spot for a few minutes, so as to give those that are

still flying about an opportunity to join the others. Another cluster of bees often collects

at the place where the swarm was suspended, either soon after it has been brushed off, or

even after it has been placed in its new hive. Tliese clusters must be hived as they occur,

because the queen may be among them. Light, ^vide, and shallow baskets of straAv may be
used for hiving. The following contrivance is also useful for the same purpose. Sew a
hoop of a flour barrel on the top of a bag of six to eight inches deep and as wide as the

hoop. A band to carry it by should likewise be sewn across the top. Should the swarm be
attached to the branch of a big tree, not strong enough to hold the weight of a man, this

swarming bag may be raised on a pole under them, and the swarm thrust into the bag. By
means of such a catch-net, sieve, or basket, the swarms, if necessary, maybe carried un-
covered for two miles without the bees flpng off. If they are shut up while so carried, they
often perish, because they heat themselves so much in hot weather that they arc obliged to

disgorge the honey which they were carrying into their new hive. Hence they besmear each
other so much with honey that they must perish. One hive at least ought to be kept ready
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for putting in the new swaiTn, and in this there should not be the slightest delay. If the
hive is ready, placed at its future stand, its inside cleaned, and (should it be a Dzierzon hive)

the comb-holders are all in order, and the honey rooms entirely closed, then, if it stands on
the ground, turn the hive, and should there not be room enough in the rear for easily put-

ting them in, and its future stand be on an elevated fly-board, put it upon a convenient spot

on the ground. All this handling of the hive, securing the bees, and then placing it on the
fly-board, should be perfomied cautiously and gently, so as not to move from their places the
loose pieces of comb put m to encourage and induce the bees to begin their work immedi-
ately. Put also directly before the hive a broad board or cloth so that they can creep in

with greater ease. Some bee-keepers use a '
' bee-course,

'

' that is, a board wide at the hind
part and narrower at the front ; its point reaching into any hive desired. It should have a
border on its side and back edges of from one to two inches high, and four holes for putting
in feet. It should be set before the hive, sloping towards it ; the back being a little higher
than its fore part. If the hive does not stand on the ground, the '

' bee-course' ' must have
feet long enough to reach it. The swarm, immediately before it is put into its new hive,

must be a little fumigated and sprinkled with water. Then mount the ladder fearlessly,

with open face and uncovered hands. In this country the writer has never been stung
during this operation, though hundreds of bees were tumbling and crawling over his hands,
and even seating themselves in his face. In this case they suffer a man's breath without
becoming irritated. Neither was he stung more than twice in Germany during all his hand-
ling and hiving swarms ; once, when a novice, holding a sieve beneath a swarm shaken off

a tree during windy weather, which irritates the bees very much ; at another time upon a

tree, where he probably squeezed a bee. There must be no wavering, however, as to drop
the sieve or swarming bag would be much worse. Having brought the swarm to its future

hive, the greater portion should be scraped with a large spoon or a little plate out of the

swarming bag upon the floor of the hive. This should be done gently, so as not to injure

the queen. After being put in the hive, the swarm will immediately begin a cheerful hum-
ming, rejoicing at its new habitation. This humming will attract and induce the remainder
of the bees in the swarming bag to enter the hive of their own accoixl, or they may be
rapidly at once shaken in. Those below and at the outside walls of the hive should be
forced in by means of smoke, and those that linger about the opening or door gently brushed
in, so as not to be squeezed on shutting the door ; and then if the hive is not already there,

remove it to its proper place. When,this is done, the bees will immediately go to work, fly-

ing out and gathering honey. Should the hive be open below, or made of straw, turn it on
its side ; and after the bees are put in, close the opening by pressing a board upon it to

keep the bees from dropping out when the hive is put up.

Great trouble is experienced by bee-keepers of all countries from the breaking forth again

of swarms already hived. This occurs in temperate zones during hot summers only, while

in Southern countries it always takes place. Be careful not to overlook such an occurrence,

as the swarm might start for parts unknown. The best course to pursue is to hive it as

often as it leaves, for the swarm will sooner give up breaking forth than a person should in

hiving it. To remedy this evil

—

1. Render the hive as cool as possible by means of shade. 2. "Wet it, or, still better,

cover it with a cloth always kept moist. 3. Rub the inside with some plant of a pleasant

odor, or, better yet, with honey. 4. Place in the hive honeycombs, or ^ther brood-combs.

5. A still better remedy against the flying off of natural and artificial swarms is to cut the

wings of the queens. In doing this the swarms should be freely sprinkled with water, that

they may not fly off as soon as search is made for the queen. In the case of young queens,

and so in all after swarms, it can only be done after they have begun to lay eggs. Even
should the bees fly off, they must still return to the queen left in the hive. Yet every time

they go abroad, cither for swarming or otherwise, where there is a queen with her wings
cut she must be looked after, as she usually falls to the ground. If several swarms of the

same kind (cither primary or after swarms) happen to be united in one mass, it is best to

put them all at once into one or at most two hives, without undertaking to separate them,

leaving this to themselves. As soon as the queens fear for their lives, the most timid one

leaves the hive with her party, after which this latter swarm must be separately hived.

Even should this voluntary separation not take place, and one of the queens be killed, yet

no damage is ever experienced from populous hives during the time of swarming.

As hives that have produced swarms, natural or artificial, must send out their queens for

fecundation, they should not be piit closely between the other hives. If practicable, place

them for the next two weeks a little ahead of the others, and fasten above the fly-hole a

distinct mark, as \i little green branch, or a small bit of rag of some glaring color, by which

the queen can easily recognize her hive. Tliis may also be done with those hives in which,

after swarms are put, yet the young queen in most cases meets a drone while swarming. If

the earlier or primary swarm should leave a queen weakened from age and with defective

wings, frequently she will fall to the ground in the attempt to swanii. In this case she is
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often noticed by some of the workers, who immediately surround her. She must then be

taken up and placed in the new hive, or be added to the swann wherever it has settled, un-

less it cannot be hived immediately, otherwise the swarm will return to its parent hive.

The observation of the process of swarming is a matter of high interest to any one having

bees, as well as to the practical bee-master, who will especially notice the departure of the

queen as it takes i^lace at diiferent periods, sometimes sooner, sometimes later.

Artificial marms.—The question has often been asked, " Shall there be artificial swarms or

not ? Those who are opposed to it say that they are of no value, and contend that they are

sometimes formed too soon, at others too late ; that sometimes the parent and sometimes

the artificial hive becomes too weak, &c.

As to this question, artificial division should never be practiced at the expense of reducing

the strength of the hive. The parent hive must, at all events, retain bees enough both for

its brood and household, while the new hive must have a number sufficient for building

their combs. Should the place and the year be rich enough to produce as many natural

Bwarms as are needed, every bee-keeper will be glad to save himself the labor of raising

artificial swarms. The artificial swarm is often exposed to bad weather and want of food.

In the South this is not of much importance, but in the North the bee-keeper must provide

the hive with a few combs of honey if necessary. Even natural swarms, though endowed
with a certain instinct of foreseeing the weather, are sometimes exposed to this double fail-

ure, and also require to be fed. In producing a natural swarm there will certainly be a
proper division of the bees ; but the bee-raiser himself, living in the neighborhood of his

bees, has it completely in his power to make an equal and appropriate division. He can for

eight days somewhat change the places of the hives, or put partition boards in between the

hives, as up to this time no bees of the two hives are killed by mutual attacks. This should

be done early, while the populous colony is able to stand it, but a weak colony may be

spared until it becomes more populous. The period when there is the greatest quantity of

nourishment must decide when artificial swarms can be formed most profitably, so that in

many localities, especially where the heath grows, swarms are produced in fall which will

turn out perfectly good, though all admit the best time for swarming everywhere is the

first part of summer. Volmitary or natural swarms, too, will soon settle and begin their

work, gathering honey and building cells, but artificial swarms commonly do so before half

the day is over. As there are localities where swarms ^re sent out either seldom or too

late, though they find nourishment enough, prudence requires a resort to the useful method
of artificial propagation. Again, where there is only a small number of hives it will not
repay the cost to keep a person specially to watch for the appearance of the swarms, as they
will frequently escape, however great be his care and attention.

Among the different methods adopted in forming artificial swarms, the most practical

seems to be to drive out one-half (perhaps even more) of the bees, iacluding the old queen.

The number kept back in the parent hive is steadily re-enforced for the next fortnight by
yoimg bees daily emerging from their cells, there being only a cessation of from seven to

ten days until the young queen raised shall have deposited a new supply of eggs. This
remainder of the colony being still supplied with honey and pollen, will after one month be
as strong again as it was before the other half Avas driven out.

On the other hand, the artificial swarm, when formed early in the season, will be as

strong as a primaiy swarm, everywhere thriving well and distinguished by extraordinary
industry. There is one CAdl, however, which should be mentioned : the artificial swarms
made in Texas frequently leave their hives again. This fact is the more striking, as in
Germany, when properly formed, and having, of course, their own queen, not one among
fifty of artificial swarms ^v\\\ again leave its new hives ; and this is probably the case also in
the Northern portions of this countiy. They must, therefore, be hived as often as they
leave their hives, and should be closely observed during the first three or four days.

In forcing an artificial swarm we proceed in the following manner : The new hive being
ready to receive the swarm, a small box is made open below, and having the same circmu-
ference as the hive itself. Should the hive consist of four-sided boxes, this little box must
be made of the same shape, and put upon the top, so that the side below left open accu-
rately fits the opening of the hive when placed upside dovm. Tliis little box on top must
be made round in case the hive is a round straw hive, or some other of rounded shape. It

must be borne in mind that the hive is to be turned upside down, opening upwards, before
this little box or recei\ang one is placed upon it. This top box should be well fitted to the
edge of the hive, so that, after the fly-hole has been closed, no bees can escape. Yet,
though some, by chance, might escape, not many will try to do it ; and even should any
get out, they are timid, and not disposed to sting. The others flying about are much more
so. At the beginning of this operation, in lifting, turning, or opening the hive, smoke
must be freely blown at them, for this is necessary in all the management, and in even the
most trifling parts of it. Though in the progress of the difi"erent operations a lighted match
should always be on hand, there may be very little occasion to use it. The top box being

19 A
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put upon the hive opening upwards, take a few sticks and drum against the lower part of

the hive until bees enough have passed into the top box. By applying the ear to its top
we may judge from the humming of the bees as to the number that have already gone into

it ; or a pane of glass may be inserted in one side of the top to enable the bee-keeper to

watch the number of bees that pass into the top. The top may also be examined by occa-

sionally lifting it a little at one side. If some smoke can be let into the hive from below,

the bees will ascend more rapidly. If this driving out of a larger part of the colony is done
at the usual stand of the hive, open the fly-hole from time to time to allow the bees return-

ing home to enter their hive. But in case the hive has previously been removed to some
more convenient and shady stand, put up a similar empty hive in its former place for the
returning bees to fly into. After a sufiicient quantity of bees have passed into the upper
box let it be removed. In Germany it is placed upon a black cloth, or a dark sheet of

paper, to ascertain whether the queen has passed into the top, in which case she will soon
have dropped several eggs upon the cloth or sheet of paper spread below. For the same
purpose something black may be spread upon the floor of the new hive. Then transfer thf

artificial swarm from its box mto the hive destined to receive it, and which has been pro*

vided with a honeycomb. It should be transferred in the manner described for transfering

natural swarms. If this artificial swarm does not contain bees enough, they may be anew
driven out ; but if it has no queen, the operation must be repeated, otherwise the bees will

leave their hive in half an hour to two hours, and return to their old hive.

Should the hive from which a swarm is formed by driving them out be a round straw
hive, the top put on it should likewise be round and made of straw. In the Dzierzon hive
this operation can only be carried out where the hive is a large one, and there is empty-

space enough left in the lower part, or when the space for honey remains still unfilled.

After this hive has been turned upside down, the bees driven up are transferred into their

new hive by means of a ladle. If the object be to make them pass into the empty honey-
room above, it is not necessary to turn the hive ; but then a smaller box may be shoved
in, of course with its opening down, so as to induce the bees to enter it. The Dzierzon hive

is better adapted to this method of artificial propagation, as the larger half of the brood
and honeycombs can be transferred from the old hive into the new one.

The queen usually remains in the old hive with the rest of the bees, yet it should be
ascertained whether she is not among the combs transferred ; if so, the artificial swarm re-

quires three or four times less honey and brood. The adoption of this method of division

makes it necessary to remove, as far as is possible, the hive containing the queen. Whenever
the transferred combs contain less bees than are required for covering and nursing the

brood-combs, the old hive may be brought to quite a different place for from one to four

hours at the time the bees are flying out, and the newly-made artificial swarm may be sub-

stituted for it, so that the necessary number of bees will fly in. But if the queen in the

other hive has been properly driven out, place the new hive alongside the old, assigning to

each half the space formerly occupied by the old one, provided both hives are of the same
appearance ; otherwise give as much room as possible to the new hive. If necessary the

proper distribution of bees may be regulated by a partition board set up between the two
hives. Later, even some eight days or so, it may be changed.

As has been already shown, an artificial swarm may also be produced, even without turn-

ing the hive upside do^vn. The workers, like the queen, will yet ascend, though a little

slower, as the passages between the combs are rather small. This method may be used in

heavy hives, or those in which the combs may be likely to break down from the hive being
filled up, or nearly so, with honey and brood, or because they have only new combs, and
but few or weak wooden supports. In this case the top must be opened, which can also

be done in the Dzierzon hive. There is no difficulty in forming an artificial swarm by
driving the greater portion of the bees out of the hive, as many believe. Others, again,

prefer driving the bees into an upper box, open in the rear, in order to see the queen when
ascending ; but she likes to hide herself behind the workers, so that they often fail in their

object ; and, even in case they attain it, they mil not be compensated for the disadvantages

attending the means used. Though the driving of them out may be done at any time of

the day, the afternoon seems to be the most suitable, l)ecause they are then somewhat tired

after going abroad. But care should be taken to get through before dark, for the bees are

peaceable only in the day time. At night they are in an angry mood, so that almost every

bee that comes in contact witli man is ready to sting. Early in the morning the artificial

swarm will hurry back to the old hive if the queen is not among them. But if the queen is

with them it will settle during the night in its new hive. Should it be intended to form a
second artificial swarm from the old hive, this should not be done sooner than four weeks,

so as to give the young queen time enough to furnish the hive Avith an adequate supply of

eggs. If tlie colony from which an artilicial swarm has been produced is populous enough,
it will send forth a natural sv/arm generally within fourteen days ; sometimes on the

twelfth, thirteenth, fifteenth, and even seventeenth day.
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Bee-hives.—In bee-culture the most important thing is to adapt the hive properly. It

must aflford, on the one hand, protection against cold, which is the greatest evil, and, on
the other, he convenient and of easy access for the hee-keeper, so that he may always supply

whatever is needed and take away whatever is thought best, managing the whole in a

practical and natural way. Besides, the hives must be cheap, easy of construction and for

transportation, in case migratory bee-culture should seem desirable. No habitation of bees

more completely answers these and other requisites pointed out in these pages than the

Dzierzon hive, to which, at a meeting of the German bee-keepers, held in Dresden the 9th

and 10th of September, 1857, the first premium was unanimously awarded. Its arrange-

ment consists in the whole structure formed by the bees being movable—that is, the whole
of the combs, or a portion of tliem, may be taken out and transferred either into the same
or any other hive. This transfer is made from the side, every hive being therefore pro-

vided with at least one movable side door. This door is not like a common hinged door,

as many bees might be crushed by it, but shoved square into the hive as far as the thickness

of the door, perhaps an inch and a half. To prevent the door from falling in deeper, it

rests against the ends of the cleats for the comb-holders or chimes of one-quarter of an inch

thick.

The arrangement for taking out the combs is effected by fixing at the top little movable
boards or sticks on which to attach them, they being fastened, as is well known, by the

bees above, and built downwards in a perpendicular direction. For this purpose the side-

walls are fitted, at equal heights, with grooves or cleats on both sides, to receive the little

boards laid across for su]3porting the comb-holders. If the grooves are one-quarter of an
inch deep, and the comb-holders at each end reach one-quarter of an inch into the side-wall,

they must of course be one-half of an inch longer than the inside width of the hive, all of

them, however, in the whole stand corresponding in length with each other, so as to fit into

every groove. Tlie most suitable length for the comb-holders is nine inches, some say nine

and a half, some ten inches—one inch more or less making no great difference. As every

comb, together Avith the necessary empty room on each side of it, occupies an inch and a
half, every comb-holder must be one inch in width. It should be one-quarter of an inch

thick, so as not t6 bend from the weight of a comb suspended from it. A hive measuring
fifteen inches inside is therefore capable of containing ten comb-holders. Hence these form,

below the upper exterior, solid or close cover, an inner and movable one resembling a grate.

The distance between them, especially in low, recumbent hives, {Lager-stock,) should be at

least great enough to admit the comb-holders to be conveniently taken out and transferred,

say from three to four inches. In upright hives, {Stdnder-stock,) from twenty-six to thirty-

two inches in height, there may be several such movable grates, three perhaps being prefer-

able, \nth the same number of grooves at the sides, the highest being put about two inches

below the solid cover, the two others at equal distances, say from eight to ten inches apart

from each other, else the combs would be too much prolonged and difficult to be taken out,

on account of their weight and danger of breaking down. To afford the bees, however, an
easy passage from one story or division into the other, and that everything unclean and the

dead bees may fall to the floor, the comb-holders, originally
Fig- 4. one inch and a half wide, should be cut out upon their sides,

either along the middle of both sides, leaving at each end one-
quarter of an inch to project, so as to connect them with each
other, as seen in fig. 4 a; or they are cut out towards both
ends, leaving them to project in the middle as far as the origi-

nal width, (fig. 4 b;) or they may project at both ends and in
the middle, (fig. 4 c.) The comb-holders may also be made an
inch thick throughout, and have wire pegs projecting half an
inch towards each end to supply the space of that width, (fig. 4
d;) these pegs may afterwards be omitted, (fig. 4 e,) as by practice

this distance can be ascertained by the eye and the fingers, and as

the bees will so fasten the comb-holders with glue that they will

not move even if they are transported. Of these different comb-
holders, fig. 4 c seems to be the most practical, because a heav)'-

comb may be easily taken hold of by the projection in the mid-
dle, even if but one hand can be used, w^hile in the others the

honey cells, sometimes extending a little too far out, may be
partially squeezed and damaged. But fig. 4 e is the easiest to make, as a great number
of these smooth comb-holders may be cut or split from a one-inch board. Instead of them,
frames composed of little boards that are alike may be used, especially in those divisions

exclusively destined for the collection of honey. In upright hives these frames are very
convenient, especially in the upper division and near the doors.

As to the different materials for making hives, wood, straw, burnt or unbumt loam may
be used. "Wood, with straw formmg an exterior cover, furnish bee-hives that are all which
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could be desired whenever a warm wall is needed. The exterior of bee-hives may be of

various shape and construction. They are sometimes in the form of small houses resem-

bling pavilions, containing sixteen or twenty-four divisions for a like number of colonies

;

at others they are made in the form of closets or bureaus, with eight, six, four, or even no
more than three divisions. Again, there are double and simple hives, the simple ones

being undoubtedly the most useful ; for, if made exactly corresponding, they may be placed

upon and alongside of each other, foraiing, when thus joined, small houses, easily sepa-

rated, should a change or removal of a hive, with its colony, be desired, while a compoimd
habitation (a pavilion, for instance) cannot be so separated. We may, therefore, confine

our description to the double hive and the simple one, the greater length of which extends

along horizontally rather than upward.
Imagine such a hive, of four sides ; let it be wider than its height, and divide it into two

equal parts by inserting a vertical partition throughout its length. That such a double hive

requires not as much work as
Fig- 5. two simple ones, since it is only

half as wide, is self-evident.

But as four such hives may be

put crosswise upon each other,

mutually covering and warm-
ing them, we may be saved the

trouble of twisting or sewing
additional protecting covers, a

half-inch board wall above and
below, fitting closely together,

being all that is needed. The
bottom of the lowest and the

cover of the uppermost hive

may be easily protected from
cold by placing a layer of moss
beneath the bottom and a
straw mat on the cover of the

top one. See fig. 5, repre-

senting one-half of a double

hive only. Thus arranged, only
the two side-walls remain ex-

posed and require to be kept

as warm as possible, which may
be done by putting up planks

parallel to the partition wall

and at a proper distance, pro-

viding both with cover and
It would be still better to use for these side-walls thm boards, letting the cover

and bottom project from IJ to 2 inches, in-

serting between such projections a correspond-

ing layer of straw, to be fastened by laths. To
make the fly-holes conveniently in the middle of

both side-walls, at a distance perhaps of half an
inch from the bottom, previously fasten the two
laths (a a, fig. 6,) and let the fly-holes, about
three inches wide or long and half an inch high,

be made in the middle. Laths of the same width,

though not quite so strong, may also be appliud

above, as shown in the figure, nailing to this and
the lower lath the four cross laths for fastening

the layer of straw. For the sake of economy
these two laths may also serve to connect the side-wall with the bottom and cover by pre-

viously fastening the planks composing the side-wall to the laths, and then, too, the bottom
and cover to the laths. Mortising and joining, as well as the instruments required for such
work, may thus be dispensed with, a few long and short tacks being all that is necessary. The
hive thus simply nailed together presents as beautiful an appearance as if made by the most
skilful mechanic, especially if aire is taken to give a nice finish to the straw trimming,
which, with the two side-doors, are the only parts to be seen. This finish can be easily

bottom.
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Fi?. 7.

made by covering tlie layer of straw with one of reed nicely peeled, or witli peeled and
yellow colored willow-twigs, or with small hoards
overlapping each other like blinds. Reeds, sucli

as grow on the banks of ponds, rivers, seas and
marshes, make the cheapest and prettiest mate-
rial, if, in cutting the jsieces as long as the length
of the hive, care is taken to insert them so as to

bring the blacli colored joints under the laths,

thus hiding them from view, (see fig. 7.) In
preparing this protective straw or willow coat for

the hive, put it on its side, lay the four cross

laths on at equal distances, and bore holes both
in these and the long ones for the tacks. Make

the outer laths two, the inner one and a half inch wide, with the edges well trunmed,
and they may also be painted. The laths meet above the cover, projecting a quarter of an
inch, the projection and the laths being equal. If the upper lath is omitted, the cross laths

must extend beyond the projection and be nailed to it. At their lower end they do not
extend over the whole width of the lath that contains the fly-hole, but only to a supposed
horizontal line below it, because at this line there is a board reaching through the length

of the hive three to four inches wide. This fly-board, as it may be called, is put up in an
oblique direction, to assist the bees as they fly in and to protect them from the rain and
drain it off. This latter object will be attained by attaching this oblique fly-board to the
lath and inserting one-quarter of its width into the lath, an obUque angle having been cut

to receive it. Everything being ready, take off the laths and put in the straw first, the

stubble ends alternately to the left and the right, so as to obtain uniform thickness ; then
put on the two side laths, keeping them somewhat down by tacks. Next spread a sheet of

paper over the straw and put the reed over the paper, first thrusting one end of the reeds

under one and then the other end under the other lath, pressing the reeds close together.

After this, fix in the two middle laths, nailing them tightly to the long ones. Should the
laths bend a little outward, nails may be driven in the middle, and, if their points should
protrude, bent inside. To press the straw down very much is not only needless and adds
to the labor, but it is also injurious, as the stalks thus become crushed and the air in them,
which foims the best non-conductor of heat, is expelled. The points of the straw and reed

which stick out at both ends should now be cut off with a sharp knife as smoothly as possi-

ble. If the reed, which, from its stiffness and the close-fitting of the laths, now forms a
complete plane, be varnished, it will add considerably both to the handsome appearance and
durability of the hive.

As to dimensions, a height of fifteen inches for the interior divisions seems to be best

suited to the double hive. Twelve inches from the top, grooves are made on both sides of

the middle partition which (the partition) must be at least an inch thick. The length and
breadth should be so proportioned as to give the hive pretty nearly the form of a square,

though the length may be three or four inches longer. If these hives are put crosswise

npon each other there will be a little projection under each fly-hole. This is caused by the
cover of the under hive, and serves as a support for the inclined fly-board of the one next
above. Should the comb-holders measure nine inches in length, the width of each division

in the inside will be eight and a half inches, and thus of both divisions seventeen inches
;

the external breadth, therefore, including the three walls, amounts to about twenty-three
inches, and the length of the double hive may be reckoned at from twenty-six to twenty-
seven inches. At both ends of each of the divisions fit in the
doors, of boards fifteen inches long, nine inches wide, and about Fi^- 8.

one and a half inch thick, using wood as soft as possible. If a
passage three inches wide and one and a half above the bottom
be made in the common partition opposite the fly-hole, and lead-

ing from one division into the other, and closed by a little plug
easily taken out and inserted, it will be very useful for uniting
colonies. To reduce the space occupied by a division at pleasure,

a third movable door inside of each division is quite convenient.
This little door may be a simple and thin board of the height and
width of the hive, or two panes of glass set in light frames. For a
more convenient hold for the hand, as well as a passage for the
bees if desired, it has two openings which can be easily shut by a
movable valve.—(See fig. 8.) This little inside door is shoved into
the division about six inches on one side, and there fastened ; the
space thus cut off, and which reaches from the side door to this

inside one, may be immediately filled with straw and the swarm
let in through the opposite door, that it may make its brood-nest
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in the middle. Later, the same or the nest year, let the tees be induced to carry pure
honey into this space, which has been emptied and made accessible to them. This honey
can be taken out of it in the most convenient manner. This space may likewise be used for

the performance of various operations, as, for instance, in taking out the queen, and by
pulling back the door the bees may be reached in their own nest -without taking out the
combs on the other side.

An objection has, however, been raised to the combined hives, including the double hive,
on the ground that their simple manner of construction and management is destroyed ; that
a single colony cannot be sold separately, or removed in case of an attack by robbers, &c. ; but
it is very easy to construct simple hives without any sacrifice of the advantages of the
double ones just desciibed. Divide a double hive lengthwise into two equal parts by a
vertical section, splitting the partition wall into two half-inch boards, and halving the cover
and bottom, and we have two simple hives which, from their two back walls being always
placed or leaned against each other, may be called neighboring, adjoining, or twin-hives.

Dividing these double hives does not hinder placmg them
upon each other. Double or neighboring hives may be so

placed at pleasure, covered with a little roof over the topmost
double or neighboring hive.—(See fig. 9.) Simple hives have
this advantage only, that each one can be separately shoved
from its place, and an empty one of the same kind be substi-

tuted for it. The rear wall of a neighboring hive need not be
very strong, the cover and bottom being joined to this wall
by means of tacks. Near to the bottom, opposite the fly-hole,

there is likemse in each neighboring hive an opening or pas-

sage, as in the double hive. It is closed by a plug, and opened
only when a communication between the two neighboring or

twin-hives is wanted.
This arrangement obviates also another objection raised to

the Dzierzon method ; that to carry out this method fully it is

necessary to have another bee-stand about two miles off for

setting up for a time the artificial swarms, and so preventing
them from returning to their former stand. But since the
construction of the Dzierzon hive the removal of artificial

swanns is not required when the foUoTVTcng course is pursued:

In the spring before the bees make their first excursion, join

an empty neighboring hive to every populous one, from which
an artificial swarm is to be produced, and towards the time of

swarming accustom the bees to fly in and out through both
opposite fly-holes, and so through the empty division ; or, foi

the same purpose, the hives may also be turned, thus changing
the divisions and fly-holes. By closing the passage with the plug before mentioned, or

with a shove door, and by furnishing the division not ha^'ing the queen with a young-

brood, a full queen-cell or a young developed queen, a swann is produced in the most
simple manner. The reverse

—

i. e., the union of two colonies—is efl'ected with equal ease.

This is often desirable, and even necessary in the fall after an unfavorable summer, or when
a colony has lost its queen. For this purpose the commimication or passage between the

two divisions is restored by removing the plug, and the two colonies will unite peaceably,

the more readily after one of the queens has been previously dispensed with.

These hives are likewise adapted to migratory bee-culture, as practiced in many parts of

Europe, for instance, on the heathlands of Liineburg, in Germany, Switzerland, France,

Russia, Italy, &c. Whenever the vegetation of plants, to which the bees principally resort

for their honey, ceases in one section of the country from climatical, geographical, or geo-

logical influences, or, generally speaking, from the peculiar distributions of plants, while it

is luxuriant in another section, or on a higher range of mountains, bee-keepers remove
their hives to the latter regions, keeping them there until the renewal of vegetation in

their own. For this purpose the Dzierzon hives are well adapted on account of their light-

ness, and by taking out the full honey-combs they can be made still lighter. Tliey arc

easy to separate and to reconstruct at any place upon two small sills or logs of wood, and
in the same order which they before occupied ; so that the bees, recognizing again the same
building, can readily find their own hives without going astray in a mass, as they do when
there is a great number of equal or similar hives put up in one long row which may cause

the death not only of many workers, but also of the queen. It may be observed, in general,

that a hive which is too small will never produce a surplus of lioney, and sometimes not

even the amount necessary for the consumption of the bees. They, indeed, show a greater

disposition to swarm in small hives than in large ones, but these swarms are poor, as they

result mainly from want of room rather than from a populous colony. If, on the other
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hand, the hive is too large, a colony newly hived feels almost discouraged for work, espe-

cially in the case of a small swarm and in a poor locality. Hives not quite filled up with
combs, and as yet unfinished, are always colder than those completely built up. If made
of boards which are too thin they neither sufficiently resist the effect of the cold nor of the
heat, but thick walls serve against the extreme heat of the summer as well as the great

cold of the winter. Thin boards besides are more liable to burst and warp than thick

ones. Boards made of soft wood, as the cypress, linden, poplar, &c., are generally better

than those of oak and similar kinds of hard woods. Stone or burnt bricks are too hard
and cold ; they are hable to sweat in the winter, thus producing injurious moisture. Bricks

dried by the sun are a suitable material, and loam would be well adapted to the purpose, if

it combined greater durabiUty.

A suitable hive must be so constructed as to afford a convenient examination of its interior,

which ought to be so far open to the eye of the bee-keeper as to enable him to take at once
a comprehensive ^-iew of the inside anangement, the combs, and the condition and works
of the bees. Those hives, therefore, which have an opening from below only, cannot be
ranked among practical ones ; for even placed on their side, or on their top, (often a rather

hard job,) it is only with the greatest difficulty that a few bees may be discovered, while the

eggs and worms can hardly be seen in the points of the combs, so that a view of the whole
is altogether out of the question.

If the colony has lost its queen, suffers from dysentery, rotten-brood, or any other accident

that requires something to be done, it is as difficult to do it in such a hive as if ^vithm the

body of an animal. Many combs, and good ones, too, must often be cut off in order to ascer-

tain the condition of a colony of doubtful health. Though the experienced bee-keeper will,

from the excrements below, foim his conclusion that the bee-worm has already invaded the

combs, threatening the very existence of the colony, he can with only doubtful success use

the knife 'in the dark—the portion cut off, if still sound, being inserted again with difficulty ;

while in the better constructed hives, like the Dzierzon, the sound portions of the combs
and the life of the colony, too, can be easily saved.

As these and similar mconvenience and disadvantages are common to all other kinds of

hives, the Dzierzon hive has been pointed out for ob\-iating these difficulties and meeting
the requirements of a practical and scientific bee-culture of the present day. By this hive
we cannot only look, if necessary, at its contents—combs, honey, brood, eggs, and the bees

at work—but also, without being obliged to cut or injure the cells, perform in it every

necessary operation, as, for instance, take out the surplus honey, or single combs, either

empty or filled with honey, eggs, or brood. A hive not yet of sufficient strength, by placing

within it the needed quantity of full and covered honeycombs, may within half an hour
be put into the proper condition for winter. This hive gives the bee-keeper full power in

rearing bees, enabling him to divide and unite again the colonies in the easiest and surest

way, to find out defects and diseases, and adopt remedies in the shortest possible time, thus
providing against losses. The Dzierzon hive is truly a triumph in bee-culture, as it forms
the basis of successful enterprise. It is well adapted, not only to poor seasons, but it is

eminently suited to remunerate the bee-keeper in abundant ones for the cost and labor he
has had to expend in other years without realizing any adequate profit.

As has been stated above, the comb-holders should be fm-nished with small pieces of comb
of at least two fingers in width to induce the bees to continue them. In countries with
long winters there are plenty of empty wax-combs in the sprmg, which', when properly set

up and stored away in any places or bags, so as to be protected from the wax-moth, can
easily be preserved for future use. The advantage is thus gained of fm-nishing natural and
artificial swarms with empty wax-combs enough for half their hives. In the South there

are no empty wax-combs, as it is not necessary for the bee to provide for a winter season

destitute of food, nor can she foresee periods of great drought. Here it is where the bee
may be said to live altogether from hand to mouth, that is, from the supply which it daily

gathers out of the abundant richness of Nature, without feeling the necessity of providing
for a rainy day. While not so much dependent here on its supplies deposited in the hive

as in other countries, it is also capable of enduring hunger for an almost incredibly long
period. Instead of suppljing swarms with whole wax-combs, bee-keepers of the South must,
therefore, be satisfied to furnish them with the narrow pieces of comb above mentioned to

start with. These pieces must be made to adhere to the lower side of the comb-holders.

If there are not wax-combs enough to affix to all the comb-holders, then every second or

tliird comb-holder should receive one of them, beginning with the second holder and leaving

the first empty. Such comb-holders as receive no pieces of wax-comb should be freely and
smoothly rubbed on their lower side with wax to lead the bees to attach their combs to

them, thus diverting them from attempting to build their cells across the comb-holders,

which would prevent the combs from bemg taken out. In order the bettsr to attach these

pieces, they may first be dipped in wax heated on a plate, after which they should be quickly

transferred to the holders and pressed upon them. Combs of pure wax may be bent round
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and gently pressed on the holders that are heated. They may also be fastened upon them
by means of putty.

Li poor localities the capacity of a hive should not exceed 2,000 or 2,500 ; while in richer

ones it may reach to from 3,000 to 4,000 cubic feet. The number is ascertained by multi-

plying together the height, length, and breadth mside. Thus, the capacity of a hive 24
inches high, 14 long, and 10 wide, would be 3,360 cubic feet.

All hives of one and the same stand should be of a uniform width in the inside, say from
9-9^ or 10 inches, for even a difference of ^ of an inch prevents the exchange, transposition,

or transfer of the combs, which constitutes one of the main points of the Dzierzon method.
If the comb-holders be longer than 10 inches, being but ^ of an inch thick in the middle,
they will bend from the weight of the honeycombs, and thus become liable to slide at both
ends from their supports, causing much damage by their fall.

To prevent the bees from at once entering the upper room and commencing their work ;

to force them, for instance, first to fill up the middle and lower rooms of the upright hive,

and to place their brood-nest there, the comb-holders should have a cover. For this pur-
pose select thin boards which can be easily split into about the thickness of the lower part
of a shingle. Their width may vary from 3-9 inches, and their lenglh the width of the
hive, so that they can be put on lengthwise or crosswise, as the room to be covered may
require. It is not necessary to join them accurately to each other ; when of sufficient width
they may be laid one over the other, leaving in part a hollow space between them and the
comb-holders, which may thus make it more convenient for the bees to pass from one space
to another. All hives, modern or old-fashioned, should be provided with a special honey-
room, filled out with tow, rags, hay, straw, or similar material. This is to be removed
when the lower brood-room has been nearly filled up. The honey-room itself should be
one-quarter or one-third of the total room of the hive, and always placed in the upper part
of the hive, as the bees will begin too late to carry in honey at the sides or below. The
queen will not go up through the small opening—which is about one inch wide and extends
the whole length of the hive, sometimes on both sides, through the upper laj^er of honey

—

to form her brood-nest. On this account both the honey and wax there deposited always
remain clear and pure, much better in appearance for the table than that which is deposited

in former brood-cells.

No bee-hive, of whatever construction, should have its fly-hole quite at the bottom, as

wax-combs will occasionally break down, obstructing the opening and thus preventing the

bees from flying in and out, so greatly increasing their anxiety and heat when thus im-
prisoned that the colony will often perish. Hives of a considerable height must be provided
with two fly- holes, the one at the bottom, and the other above the centre. When most
honey is collected both holes should be kept open, but at other times the one around which
the bees are most busy will be sufficient.

Hives of glass are also used. Though they offer no greater utility than wooden ones, and
though the thorough bee-master prefers an immediate intercourse with his bees to the pro-

tection by glass, yet these hives are very pleasant to the wealthy and timid, and more so to

the majority of the ladies. When President of the Bee-keepers' Association of Silesia, in

Germany, the Avriter, besides other hives, had always glass hives in store, in order to satisfy

the frequent applications for them. One kind was cylinder-shaped, and made altogether

of glass, vfhile another was quadrangular, the four sides having glass panes, -with their

edges set in a wooden frame like a lantern. They had to be protected, however, both from
the rays of the sun and the cold by being surrounded with wooden cases, and even then
they proved to be too cold and too wet for that country, while in this country there is no
fear of their being so, the case itself being rather a protection against the rays of the sun.

By stuffing tow, cotton, or rags between the glass hive and its casing the influence of ex-

treme heat and cold may be modified, thus preventing the sweating of the inner side of the

panes in \\dnter. Glass panes between the door and the bees, each pane as high as the door,

are beautiful in appearance, and quite harmless to the bees in wooden hives. This arrange-

ment also aflbrds the timid a good opportunity of carefully watching and observing the

bees at work. As to what is said of bees pasting over the glass with glue, this can only be
done where there is but a small window of the size of a hand.

The advantages which the Dzierzon hive and a practical knowledge of his method affords

have seemed to justify dwelling at length <and particularly upon this part of the subject.

This is due to the man with whom the writer co-operated for years in this brancli of indus-

try, and whose researches and discoveries have been verified by the light of science, con-

firmed by the results of experience, and acknowledged by all who first assailed his theory

with unbounded violence. It came out of the conflict triumphantly, and is now recognized

over all Europe as the standard of practical and scientific bee-culture.

In advocating the Dzierzon hive, it has been felt to be a duty to make this standard of a

rational bee-raising known as widely as possible.

The omission to mention in the course of this article the good points of other hives was

ii
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not from a want of attention to them, but because the Dzierzon hive combines all the good
points of a useful hive, and from a conviction it will contribute largely to the general pro-

motion of bee-culture to urge a uniform adoption of his method and hive.

For this purpose, and as fully believing in the ultimate success of this system, the writer

mentions with gratification the fact that he has already received a great number of applica-

tions from all parts of the country for printed instructions and models of the Dzierzon hive.

And as still further evincing the interest among the bee-keepers in the adoption of this hive,

it may also be stated that frequent requests have been made to send these hives to different

sections of the country, a request the more readily complied with on account of a knowledge,

by experience, of the difficulty of constructing a hive, even though the most detailed

description is furnished. Especially is this the case with beginners. Either models or spe-

cimens of the following hives have therelbre been sent to applicants :

1. The simple hive. 2. The double hive, lying or standing. 3. A painted window hive,

with two side doors and glass panes behind them. 4. The same, unpainted and without
glass. 5. A four-sided glass hive. 6. A hive of one thousand cubic feet, for keeping queens
on hand. All these hives are of course provided with comb-holders, and a specimen of the

queen cage (fig. 3) is likewise added.

Position or aspect of the hives.—^Tlie question in which direction the bees should be made to

fly out, or the fiy-holes be turned, is of no great importance. The bee-keeper may be wholly
guided by the convenience of the situation -of his garden. A southern slope, with the

refreshing breezes affording coolness to the hives, and hill-sides or mountain ranges in the

North giving shelter from the north winds, is a very proper location. So, too, a close board
wall on the north side will prove very efiicient in keeping off such winds. A warm sun-

shine, after a fresh fall of snow, will often induce the bees to leave their hive. As their

eyes become dazzled thousands fall to the snow and perish. To prevent this, a thick layer

of ashes or straw should be strewn in front of the hives. To close the fly-hole would but
make the evil greater, as the bees, from heat and anxiety, will be likely to kill each other.

Taking out honey.—The time of taking out honey, or if it should be wanted in unfavorable

years, of cutting off the empty wax, is different in different countries. In those which have
a climate like that of Germany, about fifty degrees of northern latitude, it is best to wait
mitil spring, to see whether any and how much honey has been left from winter. In this

section of country, (Texas,) however, no store of honey is required for any season of the
year. It would even be risking it, on account of thieves and other accidents, to leave much
honey in the hives, as our periods of want (so great that no European hive could endure it)

cannot be anticipated. In this case it is hardly advisable to feed them, even though there

may be a supply of honey, for should the drought continue, the bees, if not roused from
this state of want and a life of lethargy, may thus drag their lives on for months ; but if

stirred up by being fed they awake to a greater activity, consume a great deal, and l3ecome
expensive ; or, if fed only occasionally or not enough, they become still more depressed and
perish. The supply of honey which remains from the fall, no matter whether 15, 20, or

60 pounds, is always used by the bees for raising their young. If a great drought occurs,

honey and labor will have been expended in vain, as all hives will appear equally weak in

the fall, but in case of a rain they rapidly recover. In the South, therefore, the honey is

taken out as soon as the hives have been filled, a little only being left. Taking the honey
before hives are filled is not relished by the bees. Many years honey is taken out two or

three times, for the meagre seasons are often followed by those of abundance. In Northern
localities it is only in the most favorable summers that honey is gathered in the little boxes
attached to the outside of the hive, for it is not advisable to cut the honey at the top of the
hives a second time, because the bees might neglect to fill up the space, and the hive thus
become too cold in winter, especially if it is not of the Dzierzon construction.

Feeding of bees.—This is an important and diversified subject. Bees, if it can be avoided,
should not be fed at all. This rule may be carried out in the South, there being a short

time only when the nourishment ceases to feed during the drought—the commencement
and duration of which is altogether uncertain—is, as already mentioned, of doubtful suc-

cess, and it is even done at a risk. Should a hive here, in an ordinary season, become so

weak that it is doubtful whether it will sustain itself until the appearance of future food, it

should be furnished with a few combs of brood, eggs or honey, as needed. A very weak
colony, of the size of the head of a child, will stand the want a much longer time here
(Texas) than in the cold winter of the North, where every colony,* even with plentiful food,

must perish, unless it can generate its own warmth by its numbers, especially if, as a swarm,
it has young, fresh, and therefore colder wax-combs. In the North, therefore, populous
hives should principally be raised, which by little attention is not very difficult in that
section of country, usually having more uniformity of clunate, and consequently more cer-

tainty in the production of food. Weak hives are always troublesome, often perishing even
in the spring from cold, hunger or from attacks by robbers. Weak swarms should always
be united with others into one colony ; and if such a colony still remains in a weak condi-
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tion, or if the summer proves unfavorable, so that some of the hives cannot collect suffi-

cient food, two or three such colonies should he united in the fall, about the close of Sep-

tember—a period at which most of the honey is gathered with us. The whole number of

bees in those two or three united colonies will consume little more than each would have
required when separate, and the remainder of honey taken from the two broken-up hives

furnishes sufficient supply for the union of three. The elder queens should be driven out,

in order to save the young queen and to keep her from any injury in the struggle that would
otherwise ensue. To prevent the bees from attacking each other too violently when the
union takes place, it is advisable to spatter both colonies with a little rarefied honey mixed
with a few drops of spirits. If the colonies that are to be united are housed in straw hives,

they may be placed during the night one above the other, after first removin-g the cover from
the lower one. The odor will thus ascend from the lower hive into the upper one, imbuing
both colonies with one and the same smell, by which they recognize each other and associate

together. "

But when a bee-keeper, instead of diminishing the number of his hives by a union, desires

to carry them as they are through the winter, and has not a sufficient supply of honey to

hang in the hive, covered without adding water, or to place it above the setting place of the
bees, (to put it on the bottom is not advisable,) he should never use honey with the purity

of which he is not fully acquainted, otherwise he will most likely create rotten-brood among
his bees. This disease originates from the use of honey unfit for raising young bees. It is

true, some colonies might be saved by transferrhig them into new hives and feeding them
with pure honey, in case there is a supply abroad in the fields; besides, the new hive should
at once be put aside and the pure honey taken out ; but as the cure is difficult, especially

if the case frequently occurs, it is best not to attempt any further remedy than to break up
the infected hive and destroy the bees by sulphur.

Feeding bees mth a decoction of pears or molasses, though it has not always proved inju-

rious, is not to be recommended, nor has it proved satisfactory to place imdissolved sugar-

candy for this purpose above the brood-nest. In years of distress good honey is too expen-
sive to be used as food for bees. But if so used, when clarified and separated from the wax,
it must be mixed with water—two-thirds of honey to one-third of water, mixed by boiling,

and given lukewarm to the bees. Next to honey, the best healthy and cheap food is sugar
;

one part dissolved in one part of water, and boiled together until the solution becomes thick

and ropy. It is given to the bees before it is cooled off. In all hives with a cover and
•bung-hole, the earthy feeding plate should be placed on the cover after remo-vdng the bung.
The bees are attracted by the smell, and may at first be stimulated by a few drops of food

poured in ; they thus ascend through the bung in the feeding plate, the middle of which
has an opening in the shape of a cylindric chimney. This chimney, however, does not
extend as high as the edge of the plate, so that the bees may pass in and out under the shelter

of the plate-cover without being troubled by other bees in the feeding plate, measuring from
two to three quarts. The liquid food contained in this or any other feeding vessel should

be covered with stalks of straw, thin shavings, or very thin pieces of board, having httle

holes or cre^dces in the middle, to prevent the bees from drowning. Tlie other feeding vessels,

besides this plate, which is of the best earthenware, may be of wood, as they keep the

food warm for a longer time. They usually consist of troughs five inches long and three

wide. There is, however, some trouble and loss of time in repeatedly bringing and arranging

the feeding troughs in the hive, and it is more convenient to fasten two nails below the fly-

hole and place the trough on them, with its upper edge reaching the fly-hole ; the bees

should then be induced to approach the fly-hole by inserting a little warm food, breathing

into the hive, or knocking against it, or any other suitable means. Afterwards they will

come to the fly-hole of their own accord. Let every bee-keeper, however, earnestly bear in

mind never to feed his bees during daytime, otherwise robbers may be attracted, and his

own bees may become so. He should not even do it in the feeding plate above mentioned.
Though the other bees cannot reach the food in this plate except through the hive itself, yet,

by the loud humming of the feeding bees, they will be too much incited to robbery. Even
if a bee-keeper has but a single hive, with no other bees near huu, he should never feed

his bees during daylight, because some other bees might still be attracted to his hive.

The feeding should commence shortly before the dark sets in, the empty vessels being

taken away early in the morning. Some feed their bees early in the spring, not from neces-

sity, but as a matter of 'speculation, in order to raise many early swarms. This is alogether

impracticable in countries where the weather is uncertain, and, even if it is quite reliable,

it may still become enough at the time of swarming, when the queen-cells will be destroyed,

and the swarming deferred for some months to a period when the larva3 will have reached

again a certain stage of growth. During all this time the bee-keeper is obliged to feed a

number of bees without profit, so that this forced method, uncertain as it is in its result,

evidently deserves no recommendation. On the contrary, one hive or several hives, in con-

sequence of favorable weather, may become populous and apt to swarm; but now unfavora-
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ble weather sets in. If such hives are not assisted, they will swarm ahout four weeks later,

because the bees, on the weather hecoming had, will destroy the cells of the young queens.

In this case it is best to feed a colony eveiy day with rarefied honey, either to compel it to

swarm or to induce it to spare the queen-cells. The best way, however, is to make an arti-

ficial swarm and to feed it in bad weather, while young.

Transfer or removal of bees.—It is rather difficult to transfer or remove entire colonies with

all their combs from hives that are damaged or otherwise unsuitable. All honey and
brood-combs must be cut out of such hives and introduced into the new one, and, in doing

this, not only much honey is lost by dropping, but also more than half of the brood. In

Texas a colony was once transferred which, within three days, altogether flew off, taking

the queen with it and deserting its young brood, though there was at the time such an
abundance of food in the fields that the colony might, within eight days, have comfortably

settled in its new hive. In general the colonies transferred, both natural and artificial

swarms, sooner remain in their new hives in bad than in good weather, if it suits them in

other respects. It is best to drive the queen with as many bees as possible from the hive,

and, after about twenty days, to cut out all the combs of the old hive. The new hive should
occupy the place of the old, which may be put up at some distance from it. After the

twenty days the young bees will all have emerged from their cells, forming a new colony,

which, if populous enough and it has a yomig queen, should be put in a new hive, or it may
be united with some other colony, in the evening, by fumigation and a sprinkling of honey,
or the bees may be left to themselves to join some other hive after their old habitation has
been altogether removed. In this union, as in any other, it should, as far as possible, be
the rule to unite only bees of the same kind or condition—that is, those of a productive

queen si .ould be united with bees only that also have such a queen, while those of an
unprod active queen should be united with bees that come from a similar queen, for bees
from hives of similar condition are best adapted to each other.

In countries where bees are prevented by the cold of winter from flying out at least for

two months, it is best to transfer them to a particular standing place. In making this

change the fly-holes must be stopped, but they must be opened again after the bees are put up
in their winter quarters. This removal not only saves food and affords protection from the
cold, but the risk of the bees being ruined and the hives stolen is thus also avoided ; as in

winter they are prevented by torpidity from defending themselves, entire bee-stands might
in this season be destroyed. It is hardly possible to provide bee-houses sufficiently -with

locks ; at all events, it is expensive. In transferring the bees to their winter quarters, the
following rules should be observed.

1. The transfer should not take place before the frost has set in—never before 3° E. zz:

380.7 Fahrenheit.

2. The %vintcr quarters should be absolutely dark, else the bees will fly from their hive
without being able to find their way back.

3. A dry cellar should be chosen, or rooms vdth covered wmdows, which allow neither
the warmth of a stove, nor evaporation from a stable or from cattle.

Tlie hives may also be placed in barns among hay or straw. If warm weather sets in

after their transfer, the holes of the cellar, &c. , may be opened during the following night
for the purpose of cooling the stand ; for it is always better to keep their standing place a
few degrees below than above the freezing point ; but no particular ventilation is required.

There are many villages in Germany having a common subterranean place into which
hives are transferred, watching them and looking after them from time to time. In such
cases the fly-holes must be made more narrow, so as to protect the bees from mice. To bury
them in the earth, as above described, without admitting air, forms likewise good whiter
quarters, as the bees require still less food.

Purifying honey and separatiny it from wax.—Put all that has been cut out in a pot, or, if

much, into a kettle. Heat it gradually over a gentle fire nearly to the boiling point, (if

the mass actually boils, there will be impurities in the honey, giving a bitter taste,) and set

the vessel aftei-wards in a cool place until the whole is completely cooled off. Li the South
twent5^-four hours should be allowed for cooling—at any rate, the whole night—else the

bitter bee-bread (the pollen) will not adhere to the under side of the wax, but Avill sink into

the honey, imparting to it a bitter taste. After it is cooled down, cautiously take off the

layer of wax at the top, (if wooden vessels are used, it cannot be easily removed unless they
have been previously wet,) and the remainder is pure honey, obtained without the use of a
sieve or filtering cloth, and which always keeps well in any vessel. As much honey still

adheres to this layer of wax, it is therefore boiled once or twice with water, and the sweet
water thus obtamed used for metheglin, soups, hot beer, or vinegar. Finally, the wax is

again mixed with water and once more boiled ; the mass is then pomed into a bag and
strongly pressed. Both the water and wax run through the bag, and what remains in it is

burnt or thrown away. The wax cools upon the water, and is then ready for sale or home
consumption. If there be a large quantity of honey, it may also be filtered through fine
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"baskets or wicker-work, or through a filtering cloth. This method takes longer than hoil-

ing, and though some fine particles of wax will pass through, yet the honej'^ retams more of

its aroma and natural flavor than when it is hoiled ; many persons prefer this method, and
call the honey so obtained virgin honey. It should he recollected, however, that no force

or pressure must be used in this way of securing the honey. All that passes not through
miforced should be treated according to the method first described.

Preparation of metheglin.—The sweet or honey water obtained from the operation of purify-

ing or clarifying the honey above mentioned is boiled in a kettle and repeatedly skimmed
ofi". The boiling continues until the mass has attained such a consistency as to bear a hen's
egg, with its point reaching out of the liquid. If there is not honey w^ater enough, or if

none at all, the difiiculty may be remedied by mixing honey and water, the honey being
one-fourth to one-third of the weight of the water. After it is sufficiently boiled, cool it off,

put it into a cask so as to fill it nearly full ; then bring the cask into a place of from 10-12°
Reaumur, r=: 54-59^ Fahrenheit, covered with a cloth, and allow it to ferment, After six

weeks, and in warm countries much sooner, filter it through blotting paper and put it into

small casks. What remains may be filled into bottles, which are closed, but not tight,

with a rag, and put away in a cool place. The fermentation also continues in this second
cask, which is but lightly closed with a bung covered with a cloth. The mass in the cask
is gradually reduced by fermentation, so that what remained in the bottles can now be
added. After nine or ten months the metheglin is again put into another cask, with the
bung driven in tightly and the cask set m some cool place. When completely fermented
a healthy beverage is obtained, that well bottled air-tight will keep for a long time and
continually im|)roves.

Honey wine.—Boil slightly thirty pounds of honey and sixty quarts or fifteen gallons of

water for two hours, skim and cool it off and treat it like metheglin, except that a nutmeg
and one ounce of coarsely-ground cinnamon are put into a linen or cotton bag, and inserted

in the bung hole, and thus kept suspended in order to impart an aromatic flavor to the

wine. This beverage, similar to the Spanish grape wine, but excelling it in quality, in-

vigorates the stomach, promotes digestion, purifies the blood, and is very beneficial to the
chest.

There is another kind of honey wine, which, by being kept bottled a few years, will equal

the best Madeira, and form a most delicious beverage, though it is somewhat troublesome
to prepare it

:

Mix forty pounds of honey with eighty quarts or twenty gallons of running water, put it

into a clean kettle, gently boil it and skim it. After thirty minutes gradually add five

pounds of finely-ground chalk, continually stirring the mass. Skim off the tough substance

which gathers at the top of the kettle until no more of it appears on the surface, then pour
the mass into a vessel, allowing it to subside and cool, so that the chalk may settle. Let

the kettle in the meanwhile be thoroughly cleansed of the chalk remaining in it, and the

mass carefully poured back again into the kettle, with an addition of nine pounds of finely

pulverized charcoal, and then gently boil the v^^hole for two hours. Put the liquid again

in a clean vessel to cool off a second time, after which filter it through a pointed bag of felt

or flannel. After this pour the liquid once more into a kettle and heat it up to the boiling

point. Then take the whites of thirty-five eggs, mix them with water, stirring the whole
until a foam appears, and add it gradually to the other mixture. The liquid is perfectly

clarified by the addition of this foam, which takes off" the particles of charcoal that may
have remained, together with other impurities.

The chalk removes the acid taste, and the charcoal that of wax. The liquid, after the

whites of eggs has been added, is gently boiled another hour, allowed to cool down, and
then filled into a cask having a small space empty about the bung hole, which is lightly

covered with a piece of linen so as to permit the mass to ferment. The additional treat-

ment is the same as before given. Clarified in the cask and bottled, thi^wine will keep for

an age. Cool cellars of from 3-4° Reaumur, = 38-410 Fahrenheit, are, of course, a main
requisite. The bottles are to be laid in wet sand, on which salt water is occasionally

poured. Metheglin honey, even when young and not yet possessing much vigor or spirit,

•will make a pleasant beverage mixed with tart, especially red wines. All tart wines, in

general, can thus be made agreeable and thoroughly improved.

The question whether the inhabitants of a city can also enjoy the pleasure of keeping

bees must be answered in the affirmative, and all who doubt it may be convinced by trying

the experiment. Put the hives, if possible, in the windows of side rooms, attics, or of rooms
the windows of which look into a garden. The bees will do no injury, and the family or

neighborhood need not be afraid of the children being stung, for bees in search of their

food do not care for the thousands of men wandering below. Should some of them be

blown down by the wind, they arc fearful ; and the harmless swarms do not settle below,

but on the gable ends of the house. Besides, there will be no natural swarms, if artificial

ones are made. The food, it is true, is not so easily accessible for them, if they have to fly
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off a mile or so, but still it is not beyond their reach. Besides, the flower gardens of a city

and the trees lining the streets or ornamentmg the public places will aiibrd them a good
deal of nourishment. In confirmation of the above assertion, it may be stated that the bees

in the hives shown at the Industrial Exhibitions at London, 1851, and at Breslau, 1852,

were lircly, flying in and out, busily engaged in their work among the throngs of men.
That they felt quite comfortable is seen in the fact that, by hatching a queen, they made
preparations for swarming in the latter place. The naturalist especially would be benefitted

in his observations by keeping bees around his place of residence in the city, since it Avould

afford him ample occasion of raising the wonderful veil hanging around the secrets of

Nature ; be a delight to him to watch the industry of these insects ; to hear their pleasing

hum, and to smell the scent of the fresh honey filling his room with aroma. To keep bees

around the house would likewise benefit persons suffering from diseases of the lungs by
giving them a chance frequently to inhale the delicious scent emanating in spring through
the fly-holes from the honey imbued with the sweet odor of flowers. The inhalation of this

aroma is certainly more agreeable and effectual in such diseases than the promenade in cow-
stables recommended by physicians.

In presenting his views to the public, the writer has not so much desired to offer striking

novelties, often without foundation, as to point out the peculiar features adapted to this

country not generally known, though simple in their character. And on the principle that

food is not for those whose hunger has been stilled, it has been the aim to present informa-

tion to bee-keepers generallj^ and especially to beginners, being ready to answer all objec-

tions and inquiries that may be made. Hoping that this most productive branch of agri-

culture will receive the general attention of the country, the immediate formation of a
United States Bee-Keepers' Society is also earnestly recommended.

A FEW NOTES UPON THE MORE RECENT DISCOVERIES

AND IMPROVEMENTS IN PISCICULTURE.

TRANSLATED AND CONt)ENSED FROM THE ORIGINAL GERMAN OF DR. FRAAS.

We select the word pisciculture in preference to either Fish-Propagation or Fish-Breeding,

because the one means too little, the other too much. Artificial propagation ^jer se may be
practiced in any fish-pond or stream, the rest being left to Nature. Fish-breeding would
imply artificial propagation of merely the more valuable descriptions of fish, with a view to

improve or develop certain qualities, as effected in various domestic animals—the horse, the
ox, and the sheep. Pisciculture takes a middle course, being the science, firstly, of artificial

fructification or impregnation of the ova of fishes, and, secondly, their care during, as also

for some time after, their development, until they can take care of themselves, its object

being to raise an important article of food for the use of man from sources otherwise worth-
less.

Although all that has hitherto been effected in this branch of industry has proved useful,

practical, and deserving of attention, yet we are far from the realization of the boasts of

enthusiasts who aim at nothing less than the replenishing of all our lakes and rivers with
fish, so as to supply om- poorer classes with an article of food at once nutritious, plentiful,

and cheap.

It is a well-known fact that the various species of salmon can be easily propagated, not
only economically, but also in the greatest abundance. The following are some of the most
esteemed of this class : The trout, Salmo Fario ; the bull trout, S. Salar ; the buck, S.

Hucho; the sea-trout, S. Lacustris; the grelse, (queiy?) S. Umbla; the grayling, Thymullis.
The pike may also be included. They may be preserved dn boxes, wires, or nets in running
streams during the spring, summer, and autumn months, according to the method described

in my treatise on the subject,'- nothing more being needed than a temperature of 4^ to 7°

Reaumur, = 41° to 48° Fahrenheit.
Carp, tench, barbel, perch, &c., which are propagated during summer, cannot be bred in

* Fraas kunstlicbe Fischerzeugung, 2 Auflage, Mucben. Liter, artist- Ansialt.
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such sti-eams, as their ova are too small and numerous to be able to be looked after or

cleansed separately, besides which they require a higher degree of temperature, say from 10°

to 20^ Ecaumur, zzrz 45^ to 65° Fahrenheit, which is only to be found in the standing waters

of fish-ponds and of a fcAv rivers, where they multiply in extraordinary numbers, without

any artificial aid.

It has, liowever, been sufficiently proved by embryologists, as well as pisciculturists, that

these kinds of fisli can be propagated easily if the impregnated ova be placed in water of the

required temperature where they can attach themselves to the different aquatic plants or

stones. At the expiration of eight days the ova are hatched, and the young fry are not

injured by the fungous growth of the decaying ova, being separated from each other at

great distances, and the process of hatching occupying so short a time.

Suffice it to say that the salmon species can be propagated mth great certainty in vast

numbers, at least two-thirds of the ova arriving at maturity ; and when it is considered that

these are esteemed among the most highly prized of fresh-water fish, we can readily con-

ceive the great importance of the art of pisciculture.

As fish can be retained in proper receptacles until they are enabled to seek food for

themselves—a period of from six to eight weeks—one would suppose that they might be
propagated in milimited numbers ; and such, indeed, would be the case were it not for the

vicissitudes to which the young fry are exposed. It has been the chief aim of the art, of late,

to remove these. We will suppose a fish-breeder to possess some 6,000 of the salmon
species, say six weeks old, in a box. They float already in the water ; the yolk membrane,
or umbilical chord, has entirely disappeared, and they dart after filaments of pounded meat
or fish.

A whitish stripe on a black back marks the trout ; a reddish hue the Rhine salmon ; light

blue, with dark spots on the sides, the red charr ; if still lighter blue appear, pike ; and
yellowish, grayling. He now transfers them to a larger piece of water ; to a cool trout

stream, or a small lake through which such a stream flows. The stream overflows the

upper edge of the box, most of the young fry cower frightened to the bottom ; one by one
they effect their escape ; they are carried away by the current, but, always turning towards

the shore, they at last succeed in reaching it, if they have not already found shelter mider

a stone, a leaf, or some aquatic plant. Under this shelter all remain quiet. They continue

to hide themselves more and more, till, at the expiration of a few days, out of the many
thousands, only here and there a trace is to be found. Now come the trials of the young
brood, and now the most difficult part for the breeder. All descend the stream more or less,

accordmg to the species. The trout is seen two or three weeks after the transfer basking

in the shallowest parts of the rivulet, protected against the rapacity of larger fish by the

shallowness of its resort. Now and then they will swim about ; but they are chiefly found

lying quietly close to the bottom, where they can be caught by the hand. In this state

they fail an easy prey to the larvae of the great ephemeris. Every small fish of the herbiv-

orous class, particularly the Phoxynus Isevis and the Golio saxabilis, prove at this time de-

structive to the fry of the salmon and trout, feeding upon them as upon worms. Fish of prey,

as the pike and perch, prove still more destructive ; even a single growni trout is capable of

destroying in one day 10,000 of its own species, if it can only catch them, vdiich it cer-

tainly v/ill do if the j^omig fry are carelessly placed in the water v/ithout observing certain

rules. The only protection, as incidentally said, is shallow water ; therefore trout only fre-

quent deep water when they are strong enough to dart suddenly from it to their places of

refuge when pursued. Trout seldom leave their breeding places ; they have their favorite

haunts, to which, if driven away, they will always return.

This, however, is not the case with the salmon. They descend the rivulets and larger

streams to the lakes. If obstructed, for instance, by wire snares, they congregate together,

seek to escape, but not succeeding, emaciate, pine away, and many die, spite of every care.

The French pisciculturists committed a grave error in mixing, indiscriminately, the fry

of the herbivorous with those of the carnivorous species, intending the former to serve as

food, for the latter, for the temperature at which the latter were hatched would not mature

the ova of the former ; consequently grown specimens of the herbivorous were placed among
them to serve as food, but being large m size they devoured the frj'- they were intended to

feed. If pisciculture do not also include protection against the wholesale destruction of the

fry, the result will not compensate the labor bestowed upon it. Careful protection of the

breeding waters alone would lead to the same results as artificial breeding, excepting in the

transplanting of new species. There are methods of obviating these adverse circumstances.

Even a description of stable feeding, if I may be allowed the expression, may be practiced

with advantage. Even tlie immediate trannplanting of small fry into waters swarming

with their enemies may be effected without loss, if only needful precautions be taken. As
little as it would occur to a cattle breeder to drive a foal or a calf into the open prairie,

immediately after weaning, to seek its own food unprotected, so little should the piscicul-

turist leave the young fry to shift for itself after artificial impregnation and hatching.
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We will now proceed to illustrate two methods of raising fish artificially:

1st. "We raised trout in a channel that had been dry. It was about three feet wide, the

water about one foot deep. The current had a velocity of about six feet per second in the

middle ; at the sides much less, as these were coated with cresses and other water plants.

Here and there were holes of from two to two and a half feet deep in the pebbly bottom.

After placing the breeding box in the stream, with fry of about six weeks old, they disap-

peared among the plants within forty-eight hours. In order to distribute 2,000 fish accord-

ing to their habits, it requires a canal of at least a mile and a half (English) in length.

Each one will take up its own haunt to which it will always return.

2d. Some trout were kept in separate stone receptacles, through which a stream of sprmg
water flowed continually. At the expiration of a year I found them two inches and a half

long, although they had never been fed, nor could I discover by what means they existed

even in the spring itself. But as it is a well ascertained fact they do not feed on water, but

live upon other fish, either living or dead, larvse, insects, woims, bacillaria and diatomea

of the mud, infusoria and molluscs, and but rarely on the decomposing parts of plants, it is

evident that a very large number of fish in a given space can only be kept aliA-e by artificial

food ; and here we will remark that all our waters contain more food in proportion to the

fish that are in them, which can be proved from the well authenticated fact that in times

past they contained larger quantities than now.
The larger species of salmon are easier to rear, even in a smaller space, than trout. The

Salmo umbla, the most esteemed fresh water fish of Europe, is found only in tlie lakes of

the Alps, and then only seldom, excepting a few localities. It spawiis during the months
of December and January, (and is to be caught easily at that time,) it doing so at fixed

places having a pebbly bottom, where springs gush up from the earth. At all other times

it is difficult to catch. The hatching of the impregnated ova is easily accomplished. The
young fry are placed in small ponds with gravelly bottoms, with a moderate supply of

spring water having a temperature of 5° to 8° Eeaumur, =r 430 to 50° Fahrenheit. Here
they live together in shoals. So they remain, only rising to a small distance from the bot-

tom when they are from four to six weeks old, ascending towards the spring, as fresh cold

water is essential to their existence. Here they find their nourishment without difficulty.

It is only after a period of three to four years that they are bold enough to attack minnows
and other small, hannless fish. Their first and most favorite food is their own spav>Ti, and
the small fry of their own species. It is a fortunate circumstance that during the spawning
season fish lose their appetite. Another protection to the ova is, that they are mostly
deposited among large, sharp-edged stones.

In artificial breeding ponds young salmon are easily fed upon the tender spawn of carp or

tench, poimded white fish or horse flesh, &c. In large lakes they find sufficient food
naturally.

It is, therefore, to be remarked, that for the successful rearing of salmon three things are

necessary :

1st. A clear, cold, running stream ; temperature from 5° to 7° and even 8° Eeaumur,
(43-480, even 50° Fahrenheit.)

2d. Tlie draining of the canal or pond, in order to clear it effectually of other fish.

3d. For trout, large space, according to the number, canals of at least a mile and a half
in length.

It would form a most impoiiant point for eveiy government to enact laws prohibiting
the taking of fish duiing the spa^NTiing season, excepting for the purpose of artificial propa-
gation. France takes the lead of all other European goverments in further to the
utmost this l)ranch of domestic economy ; after her the various Agricultural Societies of
Bavaria, and in England private mdividual enterprise.

Tlie French government appropriated 100,000 francs towards founding an establishment
at Hiiningue; besides which there are others, chiefly one at Versailles, near Paris. It
caused the works of Monsieur Coste, the embryologist and icthyologist, to be printed and
circulated ; it distributed decorations amongst competitors, and sent out travellers over
Europe to collect ova.

In Bavaria the Agricultural Society established various stations, all connected with the
Central establishment at Munich. There is one for the lake salmon at Standach. on the
Chiem See ; another for all species of salmon at Augsburg ; another at Landshut, under the
care of Dr. Wimmer, for the Salmo Aucho or buck, and other kinds ; another at Schleissheim
for summer-spawning fishes, making use of the water of the WiiiTn ; another in Lower Fran-
conia, imder the charge of Major List. Tlie fishermen in charge of these establishments, as
also the author of these Notes, visit the different stations for interchange of information and
experience.

The ova are sent from the Central Station at Munich as far as Warsaw, Konigsberg,
Mecklenburg, Pdienish Piiissia, Gallicia, Hungary, and Carinthia, and people Avishing to be
instructed in the art come from all parts of Gennany, even from Hanover, the cradle of the
original discovery.
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The gentleman in cliarge of the establishment at Munich, who formerly was paid by the

Agiicultural Association, now conducts the same on his own account with profit. During

the year from October, 1855, to October, 1856, he forwarded over 200,000 ova of salmon.

It may be here remarked that the ova of salmon are large—often as large as peas—although

not so numerous as in other fish. It would, therefore, be improper to speak of them by
millions, excepting the single instance of the large Ehine salmon, (Salmo Salar,) when
caught in very great numbers. We can only speak of millions of ova when referring to the

small roe of summer-spawning fishes ; for instance, a middling sized carp may contain

150,000 ; but of these the number of really hatched ova can only be guessed at, not counted.

Among the important facts ascertained last year the most important one is, that the

three years old trout and salmon trout are themselves fruitful, having both milt and roe

perfectly developed. Those that have been artificially fed have increased greatly in bulk
and weight, more so than if they had been left in their normal state.

An experiment was made to rear the fry of trout in narrow spaces with artificial food,

bmt it did not succeed. They strive to live separate, and die in quantities when compelled

to congregate together. The same happened with lake salmon. Graylings and the Huck,
Salmo Hucho, require still larger space, together with a very rapid current ; but with the

Salmo Umbla we succeeded. With pike and tench the success was still more certain.

They must, however, be separated from each other, and the water needs to be of a higher

temperature.

The science of Pisciculture ha%'ing been proved to be both practicable and profitable, new
establishments are being formed all over the country. One of the chief subjects yet to be
studied is the habits of each individual species, both in its natural and arthicial states.

Another subject for inquiry will be the cost of materials to be given as food, as upon this,

in a great measure, will depend the ratio of profit to be derived from the pursuit.

Munich^ October^ 1860.

Extract of Report of the results of Pisciculture in Bavaria for the year 1855, 1856, derived from
the Archives of the Agricultural Socid^y of Upper Bavaria. Condensed and translatedfro^n the original

German.

80,920 partly three months' old fish, partly matm-ed embryos, were distributed. They
were of the varieties Salmo Umbla, S. Fario, S. Salar, S. Hucho, S. Lacustris, S. Tnitta,

and Esoxlucius. Among them were some 8,000 Ehine salmon, from the establishment of

Hiiningue, France. In exchange we sent to Paris 6,000 embryos of S. hucho, 2,000 of S.

Umbla. Of the result of these we have learned the following: 3,000 Ehine salmon vt^ere

placed by order of the Directors in the river Wiirm, and 2,000 in the Stamberger-See.
Dr. Stephan placed also a number in some ponds belonging to him, and some in the Amper;
1,000 were placed in the fish preserves of Prince Charles of Bavaria, and 500 m the Tsar.

Only Dr. Stephan reports that his fish are in good condition. From the others we could
ascertain nothing ; but it must be remembered that the salmon has migratory habits, and
returns regularly to his old haunts. *-" '"" - The artificial propagation of that most
delicious fish, the Salmo Umbla, has proved extremely easy this year, and that of the trout
not less so. From various accounts the trout artificially produced, and afterwards transferred
to larger waters, have remained for a year in the most perfect condition. On the estate of
Baron Von Wendland, of Baerenried, in a small newly constructed pond, fed by a trout
stream, there are now some 500 small thriving trout, bred and reared by himself. Also,
about 8,000 in the preserves of his Eoyal Highness Prince Karl, of Bavaria. Baron Von
Schaky, of Bruckberg, also procured trout of six inches long during the first year from
embryo sent him. In the waste-water conduit belonging to the Eoyal Veterinary College,
where no trace whatever of fish was known to exist, a few of the small fry happened to
slip in at the hatching season. We examined this diminutive channel also at the expiration
of a year, and found, with the aid of a very fine-meshed net, over 200 trout from three to four
inches long that appeared to be well fed. This is a convincing proof how many nutritious
substances were contained even in this small cUtch, measuring some sixty yards long, about
three to four feet wide, with a depth of at most one foot, as these fish were not artificially fed.

Besides this, a large numl)cr of small trout were caught by children at the yearly cleansing
of the canal into which the l)reeding stream empties itself. *' ^ * The lakes of Upper
Bavaria are remarka1)le also for tlie Salmo lacustris, var. argentea and S. Trutta, both of
which are scarcely inferior to the salmon of tlie Ehine ; the first attaining a weight of
upwards of 40 pounds. The last-named species is found but rarely in all our lakes. The
first named ifs still less frequently met with, and only the Chiem See has a remunerative
fishery at Maquartstein, on the river Achcn. The fisheiy is royal property, and the fisher-
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men compelled to use nets with wide meshes. But for this regulation the name '* Salmon
Fishery' ' would become here, as it already has in many places in Germany, a mere matter
of history, on account of the nunierous poachers who kill the fish with the spear. Leaving
this out of account, still the lake has diminished of late, owing to the fact that most of the

fish, in their progress up stream, are caught before the ova have arrived at maturity, and
before they begin to spa,wn. It would be more desirable if the fishermen would wait till the

fish had reached shallow water, but then it would also be easier for poachers to spear

them. «^' -' ^' * '-• -^ ^' «

The District Committee of Upper Bavaria has entertained the proposition of the Depart-

mental Council to recommend several improvements in various matters, and it is to be
hoped that by means of artificial propagation, and protected by adequate laws, those Bava-
rian lakes adapted to the purpose, as also the Chiemsee, may be so stocked and replenished

as to render " Sabnon Fishery" once more a reahty. Some thousands of these species were
placed in the Wurmsee in the spring. In the 5-ear 1856 there were about 10,000 in the

breeding canal. Instruction was given at Maquartstein, and with the assistance of the

gamekeeper a depot for Rhine salmon will also be established. The fishermen have been
examined in the practical knowledge of the fructification and transportation of the Ova.

An attempt to transport the fry of the Salmo Hucho, from the Maine, Ehine, and their

tributaries, to the waters of Bavaria, situated in Franconia and the Palatinate, where it

does not exist, did not succeed, for the reason that the ova of the fish, when the embryos
are three to four weeks old, (the age when best adapted for transportation,) are exceedingly

delicate, the outside skin of the ova being so thin as to rupture with the lightest manipula-
tion or pressure, a chcumstance hitherto unknown to us. Li future the removal must take
place at an earlier period, which is no detriment, as proved by those sent to Paris.

A renewed attempt to propagate the Lucioperca Sandra by artificial means in the Ammer-
see did not succeed, although the attempt received the assistance of Baron von Perfall, of

Graefenberg. It is almost in vain to hope for success ; the ova of this fish being so tender,

their vitality so small, and the maturity of the spawn of such short duration. A favorable

result can only be obtained by patient and attentive local investigation.

The propagatioji of the Renke succeeded, as also of the transportation of the Blaufellchen

(little blue sldn) from the Bodensee to the Sternbergersee, by means of ova already far

advanced in the process of hatching.

Now, although the fact is established, partly through our own experiments as by those

of physiologists, that the artificial fructification of fishes is a universal, practical, and suc-

cessful process, yet with certain species it appears to be attended with so many obstacles of

an economical nature, such as the catching of the female, the short duration of the spawn-
ing season, susceptibility to changes of temperature, risk of transportation, &c., &c., that as

a remunerative pursuit it can scarcely be recommended. On the other hand, other species

multiply so greatly in their natm-al state without any care, as the carp and pike ; others

again, as the Leuciscus, are of so little value as an article of food, as to render Pisciculture

superfluous, or, at all events, the trouble of breeding and rearing is not repaid. For these,

in most cases, artificial impregnation alone will suffice, the remainder being left to Nature.

It is only with the more valuable species, whose natural increase is inconsiderable when
compared with other fresh water fishes, that artificial propagation and tending plays a mo&t
important part.

Our experience during the second year of our experiments has shown us, that not only a
large niunber of the supeiior desciiption of fishes can be bred and reared artificially with
great ease and at little expense, but also, and this is the main point, that when left to them-
selves they thrive, increase in bulk, and exist in great numbers in comparatively small

extent of water. It is just in small spaces that one can foim a coiTCct idea of the feasibility

of the experiment.

No doubt remains, after the late trials of the General Committee of the Agricultural

Society of Bavaria, as also of the various Piscicultural estvablishmcnts in France and England,

that in artificial propagation, particularly of fish, an exceedingly valuable article for the

subsistence of man has been developed from comparatively worthless sources. Man has

thus acquired the power of rendering innocuous many influences detrimental to the increase

of fish, such as steam-navigation, water-works, and other inventions relating to his own
industrial progress, and in the science of Pisciculture offers an equivalent to the loss result-

ing from these.

A great number of farmers, owners of fisheries, and other friends of this branch of indus-

try have taken up the matter and are prosecuting it with success. The chief point of the

Committee—instructive and encouraging to persevere—has been attained, and it reflects no
little honor on our country that she has taken up this branch of industrial economy so

speedily and made it her own before all other German States. She is, however, blessed

with numerous fishing waters, noble species of fish, and not least, with a people peculiarly

20 A
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adapted to the pursuit. We count in all districts several practical fish-breedei-s. Nothing
is wanting but patience (a virtue that appears gradually to diminish from amongst us)

and progress in practice, in order to reap the greatest benefit from the discovery.

As Pisciculture may therefore be looked upon as domiciled among us, the following points

may be regarded as desirable for the future :

That each government shall agree to respect the recommendations made last year to

introduce or more effectually carry out the ordinances regarding the fisheries. To eirforce

the same through the courts of law, and at the same time to move for the support of the

five following regulations as indispensable

:

1. Distribution of fishing licenses by the proper authorities, countersigned by the Royal
ofScers of Police ; without such licenses no person to be permitted to fish.

2. The establishment of a fixed time of closure at least one month during the spawning
season of each species of fish, excepting such as it may be desirable to catch for artificial

propagation during that period.

3. The establishment of a fixed standard of weight and size, under which no fish may be
legally exposed for sale.

4. Prohibition to catch fish during winter in the old channels of the rivers.

6. Permission to extirpate all animals destructive to fish.

The regulations should, however, be so framed as to assimilate with any ordinances already

promulgated.

The assistance of the Fishery Club about to be established amongst us should be requested,

in order to establish the above fundamental principles. The active co-operation of all the

Upper Provinces of Bavaria, Swabia, Upper Palatinate, and Lower Franconia, should also be
invited, as with the exception of the Upper Palatinate, (particularly the Bavarian and Bo-

hemian forests,) the other three Provinces have already their own Central Institutions,

(namely, the Royal Veterinary College here ; the licensed town fisherman, Scheufelhut, m
Augsburg, and Major List, in Wurzburg.) An advance of four hundred florins to Swabia and
Lower Franconia would greatly facilitate the next imdertaking. The District Committee of

Upper Bavaria has already agreed to support Pisciculture in the various lakes, particularly

the Eibsee, with an adequate appropriation. ^

The Committee having concluded to transfer the management of the Fish-breeding estab-

lishment of the Royal Central Veterinaiy College to the sole care of Mr. T. B. Kufl'er from
January, 1856, and having fixed a certain tariff for the artificial fry, this, now private,

establishment deserves support. The stipulated interchange with the French Lnperial

establishments at Hiiningue and Paris are to be continued.

The creation of a separate Establishment at Maquartstein for the propagation of .the

salmon of the Gemsee in the lakes of Upper Bavaria is considered important, as also that

of salmon on the YValchensee. The District Committee is requested also to support, in the

Establishments of Upper Bavaria and the Palatinate, the propagation of the Sabno Umbla,
and the continuation of the experiments with the salmon of the Rhine ; also the transfer of

the Salmo Hucho to the waters of Franconia, and the continuation of the experiments with

the ova of summer spawning fishes—that of the Amaul—in the waters adapted to that pur-

pose at Schliessheim, and finally the experiments with artificial rearing and feeding of fish

artificially propagated. The Commission is enjoined to continue its support, as without per-

severance in this branch of industry it must fail. The distribution of prizes among success-

ful competitors is also recommended.
The Committee is happy to announce the formation of two Fishery Clubs, one at Munich,

the other at Fischheim, the members of which belonging to the higher classes of society,

exert all their influence for the advancement of this interesting and important enterprize.

The General Committee finally promise their co-operation in a work, which at present can

be conducted with comparatively small outlay with the prospect of great success.

DR. FRAiS.

Extract of Rqiort of T. B. Kvffer, Manager of the Pisdcultural UstaUisnment at Munich, of the

results during the Spavming Season, 1857-'58, addressed to ilie General Commttee of the Agricut-

turat Association of Upper Bavaria.

The ComAittce, seeing the importance of catching salmon of the Chicmsce, for the purpose
of procuring spawn, ordered the undersigned to proceed to tlie lake in the fall of 1856.

Whilst there he constructed an oaken box to contain the fish, placing it in one of the tribu-

tary streams of the river Achen, which river the salmon ascend during the spawning season.

The box was constructed so as to contain breeding pans, in ordci- that in this bhellercd spot

the process of fructification and hatching of tho ova might take place undisturbed. Tlie
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experiment succeeded admirably, and the hatching was accomplished with comparatively
small loss.

In order to continue the operations commenced by the Agricultural Society I went last
autumn, at my o^vn expense, to Maquartstein, where I arrived on the 4th' October, and
commenced fishing for salmon, assisted by the fishermen of Feldweis ; we caught but few,
and I soon ascertained the reason, namely, that the river Achen, near its confluence with
the Chiemsee, was staked with no less than eighteen nets, in the neighborhood of Gra-
benstaedt, through which but few fish could pass, and that with great difficulty. ITiose that
had passed, and had been captured at Maquartstein, showed evidences of their violent stru"--
gles to pass upward, in the circular depressions round their bodies. When caught they
were seldom found fit for the purposes of propagation. These nets were of such iflegal di-
mensions of mesh that fish even of two pounds weight were caught by them. This rnethod
of fishing is perhaps the very best that can be adopted to extirpate entirely this delicious
fish. Having caused the removal of these obstructions, the salmon caught subsequently
were in good condition, apparently just from the lake, and adapted to my purpose. . We
caught in all some thirty fish, which were placed in the repository, and from them I ob-
tained about 40,000 ova, which I impregnated and placed in the box to hatch. About
7,000 were kept for depositing in the river Achen ; but the embryos not being fully de-
veloped by the 10 th of November, they were left imder the charge' of a fisherman. The
remainder of the ova I packed in moss and sent to Munich without damage. Here
some of the ova remained till they had attained a more favorable stage for transportation

;

others were completely hatched, in order to be distributed into the interior. During my
stay at the Chiemsee the fishermen there e-vinced an increasing interest in the science of Pisci-
culture, were very observant of the manner in which I manipulated the fish, as also of the
general rules and advantages of my method.

Extract of the Report of T. B. Kuffer, Mamger of the Pi^dmltural Estahlkhmmt at Munich, from
October, 1857, to April, 1858.

The number of ova ordered amounts to 700,000, that of ova delivered to 360,000, so that
only about one-half of the orders could be executed. The greatest demand was for the ova of
the Salmo Umbla

;
after these, of the trout, and then of the salmon trout. Exchano-es of ova

with foreign States were effected as agreed upon.
°

From France I received Rhine salmon
; from Hanover, Elbe sahnon ; against whicli I ex-

changed ova of the trout and Salmo Hucho.
During a period of three years the French had attempted the hatching of the ova of the

S. Hucho without success
; at last I was invited to superintend the process personally. TTiis

I did with complete success. The remainder of our ova was distributed over Bavaria, with
the requisite instructions, drawings of apparatus, and specimens of the breeding pans

'

The design of the breeding box was that of Dr. Wimmer ; the directions those of Dr. Fraas's
work, '

'Anleitung uber kunstliche Fischzucht, ' '" (An Introduction to artificial Fish-breeding
)Most favorable accounts have been received, even from the remotest places, of the arrival of

the ova m good condition. Experience has proved that packing the ova in damp moss is
the best method. A most important fact lias been discovered relative to the proper time at which thema are best adaptedfor transportation—sereml trials having proved that the period of fourteen
days, prior to the development or final bursting of the pellicle of the ovum is the best
adapted to that purpose, with the exception of the S. Hucho. The reason is, that at a later
period the peUicle becomes so thin and tender that it is easUv ruptured by the sliffhtest
manipulation.

' '' ^

Some ova have greater powers of vitality or endurance than others ; for instance I found
ova of the salmon wliich had fallen by accident into some damp moss ; in these the de-
velopment of the ova was nearly completed.
Although the results of Pisciculture are as yet unimportant, yet it cannot be denied that

without It the ova of fish exposed for sale in the markets, or otherwise lost or consumed,
would be entirely lost for breeding purposes.
We have hitherto occupied ourselves with only the first and less important part of the

problem, that of production. For the second and most important, the rearing of the fish, we have
as yet done nothing, as we lack the necessary requirements—artificial ponds, &c. Even in
France, where a sum of 100,000 francs was annually expended on the establishment at Hiin-
ingue, they did not succeed until they had constructed artificial ponds, m which to rear t\ie
young fish I may finally add that Baron von Washington, in Styria, has commissioned me
to estabhfih on two of his estates breeding canals and rearing ponds upon an ext^nsiye scale.
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Extract of tlie Report of T. B. Knffer, Manager of the PiscicuUural Est(Mishment at Munich, of the

results daring 1858-'59, addressed to the Commiitee of the Agricultural Association.

The most important feature I have to "bring to the notice of tlie committee is the acquisi-

tion of a piece of property eligibly situated, having running springs of water of suitable tem-
perature and abundant supply, so as to enable me to prosecute Pisciculture with renewed
success, and extend the art to the rearing of fish. Tliere are two springs of water, tempera-
ture six to eight Reaumur. These discharge themselves into two ponds, to which I have
lately added a third.

For the development of the ova I constructed a canal eleven feet long by one foot broad,

in the direction of north and south, into which the ova of the winter spawning were hatched
with but insignificant loss. A considerable addition to this canal will be rendered necessary

during the ensuing season, as it must serve for the retreat of the young fry during the first

year.

I will now touch upon the subject of winter spawning, under three separate heads

:

1st. I can report nothing regarding lake salmon, as all the specimens caught were dead.

2d. The spawn of the smaller species of '
' Salmo' ' was hatched successfully in the locality

above named, with a loss of not more than one-fifth of the ova. I have ascertained by
actual experiment the important fact that the ova must not be placed in the immediate
vicinity of the spring, but in the canal, where the water, after exposure to atmospheric
influences, has acquired some property better adapted to the support of life. A large num-
ber of the ova were sent to various parts after hatching during five weeks with the most satis-

factory results, as the change of locality and temperature do not appear to have aflected the
young fish. During the season at least 220,000 ova were hatched, one-fifth being of the
Salmo Umbla, and of the Trout and Salmon trout each two-fifths. In addition to these

some thousands of a bastard or mule breed were produced from the milt of the Salmo Umbla
and the roe of the trout. These have thriven remarkably well, have developed themselves
rapidly, and continue healthy and lively. At one time I suddenly missed large numbers of

my small family, and eventually discovered that a water mouse had committed sad havoc
among them.

3d. Of the Salmo Hucho I did not succeed in procuring a single living specimen, as the
fishermen are in the habit of spearing this species. Dr. Wimmer, of Landshut, ofi"ered me
the whole of his stock, consisting of some 8,000 ova. This offer I was compelled to decline,

as I considered them too far advanced in the process of hatching for safe and successful

transportation.

History and Statistics concerning Pisciculture in Bavaria, extracted from the publication, " Notes on

Rural Economy," published in Bavaria.

Although great attention has been bestowed on raising and improving the condition and
quality of domestic animals attached to the habitations of man, there has been an evident
and blameable neglect in reference to the oviparous tribes, as bees, fish, leeches, silk worms,
and lastly, poultry.

The possibility of cultivating them to a high degree of perfection has been successfully

tested by the late introduction of artificial means for the propagation of fish. It is most
important, however, to ascertain the different sorts of treatment required by the cUfferent

classes, more especially those of the carnivorous order, whicli arc more difficult to rear in
considerable numbers.

Artificial fish-breeding dates back to the eighteenth centmy, when it was first practiced

by Captain S. L. Jacobi, an officer in the service of the Duchy of Lippe, who, however, is

said to have derived his information from an old experienced fisheraian who had reduced to

practice the suggestions of his vocation. It is possible that Jacobi, during his fishing ram-
bles, availed himself of these to improve his knowledge by personal observation of the
habits of the trout, which, seeking pebbly bottoms, deposits its spawn in the liolc-3 found
there. The idea of domesticating this desirable fish was, no doubt, effected eventually, and
the results communicated to the Hanoverian Magazine in 1763, which gives Jacobi the credit

of being the discoverer. In the following j'^ear, 17 04, Gleditsch also made a communication
on the subject to the Academy of Berlin. Naturalists immediately manifested great interest

in the subject, and published treatises promoting the science of embryology, but doing little

to promote the practical development of it. For a season Jacobi 's discovery, with all ite

interesting facts, was all but forgotten. In the Duchies of Lippe and Coburg alone it con-

tinued to be practiced without interruption. Besides this we hear little of the art excepting

its adoption in a few places in France and Scotland from the years 1830 to 1848.
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Since the year 1848 an improved method was introduced into France by Eemy, and sus-

tained by Quatrefages, of Paris, and from thence it found its way to Germany, its birth-

place.

The Committee on Kural Economy, in Bavaria, ordered the establishment of an Experi-

mental pond in the Veterinary College at Munich, where practical fishermen and amatem'S

were privileged to receive the instruction essential to the success of the business. The same
association founded other Experimental Schools in aid of the cause, and in course of time

fishery clubs were instituted, and the experiments and their results were published for the

information of the public. Prizes were also distributed among successful competitors ; in

short, all laudable efforts were made to cherish and extend this interesting branch of Rural

Economy in Bavaria.

In France great attention has been bestowed on the subject, and the Coste plan acted

npon, without, however, realizing the extravagant hopes of its friends. In the oldest Estab-

lishment at Munich the same results have been experienced. The system of raising fish in

vast numbers has been abandoned, and the method of liberating the young fry, after the

disappearance of the abdominal chord, has been successfully substituted.

It is a matter of regret that so much ignorance exists in regard to the raising of fish to

advantage. One great reason of failure is the want of requisite knowledge in regard to the

quality of food given to be consimied. Experiments have proved that barely ten per cent,

of young fish can be reared from ova. They seem to thrive, and usually can be kept at

least two or three months after they part with the membrane ; but, after that, all the food

that can be given, and which they seem to devour so voraciously, is found to be by no
means equal in its effect as that procured naturally, and it is the province of the icthyolo-

gist to discover the best sort of food, if any be required ; but unfortunately, so far, we have
only been favored with their sanction to the discoveries made by practical men. Although
it is certain that a great number of the fish artificially reared live after being set at liberty,

yet it is equally certain that a still larger number die, and that the survivors do not repay

the cost and trouble incurred. It is, therefore, natural that we should fall back upon the

original scheme of raising fish artificially in inclosed spaces, and a system of ponds and
streams can certainly be constructed to this end. It is also absolutely necessary to let the

water be drained off, if only for a short time, in order to destroy the natural enemies of the

fish. At least a year previous to the introduction of the fish into the ponds or streams, it

will be necessary to plant them with water-plants for their nourishment and protection.

These plants harbor myriads of the ova and larvce of insects, molluscs, &c. , all of them
forming the natural food of fish. From experiments made, the best sort of artificial food

for the one year old fry consists of blood, liver, fish roe, and pounded fish. With such
food about thirty pounds of trout were raised during three years in a pond of only two hun-
dred feet superficial area.

In adopting these suggestions for the use of those desirous of entering into the enterprise,

we look forward to some good practical result ; otherwise we can only look for but middling
success, as past experience has abundantly shown.

"We subjoin a catalogue, showing all the elements for artificial fi^h-breeding, orighiating

with Dr. I'raas, but improved by EauffmaniL
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AGEICUITUEAL EEPOET.

INSECTS roURIOUS TO YEGETATM.

BY P. E. UHLER, BALTIMORE, MD.

During some yeai-s particular sections of our country are visited by certain species of

insects, and whole crops of the most valuable productions of the soil are consumed or ren-

dered worthless. Millions of dollars worth of the fruits of vegetable life are annually sacri-

ficed by insects. Their ravages upon our field crops, fruits, garden products and forest

trees have been remarked in all parts of the country, and numerous and loud are the com-
plaints continually made against them, and eveiy returning season seems to add to the
number of hurtful species.

Before the appearance of Dr. Harris's work in 1841 almosl nothing had been done in this

department. A few small papers, scattered through the various agricultural and other

periodicals, had appeared, but no full and satisfactory history of our common predatory

insects had been given, and no extended work upon the subject had been published. This
volume, entitled "A Treatise upon some of the Insects of New England which are injurious

to Vegetation," contains descriptions and as far as was possible the complete history of a
large number of the species of insects which were kno-vvn at that time to be destructive

to vegetation in New England. Dr. Harris had previously written separate articles upon
various hm'tful species which had come under his observation, but in the work just noticed

he has embodied all that he had previously written, and added such new facts as had been
elicited up to that tune. The book recommends itself to the consideration of the agricul-

tural reader as the best which has appeared upon the subjects of which it treats, and it is

one of the first which is usually placed in the hands of the student who Avishes to become
conversant i^'ith the Entomology of this country. Its nice discrimhiation and precise accu-

racy reflect the highest credit upon the untiring energy of the man who wrote it, and its

publication does honor to the State under whose patronage it was published.

In 1852 another edition was issued, still more complete and useful, both by increase and
further re\Tsion.="'

It is not intended to record in this place the writings of all the other eminent men who
have distinguished themselves m the department of Entomology, excepting the illustrious

Say. Their attention was mostly directed to the philosophic or descriptive portion of the

science, and they have enriched and embellished it to the utmost of their aljolities. Our
attention must rather be directed to that practical portion which addresses itself more imme-
diately to the physical necessities of nian.f

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO FRUIT TREES.

I. PEAR.

Doubtless many insects will yet be found destructive to the Pear, but Tintil now very few
have been noticed, and most of them will also be found upon the Apple.

1. A species of Coccus (Bark-louse) has been noticed by Dr. Harris to be very abundant
upon the bark of this tree, but as he had no opportunity of examining living specimens, its

history remains incomplete. He regards it as similar to a species common upon the aspen
in Sweden, called Asjndwitis cryptogamus, Dalman. It may be characterized as follows: there

are two forms, the one about the tenth of an inch long, shaped somewhat like an oyster,

tapciing towards the front, and broad at the posterior extremity, the front suimounted by
a little oval bro-svnish scale. Tlie other, not more than half the length of the first, is of a
very long oval shape, or almost four-sided, with the ends rounded, and one exti*emity is

also covered by a minute oval dark-colored scale.

* Another edition of lliis most excellent work is now pas.sinR tlirough the press, which is to be embellisbed
with a number of fine colored plates and woodcuts, at last fulfilling the desires which had been so frequently
expressed in behalf of a still more extended field of usefulness for it.

fit should be remarked that the observations recorded in this paper are chiefly drawn from the works of
Doctors Harris and Fitch, and fc-uch others as seemed of greatest merit. And with these a f^.w only ofmy owa
observations and experiences are included, not having intended to offer new facta, but rather to bring together
in a small compas.s so much of what haa been recorded aa may seem sufiicieut to present the subjects in a
clearer and less difficult manner.
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" These shell-like bodies are clustered together in great numbers, are of a vrhite color

and membranous texture, and serve as cocoons to shelter the insects while they are under-

going their transformations. The large ones are the pupa cases, or cocoons of the females,

beneath which she lays her eggs, and the small ones are the cases of the males. They differ

from the females not only in size and shape, but also in being of a purer white color, and
in having an elevated ridge passing down the middle. The minute oval dark-colored scales

on the ends of these white cases are the skins of the lice while they were in the young or

larva state."

The white scales themselves are probably a secretion, which becomes dry and hard by the

contact of the air, and thus constitutes an important shelter for them. The male undergoes

his transformations, quits the scale which he formerly inhabited, and flies about—an almost

imperceptible atom—in quest of the female. The female, after impregnation, deposits her

eggs beneath the case, which she never quits, after which she dies and shrivels up, thus

allowing more room for the increasing size of the developing eggs. After exclusion and
sufficient maturation, the larvse quit the case by the slit-lilce aperture in the end, and fix

themselves securely to the bark by means of their sharp, slender beak, and those of them
which are females remain so attached during the rest of then 4ives. The damage effected

by these insects is brought about by the continual drain upon the vital resources of the tree

in having the juices extracted by means of their sharp beaks. When their numbers are

very great a tree may soon fall a victim to their voracity. Each individual requires a large

amount of nourishment, and that, too, during a considerable period of time. The leaves of

a tree attacked by them will soon appear of a sickly yellowish hue, and fall off, and if their

depredations are not quelled before this time there is but a poor chance left for its recovery.

I am not aware of any extensive injury having yet been effected by this species, but it

behooves nurserymen and cultivators of the pear to be on the Jookout for it, for when a
species of this kind becomes fairly seated in an orchard it is exceedingly difficult to eradicate.

2. Another species of Bark-louse, Lecanium Pyri^ Schrank? is stated by Dr. Jltch to

infect the limbs of the pear tree. (See Trans. N. Y. Agricul.- Soc., 1854, p. &09 ; also, Re-
port, &a, 1856, p. 105.) " It resembles a hemispherical scale, about twenty-hmidredths of

an inch in diameter, of a chestnut-brown color, wrinkled towards the edges, and sometimes
pitted over with shallow round impressions, such as might be made with the head of a pin.

They adhere to the bark on the under sides of the limbs, particularly of young trees which
are growing thriftily." These scales are of the same nature as those -noticed in the pre-

ceding species, and are found to be chiefly females.

The scale of the dead female shelters the eggs, but in this species there is a cottony secre-

tion beneath it, amongst which the young lice will be found. Cottony matter increases in

volume and elevates the scale, allowing the young lice to escape. After leaving the mater-
nal shelter the young lice scatter over the smooth bark, and fasten themselves securely by
inserting their sharp beaks into its substance. At first they are very mmute, resembling
whitish specks, and when placed beneath the lens they are found to have six legs and two
short antennaj, or feelers, projecting like small threads from the head. The length of

these organs may be about one-fourth of that of the body, and they are clothed with a few
fine hairs.

Like most of the insects of this family, the legs of the young developing female are

finally lost in the increasing growth of the scale. The scales, when rubbed off or picked
from the bark, leave a whitish spot, just of the size and outline form of the scale which
covered it. In all probability these insects conform to the habits of their congeners, laying
their eggs during the warm weather of summer, and contuiuing, though m. a less rapid
degree, their development through the rigor of winter, and disclosing the perfect insects in
the spring.

8. As^pidiotusfurfurus is thename of a third species of bark-louse, found parasiticupon the
limbs of the pear. (See Trans. N. Y., &c., 1856, 352, No. 54.) They are "little round or

oval white wax-lilce blisters on the smooth bark.
'

' The history of this species is probably
not yet completed ; but the characteristics given by Dr. Fitch, of the eggs and location of
this insect, would lead us to infer that it is similar in nature to the other species, whose
history is lietter known. He says: "The bark of the limb was covered with an exceedingly

thin gray film, appearhag as though it had been coated over with varnish, which had dried

and cracked and was peeling off in small irregular flakes, forming a kind of scurf or dandruff,

upon the bark. In places this pellicle was more thick and firm, and elevated into blister-

like spots of a white color and waxy appearance, of a circular or broad oval form, less than
one-tenth of an inch in diameter, abruptly drawn out into a little point at one end, which
point was stained of a pale yellow color, and commonly turned more or less to one side.

The spots when broken open disclosed a considerable number of exceedingly minute oval

eggs of a bright pm-plc color and glossy. It is probable that these eggs produce larvae so

minute as to be invisible to the una^siited eye." Should such be the case, myriads of th^
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minute creatures would spread themselves about upon the bark and commit the most exten-

sive depredations without our being able to see the cause. The most probable time for

applying a remedy would seem to be a short time after the young have emerged from the
egg. This would appear to be the proper time for attacking all the insects of this nature

;

for when they are young, exposed, and more sensitive to external agencies, any means
applied that might be used extensively enough and with great care to leave no fissures im-
touched, would be much more efficient than when the dry, hard scale covers the female or

protects the young. Possibly the early part of autumn would be the best time for appl5dng

any remedies which might be suggested, as that would probably be the time when the
siunmer brood is hatched and passes from the maternal shelter.

Nature has provided a parasite for most of these species, and thereby displays a wonderful
provision for keeping their numbers in check. These parasites deposit an egg within the
scale of tbe female, which produces a very small maggot that feeds upon her substance and
destroys her life. After completing its transformations it perforates a hole through the dry,

dead scale, and comes forth a perfect mnged insect, capable of reproducing its kind and
rendering still greater assistance in destroying a larger number of these lice.

Remedies.—The best remedy which has yet been tried is made by boiling leaf-tobacco in

strong lye until it is reduced to an impalpable pulp, (which maybe effected in a short time,)

and mixing it with cold-made soft-soap until it appears of the consistence of thin paint.

This must be applied before the buds have swollen in the spring, and its efficiency will be
increased by trimming the trees and applying the mixture over the whole of the bark.

With those species Avhich confine themselves to the limbs, it will be necessary to coat tbe
entire surface of those parts, so as to include every crevice and place of shelter likely to be
occupied by them. A greatly desirable object is attained with this mixture, in the fact of
its not being readily washed from the tree by the rains. Tar and linseed oil beat together,

and applied warm with a brush, forms a sort of varnish-like coating which peels off, bringing
the dead scales with it ; this may also be applied before the bursting of the buds takes place.

To destroy the whole young brood the latter application might be used directly after the fall

of the leaf. Strong soap-suds applied when the lice are young has proved very efficient in
some instances ; it must be rubbed on profusely with a brush. Potash-water, whitewash,
dry ashes, and sulphur, have been recommended, but not much is yet known concerning
their efficiency.

The plum-weevil, ConotracMics Nenuplmr, makes small crescent-shaped incisions in the
smooth bark of the limbs, wherein will be found small, whitish maggots ; but as this species

does such extensive injury to plum trees, it will be more properly considered under the sub-
ject of that tree.

The Pear Chermes, Psylla Pyri, has at length been found in this country ; for a number
of years it had been well knovm in Europe, and it is probably the case that it has been
imported from thence. It is a small orange-yellow insect, greenish upon the abdomen and
about one-tenth of an inch long ; the wings are delicate and semi-transparent, with yellowish

nervures. It punctures the smaller limbs and twigs with its sharp, slender beak, which
appears situated near the middle of the body beneath, causing the baric to turn rusty black-

ish, and by continually drawing the sap, it eventually destroys the tree. In form, it some-
what resembles the ordinary plant-lice, but the head is relatively much larger, the body
decreasing in size posteriorly, the legs short and more robust, and the wings rest obliquely
upon the abdomen like the roof of a house. It possesses a great facility in leaping, and
generally lives in small companies of a dozen or more individuals upon the twigs and stems,
and often upon the leaves. The females are provided with a sharp awl-like instrument at
their hinder extremity, with which- they pierce the buds and leaves, and therein deposit
their eggs. This operation often gives rise to small swellings or excrescences, which serve

aa indications of places affected by them. If a large number of them infest a tree, no matter
how vigorous it may be, its growth is stopped ; no new leaves will appear, and the leaves
then upon it will curl up and exhibit a diseased appearance.

^
Resiedies.—When it is discovered that this insect has begun to appear, a close examina-

tion of the tree infested by it, followed by a destruction of every individual observed, may
save the grower a vast deal of after labor and vexation. A small amount of attention and
labor rightly bestowed at this time will be of greater benefit than a large and severe amount
of labor would be when they have become fully established. For this purpose a stiff, dry
brush may be used to brush the insects off in such a manner as will destroy their lives.

They are rather tender, and may readily be killed by the bristles of a stiff' brush.

A beetle, Scolytm Pyri, infests the twigs of the Pear and some other fruit trees, causing

them to die in the middle of summer. It is an elongated cylindrical form, about one-tenth
of an inch long, deep brown, with the legs and antennai of a paler color. The thorax, or

that portion of the chest situated immediately behind the head, and to the under side of

which the legs are attached, is
*

' short, very convex and rough in front. The cases which
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cover the wings are punctured minutely in rows, and slope off very suddenly and obliquely

behind. The shanks are widened and flattened at the end, beset with a few small teeth on
the outer edge, and terminate in a short hook. The larva (maggot stage of existence)

eats its way inward through the alburnum, or sap-wood, into the hardest part of the wood,
beginning at the root of a bud behind which the egg was placed, following the course of

the eye of the bud towards the pith, around which it passes, and part of which it also con-

sumes: in this manner forming, after penetrating through the alburnum, a circular bur-

row or passage in the heart-wood contiguous to the pith which it surrounds. By this means
the interior of vessels, or those which convey the ascending sap, are divided, and the circu-

lation is cut off. This takes place when the increasing heat of the atmosphere, producing a

greater transpiration from the leaves, renders a large and continual flow of sap necessary to

supply the evaporation. From this deficiency, or some other unknown cause, the whole
of the limb above the seat of the insect's operations suddenly withers and perishes during
the intense heat of midsummer. '

' At the bottom of its burroAv it undergoes its transforma-

tions, and comes forth from thence a perfect winged insect about the last of June or first of

July, and probably fecundates and deposits its eggs before the end of August. Professor

Peck, who was the first to place on record a history of its econoniy in the Fourth Volume ol

the "Massachusetts Agricultural Eepository and Journal," has given a figure and very exact

account of it. Dr. Harris, in his work upon the Injurious Insects of Massachusetts, has
included the observations of Professor Peck, and added many interesting particulars con-

cerning it. He thinks it will be necessary to examine the pear trees daily during the month
of June, and w^atch for the " first indication of the disease, lest the remedy should be ap-

plied too late to prevent the spreading of the insects among other trees.
'

' Dr. Fitch states

that it bores also into the trunk of the tree, and affects other fruit trees in the same manner.
Eemedies.—The one suggested by Professor Peck is, in order to prevent other limbs

and trees from becoming attacked in the same way, to cut off the blasted limb heU/w from
the seat of injury, and burn it before the insect makes its escape. It is probable that no
means could be applied on a sufdciently large and precise scale to effect the absolute eradi-

cation of these insects after a great number of trees have become infested, and hence the
means of controlling this serious mischief must be found in methods of prevention rather

than in attempted cure. Their mode of penetrating the trunk and the small size of the
holes, together with the branching direction of these burrows, precludes the possibility of
attacking them at this time with any hope of success.

In the months of June and July the larva of Celandria Cerasi will be found consuming the
parenchyma of the leaves, but the veins are left entire. It is a snail-resembling, black,

slimy slug, of a palish color beneath, and shaped somewhat like a tadpole, the anterior por-

tion being plump, and tapering rather gradually posteriorly. Several of these fijthy-looking

creatures may frequently be seen on one leaf, and where they are numerous will often en-

tirely destroy a tree by defoliating it, or rendering the leaves unfit for respiration. Like
many other insects, they appear to be casual and sometimes local, and in the larva stage
alone do they cause extensive or important injury. (See Harris, Ins., &c., p.- 383, and Fitch,

N. Y. Trans., 1856, 3^4..)

Eejiedies.—Dr. Harris states that ashes or quicklime, sifted upon the leaves through a
sieve, will be found effectual in destroying the slugs.

Areoda lanigera, a thick, oval, yellow beetle, with a green and golden reflection upon its

polished surface, with the under side clothed with white hair, about nine-tenths of an inch
in length, is sometimes found eating the leaves in May and June. This insect is local, and
probably will not be found south of the lower borders of Pennsylvania. As it has not yet
been said to inflict very extensive injury upon this tree, and as it is more frequently met
with upon other trees, it may be more properly considered under the head of some other.

(See Harris, Ins., &c., p. 22, Fitch, N. Y. Trans., &c., 1856, 354.)
Lijtta Fyrivora, probably the same with L. fulgifer, Leconte, is said by Dr. Fitch to occur

upon the leaves of the pear trees in the West. He states that early in June the perfect

beetle devours the young fruit. It is about nine-tenths of an inch in length, of a green-

blue color, not shming, wdth the legs orange-yellow, excepting the hips, knees, tips of the
shanks and feet, which are blue-black, the antemiae are black. ,From an experiment insti-

tuted by Dr. Fitch this species, as is also the case with a number of our species of this

family, possesses active, vesicating properties. As no insects of this tribe have been found
doing extensive damage upon fruit trees in this country, no remedies particularly applicable

to them have been suggested.

Some minute species of moths and wasps, ^^ellow-jackets, and hornets will sometimes be
found feeding upon the fruit, but except the former none of them are likely to effect much
mischief upon this tree.

Carpocapsa Pommdla, commonly called the Codling Moth, is* found '

' feeding upon the
core and seeds of the pear, causing much of the fruit to wither and fall. " It is in the larro,
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Bta^e "a small white worm with a shining black head and neck, and with little smooth
dots arranged in pairs, each giving forth a fine hair. When they become larger they are

flesh-colored, with a tawny head and neck." When fully grown it is somewhat beyond a
thu'd of an inch in length, and in summer generally completing its growth in three or four

weeks, when it gnaws a hole in the fruit and comes out. It then constructs a web of white

silky threads, usually in seams or beneath the loose bark, and after remaining a few days

in this state it comes forth a winged moth. The moth expands about three-quarters of an
inch from tip to tip of the -ivings. The fore wings are beautifully marked with numerous
transverse gray and brown irregular wavy bands or stripes, and on the inner hind angle is

a large oval dark-brown spot, the edges of which are bordered with a brilliant copper color.

The hind wings are light-yellowish brown with a lustre, like satin. The head and chest,

or thorax, are brown mingled with gray ; the abdomen is a light-yellowish brown. This
insect has long been foimd to be a serious nuisance to the grower of Pomes ; it does not
confine itself to the pear, but gratifies itself equally with the fruit of the apple. It is the

chief cause of that dust which we so often find in apples and pears situated in the core and
about the seeds.

Remedies.
—

"\Yhere trees are suspected to be infested with these insects, a slight shaking
of them will cause the fruit to drop. Gusts of wind also, very frequently exhibit the extent

of mischief which is going on, by causing all infected fruit to drop. Eveiy pear thus in-

fested should be cleared of the intruder, who should be thrown into the fire or otherwise

destroyed. As these insects are found in fruit during nearly all periods of the year, the
only way to reduce their numbers will be by attackmg them in this larval stage ; the moths
are too active to be caught extensively, and they generally fly at night. See Kollar, "In-
sects Injurious to Gardeners, Foresters, and Farmers," p. 229. Also, Hai'ris, Ins., &c., p.

351, &c. ; and Dr. Fiteh, Report N. Y. Trans., &c., 1856, 347.

APPLE.

The Apple tree is, perhaps, oftener subjected to the injurious depredations of insects than
any other fruit which is commonly cultivated amongst us. Every part, from the extremity
of the crown to the roots, is particularly open to their attacks.

Commencing with the root, we find an insect which has been frequently noticed in the

agricultural publications of some parts of the country, but the little knowledge which had
been obtained respecting it did not, until recently, allow a decided opinion to be formed as

to its peculiar characteristics and means of injury. Its history is now vv^ell enough known
to enable ajiy pratticed eye to detect its presence and to apply such remedies as may suggest

themselves to check or prevent the destruction it can occasion. Dr. Fitch, who was the

first to mark it with a name, (Pemphigus Pyri,) has given in the New York Trans. Agri-

cultural Society, 1854, p. 709, a very full account of its appearance and habits. The writer

has frequently .heard of the wooly-winged insects being found in great numbers in some
sections of the West, but as yet no individuals of this kind • have occurred to him near
Baltimore. It is not to be expected, however, that any part of the countiy will be entirely

free from their ravages, and hence it seems still more necessaiy for the fruit-grower to

prevent their spreading by resorting to any means which may be effectual against them.
They are by no means confined to the apple, and therefore may appear in any section of the
land, even where their presence is least expected. In the young larva state they are of an
oval form, slightly more robust than some of the plant-lice, and of a pale, dull yeUow
color. The legs short and thick, the hind ones but Httle longer than the others. The
antennse, one projecting from each side of the head, are stout, roimded like a cylinder, but
tapering towards their tips, and each about the length of the fore legs. From the tip of

the abdomen is projected a white cottony secretion, which is curled and contorted in some
individuals, its white color enabling it to be more readily seen by the eye. Its length is

scarcely four-hundredths of an inch.

The adult wiuged insect measures about one-fourth of an inch to the tip of the wings, is

of a black color upon the body, legs, and antennte, these latter organs being about half the
length of the body. A 5cnsc mass of white or bluish-white, cottony down covers the
head and upper surface of the abdomen. *'The upper Avings are transparent and slightly

smoky, as though fine dust had settled upon them. The veins are black, faintly mai'ginecl

with dusky brown. The lower wings are more clear," though not perfectly transparent,

and they are not clouded with a smoky shade as in the first ones.

By means of their sharp beaks they puncture the roots and suck the sap. The insertion

of their beaks into the bark also causes an increased development of the wood in the shape
of warty-like excrescences', sometimes of considerable size, and frequently surrounding the
root, produced by the diversion of the sap from its proper channels towards the part in
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which this irritation occurs. The eggs are doubtless placed there before the end of autumn,
and hatch during the warm weather of the following spring. As is often the case with this

family of insects, they probably continue to multiply without copulation, until the pro-

tracted life-inspiring influences of the warm weather have developed winged individuals,

which fly forth, and, by placing the impregnated eggs in situations proper for their develop-

ment, secure the brood for the next season. Others, however, are overtaken by the cold

weather before the end of their full periodic term of development, and they remain in

places of security while the severe weather lasts, to begin the remainder of their active life

when the weather becomes warmer.
Kemedies.—" Wlien a tree ceases to gi-ow with its usual vigor, and its leaves are of a

paler and more yellow hue than usual, and no borers in the trunk, or other obvious cause

of disease can be discovered, the presence of this blight upon its roots may be suspected, and
the earth should be removed from them sufficiently to ascertain v/hether excrescences, such

as have been described, are formed upon them. If discovered, it will be well to clear away
the earth from around them '

' as much as possible, and pour on strong soap-suds copiously,

so as to saturate the crevices, and».indeed, a large stiff paint brush might be very efficiently

used to apply the solution upon the inferior surfaces of the roots, &c. "It is chiefly in

nurseries, upon the roots of young trees taken up to be transplanted, that the blight will be
detected." The roots of all such trees should be dipped in soap-suds, and if the suds alone

is not sufficient to destroy them at once, a little agitation of the roots, sufficient to wash
them off, will certainly rid you of a serious pest. Ashes may be freely mingled with the

soil covering the roots. * * Mr. Downing recommends the mixing of a shovelful of ashes

with the soil in which such trees are set, which may be as effectual as an immersion of the

roots in soap-suds. See also Downing's Horticulturist, vol. iii, p. 394.

Apple-tiiee Borer, {Saperda Bivittata, Say.)—"This is one of the worst enemies against

which our apple trees have to contend. It is much more common everywhere in our own
country than is generally supposed." As it is an insect whose original food was probably the

varietes of thorn, the mountain ash, or the shad bush, its range maybe expected to extend as

far as these trees will be found to exist and flourish. In some parts of Maryland hundreds of

these insects may be collected in a single day by beating the hedges of thorn, (Crataegus

ccyrdataj &c. The people in some sections of country insist that certain districts and places

are not adapted to, or will not grow the apple. Many persons, also, blame the seasons for

the premature death of their apple orchards, where, if they had the proper knowledge or
the necessary amount of activity, they might easily discover the seat of the difficulty and
apply the remedy, which would finally deliver them from this evil. At this time there is a
particular section of country in the State of Virginia where the residents express their entire

inability to raise this fruit. They blame the late frosts, and some of them lay the charge
upon the extreme cold weather ; but in regions of a similar character in New York, and
other States where the winters and springs are intensely more severe, large quantities of
apples arc raised, and many of them of fine quality.

The perfect insect is of an umber-brown color, and has two chalk-white stripes upon the
upper surface ; one behind each antenna, extending to the tips of the wing-cases. The
head is white, exceptiftg a patch at its base and one behind each eye, where it is of an umber-
brown ; upon the middle of the face it has a small, round or triangular spot, which is inter-

sected by a very fine line extending from the mouth, upwards and backwards, to the hind
edge of the thorax. Tlie antennae and legs are not of so clear a white as the head and
breast, owing to the ground color being black, and the white hairs not being so densely com-
pacted together. The eyes are black, and the under surface of the body white. It measures
from one-half to more than three-fourths of an inch in length, and from rather less to a little

more than a quarter of an inch in breadth.

In the worm stage the most fully developed individuals vary in size. *
' They are most

commonly rather less than an inch long, and over a quarter of an inch in diameter anteriorly

.

at the broadest part. They are of a cylindrical form ; the second segment being bulged,
and rather broader than the others ; the color is a very pale yellow or white, and the con-
sistence of their bodies is soft and fieshy. The head is chestnut brown, polished and homy,
with scattered hairs ; the upper jaws (mandibles) are deep black, sloped at their tips, which
are obtusely rounded ; between them appears the labrum or upper lip, of a tawny color, and
densely clothed with short hairs; the throat is also pale tawny yellow. The feelers (palpi)

consist of a conical, three-jointed process on the under side of each mandible, and inserted

upon the lower jaw, (maxilla,) the tip of which slightly projects in the form of a short,

roundish process at the inner base of the feelers. The feelers of the lower lip (labial palpi)

are also perceptible, forming a conical two-jointed process, of a chestnut color, inside of each
lower jaw. The antenna? are represented by a small jointed projecting point near the outer
angle of the head, which is exceedingly minute." Upon the surface numerous brown hairs

are scattered. '
' The second segment of the body is larger than any of the others, and it«
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upper surface slopes downwards and forwards, and is occupied by a large smootli spot of a
pale tawny color, the posterior part of which is covered with brown points. Beneath is a
smaller transverse spot occupied by similar points, but with a band destitute of them run-

ning across the middle, and on each side is a pale, tawny-yellow spot, also destitute of them.
The third and fourth segments are shorter than the following ones. On the top of the

fourth and each of the succeeding segments to the tenth is a transverse wart-like elevation

divided into two parts by a strongly impressed longitudinal line. Along the sides the

breathing pores form a row of nine brown dots upon the second, fifth, and each of the fol-

lowing segments, and immediately below these is an elevated longitudinal ridge, which is

interrupted at the joints. Beneath, upon the middle of each segment, is a corresponding

wart-like prominence upon the fourth to the tenth segment. These segments are thirteen

in nmnber. The last one is double, or appears like two segments ; its posterior portion being
but half as broad as the anterior, into which it is deeply sun]?:.

The larva state is said to extend through two or three years. The female deposits her
eggs in June and July upon the bark at or near the surface of the ground, or occasionally

higher up or in the axils of the lower limbs. From these a small, white, footless grub,

with a yelloAvish head, is hatched, which commences eating its way into the bark until it

reaches the sap-wood ; it then eats gradually upwards, making a path just the size of its

body into the sap-wood and bark. When about half grown it commences gnawing through
the solid wood, continuing to enlarge the diameter of the burrow as its body increases in

size, and pushing the saw-dust so made downwards and outwards towards the orifice, it

carries the burrow curvedly backwards until it arrives a,t the bark. It does not now con-

tinue to mine into the bark ; but filling up the burrow at each end, and enlarging the
cavity, it makes for itself a place to undergo its last transformations, and then quietly awaite

its change. When fully completed, it pushes back the castings forming its nest, gnaws a
smooth, round hole through the bark, and comes forth. It then continues upon the tree,

remaining sluggish and inactive during tlae day, and prepares to propagate its species.

Remedies.—The maggot or grub produces a discoloration as it eats its way through the
bark. " If the outer, dark-colored surface be scraped aAvay with a knife during tlie last

of August or forepart of September, so as to expose the clean white bark beneath, as can be
done without injury to the tree, the young worm will be readily detected," and may at once
be destroyed. It will be discovered by the appearance of a blackish spot, rather larger than
a grain of wheat, and may be cut out with a knife.

But when the trees have been neglected, the worms will be found in their burrows, and
must there l)e attacked singly. This may seem lil^e an endless work, where large numbers
of trees have to be gone over, but it is better to take this great pains than to lose an exten-

sive and valuable orchard. Their presence can now be readily ascertained by looking at-

tentively for the litle holes through the bark, out of which fine sawdust-like castings will

be discovered to proceed. Dr. Fitch Suggests that the upper end of the burrow may be
found by probing with a fine awl above the orifice where the castings are projected, per-

haps at a distance of three inches ; when the burrow is pierced it will be known by the

easy, deep penetration of the awl, and then an excavation can be made through the bark,

into which hot water may be poured, which will destroy the worm, ^he most efiicient way
of avoiding these dif&culties, however, is to prevent the beetle from depositing her eggs.

This may easily be done by rubbing the bark of the trunk and around the lower limbs with
soft-soap, or some other alkaline preparation, during the latter part of May. For a very full

and complete history of this insect, and the remedies to be employed against it, see Dr.

Fitch, Trans. N. Y. Agricult. Soc, 1854, p. 715, and 1856, p. 321.

Apple Buprestis, (Ch'rysohothris femorata, Fab.)—Another borer, of an entirely different

form and appearance in the perfect stage, has been found to commit very serious mischief in

some sections of the country. The beetle is from one-third to one-half of an inch in length.

Jt is oblong, rather flattened above, where it is of a brassy blackish color, sometimes a little

brighter upon the head and thorax, and upon the latter it has a very shallow longitudinal

impression each side. The whole upper surface appears roughened like shagreen, and upon
each wing-cover there are two irregular, shallow impressions : the one placed before the
middle, the other just behind it ; the latter impression being much the largest ; and both of

them serve to interrupt three fine, elevated, longitudinal lines. Beneath, the color is a bril-

liant copper, polished upon the edges of the abdominal segments. The antenna3 are about
equal to the thorax in length, and after the third joint they appear exteriorly to be finely

toothed like a saw. Each of the thick front thighs is armed with a short stout tooth ; the

hinder ones are not quite so robust, and all the legs appear rather short.

Tlie larva is a whitish yellow, footless grub, round and flattened, with its anterior end
enormously broadened, and having a pair of stout, short jaws of a black color. Tlie perfect

Insect deposits its eggs upon the bark, from which a worm hatches, and bores its way
through the bark. During the first periods of its yoimg life it bores a broad, shallow exoa-
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vation, just large enough for its passage, along the soft sap-wood immediately beneath the

bark. "When, however, the worm has increased in size and strength, it bores into tlie more
solid heart wood, excavating a burrow twice as -u-ide as it is deep. It is in the later part

of the summer when these larvse sink themselves into the hard v/ood, and they evidently

do this as a provision for security during the cold of winter, when they become torpid.

These worms are subject to the attacks of a parasite, which eats out all the soft parts, and
leaves only the skin untouched : its history, however, is not complete enough to allow of

any probable conjectures respecting the amount of service which it may occiasion.

Remedies.—"Tbe remedies for destroying this borer must necessarily be much the same
as those already stated for the common borer or striped Saperda. They consist essentially

of three measures : 1st, coating or impregnating the bark v,-ith some substance repulsive to

the insect ; 2d, destroying the beetle by picking it from the bark with the hands and crush-

ing it; and 3d, destroying the larva by cutting into and extracting it from its bunow."
The former may be done by whitewashing the trunk and large limbs, or rubbing them over

with soft-soap, during the early part of June. The latter method may be adopted when the

insect is young, before it has penetrated into the solid wood, by noticing the holes from
which their castings are throvvTi out. It may be discovered by probing with a fme awl, and
then the burrow must be cut open and the insect will appear, probably at its upper end.

This operation should be perfonned in August or September ; and in young trees, where
the bark is thin and tender, it will be easy to ascertain where the hollow cavity lies, and it

may then be traced to where the culprit is located.

Apple-baek Louse, {Aspidiotus conchiformis, Gmelin.)—This pernicious insect belongs to

the same family as the three others before noticed, as doing injir.y to the pear tree. It is

a narrow, oblong, slightly-curved, muscle-shaped scale, of a brown color, about one-eighth

of an inch long, and somewhat resembling a slightly-raised blister. " When first hatched
from the egg the larva is but about half the size of the egg, of an oval form, and a pale

dull yellow color. Three pairs of legs are perceptible, tv,'o placed anteriorly, the others

posteriorly and distant. It walks about with much life and agility." Dr. Fitch has found
indi^•idual larvas hatched as early as the 12th of May, and they ran about actively among
the eggs, but did not leave the maternal scale. In about two weeks longer the young
crawl out from beneath the scale and scatter themselves over the bark.

Rejiedies.—Many remedies ha,ve been spoken of in various agricultural periodicals, and a
secret remedy, which was hawked about in parts of the West, (an infusion of quassia,) was
found upon trial to be ineffectual. Lye, potash water, whitewash, dry ashes, and sulphur
are among the agents which have been recommended to check their ravages. "A writer in

the Michigan Farmer (vol. 13, p. 82) gives a favorable account of the effects of tar and lin-

seed oil beat together, and applied warm with a brush thoroughly before the buds expand
in the spring. This, when dry, peels off, bringing the dead scales with it. The remedy to

which Esquire Kimball, of Kenosha, Wisconsin, resorts is probably one of the most efficacious,

and as convenient as any. He boils leaf tobacco in strong lye till it is reduced to an im-
palpable pulp, and mixes with it cold-made soft-soap till the mass is about the consistence

of thin paint, the object being to obtain a preparation that will not be entirely washed from
the tree by the first rains that occur, as lye, tobacco water, &c. The fibres of tobacco dif-

fused through the preparation cause a portion of its strength to remain wherever it is ap-
plied longer than any application which is wholly soluble in rain water can do.

'

' For a
more full account of this species see Dr. Fitch, Trans. N. Y. Agricult. Society, 1854, p. 732.

Prickly Leptostyll-s, [Leptodylm aculiferus, Say.)—^Tliis is a little, stout, long-horned
beetle, about one-third of an inch in length, of an ash-gray color ; the wing-covers behind
the middle crossed by a broad white band, at the hind border of which a black streak or
spot is conspicuous. The thighs are very stout towards their tips, and the shanks, which
are of a more rmiform thiclmess, have a black band each side of the middle. The thorax
has an interrupted elevated line on the middle, and two or three elevated lines or promi-
nences each side of the middle. The whole upper surface of the wing-covers appears studded
with small elevated points like prickles, and the antermce are encircled by numerous narrow
black rings. The thorax appears much narrower than the wing-covers, and the vdng-covers
are strongly convex above, and appear obliquely cut off at their tips.

The larvae burrow out long, shallow, winding cavities in the wood just beneath the bark,
increasing in breadth as the worm increases in size, but never found buried in the heart
wood or deeply excavated, as with the Buprestis. These larvse resemble those of the "apple-
tree borer," but never attain so large a size. The beetle issues from the trees in the month
of September, and in this month the eggs are laid. ** They usually emerge from the tnink
near the main branches on the south side of the tree, and as frequently as otherwise from
the forks of the main branches. Its burrows, however, made during the worm state are
fouhd in all parts of the stem." Much damage has been caused by these borers in particular

portions of the Northwest ; but it is difficult to decide whether it has not destroyed many
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trees growing in an Atlantic region. It is certainly common La many parts of the Middle
States, and, as its natural food appears to be the sycamore, it may be expected to be widely
diffused.

Remedies.—^These are, as yet, only conjectural ; the alkaline preparations which are

recommended to be used for washing the bark of apple trees in May and June to repel the
"common borer" and the Buprestis will be of no avail against this insect, unless those

operations are performed dming the latter part of August. "Where the tree is known or

conjectured to be infested with this borer the holes may be looked for, and the cavity

where the worm lies being found by probing, he must be cut out and destroyed. For a
particular and interesting account of this insect see Country Grentleman, vol. ix, p. 78, 1857.

The apple-baek Beetle, (Tomicus Mali, Fitch.)—The beetle is of an elongated, cylin-

drical form, smooth, slender, black, and sometimes dark chestnut red. The legs and
antennjB are pale yellowish-white or dull yellowish. The thorax is finely punctured in

front. The wing-covers (as is usual with these species) are obliquely cut off at the ends in

this species less abrupt than usual, "with an excavation or groove along the suture, which
gives the apex a notched appearance ; and near the middle of the declivity, on each side of

this groove, is a slightly elevated tubercle of the shape of a crescent, with its concave side

towards the suture.
'

' It measm-es about one-tenth of an inch in length. It makes its ap-

pearance in young, vigorous trees soon after putting forth their leaves in spring, causing

the leaves to wither as though scorched by fire ; the bark becomes loose from the wood,
and shortly after numerous pin-holes will be seen penetrating through the bark and into

the wood, from which the beetle emerges.. The history of this, insect has not yet been
fully recorded, and it remains too incomplete to allow of any ascertainment respecting the

efficiency of means which might be employed to combat it. Probably the preventive

measures, such as painting the bark with some of the before-mentioned decoctions or

washes, which may be done in the spring, before the usual time of appearance of the insect,

wUl be found effective.

Scolytus Pyri, Peck, is said to injure the bark of the apple tree, but as this insect has been
noticed, when speaking of the species infesting the pear, any further notice of it in this

place will be unnecessary.

An immense number of insects find a habitation in, and subsist upon the decaying trunk
of, the tree whilst still standing, and many others feed upon the various cryptogamia growths
which arise in the tree after it has fallen and becomes the receptacle of the moisture of the

earth and atmosphere. With these classes we have only to do with such as contribute to

the decay of the tree whilst living. Among these are

—

The Horn Bug, (Lucanus capreolus, Linn.j—This is a very large, smooth, dark-brown
beetle, measuring from one to one and one-quarter inch in length. Upon the head, in the

male, two long, sickle-shaped pincers, armed with a small tooth inside, are placed ; those

in the female are much more robust and shorter. This species has various pro'V'incial names
applied to it, but it is, perhaps, best known under the name above applied, and which is

the only reason for our adopting it in this place. The larva is a large, thick, almost cylin-

drical white worm, with the posterior portion of the body curved downwards and forwards.

The head and legs, which are six in number, are tawny reddish, the mouth darker. The
larva may do considerable damage in old or hollow apple trees by burrowing into the wood
of the trunk and roots. The time of its appearance is in July and August.

The Rough Osmoderjia, (Osmoderma scabra, Beauv.) in the larva state, is similar in size and
shape to the preceding, but much more rough and %vrinkled transversely. The beetle is

broad, oval, coarsely punctured, and flat upon the wing-covers, which are covered with fine

elevated, dense granulations, and with impressed longitudinal lines on the middle. The
color is of a rich, brownish black, sometimes with a brassy tinge. The edge of the head is

turned up. The beetle measures three-fourths of an inch to an inch and one-tenth in length.

The larva3 live in the hollows of diseased apple and other trees, and hasten their death by
feeding upon the infected wood, and causing it to decay more rapidly. In the autumn each

larva constructs for himself an oval cell, or pod, of fragments of the wood, strongly

cemented with a kind of glue ; in this case it undergoes the final transformation, and comes
forth a perfect beetle in the month of July.

The Smooth Osmodersia (Osmoderma eremicola, Knoch.) is very similar in its habits to the

preceding, but differs much from it in appearance when in the perfect stage. The beetle is

of nearly the same form, deep mahogany bro^vn, sometimes with a greenish reflection and
perfectly smooth and shining. Tlie males have a broad transverse depression upon the fore-

part of the thorax. It is generally a little larger and more robust posteriorly than the

foregoing species, and, like it, delights in luxuriating upon the juices of the apple and some
other trees. The odor, resembling that of Russia leather, emitted by these two species is so

powerful as to be appreciated sometimes at the distance of fifteen or twenty feet from the

insect. For further particulars respecting these species see Harris, Injurious Ins., Mass.;

Dr. Fitch, Trans. N. Y. Agricult. Soc, 1856, 329.
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The Big-eyed Snapping Beetle, (Alaus Oculaius, LinnJ—This is one of the largest insects

"belonging to its family, and is very remarkable and attractive from the singularity and
distinctness of its markings. The perfect beetle measures from one and a quarter to one

inch and three-quarters in length. " It is of a black color ; the thorax is oblong-square,

and nearly one-third the length of the whole body, covered above with a white powder,

and with a large oval velvet-like black spot, resembling an eye, on each side of the middle.

Tlie wing-covers are marked with slender longitudinal impressed lines, and are sprinkled

^vith numerous white dots ; the under side of the body and the legs are covered with a

white mealy powder. " It is sometimes found quite common about the roots of old oak
trees, on fences, &c. They are also sometimes numerous in old apple trees, upon the wood
of which the larva feeds. These larvae are reddish-yellow grubs, proportionally much
broader than the other kinds, very much flattened, and are dusky or blackish at each end.

They grow to two and a half inches m length, by four-tenths of an inch in breadth, and
appear rather broadest in the middle. The last segment has two thorn-like points curving

upwards, and on its under side a soft retractile pro-leg, with six small slender legs anteriorly.

The time of its appearance in the perfect state is during the months of June and July. As
no very extensive damage is reported to have been caused by the few last-mentioned insects,

no extended observations and experiments have been made to attempt to exterminate them;
but as the holes perforated by the larvas become very large, it would seem comparatively

easy to destroy them while burro\\ing into the hard wood, by observuig the places where
they are located and cutting them out.—(See Dr. Harris, Inj. Ins., Mass., p. 48. Fitch,

Trans. N. Y. Agricult. Soc, 1856, 329.)

Apple-twig Borer, (Bostrichus Cicandatus, Say.)
—

^This pernicious insect has, fortunately,

not yet appeared in such considerable numbers as to cause very extensive damage ; but,

should it once become established, and spread itself in any section of the country, it is

hardly possible to estimate the damage which it might occasion. '

' Particular twigs wither

and their leaves turn brown in midsummer, with a hole, the size of a knitting needle, per-

forated at one of the buds, some six or twelve inches below the tip end of the twig, this

hole running into the heart of the twig, which is consumed some inches in length. The
beetle is a small cylindrical insect, of a dark chestnut-bro^vn, black beneath, the forepart

of its thorax rough from minute elevated points. The male is furnished with two little

horns, and the tips of the wing-covers above are armed with two prickle-like points which
curve in%vards. They measure from one-fourth to rather more than one-third of an inch in

length."

PtEiiEDiES.—The best plan which can probably be adopted to exterminate these insects

will be to saw off every infested limb beyond the point where the lar^-as penetrate and bum
it in the fire. Some of the mixtures before noticed may prove efficient in deterring the
insect from alighting and depositing its eggs in the tree. Some of the insects of this genus
damage the trees only in their perfect stage. This is probably the case here. Hence we
may conclude with tolerable certainty that one of the present methods will be the best that

can be adopted.

New York Weevil, {Ithycenis Nova Eboracensis, Forster.)—It eats the bud and gnaws
into the twigs at their base, often cuttmg it to the pith. It is a gray insect, with a broad
snout projecting do\vnwards, with two elbowed antenna attached near the middle, and
having each of its wing-covers ornamented with four white lines, interrupted by black dots.

The thorax has three whitish lines and the under side of a pale gray. It measures from
one-third to six-tenths of an inch in length.

Remedies.—As this beetle appears in May and June, it may be almost entirely cleared out
by placing sheets beneath the infested trees and giving them a good shaking. This must
be done early in the morning, and by persisting in it for a few da)'S after the beetles have
begun to appear, their numbers will steadily decrease. The insects will be found lying,

feigning death, upon the sheets, and they should be gathered and destroyed ; the most
effectually by burning them.
The Ajierican Lackey Moth, (Clisiocampa Americana, Harris.)

—
^This insect is, perhaps,

more widely kno^vn than any other, which appropriates to itself the leaves of the apple. It is

one of the very common caterpillars, which constructs a web for itself upon the trees. But,
although this caterpillar has been so often seen by persons in most parts of the country,
scarcely any have knowm the moth which proceeds from it, or recognized it as the species

from the eggs of which these caterpillars are hatched. The moth places her eggs in chisters

near the ends of the twigs, forming a ring or rather thick belt, surrounding the branch
entirely or in part, and they are placed perpendicularly upon the twig, to which they are
firmly glued. They are of a short, cylindrical form, with abruptly rounded ends. The
shell is composed of a very tough, leathery integument of an ash-gray or white color, the
inside having a bluish tinge somewhat resembling that of mother-of-pearl. They are also

arranged side by side, somewhat symmetrically, in rows, their sides being slightly indented

21 A
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or moulded to each other, and all firmly glued together in one mass. These eggs are

deposited upon the twigs during the forepart of July, and remain through the autumn and
winter and until the latter part of April and the beginning of May, when the young cater-

pillars hatch from them. The infantile caterpillars, having subsisted for a short time upon
the matter which envelops the eggs until they have attamed sufficient strength for the

journey, move down the limb one after another, each spmnmg from its mouth a fine silken

thread which it attaches to the bark, and which serves to furnish it witk a more secure

foothold, as well as to those which follow after. On coming to a fork of the limb they halt,

and there erect a kind of tent for their subsequent residence by travelling around the spot,

spinning their threads in every direction, and thereby formmg a web similar to one con-

structed by some spiders. This is at first quite slight, and not wholly adequate to shelter

them ; and if a rain comes on it penetrates the web everywhere, causing the young worms
to crowd together in its driest part upon the under side of the limb. But thousands of

additional threads being furnished to it every fair day, it rapidly becomes more substantial

and better adapted for their protection. These caterpillars hatch earlier or later, accordingly

as the season is forward or backward. Commonly the earliest cluster of eggs are hatched
by the twenty-fifth of April, and the latest a fortnight or more afterwards. When the

worms first emerge from the egg they are less than the tenth of an inch in length, about
the thickness of an ordinary pin, their bodies broadest at the head, and gently tapering, of

a black color, with pale feet, and slightly clothed with fine whitish hairs. At first they

only nibble a small spot upon the surface of the leaf, or perforate a small hole through it,

or gnaw a small notch in the edge ; but as they increase in size they become more voracious,

and leave the tent more frequently to seek for food. They change the skin five or six times

at intervals from three to nine days, and after each moult they assume a change of color

and appear considerably larger. When fully grown, the caterpillar is about two inches long,

somewhat over a quarter of an inch thick, has sixteen feet, and is thinly clothed with fine

soft yellowish hair. Tlie body is black, a white stripe extends along its entire length, com-
mencing upon the second or base of the first segment, behind the head. In this stripe are

numerous minute black dots, and on each side are a g^isat many short, irregular, longitudinal

wavy lines of a yellow color which become pa,ler down upon the sides. Above the lowermost
series of these lines is a row of transverse, oval pale-blue spots, one upon the middle of

each segment. On the anterior side of each of these spots is a broader, deep velvety black

spot, forward of which is a rather faint pale-blue oblong spot, or short stripe, reaching to

the front margin of the segment. Lower down the sides are mottled with the same pale-

blue coloring, interspersed with short wavy lines of yellow or whitish. The under side of

the body and the legs are black, the soles of the pro-legs white. The anterior edge of

the segment, just behind the head, is also white, with two small, somewhat square yellow

spots above. The cocoons are oval, yellow, constructed of loosely woven hairs, and measure
nearly an inch in length. This stage lasts about two weeks, and the "winged moth comes
forth. In the moth state it is of a dull reddish or fox color, the females being paler, more
inclined to gray, and are usually much larger than the males. The fore wings are crossed

obliquely by two white lines which run parallel \nth each other, dividing the wing into

three nearly equal areas. Occasionally these stripes approach each other more nearly, and
the anterior stripe is broader than the posterior one. The hind wings are of the same color

as the others, but they are destitute of bands or marks. On the under side the wings are the

same color as above, and commonly the pair of white stripes is extended back and curving

upon the hind wings. Tlie shaft of the antenna is dull white, and its branches are dark
rusty red, sometimes with a whitish line upon their outer side. The feet are white or yel-

lowish, particularly in the males. The wings spread from one mch and two-tenths to one
inch and three-tenths in the males, and from one inch and four-tenths to two inches in the

females. It is subject to much variation in coloring.

Remedies.—Many remedies have been proposed for the extermination of these pests, but
most of them have been found to be of little benefit. The means of extermination may be
commenced with the egg ; the large clusters in which they are placed will enable them to

be readily seen, when they may be thrown into some kind of a vessel, in which they can
then be carried away and burnt. The caterpillars, when rather young, "with their nests,

may be swept from the tree and consumed by fire. For a veiy full and interesting account

of this insect and its habits, see Harris, Inj. Ins., Mass, 269 ; also. Fitch, Trans. N. Y. Agri-

cult. Soc., 1855, p. 413.
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WINE-MAKDfG.

Extracts.—Tramlated from Dr. Ludwig Gall's ''Practical Guide for malcing very good middling

TTwzes (III quality) frcrni Unripe Grapes, and an- excellent Wine from the pressed skins, or husks;

also, valuable Dessert Wines (I-II qualities) bg previous gathering, selecting and sorting the Grapes;

together with accounts of mxj method of cJianging inferior products evergwheix, and at all seasons,

into good middling Wines."

Dr. Gall's treatise affords an historical account of the labors of his predecessors in the

improvement of wine, among whom he quotes numerous French, English, and German
writers, as Messrs. Maupin, Lenoir, Delavan, Chaptal, Claudot-Dumont, Payen, Dr. McCulloch,

Eoherts, Freiherr von Babo, Professor Bailing, Dr. Dohereiner, Bartels, Dr. F. X. Hlubeck,

Horter, Leuchs, Baron Von Liebig, and Dr. Patter. To Cadet de Vaux he attributes the

merit of originating a better method of using the pomace, or husks, of the pressed grapes

for the manufacture of wine.

Of fruits that grow almost without culture we tirst carefully pluck off such as are ripe, as

in the case of cherries, plums, pears, &c., leaving the others to ripen ; but as to the grape,

this plant of noble growth, to cultivate which is so laborious and costly, while on its suc-

cess and proper treatment depends the prosperity of whole communities, the good and bad,

ripe and unripe, are plucked off indiscriminately and thrown together in one mass, though
there is no species of fruit that varies more as to the time of its ripening.

Tlie variety of soil and kind of grapes, their treatment, position, and aspect where they

are grown with the age of the vines, cause an important difference in the time of their

coming to maturity.

The grapes on the same vine ripen earlier the nearer they are to the ground, and even in

the same cluster we find berries of various degrees of ripeness, especially in inferior and mid-
dling years. B;it notwithstanding the above five reasons which cause an unequal ripening,

the whole crop is almost everywhere carried off at one time and put together as though of

one quality.

If the vintage takes place at the stage of the first ripening, the unripe grapes are added
to the ripe ; and if, as is now often the case, there is a waiting for the last to ripen, a great

portion in the meantime is lost by their bursting open, rotting, or withering and falimg to

the ground.

Though the practice has not become general to gather grapes, as in the case of orchard
fruit as they ripen, and so, if necessary, two or three times in succession, yet there are not
wantmg encouraging examples in this respect equally with other advances in the culture of
wines, where for more than a quarter of a century some proprietors have carried out these
principles of sound sense with extraordinary success.

It thus depends upon ourselves to make better middling wines (table wines) from quite
unripe grapes separated from the ripe than heretofore has been produced in middling years
from the whole mass of the crop thrown together. As there are some perfectly ripe grapes
every year, total failures excepted, it depends on us likewise to manufacture yearly a portion
of bouquet and dessert A\-ines, such as can only be produced from perfectly ripe grapes. It

has been demonstrated both by science and experience that if the most perfect wine which
can be obtained from any vineyard is only produced from all the substances that are com-
bined in the best ripened grapes, nothing is required for making good and even better mid-
dling -vj'ines than those made in middling years up to the present time, but that the must,
to be fermented, should contain (besides some few certain substances present in small though
always sufficient ciuantities, in the unripe as well as the ripe grape) the principal con.-;tituent

parts for the formation of the wines referred to, sugar-free acids, and water in such propor-
tions as they arc foimd in the must of perfectly ripened grapes of the same variety and best

location.

Whether the sun has produced in the grapes themselves all the sugar necessary for the
formation of middling wine of this quality, or it is derived from other plants and added to
the must in the requisite proportion, is immaterial. The same is the case as to the water,
the quantity of which in unripe grapes is too small in proportion to the acids, compared
with ripe ones. It should therefore be the object with the thoughtful wine-gi-ower, by
gathering at several and suitable periods, to secure the largest possible quantity of ripe

grapes for making those valuable wines of the first and second qualities, or the must from
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the rest of the grapes, in which the quantities of sugar, acids, and water vary every year :

he must add to it, in right proportions, those constituent parts that are wanting, so as to

make in the most unfavorable seasons and from the most inferior grapes wines at least of

the third quality, or good middling wines for the consumption at large.

METHODS OF GATHERING GRAPES ADOPTED AT JOHANNISBERG BY MR. ACK-
ERMANN, AT NACKENHEIM, ON THE RHINE, AND AT TOKAY AND SIRMIA,

IN HUNGARY.

JoHANNiSBERG.—In ordcr that the grapes may have time to ripen perfectly, the vintage

takes place as late as practicable, usually in November, often after the first fall of snow, and
only in the most favorable seasons, as early as in the month of October. The care and
attention generally given to the vintage and the treatment of the wine are among the chief

means of the production of so excellent an article. The laborers are strictly forbidden to

eat any grapes, under the penalty of the loss of future employment, yet during the vintage

they are allowed double wages. The thoroughly ripened grapes only are put into the press.

Tlie gathering is not completed at once, none but the ripest being picked, and many a vine

is entirely stripped at the fourth picking. Dry and fine weather is deemed indispensable to

the vintage. For the finest so-called "choice wines" the ripest of the best kinds of grapes,

grown in the most favorable situation, are cut off with small scissors, and after lying twenty-

four hours pressed separately from the rest. This fact in some measure explains the high
prices they bring.

Mr. Ackermann, at Nackenheim, on the RmifE, believing that perfectly ripe grapes contain

in just proportions all that is requisite, water included, never begins to gather his grapes

whilst they are wet with dew or rain. He lets them remain as long as possible on the vine,

gathering, however, those that are perfectly ripe as often as may be necessary, to avoid loss

by rotting. He forbids the eating of grapes, either in the press-house or in the vineyard,

under penalty of dismissal and loss of wages, but he pays double wages, even though the

weather should allow but a few hours' work in a day.

At Tokay and Sirjua, in Hungary.—The fine, delicious wines known out of Hungary col-

lectively by the name of Tokay are made from the so-called " dry berries," or such as have
almost become raisins on the vine. The latter part of summer and fafl are the finest and
least variable seasons in Hungary, and therefore the grapes are usually ripe at the end of

September ; but to obtain good choice wine they should be more than ripe. The vintage

is therefore delayed, as at Johannisberg, until November, and very often until the first

frosts set in, when the ripest berries, by the gradual stoppage of circulation of the sap of the

vine, shrink up into raisins, losing their translucency, and assuming a brown color, which,

if the weather continues favorable, turns bluish.

As soon as dry berries begin to show themselves the opening vintage begins, and intelli-

gent proprietors gather imder careful supervision the best dry fruit from day to day. deferring

the main or general vintage as long as possible, in order to obtain a greater quantity of such

berries.

At the general vintage shortly following the gatherers form a line, advancing equally,

each provided both with a wooden hand-tub, to contain the common grapes, and with a
smaller wooden vessel, fastened to the body, to receive the dry berries still picked from the

clusters. The gatherers are followed by an overseer, who sees that no grapes are eaten, and
who from time to time, through one of the carriers, collects the dry berries already ])icked

and deposits them in one of the vats until wanted for pressing. He also takes care that the

gatherers advance in regular order, so that no vine be passed by, and that the berries fallen

off are carefully picked up. That no dry berries may be lost, the clusters, before being con-

veyed to the press-house, are subjected to another examination. For this purpose large

tables arc placed outside of the vineyard, on which the grapes are spread and searched by
children for dry berries, who at the same time remove all the dried, rotten berries. In this

second picking during the principal gathermg the fresh grapes are gently put into the tubs,

since if crushed or bruised by being spread upon the tables great losses would be the result.

A FEW GLANCES AT THE NATURE OF THINGS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WINE.

To form a correct opinion of what may and can be done in the manufacture of wine we
must be thorouglily convinced tbat Nature, in her operations, has otlicr objects in view than
merely to serve man as his careful cook and Ijutler. Had the highest object in tlic creation

of the grape been simply to comlnne in the juice of the fruit nothing but what is indispen-

sable to the formation of that delicious beverage for the accommodation of miin, it might
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have been still easier done for liini by at once filling the benies \vith wine already made.
But in the production of fruits the first object of all is to provide for the propagation and
preservation of the species. Each fruit contains the geim of a new plant, and a quantity

of nutritious matter surrounding and enveloping this germ. The general belief is tliat this

nutritious matter, and even the peculiar combination in which it is found in the fruit, has

been made directly for the immediate use of man. This, however, is a mistake. The
nutritious matter of the grape, that is, the difierent substances contained in each berry, as

in the pea, apple, or any similar product, is designed by Nature only to serve as the first

nourishment of the future plant, the germ of which lies in it. There are thousands upon
thousands of fruit.s of no use whatever, and are even noxious, and there are thousands more
which, before they can be used, must j^e divested of certain parts necessary, indeed, to the

nutrition of the future plant, but unfit, either directly or indirectly, for the nourishment
of man. For instance, barley contains starch, mucilaginous sugar, gum, adhesive matter,

vegetable albumen, phosphate of lime, oil, fibre, and water.

All these are neces.sary to the formation of roots, stalks, leaves, flowers, and the new
grain ; but for the manufacture of beer the brewer needs only the first three substances, and
for brandy or spirits the starch merely is required from this as from any other cereal or

potatoes ;
just as in the manufacture of beet-sugar, of all the seven substances composing the

beet-root, the sugar only, contained in the juice of the root, is of use. The same rule

applies to the grape. '• * '- '-' -- « * *••- •*

In his use of the grape all depends upon the judgment of man to select such of its parts

as he wishes, and by his skill he adapts and applies them in the best manner to his pur-

poses. In eating grapes he throws away their skins and seeds ; for raisins he evaporates

the water, retaining only the solid parts, from which, when he uses them, he rejects their

seeds. If he manufactures must he lets the skins remain. In making wine he sets free the

carbonic acid contained in the must and removes the lees, gum, tartar, and, in short, every-

thing deposited during and immediately after the process of fermentation, as well as when
it is put into casks or bottles. He not only removes from the wine its sediments, but
watches the fermentation and checks it as soon as its vinous fennentation is over and the

formation of vinegar is about to begin. He refines his wine, likewise, by an addition of

foreign substances ; he sulphurizes it and, by one means or other, remedies its distempers.

The manufacture of wme is thus a many-sided art, and he who does not understand it, or

know how to guide and direct the powers of Nature to his own purposes, may as well give

up all hope of success in the same.

THE GEAPE IN ITS EXTERNAL ANP INTERNAL CONDITION AND CONSTITUENT

PARTS.

The attentive vintager who studies the book of Nature may derive the plainest rules for

his guidance in the manufacture of wine from his knowledge of the external and internal

condition of the grape, and particularly from indications easilj'' observed during the ripen-

ing. These are such as are seen in all fruits, and consist simply in the fact that the degree

of its sweetness (quantity of sugar) increases with advancing ripeness, while the acid is at

the same time diminished. But the practical application of this fact has not yet been fully

acknowledged, owing, perhaps, to the circumstances that the acid diminishes in a much
smaller proportion than that in which the sweetness is increased, from which it has been
concluded that only a portion and not all of the sugar of the grape may have been foimed
from its acids or other substances. Yet the assertion above made as to the formation of the

whole amount of sugar will, in my view, admit of a full explanation.

I look upon each berry as a kind of chemical laboratory, in which in secret a chemist
prepares from the vegetable matter, continually gathering within it those substances neces-

sary to the nourishment of the germs of new plants contained in the seeds. After a certain

store of acids has been prepared in this laboratory during the green state of the grape, the

sun's warmth, increasing as the season advances, begins vnth the earliest period of ripening

of those acids into sugar. An examination of bunches at intervals of eight days, or still

better of an equal number of the berries of ten or more different bunches on the same vine

as to their proportions of sugar and acid, will show from one to two per cent, more sugar,

and hardly one-tenth per cent, less acid than there were eight days before.

It is, however, quite certain that one-tenth per cent, of acid cannot have produced two
per cent, of sugar. But while the sun is engaged in the manufacture of sugar from the acids,

the secret chemist also continues preparing acids from a portion of the juices which are con-

stantly pouring m, and thus keeps the sun supplied with raw material for the production

of sugar. Now, if the sun is more active than the chemist, or if, towards the close of the

ripening of the grapes, when the leaves begin to -svither, the supply of juice be diminished,
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he will use more acids than the chemist can furnish. For instance, if the sun produces one
per cent, of sugar in eight days, while the chemist makes but 0.8 per cent, of acids, the

store of tlie latter, or the quantity of acids in the juice, is reduced 0.2 per cent.

We can thus explain how sugar may be formed from the acids of the grape in a much
larger proportion than that in which the acids are diminished. This being the case, it is

important that, if practicable, the grapes should only be gathered in a perfectly ripe state,

as the changes essential to the production of the choicer wines occur during the last days
of ripening.

As to the formation of the bunch it consists of a great number of berrries, every one by
its roundness presenting a large surface in proportion to its bulk, by which means it can re-

tain considerable water after being wet by either dew or rain. In most varieties the berries

are so thickly set as to form a thick wall around the inner cavity. Within this cavity, and
in the spaces between the berries, a still larger quantity of water is retained. Thus, if the
grapes are harvested during humid or rainy weather, a considerable amount of atmospheric
water necessarily enters into the must, and that this has an influence on the wine produced
is easily seen. Here, however, we only call the attention to the fact, intending hereafter to

show its importance, and to point out the mode of preventing any injury, and securing the

advantages that may thus be realized.

As to the character of the grape internally, if the skin is cut across by a sharp penknife,

the contents appear at first sight as a homogeneous marrow or pulp surrounding the seeds.

On a closer examination fibres are observed crossing each other in different clirections ; and
these are the divided walls of numberless small cells. In unripe grapes the whole matter
contained in these cells consists of various citric and grape acids, tartar, traces of a few other

salts, adhesive substance or bodies of Protein (from which the lees needed for exciting fer-

mentation are formed) and water. During the process of ripening, grape-sugar is produced
from the elements of the fibrous substance, part of the acids, and water. This change first

takes place on the surface of the berries beneath the skin, and gradually, though continually

slower, extends to the centre as the ripening is effected by the heat of the sun. Thus is ex-

plained why the juice from just beneath the skin of berries not perfectly ripe appears sweet,

while the mass of the pulp around the seeds is more or less acid according to the degree of

ripeness.

The correctness of this assertion can readily be ascertained by taking a ripe and perfect

berry between the ends of the thumb, the first and middle fingers, and giving it an equal

pressure from all sides. The central marrow or the acid mass of the interior enclosing the

seeds, and held together by the still unchanged cellular texture, is forced out almost un-

injured, and only the thin and fluid marrow which surrounds the inner mass is dissolved

into a sweet juice. If the central marrow of some twenty berries is thus forced out, and
collected in a small linen bag, juice will flow from it under a strong pressure. In this juice

an acid and an acrid taste more or less predominates according to the degree of ripeness, and
the drops last pressed out contain but little sweetness. Even the skins put into a bag will,

under a great pressure, yield some juice, though of a more acid character than in the former

case. The inner structure of the berry, therefore, teaches the method of obtaining that

juice, which is purer and best a-dapted to the manufacture of good wine, and of separating

it from the other of a more acid or bitter taste. These remarks are likewise applicable to

the process of pressing on a larger scale.

I know that it is contended, and I am far from disputing it, that wines containing no acids

and bitter stuffs have not a good flavor, and will not keep
;
yet there must be certain pro-

portions in all things, and the question is whether the necessary quantity of acidity and
bitter substance does not exist in the juice of perfectly ripe grapes ? These contain either

everything, and in the right proportions requisite for perfect wine, or acids and bitter sub-

stances should be added to the must of even the best years to produce wine that will

keep—an opinion which no one will admit. What wine-producer does not know the

fabulous prices paid for choice wines, or wines the grapes for which were carefully selected

before the rest had attained their ripeness ?

Thus, for the cabinet wine of Johannisberg, pressed from the selected and ripest berries,

eleven guilders a bottle has been paid ; and in 1832, by a careful choice of the berries, a
•wine was produced in the Palatinate which sold for 4,000 to 8,000 florins per cask.

I admit, indeed, that as long as it was not known that the value of the wines, at least of

the middle wines, mainly depends on a certain medium quantity of acid, a rule was wanting
for mixing the musts obtained from different pressings; and I admit also that, according to

the former belief, the acid juice of the last pressing could not be rendered valuable except

by mixture with good must ; but tJie investigations on this subject by Dr. Liidersdorf

should now at the present day be known to every owner of vineyards who lays a claim to

education.

Viewing all this as do those who believe the grape created by Nature only for wine, must
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we not admire that provident "Wisdom wliich, while she continues the cellular tissue in its

more or less unripe interior of the berry, seems desirous to retain the acid mucus that is

less adapted to the production of the wine. Does she not thus rebuke the great efforts made
by some to mix anew the bad juice, which she in her wisdom withheld, with the good she so

willingly yields ?

Of WATER.—Water forms, in bulk and weight, the principal constituent of wine, as of all

other kinds of beverage. Upon its proportion in the composition mainly depends not only

the process and perfection of fermentation, but also the quality of the product.

The water naturally present in the must contains the other constituents in solution, just

as sugar-water contains the sugar. By distilling must we may obtain pure and tasteless water.

Neither the water of rivers, springs, and wells, nor any other water naturally existing on
and in the earth is as pure as this distilled water. But since the impurities of these waters

consist merely in earthy particles, some of which will settle at the bottom, and others com-
bine with a small portion of the acids of the must, and then become so settled, every kind
of clear water of pure smell and taste may be employed for diluting such must as contains

too much acid. The use of stagnant or well water in the neighborhood of privies or dung-
yards should, of course, be most strictly avoided.

We have already stated how greatly the form of the bunches during a wet vintage con-

tributes to the more or less admixture of rain-water with the must. We now propose to

ascertain more accurately the quantity and effect of this water, not only to elicit suggestions,

for the vintage itself, but also to furnish new proofs of the propriety of our diluting the

surplus acid in the must by the addition of water.

If a bunch of grapes picked on a warm day, and accurately weighed, be put for an hour
into a vessel containing water, and then weighed again, it will be found to have increased

in weight from eight to twelve per cent., according as the berries are more or less thickly

set together. If then the vintage takes place after a rain or a heavy dew, from eight to

tAvelve per cent, of water will be thrown into the vats mth the grapes.

As one hundred pounds of grapes yield on an average but seventy pounds of real wine,

and as the water thus absorbed is retained in the must, eight to twelve per cent, in weight
of the grapes constitutes from eleven and a half to seventeen per cent, of the wine. The
quantity of water will be still greater if the vintage be held during rainy weather, as the

rain will fall both into the vessels used for gathering and into the vats.

How great is the injury to the quality of the wine by this dilution of its alcohol may be
seen by the following facts: One hundred pounds of grapes jield on an average seventy-

five pounds of must. If then, for instance, there be twenty-four per cent, of sugar in the

must of perfectly ripe grapes, those seventy-five pounds of must contain eighteen pounds
of sugar. Now, if these grapes are gathered during a dew or rain, instead of seventy-five

pounds there will be from eighty-three and a half to ninety-two pounds of must, containing

only eighteen pounds of sugar.

Thus, instead of must of twentj'--four per cent, of sugar, or one hundred degrees by
Oechsle's must-scale, from which the best wine might be produced, the must thus obtained
possesses only from nineteen and a half to twenty-one and a half per cent, of sugar, or

from eighty-nine to ninety-four degrees Oechsle. The effect, however, of a few degrees, more
or less, upon the quality of the wine is well known to every sensible vintager who has exam-
ined his wines by the must-scale, and compared the different results with their various

values.

If now experience teaches us on the one side that perfectly ripe grapes contain every-
thing in the proportions which, without alteration, are requisite for the manufacture of the
most valuable wines, and if the external condition of the grapes evidence that only the
ripest should be collected and during warm sunny hours, then, on the other side, a rainy
vintage of but half-ripened grapes would be of injury to the must, because the disproportion
of the excess of existing acid to the water and sugar will thus, if not corrected, prove much
more hurtful than a lower proportion of sugar. On this account the considerable quantity
of water required to be added to the must in unfavorable seasons, during which the grapes

remain sour, ought to have long since suggested the propriety of contributing to the sour

must the amount of water which is wanting.

To ascertain how much water good must does and ought to contain, let one hundred
ounces of it be carefully evaporated until, after repeated weighing, no further diminution of

weight is perceived. ITie remains contain all the non-volatile constituents, such as sugar,

acids, salts, lees, &c. Now, if these remains amount to twenty-four ounces, as is the fact in

good must of twenty per cent, of sugar, one hundred ounces of must will contain seventy-

six ounces or per cent, of water, this being proved by numerous experiments to be the usual

rate in such must, while seventy-three and a half per cent, has been shown to be the least,

and seventy-seven per cent, the greatest quantity.
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OF THE SUGAR CONTAINED IX THE GRAPE AND THE MUST-SCALE.

The peculiar kind of sugar held in solution in the juice of the grape is found in the

raisin, in the solid form of little white grains. It is the same that we see as solid granular

substances in honey when candied.

Grape-sugar differs from cane and beet-root sugar in appearance, forming, when dry, a

crumbling mass of irregular grains, and hence it is called crumb-sugar. The same kind of

sugar exists also in the juice of many other plants, cherries, figs, &c., and hence it is also

known as fruit-sugar. It is not so sweet as cane-sugar, as may be proved by tasting a little

dry grain from a raisin, and an equal small particle of cane-sugar ; one oimce of the latter

being equal in sweetness to two and a half ounces of the former. There is also a difference

in their solubility in water, grape-sugar being much more difficult and slower of solution

than ordinary sugar ; one ounce of cold water will dissolve three ounces of cane-sugar, and
but two-thirds of an oimce of grape-sugar. In boiling water, however, it is soluble in all its

proportions.

Tlie spirit and vigor of wine depends upon the ciuantity of sugar in the must, as alcohol is

formed from the sugar by the vinous fermentation ; and though grape-sugar contains but

two-fifths of the sweetness of common sugar, yet almost the same quantity of alcohol is

produced from equal weights of either kind of sugar, that is, one pound of alcohol from two
pounds of sugar in a dry state. (See a succeedmg portion of this article, on " Alcohol.")

Sugar is formed in grapes during their ripening only, and, in all probability, by the con-

version of other ingredients, especially acids. Its quantity increases in proportion to the

degree of their ripeness ; this, however, depends on the intensity and duration of the heat

of the sun during the process of their ripening. (See a succeeding portion of this article, on
the '

' Acids.
'

'

)

ITie greatest quantity of sugar observed in the best varieties of grapes- -the Riesling, Tram-
in er, Rulander, Muscatel, and Black Burgundy—in the warmest years, the best situations,

and in this climate, (Treves,) is from twenty-eight to thirty per cent., while in more south-

erly I'egions fifty per cent, is not unusual.

Several means are employed by the chemist to determine accurately the quantity of sugar

in grape juice. They require, however, too many details to be economically used during
the busy time of the vmtage. At its close, therefore, an instrument is

made use of similar to the well-known brandy-scale, which sinks deeper

uito fluids the less sugar they contain, or the thinner they are. The
most suitable gauge invented for this purpose is the must-scale by
Oechsle. It is made of silver, or German silver, instead of glass, more
liable to break. A represents a hollow glass cylinder, for want of which
use a beer glass filled almost to the brim with must, in which place the

must-scale B. This scale is composed of the hollow float a, which keeps
it suspended in the fluid ; of the weight b, for maintaining it in a per-

pendicular position, and of the scale c, divided by small lines mto from

J^ fifty to one hvmdred degrees.'" Before the gauge is placed in the must
the scale should be drawn several times through the mouth, to moisten

it, permitting, however, no saliva to adhere to it. When the gauge ceases

to descend, note the degree to which the scale has sunk ; after which,

press it down with the fingers a few degrees further, and on its standing

still again, the line to which the must leaches indicates its so-called

weight, expressed by degrees, f
Now, if there were nothing but sugar in solution in the must, its quan-

tity could be easily ascertained by the scale, with the aid of the tables of
'

' pure solutions of sugar, which can be obtained. But besides there are

other substances in must, such as acids, salts, adhesive substances, &c., which, though not

in the same proportion as the sugar, contribute to thicken the must and prevent the gauge
from sinking, so that these tables will not answer. To find the requisite data, for the prepa-

ration of such a true table for must, I have had chemically and accurately examined as to

their actual quantities of sugar a great number of musts of 1851, '52, aiid '53, of different

degrees, and have arranged the results in the following table, according to Oechsle' s must-

scale. One of these comparisons, arranged according to Oechsle' s must-scale, of the results

obtained in the year 1851, and the estimates founded on them, I have already given in a

* Must of a lower quality, not having been formerly deemed worthy of a close examination, no regard was
paid to it in the arranjicment of tlie niust-i-cale. At presdit, however, scales are made for must below fifty

degrees, and such should be particularly designated, when ordered.

t The scale indicates also the specific gravity oCthe must, (or, assuming the weight of pure water to be 1.000,

the degrees on the scale cortespond to the two last figures, by which the specific quality of fluids is expressed,
for instance, 60 degrees on the scale = 1,060 of specific gravity.
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former work on middling wines. Later researches in the two following years have partly

confirmed the former ones, and partly several of the earlier estimates. In repeating here

those tahles for Oechsle's must-scale, I will also only remark that, owing to the error of the

press, the quantity of sugar given in the earlier ones for the Cist, 62d, and 63d degrees of

the must-scale was set 1 per cent, too high.

Table adapted to OecMe 's must-scale
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The respective quantities of sugar, as shown hy the preceding table, in sixteen cases, is

the uniform result of accurate researches Ly two different methods upon must of 1851,

reaching from 38 to 89 degrees of the must-scale.

In the other cases the quantity of sugar has been determined in accordance with the

above results. The degrees marked a and b indicate that the same results have also been

obtained in 1852 and 1853, respectively. It is indeed doubtful whether this table can be

applied equally to the must of all sorts of grapes and of all localities ; because the amount
of extractive principle not including sugar, as shown by previous researches, varies from 1^
to 4^ per cent., so that it is possible a must may actually contain a little more or less sugar

than is given in the table. Still it may be the more relied on, as it is at the present time

conceded that the quality of wine generally depends not so much on a definite amount of

alcohol (the proportion of sugar in the must) as on a certain moderate quantity of acids.

It is further observed

—

1. That the must should be weighed in an entirely fresh state, and before it exhibits any
sign of fermentation.

2. That it should be filtered, before weighing, through a linen cloth.

3. That, before examination, it should be brought up to a temperature of 14° R. =: 63.5
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Fahrenheit—the glairs containing the must, with the thermometer placed in it, being held

for a short time in warm or cold water.

At the conclusion of the section on water, it was mentiened that a good must of 20 per cent,

of sugar contains, on an average, 96 per cent, of water ; and, after evaporation, it leaves a

deposit of 24 per cent, of extractive matter, including all the non-volatile parts contained in

the grape juice. But the sugar contained in it, so long as it is held in solution in the water

of the grape, as a diluter of the acids, occupies exactly the same fluid space as the water

itself with which it forms sugar-water. Hence it .follows that a good must, in reference to

the just proportions of acids, contains not 96 per cent, of water and 20 per cent, of sugar,

but rather 96 per cent, of sugar-water
;
yet that this accordingly, as our object is to produce

more or less fiery wine, may consist of more or less sugar or water, respectively, of which
we shall treat in its place.

OP ARTIFICIAL GRAPE-SUGAR.

Grape-sugar is artificially produced from the starch (flour) of the potato, and hence it is

also called Starch-sugar, or Potato-sugar. It has the name of grape-sugar as being not only
actually similar to the sugar naturally present in the grape, but also because it is exactly

the same in all respects both as to its chemical composition and the quantity of alcohol

produced from it by fermentation. It is, therefore, better fitted to the improvement of

must that is deficient in sugar, as it is from 25 to 30 per cent, cheaper than cane or beet-root

sugar, even at the high prices of potato>:s at the present time.

Artificial as well as natural grape-sugar is a compound of six parts of oxygen, six of

carbon, and six of hydrogen, while common sugar is composed of five of oxygen, six of

carbon, and five of hydrogen. This difierence is an important one, as chemistry shows
us that common sugar, to become capable of passing into alcohol and carbonic acid, has to

receive from the must during its fermentation one part of oxygen and one of hydrogen, of

which, as compared with grape-sugar, it is deficient. This, too, explains the fact that some
percentage more of alcohol may be formed from cane and beet-sugar than from an equal
weight of grape-sugar.

The artificial grape-sugar of commerce is seen in different forms :

1. As a thick fluid or syrup, differing in its amount of sugar, and therefore more or less

thick or transparent, and also varying in color from white and of water clearness, light-

colored, fair, up to brown.
2. Solid, but when fresh still more or less moist, nearly like very dry soap, from milk

white to fair.

3. Dry, finely pulverized and crumbly, milk white, and light-colored.

Grape-sugar, when used for bettering must, should, above all, have a pure taste, and
especially no bitter taste when a piece of it is dissolved in the mouth.

It ought also to be free of all dextrine. Sugar is not formed immediately from starch,

but from a gummy substance called dextrine, or gum dextrine, which is fully converted
into sugar by being continually boiled for a long time. If the process be interrupted too

soon, part of the dextrine already formed will remain in the sugar. In case such sugar is

used for the bettering of wine, the dextrine not liaving been converted, like the sugar, into

alcohol, remains dissolved in the fresh wines, and imparts to it more or less mucilaginous
quality, and thus renders its clarifying of greater difficulty. Besides, it has .a smaller
quantity of alcohol than it otherwise ought to have from the weight of the sugar added.

Grape-sugar for bettering of wine ought, therefore, to be closely examined before using
it that we may be sure it is free of all dextrine.

The tincture of iodine, easily procured at a small price from a druggist, should, therefore,

be kept always on hand. This is a dark-brown fluid, and has the property of coloring any
solution of sugar which contains even the smallest quantity of dextrine a deep blue, v^liile

it imparts to a pure solution merely a shade of yellow or a light-bro^^^l color. Put a little

sugar—say as much as can be heM on the point of a penknife, or half a teaspoon full of
syrup—into a small glass, add a teaspoon full of water, and should there be any dextrine
or starch retained in the sugar or syrup, a few drops of the tincture of iodine will turn the
white or yellow fluid blue.

The relative value of the different kinds of sugar depends, of course, upon the quantity of
saccharine matter they contain. It would be well that this should be accurately stated in

the Price Currents, so that wine-growei-s might be guided by it in calculating the additions

of sugar they have to make. Until they are so aided, the following figures may serve them
as a guide :

100 pounds of cane or beet-root sugar will contain 90-93 pounds.
of sugar free of water.

100 poimds of dry grape-sugar will contain 89-90 "

100 pounds of solid grape-sugar will contain 80-84 " &c.
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The quantity of sugar contained in the sjTup, after the removal of eveiy particle of

dextrine, may be accurately determined by means of Balling's saccliarometer. This is a

gauge which, sinking to a greater or lesser depth in pure solutions, indicates the parts by
weight of pure sugar in such a solution. For example, if the gauge sinks to the point

of 750 in a sjTup heated to 14° R.^ it shows that there are 75 pounds of pm-e sugar in 100
pounds of the syrup.

When one has not Balling's gauge, Beaume's may be used. At a temperature of the syrup
of 12^ Reamur, = GO Fahrenheit, the following degrees of this gauge show the proportion

of -sugar according to the percentage of weight

:

33 degrees for 61.5 percent.

34 " G3.3

35 '* G5.2 "
36 '* 67.1

37 " 69.0

38 " 71.2 '«

39 '' 73.6 "
40 *' 75.0 '*

Synip, however, of a darker color than fair (light-colored) and likewise of pure taste,

without any dextrine, can be used for red wines only.

The following are the names of the firms engaged in the manufacture of grape-sugar

already in operation in Prussia :

1. H. V. Bertog, at Wolmiistadt, on the Ohre, (Comptoir at Magdeburg.)
2. Lohburger Manufactory, at Magdeburg.
3. Friedrich Wahe, at Neuwied.
4. Premy & Espenscheit, at Newnied, in Hesse.

5. Best Brothers, at Osthofen, near Worms.
6. Dr. C. W. Philippi, at Jugenheim.
7. Deisz & Co., at Offstein, near Worms.
S. Fritz Muth, at Neimiikle, near Westhofen.
9. "N. Hotiman, at Jngenheim.

OF THE ACIDS AND THE METHOD OF DETEEMINING THEIR QUANTITY IN THE
MUST.

The acids contained in the grape juice are either free acids or combined with earths and
alkalies, forming with them partly acid, partly neutral salts. (See the section below on
salts.) It is only the free acids, and those contained in acid salts, that are known by their

taste ; the existence of these in wine, according to their quantit}^, can only be sho^vn by
means of a saturation with a base.

Aside from the fact that the deliciousness of wine mainly depends on its proportion of
acids, they are also said to exert an essential influence on the formation of peculiar combi-
nati.ns, and hence, also, on the development of the aroma. In support of this opinion it

has been contended that those wines which contain much acid, like the Pihine wines, will,

in especial degree, show a strong bouquet, while it is alleged that in the Southern wines,
containing less acid, this quality is almost entirely wanting. Others, likewise, have
appealed to this alleged fact in order to combat the propriety of diluting even the excess
of acid. But if it be true that "wines containing much acid develop a richer bouquet," why
is it that most of the wines of Austria, Styria, and many of those of Hungary, which con-
tain still more acid than the Pthine wines, exhibit no bouquet whatever? And if by "much
acid

'

' we are to understand a surplus of acid, how is it that Ehine wines also, of unfavor-
able years, instead of being the richest in bouquet, exhibit none or but little of this peculiar
quality ?

Were this opinion true, even as to such wines only as have a bouquet-matter, like the
Ehine wines, the expression '

' mvx:h acid.
'

' could evidently mean nothing but '
' so much acid

'

'

as such wines contain in the most favorable seasons.

But, in the opinion to which we have referred, the expression "bouquet" has been con-
founded with " llavor," (taste,) which belongs in a much higher degree to all wines contain-
ing a larger quantity of acid than it does to the Southern wines. In this respect, also, such
a quantity only of acid as is possessed by those wines of the most favorable seasons can be
supposed to influence the development of the flavor, else the over-acid wines of unfavorable
years would possess the strongest flavor,

Tlie conclusions, therefore, for reducing the surplus acid of the must to a standard
of good years are the more self-evident, as for a long time, and in a gi-eatcr degree
than is publicly known, it has been thought useful to employ chalk, potash, &c., for a
partial removal of the superabundant acid.
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Chemists distinguish the acid of the grape as the vmous, malic, grape, citric, tannic,

gelatinous, and para-citric acids.

1. Whether or not besides vinous acid (free and combined) there are so many other

different kinds of acids as above named, or which of them are really contained in the grape,

is not yet full)'' ascertained, since some chemists profess to have found in it acids which
others have not, and as the paracitric acid is but a recent discovery. For the practical part

of wine-making it is, however, sufficient for us to know, with full certainty, that as the

grape ripens, Wliile the proportion of sugar in it increases, the quantity of acid is continually

diminishing, and hence, by leaving the grapes as long as possible on the vine, Vv'e have a
double means of improving them.

2. That all wines, without exception, to be still good and of agreeable taste, must con-

tain from 44 to 7 thousandths part of free acids, or, more scientifically expressed, only such
a quantity of free acids as can be saturated with 4^- or 7 thousandths of the solution of

caustic ammonia of 1.369 per cent.

3. Each must containing more than seven thousandth parts of free acids may be consid-

ered as having too little water and sugar in proportion to its quantity of acid.

4. In all wine-growing countries of Germany, for four years past, experience has proved
that a corresponding addition of water and sugar is the means of converting the sourest

must not only into a good wine for drink, but also into a wine as good as can be produced
in favorable years, except in that peculiar aroma found only in wines made from perfectly

ripe grapes.

5. There is now a simple and reliable method, applicable to general use, of determining

the quantity of acids in the must, (and wines,) even to the one-tenth thousandth part, and
also, with the same accuracy, the quantity of water needed in any poor must to make it

equal to that of a good season.

A peculiar property of vinous acid likewise deserves mention, viz: that if diluted with
much water, or mixed with only a little alcohol, it is in time converted into acetic acid.

This fact explains their want of capacity for keeping in the poor wines of unfavorable seasons.

Acetic acid does not exist in the grape. It is nothing but oxydized alcohol, and is,

therefore, only formed after alcohol has been generated by fermentation. Some further

remarks on this head will be found below.

7

THE ACETOMETER AND ITS USE.

The Acetometer invented by Dr. Otto, to examine vinegar, consists of a
glass tube from ten to twelve inches in length, half an inch in width, and
closed at the lower end.

This tube is filled up to the partition line a, with tincture of litmus.

The must to be examined, after it has been filtered and before it has begun
to ferment, is then poured into the tube until it reaches the line 0.

The blue tincture of litmus, which, if water had been added would still

have been blue, is turned into rose color by the action of the acids contained

in the must.

If a solution 1.369 per cent, of caustic ammonia is now added to this red

fluid, turning the tube round to effect the necessary mixture, keeping its

mouth closed with the thumb, after the addition of more or less of the

ammoniacal fluid, it will be seen to have changed it into violet. This

tinge indicates the saturation of the acids, and the height of the fluid in

the tube now shows the quantity of acids in the must, by whole, half, and
fourth parts per cent.

The lines marked 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate whole per cents. ; the short lines

between them, fourths of a per cent. These subdivisions on the acetometer,

double the size they are in the cut, may be divided again by the eye into

fifths, so as to show the quantity of acids most accurately, even to one half

per cent. , or one-half of a thousandth.

It is true that if must or wine be examined by this instrument the quan-
tity of acids appears to be larger than is shown on the scale, because such
acids require for their saturation a weaker solution of ammonia than acetic

acid. But when, shortly before the vmtage of 1850, I first publicly recom-

mended the dilution of the acids, there was no time for inventing a particular

instrument by which to determine the quantity of acid. I was therefore

obliged, even at the risk of leaving a little too much acid in the must, to refer to an in-

strument well known and everywhere at hand, especially a cheap one. As, however,

Otto's acetometer sliows about one-eighth less of acid than the must actually contains, and

about as much acids combined with earths is removed during fermentation, I recommend

that the quantity of acid be reduced to 0^ or at most to 7 thousandths of Otto's acetometer.

V^
a
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Tlii? suggestion, dictated by necessity, has proved entirely applicable in thousands of

cases and on a large scale ; so that the proportion of acid best adapted for good middling

wines is that contained in must requiring for its saturation from G.^ to 7 thousandths of

the testmg fluid of 1.369 of ammonia, according to Otto's acetomcter. In other words,

those wines where the acids (in the must) had been reduced, by added solution of sugar, to

from 6^ to 7 thousandths, were in favor with all consumers, except, however, that in such

countries as grow none for themselves, wines of 6^ thousandths of acid, or even containmg
somewhat less alcohol, have almost universally the preference.

The acetometer above referred to needed therefore only a more convenient construction.

This it afterwards received by making its diameter a little smaller and giving the divisions

one-half more width—that is, making them of one-tenth instead of one-quarter per cent.,

and thus dividing the whole space above into thousandths, and gaining for each thou-

sandth an equal space on the scale as had been allowed to a fourth per cent, in the former

instrument. But though by this improved acetometer the quantity of acid could be deter-

mined up to one-third, one-fourth, and even to one-fifth of a thousandth, yet there was the

SJime defect as in the former one, that in often turning about the glass tube for mixing the

fluids some of the contents—not less, in all, than one-half of a thousandth part—might
adhere to the thumb closing its mouth.

This defect has been remedied in a new acetometer by Mr. Geisler, mechanic, the inge-

nious inventor of the Yaporimeter for the determination of the quantity of alcohol contained

in wine. Chemically, it is based on the same principle as Otto's, but differs altogether in

its construction. It is composed of three parts, all made of glass, and put up in an appro-

priate case—price 2 thl. 15 sgr. Prussian (about $2.)

Otto's Improved Acetometer.

Mixing Bottle.

geisler' S NEW ACETOMETER.

Ripette Pipe.
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Besides this instrument, there should be ready three small glasses, one filled with tincture

of litmus, the second with a solution of 1.369 per ammonia, and the third with the must or

wine to be tested ; lilvewise, a taller glass or other vessel having its bottom covered with
some cotton, in which glass or vessel the burette, after being filled with a solution of

ammonia, is to be placed in an upright position until wanted.

The follo^ving is the mode of using this instrument : After the must and the tincture of

litmus have received the normal temperature of 14° Reaumur, the quantity required of both
substances is brought into the mixing bottle by means of the pipett-e, which is first filled to

the division line A with the tincture, and after this tincture has been emptied into the
bottle, the pipette is again filled with must to the line B. To fill the pipette, place its lower
end in the glass cont^iining the tincture or the must, and appljang the mouth to the upper
end, gently cause the fluid to ascend above the line before mentioned. The opening at the

top is then qiiickly closed with the thumb. By alternately raising the thumb and pressing

it down, so much of the tincture of litmus or must is allowed to floAv back into the glass

as shall loAver these fluids to the lines A or B, respectively. In bringing them into the

bottle the last drops must be forced out by bloAving into the pipette.

Holding the smaller tube of the burette in the right hand, it is brought into the vessel

containing the solution of ammonia, while, by appl}dng the lips to the mouth of the larger

tube and drawing in the fluid, this tube is filled exactly to the line of the scale.

Now, holding the mixing bottle by the neck between the thumb and first finger of the

left hand, place the smaller or droppmg tube of the burette into the mouth of the bottle,

which must be constantly shaken ; let enough of the solution of ammonia thus be brought,

drop by drop, from the burette into the mixture in the bottle, till the red begins to change
into blue, or till it has been couA'crted into the deep reddish blue of the purple onion. This

tone of color is the proper sign of the complete saturation of the acids. To distinguish it

still better, turn the bottle, keeping its mouth closed with the thumb, and examine the

fluid in the tube-shaped neck of the bottle, and afterwards, if required, add to it another

drop of the solution of ammonia. This operation is to be repeated until the proper tone of

color, neither red nor blue, has been reached. If some of the fluid should adhere to the

thumb, it will not affect the result, as the quantity of the solution of ammonia used and
marked on the scale of the burette shows the quantity of acid.

After thus fixing the precise point of the saturation of the acids the burette is held upright,

and the quantity of the solution of ammonia consumed is accurately determined—that is, to

what line on the scale the burette has been emptied. The quantity of the solution so used

corresponds to the quantity of acid contained in the must or wine, the larger division lines

opposite the numbers indicating the thousandth parts, and the smaller lines or dots which
divide the space between one figure and another into ten subdivisions marking the ten-

thousandth parts. If, for instance, the testing fluid, or solution of ammonia, has in any
experiment been consiuned to the third small line below figure nine, the quantity of acid

thus marked 9, 3, is nine three-tenths thousandths.

Until the eye has learned from practice to recognize the points of saturation by the tone

of color, it may be well to undertake a series of provings for the purpose of fixing the results

testing the must or Avine already examined by means of litmus paper. AVhen the mixture

in the bottle begins to turn blue put in the end of a slip of litmus paper to the depth of one-

half inch, and then draw this end through the thumb and first finger, moistened with water.

As long as the acids are not completely saturated the end of the blue litmus paper dipped

into the fluid will appear more or less reddened. Not until it ceases to exhibit this appear-

ance, or till the test paper remains blue, after being wiped off, will the point of satm-ation

be reached.

In examining red must or wine the method is to be modified as follows : instead of

filling the pipette with tincture of litmus, first fill it with water up to the line A, and then

transfer it into the bottle. After the quantity of must or wine needed has been added, drop

six-thousandths of the solution of ammonia into the mixture, constantly shaking it Avhile it

is dropped, then test it, and so on, after every further addition required with litmus paper,

until it shall no longer be reddened after it has been wiped off.

Salts.—Salts are combinations of an acid with a base. If such a compound, for example,

kitchen salt, or tartar, is dissolved in a liquid, and the solution left standing in a warm place

until the liquid is evaporated, the salt remains in the shape of small crystals.

The salts licld in solution in must and wine are very different, according to the constituent

parts of the soil in which the grapes are grown. Besides bitartrate of potassa, or the so-

called tartar of wine, the following substances have up to this time been discovered in the

grape : sulphate of potassa, sulphate of soda, muriate of lime, sulphate of lime, phosphate

of lime, nitrate of lime, tartrate of lime, hydrochlorate of soda, (kitchen salt,) potassa tar-

trate of alumine, (Weins aure-kali-Thonerde.)

The same variety of grapes, in addition to the tartar of wine, abounding in all kinds,
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according to the diversity of the soil where they grow, may, therefore, contain also more or

less of salts of one or the other description. Is there not here another proof that none of

the salts do of necessity form a constituent part of a good wine, that many do not belong to

wine at all, and that even the best grapes may contain substances that at least are not indis-

pensarble to the production of wine, else it would follow that perfectly ripe grapes of the

same variety must at least contam the same salts in the same quantity ?

Those salts, however, like many other substances, not only are not necessary to the pro-

duction of wine, but if present in it in large quantities, certainly have an injurious etfect on
the taste of the wine.

The dilution of the superfluous acids in the must, by a suitable addition of water and sugar,

will likewise in this respect be attended with a better effect, for two reasons : 1st, the inju-

rious salts are thus distributed over a larger quantity of liquids ; 2d, in proportion as sugar

is added and alcohol produced a larger quantity of salts is separated, because they are only
soluble in water, and not in alcohol, so that in a given quantity of liquids the less salts

remain dissolved the more alcohol it contains.

A large proportion of salts in grapes is always owing to a large quantity of salts in the
soil or to the manures applied. Especially injurious to the taste of the wine are the salts of

grapes grovsTi on a soil containing much nitrate of potassa, nitrate of lime, talcose earth,

and ammonical salts. The amount of sugar contained in such grapes, even if the wine
requires no other improvement, should always be increased to 28 or 30 per cent., in order

to remove the greater portion of the injurious salts by the increase of the quantity of alcohol.

The chief utility of some salts, for instance, tartar, (Idtchen salts.) sulphate of soda, (Glau-

ber's .salt.) is said to consist in imparting to the wine laxative and aperient properties. Ad-
mitting this, those wines can only possess such a property in which these salts are actually

present. And in many of the best wines several of these salts, with the exception of tartar,

which is found in all, are either entirely wanting, or exist only in such small quantities as

will hardly admit of being determined ; their presence, in a certain definite proportion, can
evidently have no effect upon the quality of Ihe wine as a beverage. Were it so, the wines
in the hotels, for the benefit of their consumers, would require to be labelled or assorted

very differently. Instead of Johannisberg, Liebfrauenmilch, &c., of such and such a year, it

should read wine of such an amount of tartar, Glauber's salt, &c., or wine of aperient prop-

erties to such and such a degree.

The above remarks, however, must not be construed as if the dilution of the acids may
also be followed by a dilution of the salts, which perhaps might be less beneficial, for it has
been acknowledged by Dr. Bocker, one of the most competent authorities in matters relating

to health, "that no substance conducive to health is removed from the wine by an addition

of sugar and water before the commencement of fermentation." My remarks have been
directed only against the assertions of some interested specultitors, who attach a special value

to the constituent parts that are of mere incidental occm-rence.

GUMMY AND MUCOUS SUBSTANCES.

These substances might likewise be readily dispensed with, but in vrine-maldng we hare
to take up with them in common with those ingredients that are useful and indispensable

in the juice of the grape.

The mucous matter nowise adds to the quality of wine, which even seeks to get rid of it,

partly by removing it during the process of fermentation, and partly by separating it at a
later period, together with the tartar. It appears, therefore, that the presence of these

gummy substances, which are to a considerable amount found m many of the musts, ren-

ders the clarification of the wine difficult, and so it would be well to remove them before

the fermentation begins. Tliis is partly done by the process of freeing it from the mucous
matter, by which, if properly done, some of the other substances not destined by Nature
for the production of wine are separated, as well as all unclean matters which may have
come from without into the must.

The same applies to the gelatinous acid, a portion of which is likewise separated with the

lees, while another portion, in connexion with superfluous alkali (potash) and alkaline

earths, (lime, &c.,) with which it enters into insoluble combinations, settles in the water.

This useless substance is likewise removed by the process of freeing it from the mucous or

gummy and mucilaginous substances.
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COLORING MATTER.

I know of only one variety of grapes, the dyer's grape, (Vitis tinctoria,) the juice of which
is red-colored. In all other red, blue, and black varieties the bluish-red coloring matter is

contained only in the skins, or husks. It is of a resinous nature, and therefore insoluble in

the must so long as no alcohol has been formed. For this reason the blue and red grapes

will produce only white wine, where the must is not allowed to ferment together with the
skins, in which case the coloring matter is dissolved by the alcohol formed during the pro-

cess of fermentation. The more thoroughly this is done the darker is the color of the wine,

the richer the must is in sugar, and hence the more alcohol is formed the longer the wine
is left in contact with the skins. The color, too, appears the darker the less acid the wine
contains, as the acids change the deep reddish-blue color into red. An addition of water
not too large with sugar to correspond not only does not at all deprive the red wine of its

color, but rather gives it a darker shade.

The coloring matter, brought frequently into contact with the air, oxydizes, becomes
brownish-red, and gradually separates from the wine. Red wines, therefore, should be
transferred from one cask into another only by means of a leather pipe and bellows. By
the addition of some vinous acid, however, the change of the color can be checked and the

former hue restored.

The green color of the juice of the white and yellow grape is derived from a substance

present in the juice as well as in the skins, and which is called leaf-green, or Chlorophyl.

That the green must produces wine varying from a more or less light to a dark yellow

color is owing to the greater or less quantity of lime in the soil on which the grapes are

grown.
The dirty-looking, dark-yellow color assumed by many white wines after a long contact

with the atmosphere is most probably owing to the oxydation of nitrogenous compounds,
(gluten, animal and vegetable substances,) and also where much mucilage exists, which pre-

vents the oxydized substances from settling, it is the remote result of an imperfect fermenta-

tion, for nothing, or as little as possible, that does not belong to the wine should remain
after a properly conducted fermentation.

The fact that the gummy substances prevent the particles suspended in the liquids from
settling is easily shown ; for example, if we have black ink prepared without gum, it must
be shaken every time before it is used, because of its black coloring always settling at the

bottom. This shaking, however, is unnecessary, if we add to the ink a few drops of a solu-

tion of gum, by which those substances are kept suspended.

OF TANNIN.

This is a substance of a peculiarly astringent taste, which is important in the making of

wine, because it frees it from a number of those substances, partly useless and partly inju-

rious, that are contained in the must. In the grape the tannin is present, especially in the

seeds, skins, and stalks.

Tannin, therefore, enters into wine when grapes are so much pressed as partially to

mask the seeds and stalks, or when the must is allowed to ferment with the seeds, skins, and

stalks. Tannin is easily dissolved in water, and consequently in must, while it has the

property of forming insoluble compounds with animal substances, (existing in the must in

the form of animal and vegetable substances, albumen, gluten, and lees,) and thus often

settling in the shape of leather-colored lumps of the size of the fist.

While a large portion of it, together with the substances referred to, or at least a part of

them, is separated during fermentation, the remaining portion can easily be removed by

adding and intimately mixing with the wine a sufficient quantity of milk, albumen beaten

into a froth, or dissolved isinglass, lime, &c. By this method ^vine is clarified, or, as it is

said, refined, in those cases in which the turbid wines still contain some tannin. If tannin

be wanting, and its turbid character is owing to the presence of gummy substances, then, on

the other hand, a solution of tannin must be added to the wine to be refined. An addition

of tannin is also an approved remedy against the grease-disease of mne. The greater the

amount of tannin in red wines fermented together with stalks, skins, and seeds, or even

skins and seeds alone, seems to be the reason why they are generally preferred as a common
beverage in Southern wine-growing countries to the white wines containing a greater

amount of tartar. The effect of the high temperature of those countries in relaxing the

muscles would become greater by the frequent use of a beverage containing much tartar and

of a laxative character, while taunin tends to produce a greater contraction in the muscular

system than any other substance in daily use.

The Northern man, on the contrary, whose tension of muscles is naturally much greater,

t
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requires in his drink something that quickens the hlood and promotes its circulation, rather

than an astringent. And this is done hy the alcohol in the diluted state, such as is found

In good wines.

NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS AND FERMENTATION.

Tlie nitrogenous compounds (vegetable albumen, gluten, &c.) are among those ingredients

in the juice of the grape, abundant in the unripe fruit, which serves as the first nourishment

for the germ of the i^lant contained in the seeds, and which may likewise be unportant for

the production of wine, but in a great measure unnecessary in wine already made. These

substances dissolved in the must as completely as the sugar, under certain circumstances

turn into the feimenting principle (yeast, barm,) and so become capable of changing the

must into wine, a fluid of a wholly different character in its smell and taste, and sometimes

intoxicating qualities.

These changes are wrought by fermentation, and this is excited, caused and sustained by
a portion of the lees being converted into the fdiTnenting substance. This substance is only

gradually so changed, and in proportion as it oxydizes, or receives oxygen from the air, in

consequence of which it coagulates, and shows itself in a turbid state of the must or young
wine. The oxydation of the lees takes place but gradually, and just in the degree the

exhausted lees settle, so that the process of fermentation must be kept up by the constant

supply of nev/ lees. For it is a mistake to believe (a fact I wish to urge here particularly)

that all the fermenting substance, or such as produces lees, yeast, is removed by an after

fermentation, or by a second racking-oft of the wine. It is only the yeast-matter which has

coagulated by means of the oxj-gen received which has settled, and all German wmes, even

after becoming veiy light, still contain a considerable portion of this substance. All white

wines of unfavorable seasons, even after tv/o or three years, appear to contain a larger portiori

than would be required to decompose double the amount of sugar possessed by the must.

For this reason the German white whines of inferior seasons begin again, even after some
years, to move, or work, during the warmer season, actually undergoing a second fermenta-

tion, becoming more or less turbid, and forming new sediment. With the increasing tem-

perature of the atmosphere a change of air is constantly taking place in the cask, the heat

of the day raref}dng the wine, and expelling from the empty space the air already partially

deprived of its oxygen. Tlirough the coolness of the night the wine is again thickened and
condensed, thus admitting fresh air, by means of -which new oxygen is received, and new lees

are formed of the material already existing for this purpose.

There is much less lees matter left in red wines after fermentation, because they are

allowed to ferment together with the stalks, or, if the berries have been picked, at least with

the seeds, and the tannui extracted from the latter settles, with a corresponding quantity of

yeast matter, m the shape of an insoluble compound. Red wines, which have become
settled, and have fully undergone fermentation, and have been kept in contact with the

skins and seeds for several months, will never work again after their first drawing off.

It is the same with wines made from Southern grapes containing a great proportion of

sugar, a large quantity of which remains midecomposed after the smaller proportion of their

nitrogenous substances has coagulated and completely separated in the shape of lees.

Wines in which the whole of their sugar has been decomposed are called sour, or dnj wines.

Those still containing a large quantity of undecomposed sugar arc called siceet, or liquor

wines.

The lees-matter remaining in the wine after all the sugar has been decomposed has the same
effect upon the alcohol formed in the wine which it previously had upon the sugar ; for in

the same degree as it turns into lees by contact with oxygen, the alcohol tends to combine
with the oxygen to form acetic acid. Fortunately this change can take place only to a
limited extent, on account both of the cold temperature of good A^ine cellars, and of the

slight change of air confined within the vvalls of the casks.

FRAGRANT OR FLAVORING SUBSTANCES.

Besides the peculiarly agreeable wine flavor of all wines made from grapes, and by which
they are distinguished from all other wines made of orchard fruit and berries, there is still

aiiother peculiar fragrance developed in some wines made from particular varieties of grapes.

This odor resembles the fragrancy of the grape blossoms, and is knovrn as aroma, flavor, or

bouquet of the wine.

Neither the general flavor of the w^ine nor the bouquet is present in the must, but the

matter or substance exists there, from which these are developed during fermentation and
in the cask. The fonner, the characteristic flavor of the wine, is owing to a fatty acid dis-

22 A
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covered by Liebig and Pelouze, and which has been named by thein Oenanthic acid f»i

Oenanthic ctlicr, as it always occurs in connexion with ether.

Dr. Winlilcr (a clieniist distinguished for his explanations of the process of vegetation)

has succeeded in throwing new light on the origin of the bouquet. He obtained from a
wine of a rich bouquet a peculiar nitrogenous compound, in the shape of a neutral salt,

Avhich possessed in the liigliest degree the flavor of the bouquet of the wine used. He
therefore draws the conclusion that ripe grapes furnish a delicious bouquet, whilst unrips
grapes produce a repugnant one. Wine even from the so-cailed bouquet grapes, v/hich have
become fully ripe, not only are wanting in the bouquet, but, what is still worse, they possess

a very unpleasant smell. Since, therefore, some grapes do not fully ripen even in the best

seasons, and as others do so even in the worst ones, the agreeable and valuable bouquet of

favorable years, by throwing the ripe and unripe grapes together into a basket or pot, is in-

imed in two ways: First, that Instead, for example, of 100 per cent., only 90 per cent, of a
fragrant bouquet is obtained ; and, secondly, that, in the place of the 10 per cent, of this

agreeable bouquet, still wanting, there is 10 per cent, of a disagreeable one, which will neu-
tralize at least the same amount of the former ; so that by pressing 10 per cent, of unripe
grapes together v/ith 90 per cent, of ripe ones, the wine loses one-fifth part of its fragrant

bouquet. In poor and infeiior years, when the ripe grapes may amount only to from 10 to

30 per cent, of the whole vintage, the agreeable bouquet is thus wholly lost in the dis-

agreeable one.

As the price paid for bouquet wines is not always in proportion to the fineness of the

aroma, but as wines of the same locality and year, with only one-fiftli of a better bouquet
than others, bring a price double and three times as high, it is easy to see what damage is

done by neglecting to carefully pick out and assort the grapes, and leaving the best to the

laborers as a part of their wages.

Besides, unripe grapes are always over-acid and poor in sugar. By adding to the must
the requisite proportion of water and sugar, and diluting its acid, it is evident that the un-
pleasant smell of the bouquet will at the same time be diminished.

It is, moreover, probable that accurate experiments mil show that the bouquet matter, as

well as all the other constituents of the grape, is of the same condition, both in ripe and
unripe grapes ; and that the peculiarity of the bouquet to be developed dependjs in jxirt on
quantity of alcohol formed during fermentation.

Tills supposition is the more likely from the circumstance that wines from bouquet grapes

of the same general condition, which are richest in alcohol, are also at the same time richest

in a fine bouquet. This fact renders it farther probable that the volatile alcohol, or the still

more volatile ether formed from it, is the bearer of the bouquet fragrance, according to

cv'hich ideii too little bouquet fragrance may be developed, in case of there being too small

a quantity of alcohol ; while on the other hand, in case of too great a proportion of alco-

hol, the bouquet may be too soon exhaled. The foliowhig experhnents almost give cer-

tainty to these conclusions:

Within two years wine has been made from the skins of grapes in several places by way
of experiment. In some cas3S mentioned, when the autumn work was finished, the skins

of the grapes, first drenched with water, were pressed, care being taken that after the small

quantity of their sugar was decomposed, and they had passed into the acid fermentation,

the sugar and water still needed should be supplied. The result was, that this vdna from
grape-skins (mostly of Riesling and Ruliinder grapes) had more agreeable and richer bou-

quet than the wine obtained from fresh-pressed must, so much so that in one case a wine-

producer was induced on this account to better his v/me from must by mixing with it ths

wine from the grape-skins.

From this experiment it is cleax that the bouquet matter, or at least a portion of it—as in

pears, apples, apricots, and the fi-a,'p:ant plums— is contained in the skins or Imslia of the

grapes, so that the must of the bouquet gi-apes should be allowed to ferment for a few dxiys

at least together with the skins of the picked berries.

THE EXTRACTIVE PRINCIPLE.

After the chemist has analysed the juices or the extract of plants, r.nd removed the snb-

etances more generally known as 6ug;ir, acids, salts, albumen, &c., and after he has (ure-

fuliy cvapor:ited tlie water, tlicro is left at last a bz-own substimce uncrj'skillizablc, and sol-

uble in water and alcohoi. 'Lhh subst:inco usually posiicay/js in a highiir degree the taste

and medicinal virtue.i of the plant from which ih lias Injcri obti5,incd that has^, such properties.

It is called Uie exlractive piinclplo, of whirh there arc a, great many vai iclies of dilVcrcnt

IvindiT—such iUi ah.iiaLlii;i from wormwood, lispar.-ugiu froux usp:iragus, &:c.. ivC, though there

is no oenin or cciwnln, as the cxtractivo principle of the wine might l>e aiilcxl, to Ix) ibimd in

one of the shops, fcitill Ihj single Dcpartaxent of ilcrault, In FiTJice, in which 200,000
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casks (fuder) of wine are annually distilled, could supply the wholo world with extractive

principle at trifling prices.

This extractive principle has little or no influence upon the value and quality of the wine,

or if it has any, as Mr. Licbig cautiously asserts, it is evident from the experiments of

Geiger and Liidersdorf, on a number of wines of different kinds and seasons, that it is not
a perceptible one in respect to wines of luxury, and in a dietetic respect it has none except

by a very trifling increase of acids in proportion to the other unvolatilized i^arts. Accord-
ing to 51. Chaptal, the quality of wine increases in the same degree, and as its extractive

principle is removed.
In chapter ix, § 4, of his celebrated work, he says: "The extractive principle always

abounds in the must ; but as the sugar is decomposed by fermentation, this principle like-

wise dimmishes. A portion of it settles to the bottom, which is the greater in quantity the

more alcohol has been formed. The extractive principle, therefore, is the chief ingredient

of the so-called lees. It is this lees which is removed from the wine by drawing off or rack-

ing to prevent it from turning sour. Tliere is a larger portion of lees present in fresh wines
than in old ones, which are the more completely freed from it the older they are."

As now the wines increase in quality by age, the extractive principle is a liindrance tc>

their betterment, and must first be gradually removed before they can attahi their best

quality.

It is generally known that on every drawing off, until the wine has obtained its greatest

age, a new, though gradually lessened, sediment of lees is formed, consisting mainly of the
extractive principle. We well know, too, that phjrsicians prescribe only old wine to their

convalescents, which further shows that the extractive principle is of no value as to diet.

From our examination of the ingredients of the juice of the grapes, and of their essential

properties, we are justified in concluding that it is only the acids, the tartar, the lees mate-
rial, i. e., the substance producinglees and the tannin, abounding even in unripe grapes,

and present to a great extent in the sldns with water and sugar, (the proportion of which
can and ought to be corrected in every must pressed from imperfectly ripened grapes,)

that are indispensably necessary to the production of wine, and that a good middling wine,
at least, may also be obtained from all grapes, however imripe they are in unfavorable

FERMENTATION.

In calling the fermentation which must has to undergo a spirituous or vinous fermenta-
tion, such conditions only have been brought into view as are necessary, in order that the
sugar of the must may be decomposed as thoroughly as possible, and that as much alcohol
and carbonic acid as can be may be generated. But the fermentation of the must is not so

much for the purpose of the formation of alcohol as of wine. It can, however, only be
called wine in that skige when it is free of all substances that do not belong to wine, and
which render it liable to continued changes, and endanger its keeping properties.

By the present method of effecting the fermentation of must and preparing a fresh wine
as an article of commerce that may be liable to no changes, it is likewise finally relieved of
the suljstances above mentioned, but only by a very gradual process, and often, after a long
series of years, more than doubling the cost of the wine for interest, loss, and the expenses
of management. It is, however, the object of modern industry not only to produce a good,
but a cheap article that is to save as much as possible of the capital, material, time, and
labor.

The must should be made to fennent in the same degree of temperature in which it takes
place in the warm native countries of the grape, and where this fruit ripens, and is pressed
at the end of August and in the beginning of September. We have, however, the advant;i.ge

of removing the wine, after it has passed the fermentation by which alcohol and wine are
foi-med, into cool cellars, and thus of preventmg the spirituous from passing into the sour
fermentation after the sugar is decomposed.

Since the practice of gathering the grapes later has been generally introduced, and the
fermentation has been made to ^talce place during the cooler first half of November, some
observing wine-gi-owei-s, whose recollections reach back twenty or thirty yc^rs, have noticed
lliat the wines undergo a far less complete fermentation, and that in tke following year, and
oven in the fifth or sixth year in the ^varraer seasons (when the grape blossoms) after, the
fcnnentations have been much more violent than ever before. ^ '' »

Experience and numerous accurate observations have shown that the temperature of the
fermenting room should, as tlie fermentation goes on, be gradually increased from 15° to

at least 22^^ Reaumur, =: 81 5 Fahrenheit, when, besides the decomposition of the sugar,
the second o,ud important object in fermentation for wine—that is. the complete vseparation

of all foreign subtitanccs, and especially the fermenting matter or lees— ia to be cfiectecL
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Even during the liveliest stage of fermentation, the yeast matter, oxiJ^dized and turned into

the fermenting principle, is deposited in so large a quantity that if the liquid is very rich

in sugar thoroughly to decompose the same, the yeast matter (lees) towards the end of the

fermentation, even at an increased temperature of 22°, must be brought again into greater

contact with the fermenting mass by stirring it up by means of the wine-switch, or rolling

the casks backward and forward. This effect from an increased temperature in the fer-

mentation, of more thoroughly settling the lees, is made before the whole quantity of sugar

is decomposed, furnishes therefore the means of giving the wine any degree of sweetness

desired. ^ - * From a great number of experiments and accurate observations in dif-

ferent regions, it is evident that as the grape requires a certain degree of heat for its ripen-

ing, an additional degree, too, is also to be given to the must to make a perfect wine, or

one that is not liable to further changes.

If it does not receive this degree of heat during the first fermentation, it has to take up
with such a portion of it as there is ; but it will be our own fault if, as long as it con-

tains any of the lees matter, it has to undergo repeated fermentations, more or less percepti-

ble, and forming new sediments even when bottled as often as it reaches a higher tempera-
ture, than at the end of its first, or its supposed last, after-fermentation. '- - "^ How it

happens that under the influence of a higher temperature nearly the whole mass of lees

(j^east matter) dissolved in the must can, in a few weeks, possess itself of the oxygen requi-

site to its oxydation, whilst otherwise it often takes years for it, I cannot say, since hitherto

chemistry has been unable to point out the source from which such oxygen is derived. It

is a fact, however, that all white wines made to ferment at a temperature gradually in-

creased to 22° Reaumur, and by excluding the atmosphere, deposited double the amount
of lees than wine treated in the usual way and grown in the same locality and year ; and
that having been drawn off from the lees and stored away in cool cellars, they become
within three months bright, salable, and capable of being removed from place to place ; that

is, they attained such a degree of perfection as wines fermented in the usual temperature
hardly attain after twelve or fifteen months.
The more necessary it is on the one hand for a much higher degree of temperature than

usual during the fermentation to effect a more complete separation of all the nitrogenous
compounds, the more indispensable it is on the other hand entirely to exclude the atmo-
sphere from the fermenting must, as otherwise there is increased danger of the formation of

acetic acid.

It is believed by many that the carbonic acid gas, a very large quantity of which is formed
during the decomposition of the sugar, as it is lighter than the atmospheric air, spreads

itself over the surface of the fermenting liquid, and thus furnishes a layer which protects

the liquid from coming in contact with the air. This, however, is not altogether correct

;

for the gases, coming into contact with each other, gradually mix together, a process called

the diffusion of gases, and a portion of the carbonic acid gas, though heavier, rises in the

empty space, whilst a portion of the common air, though lighter, sinks to the surface of the

liquid. It is only with the exclusion of the air that this particular mixing or diffusion of

these gases does not take place ; if open vessels are used for the fermentation, the mixing
takes place ; but the more distinctively, the greater the surface of the fermenting mass, the

higher the temperature of the place where it is conducted, and the weaker the working at

its beginning and end of the fermentation.

It is also believed by many that no acetic acid can be formed as Jong as there remains
any sugar undecomposed in the fermenting liquid. This also is a mistake. If the external

air has free access, the formation of alcohol first takes place on the surface of the ferment-
ing mass, which is followed by the formation of acetic acid caused by the alcohol coming
in contact with the air, and receiving from it its oxygen. This operation is brought about
hy the Ices still present, together with the alcohol in the uppermost layer of the liquid.

The lees, .after the sugar has been there decomposed, goes on and lends its aid to destroy

the alcohol which is hardly formed after such decomposition.

Thougli this transformation of a portion of the alcohol into acetic acid can scarcely bo
perceived in Avhitc must fermenting in casks, it talces place to a much greater extent in red

w-ines fermenting together with the stalks and skins in open vats. What producer of wine
lias not observed the swarms of vinegar-flies emerging during warm days, often after twenty-

four hours, from the pomace swimming on the surface of the red wines, living witnesses of

the process going on between the intervening spaces of this pomace. These vinegar-flies,

however, come into existence only after the acetic acid has been already formed.

The must, therefore, should always be made to ferment in vats, so closed as to allow car-

bonic acid gas formed within it to pass off, wliilc the external air is to bo prevented from
coming into contact with the fcrmcntmg liquid. This object is effected by fitting the
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longer ,part of the fennenting or protecting tube a, made
of tin, gutta pcrcba, or glass, air-tight, nito the perforated
bung 6, and sinking its shorter part a few inches into a

^___^,,^t.^,__^=^_j^ glass c filled with water. The cask itself must have an

-^f^ ^ FhI^^^ empty space of some four inches, and the bung must not
"y.^—v 1

—

JI~'i1-t!^ project more than a few lines on the inside. The must
obtained from red grapes may be made to ferment best in
casks set upright, as open vats can hardly be closed air-

tight. The same casks may afterwards be used to put the
wine on store. After renlo^'ing the head-board from the
casks destined for the reception of the red must, they are
set up on a support twelve inches high, with the bung
turned towards the front. To draw off the wine from the
pomace as required, a tap-hole is made one inch above the
bottom, and a tap tightly inserted projecting four inches.

The casks thus prepared have now to receive the skins remaining in the vats during the
process of pressing the red grapes previously picked. The head is then again set in, and
each cask filled through the tap-hole in the top with must, leaving only one-eighth of it

empty. After this the seeds, which have sunk to the bottom of the must-vat, should bo
•distributed among the casks, and the fermenting tubes inserted into the tap-holes and made
air-tight.

If the must only with the skins and seeds (A^dthout the stalks) has been put into the casks,

they may safely be left standing until March or April ; for after the fennentation is over,

the space above the wine is filled with carbonic acid gas, thus protecting it from all injurious

changes. Wine of a better quality, in proportion to the degree of ripeness of the grapes,

will b-c obtained by this method, than if drawn off and pressed immediately after fermenta
tion. llie head-boards, however, must always be covered with water to prevent the staves

of the empty portion of the cask from becoming dry and shrinking, and the joints starting

asunder, thus permitting the air to penetrate. The vessel c likewise must always be kept
supplied with water. To preserve this water, as well as that contained in the head-boards,
from becoming foul, a handful of salt or charcoal should be occasionally added.

But if the stalks are also brought into the fermenting tubs, the wme should not remain in

conflict with them any longer than usual, because they would else impart to it too much
tannin. In this case particular care is reqrured for keeping the skins that give to the wine
its color immersed in the liquid during the whole period of the fermentation. If they are
detached from the stalks, they rise at first to the surface, sinking again after a few days,

•when their greatest amount of gas has been developed. It is not so, however, when the
skins are mixed with the stalks, which, by their greater specific lightness, keep the layer of

iX)mace that forms in the beginning of the fermentation swimming on the surface. Left
standing for a longer time these layers w^ould likewise sinlc. But as they cannot be so left,

they must be kept down by means of an additional and perforated bottom, not quite the size

of one of the cask bottoms, and which after the pressed grapes have been put into the cask
is laid upon them. This bottom is provided with three or four wooden feet or pegs 12
inches long and one inch thick, turned m an upward direction. If now, after the head-
t)oard is again put in, the liquid must is gradually poured in, the additional bottom floating

on the top of it rises until it is forced to stop by its feet reaching the head-board of the cask,

which does not, however, prevent the must from rising still higher, thus always covering the
ekins and stalks collected below the additional bottom to the height of some four or five inches.

The prevention of the formation of acetic acid, and the possibility thus secured of keep-
ing the wine for months in contact with the skins, are not the only advantages derived from
the exclusion of the external air ; it is of not less importance that by this exclusion an
^iverage loss of wine of six per cent, will be prevented, and that from grapes of equal quality
a wine richer in alcohol, and in every respect better, can be manufactured.
As to the diminution of loss being equal to six per cent., we know that in proportion as

the air is more or less dry, and to its motion a w^et table requires only one-half or two hours
to diy again, so that it might become dry 10 or even 50 times within 24 hours.'"' Now the
question is, What has become of this liquid spread on the table ? It has evaporated—has
been absorbed by the atmosphere. In the same manner a portion of the must coming in

eontact with the atmosphere disappears, with this difference only, that the diameter being
•equal, double and three times the amount evaporates from a vat filled with pressed grapes
than from the surface of a table ; because the really moist surface of the must presented by
the layer of pomace of a must-tub to the contact of the air is double mxd jDerhaps three

times larger than its apparent one. The layer of pomace extending beyond, as it is a very

* In this country still oftener, as the air is much drier than in Europe.-—7\-anslator
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porous mass, its open spaces being penetrated by the air, the visible surface which it presents
to the atmosphere is multiplied and increased by the thousand other unseen surfaces in

those int-crvals. But the evaporation from the \dsible surface is sufficient to explain the
lOoS heretofore st-ated, and it is the greater as the layer of pomace has to be submerged three

or four times a day, and thus drenched by the must to be exposed again and again to the
air for absorption.

It is as easy to explain the smaller amount of alcohol of wines fermented in open tubs
;

for as the alcohol is much more volatile than the water, a much greater quantity propor-

tionally of alcohol disappears in the must that escapes than water.

Besides a portion of the alcohol forming, especially in the pores of the layer of pomace,
where there is a higher temperature, is changed into acetic acid, and this explams the infe-

rior quality of wines obtained by open fermentation.

This loss of quantity as well as the deterioration of quality cannot be prevented by merely
covering the fermenting tubs with boards or linen, as has been shown by similar experiments
instituted in France.

The fermentation being over and the liquid clarified, it will be found that, with the ex-

ception of the acids, almost all non-volatile substances of the must have been separated and
deposited as sediment, or sO'Called lees; and further, that the sugar, which had almost
totally disappeared, has been replaced by three new substances, cenanthic ether, alcohol, and
carbonic acid ; the first of which imparts to the wine its peculiar flavor ; the second gives the

spirituous and lively odor as well as its exhilarating and intoxicathig property ; the thu'd, of

which there is only a small quantity in the wine, gives it the prickling taste.

If a certain quantity of the must is weighed before its fermentation, and its amount of

sugar and free acids ascertained, and the total weight of all the other non-volatile ingredi-

ents thus accurately determined, on a closer examination of the wine it will be found that

it has become lighter by the full weight of the substances separated, and half of the weight
of the sugar before present in the must. The grape-sugar consists of 6 atoms of oxygen, 6
of carbon, and 6 of hydrogen. This triple compound is separated by the action of the lees

;

and of the substances liberated, 2 atoms of oxygen, 4 of carbon, and 6 of hydrogen combine
for alcohol, while the other four atoms of oxygen and two of carbon combine as carbonic

acid.

It should likewise be remarked that the three substances, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen,
differ in their weights, the hydrogen being the lightest; and hence it is that the carbonic

acid, containing only 6 atoms of ox5'gen and carbon, and formed from a certain quantity of

grape-sugai-, Aveighs nearly as much as the alcohol formed of the same amount of sugar, and.

composed of 12 atoms of oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen. By a more accurate determina-

tion 100 pounds of grape-sugar furnish

—

Of alcohol - 51.9 pounds.

Of carbonic acid ...,-«- - 48.2 **

100 "

ALCOHOL.

The alcohol, or spirit of wine, libei-ated from water, foims one of the most essential in-

gredients of all spirituous drinks, from which it may be separated as a combustible liquid^

clear like water, very thin and volatile, of a pleasant odor, and a sharp burning tiistc. It

is considerably lighter than water, for, if a cask of distilled water weighs 1,000 pounds, the
weight of an equal cask of alcohol amounts only to 791 pounds. In other woixis, 791
pounds of alcohol occupy the space required by 1,000 pounds of water.

One of its most important properties consists in its weakening and checking fennentation,

though it is itself a product of it. The lees of concentrated alcohol are utterly incapable of

exciting or sustaining fermentation. It is true that alcohol formed by fermentation, much
diluted by the water of the must, htis not the same strong power. Still, even in this con-

dition, it has the power to weaken the action of the lees and to retard its operation, and
this power increases during the process of fermentation in proportion as its own quantity is

increased, whilst tlx; action of the lees is not only weakened in proportion as an increased

quantity of alcohol is formal, but also as it gradually loses the heat with which it was-

combined. When the sugar, at the • commencement of the fermentation, is decomposed
Lnto its elements, heat is set free, aiusing the fermenting liquid to become warmer. By
this heat the action of the lees is strengthened, the decomposition of the sugar goes on
more rapidly, steadily increasing the power of the heat that supports the lees, until, on the

ctiicr hand, enough alcohol is formed to check the action of the lees, which it does the
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more siiccCfeShilly the less new heat is developed, and the more the air of the place of fer-

mentation, and also the fermenting liquid, arc cooled do-s\ai, which is the quicker effected

the smaller the mass of the fermenting liquid is, and the greater its surface exposed to this

process in the feiTaenting vessels.

Though the decrease of the heat is at first only the result of the process of fermentation,

retarded hy the action of the alcohol formed, yet it soon after itself becomes a co-operating

cause of a still greater weakness, and finally of a total stoppage. Tliis accounts for the

imperfect fermentation of wine and its consequent results in this climate, (Germany.) as

well as for the necessity of aiding the lees in the struggle with the alcohol by moans of ex-

ternal heat.

Another property of the alcohol is, that, when rarefied, by the lees, it will absorb oxygen
from the air and so combine acetic acid. From this reason, and the fact that this process,

like all chemical decompositions and combinations, is aided by heat, it becomes necessary

to continue this aid only as long as there is any sugar left, and to stop it as soon as all the

sugar has been decomposed—a fact which may be known by the cai'bonic acid being no
longer formed.

Strong acids contained in wine gradually decompose the alcohol or combine wath it to

form diiierent kinds of ether, by which it becomes still more volatile, adding greatly to the

odor and flavor of the wine. Such kinds of ether are especially formed in the strong v/ines

rich in alcohol, and add greatly to their peculiar balsamic flavor.

The preparation of alcohol required for good wine is indicated by such standard wines as

are produced from the best and ripest gi-apes of the most favorable localities and seasons.

The quantity of sugar contained in must from such grapes will be at least from 22 to 28
per cent.

As we have already allowed to wine from jjerfectly rii^e grapes seven thousandths of acids,

the amount of alcohol should be at least 11 per cent.; a rule of Nature herself, which 1

would the more recommend, as it has been frequently shown by experience that of wines
improved by the addition of sugar, the most spirited, the proportion of acids being equal,

ore not only regarded as the best, but also yield a much higher profit.

It is my firm conviction that at no distjmt period not only ail inferior must will be
improved, but that all must, without exception, should always contain from 24 to 28 per
cent, of sugar to obtain wines from 12 to 14: per cent, of alcohol.

By Geisler's vaporimeter, the amount of alcohol—say a thimblefull of any liquid—can
bo determined in 3-4 minutes, with the greatest accuracy, even to 1-10, even 1-20 per
c-ent., (1-1000 to 1-1200.)

CARBONIC ACID.

As vvc have seen above, a i3ortion of the elements of the sugar, on being set free, and
forming new combinations, is changed into carbonic acid during the process of fermentation.

At fii-st, this new combination consists of invisible little points in the interior of the
fermenting liquid, which are in fact most minuto air-bubbles that, by the action of the
heat, become more and more expanded, and therefore lighter than an equal space of the
surrounding liquid. On account of this increasing lightness, they rise rapidly through the
must, impregnated with the alcohol, can-ying off a portion of the alcoholic liquid, which is

lost when the fermentation is carried on in open tubs, or in casks, with their bung-holes
open, being dissolved by the air. Another ai'gmnent in favor of fermentation in closed

vessels,

A portion of the carbonic acid, however, remains dissolved in the wine, and this is what
gives to the yoimg wine its prickling taste, and to the sparkling wines their foaming quality.

The quality of carbonic acid which can thus be retained depends on the temperature of the
wine. The lower the temperature is the greater the quantity. "=^ In the same degi-ee that

the wine reaches a higher temperature, another portion of the remaining carbonic again
escapes. This accounts for the movement at the beginning of the wanner season in such
wines as contain no more of undecomposed sugar, and in which this movement cannot be
attributed to a new after fermentation. The carbonic acid, however, gradually altogether

disappears. Settled wines, ready for use, do not contain carbonic acid, and such wines only
should be bottled, as common bottles are apt to bui-st, in consequence of the carbonic being
expanded by a rise of temperature, or, if they resist the pressure, the v/ine becomes more
or less sparkhng, v/hich, though gratifying to the palate in champagne, is not desirable in

common wuies. The presence of carbonic acid is, therefore, looked upon as a hindrance to-

their development and i)erfection, which can mostly be removed by caiTying the feimenta-

tion ii\ an ina-eased temperature.

• In sparkling ninee, however, after being bottled by means of an artificial after fermentation, a sUll greater-

Qtiantiiy cf carbonic acid is developed than they could have retained ia open vessels.
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The cai-'oonic acid gas, (once called fixed air,) formed by the fermenting must, and diffusing

itself where the fermentation is going on, is known b)* a sub-acid pungent smell. In cellars

where there is a great deal of must fermenting at the Siime time, breathing is rendered

difficult by it. A light held over fermentmg must is immediately estmguished. If breathed

in, the carbonic acid is deadly in its effect. Though this quality is well known in all wine-

bowing countries by niunerous cases of suffocation, yet the same accidents occm- every

year. The simple precaution of carr}dng a light before us, that we may know how far to

proceed safely, will prevent their recurrence.

All danger may, however, be avoided by pouring lime water (of newly-slackened lime)

below and between the casks and tubs, repeating it every three days during the period of

the i^iincipal fennentation. The carbonic acid and the lime have a great tendency to unite

^vith each other. Now^ as the former, in consequence of its weight, sinks at first to the

ground, the union takes place, if it finds there any lime, before the carbonic acid gas can

enter into combination with atmospheric air.

By the method of fermentation in closed tubs, the danger of suffocation in the fermenting

rooms may even be profitably obviated by using the carbonic acid for preparing bicarbonate

of soda, the profits from wiiich may reduce the cost for the improvement of the wine.

^
ETHER.

This substance is a very thin liquid, highly combustible, of an agreeable, pungent, and
enlivening flavor, formed in the wine by the action of the acids upon the alcohol. Besides

the oenanthic ether or oenanthic acid ether, we find also in wine oxalic ether, formed by the

oxydation of a portion of the alcohol and acetic ether, which, however, only takes place

when, from neglect, an opportunity is given for the formation of acetic acid. As the pro-

duction of all ether occurs at the expense of the alcohol, and to an extent unknown,
reducing more and more the strength of the wine, we have another reason for giving to the

wine, at its origin, at least that amount of alcohol it would have possessed had tlie grapes

used been perfectly ripe.

ACETIC ACID, (vinegar.)
,

This most dangerous enemy of all wines and beverages, like wines, acts the more inju-

riously since the presence of its smallest quantity, a deserved punishment, for want of clean-

liness or negligence, contributes to its own increase. This shows the absurdity of letting

tlie must, with the skins and stalks, ferment in open vessels, and of thrusting into the fer-

menting liquid the layer of pomace after it has been in contact with the atmosphere and
become thoroughly acid. By this means a principal or a vinegar substance, causing the

formation of a larger quantity of acetic acid, is actually brought into the wine. It has

been contended that the formation of acetic acid takes place only at a temperatm-c over 15^

Reaumur, = 65.7 Fahrenheit—an unreliable assertion ; for, after acetic acid has once been
formed, the wine will become sour, though more gradually so even under 10<^ Reaumur, =
54.5 Fahrenheit.

The so-called mould covering the wine in casks not kept full is not only a symptom of

the wine becoming sour, but is always accompanied by the formation of acetic acid, even
though its presence could hardly be detected at the outset.

LEES OR SEDIMENTS IN THE CASE.

As distinguished from the lees-fermenting substance suspended in the liquid during the
fermentation and lees in the cask are those sediments which settle to the bottom, partly

during the fermentation, and partly while the wine is kept in store. When, in what way,
and how often the wine biiould be drawn off the lees ? are questions often asked.

Considering liow Nature acts in the production of wine, we cannot for a moment doubt
what must be the answer to these questions. Do we not see the must when fermenting in

full casks eject the so-called lees, both the real lees, so far as tlicy have done tlieir part in

exciting fermentation, and also those ingredients of the juice not belonging to the Avine,

together with the foreign impurities it contains, thus to purify hei-self, as the simple vint-

ager aptly expresses it ? And, again, is not the same thing also done when the fermentation

takes place in casks not wholly filled, with this sole diiference, that the substances to be

discharged by the must are sent downwards, settling on the bottom of the casks? Many,
however, are of the opinion that this deposit of sediment takes place only aifter the principal

fennentation is over. But let the must undergo its fermentation in a transparent bottle not

quite filled, the settling of the so-called lees will be seen to proceed as rapidly as when they

.are thrown out during the fermentation in full casks. After the first two or three days the
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sediment already deposited, within the next fourteen days scarcely has added to it one-tenth

more—a proof how eager Nature herself is to throw out all foreign matter not fitted to the

production of wine.

The so-called lees, the presence of which in wane casks is said by some to better the

quality of the wine, consists of a veiy little real lees which have, indeed, fulfilled their

object of exciting fermentation, then of a large portion of mucilage, a substance which, of late,

many have tried to remoA'e prior to the fermentation, and, finally, of a quantity of dirt of

all sorts, which has come mixed with the must from without, such as crushed snails and

insects, eggs of insects, excrement of birds, sweat and dirt from the laborers, earth,

sand, &c.

Since the greater part of the lees, as already mentioned, notwithstanding the fermenting

movement, settle during the first days, so the first drawing off should take place directly

after the principal fermentation ; and, as the settled lees can have only an injurious effect on

th-e alcohol when found in cont<act with it for a longer time, they should be separated from

tlie wines as often as any considerable sediment has been formed, or, as we cannot always

perfectly judge of this fact, at least three or four times previous to the commencement of

the warmer season.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE VINTAGE.—CLEANING THE UTENSILS USED IN

THE VINTAGE.

Tlie must never leaves the press in a better but often in a much worse state than its

natural one, even in the most unfavorable seasons. This, however, is the fault of man
himself, for the carelessness with which the utensils of the press, and especially the press

itself, are cleansed is almost incredible.

It is thought sufficient to rinse them merely with water, while the tubs for receiving the

grapes and must, and which can, when done with, be put into a brook or stream near by,

are watered for weeks, showing that a mere washing away of the dirt on the surface is not

deemed enough in the case of these wooden utensils. Some twenty years ago it was found,

in a distillery of Prussia, managed on scientific principles, that, other things being equal, a

perfect cleanliness of all the wooden utensils used in connexion with the mash made a gain

of from 10 to 15 per cent, more of alcohol. ITiis fact was shortly after scientifically ex-

plained, it being shoM-n that the fluid mash remaining in the pores of the wood is by means
of the alcohol there changed into acetic acid, and that this acid, the worst foe to eveiy

spirituous beverage, lessens the gain of alcohol in two ways: first, by disturbing its fonna-

tion ; secondly, by causing acetous fermentation after the alcohol has been formed, convert

ing a portion of it into acetic acid. No improvement has since attracted a greater share of

attention in the distilleries than the reduction of this acid, which is so hostile to alcohol.

In those distilleries that are best arranged, the inside of the fermenting vats are carefully

varnished, and the tubs for the yeast and the cooling vessels are even Imed with copper.

Such other wooden utensils as cannot be protected in this way from the mash penetrating

into their pores and. joints are cleansed with the most scrupulous attention.

In making wine, however, the same .cleanliness with respect to all utensils is still more
indispensable. By giving them a mere washing or rinsing they will only be cleansed on
their surface, their pores and joints remaining filled with acetous fermentative substances.

Acetous acid in the fresh wine, as in must, not only hinders the formation of alcohol, but
produces the acetous fermentation—that is, the gradual change of alcohol into acetic acid,

and thus causes the wine to become flat and to turn sour ; it is, therefore, considered as one
of the principal causes of many distempers of wane. Another injurious effect of acetic acid

is its preventing the formation of the ether of oenanthic acid, to which wine made of grapes

owes the peculiar balsamic vinous odor that distinguishes it from every other sort of

beverage.

The most perfect cleanliness of all the utensils used is therefore a principal and indispen-

sable condition in the manufacture of wine. All wooden implements, especially the press,

should be Avashed and scoured with lye or lime water and a brush of stiff bristles, until, after

repeated rinsings, a piece of blue litmus paper brought in contact with any moist spot of

the article washed no longer turns red.

llie sfime care must be given to the cleansing of the casks, so as to avoid the repugnant
tang in them, which prevails so generally and to such a degree that, in some parts of the

country, a quarter cf all the wine produced is affected by this impleasant taste, while in

others the native Avine-drinkers have become so much accustomed to it as not to notic€ it,

unless it is xery strong.

As to neiv casks, the tan is quickly and easily removed by the application of lime. Twenty
pounds or. so of unsLacked lime is required to a hogshead (ftjder.) It is crushed into small

pieces and put into the cask through the bung-hole, and then about an equal amount of
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wann -tv^ater is poured over it. After the lime has fallen apart, two quarts of boiling water
arc added to each pound of lime, the Lung is put in tight, a.nd the cask turned about every
hour in all directions, and then lies for one hour, sometimes on one side and sometimes on
the other, or it is left standing alternately on either its bottom or head. After pouring out
the lime -water, the cask is twice or so wtushed mth waim \^'ater, and then rinsed with a

decoction of vine leaves, or with warm cloudy wine (Triibwein.) Fmally, it is rinsed once
more Avith cold water.

A better method is to steam the cask, or, still better, the wood of which they are made.
For this pui-pose the best apparatus are portable generatoi-s of steam, which can be set up in

the open air. Tliey are also well fitted for steaming the large casks kept in the cellar,

(Lagerfasser,) as they can be set up near each cask. See my book " Description of my port
able Generators of Steam," Tiier, 1844, (Beschreibung meiner tragbaren Dampferzeuger.)
From the description there given they can be built of the required size or power by any
coppersmith, and much cheaper than a common steam kettle and its mason work would
cost. This unusually useful article may serve for many other purposes in agriculture, such
as for steaming fodder, for milk vessels, for use in distilleries, and for washing by steam,
melting grease, boiling dead animals, &c.

After the tan has been removed from new casks destined for receiving red wine, they may
be rinsed with a wann decoction of peach leaves, and turned about.

Old casks affected by the tang, though yet free from any mould, are at first likewise

treated with lime and water ; after this they are washed with a decoction of walnut leaves

and juniper berries, in which kitchen salt, (two pounds,) and alum (one-half pound to the
hogshead,) have been dissolved ; and lastly, they are rinsed with cold water.

Mouldy casks must be opened and the mould scraped off or burned out with a red-hot
iron, after which they are to be treated as above.

If the tang or mouldy smell should not wholly give way to these means, there is anotlier

and still more effectual remedy left in the application of bran. Some 60 pounds of it to a
hogshead are put into a cask and left to ferment. Water of (^b^ R. = 178.2 Fahr. (one
quart to a pound) is first poured on the bran. An hour afterwards, three times in succession,

as much more cold water is added, together wdth the fourth part of a quart of yeast mixed
with a quart of lukewarm water, for every 20 pounds of bran. The bung-hole is then
closed and the cask rolled about for some mmutes, after which the bung is somewhat
loosened. During the fermentation about to commence and to contmue for two or three

days, the cask is placed half the day first on one side and then on the other. After eight

days the bran paste, which may now be used as fodder, is poured out, the cask is rinsed with
water, and cleansed again v/ith lime until litmus paper applied to it ceases to turn red.

The above remedies, effectual as they may be, are not always sufficient to give the wooden
vessels a thorough cleaning, especially in cases where mould has begun to form. Mould
occurs much more frequently than is noticed, many kinds of it being composed of so very

minute plants that in the first stages of their growth they cannot be seen by the naked eye.

TTiis tiny vegetation consequently finds plenty of room in the pores of the wood for its

development, and though it may be easily removed from the mrface, it is difficult to reach it

in these little holes. But hidden, as it is, in the pores, the mould cannot resist the destructive

action of sulphuric acid, if time enough is allowed for it to penetrate into the pores.

The sulphuric acid used for this purpose must be more or less diluted, according as the
mould is white or yellow. For the latter, one pound of acid requires five pounds of water,

but in the former case one pound of acid needs only two pounds of water. Li mixing these

two fluids the acids should be very slowly poured in the water, forming a very thin jet,

otherwise the mixture may spurt up, endangering the operator or the by-standers. After

cleaning the vessels with w-ater and a brush, they are gone over with this mixture at all such

places as indicate any mould, and the vessels are then so laid down as to give the mouldy
spot ahorizontal position. In this position itisagain wet with the diluted acid, allowing about

an hour for it to penetrate into the pores. Another mouldy spot is next brought into the

same position and treated in the same way. This method is contmued until the whole vessel

is properly soaked with sulphuric acid. After a lapse of some 24 hours the vessel is rinsed

with clean boiling water, scoured Avith strong lye, and, lastly, rinsed again with water.

Finally, all casks which needed so thorough a cleaning must, of course, again be made
wine-seasoned, (Weingrun,) and if they are not to be immediately used, they must be smoked
or chaiTcd.

In casks destined for red wine this is done b)' means of a nutmeg cut in two halves and
lighted ; it will burn like a candle, fills the casks with an aromatic odor, and produces the

same effect, but without changing the color of the Avine, as Avhere sulphur is used.--' Two
nutmegs arc sufficient for a hogshead, (Fuderfass.) The nut, Avhich by means of the bum-

*ThiH tfTect of the use of Bulyhur is. however, but tiansieni, the original color returning in a short tiaie.
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ing hook is held in the middle of the cask, must he taken out again before it begins to

smoke, as it would otherwise leave a bad smell in it.

The casks destined for white wine are usually burnt oiit with arscnious, or so-called cask

or cooper's sulphur, (Fass-Bchefel, Schwefelspan.) Though the quantity of arsenic contained

in this kind of sulphur is too small directly to poison, yet it is generally loiown that its use,

especially in the case of wme on the tap, will produce headache and frequently sickness.

Instead of this arscnious sulphur, I recommend the use of another kind of cask or cooper's

sulphur, perfectly free from arsenic, manufactured by Mr. J. Fs. Biirkle, of Grossheppach,

district of Waiblingen, "Wirteraberg, and also recommended by the public officers of almost
iill the German States. In the Industrial Exhibition held at Mayence in 1842, Mr. Biirklo

received a prize medal for this article, which w'as likewise recommended by the Industrial

Association of that city. They caused a chemical analysis to be made of it by Dr. Winkler,

of Zwingenberg, and spoke of it in the following terms

:

"The sulphiur slices for wine, or the so-called cask or cooper's sulphur of Mr. Biirkle, to

which aromatics are added, are chemically perfectly free from all injurious substances con-

tained in the raw sulphur. As the dealers in wine and hotel-keepers are not always able to

ascertain the perfect purity of the sulphur slices, it is certainly a matter of great importance
to be supplied with a pure article, from the use of which there can be no danger. It is well

adapted to burn out casks constantly used, and those not quite filled up and kept in store

for a longer time, as well as such as are destined for the keeping both of inferior and supe-

rior wmes. The chemical analysis has shown that this sulphur contains not a particle of

arsenic whatever, and that the spices added to it principally consist of cloves."

To prevent any coal from remaining in the casks when they are burned out, either by
sulphur or nutmeg, it is advisable to use a small cup of plate iron, (instead of the usual
buming-hook,) to which are fastened three wires meeting at the top, and ending in an ear.

This contiivance is connected with a hook fastened at the bottom of the bung by means of

this ear. I'he burning material (sulphur or nutmeg) is then lighted and put in the cup,

after which it is let down into the cask. In order to admit the air to it the cup is provided
with a few small holes.

A FEW NECESSARY IMPLEMENTS.

For dissolving the grape-sugar to be added to the must, and for boiling the water needed
for diluting the acid, one must have either a pan (Chaudihe a bascule) like those used in the
manufacture of sugar, or a steam apparatus, because, in boiling the sugar in common ket-

tles, it would be difficult to avoid, on emptying the sugar, more or less hannful burning,

or at least overheating of the thick solution fi-om the heated sides of the kettle.

This pan is a circular vessel, made of copper or iron plate, from 40 to 60 inches in diame-
ter, Avith a side from 8 to 10 inches high ; it is flat-bottomed, and has an outlet in front. It

is set on its hearth in such a v/ay as to expose the bottom only to the fire. In order to

empty it at once, on the edge of the pan opposite the outlet, a rope is fixed moving in a
pulley. By this the pan is raised, turning ai"0und on an axis, which holds it fast to the
brick-work in front.

A more useful plan, however, is a steam apparatus, consisting of a small steam kettle, or,

better, of a portable steam generator, and one or two wooden vessels used in cooking, be-
cause, even in the pan described above, we can only avoid burning the solution by the
greatest care, while m the use of steam there is no danger even of its overheating. If a
common wash-kettle set in mason-work must be used, hang a basket containing the
sugar in it, and let the sugar melt in the water.

To dispense with measuring the water whenever an addition to the must is required, a
gauging rod sliould be prepared for the pan or boiling vessel or kettle, marldng the contents
of these vessels by two to three Prussian quarts, (about one-half or three-quarters English,)
which serve as a measuring imit for the basis of our calculations.

For crushing the solid and somewhat tough variety of gi-ape-sugar a strong, fiat tub, three
feet in diameter and eight to ten inches in height, is needed. As the sugar-casks, weighing
from 1-5 cwt. , are to be put in these tubs, and the lumps of sugar, after the removal of the
covering boards, are to be ciaished in them, they ought to be provided with a strong bot-

tom well bolted, so as to resist the weight and blows.

Further requisites are, a pair of scales, or, better, a decimal balance ; some tin buckets,

with an outlet ; a few baskets, with two liandles for receiving the sugar to be weighed

—

tiiese must be numbered beforehand, and both the numbers and tare written on a wooden
label attached ; a broad hatchet and a wooden mallet or beater for pulverizing the sugar

;

a skimmer, a tin scoop, a pair of stout portable stairs, with five or six steps, that can be at-

tached to the casks for carrj'ing away the hot solutions of sugar, and a wine-whip or rod for

mixing the solution with the must. This wine-whip or rod is a round stick four feet long
and one and a quarter inch thick, split from the lower end to the middle into four ixirts,
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somewhat diverging, and wliicli can yet be slightly compressed when, the rod is put into the

cask. It must also he well rounded so as not to injure the circular bung-hole, otherwise the

bung cannot keep the cask tight.

For heating the fermenting room the so-called filling furnaces (Fiillofen) are particularly

adapted, because the temperature can be best regulated by them, and they can be provided
with fuel for ten to fifteen hours, and need no watching dming the night.*

CONDENSED EULES FOR THE GATHERING OF GRAPES, AS LAID DOWN BY

GALL, AND ADOPTED BY THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WINE-GROWERS OF

GERMANY.

1. If possible, the grapes should be gathered only when they are richest in sugar and
weakest in acids. This is the case for soft grapes when they are perfectly ripe, while for

hardier ones it is so when the ripest of them show signs of rotting.

2. As the grapes will not all ripen at the same time as those which first ripen first begin
to rot, we should try, by gathering them two or three times, to obtain those that first ripen

in their best possible state, and to lose as few as possible by their rotting.

3. In case, however, this mode of gathering cannot be adopted, it is advisable to gather
first when the general vintage begins, all that are perfectly ripe, and the rest afterward. Or
let the gatherers be arranged in two parties, one going before the other, and collecting only
the ripest and healthiest grapes, the other following and collecting the rest. Children may
follow the second party, to pick up such berries as have fallen to the ground.

4. The previous gathering (the first, second, or third before the general vintage begins)

should, if possible, be only on warm, dry days, after the grapes have been warmed by the

sim, and dry from dew or rain. If it rains the gathering should be stopped.

5. Choose the most intelligent and skilful laborers for gathering.

6. Provide the gatherers with strong, sharp scissors, as by breaking or cutting oif the

grapes with knives the vine will be shaken, causing many of the best berries to drop off.

7. Allow no grapes to be eaten either in the press-house or in the vineyard, under the

IKjnalty of dismissal ; but the better to enforce this rule pay the gatherers double wages.

8. Use small baskets only, especially in gathering the ripest grapes, so as not to crush them
by their own weight. Generally use only water-tight vessels, baskets lined with pitch, or

small wooden hand-tubs, so as not to waste or lose any juice.

9. In the general vintage charge each person to collect the grapes left by the party before

him, and provide him with two vessels for gathering, one for those grapes not perfectly ripe,

though healthy, the other for all the rest—the rotten, the burst, the hail-struck ones, &c.

10. Leave the grapes which are affected by dry rot on the vines.

11. At the bottom of the vineyard, if the weather will admit, or in the press-house, or

some other spacious locality, put up a few tables on which to spread the grapes previously

collected, and to separate all not perfectly ripe from the good. The high prices paid for

wine made from perfectly ripe and carefully-selected grapes will certainly prove an induce-

ment to select again the best berries from the ripest, for such wines only can be manufactured
by artificial aid as are produced from the best berries of the most excellent grapes.

THE LABORS IN THE PRESS-HOUSE.—RULES FOR MAKING MUST.

1. Let the berries of such grapes as are destined for the manufacture of red wine, and
which are not subject to sweating, always be picked from their stalks, whether or not the

stalks have ripened ; for if they have so, they absorb must ; and if unripe, they will, during the

])roces3 of pressing, add to the must still more acid, of which it already has an abundance.

The tannin contained in the seeds, which go into the fermenting casks, is enough for the

wine, if the process of fermentation be conducted in the manner heretofore indicated.

2. Allow all the ripest grapes secured by gathering once or several times previous to the

general vintage, and in an uncrushed state, especially those richest in aroma, some days to

ripen yet more thoroughly, and to ferment without their berries being picked off. For this

piTrpo.sc provide vats or tubs with a perforated inside bottom six inches above the proper one.

Close below and at equal distances let there be from four to six air-holes, with bungs or

stoppers. This tub having been filled with grapes, which must be carefully put in separately,

cover it over and leave the grapes for a few days to their own heat. This self-heating hav
ing begun, after three or four days open the air-holes and remove the cover, but after an

hour's time close the holes again and restore tfhe cover. Repeat this operation daily thr-ce

* Plain filling furnaces cost from 7 to 12 Prussian llialors:, (about .'$5 50 to $9 .50) and may be had from Peier

Heil, of Treves; of Mr. Leeb, of Eiseiistadt, Austria, and of Mr. Sleindorfer, of Vienna.
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or four limes for as many da3's. The result of this self-heating is an after ripening of tho

berries by which another portion of their acid is tmned into sugar. Besides, the heat expands

the juice in the berries, and forces a portion of their watei- through the pores—they siveat.

Hence, after two or three days the grapes are found quite moist. Open the air-holes and
remove the cover, thus inducing a current of air through the open spaces between the grapes,

which is the more brisk the higher the temperature is, and thus the more quickly absorbing

their moisture the more dry it is. After sweating for several days, during which the berries

with the thinnest skins burst open, let the grapes be mashed as thoroughly as possible, and
allow the mass together with the skins to ferment for a few da3-s longer in orcler to receive

a portion of the aroma contained in the skins. Then begin the usual operation of pressing,

let the red grapes without stalks be brought into the fennenting tubs, and the white under
the press.

3. Watch the operation of pressing the choice grapes with the acctometer in hand so as

not to add any more of the product of the second pressing to the unpressed wine, i. c, wma-
juice running out without pressing, or to tliat of the first pressing, than is required to obtain

must of G, at most 7J, thousandths of acid for making an excellent select wine—bouquet
wine of the first quality, &c. The tannin required is given to it by throwing into the ferment-

ing tubs a portion of the seeds settling in the tubs or baskets used for gathering the grapes.

4. Put the remainder of the must of both the second and the last pressing into separate

casks to mi:v it with the impressed wine of the general vintage, so as to make a wine of the
second or third quality, with or without addition of sugar and water-accordmg to the season.

5. In ih.Q general vintage let the press-must again be kept separate from the must of de-

fective and rotten grapes.

6. Use the pressed skins of iha previous vintage and those of the sound grapes of the general

•\intage for making wine from pressed skins, i. e., wine from skins or after vine. To prepare
this wine with more leisure, let the remains of the grapes (the skins or husks of pressed

grapes) be immediately removed from the press into a cask, open
at the top A and stamped in. Close to the bottom is an open-
ing made for the insertion of the leaden tube B, one inch wide,

and provided below with the knee piece h, and with a funnel

above c. Opposite to this opening, near 6, is the tap-hole a, with
a stopper. After the cask has been filled with the skins of the

pressed grapes, let cold water be continually poured into the

funnel until it makes its appearance at their surface A. The
object of this is to remove the air in the intervening spaces of

the skins, which is done by the water rising from below, expel-

ling the air and taking its place. But for this the oxygen of the

air m these spaces would combine with the alcohol of the skins

of the pressed grapes, and form acetic acid; and v.'cre they allowed
to stand for a longer time, the nitrogen, the other constituent

of the air, contained in these intervening spaces Avould cause

decomposition of the surromiding particles of the skins. But
if the spaces are thus filled up with water from beloAv, the skins

may be preserved for months without incurring any risk.

7. Mix the unpressed vdne (Vorlauf) of the rotten and de-

fective grapes with the must obtained from sound ones ; but
keep the press-must separate to subject it to fermentation, together with the mucilaginous
must after it has been deprived of its mucilaginous matter. *

DEPRIVING THE MUST OF ITS MUCILAGINOUS MATTER.

Tlie mucilaginous particles, together with the cellular tissue, are undoubtedly the only
unripe and unfinished ingredients of the grape-juice, those which, in the process of vegeta-
tion, are stored up in the berries, and from which, during their ri^xining, acids and sugar
are formed. Grapes of the same varieties, therefore, contain the more mucus the less ripe

they are. Numerous experiments for the removal of mucus and fermentation, made in

transparent and graduated bottles, show a sediment of from 8 to 15 per cent. What is tho

use of this crude substance which both the must during its fermentation, and the wine
kept in stores labors to eject, and which, in order to have a salable wine in a short time,

we must remove, by the use of substances foreign to it, such as sulphurous acid, (formed
during the famigation with sulphur.) tannin,bladder of the sturgeon, and other raciins of clari-

fication. It should, therefore, be removed before fermentation takes place, as has been done
in manufactiuring sparkling wines ever since the first bottle of champagne has been made.
In the North of France, wheVe the grapes seldom attain to a perfect ripone.ss among the
great proprietoi-s, the removal of the mucus has already come into general use, and it has
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alsw in Btyria. where the first experiment of the land was made in 1831, and ever since this

improved mode of making wine has been generally introduced. The mucus should be

removed fjom must of grapes not perfectly ripe, in order to procure wines of a better and
fmcr quality ; secondly, from wines that can be sold earlier ; and thirdly, from those wines
as mthout having been fermented in a higher temperature, will undergo no other fermenta-

tion at a later time, because most of the lees (yeast substance) in excess has also been
carried off with the mucilaginous matter.

The method for the removal of the mucilaginous matter is the foUo'tsing :

Let a cask thoroughly burnt out with sulphur, free from arsenic, be one-third tilled up
with must fresh from the press and rolled about for a few minutes, so that the must will

better receive the sulphurous vapors. After this, bum another sulphur slice in the cask,

fill it up two-thirds with must, and roll it about. Finally, give it another fumigation of

sulphur, and then fill it up quite full, roll it about again, and leave it quiet. The higher
the temperature the more sulphur must be used. After 36 or 48 hours' time all impurities

will have settled, and then let the must, which stands clear as water above the sediment,

be drawn into a clem cask which has not been fumigated. Let the sediment be mixed with
the press-must of the rotten grapes and allowed to undergo a separate fennentation. After

this is over, there will not be the least sign of sulphurous vapors left in the ^vine.

' PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE BETTERING OP MUST.

Every kind of wine prepared from must which contains more than seven thousandths of

acids will be better in proportion as its quantity of acid and sugar, by a proper addition

of sugar and water is rendered equal to the quantity of acid {6} thousandths) and of sugar

(28 per cent.) in the must from the best grapes of the most favorable seasons.

Thu^j I would propose to reduce a Riesling must of 28 per cent, of sugar, were it to contain

more than 6^ thousandths of acid (as indeed it does not) to this maximum quantity in the

best must.

By the proposition that every wine will be as much better the nearer its must can be
brouglit to sl thousandths of acid and 28 per cent, of sugar, it is by no means asserted that

the composition of every must is, of course, to be strictly kept within these limits. Win^
of different qualities and prices being demanded for commerce, I would rather recommend

—

(a.) That only the must of the Riesling, Traminer, Rulander, Muscatel, and Bl<jck Bur-

gundy, (or must of hard grapes,) should have 6h thousandths of acid, and from 26 to 28 per

cent, of sugar.

(6.) lliat must of soft grapes and of from 6^ to 7 thousandths of acid receive but from

20 to 22 per cent, of sugar.

(c ) That in must of mixed grapes (soft and hard) this quantity (20-22) may be increased

to 25 per cent.

Having been requested to lay down for those who are vrithout a must-scale and aceto-

meter approximate proportions for the addition of water and sugar, I recommend

—

{a.) Thirty-live quarts of water and 32 pounds of sugar to 100 quarts of must, where there

has been no previous gathering.
{h.) Fifty quarts of water and 50 pounds of sugar to 100 quarts of must, in case the best

grapes have been already selected.

In all circumstances, however, a little less acid than 6^ thousandths is better than a little

orer 7 thousimdths, and a little more than 24 per cent, better than a little less than 20 per

cent, of sugar. But it is far l>etter to make use of the admirable instruments for measuring
proportions, which can now be obtained.

At the outset of the work of impro\'ing our must we should see that the press-apparatus,

as well jis the c^osks receiving it, together with the skins of the pressetl grapes, ai-e all per-

fectly clean. The casks should then be marked vdth the letters ABC, &c., and the number
of quarts every ca^k contains be set down below the lettei-s, respectively. A book or journal

should also be kept for entering the necessary remarks, giving a page to each cask. We
should further provide ouj-selves with the requisite fermenting tubs, with perforated bungs,

and see that the l)ung-holcs are well rounded and closed air-tight by the bungs, taking c"are

that these, when they are in., do not project into the casks. At some well-lighted place in

the pre.><s-houHe or fcrincnting room there should be a table large enough for conveniently

examining the must and ur.iking the necossaiy ciilciilation, as well as to hold ready for use,

all the other uteusi!« requisite, suoh as those for the lemoval of the mucilaginous matter, a

few bottles, some tin funnels, linen cloths (rags) for (lltxrimg the must, cask-sulphur, fer-

menting tubs, water b:x.><kct3, tlie instruments for ascertaining the quantity of sugar and
acid, soda, writing materials, &c.

It miittors not, as respects suoccfts, whether we ]>rocecd iimicdiatdtf to the bettering of

the must deprived of its mucus, by mlxbig it with the ncocssaiy solution of sugar, or do it
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during or some eight or fourteen days after the first fei-mentatiou. Wc may, therefore,

delay this operation if other work is more pressing at the time. A longer season also can

thus be gained for procuring the grape-sugar, vvhich, as its manufacture is resumed only

after the potato crop has been gathered, cannot ahvaj^s be had m sufficient quantity before

the vintage. Such a delay, until after the t;sual works of the vintage are over, may, like-

-vvise, enable us to devote more leisure to making the necessary arrangements, as well as to

the calculalions for deteiinining tlie quantity of the solutions of sugar to be added to the

must.
The examination, however, as to the quantity of sugar and acid contained in the must is

absolutely required to take place previous to any signs of fermentation, and hi warm weather

even before the removal of the mucus begins ; for, as the sugar is decomposed by fermenta-

tion into alcohol, (which remains in the must, and into carbonic acid, mostly escaping as a
gas, though partly retained by the must,) it gradually disappears ; and as, on the other hand,
part of the solution of ammonia necessary for ascertaining the quantity of acid is neutral-

ized by that part of the carbonic acid retained in the must, it is evident that an examina-
tion made after fermentation has begun will show not only a smaller quantity of sugar,

but also a larger quantity of acid than the must originally contained.

If, however, in very warm weather the fennentation has already commenced before the

cask has been filled up, in determining its quantity of sugar the weight of the must is to

be set down one degree higher than is indicated by the must-scale. To ascertain the quan-
tity of acid, heat one-eighth of a quart of must to the boiling point m a tin vessel over

a spirit-lamp, and thus set free the carbonic acid. Let this must then be cooled down, again
to 1-1° Reaumur, z=: G3.5 Fahrenheit, as fast as possible in cold water, before the examina-
tion takes place.

After filling a cask with must, and ascertaining its acid and sugar, the results may thus

be entered upon the jounial

:

Vol. 1, Let. A : A hogshead of 860 quarts, filled 4, 9 A. M., vnth 840 quarts of must of,

[liere insert the names of the grapes and of the place of their growth.]
Quantity of sugar, 16.2 per cent.

Quantity of acid, 9.2 thousandths.

Vol. 2, Let. B : A hogshead of 872 quarts, filled the 4th of November, 11 o'clock A. M.,
with 852 quarts of must deprived of its mucilaginous matter, and made of mixed grapes of,

[insert the names both of the grapes and of the place of their growth.]
Quantity of sugar, 15.6 per cent.

Quantity of acid, 9.5 thousandths.
Vol. 3, Let. C : One cask of 950 quarts, filled 5th November, 10 o'clock, A. M., with 930

quarts of must deprived of its mucilaginous matter, and made of, [names of place and
locality.]

Quail lity of sugar, 15 per cent.

Quantity of acid, 9 thousandths.
An excellent Riesling must contains at least 24 per cent, of sugar, (by weight,) and at

most G^ thousindths of acid ; 1,000 pounds of such must contain, therefore of

:

1

Sugar. Acid. Water and different

component paits.

Onr supposed must A is presumed to contahi

Must A therefore contains

:

Too little

240 poimds

162 "

78 «

6. 5 pounds.

9.2 "

753.5 pounds.

828.8 "

Too much - 2.7 pounds. 75.3 ix)mids..

Thougli this deficiency of sugar might Itc. supplied, our must A would, nevci-thclcss, slill

contain almost one-half more of acid and one-tenth more of water tlian is present in a
{Standard must, and, notwithstanding the addition of water, would make a very sour wine.
Unable to remove tliis surjjlus of acid and water, the question arises Hov/ we can remedy it ?

The euro will be r.i:ggc;;tcd by rcvci-ting to the case of mixed beverages principally cora-

lX)Ked of water ; for iiibtance, punch, lemonade, &c. We here add such an illuiitration.

To make one quart cf good lemonade would require :
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Water. Sugar. Lemons.

But if we make it of
1 quart. 12 ounces.

8 "
2 pieces.

Tlie lemonade will be sour,

Too much ,-

one quart containing

:

1 piece.

Too little 4 ounces.

We discover, however, that our lemonade, in proportion to the lemon juice added, is not
only deficient in sugar, but also in xvater ; in other words, the three lemmis would have been
sufficient for preparing a larger quantity of lemonade. We now take a larger vessel for pouring
in the lemonade, and, in order to render it good at once, make a calculation for the addition

of sugar and water required. As the standard lemonade had the proportion of | quart
of water and 12 ounces sugar to 2 lemons, three lemons require 1} quart of water and 18

ounces of sugar, instead of which we had for three lemons, |- quart of water and 8 ounces of
sugar. Our lemonade therefore lacked § quart of water and 10 ounces of sugar.

The same rule applies to the improvement of sour must.

As regards our Riesling must. Let. A, it is at once seen, by the comparison of its principal

component parts with those of the standard Riesling must, that the former (Let. A) contains

acid enough for producing a much larger quantity of must.

Now, if G.5 pounds of acid require 240 pounds of sugar to make that Riesling standard
must, 9.2 pounds of acid, contained in Let. A, require 339.69 pounds, or, in round numbers,
340 pounds of sugar.

Further, if 6.5 pounds of acid require 753.5 pounds of water (including the indifferent

parts) for Riesling standard must, then 9.2 pounds of acid in Let. A will require 1066.5

pounds of water, (or 6.5 : 753.5 = 9.2 : X 1066.5 parts.)

As the must Let. A, which should contain

Contains already.

The adcUtion required is

Sugar.

340
162

178

Acids. Water, &c.

1066. 5

828. 8

237.7

The improved must will therefore consist cf

—

Pounds.

Sugar 1 340.0
Acids 9.2

Water 1066. 5

Total 1415.7

Still more practical is the following method, which we will apply to the calculation neces-

sary for improving the must Let. B. In using this method we remember

—

1. That our calculations are based on the Prussian quart and the tariff pound, (customs-

miion pound z::z ^ kilogrannne) (a little over -^^ English pound) as the units for liquids tuid

weights.

2. That we take one quart of water to be equal to 2.3 pounds.

3. That the following proportions of the different kinds of sugar when dissolved in must
or water will occupy the space of one quart, viz :

3.7 pounds of sugar free of water.

3.6 pounds of cane or beet-root sugar, (loaf sugar, lump sugar,)

3.6 pomids of dry grij.pe-sugar.

3.5 pounds of solid grape-sugar of a dry feel.

3.4 pounds of solid grape-sugar slightly moist.

3.3 pounds of syrup of 39 to 40 degrees.

3.2 pounds of sjTup of 37 to 38 degroo^'.
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The weight of the must, in proportion to its quantity of sugar, is given in the table for

the must scale.

Proceeding to make our calculations for must, Let. B, containing 15.6 per cent, of sugar

and 9.5 thousandths of acid, we have to ascertain the addition of sugar and water required

to each 100 quarts. As this must contains 15.6 per cent, of sugar we know by the tabic

that 100 quarts of must of this quality weigh 243 pounds. The quantity of acids contained

in them is (243 X 9.5 z=) 2,308.5 (2,308^) thousandths. As this must, after its improve-

ment, still contains 7 thousandths of acids, the 2,308.5 thousandths of acids contained in

243 pounds, or 100 quarts, of crude must will be sufficient to produce P'^^^'^ rr) 329.8

pounds= 135.7 quarts of improved must of 7 thousandths. •

Every 100 quarts of crude must require, therefore, an addition of the solution of sugar

of 35.6 quarts.

The sugar contained in 100 quarts == 243 pounds of crude must, at 15. 6 per cent., amounts
to (243 X 15.6 =) 37.9 pounds.

After adding the solution of sugar the must thus improved, and amounting to 135.7

quarts, T\ill contain 20 per cent, of sugar, according to the must-scale, which shows 100
quarts of 20 per cent, of sugar ; this must will weigh 335.1 pounds, and consequently con-

tain (335.1 X 20 =:) 67.0 of sugar.

Every 100 quarts of crude must require, therefore, 29.1 pounds.

Now, in using solid grape-sugar of but 80 per cent, of sugar we require, as an equivalent

of the above, 29.1 pounds, (80 : 100 =r 29.1 : x z=) 36.3 pounds, which occupy, in the

35.7 quarts of solution of sugar to be added to the must, a space of^^ zr: j 10.7 quarts.

It requires, therefore, 25 quarts of water for preparing the solution of sugar.

From the foregoing calculations it appears that every 100 cjuarts of cn^c^e must, Let. B,

require an addition of

—

25 quarts of water, and
10.7 quarts of solid grape-sugar,

(36.3 pounds.)

135.7 quarts.

One hundred quarts of crude must will, therefore, be increased to 135.7 of improved must,
requiring a space for its rise of about 4 per cent., being 5.3. One hundred quarts of crude
must will thus require a cask holding 141 qiiarts.

In the cask. Let. B, holding 872 quarts, 620 quarts can be improved (140 : 100= 872 : x =)
leaving 252 quarts of empty space for the solution of sugar and rise. But as it already con-

tains an empty space of 20 quarts it requires only an additional space of 232 quarts, lea-s-ing

620 quarts of cinide must in the cask of (872) for improvement.
Tlicse 620 quarts of crude must should, therefore, receive, in round figures :

a Of solid grape-sugar of 80 per cent. 36.3 pounds for every 100 quarts, making, there-

fore, for 620 quarts, (620 X 36.3 =) 226 pounds, occupying a space of (2_2|—) 06 quarts.

b Oi7vater{Q.20 X 26=) '.'. 155 "

This, m addition to the 620 quarts (620) "

will make of improved must 841 "

which, subtracted from the capacity of the cask . 872 "

leaves a space for the rise of. .,.. 31 "

In order to avoid confusion the result of these calculations should inunediately be entered
on the journal, cask Let B, perhaps, thus :

1. Tlie quantity of sugar to be increased to 20 per cent, and the acid to be reduced to

7 thousandths.

2. Therefore 232 quarts of must are to be taken out of the cask.

3. In the place of which there are to be added 221 quarts of the solution of sugar.

4. To prepare the solution of sugar requires 155 c[uarts of water and 226 pounds of solid

grape-sugar of 80 per cent, of sugar. " •

METHOD OF PREPARING THE SOLUTION OF SUGAR.

The grape-sugar of commerce is found in a solid, slightly moist form. In the refineries

it is poured Avhile yet a warm fluid into the casks, in which it consolidates into a compact
mass of the si^e and form of the cask itself. To remove the sugar from the casks they are

placed upright in the crushing tubs for the purpose of beating off the hoops and removing
the staves. Then the lump of sugar is laid on one side for cutting it into pieces of from
five to ten pounds. As this operation is somewhat troublesome and requires much time,

another tub should be in readiness to receive the sugar akeady crushed. It is, however,

23—-A
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easiest done by placing the edge of an axe or a liatcliet on the lumps and giving it a few

violent blows with a wooden mallet. There is no necessity of removing the packing straw

adhering to the sugar, for it will rise to the surface as the sugar melts, when it can he easily

taken off.

In case wash-kettles are used for dissolving the sugar (though we cannot recommend

them) the utmost care should he taken to prevent an overheatmg of the solution of sugar,

to which they are exposed in deep kettles, whenever wo stop stirring it even for a short

time. The simplest means of preventing such an exposure is to give a basket of skinned

willow twigs a thorough boiling in water, and suspend it in a kettle filled with water so

that neither the bottoms nor the sides touch each other, and to keep the fire no longer than

is required for melting the sugar in the basket Avithout allowing the liquid to boil. To

accelerate the process of melting and to shorten the period of heating, the fluid must be

continually stirred. After the sugar has been completely dissolved and the basket removed,

the fire must be extinguished by ashes ; the stove door is now kept open and the kettle

allowed half an hour to cool off before scooping or drawing off the solution.

Let the kettle, whether of iron or copper, each time before used, be scoured with a soft

brick and thoroughly washed out.

In using a steam apparatus add only three-fifths of the water required according to the

calculations in the boiling vessels, as during the progress of melting it will be increased

about one-fourth or one-third from the vapor condensing into water.

After the melting of the sugar measure the fluid again by the gauge for to determine the

quantity of water that may still be wanted. But as the solution seethmg hot, as it is, and

expanded by the heat, occupies a space about four per cent, larger than it would at the

usual temperature of well-water, this difference also is to be provided for by adding four

quarts of water to every one hundred quarts indicated by the gauge.

TTie proportion of the solution of sugar having been thus fixed upon, it is now put into

a vat of sixty inches in diameter and ten in height, to be cooled by being stirred about.

To what degree of temperature this cooling off must be continued depends on the stage of

fermentation of the must to which the solution of sugar is to be added.. If the fermentation

of the must has not yet begun the soUition of sugar may have a temperature of 30 Il.=z99.5

Fahr. , but if fermentation has already taken place, the temperature of the solution should

be equal to that of the must in fermentation. If the violent fermentation has come almost

to a close the heat of the solution may stand at 30°, but if it is ended the whole mass of

the must, after the solution has been added, should have a temperature of 20^. In this

case let the temperature of the crude must in the cask be examined in order to ascertain the

degree of heat required by the solution of sugar.

For instance, the cask or tun B, after the solution of sugar has been added, contains 620

quarts of crude must and 221 quarts of the solution of sugar—making 841 quarts. Requir-

ing an average temperature of 20°, they contain (20 X 841=) 16,820'^ of heat.

Supposing now the 620 quarts of crude must to contain only 12° of heat—making 7,240°,

it follows that the 221 quarts of solution of sugar adds to the must 8,580 ; these figures

indicating- the degrees divided by 221 (the number of the quarts dissolved) show the solu-

tion of sugar to require a temperature of 88^ or 39°. As this temperature, however, is

liable to be lowered -on its way from the laboratory to the cask, it is desirable that its tem-

perature, while in the laboratory, should be from 40° to 420.

Thus: 20O X 841 quarts =r 16,820^'

12° X 620 quarts= 7,240^

9380 : 221 = 425^585-, or, in round nrunbers, 42°.

To mix the solution thoroughly A\ath the crude must the contents of the cask should be

well beaten with the wine-rod^after every addition of 20 quarts of the solution.

The casks are now closed by protecting tubes, allowing the fermentation to proceed while

keeping off the atmosphere. The vessels filled with water, into which the shorter joint of

the fermenting tubes is put, being set in their places, the must is now left to ferment. To

gather experience everything must be closely observed and all that may have a bearing upon

the subject be accurately entered in the journal ; for instance, the day and hour when the

solution of sugar was added, beginning and close of the fermentation, temperature of the

fermenting room, both at the outset and close of the fermentation, &c.

If the crude must has already completed the principal fermentation prior to its improve-

ment then the new or the audible fermentation takes place after the improvement—some-

times ten or twenty days after. This audible fermentation is known by the gurgling noise of

gaseous bubbles forcing their way through the water used to keep .the air from the must.

This should not, however, cause any uneasiness, as by means of tlie quiet continuous after

fermentation in the cask sufficient carbonic acid gas is developed, which, the air being excluded,

spreading out on the surface of the must, protects and prevents it from growing mouldy.

The further treatment of wines that have fermented in rooms not heated is- the usual one.
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MAKING WINE OF THE PRESSED SKINS OR AFTER-WINE.

From the facts that a good middling wine should contain neither less than five nor over

seven thousandths parts of free acids, and from seven to ten hundred parts of alcohol, that

the quantity of acid can be so easily ascertained, that the gi'ape sugar is so cheaply manufac-
tured, and that every two pounds of sugar added to the must or pressed skins will produce
one pound of alcohol, we deduce the foIlov,dng rules for making wine of the pressed skins:

1. Let one, or, if necessary, several vats be placed in the press-house, standing upon a sup-

port of twelve inches in height, and filled one-third full with pure water.

2. Let the cakes of the pressed skins be immediately put into those vats and crushed, or
at least reduced to pieces of the size of one's fist, allowing no time for heating, which should
be strictly prevented.

3. If such a quantity of skins have been put into the vat that the water is not sufficient

to keep them covered, add more water, until it has risen a few inches above the skins.

4. Should the pressed skins rise to the surface and form a cover, on account of the fer-

mentation havina: already commenced, they must, from time to time, be thrust under the
water, until the vat has been filled up.

5. After the vat is almost full add no more water ; but put in as many pressed skins,

broken into small pieces, as can be crowded down with some effort.

6. After this, lay on the skins a v/ooden cover of a little smaller diameter than that of

the vat, and load it with clean washed stones, (never with iron weights,) until it is seen
that the skins, yielding to the weight, are still capal)le of being somewhat farther compressed.

7. Let more water then be poured in until the cover is half an inch under water, after

which, put another cover or clean linen over the vat.

8. After not more than about twenty-four hours, tap the must of the pressed skins, which
will now readily flow, and put it into casks, then add the pressed skins and the press-must,

filling up the casks only three-fourths, leavmg room for the sugar yet to be added.

9. Before proceeding to make v/ine from tlie extracts of the skins, we should determine
whether this wine is intended: (a) Either for consumption by itself, (b) or for mixing it

with sour and poor wines.

10. In the former case, the extracts should contain, before any addition of sugar is made,
at least seven-thousandths of acids, and as it is diluted by the alcohol generated from the
sugar, the wine will, after all, contain but six-thousandths of acid. If these extracts con-
tain less than seven-thousandths of acids, more fresh pressed skins must be added, and the
whole mass be pressed again for twenty-four to thirty hours. As the extract cannot draw
from the fresh pressed si^ins as much acid as pure water could, add to their already four-

thousandths of acid three-fourths more of the pressed skins than at the first time. After
pressing the mass of stronger extracts, soak the skins again with -water. The Aveak extracts

of some two or three thousandths of acids thus obta,ined may be now used, instead of water,
for making extracts from fresh pressed skins.

11. Where the must of the skins is for the improvement of sour and poor wines, by
adding more water its quantity of acid may be reduced to three-thousandths. In this case,

it is best to wet the cakes of skins still under the press with the water required, and then
give the whole another pressing.

12. After the quantity of acids desired has been prepared for the extracts, the quantity
of sugar for every 100 quarts of different loroportions of acids is to be computed, as before in
the case of the must Let. B. Strictly speaking, tJie amount of sugar contixined in the ex-
tracts of the pressed skins ought to have been previously ascertained. But as this is im-
possible, because the fermentation has begun, and thus a portion of the sugar has been
already dissolved, this whole amount of the sugar may be set down at from two to four
per cent., according to the ripeness of the grapes furnishing the pressed skins. The weight
of 100 quarts of the extracts of the skins may therefore be put down at 235 pounds.

13. If the wine from the skins is to be used as such wine, add to it merely sixteen per
cent, of sugar. If the grapes were already of such a condition that the sugar'contained in

the extracts from the skins amounted to no more than two per cent., tlien 100 pounds of

such extracts require an addition of 14 pounds, 100 quarts, =235 pounds, require, there-

fore, (235 X 14 =^) 33.4 pounds of sugar. In using grape-sugar of 84 per cent., 100 quarts

of the extracts require 39.8, or in round numbers, 40 pounds, (84 : 100 = 33.4 : x.)

Tliese (40 pounds) occupy a space in the liquid of ^^ = 11.4 quarts. Adding the ex-

tracts for the pressed skins, 100 quarts, and alloAving for the rise, 4.G quarts, it shows that

every 100 quarts of extract from the skins require a capacity of 116 quarts.

14. The acid contained in the wine from the pressed grape skins is thus dctennined. If

the amount of acids contained in the extracts amount to seven thousandths, then 100 quarts
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or 235 pounds will contain (235 X 7 =) 1645 thousandths of acid. The must from the

skins consists of extracts from the skins _. 235 pounds.

Of grape-sugar - . .40 '*

Total 275 "

Tlie actual amount of grape-sugar was . 33.4 pounds.

The extract from the skins contained (2.35 X 2 =) 4.7 '*

Total 38.1 "

Deducting these 38.1 from 275, leaves 236.9 pounds of acid and water, to which are to be
added some 20 pounds of alcohol formed from the sugar. Thus the amount of vvine ob-

tained will be 256. As those 1645 thousands of acid contained in 235 pounds of extracts

from the pressed skins are now distributed in 256 pounds of wine, its quantity of acid will

only be 1645 -^ 256 = or 6.42 thousandths.

If all the sugar has been dissolved, the proportion of the alcohol in the wine would have
been 7.8 per cent. But as a part of the sugar remains undissolved, we may reckon it about
7 per cent.

15. Should the wine from the pressed skins of the grapes be intended to be used for im-

proving wines which are sour and deficient of alcohol, taking it as containing four thou-

sandths of acids, we must add at least 15 per cent, of alcohol, and so double the amount of

sugar than in the former case. If then 100 quarts of this wine of skins are mixed with

200 quarts of wine of 10 thousandths of acid and 6 thousandths of alcohol, we obtain 300
quarts of about 8 thousandths of acid and 9 per cent, of alcohol.

16. As no more water is to be added to the extro.cts from the pressed skins, the sugar

that is added must be dissolved in a portion of the extracts. Take one quart of it to one
pound of sugar. If the extract has already begun to ferment, ca^re must be taken that the

temperature of the liquid in melting the sugar be higher than 60° R. = 167 Fahr., other-

wise a ]3ortion of the alcohol already formed in it v/ill escape. A steam apparatus cannot

be used for the reason already stated, that the extracts from the skins must not be further

diluted.

17. Judging from the result of long experience, it seems best to use the extracts from the

skins instead of water, for preparmg the solutions of sugar necessary for the improvement
of sour musts. For this purpose all the pressed skins of the sound grapes should be stamped
in casks, as before described.

18. To obtain from the skins thus treated every particle of

grape juice, mthout pressing them again, the following method
is recommended : Near d, some two inches below the edge, let

a hole of one inch in diameter be made with a gimlet, for in-

serting a tin tube from six to eight inches in diameter, under
which place a tub for the reception of the extracts from the

skins. Then pour Avater in the fmmel c, till it rises through the

skins, thoroughly son.king them, and rumiing out through the

tube into the tub below. As more vrater is required to improve
the must than for soaking the skins, we may contmue to pour
water into the funnel until no more acid can be discovered in

the liquid flovang through the tube.

19. If this method is carried on extensively, a vat should be
placed on a platform of sufficient height and filled with water

by means of a hand pump, and a spigot be used to regulate the
water flowing off at pleasure. Thus, by means of pipes arranged
for the purpose, the water may be conducted to all the casks

set up around the platform in a semicircle.

20. It is also self-evident that if extracts are used, instead of

water, for the improvement of the must, regard should be had to

their quantity of acid in determining the solutions of sugar required.

21. If, however, it is intended to let the extracts from the skins ferment by themselves,

and in order to malcc sucli a kind of wine for use as a drink, the platform must have room
enough for another vat to receive the extracts that have little acid, and which are made to

pass through fresh skins to acquire the quantity of acid desired.

In whatever way the extracts from the skins are used for making wine, this much is

certain : that every producer of wine will, even by the smallest experiment, be led to the
conclusion to send m future only the skins of rotten grapes to the distilleries.
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TREATMENT OF WINES KEPT ON STOEE.

1. Thougli the constituent parts of the grape juice which are capable of turning into

j'cast, and which we call the yeast substance, viz : the nitrogenous substances, as gluten,

vegetable albumen, extractive principle, are indispensable to the must for producing fer-

mentation, and thus changmg it mto wine, yet they endanger its keeping quality and per-

fections. In the making and treatment of wine the whole attention must, therefore, be

dhected to the removal of these matters.

2. The yeasty substance does not turn at once into yeast, but gradually.

3. In proportion as alcohol and carbonic' acid gas are formed from the sugar, during the

progress of the first and second fermentations, a part of the yeast loses its eiiect, and new
yeast is formed.

4. The latter takes place the less often the lower the temperature is. At a temperature

of lOO r= 54.5 Fahrenheit, it can hardly be noticed.

5. Even wine which is perfectly clear and transparent may still contain yeasty matter in

solution, as it will not make the liquid cloudy until after having been turned into yeast.

6. As long as there exists a particle of yeasty matter no sugar can remain in the same
liquid, but it is formed into alcohol and carbonic acid.

7. If, after the solution of all the sugar, more yeast substance remains, it will allow no
alcohol near it ; but it forces the alcohol to combine and form acetic acid, with the oxygen
of the atmospheric air, some of which is always contained in the wine, or penetrates into it

as explained above.

8. llie conversion of sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid, which takes place as long as

yeast substance exists, goes on the slower after the audible fermentation, the lov>^er the

temperature of the cellar is, on which account it is also called the inaudible fermentation.

It becomes more lively again, causing even a turbidness of the wine, when the v/ine grows
warmer at the season of the rising of the sap, the flowering of the grapes, &c.

9. Tliis greater activity of the second fermentation, this new movement, commencing
when the season becomes warmer, has in itself no injurious effect on the quality of the wine.

It is so only as the -v^dne, because of it, is not saleable for some time, and because the mo-
ment is urged forward when all the yet undissolved sugar will begin to allow the yeast

matter present to exert its injurious influence on the alcohol. But this nevf fermentation

may become very injurious if the wine has not been i)reviously drawn off, for the yeast con-

tained in the sediments Avill then rise again and add to its sourness.

10. After the sugar is dissolved, and in case the yeast substance is still present, which,
according to experience, is fomid in all German white vmies, the conversion of part of the
alcohol—that is, the formation of acetic acid—is the more injurious the larger the tuns are,

and the more neglect there is in keeping them always well filled, because in this case at-

mospheric au' penetrates through the pores of the wood, especially through those of the
bung, and fills up the empty space. Thus even our finest wines frequently contain signs of
acetic acid. ^

11. The relative proportions of sugar and yeast matter is quite the reverse in most grapes,

so rich in sugar, of Southern countries. In the Avine made from the must of such grapes
there remains a quantity of sugar undissolved (not converted into alcohol) after all the yeast

substance has turned into j'east, which separates when a portion of sugar has been converted
into alcohol and carbonic acid.

12. Such wines as continue to contain sugar still undecomposed, after the total disap-

pearance of yeast matter, change but little, even under the access of air, the red wines
excepted, in Vt^hich the coloring substance plays the part of the yeast-matter.

13. ITie grapes rich in nitrogenous matter m proportion to their quantity of sugar produce
the so-called dry wines, all the sugar being gradually decomposed. Their alcoholic acidulous
taste is agreeably softened by some sweetness only in the first years. But the so-called

liquor wines are produced from grapes which are naturally rich in sugar, and contains only
a small quantity of yeast matter, or when their already large amount of sugar is artificially

increased by allowing the grapes to undergo the process of after ripening and drying uj*.

Or these wines may also be produced by partly boiling the must and adding occasionally

sugar, (vins cuits,) for by boiling the must not only is the proportion of sugar increased, but
the amount of nitrogenous substances is lessened, as a portion of them will coagulate and
remain in the shape of scum.

14. A high degree of temperature acts on the nitrogenous combinations in the wine
gimilarly to a moderate cold. Experience of several years has shown that wines exposed to

a temperature of 1° above to 4^^ below zero of R =: 29.7 to 22 Fahr., without allowing them
to freeze, will be more thoroughly liberated from nitrogenous combinations in from G to 8
weeks than by being kept in store for 18 months. Their development will be accelerated

in the same ratio.
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From tlie foregoing facts we deduce the following rules for general application

:

1. The cellar, in which the wine is to attain its full development, should be kept as cooj

as possible. The air-holes looking Southward should, therefore, always ])e kept closed
in the warmer seasons. Li the absence of any other air-holes, these should only be opened
from time to time, in cool nights, for the purpose of ventilation. For the same reason the
doors should be closed immediately after entering thd cellar.

2. If we desire to obtain, in the shortest possible time, ready wine with keeping qualities

for transportation, we should secure it when the colder season begins, keep it for some four,

six, or eight weeks in casks of one-half to one Ohm, (20 to 4-0 gallons,) placed on a level

with the earth, and which is capable of being heated, and maintain the temperature at one
above to four and a half below zero of R. =z 29.7 to 22 Fahr., by opening doors and vrindows
or by the application of a moderate heat, as the temperature of the atmosphere may require.

After the wine has been thus exposed to the action of the cold, the longer tne better, it is

put in casks slightly fumigated with sulphur, taken back to the cellar, and immediately
clarified.

3. The casks should always be kept full, even if they have to be filled up every three days.

In order to let as little air as may be come in contact with the wine, while they are filled,

the bungs should extend from an inch or two into the cask when full, and through the
centre of this bung bore a vent-hole of one-half inch v/ide. To prevent the air from pene-
trating the bung, dip their heads in a melted and yet warm mixture of one part of wax and
one part of tallow. After this bung has been driven into the bung-hole, close the small
hole in the bung by a tight peg made in the shape of the neck of a violin-peg, that it may
be easily taken out. To fill up the cask nothing is required but to take out this peg, and
pour in through a small funnel fitted to the bore.

4. It is, however, more convenient to use filling bottles for keeping the casks constantly

filled, (on which see the treatise of Mr. Gall, "The Filling Bottle and its Use," Die Fiill-

flasche und deren Anwendung Treves, F. A. Gall, 1854.)

5. In filling up casks new, a fresh wine should never be used, as this imparts to the wine
in the cask some of the dissolved gluten or lees (yeast) already formed.

6. The wine should be drawn off at least three times durmg the first year, to separate it

as soon and as completely as possible from the sediments, since they have already become
inactive, yet still contain some active lees or yeast. The second drawing off should, by ail

means, ta-ke place before the commancement of the warmer season at the end of February
or at the beginning of March, (later in this country.)

7. In adopting my method of subjecting wines that have ceased to ferment, without risk

to a new fermentation, I recommend to collect every year, about the montli of July, the

necessary quantity of grape blossoms, for the purpose of preparing bouquet-essence, in order

to supply from time to time the finer wines with fresh bouquet in place of that which has
gradually, more or less, evaporated.—(See Gall's Instructions in Alfred Faber's Treatise:
" The improvement of Wine" Tiier, 1853. Zur Weinveredlungsfrage, Trier, 1853.)

8. The preparation of isinglass for fining the wine is too generally known to require de-

scription ; but it is less so, that if kept in a dissolved state longer than three or four days,

it will lose its effects in proportion to the time it is so kept. When added in this state to

the wine it will, before it perfectly fines, be dissolved, and impart a bad taste to it. Fresh
isinglass should always, therefore, be prepared, (two ounces to a hogshead, Fuder,) and the

wine be drawn off at least eight days after being fined.

METHOD OF IMPROVING THE WINE AFTER ITS FERMENTATION.

This method of making good wine from sour wine does not consist in the addition of any
foreign substance, nor is it any artifice of chemistiy. It is simply bringing the wine which
is to be improved back to the stage of a fermenting must. This is done

—

1. By adding to the sour wine that quantity of sugar and w^xter, of which it lias too little,

in iDroportion to its amount of acid, in order to make good must. 2. By giving it a tempera-

ture necessary for producing a new fermentation. 3. By addmg the proper fermenting sub-

stance in such a quantity as is required for the dissolution of the sugar .added. 4. By
protecting this mixture from any contact with atmospheric air imtil the new fermentation

commences, which often tiikes i^lace several Aveeks after. The air will penetrate even
through tlie pores of the casks. The sour wme, which has thus been reduced into the

condition of a fermcntmg must, is, after the commencement of the new fermentation, in

the same condition as a normal must which has gone halfway through the process of fer-

mentation. Its principal constituent parts are free acids, water, alcohol, still active lees,

and undissolved sugar. Tlie latter, as in the actual must, is, during the process of fer-

mentation converted into alcohol and carbonic acid, the lees settling in the same measure as

it loses its action. Such Avine tliat has been reduced to the state of must requires, all

other circumstances being similar, the same length of lime as any other original normal must.
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GRAPE-CULTURE AND WINE-MAKING.
A BEIEF HISTORY OF GRAPE CULTURE A:vD WINE-MAKING, ANCIENT AND MODERN, WITH A COJI-

rREHENSIYE VIEW OF TIIE PRESET J? EXTENT OP THE WINE PRODUCT OF THE WORLD. "'

BY DANIEL R. GOODLOE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

It mr.y be regarded as a highly interesting and gratifying evidence of tlie progress of civili-

zation on this continent that general attention is tinned to the cultivation of the grape and
the manufacture of wine. The newly awakened interest in this subject is manifested in the

number and variety of books upon grape culture which have appeared within the last few
years, and in the correspondence of this office, but more especially in the space devoted to

it in the agricultural periodicals of the country, and in the numerous graperies and vine-

yards vvliich have been planted withm the same brief period. There seems to be a general

recognition of the fact that in the scramble for wealth and the greed for wide possessions, as

vrell as in the inherent difiiculties of our situation—thrown as we have been upon a new
continent—we have too long neglected one of the most ancient and useful arts of life ; an
art which has in all ages been the fruitful source of comfort and luxury, of health and
happiness, to the masses of mankind. The neglect of this important and beautiful department
of agriculture is the more remarkable since our country embraces every degree of latitude

and every variety of climate and soil in which tlie grape is known to flourish.

The indifference and apathy which the xYmerican people have heretofore manifested on
this subject can only be explained by a reference to the fact that we have sprung mainly
from that country of Europe which, because of its moist atmosphere and cold climate, has
given least attention to grape culture. Great Britain lies nortli of the fiftieth parallel of

latitude, where it is next to impossible to cultivate the vine in the open air, except in some
favored spots ; and while our English ancestors knew little of the culture of the grape, their

government adopted an unwise system of taxation, about the period of the settlement of this

country, which deprived the masses of the use of wine, and compelled a resort to alcoholic

or malt liquors. That these coarse and strong drinks are the cause of a degree of brutality

and drimkenness not to be seen in wine-producmg comitries is the universal remark of

travellers. France produces nine hundred million gallons of wine amiually, five-sixths of

which is consumed by the common people, and yet the French people are not noted for

drunkenness. A similar state of things exists in Spain and Portugal, in Italy and southern
Germany, in all of which countries wine is consumed as an ordinary beverage, yet all of them
compare ftivorably with England and the United States in point of sobriety and decorum.
We, who only consume wine as it is sold at the rate of one or two dollars the bottle, can

scarcely believe that in Europe it is a cheap article of food m which the common people in-

dulge daily. But when it is considered that the wine crop of France, of eight or nine hun-
dred million gallons, is worth only about one hundred million dollars, or ten or twelve cents

per gallon, the mystery is explained. At twenty-five cents per gallon wme would be a cheap
article of food, of which the poorest classes in this country could partake. With ten times
the area of France, with almost an equal population, with a greater diversity of soil and
climate, is there any good reason why the United States may not produce at least as much
wine ? France devotes five million acres to the cultivation of the vine, or a space less in

extent than two-thirds of the State of IMaryland. The value of the product, even in that
country, at the seemingly low average price above stated, is immense ; but in this country,

R'hero prices generally range higher, and where all classes are able to indulge in greater

luxury, the profits on the production, when our people shall become familiar with the various

processes of rearing grapes and manufacturing wine, must be far greater than in France. This
point will bo abundantly established in the course of this paper in remarks specially relating

to French wines.

It is to bo remarked that the celebrated wines of France and of other parts of Europe
constitute an insignificant proportion of the wine product. These celebrated wmes are

exported to various par!:s of the world, and by the high prices they bring the impression

has been produced in this country that wine is a luxury which none but the rich can afford

* The necessity of condensation has permiUed the introduction into this liistory of little more than a brief
rccit:il of facts bearing directly upon the subject; and whenever tliis could be bestaccoinpUshod by quoting tlie

laniiua'^e of the various authorities used it has been freely doiie, but with due credit in every possible instance.
A single writer, flendcr.-nn, has been drawn upon copiously in this manner, the thread of his narrative being
taken up and transferred hterally from the various pans of his ample quarto, which, if not out of print, appears
to be accessible to but few, and altogether unluiown to many, even of the learned upon the subject.
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to enjoy. No greater mistake can be made. The facts already stated show that wine is a

very cheap article of daily food in all those parts of Europe which lie in the latitude of the

United States. Ninety-nine in every hundred gallons of the wine produced in Europe,
even in Burgundy and Champagne, belong to the class of ordinary, and arc habitually used

by all classes in those coimtries. The majority of these wines are good and wholesome,
and the very inferior qualities are distilled or made into vinegar.

The proverbial difficulty of changing the habits of a people is applicable rather to former
times and other countries than to ours. ^ Such is the facility of diffusing information among
the pco]3lo of this country, and such their habit of innovating, tliat no reason cai^ be per-

ceived why the United States may not become, in a very fev/ years, an extensive wine-
producing country, taking rank in this particular with France and Spain. It may require

a long time to rival those countries in the production of the best wines, because it requires

accumulated experience, from generation to generation, to leam the best methods of culture,

and to apply them to the best localities ; but in the production of good common wines
there is no reason why the United States may not at once enter into successful competition.

It is difficult to overrate the importance of this subject with reference to the industrial,

the social, and the moral interests of society. The introduction of a new branch of agri-

culture, which, within a dozen or twenty years, may rival the most important of those now
existing, is of itself a consideration which must arrest the attention of the statesman, the
political economist, and the philanthropist. Every new agiicultural pursuit tends directly

to withdraw surplus and underpaid labor from its present occupations, and to engage it in

a more profitable way. To diversify labor is to increase its resources and to raise v/ages.

Tv\'0 millions of the people of France are engaged in the culture of the grape and the manu-
facture of wine. There is ample roomm the United States for an equal employment of labor

in the same pursuit. The home market alone would be sufficient to justify wine-making on
the extensive scale here suggested—a fact which must be apparent, if we consider that of the
eight or nine hundred million gallons of mne made in France annually, only from thirty to

fifty million gallons are exported. France, as has been stated, is the great consumer of her
own wines, at the rate of from twenty to twenty-five gallons per head for every man, woman
and child in the empire.

The celebrated English agriculturist, Arthur Young, who travelled in France toward the
latter part of the last century, states in his valuable work that the cultivation of the vine

requires a smaller outlay of capital than any other branch of agriculture. "The nature

of the culture depending, '

' says he, '
' almost entirely on manual labor, and demanding no

other capital than the possession of the land and a pair of arms ; no carts, no ploughs, no
cattle, necessarily leads the poor people to this species of property." This circumstance,

in an over-peopled country like France, whore the practice is to subdivide little farms until

they become mere garden spots, omng to the deep attachment of the people to the place

of their birth, is regarded as a source of poverty to the laboring classes. But in a country
like the United States, where land v\dll be abundant and cheap, as compared with France,

for centuries to come, the inducements held out to the poor to become independent culti-

vators are among the greatest blessings which Providence has vouchsafed to us. In France,

Mr. Young thinks, it is a misfortune to the poor to be possessed of these little properties

;

but, he adds, "A poor family can nowhere be better situated than in a vine province, pro-

nded they possess not a plant. Whatever may be the season they are sure of ample
employment among their richer neighbors, and to an amount, as we have above seen, thrice

as great as any other arable lands afford. That culture which demands £2 12s. in hand-
labor only, (per acre,) whether there be a crop or not, and which employs women and
children of all ages, ought not, surely, to be condemned as the origin of distress among the

poor. Attribute the fact (the poverty of the small vine-growers) to its true cause, the

desire and spirit of possessing landed property, which is universal in France- and occasions

infinite misery. " It is clear that what is an evil attendant upon its vine-culture in France,

viz : the facility it affords to poor men to become independent proprietors, would be a bless-

ing in our country, where land is abundant.
If we have reference to the health, the comfort, and the sobriety of the people, the im-

portance of grape and wine culture becomes still more striking. Adam Smith (Wealth of

Nations, B. IV, chap. Ill) says : "The cheapness of wine seems to be a great cause, not of

drunkenness, but of sobriety. The inhabitants of the wine countries are, in general, the

soberest people in Europe. Witness the Spaniards, the Italians, and the inhabitants of the

southern provinces of France." Montesquieu, indeed, maintained that " drunkenness pre-

dom.inates over all the world in proportion to the coldness and humidity of the climate."

"Go," he ob-scrves, "fi-om the equator to our polo, and you will find drunkenness increasing

with the degree of latitude. Go from the same equator to the opposite pole, and j'ou will

find drunkenness travelling South, as on this side it travels towards the North." If the fact

were as 6t.ited by Montesquieu, it ^vould not be inconsistent with the expltmation given by
Adam Smith, for the country where the greatest sobriety exists is that which produces and
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consumes wine, yvliile the countries in whicli drunkenness prevails to the gi'eatest extent are'

those which produce no wine and consume but little. That there is no necessary connexion

between degrees of sobriety and degrees of latitude is proved by the example of the United
States. Here the theory of Montesquieu is utterly at fault, while that of Adam Smith holds

good. The national vice of drunkenness is not confined to any latitude or section, but
manifests itself in equally deplorable results in the extreme South as in the extreme North.

The friends of temperance have nothing to fear, therefore, from the introduction of wine
culture into this country ; and it is submitted that the introduction of that culture will

have the most beneficent effect upon the morals of the comitiy.

ARMENIA.

The cultivation of the grape and the manufacture of ^vine are among the most ancient

and imiversal arts known to mankind. They are coeval mth the davm of civilization,

and coextensive with its existence in Asia and Europe, if we except England and those parts

of the continent which are too cold to produce the grape. It is singular that the first labor

of Noah after the flood was to plant a vineyard and to make wine. In Genesis, chap. 9,

V. 20, we read : "And Noah began to be a husbandman, and he planted a vineyard, and he
drank of the wine and was drmiken." Some commentators, in their zeal for the reputation

of Noah, undertake to maintain that this w\as his first acquamtance with ^^-ine, and that the

art of making it was unkno^vn to the people before the flood ; but the probabilities seem, to

be all the other way. The fact that Noah planted a vineyard implies that he had the expe-

rience of ages to guide him. He is not described as experimenting with wild vines, with
whose nature he had little or no acquaintance, but being a husbandman, he planted a vine-

yard, and made wine of the grapes. He must have derived his knowledge of the ^dne and
its fruit and of the expressed juice of that fruit from his antediluvian experience, else his

planting a vineyard would have been a strange freak, little characteristic of the husband-
man. Indeed, it is e\-ident, from the brief narrative quoted, that the planting of vineyards

was a regular branch of husbandry which Noah derived from his ancestors. The art of

manufacturing wine, which is a very simple process, v/ould necessarily result from the culti-

vation of the grape. To press out the juice and preserve it in vessels for future use would
suggest itself as the readiest if not the only mode of preserving the fruit beyond the season

of its ripening. Fermentation would naturally take place, and T^ine would be the necessary

result. It is not at all probable that these simple processes would escape the observation oi

mankind for two thousand years, from Adam to the flood, and that they should all at once
flash upon the mind of Noah. It is probable that the art of vine dressing and wine-making
are coeval with Adam himself, who lived to be nine hundred and thhty years old, during
which time he could not have remained ignorant of the excellencies of a fruit so common in

the portion of the earth where his lot wa,s cast. The vineyard of Noah is conjectured to

have been planted about a league from the citj'- of Erivan, in Armenia, upon the identical

spot where he and his family resided before the flood. This city is situated southeast of the

Black sea, and immediately south of the Caucasus moimtains, in latitude forty. The Arme-
nians on this account claim precedence in the art of planting vineyards, but the Persians

also set up a traditional claim to the same honor. It is related of the Armenians of Chiul-

ful that they were formerly great drimkards, but owhig to the peculiar excellence of their

\nne they were not made quarrelsome over their cups, like their fellow Christians of the
western world. On the contrary, when their spirits were greatly stimulated by imbibing
the fragrant nectar, their religious enthusiasm broke forth in incessant prayers to the Virgin.

EGYPT.

The invention of wine was sCscribed by the ancient Egyptians to Osiris, by the Greeks to

Bacchus, and by the Romans to Saturn. It is strange that some authorities represent the
ancient Egyptians as being avers6 to wine, and deny that the country produced any of it.

"A trait," says M. Savary, "which the best authors of antiquity give evidently demon-
strates that the Greeks were wrong in wishing to establish a perfect similitude between
Bacchus and Osiris. The first was honored as the author of the vine, but the Egjq^tians,

far from attributing its culture to Osiris, held wine in abhorrence." Plutarch says, too,

that '

' the Egjqatians never dranlv wine before Psammetichus, holding this liquor to be the
blood of the giants, who, having made war on the gods, had perished in battle, and that
the vine sprung from the earth mingled with their blood ; nor did they offer it in libations,

thinking it odious to the gods." "This sacred fable," says Savary, " passed from Egypt
to Persia, and Clemens Alexandrinus tells us the Magi most carefully abstained from wine.
There was a law which forbade its use among the Arabs, and Ovington aflSims that the Brar
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mins at present detest the liquor, and hold it in equal horror with the Manes, who supposed
it to be the blood of demons. Whence this Oriental aversion to wine originated it would be
difficult to say, but exist it did, which probably was one reason why it was forbidden by
Mohammed. Perhaps we should seek for the cause in the curse of Noah pronounced upon
Ham, who iruaulted his father, finding him drunk. But whether or no, the Egyptians de-

tested it, and could not attribute the cultivation of the vine to Osiris.
'

' Herodotus says

:

" The Egyptians use wane made irom barley, for their country does not produce the vine."
On the other hand, it is affirmed by Diodorus Siculus, in his third book, that Bacchus, or

Osiris, is reported to have taught the Egyptians the management and nse of the ^ine, as

also of wine, apples, and other fruit." The Israelites, murmuring against Moses in the
desert of Zin, said : ''And wherefore have ye made us come up out of Egypt to bring us in

unto this evi I place ? It is no place of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or of pomegranates

;

neither is there any w^ater to drink.
'

'

j

This testimony of Moses as to the esistence of the vine in Egypt, in his time, must be
regarded as greatly preferable, apart from the sacred character of the book, to that of

Herodotus and Plutarch, Greek historians. The former may be regarded as the incidental

testimony of a whole people, who resided for centuries in the country, and therefore

unquestionable ; while the latter picked up their information as best they could upon hear-

say. The testimony of the Hebrews, murmured forth in their complaints against Moses in

the wilderness, is confirmed by the testimony of Diodorus, quoted above, and in other pas-

sages which might be cited. He says in his first book that wherever the vine was not
found Osiris taught the peoj)le to make a drink from barley, called zythum or tythus ; and
in various passages he speaks of the use of -ndne at feasts and entertainments. Psammeti-
chus, prior to whose reign Plutarch says the EgjqDtians used no -wine, made himself master
of Egypt G52 j^ears before Christ—a period comparatively modern in Egyptian history.

The Exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt took place nearly nine hundred years prior to this

king's reign, and we have seen that they deplored the loss of the vine, as they did the llesh

pots during their long sojourn in the wilderness. David in the Psalms testifies to the same
efi"ect, when he says, (Ps. 78, v. 47 :) "He destroyed their vines with hail, and their syca-

more trees with frost." iind again (Ps.' 105, v. 33 :) "He smote their vines also and their

fig trees, and brake the trees of their coasts." A reference to the context will show that

these were the curses visited upon the Egyptians for their cruelty to the Ismeiites. In the

80th Psalm, 8th verse, it is said : "Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt ; thou hast cast

out the heathen and planted it." This is only a figure, it is true ; but its beauty and pro-

priety would be destroyed by the supposition that Egypt produced no vines. On the con-

trary, the inference is legitimate that Egypt was in those early ages celebrated for its vines.

Ajiothcr passage from Genesis by a still stronger implication attests the cultivation of the

vine in Egypt, if, indeed, it be not a direct assertion of the fact, more than eighteen cen-

turies before Christ.—Gen. chap. 40, v. 9-13 : "And the chief butler told his dream to

Joseph and said unto him, in my dream behold a vine was before me ; and in the vino were
three branches ; and it was as though it budded, and her blossoms shot forth ; and the

clusters thereof brought forth ripe grapes ; and Pharaoh's cup was in my hand ; and I took

the grapes, and pressed them into Pharaoh's cup, and I gave the cup into Pharaoh's hand.

A.nd Joseph said unto him. This is the interpretation of it : The three branches are three

days : yet within three days shall Pharaoh lift up thmo head, and restore thee unto thy
place ; and thou shalt deliver Pharaoh's cup into his hand, after the former manner when
thou wast his butler."

Hellanicus, a Greek historian cotemporary with Herodotus, who is said to be the first

who employed chronology in history, and who, for that reason, is entitled to speak with

authority, says tliat "wne was first known at Plintiiion, a town of Egypt; hence the

Egyptians are thought to derive their immoderate love and use of this liquor, which they

thought so necessary to human bodies that they invented a sort of wine, made from barley,

for the poorer sort, who wanted money to purchase that which was pressed from grapes.
'

'

Tlio contradictory accounts which have come down to us in regard to the production and
consmnption of wine by the ancient Egyptiiins and Chinese, (for the same confusion exists

in the Chinese histories,) are probably traceable to the, fact quoted from Savary, viz : that

certain religious sects or orders among the OricntaLs hold wine in great abhorence. This

was true of the Magi, of the Bramins, and probably of the ancient Egyptian priesthood.

The Greek Avriters, with an imperfect knowledge of the languages of these nations, comuig

in contact -srith these classes, or with tlieir writings, might easily conclude that the whole

nations to which they belonged were violent haters of wine ; whereas their abhon-ence of

it probably grew out of the excessive use of it by their coimtrymen. We have seen a
similar abhoiTence of ardent spirits manifested in this country by religious and moral men

;

but it would be a great mistake in the Japanese to infer .that the sentiments of temperance

men are in strict accordance with the practice of the people. Tlie MohammedanreUgion strictly

forbids the use of wine, and until commerce and travel brought the nations of the West
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into frequent intercourse with those people, the impression prevailed that the practice of

the Mussulmans coincided Avith the precepts of the prophet. It would be equally an error

in the Mohammedan to infer from reading the New Testament that the professors of

Christianity never go to war, nor quarrel with their neighbors.

The Mareotic wine was a white wine made in the \-icinity of the lake Meroc. It is

alluded to by Horace and Athenaeus. Another Eg3'ptian wine was called the Taeniotic.

They were, according to Dr. Henderson, in his elaborate and valuable history of ancient

and modern wines, of imrivalled excellence. "The former," says he, " which was some-

times called Alexahdrian, from the neighbormg territory, was a light, sweetish, white vdne,

with n delicate perfume, of easy digestion, and not apt to afi"ect the head ; tliough the

allusion of Horace to its influence on the mind of Cleopatra would seem to impjy that it

had not always preserved its iimccuous quality." Lucan compares the wine of Meroe,

which Cleopatra produced at the celebrated feast she gave to Caesar, to the finest of the

Roman wines, the Falernian. The Taeniotic, according to Henderson, was a gray or

greeuish wine, of greater consistence and more luscious taste than the Mareotic, but accom-
panied with some degree of astringency, and a rich aromatic odor. These, ^vith the wine
of Antylla, also produced in the vicinity of Alexandria, were, accordii:!g to Athenaeus, the

only celebrated wines made from the numerous vineyards which adorn the banks of the

Nile.

That there is anything in the soil and climate of Egyist unfriendly to the growth of

grapes is disproved by the abundant testimony of modern travellers. '-Dr. Pococke," says

an Irish author, Donovan, "during his travels through Egypt, met with numbers of vine-

yards, from the grapes of some of which the Christians made very good Avine. Many of

these vineyards v/ere on the banks of the Xile, which still, as it ever did, overflows its

boimdaries, and inundates the country. Other travellers report that grapes are gTOAvn

throughout all the adjoining countries, and on the shores of the Levant."

CHINA.

According to the Abbe Crosier, China has produced an abundance of grapes from the
earliest times. '

' TTiose who believe that the vine was not known in this empire until very
late," says he, "and that it was brought hither from the West, labor under a great mistake.

All the literati assure us that the rine has been known imd cultivated in China from the
remotest antiquity. What is said in the Tcheou-ly respecting the duty of the mandarins
intrusted viith the care of the emperor's gardens, cainiot be understood of a.nything else

but of the ^ine ; but the Tcheou-ly is considered as the work of the celebrated Tcheou-kong,
brother of Vou-vang, who moumt^d the throne in the year 1112 before Christ. However
this may be, it is certain that there were \ines hi Chan-si and Chen-si several centuries

before the Christian era, and that a sufiiciency of them vras cultivated to make abundance
of wine. Le-ma-tsien remarks that a private individual had ma,de ten thousand measures.

Tlierc was a time when the inhabitants of Pe-tshe-ly, Chan-tong, Ho-nan, and Hcng-quang
applied themselves equa^lly to the culture of vines. TTie wine which they made had the
property of keeping several years, when put into pitchers and buried in the eaith ; and
'this liquor,' says the historian, ' was become so common that it c<aused great disorders.'

The songs which remain of all the dynasties since that of Yven to Han give us reason to

believe that the Chinese have always been fond of wine made from grapes. The Emperor
Onenti, of the dynasty of Ouei, celebrates it with a lyric enthusiasm worthy of Horace or

Anacreon ; and we find in the large Chinese Herbal, book 133, that wine made fi'om grapes
was the wine of honor, which several cities presented to their governors and viceroys, and
even to the emperor. In 1373 the Emperor Tai-tsou accepted some of it for the last time
from Tai-Yuen, a city of Chen-si, and forbade any more to be presented. 'I drink little

wine,' said the priuce, ' and I am unwilling that vrhat I do drink should occasion any burden
to my people.'

"

"It appeai-s," continues the Abbe, "that the \-ine has experienced many revolutions in

China. It has never been excepted when orders have been issued for rooting iqD all those

trees that encnmbered the fields destined for agriculture. The extirpation of the vine has
even been carried so far in most of the pro^-inces under certain reigns that the remembrance
of it has been entirely forgotten. Y»'hen it was afterward allowed to be planted, it would
appear, from the manner hi which some historians express themselves, that grapes and the

vine began then to be loiown for the first time. TTiis probably has given rise to the opinion

that the vine has not been long introduced into China. It is, however, cei-tahi, without
spealving of remote ages, that the A-ine and grapes are expressly mentioned in the Chinese
annals imder the reign of the Emperor You-ty, who came to the tlnone in the year 140
before the Christian era ; and that, since his time, the use of wine may be traced from
dj-nasty to dynasty, and, as we may say, from reign to reign, even to the fifteenth century.

With regard to the present state of the cultm-e of vines in China, we know for certain that
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tho cixiperors Kang-lii, Yong-tcliiiig, and Kien-long, now on the throne, [latter part of last

century,] caused a number of new plants to be brought from foreign countries ; that the

three provinces of Ho-nan, Chang-tong, and Chan-si have repaired their former losses ; that

the large cities of Tai-Yuen and Ping-Yang, in Chan-si, are famous throughout the whole
empire on account of the great quantity of dried grapes that are procured from their envi-

rons, both for the table and medicinal purposes; and that the province of Pe-tcheli, at all

times fruitful in vines, produces so many at present that there are fourteen of its districts

celebrated for their raisins, which are preserved long, and sold in Pe-king at a very mode-
rate price. The raisins most in request in China are those which, as we have said, come
from the country of Ha-mi. '

'

M. Hue, the Jesuit missionary, whose valuable book of travels in Cliina appeared only a
few years ago, reiterates the above historical account of the vine from the Abbe Glrosier, and
adds :

'

' The annals contain accounts of various species [of the vine] that were brought from
Samarcand, Persia, Thibet, Tourfau, Ha-mi, and other countries. It would even be easy to

show that grape wine was in use under every dynasty and every reign to the fifteenth cen-

tury. At present there still exist in China several excellent kinds of grapes." The Chinese
of our day, however, do not, he says, cultiva-te the vine on a large scale, and do not make
wine of grapes ; the fruit is gathered only for eating, either fresh or dried. It is the policy

of the government, he relates, to suppress the cultivation of all luxuries, in order that the
whole territory of the empire may be devoted to the production of grain and vegetables for

the sustenance of the immense population. But this benevolent design of the government
is completely frustrated by the invincible passion of the people for strong drink ; and,
instead of proving a blessing, this sumptuary law has inflicted the greatest calamity upon
the people. In default of the grape, the Chinese now manufacture a spirituous liquor, saj^

M. Hue, from corn and rice.
'

' The most commonly used is made from the fermentation of

rice. It is a kind of beer, the taste of v/hich is sometimes very agreeable. That of the
best quality comes from Chao-king, in the province of Tche-hiang." Europeans regard it

as detestable. But M. Hue relates an amusing mistake of an English connoisseur in wines,

upon whom a bottle of it was imposed as the best Spanish wine, and who gave it to his

friends, who fell into the same mistake. The Chinese, he says, " were acquainted with the
manufacture of this liquor at least twenty centuries before the Christian era." The Chinese,

he informs us, were not acquainted with the process of distillation before the thirteenth

century, when it was discovered by accident. Since that period they have made brandy of

corn. "The brandies of the North are made principally with large millet (Holcus Sorghum.)
There exist considerable manufactories, where its product is passed several times through
the still, and thus obtains the strength and energy of alcohol. These liquors always retain

an unpleasant taste ; but it may be got rid of by macerating green fruits or aromatic herbs
in them. The Chinese, however, do not care about these niceties ; they drink it with avid-

ity ; and they are so little in the habit of drinking anything cold that they have even their

brandy served up to them hot. This horrible drink is the delight of the Chinese, and espe-

cially of those of the North, who swallow it like water. Many ruin themselves with brandy,

as others do with gaming. In company, or even alone, they will pass whole days and nights

in drinking successive little cups of it, until their intoxication makes them incapable of

carrying the cup to their lips."

So completely do the Chinese inebriates saturate themselves with this fiery liquor that M.
Buc was assured, upon unquestionable authority, of the frequent occurrence of the com-
bustion of the body resulting from accidental collision with fire. When the body is in such
i state, a contact of the breath or of the person with flame is sufiicient to set the whole
man in a blaze.

"The Chinese law," he continues, "prohibits the fabrication of rice vv^ine and spirits, on
the ground that corn ought to be taken the greatest care of in a comitry where all the labor

and industry of the inhabitants are scarcely sufficient to supply the food required for the

immense population. But these laws arc pretty much like those which prohibit gaming—

a

perfect dead letter ; a fee to the mandarin removes all dilficulties. The.large establishments

called Chao-kouo require a permission from the government to distil brandy, and this is sold

to them only on condition that they shall employ in their distilleries nothing but grain that

is spoded and unfit for any other purpose ; but that does not form the slightest hindrance to

their using the very best grain the harvest produces."
" Gambling and drunkenness, then," continues M. Hue, " are the two permanent causes

of pauperism in China," &c.

It must be clear to every reader that the suppression of the vine, and the inevitable sub-

stitution of malt and distilled liquors in place of wLue, have been attended with disastrous

consequences to the health, the morals, and the prosperity of the people of China.

The Chinese, with a degree of eccentricity which renders them as much the antipodes of

the Western world in manners and customs as m geographical position, while discouragiiig
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the manufacture of wine from grapes, are said actually to make a substitute for it of the

flesh of sheep and lambs ! This absurdity would seem almost incredible, if it were not well

attested by travellers.

INDIA.

It is singular that the country which, according to judicious historians, originated the

myth of Bacchus, the god of wine, was never at any period a wine-producing country, except

to a very limited extent. Dr. Antlion, in tracing the origin of the various names of this

fabled deity, draws the conclusion that Bacchus, Osiris, and Schiva were one and the same.

On this subject Mr. Eedding, in his History of Wmes, ancient and modern, says: "ITie
territoiy of India was the fabled birthplace of Bacchus. Sir W. Jones compares to him Bala

Rama, and Sumdevi is the Hindoo goddess of wine. India at present produces little or none
of the juice of the grape, except in the Northern parts between the Sutlej and the Indus,

bordering upon the former river. To the Southward the climate is too hot, and the soil too

rich for vine culture. Tlie Indians said, according to Diodorus, that Bacchus first taught

them the art of pressing grapes and making wine, and that he resided in his capital, Nj^sa,

in the modern Pimjaub ; that he ruled India with justice, and was after his death adored as

a god. All this, whether fabulous or not, only relates to the territory west of the Sutlej , or,

as it was anciently called, the Hyphasis river. Eastward of this the arms of Alexander
never penetrated, nor does it appear the ancients knew anything of the countiy. At Lahore,

beyond the Sutlej, -^vine of good quality is made, and all the way from thence to Candahar,
and Northward to and in Cashmere, vines are planted and wine is manufactured. That of

Cashmere resembles Madeira. Wine is made in Nepaul, where the best is prepared in the

conmion way. The must, or unfermented juice, is called sike. Hot water is poured upon
the mash and residue, and a less worthy sort is thus manufactured. At Candahar wine is

forbidden to be druiilc, according to custom in Mohammedan countries ; but that drunken-
ness does happen is plain from the punishment attached to those who are discovered intox-

icated. They are seated on- an ass with their faces toward the tail, and so led through the

streets, preceded by the beating of a gong, and surrounded by a crowd of vagabonds."
"Wine," continues Redding, "was once made in Groiconda, upon the hills. During the

reign of the great Akbar, whose tomb near Agra has latel}'" been repaired, though wine was
forbidden, yet it was evidently used in this noblest city of his empire. It is related that

Akbar, standing in need of good gunners, got some from on boa.rd English vessels trading to

his dominions. One of these who, from the dry character of the man, was evidently a tar,

being ordered to fire at a carpet suspended as a mark that the Emperor might see his dex-
terity, purposely shot wide of it. He was reproved and told ' he was an impostor ; upon
which the fellow answered, mth great pretended humility, that his sight was bad from
having been debarred the use of wine, but if Akbar ordered him a cup, he could hit a
smaller mark. A cup, a full quart, was brought him, which he drank off, and then, firing,

hit the mark, to the applause of all present. Akbar ordered it to be recorded, ' that wine
was as necessary to Europeans as water to fish, and to deprive them of it was to rob them of

the greatest comfort of their lives.' He then gave permission to foreigners to cultivate vine-

yards in his dominions. There can be no doubt the vine would flourish well on the table-

lands and mountain sides of India, as on the Nilgarry hills, where the temperature and soil

are all that can be desired for the purpose."
Dr. Robertson, quoting Arrian in his historical disquisition concerning ancient India,

enumerates the articles of commerce between that country and the Western world, from
which it appears that that country, even before the age of Mohammed, received supplies of

wine from the West, in return for its spices, precious stones, and other products. This com-
merce, says Dr. Robertson, was extensive and various. He mentions wine among the im-
portations from Egypt at the port of Patala, in the river Indus. Barygaza, which cor-

responds with the modem Baroach on the Nerbuddah, is another point at which Italian,

Greek, and Arabian wines were imported. At Musires, the next emporium of note on the

coast, the articles imported were much the same, he says, as at Barygaza, but they are not
specified. Tlie exports are enumerated, but, like those from the other Indian ports, include

no wine.

From this statement, taken in connexion with those which precede it, there can be no
doubt of the consumption of Avine in India from the earliest times, while it is equally mani-
fest that its supplies of the article have been mainly drawn from foreign countries.

A species of wine is made from the date fruit produced by a kind of palm tree which
grows in India, as well as Arabia, Africa, and other parts of the earth. The tree lives two
or three hundred years. Tlie antiquity of this wine is attested by Herodotus, who says that
it constituted the principal article of commerce of Babylonia, and that the Egj-ptians knew
of it, and used it in embalming. The people of India also make wine from the liquor con-

tained in the cocoa nut, which they call tari, and also arrak.
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PERSIA.

Persia, in its greatest extent in ancient times, embraced all that vast region wbicli lies

between the Indus and Oxus on the East and Koi-theast, and the Euphrates on the "West, and
reached from the Caspian 8ea and Mount Caucacus on the Nortfi to the Persian Gulf and
Indian Ocean on the South. But its power has long been on the decline, and its god
Terminus has receded from time to time, until the present limits of the kingdom are com-
paratively narrow.

As has been elsewhere said, the Persians claim to have been the inventors of -nine. They
discovered the art of makmg it in a way perfectly natural, and yet unexpected. One of
their earliest kings, Jemsheed, who, if we credit their annals, was only five or six genera-

tions from Noah, was the fortunate discoverer. " He was immoderately fond of grapes,"
says the narrative, which is found in Sir John Malcolm's History of Persia, "and desired to

preserve some, which were placed in a large vessel and lodged in a vault for future use.

When the vessel was opened the grapes had fermented ; their juice in this state was so acid

that the king believed it must be poisonous. He had some vessels filled with it, and poison

written upon each ; these were placed in liis room. It happened that one of his favorite

ladies was afi"ect>ed vnth nervous headache ; the pain distracted her so much that she desired

death. Observing a vessel with poison written on it, she took it and swallowed its con-

tents. The wine, for such it had become, overpowered the lady, who fell do-^m into a
sound sleep, and awoke much refreshed. Delighted viith the remedy, she repeated the

doses so often that the monarch's poison was all drmik. He soon discovered tliis, and
forced the lady to confess what she had done. A quantity of vrine was made, and Jemsheed
and all his court drank of the new beverage, which, from the circumstance that led to its

discovery, is to this day linown in Persia by the name of zeher-e-Jchoosh, or the delightful

poison."

Persia has in all ages been famed for the excellence of its grapes, and the authority of the

Koran itself has not been sufficient to eradicate from an ignorant and superstitious race the

love of the superior wines made from them. In the sacred book of Mohammed it is said,

page 39, Sale's London edition, 1801 : "They will ask thee concerning wine and lots,

(games of chance. ) Answer. In both there is great sin, and also some things of use unto
men ; but their sinfulness is greater than their use." Mr. Sale, in his Preliminary Discourse,

presents some interesting comments upon this subject :
" The drinking of wine," says he,

" under which name all strong and inebriating liquors are comprehended, is forbidden in

the Koran in more places than one. Some, indeed, have imagined that excess therein is

only forbidden, and that the moderate use of wine is allowed by two passages in the same
book ; but the more received opinion is, that to drink any strong liquors, either in a lesser

quantity or in a greater, is absolutely unlawful ; and, though libertines indulge themselves

in the contrary practice, the more conscientious are so strict, especially if they have per-

formed the pilgrimage to Mecca, that they hold, it unla^vful not only to taste wine, but to

press grapes for the making of it, to buy or to sell it, or even to maintain themselves wiili

the money arising by the sale of that liquor. The Persians, however, as well as the IMrks,

are very fond of wine ; and if one asks them liov/ it comes to pass that they venture to

drink it, when it is so directly forbidden by their religion, they answer that it is with them
as with the Christians, whose religion prohibits drunkenness."

" " "

" Several stories have been told as to the occasion of Mohammed's prohibiting the drink-

ing of wine ; but the true reasons arG given in the Koran, viz : because the ill qualities of

that liquor . surpass its good ones, the common effects thereof being quaiTels and dis-

turbances in company, and neglect, or, at least, indecencies in the performance of religious

duties. For these reasons it was that the priests were, by the Levitical law, forbidden to

drink wuie or sti'ong drink when they entered the tabernacle ; and that the Ka^arites and
Rechabites, and many pious persons among the Jews and prunitive Christians, wholly ab-

etamed therefrom ; nay, some of the latter went so far as to condemn the use of wine as

sinful. But Mohammed is said to have had a nearer example than any of these in the more
devout persons of his own tribe."

It seems but fair to give Mohammed the credit of assigning his real motives in the pro-

hibition of the use of wine and strong drink ; for, at most, he erred on the side of virtue.

But it is alleged by Dr. Palcy and other philosophical writers, that abstinence from intoxi-

cating liqiiors in the climate of Medina, where the false prophet lived, was an easy virtue,

and that he compensated his followers for tlie denial of a luxury to which they were not

naturally prone by allowing very great latitude in the intcrcoui-se of the sexes. When
Mohammedanism extended itself into regions of the earth where the use of wine and other

intoxicating liquors had taken deep root, the rigid precepts of the Koran gave way before

the inveterate appetites and habits of the people.

Malcolm, whose work has already been quoted, gives other interesting facts and anecdotes
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illustrative of the Persian love of wine :
" The Persians of all conditions," says he, " are

fond of society. Their table is in general well furnished, as the extraordinaiy cheapness of

pro\-i,<ions of every kind, and the great plenty of fruit, enable the lowest order of citizens to

live well. The hog is the only animal whose flesh they are positively forbidden to eat.

They are also, as Mohammedans, prohibited from tasting -wine ; but this rule is often

Lrolveu ; and, as to use their own phrase, ' there is equal sin in a glass as in a flagon,' they

Visually, when they drink, indulge to excess. TTiey are, indeed, so impressed with the idea

tiiat the sole pleasure of this forbidden liquor is centred in its intoxicating effects, that

nothing but constant observation can satisfy them that Christians are not all drunkards.

'It is," they often remark, when speaking to a person of that persuasion, 'one of the privi-

leges of your religion to be so, and therefore neither attended with shame nor dis:rrace.'

An English officer belonging to a frigate had come on shore at Abusheher, and moimted
a liigh spiiited horse to take a ride.) The aAvkwardness of the rider, v*"ho Avas nearly falling

ac every bound the animal took, amused a great number of spectators. Kext day a Persian

who supplied the vessel with fruit and vegetables came off, and seeing the officer, said to

him. -I have saved your reputation ; not a man of those who laughed at you yesterday has
the least suspicion that you are a bad horseman.' ' How have you managed that ?' said the

gentl'eman he addressed. 'I told them,' he replied, ' that you, lilce every Englishman, rode

admirably, as became a nation of soldiers, but that you were very drunk, and that alone

was the reason of your not keeping your seat upon the saddle so firmly as you other-\\ase

would have done.' " The historian remarks : "If an endeavor is made to remove these im-
pressions by telling them that, though we are permitted to use wine, excess is always consid-

ered as degrading, and often, when it incapacitates for duty, as criminal, they listen with a
h;mile of incredulity ; for they believe it impossible tliat men who are not withheld by mo-
tives of a religious nature can deny themselves what they are led by the restraint imposed
upon them to deem one of the most delightful of all enjoyments."
The grapes of Persia are said to be among the finest in the world ; "some of which,"

sa^-s Pedchng, " are a fair mouthful." "Yet the white wine of Ispahan," he continues,
' • is made from a small white grape called Kismish, which has no pips, perhaps first brought
from the island of that name,, noted for fine fruits, near Gombron. The gi-ape of the prov-

ince of Cashbin is celebrated ; it is called Shahoni, ' the royal grape,' and is golden colored

and transparent. The grapes are kept over the vrinter, and remain on the vine a good deal

of the time in linen bags. " " It is in Farsistan or Ferdistan,
'

' the same writer «iys, '

' upon
the lowest slope in the mountains, not far from Shiraz, that the largest grapes in Persia are

grown, though the imperial grape of Taurus is most extolled for eating and the table, being
more delicately luscious. The whole country near Shiraz is covered with Ainej-ards. The
best red wine is made from a grape named Damas ; it is said to be of good strength and
body, and to keep well for fourscore years, preserving all its virtues in the highest perfection.

Tills v>-ine is put into flasks of glass, called carabas, of about thirty quarts, covered with
plaited straw, and packed in chests of ten bottles each. In this way it is sent to Teheran,
Bassora, the East Indies, and wherever it is exported."

'
' There are twelve kinds of grapes groAvn near Shiraz. Some species are violet, others

red. and even black in color, as the Samarcand grape. A single bunch will weigh a dozen
pounds. They sell their wine by weight, and keep it either m flasks or jars of well-glazed

earth. Their cellars are strong, and built with great attention to coolness, water being
often introduced for this pmpose. Seats are frequently provided in them for visiters to en-
joy the wine m greater luxury, although forbidden by the Mohammedan law."
"Of the quantity of wine gro^^-n at Shiraz," says Eedding, "it is not easy to form an

estimate. Tavemier states that when he travelled, (about the middle of the seventeenth
century.) between four and five thousand tuns were made annually." It is not at all prob-
able, owing to the general decline of Persia in power and civilization, that so much is made
at the present day. The grapes are well trodden in a vat, the bottom of which is perforated
to pei-mit the escape of the must mto a. vessel below. From the latter it is transferred to
glazed jars, which are deposited in the cellar, where fermentation takes place. It is after-

wards strained and put in bottles for sale. There are several varieties of the Shiraz wine,
which have in all ages Ijeen in high repute. They were the favorite drink of the Mahom-
medan emperors of India, at the period of their power, and tiiey have long been known in

Europe. Eedding describes the vin de liqueur of Shiraz as remarkabh^ sweet and luscious, and
fall of strength and perfume. The king of Persia at one time sent a present of wme to the
SDvereign of England. It was of the celebrated white variety, though some m that country
is of a dark amber color, while other kinds are red, resembling Bordeaux in appearance.
The white is said to re.^emble Madeira, though unequal to the latter.

Persia has a considerable popidation which is not ^lohamniedan. There are Jews, Arme-
rdan Christians, and Guebers or fire-worsliippers ; while the Mohammedans themselves are
divided into a number of sects. The result h that nearly one-half of society has no scruple
about the use of wine, and the other half scarcely feels ithe necessity of disguise.
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The vines in Persia,, says Mr. Morier, are trained on the walls until they overleap them,
and hang down on the other side. It is only necessary to water them at Shiraa once a year,

about the 10th of April.

The celebrated traveller, Marco Polo, met with boiled wines on the confines of Persia. He
attributes this peculiarity to the effort to evade the letter of the Koran, as the effect of the
boiling was to change the name of the liquid. But the same custom, as we have seen, pre-

vails in China. It was also practiced by the ancient Greeks.

"Teheran, Yezd, Shamaki, Gilan, and Ispahan," says Redding, " are the principal wine
districts in Persia known to strangers. In Mingrelia, the ancient Colchis, the soil is bad, but
the wines are characterized as excellent. Georgia sends its wines to Azarbazan and Ispahan.
At Tiflis wine is sold openly. Wine tolerably good is made in Chorasan. The Turks, botli

in Persia and the neighboring countries, when they take the forbidden draught, laugh at

Christians for mingling water with it ; and yet if they but spill a single drop upon their

own garments, however valuable they may be, they immediately throw them away as pol-

luted. The Turks always intoxicate 'themselves : hence the wine manufacturers in Moham-
medan countries add stimulating and intoxicating ingredients to the -wines made for secret

sale to the children of the Koran. Of late years the manufacture of wine, even at Shiraz,

has been neglected, and it is much to be feared the produce of the still has taken its place

with the Mohammedans in their covert oblations to Bacchus.
'

'

Tavernier saysthat Shah Abbas II. was much addicted to wine, but did not on that ac-

count neglect his affairs. His successors, however, loved wine and women to great excess,

and became exceedingly cruel in consequence.

Malte Brun, in his Universal Geography, says that "the most esteemed fruits of Europe
are believed to have been brought originally from Persia, as the fig, the pomegranate, the

mulberry, the a,lmond, the peach, and the apricot. The oranges are of enormous size, and
are found in places sheltered by the moujitains. The heat reflected from the sand is partic-

ularly favorable to the cultivation of the lemon. The vine display's here all its riches, but

is only cultivated by the Guebers, or the worshippers of fire. Tliere are, among other

kinds of wine, three particularly excellent. Tliat of Shiraz, reputed to be the best, is kept
for the use of the sovereign and the grandees of the court. Tliat of Yezd is very delicate,

and is transported to Laur and Ormus. TTiat of Ispahan is distinguished for its delicious

sweetness.
'

'

Of the countries between India and Persia, and especially Cabool, an English traveller,

Lieut. Alex. Burnes, v^^ho visited it in 1831, gives, in his highly interesting work entitled

"Travels into Bokhara," a glowing picture. He describes Cabool as a terrestrial paradise,

abounding in gardens in which every fruit that can please the eye or tempt the appetite

grows in the richest profusion. The city is situated 6,000 feet above the level of the sea,

and claims an antiquity of as many years.
*

' Cabool is particularly celebrated for its fruit, which is exported in great abundance to

India. Its vines are so plentiful that the grapes are given for three months of the year to

cattle. There are ten different kinds of these. The best grow on frame-works ; for those

which are allowed to creep on the ground are inferior. They are pruned in the beginning

of May. The wine of Cabool has a flavor not unlike IMadeira, and it cannot be doubted

that a very superior description might be produced in this country with a little care. The
people of Cabool convert the grape into more uses than in most other countries. They use

its juice in roasting meat, and during meals have grape powder as a pickle. This is pro-

cured by pounding the grapes before they get ripe, after drying them. It looks like cayenne
pepper, and has a pleasant acid taste. They also dry many of them as raisins, and use

much grape syrup. A pound of grapes sells for a half penny.
'

'

In his travels through Bokhara, the author scarcely alludes to the vine ; and from the

general decay and dilapidation which he depicts, it is probable that no attention is given to

it.

Of the Punjaub, in general, he says that the productions of the vegetable world exceed

the consumption of the population, and increase in abundance toward the hills ; and that

most of the vines and fruit trees of Europe may be seen in Kishtwar and Cashmere.

TURKEY IN ASIA.

Modem Tin-key embraces within its limits several countries, which, in the course of ages,

have separately constituted great empires or kingdoms. It includes the seats of the ancient

Assyrian and Babylonian empires, and that of the Macedonian empire, as well as of the

Greek empire, which succeeded it ; it still claims sovereignty over Egypt, together with

Palestine, Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Asia Minor. The history of the grape and of wine

making in Egypt has already been trrxcd, with brief allusions to that of Armenia and
other districts in that portion of the Turkish dominions ; but in regard to these latter

countries further fticts will be given in connexion with Asia Minor.
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The Bible abounds in allusions to the vine and to wine, and perhaps no other single

object furnishes so many occasions for figurative illustration in the sacred writings as the

vine and its fruit. The ancients had a proverbial saying that a region yielding corn, wine,

oil, and salt, was a favored land ; and in this respect Palestine was peculiarly blessed. The
valley of Eshcol has been famous since the time of Moses for the abundance as well as the

wonderful size of. its grapes. Tlie messengers sent by him, while he and hi» people were
yet in the wilderness, to spy out the promised land, returned with a bunch which two men
caiTied betvreen them upon a staff. He had commanded them to " see the land, what it

is," " Avhether it be fat or lean," and to " bring of the fruit of the land," for " now the

time was the time of the first ripe grapes. =^ "^^ * And they came unto the brook of

Eshcol, and cut down from thence a branch with one cluster of grapes, and they bare it

between two upon a staff ; and they brought of the pomegranates and of the figs. The'

place was called the brook Eshcol, because of the cluster of grapes w-hich the children of
Israel cut down from thence."—(Numbers, chap, xiii.)

Jacob, en his death-bed, when pronouncing a prophetic benediction upon his twelve sons,

.

said to Judah, "Judah is a lion's whelp," "and unto him shall the gathering of the

•

people be. Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt imto the choice vine, he
Avashed his garments in wine and his clothes in the blood of grapes. His eyes shall be red
with wine, and his teeth white with milk." These strong figures are imderstood not as

mtcnded to imply drunkenness and excess in the descendants of Judah, so much as the

abundance of the land they were to inherit. Calmet, the learned expositor of the Bible,

thinks that the vine here referred to is a superior kind named Sorek in the original.

-

" Rabbi Isaac Ben Geutli," he says, "thinks these grapes were of a kind which has no-

seeds, and etymology favors the idea, for in Arabic the w^ord signifies, among other things,,

to emasculate, to deprive, as if these grapes were deprived of their seeds. Tliese fniits,.

however, have generally a transparent, membraneous seed, though some are said to have
actually no seed at all, whereby, while they are chew^ed, no seed is discoverable to the taste-

or tongue, yet it is apparent when the grape is cut with a knife and seed is sought for.
'

'

Calmet quotes from Le Bruyn a passage in which he describes similar grapes without see(L

in Persia.

In regard to the gi-apes of Eshcol, Calmet says: " It is certain that we must not judge oJ!

the Eastern vines by our own, and that the grapes of Judea are at this day of great size;

but the language of Scripture and of Nature does not satisfy Jewish Rabbins. They insist

that this bunch of grapes was so large and so heavy that it required eight men to carry it,

of which each sustamed the weight of three hundred and sixty pounds. Wagenseil cites

also the Talmudists as saying, ' Then whoever could procure one of the grapes was obliged

to carry it away hi a cart or m a boat ; and after having placed it in a comer of his house,

he might tap it and draw out wine for family consumption, as out of a cask ; the wood
which the stalk furnished he might use to dress his victuals. Tliere was not a single grape
but yielded thirty hogsheads of Avine.' " The grave and learned Benedictine is justly

offended at this extravagance in professed commentators upon the Bible.

"There were in Palestine," says the same learned author, " many excellent vineyards.

Scripture celebrates the vines of Sorek, of Lebanah, of Jazer, of Abel. Profane authors
mention the excellent wines of Gaza, Sarepta, Libanus, Saron, Ascalon, and Tyre. * -

But when the spouse in the Canticles, i, 14, compares her beloved to a cluster of cypress that
grew in the vinej^ards of En-gedi,

'

' he says :

'

' These vineyards of En-gedi were not vine-

yards of grapes for -^vine only, but of plants of cypress.
'

'

The children of Israel are often in Scripture compared to the vine which God had brought
out of Egypt and planted in Palestine, but which, instead of bringing forth good fruit, pro-
duced only bitter fruit and wild grapes. The parables of the SaAdour, in which he compares
the kingdom of heaven to a householder who planted a vineyard and let it out to tenants,

and again compares himself to the true vine and his disciples to the branches, are familiar
to every one.

"The lav-^ of Moses," says Calmet, "did not allow that whoever planted a %dne should eat

of its fruit before tho fifth year. They also did not gather their grapes on the seventh year

;

the fruit was then left for the poor, the orphan, and the stranger. A traveller was allowed
to gather and eat grapes in a vineyard as he passed along, but he was not permitted to carry

any away. It was also forbidden to sow anything else in a vineyard.
Of the wild vine, Labrusca, Calmet says that '

' it grew without culture near the highways
and hedges. Its fruit was a very small grape, which became black when ripe, but often it

did not ripen at all." This account of the wild grape of Palestine would sufiice in every
particular for the ^vild grape in the United States.

Calmet, in another place, gives some interesting facts in regard to the grapes of Eshcol
which may be introduced here. "Travellers," says he, "mention some growing there of a
prodigious size. Doubdan assures us that in the valley of Eshcol were bunches of grapes of

24 A
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•ten and twelve pounds. Forster tells lis he was informed b}^ a religious, who had lived many
years in Palestine, that there were bunches of grapes in the valley of Hebron so large that

two men could scarce carry one of them." Dr. Adam Clark saw a bunch that weighed
twenty pounds.

Of the vintage, Calmet observes that this season was accompanied with feasts and great

rejoicings. Isaiah says, (xxv, 6,) "In this mountain shall the Lord of Hosts make unto all

'people a feast of fat things, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wines
on the lees well refined." Literally, a feast of fatness, a feast of lees, of marrowy fatness, of

clarified lees. And Isaiah, xvi, 10 :
" Gladness is taken away, and joy out of the plentiful

field ; and in the vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting : the
treaders ishall tread out no wine in their presses ; I have made their vintage shouting to

cease." Carmel signifies an excellefit vineyard. And Jeremiah says, (xlviii, 33,) "Joy
and gladness is taken from the plentiful field [from the Carmel] and from the land of Moab,
[which was fruitful in vines,] and I have caused wine to fail from the wine-presses : none
shall tread with shouting, their shouting shall be no shouting." Hebrew literally, they
shall no longer tread the grape ; and he that cries hedad shall no more cry hedad ! hedad !

The last term is the cry of the vintagers, whence is formed heth and de hcth (huzza I

bravo !} with vigor, with courage, cheerfully.

To recur to the antediluvian period, Caimet says :

'

' Several of the ancients were of opinion

that wine was not in use before the deluge, and that Noah was the first who introduced this

liquor. If wine, say they, had been knowTi before the flood, Abel would have made an
offering of it to the Lord, and Noah would have been on his guard against drinking it to

excess. Others maintain that it is much more probable the first men had the use of wine,

which is a liquor so generally useful and agreeable that it could not be unknown even to

Adam. Jesus Christ tells us that the first men were surprised by the deluge while they were
eating and drinking, which is commonly understood of such as drink wine. We may say

that though Noah knew the intoxicating quality of wine, yet he might think that the

quantity he drank of it was not capable of causing the drunkenness in him that he affeer-

wards found.
•

' Hardly any sacrifices were made to the Lord, but they were accompanied by libations of

wine."—(See Exodus xxix, 40 ; Numbers xv, 5, 7.)

"The use of wine was forbidden to the priests during the time they were in the tabernacle,

and employed in the service of the altar
;
(Lev. x, 9.) This liqux)r was also forbidden to the

Nazarites, (Num. vi, 3,) and whenever wine was forbidden, all other intoxicatmg liquors

were understood to be forbidden also. Tlie Rechabites observed a strict abstinence from
wine, in pursuance of the commands they had received from their father Rechab.— (Jer.

XXXV.) In the style of the sacred penmen the wine, or the cup, often represents the anger

of God : 'Thou hast made us drink the wine of astonishment.'—(Psalm Ix, 3.) 'In the

hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red ; it is full of mixture ; and he poureth

out of the same ; but the dregs thereof, all the wicked of the earth shall wring them out and
drink them.'—(Psalm Ixxv, 8.) The Lord says to Jeremiah, (xxv, 15,) 'Take the wine

-

cup of this fury at my hand, and cause all the nations, to whom I send thee, to drink it.'

." Wine Avas administered medically to all who were in trouble or sorrow. Proverbs xxxi, '

4, 5, and 6 :
' Give strong drink unto him that is ready to perish, and wine unto those tliat

be of heavy hearts.' The Rabbins tell us (T'l-act. Sanhedr.) that they used to give wine and
strong liquors to those who were condemned to die, at their execution, to stupefy them, and
to take off some part of the fear and sense of their pain. TTiere were certain charitable

women at Jerusalem, they tell us, who used to mix certain drugs in wine, to make it

stronger and more capable of abating the sense of pain. It is thought such a kind of mix-

ture was that offered to Jesus Christ to drink before he was fiistened to the cross. Mark
XV, 23 :

' And they gave him to drink wine mingled with myrrh ; but he received it not.'

" Ezeldel, xvii, 18, speaks of a kind of excellent wine sold at the fairs of Tyre. He calls

it fat wine—Hebrew, wine of Helbon. This wine was well known to the-ancientc ; tlicy

called it Chalibonium vinum. It was made at Damascus. The Persians had planted vine-

yards there on purpose, says Posidonius, quoted by Athcna3us. This author says that the

Kings of Persia used no other Avine for their common drink.
" Ilosea, xiv, 7, spealvs of the wine of Libanus ;

' the scent thereof shall be as the wine
of Lebanon.' The wines of those sides of Mount Libanus that had a good aspect were here-

tofore much esteemed. They commend that of Biblos ; and even to this day the wines of

Libanus are in repute. But some think that wine of Libanus may signify a sweet-scented

wine, in which perfumes are mixed, or drugs, to give it a better flavor. Odoriferous v.ines

were not unknown to the Hebrews. In Canticles viii, 2, mention is made of a methcated

wine, vmum canditum, wine mixed with perfumes. The Book of Wisdom, ii, 7, notices a

precious sort of wine, which probably was perfiuned ;
' let us fill ourselves with costly wintti

and ointments.' Nectar was also a wine of the same nature. The wines of Palestine bemg
heavy, they used to qualify them with v/atcr, that tlicy might be drank without inconvc-
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nience. Proverbs ix, 2, 5 :
' Slie hath mingled her wine ; she hath also furnished her

table. Gome, eat of my bread, and drink of the wine which I have mingled.' And Psalms

Ixxv, 8 :
' In the hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red ; it is full of mix-

ture.' The priests of Bel said to the King of Babylon, (Bel, ii,). 'Sir, do you mingle the

wine yourself, and set the meat upon the altar of Bel.' Revelations xviii, 6 :
' In the cup

which she hath filled, fill to her double.' Fulgentius says, in the second book of his

Mythologies, ' that the wine of Sarepta, a city of Phcenicia, was so strong that the greatest

drinkers could hardly drink above a pint of it.' Calmet thinks it likely ' that this mingling
of wines is rather two kinds of wine mingled together, to improve their flavor, as rou^h
with smooth, over-sweet wine with other of a weaker relish,' &c. Those who sat long over

wine were too good judges to admit of water as an improvement. The cup full of mixture
probably means some of the lees, to be drank off to the very dregs ; as they did not keep
their wine bottled, but in larger quantities, so, when they drew it off, some mixture might
accompany the clear liquor.

" Wine of astonishment (Psalms Ix, 3) may represent the cup of God's anger, with which
he inebriates the wicked, or rather, according to the Hebrew, the cup of the wine of afQic

tion impregnated with its lees. It might also be translated wine of trembling, that pro-

duces death, that poisons, that stupefies.—(Psalms Ixxv, 8.) The Septuagint translate it

wine that stings inwardly—that causes affliction or compunction ; Aquila, wine of stupefac-

tion ; Symmachus, wine of agitation or disturbance.

"Wine of the palm tree, called in the Vulgate sicera, (Deuteronomy xiv, 2G, and passim,)

is made of the sap of the palm tree. It is common in the East.

" Wine of libation (Deuteronomy xxxii, 38 ; Esther xiv, 17) was the most excellent wine,

poured on the victims in the temple of the Lord, or pure wine, because in libations they

iLsed no mixtures.

"The wicked 'eat the bread of wickedness and drink the wine of violence.'—(Proverbs

iv, 17.) Tliey are maintained by ill-gotten goods, or they abuse the good things that God
gives them ; they offend him by their abuse of the comforts of life.

"The wine of uprightness (Canticles i, 3—vii, 9) was good -wine—true and excellent wine.

"A feast of wine is that in which wine abounds, or a banquet of solemnity—a banquet
of invitation ; for usually they drank no wine at their ordinary meals.—(Isaiah xxii, 13

—

xxiv, 9, 11.)

"The wine of the condemned (Amos ii, 8) may be understood of the wine given to con-

demned criminals.—(Proverbs xxxi, 6.) Diodorus Siculus, lib. 1, page G2, speaks of a wine
in Egyjit to dispel sorrow and appease anger. Homer says in Egypt Helen learned the com-
position of Nepenthe, which prociu:es forgetfulness of evils. But another interpretation may
be given to this passage of Amos ii, 8 : they drink the wine ; tJiey make themselves merry
at the expense of those whom they have unjustly condemned. The Septuagint says they
drink wine earned by their slanders ; the Chaldee, the wine of rapine [of mulcts—fines.]

"New wine, which is not to be put in old bottles, (Matthew ix, 17; Mark ii, 22 ; Luke v,

37,) the Holy Ghost, with which the apostles were to be replenished aft<3r our Saviour's

ascension."

Tlie first miracle of the Saviour was to convert water into wine at Cana in Galilee ; and
at his last supper with his disciples he enjoined its use in a perpetual sacrament.

" In a figiurative sense a vintager is taken for one v^ho ravages a country or carries on a
bloody vrar in it. Tlie prophets use this metaphor to express the vengeance which the Lord
takes on his enemies. ' Tliou hast planted thy people as a vine, and now all that pass by
partake of the vintage.'—(Psalms Ixxx, 12.) And in Lamentations i, 15 :

' Tlie Lord hath
trodden the virgin, the daughter of Judah, as in a wine press.' Isaiah, Ixiii, spealdng of a

conqueror returning from a great expedition, having his clothes all besmeared with blood,

describes him thus :
' Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Boz-

rah ?—this that is glorious in his apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength ? I

that speak in righteousness, mighty to save. Wherefore art thou red m thine apparel, and
thy garments like him that treadeth in the wine-fat ? I have trodden the wine-press [of

fury, ^vrath, &c.] alone, and of the people there was none v/ith me.'
"

^Modern travellers concur in describing the excellence and abundance of the grapes of

Palestine, where there is the least care taken in their culture. Dr. Barclay, in his " City of

the Great Bling," has given a "Calendar of the vegetable kingdom for Jerusalem and the

surrounding country," from which are taken the following extracts in relation to grapes :

Odouer.—"Tlie grape season is still well maintained."
November.—"The vintage terminates this month. Tlie grapes not heretofore consumed

as an article of diet, or converted into raisins, are trodden hi the wine-press, and set ferment-

ing in the vat for wine or vinegar. Some of the expressed juice, however, instead of being
thus appropriated, is boiled down to the consistence of molasses, under the name of dibs, or

dibes, and is far superior to any kind of sugar-cane treacle. The raisins, as well as figs, are

rather indifferently cured, and are mainly consigned to the still by the Jews and Christians^
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?.nd converted into aiTak and alcohol of no mean bead ; but great quantities of them are
consumed as a cheap and wholesome article of diet. Although Ichabod is evidently written
upon Eshcol, yet it still produces most delicious grapes, particularly a seedless species, very
much sought after by housekeepers. The vines are generally permitted to lie upon the
ground in a state of tlie utmost neglect, ^\ithout the slightest bracmg or training ; but in

some of the vineyards of Eshcol a bracing is most eftectually accomplished by tying together
the tops of three or four neighboring vines."

^
June.—"Olives, almonds, figs ; a few grapes ripe also."

July.—"Abundant supply of pears, nectarines, peaches, grapes, melons, &c."
August.— ' 'All the fruits and vegetables of this goodly land are now mature. Figs, grapes,

citrons, and pomegranates still abound."
September.—"Grapes, olives, pomegranates, &c."
Tlie grape-gathering season continues a month or two longer ; but, by the end of this

month, the earth having made an abundant return of all her varied productions, refuses all

assistance from man, and makes the rains a sine qua non to further effort."

The vine fiourishes in all parts of Asia Minor. Wilkinson, in his "Tour," &c., makes
frequent mention of fine vincj'ards, and occasionally of good wine. In the vicinity of Mar-
siwan the vineyards are numerous, from which a good red wine is made. The wine produced
in the neighborhood of Amasia is highly praised, but the travellers were denied the use of
it in consequence of the great drought v/hich prevailed, the Turks denying themselves and
everybody else the luxury of wine until their prayers for rain should be answered. Near
Erzeroum, where the Turks are unusually consistent in the disuse and proscription of wine,

the article produced was found to be very inferior. Near Tifiis, in Georgia, the hills are
described a-s bemg " covered v;dth forests of oak, ash, beech, chestnuts, elms, and vralnuts

encircled with vines growing perfectly wild, but producing vast quantities of grapes. From
these is annually made as much wine as is necessary for the yearly consumption. The
remainder are left to rot on the vines." Erivan, the capital of Persian Armenia, abounds
in vincj'-ards and gardens, and the people of Erivan imagine that their ^dnes are of the same
sort as those planted by Noah.

Arabia, notv/ithstanding its sterility and the unfriendly prejudices and religious ideas of its

Mohammedan inhabitants, produces grapes in most of the provinces, and in some of them
wine. Niebuhr (Voyage to Arabia) saw excellent fruits, and particularly raisins, at Taaif,

in the Province of Hedjas. The Province of Oman, he remarks, affords several diflerent

sorts of grapes. "Although the Mohammedans drink no wine," says the author, "the
Arabians, however, plant the vine and have a great variety of grapes. They dry a small

sort of grape called Kischmlsch, which has no stone, but only soft and almost impalpable

seeds, and of these grapes they sell a quantity to their ncighboi-s." The Arabians are

observers rather of the letter than the spirit of the law, and vvhile they abstain from wine
they have no scruple about producmg intoxication by other means. '

' As they have no
strong drink," says Niebuhr, "they, for this purpose, smoke HascliLsch, which is the dried

leaves of a sort of hemp. Tliis smoke exalts their courage and throws them into a state in

which delightful visions dance before the imagination. One of our Arabian servants, after

smoking Haschisch, met with four soldiers in the street and attacked the whole party. One
of the soldiers gave him a sound beating and brought him home to us. Notwithstanding
this mishap he would not malce himself easy, but still imagined, such was the efiect of his

intoxication, that he v/as a match for any four men." Dr. Henderson (History of Wines)
thinks that the Arabians discovered the art of distillation, which, he says, ^vas not known
to the ancients.

Tije Assjnians were familiar with the use of wine in the earliest ages, of which the com-
pletcst evidence exists in the Bible, as well as in the recent discoveries of Mr. La)'ard at

Nineveh and Babylon. Daniel and his companions, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, vvho

were selected from among the captives taken fiom the Jews by Nebuchadnezzar to be edu-

cated at the court, had wine, among other luxuries, sent them from the King's table.

"And the King appointed them a daily provision of the King's meat, and of tlie Anne
which he drank : so nourishing them three years, that at the end thereof they might stand

before the King."—(Chap. I, v. 5.) -"' •--' " But Daniel purposedin his heart that he would
not defile himself Anth the portion of the King's meat, r.or with the Ad'.ie which he drank,"
V. 8. " Belshazzar, the King, made a great feast to a tliousand of his lords, and drank wine
before the thousand. Belshazzar, while ho tasted the wine, commanded to bring the golden

and silver vessels which his father Nebuchadnezzar had taken out of the temple which was
in Jerusalem, that the Iving and his princes, his wives and his concubines, might drink

therein."— (^Cliap. V, v. 1, 2.) ^* *"• "Tlicy dra.nk wine, and praised the gods of gold, and
of silver, of brass, of iron, of wood, and of stone," v. 4.

Tlic Assyrian monju'chs gave cntcrtiiinments on the most magnificent scale, in which wine
was always profusely serval. Nabuchodonosor, on his return from a victorious expedition

against Arphaxad, feasted with his whole army for one hundred and tvrenty days ; and
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jsiinilai* accounts arc given of the feast with ^vhicll Sardanapalus entertained his army, and
the princes and generals of his Empire, after his great victory over the Medcs. The hook

•of Esther relates that Ahasuerus, who " reigned from India even nnto Ethiopia." " made a

feast unto all his princes and his servants, the power of Persia and Media, the nobles and

princes of the provinces being before him, v/hen he showed the riches of his glorious king-

dom, and the honor of his excellent Majesty many da3'-s, even an hundred and fourscore

days." "And they gave them drink in vessels of gold, (the vessels being diverse one from
another,) and royal wine in abundance, according to the state of the King. And the drink-

ing was according to the law ; none did compel : for so the King had appointed to all the

ofiicers of his hoiLse that they should do according to every man's pleasure." " On the

seventh day, when the heart of the King was merry with wine," &c. (Chap. I.) '•'- •* *

"4^d the King said unto Esther at the banquet of wine. What is thy petition ? and it shall

be granted thee : and what is thy request? even to the half of the kingdom, it shall be

performed." (Chap. V.) '' '•• "And tlie King a^rising from the banquet of wine in his

wrath, went into the palace garden : and Haman stood up to make request for his life to

Esther the queen," &c. (Chap. VII.)

These graphic and beautiful touches of the sacred penman convey at once an idea of

ancient mannere, while they serve the purpose for which they are here quoted. Mr. Layard,

whose discoveries have entitled him to speak vnth an unusual degree of authority on this

subject, says that on these festive occasions "wine was served in abundance, and women,
including even the wives and concubines of the monarch, were frequently present to add
to the magnificence of the scene." "Wine was drank immoderately. When Babylon
was taken by the Persians, the inhabitants were celebrating one of their great festivals,

and even the guards were intoxicated. The Babylonian King, ignorant of the approaching

fate of his capital, and surrounded by one thousand of his princes and nobles and by his

wives and concubines, drank out of the golden vessels that had been carried away from the

Jewish temple. On the walls of the palace at Khorsabad was a bas-relief representing a

pubHc feast, probably in celebration of a victory. Men were seen seated on high chairs,

with drinking cups in their hands, whilst attendants were bringing in bowls, goblets and
various fruits and viands for the banquet. At Nimroud part of a similar bas-relief was
discovered."

The same author remarks that, "When Herodotiis says that the Assyrians did not culti

vate the vine, the olive, or the fig, he must allude to the inhabitants of the plains. The
vine is represented in the sculptures ; and that the Assyrians not only enjoyed the various

luxuries which those trees afford, but possessed the trees themselves we learn from their

own general, Rabshakeh, who described his countiy to the Jews as a ' land of corn and
wine, a land of bread and vineyards, a land of olive-oil and honey.' Among the objects

of tribute brought to the Egyptians from the Tahai and from Naharaina are com, bread,

palm wine, v/ine, honey, incense and conserve of dates."

Among many highly interesting articles found at Nimroud by Mr. Layard, during his

second expedition, was " a metal wine-strainer,of elegant shape."

These historical facts and recent discoveries among the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon
leave no doubt that the ancient Assyrians were not only familiar with the use, but with the

production of wine. For centuries past these ancient seats of civilization have been the

prey of the Arabs of the desert, and in many places almost every vestige of cultivation ha,s

ceased. Tlie vine may not have flourished in the immediate neighborhood of the great

cities Nineveh and Babylon, which were situated in the low valleys of the Tigris and the
Euphrates ; but we have the testimony of modem travellers that the adjacent hills and
higher lands within the Assyrian empire produce an abundance of grapes at the present

day. Wilkinson, already quoted, says that Mosul is supplied with grapes, raisins, wine,

and various fruits from the province of Kurdistan, which was a part of the ancient Ass)Tia.

And he relates that in descending the Tigris, between Mosul and Bagdad, ancient Babylon,
the pai-ty were supplied by boatmen on shore '

' with a large quantity of fine grapes, melons
and cucumbers." Dtli-. Layard, in his second expedition to Nineveh and Babylon, frequently

met with the vine in the country above tlie fonner and within a short distance of it. At
Beblis, which may be a hundred miles above the niins of Nineveh, he describes the moun-
tain sides as afibrding " scenery, landscapes, gardens, poplar trees, and low white houses
surrounded by trellised vines." Still nearer the ruins, at a feast given to his party by a

Yezidi chieftain, he says: " After we had eaten of stuffed lambs, pillaws and savory dishes,

and most luscious grapes, the produce of the district, our entertainer placed a present of

home-made carpets at our feet, and we rose to depart."
" On the mountain of Tmolus, in Lydia," says Henderson, "a bro\\'n, sweet -wine v/as

produced, which is classed by Virgil and Galen among the first-rate growths, but described

by Pliny as too luscious to be drank by itself, and as chiefly used for flavoring and correct-

ing the harshness of other wines. The Scybcltites, so called from the place of its growth in

Galatia, is only noticed by Galen on account of its thickness and extreme sweetness. Tlie
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Abates, wliich was a wine of Cilicia, appears from his report to have been a sweetish wine
of a red color. The Tibenum, Arsvnium, and Titucazenum are enumerated by the same-
author among the lighter growths of his native country, (Mysia;) the two first were proba-
bly dry red wines ; the latter is described as a sweet wine, but not very rich or high colored.

They ripened the soonest of all the Asiatic wines.

GREECE AND EUROPEAN TURKEY.

It has already been remarked that the Greeks attributed the invention of wine to Bacchus..

That mythical personage is reported to have travelled over the greater part of the globe,

introducing the vine and the art of wine-making. But it has been elsev,'here shown, from
high classical authority, that the Grecian god of wine was taken at third hands from India,

through ^gypt. Several festivals were observed in honor of this god, in which the most
monstrous excesses were committed. Human sacrifices were offered to him at one of these,

and at others drunkenness and debauchery were deemed the most acceptable service. One
of the festivals to Bacchus was instituted with a view to secure his interposition for the
preservation of wine against the westerly winds, which were deemed unfavorable in their

influence ; and such wines as remained unchanged by these periodical winds were pronounced
likely to keep well.

"Among the Greek wines," says Dr. Henderson,* "the earliest of which we have any
distinct account is the Maronean, probably the production of the territory of that name on
the coast of Thrace, or of Ismarus, near the mouth of the Hebrus, where Ulysses received

the supply v/hich he carried with him on his voyage to the land of the Cyclops. It was a
black, sweet wine ; and, from the evident delight with Avhich Homer enlarges on its virtues,

we may presmne it to have been of the choicest quality. He describes it as 'rich, una.dulte-

rate, and fit drink for the gods,' and so potent that it was usually mixed with twenty
measures of water:

'

'
* And even then the beaker breathed abroad

A scent celestial, which whoever smelt

Thenceforth no pleasure found it to abstain '

" Pliny mentions the growths of Maronea as being in high favor in his time. Other parts

of Thrace v>^ere famous for their wines, but Ismarus seems to have longest maintained its

credit. The black wine of Sciathos, mentioned hj one of the poets, must have been of a
much lighter quality, as it was drunk with an equal measure of water.

" Pramniau, which was a red but not a sweet wine, a,ppears to have been of equal an-
tiquity ; for we find Hecumede, imder the direction of Nestor, preparing a copious draught
of it for Machaon, when he received the wound in his shoulder. According to certain wri-

ters the Pramnian was derived from the island Icarus, where there was a rocky liiil of that,

name ; others describe it as the growth of Ephcsus, or Lesbos ; while some, again, suppose-

that the appellation was intended to express its durable quality." Henderson compares it

to Port wine. It seems not to have been popular with the Athenians, for Aristophanes tells

us *
' that they disliked those poets who dealt in the rough and horrible as much as they

abominated the harsh Pramnian wine, which shrivelled the features and obstructed the
digestive organs. But the Corinthian wine, according to the testimony of xVlexis, far ex-

ceeded the Pramnian, and to drink it was actual torture.
'

' It was in the luscious, sweet wines that the Greeks surpassed all other nations ; and to-

to this clas3 the commendations of their later poets must be regarded as chiefly applying.

They were, for the most part, the products of the islands of the Ionian and Egean seas,

where the cultivation of the vine was assiduously practiced, and where the finest climates-

and the choicest soils and exposures gave to its fruit an uncommon degree of excellence.

Lesbos, Chios, and Thasos, in particular, seem each to have contended for the superiority

of its growths ; but several of the other islands, such as Corcyra, Cyi')rus, Crete, Cnidus, and
Pthodes yielded wines wliich were much esteemed for their sweetness and delicacy ; and it

.

was from them that the greater part of Europe was supplied, till a comparatively recent

period, with the richest sweet wines." These wines were not white, but of a straw or amber
color, according to their greater or less age. This hue they would derive from being fer-

mented with the sldns of the grapes, which, saj^s the author, were used in their ripest state,

* (( History of Ancient and Modern V^int-s." This is perhaps the most complete woric on the subject ever
published; and yet it is far from covering the whole field. Hid account of ancient wines is almost exclusively
c<mfined to those of Greoce and Rome ; and by far the largest portion of his work is devoted rather to the
processes of cultivating the vine and manufacturing the wine than to the history and statistics of their cultiva-
tion and use. The object of this paper is to present the subject in this latter point of view, and the appropriate
limits assigned to it exclude the idea of going into the details of vine dressing, of' soils, of climates, and of the
fermentation and preservation of wines. But these matters have been frequently treated in the Annual Re-
ports of the Patent Otiicc, and will be hereafter; and hence the ouiission of all special allusion to them here ^

will, doubiles-s, be rather acceptable to the general reader than otherwise.
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or after they had become partially dried, and, being generally of the Muscat sort, -would

impart a grateful perfume to the liquor—a quality on which the Greeks placed a due value,

as may be seen from the frequent allusions to it by their poets. '

' The exquisite aroma of

the Saprian -was probably Cliian wine matured by great age. The Lesbian would seem to

have been less odorous, but to have possessed a delicious flavor, for it is said to have deserved

the name of Ambrosia rather than of wine, and to have been like nectar when old." Horace
styled the Lesbian " an innocent wine." Pliny i:>laces the growths of Chios and TTiasos be-

fore the Lesbian, which he affirmed had naturally a saltish taste ; but the Clazomenian, which
came from the coast of Ionia, and which was less adulterated with sea-water, is said to have
been preferred to all the others on account of its i)urer flavor. The Thasian was a generous,

sweet wine, ripening slowly, and acquiring by age a delicate odor of the apple. The Chian,

ag-ain, is by some writers described as a thick, luscious wine ; and that which grew on the
craggy heights of Ariusium, extending three hundred stadia along the coast, is extolled by
Strabo as the best of all Greek wines. From Athena?us we learn the i^roduce of the Ariusian

vineyards was usually divided into three distinct species—a dry wine, a sweetish wine, and
a third sort of a peculiar quality." "All of them seem to have been excellent of their kind,

and they are frequently alluded to in terms of the highest commendation. The Phanean,
which is extolled by Virgil a.s the king of wines, was also the product of the same island.

The Avines of JSTaxos, Pihodes, and Cos, on the other hand, were still more liable to the cen-

sure passed on the Lesbian in Pliny's time ; and those of Zante and Leucadia had the charac-

ter of being heady ; as the latter were prepared with gypsum, they were probably of a drier

nature and more jjotent quality than the wines of the other islands.

"Among the lighter kinds, the Mendean, which most likely took its name from Mende, a
town in Thrace, was a white wine, and of such moderate strength that it bore dilution in

only three parts of water." "The Argitis, celebrated by Virgil for its extraordinary dura-

bility, and procured from a small grape abounding in juice, is also believed to have been a
white wine." "A light, rough wine, named Omphacites, was procured in Lesbos and-

Thasos from a paiiicular species of grape, which was gathered before it had attained its full

maturity, and exposed to the sun three or four days previous to pressure."
'

' The above are all the principal wines of Greece to which it is possible to assign distinctive

characters. But, besides these indigenous growths, the Greeks were familiar with the pro-,

(luce of the African and Asiatic vines, of which several enjoyed a high reputation, and may
be considered as the parent stocks from which the first Grecian vineyards were supplied.

According to Florentinus, some of the Bythinian wines, but especially that produced from
a species of grape called Mersites, were of the choicest quality ; the wines of Byblos, in

Phoenicia, on the other hand, vied in fragrancy with the Lesbian ; and, if we may confide in

the report of Athenaeus, the white wines of Mareotis and Taenia, in Lower Egypt, were of

almost unrivalled excellence."

The reader will have been struck with the singular statements in the foregoing in regard

to the necessity of mixing water with the wine of the ancient Greeks, in the proportions ot

two, and even of twenty, to one. The same fact will be noted in the accounts to be herein

giren of the Roman wines. It seems that what was called wine among those nations was
often rather a syrup than the liquid beverage A\ith which wo are familiar in modern times.

Tills was particularly the case with the stronger kinds, which required a large admixture of

water. The ancient wines were reduced to tliis degree of consistency by the process of

"smoking" to which they were subjected. For this purpose a furnace, or dr)-ing kiln,

called by the Romans the fumarium, was made a necessary appendage to every wine-cellar.

The amphorae, or vessels of six and three-fourth gallons, were placed over this heating appa-

ratus. " One ceitain consequence," says Henderson, " of the long exposure of amphorae to

the influence of the fumarium must have been that a portion of the contents would exhale,

and that the residue would acquire a greater or less degree of consistence ; for, however well

the vases might have been coated and lined, (with pitch, mastic, oil, &c..) or however care-

fully they might have been closed, yet, from the nature of the materials employed in their

composition, from the action of the vmous fluid from ^vithin, and the effect of the smoke
and heat from without, it was quite impossible that some degree of exudation should not

take place. As the more volatile parts of the must were often evaporated by boiling, and
as various solid or Aiscid ingredients were added to the wine previous to its introduction into

the amphorae, it is manifest that a further exhalation must have reduced it to the state of

a syrup or extract. In the case of the finer wines, it is true, this effect Avould be in some
measure coimteracted by the influence of the insensible fermentation ; and a large propor-

tion of the original extractive matter, as well as of the heterogeneous substances suspended

with it, would be precipitated on the sides and bottom of the vessels in the form of lees
;

but in other instances the process of inspissation would go on without much abatement from
this cause. Hence it comes that so many of the ancient wines have been described as thick

and fat, and that they were not deemed ripe for use until they had acquired an oily smooth-
ness from. age. Hence, too, the practice of employing strainers (coin vinaria) to clarify

\
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them, and free tliein from their dregs. In fact, they often became consolidated to such a
degree that they could no longer be poured from the vessels, and it was necessary to dissolve

them in hot water before they could be drunk. We learn from Aristotle that some of the
stronger wines, such as the Arcadian, were reduced to a concrete mass when exposed in skins
to the action of smoke ; and the wine-vases discovered among the ruins of Herculaneum and
Pompeii have generally been found to contain a quantity of earthy matter. It is clear, then,

that those wines which were designed for long keeping could not have been subjected to the
highest temperature of the fumarium vdthout being almost always reduced to an extract.

Indeed, Columella warns the operator that such might be the issue of the process, and
recommends that there should be a loft above the apotheca, into which the wines could be
removed. '

'

The same author says that " the application of the fumarium to the mellovving of wines
was borrowed (by the Creeks) from the Asiatics, who were in the habit of exposing their

wines to the heat of the sun on the tops of their houses, and afterward placing them in

apartments warmed from below, in order that they might be more speedily rendered fit for

use."

"Although Tibullus gave the epithet ' smoky ' to the Falemian v.ines thus prepared, and
Horace speaks of the amphorae, with which he proposed to celebrate the Kalends of March,
as having been laid up ' to imbibe the smoke ' during the consulship of Tullus, they are not
to be imderstood as alluding to the flavor of the liquor, but merely to the process by which
it was brought to a high degree of mellowness. The description of Ovid, however, may be
considered as more correct ; for he applies the term only to the cask in which the wine was
enclosed." " As these forced wines were in great request at Rome and in the provinces, the
dealers would often be tempted to send indifferent specimens into the market ; and it is not,

perhaps, without reason that Martial inveighs so bitterly against the produce of the fumaria
of Marseilles, particularly those of one Menna, who seems to have been a notorious offender

in this line, and whom the poet humorously supposes to have abstained from revisiting Rome
lest he should be compelled to drink his own wines.

'

'

In further illustration of this peculiarity of ancient wines, a few more passages may be
cited: "Amphictyon is reported to have issued a law," says Henderson, "directing that

pure wine should be merely tasted at the entertainments of the Athenians ; but that they

should be allowed to drink freely of wine mixed with water, after dedicating the first cup
to Jupiter the Saviour, to remind them of the salubrious quality of the latter fluid. How-
ever much this excellent rule may have been occasionally transgressed, it is certain that the

prevailing practice of the Greeks was to drink their wines in a diluted state." "To drink

wine unmixed was held disreputable, and those Avho were guilty of such excess were said to

act like Scythians. To drink even equal parts of wine and water was thought to be unsafe,

and, in general, the dilution was more considerable, varying, according to the taste of the

drinkers and the strength of the Jiquor, from one part of wine and four of water to two of

wine and four or else five of water, which last seems to have been the favorite mixture.

From the account which Homer gives of the dilution of the Maronean wine with twenty

measures of water, and from a passage in one of the books ascribed to Hippocrates, directing

not less than twenty-five parts of water to be added to one part of old Thasian wine, some
persons have inferred that these wines have possessed a degree of strength far surpassing any
of the liquors with which we are acquainted in modern times, or of which we can v/ell form
an idea. But it must be remembered that the wmes in question were not only inspissated,

but also highly seasoned with various aromatic ingredients, and had often contracted a repul-

sive bitterness from age, which rendered them unfit for use until they were diffused in a

large quantity of water. If they had equalled the purest alcohol in strength, such a lower-

ing as that above described must have been more than enough, but the strong heteroge-

neous taste which they had acquired would render further dilution advisable ; 'and, in fact,

they may be said to have been used merely for tlio purpose of giving a flavor to the water.

In the instance cited from Hippocrates's works, the mixture with Thasian wine is prescribed

for a patient in fever, and can therefore be regarded as nothing more than a mild diluent

drink."

The water used in dissolvmg the inspissated wines was sometimes purified by boiling, and
when the solution was completed the liquor was strained through a cloth in order to free it

from impurities. The liquor thus obtained must have been far inferior to the modern wines,

although enthusiastic admirers of the ancients have professed to think othermsc. TTie

wines of the ancients were frequently drunk warm, and hot water was regarded as indispen-

sable at their entertainments. Lucian describes a supper at Avhich wine and water, hot and

cold, were placed on a side table for the accommodation of the guests.

The ancients were familiar witli a great many varieties of the vine. About fifty arc

enumerated by Roman authors. Of ancient wines, Henderson giv-^es a catalogue containing

seventy-eight kinds. Greece abounded in vmeyards, upon which great attention was

bestowed, and their productiveness was wonderful. They were acquainted witli the best
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methods of cultivating the vine, and of manufacturing wine. There are few arts which
have made so little progress as these in the course of ages. Many of the maxims and cus-

toms relating to %dne-dressing and wine-making have hecn handed down from generation to

generation for two thousand years in Greece and Italy, and are now in vogue in those coun-

tries. But it will ever be thought singular that the tastes of the ancients should have
become so perverted as to give a preference to wines to which sea water, pitch, rosin, or

turpentine had been added. After all, however, these additions to the juico of the grape,

in order to improve its flavor, are not more contrary to reason and to the imsophisticat^d

tastes of men than arc many of the customs of modem times, which seem to be based on
absurd and capricious fancy, and to defy the dictates of nature. Of this character is the

use of tobacco, which, in all its forms, is eminently repulsive to the natural appetite.

"With respect to the admixture of saltwater and resinous gums," says Henderson, "it

may be observed that both these articles are still commonly used for the preparation of

wines in modern Greece." Tiu'pentine, in some one of its forms, it is alleged, is also used
in the composition of gin.

Tlie ancient wines were divided into two chief classes, the sweet and the dry ; and into a
third, both svv-eet and dry, or svreetish. Tlie wine presented to persons of distinction was
of the rich sweet kind, " of which," says Henderson, "Ulysses had twelve amphorae given
him by Maron, and which was so highly valued by the donor that he kept it carefully con-

cealed from all his household save his wife and the intendant of its stores, as its attractions

were not easily resisted.
'

'

. The more generous wines were never used before the fifth year, and the majority of them
were kept much longer. The thin white wines were said to ripen soonest.

On this branch of the subject a modern -writer has brought together, in a pleasing form,

a variety of information as to the quality of ancient wines, as well as their use in the con-

vivial entertainments of the Athenians. '

' The travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece,

during the middle of the fourth century, before the Christian era," is the work of a French
scholar, the Abbe Barthelemy, but every statement in regard to the manners, customs,

institutions, and history of the people is supported by references to Greek authors. It is

therefore as authentic as any direct quotation from ancient authors, and has the additional

advantage of bringing together the scattered fragmentary allusions to every subject of which
he treats. The imaginary traveller, while at Athens, was invited to sup with a wealthy
citizen named Dinias, in company with several of his friends. Tlie more substantial parts

of the entertainment, which resembled a modern dinner rather than a supper, will be
omitted, and the quotation commenced with what relates to the use of wine on the occasion.

Tho ph3'sician, Nicocles, has "the floor;" and, after giving his opinion on other matters,

commences descanting upon the subject of v/ines and liquors, as follows :

" ' All liquors, in like manner, have their properties. Wine is dry and heatmg, and has
something purgative in its nature ; sweet wines fly to the head, the red are nourishing, the

white aperient ; clarets dry and favorable to digestion. Hippocrates tells us that new wines
are more lasative than old, as they approach nearer to the nature of must ; aromatics are

more nutritive than others
;
your red, mellow wines'

'
' Nicocles was continuing his dissertation, but Dinias, suddenly inteiTupting him, ex-

claimed, ' I pay no attention to such distinctions, but I banish from my table the wines of

Zacynthus and of Lcucas, because I believe them to be unwholesome, on account of the
plaster that is mixed with them. I do not like that of Corinth, for it is harsh ; nor that

of Icaria, because, in addition to this fault, it is heady. I esteem the old vnne of Corcyra,

which is exceedingly pleasant, and the white wine of Mende, remarkable for its delicacy.

Archilochus compared that of Naxos to nectar, but I should compare the wine of Tliasos to

that divine liquor. I prefer it to every kind of wine except that of Chios, when of the
first quality ; for there are three sorts of it.

" ' In Greece we are fond of sweet and odoriferous wines. In some places they sweeten
them by putting flour kneaded with honey into the cask ; and almost everyivhere origanum, .

aromatics, fruits, and flowers are infused in them. My pleasure is, on opening one of my
barrels, to have the odor of violets and roses instantly exhale and fill my cellar ; not that

I would wish to have one sense too much gratified at the expense of another. The wine of

Byblos, in Phoenicia, surprises at first by the strength of the perfumes with which it is im-
pregnated. I have a good stock of it

;
yet I hold it greatly inferior to that of Lesbos,

which, though less highly scented, is infinitely more grateful to the palate. Do you wish
for an agreeable and wholesome beverage ? Mix your fragrant and rich Avines with those of

an opposite quality ; such is the mixture of the wine of Erythrae with that of Heraclea.
" ' Sea water mixed Avith wine is said to aid digestion ancl prevent the wine from flying to

the head ; but it must not be too predominant, which is the fault of the Rhodian wines—

a

fault which is avoided in those of Cos. I believe one measure of sea water is sufficient for

fifty of wine, especially if, in preparing it, the new methods are adopted in preference to

the old.
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'*
' Learned researches have taught ns to mix our liquors with exactness. The usual pro-

lX)rtion of -mne with water is as two to five, or as one to three, but with our friends we
choose rather to reverse this proportion, and toward the end of the entertainment to forge!

all these austere rules.

" * Solon prohibited the use of pure wine. Of all his laws this is perhaps the most reli-

giously observed, thanlis to the perfidy of our merchants, who weaken this precious liquor.

As for myself, I import my ovrn wine, and you may rely upon it that the law of Solon will

be uniformly violated during the whole of tliis entertainment.

'

" As he ended these words Dinias sent for several bottles which had been kept ten 3'ears.

and which were soon followed by others still older.

"We now drank about almost without interruption. Demochares, after giving severa]

toasts, took up a lyre, and whilst he was tuning it, entertained us with an account of the

custom of intermixing songs with the pleasures of the table. ' Formerly, said he, ' all the

guests sang together, and in unison ; but afterwards it became the established rule for each
person to sing in his turn, holding a branch of myrtle or laurel in his hands. The mirth
was less tumultuous, indeed, but ceased to be very lively ; and it was still further restrained

when the lyre was introduced to accompany the voice, for then several of the guests were
absolutely reduced to silence. Themistocles was formerly reproached, with justice, for

having neglected to acquire skill in this pleasing art ; in our time- Epaminondas has been
much commended for having cultivated it. But when too great a value is set on such ac-

complishments, they become a study; the aii attains perfection at the expense of pleasure

and hilarity, and success is only attended with a smile.

" ' Convivial songs at first contained only expre^ions of gratitude, or lessons of wisdom.
"We then celebrated in them, as we do still, the gods, heroes and citizens, who had benefitted

their countiy. To subjects of so grave a nature were added, in process of time, the praises

of wine ; and poetry, employed to depict its pleasing effects in the most lively colors, painted
at the same time that confusion of ideas, those tumultuous emotions wiiicli we experience
with our friends at the sight of the liquor sparkling in the cups. Hence, all those baccha-
nalian songs, interspersed with maxims, sometimes relative to happiness and virtue, and
sometimes to love and friendship. For it is to these two sentiments that the soul delights

continually to recur when overpowered vriVa an excess of jo}'.'
"

But the moralist soon forgot himself in his cups, and his disobedient lyre rejected all

noble themes, and reserved its notes for the songster of wine and love.

Ages of bondage and misgovernment have had their accustomed effects in effacing almost
all trace of the high civilization which Greece once enjoyed, and have left that lovely land
in a condition only a little removed from barbarism. Agriculture has deteriorated no less

than the other arts 'of life
;
yet, since it is beyond the power of man to extinguish the

powers of nature, the soil and climate of modern Greece still attest their admirable adapta-

tion to the production of the vine. The rule, or rather the misrule of the Turks, has been
peculiarly unfavorable to the culture of the vine, since misgov^ernment and superstition

imder their fatal sway have conspired for its destruction. "Wherever the Turkish arms
have peneti-ated," 6a3^s Henderson, " desolation has followed in their train. Lands which,
in former times, yielded the richest harvests have been suffered to run to waste ; whole
districts have been abandoned ; and the wretched inhabitants who remain, enjoying no se-

curity of person or property, often being forced to contribute one-seventh of their a-op to a

government which is constantly harassing and oppressmg them, can look forward to little

improvement in their circumstances by increased exertion ; and are, therefore, generally

content to snatch, by a hasty and imperfect cultivation of the soil, the few productions re-

quired for their immediate subsistence." Such was the condition of Greece for centuries

prior to the period at which Henderson wrote. But smce the revolution by which the

Turkish tyrants were expelled, the Greeks have enjoyed a government of their own, and
great mehorations and improvements have taken place. "While under the Venetian re-

public," says the same author, " Candia and Cyprus supplied the whole of Europe with the

finest dessert wines ; and so abrmdant was their i^roduce, that, toward the end of the six-

teenth century, the former island alone, if Ave may credit Bacci, sent annually to the shores

of the Adriatic not less than two hundred thousand casks of Malmsey. Since it has ex-

perienced the miseries attendant on Turkish sway, the Greek population has gradually

cUminished ; the manuflieturc of wme has been confined to a few districts ; and the quantity

procured is insufficient to meet the wants of the inhabitants. V/hen Mr. Dnimmond travelled,

the average-amount of llic exportation of CjT^rus v.^as estimated at 305,000 cuse, or 973,333
gallons, and the total produce of the wine harvest at 800,000 cuse, or 2,133,333 gallons.

About fifteen years ago (that is, in IvSOO) the quantity exported was reduced to 65,000 cuse,

and the supply of common red and white wines for internal consimaption was only about ag

much more. Such is the change effected by the government of the Captain. Pacha, in whom
the property of this fine island is now vested."

The soil and climate of Greece are highly favorable to the vine. Nothing but a more
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sldlfui cultivation is wanting, says Hendci-son, to produce wines equal to those of the Her-

mitage or Madeira. This admirable adaptation to the vine is not peculiar to anj part of

Greece. Both the continent and the islands seem to posecss every requisite for this culture.

"The red Avine of Ithaca," a traveller observes, " is excellent, superior to that of Tenedos,

the Greek wine which it most resembles ; but it is generally much injured, sometimes

f^poiled, by the injudicious manner in which it is kept. In the possession and management
of the British commandants at Cephalouia and Ithaca, we found it a delightful wine, with

a Hermitage flavor and a good sound body." The best Greek wines are said to be now, as

formerly, of the luscious sweet -class. "Those made in Cj'prus and Tenos," says Hender-

son, "the red Muscadine of Tenedos, and the white Muscadine of Smyrna, vie with the

richest Himgarian v^dnes. Several of the islands, however, as Ithaca, Cephalouia, Candia

and Cj-prus, yield abundance of drj% red wines, which resemble the secondary growths of

the Rhone, and which, with a little more care in the manufacture, might be rendered lit

for general exportation. Even nov/ a considerable quantity is sent to the ports of the Black

sea. The red wine of Corfu is distinguished by its lightness and delicacy. In the island of

Zante a ^vine is made from a Corinth grape, which is said to approach to Tokay.

"Candia and Cyprus alone, if properly cultivated, would be capable of supplying us with
every variety of Avine. In the former island the vineyards of Kissanos yielded an agreeable

claret ; while those of Rethymo gave a fine flavored white wine, which keeps very well ; and
the Malmsey made by the Caloyers of Canea, and on the hills adjacent to Mount Ida, has
been long in high estimation. In Cj^orus the domain called the Commandaria, from its

having belonged to the knights of Malta, affords the choicest sweet wine." "The white
Muscadine of Cyprus is also an excellent dessert wine, but has generally a disagreeable taste

of the tar or pitch used for coating the bags in which it is conveyed from the mountains.
According to Olivier, however, the white v/ine of Santorini, knoTMi under the name of Vino
Santo, ranks before the best growths of Cyprus. It is principal] j'' exported to Russia.

'

'

The vineyards most in esteem at Scio, accordmg to Tournefort, are those of Mesta, v/hence

the ancients had their nectar. Mesta is the capital of the famous quarter called by the

ancients Aiiousia.

Continental Greece abounds in the finest situations for vineyards on the slopes of the

calcareous momitains, but the peasantry are tempted to plant their vines m the lowlands,

in order to secure ft larger product, though inferior in kind, for less labor. The vintage is

collected carelessly, and the manufacture of the ^\'m.e is on the rudest plan. Tlie result is

that it rarely keeps a twelve-month ; and the Greeks, during the summer months, rarely

drink anything better than vinegar.

"In some parts of Macedonia," says Henderson, "very tolerable vines are met -vvith.

Here are several towns which have long flom-ished by their overland trafSc with Germany

;

and many of the inhabitants, having long resided in that countiy, have introduced a better

mode of making Avine, and the use of subterraneous cellars. The climate of the greater part

of Macedonia, it may be observed, is colder than any other southward of the Alps, and there-

fore between this proAdnce and the Archipelago, we should undoubtedly find abundance of

sites capable of producing every variety of wines to be found in France and Spain. The
Morea no longer aflbrds any but the worst quality, although it is the original country of the

Malvasia or Malmsey grape, from which the sweet wines of Madeira, Malaga, and other

places, derive their name."
Sir J. C. Hobhouse, who travelled iu Albania and other provinces of Tiykey in Europe, in

the years 1809-'10, everywhere met Avith the grape and an inferior sort of wine manufac-
tured by the rude inhabitants of those fine regions. Grapes Avere offered him at almost e\'ery

meal in the vintage season, and Avine was a common beverage. "Near Ai'ta," he says, ^' we
met long strings of horses loaded with goat-sldns full of Avine, for it was about the middle
of the vintage. We observed that the hairy side of the skin was turned inward, and this

circumstance accounted for the unpleasant strong savour of the goat in the ncAv wine. Passing

a little further, we saw them treading out the liquor in tubs by the hedge side, over AAhich

the persons employed in gathering Avere emptying out the grapes from small wicker baskets.
'

'

In the vicinity of Zitza he stopped at a monastery. '
' The Prior of the monaster}^

'

' he says,

"a humble, meek-mannered man, entertained us in a warm chamber with grapes, and a
pleasant A\-hite wine, not trodden out, as he told us, by the feet, but pressed from the grape

by the hand ; and Ave were so well pleased with everything about us that we agreed to lodge

with him when aa^c returned from the Vizier. " " Each of the skins, (of the goat,) by a very
simple process, is so sewed together as to hold and preserve the new wine which in the

villages is never put into any other bottles, and seldom lasts beyond the next vintage.

Wine of a year old is mentioned as a rarity. That which is made in quantities, and kept in

caska, in Joanina, or other large toAvns, is mixed Avith pine, resin and lime, weakened Avith

water. The Greeks consider that the resin ogives the strength which the water takes away,
and that the lime refines the liquor ; but it is to this process that a A'ery unpalatable harsh-

ness, generally to be met with in Gredc \Alne, is to be attributed.
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ITALY AND SICILY.

Ilendcrson believed that in the early ages of the Republic the ancient Romans were little

accustomed to the use of wine ; but the citations he makes from their laws regulating their

religious rites would seem to support the contrary idea. Numa forbade the sprinkling the
funeral pile with wine, and Romulus directed milk to be used for libations to the gods. These
regulations may hare been suggested by the scarcity of wine, as Pliny thought, or by the
prevalent idea of religious duty. Sacrifices, both Jewish and heathen, were, as a general
rule, commanded to be made of the best and most precious productions of the earth, and of

the firstlings of the flocks and herds ; while such animals as had any defect or blemish were
expr3s,^ly excluded from the sacrificial altar. To forbid the use of the most precious and
costly liquor in libations and sprinklings, and to command the substitution of one of the
cheapest, would therefore seem to be wholly inconsistent with the idea of paying homage to

the Deity, as well as vdth what we know of ancient rites and customs. The very fact that

wine was forbidden shows that it was knov^ii to the Romans in the earliest period of their

history ; and that it was the product of their own vineyards is next to certain, from the fact

that they had no commerce with, and perhaps no knowledge of, any people beyond the con-

fines of Italy ; if indeed their acqua,intance with the world "svas not confined to the tribes

whose territories bounded Latium.
"That the vine, however, was partially cultivated in those times," says Henderson, "may

be inferred from the fact of Mezentius, King of Hetruria, having been paid in v/ine for the

succor which he afforded the Rutilians in their war against the inhabitants of Latimn. It

was not until the six hundredth year of the city, if the assertion of the author just quoted
[Phny] be correct, that the Itahan wines came into such vogue as to be deemed superior to

those of all other countries.
'

'

" Few parts of Italy proved unfriendly to the vine, but it flourished most in that portion

of the Southwestern coast to which, from its extraordinary fertility and delightful climate,

the name of Campania Felix was given." " From this district, then, the Romans obtained
those vintages which they valued so highly, and of which the fame extended to all parts of

the world. In ancient times, indeed, the hills by which the surface is diversified seem to

have formed one continued vineyard ; and every care was taken to maintain the choice

quality of the produce. With respect to the locality and designation of particular celebrated

spots much controversy has arisen among critics. In the qu(?tation from Floras which has
been adduced, Falemus is spoken of as a mountain, and Martial describes it under the same
title ; but Pliny, Polybius, and others denominate it a field or territory (ager ;) and, as the

best growths were styled indiscriminately Massicum and Falernum, Peregrini concurs with
Yibius in deciding that Massicus was the proper appellation of the hills which rose from the

Falernian plane. By a similar mode of reasoning it might be inferred from the tenn < arvis,'

which occurs in conjunction with ' Massicus,' in the splendid description of the origin of the

Falernian vineyards given by Silius Italicus, that the epithet ' Massicus ' was applicable to

the more level grounds." The following translation will be preferred to the original :

'
' When the rising sun dispersed the dew,

The Massic swains, with admiration view
Their fields with vines like groves most richly cro\^^led,

And with the sim the branches shining : round

, The hill theh gloiy spread, and since that hour
Rich Tmolus and Arvisian cups that pour
Ambrosian liquor forth, and thy fair field,

Fertile Methymna, to Falemus yield."

Encjlishedhj T. Ross, 1661.

" The truth seems to be that the choicest wines were produced on the Southern declivities

of the range of hills which commence in the neighborhood of the ancient Sinuessa, and
extend to a considerable distance inland, and which may have taken their general name
from the towni or district of Falernum ; but the most conspicuous, or the best exposed,

among them may have been the Massicus ; and as m process of time several inferior growths
were confounded imder the common denomination of Falernian, correct writers would choose

that epithet which most accurately denoted the finest vintages. If, however, it be allowable

to appeal to the analogy of modem names, the question as to the locality will be quick!}-

decided ; for t]ie mountain that rises from the Rocca di Mendragonc, which is generally

billowed to point to the site of the ancient Sinuessa, is still known by the name of Monte
Massico. That the Massic wines were grown here is sufficiently proved by the testimony of

Martial, who describes them as the produce of the Sinuessan vineyards."

"The account which Pliny has furnished of the wines of the Campania is the most circum-
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stantial, and, .as no one had greater opportunities of becoming familiar with the principal

growths of his native conntiy, doubtless the most correct. ' Augustus and most of the

leading men of his time,' he informs us, ' gave the preference to the Setine wine that was
grown in the vineyards above the Forum Appii, as being of all kinds the least apt to injure

the stomach. Formerly the Cecuban, which came from the poplar marshes of Amycla, was
most esteemed ; but it has now lost its repute, partly from the negligence of the growei's,

and partly from the limited extent of the vineyard, which has been nearly destroyed by the

navigable canal that vras begun by Nero, from Avemus to Ostia. The second rank used to

be assigned to the growths of the Falemiau territory, and among them chiefly to the

Faustianum. The territory of Falemmn begins from the Campanian bridge, on. the left

ha.nd as you go to Urbana, which has been recently colonized, and placed imder the juris-

diction of Capua by Sylla ; the Faustian vinej'ards, again, are situated about four miles from
the village, in the vicinity of Ccdiae, which village is six miles from Smuessa. The wines

produced on this soil owe their celebrity to the great care and attention bestowed on the

manufacture ; but latterly they have somewhat degenerated from their original excellence,

in consequence of the rapacity of the farmers, who are usually more intent upon the quantity

than the quality of their \dntages. They continue, however, in the greatest estimation, and
are, perhaps, the strongest of all wines, as they biini when approached by a flame. They
are of three kinds, namely, the diy, the sweet, and the light Falernian. Some persons

class them somewhat diSerently, giving the name of Ga'aranum to the wine made on the

tops of the hills of Faustianum which is obtained in the middle region, and reserving the

appellation of Falernian for the lowest growths. It is worthy of remark that none of the

grapes v/hich yield these wines are at all pleasant to the taste.'—(Pimy, Hist. Nat. XIY, 6.)

" With respect to the first of the above-mentioned wines, it is surprising that, notwith-

standing the high commendation of Augustus, the Setinum is never once mentioned by
Horace, although he has expatiated with all the fervor of an amateur on the other fii-st-

rate gi'owths of his time. Perhaps he took the liberty of differing from the imperial taste

in this particular, as the Setine was a delicate, light wine, and he seems to have had a pre-

dilection for such as were distinguished by their strength. Both Martial and Juvenal,

hov/ever, make frequent mention of it ; and Silius Italicus declares it to have been so choice

as to be reserved for Bacchus himself. Galen commends it for its innocuous qualities. It

•vvas gro-vvn on the heights of Sezza, and, though not a strong wine, possessed sufficient fii-m-

ness and permanency to undergo the operation of the fumarium.'" " The Cecuban, on the-

other hand, is described by Galen as a generous, durable vsine, but apt to affect the head,

and ripening only after a long teim of years. In another place he remarks that the-

BithjTiian white wine, when veiy old, passed with the Romans for Cecuban ; but that in

this st;?,te it was generally bitter and unfit for drinking. From this analogy we may con-

clude that, when new, it belonged to the class of rough sweet wines. It appears to have-

been one of Horace's favorite vrines, of which he speaks, in general, as reserved for impor-
tant festivals. After the breaking up of the principal vineyards which supplied it, this,

wine vrould necessarily become veiy scarce and valuable ; and such persons as were fortu-

nate enough to possess any that dated from the Opimian ^-intage, would preserve it with
extraordinary care. In fact, we are told by Pliny in a subsequent book that it Avas no-

longer grown, and he also alludes to the Setine wine as an article of gieat rarity. The-

Fimdanum, which was the produce of the same territoiy, if, indeed, it was a distinct wine,

seems to have partaken of the same characters, being, according to Galen's report, strong

and full-bodied, and so heady that it could only be dnink in small quantity. Tliere can
l-e little doubt that the excellence of these -^Ines is to be attributed chiefly to the loose,.

,-olcanic soils en which they were produced. 3Iuch also depended on the mode of culture ;

•.md I am inclined to thmk that the great superiority of the growths of the Falernian viue-

j.ards was, in the first instance, owing to the wines being there trained on jvga, or low
frames formed of poles, instead of being raised on poplai'S, as vras the case in several cf the

adjacent territories."

-'There are," says Galen, "two sorts of Falernian—tlie diy and the sweetish, which latter

5 produced only vrhen the wind continues in the South during the \-intage, and from thejr

:ime cause it is also of a deeper hue ; but in other circumstances the wine obtained is dry
ind of a yellovv'ish color.'

"No wine," says Henderson, "has ever acquired such extensive celebnty as the Faler-

nian, or more truly merited the name of immortal, which Martial has conferred upon it.

At least of all ancient wines it is the one most generally known in modem times ; for, while-

other eminent growths are overlooked or forgotten, few readers will be found who have not
formed some acquaintance with the Falernian, and its fame must descend to the latest ages,

fdong v.'ith the works of those mighty masters of the lyre who have sung its praises. But,

although the name is thus familiar to every one, scarcely any attempt has been made to de-
termine the exact nature and properties cKf the liquor ; and little more is imderstood con.-
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cerniiig it than that the ancients valued it highly, kept it until it became very old, and
produced it only Avhen they wished to regale their dearest friends."

Dr. Henderson undertakes, from the various hints given in ancient wiiters, to form an
opinion of the character of the Falemian wme, and comes to the conclusion : "Among our
present \Yines I have no hesitation in fixing upon those of Xeres and Madeira as the two to
^vhich the Falemian offers the most distinct features of resemblance."
"The Surrentine wines, which were the produce of the Ariiinean grapes, were, in like

manner, of very durable quality, and, on account of their lightness and wholesomeness,
v/cre much commended for the use of convalescents. They are stated by Pliny to have been
grown only in vineyards, and consequently the vines which yielded them could not have
been high trained. Their exemption from the fault of bitterness, which most of the other
wines acquired by long keeping, has been stated ; but Athenreus, upon the authority of
Galen, observes that they always remained thin and weak, and never ripened thoroughly
from the want of sufficient body. In their earl}^ state they appear to have been very harsh
and sharp to the taste ; and Tiberius used to allege that the physicians had conspired to
raise their fame, but that in his opinion they only merited the name of generous vinegar."
In these respects they may be compared to some of the secondary grovrths of the Rhine,
which, though liable at first to the imputation of much acidity, -will keep a long time, and
continue to improve to a certain extent, but never attain the oily smoothness that charac
terizes the first-rate wines. The Mine of Capua resembled the Surrentine.

" Such were the wines of the Campania Felix and adjacent hills, of which most frequent
mention is made, and concerning which the fullest particulars have been transmitted.
Respecting certain other growths, as the Calenum, Caulinum, and Statanum, our informa-
tion is of a more imperfect nature. We only know that the vintages of Cales are much
praised by Horace, and described by Galen as lighter and more grateful to the stomach than
the Falernian ; while those of the latter territories are pronoimced to have been little, if at
all, inferior to that celebrated wine.

'

' As the soils of the Campania of Rome partake of the same nature, and present many
excellent exposures for the ^'ine, some good wines were there produced, but none of them
equal in quality to those which we have just been reviewing. The Albanum, which grew
upon the hills that rise to the South, in view of the city, is ranked by Pluiy only as a thu'd-

rate wine ; but from the frequent commendation of it by Juvenal and Horace, we must sup-
pose it to have been in considerable repute, CBpecially when matured by long keeping. It

was sweet and thick when new, but became dry when old, seldom ripening properly before
the fifteenth year. The wine of Labici occupied the middle station between the Falernian
and the Alban. The Signinum, on the other hand, is said to have been so rough and
astringent that it was chiefly used as a medicine. All these were apparently white wines.

Among the lighter growths of the Roman territory, the Sabinum, Xomentanum, and Yene-
franum were the most agreeable. The first seems to have been a thin table wine, of a red-

dish color, attaining its maturity in seven years. The Nomentan, however, which was also

a delicate claret wine, but of a fuller body, is described as coming to perfection in five or

six years. The wine of Spoletum, again, which was distinguished by its bright golden
color, was light and pleasant.

'
' In the arrangement of Pliny, a fom-th class of wines was formed by the Sicilian vant-

ages. Of these the Mamertinum, which came from the neighborhood of Messina, and is

said to have been first introduced at public entertainments by Julius Caesar, was a light and
slightly astringent wine ; but the wines of Tauremenium, being of a similar quality, were
often substituted for it. The Pollium, or Pollaeum, of Syracuse, which was of the sweet
class, is noticed by several authors as a first-rate wine, being the produce of a particular

grape called biblia, probably so called from the to^vti of Bibliae, in Thrace. Of the wines of

the Southwestern part of the island, whence the best growths are now supplied, I have not
perceived any mention. It is unnecessary to swell this list by reciting the names of the

other wines which grew -vNdtliin the confines of Ital}' , as they seem to have been all of an
inferior order, and little else can be ascertained with respect to them. In spite of the dis-

advantages of the climate, which we know to have been more severe m ancient than in

modern times, the culture of the grape was extended to tlie foot of the Alps. Pliny com-
prehends the growths of Caesena, Liguria, and the territory of Verona among the generous

wines, and those of Tuscany are noticed by several authors ; but avc have already seen that

the produce of the vineyards to the North of the Campania Felix was, for the most part, of

a, light and less durable nature than what was obtained from the Southern districts ; and
we may, therefore, conclude that the wines above alluded to must have belonged to the

-same chiss. The llomans, however, were not content witli the supply wliich they derived

from their own territory, but souglit to increase the variety of their liijuors by importing

those of the subjcct-provmce,s."

"Of the great abundixnce of wmc among the ancient Romans, the liberal supply wliicli

Oato, notwithstanding his extreme frugality, prescribes for his servants, may, perhaps,
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afford some notiou. ' After the vintage is finished,' he says, ' let the family drink the lora

during the first three months. In the fourth month the allowance of wine may be one

hemina daily, or, altegether, three congii for each individual. In the fifth, sixth, seventh,

and eighth months, one sextarius daily, or, in each month, five congii. In the ninth, tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth months, three heminae daily—that is, at the rate of one amphorae
[nearly seven gallons] in the month. During the Saturnalia and Compitalia the quantity

may he increased to a congius in the day. On the whole, wq may reckon the annual con-

sumption of each man at eight amphorae ; hut to the sla"\'es in fetters we must give rather

more, in order that they may perform their work. For them we may consider the allow-

ance of ten amphorae [sixty-eight gallons] in the year as hy no means immoderate.' "

"This, however, only shows the plenty of the weak, common ^vincs, which, as a Lever-

age, were probably scarcely equal to our table-beer. But the progress of luxury and the

extension of commerce led to a similar profusion of the more costly kinds, llius Varro

relates that ' Lucullus, when a boy, never saw Greek wine presented to the guests oftener

than once at any of the great entertainments given by his father ; but whcii he returned

from his Asiatic expedition he himself distributed upward of a himdred thousand gallon

casks. C. Sentius, late praetor, used to say that Chian Avine vras fii-st introduced into his

house as a cordial prescribed to him by his physician. Hortensius left upward of ten thou-

sand casks of it to his heir !
'
" It is proper to observe that these figures, in connexion with

the terms gallon and cask, convey an exaggerated idea of the quantity of wine distributed,

and the English bottle, Henderson thinks, should be substituted.

What has been said in regard to the banquets of the Greeks will apply as well to those of

the Rom-ans, since the latter borrowed most of their convi\ial customs from the former.

The anarchy and despotism to which Italy has been subjected for centuries have had their

wonted effect in destroying agricultural entei-prise, and reducing that fine country from the

highest to the lowest point of productiveness. The vine still grows spontaneously on her
fruitful soil, and the slightest attention to it is sufficient to secure an abimdant supply of

grapes. But the modern system of tillage, as well as the modem art of wine-making, is

rude and unskilful, and Italy has ceased to make any but the common wines. None, or

next to none, is exported. "The vines which attach themselves to the fences or trees

which boimd his fields," says Henderson, -'commonly supply the Italian peasant with a
sufficient quantity of wine for his consumption ; and the intermediate land is devoted to

other crops. Even in those situations where the proprietor is induced to bestow more care

on its culture, the vine still appears but a secondary object, being usually trained to pollard

elms, poplars, or midberry trees, with Indian corn or olive trees between the rows. In
certain provinces, as in Lombardy, or the Campagna, it is raised on poles or trellises, but
still allowed to shoot up to the height of ten or fifteen feet. In the neighborhood of Bar-

letta and Otranto, however, and a few other spots in the Neapolitan Idngdom, and in some
parts of Piedmont, it is pruned vdthin two or three feet of the ground, according to the

more approved practice
!"

The Ignorant peasants are said to revei-se the order of nature by planting their -vineyards

in the richest lowlands and then* com on the hill sides, which are admirably adapted to the

vine. Notwithstanding the unskilful culture of the vine, the great excellence of the

climate would still insure a high rank for Italian wines but for' the still greater ignorance
displayed in the manufacture of wine. But Henderson excepts the Tuscan Mines from the
general censure cast upon those of Italy.

Bedding thinks that England made a great mistake in giving the preference to the wines
of Portugal, in her commercial treaties, to the discouragement of those of Italy and other
countries. He contends that Italy produces some good wine, as well as much that is bad

;

and he attributes the little attention and care given to the manufacture of wine to the want
of a stimulus from commerce.
"In 1733," says this author, " Florence wuie was hi all the market lists of imported

wines, and to be had in coffee-houses. The price was from sixty to sixty-three shillings per
chest."

"In certain instances much care is bestowed upon the vine. In spots among the Appc-
nines the vines are carefully dressed, terrace-fashion ; and were they well pruned, and the

fruit taken in due maturity and regularly assorted, which it rarely or never is, a vast deal

of excellent vsine might be made without altering anything essential besides in the present

system of vine husbandry. There is good-bodied wine to be procured in Naples for two
pence half-penny (EnglLsh) a bottle, and at Eome and Florence, four pence. In Calabria,

tio far is the system of high vine-training from being prcjudiciiil to the mere ripening of the

grape, as in the North, that they are obliged to shade the vines from the sun, lest in that

volcanic territory the grape should become too ripe, shrivel into a raisin, and be only fit for

making -swine of the thickest and sweetest kind.

"The principal wine grown in Naples is the LacrjTna Christ!, [tears of Christ,] a sweet or

rather luscious wine, which holds a place in the foremost rank of the first class produced by
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any country. Veiy little of the geninne \nnc is made even in the most favorable years.

It is an exceedingly rich variety, of a red color and exquisite flavor. Vino Graeco is a sweet
wine from a grape of that name. A white Muscadine wine, of fine color, delicate and rich

in perfume, is also made near Yesuvius. At Pausillipo there is a very palatable wine. A
good deal of Lacryma Chrlsti, of an inferior quality, grown in various places around Vesu-
vius, as at Torre del Gra3co and Novella, is exported as the genuine wine. The best is grown
at Galitta." There are other good wines produced in vaiious localities ; but, from negli-

gence in the manufacture, they will not keep. Most of the wines of Italy, says Kcdding,
are consumed in Eome. They are generally of the sweet kmd, from Tuscany, Naples, and
Sicily. The growth of Albano talies the highest rank. On the shores of Lake Garda they
make a svreet wine, like Canarj'-, of prime qupJity, called Vino Santo. It is not extracted

from the grapes imtil Christmas, and is drunk at the following midsummer. '
' At Castig

lion^ they have a Vino Santo of a golden color, which is not fit to drink for four years, and
then bears some resemblance to Tokay. The vines of Lombardy and Venice are said to

return annually eighty-three millions of gallons. But Tuscany is considered the coimtry of

the vine in Italy ; and so much has the notion been cherished by the natives that * Corpo
di Bacco' is the common oath of the lower classes. ••• •- The luxuriant vines of Tuscany
are almost ail of the high training, and the wines are made in some places with considerable

care. The hill s\-ines only p^re good; those of the plains are generally poor."
" Savoy and Piedmont," says the same author, " produce red wines of tolerable quality.

Those of Montmelian and St. Albero, in Savoy, are among the best in the country, and
come from the slopes of Mont Termino and St. John de la Porte. * - The wines of the
Genoese territory are of little repute. ' -' In Sardinia the produce of the vine is very
abundant, so that the fruit is frequently left upon the vines for want of vessels to hold the

must. The amber-colored wine called Nasco and a red wine named Giro are the most
remarkable. Tliere are several sweet and ordinary wines. Tiie wines called Camionas,
Monaco, and Garnaccia are exported to Holland and Eussia.

" Elba grows a little red wine of excellent quality. A hundred \anes will produce from
twelve to fourteen barrels on the average. The older the vine the licher is the wine ; some
are one hundred and fifty years old. The hermitage of Monte Serrato and the environs

grow Moscatello wines. * '^ Tlie Elbcse wines will bear a sea voyage very vrell ; some
have been exported to America without injury. They plant their new vineyards in De-
cember.

*' Tire Lipari isles have tolerable wines of the ordinary class. Their Malmsey is excellent

:

that drawn from the volcano Stromboli is held in much esteem, and nearly all exported.
'

' Sicily produces wine in great abundance ; but the same remarks which apply to the bad
husbandry and vintage of Italy will apply to this island. The best wines of the province

of Mascoli grow on Etna, and are red, being almost the only good red wine of the class in

the island. -' * Syracuse produces over its mouldering remains a red Muscadine equal to

any other in the world, if not superior. "^ " Messina furnishes much wine for exportation.
«- ijf Marsala, when obtained without the admixture of execrable Sicilian brandy, is an
agreeable wine, something like Madeira of the second class, and of great body. •-' - ''

Augusta produces wine having a strong flavor of violets."

FRANCE.

We have more full and authentic accounts of the present state of the vine-culture and
wine-making in France than of any other countr}', ancient or modern ; but, singularly

enough, the treatises on the subject give us ampler details of the histoiy of these arts among
the ancient Greeks and Ptomans than in the great wine country of modern times. Dr. Hen-
derson, whose learned and interesting quarto treatise has been so copiously quoted, furnishes

a few passing allusions to the introduction of the vine mto ancient Gaul, which will bo
brought together in the following sketch ; but he passes over, almost without notice, the

ages which have intervened between the decline of ancient, and the rise of modern, civili-

zation. Yet the literature of those centuries is not void of frequent allusion to the inter-

esting theme, and miglit afford to the curious student a pleasing subject of inquiry. Redding
is still more meagre of historical details than Henderson. Such facts as could be found in

these and other autliorities are here presented.

The cultivation of the vine in France dates back to the palmy days of Roman power—to

the age of Cassar and Augustus According to Strabo, Narbonnese Gaul yielded every kind
of fruit that was to be found in Italy ; and Pliny and Columella make repeated mention of

the vintages of Gaul. Posidonius, avIio travelled through Gaul, states from personal obser-

vation that the tenitory of Marseilles supplied a portion of the Avines in use among the

wealthy classes. But in that age the climate of Europe was much colder than at the present

day, and the grape seldom matured north of the Ceveunes. Eumenius, a writer of the

fourth century, alludes to tiio methods of propagating the vine among the Aquit«ani, and on
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the banks of the Saone, Tvhich is believed to correspond with the modem Cote d'Or. It is

a highly interesting fact, commented on by Gibbon, that the climate of Europe was melio-

rated with the progress of agricultural development. Great armies passed safely over the

Ehine on the ice two thousand years ago, which would be utterly hnpossible in modem
times, except, perhaps, in winters extraordinarily cold. But no fact more conclusively de-

monstrates this important change than the progress of the vine Northwardly. The veiy

best wines of France are now produced from grapes grown on its Northern border, where the

vine could not live in the age of the Cassars. But its culture was attempted on the Moselle

and Marne at an early period of our era, and with some success.

Though Italy produced the finest wines in the world, the luxurious inhabitants of the

imperial city were not satisfied with them, and imported the products of its distant prov-

inces. Gaul and Spain furnished several wines which were highly prized by the Komans.
l"hose of Dauphiny, Marseilles, and Narbonne, were in the highest repute. The most cele-

brated were produced from a violet-scented grape of Yienne and the Muscat of Languedoc.
" During the JMiddle Ages," says Henderson, " there seems to have been less difference in

the qualities of wine than is now observable, probably because the manufacture was carried

on in a slovenly manner, and little pains were taken to meliorate them by long keeping.

But the wines produced near Paris, which are now regarded as inferior, were in early times

held in greater estimation than those of Champagne and Burgundy, owmg, doubtless, to

the inferior skill and intelligence of these remoter provinces. Li the ' Bataille des Yins,'

one of the Fabliaux of the Thirteenth centmy, in which the different vintages then in repute

are described as passing in review before Philip Augustus, the wines of Epemay, Hautvilliers,

Sezanne, Tonnere, and Chablis, are particularly specified ; those of Ay and Cumieres are

named for the first time in the poems of Eustace Deschamps, ^lho flom-ished about two cen-

turies later. When more generally known, the Champagne wines soon rose into high esti-

mation, and became, as Paulmierhas observed, the ordinarj^ beverage of kings and princes."
" In 1328," says Redding, " Rheims wine bore a price of ten livres only, while Beaune

fetched twenty-eight. In 1559, at the coronation of Francis 11, Rheuns wines were dearer

than Burgundy, but the wines of the Lyonnais carried a still higher price. In 1561 these

wines had risen in price. In 1571 they were nearly eight times increased beyond their

former value. Champagne reached its present perfection and estimation about 1610, at the
coronation of Louis XIII. The oldest anecdote which the French possess relative to the

excellence of Rheims wine dates as far back as 1397, when Wencesilaus, King of Bohemia
and the Romans, on coming to France to negotiate a treaty with Charles YI, anived at

Rheims, and having tasted the wine of Champagne, it is to be presumed for the first time,

spun out his diplomatic errand to the longest possible moment, and then gave up all that

was required of him m order to prolong his stay, getting drank on Champagne daily before

dinner. It is said that Francis I, of France, Pope Leo X, Charles Y, of Spain, and Henry
Yni, of England, had each of them a -vineyard at Ay, their own property, and on each
vineyard a small house occupied by a superintendent. Thus the genuine article was secured

by each sovereign for his own table." In 1387 the wines of Gascony, as well as those of

the Rhine, enjoyed great celebrity. "The best sold for twenty shillings per tun, though
six years before they were at a hundred shillings." " For a long time," says Henderson,
*' the choicest growths, not only in France, but in other countries, were raised on lands
belonging to the church ; and the vinum theologicum was justly held to be superior to all

other vines. The rich chapters and monasteries were always more studious of the quality
than of the quantity of their %intages ; their grounds were tilled with the greatest care, and
their vines were managed in the most judicious manner ; nor did they reject a plant that
bore but sparingly, provided there was no falling off in the goodness of the liquor which it

supplied. Moreover, in the liliddle Ages it is well known that the clergy were almost the
sole depositaries of leammg ; and the continued opportunities of observation and study
which their retired pursuits afforded them had probably brought them acquainted, at a very
early period, with the best methods of directing the fermentation of the gi-ape and melio-
rating the produce. When their domains passed into the hands of laymen, the same assiduity
and skill were seldom shown in the culture of the ^ines or treatment of the vintage ; and,
in many instances, the old plants, which yielded the most valued wines, were rooted out to

make room for others that gave a more abundant supply, but of inferior character. As
long as the Clos-Yougiot [containing about eighty acres] remained in possession of the
Cistercian abbey its vines gave but small crops of fmit ; and the monks were generally
content with obtaining from fifteen to twenty hogsheads of the first quality of wine. Since
the revolution those vines which were supposed to be four or five centuries old have disap-

peared, the greater part of the grapes are now mixed together, and about three hundred
hogsheads are obtained which, on account of the ancient repute of the vineyard, sell at a
high price, but which, when compared with the select vintages of former times, and with
some of the present growths of the adjacent territory, can only be regarded as of secondary-
rank." These remarks upon the degeneracy of French wines must be confined to certain.

25 A
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particular growths, and would convey a wrong impression if taken as referring to the wines
of that country generally. The fact is unquestionable that modern science and skill have
rendered the wines of the present day far superior to those of any former period, and espe-
cially to those produced in the Middle Ages.

Tlie cultivation of the vine in France has made great progress within a period of seventy
years, but not without considerable fluctuations. Li 1788 there were in vineyards 3,988,800
acres ; in 1822, about 4,700,000 acres ; in 1829, 5,100,000 acres ; in 1845, 4,300,000 acres

;

in 1853, 4,873,934 acres. The following table, which is derived from the latest commercial
authorities, will be found highly interesting, as it shows at a glance the wine products of
the several provinces in gallons. It is for the year 1845, and may be taken as an average
crop for several years past. The hectolitres are carefully reduced to gallons, at the rate of
26.4 of the latter to one of the former. The calculation can be verified by multiplying
35,902,000 hectolitres, the aggregate, by 26.4 gallons. Tlie aggregate products of the
several Provinces with which American readers are more familiar are also given, instead of
the Departments of which the Provinces are composed.

French wine crop of 1845.

Provinces.

Champagne..-- ..-».. .,

Burgundy .--- -

Lorraine ,

Alsace

Franche Compte ,

Dauphiac
Provence . ..-.

Languedoc
Roussillon

Beam
Auvergne
Limousin
Guienne and Gascony
Lyonnais
Bourbonnais
Angoumois
Saintonge

Foix
Berri

Touraine
Bretagne
Poitou

Mvernois
Anjou
Normandie ,

Orleannois

Maine ^

Isle of France

Total

43,

62,

49,

24,

23,

16,

68,

144,

7,

8,

7,

182,

25,

5,

30,

63,

4,

12,

16,

15.

27,

4,

13,

37,

2,

37,

586,400
594,400
024,800
103, 200
020,800
711,200
983,200
lY0,400
946,400
580,000
203,200
260.000
635,200
555,200
148,000
412.800
201,600
382.400
223,200
579,200
232,800
667,200
488,000
464.000
554. 400
831.200
349,600
488.000

949,396,800

The average crop of France at the present time is estimated to be worth about $100,000,000,

or from ten to twelve and a half cents per gallon. Redding gives a table of the crop in the

several Departments, with the value, but omits to give the year. It is, however, one of the

more recent. The aggregate in quantity is 35,075,689 hectolitres, or 925,998,189 gallons;

and the value 540,389,298 francs. Reduced to dollars, the amount is $100,514,083 42.

According to this estimate the average value of the wine is a fraction over ten cents per

gallon. This astonishing chcapnes.s of wine in France is explained by the fact that the above

aggregate includes the inferior as well as the best qualities, and that the latter bear no pro-

portion to tho former in quantity, as will presently be shown. A few small vineyards, some-

times embracing only a few acres, by keeping up a high reputation for generations, are
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sufficient to give celebrity to a province ; and while the few gallons, or, at most, pipes, may
sell at high prices, ninety-nine hundredths of the vintage are classed as ordinary, or inferior,

and are sold at the low prices indicated by the above estimate.

The crop of 1849 is given at 925,000,000 gallons ; that of 1839 at 810,000,000 gallons.

The exports of wine from France bear a small proportion to the product, but include a large

proportion of the best qualities. In 1849 the export Avas 41,000,000 gallons; in 1850 the

export was 42,000,000 gallons; in 1851, 49,500,000 gallons; in 1852, 53,200,000 gallons;

in 1853, 43,500,000 gallons. The average export is less than one-twentieth of the product.

About one-eighth part of the wine crop of France, including the meanest qualities, is distilled

into brandy or made into vinegar ; and the remainder, ranging from seven to eight hundred
million gallons, is consumed by the people, at the rate of about twenty gallons per head for

every man, woman and child in the empire. It is gratifying to add that the consumption of

brandy is less than half a gallon to the inhabitant ! That of, England exceeds a gallon.

CHAMPAGNE.

Some account of the product of the several Provinces will now be given ; and, as Cham-
pagne is the most celebrated for its wines, it will be first in order. The average crop of this

Province is about forty or forty-one million gallons. That of 1845, as will be seen in the
foregoing table, was 43,586,400 gallons, which are produced upon an area of about 140,000
acres of ground, or 285 gallons to the acre. The Department of Marne produces the famous
sparkling Champagne. The average crop given by Redding amounted to 422,487 hectolitres,

or 11,152,656 gallons. He values this product at 11,235,297 francs, or about twenty cents

per gallon. Low as this price is, it is about double the average value of French wines.

About 2,700,000 gallons of the best product of the Department of Marne are annually sent

beyond its limits for a market ; the residue is distilled or consumed at home. The growths
of this Department are divided into river and mountain wines. The former are mostly white,

the latter red. It is a great mistake to suppose that all the wines of Champagne are of the
white sparkling kind, since this kind is peculiar to a portion of the Department of Marne

;

while even Marne produces several other excellent wines, white and red. Most of the white
or river wines are brisk, and of superior quality to the red or mountain wine. Henderson
says that the briskest wines are not always the best ; they are the most defective in the
vinous quality, and the small portion of alcohol they contain immediately escapes from the
froth as it rises on the surface, carrying with it the aroma, and leaving the liquor that re-

mains in the glass nearly vapid. Humboldt lias shown that when the froth is collected under
a bell-glass surrounded with ice the alcohol becomes condensed on the sides of the vessel

by the operation of the cold. "Hence," remarks Henderson, " the still, or the creaming,
or slightly sparkling Champagnes are more highly valued by connoisseurs, and fetch higher
prices than the full frothing wines." The tendency to effervesce is repressed by icing these
wines before they are used. But this precaution is unnecessary when they are kept cool.

'

' Among the white wines of Champagne, '

' says Henderson, '

' the first rank is usually
assigned to those of Sillery ; under which name is comprehended the produce of the vine-

yards of Verzenay, Mailly, Eaumont, &c., situate at the Northeastern termination of the
chain of hills that separates the Marne from the Veslc, and belonging formerly to the Marquis
of Sillery. It is a dry, still liquor, of alight amber color, with considerable body, and a flavor

somewhat analogous to that of the first growths of the Rhine ; and, being one of the best
fermented Champagne wine, may be drank with the greatest safety." It was long known
by the name of Vin de la Marechale, from having been manufactured with peculiar care by
the Marechale d'Estrees. Tlie number and varieties of Champagne wine, as of the wines of

the other provinces, is too great for recital in this place.

BURGUNDY.

A ridiculous controversy is said to have arisen in the French schools in the early part of
the eighteenth century in regard to the relative merits of the wines of Champagne and Bur-
gundy. The dispute lasted until the year 1778, when the Faculty of Medicine in Paris decided
in favor of Champagne. But connoisseurs in many respects, nevertheless, give the preference
to the growths of Burgundy. The dukes of Burgundy in former times received the popular
appellation of princes des hons vins, in consequence of the excellent wines of the province.
The soils on which the best Avines are produced are, for the most part, light black or red
loam, mixed Avith the debris of calcareous rock. The most celebrated Burgimdian wines are
produced in the department of Cote d'Or. The Romance Conti is produced on a spot of only
six and a half English acres in extent, but is seldom seen in its genuine state. Tire Clos-
Vougeat is from a vineyard of eighty acres. It was formerly the most highly esteemed wine
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of the proTince, but has depreciated in quality witli the increase of qnantitj. The Cham-
bertine wine takes the third rank. It is produced near Dijon from a vineyard of sixty-five

acres. It was a favorite wine both with Louis XIV and Napoleon. "Among the stronger

wines," says Henderson, "those of Gorton, Vosne. and Nuits may be regarded as little infe-

rior to those of the Clos-St. George : they are seldom fit for drinking till the third or fourth

year after the vintage, but bear carriage well, and acquire a high flavor when old. The last

mentioned, which was extolled by the champion of the Burgundy wines, in the controversy

foiTaerly noticed, as a wine ^qui n'a pas sonpareil, et nepeut etre assezpri^e,' is reported to have
owed its high repute principally to the circumstance of having been prescribed as a restorative

to Louis XIV in the illness with which he was seized in the year 1680. The growths of

Vosne are particularly esteemed for their delicacy. " "At Poligny , in the Canton of Nolay , two
leagues and a half to the Southeast of Beaune, is grown the famous Mont Eachet wine, sur-

passing all other white wines of the C6te dOr by its high perfume and agreeable nutty
flavor.

'

'

The wine crop of Burgundy, amounting to 62,594,400 gallons, bears an average price far

above that of French wines generally, and little, if any, inferior to the growth of Champagne.
About 224,000 acres are devoted to the vme in the province. "The difference in the qual-

ities of the wine," says Bedding, " may be judged by the following lists of prices, taking,

for example, the Arrondissemcnt of Beaune, in the centre of the COte d'Or. There 2,800
hectolitres of superior wine are produced at one hundred and twenty-five francs each, and
17,700 at ninety-five ; 45,000 of fine wines at sixty ; 60,000 good ordinary at thirty ; and
113,670 of common at eighteen francs." At these rates the first quality would be worth
nearly five francs, or, say, about eighty-six cents per gallon ; the second about sixty-eight

cents ; the third about forty-one cents ; the fourth about twenty-one cents ; and the fifth

about thirteen cents per gallon. The lowest of these prices is above the average value of

French wines. '

' In the department of the Saone and Loire eighty francs the hectolitre is the

highest price and fifteen the lowest.
'

' Tlie best qualities of red Burgundy fetch nearly one
hundred and twenty-five francs the hectolitre, while the lowest bring but fourteen francs.

According to Bedding, the Bomanee Conti is considered the best wine in Burgundy. It is

only about five acres in extent, which are rated at the fabulous price of 80,000 francs. The
Bicheburg wine, next in value to the Bomanee Conti, is the growth of an enclosure contain-

ing six hectares, or about fourteen acres.

THE RHONE AND SOUTHERN FRANCE.

The celebrated vineyards of the Hermitage are on the left bank of the Rhone, near the

town of Tain, twelve miles from Valence, in Bauphine. They are situate on the side of a

granite hill. They produce both red and white wines, which take a high rank among the

wines of France. There are five A^arieties of the Hermitage wine. The price of the first

quality is often as high as twelve francs, or about $2 35 per gallon. It is said that parts

of these vineyards have sold as high as seventy thousand francs per hectare, or about five

thousand dollars per acre. White Hermitage is said to be the finest white wine in France.

The red Hermit:"! qe is made from the Scyras or Shiraz grape, said to have been brought
from the city of that name in Bersia by a hermit of Bessas, an ancient monastery in the

vicinity.

The wines of the Lyonnais are celebrated. Tlie white vnnes of Condrieu, grown at St.

Colombo, are the best. The red wines of Cote BOtie are the most noted of the kind in the

province.

Bedding says that the red wines and the Muscadines will keep more than a century, and
still gain in quality. A French gentleman, on the authority of Cavalcau, (M. de Passu,)

had, between thirty and forty years ago, some in his cellar that was made the year of the

treaty between France and Spain, 1659. He said he hoped to leave a portion of it to his

children in equally good condition, though the best part of two centuries old.

The wines of Boussillon are highly esteemed for their strength and aroma. They are high
colored, and retain these qualities in age. "The age of wine," says Bedding, "is reckoned
in Bordeaux by fcuilles, or leaves—the number of times the vine has flowered since it was
made. The vine cultivation of the Gironde, in Medoc particularly, is very superior."

Southern France produces the vine and its fruit in the greatest profusion, but the wines

of that region are generally inferior. "As we approach the shores of the Mediterranean,"

says Henderson, " we find the vine flourishing and displaying its choicest fruit imder cir-

cumstances in which it can with difficulty be brought to Ixiar in the departments of the

North—growing vigorously in the freest exposures or imder the shade of trees, spreading its

branches wide around, and adorning the landscape with its luxuriant foliage. " " Nothing,
'

'

says Dussieux, "can be more picturesque than the prospect which the lofty vines of Pro-

vence present to the view. The traveller who is unaccustomed to this sort of plantation
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surveys with delight the various productions of the soil where everything hespeaks the sjnn-

metrical order of a garden. In one place a range of olive trees forms a sort of espalier, and
the pale green of their leaves presents an agreeable contrast to the more lively hue of the corn

that grows at their feet. A little further on the vine forms another espalier, or appears in

close plantation. Some marry it with the almond or the elm, and its shoots, intermixing

with their branches, compose various wild and tufted heads ; others again leave it without
any prop, and in a fertile soil it sends forth \agorous shoots, which entwine around one
another. The mixture of different crops has a chaiming appearance to the eye, but how
many errors are here described in few words !"

Notwithstanding the natural fruitfulness of Southern France, its wines do not compare
with those of Burgundy and Champagne, if we except those of the Hermitage. Neverthe-
less, there are many growths of this region that are highly esteemed. This is true of the

red wines of Roussillon and Languedoc. At Frontignac, Lunel and Beziers, in Languedoc,
the best Muscadine wines of the Mediterranean coast are grown. The Frontignac wine is

known from all others by the very marked flavor of the grape from which it is obtained.

GASCONY AND GUIENNE.

The Medoc, Graves and Paulus wines are the most celebrated of these provinces. The
former is produced on the banks of the Gironde and Garonne, in the vicinity of Bordeaux.
The vineyard of Latour produces the strongest wine of Medoc. Tlie lightest of the choice

Medoc is produced in the Lalitte vineyard. The district of Graves is said to take its name
from the gravelly nature of the soil, and is also on the banks of the Garonne. The Paulus
district is situated on the banks of the Garonne, opposite Chartrons. Henderson regards

these wines as the most perfect which France produces. They keep well and are improved
by a sea vo5"age. The red growths fetch the highest prices.

The Northeastern provinces of France produce little wine, and this is generally of inferior

quality. Some few Departments produce none, but it appears that in every province the

vhie flourishes to some extent.

The district immediately surrounding Paris produces an unmense quantity of wine, but it

is generally of an inferior quality.

The island of Corsica, the birtli place of the great Napoleon, and a dependency of France,

produces about seven to eight million gallons of ordinary wine, of which a small quantity

is exported.

An American consul in France, writing to the Department of State in 1856, says that
*

' the disease of the vine during the past few years has been very destructive in France,

Spain, Madeira, and other old vrme-producing countries. Should the disease unfortunately

continue in these countries, which have hitherto supplied the markets of the world with
this beverage, the day may not be distant when the United States shall become the exporter,

instead of the importer of \^dne."

Only one other product exceeds the value of wine produced in France. The wheat crop

is valued at $180,000,000.

SPAIN,

The materials for a hisiory of wine-making in Spain, though doubtless abundant, appear
to be but little regarded in the statistical literature of that country. Henderson and Red-
ding content themselves with stating the character of Spanish wines, and only incidentally

introduce historical facts. Allusions occur in the ancient Roman writers to the cultivation

of the vine in Spain. Ovid speaks of the strength of Spanish wines, while Martial and Sillus

Italicus compare them to the Tuscan, and even the grovv^ths of Campania. The English
have been familiar Avith Spanish wines for centuries, and their poets and writers of fiction,

from the times of Shakespeare and Ben John':jn, abound in allusions to the best growths of
that country. Tlie tribute paid by Falstaff to Sack is familiar to every reader of the great
poet ; and Sherry, which is but a time-honored English corruption of Xeres.

Spain has long enjoyed a high reputation among the wine-produchig countries of Europe.
Its ranges of mountains and hills, which pervade it in all directions, present every variety

of soil and climate suitable to the culture of the vine. Y\^herever good husbandry prevails

the Auntages take a high rank, and arc distinguished, as Henderson remarks, for strength,

durability, high flavor, and aroma. But these natural advantages are frequently tlirown

away, and the result is that an inferior wine is often produced, owing to mismanagement
rather than to any defect in the soil or climate. The red wines are often spoiled in fermenta-
tion, and become dull and hea\'y. Spain produces no wine of this class equal to the best
growths of France. It is said, however, that in the preparation of dry white A\ines and cer-

tain species of sweet wines the Spaniards are nearly imrivalled. They prefer such as are rich
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and sweet, and hence they prefer the products of Malaga, Alicant, and Fuencaral to those
of Xeres, which take a far higher rank among foreigners. When Henderson wrote, forty

3^ears ago, although wine was produced in the greatest abundance, so rude was the state of
society that bottles and casks were rarely to be met with, and throughout the greater part
of Spain skins were used by the peasantry to store their A\dnes. These skins were smeared
with pitch, from which the wine contracted a disagreeable taste, called elm- de hota. It was
only in the monasteries and commercial towns that subterraneous wine-cellars were known.
Some improvement has taken place since the period here spoken of. But the peasantry
in the more ignorant and secluded districts show inveterate attachment to ancient customs,
and even to the present day use the skins of animals to store their wines.

" The mountains around Granada," observes Jacob, a traveller in the South of Spain in

the year 1809, " are well calculated for vines, but so little attention is paid to the cultiva-

tion of them that the wine produced is very bad. At the posada where avp reside there is

only one kind of inferior sweet wine, which is not drinkable ; but we had the best proof
that good wine is made here in some whicli a gentleman sent us from his cellar. It was
equal to any Burgundy I have ever tasted, and of the same color, without any flavor of the
skin. In fact, he had sent bottles to a vineyard, about three leagues distant, celebrated for

its excellent wine, in order to have it free from the taste which all the wines here acquire
from being brought from the vineyards in sheepskins with tarred seams. It is rather a
curious fact that in a countr)'- where cork trees abound the trifling operation of cutting them
is so ill done, that to have his wine in good order, this gentleman thought it necessary to

send to Malaga for English corks as well as English bottles.
'

'

This was the picture of Granada fifty years ago. But the recent account of Redding
conveys an idea of great improvement. "It is in the beautiful provinces of Granada and
Andalusia," says he, " that the wines most valued b}'- foreigners are made, and the favorite

species of grape is the Pedro Ximenes. This species enters into all the wines of the country
in the present day. When used alone and kept to be old, it makes a choice and valuable

sweet wine. The mountains round Malaga are clothed to the summits with vines, one-half

of the plants being of the foregoing species. A great number of presses are continually

kept at work during the vintage in that and the bordering districts. No labor is spared on
the vineyards. Here the benefits of commerce, in spite of all obstacles, have forced their

way, and the wme is made in a far better manner than where this active principle of im-
provement is not felt. The most celebrated wines of this Province are white. There is a
wine here flavored with cherries, called the Guindas, the Spanish for cherries. As well as

the preceding class, this is consumed at home. '

'

Similar improvements have taken place in the management of the Xeres vintages. This

famous wine district is in Andalusia, near Cadiz. Many of the vineyards have for a long
while been in the hands of the French and English, and their superior cultivation has been
attributed to this circumstance. But similar improvements in wine-making have taken

place all over Spain, and are fairly attributable to the progress of civilization and the melio-

ration of governmental administration.

English writers give the amount of Spanish wine imported into that country for a series

of years, and our own oflicial documents show the amount imported into this, but of

the whole quantity produced we have only vague and loose statements. Henderson fur-

nishes tables of the wine imported into Great Britain from Portugal, Spain, France, and
Germany from the year 1696 to the date of his publication, 1822. During this long period

great fluctuations and changes in the commercial policy of the British government have
taken place, but for the most part it steadily encouraged the consumption of the v.'ine of

Portugal, and discouraged that of other countries, especially France. This policy dates, in

fact, from the year 1703, when the Methuen treaty with Portugal was formed, prior to which
date more than half the wine consumed in England came from Spain. Thus in the year

1700 the importation of wine amounted to 23,502 tuns, of four hogsheads each, and of this

aggregate 13,649 tuns came from Spain. During the same year 7,757 tims were imported

from Portugal, and the remainder from the Rhine and from France. Three years later the

Spanish column falls behind that of Portugal, and thus remains to the end of the period,

with the exception of one or two years. For more than a century and a half the English

people have drunk little else than Portuguese wines, while those of Spain have stood next

in favor. But the recent commercial treaty with France will probably at no distant day
work a revolution in the habits and tastes of Englishmen by withdrawing the monopoly
heretofore enjoyed by Portugal.

The Spanish importati(ms into England have been on the increase for some years, but

they had not up to 1849 risen to the figure stated above for the year 1700. At the latest

of these dates the importjition was 2,448,107.

It is stated that Holland and the North of Europe have in some seasons imported 40,000

hogsheads of Spanish wines, or 2,520,000 gallons. It is said that before Spain lost her
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American colonies she sometimes exported to them and to foreign countries 350,000 pipes,

or 44,100,000 gallons.

La Mancha produces the celebrated wine called Val de Penos, or Manzanares, which is red

and of strong body. It is said that the vineyards which produce tliis wine belong, for the

most part, to Don Carlos, the brother of Ferdinand VII, and to tlie Marquis of Santa Cruz.

These wines sell for about twenty to twenty-five cents per gallon at the town of Val de

Penos. All the inhabitants of the district are said to be engaged in cultivating the vine.

The wine districts of Catalonia are highly cultivated ; and it is said that even the highest

cliffs which are accessible are planted with a great variety of vines. Here, as in portions

of La Mancha, the Spanish passion for vine culture causes them to neglect almost everything

else. The wines produced in this province are not highly esteemed, owmg to the careless-

ness with which they are made. At Figueras, however, the vine is cultivated with care, and
the wine made is used in giving body to lighter -vvines.

Valencia produces a strong red wine, which is exported to France for mixing ^vith light

\fines. It is called Beni Carlos, from the place at which it is made. Much brandy was
formerly made of the strong wines of this province for shipment to this country. The vine

district about Alicant is irrigated on a grand scale by damming up a valley by an embank-
ment two hundred feet high and forty feet thick. This reservoir supplies water to the vine-

yards during the entire year. Another such reservoir is formed in the same vicinity by a
dam sixty feet in height. The necessity of these artificial means of irrigation renders wine-

making in this province very expensive.

Aragon is not famous for its wines. The kind called Campo de Carinena is said to be
the best. But the wines of the Northern and interior provinces are not celebrated, though
many of them are good.

It is the wines of Granada and Andalusia, as already remarked, that are most celebrated.

"The mountain wines of Malaga," says Redding, "have long been well known out of

Spain. The vines cover the hills from the valley depths ; the little habitations of the

dressers peep out romantically on the declivities from among them. Wines, dry, sweet, and
luscious, are made in the districts around the city. There are also several kinds of diy

wine. The Malaga, usually so called, is sometimes mingled with a proportion of wine
burned a little in the boiling, imparting a peculiar taste. The reason of this is that they
are not so careful at IMalaga in makiug the arropi for mingling as they are at San Lucar de
Barrameda, and, in consequence, the wine gets a singed flavor. It is a powerful wine, in

high repute. This wine is from a white grape, and contains a very large proportion of

alcohol. The mountain wines are pressed from the grape somewhat riper than for the preced-

ing kind. The ' lagrimas,' which is made from the droppings of very ripe grapes, commonly
called virgin juice, is a very luscious wine from the large white Muscatel grape ; of course it

imdergoes no pressure. There is here the Pedro Ximenes, a wine named from the grape s»

common in most parts of Spain, of excellent quality. The dry \vines are pressed from fruit

not so mature in ripeness as the sweet. At Malaga, too, there is a white wine produced, of

a coarse character, but strong ; very like bad or inferior Sherry." This wine is exported to

England and America, and sold as sherry.

The ^'ineyards in the vicinity of Malaga produce seven to ten million gallons of wine
aimually, four-fifths of which are exported, chiefly to this country. The prices vary from
twelve and a half to near seventy cents per gallon. The fruitfulness of this district is said

to be wonderful.

"The Sheny wine," says Redding, "which some will contend was the 'Sack' of our fore-

fathers, but which was, no doubt, a general name to designate the wine of Xeres, Teneriffe,

and others of a similar character, belonging principally to Spain, is made in Andalusia, near
Cadiz, on the west coast, between the rivers Guadalquiver and Guadalete. The district

included in the Provmce of Cadiz is of a triangular form, having on the Northern angle the
town of St. Lucar de Barrameda ; on the Southern angle the Puerto de Santa Maria ; and
the Eastern point formed by the town of Xeres de la Frontera, from which the wine takes
its name, the English having first changed Xeres into Sherres, and finally into Sherry.

This triangle encloses a space measuring about twelve miles on each side. Ilie vineyards
which produce wine for the English market cover eighty thousand acres. Upward of four

hundred thousand pipes are made of all kinds, including those which are exported and such
as are consumed in the district." The vineyards are principally on the hill-sides, and the
soil is chalky and gravelly.

The famous wine called Manzanilla is also produced in this district. It is said to be per-

fect of its kind, and to admit of no admixture of other kinds without deterioration. It

improves with age beyond all other kinds.

The wines of Spain are rapidly becoming appreciated in value in the markets of the
world, and the exportation to England especially is increasing.
The islands of Majorca and Minorca, dependencies of Spain, produce the vine very freely,

but the wine is made in a careless manner, and is not highly valued.
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The Canaries produce annually about five million gallons of wine, of which two millions
are exported, and the remainder distilled, or consumed at home. Teneriffe produces the
great bulk of these wines, as well as the best in quality. The vine is said to have been
introduced into these islands in the reign of Charles V, being brought from the Rhine.

Redding mentions fifty-three Spanish wines, the principal of which are described above.

POKTUGAL—MADEIRA.

It was the good fortune of Portugal to supply Great Britain with three-foinths of the
wine consumed in that kingdom for more than a hundred years, commencing with the year
1703. In December of that year a treaty (known as the Methuen treaty) was entered into

between the two kingdoms, by which her Majesty Queen Anne covenanted to admit the
wines of Portugal into Great Britain, '

' so that at no time, whether there shall be peace or
war between the kingdoms of Great Britain and France, anything more shall be demanded
for these wines, by the name of customs or duty, or whatsoever other title, directly or
indirectly, whether they shall be imported into Great Britain in pipes, or hogsheads, or
other casks, than what shall be demanded from the like quantity or measure of French
wine, deducting or abating a third part of the custom or duty." This advantage was given
to the wine of Portugal on condition that that country should admit the woollen manufactures
of England on very favorable terms. This monopoly of the English market was immediately
visible in the reduced exports of Spain, Germany and other wine-produchig countries, while
those of Portugal, already considerable, soon rose from one-third part to two-thirds of the
whole British importation. In 1697 Great Britain imported 13,086 tuns of wine, of which
Poi+ugal supplied 4,774 tuns. In 1701, of 21,443 tuns of British imports, Portugal fur-

nished 7,408 tuns. From this period to 1741 Portugal furnished considerably more than
half the wine consumed in Great Britain, and thenceforward to the end of the century more
than two-thirds. The greatest quantity of Portuguese wine ever imported into Great Britain

in one year w\as 28,669 tuns, ia 1801, when the total importation was 38,893 tuns. In 1809,
when the British importation of wines from all countries amounted to 49,762 tuns, the
largest ever made up to 1849, when the tables cease, Portugal contributed 20,758, Spain

10,939, and France 13,105 tuns.

The most famous wine of Portugal takes its name from the city of Oporto, near which
it is produced, and is stjded Port. It is never imported in a pure state ; but at a very
early period the practice was introduced of mixing a large proportion of brandy Avith it,

in order to please the tastes of the English people. According to Mr. Brande, who ap-

plied chemical tests to various ^vines. Port contains 22.96 parts of alcohol in 100 of wine.

Most French wines, it will be remembered, are not above 13 in 100, and the German are

b^low 10 in 100. The strength of wines in general is greater in the warm latitudes, but
the English consumers of the article are not satisfied with the natural infusion of alcohol.

It is said that the genuine Port is rarely seen out of Portugal, and that it is an adnurable
wine when free from foreign ingredients.

During the first half of the last century the adulterations of Port wine had become so

gross and universal that the merchants of Oporto, in conjunction with certain large pro-

prietors of vineyards, seized the occasion to secure from government a joint stock charter to

themselves under the name of the Oporto Wine Company. This com.pany had very exten-

sive powers granted to it for the regulation of the cultivation of the grape and the manu-
facture and sale of wine, which it ma,de no scruple to use for the benefit of the parties im-
mediately interested. It was instituted for the purpose of reforming abuses, but itself soon
became a great abuse, and tended to retard the production and sale of wine.

It is said that twenty-four gallons of brandy are mixed Avith a pipe, or one hundred and
twenty-six gallons of Port wine, besides elder-berries to give it color. This compound is

sent to England and to the United States, where it receives a further adulteration.

The district of the Douro, which is mider the supervision of the Oporto company, pro-

duces about six thousand pipes of wine of the first quality annually. About as much more
is made up by mixing or compounding, and about eighteen thousand of the second quality.

The third quality is not legally exportable.
Portugal produces the vine in nearly every part of it, but it is only in the district of the

Douro that the celebrated wines of the country are made. The vines are trimmed low.

This district is upon the banks of the river of that name, above the city of Oporto. It is

called tlie Cima, or higher Douro. The largest vintage of this district was in 1804, when
the product amounted to 77,000 pipes.

The province of Bcira produces good vnne. The vines are of the high growth. It pro-

duced formerly a white Port, wliich was preferred to the red ; but the monopolists are ac-

cused of suppressing it on that very account. Portuguese wines were known in England as

long ago as the year 1 600 ; and Shakespeare alludes to the species called chamice in his

Henry VI.
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It is stated in the volume of "Commercial Relations, " already quoted, that the wine
product of Portugal in 1851 ^vas 787,809 pipes, or 99,263,934 gallons, llie export of wine,

brandy, &c., in 1853, was 55,813 pipes, or 7,032,438 gallons.

The island of Madeira is a colony of Portugal, and far excels the mother country in the

quality, if not the quantity, of its wines. It was discovered in 1419 by the Portuguese,

and colonized two years later. It is probable that the vine was introduced cotemporane-

ously with the first settlements. Wines were exported from the island prior to 14G0. Its

hills are high and picturesque, and covered with vines. There are several varieties of

grapes. The Malvasia, or Malmsey, believed to have been the first introduced, is said to

have been brought from Candia, but more probably from Portugal. Single clusters of

grapes in this island have been known to weigh twenty pounds. The Jesuits foimerly

owned nearly all the Malvasia vines, which were embraced in one extensive vineyard. It

is said that Madeira wine was extensively exported to North America and the "West Indies

more than a century and a half ago. Many varieties of grapes grow in Madeira.

The island produces from twenty to thirty thousand pipes of wine annually, of which a
very small portion is considered first quality. Madeira wine has to be retained for many
years to arrive at perfection, or it must be sent on a long sea voyage to warm latitudes. In
twenty years it attains to perfection, but none has ever been known to deteriorate by age.

The Azores produce, according to Redding, about five thousand pipes of wine, which is

inferior to the wines of Madeira. It has been known to Europe for more than two cen-

turies.

GERMANY AND HUNGARY.

It is probable that the vine was introduced into Germany by its Roman conquerors.

Tacitus declares that in his age the vine was unknown in that country ; but in the fomth
century of the Christian era Ausonius, a poet of Bordeaux in France, describes the banks
of the Moselle as richly mantled vrith. vines, and states that its produce reminded him of

the wines of his native coimtry hj its delicate perfume. It is believed that the \ine was
not cultivated upon the Rhine until the reign of Charlemagne, in the eighth century. Such
has been the melioration of the climate in Germany, in consequence of agricultural im-
provements, that the vine is now cultivated as high as the fifty-second degi-ee of latitude.

But the grape in high latitudes lacks the saccharine juice essential to make rich or strong

wines. The best German wines, however, are produced above the latitude assigned to the
vine in France.

The vine prefers high ground, and consequently the famous wines of the Rhine are made
near Mentz. The hills along the banks of this noble stream are covered with vineyards,

which give employment and support to a large population. Tlie Rhine wines are among
the most celebrated and valuable in the world. The district in which these rare products

are grown, called the Rhinegau, is very small, being only about fifteen miles in length by
four in width, on the right bank of the river, from Wallauf, a little below Mentz, to Riides-

heim. Hochheim, on the Main, is considered one of the best Rhine wines.

The Joharmisberger, according to Henderson, is -considered the best of the Rhinegau
wines. It is grown on the south side of a hill of that name, a little below Mentz, in the

district above described. It has a fine flavor and aroma, with almost entire freedom from
acidity. The vineyard is said to have been planted by the monks of the Abbey of Johan-
nisberg near the close of the eleventh century. Tlie bishop of Fulda fonnerly owned the

best exposures and kept the wine for his O'wn cellars. The Prince of Orange afterward

came into possession of these vineyards upon the secularization of the ecclesiastical estates

;

and still later they were transferred to Prince Metternich. "Next to Johannisberger,

"

says Henderson, "may be ranked the produce of the Steinberg vineyard, which belonged
to the suppressed monastery of Eberbach, and is now the property of the Grand Duke of

Nassau." Only about three hundred hogsheads of this wine is produced. It has a sweet
and delicate flavor. The Riidesheimer, which grows on a hill opposite Bingen, is nearly or

quite equal to the Steinberg wine. The vineyards of Grafenberg, Markbrunn, and Geisen-

heim, are • distinguished for their excellence. The above-described wines are all white.

The red wines <»f this famous district are not distinguished.

In recent years the Hochheimer is said to take rank of the Johannisberger, and the latter

has found a rival in the gro^vths of Steinberg. All these wines have sold at fabulous prices

on account of their age or scarcitv. It is said that the best ^inta2:es were those of 1748,

1766, 1779, 1783, 1800, 1802, 1811, 1822 and 1834. The Stehawein of 1748 brought
seventy pounds per ohm, of thirty-six imperial gallons, in 1832.

Wines are produced in various parts of Germany, but the above are the principal.

According to Homan's Cyclopedia of Conunerce, 692,737 acres of land in Germany are

devoted to the cultivation of the vine, of which 415,732 are in Austria. The next largest

"wine-growing country in Germany is Bavaria, which has 79,487 acres in cultivation. The
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districts on the Rhine, the Neckar, and the lower Maine produce the best wines. The quan-
tity made is said to be about 3,000,000 of eimers. This statement, however, must refer to

some particular district, as it would amount to only about 45,000,000 gallons, which is only
a twentieth of the production of Ki'ance. The English and American authorities furnish no
reliable statistics of German wines.

Switzerland produces wine for home consumption only. The best wine of the countiy is

made in the Grissons, and is called Chiavenna. The canton of Vaud produces the largest

quantity.

It has already been remarked that the wines of high latitudes have less alcohol than those
further South. The same difference is observable between the products of different altitudes

in the same latitude.

The Hungarians claim to have had a knowledge of the vine and of wine-making as long
ago as the third century. Nothing certain, however, is known on the subject. The annual
product of the country is estimated at 180,000,000 gallons. The most celebrated wine is

the Tokay, called the "king of wines, which takes its name from a town of that name. The
other principal wines are those of Ofen, Pesth, Syrmia, Groswardien, Eslon, and Warwitz.
The Tokay has been celebrated for two centuries. The Hungarians have an annual fair of

wines at Pesth, and the government gives great encouragement to their production. Never-
theless the culture is conducted in a slovenly manner. It is said that there are sixty

varieties of the grape in this country.

The Tokay wine resembles the ancient wines in thickness and consistency. The proverb
reads: "Spain for strength, France for delicacy, Italy for sweetness, and Hungary for

thickness." The best of this wine sells in Vienna for about five dollars the bottle.

Austria Proper produces some good wines, although none of them are celebrated. A
German writer estimates the entire wine product of the Austrian empire at 330,000,000
gallons. Others suppose that the product is nearly twice this amount, and say that

60,000,000 gallons are exported. The Archduchy of Austria is said to produce 36,000,000 ;

Moravia, 6,500,000 ; and Bohemia 400,000 gallons. Wine is also made in the other

provinces of the Austrian empire, some of which is very good.

The importation of wine to England from Germany has hitherto been small. Recent
legislation may bring about a greater consumption of wines in that country.

The following lists embrace the principal wines, ancient and modern, of which any ac-

counts are accessible to us, together with the country and province in which they are pro-

duced :

ANCIENT WINES.

Abates ,_

Aeigleukes
Albanum
Anthosmias
Antylla
Argitis

Ariusian

Arsynium
Autokraton
Bithynian

Bybios '

Calenum
Carenum
Caulinum
Cecuban
Chalybon, (Kalibonian)

Chian
Circumcisitum
Clazomenian
Cnidos ,

Corinthian

Corcyra

Coum ..--.

Crete

LOCALITIES, ETC.

Cilicia, Asia Minor.

Greek.

Roman.
Greek.

Egyptian.

Greek.

Galicia, Asia Minor.
Greek.

Asia Minor.

Phoenician.

Roman.

Damascus.
Greek Island.

Roman, inferior.

Greek Island.

Greek.

Greelc Island.

Greek.

Greek Island.
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NAMES. LOCALITIES, ETC.

Cyprus ........... Greek Island.

Greek, inferior.

Asia Minor, inferior

Greek.

Eoman.
Greek.

Roman.
Greek Island.

(( ((

Asia Minor, inferior.

Sicilian.

Egyptian.

Greek.

Gallic.

Tlirace.

Egyptian.

Gallic.

Defrutum .......
Deuterios .. . .

Epsema .. ....

Falernum ......
Ismarus - ......

Labici

Lesbos ......

Leucadia ...... ..

Lora .... . .....
Mamertininn . . ...... ._

Mareoticum ...... ..... ...

Maronean .... .. ._....
Marseilles, (Massilia) ..-.. , ....
Mendean ....... . ..... . ....
Meroe ... . .... ....

Narbonne
Naxos -

Nomentanum
Oligophoroi .„.

Omphacites
Operarium ..

Passimi

Phanean
Pollaemn ,

Polyphoroi ..„
Pramnian .

Prodromos, Protropos, or Proch}Tna
Bhodian . .

Rhceticum
Sabinum _

Sapa
Saprian _

Sciathos -

Scybellites

Sebenniticum ---_.....
Betinum ..

Signinum
Siraion .

Spoletum
Statanum
Surrentine

Taeniotic

Tarragona _

Tauromenian _ .

Thalassites

Thamna ._

Thasian
Tibenum
Titucazenum
Tmolites

Venafranum ...
Vienne ..I Gallic.

Zakynthos | Greek Island.

Ionian Island.

Roman.
Greek.

Greek Islands.

Asia Minor, inferior.

Roman, refuse.

Greek Island.

Syracuse.

Greek.

Attica.

Lesbian.

Rhodes.

Roman.

'

' refuse.

Greek, Chian.
Greek.

Galicia, Asia Minor.
Egyptian.

Roman.

Greek, inferior.

Roman.

Egyptian.

Spanish.

Sicilian.

Greek.
'

' inferior.

Asia Minor.

Lybia, Asia Minor.
Roman.

V
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MODERN WINES.

NAMES. LOCALITIES, ETC.

-^tna
Aiba flor

Albano
Aleatico

Alenquer ._

Alicant

Amontillado
Arbois-.

Arcetri

Artimino
Asmanshaiiser . . .

.

Avenay
Avise. ...-,.

Auxerre
Ay
Baccharach
Bagnols
Barcelona

Barsac .

Barra-a-Barra

Bassan

Bastard

Baune
Beaucaire

Beaumes
Beaune
Benesalem
Benicarlo

Bergerac

Bessas

Beziers

Bishop

Blaye

Bodenheim
Bouguereau
Bourg
Bouzy
Branne-mouton
Braunenberg ........

Bucellas

Buzet

Calabria

Canary
Candia . .. .......

Canon ..

Cante-perdrix

Caprike
Carbonnieux
Carcavellos

Carincna . . -.

Carmignano
Gate (vincuit)

Cazouls

Cephalonia
Cerons
Chablis

Chainctte (Clos de la)

Chambertin
ChamboUc

Sicily.

Majorca.

Italy, Papal States.

" Tuscany.

Portugal.

Spain, Valencia.
" (Sherry.)

Fi'ance, Champagne.
Italy, Tuscany.

(( <i

Germany.
France, Champagne.

" Burgimdy.
*

' Champagne.
Germany.
France, Eoussillon.

Spain.

France, Bordelais.

Portugal.

France, Languedoc.
(Mixed Wine.)

France, Dauphiny.
" Languedoc.
*' Bordelais.
' * Burgundy.

Majorca.

Spain, Valencia.

France, Guienne.
*' Rhone.
'* Languedoc.

(Mixed Wine.)

France, Guienne.

Germany.
France, Bui-gundy.

'

' Bordelais.
" Champagne.
" Bordelais.

Hungary.
Portugal.

France, Guienne.
Italy.

Canary.

Candia, IMediterranean.

France, Guienne.
'* Languedoc.

Capri, or Cyprus.

France, Bordelais.

Portugal.

Spain, Catalonia.

Italy, Tuscany.

France, Languedoc.
Modern Greek Island.

France, Bordelais.
** Champagne.
" Burgundy.
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Cham6ry
Champagne, white

*' ros6..
" red ..

Charmes (les)

Chameco
Chateau-Chalons .

.

" Grillet...
" Margaux.

Chateauneuf
Chenas _

Chianti

Chigny
Chuzclan
Ciudad Eeal
Clairao .--... ....

Clarry ...........
Claret

Closet

CoUares
Collioure

Columbano
Combotte (la) .

Conimendaria ....

Condrieux
Constantia

Corfu

Comas
Corton
Cosperon
C6teE6tie
C6teau Brule
Cotnar
Couslet (Clos) ....

Cramant
Crozes

Cumieres
Cyprus
Die, Clarette

Dizy
Dulamon
Ecueil

Epemay
Erlau

Florence

Franconia. ..

Frontignac
Fuencaral
Fuissey

Gadagne
Gamacba
Gamarde
Genevriere (la) ...

G ervant

Gorce (clos)

Goutte d'Or
Graach
Grafenherg
Graves «...

LOCALITIES, ETC.

France, Champagne.

'
' Burgundy.

Portugal.

France, Franche Compte.
" Dauphiny.
'' Guienne.
'

' Dauphiny.
" Burgundy.

Italy.

France, Champagne.
" Languedoc.

Spain, La Mancha.
France, Guienne.
(Mixed Wine.)
France, Guienne.

*

' Champagne.
Portugal.

France, Eoussillon.

Italy, Tuscany.
France, Burgundy.
Cyprus.

France, Dauphiny.
Cape of Good Hope.
Ionian Islands.

France, Languedoc.
'

' Burgundy.
" Eoussillon.
'

' Dauphiny.
'

' Languedoc.
Turkey, Moldavia.

France, Guienne.
** Champagne.
" Dauphiny.
" Champagne.

Cyprus.

France, Dauphiny.
'

' Champagne.
*

' Bordelais.
" Champagne.

Hungary.
Italy, Tuscany.
Geimany.
France, Languedoc.
Spain, New Castile.

France, Burgundy.
*

' Dauphiny.
Spain, AiTagon.
Greece.

France, Burgundy.
" Dauphiny.
*

' Bordelais.
" Burgundy.

Moselle.

Germany, Ehine.

France, Bordelais.
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NAMES. LOCALITIES, ETC.

Greco ..... .... ....... ...... .... .... «... Italy, Naples.

France, Dauphiny.Grcffieux .................. ........

Grenache
Grcnouilles .... .... .... .......... .... .... '* Burgundy.
Gris6cs . ...... .... .... ...... ...< ......

Guinda Spain.

France, Bordelais.Haut-Brion
Haut-Taleuce

" Champagne.
'

' Dauphiny

.

(MLxed Vfine.)

Germany, Rhine.

France, Isle of France.

Hermitage
Hippocras ,.........._
Hocliheim
Isle of Franco .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

Ispahan . ........................ ...... Persia.

Ithaca ..---......... Greek Island.

Johannisberger Germany, Rhine.
Candia.K.isranos .... ....... .... .......... .... ....

Lacrima Italy, Naples.

France, Bordelais.Lafitte

Lagrima dc Malaga ---. - Spain.

Portugal.

France, Danphiny-
'

' Gascony.
'

' Bordelais.

Lamego
Lanarte ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ......

Langon
Larose _.

La Torre Spain.

France, Bordelais.Latour
Laubenhcini Germany, Rhine.

Portugal.Lavradio
Lcisten Germany, Bavaria.

Lemcsnil France, Champagne.
'

' Bordelais.Leoville

Lepe --...^. Spain, Seville.

Greek Island.Lesbos -- _

Liebfrauenmilch...... -_.- ,... Germany.
France.Lojac

Lissa ...... ...... ...... ...... ..v^,^ ^..... Greece.

Lisbon. ...... ...... ............ Portugal.

Ludes France, Champagne.
" Languedoc.Lunel .

Maccabec . France, Roussilion.

Macedonia .. Greece.

Macon .... ...... France, Burgundy.
Hungary.
Madeira.

Mad „

Madeira
MaiUy France, Champagne.

Spain.

INIediterranean.

Malaga _

Malmsey . .._...
Mantes .. France, Seiue.

Manzanares ,, _.

Maraussan _.

Spain, La .\Iancha.

France, Languedoc.
Mareuil ._.. .. " Champagne.

Germany, Rhine.

France, Champagne.
Sicily.

France, Languedoc.

Markbrnnn ..

Marne (Rividre de)

Marsala _

Marseillan _

Marseille .
H ((

Mazct (Clos) <« ((

Mazzara . ...... Sicily, Messina.

Meal.„ France, Dauphiny.
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Medoc -

M6neser Ausbruch
Mercein-ol .

Merignac _.

Mesta
Meursault
Migranne
Minorca .«-

Mon9aon
Mont-Basillac

Mont Catini

Mont de Milieu

Montefiascone ^

Montepulciano
Mont Rachet
Moravia
Morea
Morey
Moqet (Clos)

Moselle...

Mount Ida
Mountain
Musigny
Navarre
Naxos
Neckar .... .. .,

Nierstein

Nuits

Oedenburg
Oeiras

Ofen
Oger
Olivotes (des) _.

Orleans -.

Orvieto

Oseye
Paxarete

Palma
Palus

Pedro-Ximenes ...... .,

Peralez

Pcralta ,

Perriere (Cote d'Or)

Perriere (La Meursault)
Perriere (Tonncrre)

Picardan
Pichon-Longueville

Pierry

Piesport

Pitoy

Pomard
Pomerols
Pontac
Ponte-a-Moriano
Port

Pouilly

Preaux .

Preignac

Premeau (Clos)

LOCALITIES, ETC.

France, Bordelais.

Hungary.
France, Dauphin y.

'

' Bordelais.

Greece.

France, Burgundy.

Island of Minorca.

Portugal.

France, Bordelais.

Italy, Papal States.

France, Burgun(iy.

Italy, Papal States.
*

' Tuscany.
France, Burgundy.
Austria, Moravia.

Greece.

France, Bui-grmdy.

Germany.
Greece, Candia.

Spain, Malaga.
France, Burgundy.
Spain.

Greek Island.

Germany.
Rhine.

France, Burgundy.
Hungary.
Portugal.

Hungary.
France, Champagne.

'
' Burgundy.

'

' Orleannois.

Italy, Papal States.

France, Alsace.

Spain, Xeres.

Canary Islands.

France, Guienne.

Spain, Granada and Andalusia.
" Valencia.
" Navarre.

France, Burgundy.

" Languedoc.
" Bordelais.
'

' Champagne.
Germany.
France, Burgundy.

'

' Languedoc.
'

' Bordelais.

Italy, Lucca.

Portugal.

France, Burgundy.

*' Bordelais.
' Burgundy.
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Priory -.—
Pupiilin -

Rancia.----. ..--

RatcMorf
Raucoule -.

Raumont
Piauzan -

Reims (Montagne de)....

Rethymo -

Ribadavia ...

Richebourg
Rilly

Rivesaltes

Romanoe Conti

Romance de St. Vivant
Romaneche __ ,

Romaney -..__. .

Rota
Rothenberg
Roussillon

Rudeslieim

Sack
St. Basle

St. Bris ,

St. Croix du Mont
St. Emilion
St. Geniez ,

St. George, (Cote d'Or)

St. George d'Orgues, (Herault)

St. Georgy
St. Jean, (Clos)

St. John
St. Joseph
St. Laurens
St. Nessans
St. Peray
St. Thierry, (Clos)

Salces

San Lucar de Barrameda
Sanco
Santorini

Sauterne ,

Savigny-sous-Beaune
Scharlachberg....

Schiller

Schiracker

Scio

Segorbe

Sercial

Setubal ...... ...... ...... ...

Seyssuel

Sezanne
Sherry

Shiraz

Sillery

Sirmien

Sitges

Smyrna, Muscadine
Sorgues,.

LOCALITIES, ETC.

Spain, Catalonia.

France, Jura.

Spain, Navarre.

Hungary.
France, Dauphiny.

*
' Champagne.

*
' Bordelais.

*
' Champagne.

Candia.

Spain, Galicia.

France, Burgundy.
*

' Champagne.
" Roussillon.
* * Burgundy.

Greece, Candia.

Spain.

Germany, Rhine.

France, Roussillon.

Germany, Rhine.

Spain.

France, Champagne.
'

' Bordelais.

" Languedoc
" Burgundy.
" Languedoc.

Hungary.
France, Burgundy.
Italy.

France, Languedoa

** Bordelais.
" Languedoc.
' * Champagne.
*

' Roussillon.

Spain.

France, Bordelais.

Greece.

Frauce, Bordelais.
'

' Burgundy.
Germany, Rhine.

Hungary.

Greek Island.

Spain.

Madeira.

Portugal, Estramadura.
France, Rhone.

'
' Champagne.

Spain.

Persia.

France, Champagne,
Hungary.
Spain.

Aii;ia Minor.

lYancc, Rhone.
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stein -

Steinberg

Suabia. ...... .... ....

Syracuse

Tabriz

Tache
Taisy...-

T^llya
Tarczal

Tart, (Closdu)

Tavel
Teheran ....... ......

Tenedos
Teneriflfe

Tenos
Termo -

Terrats *....

Tintilla, or Tinto

Tire

Tisanne

Tokay
Tonnerre
Toremila
Torins.

Ton-es Vedras
Trebbiano . _

1)t:o1

Yal de Penas-
Valmur
Vaucluse
Yaudesir
Vaumorillon .........

Verdea . ..

Verdona.....
Verinay
Vemaccia, or Vernage.
Yeroilles .... ......

Verzenay ...... ......

Yerzy _...... . .. ..

Yilledemange
Yilleneuve-en-Eioms .

.

Yillers-Allerand

Vin cuit

Vins de cargaison
'

' de cotillon

" d'61it€ ,

" de paille

" de primeur ,

" rapes
*

' sees, (Sack)
'

' de taille

Yinaroz

Yino Santo
Yino Tinto
Volnay
Vosne ,.

Vougeot, (Clos)

Wehlen
Wermuth

26 A

L0CALITIE8, ETC.

Germany.

Sicily.

Persia.

France, Burgnndy.
" Champagne.

Hungary.
ii

France, Burgundy.
'* Languedoc.

Persia.

Greek Island.

Canary.

Greek Island.

Portugal.

France, Eoussillon.

Spain.

Syria or Sicily.

France, Champagne.
Hungary.
France, Burgundy.

" Roussillon.
'

' Burgundy.
Portugal.

Italy, Tuscany.
Austria.

Spain, La Mancha.
France, Burgundy.

* Rhone.
* * Burgundy.

Italy, Tuscany.
Canary.

France, Rhone.
Italy, Tuscany.

Fi-ance, Burgundy.
" Champagne.

'

'

Bordelais.
" Champagne.

(Boiled wine.)

France, Bordelais.
" Rhone.
' ' ChampEigne.
" Rhone.
" Burgundy.

Spain. (Dry wine.)

France. Maine.
Spain, Yalencia.

Italy, Lake Garda.
Spain, Yalencia.

France, Burgundy.

Germany.
Hungary. (Mixed wine.;
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NAMISS. LOCALmiS, ETC.

Xsres . ...........•.....••••••••-•••••-• Spain, Andalusia.

Persia.Yezd — —

.

Yquem, (Clos).... --. France, Bordelais.

Zante..-. - - Greek Island.

Zcttingcn •..>• ...... .««• ...... ...••• .... Germany.

CULTURE OF GRAPES IN GRAPERIES.

BY S. J. PARKER, M. D., ITHACA, NEW YORK.

In what is here said of the culture of foreign varieties of grape^, novelty will not be
attempted beyond the freshness of the individuality of one's own mind.
The culture of choice foreign grapes under glass in this country dates from before the

war of independence, from which time to this the fair-looking Sweetwater, the perishable

Chasselas, the delicious Frontignac, and the luscious Hamburg have been here and there

carefully ripened—efforts mainly confined to the vicinity of large cities, isolated, and, to the
surrounding inhabitants, a mysterious luxury of the more highly educated and rich. Not
until of late has the idea become justly prevalent that no American citizen possessing a
homestead, no matter how humble, need be without his own out-door vines, and his grapery,

with its glass gleaming beneath our crystal sunshine. Not until recently has the simplicity

of grape culture been understood, or have we had the patience to await its sure results.

We have supposed out-door vines required only to be planted and let alone, and if they
did not bear of themselves, without pruning, the fault was in our climate—ideas too preva-

lent yet with the great mass of our inhabitants. We have been led to believe in-door culture

to be so complicated an art that none but imported vine-dressers could accomplish the task

—

an impression most skilfully continued by this class of persons ; while we have forgotten

that in mechanism, art, and agriculture our real advancement lies mainly in native-bom
talent, and that when self-reliant we make progress. We have only just begun to learn

how little time and care a grapery, giWng as much as the family can eat of these heaven-
bom fruits, requires ; how surely tons of them can be raised for the market by the thrift

and versatile talent of our own citizens. It is true the glass grapery cannot be neglected,

nor can the laws of growth and ripening be disregarded with impunity. Still, it is by a
very simple fixed routine, easily understood, that these delicacies are. ripened so as to melt
in multiform flavor on the palate.

Nothing cultivated needs less care, is more easily managed, or more certain to be a suc-

cessful crop, throughout the whole domain of the United States, adding to the millions of

our products.

He who studies the matter for himself will find no complicated rules nor wonderful
secrets to be learned, but everything so plain that a child may learn what is requisite, and
the labor so small, when the system is acquired and the few necessary mechanical imple-

ments rightly made, that the invalid or the youth can do the work.
A single reflection on the main causes of the coldness of our climate will show the

need of glass for the culture of these varieties of grapes. We have a continent more
narrow than others at the South, growing more wide, but which does not expand to its

vaster width until the regions of perpetual ice are reached towards the pole, where unfor-

tunately it attains its greatest breadth, and sterile, cmelly cold, as it is, clings, perhaps
without the '

' open sea' ' so fondly dreamed of, to the pole itself. It is to this vast icy

region, the utility of which is not very apparent, we must attribute the cold so contrary to

our feelings,. Another cause, if the theory of prevailing upper currents is true, is that we
arc again imfortunate in being on the Eastern, instead of Western shores of the continent

;

for the corresponding cold region of Asia, with its tuberculous consumption, is there due to

the loss of oceanic heat, that makes Oregon and California, as well as Eastern Europe, with
a more healthful climate for the lungs, ripen fruits better than the Eastern States. But be
this as it may, it is to the unusual formation of the continent, and to the ice of the Northern
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portions of it, that, despite a genial sunshine, with remarkable purity of atmosphere, are due
the cold and frosts that mar our products, and which by a sweep of a vast " Norther,'' or cold-

biearing north wind, at times cuts off a whole cotton crop when slightly above the ground,

compelling, as the writer has himself seen, every planter, even to the shores of the Gulf, genial

as the climate there is, to replant his cotton as late as April or May, thus doing over again,

often when seed is scarce, the whole spring's work^ ^

The same cause, later in the spring, cuts off the peach, apple, and the promising com of

the Northern States, and even in Jiine desolates the Canadas. It is this, with the conse-

quent cold night air and skies, that sends mildew and rot into our foreign grapes.

So that from the Northern Lakes, almost or quite to the far Southern cotton lands, he
who would taste the fruits of Egyptian, European, and other Eastern vines, so exquisite,

must rear them under the protection of glass. And the main elements of the details of their

growth a/ising out of this same fact can be stated in a word to be, the further North the more

completely must the vine he under control. The " border," that word so unmeaning to the ordi-

nary American reader, or the soil in which the vine grows and has its roots, at the extreme

North must be wholly within the house, to enable the culturist to give or withhold water,

heat, and air at pleasure. The Middle States may make the border partially in and partly

out of the house, and at the far South it may be wholly outside of the glass, unless the

control of moisture be an object. The same rule applies to ventilation. The ISTorth must
ventilate cautiously at the roots ; the South may copy the open foreign ventilation, or have
the house wholly open at thfe roots.

On these facts, more than others, should the variations ©f the structure of vineries be
made.
The main essentials of Grapery cultivation are : a suitable border, that is, a suitable soil and

shape or spot for the soil to be in for the growth of the vine ; a suitable house of glass ; suitable

ventilation, or means of supplying air ; an ample supply of water, as near the temperature of the

soil as possible ; and a choice stock of vines. These obtained, there is no one in the family of

a farmer or planter, the laboring man, mechanic, or professional man, as well as man of

leisure and fortune, who cannot do the rest.

The daOy routine resolves itself into the opening the house for ventilation, the closing

the house or stopping the ventilation at suitable hours, soon learned ; the watering to suit

the state of the vines and fruit ; checking overgrowth, or promoting growth or renewal of

the wood ; and guarding against or destroying insects and disease.

This is assumed as the routine, not because more cannot be done, for there are complicated

modes of forcing the vine, and fanciful rules, laborious enough ; but of these neither tirja

nor utility demands particular mention. The fact that under so many details, so many
varied plans, the vine bears nearly alike, most emphatically declares the vine endures but
does not need these arduous trainings, endures rather than is benefitted by them. Thus there

are graperies scarcely watered the whole season ; others watered night and day, from eight

to ten times in the twenty-four hours ; one only by broad sunlight, another at sunrise and
sunset ; one with the vines cut, girdled, and mangled, another left to the greatest freedom

;

one with a never-varying thermometer, another with the most abrupt changes of temperature.

Now it is not said that these diversities produce no perceptible results, for such is not the

case, but it is a matter of surprise that the \'ine bears so uniformly under them all ; this one
fact showing another more important, that the pains taken beyond a certain limit is only,

in the blunt old proverb, " the labor for the pains." Therefore it may be boldly asserted

that any one of competent, ordinary skill can in a single season learn to set, at a given hour
in the morning, say at nine o'clock, his ventilator for the probable temperature of the day,

and at another hour, say an hour before sunset, close the ventilator, and he will be sur-

prised to find how very few days of the season he will have failed in setting the gauge mark
as he ought ; how rarely a sudden change unanticipated has come. Or if he prefer the

usual meal hours of the farmer, say 6, 12^, and 6^ for the summer, he will find a few
moments thus at morning, noon, and night, will be all the time he need spend to do the

whole work of the grapery ; especially if a wife or child is at hand at the hour of 10 or 11

a. m., to cast an eye on the thennometer, and slightly modify the temperature, if necessary.

Thus, in these few leisure moments of the day, he can accomplish everything, except when
the fruit is setting or " the bunches are to be thinned," and even these he can see to, if he
cultivates only for his own use, by a little more attention for a few days at these times.

Still further, to see how simple is the routine, read the published themiometrical records

<rf various persons, and the results on the fruit. One reads 90° to 110°, another 80° to 90<^,

another 60° to 80°, and some speak, incredible as it may seem, of even 150° to 200° or

more at times in a damp atmosphere. Yet they inform us they ripen their fruit in about
the same time.

Sometimes the lowest degree ripens the fruit best. Again, one says, " open at night for

Jome ventilation," another says, " do not ventilate at all at night at any time," and each
ripens good fruit. So that among these diversities the whole attendance daily resolves itself

ilrto do not bum the fruit by excess of heat, and adhere rigidly to any plan of temperature that may be
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adopted. Or, in other language, commence your grapery and take care of it by the simplest,

BL<i3:test, and most efficient plan you can devise, and the luxuriant bunches are yours.

The national importance of fine fruit needs no remark here ; the only object is to make
plainer the simplicity and certainty of grapes under glass. The peach of the South, so

plentiful in some parts as to cause the peach brandj'^-still to be more common than the

cider-mill of New England, evii?ces how readily it can be grown. The farmer of the Middle
and Northern States, with his hundred varieties of apples, peaches, pears, and plumbs, often

in a year fruiting fully that number of varieties to perfection, adds to the national wealth.

And could every one of these be persuaded to put up the glass structure more would be
gained in production. Now, when several thousands of graperies are being built, it is no
more than a duty that the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office should exert its in-

fluence, so happy in other respects, on the practical cultivation of these time-honored fruits.

With the rush of American enterprise we are, in the Yankee phrase, " going int^" grapes.

We need progressive conservatism. The old well-tried Isabella yet wins, as a table fruit, the

i-ace over most of our out-door varieties. The Catawba, for wine, and the Hamburg under
glass still takes the palm. Soon ho who goes from Maine to the Rocky Mountains will see

vineries everywhere over much of this territory. They are now being built, and they should

be made wisely. How far they may be extended South experience must tell. At the North
there is no choice, they must be built there, and it is believed everywhere over our national

domain. Wealth is already expending on them her hardly-valued thousands, and poverty,

too, counts her dimes as she builds them. That they may be* tastefully made to ornament
the grounds of any mansion can be attested by copying from the Gardner's Monthly the

design of one of the most common in an Eastern State. As the owner states that he con-

siders the drawing to be inferior to the house, his name is not given, merely saying, in reply,

that the beauty of his design cannot be hid in any drawing. (See Plate 2.)

This design gives us very neat lines of beauty in the shape and arrangement of its glass

work, an effect from a fine architectural mind, and the whole commends itself to every lover

of good builduig. If criticism on it might be indulged, it would be to say that the cornices

at the ends are represented as made of wood, and as being as wide as one of the frames of

sliding sash in the roof. Now the sash frames are at least two feet wide, so that the shadows
of the cornices falling at all times on a portion of the vines, cutting off so much sunlight,

must act to the prejudice of the practical utility of the house. The same remark applies to

the projection of the eaves of the house ; they also cut off too much sunlight. These, it is

believed, are faults, even though the owner says his vines are in an admirable state of health,

and bearing fully. It is pleasing to see the comparative distance from the ground to the

roof so small, while the roof is comparatively so large and steep. This is as it should be.

Theoretically, the eaves of the house should never be over two feet from the surface of the

border inside of the grapery. All distance over that is lost space, for the perpendicular sides

of the house never fruit well, and the elevation of the roof above the border or soil inside of

the house is a violation of the inflexible rule that sunlight through glass acts in the best manner

only a very small distance from the glass, a foot or two at the furthest, rendering healthy vege-

tation a distance from the glass impossible. Still, in the design just given, the only greatest

loss is in time for the vines to get vigor to bear above the eaves, a fact too well proved by
experience to admit of a doubt. However, the*few clusters of the few first seasons may flat-

ter the beginner into the hope that high perpendicular walls are advantageous. If while

requesting architects to keep the cornice of the grapery low, and make the roof steep and
large, they say they must have room for the display of their art of the beautiful, the reply

is very true, but not at the expense of the vines and fruit. One thing is certain, either the

mass of grape-growers do not know how to fruit year after year on the perpendicular sides

of the house, or the vines will not set their fruit and ripen it well there, and if the latter

is the fact, the architect must bow to Nature, and not Nature to the architect.

It would be well could two secrets of grape-culture be whispered in the ears of professional

architects of graperies, so that they might never forget them. One is, the whole house should

be of gkiss, if possible, without a single dark shade, no matter how small. The other is, since

support for the glass must be Txiade of opaque substances, that cast a shade more or less to the

injury of the vines, make tliem as small as possible, and in the varied line of beauty in which
these lines of support are worked, and by them let the architectural ornament be given

;

except on the North side of the grapery, on which side or end alone put heavy wood ornaments,

loading this with entablature, heavy, high-wrought cornice, carved v/ood, marble, alabaster,

or other figures, but be so kind as to let the sunlight alone on the East, South, and AVestern

sides or ends. And if you cannot satisfy your tiiste for agricultural ornament otherwise,

select the site of the grapery, so that from the cottage or mansion, the road or avenue, the

town or landscape to be adorned by your skill in the vinery, this North end alone shall show,
ciatting off the prospect of the rest of the house by trees or other objects, so arranged that

Avhilc they are not too near the vinery they may accomplish the purpose. Bear in mind also

that you cannot represent glass on paper, but that glass in the sunshine amid foliage needs

little besides its own lustre. There May seem to be one more step than is needful in what has
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jufift Been said, but the sins into which the wealthy have been led unawares, as well as the

mined vines, tortured trees and plants that have suffered in silence these many yeai-g in

many a vinery and green-house, call for an administration of justice by some land of remark.
Another reason for calling attention to the grapery just given in the figure is because it is

represented as standing on a mound, thus giving two results of value, the elevation of the

house into better sunlight, with a happy artistic effect, and for the reason of a border,

which is thus perfectly drained.

But as this article is written rather for the humbler citizen, contrast with the above
ajiother, a ** cheap " structure, copied from the "Horticulturist," as it is continued by the

successors of the lamented Downing. Mr. A. C. Hubbard, of Detroit, Michigan, says : "I
planned it and built it myself, as I had leisure and fancy in the whiter season. The mate-
rials did not exceed $65. It need not cost over $120." A very reasonable outlay for a
house that must be about 12 feet by 20, if his pLm is understood, and should be 20 or 22
feet wide and not less than 40 feet long, where the site admits of these dimensions.

Fiff.2.

This, if made as it should be, will give for one dollar as much as ten, or even fifty

dollars, in the costly built grapery of wealth. That is, foot for foot of glass, will give as
large, as high-flavored, and as many clusters of grapes as in one of elaborate architectural
finish, and may have elements of success and facility in taking care of it not found in
many others. Doubtless it looks as a series of black lines on paper, for that is all there is

of it ; but when amid trees enlivening a landscape view, it is a thing of beauty and life.

But here is another—a gem on paper—a sample of the etherial lightness of iron sash. It
shows that a grapery may be beautifully graceful without a load of so-called architectural
ornaments. As a plan to be copied, it may be faulty in being too high for the width. The
top ventilation is either not represented or is entirely omitted, and it la not clear how that
at the bottom is effected.

Fig. 3.

And it is to be feared trial has or ^vill demonstrate only a few feet of surface at the top to
be good fruiting space. As an example of what iron sash, now so well and cheaply made
in this country, can do, it deserves careful study.
With these examples to introduce the subject, the question may be asked: What is the
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best grapery ? Or, to begin at the foundation, How can one best build a grapery ? The
reply is not difficult.

Select a spot which, while pleasing to the taste, has the best sunshine, with as good a
defence from the prevailing cold winds as can be commanded. At the extreme South this
lule may possibly need to be reversed and the action of winds sought, for the good of the
vines. Let there be an open space about the site, free from trees, dampness, or cold currents
of air descending a ravine, or any other source of cold or mildew. Let there be no tree
within one hundred feet of the house. If trees cannot be avoided, let them be on the North
Bide of the site, and let there be at least ten feet from the ends of the branches to the house.
On all other sides let not even a favorite shrub remain, as experience has shown mildew may
come from it when least expected. Select the driest sandy loam, a sheltered hillock or top
of a roll or swell of land, a few feet higher than the ordinary level ; reference l^eing had
also to the conveniences of an abundant supply of water, which, if possible, should be from
a running never-failing spring, requiring no pumping or artificial manual elevation. Do not,
on any account, take the old plan of digging in the hill side and putting the vines in a
sort of cellar, unless it is designed to force the vines by artificial heat through the winter
months, nor then if the forcing does not commence before the first of February. From
November till March the cellar excavation and cold stone wall, that can never be heated,
may absorb less heat than the zero air and Northwesters through the glass. Having selected
tiie most suitable spot, commence by digging down a cei-tain space, say two feet, and filling
in loose stone to secure perfect drainage for the border or soil, and, if necessary, make a
draiL!! from the bottom of the excavation to any point that mil keep the stone drainage free
from water. If the excavated earth is not fit to use as soil for the inside of the grapery,
pile it outside of the excavation as a raised mound ; but if it is good enough for the bordei
or soil inside of the house, then, mixing it with lime, manure, and compost, pile it on top
of the loose stone with which your excavation is filled, making the inside soil as you want
it to be. This will be more perfectly understood by the outline sketch, figure 4.

''

Fig. 4.

In this the dotted line excavation is seen to extend both within and without the house,

as far as the mound to be raised reaches, taking for granted that the soil needs only the

special fertilizeis to make the border ; so that the stone, coarse gravel, or sand, broken
brick, or other drainage material, are filled in to the level of the natural surface of the

ground, or a little above it, and the replaced earth is put over the stone or other filling

mingled with the fertilizers, the work being done by sections for the sake of economy. But
if the soil of the site be not suitable for the border, then pile the earth outside of the house
for the mound, and do not dig so deep nor so large an excavation, as earth will be needed
only for the outside moimd, filling in drainage material as before, and bringing decayed
turf or other good soil from elsewhere to fill the inside of the house, composted ynih. rich

manures. By this plan, it will be seen, there is the dry mound above the general surface

level, thus insuring dryness and sweetness to the soil, elevation into a better sunlight with
conspicuity of the house, and also a well-worked, rich border, entirely under command.

This plan further gives the choice of making the outside mound a part of the ]x>rder or

not, as desired, though it more than hints that such outside border had better not be made.
Notice at this moment that the outside mound must be so wide as perfectly to exclude frost

from entering the house from the edges or grass sloping banks; that is, it should be over
three or five feet wide, and as much more as your taste demands, but not wide enough to

defeat drainage or dryness, as a very wide outside grass plot might do.

On the question of outside borders there are many opinions. Probably the history of

graperies will show that the genu of the idea grew out of the fact that vines ripen further

North when trained against stone or brick walls. The wall was next protected by glass,

close to the vine and wall; then the glass was removed further from the wall. At last the

grapery took the shape of a lean-to structure against the wall, a form it yet inflexibly retains

in the minds of many. And all this while the border was considered to be next to, but

separated from, the wall, and extended some distance from it; and as the glass and vines

were removed further from the wall in widening the house, so the border was removed
further and further, being all the while kept outside of the glass work. Hence the idea

that an outside border is absolutely necessary in the estunation of some. But to American
taste walls are not pleasing and the climate destroys them, and thus the idea is of standard

trees, standard bushes, open trellis, roomy out-door exposure; and hence, when we find a
span-roof house and an inside border, it suits our natural taste, as more like Nature, d^ as
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nearly as can be like a Southern climate artificially created under an extreme untrammelled
roof of glass. Now, to add to this, an outside soil or border, for the roots of the \'ine to

run in, is, to say the least, an unnatural thing. The effect of tradition will need long to

be combatted, especially as it comes over the ocean, venerable with age and recommended
by wealth. To see the more readily the truth of these remarks, please examine figure 5.

Fig. 5.

This is a lean-to English style flie vines are planted outside of the house, and led through
holes in the walls, and trained up under the glass. This strange anomaly of the roots of

Southern, and of some varieties, almost tropical vines, exposed to the cold air and rains of

the North, has the further singular recommendation of a border, from twenty to sixty feet

wider than the house, and wholly outside of the house ; which certainly is as far removed
as possible from the dry, warm soil and air of their native climes. Though the certainty

that the roots will run to the extent of such outside border cannot be doubted, yet the

propriety and necessity of their doing it may be so. It is only a more convincing proof

how forbearing and disposed to do well the vine is. But the present object is not so much
to remark on this subject as to point out the temptation offered by precedent to copy foreign

borders in the colder soil of America. Remember that North of Richmond, Virginia, but a

little over two months of the year is the soil warm enough for the growth of most varieties

of these grapes ; and then to no great depth below the surface, and hence the reasonable-

ness of the important fact that the rest of the year the grapery, be it " cold," that is, not
heated artificially, or be it " hot,

'

' that is, heated by stove or flues, steam or hot water
pipes—in both cases—the grapery or the vine roots, as well as branches, fruit and leaves,

need to be completely removed from the cold air of the climate, and the cold spring, fall,

and winter rains ; so that insiped sap shall not be obtained from the soil to the injury of

the fruit. Therefore it is that every native bom citizen is daily growing more decided in

his convictions, that outside borders are injurious to the fruit, as well as a useless expense.

So it is summing up the best practical good sense of the land to say: In the extreiae

Northern States, North of Richmond, Virginia, build the walls of the grapery down to the

p*^one drainage, so as completely to cut off the passage of the roots outside of the house

;

and enrich to a higher degree the soil inside of the house, and simplify the culture by
supplying them all the elements of growth. South of Philadelphia, and certainly of Rich-

mond, extend to some degree the border outside of the house, as recommended by English
authors, and the more so as you go further South, until at or near the Gulf the vine

stumps and roots may be placed, perhaps, entirely outside. But it deserves to be repeated

that at the N< -rth, as experience has shown, or will show, the vine succeeds better when
wholly within the house, and thus perfectly under command ; an impossibility with a cold

uncontrollable outside border. It is to be feared, if this plan is not adopted, a cold rain in

Jime or July will fill the vinery with mildew, or a late rain or cold fortnight, while ripen-

ing the fruit, will render the grapes insipid and colorless, even though they have escaped
the early mildew.
As a variety of the plan of making the border, drainage and foundation of your grapery,

another phase is given, which in some places will lessen the expense, as no excavation is

to be made. It consists of the essentials of the last figure, (figure 5,) with the exception of

the excavation. The material used is brought to the site of the grapery and piled on the

natural undisturbed surface of the ground. This will enable one to build an}^here, irre-

spective of the soil or other relative disadvantages of like nature, and where the cartage of

material is a small object. On this plan, the dimensions of the vinery being marked out,

the walls of the house, whether of wood, stone, or brick, can be built directly from the

natural surface to the glass work, and the drainage material piled on the surface, sufiicientiy

deep to secure dryness, or to the distance allowed for it in building the walls ; the outside

mound or grass plot being built of inferior soil, while two feet deep on the inside of the

house is filled in with the rich mingled soil of the border ; thus ananging the whole foun-
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dation work and border just as one pleases, and Tvith an accuracy not always obtainable by
any other mode. As a guide to the relative sizes, suppose a span-roof house is to be built.

Let the size of the house be 20 X 50, or 22 X 100 feet ; for this drive stakes, then outside

of these drive other stakes, as the mound is desired to be 6, 10, or 15 feet, wider than the

first stakes. Allow fifteen inches for drainage material, composed of coarse sand gravel,

stone, or broken brick, cinders of furnaces, or any other most convenient and suitable

article ; build the walls and complete the rest as suggested by the data already given.

At this point please notice that a border two feet deep is recommended as sufficient ; for

the European border of six feet deep may be considered not only an unnecessary expense,

but as a positive injury to the vines by the acidity and deep coldness produced thereby.

Observers, too, of much experience tell us that the slow decomposition in such excessively

deep borders generates acidity. It cannot be disputed that no sun-heat penetrates to these

great depths so as to exert much influence, and everywhere in Europe and America the tree

or vine with its roots in a light porous shallow soil ripens the best flavored fruit. As to

the expense, few are aware how great is the labor of digging out even two feet deep, mixing
in the fertilizers, and replacing the soil. When four other feet are added to this task, at a

greater proportional expense, the advocate of this practice must thoroughly prove its

necessity and disprove the now well-founded belief that vine-roots as well as dwarf pear-

rootss need and are better to be as close to the surface as possible.

ls"ext comes a question which, in fact, must be decided before the excavation raising the

mound, or otherwise preparing the ground or laying the foimdation, is done. What is the

best plan of building the house or grapeiy edifice ? In reply it may be said old well-

approved authors recommend what are called lean-to structures—a style sufliciently seen in

fig. 5, already given for another purpose. Reference to that figure shows, nrespective of

the sit« and iDorder, this vinery as consisting of a front towards the South ; a large glai»

roof, at a low angle, also towards the South, and the main source whence the sunshine is

received ; a small reflex or Northern glass roofing, used often for ventilation, and a North
wall or back of tlie house, built of brick, stone, or wood, made hollow and filled with
tan-bark or other non-conducting material. In some instances elaborate designs are given

for convoluted, zigzag, or otherwise arranged smoke flues in this back wall for heating th«

grapery, which are costly arts. And still further, to render this wall on the North side of

it available, sheds are recommended to be built, adding further to the expense.

There are, of course? places where, in preference to every other, this is the true plan for

a vinery ; but it is believed to be the most expensive plan that can be adopted for the

number of vines it will fruit well. Rather adopt the span-roofed or double-roofed house,

with one roof to the East, containing as many main vines as the '
' lean-to house' ' will fruit

;

for the fruit on the back wall, from the secondary or adjunct vines, is, at the best, but

poorly ripened ; and another roof to the West, which contains as many more main or prin-

cipal vines ; thus doubling the fully exposed vines ; and on the columns in the centre or

interior portions of the grapery put the adjunct vines, of which there can be one, two, or

three rows, if desired, which will average as well as the one row on the old English and
French brick or stone wall. Thus, at an expense of but little, if any, over the "lean-to

plan," there will be two rows of main vines, and there may be three rows of secondary or

" wall vines," and all fruited as well or better than on the old and now nearly abandoned
style of house.

Of these double-roofed houses the three first figures of this article are views in perspective,

and they possess greater beauty of design than the old traditionary plan, and are capable

of a vast variety of detail. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 are sections of houses on this plan :
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It needs but a glance at them to see they have bnt one principle—the makmg them so

freely of glass that the vines are as nearly like being out of doors as can be, exposing

them to light on every side nearly as much as if situated similarly without glass.

They each have, it is believed, certain advantages. Thus fig. 6 causes rapid growth of

wood, but its steep sides and narrowness renders only the upper and more circular part good
bearing surface ; the fruit below not being ripened as soon, and less plentifully. The models

7, 8, and 9 are better shapes in these respects.

For a plain, economical house, fig. 10 is recommended as a very satisfactory way of build-

ing a grapery. The roof is a right angle at the ridge. It can be built of wood wholly, or

ttie part below the ventilators of stone or brick and wood above, or the ventilators and roof

may be of iron. But it is not necessary to give in detail plans for iron sash, nor recommend
it as desirable for the ordinary American homestead, as long as wood is so abundant and
will last ten or twenty years, with no more cost of repair than the iron sash, and so long as

a grapery of wood, erected for less than half of the costly edifice of wealth, will fruit as

many and as choice pounds of grapes. Too much already has been done, more for the

benefit of the architect and builder then for the vines. For permanent luxury nothing is

too extravagant for the plain homestead. Simple efi&ciency is the most appropriate.

As a reasonable and durable way to build, as in fig. 10, lay the foundation in stone or
brick, the best materials, least affected by the weather. On the top of the wall thus built

lay a wood-sill, well coated with coal-tar and linseed oil ; or, if it can be done, kyanise the
sill. Let the sill be two or three inches thick, and as wide, or a little wider, than the wall,

so as to protect the wall from the drip inside and the rain outside of the house. Now
mortice in at about three feet apart, on the sides and ends, the studs or uprights for the
ventilators, and cap these short studs, only four to twelve inches long, with a plate two or
three inches, and four or six inches wide, which plates receive the lower ends of your
immovable sash rafters, the ends of the house being closed by the continuation of the plat^,
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just over the ventilators, by perpendicular movable sash, extending from the end-plate to

the rafters. Experience has shown that rafters one and a quarter inch thick, and two and
a half inches wide, are stout enough, if the roof is as steep as it should be. As the greatest

liability to rotting is at the ventilators and foot of the rafters, thoroughly cover these parts

everywhere, in the mortices and unexposed as well as exposed parts, with coal-tar and lin-

seed oil, half and half boiled together ; use durable wood, kyanized, if it can be got. The
ventilators below the eaves are simple inch boards, battened on the inside or outside to keep
them from warping, and himg to the plate by any convenient kind of hinges. The board
ventilators are wide enough if not less than four inches or over tw^ve inches wide, and
should be hung along the whole sides and ends of the house, painting the inside and edges
with the coal-tar and linseed oil, and the outside with white lead or other color. The
ventilators may be pannelled and they will look better, or a row of panes of glass set in sash

ventilators, if thought best, but they will be no more useful. It is, on the whole, advisable

to put on eave-troughs to carry off the water that falls on the roof, if there be a supply bjf a
spring, or to fill the cistern, if that is the source for irrigation, as well as to save dampness
in the wall and in the soil of the mound. Of course, it will be understood that the rafters

are grooved for the glass and do not slide or open. As guides for size, twenty-four inches

may be given as the distance from the border inside of the house to the glass, do not exceed
thirty-four inches, and twelve or fourteen feet from the border to the ridge of the house.

Length of rafters, about fourteen or sixteen feet. The top ventilation is a matter of more
difficulty, for the following demands are to be met : Enough of it, complete control over it,

and that it be water and air tight. It is at the top of the house and cannot be ordinarily

reached, except by the apparatus for opening and closing ; the heat is apt to warp it, and
thus render it not air-tight and to make it leak. To remedy the defects of the top ventila-

tion many plans have been suggested. A good one is seen in fig. 11, from the Horticul-

turist, and with the assistance of Mr. Davis, a successful grape grower of this place, the

modification found in fig. 12 has been given.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 17.

Fig. 1 1 consists of a cap-piece fastened to sliding rods, and opened by raising the cap by
means of the rods. Fig. 12 consists of a similar cap-piece, hinged on a frame made by itself

and put between the rafters, the hinges being on the side next to the prevalent cold winds,

and is opened by rods or other convenient mechanism. Or it may be made of two boards

nailed to a roof-shaped batten and hinged as before ; or of a single row of glass-lights in a
frame of sash, on each side of the ridge of the batten. TTie latter is the most costly, and it
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cannot be said of it, as of the lower ventilation, that the lights of glass do no good ; for the

opaque boards at the top cast a shade and it is desirable to avoid this by the use of glass

tigs. 13 and 14 represent a cheaper mode of ventilation, made either of plain battened boards

or of sash-frames and glass, and opened by the rods, as represented. But it will be found
that ventilation represented in figs. 11 and 12 are the best, mainly for another advantage.

When the vines have reached the top of the house they are not contented with their

growth, but attempt to push on further, and in so doing, despite gentle stoppage, usually

cross over, or arch over, and entwine with the opposite vines. In so doing they set full of

fruit at the top of the house, and frequently the choicest bunches are ripened at this point.

Therefore, it is believed that as the cap ventilation in figs. 11 and 12 can be made broader

than is necessary for mere ventilation, and the vines allowed ample room for this arching

at- the top, it better be given by separating the ends of the rafters, either by the rectangular

rentilation frame or a horizontal piece nailed on each pair of rafters. But be this as it may,
either of the above forms of ventilation is recommended as having been demonstrated to be
amply sufficient, easily managed, durable aaid sufficiently air and water-tight when well

made.
Practically, in making the rafters, they can be set edgeways, as seen in fig. 15, or flat-

wise, as in fig. 16. It is disputed which admits the most light^a point not now to be set-

tled. If set flatwise, less glass is used, and either way is good enough, and has light enough.
Rafters one inch and a quarter thick, and two and a half wide, made of sound pitch-pine,

jHre stout enough, there being three sets of posts to support them—one for the ridge, and
one on each side of the ridge, these posts having string-pieces on their top to which the

rafters are nailed. Four by four inch posts for the ridge, turned or not, and two and a
half inch posts for the sides, are large enough. They should be about six feet apart, and
may each have two secondary or adjunct vines trained upon them, which have already been
«aid to bear as well, or nearly so, as the wall wines of lean-to graperies. The common
rotary planing machine is convenient to dress the rafters, and the common tenoning

machine will cut the grooves represented in fig. 15, and, by removing the lower revolving

knife, will cut the glass grooves in fig. 16; and, when to be had, rafters thus made will cost

much less than if dressed by hand. Beyond these rafters and posts do not load down the

house with the usually-recommended main rafters, nor with vine trellises, as they are per-

fectly useless, and do injury to the sunlight by their heavy shadows. Nor need there be
any other parts than described to sustain the roof, if the roof is as steep as it should be.

Ordinary snow will slide or be blown ofl", or, where it lies on the roof, it is better to put up
temix)rary supports under the roof for the winter, and remove them in the spring. Main
rafters, cross bars, sliding sash, inside vine trellises, and other cumbrous parts, as well as side

pilasters above the ventilators, are for the carpenter's bill, not the benefit of the grapery

and vines.

Still further to render the vinery within reach of the humblest citizen, a house wholly of

wood is here presented in detail. Fig. 17 represents the plan of a grapery twenty-two feet

wide, and thirty-six feet long, so far as it differs from fig. 10 ; and the cost, vines, border,

and whole structure prudently made, did not exceed one hundred and seventy-five dollars.

The soU was naturally as good as could be desired—a rich sandy loam, full of carboniferous

matter, on which peaches, pears, apples, and out-door grapes are grown freely. About two
feet eight inches below the top of the ground is a bed of very hard, impenetrable clay,

which roots cannot pass, over loose gravel thirty feet thick to water. On top of the clay is

coarse sand six to eight inches thick, and the clay floor fully equalling a floor of mortar
c(xicrete descends to the "West, thus drainage and a cement floor were naturally given.

First were set oak posts steeped in a solution of sulphate of copper, a pound and a half to

twenty gallons of water in a copper tank three feet and a half deep. The posts thus
kyanized were eet about six feet apart, and on the outside sound pitch pine, tongued and
grooved flooiing, coated on the sides and edges with coal tar and linseed oil, were nailed,

cutting off the passage of the roots of the vines outside of the house. On the inside, from
three inches below the surface of the border flooring, coated as above, was nailed up to the

ventilators, and the intermediate space below the boards filled with wood, chips of a turning

lathe. One foot from the surface of the border is the sill, made of one inch board, capping

the flooring just named. Seven inches above this sill the plates, two inches thick, and six

inches wide, is spiked on top of the posts, on the outside of which is hung the ventilators

on the East, South, and West sides, the door being on the North end, and the flooring con-

tinued to the plate on that end. Plate, posts, and everything below the glass, where ex-

posed and where not exposed, was coated with coal tar and linseed oil. At a little less than
two feet from the ground the rafters were nailed to the plate, and supported at the ridge by
a series of colmnns turned to resemble the small stout posts which support the upper deck
in steamboats, the bottoms of which, as far as set in the ground, were kyanized in the «op-

per tank, and had on their top a string-piece one and a half inch thick, and five wide, set

edgeways, and to which the rafters were nailed. The side rows of colimms are placed half
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•way between the ridge and the caves or plate, and were also kyanized a little further ttmn
they set in the ground, having also longitudinal string-pieces on them, to which the mid-
dle of the rafters are nailed. The top ventilation is such as is represented in fig. 14. The
house has twelve main vines on each side, set when one year old, and twelve alternate
\anes on each side, set when three months from the eye, with the design of cutting down
the main vines to near the roots one year, and the alternate vines to near the roots the
next year—a plan of which more is to be said. There are also thirty secondary vines
trained up the posts, besides twelve lesser vines at the ends—total, twenty-four main vines,

fifteen secondary, and six lesser or end vines, to be fruited each year, besides the alternate
vines on which the next year's canes are grown. The glass used is 8 X 10, fourth quality,

French, costing a little less than two dollars a box delivered at the grapery. The border
should have been divided, but it is not. Lumber, material, work, and fertilizers being
reasonable where this was built, the cost is within the reach of any one, and could have
been built and furnished complete by contract at two hundred dollars. The border waa
made after the house was put up, but the glass not set, by digging out the earth in sections

to the sand drainage over the clay and mixing in, as it was replaced, five loads of hair and
lime from a tannery, which was about two-thirds hair and one-third lime, and three loads
of straw and lime, the refuse of steam-bleaching vats of a wrapping paper mill, about half
lime and half rotten straw, and six loads of thoroughly-decayed stable manure. This well
forked with a natural soil, that would grow any product of the latitude, makes a rich

border ; and the reader needs no assurance that the vines have done weil. Several other
graperies near this one attest the virtue of this compost of good soil, tanns^ry, and papier

mill refuse, as being clearly not repulsive or expensive, and efficient in beautiful fruit. It

is hoped this practical lesson -will explain to the reader what is meant by a grapery made
of wood and within the reach of every one. If the kyanizing in the copper tank (wood
tanks shrink and vnll not hold the solution) is successful, the posts ought to last thirty

years or more. The boarding outside will, of course, need replacing every few years below
the ground, which can be easily done from the outside at a very moderate expense, and,
unless there should be unusual hail or storm, this rotting of a few feet of boards will be the
most repairs for many years, the house in the meantime giving the family its choice fruits,

and, by the grapes sold, paying for itself many times over. Let it be remembered that a
wood wall requires the level of the border inside of the house, and of the ground or mound
outside to be the same, as no wood fence or ordinary wood wall will endure the variation

of six inches long where frosts abound.
The copper tank spoken of should be, at least, twenty inches in diameter, round, and

about four feet deep. When thus made, it will last for years, and do much service for fence

posts, as well as the grapery. Put in as many posts as it will hold, and fill up with the

solution as above stated, and let it stand at least three weeks before the posts are taken out.

In building after this model, it is recommended first to complete the carpentry to the plate

over the ventilators all around the house, setting the door in either the South or North end,

and another in the other end, if desired. Then set three rows of columns, and make very
true and straight the plates and the longitudinal string-pieces on the tops of the columns.
Then nail together on the ground, by a fixed pattern, the rafters, and tack on the bottom
of the rafters a temporary tie of stay-lath ; raise the pair thus nailed together to its place,

and, by means of a wooden guide, the width of the glass, they can at once be nailed to the

plate and the string-pieces on the columns. This mil save a great deal of climbing up and
down, as well as time and expense in makmg the roof of the house. Another small item,

but well worth attention, is to let the rafters be so long as to project over the eaves, and
trued by being sawed off to a line, and on the inside fit a piece of inch board from the plate

to the glass. This board will answer several purposes : make a tight joint, serve as a good
SUpi^ort for the upper edge of tho eave-tvongh, give a firm joint between the glass; anrl tin

etive-tiough, eAclude wet and dirt from the top of the plate, and last, not least, cut off the

hiding places of a thousand-and-one large common house spidei^s and their nets, Avhich.

though worthy of a Solomon in his glory, when microscopically examined, are not so

admirable in the grapery. A friend suggests a solid triangular plate, the rafters bedded in

gains or grooves across it, being liberally coated with coal tar and oil for the same purpose.

Another friend suggests that the triangular plate have little mortices cut only one inch i»

the plate, and the rafters nailed therein, the glass to lap on a board over the plate, which
board serves as a conveyance of the water to the eave-trough. It is well for the reader to

be aware that there is a difficulty at this point, so that the glass shall not Im broken by
frost, the water of the roof shall not wet the wood work, and no vacant space be left for in-

sects and dust, and that the whole be as tight and warm as can be.

Attention should he directed to means of preventing the frost from breaking glass. To
3ovcr the nails on the tin eave-trough, or otherwise lap so far as to secure a tight joint at

this point, allows quite a space for drip-water or rain to get under the glass between the tin

or wood and tlie glass, and tho expansion by frost cracks the glass, therefore make the lap
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of the glass as small as possible. The smaller the capping of the glass can he made in all

parts of the house the better. The sixteenth of an inch, if well done, is sufficient, but never
esceed an eighth of an inch.

The description of the graperies already figured has been allowed to run freely into the

details, as thereby the principles requisite in them is believed to have been the better ex-

plained. The last two correctly limit the vine stump to the two feet between the eaves

;

suitably expand and steepen the roof, and require the vines and roots to be near the surface

and near the sunlight, an essential to the healthy groAvth of any plant beneath glass;

divest the vinery of heavy ornament ; throw away the cumbersome rafters and heavy frame
woTk, and bring the cost within the means of every one.

It is unnecessary to attempt the details of the vast variety of graperies that can be planned,

with no variations fatal to success from these principles. A few only will be named. A fine

seaies of designs may be made by a heavy stone wall to take the place of the mound recom-
mended directly beneath the vinery walls, or ornamented by stone pilasteis, and made
hollow to exclude frost, the fine stone base setting off the light, graceful structure on the
top. The cross-shaped style can be elaborated into a beautiful series of designs, of which
fig. I, near the commencement of this article, is a sample. This has only a few serious dis-

advantages when correctly made, which are mainly the corner shadows, and which are in a
great measure avoided by the use of roofs at an angle of forty-five degrees, and the two North
roofs of the arms of the cross without direct sunlight, which admits of no real correction.

Another set of models may be framed by the use of the dome, either on the straight line

of double or span roof structures, or the cross form of edifices. The dome can be used for

two pui-poses. The inside effect is secured where ample loftiness is desired, vines being put
on the peripheiy and suspended in pots about the dome, with a single tropical tree in the
centre, fish-ponds or other luxurious internal adornment, well worth the time and taste of

those who fancy the beautiful. The dome may also be sought for oiitdde and distant effect,

and when so may cover the water-tank, and this tank, to occupy usefully the space, may be
surrounded with an economical system of pot culture of choice vines. Still more varied

may be the application of the true principles of grapery building to the mansion, dwelling,

or homestead, as a part of the residence itself. In no respect is good taste more wanting
than in these attachments to the house itself. Too often they have high perpendicular

sides, small roofs, and wide shadow-aisting cornices. It is necessary that a new taste by a
set of new designs be made for these appendages to dwellings more in accordance with the
laws of Nature. For let one go into too many of these numerous appendages, and he doubt-
less will see how mournfully the vines stretch up to get rid of the perpendicular surfaces,

and how disappointed they appear to find the roof so small. Tlie poor vines fairly beg the
mercy of being aided to get to some hole in the roof or sides of the house to escape out of

these ill-made prisons. Could a few well-made models be contrasted with these, they might
be considered less architecturally ornamented, and less relatively important to the archi-

tectural efi'ect of the dwelling, but the sunlight on the roots, the vine expanded on the
ample roof, and the loaded clusters of fruit, would attest the consciousness of the vine that
it was doing a congenial duty in a far more appropriate place.

When this article was begun it was designed to have added illustrations on this last sub-
ject, as well as to furnish several high-'wrought designs of graperies, but want of time and
illness have prevented the execution. Leaving this for a better opportunity, we will pass
to the training of the vine. How shall the roots be treated ? It has already been said by
no deep six-feet border, but put them in well made shallow borders, not over two feet deep.

May the day be long before resort to groimd bones, decaying animal flesh, meets the
approval of American minds. The vine is a "gross feeder," but for that it should have
none of these degrading substances, so often productive by their use in garden vegetables of
serious disease. The earthy carboniferous as well as gaseous elements of virgin soil, never
having been a part of any animal, much less of the human system, are the only eminently
healthful materials, and hence the phosphorus, the lime potash out of mineral quarries, and
dissimilar vegetable substances, should be sought Hence, too, the compost stated on a
former page of clean hair of cattle mingled with lime, from a tannery ; the Avhcat, oat, and
rye straw, containing iron, potash, phosphorus, silex, and other elements direct from the
earth, from rain-washed fields, rotted and digested with lime by steam, and also mingled
with a moderate quantity of stable manure, has been commended, and is known to be all

tiiat a good porous, sandy loam requires to ripen the best bunches of grapes, as has been
amply proved by the sale of the fruit of nearly every variety of grapery vine in the New
York market the last season, in competition with bunches from other parts of the Union.
This is said because it is believed no sympathy should be had in America—the Palestine
realization of the idea of abundance, even if it be not the land of the world—with the so-called
'

' agriculturist,
'

' who would have us adopt before it is needful the Chinese, Japanese, or
CATcn English '

' liquid manures' ' and '
' night' ' composts.

How shall the wood be renewed, or the vine be trained for new wood ? On this pomt
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many plans may be found, for which see Loudon's Encyclopedia and other works. Otie of

the best is the growing the first cane half way up the house the first year, and there stop-

ping it, or, what is better, cutting it back to that point in the fall of the first year, and the
second year continuing this half cane to the top of the house, and there stop{Mng it, the
lower half in the meantime bearing fruit, and at the same time training a new one from at

or near the roots to the middle of the house, as was done with the first cane the first year.

The third year fruit the top of the first cane, and also the lower half of the second, and
growing a new one from at or near the ground to the middle of the house, and also com-
pleting the second to the ridge of the house, and in the fall cutting down to the ground or

stump the whole of the first cane, after which the system is fully established, and the rotaticai,

it is said, can be fully kept up. Now, were it possible to be always successful by this plan,

no better need be devised, but practically the sun does not shine any two years alike, the
vine, like human energy, cannot be forced in the same way at all times, and the \'inedres8or

cannot always judge correctly, and it will not answer. It is too laborious and uncertain. The
spur system is a good one—that is, one main cane or vine from each root, and buds or spurs

grown out of it about a foot apart, each year producing both fruit and leaves. Cut back the

spurs each year. This practically succeeds tolerably well a few years ; but both native and
foreign vinedressers agree that however European vines may succeed, it is nearly or quite

a failure in this country.

Tlie beginner will find the following to be his experience. He completes his grapery, and
sets out his one or two year old roots, cut down to one or two eyes or buds, and with the

charm of novelty watches the fine growth of the first year. With reluctant hands he cuts

down the vines to within four eyes or buds of the ground in the fall. The second year he
ripens one or two fine clusters from the four eyes left, much to his admiration, and in the

meantime from beneath or near the soil a stout cane or vine from each root has grown up
beyond the middle of the roof, and has reached the ridge, been stopped there, and ripened

according to his wishes. These, as winter comes on, he lays do-vvn and covers with pieces of

old carpet, if the thermometer goes below the zero of Fahrenheit in his latitude, otherwise be
merely lays them on the ground. The third spring he raises them a foot or two, washes
them, and begins to water and force them, leaving them thus horizontal imtil the young
leaves are out and the bunches formed, but not opened. He now ties them to his rafters,

and, putting on a high heat, with much water, and a steaming damp air, is delighted as the
bunches open and blossom, when he admits, on a few fine sunny days, coming just now,
plenty of air, to cause the pollen to circulate and set freely his fruit. Nothing can be mose
charming, the fruit sets, he moderates his heat and humidity, and time rolls on a space,

when the thinning of the bunches, a seeming cruelty, must be done. He cuts off one-half or

two-thirds of his fruit, leaving only as much to ripen as his yet young vines can mature.

He sees the thinned ranks fill up by size and fairness, so that he does not miss the bunches
and the berries, that a while ago lay strewn on the border, by his unsparing scissors. At
last the grapery is full of the massive bunches, a sight amply repaying him for his toil and
expense, congratulated by his numerous visiting friends, happy in his success. But exactly

as he has gathered this first crop comes a very perplexing question. How shall this resplen-

dent scene be re-enacted ? and the reply is not easy. For a year or two the spur system will

repeat it. Other modes are not successful, or are too cumbersome.
At this point comes in a plan on which many have stumbled, and which has even been

often suggested and acted on, but which, with a boldness, admirable freshness, and energy
worthy the cause, is recommended by William Bright, esq., of Philadelphia. So successful a
culturist of the vine, speaks Avith authority when he suggests and advises, and therefore his

book is commended and should be read. His plan is to plant a double series of vines. The
first or main row is the same as on the old plan, set at such distances apart as will suit the

views of the owner of the vinery, say two to four feet, averaging three feet. Between each

of these are planted the second or alternate row of vines, one year younger than the main
vines. He then fruits the main vines one year, and cuts them down to the stump or near
the ground, and the next year fruits the alternates, growing no fruit but a new and stout

trunk or vine from the main stump. Thus he rotates the bearing and the renewal of the

vines or canes year after year.

Practically the sji-stem is commenced by setting out one year old vines as main vines as soon

as the vinery is completed, and at the same time the alternate vines, which are eyes or buds,

just stated. Both main and alternates are cut down in the fall, but an eye or two of the main
roots are left to be fruited as tests of the vines. The second year the main vines fruit the

one or two test-bunches, and throw a fine cane or vine to the ridge of the roof. In the

fall of the second year the main canes arc laid down and the alternates cut down to the

four eyes, near the ground. The third year the main vines give the first full crop, and
the alternate vines grow a stout cane or vine to the ridge. In the fall of tlie third year tlie

main canes are cut do>vn to the stump near the ground, and the alternates spared and laid
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down. The fourth year the alternates bear their first crop of full fruit, and the main vines

renew their canes ; and so on until, by age or exhaustion of the border, the vines, roots, and
soil or border need to be replaced.

This plan commends itself to every grape grower. It is simple and effectual. By fruiting

each vine only every other year, vigor of the vines and richness of fruit unequalled are

produced. We know of no system so well calculated for the grapery as this ; and for out-

door vines it is eminently adapted to correct the slovenly negligence too commonly seen,

that allows a vine to ramble at pleasure over the tops of arbors, trees, trellises, and the

dwelling roofs of our citizens, giving a large quantity of half-ripened fruit, in place of the

choice lesser quantity to each vine, but more fruit to the same space, of the radical thor-

oughness implied by this plan.

Mr. Bright further recommends the border to be divided, which is a just and reasonable

idea, but whether absolutely essential to his system remains to be seen ; also that air be
circulated beneath the border. This is also radically to correct an evil, and probably to be
approved. He accomplishes this by concreting or cementing the bottom of his excavation

—

a thing long done—and laying in mortar, on the concrete, bricks on their sides, and over

these bricks laid sidewise he puts bricks flatwise, so as to let the drainage be through them
into the air chambers thus formed below. These air chambers he continues up the sides of

the border, between the border and the walls of the house. This admits the warm air of

the house to the chambers below the borders, and thus the stimulus of a heated border is

given to the vines. The divisions of the border he makes by placing on the drainage bricks

laid flatwise, walls to separate the roots of the vines, made of bricks laid sidewise, and carried

up two feet, or to the top of the border. This, in fact, as he says, is putting each vine in

a large pot containing many cubic feet. It is best, however, not to limit the roots, as he
does, a few feet from the vine towards the centre of the house, but let them run to the

centre, and there separate them from the roots of the opposite side by a longitudinal wall

through the whole length of the house, and that the secondary, or vines grown up the posts,

be in pots.

Though the detail must be omitted here, Mr. Bright' s pot culture is to be commended, and
when the writer's experience with his one hundred pots shall be obtained, he hopes to give

the Patent Oflice the results, if of value.

For the further training of the vine, the best plans of heating, the care of the vines, and
other details, requiring much thought and space, the reader is referred to manuals, to period-

icals, and other publications on the subject.

The diseases of the vine are few beyond mildew. There is a damp, cold mildew, corrected

by air and artificial heat ; there is a hot and damp mildew, corrected by sulphur, cold, and
dryness. Both deserve attention ; and, if they come, must have it, or the fruit is lost.

The insects that have been observed by the writer are mainly two. A green bug, with a
triangular-shaped back and light green wings, stops the vines at night, when there is the

least desire it should be done, by eating off their leading bud or shoot, and may thus cause

part of the best weeks of the year to be lost. The red spider is another pest. Tlie novice,

when he hears of spider, will look for a tangible, crawling one of some size ; but this spider

appears like ten thousand points, as small as if made by the touch of a delicate needle

point on the leaves. A magnifying glass shows a whole army of them encamped on the
leaf. A damp, hot air, or a hot, damp, sulphured air, causes the myriads to vanish. If let

alone, the leaves lose their color and turn yellow and die, and consequently the vine droops.

There are various kinds of heating flues, iron pipes, hot water and steam boilers, and
other heating apparatus, which, however, have not been figured in this article. It ought
to be said that the best plan of artificial forcing is to commence the fires on the 1st of Feb-
ruary or March, so as to have only six or eight weeks in which the fire is to be maintained ;

and that if, by a month's firing, the fruit can be got to ripen a month earlier, the gi'ower

will command better prices than to ripen later and sell his crop in competition with fall

fruits and out-door grapes. The cold vinery, not forced at all, or a vinery forced only a few
weeks, is all that can be recommended, and this can be done as well by common stoves and
stovepipes as by the better but more costly brick flues. No remarks have been made here

on the varieties of grapes, because every book speaks of them. Without particularly detail-

ing the mode of attaching vines to the roof, wires parallel to the rafters, six to t^n inches

below the glass, are the best modes, or even nails in the rafters and strings about a foot

apart. Much might be said too on water tanks, pump, and hose, watering the leaves and
fruit by a fine jet ; how to wet the vine roots, an important matter ; but there is now no space

for detail, and it requires only common sense to be understood. Dry borders, so often men-
tioned, does not mean to dry up the border and vine, but only that, while watering freely,

no superfluity can remain in them. Mildew is checked wonderfully by sulphur scattered diy
and mingled in the water used. There should be an examination, and if it is "dry, hot
mildew," it needs water, sulphur, and coolness; if "damp, cold mildew," it is corrected
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by heat, sulphur, and dryness. Mildew usually comes early, mainly in consequence of the

change from the hot, damp air and excessive forcing in setting the fruit to the colder air

and moderate growth of swelling the fruit, which change, if too violent, will fill the house
with this destructive disease. It comes later, by another violent change, when the watering

is stopped and a dry, hot air is created for ripening the fruit and giving it high color and
*flavor.

THE FORESTS AND TREES OF NORTHERN AMERICA, AS
CONNECTED WITH CLIMATE AND AGRICULTURE.

BY J. G. COOPER, M. D., HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY.

The following attempt to point out some of the chief Characteristics of the vast Forests and
no less vast Plains in our coimtry, with their importance in connexion with Agriculture, has
been suggested by numerous circumstances, havmg such a bearing, brought under the
writer's own observation during journeys through nearly all the regions of the United
States, as well as the careful study of the observations of others, for the purpose of prepar-

ing exact Maps of the Distribution of our Trees.

Since the publication of a Preliminaiy Catalogue and brief article on the subject of their

Distribution in the Smithsonian Report for 1858, many new facts have been collected, some
of which are included in this paper.

In studying this subject it seems most proper to commence with those regions which have
few or no trees, the coldness of the climate wholly forbidding their growth, as well as the
cultivation of nutritious plants, and thence to advance to those that are more richly wooded,
and which produce every useful plant suited for cultivation in the temperate zone.

For a number of degrees around the North pole the amount of heat is insufficient for the

growth of those plants which tend to become trees. The Line of Limitation is remarkably
distinct, and the commencement of forests usually so sudden and uniform in its position as

to indicate a fixed law of temperature as its cause. It does not form a circle with the pole

as its centre, but a three-sided area with rounded corners, the most Northern side reaching

to about latitude 70° in Norway and Siberia, near the level of the Arctic sea, while on the

Western continent the limit descends from the Arctic circle, 69^ 30' at Behring's Straits, in

a nearly direct line, to latitude 60° at Hudson's Bay, and, crossing Labrador in about the

same parallel, strikes over the Atlantic South of Greenland, entirely excluding that large

country and Iceland from the regions of tree growth. These limits will be further consid-

ered in treating of their climatological relations.

As all the trees found along this boundary are also met with in the United States, as well

as the others which do not reach to this limit in British America, they are here briefly

enumerated in the order of their occurrence, showing that their range, as far as known,
usually corresponds nearly with the direction of this extreme Northern limit.

TREES OP THE LACUSTRIAN PROVINCE.

Dr. Richardson* tells us that at the mouth of the Mackenzie's river, latitude 68^*, the

following trees occur, generally dwarfed, but many showing, by their annual rings, a very

great age :

Ath. 58c. Betula papyracea,

Paper birch.

Ath. 59a. Alnm incana, (E. b.,)

Speckled alder.

Ath. 59b. A. viridu, (E. C.,)

Green alder.

Ath. 60b. Salix lucida,

Northern willow.

Ath. 61a. Populus tremuloides,

Amer. Aspen poplar.

Ath. 61g. P. halsamyera,

Balsam poplar, Tacamahac.
Ath. 63a. Abies alba,

White spruce.

Ath. 68b. Juniperus communis, (E. C.,)

Northern juniper.

The numbers are those used in the catalogue of North American trees published in the

Smithsonian Report for 1858. Ilie region where the tree is believed to be most abundant \\

indicated by the abreviated name prefixed, as Ath. for Athabasciin, the region between thi:

Rocky mountams and Hudson's Bay.

* Expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin.
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Further South on Mackenzie's river the following are met with at the Arctic circle, 67- St)'

:

Ath. 21b. Cerasiis Virginiana,

Choke cherry.

Ath. 62a. rirnis Banksiana,

Gray Scrub pine.

At latitude 65°

:

Ath. 24

Alg. G3c. Abies nigra,

Black spruce.

Ath. 6-ia. Larix Americana,

Larch Tamarack.

At latitude 62° :

Alff. 63d,Amelanchier Canadensis var. a ? alni- Alg. 63d. Abies balsamea,

folia, Amer. balsam fir.

Service berry.

Alg. indicates that the tree abounds most in the Algonquin region, East of Hudson's bay
and North of latitude 50°.

At latitude oQO he found :

W? 21c. Cerasus serotina? I Ath. 22c. Fyrus Americana,

Black wild cherry.
j

Amer. moimtain ash.

And at latitude 56^ 30': C. 62d. Finns resinosa. Red or " Norway " pine.

W ? denotes that the tree met with may have been one of the species prevailing West of

the Bocky mountains, as the above named is generally more Southern in its range.

Those of the above which reach the limit of trees at latitude 60^ in Labrador are : 58b,

69(?) GO(b?) Gla, 21b, 68b, 64a, 63e, 63d, 22c.--

Crossing from the basin of the Mackenzie to that of the Saskatchewan, about latitude 54^,

the following make their appearance :

0. 6b. Rhus glabra,

Smooth sumach.
0. 11a. Negundo aceroides,

Box elder.

C. 21a. CerasxLS Pennsylvanica,

Red wild cherry.

C. 42a. Fraxinus Americana,

White ash.

C. 42d. F. samhudfolia.

Black or Water ash.

C. 45b. Ulmiis Americana,

White or Weeping elm.

In this list All. is for Alleghany and 0. for Ohio, the regions East and West of thrt

Alleghany mountains, Southward of latitude 43^^. C. means Canadian, the Region bctv/ecu

latitude 43-^ and 50^ to 54°, to be again alluded to.f

At the South end of Lake Winipeg, about latitude 50°, are first met

:

0. 45c.? U. racemoza,

Northern corky elm.

C. 53a. Quercas 'rubra, var.? ambigi.m,

Gray oak.

Alg. 65a. Thuja Ocddenialis,

Canadian Arbor vitae.

All. 68a. Juniperv^ Virginiami,

Red cedar or Juniper.

Alg. 69a. Taxus Canadensis,

Can. Yew ; Ground hemlock.

C? 7a. Tilia Americana,

Linden basswood.

C. 10a. Acer saccharinum.

Sugar maple.
All. lOd. A. rubrum.

Red maple.

C. lOe. A. Fennsglvaniacm,

Moosewood ; Striped maple.

C. 10k. A. spicatum,

Mountain maple.

0. 20a. Frunus Americana,

Northern wild plum.

0. 53e. Quercus obtusiloba.

Post or Iron cak.

All. 53b. Q. alba.

White oak.

C. 55a. Tagus ferruginea,

Northern or Red beach.

C. 57. Osirya virginica.

Hop hornbeam, Leverwood.
All. 61h. Populus, var.? eaordicam,

Balm of Gilead poplar.

C, 62j. Finus .Hrobus,

White pine.

Further East in the ba.sin of the St. Lav/ren'ee and lakes the following species are

occurring in the order here given in coming Eastward :

idded

0. 63c. jiUes Canadensis,

Hemlock spruce.

0. 53a. Quercus macrocarpa.

Burr or Overcup oak.

Alg. 58d. Betula excclsa,

Yellow birch.

All. 58c. B. nigra.

Black birch.

All. 58c. B. Imta,

ChciTy or Sweet birch.

All. 58a. B. populifolia,

White Oldfield birch.

C. 61b. Fopulus grandidentata,

Soft aspen poplar.

• G. Canwright's Journ.TJ of 16 Years' Residence on the Coast of Labrador. Newark, (Eng.,) 1792, HI, p. i:^

t Richardson mentions otiiers occurring on thi» route, wbich will be hsreafte spoken of.

27"
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Along the Atlantic the Northward range of all the above is about two degrees further
South, in New Foundland,'^' Nova Scotia,f and Canada East, omitting 11a and 53a, which
do not extend East of Ottawa or Sorel, branches of the St. Lawrence.
Of the above 46 species of trees, 69a, 59b, 60b, 61g, 68b, 62d, are within the Eastern

United States, limited to the Alleghany range of mountains. North of latitude 43°. Of the
others only 11a, lOd, 68a, extend their range South of the end of the Alleghany uplands,
about latitude 34^

; and 58b, 61a, 63a, 6_3e, 63d, 64a, 22c, 69a, 10c, 10k, 62 j, 63e, are
confined to the higher mountains, becoming scarce South of latitude 380.

It thus appears that the forests of the Alleghanies are, in great measure, merely spurs of
the more extensive forests of the same trees North of the United States, covering the Atha-
bascan, Algonquin, and Canadian Regions ;;}: while we also tind that all their characteristic

trees (indicated by the letters prefixed to the names) become more and more scarce towards
the South within the United States. From the above facts, these Northern forest-clad re-

gions, with the higher Alleghanies as a branch, may be considered as forming a Natural Prov-
ince especially adapted to the growth of a large number of trees which have spread so as to
cover the whole surface, except some limited tracts too marshy or rocky for them.

This Province, called from the large number and size of its lakes the Lacustrian, thus
extends from the Rocky mountains East to the coast of Labrador, and from the Northern
limit of forests South to latitude 43° at or near the level of the sea, the Alleghanies forming
an extension of it towards the South.

But West of Lake Erie another circumstance enters to limit it on the Southwest, namely,
the commencement of the Prairie country, where most of the characteristic trees cease to
appear.

The line marking this boundary curves gradually from West to Northwest, commencing
at the West end of Lake Erie, and on reaching Lake Winipeg pursues a Northwest direc-

tion to the base of the Rocky mountains, about latitude GQO.

The subdivision of this Province into three Regions, characterized by the prevalence of
certain trees, seems warranted by the facts of distribution just given. The Canadian, em-
bracing its more Southern part, has fifteen species reaching their highest development and
abundance within it. Its Northern boundary is from the Saskatchewan basin, near the forks

of that river, to Lake Superior, and thence E^st to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, including New-
Foundland. It thus includes all the Northern side of the St. Lawrence basin, and its South
side, excepting the Southern shores of Lakes Michigan and Erie.

The Algonquin and Athabascan Regions lying North of this on the East and West sides

of Hudson's bay seem to differ in their relative proportions of the remaining seventeen
common trees of the Province ; but in referring thirteen of them to the latter and five to the
former, I only show the present testimony in the case, without intending to state these as

the kinds actually most prevalent. This Province has then 32 characteristic trees, and 13

others skirting its Southwestern borders. Besides these, 5, 6a, 6c, lOe, 18, 23a, 23c, 23e,

25a, nine more cross its Southeastern borders, as mentioned in a succeeding list.

TREES OF THE APPALACHIAN PROVINCE.

By this name I intend to designate all that part of the Atlantic States South of latitude

43° and East of the border of the Prairies, which, commencing at the West end of Lake
Erie, forms a curve nearly parallel to the Atlantic coast, and ends at the Southwest corner of

Louisiana. All this was originally covered by a dense forest of remarkable richness both
in the variety and beauty of its trees—in this respect surpassing any other part of the tem-
perate and even many parts of the tropical zone.

Though there is no very distinct line by which to di\'ide this into two Provinces, as might
be considered warranted by the great number of trees it possesses, 3''et a general subdivision

into the uplands and the lowlands is very perceptible, the latter embracing the sandy sea-

board, pine barrens of the South, and swamps of the lower Mississippi valley. These each

include three Regions, whose borders cannot be very definitely laid down, but having evi

dently each its characteristic trees. They are briefly:

1. The Allcghanian, (d,) comprising the Eastern slopes of the uplands and lower Alle-

ghanies, terminating in a point at latitude 34*^ in Georgia.

2. The Ohio, (e,) including the Eastern uplands of the Ohio valley, East of the Prairie

border and North of latitude\'380.

3. Tlic Tennessee Region, (f. f.) embracing all the remaining uplands, the Southern slopes

.of tlic Alleghany hills facing the Gulf of Mexico, and the Ozark mountains or wooded table-

land bordering the West side of the lower Mississippi valley.

4. The CaroZwa Region, (g,) bordering the Atlantic coast, between the Alleghanies and the

" Borinycasil£'fi Ilistory of New Foundland, 1842, 1,289, aiid Juke's Tbysical Geography of New Found-
land,' 1840, II, 212.

fCft.srKM'if Industrial Resources of Nova Scotia, Ilal., 184Q.

i Marked on the Map as a, b, c.
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ocean, from Middle Georgia, North to Long Island, and with scattered outspurs as far as the

coast of Maine.

5. The Mississippi Region, (h,) or the lowlands bordering the Gulf of Mexico, fi'om Middle

Georgia to Texas, and extending up the lower Mississippi and branches to lat. 38°.

6. "The Florida Region, (i,) including most of the State of Florida, or all South of iat. 80^

Very near lat. 43^ on the uplands, near the Atlantic coast, the following trees are first

met with, namely, in Maine :

All. 30. Kalmia latifolia,

Mountain laurel.*

All. 31a. Rhododendron maximum,

Great laurel.

All. 4:2c. Fraxinus viridis,

Green ash.

0. 50a. PlatanusOcddentalis,

•Buttonwood; Sycamore.

All. 51a. Juglans cinerea,

Butternut ; Oilnut.

In New Hampshire :

0. 44. Sassafras officinalis,

Sassafras.

All. 52b. Carya alba,

Shell-bark hickory.

All. 52d. C. tomentosa,

Mocker-nut hickory.

In Vermont :

Tenn. 9a. Vitis labnisca,

Northern fox grape.

0. 9c. V. aestivalis,

Summer grape.

0. 9d. V. cordifolia,

Winter or Frost grape.

T. 25b. Chrnusflarida,

Flowering dogwood.
A. ? 42b. Fraxinus pubesctns,

Red ash.

(0. 45c. Ulmus racemosa,

Northern corky ehn.f)

All. 63g. Quercus castanea,

Chestnut oak.

All. 63r. Q. tinctoria,

Black oak ; Quercitron.

All. 54a. Castanea Americana,

Chestnut.

AH. 62f. Pinm rigida,

Northern Pitch pine.

0?52/. C. glabra,

Pignut or Broom hickory.

0? 53f. Quercus, var. 7 discolor.

Swamp white oak.

All. ? 53h. Q. var. ? monticola.

Rock chestnut oak.

0. ? 47a. Cdtis Occidentalis,

Northern hackberry.

0. 49a. Moms rubra,

American mulberry.

T. 52g. Garya amara,

Bitter or Swamp hickory.

All. 60a. Salix nigra.

Black willow.

0. 61e. Populus, var? Canadensis,

Canadian poplar.

All. 63b. Abies Fraseri,

Southern balsam fir.

Of these, numbers 30, 31a, 42c, 63c, do not extend "West of the Alleghany range,

several others appear in their place in New York and the Southern borders of Canada.

In New York :

but

T. lb. Magnolia acuminaia.

Cucumber tree.

T. 3a. Asimina triloba,

Pawpaw, Custard apple.

In Canada

:

T. 5. Fielea trifoliata,

Trefoil tree.

All. 6a. Rhus typhina.

Velvet sumach.
M ? 6c. R. venenata.

Poison sumach.
0. 10c. Acer dasycarpum,

White or Soft maple.
0. 18 Gymnoclodus Canadensis,

Coffee-bean tree.

And in Michigan (somewhat doubtfully)

:

0. 42e. Fraxinus quadrangulata, Blue ash.

0. 22a. Pyrus coronaria,

Western Crab-apple.

(0. 53a. Quercus macrocarpa,

Overcup, or Burr oak.)

0. 23a. Crataegus crus-galli,

Cockspur hawthorn.
0. 23c. C. coccinea,

White hawthorn.
0. 23e. C tomentosa.

Downy-leaved hawthorn.
All. ? 25a. Comus alternifoUa,

Green dogwood.

* The unreliability of popular names is ehown by the very distinct plants confounded under the name
" Laurel," which led Blodgett into one of the many ecientific inaccuracies of his chapter on " Climatoloeical
range of forests." On page 412, near the bottom, he confounds the Kalmia, with Ma<;nolia grandijiora of trie

South ! quoting some vague authority on the distribution of our " Laurels." At least five other very distinct
trees of this country are locally known by this name,,while all are distinct from the true Laurel of Europe,
one only (8-2 of Calalist) being even of the same family of plants.

t Those names In parenthesis have been before given, but are repeated to show the difference in the North-
fiastern range.
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It thus seems that the Alleghanies in this latitude form a good line of division between
forms characteristic of the Regions on their opposite sides; for even the two marked "All."
in the last list are more common on their East side a little more Southward.

Proceeding Southward along the uplands many are added, at intervals, to the list.

In Massachusetts:

T. 2. Liriodendron tulipifera,

Tuly ' s tree ;
" Poplar.

'

'

? 4a. Zanthoxyium Americanum,

Northern prickly ash.

A. 10b. Acer, var ? nigrum,

Black sugar maple.
(T. 53c. Quercm obtusiloba,

Post oak ; Iron oak.)

In Pennsylvania and the uplands of New Jersey:

T. Ic. Magnolia umbrella,

Umbrella tree.

T. Id. i/. Fraseri,

Ear-leaved magnolia.

(0. 11a. Negundo aceroides,

Box elder.)

0. 12a. Aesculus glabra,

Ohio buckeye.

T. 15a. Robinia pseudacada,

Common locust tree.

0. 17a. Cercis Canadensis,

Red bud.

T. 19a. Gleditschia triacanthos,

Honey locust.

? 53s. Q. coccinea.

Scarlet oak.

? 53g. Q. palustris.

Pin or Swamp oak.

T. 62e. Pinm mitis,

Yellow or Spruce pine.

A. 22b. Pyrus angustifolia.

Narrow-leaved crab apple.

T. 32. Oxydendrum arboreum,

Lousewood; Sorel tree.

All. 41. Chionanthus Virginica,

Fringe tree.

T. 52c. Carya sulcata.

Thick shell-bark hickory.

Quercus imbricaria,

Laurel or Shingle oak.

Tagus, var ? alba (sylvestris,^

)

• White or Southern beech.

A. 62b. Pirnis inops,

Jersey scrub pine.

T. 53j.

T. 55b.

On the uplands of Maryland and Virginia:

A. 15b. Robinia viscosa,

Sticky locust tree.

T. 23j. Crataegus cordata,

Washington hawthorn.

T. 38a. Halesia tetraptera.

Silver-bell tree.

A. 62c. Pinits pungens.

Table mountain pine.

Finally limited to the most Southern and Western Alleghanies (Tennessee Region:)

T. If. Magnolia inacrophylla.

Large-leaved magnolia.

T. 12b. Aesculus macrostachja,

Eatable buckeye.

T. 16. Cladrastis tinctoria,

Yellow wood.
T. 38b. Halesia diptera,

Two-winged bell tree.

T. 6d. Rhus cotinoides,

Amer. smoke tree.

T. 45e. Ulmus crassifolia,

Thick-leaved elm.

T. 48. Madura aurantiaca,

Osage oraiige.

The first four grow naturally only East, and the last two only West of the Mississippi, iS

far as is now known, and thus being peculiar to the Region.

Of these lists, lb, 3a, 22a, 53a, 5, 18, Ic, 11a, 12a, 17a, 52c, 53j, are very scarce or un-
known on the Eastern side of the moimtains, (Alleghany Region,) while 60a, 63b, 62e, 22b,

41, G2b, 6 2c, seem equally rare West of it, and are therefore its most peculiar trees.

Only 45c, 42e, can be considered as nearly peculiar to the Ohio Region.

Coming to the sandy lowland Regions of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts:

Even in Maine there may be found two straggling species in very small numbers, viz:

C. 33a. Ilex opaca,

Amer. holly.

In New Hampshire, near lat. 43^:

!M. 2C. Liquidambar styradjlua,

Sweet gum.

61c. Popidus heterophylla,

Downy-leaved poplar.

27a. Nyssa miiUiflora,

Pepperidge; Sour gum.

F*lba RdQresque ; sylveettia being tnn near sylvaUca of Europe.
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In Massachusetts:

C. la. Magnolia glauca,

Sweet bay magnolia,

C. 34a. JDiospjros Virginiana,

Persimmon.

M. 6 If. Fopulus angulata,

Southern cottonwood.

C. 66a. Cktp'essus thyoides,

Southern white cedar.

In Southern New Jersey and the adjoining comer of Pennsylvania along the Delaware

river:

M. 7b. Tilia heterophylla^

Southern linden

M. 12c. Aesculus Favia,

Smooth buckeye.

M. 12d. Ae.flava,

Yellow buckeye.

M. 47b. Celtis, var? Mississippiensis,
'

' Hoop ash,
'

' or hackberry.

M. 52c. Carya microcarpa,

Water hickory.

M. 63e. Quercus prinus.

Swamp chestnut oak.

C. 53k. Q. phdlos,

WiUow oak.

C. 63n. Q. nigra,

Black-jack oak.

C? 53q. Q. falcata,

Spanish oak.

0. 54b. Castanea pumila,

Chinquapin.

In Delaware and the low country of Maryland, near latitude 38° 30'

:

C. 9b. Vitis vulpina,

Southern foxgrape.

C. 4:3a. Fersea Carolinensis,

Red bay.

C. 62h. Finus taeda,

Loblolly pine.

in the low country of Virginia occur

:

C. 8a. Gordonia lasianthiLS,

Loblolly bay.

M? 23g. Crataegus arborescens.

Tree hawthorn.
C? 23h. C. aprifolia,

Cut-leaved hawthorn.
C. 231, C.flava,

Yellow-berried hawthorn.
M. 37. Symplocos tinctoria,

Sweet-leaf; Horse-sugar.

M. 40. Olea Americana,

Devil wood.

In North Carolina

:

F. Ih. Magnolia grandiflora,

Evergreen magnolia.

M. 13a. Frangula Caroliniana,

Southern buckthorn.

M. 2 Id. Cerasus Caroliniana,

Evergreen cherry ; Laurel.

In South Carolina

:

C. le. Magnolia, var f pyramidata,

Pjrramid magnolia.

C. 4b. Zanthoxylum Carolinianum,

Southern prickly ash.

M. 19b. Gledilschia monosperma,

Water locust.

M. 23i. Ci'otaegus aestivalis.

Summer hawthorn.
M. 27b. Nyssa uniflora,

Southern tupelo.

C. 28. Sapindus marginatus,

Soap-beiTy ; "wild china."
C. 29. CyrUla racemiflora,

Carolina ironwood.

M. 6? Taxodium distichum,

Bald cypress.

M. 92. Arundinaria macrosperma,

Giant cane.

M. 42 f. Fraxinus platycarpa,

Southern swamp ash.

M. 45d. Ulmus alata,

Southern corky elm.

F. 53i. Quercus virens.

Live oak.

M. 53m. Q. aquatica,

Water oak.

M. 621. Finus palustris,

Long-leaved pine.

M. 53d. Quercus lyrdta,

Southern overcup oak.

C. 60c. Salix subvillosa.

Downy-leaved willow.

F. 71. Chamaerops palmetto.

Tree palmetto.

M? 36a. Bumdia lycioides,

Buckthorn bumelia.

M. 36b. B. lanuginosa,

Rusty bumelia.

C? 36c. B. tenax,

Silvery bumelia.

M? 52h. Carya, var. myrioticaeformis,

. Nutmeg hickory.

C. 531. Quercus cinerea.

Upland willow oak.

C. 62g. Finus, var? serotina,

Pond pme.
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Of the preceding 54 species of the Lowland Regions, 66a, 231, 33b, 60c, 29, 62g, do not, as

far as now known, extend West of the Savannah river, thus heing peculiar to the Carolina re-

gion ; stragglers of the first only being reported to grow in Canada and Ohio, where, however,
boa is very often mistaken for it. (See list of latitude 54° and of Pacific side.)

Along or near the Savannah river, in lower Georgia, may be found

:

il ? Ig. Magnolia cordata,

Heart-leaved magnolia.

-I? 8b. Gordonia pubescens,

Franklinia ; Bay.
^I. 14. Cliftonia Ugustrina,

Buckwheat tree.

'[. 20b. Fninm Chickasa,

Chickasaw plum.

M. 27c. Nyssa, var? coccinea,^

Red Tupelo ; Ogeechee lime.

M? 35. Catalpa hignonioides,

Catalpa ; Lidian bean.

F? 39. Pinckneya puhens,

Georgia bark.

M. 46. Planora aquaiica,

Planer tree.

Further West, near the Gulf and the Mississippi river, the following successively occur :

M. 47c. Odtis, var ? integrifolia,

Whole-leaved hackberry.

M. 52a. Carya olivaeformis,

Pecan-nut.

M. 23k. Craiaegm berberifolia,

Barberry-leaved hawthorn.

These three, with numbers 14, 20b, 27c, 35, 46, seem nearly or quite peculiar to the Mis-

sissippi Region, though 20b and 52a also extend some distance into Texas, as will be here-

after noticed ; 8b and 39 are as yet known only as occurring on the borders of Georgia and
Florida, and may hereafter be found rather peculiar to the latter Region.

In the Mississippi valley 34a, 6 If, 53n, 52a, extend North to latitude 40^ 20' in Ulinois
;

none of the rest above latitude 38° ; 33a, 12c, 53k, 54b, 62h, 42f, 53m, 13a, 21d, 53d, 4b,

27b, 28i, 52h, 27c, 47b, do not reach latitude 35° ; la, 53k, 43a, 8a, 23g, 40, 53i, 62i, Ih,

71, le, 23i, 531, 14, 23k, are not known to grow as far up the valley as latitude 33°. De-
ducting these 34, and ten or eleven others confined to the Carolina region and Georgia,

I-aves 18 which are known to have their Northern limit near the mouth of the Ohio river, in

Kentucky, Missouri, or Illinois, viz : 26, 27a, 7b, 12d, 52e, 47b, 53e, 53q, 9b, 67, 72, 37,

45d, 19b, S6b, 20b, 35, 46. Except the last five, all of these range as far North on the

Atlantic coast, and the first eight from two to five degrees further. The exceptions are the

three last, confined to the Mississippi Region, and the two preceding them, whose Northeastern

range is perhaps not positively established.

Witli regard to the two other lists, some will probably yet be found higher up the Missis-

sippi, especially la, 47b, 53k, 54b, 43a, 23g, 23h, 40, 62i.

THE FLORIDA REGION.'

One tree as yet found only at Apalachicola, Florida, might be referred either to the Mis-
fi'ssippi or Florida Region, viz : 70a, Torreya taxi/oUa, Florida Torreya, also called there
" Stinking cedar." Its range will probably be found to extend into the peninsula, and it

will then be one of the peculiar species of the Florida Region.

Four trees of the preceding lists have been marked F. , as being most abundant and highly
developed on this peninsula. One of them, 39, is nearly peculiar to it, and 8b, of the Mis-
sissippi (?) Region, may yet be found so.

Further South are found the following, near or at New Smyrna, lat. 28^^ 54', on the East
coast:

98a. Acacia latisiliqua,

Broad-pod acacia.

F ? 100. Psidium buxifolium,

r>ox-leavcd guava.

132a. Eugenia latifolia,-\

Forked eugenia.

About latitude 28°:

F. 108. Ardlna Pickeringi'i,

Florida ardisla.

II 3a. Cuccoloba u vifera
,

Saa-side grape.

105. Laguncularia racetnosa,

White mangrove.
106. Papaya vulgaris,

True papaw.
107. Rhizophora Americana,

American mangrove.

132. CJtrysdbdUnius icaco,

Cocoa plum.

*N. coccinea, Banratn Travels, 14 ; capitate, Mich.

t Myrtus 1 lalijolia, Bartram Travels, 1774, dichotoma, D. C.
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Between this point and Fort Dallas, lat.

Sb. Anona laurifoUa.

Laurel-leaved custard apple.

4c. Zanthoxj/lum pterota,

Wing-leaved prickly ash.

Ge. lihus metophun,

Broad-leaved poison sumach.

36g. Bumdia mastichodendron,

Mastic plum biunelia.

43b- Persea, (undetermined,)

White bay.

91. Simaruha glauca,

Bitter wood.
95. Burera gummifera,

'

' Gum Elemitsee.
'

' (?)

^Q. Ximcnia Americana.

25° 55', the following occur at imcertain limits:

97. Fiscidia erythrina,

Jamaica '
' dogwood. '

'

102b. Eugenia'jyrocera,
Branching eugenia.

102c. E. huxifolia,

Box-leaved eugenia.

110a. Cordia sebestena.

111b. Crescentia, (undetermined,)

Seven-year apple.

113b. Coccoloba Floridana,^

Pigeon plum.
117b. Ficus hrevifolia.

Short-leaved fig.

117c. F. aurea.

Golden fig.

Of these lists only one is known to be peculiarly Floridian, viz: 108 ; the rest are widely
distributed in the tropics of America.

102, 105, 107, 113, 132, 3b, 36g, 43b, 91, 102b, 102c, 113b, are common enough to be of im-
portance either for their wood or fruit; the others seem to be merely stragglers from the tropics.

Besides these, 104, Conocarpus ereda, and 112, Avicennia tomentosa, are said to extend to Tamp^i
Bar, lat. 2S°, on the West side, and 21 other tropical trees or shrubs are described by Xuttall

as being found on the Keys, (small islands,) which have not been found on the Main land.

A list of these is given in the Catalogue before referred to, and they are described by Nuttall,

in his continuation of Michaux's Sylva.

Of the preceding lists the following have been traced to various degrees South

:

iTo St. Mary's river, lat» 30° 25', the Northeastern boundary of Florida: le, 2, 3, 15a, 29,

30, 56, 57. To about lat. 27° 30' in the interior : 17a, 25b, 32, 36c, 53t. To lat. 29^, at

Lake George : 5, 6c, 12c, 38a, b, 53n, 55b. To lat. 28° 30', on the St. John river, (Lake
Monroe:) lOd, 11a, 13a, 19a, b, 27b, 37a, 40a, 45d, 53k. On the East coast: Ih, 21d, 26,' 33a,

53e, q. 62i, 68a. To lat. 27° 30': 8a, 52e, 53m, 61a. To lat. 25^ 55: 49e, 44. To Cape
Sable, the end of the State, in lat. 25° 15': la, 4b, 9b, 34a, 53i, 1, 62h, 67, 71, 72. Of
these all belong to the lowland Regions in greatest abundance, except the followinsr: 2, 3,

15a, 30, 56, 57, 17a, 25b, 32, 53t, 5, 3Sa, b, 55b, lOd, 11a, 19a, 53c, 68a, 62e, 49a, 44:

making 22 out of 54, and nearly all of these are mere stragglers from more Northern
Regions, w^hen their relative abundance, range, and growth is compared with that of the
others mentioned.

THE CAMPESTRIAN PROVINCE.

This word Campestrian is here used to express the most marked characteristic of the
"Prairie" and great •' Central Plain" Regions of North America, which consists in their

comparative destitution of forests and nearly uniform surface, gradually rising from the
level of the Gulf of Mexico to the base of the Rocky Mountains, where they attain an
elevation of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet.

Although with regard to the trees only the half-wooded prairies of the Eastern border
might appear more properly connected with the Appalachian Province, their want of any
pecvllar trees, and the great change observed in their smaller vegetation and animals seems
to point to their want of forests as a more important character than their partial existence
Eastward.

The Ristem boundary of this Province has been already mentioned as forming the Western
boundary of the Appalachian and the Southwestern limit of the Lacustrian Pro\inces. Com-
mencing at the Rocky Mountains in lat. 60^, it runs Southeast to the South end of Lake
Wini[Kg, lat. 50^; then sweeping round with a curve crosses Lake Michigan about lat.

43°, and terminates at the West end of Lake Erie, lat. 42 o. There, turning abruptly at a
right angle, it curves parallel to the Atlantic coast in a Southwest direction, and ends at the
mouth of Sabine river, the Western boundary of Louisiana.

The valley of the Rio Grande forms the Southern boundary of this Province ; for crossing
it into Mexico, mountains are found to come down almost to the coast, accompanied by a
new and marked cliaracter of both animal and vegetable life ; a few of the forms straying
across the boundarv into Texas.

C. F.Qridana, Meis.ner, in D. C. Prod.
;
paTvifolia, Xctt, not of Poiret.
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The base of tlic Rocky Mountains, commencing with the Guadalupe Range of Western
Texas, about long. 104^ 30', and running Northwest to lat. G0°, forms the Western boundary.

Tliis Province may be conveniently divided into five Regions of about equal size and v/ith

distinct cliaracters, viz : the Saskatchewan, (l.) embracing all North of lat. 49°, together
with the basin of the Winipeg, or North Red river : the Illinois (k) or Eiistern Region, bounded
for the present by the forest Provinces on the East, the 97th meridian on the West, the 3Sth
degree of latitude on the South, and the 46th on the North ; these coinciding nearly with
ita natural boundaries ; the Texan region

( j ) next Southward, and extending West to the
lOi^ of longitude on the Rio Grande ; while the remaining bare plains East of the Piocky
Jlountains are divided by lat. 38^ into the Dacotah Region Northward and the Comancfie

iSouthward of it.

It is not necessary here to describe the geological and other changes which mark the line

between the Eastern and Western Regions within the portion of this Province South of lat.

49°^ the fact of there being an almost entire disappearance of trees even along the streams
West of long. 97o at the North, and from that point to long. 10 lo South of lat. 38°, is suf-

ficient for the present.

In the Illinois Region trees grow at first in groA^es scattered, or lining the river banks,

and forming wider belts in proportion to the size of the river, thus becoming less extensive

towards the Southv»-est and Northwest corners, which are the driest and least watered by
streams. The Northeast corner, just South of Lake Michigan, being low and marshy, is also

but thinly wooded.
The Texan Region differs in having many distinct trees and more extensive isolated groves

not depending on the waters of the rivers, of which the most remarkable is the "Cross
Timbers," a belt of forest extending almost unbroken from lat. 350 South to lat. 32°, near
the 98th meridian, covering altogether about 6,000 square miles, and containing about
forty species of trees of the Appalachian Province.

Connected with the existence of these groves is the uneven character of the surface ca,used

by scattered ridges and spurs of the Ozark system of Mountains running Southwesterly

through Texas.

Neither of these Regions having any peculiar trees or any which are most abundant in

them, the follo^\ing tables will show how they are distributed :

More abundant in Canadian Region.. 8
" " Ohio or Alleghany 43-

** *' Mississippi or Carolina ...... 11

Total trees of Illinois Region -'.-.- G2

Others of Regions Eastward not found in it, 13.

More abundant in Appalachian Province . CO
" " Mexican Province, (^Southward) 12

Total of the Texan Region . 72

The three remaining Regions being almost entirely woodless, have, of course, very few
species of trees, but a few stragglers occur in them belonging to the Mountain Regions
tov/ard the West. None of these, however, are sufiicieutly abundant or luxuriant to be of

much use except the following, unless it is along the extreme boundaries of the Regions :

Cda, 42a. Fraxinus Americana,

White afeh.

Cda, 4.^0. Ulmns Americana,

White elm.

'.riic remaining species are distributed as follows

W? 61d. Populus monilifera,

Western cottonwood.

All. 68a. Juniperus Virginiana,

Red cedar ; Juniper.

^ .

Comanche. Dacotah. Saskat.

Trees more abundant Northward 1

9

8

4

2

12

2

3
" " " Southward 2
" " • * Eastward 6
" " " Westward ?

Total f^und in each Region 22 IG 11
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RELATION OF TREES TO CLIMATE IN EASTERN NORTH AMERICA.

There can be no doubt that the Northern limit of forests on this Continent depends cliiefly

on the temperature, although observations having been made at only few and scattered

localities along the line, it is not possible to say what isothermal lines correspond exactly

with it. Besides, they will be found to vary along different portions according to the fol-

lowing circumstances :

It has been foimd that one chief condition for the growth of every plant is the total

amount of heat to which it is exposed while growing, ascertained by adding together the

mean temperature of all the days during which it is growing, from the time tlie seed

sprouts until the plant dies. This has been proved very distinctly with regard to animals,

and is doubtless not less so respecting perennials.'^' Thus not only the mean temperature

of the year must be considered, but in these Northern Regions that of summer also, being

the only season in which vegetation is active. Therefore, Regions with a lower annual tem-

perature may, from having hotter summers, produce plants which would not grow in other

Regions where the winter and the annual warmth are higher, but the summer heat lower.

This is well laio^vn to be the case in comparing the productions of the Eastern United States

with those of Em-ope in the same latitude, or with those of our States on the Pacific.

The second most important condition is the degree of cold to which the temperature

sinks in winter ; for, as is well known, certain trees may grow well for years in some
localities, and then be killed by an unusually cold winter.

Judging from isothermal lines well established in more Southern latitudes, we cannot
expect this Northernmost limit to be exactly parallel to the lines of temperature for any
season throughout its length from the Atlantic to the Pacific ; for besides the irregularities

depending on different elevations of the surface, would be those arising from the conditions

just mentioned, which differ towards the East and West sides of the Continent.

Still further, the influence of climatological conditions being different on each distinct

species of tree, it must be ascertained that some one species grows along the whole line

;

and if, as is very probable, several do so, they may then be differently affected by the

various relations of the summer and the winter lines to each other along various portions

of the tree boundary. These circumstances will be further discussed hereafter.

The main points to be attended to regarding this Northern limit are, that it reaches its

highest point near Behring's Straits and Makenzie's river ; its lowest at or near nu.dson's

bay, about long. 970 W. The first of these facts corresponds with the mildness of the

winters towards the Pacific coast ; the second with their severity near the 97th meridian,

all the way South of the Gulf of Mexico.

Richardson and others speak of trees, varying in age, being found dead at points beyond
the present limit of their Northern range, indicating, probably, an excessively cold winter

at some late period, or a number of such winters occuring at intervals, or finally a gradual

and progressive increase in their severity, which may be still going on.f
The next marked boundary towards the South, that separating the Canadian region from

those Northward of it, has a course nearly parallel to the Northern limit of trees, those

limited by it in their Northern range extending at least four degrees further North along
the Lower Saskatchewan than at the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and probably six degrees more
than at Lake Superior, which lies near the meridian of greatest cold. The elevation of the
country, although reaching a thousand feet near the Western end of this region, does not
seem to influence the vegetation much, the difference of temperature being only about three

degrees at that elevation. The height of the ridge boimding the St. Lawrence basin on the

North, though not distinctly known, may, to a slight degree, protect vegetation immedi-
ately South of it from the Arctic blasts which would destroy it to the North, and thus enters

as an element of the boundary.
It is not Icnoicn that any difference in climate, as regards moisture, prevails between the

regions East and West of Hudson's bay ; but the Algonquin, on the East, being nearly

surrounded by water, is probably more abundantly supplied with rains than the Athabascan.

This induces the belief that the trees known to be limited to the Eastern part of the Cana-

dian and Eastern slopes of the Alleghanies (58d, 58c, 58e, 58a, 61b of Canadian list) require

more moisture than is found in the Athabascan region, and may, one or all, be most abun-

dant in the Algonquin.
Richardson tells us that the winters are very dry at Great Slave lake, and that evapora-

tion is rapid and complete in the coldest weather, the snow and even the ice disappearing

in this way, while the cold remains for weeks together below zero. Still the ground seems

to be everywhere covered with a deep snow through the cold months, and the amount of

* A. De Candolle, translated in Smithsonian Rept.,185S, p. 237.

t Richardson, Arct. Searching Exped., App., bvo., ed. (Harpers', N. Y.,) p. 416.
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precipitation both of snow and rain is evidently so proportioned to evaporation, and falls so
seasonably, that none of the effects of drought are apparent. Judging from the vast number
of lakes and marshes covering so much of the surface, one would suppose that the climate
was very rainy ; but we must take into account ihe facts that from the low annual tempera-
ture less is evaporated than further South, while the impervious and often nearly bare
rocks hold water, and drainage is imperfect from the flatness of the surface.

The importance of these conditions to the existence of the vast forests of this Province
will more clearly appear when we consider the Campestrian province, whose Northeastern
border forms the Southwestern boundary of this. Along that line the water-holding rocks
become covered witli strata of great thickness and porosity, which, probably, assisted by a
less abundant precipitation in going Southwest from Hudson's bay, becomes unquestionably
the cause of the sudden disappearance of trees, excepting along the rivers. This effect of
drought will be more fully discussed in subsequent pages.

The extension of the Lacustrian forests Southward along the Appalachian Mountains is in

conformity with the conditions of climate and geological structure above given.

Under the general law that mean temperature decreases about three degrees for each
thousand feet elevation, many trees find a congenial climate throughout a very large por-

tion of the upland Regions, as well as the IMountains, while others are limited to the higher
peaks, and grow higher and higher upwards as they progress towards the South. Many
interesting facts relating to this vertical distribution will, in time, be collected, as has been
done in Europe, showing exactly the laws of climate by which it is governed ; but as yet

scarcely anything has been recorded in this country on the subject of these zones.

The other condition, that of moisture, shows its influence in the difference between the
trees of the Alleghany and Ohio Regions. The Alleghany, having a soil underlaid ia a
great measure by impervious crystalline rocks, and receiving more moisture in the form of

rain and fog from the Northeast storms of the Atlantic coast, several Lacustrian trees are

much more common there than West of the mountains, such as 10a, 62j, 62c, 61b, while
those marked All. in preceding lists probably owe their more abundant or peculiar occurrence

to the same causes.

The influence of a milder annual temperature in this Region is also shown by the more
tTortherly extension of Southern trees along the Atlantic coast, as remarked in comparing
their range here with that in the Mississippi valley.

In the Ohio Region, on the contrary, are found a soil less tenacious of moisture, lees pre-

cipitation of rain, hotter summers, and colder winters. With these conditions are several

trees reaching a more Northerly limit than they do East of the Alleghanies, especially 3a, 5,

11a, 17a, while many others, as before observed, do not extend across the mountains at all,

or only as rare stragglers. A curious fact connected with this, though probably not depending

on climate, is, that none of the evergreen Coniferae of the Canadian Region and none of those

of the Alleghany Region are found except as stragglers in the Ohio Region, or in the Illinois

Region, next west of it. The same is the case as to the broad-leaved evergreens of the Alle-

ghany Region, 30, 31a, and 33a, of the Carolina Region, which extends North to Maine. But
in place of the Ericaceae of the Alleghany the Ohio Region has the leguminose, or pod-bearing

tree, growing much more to the North, than those numbered 18, 17a, 19a, which scarcely

appear in the Alleghany Region except as stragglers, and South of latitude 41°, while they

reach latitude 43^ on the West side. But allowance must be made for other barriers to

their Eastward range besides climate, since they grow as far North when cultivated on the

Atlantic slope, but it is believed they do not usually ripen seed. The tree vegetation of

the Ohio Region is, then, almost entirely deciduous, as is that of the Illinois and other Regions

further West between the same parallel of latitude.

The Tennessee Region has more moisture and heat, both in summer and annually, than

cither of the preceding, and, as has been remarked, several trees are peculiar or characteristic

of it. "^riiat these do not reach Southward towards the Gulf to any great extent is probably

due more to a change of soil than of climate. Around its Southern border and along the

front of the Ozark Range, facing the Gulf, the' Alleghanian evergreens, 30, 31a, G2f, (?) 62e,

G2b, extend their range, together with some other trees rare in the Ohio and Illinois PtCgions,

but going pretty far North in the Alleghany, viz: 2, 10b, 25b, 52b, 52f, 53g, 54a, G8a.

This fact is, without doubt, connected m a great degree with climate, as will appear in future

pages.

It may often be observed that the range of certain trees does not well conform to the

general division of the country into lowland and upland Regions. This is shown in the case

of the rhododendron, which towards the North forsakes the high dry hill-sides, and grows

only in cedar swamps, together with plants both of the Lacustrian and the lowland Regions.

But in- such cases the dense growth of cedar [Cupressiis thyoides) causes a marked difference in

climate from that suiTOunding the swamps, protecting the Lacustrian plants from the exces-

Bivc heat of summer, and the lowland Carolinian plants from the severe cold of winter.

In the three lowland Regions similar differences may be found in the range of trees con-
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nected witli diversities in climate, while there is less difference in the character of the soils,

especially as to their retention of moisture, swamps, though extensive, depending on imper-

fect drainage only, and occupying the lowest lands.

The Mississippi Region has hotter smnmei-s but colder winters than the Carolina, and it has

already been shown that nine species extend from two to five degrees further North in the

Carolina Region, and nine more one or two degrees. Its few most peculiar trees doubtless

require the increased summer heat and moisture.

Its other characteristic forms are mostly those of swamps and overflowed lands, which are

much more extensive than in the Carolina Region, but furnish only two or three of the pecu-

liar trees, viz: 27c, 46, 47c, (variety?)

The Florida Region has a greater and more uniform temperature, combined, according to

the records so far made, with irregular rains, sometimes excessive, at others deficient in

amount, especially towards its extremity. With these characteristics of climate, we find

many of the trees of the other lowland Regions disappearing towards the South, and scarcely

any peculiar kinds occurring. The tropical forms which occur, plainly owe their existence

chiefly to the warmer climate, though some of them grow only on the coral formation near

the Southern end, and may require that calcareous soil in some degree. Extensive woodless

Savannas, improperly called "prairies," are due to the influence of standing water during
the wet season.

Considered as a whole, the Appalachian Province presents the following relations between
climate and vegetation :

Its summers being of an almost tropical heat, it has several trees as well as smaller plants

belonging to tropical families, and imrepresented by any analogous forms in Europe or

Northern Asia, such as its Asimina, (3a,) Gordonias, (8a, b,) Nyssa, (27a, b, c,) Bumelias,

(36a, b, c.) The following genera also, though belonging to families there represented in

small numbers, seem here to be specially adapted to our tropical srunmers, foiming (except

52 and 4) trees of much larger size than their nearest allies on that continent, viz : Kalmia,

(30,) Sassafras, (44,) Carya, (52a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,) Gymnocladus, (18,) Liriodendron, (2,)

Robinia, (15a, b, c,) Oxydendrum, (32,) Chionanthus, (41,) Halesia, (38a, b,) Cladi-astis, (16,)

Persea, (43a, b,) Cyrilla, (29,) Cliftonia, (14.)

Several other families and genera are North of the tropics, represented by near allies only, on
the West coast of Asia or its Southeastern comers, (47, 12, 26, 46, 9, 51,) in Regions having
a climate very similar to ours, as Juglans, (51a, b,) Zanthoxylum, (4a, b.) Vitis, (9a, b, c, d,)

S}'mplocos, (37,) Celtis, (47a, b, c,) Magnolias, (la, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,) Negundo, (11a,) Ma-
dura, (48,) Aesculus, (12a, b, c, d,) Gleditschia, (19a, b,) liquidambar, (26,) Taxodium,

(67,) Sapindus, (28,) Planera, (46,) Catalpa, (35,) Torreya, (70a.)«- Very few trees of other

genera take the place of our peculiar forms, and of these three of Europe and one of Asia

are represented along our Western coast. Of Aesculus, Quercus, (53 of 17 species,) Populus,

(61 of 6 or 8 species,) Pinus, (62 of 10 species,) and Abies, common to both Continents, we
have a larger number of species, without counting these of our West coast.

This superiority, both in number of genera and of species, has an undoubted connexion
with two chief characteristics of the climate of the Appalachian Province, viz : its hot sum-
mers, and, even more decidedly, its abundant and seasonable moisture. As shown by Professor

Henry, in previous articles on Meteorology published in this Report, the rain-bearing winds
come chiefly from the Gulf of Mexico towards the North, laden with moisture from that

warm evaporating basin. As they proceed they are turned Eastward by the motion of the

earth, and probably along their Western edge, by the counter cm-rent from the West. This

coming dry and cool from the Rocky Moimtains, condenses the moisture of the South wind,
producing abundant rains, in fact excessive just North of the Gulf, but becoming less and
less up to the forty-second degree of latitude. A great part being also carried Eastward, is

deposited more plentifully near the Mountains and East of them than in the Hlinois Region.

The coincidence between the Western limit of distribution of these rains and the Western
limit of continuous forest will be at once apparent, and though the Illinois Region has at

times even a superfluity of rain, it is undoubtedly at irregular intervals subject to severe

droughts, which, as will be presently shown, cause the disappearance of several kinds of trees

and the prevalence of woodless prairies over large surfaces.

f

The influence of cold winters is shown by the absence of many trees in the Upper Missis-

sippi valley, (North of latitude 38°,) which as already mentioned extend much further

North near the Atlantic.

Though this severe cold cannot be considered in itself at all favorable to tree growth, yet

the cause which produces it is very essentially so. This cause is the prevalent Northwest

Professor Gray's articles in Silliman'3 Journal of Science, vols. XVIIT, 1857, and XXVIII, 1859, v/ith

otlier authorities,

t See Patent Office Agricultural Report for 1858, p. 477, Ac.
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wind of the Continent, which, while causing our severest winter cold, serves in summer to

condense and precipitate the moisture of the wind coming from the South.

Allusion has before been made to the probability of some moisture coming from the
Northeast over the Lacustrian Province, and also over those parts of the Appalachian East
of the Alleghany Moimtains.

Mountains under usual conditions receive more rain or snow in proportion to their height

;

and evaporation being also less rapid, trees of some kinds are thus favored on their higher
parts to the exclusion of others which cannot bear the cold at that elevation. Thus the
local Sylva of the higher Alleghanies and of the Tennessee Region may be understood

;

mountains also, by compelling the moist currents of air to rise and pass over them, deprive
them of more or less moisture, condensed during their mixture with cold upper currents.

In this way the higher ridges of the Alleghanies towards their Southern end intercept

much rain which would otherwise pass Northward, and the interior mountain regions of

Yirgmia and Pennsylvania, though often elevated, are locally drier than surrounding tracts.

Probably this, in connexion with the action of extensive tires, is a cause of the thin forests,

glades, and barrens, which occupy much of their surface. The Ozark Range also seems to

intercept some from the Prairie, country immediately West of it.

Though the intimate connexion between the climate and forest growth is thus rendered

apparent, and will be still more so after the consideration of other Regions, it would be im-
philosophical to suppose that climate is the cause of the great richness of our Sylva. It may
be that the unnotable and badly defined forms which have been distinguished by the botani-

cal term variety, (var.,) are one or all dependent for their variation from the specific type

upon climate ; but the well marked spedes were undoubtedly createdfor the climate in which
they exist. Were it not so the East coast of Asia which most nearly resembles the Appa-
lachian Province in climate, and produces many similar ferns unknown on the West coast

of either Continent, might, as far as the climate is concerned, have produced all our peculiar

forms or their analogues.

Yet with the resemblance there is much difference, each country having several trees

peculiar to it, but which would doubtless, as in the case of the Ailanthus, the Pride of China,

and smaller plants, be found perfectly capable of naturalization in the other, although nothiag
very like it had been produced there.

Thus the higher law of specific distinction, forming the foundation of organic classifica^

lion, must be taken into account in compaiing these countries, while sach a comparison

must still be of great service in the study of their climates.

If each of our trees was created originally within a narrow area, and has thence spread

over so great an extent as some occupy, even such as are diffused slowly by seeds, (18, 19a,

51, 52, 53,) we may believe that the present conditions of climate have not materially

changed since, at least, the commencement of the recent (geological) period.

Having assumed that the chief cause of the almost universal and dense forests of the two
preceding Provinces was their full supply of moisture, especially during the vegetuting

seasons, it is now necessary to show that contrary conditions cause contrary effects. It has

already been mentioned that the Western border of the continuous forests coincide closely

with the line of direction of the rain-bearing winds from the Gulf, and North of latitude

43°, with the line between the impervious rocks and porous strata above them, as well as

with the supposed influence of Northeasterly rains.

- It is the common belief that the Prairies which commence at this line were once covered

with forest, but became bare through the annual burning which, from time immemorial,

has been prevalent, either from natural causes or begun by Indians. This was doubt-

less true in some degree, especially near their Eastern borders where, since fires have been

prevented, young forests are rapidly spreading. But why then did not the fires frequently

ignited South and East of the Alleghanies cause prairies there also ? Doubtlessly because

more abundant and frequent rains soon extinguish them, and promote so rapid and dense

a growth of young trees that grasses are killed under their shade, and a fire can scarcely

make any progress through their damp green thickets. In the Prairies, on the other band,

one or two dry seasons in succession will prevent the growth of seedling trees, and allow an

accumulation of dry herbaceous plants, which need only a spark to cause a conflagration

fatal to the young trees, but of little injury to the herbs.

The "glades" and "barrens" of the Western Alleghanies, before spoken of, were a kind

of imperfect prairies, where, from peculiarities of soil, grasses did not exclusively occupy it,

and fires, wanting a large supply of light fuel, did not destroy all the trees. The barrens

also seem to have had a group of shrubby oaks and other woody plants especially formed

for them, presenting a sort of compromise between prairie and forest. These, like the

prairies, are becoming generally overgrown with large trees since fires were stopped.

On the Prairies trees of many kinds grow along the river banks and in wet grounds,

being protected from the fires. But it has been mentioned that 13 trees found in the Ohio

Region which borders the Illinois Region on the East side in the same latitude do not extend
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into it, being checked at the very commencement of Prairies, (53g, 61c, 541, 9a, lb,*25b,

45c, 2, 3, l-^d, 15, 26, 27a.) This may be in part owing to the greater cold in the same
latitude near the Upper Mississippi, and to the violence with which the cold winds sweep

across the unsheltered level Prairies, but only 3, 12d, 15, are known to cross the border of

prairies into the Texan Region.

A wider belt of woods borders the larger rivers, not only in the bottom-lands but on the

higher grounds, showing perhaps greater moisture locally. But all become scarcer as we
go West, imtil on reaching the 97th meridian. North of latitude 38°, and a degree or two
fui'tlier West in Texas all but a few before mentioned have disappeared.

This is still the effect of dryness, increasing towards the West ; and when we come to the

line where more porous strata cover the carboniferous, the sudden termination of almost all

kinds is very marked. In the Texan Region, however, it is less so, probably from irregular

combination of the strata.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN PROVINCE.

At the Western border of the Campestrian Province, as before described, the general fea-

tures of the country suddenly change from a uniform plain surface, to one of the greatest

irregularity, consisting of lofty chains of mountains, alternating with valleys, baijins and
plateaux, which characteristics prevail throughout all the remainder of the continent not
mcluded in the three Provinces already described.

From the facts collected respecting distribution of plants and animals over these AVestem
regions, it seems proper to divide them also into three, and perhaps four Natural Provinces

nearly similar in area, and each containing several distinct Regions.

The first of these to be spoken of is that lying entirely within the United States, and
forming the high central mountain system of the continent, from which rivers diverge in

various directions, and run towards far distant outlets in both oceans.

This Province presents characters common to all those previously described, since it in-

cludes peaks covered with the perpetual snow of the Arctic zone ; forests just below them
composed of evergreen Coniferae like those of the Lacustrian Province ; other forests still

lower down, consisting of the oaks, maples, &c., of the Appalachian ; and finally at various

elevations, the rich Prairies of the Illinois Region, or the treeless plains and deserts of the
Comanche Region. This combination is only found in the middle portions of the Mountain
system, and between the elevations of 500 and 1,200 feet above the sea level.

Four distinct Regions are embraced in this Province, differing in their natural productions,

but not yet sufficiently explored to have their characters or limits well defined. They may,
however, be described as the four fountain heads of distinct River systems first alluded to,

viz : the Padoucan Region, (t,) including the Eastern mountain slopes and most of the basin

of the Yellowstone river ; the Wasatch, (s,) including the Western slopes from which the
Colorado and its branches rise, as well as the Wasatch range West of it, both of these ex-

tending South to about latitude 36'^ 30' ; the third is the Utah Region, (u,) including the
inland basin of that name, with the adjoining mountain slopes ; and the fourth the basin
of Snake or Shoshonee river, (v,) giving a name to the Region, with most of its collateral

valleys, and the upper Columbia or Spokan plains, up to latitude 48°. But the mountains
and valleys around Clark's Fork are nearly contimtoiisli/ wooded, and belong, with the Region
West of the Cascade mountains, to the next Province towards the North.
Few trees are yet known as peculiar to or very characteristic of these Regions, but more

doubtless remain to be discovered on the almost unexplored parts of the higher slopes, which
are the only parts of these central mountains wooded.
Commencing with the Black Hills of the Yellowstone Region, besides 58a, 62a, 62f, 63d,

68b, of preceding lists, the following new trees are met with :

P. 62v. Pinu^ Wislizeni,^ I P. 62r. Finns flezilis,

Widizenus puae.
|

Flexible pine.

The latter being yet known only from Pike's Peak, latitude 38° 30^, the former extending
South to Santa Fe.

On the headwaters of the Missouri, and perhaps further North, is found a tree common to
all the river banks West of the great Plains, where it accompanies another usually consid-

ered identical with 61e of the Ohio Region. The first Is

—

? 61i. Fopulus anffustifolia,
J

? 6 Id. P. monilifera,

Narrow-leaved poplar

;

J
Western cottonwood,

being the other, and ranging East at least to the Mississippi, wherever trees grow on river

banks.

* P.flexilis, Engeluiann, (not of Torrcy.)—Senate Doc. 26, 1848, page 89.
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The following Eastern trees also grow at the foot if not on the slopes of the mountains :

9d, 11a, 21b, 42a, 45b, 63a, 61a, 6Sa, and the two last cross them in small nmnbers.

In the Wasatch Region, on or near Bear River mountains, have been found :

"W. ? lOi. Acer tripartitum, I ? 60f. Salix pmtandra, (Eur?)
Three-cleft maple. I

Bay-leaved willow.

The latter extending through the Shoshonee valley.

In the Shoshonee Region, near latitude 48°, occur

—

U. 68c. Juniperu3 occidentalis, I U. ? 49d. Cdtk reticulata,

Utah cedar.
|

Rough-leaved hackberry.

The latter at latitude 46°, and extending South to latitude 32°, where it crosses the moun-
tains to the Comanche Region.

In the Utah Region, near latitude 42°, are met

—

? lib. Kegundo, var. ? Californicum, 1 W. ? 62k. Finns, var. 7 monophyllus,

California box elder.
|

One-leaved nut pine
;

both extending South to latitude 35° on the mountains. 61i, 6 Id, 68c, 62k, form the

chief timber trees of this Province, though others of the Eastern group above referred to,

and a few of the Western to be hereafter mentioned, occur locally on several ranges of

moimtains, or along river banks, where, however, 6 Id and i, 60f, and other willows, are

almost the only woody plants.

In these elevated plains there is a group of shrubs, from four to ten feet high, which hold

the place of forests, and supply all the fuel or woody material to be foimd for hundreds of

miles. Of these the "wild sage," (Artemisia tridentata,) " greasewood, " (Purshiatridentaia,)

BO called from its combustibility, various species of Linosyris, and the ' * pulpy-leaved thorn'

'

of Lewis and Clarke, (Sarcohatm vermicularis,) form the principal growth. They are nearly

all useless as fodder, or indeed for any purpose except for fuel ; but it is said that the camel
is very fond of the greasewood, a plant entirely different from any other found in the Appa-
lachian Province, and probably in any other.

This will make these Regions traversable much as the deserts of the Old World aie, to

which they otherwise show much analogy.

These shrubs, growing almost universally over the plains which are elevated more than
four thousand feet, and between the main ranges which border these table-lands West of the

Rocky Mountains, form an important character, distinguishing them from the lower Plains

of the Campestrian Province.

THE CAURINE PROVINCE.

The nearly treeless Mountain Regions being thus disposed of, starting again at the Northern
limit of forests. West of the Lacustrian Province, a varied and nearly universal forest pre-

vails, giving character to what may be called the Caurine Province (Northwest.)

At Behring's Straits trees reach about as far North as at Mackenzie's river, i. e., to latitude

67° 30' at the sea-level, but probably less far in the mountainous interior.

As might be expected from the fact that no treeless plains separate the two Northern Pro-

vinces, and that the mountains are so low as to admit the passage of several rivers running
from their West side into Mackenzie's river, several trees of each Province cross into the
other, and specimens of some Western forms by Richardson along the Mackenzie give us
their Northeastern range. Of these two reach the mouth of Mackenzie's river, viz :

60k. Salix speciosa, « I 60h. S. hngifolia, var ?

Showy willow. I Long-leaved willow.

At Slave lake, lat. 60°, he found

—

0. 21e. Cerasus mollis, •
I ? 23m. Crataegus santpiinea,^ (Asisl,)

Oregon cherry.
I

Siberian hawthorn.

21b, 22c, 24a, 58b, 62a, of the Lacustrian Province probably cross the mountains to the

West side near here, as they are found South to lat. 46° on the mountains.

At lat. 58° he found " Rhamnus alnifolius," probably 0. 13b. Frangula Furshiana, Oregon
buckthorn.

* S. glandulOBa of Richardson.
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On the Eocky Mountains, at the head of the Saskatchewan, Dnimmond found (at lat.

530)—

0. 65b. Thuja gigantea,

Oregon white cedar.

Cupressus Nuikatensis,'*

Nootka cypress.

58g. Betula Occidentalis,

Northwestern birch,

? 62t. Finns morUicola,

Rocky Mountain white pine.

Lower down the river, at Cumberland House

—

?58f. Betula glandulosa, I ?66b
Bitter bu-ch.

|

On the Mountains, at lat. 50, Nuttall (?) found

—

T. ? lOh. Acer glahrum, I lOj.

Smooth-leaved maple.
|

Going now to the Pacific coast at Behring's Straits, we find the circumpolar species

(belonging also to the Old Continent,) 59a, 59b, 68b, with 61a, 63e of the Lacustrian Sylva,

and 60k, these also extending along the mountains to or near lat. 49°. One new spruce also

occurs, if not the same as 63e, which it resembles ; viz : 63q, Ahies Sitchensis, Sitcha spruce.

At Sitcha, lat. 57°, another is found resembling 63a, if not identical, (that being also

reported to be found there,) viz: 63p. Abies Mertensiaiia, Mertens' spruce, together with 61i (?),

65b, and 66b, just mentioned. Also :

Notch-leaved maple.

0. lOf. Acer Tnacrqphyllum,

Broad-leaved maple.
0. lOg. A. drcinatum,

Kound-leaved maple.
0. 2 2d. Fyrus rivularus,

Oregon crab-apple.

0. 25d. CornusNuttalli,

Oregon dogwood (?).

0, 59c. AlniLs Oregona,

Oregon alder.

? 63f. Ahies Menziesii,

Western black spruce.

0? 63o. A. Canadensis? var.,

Western hemlock spruce.

(0 ? 66b. Cupressus Nutkatensis,

Nootka cypress.)

Thus we know of 20 new forms of trees, with 10 or 12 Eastern kinds, growing in this far

Northwestern Province, North of lat. 49°, and others will doubtless be added, showing a

very rich forest growth.
At Nootka Sound, lat. 50°, Vancouver's Island, are :

0. 53c.t }uercus Garryana,

Oregon white oak.

with 13b, and 65a ? J

At lat. 48°, Straits of Fuca, are found

0. 31b. Rhododendron maximum?
Variety ? North^fwst R.

.Cal. 83. Arbutus Menziesii,

Madrona laurel.

(? 58g. Betula Occidentalis,

Northwestern birch.)

0. 63n. Ahies Douglassii,

Bed or Black fir.

0. 42h. Fraxinus Oregona,

Oregon ash.

0. 62m. Finus contorta,

Scrub or Twisted pine.

0. 69. Taxus brevifolia,

Oregon yew.

But it is most probable that none of these lists indicate the extreme limits of the species

toward the North, the botany of British Columbia having been as yet almost untouched.
In the interior, between the Cascade and Rocky mountains, two veiy fine trees are added,
North of lat. 50° :

?64b.? 62p. Finus ponderosa,

Heavy yellow pine.

About lat. 47° seem to be the Northern limits of

Larix Occidentalis,

Northwestern larch.

Cal. 21g. Cerasa d^missa, 0? 60i. Salix brachystachys,

Shi-ubby cherry. Coast willow.
? 23u. Crataegus rivularis, 0. 60g. S. Jlookeriana,

Oregon hawthorn. Oregon willow.
Cal. 5e. Comus pubescens, 0. 63g. Abies grandis,

California green dogwood. Yellow fir.

* "C. Thyoidet " Richardson, but this being confined to the East side of the Alleghaniea and South of the
St. Lawrence, the species found was more probably the above, being a straggler across the mountains, and, as
Richardson says, seen only in one spot.

t The West coast oak3 are all distinct from Eastern, and the alphabet commences again with them.
. \ " Thuja plicata" Lambert (not of Nees) in cuJUvatiOD proving to be T. OccidetUalu according to lioudcn.
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0. 63b. Abies lasiocarpea,

Downy-cone spruce.

0. 63h. Ahies nobilis,

Cascade mountain spruce.

0.? 63k. A. amabilis,

Oregon silver fir.

Between lat. 46° and 420 in Oregon :

C. 8 la. Aretostaphylos glauca,

Smooth manzanita.

C. 84b. A. omentosa,

Downy manzanita.

C. 54e. Castanea chrysophylla,

Evergreen chestnut.

Of the above more than half cease to appear at or near lat. 42°, or continue Southward
only along the Mountains, gradually becoming higher in their range until they disappear.

53c (?), 83, 42h, 21g, 60i, 84a, 84b, 54e, extend through the valleys of California, and 83
even into Coahuila, Mex. , on the mountains South of Texas.

But at least 35 of these new trees are fully characteristic of the Caurine Province, to which
the forest Region West of the Cascade mountains must be considered as belonging, forming
part of the Oregonian Region (x) which seems to extend with its trees up to Sitka along the
coast.

East of the Cascade range most of the peculiar trees of this Region disappear South of lat.

49°, and are replaced by lOh, 23m, 62p, 62t, 64b, 68c, and others which are unknown West
of that range except as stragglers. These are characteristic of a second Region, the Kootanie,

(y,) extending from about lat. 43° in the Rocky Mountains, down the densely wooded valley

of Clark's Fork to the Great Columbian Plain, lat. 48°, whence it passes North into British

Columbia, and probably includes the upper valley of Frazer's river, with perhaps a corre-

sponding one Northeast of Sitka.

Finally, the most Northern river basins up to the limit of forests, being separated from
the last by high mountains, from which some streams flow East into Mackenzie's river, seem
to form another Region, termed from its chief river, the Yukon, (z. ) Its trees being, how-
ever, almost unknown, we cannot say which are most characteristic of it.

THE NEVADIAN PROVINCE.

Californian Region, (w.)—Between lat. 43^ and 42°, in Southern Oregon, commences a new
group of trees, characteristic of a new Province, called the Nevadian from its most remarkable
range of mountains.
About the high snowy peaks and on the slopes are found the following:

Cal. G2n. Piniis SaMniana,

California nut pine.

Cal. 62q. P. insignis,

Western pitch pine.

Cal? 62s. P. Llauana, ( ?)
Newberry's nut pine.

Lower down, and in the valleys, a group
lat. 41°- several broad-leaved evergreens viz

Cal. 9e. Vitis Califomica,

Californian grape.

Cal. lib. Neyundo Californicum,

California box elder.

Cal. 12e. Acsculus Californica,

California buckeye.
Cal. 13c. Frangula California,

Californian buckthorn.
Cal. 20c. Pmmis suhcordaia,

Californian plum.
Cal. 17b. Ca-cis Occidentalism

Western redbud.

Cal. 62u. P. Lambertiana,

Sugar pine.

? 63j. Abies Williamsoni,

Williamson's spruce.

Cal? 63m. A. bracteata,

Leafy-cone spruce.

of deciduous trees begins to appear, and towards
: 82, 53e, 53i. '

Cal. 82. Oreodaphne Californica,

Californian mountain bay.

Cal.? 50b. Platanics racemosa,

Mexican sycamore.

Cal. 53e. Quercns chrysolepsis,

Tliick-cup live-oak.

Cal. 53i. Q. agrifolia.

Holly-leaved live-oak.

Cal. 53b. Q. Californica,

Californian red oak.

At the level of the sea on the coast border are:

Cal. 6Cd. Cupressus Lawsoniana,

Port Oxford cedar.

Cal. 86a. Sequoia sempervirens,

Iledwood.

On the mountains between lat. 41° and 39° apix-ar:

Cal. 70b. Torre^ja Cdifornica,

Nutmeg torreya.

Cal. 86b. Sequoia giguntea,

Giant redwood.

Gal. 86 Libocedrus decurrens,

Californian "cedar.
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And in the valleys:

Cal. 25e. Coi-nus scssilis,

Califomian dogwood.
Cal. 80. Ceanothiis thyrsiflorus,

Lilac-flowered ceanotlius.

Cal. 53a. Quercus Bouglassii,

California white oak.

Cal. 53d. Q. densifl&ra,

Evergreen chestnut oak.

Cal. 53h. Q. Hindsii,

Long acorn live-oak.

Cal. 60j. Salix lasiolepsis,

Woolly-scaled willow.

Tlience South to about lat. 30"^ on the mountain

Cal. G2o. Finns Coulteri, Cal

Coulter's nut pine.

G2n. P. muricata,

Spiny-shell pine.

66b. Cupressiis macrocarpa,

Large cone cypress.

Ariz. 68d. Juniperus pachyphloea,

Thick-bark juniper.

And in the valleys:

Cal. 21e. Cerasus Hidfolia,
Holly-leaved cherry laurel.

Cal.? 74. Photi7iia arhutifolia,

Cal.? 53g. Querais lohata,

Lobate-leaved live oak.

Ariz. 131. Yucca haccata.

Fruit-bearing y\'eca.

Here we have 35 more trees making their appearance, and several, as far as known,
limited to the Californian region, considering this, for the present, as embracing only that

part of the State North of lat. 35*^, and chiefly the valleys East of the Coast range. But here

a number of new forms appear on the Western slopes of that range. Of the above some
extend South into Lower California, and some of them Eastward. The former are 74, 80,

21e, 21g, 25c, 84b, 82, 53d, i, k, and 1, 59c, (?) 62n, s, a^d u, 63n, 65b, 85, 66e, 86a,

sho-oing that the peninsula has enough Nevadian forms to be included in that province as a
distinct region, which may be named, from its principal Indian tribe, Uchitan ! Only 9e,

lib, 13c, 83, 50b, 63g, 63h, 63n, 68d, range East of the Sierra Nevada to or nearly to the

Mexican boundary, and some probably further on the mountains.

Between latitude 35'^ and 32^ West of the Coast mountains appear

:

Mex. 65£

Ariz.? 51c. Juglans rvpestris,

Mexican walnut.

Uch. 73. Lithraea laurina,

Laurel sumach.
Uch. 53m. Quercus acutidens,

Sharp-toothed live-oak.

Uch.? 59d. Alnus ohlongifolia,

Oblong-leaved alder.

And at the boundary of the Peninsula, latitude 32"^

Uch. 61j. Popidus trichocarpa,

Hairy-pod poplar.

Thvja plicata,

Mexican arbor vitae.

? 66f. Cupressus var.? Gowmia,

Gowan' s cypress.

Mex. 119. Pistada Mexicana,

Mexican pistachia tree

Uch.? 123. Adenostoma spassiflora.

Uch. 12i

Uch. 62y,

Styphonia integdfoliaf

? ?

Pinus Torreyana,

Torrey's pine.

All of these may be supposed to occur in the Peninsula, and only 51c, 59d, 65£

known to extend their range on the main land East of the Coast mountains.
119 are

THE MEXICAN PROVINCE.

So few, comparatively, of the trees in the preceding lists extend into the interior East
of the Coast mountains, and so many new forms occur there, knov»Ti more or less as Mexi-
can, that it seems best to consiaer New Mexico, South of latitude 35", as forming a distinct

region by the name of Arizonian (r), and to attach it to the Mexican Province.
Very little is known of the trees of Mexico, or of their distribution, between latitude 32*^

and 20°, but along the boundary there is found to be less of a distinctive limit formed by
the middle range of mountains than towards the North, partly from the fact that this range
is low, broken, and scarcely forms a dividing water-shed between the waters running East
and West. But further South there can be little doubt but that the productions of the
opposite slopes of Mexico are distinct enough to form of them two Provinces.

The object is now to speak only of the trees found within the United States, and not to

attempt to define their Regions of greatest abundance, except where they are believed to be.

the Arizonian.

28 A
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This Region lias a great variety of climate and soil, from the low dry sand plains of trop-

ical temperature to lofty mountains of temperate climate, and successive level plateaus,

from 1,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea. These, of course, produce a variety of trees suited

to their various circumstances. On the higher lands and mountains are chiefly found those

of the preceding lists which extend East of the Californian mountains, and also on the Eastern

slopes of the Coast mountains, near latitude 35*^,

Ariz . ? 7 6 . AlgaroUa glandulosa,

Honey-pod mesquite.

Ai'iz. 77. Strombocarpa pubescem,

Screw-pod mesquite.

? 98c. Acacia Ch-eggii.

Gregg's acacia.

Ariz. 53k. Quercus ohlangifolia,

Oblong-leaved live-oak.

621. rinus edulis,

New Mexican nut pine.

68e. Junipenis tetragona,

Square-leaved juniper.

133. Brahea dulds, (?)

California palm.

Further East, on the higher lands, latitude 35°

:

53n.6f. Rhus microphylla,

Small-leaved sumach.
Ariz. 79a. Berberis Fremontii,

Arizonian barberry.

Ariz. 53b. Querai^ Gambellii,

Arizonian white oak.

53j. Quercus Bmoryii,

Arizonian live-oak.

And in the low sandy torrid deserts

Quercus confertifolia,

Dense-leaved live-oak.

On river banks

;

4:2g. Fraxinus pistadaefolia,

Arizonian ash.

128a. Opuntia arborescens,

Free prickly pear.

The fallowing have been, as yet, found only near the Mexican boundary :

126a. Ccreus giganteus,

Saguaro cactus.

124. Dalea spinosa,

Spiny dalea.

S6f. Bumelia recUnata ?

Spreading bumelia.

129. Chilopsis linearis,

?

126b. Oreus Thurheri,

Pitahaya.

Extending from the Colorado East to Upper Eio Grande

78. Cercidium floridum ,

Green acacia.

121 Olneya tesota,

Palo de hiero.

Reaching Eastward only to the Central water-shed.

122a. Parkimonia microphylla,

Small-leaved palo verdc

122b. Farkinsonia aculeata,

Prickly palo verde.

118. Larrea Mexicana,

Hediondo.

120. Schinus molle,

Peruvian (?) pepper tree.

Extending entirely across to the Gulf of Mexico.

One extends from San Pedro river (a branch of the Gila) East to the Gulf of Mexico, viz :

34b. Diospyros Texam, Japote persimmon.

From the middle range of mountains another group extends Eastward to the Pao Grande:

129b. Echinocactua Widizmi, I 62x. Pinus Ckihuahuana,

Wislizeni's cactus.
|

Chihuahuan pine.

And 15c. Robinia Neo-3Iexicana, Mexican locust tree, appears to attain its most Northern
limit.

Of these, and preceding lists 6f, 9f, lib, 13e, 17b, 34b, 79a, 98c, extend, in small num-
bers, into Texas, while 76 is there vffry abundant as far North as Red river, and East to the

Gulf of Mexico.

In the Arizonian region 76, 77, 53b&j, 126a, 128a, are the most abundant and charac-

teristic.

Along the lower Rio Grande the following trees of the Eastern slope of the Mexican Prov-

ince are^fovmd completing the Catalogue for the United States:

98b. Acacia Farnadana,

Guisache.

110c. Cordia Boissieri,

Nacavitas.

130. Ehretia elliptica,

? ?

60d. Salix Wrightii,

"Wiight's willow.
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The successive tables with -which tke Eastern slope of Mexico rises from the Gulf to the
Centre have each peculiarities of vegetation, &c., sulficient to indicate a division into the
Natural Regions, which may he named, from their division into States, the Tamaulipan, (o)

Codhuilan, (p) Chihunhuan, (q). Many of these trees of the Southern border scarcely rise above
the gro^vth of shrubs within our limits, and they are accompanied by a larger number of
tree shrubs, which, covering large tracts Avith a kind of miniature forest, replace trees to
gome extent, as is the case in the Rocky Mountains province, with the shrubs before

mentioned.

RELATIONS OF TREES TO CLIMATE IN WESTERN NORTH AMERICA.

Commencing again with the Northern limit of forests fi'om Mackenzie's river West to Behr-
ing's Straits, it has been stated that several species extend entirely across, and a few even
around the pole on both continents. Still there are enough distinct species of trees already
known from Behring's Straits, or near them, to indicate that Nature has taken advantage of

new circumstances, and adapted new forms to them, as is the case everywhere else.

These new circumstances are: First, the mountainous character of the Yukon Region, with
its consequent variety of soils, and exposures to the influence of heat and moisture. Second,
the greater uniformity and mildness of the climate, arising from the fact that as we approach
the Pacific the "West wind of the continent becomes the prevalent, and almost the only one,

while, at the same time, coming fresh from the ocean, it is nearly of the temperature of the
water and charged with moisture.

These conditions react on each other, the mountains intercepting the moisture of the sea-

breeze, and permitting it to pass dried and cooled over their lofty snow-capped summits to

the Regions East of them. Thus, in proportion to their height, unbroken extent, and trans-

verse position in respect to the direction of the winds, will be their effect in modifying the
climate of Regions to the East. Reasons have been given for believing that in the Yukon
Region they do not act so completely as a barrier to the flow of rivers, or to the spread of

trees Eastward, as they do further South, and this belief is supported by the known conditions

of climate prevailing near their Eastern base.

The influence of the West winds upon the mountain ranges is to cause their Western slopes

to have more moisture than their Eastern, just in proportion to the degree in which their

altitude and extent serve to intercept this moisture. Other conditions of climate belong
to particular Regions, such as the eftect ©f the sun's direct rays upon Regions subject to its

influence during the long and cloudless dry season, of radiation of heat under similar circum-

stances, of the local influence of snowy ranges of mountains upon the surrounding valleys,

and of local evaporations. All these, if known accurately, would be found to cause further

important differences in the physical conditions of the various regions, but for the present it

must suffice to consider only the reciprocal influence of the Western sea-breeze and the moim-
taiu ranges as causing all the differences in distribution of forests and trees observed in these

Western Regions. As almost nothing is knovrn of the interior of the Caurine Province North
of latitude 49 '^, we cannot say whether the supply of moisture is sufficient throughout to

cause as universal a covering of forest as in the Lacustrian and Appalachian Provinces. As
far as known, however, this is the case, with the exception of some comparatively small

tracts of prairie in the valleys between the coast and Cascade Ranges, and in that of Clark's

Fork of the Columbia. The writer has studied and reported on the origin of the former in

the Supplement to vol. I, Pacific Railroad Reports, published in 1859. -'

On the Mackenzie's river, latitude GO^, very near the low mountains, broken through by
Liards (Poplar) river, Richards(m fuimd a Crataegus, and at latitude 580 a Frangida, genera of

trees which do not appear in the Canadian Region north of latitude 50'^. Again, on the

elevated Rocky Mountains, in latitude Oo^, Drummond found two species of Acer, a genus

also limited by latitude 50O, in the Canadian Region. Two others reach latitude 57°, at

Sitka, together with many plants not represented along the Atlantic coast North of latitude

43^ ; therefore the valleys of the Yukon Region may be found to possess a Sylva nearly as

rich as that of the Canadian Region, though chiefly composed of distinct trees.

Tlie next Region Southward, the Kootiunie, is known only near its Southern end, at the

Fpper Columbia, in v.hich locality the occurrence of many distinct trees, as well as some
from the Lacustrian Province, have been noticed.

The Oregon Region, commencing at Sitka, latitude 57°, and extending West of the Cascade

Mountains to about latitude 42*^, has been shown to have its large and peculiar group of

trees, which completely cover the surface from the level of the sea up to the Regions of per-

petual snow, excepting the small extent of prairie in the valley before mentioned. It is also,

as far as kno-wn, the most rainy, having a precipitation of from 55 to 9U inches annually,

Besides the small edition of 1,500, published by government, anotlier edition of the Scientific portion i

a

published by Bailliere, New York City.
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being 15 to 37 inclies more than the Mississippi Region, and with little difference in its dis-

tribution as to the seasons, excepting in the Southern valleys, where there is an imperfect dry
season in summer."
The maximmn of rains on the West coast seems to be at Sitka, whence they decrease in

amount Eastward and Southward. As the mountains form abrupt limiting barriers to these

rains, they must usually act also as the boundaries to the Natural Regions, and these, there-

fore, have their longer diameter parallel to the coast, exactly contrary to its direction in

most of the Tree Regions East of the mountains.
From the miiform temperature of the ocean from which the West wind comes, it differs

much less with latitude than the winds of the Eastern side of the Continent, and we find

trees, therefore, extending further North and South, while their range East and West is

usually very narrow.
It has been seen that about lat. 60° the Rocky Mountains become so much more lofty

and continuous as to separate almost completely the waters flowing towards the East and
West, but one river—the Unjigah or Peace river—passing through their Eastern range at lat.

§6 30°' to reach the Athabasca. Near the same point, as Richardson tells us, is the Northern
termination of the Great Plains, forming our Campestrian Province. Southward of lat 60°,

then, it is probable that the mormtains have become so extensive and high as to cut

off most of the rain carried Eastward by the Pacific winds. As the mountain regions

grow wider and more elevated toward the South, the Great Plains become wider and drier

—

a fact which, no doubt, is mainly caused by the intercepting effect of the mountains West of

them, connected with the fact that they receive little or no rain from other directions.

Again, at lat. 48°, near the Pacific coast, the Cascade Range, becoming almost unbroken,
its ridge nearly throughout rising above the limit of perpetual snow, it cuts off almost all

the abundant rains of its Western slopes from the " Great Plain of the Columbia" East of

it; and exactly in accordance with the principle above alluded to there is an almost total

disappearance of trees from that Plain, while they still grow on the mountains East of it,

which, being higher than the Cascade Range, receive a supply of moisture from the air

which has crossed the dry hot plains, to be condensed by the cooler strata chiefly toward
the summits of these mountains.

Here, in going Southward, another principle of meteorology is involved in the discussion.

As the temperature increases with nearness to the Equator, the air becomes capable of

retaining more mcisture uncondensed, or as vapor, and the wind in summer coming from a
direction North of West towards a land radiating much heat from its surface, the moisture
of the air is Uvot precipitated unless it reaches a very great elevation on the mountains, and
much of it passes over even the loftj'- Sierra Nevada, and, traversing the Utah Region, is

finally condensed on the highest portion of the Rocky Mountains near lat. 41°.

But in winter, the sea-breeze coming from a part of the ocean Southwest of the Californian

coast, and baving become fully charged wdth moisture, the land having o,t that season a
temperature lower than the sea, condensation takes place, and the winter rains of California

are produced. More Northward we gradually approach the point, where, as at Sitka, the
climate of the land is alioays cooler than of the sea, and rains continual.

According to the general principles of the precipitation of moisture, we find the Caurine
Province universally wooded, with few exceptions, as far as known, and these consequent on
local influences accordant with the same general principles. The Rocky Mountain Province

is almost woodless, though many trees and even large forests exist about its higher mountain
summits.
The Nevadian Province has peculiar characters connected with its alternate wet and dry

seasons, with a high and uniform temperature. Omitting the Oregon trees, wdiich extend
only along its higher mountains, it has 54 species of trees—the same number as is found
in the Carolina Region, similarly situated on the Atlantic coast. But the variety of condi-

tions for their growth is much greater in the Nevadian Province, which has so many different

circumstances of climate depending on elevation and exposure. In these respects it would
compare most nearly with three the upland Regions of the Appalachian Province; but they have
at least 30 more species of trees. As remarked when speaking of that Province, its great

summer heat and constant rains are connected with its rich variety of forest trees. In
California we have tlie heat ; but the rains occur chiefly at the season when trees do not
vegetate, and they are proportionally few in the number of species. They become also

fewer in individuals from North to South, the proportion of land occupied by forest decreasing

from 80 per cent, to almost nothing. Several species, probably checked by cold in one
direction, and by drought in the other, have a very limited range on the mountains, espe-

cially G2n, 62y, C3j, 631, 66e, 86b, 70, which have each but one known locality.

A similar narrow range of three trees of the Tennessee Region, and one of the most
Southern AUeghanies, has been noticed.

* U. S. A, Met. Reg. and Bcrigard, (quoted b)' Ricliardsoa, Expstlition in search of Franklin.)
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South of the 35th parallel the Coast Mountains aro too low to cause the precipitation of

much moisture, and the lower lands become generally too dry for trees, except a few species,

which seem adapted to this dry climate, (74, 73, 123, 125.) Still, the higher mountains
have a variety of trees of the Northern forms, with a few new ones, and evidently cut of!

considerable moisture from the lower Colorado valley immediately East of them, where no
trees and scarcely any other vegetation grows, except close to the water.

The Arizonian Region, therefore, is excessively dry in its lowest portions ; but receiving

more and more moisture as we ascend, possesses, as has been sho^\T^i, a large number of new
forms of trees ; many of them, it is true, mere stragglers from Mexico, or confined to very

narrow limits. Its lU'oportion of woodland is probably equal to that of California South of

lat. 38° ; but many parts of it are entirely woodless. The cactuses form a new feature in

the woody growth, though scarcely trees, except in height, and in supplymg, to a small

extent, the place of others. They occupy the lowest dry plateaux, next above the rivei

banks, which are lined by a few species of trees. On the higher plateaux come the mesquite

trees and oaks, while other oaks, pines, walnut, &c., occupy the mountains.

The causes which prevent the Rocky Mountain Province from receiving a due share of rain

from the AVest winds have been perhaps sufficiently indicated. But, judging from the faci

that trees grow chiefly on their Eastern slopes, the mountains South of lat. 35° and East of

the Rio Grande may receive a small supply of rain from the Gulf of Mexico. From lat. 35^

to lat. 42° the Eastern slopes are almost woodless, or less wooded than the Western, but

from there Northward become more and more Avooded, in correspondence with the A\-idth ol

the plains East of them at these various degrees of latitude.

The subdivision of the Western regions into zones, of diiferent elevation and vegetation, ig

yet impracticable. AVhen discussing the resemblance between the Appalachian forests and
those of the East coast of Asia, allusion was made to the affinity which also exists between
the trees of California and Western Europe. A similar affinity exists between those of

Europe and all our mountain Provinces of Western North America, though the latter has

apparently the largest variety. Its arbutus, (83,) oreodaphne, (82,) pistacia, (119,) are

represented also in Europe and Northern Asia, while its evergreen oaks have more congeners

there than in Eastern America. Only 85, 86, and 80 of the California region are unrepre-

sented there generically.

It may here be observed that the only apparent connexion between broad-leaved ever-

greens (excluchng all Conifera?) and climate is this, namel)', that they always bear the greatest

proportion to deciduous trees in those countries where the extremes of temperature are the

least. Thus, in Florida, they are 64 in 102, or rS^^
; in New Mexico, 17 in 37, or ^<\j ; in the

Nevadian Province, 27 in 48, or .£-^q ; in the Oregon Region, 5 in 20, or -^^-^ ; in the Alle-

ghany Region, 3 in 90, or jg^j ; none in the Ohio Region or Northward, and but 16 in 160, cr
J5O5, North of Florida.

CAPACITY OF THE YAPJOUS REGIONS FOR CULTIYATION.

In the preceding pages this Continent has b6en di"sdded into large and smaller sections,

chiefly from the distribution of its trees ; and to a great extent iilso the distribution of smaller

plants and animals, as well as the baniers by which their range is limited, have been con-

sidered. In a state of nature trees, either singly or in forests, have great influence in this

respect, since they furnish habitatiouF^, shelter, food, or shade at least, indispensable to a very
large proportion of beings.

On the other hand, another equally large proportion cannot or will not live under this

shade, or m the climates moist enough to produce trees. Th\is we may divide the natural

products of this Continent into two great groups, those living in the Forests and those of the
Plains.'^'

* As an instance showin;? the great influence of forests in this way, the following account is quoted from
Darwin's "Orifrin of Species," American edition, page 69:
" In Staffordshire, on the estate of a relation, where I had ample means of investigation, there was a large

and extremely barren heath, which had never beei. touched by the hana of man, hut several hundred ,'tcre> of
exactly the same nature had been enclosed twenty-five years previously, and pirnued with Scoicii fir. The
clianire in the native vejjetation of the planted part ot the heath was ino.=;t remarkable—more than is generally
seen in passing from one quite different soil to another; not only the proportinna! numbers of the heath plants
were wholly changed, but fifc/i;e species of plants (not counting grasses and sedges} flourished in the planta-
tions, which could not be found on the heath. The cfftct on the insects muse have been L^till greater, for six
insectivorous birds were very common in the plantations which v»'ere n^-it seen on the heath.and the heath was
frequented by two or three distinct insectivorous birds. Here we see how potani lias been the eflecl of the in-
troduction of a single [species of] tree, nothing whatever else having been done, wiih the excei)tion that the land
had been enclosed, so that cattle could not enter. Buthowinjpcrtant an element enclosure i.>> I plainly saw near
Farnham, in Surrey. Here there are extensive heaths, with a few clamps of old Scotch firs on the distant hill tops;
within the last ten years large spaces have been enclosed, andstlt-sown firs are now springing up in multitudes,
60 close together that all cannot live. When I ascertained that ihcse young trees had noi been sown or planted,
I was so much surprised at their numbers that I went to several points of view whence 1 could examine hundreds
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Forests, and secondarily trees, thus stand as representatives of great collections of created

beings, whose existence depends more or less upon their presence ; therefore the distribution

of all must essentially coincide.

But civilized man enters the field, and the face of Nuture is changed by his interference

with the administration of her laws. He clears off the Appalachian forests, and substitutes

for them and for their plants a new series —one which has followed him from the Plains of

Western Asia, and is now meeting a corresponding group of plants (many nearly or quite

identical) on the plains of Western America. Nine-tenths of the weeds that infest our cul-

tivated grounds have thus been imported from the Old Continent, the remainder being
natives, but formerly limited to open spots, too Avet, dry, or barren for trees to grow up and
kill the weeds by shading them.- At the same time nearly all the forest plants are being
exterminated.

Man also submits cultivated plants to circumstances before unknovm, and cultivation

becomes a second nature to them. They flourish where, left to themselves, they would be
soon crowded out by native vegetation, and under the influence of new conditions tliej^ vary
from the original type of their species. Man selects successively the varieties best suited to his

wants, and, in time, these become so changed that one would scarcely suspect their origin

to have been from wild forms comparatively useless to us.

But, unless transported to some country whose climate is to some extent similar to that

of their native land, they do not grow spontaneously from seed, or, in other words, do not
become naturalized. It is the facility with which they do adapt themselves to all circum-

stances that makes those useless plants called weeds so abundant and troublesome, but each
of them, like all other plants, varies in this particular.

We cannot, then, say positively that ony plant is uncultivahle anywhere until it has been
tried, but we safely affirm that where it finds conditions most like those of its original land
it will most probably attain the highest perfection.

Let us see, on this assumption, how far our cultivated plants have already shown a supe-

riority in regions like those they came from, and also what other regions are likely, for the

same reasons, to prove best suited for them.

In the following lists those which show very marked preferences in this way are distinguished

by capital letters. In some cases the original country is uncertain, but probably nearly

correct ; the resemblance of climate is merely known approximately :

Co'iTON, Kidney and Lima (Lunar ?) beans. Indigo, Hemp, Watermelons, Sugar-cane, Figs,

Okra, and Pumpkins, were from Southeastern Asia, and find the most analogous climate in

our Mississippi, Caiolina, and Florida regions ; but the annuals among them are cultivable

much further North, on account of our hot summers. Their range of naturalization differs

also, as it doubtless did in their native regions.

Tea, Rich, Broom-corn, and Sorghum are from the West coast of Asia, (China and neigh-

boring regions,) and they are cultivable more widely in our Appalachian Province.

Buckwheat, Oats, (?) Wheat, Rye, Barley, Horse-beans, and Turnips (?) are from the drier

regions and Plains of Central Asia and Eastern Europe ; they will therefore probably find

their most congenial lands in our Campestrian and Californian Regions. Wheat, and per-

haps the other grains, have already reached a superior quality in California, and the " Wild
Oats," a cereal from Europe, has been long naturalized, taking complete possession of vast

tracts of the woodless hills.

The Wine Grape, (Vitis vimferaj Peach, Apricot, Cherry, Muskmelon, Cucumber,
Squash, (?) Pumpkin, Sunflower, Persia'.^ lobacco, Spinach, (?) and " European Walnut,"
("Madeira Nut,") were from the Regions of Southeastern Asia, resembling in climate our
LFchitan and Arizonian Regions, with the Californian and Oregonian Regions, to some extent.

The remarkable success of the grape in California is an evidence of the peculiar fitness of

its climate.

The Cabbage, Radish, Horseradish, Pea (?), Clover, Lucerne, Plum, Strawberry, Rasp-

berry, Pear, Apple, Quince, Gooseberry, Currant, Celery, Parsley, Parsnip, Carrot, Beet,

of acres of ihe unenclosed lieatli, and literally I could not see a sinfflo Scotch fir except the old planted clump«.
But on lookins; closely hetweon the sitenis of the heath 1 found a multitude of i-cedlinps and little trees, which
had been pi rpetually browsed down by the cattle. In one squar'- ynrd, at a pnim snme hundred yards distrnit

from the old clumps, I counted tiiirty two little trees, and '>ne of tiiem, .induing from 'he signs of trrowth, had,
during twenty-six year.e, tried to raise its he 'd above the stems of tiie lieath, and had failed. No wonder thntjas
soon as the land was enclosed, it became thickly clothed with vigorously-giowlng young firs. Yet U^<• heath
was so extremely barren, and so extensive, that no one would ever have imagined that cattle would have
searched it so closely and effectually for food."
The h<aths of Europe are very similar to our "barrens" of the Western States, where the stunted trees, Inn?

kept down by fires, are now fast overtopping, and by their shade dcstroyinir, the smaller plants more pi-culiar

to the barrens. Similar facts lespecting our red cedar are stated fuither on, in the part relating to " Successioi»
of Forests."

* " American Weeds and Useful Plants," by Dr. Darlington, new cdiiion, edited by Dr. Thurber, 1859.
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Onion, Asparagus, are all believed to be from Europe, and two of them, at least, have shown
gi-eat superiority in the similar Oregonian and Californian Regions.

But as others are extensively naturalized in the Appalachian Province, where (deprived

of its forests) we may believe that they also ranged entirely across the Old Continent, oi

really originated towards its Eastern side. The Red Currant is, in fact, circumpolar, and the
Hop-vine also.

The Sweet Potatoe, American Tobacco, and Maize (or Indian Com), originated in tropical

America, and though pretty widely cultivable, especially in the Appalachian Province, have
not become naturalized beyond the' borders of the tropics.

The common (" Irish") Potato and Tomato were from Western South America, beyond
the tropics, and find the most congenial climate in Cahfornia and Oregon, the Tomato having
become somewhat naturalized in the latter State.

The results of cultivation thus show that cultivated plants are in great measure subject to

the same laws of climate as natives, including trees, and our knowledge of climatology,

although still very imperfect in most parts of the world, may assist much in pointing out
the kinds most suitable for trial in our new territories.*

But we see that many are cultivable far more widely than we might expect, chiefly such
as are annual, their perfection being attained wherever the heat and moisture of the summer
are sufficient but not excessive. Thus wheat produces up to lat. G0° along Mackenzie's
river, but not at Sitka, lat. 57°, along the West coast, where the summer is too cool and
moist. Maize, up to lat. 51°, at Lake Winipeg, but not in the cooler summers of the
Oregonian Region, at lat. 46°.

One rule may be safely assumed as constant, namely, that in proportion to the variety of trees

naturally produced witliin equal areas, icill he the variety of agricultural products and their relative

success. For the trees, where most numerous, require an amount of heat and moisture, which,
regulated by agricultural experience, will suffice for the greatest variety of cultivated plants.

The connexion is plainly shown in the great variety both of trees and crops produced in the

Appalachian Province and extending over such large ranges of growth. The Nevadian, next
in the variety of trees, cannot produce so many crops or in so large quantities even within

equal areas.

Going fi'om the Gulf of Mexico Northward, the heat becomes too little for one crop aft^r

another. Or going from the Mississippi West, a similar successive disappearance of crops

must correspond with the disappearance of the trees and smaller plants, until about the
101st meridian, the point of extreme dryness (and winter cold?) having been reached, we
find an absolutely barren desert. Thence West of the Rocky Mountains an improvement in

climate and productions occurs, and a large though elevated tract among them will be found
far more worthy of survey for the purpose of settling it than the deserts nearly two hundred
miles wide East of it.

Further West, most of the Utah Region, with parts of the Shoshones and Arizonian Regions,

again present us with irreclaimable deserts. For though excessive moisture can be avoided
by choice of soil, the total want of it must, of course, be past remedy.

Wherever there is moisture enough for the cereal grains and grasses, it is probable that

fruits may be cultivated along the streams, or by the aid of irrigation. On the high grounds
the Red Cedar and Pitch Pine (62f ) can be cultivated, or will spread naturally if fires are

checked, even in the driest of the grazing lands, and South of lat. 35° the Mesquite (76) is

also a valuable tree for timber and fuel, growing where probably no other can exist.

Grasshoppers, closely allied to the locusts of Asia, form a great obstacle to agriculture even
along the Eastern border of the dry Plains, near the 97th meridian, having been veiy des-

tructive at various points from Pembina, lat. 49 o, to Austin, in Texas. In the settlements

of Utah and even California they have also been injurious. From the various reasons con-

nected with a dry chmate, more of these dry regions will probably prove useless for cultiva-

tion than of those covered with forests.

Excessive moisture shows its effects injuriously to agi'iculture only partially, there being

no regions so rainy within our territories as not to be adapted for some kinds of crops.

Considering the vast improvement which has been made in the cultivated plants by a

long process of selection and attention, most of them having been, when wild, almost useless,

the question arises whether many plants peculiar to each Region of our country, and therefore

best adapted to it, cannot by cultivation be made siiperioi- even to the exotics on which we
now depend, and which cannot be so well suited for new conditions as those plants always

indigenous.

* For an application of these rules to Nebraska and Wasbicgton Territory, see the chapter on Meteorology,

in Siippl. 10 vol [, P. R. R. Kcports, before qaoled.
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THE SUCCESSION OP FORESTS.

Some remarks on this subject, wliicli has attracted so much the attention of the public

and of botanists, seem requisite, as it bears upon the vexed questions of change of climate,

and of the properties of soils.

The writer's own observations, as well as those of others, tend to the conclusion that this
" succession" is more apparent than real, or that it is only temporary at most, where the
soil has not been exhausted by agriculture.

In the North it has been observed that where the White Pine forests have been cleared

off, a growth of deciduous trees follows : such as Pied Cheriy, Beech, and Maple; trees very
sparingly scattered through the original forest, or sometimes so scarce as to seem entirely

wanting. This growth flourishes for years, apparently to the exclusion of any of the former
coniferous trees. But when it has become dense and tall enough to shade the soil, and thus
to preserve its surface moisture, it has been observed that more or less of the Pines, Spruces,

&c., were growing up under this natural protection.

These trees, being usually of slower growth, do not for a long time overtop the others, but
the latter in about fifty years attain their limit of height, and then the long-lived and lofty

Pines shoot above them, and, in their turn, make a dense shade, so complete frequently as

to kill the '
' hardwood '

' trees which had so kindly protected them in infancy.

Further South, on the Alleghanies, we find a succession of a different and somewhat
Dpposite character.

Where the original forest of Oak, Hickory, &c., is cut cm the drier soils, there follows a
thick growth of Red Cedar, which is often considered an evidence of an exhausted soil. If

the land is pastured, no other tree may appear for years, because cattle eat off everything else as

it springs up. But in time, as the cedars grow thick and tall, and protect the young
deciduous trees both from the climate and from cattle, they will be found growing up
thickly, and in about twenty years, when the cedar has attained its height, they overtop it,

finally causing its death by their shade.

Tills '

' crowding out
'

' of the cedar is remarkably shown along the rivers West of the

Alleghanies, where it is usually so very rare in the luxuriant forest as to have become a
favorite ornament around houses. But on these same rivers it may be seen growing along
the edge of rocky precipices, places so dri/ and barren, that larger trees cannot grow there.

These same starved and scraggy cedars, transplanted and allowed plenty of room, become
ornamental trees.

Still further West, in the dry climate of Texas and the Dacotah Region, the red cedar be-

comes a prominent tree, covering large tracts where scarcely any other will grow. And in

tlie Comanche, Wasatch, Yellow Stone, and adjoining Regions, it becomes, over vast districts,

tr .3 only tree growth, and therefore of very great importance. On the bluffs of the Platte,

Missouri, Canadian, and other rivers, it appears with txtmks three or four feet thick, which,

judging from its slow growth, must be of immense age.

These occur only where bluffs, bare rocks, or gravelly land have stopped the spread of

fires, but serve to show that this useful tree might, if protected from them, be made to

grow on many parts of the now treeless plains. On the islands of the Platte, thus protected

and in good soil, it attains its highest development, the dry climate seeming well suited to

it. Showing that it requires summer heat more than moisture, we find it growing at the

East base of the Rocky Mountains in lat. 51°, while along the Atlantic it reaches only to

lat. 430 in Maine, North of these limits a low shruhhj form takes its place, considered by
some identical, and reaching lat. 67° on the Mackenzie river.

In Utah, &c., as before remarked, it seems to be replaced by another ichite hearted sipedes.

Again, in the extreme South successive growths of different trees follow the charring of

the Pine forests, and the "Oldfield" pine is the first to reoccupy the exhausted tobacco

Itinds, preparing the way for a return to the state of original forest.

The reason of tliis " succession" seems to be the same in all these instances. Some trees

require much more shade and moisture during the commencement of their growth than others.

The seeds, which lie on the surface or covered only by a thin vegetable mould, may not

vegetate for years while exposed to the drying sunshine, or are killed by it immediately

after sprouting. But, sheltered by other trees capable of flourishing in tlie driest and hottest

sun, they gradually become established, and, as their roots go deeper, are at length able to

derive moisture enough to counteract its effects.

On the other hand, the trees which served as their protectors die in their shade, leaving

a great quantity of seed on the ground, which may lie dormant for an indefinite period, or,

as often may be seen, grows and vegetates feebly in the excessive shade and moisture, until the

death of the overshading growth occurs either from age, windfalls, or the axe.

Natural causes do not, however, usually cause extensive clearings, and we thus find

these trees of various requirements very nnich mixed in our forests when their rate of growth

(end height is similar. It is in cases of great difference in these respects that a few species

crowd out all others, as in the instances just given.
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We therefore find that a partial clearing of the forest favors the growth of some, w hile it

injures other trees Ly exposing the soil to the drying sun. Thus great changes in their

local distribution may he effected hy the settlement of a district, without considering the

effect of partiality shown in leaving some kinds standing at the expense of otliers.

It has been before remarked that the nature of the soil has a minor effect compared to

climates, its influence depending mostly on its ability to retain moisture at or near the sur-

face, together with the regular supply of that moisture
; for there is nothing in the mineral con-

stituents of any tree, (as shown by analyzing its ashes) which is not contained, to some ex-

tent, in almost every soil. The presence of deleterious substances, as salt, alkalies of some
kinds, sulphur, and, perhaps, sometimes even lime, will prevent the growth of some or all of

them. Yet even the great alkaline tracts of the Western plains, which exclude almost all

vegetation, would probably, were there rain enough to dilute and diffuse the alkalies, he-

come supporters of forests, as well as other vegetation. The absence of such tracts in other

mountain regions of similar formation tends to show that rains and vegetation have pre-

vented the accumulation of alkalies.

That climate is much more important to trees than soil is further shown by their growing
'

naturally under very different conditions of the latter kind as long as the climate is suitahle.

It is unnecessary to mention specially such trees as the Red Maple, Red Cedar, Elm, several

Oaks and Pines, which are so imiversally spread throughout the Appalachian and parts of

adjoining Provinces, and in so various soils that it hecomes difficult to determine which
Region is the hest adapted to them, or in which they most abound. Still more striking in-

stances occur among trees of narrow range and usually limited to peculiar soils. Thus, on
the dry soils of the Canadian Region we find the Spruces, and on the still drier and hot
mountain slopes of Virginia the Rhododendron, both decidedly characteristic of their Region,

and no where occurring together within each oifher's limits. But in a far different Region,

and in a soil composed of scarcely anything hut peat and vegetahle mould, the ''Cedar

Swamps' ' (Cupressus thyoides) of New Jersey the botanist is surprised to find both of these,

with many others, as strikingly Northern and Southern plants, growing abundantly and
luxuriantly. It was in their early growth that the moderated temperature and constant moisture

of the dark swamps were necessary to their existence. But after some years growth they
are transplanted, and found to withstand the droughts, scorching sun, and frigid winters of

the surrounding country, where they \^-ill not grow from seed without artificial assistance.

Li the same way, and for a similar reason, we find almost all trees occasionally growing
out of their Region, hut in a different soil. If from a irwister climate, they require a soil more
retentive of moisture than that common in the Region ; if from a drier climate, they grow
in the most sandy and porous soils.

A change from a warmer or a colder climate likewise requires a peculiar protection from
the extremes of that in which they occur, and they, therefore, need either shade and
moisture, or more sunshine and shelter from cold winds. These circumstances will probably
account for all the differences in '

' station
'

' observed in the distribution of trees in this

country. Some which, in New England, grow only in the vrarm sandy soils near the coast

gradually retire to the mountain sides as we go southward to Georgia ; while those of the
New England mountain sides, growing in di-y soil, but a cool and moist clinip.te, become
limited to cool, moist peat swamps as we go towards the warmer and drier South. Still, as

shown by the lists, there is a sufficient number limited to each to characterize them, while
those of more general distribution all have their favorite Region of greatest abundance.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS ON SOILS.

Forests do not exhaust but increase the fertility of soils. This is evident from the pro-

ductiveness of newly cleared lands, and would be still more apparent if the vegetable

materials constituting the forest could be combined \di\\ the soil in a proper manner. For,

since the great mass of all plants consists of carbon, which they absorb chiefly from the air

through their leaves, it follows that their growth must be in proportion to the supply of

this important element, provided the soil contains the necessary mineral ingredients. The
gradual decomposition of vegetable matter at or near the surface furnishes the supply, and
is doubtless the chief cause of the assistance afforded by manures, in which the decomposi-

tion is hastened by the mixture of animal materials. A forest cut offhand the wood carried

away removes an immense amount of vegetable material which, in the natural course of

events, would have continued to decompose and furnish new forests indefinitely, beside

being constantly increased by the addition of free carbon derived from the atmosphere.

The destructive custom of burning off woods decomposes the vegetation so rapidly that the

carbonic acid formed is blo^vn away and very little remains for the ensuing crops, so that in

a few years the land is exhausted. The farmer is constantly carrying away the vegetable

material produced, and, unless he returns it in the form of manures, he soon finds his labor

•unrewarded, although the land has lost scarcely any of its mineral constituents. The effect

of the ammonia, so marked a constituent of manu-res, and a result of all animal decompoa-
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tion, seems to "be rather as a stimulant or assistant in the formation of vegetable growth than
a miieriil, since it does not exist uncombined in vegetable tissues, llie same is the case

with Phosphorus, so efficacious in Phosphate of Lime, and Sulphur in Gypsum, (Sulphate of
Lime.) The amount of both these materials is inappreciable in most plants, and in those
that contain them so small that they certainly do not need a fraction of the raw material
furnished in these mineral manures. The Hydrogen in Ammonia, as well as in water, may
be a more important substance, if plants have the power of separating it. But the Carhmi
derived from the decomposition of the carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and constant moisture

supplied to the roots, are the most essential materials for the growth of all vegetation,

though others are needed in minute quantities, either as constituents or stimulants to growth.
Now, trees present a larger surface of foliage to the air than any other vegetation. Plence
they must absorb more Carbon, provided the air around them contains much, and they are
assisted by rain, &c.

Thus, a natural forest, in a damp climate, accumulates it upon the surface very rapidly,

and lays up an immense stock for the future cultivator, which, in his heedless haste and
wastefulness, is often more than half destroyed the first year that he may derive the benefit

of the remainder.

To form an idea of the amount thus collected during the centuries of forest growth we
need only study the progress of vegetation on a soil composed only of mineral substances.

Such we may find either on the blown sand hills of the sea shore or, more strikingly, on
the tops of mountains like those of New Hampshire, where there was originally nothing but
bare rock, and nothing can have collected except from the air above. In such places (pro-

vided the climate is moist) we soon find the growth of the simplest forms of vegetation

—

grasses on the sea shore, lichens, and then mosses on the mountain.
On the Alpine summits, where higher ve^tation will not grow, these plants alone have

accumulated an astonishing^ quantity of carbonaceous soil, amounting to several inches,

which must have all come from the air around them. The amount increases as we descend,

owing to the greater luxuriance of vegetation, and, probably, too, the greater amount of

carbonic acid in the air, as its weight carries it downward.
On reaching the limit of trees the amount which is found to have accumulated is rapidly

increasing, and where fires have killed and partially burned the small trees, we find that

they grew on bare rocks, which were concealed by the Vegetable mould of ages covering

them, sometimes, for nearly a foot deep.

This continues to increase in quality towards the base, further augmented by that washed
down by torrents from above, though from the rapidly increasing size and density of the

living forest, the amount of unorganized carbon on the surface of the ground is less apparent.

If all the vegetation of such a forest could be reduced to its elements, we should find the

Carbon forming more than 99 per cent, of the whole, and the part supplied by the soil

would appear quite insignificant. ••-

Now, to those acquainted with the first, principles of Chemistry and of vegetable Physiology

it will be evident that all this carbon must have been derived from the air. It there existed

as carbonic acid, the result of vegetable decomposition, either slow or rapid under the effect

of fires. In the latter case it is formed too rapidly to be all absorbed, and much must be-

come diffused through the air and carried away by winds, for, being heavier than common
air, it diffuses itself slowly, and when in excess tends to collect in hollows of the earth.

Besides this source of waste, much is converted into charcoal, a form in which carbon is very

slowly decomposed in the open air.

It has been already remarked that abundant rains are essential to forest growth, and the

attempt has been made to prove it by the coincidence of their occurrence or absence. It

may be further added that the amount of vegetation of any kind is in direct ratio to the amount
of moisture in the air. This does not, however, prove that the rainiest climate is the most
fruitful of agricultural products, since these are often plants suited to drier climates. Though
the Prairies of the Illinois and Texan Ptcgions may be too dry for forests to flourish as they

do more Eastward, they still seem well suited for the growth of crops, some of which are the

produce of plants originating in similar joZ.n« Regions of other countries. Wheat, rye, barley,

and oats are believed to have been natives of the plains of Western Asia, which, as fiir as

now known, have a climate and soil almost identical with those of our Plains.

The fires which from reasons already mentioned annually devastated these Prairies, or

those East of longitude 97^, caused an immense accumulation of Carbon in its indestructi-

ble form of charcoal, and therefore, although the soil has every appearance of richness, it

is found less productive of cereal grains than other soils apparently poorer. But, as is well

known, these grains require much more mineral ingredients than most other crops ; and

* Tf it could be shown that these Alpine summits once enjoyed a hiffher temperature, we might then believe

that this accumulation of Carbon took pince more rapidly from a more luxuriant vesetation, and that this has

been destroyed by increaBiiig cold. Bui the distiiiU character of the Alpine plants disproves this.
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these minerals being covered by a tliick bed of carbonaceous soil, must be reached and

mixed with it by deep plowing to form a soil suited for such crops. Yet most roots and

succulent garden vegetables require no more than the amount of mineral matters diiiused

through the mould from the destruction of the previous vegetation of the prairies.

May we not suppose that much of the luxuriance of vegetation in tbe Mississippi Valley

is due in a great measure to the increased amount of carbonic acid carried down into it by

the almost constant strong winds from the Western plains, while they are themselves deprived

thus of the small amount produced by decomposition of their scanty vegetation ? Ihat it

is small in so dry a climate (compared to the extent of surface) results both from the scanty

vegetation and from the slowness of decomposition, for moisture not only assists vegetation

by direct combination with its tissues, but by decomposing dead materials, and thus enabUng
them to be renewed in the growth of the living.

It is, then, scarcely to be doubted that forests have in all ages of the world acted as the

chief accumulators of carbon in its purest state upon the sinface of the earth. The amount
found in the earth which can be accounted for in any other way than as a result of vegetable

growth is very small, if any, while the immense beds of coal, peat, and allied substances are

universally conceded to have once constituted living plants, and plants vvhich in size and
importance were equal to our most gigantic living trees. Some geologists have even thought

it necessary to assume tliat in the remote ages of the coal forests the earth's atmosphere was
so overcharged witli carbonic acid that vegetation grew much more rapidly than now,
assisted by the moist and hot climate which would accompany a world composed of nume-
rous islands scattered through an almost universal ocean. Such a theory seems, indeed,

necessary to account for the condition under which so much carbon existed before it Vv^as

solidified, assuming that none has been added to or abstracted from the earth and its atmos-

phere.

We are now rapidly restoring this carbon to the air as carbonic acid, both by the burning

of coal and of forests, while we are diminishing at the same time the means provided by
Nature for its reparation and reorganization. TTie consideration of the effects of such an
increase in the air of a gas absolutely poisonous to animal life leads to another important
topic.

THE INFLUENCE OF FORESTS ON HEALTH.

Without attempting to discuss this subject fully, a few facts may be referred to as new or

deserving further investigation.

It is a very common, reasonable belief, that malaria, in all its fonns, is really some gas,

and that which may be supposed at least a constituent of it, because found in almost every
compound gas is Carbon, either as carbonic acid or carburetted hydrogen. Although the effects of

these gases, when pure, do not coiTCspond exactly to those of malaria, there is no doubt
that long inhalation of them or their compounds in the air will injure the health, and per-

haps may produce the effects of malaria. Many well-proved facts tend to show that malaria
is decomposed by vegetation, and thus another analogy to the compounds of Carbon is estab-

lished. Tlie interesting experiments of Lieutenant Maury with sunflowers, by which the
malaria, before prevalent, was completely excluded from the Observatory at Washington,
showed that a plant growing rapidly, though not very high, was an effectual protection.

These experiments were founded on observations accumulated during the last century and
recorded in most works on malarious diseases, nearly all of which tend to shov/ further the
analogy of malaria to carbonic acid gas. It is heavier than the air; settles and accumulates
in low places; is absorbed in passi; g over rivers, (carried by wind;) also by growing vegeta-
tion; abounds most in spring and Ml when that growth is dormant; and is always considered
a product of vegetable decomposition.

But there are likewise some facts which have been considered as evidence against these
analogies.

First. It is not so prevalent in a wild, densely wooded country, as it becomes after a
partial clearing of the forest.

But is not this because the forest excludes the sun light, thus retarding decomposition,
while the luxuriant A-egetation absorbs all the malaria produced by the decay beneath it.

Tlie great Cypress swamps of the South, half flooded at most times, are not unhealthy in their

interior. Neither are the dense forests of Oregon, in a climate more rainy than any part of
the United States, though not so hot in summer. But both these forests partly cleared

become unhealthy, like the newly cultivated Western States. The hot sun hastens decom-
position, and the heavy malaria lies near the surface because there is not sufflcient vegeta-
tion to absorb it, and no wind to carry it away or difluse it through the higher ah, where
the tree tops would do so.

Second. It disappears as a cotmtry becomes fully cleared, drained, and cultivated.

In this case the surface becomes dried and decomposition retarded ; the winds have a
free circulation and carry much of it off to nourish neighboring forests or to be absorbed by
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waters ; decaying vegetation is plouglied under and decays more slowl^^. In time the air

becomes so purified that vegetation cannot derive much support from it, and the farmer
must supply the want by manures, which, in decaying, fmiiish the desired carbon.

Thus, countries least productive are usually most healthy, like the great Western plains

and the deserts of other lands, where there is a dry, pure air, and free range of the winds.
But may not moister, warmer, and more fertile regions be made equally healthy by observ-

ing the means designed by nature to make them so ?

Third. Tropical climates are notoriously mihealthy, although vegetation is more luxuriant
and less injured by cultivation than elsewhere. Is not this because the great heat and
moisture decompose vegetation faster than the malaria produced can be absorbed ? These
countries are in a condition resembling that of the Coal forest period, as supposed—there is

an excess of carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and vegetation flourishes better than animal
life.

Fourth. Malarious diseases do not affect cities, though they produce much carbonic acid

by fires and animal respiration, and have no vegetation to absorb it. But they have a host
of diseases, some of which arise from air poisons allied to malaria, and which are even more
deadly. Does not the carbonic acid combine with other acknowledged impurities in the air,

and these cause new effects on the human system ?

Future experiments must determine what our present knowledge tends to show, that

forests and trees are among Nature's great purifiers of the air, and as such should be pro-

tected and cultivated in this country much more than at present.

CULTIVATION OF TREES.

These observations on natural succession and growth of trees lead us to the consideration

of their Growth in Cultivation.

This, at first sight, might seem to invalidate much of what has been said of the con-

nexion between Regional distribution and climate ; for every day may be seen around us

trees of foreign or distant origin, flourishing as if in their native soil.

But let us see what new circumstances Lave been effective in their cultivation. They
were either transplanted from the woods when of considerable size, or raised from seed with
great care. The seed, instead of lying on the surface, was buried some inches, in moist,

light soil, regularly watered and perhaps shaded, until the tender infant tree had sent its

roots deep in the ground—a single day'.s neglect. in Avatering or shading, would (and does)

prove fatal to trees in this period of tender age—or in a soil too moist, or a rainy season,

they may also fail to pass through one year. The young tree, well rooted, and its roots

forming a dense "boll," (because they found abundant nourishment in the rich soil, and
\vere not compelled to spread out for it,) is now transplanted and gsows vigorously Avith

little regard for the soil, provided it is moderately fertile. .

It may blossom and bear fruit with all th« luxuriance of its native forest or even more.

But how few of its seeds ever grow unless accidenteJly or intentionally planted under favor-

able circumstances ! It is in the germination and early growih of the tree that the effect of

climate or of its substitute

—

-cultivation—is apparent.

The effect of climate is also shown in these cultivated trees, by the fact that though they

may flourish for years, a single season of excessive drought, cr cold, may destroy the growth
and labor of half a life time. From this we see that it is not the result of a few years which
determines the proportions and abundance of various species in natural forests, but it has

been the effect of the average climate of centimes. Now one and now another kind has pre-

ponderated, a,ccording to the nature of the season favorable to its groAvth.

Connected Avith this is the curious fact, before alluded to, that some foreign trees haA'C

found our country as Avell adapted to them as their oaa'u, reproducing themselves without
cidtiA^ation. But how fcAV trees from other regions of our oaa-u continent, differing much in

climate, are thus naturalized. The foreigners come from a similar climate and are suited to

ours, though it could not produce them zvilhout the seed; the latter Avere created for their region,

and will not grow spontaneously out of it.

It is a common error to attribute to the influence of climate the differences obserA'cd in

distinct, but nearly allied species of both plants and animals. Wc can easily imagine hoAv

it may affect the size of a tree, but that it can essentially and permanently alter the forms

gold proportions of its various parts, is an assumption of which Ave ha\-e no cA'idence. The
numerous forms of the Oak, Hickory, Pine, &c. , were undoubtedly created for the conditions

in Avliich they exist, but certainly not hy those conditions. The varieties produced by culti-

vation, when the condition of soil and often of climate are entirely changed, can hardly be

balanced against the laAV of Nature;, Avluch is that, Irft to themsclocs, all forms of life folloAV

certain specific and fixed types, from Avliicb a variation beyond a very limited extent is a rare

excei^tion, and not one to be perpetuated for a long period. This applies to permanent and

natural varieties, (so called,) as avcU as to recognized species.
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But by placing plants under the best possible circumstances, and by carefully selecting from
the varieties produced in this Avay those best suited for his use, man has, in a long series of

ages, obtained the many forms of improved fruits now in cultivation, but which, left to

themselves, return in one or two generations to the form of the original species, usually

almost useless to him. How much we may expect from the improvement of our many
native fruits is foreshadowed by the excellence already attained by our grapes and black-

berries. Europe had no fruits naturally so good as our Papaw, Persimmons, or Grapes, when
our present cultivated fruits first were cultivated.

There are man}' facts connected with the cultivation of trees which serve to throw light

upon the relations of climate and forest growth ; but time and space will not admit of their

discussion here.

The genei'al laws of Nature have been sufficiently stated, and their illustration with respect

to each species may form the subject of an extended work when more experiments shall

have been made.
"We have already trees from the extreme South growing well in the latitude of Boston,

and it is already demonstrated that nearly all those of the United States may be cultivated

in almost any part of its vast territory. Yet much remains to be done in experimenting 04i

those of the Pacific side of the Continent, many of which will be found extremely valuable.

And, indeed, so much remains to be done that the science of Arboriculture, already a national

interest in Europe, where the forests rank among the most valuable government property,

is still almost unknown here.

Another generation will need a much greater supply than is lilvcly to be furnished by the
forests left to it by the present, especially in the A-ast woodless Piegions of the West, where
a few far-seeing agriculturists are even now cultivating forests with commendable attention.

The chief eiTor both with them and with those who plant or preserve the forests further

Eastward is a tendency to over-partiality in their choice of trees. Although some are

certainly of more general use than others, yet we must remember that in the economy of

Nature none were created in vain, and there is not, I believe, one among the 180 species of

the Eastern States already enumerated, which has not its use either in agriculture, arts, or

sciences. And now applications are constantly arising, so that we cannot say v/hat tree,

now neglected or destroyed, may soon become of great value. The great superiority of oui

mechanics, in the construction of everj'thing made of wood, is, in a great measure, due to

the extensive choice of materials furnished by our unrivalled forests; and were experiment?
scientifically conducted so as to determine the relative properties of all woods, much might
be expected. "We still know nothing of the value of many of our trees, and of those which
might be cultivated profitably here.

The immense woodless plains on which the climate may forever prevent the natural

growth of ixee^from seed may be made, by the aid of their cultivation while young, to produce all

that will ever be needed for all purposes.

Such experiments in both the culture and properties of trees are worthy the attention of

our general government ; for, though promising great results, they are too expensive for

private enterprise.

The position of Washington is, too, particularly favorable for them, situated as it is neai

the boundaries of two Regions—the Carolina and the Alleghany—while about ten of the

most Southern trees have their Northern limits along the coast n'^ar Chesapeake bay, and
full fifteen far Northern species reach the same latitude along the higher Alleghanies. Every
tree, not only of our country, but of all temperate climes, may be cultivated at this

natural (as it is the political) centre of the Union.
To what more appropriate and important use could those consecrated acres, the home of

Washxngtox, be applied, than to the formation of a Grand Park, where the great natural

elements of our national strength should be collected and preserved for the admiration and
benefit of posterity i*

How could the spirit of Washington's example be better followed than by devoting to the

improvement of our natural and agricultural resources those lands hallowed by the residence

of him who declared xVgriculture the noblest of arts ? And there is enough room for the

cultivation of whatever other plants may require trial for the public benefit, as well as for the

Botanic Garden, where the A-irtues of plants now neglected may receive investigation.

What monument erected by human skill could be compared to a forest of gigantic trees,

like those of Maine, Mississippi, and California, which have outlived the empire of Rome
with all its grandeur of architecture, and may yet live after all modem nations have become
lost in the history of the past ? Future generations might sit beneath the somber shade of

the Pine, CA-press, and Sequoia, mingling their branches hundreds of feet above the tomb of

Washington, and say: "These trees were planted by our ancestors, and have been raised to

their present height by the Creator, while yonder marljle monument has crumbled to the earth.

Here are the links that connect the Present -with the Past, for the Park is the liviny memorial
of Our Country's Father, preserved to us since the early days of this great Republic by the

patriotism of our mothers.
'

'
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TEA:
rrs CULTURE AND MANUFACTURE ; TVITH DIRECTIONS FOR THE SOIL, CHARACTER 07 CLIiLVTE. ETC.

,

ETC., ADAPTED TO THE CULTURE OF THE PLANT IN THE UNITED STATES, FROM PRACTICAL
EXPERIENUK, ACQUIRED BY A RESIDENCE OF SIX YEARS IN ASSAM,

BY SPENCER BONSALL, OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Assam is situated on the Northeastern extremity of the British possessions in India, and
bordering- on Birmah, China, and Thibet, from which it is separated by lofty ranges of

mountains. It lies diagonally between the latitudes of 25° 50' and 28° 20' North, extending
from 90^' 40 to 97° 20' East longitude. Its length is about 500 miles, and its mean breadth
about ()0 miles, covering an area of 30,000 square miles. The valley is intersected in its

vv^hole length by the great river Brahmapootra.
All the tea localities lie to the eastward of the 94th degree of longitude, in Upper Assam,

and are supposed to extend, with the exception of short intervals, to the province of Yunnan,
one of the principal tea-grovN'ing districts of China.

The tea-plant was tirst discovered to be indigenous to Assam some time previous to the

year 1826, by Major Robert Bruce and his brother Mr. Charles A. Bruce. No particular

attention, however, was paid to the discovery until the year 1834, when a Tea Committee,
appointed by the East India government, decided on its being the genuine tea-plant. A few
Chinese tea-plants and manufacturers were afterwards brought to Assam from China, and in

the year 1837 the lirst consignment of Assam tea, consisting of 46 boxes, was despatched to

Calcutta.

In the month of February, 1839, the Assam Company was formed in England, with a
/?re6Wi^ capital of £500,000, in 10,000 shares of £50 each; 8,000 shares w^erc set apart for

allotment in England, and 2,000 for allotment in India.

Cotemporary with the formation of the Assam Company in England, an association, having
the same objects in view, was formed in Calcutta. Subsequently, however, both the com-
panies agreed to merge their interests and form one association, under the style of the Assam
Company, the management of which in India should be vested in a Committee of Directors

chosen by the Bengal branch of the Association.

The Company had at lirst many difficulties to contend with. The country was almost

entirely covered with a dense tree jungle,-'-- and with such a sparse population, that it became
necessary to procure several thousand coolies or laborers from China and Bengal, the latter

from a distance of from 500 to 600 miles from the tea districts ; a journey of three months
by water ; the only mode of communication. Provisions and stores of all kinds had to be
procured from a distance ; the jungles cleared ; roads and bridges constructed ; buildings

erected, &c., &c. In addition to this the Chinese sent to us proved almost entirely worthless.

It seems to be a prevailing idea that all Chinamen understand tea- making. We might as

^vell suppose tliat all Americans know how to prepare chewing tobacco, or any other produc-

tion of the country. It is probable that out of the large number of Chinese in California

and other States of the Union, not a half dozen men could be found that had ever seen the

process of tea-making. Tlie Chinese usually met with (outside their own country) are from
the cities and towns near the sea coast. The tea districts being in the interior, many hun-
dred miles from the coast, it is not probable that many of the manufacturers ever find their

way to it. Mr. Samuel Ball, " late Inspector of Teas to the Hon. United East India Com-
pany, in China," after having resided in that country for a period of twenty-two years, states

in a note, page 105 of his work :

" I wish the reader particularly to understand that I have never seen tea made for sale,

or which was fit for sale. The tea districts arc distant eight hundred or more miles from
Canton, "f

I here give an extract from the "Report of the Local Directors," Calcutta, 1841. "Tlie

large gang of Chinese laborers, noticed in the last report as having arrived from Singapore,

gave a great trouble before proceeding on the voyage ui)ward. The selection of them by
the Chinese agent sent down for the purpose had been grossly unattended to, and Avorthless

characters v^ere sent up instead of useful and steady artisans. They departed on the 3d of

March. 1840, under charge of Messrs. Milne, Powles, and Hart On their arrival off the

* Jungle, a Hindoostanee word si'rniryin<: a dense foresst, a thicket, bru«-li wood, &c., or coarse, reedy vege-

t.ilion, anytliint' prowinja; wild or without cultivation, such as a .jungle ol weeds, &c.

I See also Agriculluial Report ol lIjo l*;ftont Otlice, 1857, p. ITU.
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station of Pul)na an affray took place in the bazar, between the Chinese and Bengalees, in

which death ensued, and 57 of the Chinese were consequently kept in jail for trial by the

magistrate of that district ; but so many difficulties occurred that the trial did not take

place until the 8th of June, when nothing could be proved against any of them. In the

meantime the remainder of the gang could not be induced to proceed without their country-

men, and when these were released, they demanded a further advance of pay and supplies

of opium and provisions. But as great expense had been incuried by their contimiacy, they
were informed that, unless they would at once proceed under their engagements, sueli obli-

gation on the part of the company would be considered as cancelled, and they would be at

once abandoned to their fate. They would not yield ; we had but little power over them,
and they were consequently discharged on the spot, and the assistants proceeded direct to

Assam without theoi. It was greatly to be regretted that so many lawless characters should
be let loose upon society ; but without a further heavy expense on the part of the Company
it could not be avoided. The total loss upon this gang, from wages, passage money, and
boat hire, has amounted to Company's Rs. 29,365:3:11 ($14,682.) But as the other

Chinamen who did reach the stations at Assam turned out so ill, and were of so little use,

and have so many of them since taken their discharge, this loss has perhaps been less than
it might have been, had they consented to join the station. Another very serious disap-

pointment and loss arose partly from the cholera breaking out among the gang of 652
Dhangah coolies, about half way on their march from Hazareebaug to Assam, but more par-

ticularly, it is feared, from the gross inattention of the assistants in charge. The whole
gang disappeared in one night, and no trace could be found of them. The loss upon these

men has been Company's lis. 10,727:6:2 ($5,363.) To these misfortunes may be added a
great mortality during the past most sickly season in Assam, and the unlitness for such
labor of a large proportion of the laborers sent from hence and from Chittagong. The
Rungapore coolies, however, turned out well, and further gangs have been sent from that
district."

Fortunately for the company, about 300 of the Chinamen who did arrive at Assam died
of cholera ox jungle fever, and a number more ran otf or were discharged, leaving a few hrst-

class artisans, such as green and black tea makers, lead canister, paper and box makers,
packers, &c., by whom the Europeans and Assamese employed by the company were
thoroughly taught all the branches of the business. The last of the Chinese were tUscharged
the service in March, 18-44:, and glad we were to get rid of them; the natives of the country
being equally expert when taught, much more docile and easily managed, and what was of

more importance, worked for less than one-third the wages.

I annex a copy of the agreement of Tsay-yun-Mooy, Chinese paper maker. This is a
sample of all the others:

" Tsay-yun-Mooy hereby gives this contract, to the end that he thoroughly understands
the art and trade of making paper for packing tea, and now Mr. Matheson having requested
him to proceed to Assam, there to exercise his handicraft, the term of live years is hereby
agreed upon; at the expiration of which he shall be permitted to return home. It is clearly

understood that he shall receive for wages fifteen [Spanish dollars (5515) per month, board
included.

"He shall also receive three months' wages in advance, being forty-five dollars, ($45,) as

bargain money, and his wages are to commence counting from the day that he goes on
board ship.

" He must exert himself to the utmost in his employer's service, and may not be slothful

or lazy. While the term of five years shall not be expired, he may not clandestinely woik
for another. Should he violate this contract he shall be fined a hundred dollars, ($100,)
which he must pay over to his employer. The term of five years being duly expired, he
may, on no account, be forcibly detained, but shall be permitted to return home if he so

wills it.

'

' His passage money, going and coming, expense of victuals on board ship, &c. , kc. , are

all to be defrayed by Mr. Matheson.
" He also hereby acknowledges to have received the above forty-five dollars, (§45.)

"TwoNKWAXY, 20th year, 1st moon, 9th day.

"Macao, 11th February, 1840."

On the back of the above is the following, in which, although there is a slight error of
one year in the calculation, the company did not lose by it:

"Tsay-yun-Mooy hereby agrees to serve the Assam company for the unexpired time of the
agreement on the back hereof, namely, from 1st May, 1841, to the 1st day of March, 1844,
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being three years and ten months, at the monthly pay of fifteen Spanish dollaris. Ex: a

220,14, Go's Rs. per 100 Spanish dollars, to be paid monthly, without deduction.
'

' He also agrees to work at tea-making whenever he may be ordered to do so.

*' SigTied in the presence of

—

''Thos. Watkins,
" Superintendent Government Tea Flaniations.

'' Chubwah, 5th May, 1841."

True copy.

S. BONSALL.
Jaipoor, March 4, 1844.

An inconsiderate expenditure of capital in other ways placed the Company in great

jeopardy, and at one time it was feared the scheme w^ould have to be abandoned. The
number of managers and assistants appointed by the Assam Company to carry on their afi'airs

and superintend the tea harries, or gardens, on large salaries, was quite imnecessary. Three
or four experienced European superintendents to direct the native establishment would have
answered every purpose. The number employed was twenty-five.

A steam saw-mill was procured from England and sent to Assam, where it arrived in the

year 1841. It was intended for cutting thin boards for tea boxes, &c. The cost of this

machine was Company's Rupees 10,426 :11, ($5,213.) It was placed under a shed at Jaipoor,

where it remained, boxed up, until 1846, when it was sent down to Calcutta and sold for a
mere trifle.

A large iron steamboat, with a pair of engines of fifty horse-power each, was received in

Calcutta in April, 1841, and after being put together under the superintendence of the

engineer and boiler-maker, who were engaged in England for the purpose, it was frequently

Bent up and down the Brahmapootra river from Calcutta, carrying little else than a few
thousand rupees for the payment of the establishment in Upper Assam, which might have
been transmitted through native bankers, and saved the company the most lavish and un-
profitable expenditure of capital. The cost of the steamer was about Company's rupees

1,10,000

—

one lac and ten thousand {$55,000.) There was also a wooden flat or barge, cost-

ing Company's Rupees 14,000 ($7,000.) This was for the purpose of canying passengers,

when any could be found, which was not likely to be of very frequent occurrence, as the

entire European population of Assam, male and female, did not exceed fifty persons. Tlie

flat was towed by the steamer.

Near the close of the year 1846 it became necessary to make a vast reduction in the

expenses of the Company. Nearly all the factories were closed, the plantations abandoned,
and the Europeans dismissed, retaining only two to take charge of the implements, &c., on
hand, and carry on the manufacture of tea on a small scale. Since that time the Company
has gradually resumed the working of some of the harries or gardens, and, I trust, will

eventually regain all that was lost.

The TEA PLANT is thus described by botanists :

Thea viridis, Linn. ; Camelia tlieifera, G-riff.'"^ (Chinese, chah; Assamese, phalap.)—Tlie ordi-

nary height of the cultivated shrub is from three to six feet, though the wild plant attains

a far greater size. It is a polyandrous plant of the natuial order Ternstiomicoe. The
flowers, which open early in the spring, (appearing upon the plant about a month,) are

smaller in size and much less elegant than those which render some species of the Camelia
so attractive. They arc slightly odorous and of a pure white color ; they proceed from the

axils of the branches, and stand on short foot-stalks, at the most two or three together, but
usually solitary. There are five or six imbricate sepals or leaves supporting the blossom,

which fall off after the flower has expanded, and leave from six to nine petals surrounding

a great number of yellow stamens, that are joined together in such a manner at their bases

as to form a sort of floral coronal. The seeds are enclosed in a smooth, hard capsule, of a

flatfish triangular shape, which is interiorly divided into two, three, and even five cells, each

containing a firm, white, and somewhat oily nut, from the size of a pea to that of a hazel

i;jut, of a nauseous and bitter taste. They ripen in some localities as early as October, in

others not until January. The stem is generally bushy, with numerous branches bearing

very dense foliage, and in its general appearance not unlike the myrtle, though not so s^nn-

metrical as that plant. The wood is light-colored, close-grained, of great comparative

density, and, when freshly cut or peeled, gives off a strong smell, resembling that of the

black cuiTant bush. The leaves are alternate, on short, thick, clianneled foot-stalks, coria-

ceous or leathery, but smooth and shining, of a dark green color, and a longish elliptic

form, with a blunt, notched point, and serrated except at the base. It is needless to men

* Dr. Griffith, botanist in the service of the " Honorable East India Company."
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tion that these leaves are the valuable part of the plant. They are, however, a good deal

affected by the site iu which the plant is grown, whether under the thick umbrage of large

trees or in open spot exposed to the influence of the sun's rays, as well as by the nature of

the soil in Avhich the plant is found.

The districts in which the finost tea is produced in China lie between the 25th and 33d
degrees of latitude ; and in Assam the ranges in which it has been discovered are between
the 27th and 28th parallels, or almost centrically situated within those limits wiiich expe-

rience has proved the most favorable to the development of the plant.

Almost all the tea localities occur within very short distances of each other, and are very

limited in extent, although some tracts are further apart and cover a greater extent of land

than others. These localities may be characterized as presenting an excess of humidity, and
are, in almost every instance, clothed with excessively dense tree jimgle. The chief char-

acteristic of the localities is their intersection, in every direction, by numerous ravines

and hollows, varying in breadth from three to two hundred feet, the spaces between which
often assume a conical shape. The presence of these are proofs of the lightness of the soil.

Dr. McClelland"'"^ seems to attribute tliem to the action of the water collected in the foliage

of the surrounding trees, and thence precipitated in heavy volumes. The plants seem un-

doubtedly to thrive best near small rivers and pools of water, and in those places v/here,

after heavy falls of rain, large quantities of water have accumulated, and, in their struggle

to get free, have cut out for themselves numerous small channels.

The tea, in its wild state, can hardly be called a plant, but a tree, with a trunk eight to

ten inches in diameter, and reaching, in many instances, to the height of thirty or forty

feet, rearing its long stem among other trees of the forest, all of which seem to be strivinjjf

which shall first raise its head above the dense under jungle of creepers and canes, and
j)ierce into the light above. It is true there are some smaller shoots and seedlings springing

up at the feet of these forest tea trees, but they cannot even be seen, nor indeed can this

forest be entered at all, without cutting out the path you wish to tread by daws, or bill-

hooks.

It was by the increase of these pathways, made by the natives of the country, in pursuing
their frequent journeys by the shortest routes, and by offering rewards, that so many of

these localities were discovered. The under jungle was then removed to ascertain Avhat

number of small trees or seedlings existed, and when found in sufficient abundance a general

clearance of the forest was made, the tea trees cut down to within a foot or two of the
ground, and the vacant spaces filled with pla,nts brought from a distance. The place was
then named from some local object or circumstance, such as Iloolam-jury Barrie, (Dry-brook
Garden,) HaUie-mora Barrie, (Dead Elephant, or, literally. Elephant Dead Garden,) &c.

Young and vigorous shoots were thrown out by the trees that had been cut down, pro-

ducing leaves of enormous size. I extract the following memorandum from my journal

:

"May 5.—This morning one of the Tecklas brought in from Eidingia Barrie a few tea

leaves measuring as follows in length and breadth : 11 inches by 3 ^^ inches, 10 by 4:^^,
10 by 3 ^8jf,

10 3-% by 3 ^g-." The ordinary size of the full grown leaf is from 3 to 4 inches

in length by 1;^ to 2 inches in breadth.

These very large leaves were quite yormg and tender, and by chopping them in pieces, an
inch or two in size, they could be made into very fair tea, but not of fine flavor, being too

rank and full of juice.

xVbout the third year after clearing the Barries were in good working order. The shoots

from the old trees, being topped, sent out numerous branches, forming a fine bush, which
was never alloAved to grov/ higher than about six feet, or out of reach of the hand.

For filling up vacancies in the old Barries, or in forming new ones, some of the natives

were employed to search the jungles and bring in any small plants they might find, for

which they were paid at the rate of one rupee, or about fifty cents, per hundred ; but it was
soon found that this plan would not answer. The rascals, finding it much easier work,
would go at night into the Barries that were in charge of one of the Europeans, steal a lot

of his plants, and the next day sell them to another, who, after having the plants carefully

set out, would go in a fe^sv days to see how they were getting on, when, to his astonishment,

he would find that they had all disappeared, having been sold to some one else. This was
^,oon put a stop to, however, by refusing to purchase plants at any price, sending our OAvn

men for them when they were required.

The prevailing characters of the soil are lightness and porousness, and its prevailing color

is 3'ellow or reddish yellow, which generally becomes more developed as the depth increases,

up to a certain point, when it passes into sand.

Dr. McClelland is of opinion that the requisite quality of the soil, which is, comparatively,

of rare occurrence, will account for the manner in which the plant is distributed in spots

or distinct colonies, instead of being uniformly diffused with the common vegetation.

* Dr. McClelland, geologist in the service of the Honorable East India Company.

29 A
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The component parts of the soil, he observes, consist of

—

Free water = 22J
Water of absorption 3

Vegetable matter 16
Osyd of iron 6

Alumina 6^-

Siiex in the state of fine dusty sand, or coarse sharp sand, and dusty matter. 130

184

The soil of those portions of the Naga hills, on the Southeastern boundary of Assam, on
which the tea tree is found, contains, in 200 parts

—

Water 37
Fresh fiber 1

Vegetable matter „ 5^
Silex 135
Alumina 11
Oxyd of iron.... « .. 4^

194

Mr. Piddington,'-- who has had an opportunity of comparing and analyzing the tea soils

of Assam, and those of China, gives the following result

:

Tea soil of Assam.

Surface soil. At 2^ feet

deep.

Tea soil of

China.

Water 2.45
1.00
7.40
3.50

85. 40

2.00
.80

6.70
5. 45

84.10

3.00
1. 00

Carbonate of iron ...... ...... ...... .... ...... 9. 90

Alumina .. - 9. 10

Silex 76.00

Traces ofphosphate and sulphate of lime and loss.

99.75
.25

99. 05
.95

99.00
1.00

100.00 100.00 100.00

"The tAvo peculiarities in these soils/' observes Mr. Piddington, ''are, first, that they
contain no carbonate of lime, and only traces of phosphate and sulphate, and the next, that

their iron is almost wholly in the state of carbonate of iron, a widely diflerent compound
from the simple oxyds. They wou-d be called poor yclloAv loams, and cotton, tobacco, or

sugar-cane would probably starve upon them, but we find tliat they suit the tea plant per-

fectly. It is a striking coincidence that we should find our tea soils and those of China so

exactly alike."

Mr. Ball had several specimens of Chinese soil analyzed by Professor Faraday, which were
obtfiined, "through different channels, from the Province of Fokien, some from the Bohe;i

district. They Avere procured by respectable parties ; but what dependence can be placed

upon them as being true or good specimens, I cannot determine."

Henry l'idclinq:lon, Curator of the Museum of Economic Geology of India and of the Geological and Mincr-
alogical Dcpartinents, Asiatic Society Museum, Calcutta.
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The following is Professor Faraday's communication to Mr. Ball

:

EoYAL Institution, May 11, 1827.

SPECIMENS OF EARTHS FROM CHINA.

No. 1. Specimen from the Lapa, a till near Macao.

No. 2. Specimen from the Northeast part of the province of Fokien.

No. 3. Ditto.

No. 4. Taken out of a pot containing a tea plant from the Bohea country.

No. 5. Bohea country, 1st quality.

No. 6. Bohea country, 2d quality.

No. 7. Bohea country, 3d quality.

These earths were allot similar ferruginous tints, i. e., of light yellowish or reddish In-own,

as the one formerly analyzed, except No. 2, v/hich ^vas of a grey or brownish grey tint.

They were all of a clayey adhesive character, but easily crumbling and falling down in water.

None of them contained worn pebbles or worn sand, though some included fragmented stones,

and all of them sharp, fabulous, silicious particles. None of them gave evidence of con-
taining carbonate of lime except one, and in that only a single piece of the carbonate was
observed, which Avas probably accidental. Their hygrometric state appeared to be about
that of the former sort, viz: 102.

No. 1 contained no stony fragments or pebbles ; the aggregated portions were, however,
irregular and dissimilar, being of different colors, as if the soil had either been purposely
mixed with other soil, or else cultivated and manured. It contained also a few loose fibers.

It contained also a trace of sulphate of lime.*

No. 2 contained fragments of apparently a decomposing porphyritic rock ; it was in this

that the fragment of carbonate of lime occurred. It included also several pieces of charcoal,

and a few portions of old decayed vegetable fibers.

No. 3 included some long woody libers, and a few irregular fragments like those of No. 2.

No. 4 contained very few vegetable fibers, some angular fragments of decomposing granite

and felspar, and particles of mica diffused through the soil.

No. 5 contained very few fibers ; no appearance of pebbles or of mica ; but, by washing, a
few heavy, greenish-black mineral particles v/ere found, which had not before occurred.

No. 6. A few fibers ; no stones, much mica in a finely divided state, but no green particles.

No. 7. A few long, loose, woody fibers ; a few small silicious stones
;
particles of mica,

and a recurrence of the same green particles, as in No. 5.

The proportions of sand in these soils varied very much, as may be observed in the following

table. The clay, &c., includes not only the argillaceous particles, but destructible matter
and water:

Sand
Clay, &c., (ferruginous.).

Fragments ___„_. .

Lapa. N. E. Fokien. Pot. Bohea.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.

46.1
53.9

17.70
56.53
25. 77

10

90

51.54
48.46

1st qual.

33.08
66.92

2d qual.

44.61
55.39

3d qual.

36. 15

63.85

IGO. GO 100.00 100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

'
' Chemical Arudy&is of the eartii of a Japanese Tea Plantation, hy Dr. Th. Fc. L. Nces Von Esen-

hcck and L. CI. Ilarquart.-f

'
' The earth given to us to analyse appeared a very imiform fine-grained mixture of a

yellowish grey color, having altogether the appearance of a strong ferruginous clay, in which
no mixture of sand was perceptible to the naked eye. After the removal of two small stones,

one porphyry and the other grauwacke, the weight of the earth amounted to 462 grains. The
specific gravity was decided at 2.235. 200 grains of air-dried earth absorbed 165 grains of

vv-ater. Of this water, in the first five hours, under a temperature of from 15^ to 18-^ Eeau-

* This soil had been manured with goat's dung,
scribed by Dr. AboJ.

t See Von Siebold'a Nippon, Part TI, p. 17.

M was from the small plantation at the Lapa, de-
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mur, 31 grams were lost; after 241ioiirs, 100 grains; after 48 hours, still 24 grains remained;

and not until after 72 hours had all the water disappeared.

"Of these 200 grains the parts soluhle in cold water amounted to scarcely one-eighth of a

grain, consisting of humus and lime, with traces of muriatic and sulphuric acid, clay and
iron."

(Then follows a minute description of the analysis i;iving the undermentioned result.)

On placing together the constituent parts of the earth, we find the following results. One
hundred grains of the earth contain

:

Silicious earth 53 grains.

Oxyd of iron - 9 "

Clay -.-- 22

Oxyd of manganese and magnesia - 0.^
"

Gypsum _ 0^
"

Humus - 1
"

Phosphoric acid traces of hygrometric water _.. 14 "

He adds in a note : "On another portion of the earth we succeeded in proving evident

traces of kali. It does not appear, however, as a fresh soluhle comhination of salt in the

earth, but is undoubtedly combined with clay and silex.

"After we had by these means analyzed the earth in its constituent parts, it appeared that

it should be consideied as an intimate mixture of silicious earth and clay, with the oxyde
of iron and manganese, (eisenhaltiges Aluminum-silicat. ) The small portion of magnesia is

remarkable, and even this is closely combined in the soil with the silicate mentioned.
"Thus the earth appeared like atmospherically dissolved slate. The phosphoric acid is well

combined, and arises probably, as well as the gypsum, from the manure in the soil. Ac-
cording to Thaer's classification of soils, this earth belongs to the third class, as a strong

sandy clay soil.

"The analyzed earth is, moreover, from its deficiency in carbonic acid, humus, lime, and
magnesia, not to be referred to the productive, and assuredly requires stronger manure,
and addition of alkaline matter. Its water-retaining property is considerable on account of

its great portion of clay, but the soil is deficient in hghtness from the absence of coarse

sand.
'

'

With regard to humidity, Assam may be considered to enjoy the maximum. The rains

are of long continuance ; they commence in March and last till about the middle of October.

The cold season is characterized by the daily presence of very heavy fogs or dense vapors,

which arise for the most part from the rivers and marshes, about daylight, and continue

to increase for a couple of hom-s, when they begin gradupJly to ascend, leaving everything

saturated with moisture.

The following table shows the average result of several years' obsei'vation, taken by
myself, in Upper Assam :

January .-

February _

March
April

May
June
July
August . .

.

September
October.-.

November
December

.

Temperature.

Minimum.

60
54
55
60
60

70
75
74
72
66

56
52

Maximum.

jDeg.

73
76

88

90
92

91
88
91
90
87
80
73

Mean.

Deg.

60

62

74
76
77
77
82
81
80
78
72
61

Number of

days on
which rain

fell.

6
8

14
17

20
23
21
18
15
11
4
6

162
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The lowest range of the thermometer I ever noted -WcOS 48°, the highest 101°, but this

•was a rare occurrence.

My opinion is that the climate is not of much importance to the successful cultivation of

the "tea plant, provided the cold weather is notof long continuance, and the temperature
does not fail below 10° or 12° of Fahrenheit. In proof of this, I may state that I had a
tea plant growing in the open air, in' this city, (Philadelphia.) without any protection what-
ever ; it was occasionally covered with snow, and surrounded with ice during the winter,

and sometimes the leaves appeared to be frozen stiff, but in the spring they were as fresh

and green as ever, not one of them falling off. The plant grew well until the next winter,

which was very severe, the thermometer showing a temperature of several degrees below
zero. This killed the tea plant, as it did many fruit trees.

Should it be found on trial that the tea seeds can be ripened in the open air, in the
Southern part of the United States, there can be little doubt but that by planting them
each year a little further North, the plant will, in the course of time, become much
more hardy. In an article on the Cultivation of Eice, published in the Farmer' s Encyclopedia,
1844, it is stated that, "from long culture in a comparatively cold country, the German
tice has acquired a remarkable degree of ha^rdiness and adaptation to the climate ; a circum-
stance which has frequently been alluded to as an encouragement to the acclimating of
exotics. 'It is found,' Dr. Walker remarks, (Essays on Xat. Hist.,) 'that rice seeds direct

from India will not ripen in Germany at all, and even that Italian or Spanish seeds are
much less early and hardy than those ripened on the spot.'

"

In some of the tea districts of China snow falls to the depth of several feet, and the teas

made in these districts are much superior in flavor to those made in a more temperate
climate.

'
' The climate found the most suitable at Java for the cultivation of tea is that of the

mountainous regions situated at 3,500 to 4,000 feet above the sea, where the air is so cool
that Fahrenheit's thermometer at sunrise indicates 58^, and 74'' at two o'clock in the after-

noon. On still higher elevations, even 5,000 feet and more, the tea will be highly flavored;

but in lower districts the flavor deteriorates in proportion as the situation is low."*
The elevation above the sea of Jaipoor, in Upper Assam, is only 254 feet, although the

distance by water to the ocean is about 1.000 miles. A majority of the Barries cultivated are
at about the same level; the highest of them, Hookim-jur}', is but 600 feet in elevation.

Botanically considered, the tea plant is a single species; the green. and black, with all the
diversities of each, being mere varieties produced by a difference in the culture, qualities of
soil, age of the crop when ta,ken up, and modes of preparation for the market.

Considered as an object of agiicultural produce, the tea plant bears a close resemblance to
the vine. Skill and care, both m husbandry and preparation., are quite as necessary to the
production of good tea as of good wine.

Fig. 1.
I'fmtffacture of Blade iei.—

7 Should the season prove at all
^ "^ favorable, i. e., if one or two

showers of rain should have
fallen in the early part of
March, the young leaves rap-

idly put forth, and as soon as

each shoot has produced four

or live leaves, about the 15th
or 20th of the month, they are

in a proper state for plucking.
This is done by men, women,
and children, each furnished

with a small open-worked bas-

ket, capable of holding from
three to four pounds of leaves.

Only the young and most ten-

der leaves are taken; the old

ones are fit for notliing, as they

are too tough to admit of being

rolled.

The pluckers first nip off with

the thumb nail and middle of

the forefinger the three first

leaves together, a, b, c, (fig. 1,)

at the place shown by the dot-

* Bidl, on tiic culLivation of tea in China, p. 39.
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ted lines; then d, e, and/, separately, leaving the small bnds behind the leaves to form shoots

for the next crop. It is very seldom that more leaves than these are taken, unless they feel

soft and tender. It is very necessary to pluck all the shoots from the tree, for should any be
omitted, particularly in young and fresh pruned trees, the loss is not confined to a single

crop, but affects all the succeeding crops, and may even cause a loss the following year by
rendering it necessary to cut all such shoots back, as they generally run up to long, slender

branches; whereas if stopped when at a proper length for the first crop, each shoot would
send out three or four new shoots for the second crop, and so in the second or third crop,

and the tree be kept within proper bounds.

Sometimes the trees suffer from the opposite extreme, namely, picking the leading buds
off before the shoots are of sufficient length to produce three or four buds for the next crop

or.season ; when thus prematurely picked the trees become stunted, and the only remedy
is heading do^Yn, as in the other case.

The leaves should not be allowed to remain long in the basket ; they should be placed in

lightly, and occasionally turned with the hand, or they will become heated, which will

spoil the flavor of the tea. The baskets should be taken to the tea-house every hour or two,

where the leaves are weighed and the pluckers return to their work.
rig. 3.

Fig. 2.

The leaves are then thinly scattered on shallow
oj)en-ivorIc bamboo trays, or baskets, called '

' Chal-

lonees." {Fig. 2.) These arc about three feet

in diameter and two inches in depth. They are

then placed on a light framework of bamboo
{Fir/. 3) and exposed to the sun and air for two
or three hours, depending on the heat of the sun,

or until somewhat soft and v^^ilted. This effected,

tbey are removed to the tea-house and placed
on open shelvesof bamboo, {Ft^. 4, p. 457,) where
they are allowed to ttAmain about half an hour to

cool, after which thoy are put into smaller
'' Challonees," which are placed on tables, and
the leaves " beaten." This is performed by
gently clapping the leaves between the hands,
{Fig. 5,) tossing them up and letting them fall,

for about five or ten minutes. They are then
replaced on the shelves for half an hour, and
again brought down and clapped as before.

This is done three times in succession, which
causes them to become soft and pliable, and of
a brown color. During the operation of '

' heat-

ing" the leaves give off a strong and peculiar

aroma, at each time different, so that a person
acquainted with it can tell at once whether it is

the first, second, or third process the leaves are

undergoing the moment he enters tlic tea-house.

Without tliis process of beating the tea, when
made, would have a strong herby taste, and
would not become sufficiently biack. The
leaves arc now ready for the pan (Korah).
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Fig. 5.
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Tliis is made of cast-iron, very thin, about two feet six inches in diameter, and six inches

deep in the centre. {Fig. 6.) It is placed at an angle of about 30° in a brick fireplace,

{Fig. 7,) three feet high at the front edge ; it is well heated by a quick fire of light wood.

About two pounds of the leaves are spread in the pan, where they make a cracking and fiz-

zing noise like frying meat. They are rapidly turned with the liands, so as to prevent them
from scorching. This process is called Tatching. As soon as the leaves become inconveniently

hot, they are quickly brushed out on a DoUah, or close-worked bamboo tray, {Fig. 8,) which
is held by a boy ready to receive them. A

Fig. 10. brisk fire is constantly kept up imder the

pan.

After using the pan in this manner three

or four times, it becomes foul from the juice

of the leaves sticking to it, rendering it

necessary to scour it out with a soft brick

and water.

The hot leaves are immediately given to

men standing at a table, each with a dollah

or tray before him, on which the leaves are

rolled ; this is done by collecting them into

a ball, which is g-rasped by the left hand
with the fingers close together, {Figs. 9, 9^-,)

and the thumb extended, the hand restmg
on the little finger ; the right hand ex-

tended in the same manner, but placed on
the top of the ball. Both hands are em-
ployed to roll and propel the ball ; the left

hand keeping it in shape, and allowing it

to revolve, and the right hand pushing it

along with as much force as possible to ex-

press the juice from the leaves. The art

lies in giving the ball a kind of circular

motion, hj pushing it in a curve towards

the left, and causing it to revolve two or

three times before the arms are extended

to their full length, and then drawing it

back quickly wdthout leaving a leaf be-

hind. It is rolled in this manner for about

five minutes, occasionally opening the ball

gently with the fingers, lifting it up and
allowing it to fall, for the purpose of sepa-

rating the leaves, which ^are again collected

in the centre of the dollah by giving it a
circular toss or shake.

The leaves are now returned to the pan
to be " tatched" or heated, as before. Tlie

bare hand must always be used in the pan,

to enable the operator to judge of the heat,

01 the leaves may be scorched. Again
they are rolled as before, and should they

not have sufficient twist, which may be

known by a little practice, they must be
tatched and rolled a third time. This being

eff'ccted, they are placed in the '

' Hdjjah,
'

'

or drying basket, {Fig. 10.) This is two
feet six inches in height, and two feet in

diameter at the top and bottom ; one foot

from the top the diameter is eighteen

inches ; at this place rests a small sieve of

bamboo, on Avliich the tea is put ; the in-

terior of the basket is lined with paper, the

better to retain the heat. The leaves are

thinly scattered on the sieve, not more
than an inch or two in depth, and the

wdiole placed over a charcoal fire, which
must be very carefully regulated, so as not
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to allow the least smoke.-"- Tlie charcoal should he in small pieces, and the fire tlmned until

the whole gets well ignited, stirring it occasionally and hringing the coals to the centre,

leaving the outer edge depressed. Great care must be taken that none of the leaves fall

through the sieve into the fire, as the smoke will spoil the tea. A slap or two given to the
basket before plachig it over the fire will prevent this by causing the loose leaves to fall. The
baskets are occasionally taken off the fire and placed on a large dollah or tray, (Fig. 11,)

which is placed on a stand, (Fig. 12,) and the leaves turned over. After they become half

dry and are still rather soft, they are taken off the fire and put on large trays, which are

then placed on the shelves, (Fig. 4,) where they are allowed to remain several hours, or

Fi2. 11. I (

I

Thure will be no smoke if the wood is pcrfuctly charred.—T. G. C.
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until next day, in order that the color of the tea may improve ; after this it is sorted into

threo or four different sizes, first, by passing it through neatl5'-made sieves of bamboo or

brass wire, and then carefully picked over by men, women, and children. Tlie smallest and
youngest leaves are called Pelcoe, the next Souchong^ the next Congo or Cor/ipoi, and the largest

Bohea. All the red and untwisted leaves are thro^sii aside as useless, or retained until

the end of the season, to be worked over into inferior teas. After this separation it is very
thinly scattered on the sieves in the drying baskets, keeping each kind separate. The
baskets must be taken off frequently, placed on the large tray, and the leaves turned, care

being taken, as before, that none of them fall in the fire. In fact, the tea should never be
touched while it remains over the fire ; the basket must always be removed for this purpose.

As soon as the tea becomes dry and crisp it is taken out and thrown into a large receiving

basket, where it remains until the whole quantity on hand becomes alike di-y and crisp.

The fire must now be deadened by sprinkling ashes over it to make the heat more gentle.

Large quantities of the tea are now put into the drying-basket to the deptli of eight or ten

inches, leaving a passage in the centre for the heat to ascend ; the leaves which have fallen

through the sieve on the ix&j must be placed on the top of all, and the basket put over the

fire with the greatest possible care ; a dollah being laid over it to retain the heat. The
basket is lifted off from time to time, placed on the tray, and the hands, with the fingers

apart, run down the sides to the sieve, and the tea gently turned over, the passage again

made in the centre, and the basket replaced over the fire. "When the leaves become quite

crisp, so that they break easily with the slightest pressure of the fingers, the tea is finished

and ready for packing.

The process of drying is technically termed ^^ firing,'' and the more gentle the fire and the

longer the tea remains over it the better, as by this means the herhy taste is removed. It is

best to pack the tea while warm, taking care also that the box is perfectly dry. It is usual

to weigh it out in small quantities and to press it into the box firmly with the hands and
feet until it becomes full.

The above is a full account of the method of manufacturing the usual kinds of Black tea,

as practiced by the Chinese Tea-makers in Upper Assam. But very little of it ever finds its

way to market in the same state that it leaves the factories. The tea dealers usually open the

boxes, break the tea through sieves, mix difierent qualities together, &c., &c.. and classify

and rename the whole to suit the market.

It is named in the first place from the size and age of the leaf. The small unopened bud
or leaf a (Fig. 1.) is covered with a very fine whitish down, and does not turn Black by the

process of manufacturing, but, if anything, becomes more white. This leaf and the one next
to it, h, which is not quite fully expanded, constitutes what is called '' Floivery Pekoe,"

(Chinese Thoung Pdho. ) By the addition of the next leaf c, the tea receives the name of

''Pekoe (Twazee Puho.y the small white leaf not being in as great proportion as before.

The leaf d is named Souchong, but with this there may be portions of some of the other

leaves. Pouchong, Congo, and Compoi are made from the leaf e ; Torjchong and Bokea from the

largest leaf of all, /. These are again divided into classes. So much depends, however, on
the appearance of the tea and other causes, that it is impossible to give any general rule by
which to name it.

The flowers of the Olea fragrans ot sweet-scented Olive (Chinese name, Quifa) are sometimes
added to the Black teas, particularly those that are damaged, to give them a fragrance.

It is usual to gather the leaves fiom one to four times during the season, according to the

age and size of the tree. The leaves of the first crop, termed by the Chinese Show chwi, or
" first spring," are more delicate and of a finer quality than those of the succeeding crops,

although the produce is much smaller. The second crop, Urh chun, or "second spring,"

commences in May when the branches are covered with leaves, but they are rather coarser,

and not quite so bright a green as in the first crop. Tlie third crop, San chun, or "third
Bpring," commences about the middle of July, leaves the same as those of the second crop.

A fourth crop should not be taken, as the leaven become old and coarse, and are only fit for

the most common kinds of tea. The j^'nt is algo injured by plucking it too close before the

cold weather sets in. i/tf^
When the leaves are abundafit L^^e^g^vi^-^ftn pluck about sixteen pounds per day, but

when they are scarce he may not succeeci m collecting more than eight or ten pounds. In
dry weather about four pounds of gpeen leaves will make one pound of tea, but in wet
weather it requires six or seven pounds, owing to the quantity of moisture collected with
the leaves. Plucking cannot be delayed on account of rainy weather, or anything else, for

should the leaves be allowed to remain a day or two after the)' are of a proper size, so rapid

is their growth, they would become too old for making a fine quality of tea.

The produce of each plant varies very much, but we may take the average for plants

three years of age at one and a half ounces, and the number of trees on one acre of ground
at 2,000—this would give 187 pounds of tea

;
plants four years old, two and a half ounces,

equal to 312 pounds per acre ; the fifth year, four ounces, equal to 500 pounds; and the

jixth year, six ounces, equal to 750 pounds to the acre. The trees arc now in full bearing
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order, and cannot be expected to produce a mucli larger average quantity, although I hare

known a particularly liLxmiant plant to give as much as eight ounces of tea. Much depends

on good cultivation.

Some kinds of tea cannot be made on a rainy day, for instance, the Pauchang and Minge-

hew. Tlie leaves for these should be collected on a sunny morning after the dew has evapo-

rated. The Pouchong is only made from the leaves of the lii-st crop, but the Mingehew can

be made from any crop. In China the " Song-sun-chah," or upland teas, consist of Mincliong

and Pouchong, the first of which is used on occasions of ceremony by the emperor and great

dignitaries of the empire, and not a leaf of either description is ever exported. The Sgchee

tea is also considered of a very superior quality, and is used as offerings to the priests, or

kept for festivals. It is thus made : the leaves are the Souchong and Pouchong, d and e.

After they have been gathered and dried in the sun, in the same manner as the other black

teas, they are beaten and put away four different times. They are then pressed into baskets

and covered with a cloth. When they become heated and give out a peculiar smell they

are ready for the pan. This pan (Fig. 13) is fixed in masonry, at an angle of 40°, with the

walls raised aroimd the back and sides of the
Fig. 13. pan, the bottom of Avhich is made red hot. The

operator covers his mouth and nostrils to pre-

vent him inhaling any of the hot vapor. A
man stands to the left of him with a basket of

prepared leaves, and another to the right with
a dollah. At a signal given by the operator

the man with the leaves dashes a handful
qidckly into the red hot pan, where they are

tossed and turned rapidly for about half a min-
ute, then quickly brushed out on the dollah,

which is held ready to receive them. The man
that holds the dollah keeps lifting up the leaves

and letting them fall v.ith the disengaged hand,
so that they may cool rapidly, Vvhile the man
with the leaves instantly dashes into the pan
another handful, and the process goes on as

before.

It must all be done with the utmost rapidity, and should a leaf be left in the pan acci-

dentally, it must be brushed out quickly, before another handful of the leaves is thrown in,

or the smoke will niin the tea. A strong fire must also be kept up under the pan, as the

rapid succession of fresh leaves tends greatly to cool it. As soon as the dollah has received

about four handfuls of the hot leaves from the pan, it is removed and another dollah held
ready, and so on until all is finished ; after which the pan must be cooled and scoured out.

It is then ready for another basket of leaves.

The leaves are now rolled and tatched in the same manner as the other teas, and put into

the drying basket for about ten minutes. "When a little chy, the leaves are worked and
pressed in the hands in small ciuantities, say about half to three-quarters of an ounce at a
time, for about half a minute ; they are then folded up in small square pieces of paper, and
placed in the di-ying basket, where they are permitted to dry slowly for several hours, or

rmtil perfectly diy.

This tea is veiy difiBcult to make, and requires great dexterity in the manipulator. Poit-

chong tea is made in the same way, with the exception of making it into balls.

The Mingehew tea is made from the Pcmchmvj leaves, e. They are dried in the sun, and
beaten and put away three times, as in the other teas. About two pounds of the leaves are

then divided into four parts and placed on a small dollah ; on the top of this is put another
dollah, with the leaves divided in the same manner, and so on, piling the dollahs one on an-

other until all is finished. The red hot pan is used, as in making Sijchce tea. The man Avith

the leaves casts one division into the pan at a time, and this is tossed about rapidly for about
half a minute, and then swept out. The next division is cast in, in like manner, the con-

tents of each dollah being kept separate. They are then placed on shelves to air, sifter which
the leaves are tatched and rolled, in the same manner as the other black teas. Each division

is now placed on sheets of paper, and fired in the chying basket. "When it is half-dried it

is put away for the night, and the next morning it is picked and put into the drying baskets

over slow fires, and gradually dried. It is then packed hot.

'' Shung Puho."—Pluck the young (Puho) leaf that is not blown or expanded, and has
the down upon it, and the next one that has blo-wn, with a part of the stalk

;
put it in the

pan for half an hour ; then into the shade ; tatch over a gentle fire, and in tatching roll the

leaves occasionally in the pan, and spread them around its sides ; again roll them until they

begin to have a withered and soft appearance ; then spread them on large sieves, and put

them in the shade to air for the night. ISText morning pick and fire them well. This tea
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is not good, although it is valued in China on account of its scarcity and high price, as
many inferior articles are in this country. Teas made from more mature leaves are much
to he preferred.

Manufacture of Green teas.—Each leaf is plucked separately (without any of the stalks) as
high as the Souchong leaf, d, (Fig. 1.) The next leaves, e and /, are not used for green tea,

unless they appear to be quite young and tender. From two to three pounds are cast into

the pan as soon as they are brought in ; they are tossed about imtil they become too hot for

the hands. Two slips of bamboo, each about a foot long, split at one end so as to fonn five

or six prongs like a fork, are now used to tumble and toss the leaves about, by running the
sticks down the sides of the pan and turning them up, first with one hand and then with
the other, as fast as possible, to prevent them from burning. This lasts from two to threo

minutes ; the leaves will then admit of being rolled without breaking. The leaves are then
rolled for about three miautes, in the same manner as the black teas, by which a quantity

of the juice is extracted. They are then pressed hard with both hands, to express as much
juice as possible, and to form them into balls. These balls are now put on dollahs, which
are then placed on the frame, (Fig. 3,) where they are exposed to the sun for two or three

minutes, after which they are opened, and the leaves scattered thinly on the doUah. When
the leaves have become a little dry, which will be the case in from five to ten minutes,

if the sun is hot, they are again rolled, pressed, and placed in the sun as before ; this is

done three times in succession. Li rainy weather this drying is done over a fire in a drying

basket ; but drying in the sun is much to be preferred, when practicable. The leaves are

now put in the hot pan and turned about until well heated, and then brushed out into a
basket, and, while hot, put into a very strong bag, generally made of stout cotton drilhng,

and about three feet long and one foot wide. Into this bag the leaves are pressed with the

hands and feet with as much force as possible, from fifteen to twenty pounds beuig put in

at one time.

The mouth of the bag is now closed and grasped firmly with the left hand immediately

above the leaves, whilst with the right hand it is beaten and pummelled, turning it occa-

sionally and twisting its mouth. Tliis is continued for some minutes, until the leaves are

forced into as small a space as possible in the end of the bag. It is now made fast by twist-

ing it close to the leaves, and then the bag is doubled by drawing the mouth of it over the

ball of leaves. The operative then places the ball under his feet, and holding on by a posi

or cross-bar, he presses with all his weight on the ball, stamping on it with both feet, at the

same time rolling it over and over, and occasionally opening the bag to tighten it more
firmly. This he continues until the ball is almost as hard as a stone. The mouth is then

well secured, and the bag put away until next day. It is then opened out, and the leaves

gently separated and placed on dollahs. They are then put in the drying baskets and '

' fired,
'

'

until they become quite dry and crisp, the same as the black teas.

The tea is now half finished, and may be packed in boxes and put aside, if necessar)^

until the close of the season, or time is found to put it through the second process. Tlie

boxes are then opened and the tea is exposed on large dollahs until it becomes damp and
sufficiently soft to roll without breaking.

pj j4^
The same de-

scription of pan
is now used as

th[it for Sychee

black tea (Fig.

13.) The pan is

made very hot,

hut not red, and
from six to seven
pounds of the

tea is thro'wn

in, and rubbed
with some force

against the pan
with the palm
of the hand, giv-

ing the arm a
good sweep, so

as to throw the

tea up against

the back and
sides of tho
pan, causing it

to tumble back
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orer the hand. This process is continued for about an hour. The tea then has a pale

greenish color, and appears quite glossy. It is now taken from the pan and passed through

sieves of throe different sizes.

A winnowing machine is then used, (Fig. 14,) with movable divisions, which separate the

interior into four or live troughs. The tea is placed in the hopper above, and the handle

is turned Avith the right hand, while with the loft the quantity of tea is regulated that shall

fall through the hopper, by drawing a slide at the bottom of it. The blast from the fan

blows the dust and smaller particles of tea to the end of the machine, where it is intercepted

by a board, and falls through an opening, a, at the bottom into a basket placed to receive it.

The next lightest tea is not blown quite as far, and falls out through the trough h, on the

side. This tea is called Young Hyson. The next, being a little heavier, falls out at the next

trough, c, and is called Hyson. The next, which is still heavier, falls through the trough d;

it is in small balls, and is called Gunpowder tea. The heaviest falls out at the trough e, close

to the fan ; it is much larger than Gunpowder tea, and is composed of several small leaves,

which adhere firmly together ; it is called Big Gunpowder.

This last kind is generally put in a box and chopped up with a sharp instrument ; it is

then sifted and mixed with the Gunpowder tea, which it now resembles. The different

sorts of tea are then put on dollahs, and men, women, and children are employed to pick

out the sticks and bad leaves. Neatly made bamboo or brass-wire sieves of different sizes

are also used to assist in removing the sticks, &c. After the tea has been well-sifted

and picked, it is put into the hot pan and rubbed as before for about an hour ; it is then

put on dollaJis, and once more examined to separate the different teas that may still remain
intermixed. The Chinese now use a mixture of indigo and sulphate of lime, in the propor-

tion of one part of the former to three of the latter, very finely pulverized ancl sifted

through fine muslin ; about half a teaspoonful of the mixture is added to a pan containing

from six to seven pounds of tea, which is again rubbed as before for an hour.

The process is then finished, and the tea is packed hot in the boxes, pressing it down
firmly with the hands and feet.

The above mixture is merely used to give the tea a uniform color and appearance ; it

does not affect the flavor. The indigo called by the Chinese Youngtin gives the color, and
the sulphate of lime, Acco, fixes it. I have repeatedly made very excellent green tea

without using either of the above ingredients ; but the color was not so good; some of the
leaves, being much lighter than the others, gave the tea the appearance of being mixed.

Big Gunpowder tea is called by the Chinese, Tychen ; Little Gunpowder, Cheocheu; Hyson,
Chingchah; Young Hyson, Uchin; Skm-tea or old leaves in small bits, Poochah; the fine dust

or Powder-tea, Chahmoot.

As some of the leaves which answer very well for the Black teas are rather too old for

the Green teas, it is advisable to have them plucked at the same time by the same person,

and when brought to the tea-house they may be separated by passing them through coarse

sieves.

I have tried the plan of having them plucked into separate baskets, but the plucker was
almost sure to mix them by mistake, or else get on so slowly with his work that we found
the plan of sifting much to be preferred.

In making the Black teas alone it is much better to separate different sized leaves as much
as possible, by passing through coarse sieves of different sizes before manufacture, as the
young leaves do not require so much tatching or rolling as thoSe of a larger size ; and the
juice of the latter, mixing with the young leaves, is liable to injure their finer qualities by
giving them a harsh flavor resemblmg the coarse teas.

The Singphoes, a tribe of people inhabiting a hilly district of country between Assam
and Birmah, have a method of their own of manufacturing tea. The young and tender
leaves are first plucked and dried a little in the sun ; sometimes they are exposed to the
heat of the sun and the night dews, alternately, for three successive days ; another way is,

that, after drying them a little in the sun, they are put into hot pans and turned about
until quite heated. This effected, they are put into the hollow of a bamboo in small quan-
tities at a time, and firmly driven down with a stick, at the same time turning the bamboo
in the smoke of a fire. Thus prepared the tea will keep good for soA-eral years.

When removed from the bamboo, it appears in long, round, black sticks, with a strong
smell not unlike tobacco. The mass is so hard that it is necessary to cut it with a knife
into small chips before making an infusion. It is not very palatable, but it may be used
when better is not to be procured.

Tea is the favorite beverage of the Kumties, another of the border tribes. Their mode
of manufacturing is not very refined. The tea is generally prepared in balls about the size

of an eighteen-pound shot, and is hard as a brick. In this state it keeps good a long time.
Further East there is another method of manufacture. Holes are dug in the earth, and

the sides lined with large leaves. The green leaves of the tea plant are then boiled, the
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decoction thrown away, and the leaves put into the hole and covered with other large
leaves and earth. This is done with a view of reducing the leaves to a state of fermenta-
tion ; after which they are put into hollow hamhoos, and thus prepared are taken to market.
When intended for use the leaves are boiled and the infusion drank.
The Bootias, a tribe of people inhabiting the lower range of the Himalaya Mountains

between Assam and Thibet, are particularly attached to tea as a beverage. Their supplies

are, however, imported from Pekin by a land journey of eight months' duration. Captain
Turner-- gives the following account of a tea-drinking with the Eajah of Bootan.

"Three small benches, similar to that before the Rajah, were brought and placed before

us ; and presently a servant came, bearing a large tea-pot of white metal, embossed, and
highly ornamented with some other metal of yellow color. He approached the Rajah, and
then giving a circular turn to the tea-pot so as to agitate and mix its contents, he poured a
quantity into the palm of his hand, which he had contracted to form as deep a concave as
possible, and hastily sipped it up. To account for a custom which has so little either of
grace or delicacy in its observance, however recommended by extensive fashion, we are

obliged to have recourse to the suspicions suggested in remoter times by the frequent and
treacherous use of poison.

'

' However humble or exalted the rank of the person who introduces to his guests the
refreshment of tea, the cup-bearer, which is an of&ce of the first credit, never presumes to

offer it without previously drinking some of the liquor that he brings.

"The Rajah held out, upon the points of the fingers of his right hand, a shallow lac-

quered cup of small circumference, which was filled with tea. Three cups had been sent,

and were set down before us. The Rajah directed his servant to fill them also, still holding
the cup in his right hand ; he repeated in a low hollow tone of voice a long invocation,

and afterwards dipping the point of his finger three times into the cup, he threw as many
drops on the floor by way of oblatian, and then began to sip his tea. Taking this as a
signal, we followed the example, and partook of the dishes of parched rice that were served

up with it. We found this liquor extremely unlike v>'hat we had been accustomed to drink
under the same name ; it was a compound of water, flour, butter, salt, and Bohea tea, with
some other astringent ingredients, all boiled, beat up, and intimately blended together. 1

confess the mixture was by no means to my taste, and we had hitherto shunned as much as

possible these unpalatable libations, yet we now cleemed it necessary to submit to some con-

straint ; and having, at last, with tolerable grace swallowed the tea, we yet fomid ourselves

very deficient in the conclusion of the ceremony. The Rajah, with surprising dexterity,

turned the cup as he held it fast betwixt his fingers, and in an instant passed his tongue
over every part of it, so that it was sufficiently cleansed to be wrapped in a piece of scarlet

silk, which bore evident marks of having been not very recently devoted to this service.

The officers who had entered with us were not permitted to partake of this repast, and, but
for the honor of it, we would willingly have declined so flattering a distiilction.

'

'

It appears, however, that this tea-soitj) is not so disagreeable to the taste after using it a
few times, for in another place this author states : "We had also dried fruits, consisting of

dates and apricots. Buttered tea was not omitted in this repast ; nor, indeed, was it the

least acceptable part of it, for habit had not only rendered this composition agreeable to

our tastes, but experience most fully proved that warm liquids, at all times, contribute to

alleviate the sensation of fatigue. I was never more disposed to praise the comfortable

practice of the country, having constantly observed that the first object of attention with

every man, at the end of a long journey, is to procure himself a dish of hot tea. If you
are expected, it is always prepared and brought to you the moment you arrive."

—

Turner'

3

Embassy, p. 195.

As tiie Chinese method of making sheet-lead for lining tea boxes may prove interesting,

I give an account of it here : Two perfectly flat tiles are required, earthen or stone, each

about an inch and a half thick, and sixteen inches square. On one side of each is pasted a

sheet of very smooth and thick paper, and on this, at the edge, is pasted a narrow strip of

the same kind of paper, making a slight elevation equal to the thickness of the sheet of

lead to be made. Very fine chalk is rubbed over the surface to prevent the lead from

sticking to or burning the paper. In the corner of the room there is a fire-place, over

which is placed an iron pot or one of the pans used in making tea, in which about twenty

pounds of a composition consisting of eight parts (by weight) of lead and one part of tin is

put and melted. Two iron ladles are used, one having a long handle, and with holes in

the bottom, for the purpose of removing the dross from the lead, and the other with a

short handle for taking the lead from the pan when required. The tiles are placed at a

convenient distance from the melted lead, the lower one resting on a block of wood about

four inches in thickness, and of the length and breadth of the tile ; the upper tile is placed

* Turner's Embassy to the Court of tlie Tcshoo-Lama in Thibet, p. C9.
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upon tlie lower one perfectly even at the sides, but projecting a little backward towards the

operator, who squats down on them with his heels near the edge, and his toes near the

centre. With the left hand the front edge of the tile is raised about three inches, assisting

the operation by pressing with the heels and gently lifting the toes. About half a ladle

full of the molted lead is now poured in, resting the ladle on the front edge of the lower

tile ; then letting go with the left hand and pressing with the feet, the upper tile is brought
down with some force, causing the superfluous metal to gush out at the sides. The upper
tile is then raised as before, like the lid of a box, and a fine thin sheet of lead, nearly the

size of the tile, is taken out and laid aside, making about four sheets of lead in a minute.

Many interruptions take place, such as examining the tiles, changing their position, rubbing
the paper with chalk, &c. The sheets of lead must also be examined occasionally by hold-

ing them up to the light ; for, if not properly made, they sometimes have a number of very

fine holes in them, which are not perceptible when lying on the ground or table. On this

account about twenty of the sheets first made are thrown back into the pan without ex-

amination ; for, until the tiles become tolerably warm, the sheets will be more or less im-
perfect. The operator sometimes stands up, and, with one foot on the upper tile, manages
to work it Avith his heel and toes about as rapidly as in the sitting position ; but as the

latter is the most natural position for a Chinaman, he always prefers it. At the front and
sides of the tiles are placed pieces of bamboo, covered with paper, to receive the lead that

is pressed out, and prevent it coming in contact with the ground.

For making the tops of the canisters, which are generally of tin only, but which may be
made of the above composition, two larger tiles are used, as it is usual to make the lids in

one piece.

For forming the canister it is necessary to have a pattern-box made to fit easily in the

tea-box. The bottom of this box has a hole in it for the escape of the air in putting it in

or withdrawing it from the canister, and, instead of a lid, a bar of wood is fastened across

the top for a handle. This box is turned upside down, and the canister made over it ; when
ready, with, the exception of the top, it is placed in the tea-box and the pattern withdrawn.
The top of the canister can be attached afterwards.

For soldering one part of quicksilver to ten or twelve parts of tin is used. In the centre

of a stone, six or eight inches square, there is a small hollow, into which the solder, with a
small portion of rosin, is put ; it is melted by rubbing the hot soldering-iron on it. As soon
as the iron is sufficiently cool to allow the solder to hang in drops to it, it is lifted gently
and applied along the seams of the sheet lead, over which a little rosin has previously been
rubbed. This is an excellent method for soldering thin sheets of lead ; for, should the iron

be too hot, the solder will not adhere to it, and the danger of melting the lead at the seams
is thereby obviated.

The Assam tea is at present packed in sheet lead sent from England. It is made by
machinery, and is much better a,nd cheaper than that made by the Chinese.

The tea boxes are covered with paper pasted on and dried in the sun ; they are then
rubbed over with a mixture of paste and pulverized turmeric to give them a yellow color

and as a sizing to the paper. The paper on the corners of the box is ornamented by means
of a wooden block on which is carved the figure or flowers used. On this block very thin

paper cut to the proper size is laid, and a mixture consisting of pulverized turmeric, indigo,

and water having a dark green color, is rubbed over the surface of the paper (not the block)

with a stiff brush made of the fibres from the cocoa-nut husk. The slips of paper are put
on one above the other twenty thick or as long as the paper shows the impression of the

carved wood below. When the corners of the boxes have been ornamented with this paper
and dried, another mixture about the proportion of two quarts of drying oil to three pounds
of rosin boiled together, is applied with a cocoa-nut brush over all the boxes as a finish.

I now wish to say a few words with reference to the possibility of cultivating and
manufacturing tea in the United States, so as to compete successfully with the imported article.

I think it can be done.

It may be supposed that the cost of manufacturing would be too threat. This, without

doubt, can be done almost entirely by machinery. Fig. 15 represents a machine which
I had made for ''heating" the leaves in the process of making Black tea. This
answered the purpose quite as well as beating with the hands ; one man or boy
could do as much work with it as ten men could do by the old method. ''TatcUng

and firing" or drying, I am satisfied, although I had no means of testing it, can be
done much better by steam than by the Chinese mode. Hollow tables might be arranged

with the pans inserted, perfectly steam tight. These may be heated to any required degree

of temperature, by allowing the steam to pass through the tables under pressure. There
could be no possible danger of burning the tea, as the heat could be regulated to a nicety

with thermometers, which is a very difficult matter when depending on the uncertain heat
"

of a wood fire ; sometimes the pan becomes too cold, at others too hot ; and a single handful

of leaves burnt or scorched will ruin the entire batch of tea. Other tables might be
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arranged Tvitli deep caTities for drjdng tlie tea, and as this must "be done at a mucli lower tem-
perature than that required for the pans, the same steam might be used after it leaves them.

Fig. 15.

For rolling the leaves, I am not confident that any plan I can recommend will answer
the purpose. I have experimented considerably, and succeeded in making a machine that

would answer to some extent, but I could not succeed in giving the leaves the proper spiral

twist, and at the same time express the juice, Avithout breaking them too much. Some of

our American inventors would soon find a remedy for this difficulty after seeing the Chinese
method of rolling the leaves.

Separating the different kinds of teas can be done to a great extent by having sets of

sieves arranged over each other, and worked by machinery. Very little sorting over by
hand would then be required, merely for the purpose of removing all unsightly and coarse

leaves that had not been sufficiently rolled.

Another machine (Fig. 16j was introduced by Mr. Robert Strong, one of the assistants,

for the purpose of rolling green tea after it had been put m the bags. This answered tho

purpose admirably. Two men could do more work with it and better than ten men could

by the old method of rolling mth the feet, as a dozen or more bags could be placed in it at

a time, and by putting weights on the top any desirable pressure could be given. With a
little attention this machine might be made to work with a crank at the side.

Fig. 16.
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The process of making green tea, rubbing it in a hot pan for three hours, is very fatiguing,

and any one standing beside a fat half dressed Cliinainan, (tlie thermometer at 90°,) watch-

ing his exertions and seeing the streams of perspiration tricklhig from liis arms and lace

into the tea-pan, might think it advisable to invent some machine as a substitute. It may
alter the peculiar liavor of the tea, and perhaps it may not have the cfiect usually ascribed

to it, that of banishing sleep.

Plucking the leaves must always be done by hand, as no machine that can be invented

can discriminate between old and young leaves.

1 would particularly recommend the speedy introduction into this country of the Assam
variety of the tea plant. It produces many more pounds of tea to an acre of ground, and
from little more than half the number of trees per acre than the Chinese variety. The tea

is also of a higher flavor, and therefore more economical for domestic use. In one of the

Barries under my charge, (Tippnm,) the place at which I resided, and therefore had better

opportunities of thoroughly testing the comparative value of the two varieties, we had a
patch of ten thousand Chinese tea plants, occupying about three acres of ground. JSTotwith-

standing every possible care and attention, they would not produce as much tea as one
thousand of the Assam plants, occupying not more than half an acre of ground. They,
however, bore a prodigious quantity of seeds, but as it was not considered advisable to extend
the cultivation of the plant, I had the greater part of the flowers pulled off early in the

season, hoping by that means to increase the number of leaves. It was all to no purpose
;

the plants were not worth the ground they occupied, when compared with the indigenous

plant It is probable that the Chinese variety having been cultivated in China for many
centuries, and, as it is said, from time immemorial, and on the same hills, constantly plucking
the leaves has become stunted or dwarfed, for it very rarely grows over three or four feet in

height, while the Assam plant has to be topped every season to prevent its getting cut of

reach of the pluckers.

The plants of either variety may be raised in nurseries from the seed or from slips, planted
in rows about six inches apart each way. The beds should be about four feet wde, that all

parts may be within reach of the hand for the convenience of weeding. It is much
better, when it can be done, to plant them at once where they are intended to remain.

The seeds should be put, three or four together, in holes about two inches deep ; the
rows for the Assam plant about live feet apart, and the plants at the distance of four feet

from each other in the rows. This will give, after allowing for vacancies, spaces occupied

by trees, &c., about 2,000 plants, or rather bushes,
® ® # ® ® ® to an acre of ground. They had better be placed in

® (D ® ® ® (fli (© the position shovv^n in the diagram. This will give

© ® © ® (§ ® them more room to expand their branches than by
planting them precisely opposite each other.

The Chinese plants may be put in rows four feet apart, and the plants at the distance of
three feet in the rows. This will give about 3, GOO plants to an acre.

The most suikible place for forming a tea plantation would be a rough, hilly piece of
ground, with a Southern exposure, and intersected by streams of w^ater. A few forest trees

should be left standing upon it, as a fall exposure to the hot, glaring sun for the entire day
during a very dry season is injurious to the plants.

In forming plantations on level or slightly imdulating ground the earth should be raised

into ridges, about eight or ten inches high, on wliich the plants should be placed. The
Chinese sometimes plant as many seeds in each hole as can be held in the double hand ; ten
or fifteen of these usually vegetate, and are alloAved to remain so as to form a thick bush.
They very seldom transplant, and when they do they place six or eight of the plants
together. This is not a good plan, as they are apt to impede each other's growth ; three or
four together answer the purpose much better. The seeds vegetate and the plants make
their appearance above ground in frora two and a half to three months after planting,
depending on the weather.

It would be a very easy matter for a small family, having a suitable soil and climate, to

cultivate and manufacture all the tea they require for their own use, and perhaps have some
to spare. A j)atch of ground fifty feet square, having upon it, say 120 trees, should produce
the third year about 11 pounds, increasing until the sixth year, when the quantity should
be about 45 pounds, of good wholesome black tea ; and all this with comparatively little

labor or expense : a tea pan, a few baskets and trays, a table, &c., not costing five dollars

altogether, and lasting many years.

They might not, perhaps, Avithout considerable practice, be able to make the tea fiecundum

artem, but it would have the merit, at all events, of being a pure article, which is more than
can be said of a great deal of the stuff now sold under the name of tea. I have frequently
examined specimens of cheap teas in this country, and in some of them, after the closest

scrutiny, I could not detect a single genuine tea leaf. I do not pretend to say that all, or

30 A
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even a majority, of the cheap teas are spurious, on the contrary, many of them are of ex-

cellent quality ; but it requires a practical knowledge of the business to distinguish between
true and false teas. Tlie adulteration of tea is carried on to a far greater extent in

England than has ever been attempted in this country.

A worlv entitled "The Commercial Hand-Book of Chemical Analysis, " published in Lon-
don, is full of curious information. With regard to green teas, it is stated as a positive

fact, that the bloom is most extensively given in the warehouses of British merchants, by
means of magnesia and Prussian blue. The seemingly unbroken appearance of the sheet of

metal, in which the tea is tightly packed in the chest, is no criterion of its genuineness.

Through the hole which is made in the metallic sheet for the purpose of taking a sample, the

whole of its contents are emptied on a clean floor, and the tea is then mixed Avith any com-
position it may be thought fit to add, or worked up with teas ofan inferior quality, or with those

which by themselves are unsaleable. The repacking is done by re-introducing the tea by
small portions at a time, and the workman from time to time carefully puts his foot through
the opening which was made for taking the sample, and through which the tea was emptied

;

then grasping a rope fixed against the wall in order to steady himself and keep his balance

without danger of enlarging the hole, he heavily treads the tea down by a series of jerks

until at last a quantity of tea equal in weight to that at first emptied, is thus pressed into

the same bulk or space as before, so that the chest has all the appearance of a genuine im-
portation.

It is stated that black tea is also mixed, sometimes with pulverized extract of logwood,

and sometimes with black lead, which gives it a shining and lustrous appearance. The
former is easily detected by moistening a small portion of tlie tea leaves of the sample with

water, and rubbing it gently about on a sheet of white paper, which, in that case, will be
stained a bluish black ; moreover, if a portion of the tea, being thrown into cold water, im-

parts immediately to the liquid a pinkish or purplish color, which is rendered red by the

addition of a few drops of sulphuric acid, it is a sign of the presence of logwood ; for gen-

uine black tea produces only after a time a golden brown liquor, which is not reddened by
sulphuric acid. This addition of logwood to black tea is for the purpose of simulating

strength by the high color of the infusion, something like the addition of chicory to coffee.

Tea is also sometimes adulterated by an admixture of sloe or elder leaves, the only mode
of detecting which is by a careful examination of the leaves after they have been untwisted

by infusion or moisture ; tea leaves have a different structure—they are more elongated,

the edges are more deeply serrated and more delicate than those of the above named plants.

Lastly, tea is sometimes adulterated by an admixture of tea leaves which have been

already used, and which are dried again and twisted in imitation of the state in which they

were originally. Tliis kind of fraud can hardly be detected in any other way than by the

want of flavor of the infusion which such tea yields.

There are a few other unportant matters in connexion with the manufacture of tea, such

as the Chinese mode of changing black tea into green, or green tea into black, restoring

musty or damaged tea to its original appearance and flavor, &c. , &c. But as my article is

already too long it may be as well to conclude here.

Explancdion of the Drawings.

Pig. 1. A shoot of the tea-plant, showing the leaves used in making tea.

Black Teas. Green Teas.

a, h. Plowery Pekoe, (Tlioung Paho) Shimg
Paho.

a, h, c. Pekoe, (Twazee Paho.)

d. Souchong, Minchong,
Sychee.

e. Pouchong, Congo, Compoi.

f. Toychong, Bohea.

Tlie above classification is tolerably correct as regards the Black Teas, but the Green Teas

arc generally composed of parts of all the leaves mixed together, in various proportions.

Tlie name depends entirely on the appearance, size, and flavor of the tea after manufacture.

Fig. 2. Challonee, or open-work tray, from 2 feet G inches to 3 feet in diameter, with a

rim iij inch deep ;
principally used for the green leaves.

Fig. 3. A rough frame, about 3 feet in height at the front edge, placed in a situation

exposed to the sun for the purpose of withering or softening the green leaves.

Fig. 4. A light frame, having three or more shelves, ])laccd along the wall inside the tea-

house for holding the Challonees with leaves after they have been removed from the

sun, &c.

Imperial, Big and Little Gunpowder.
Hyson.
Hyson, Young Hyson, Twankay.

Young Hyson, Twankay, Hyson Skin.

Hyson Skin and Dust.
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Fig. 5. Shows the manner of " beathig " the leaves with the hands.

Fig. 6. Cast-iron tea pan, 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, 6 inches deep, and about a quarter

of an inch in thiclaiess.

Fig. 7. Two tea-pans, placed at an angle of 30 degrees in a brick fire-place, 3 feet high

at the front. There is a partition, in the interior, between the pans, separating it mto
two parts, each having a communication with the chimney.

Fig. 8. Dollah, or close-worked tray, from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet in diameter, with a

rim i^ inch deep ; used for rolling the leaves upon, and various other purposes.

Fig. 9. Shows the method of rolling the leaves ; the left hand grasping the ball of leaves,

and the right extended, ready to be placed upon it.

Fig. 10." Hajjas, or Drying-baskets. Tliese are represented as they are placed when in use,

one of them covered with a dollah. Tlie charcoal lire is made in holes called "Choolas,"

they are about 18 inches in diameter and one foot deep, made, as represented, at the side.

The hajjas are 2 feet 6 inches in height, and 2 feet in diameter at the top and bottom ; one

foot from the top the diameter is 18 inches ; at this place rests a small " challonee," or sieve,

on which the tea is put. The interior of the basket is lined ^dth paper to cause it to retain

the heat. These baskets are generally ranged along the walls of the tea-house, and over

them are shelves similar to fig. 4, for placing dollahs, &c.

Fig. 11. Drving-basket, standing on a large dollah, which is placed on a stand, represented

by fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Pan for Sychee and Green teas, placed at an angle of 40 degrees with the walls

built up at the back and sides of the pan to the height of 8 or 10 inches. A pair of these

pans may be placed at the back of the Black tea-pans, using the same chimney.

Fig. 14. Winnowing machine for Green teas, represented with the side removed, showing

the interior arrangement.

Fig. 15. Beating machine, represented with the front removed, showing the interior

;

diameter 4 feet, breadth 2 feet.

Fig. 16. Piolling-table for Green tea, used for rolling and compressing the bags of leaves
;

diameter, 4 to 6 feet, height, 3 feet ; made of thick planks, deeply grooved on the inner side,

to cause the bags to roll.

NOTICES OF CHIMSE AGRICULTURE MD ITS PRmCIPAL

PRODUCTS.

BY S. WELLS WILLIAMS, LL.D., AUTHOR OF "THE MIDDLE KINGDOM.''

Agriculture has held a higher place in the estimation of the Chinese, in comparison with
other pursuits, than among any nation of which we have definite knowledge. Their ancient

writers class the pursuits of mankind into the four divisions of scholars, husbandmen,
mechanics, and merchants, and estimate their rank and importance in the State according

to this series. The fixbled founder of agriculture, called Shin-nung, i. e., the Divine Hus-
bandman, was likewise one of the five sovereigns, who are regarded as the founders of the

black-haired race of China ; he flourished during the fourth and fifth centuries after the

deluge, and is now worshiped as one of the tutelary gods of the Empire. The ceremony of

ploughing a field near Peking is performed every spring by the Emperor or his proxy, and by
the high ofiicers of state at court, while the provincial governors imitate his example on
the same day in their respective jurisdictions. This honor paid to tilling the soil dates from
very ancient times, and the progress of the Chinese, beyond their immediate neighbors, in

wealth, population, and general security, through a series of ages, has been owing, it cannot
be doubted, to their early legislation upon the rights of landed property and the estimation

m which farming has been held.

The laws at present in force regulating the possession, transfer, and liabilities of land, are

substantially the same as in the days of Confucius, twenty-four centuries ago. By these laws,

the Emperor is declared to be the universal landholder, and all lands are held subject to his

will. The possessor is allowed to remain as long as he pays the taxes and cultivates the soil,

all improvements and crops being guaranteed to him. The land is held, for the most part,

by the heads of clans and old families, by whom the taxes are paid, and who lease portions

of it to their clansmen or kinsmen on shares or for a percentage of the produce. The cost

of transferring and registering deeds of land is nearly one-third of the sale price, and this iii-

.. — — -
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duces o^vners to mortgage their real estate rather than sell it, so that they can hereafter

redeem it if they are able. Unregistered land and parcels regained from the water can be
cultivated by any one who shows his ability to occupy them ; and the laws respecting the
ownership of such plots and the redemption of land are not severe. There are no game-
laws or fishing privileges, and the use of rivers, lakes, and canals are open to all for naviga-
tion, or irrigation. Taxes are paid nominally in kind, but are generally commuted for money
according to certain rules, though large quantities of produce and manufactures are annually
carried to Peking for the supply ol the State. In cases of bad seasons, the people claim and
generally obtain a diminution or remission of taxes accordmg to the disasters of the year

;

but the needs of government sometimes urges the husbandmen to extremity and revolt

when their taxes are in arrears. On the whole, however, the burdens of the State do not
heavily oppress the agriculturalist ; and land is regarded by all classes as the surest invest-

ment.
The greatest aim of Chinese husbandry is to obtain as large a supply of food for man as

possible in the simplest manner, and from the smallest space. To accomplish this the land
LS actually subdivided into small portions, so tha,t the entire energies of a laborer are often

devoted to the cultivation of a patch not many times larger than the hut he lives in ; though
it is more frequently the case that the tenant hires workmen, especially in raising the great

staples of food and clothing. The population of the province of Che-kiang, is nearly the same
as the number of its square acres. No land, to speak of, is cultivated expressly for the suste-

nance of animals, v/hich are fed by their owners upon the refuse of their fields and gardens, or

led off to browse upon the unfilled hill-sides. Nor do large preserves for game, parks for orna-

ment, or domains reserved for imperial show, take up land suitable for food; they may have
done so once, but the demands of hungry labor have long since covered such places with
crops and hamlets. The lands which are unfilled consist chiefly of marshes, bogs, or wastes,

which require a larger outlay for drainage, ploughing, and manuring them than would be repaid

their owners ; or the slopes of hills and woodlands, which are left for the growth of timber
and fuel and the pasturage of cattle. The statistics of China furnish no data to form an
estimate of the proportion of arable to wild land, or of the amount of food obtained from the

acre, or of the number and succession of crops in various portions of the Empire. The results

of this labor upon the soil are seen in the dense population and comparative easy circum-

stances of all who will resolutely work at their calling, and from this may be inferred its

adaptation and general success.

In respect to climate, soil, and facilities of internal navigation and irrigation, the eighteen

provinces of China are, on the whole, superior to any equal area on the globe. This region

contains about 1,350,000 square miles, lying between the Eastern slopes of the high table land

of Thibet and the Pacific ocean, ribbed by three or four low ranges of mountains, forming as

many basins, through which large rivers and their tributaries find their way from West to

East across the country into the ocean, irrigating, draining, and connecting every part of it.

The climate is colder on the same latitude than that of the United States East of the Missis-

sippi ; but the position of the mass of land is further South, between 20° and ^O'' North
latitude ; this greatly facilitates the growth of tropical products in the Southern Provinces,

for it gives a really wider range of climate between summer and winter.

The Chinese have been well called gardeners rather than fixrmers, for they are almost
wholly ignorant of those principles by which agriculture is placed upon a scientific founda-

tion ; but practice and observation have not failed to teach them the ^nest way of raising a

crop and restoring to the soil the materials taken from it. The requisites in their system
are manure, water, and ploughing, and their whole energies are devoted to obtain them.
The implements of husbandry are simple, and need not be described, for all of them are in-

ferior to our own. The plough and harrow are v/orked by asses, buffaloes, or oxen, but the

hoo and mattock, watering-pot and dibble, bill-hook and rake, or other aids to labor are

worked by hand. The plough is so slender a machine that it is not uncommon to see a man
carrying it and the harness home on his back at evening. The hoe is made of wood, having
the edge of the broad blade guarded with iron, and in soft rice grounds is an efficient tool.

Boats of various sizes do much to supply the place of carts, and when they are useless the

luige buffalo carries home the crop he helped to till, or, more frequently, the laborer himself

transports it to his house. Wheelbarrows of various sizes, sometimes drawn by asses and
guided by men, are largely used for transporting goods and passengers.

The soil generally lies fallow during the winter, but in the Southern Provinces the fields

near towns furnish two crops annually. The ground is pulverized and mixed, and the

mingling of sand or clay with their opposites is well understood ; new surfixces are exposed

to the air during these operations, which itself is a great fertilizer. For manure the Cliincse

collect everything of a vegetable or animal kind that can be applied to such a purpose, and
occasionally plougli in a crop of clover, or lay leaves under the flooded soil to furnish a basis.

The sides of streams and fields, highways and byways, as well as the houses and streets,

Are provided with conveniences for collecting and depositing night soil, and its transportation
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fumishes emplojTuent to great numbers. Huge earthen jars and brick reservoirs are sunk
at convenient places for the use of passing travellers, and buckets are placed m the streets.

Children and others collect refuse vegetables and dung in the streets and lanes, sweep the

streets, and bring together ashes, old mortar, hair, feathers, horns, bones, and butchers'

offal, Avhich they sell to the gardeners near by. The sewers of the streets are opened from
time to time, and the muck carried away in boats. At low tides, or Vvdien the summer heat

reduces the water, the silt of creeks and ponds is scraped up from their bared banks and
laid over the fields. This alluvial is much prized by florists, as furnishing a strong soil for

their plants. Old plaster is carefully collected when houses are pulled down ; for the mortar,

being chiefly obtained from marine shells, contains more fertilizing matter than that from
stone lime. The droppings from styes, kennels, barnyards, andheneries are thrown into the

common stock and mixed with earth and vegetables to form compost heaps. The scavengers,

who collect their loads in towns and cities, carry them through the streets early in the

morning in buckets and baskets and sell them to their customers, or else mix the muck with

earth and form the compost into cakes to be dried for exportation further into the country.

These manure cakes are sometimes brought to China even from Siam, and form a common
article of internal freight. The mash of beans, groundnuts, and other oleiferous seeds,

after expressing the oil in the mills, are purchased as manure, and, like the earth cakes,

form an important article of trade.

Compost and decaying vegetables are ploughed or hoed into the ground, but animal
manure is usually made liquid and ladled directly upon the growing plants. Aquatic plants

require less tha,n garden vegetables, and furnish a larger return of food in proportion to the

labor bestowed. Some seeds, as rice and broccoli, are put into liquid manure until they

germinate, while nuts and some other sorts are planted in a fertilizing envelop.

The various degrees of temperature and sorts of soil in China require alterations in some
of the details of agriculture, and the different crops in the North and South involve many
changes in tools, carts, and animals ; but there is a strong likeness throughout the whole
country in the general operations of the field. Irrigation is diligently attended to, and
some of the means resorted to for raising and distributing water are highly ingenious,

though the machines are simple in their construction. Along the high banks of rapid

streams water-wheels of bamboo are often placed in such a manner as to be turned by the

force of the current and fill the buckets on their rim, v/hose contents are thus raised and
poured out on the fields 30 or 40 feet above the stream, and in some of the larger size to

the extent of 150 tons a day. In localities that do not admit of such wheels they are arranged
to be worked with buffaloes, as in Egypt ; tended by the younger members of the family,

the huge animal is urged on his weary round during the livelong day. If the soil is allu-

vial, as along the banks of the Pei-ho, wells are dug in the fields into which the water
percolates, thence to be raised by sweeps. Fields situated within the reach of tidewater

are flooded at will by means of sluices ; or, if the elevation is beyond it, rude chain-pumps
are placed on the banks, and the water raised by men working the axle like a treadmill.

In tills manner large tracts of land are rendered more fertile, and crops raised at times when
they would not naturally mature. In parts that are susceptible of easy terracing, reservoirs

for receiving the rain or retaining the surplus of rivulets flowing along the hill-sides are

sometimes made high up so that their contents can be distributed adown the slopes ; or,

what is more common, the rivulet is itself led at will upon the terraces, dowTi which the
water flows in refreshing lapse from one to the other until it reaches the fields at the foot,

or is exhausted in imparting fertility and beauty to the groimd. Tanks are dug in gardens,

too, to receive the drainings of sewers and showers, whence the water is raised by well-

sweeps or buckets to fertilize the growing plants. Two men will dexterously and rapidly

raise the water six or eight feet out of these tanks by means of a bucket suspended between
them on ropes. Cesspools for retaining the drainings of j^ards and pens are placed near
houses and their contents sold to the gardener. In fact, little is lost that can be used as a
fertilizer because there are so many people who can collect and apply it to the land, and
partly from the demands made upon the soil to provide food for the people. Some of the

modes of irrigation, by diverting the course 'of rivulets, whose -waters now run to waste,

might be adopted with advantage in this country. Cut it is in the habit of saving all

refuse which can be serviceably used as manure that the Chinese best exhibit their economy,
and provide means for repairing the exhaustion of the soil. It is, doubtless, a great nuisance

to have a file of scavengers passing through the streets every morning, because they have
found no means to deodorize their noisome loads ; but their labors conduce veiy greatly, it

cannot be denied, to the general healthiness of the cities, by daily cleaning thousands of

Jakes and buckets, the contents of which would otherwise putrify and be injurious. The
arrangement of earthen jars or brick cesspools to receive the drainings and offal of yards
and kitchens is, however, one of the Avays adopted by the Chinese to collect liquid manure
that presents no such objections, and might prove amply remunerative for all the trouble it
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involves. The largest of these jars contain a hogshead, and the various sizes are manufac-
tured in vast quantities to supply the exigencies of houses and boats.

Compared with Europeans, the Chinese rear and use domestic animals far less. The
buffaloes, oxen, and asses which are employed in agriculture are fed during the summer
with the grass cut for them on the hills or Avaste corners, or are allowed to browse there when
not working ; the deficiency is supplied by the refuse of the kitchen and garden. Animal
food chiefly consists of poultry, pork, fish, and whatever else is found in the water, ducks
and other water fowl, with a small proportion of mutton, beef, and horseflesh ; and a far

less one of the flesh of dogs, cats, rats, and deer. The raising of cattle, goats, and sheep
for the table is almost unknown ; but the demand for their labor and hides is such as to

remunerate their owners, and droves of them are not uncommon in the central provinces
;

goats are used in some regions to carry home the crops. Fodder of leaves, grass, stubble,

and twigs is collected for winter use, and supplies the deficiencies of graiii and hay for the
food of horses, mules, asses, and cattle. They need no shelter during the winter through-
out more than half the country, and even then pick up no small part of their own support.

While the Chinese thus supply themselves with animal food very well, they also contrive
to subsist on that which costs the least labor to rear it, and consumes what man does not
want.

Wooden fences are unknown, except bamboo wattles, and the space occupied by roads is

trifling. Hedges of bamboo, pandanas, rhamnus, and other shrubs surround gardens or
protect fields ; but low dykes and shallow ditches more commonly divide the fields of grain.

Stone or adobe walls are raised around the grounds of dwellings or the folds of animals.

A brief account of the cultivation of a few of the staples of Chinese agriculture will

exhibit other agricultural operations. Among these the article of Eice stands prominent,
and occupies more of the land under culture than any other crop. The outturn of this

grain affects every branch of labor as much as the wheat crop in England ; and the ener-

gies of the husbandmen are chiefly directed to bringing it to perfection. The cultivation

extends as far North as the Yellow river, in latitude 34° ; but it is in the rich lowlands of

Kwangtung and Kwangsi, or Formosa, that this cereal is most abundant. The price of land
there depends very much on its adaptedness to growing rice ; and the rate of wages, rent

of land or houses, and even the pay of soldiers depend much upon the amount and value
of the rice crop. More than thirty years ago the government at Canton offered a high
bounty upon the importation of rice, and the tariff still liberally discriminates in favor of

foreign ships laden with it.

There are many varieties of the grain, some of them white, like the best Carolina rice,

deteriorating in color to a dark brown, with other shades of red, including too the glutinous

and the mountain rice, which some botanists regard as distinct species. Tlie sorts of upland
rice are few, and their cultivation comparatively small. In the vicinity of Canton the rice

fields are prepared by ploughing and flooding during the month of March, and by the first

week of April, if possible, the shoots are transplanted. The plough and the harrow are

successively used to pulverize the wet soil; a buffalo, whose huge weight itself aids no small

degree in turning up the ground, draws the machine. The grain is first soaked in liquid

manure and then sown thickly in beds of rich muck, where it soon sprouts; when the shoots

attain the heighth of six or eight inches they are taken up for transplanting. Holding his

left hand full of them, the laborer takes six or eight off at once and sticks them into the

mud at each step as he walks across the field; seldom is it necessary to renew them. The
rice throughout China is all transplanted, and doubtless the extra labor is more than recom-
pensed in the increased crop. It seems more like the operations of magic than of agriculture

to see such a barren, oozy marsh transformed in four or five days into a beautiful green
carpet of growing grain. The water is kept upon the ground at least until the stalks attain

their full size, or else the crop is materially injured; it gradually dries up, and when the

field is ready to reap none remains. The grain is cut with billhooks near the ground, and
either bound into sheaves to carry to the threshing floor or else beaten out into a large tub

in the field, by the reaper striking it over the rim, a mode which preserves the straw better

than threshing it by flails.

As soon as this crop is off the ground it is prepared again for the second, for the shoots

have been already sprouted for transplanting. Comparatively little manure is used in rice

cultivation, the pulverizing and flooding the soil apparently supplying its exhaustion. The
first crop is cut in July, the second in November; and two harvests are annually obtained

on most of the lands which can be flooded by tidal waters or rivulets. After the rice (]>addy

as it is called when the husk is on) is threshed out tbe glumes arc seixiratcil from the grain by
pounding it in mortars or rubbing it between boards. 'I'ho skin of the naked grain is sepa-

rated by pounding it again in stone mortars with stone or heavy wooden pestles, worked by
the feet or with water power, until it is clean. Boats are anchored in streams out of the way
of travel, in which these pestles, or even millstones, are turned, by Avheels worked by the

rapid current. Overshot water-mills and ox-mills arc also known and used. The price of
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common rice in China varies from two to three cents per pound, rising in times of scarcity to

five cents, a rate too dear for the lowest ranks of society. The average crop yields an
increase of twenty-five or thirty fold.

Wheat, spiked millet, (Setaria,) sngar-cane, and maize are other cereals cultivated in the

South of China; and the Sorghum millet, the paniclcd millet, (Milium,) buckwheat, barley,

and sesamum increase the list of grains in the northern provinces. They are sown where
rice will not easily grow, and their cultivation occupies the largest part of the arable land
in those regions. The lowlands produce many kinds of aquatic vegetables, some of which
are alternated with rice. Among these the ling, or water calilops, (Trapa,) ranks first, and
supplies vast amounts of food. Its cultivation is in lunning water, and the nuts are collected

in autumn by people in punts, or tubs, who look for the ripe ones as they pull themselves
through the vines over the surface of the patch. The dried nuts are often ground into a
sort of arrow-root flour; the taste of the fresh boiled nuts is like that of new cheese. The
esculent root of the sciipus, called from its color and shape the water chestnut, is exten-

sively raised at the South, and serves as a table vegetable when fresh and for flour when
dry. Its taste is like that of salsify. In addition to these two a species of Aroidea?, (Cala-

dium, ) the taro, and the water lily or lotus, are grown in marshy plats, or in ditches and
pools which need to be covered. No field can compare for beauty to a field of water-lilies

when in flower; the large pink blossoms appearing among the shining peltate leaves, both
raised on stalks three feet high, and covering the entire surface. The long roots are boiled

for food or ground to flour, the seeds are used as a nut, the dried culms are burned as fuel,

and the leaves are hoed in for manure. These economical uses are all in addition to its

religious uses, for the lotus has become so identified with Budhism, in all its idols and
paintings, that few persons who have lived in Asia can dissociate it from that faith.

These aquatic vegetables are produced with rather less labor in manuring and pulverizing

the soil than upland vegetables, for one deep hoeing is sufficient to prepare the field for a
new crop, and the succession of crops is not long intermitted in the mild climate of Southern
China. Fields near tidewater are not unfrequently converted into fish-ponds during the
winter, the spawn and young fry being easily procured from tanks in town, and fed with
abundant food from a species of Azolla scattered over the surface ; carp, tench, silures,

and other soft-finned fishes are reared in these extempore ponds. Whether the cultivation

of marshy and flooded lands, even after a people have, as here, become acclimated during
many generations, is detrimental to their health and physical development in comparison
to upland and dry soil husbandry, may be still questionable ; but the Chinese in these
lowlands do not, in any respect, come behind their countrymen in the Northern Provinces.

Next in importance and extent to the cultivation of rice is that of Cotton, which h?lcs

been known in China only in comparatively recent times, in the 11th or 12th centuries,

when it was brought to the South by sea, and to the central Provinces across the Western
frontiers. The Chinese name is mien, and some suppose that the Western word cotton is

derived from the country of Khoten, in Central Asia, whence it early found its way South
to India and East to China. The limits of the cotton culture are greater than those of rice,

as they reach North beyond the Yellow river, but the area is far less ; it is comparatively a
minor crop South of the Meiling mountains. Chinese writers give many directions respecting

the cultivation of cotton, and a few condensed extracts may interest the reader.
" Select rich ground for cotton, not that which is damp. Plough the soil deep in Feb-

ruary three times, turning in the manure ; spread the earth evenly and make the beds
about fifty feet long and eight wide, sloping off from the centre. Do not dig up tlie earth
again, but harrow the beds smoothly and heap the earth on them to make them slope.

The trenches between the beds are two or three feet wide ; the leaves are swept down int®

them and rot, and in winter the muck is spread on the field. About the end of April, the
dikes and beds being in order, water the ground three times ; wash the seeds thoroughly,
putting them into wet soil, and the next day rub them with ashes slightly, and then sow
them on the watered bed about a pace apart, covering them a finger or so with the earth
heaped up, not watering it again at present.

'
' In six or seven days the shoots will spring up uniformly—water them in dry weather,

hoe and weed the beds clean, and if the plants are growing too thick transplant them,
otherwise the fruit will not set well. When they are two cubits high, break oil the middle
or heart shoot, and also the leading stem of the branches when they are twenty inches long,

for by this means the blossoms will appear and the fruit set ; the tops should be constantly

nipped off, lest the seed do not set. In order to select the best seeds for planting, steep and
stir them all in water for fifteen minutes, when the old and shriveled ones, the empty, the
fire-dried, the oily and rotten seeds, will all float, and the solid, hard, clear-black, sound
ones will sink. It is better to be thus careful in selecting seeds than to sow a peck to each
mau (6.6 of an acre) and have only a portion of them sprout. A gill of good seeds, each
planted three feet apart, will be enough for a niau of ground. The seeds first gathered are
not fully ripe, and those collected near the hoar-frosts are useless ; the best are picked in
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the intervening season, and should be dried in the sun and laid up with the cotton around
them, separating the two when the time comes for sowing. The seeds are pressed out of
the bolls by simply rubbing the flowers, wlien thoroughly dried, upon a board running
between iron rollers ; they are also picked out by hand.

"At the proper season the broad bean is sown, and in the spring it is turned into the
ground for manure, making the soil high and allowing the cotton roots to spread and strike

deep. Plentiful manuring, and planting the seeds in rows about a pace asunder, so that
the branches shall develop until they require to be nipped about flowering time, are re-

quisites to an abundant crop of cotton. Good lands and careful cultivation should, in favor-

able seasons, yield betweeen two and three peculs to the mau, {i. e., 1,600 to 2,300 pounds,
to the acre.) Manure is applied to the growing plants, as they seem to need it ; and after

the crop has been gathered, and the cotton stalks pulled up for fuel, the field should be
ploughed in autumn to lie broken up all winter. After two crops of cotton, rice can be
X>ro£itably grown on the ground •; for after three successive crops of cotton insects begin to
appear. If after the third season the soil is too poor for rice, raise d5dves around the fields

and flood them during winter ; in the spring draw off the water and plough deep, hoeing it

well. The land should be manured, about the middle of April, with night soil, ashes, oil-

cakes, or fresh earth taken from ditches. Another way is to sow yellow clover in autimin,
and the next year cut the tops to apply to the rice fields, ploughing in the roots ; if the
clover be not strong, increase it with something else, for the sub-soil should be thick, and
a sub-soil made of weeds in this way produces a better harvest than any other kind of
manure. In some places barley is sown in the autumn, and when it is time to pla,nt cotton
the growing grain is turned in with the plough, whereby the stalks \vdll be about the cot-

ton, and protect it from cold, enabling the farmer to put his seed into the ground ten or
fifteen days earlier than he could otherwise."

Care must be taken to hoe cotton deep, and in order to have it done thoroughly it is

reported that formerly masters used to secrete copper coins about the roots of the plants to
stimulate their Avorkmen to sift and "comb out" the soil to find them. The plants in the
region near Shanghai do not usually rise more than three feet, and their bolls are small,

owing perhaps to the low and damp soil ; better cotton comes from Shantung Province, North
of the Yellow river, but the best is said to be produced in the regions East and North of

Nanking. There is considerable difference in the color of the staple, and the yellowish sort,

which furnishes the cloth commonly called nankeen, is more common in those parts ; but the
Chinese themselves generally prefer to dye their cotton cloths blue. Since its cultivation "

became known, it has spread through all parts of the empire, and compared with silk and
liemp it is a hundred times more useful, rich and poor alike relying on it for garments. The
proportion of the crop furnished as a tax to government is reckoned at a million of peculs,

and the entire crop of China doubtless much exceeds that of the United States. In 1834,
the importation of raw cotton into Canton from India was over 400,000 peculs, or 53,000,000
pounds ; and this amount made no sensible difference on the cultivation in the Central

Provinces, The staple is short in comparison to that produced in other countries, but the
cloth is remarkable for its durability, and furnishes the gaiments of the mass of the Chinese
people.

The cultivation of the Mulberry employs a large portion of the population in the Eastern
and Southern Provinces, and is continually extending, from the increasing demand for

European manufactures of every kind of raw silk. Chinese works furnish some particulars

for the guidance of the cultivators of this plant. They divide it into two sorts ; one from
Hickwang, in the Central part of the Empire, and the other from Shantung, in the North-
east. The former has large leaves and few berries, with firm roots ; the latter has small
leaves, abundance of fruit, and tough branches. The most prolific kind is obtained by
grafting the latter upon the stock of the former, covering the insertion with a thin coating

of mud. In the spring, when the buds sprout, only one shoot is to be kept, and by autumn
the plant will be formed. The suckers are set out in a quincunx, and in the spring of the

next year cut them down to about two feet, and clip off the top stem to force out the

suckers, of which only two should be left to grow. In the third spring the branches are

again pruned, leaving only the upper to divide. This operation is performed every spring,

cutting off all the suckers except the upper fork, and the plant attains its full growth in the

fifth year and can be stripped of its leaves for the silk-worms. Every May the tree can be
pruned at the knobbed ends of the branches, and the leaves collected with the twigs, drying

them, if necessary, before feeding the woiins.

The mulberry requires rich soil, and is continually pruned to force it to develop new
twigs for the sake of their leaves. The ground around the stalks is hoed, and manure of

oil-cake laid at the roots to stimulate the suckers, which are eight or nine feet long by
autumn. The twigs are stripped of leaves by scraping the hand along, allowing the two
leaves at the outer point of each to remain ; two or three crops are obt;iinod during a season.

The space between the rows of midberry is also occupied by other crops, which come to
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maturity at different times ; cabbages, pulse, and turnips are among them. In some plats

the trees form merely the border, and the vegetables engross most of the land, which

arrangement may be changed the next year and the demand for silk induce the husbandman
to transplant suckers over the whole, leaving the interspaces only for greens.

Besides cotton and mulberry, there are several other plants cultivated for their fibers to

weave into garments, or for their oils and dyes to use in the arts. The native linen, erro-

neously called b}' foreigners <77-a5s-cZo^A from ignorance of the plants which furnished the fiber,

appears in market of every degree of fineness, from coarse sleazy bagging to the most delicate

tissues. It is generally called ma, or hemp, and the better sorts are named hia-pu, meaning
summer-cloth. It is made from three difierent plants, the Urtica nivea, the Doliclws bidbosa,

and the Sida tilio'foUa, to which some observers add the Corchorus capsularis. The hemp, oi

Cannabis of some authors, has been shown to be either a variety of Urtica nivea or the Boeh

meria temdssivn , an allied plant. Tlic Urtica, or hemp nettle, is cultivated, more or less.

from Chusan South to Cochin China, and furnishes a large portion of the material for the
" summer-cloth." The mode of cultivating it is described by Chinese authors, from whose
directions a few sentences are condensed.

" When so^dng ihe choo-ma, or nettle, in the months of May or June, select a sandy,

light soil ; it is so\m in gardens, or near a stream or well. The earth is dug over once oi

twice and formed into beds, half a foot wide and four feet long, after which it is dug again.

The earth is slightly heaped up with the foot or the back of the spade, and, when a little

hardened, levelled v.ith a rake. TTie next night the beds are w^atered, and in the morning
the earth is slightly turned up with a toothed rake. The seeds are mixed with moist earth,

in the proportion of about one to three, and sowed upon the beds, a fifth of a pint of seeds

"being enough for six or seven beds. i\iter sowing it is unnecessary to cover the seeds ^^-ith

earth, for, if covered, they will not grow. Four sticks are then driven into the earth, at

the corners, to support a mat roof, three or four feet high, and during the heats of summer
this thin mat is covered with a layer of straw, otherwise the shoots will be destroyed by
the heat. *

'
' Before the plant genninates, or when the shoots begin to appear, they do not require

to be watered, but the mat covering is Vetted to retain the moisture in the ground ; and
CA'ery night the matting is removed in order that the young plants may receive the dew.

"Weeding must be carefully attended to, and when the shoots are two or three fingers high
the covermg is no longer necessary. Other beds are now formed in strong soil for receiving

the shoots, and when prepared, by manuring and watering, the young plants are taken up
by the spade, with earth remaining around their roots, and set out four inches apart. The
groimd is often hoed and watered for the first time five days after transplantmg. After

November they are covered with a foot thick of manure compost. After some years the

roots increai?e and become entwined together, so that it is necessary to separate and replant

them by layering the suckers as is done to obtain mulberry plants ; some farmers bury the

stalks lengthwise in the earth and thus obtain layers. When a bed becomes too crowded a
new one is prepared, which is soon followed by another, whereby the number of plants is

indefinitely increased. As soon as the young plants are some inches high they are sprinkled

"vdth liquid manure. After cutting the stems they should be watered immediately, but not
in the full sunshine lest they rust.

"This plant yields three crops annually, the first in June, w^hen care must be taken not
to cut the shoots ; the second two months after, when the shoots are seven feet high. The
last is in October, and furnishes the finest fibers. After each cutting the plant is to be
covered Avith manure and watered. The leaves are cut from the stalks and left on the

spot ; the soaking need not be longer than an hour, Avhen the stalk is broken and the
fibers detached lengthwise with the finger nails—an operation usually done by women and
children. Others draw the stalks over a pin to detach the fiebr. Tlie next process is

scraping the hemp by drawing it across the dull blade of a knife under the thumb, Avhich

presses upon the fibers so as to remove the pilous part of the surface, and scrape off the
mucilage at the same time. After this sort of hatcheling they are dried and sorted. A
partial bleaching is effected by boiling the fibers, or pounding them on a plank with mal-
lets. After dr}'ing them in the sun, women and children split them with their nails still

finer, hatcheling them a little to assist the separation. Threads are loosely rolled into

balls, and subjected tQ frequent soakings and washings, ashes or lime being used to assist

the bleaching. Some simply expose them to dew and sun. The threads are now ready for

splicing and vreaving—operations done by women and children. Before putting the threads

into the looms, the balls are steamed over boiling water in a closed oven, and then spread
out to diy."

The Sida resembles the aJniiilon sometimes reared in gardens in America as an ornamental
flower, and occupies extensive fields along the banks of the Pci-ho and elsewhere in Northern
China. The stallis grow six feet high, and are gatlicred soon after the blossoms fdl, and
rotted before the fibres are drawn out. This plant furnishes material for cordage, twine,
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and thread, as well as cloth. Ropes of every size for rigging, cables, and hawsers arc mann-
factured from wiry fibers obtained from the bark of a species of palm (Chama^rops) growing
m the South of China, and applied to the various pm:poses of navigation under the name
of coir ropes.

The DolicJios hulhoms is a creeper, whose large coarse roots furnish food to the poor when
boiled, or flour when dried and ground up The fibre is loosened by boiling the stalks,

then taken off by the nail, washed in running water, and beaten by mallets. It has long
been woven into a sort of linen of a yellowish brown in color, and some of it as fine as

grass-cloth. The people of Canton, Amoy, and thereabouts cultivate the plant largely for

the table and the loom.
The Isatis Indigotica at the North, and the Polygonum tindmium in the South, are largely

cultivated for their blue dye, the Chinese preferring this color for their garments. A great

number of plants are grown in various parts of the countiy for the oil found in their seeds
or nuts, which is consumed in cooking, burning, or in the arts, while the refuse cakes taken
from the oil mills are returned to the ground as one of the best manures known. Oil is

expressed for these purposes by simple pressure from the ground-nut (Arachis) throughout
the Southern and Central Provinces, and the nut itself is baked for food. Rape oil is ob-
tained from the seeds of two or three sorts of cruciferous plants, the principal one of which
is the oil cabbage. Castor oil is used in cooldng, but less extensively than the Sesamum

;

both of these are largely raised, the latter particularly, in Chihli and other Xorthem
Provinces. The Camellia sesanqua and oleifera are also cultivated for the oil in their nuts,

which is sold under the name of tea oil, the native word for the proper tea plant and the
Camellia being the same. A species of Croton, the Jatroplia curcas, is reared in the South
for the sake of its oily nut, which furnishes a material for varnishing wood-work, and a
drying oil in painting. Its strong frouzy odor is sensibly perceived in all the boats which
ply for passengers around the cities on the Southern rivers.

Sugar cane occupies an extensive proportion of the rich lowlands along the Southern
coasts from Hainau to Fuhchau, and the traffic in sugar to the ISTorthern cities gives em-
ployment to numerous ships. The cane is slender, white, hard, and by no means rich or

juicy
;

yet, abating the fungus powder which soon covers it, the surface is healthy and
close-grained. As it grows to maturity -the farmers tie the stalks together for security

against the wind, and the outer plants in a patch of cane are mutually supported by diago-

nal leaves passing from one to the other, which serve at the same time to form them into a
rude fence against cattle. The raw and boiled cane are continually ha,wked around the

streets, and the leaves are one of the chief articles of fodder in that region.

The list of leguminous and cruciferous plants cultivated in China is a long one, some
found in one part, some in another, and a few in all. Peas and beans of many sorts form
a large portion of the food of the common people, either boiled or as greens. An emul-
gent preparation of tlour from the Dolichos bean, mixed with ground gypsum or tumeric,

and a touch of salt, called bean curd, accompanies every meal ; the same materials, difl'er-

ently prepared, is sent abroad as Soy. Cabbages, kale, turnips, mustard, cress, broccoli,

radishes, and cauliflower, with many varieties and novelties, supply the Chinese with vast

amounts cf food, cooked and raw, fresh and pickled, besides the refuse left for cattle, and
compost. So do the numerous sorts of melons, cucumbers, squashes, and pumpkins, which
need only be referred to ; they are very abundant, but usually deficient in llavor to those

grown in Western countries. Carrots, tomatoes, egg-plants, okra, onions, cives, garlics,

and hrinjal swell the list of their vegetables, but by no means includes nearly all of them.
The total amount is vastly increased by the sweet potatoe, Chinese yam, and Indian yam,
(Dioscorea,) until the assortment and quantity are prodigious. The Chinese yam flourishes

best North of the Yangtsz Kiang, The Irish potato is growTi chiefly for foreign consump-
tion, and has not found favor witli the people.

It is on those Northern plains that the millet grows so abundantly. The milium or pani-

cled millet is one of the most elegant of the cereals, resembling oats in size and color, and
prolific, too, for one stalk taken at random yielded l,8o0 seeds. The Barbadoes or Sorghimi
millet presents a strong contrast to it, for the stift' culms of this grain rise to the height of

fifteen or sixteen feet, and when the lower half has been stripped of its leaves for the cattle,

a field of them looks like a miniature forest. The taste of boiled millet resembles that of

fresh hominy, and the predilection of the natives for this grain probably prcxents the rapid

introduction of Indian corn, wliich, however, still appears to find favor as it becomes better

known. The stalks of the Barbadoes millet are extensively used in Northern China, as

tliey arc in Egypt, in the construction of poor dwellings. They are placed crosswise in

such a manner as to support the m\id laid between their rows, and this wall, after drying,

is plastered carefully to protect it from the weather. They are also used for strengthening

dikes and constructing fences, and, not the least of their uses, for fuel.

The assortment of fruits known among the Chinese is large, comprising most of those

:ommon in the United States, and several peculiar to the coimtry. It is needless to describe
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the apple, pear, quince, plum, apricot, or peach, for they are generally inferior in flavor to

those here, with the exception, perhaps, of the two last, which furnish some delicious sorts.

The flat peach is a singular shaped variety, peculiar to China. Among native fruits the

orange takes the first place in abundance and variety ; including all the species of orange,

lemon, and shaddock, and their varieties, there are more than twenty sorts, the most deli-

cate of which is the cdrus nobdis, or mandarin orange. The shaddock often grows to the

size of a small pumpkin, but at the expense of its flavor, and the citron orange is kept for

weeks in rooms on account of its agreeable perfume. Four or five varieties of the per-

simmon come to maturity during the autumn, some of them as large as oranges, and all

furnishing wholesome food in great abundance. The loquat, or pe-ho. (Eriobotrya,) resembles

the medlar, but is superior to it in flavor and size. The li-chi, or lyche, is another of the

common fruits of Southern China ; the seed is enveloped in a white sweet pulp, protected

by a leathery skin ; when ripe, the color and shape of this fruit reminds one of the straw-

berry. The persimmon, whampe, loquat, and li-chi, are among those fruits of China which
might profitably be introduced into the Southern States, for the climate and soil in their

native country can both be matched there. The wliampe (or yellow-skin, as the name
signifies) is another fruit confined to the Southern Provinces. It is a small tree, bearing

clusters of grape-like, juicy berries, of a pleasant acid taste. It is only necessary, in this

connexion, to mention the names of the plantain, carambola or tree gooseberry, pome-
granate, mango, custard-apple, pine-apple, cocoanuts, citron, fig, guava, olive, and grape,

to show the extent of the list of the fruits of China, for their description forms no part of

the object of this paper. Nor have all been mentioned. AValnuts, chestnuts, almonds,
and the seeds of the Salisburia, or ginglzo, and water-lily, and the dried plums of the jujube

tree, might also be mentioned. The last are usually, but improperly, called dates.

The cultivation of tobacco reaches as far as that of wheat, and the crop is far greater in

amount. It is milder than the Manilla plant, and the prepared leaf is used for smoking by
nearly all of every class, age, and sex. The poppy has, like tobacco, been introduced into

China from abroad, and the preparation of opium from it is gradually extending to furnish

a cheaper article than the Indian drug. Tea, cassia, and camphor are well known products
of the Chinese Empire, the cultivation and preparation of which furnish employment to

myriads of its inhabitants, and need not be particularly described. The list of plants raised

for their medicinal qualities, as China-root, ginseng, cubebs, ginger, turmeric, &c., is a long
one; to which might be added the star-anise, tallow-tree, cinnamon, the varnish, or lacker

tree, gambler, and other plants not so well known abroad, raised for use in the arts. The
mode of cultivating many of these articles are still imperfectly known to foreigners, and
there are probably many items of curious and useful information to be learned as more is

ascertained of their details.

This outline of Chinese agriculture and its chief productions would be incomplete without
an account of the growth and uses of the bamboo, which are so numerous as to entitle this

grass to be called the national plant of the Chinese. It grows naturally throughout the
country nearly to the latitude of Peking, diminishing in size and strength as one goes
Northward. The varieties induced during the long period of its culture are numerous, and
a native writer on its propagation observes at the outset of his treatise that he could not
undertake so much as to name them all, and would therefore confine himself to a conside-

ration of sixty-three of the principal. Some of them are like trees, forty or fifty feet high,
with culms eight inches in diameter near the root; others resemble pipe-stems through
their length, graceful and slender as a magician's wand; while one kind presents a black,

and another has a bright yellow skin. It is cultivated in and near villages for its shade
and beauty, and a grove furnishes culms from year to year of all sizes. No plant imparts
so oriental and rural an aspect to a villa or hamlet as the clumps of this graceful and
stately grass, the wavy plumes of which, swaying in every breeze, form an object of great
beauty, well befitting so useful a plant.

The bamboo may w^ell be called useful, for it is applied by the Chinese to such a vnst

variety of purposes that they are puzzled to get along without it when they emigrate where
it does not grow. It is reared from suckers usually, but it is necessary after a time to renew
the plants from the seed, as it dies down to the root like other grasses after it flowers.

Native authors say that the size of the stalks can be increased by cutting off tbe shoots and
filling the topmost joint of the main one with sulphur for three years, after which the
shoots will spring forth with great vigor. It is rather difiicult to transplant it, but Avhen
once rooted the suckers annually extend till a clump of a hundred stalks is often produced.

The tender, l)ut tasteless shoots are cut for food, either boiled, pickled, or comfited, as the
customer wishes; but not the " tender buds and flowers cut like asparagus," as one writer

on China describes. The seeds, too, furnish a farina suitable for cakes, and the Chinese
have a proverb that the bamboo flowers chiefly in years of famine.

The gnarled roots are carved into fantastic images of men, birds, monkeys, or monstrous
perversions of animated nature; cut into lantern handles or canes, known in commerce as
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wlianc:ees; or turned by the lathe into oval sticks for worshippers to divine whether the

gods will hear or refuse their petitions. The tapering culms are used for all purposes that
poles can be applied to in carrying, supporting, propelling, and measuring, by the porter,

tlie carpenter, and the boatman, in all cases where strength, lightness, and length are

requisites. The joists of houses and the ribs of sails, the shafts of spears and the wattles

of hurdles, the tubes of aqueducts and the rafters of roofs, the handles of umbrellas and
the ribs of fans, are all constructed of bamboo.
The leaves are sewed upon cords in layers to make rain-cloaks, svi^ept into heaps for ma-

nure, matted into thatches, and used as wrappers in cooking rice dumplings. Cut into

splints and slivers of various sizes, the wood is worked into baskets and trays of every
form and fancy, twisted into cables, plaited into awTiings over boats, houses, and streets,

and woven into mats for the scenery of the theatre, the roofs of houses, and the casing of

goods. The shavings even are picked into oakum and mixed with those of rattan, to be
stuffed into mattrasses. The bamboo furnishes material for the bed and the couch, chop-
sticks to use in eating, pipes for smoking, and flutes to aid in singing, curtains to hang in

the doorway and brooms to sweep around it, besides screens, stools, coops, stands, sofas, and
other articles of convenience and luxury in the house, too numerous and trifling to mention.
The mattrass to lie on, the chair to sit upon, the table to dine from, food to eat, and fuel to

cook it with, are alike derived from it. The ferule to govern the scholar and the book he
studies both originate here. The tapering tubes of the native organ and the dreaded instni-

ment of the lictor, the skewer to pin the hair and the hat to screen the head, the paper to

write on, the pencil to write with, and the cup to hold the pencils; the rule to measure
lengths, the cup to gauge quantities, and the bucket to draw water ; the bellows to blow
the fire and the tube to hold the match; the ])ird-cage and crab-net, the life-preserver and
childrens' buoy, the fish-pole and sumpitan, the water-wheel and eave-trough, sedan, Avheel-

barrow, and handcart, with scores of other machines and utensils, are one and all furnished

or completed by this magnificent grass, the graceful beauty of which when growing is com-
parable to its \^aried usefulness when cut down.

China could hardly be governed without the constant application of the bamboo, nor the

people carry on their daily pursuits without it. The very phrase to bamboo a man has almost
become incorporated into our language to express the design and means of Chinese govern-

ment. It seems to embellish the garden of the patrician and shade the hamlet of the

peasant; it composes the hedge which separates their grounds, assists in constructing the

tools to work their lands, and feeds the cattle which labor on them. The boatman, dyer,

and weaver find its slender poles indispensable in their trades, while there is nothing the

artists paint so well on wares and embroideries. The tabasheer found in the internodes has

its uses in native pharmacy, and the silicious cuticle furnishes the engraver a good surface

for carving and polishing.

The works of Fortune and Davis contain further notices of Chinese agriculture and pro-

ducts, and so does the Middle Kingdom, published by J. Wiley, in New York. All of these

works are accessible. The periodicals published in China are not so easily obtained in this

country, but most of them, as the Chinese Repository, China Mail, North China Herald,

Transactions of the Asiatic Society, &c., furnish original communications on these topics.

This sketch is necessarily incomplete, and is intended only to furnish some of the most
prominent points of the subject.
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PATENTS FOR AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS OR DIS-

COVERIES FOR THE YEAR 1860.

Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence Date of patent.

Milton, Ohio

Beallsville, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Beals ville, Pa

January

February

March

April

May
May
May

June

June

July

July

July

August

August

August

August

August

August

Septenibei

October

October

October

December

April

May

May

May
May
May

June

July

July

August

Scptcmbei

Soptembei

June

January

January

January

January

January

January

January

January

January

?1

Aaron W. Geahcart

W. A. Flanders, assignor to

self and S. W. Boyce.

Robert Hawkins

14

'1

Bloomfiold, Ky 15

Lydia W Stiles Brooklyn, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pa

Lockport, N. Y

-\^

Jos. S. Miller and S. Lloyd

Wiegand.

Wm. H. Wiley

2-2

Kimball P. Kidder ^R

Charles A. Boj'uton .... ..... Hyde Park, Vt 17

Green's Fork, Ind '^1

Matthias W. Gonnigle

William Hyde

?1

Emery, Ohii

7

Daniel Arndt Zanesville, Ohio

Fort Wayne, Ind

Albion, N.Y
Weston, Mo

'>!

Samuel Maitland ^H

E. S. Bacon ^H

C. Williams, assignor to self

and J. F. Deffenbacher.

John Jacobs ;

28

Columbus, Ohio

Waterford, Pa

Bucyrus, Ohio

Samuel R. Bryant f)

Hiram M. Shaffer .
')

J. W. Palmer and J. K.Leedy.

Ira C. Pratt

Port Republic, etc., Va.

Morton, 111

9

18

10

1

1

8

8

John McMurtry, assignor to

Farmer Dewees.

James Aiken .

Lexington, Ky

Natchez, Miss

Natchez, Miss

Wm. S. Loughborough

Charles H. Dubs

Rochester, N. Y
Natchez, Miss

Natchez, Miss

New Orleans, La

Blakelv, Ga

Ayres P. Merrill, jr oo

Charles C. Bier

Z. W. &, E. D Lee .

26

Thomas Mclntire Franklin Funiace, Ohio.

NewYork, N. Y
Portsmouth, Ohio

Washington, D. C

Du Quoin, 111

17

''I

p. Davey ^T

Robert W. Fenwick

J. W. Hou^htelin

2.T

Portsmouth, Ohio

Smith's Fork, Tenn....

Bloomfield, Me

Lima, Ohio

3

Tho.NewcornbandG.W. Byrd

Seih Fletcher and Jn. P. Pike,

Francis Davis . . .

3

3

F. &P. A. Misner Fox, 111

Mifflin, Ohio

3

10

Naugatuck, Conn

New York, N.Y
NewYork, N.Y

17

Josiah P. Filch n
D. C.Erowu 24

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Butter-worker

Butter, Machine for printing

Butter-worker

Bee-hives

Butter-worker

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Butter-v/orker

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bee-hives

Bales, Cotton, Mode ofsecuring metal

hoops on

Bales, Cotton, Metal ties for

Bales, Cotton, 1 ron ties for

Bales, Cotton, Iron ties for

Bale-hoop?, Metal, hoop-locks for...

Bales, Cotton, Locks for

Bales, Cotton , Iron ties for

Bale-ties, Cotton

Bale-fastening, Cotton

Bales, Cotton, Fastening for

Bales, Cotton, Iron ties for

Bales, Cotton, Bamds for

Bran-duster ,

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton

Corn-shellers

Cultivators

Cultivators .

Cultivators

Cotton-stalks, Machines for pulling

and cutting.

Churn

Chura
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Agricultural inventions or discoveries for 1860—Continued.

Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

Churn

Corn-shellcrs

Ciiurn

Cultivators ,

Cultivator-teetli

Churn

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators ,

Churn

Churn

Churn

Churn-dasher

Cultivators

Cotton-plants, Machine for cutting up.

Cotton-pickers, Hand

Cane-coverers

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Churn

Churn

Cliurn

Churn

Churn

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton

Cultivators

Corn-huskers

Cultivators, Cotton

Cultivators

Cultivators

Churn ,

Corn-i-hellcrs

Cultivators, Hand

Cultivator-teeth

C'Ultivators

Ciiurn

Coni-huskcrs

Churn

t/liurn

Cultivators, Corn and Cotton

Cultivators

Cultivators

Lester Day

L. W. Ryckman

Abner Willson

Abner Carey

George C. Aiken

Edwin Ward

Thomas Murphey

J. O. Harris and W. F. Slewder

Joseph Vowles

Edwin B. Clement

A. W. Cunningham

David Nev.7brough

Aaron C. Vaughan

W.W.Green ,

B.T.Curriei

William B. Cargill

John Allison

Robert Craig, assignor to self

and J. D. Ludlow.

John J. Paxson

Jimpsy B. Netherland

F.O. Wilson

Thaddeus S. Scoville

Edward Julier . ,

John Guyer

Jason W. Hardie

Daniel H. Wriswell, assignor

to Charles W. Adams and

Debby Pinner.

William Morgan

Pearson Embrie

James Sangster

Samuel Hoake

George Smith

Cullen Casey

Cyrus M. and David E. Hall . .

.

Samuel Johnston

Mark Snow

William Bushncll

W. D. Dorsey

Daniel Deshon, 2d

Nathaniel Drake

P.S. Clinger

Ileman B. Hammon
John G. Christopher

Edward Lynch, assignor to

self and J. J. McCool.

N.T. Spear

Jehu Mitchell

Stephen P, Dunham and A.

Hippie.

G. T. Bennct

Irulus R. Smith ^.

.

Joseph F. Eylar

Buffalo, N.Y
Pontiac, Mich

Colden, N.Y
Rome, Ga

Nashua, N. H
New York, N. Y....

Cincinnati, Ohio. ..

.

Ottawa, 111

New Hudson, Mich .

Barnet, Vt

West Middleton, Pa.

Clarksburg, Ind

Johnstown, Pa

Chelsea, HI

Bath, Me
Waterbury, Conn...

St. Martinsville, La.

State Line City, Ind.

Middletown, Ind...

Louisville, Ga

Mount Olive, N. 0.

New York, N.Y.,.

Beverly, Ohio

Westport, Conn . .

.

New York, N.Y...

Buffalo, N.Y

Middlebrook, Va

West Chester, Pa

Buffalo, N.Y
Frederick, Md
Baltimore, Ohio

Goldsboro', N. C

Uniontown, 111

West Shelby, N.Y...

Auburn, Miss

Easton, Pa

Decatur, 111

Somerset, Pa

Newton, N. Y
Conestoga Centre, Pa.

Bristol ville, Ohio ....

Byron, HI

BufHilo, N. Y

New York, N.Y
Aleppo Township, Pa.

Killboum, Ohio

January 31

February 7

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 21

February 28

March 6

March 6

March 6

March 6

March G

March 6

March 6

March 6

March 6

March 6

March 6

IMarch 13

March 13

March 13

March 13

March

March

March

March

March

March

March

March

March

March

April

April

April

April

April

Ai)!il

April

Mount Olive, N. C.

Elgin, III

Scott, Ohio

April

April

April

April

April

A nril
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Agricultural invmtions or discoveries for 18 GO—Continued.
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date ofpat ent.

Corn-shock binders Calvin Stowe Braceville, Ohio

Nashua,N.H

Cowdersport, Pa

Worcester, Mass

Buffalo, N. Y .

April

April

May

May
May

May

May

May

May

May
May

May

May
June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

'^4

94

Churn W. B.Gordenier R

Churn Reuben J. Holmes

George II. Van VIeck

8

Churn • • . • R

R

John Neffjjr : Pultney, N. Y R

Cattle, breaf^hy, Apparatus for John P.Ledy andWm. Boyers.

J. G. Putnam, assignor to self

and J. Schiefflein, jr.

Mount Carroll, 111

Tioga, Pa

15

Centre Port, N. Y
Gratiot, Ohio

oo

Cultivators . . K P. Van Home Ot)

94

Churn • D M. Woodin Brandon, Wis 0(,

<=)

Nathan D. Ross

Vines Harwell

r>

Cultivators ..• Walker county, Ga

Wetnmpka, Ala

Cincinnati, Ohio

North Huron, N. Y
Utica, N. Y

f;

Cultivator^! Cotton ... W. F. Johnson r,

V*

Harry Abbot

Charles H . Sayre

V\

m
Samuel A. Kerr Arbor Hill, Va ^^

J. P. Smith

Clark Wright and Wm. Phelps.

David M. Mefford

Hummelstovi^n, Pa

Sycamore, 111

10

Churns • i<i

Hnrn-hii'skpri! Jeffersonville, Ind <^u

Thos. and Robert Kinghorn. ,

.

John M Williams

9r,

Pnltivntors! Greenville Ga . Of

Cultivators .. .. O. F. Fitch Morristown, Ind

Livnrgston county,Mo.

.

Greenville Ga . .

9fi

Cultivators Joshua F. Cameron 96

Cultivators ..... R. M. Brooks 9fi

Cotton-scrapers ..... James M. Cobb Jackson, Tenn 96

9C

Josiah Turner and Thomas P.

Smith, assignors to selves

and Edmund Burke.

Council Clark

Sunapee, Conn

Andersonville, Ga

96

.?

.1

Churn . •.•• N. B. Cooper Gratis Ohio.... ;

Richard J. Catling Indianapolis, Ind

North Bergen, N. Y....

ri

Churn . . Levi Bissell M
If

Cultivators, Cotton

Cultivators

J. Hinman and D. S. French,

assignors to themselves and

N. King.

Allan Agnew and Wm. Mor-

risson.

Watertown, &.c.,Mass..

Chester county, &c., Pa.

Clarksboro', N. J

Dawson, &c., Ga

10

10

u

Cultivators, Cotton M.Rigelland W. D. Ivey....

T. J. Newland

17

17

Cultivator'* Cotton . Thomas II. Dod<Te Washington, D. C

Medina, Ohio

Kinston, N. C

17

17

Cultivators Cotton Jacob A Hartsfield . . 17

Churn John Paff Eden,N.Y
Yellow Springs, Ohio .

.

17

Cultivators, Cotton G.W.N. Yost 17
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Agricultural inventions or discoveries for 1860—Continued.

Inventions or discoveries.

Corn-stalks, Machine for shocking

Cotton-pickers ,

Churns

Churn

"Cribbing," Device to prevent horses

from.

Cultivators

Cultivators ,

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton ,

Cultivators, Cotton

Ch urn

Cutting-boxes

Cultivators

Churn

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Corn-stalk cutters

Corn-sheller?

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivatoi s

Cultivators

Cattle-ties

Ciine-coverers

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Corn-shellers

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton

Cultivators

Cotton-scrapers

Cultivators

Cheese-vats

Cultivators

Cultivators

Corn shellers and cleaners.

Cultivators, Cotton.

Cows, stabling

Cultivators

Cultivators

Churn

Churn ,

Inventors.

S. B. Lawrence

Lewis Jennings, assignor to

self and R. Dickinson.

D. Sherman and R. Fenwick,

assignors to D. Sherman and

B. Mills.

Joh*n Park

W. 11. Bishop and A. H. Low.

Ezra Emmert

Z. W. andE. D. Lcc

W. C. Lostutter and S. Wolcott

Jesse Speer

James L. Middlebrooks

JohnM. Buell

C. Sewerkrop

Schuyler Goldsmith

S. Hutchings and J. D. Leach

Lyman E. Hawkins

Jackson Shannon

Ferdinand Wolf

Mark Kigell

W. A. Taylor and W. W. Graves

J. U. Marshall

Ge^o. Danforth

Lewis Leber

T. VV. McDill

Thonjas Black

Ephraim Wells

George Hull

E. H. Angamar, assignor to

self and Tobias Marcus.

George W. Brown

Enoch S. Huff

G. W. N. Yost, assignor to self

and John F. Watson.

Michael Houseman

G. R. Gilbert and S. R. Weston

V7. W. Golsan

G. W.N. Yost

James C. Tcague

W. H. and L. Seymour

William Ralph

John F. Wood
T. E. C. Brinly

J. C.Richards, assignor to self,

J. Hublcr, and R. M. Mc-

Grath.

J. C. Sellers

Patrick Burke

Cyrus Dcbolt

N. C. Carter

William W. Reid

John W. Helberg

Residence. Date of patent

Hookstown,Pa. ..

Brooklyn, N. Y..

Union Town,Md.

Joliat, 111

Warren, Mass

Franklin Grove, 111.

Blakely, Ga

Rising Sun, Ind....

Hazlehurst, Miss. ..

Salem, Ga

Zanesville, Ohio. .

Louisville, Ky
VVataga, III

Penobscot, Me
Sangamon, 111

Dakota, Wis

Brooklyn, N. Y
Dawson, Ga ,

Fort Adams, Miss..,

Marine, 111

Friendsville, 111

Springfield, Ohio....

Oquawka, 111

Pnnceville, lil

Auburn, Miss

Port Crane, N.Y....

New Orleans, La . ,

.

Galesburg . ...,

Zanesville, Ohio

Yellow Springs, Ohio

Woodville, I\Iiss

Helena, N. Y ..,

Ottawa, 111

Union City, Ind.

Rochester, N. Y.

Pittsburg, Pa,...

Huntington, Ind

Starkville, &c., Ga

Autaugaville, Ala

Yellow Springs, Ohio ..

Centre Hill, Miss

Weymouth, Ohio

Holland Patent, N. Y...

Houma, La

Louisville, Ky

Lafayette, Ind

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

Jnly

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

7

7

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

21

21

21

21

28

28

28

28

September

September

September

September

September

September II

September 25

September 25

September 25

September 25

Sei)tcmber 25

October

c»ciober

October

October

October
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

Com-sbellers

Cultivators .

.

Churn-dasher

Chum-dashers, Fastening blades of.

Cultivators

Cotton-seed, Machine for cleaning .

Cotton and corn-stalk cutters

Cheese, Manufacture of

Churns

Cultivators, cotton

Cultivators •

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cotton-scrapers

Cultivators

Cultivators .-

Cultivators

Cotton-scrapers

Carts, water

Cultivators

CottoB-scrapers

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton

Corn, Elusking and shelling

Cultivators

Cultivators, Cotton,

Cultivator, Seeding

Cultivators

Cultivators

Churn

Chum
Cultivators

Cultivators

Cotton-cleaner

Cotton-cleaners

Cotton-cleaners

Com-husks, Machine for stemming .,

Cotton-cleaners

Cotton-cleaners

Cotton-cleaning machines ,

Cotton-cleaners

Cane-juice, Apparatus for applying

sulphurous acid gas in purification

of

Crushing-apparatus, Sugar ,

Crushing sugar-cane. Machine for . .

.

Crushers, Corn and Cob

31 A

George W. Ilathawaj'

William May, assignor to self

and Jerome dc Bruin.

John J. Watson

Salem T.Lamb
H. II. Robertson and C. G. Carr

A. J. Hardin

George S. Rondebush

William McAlistcr

H. A. Nevers and C. Ross ..

Henry G. Street

j
L. Stevens

J. Neidisch and E. R Girvin

Nelson Messenger

J. W. Collins and R. Y. Wll

kinson.

J. H. and E. H. Anderson ..

Luther B. Benton

C. A. Clark

C. H. Burbidge

Haines Austin

Hiram J. Lake

William L. Melholcn

M. ri. Moore and A. Satterwhite

Harrison C. Ravenscraft

William J. McCoy

NoahRogers

John Wind, assignor to self

and T. G. Bottoms.

H.M.Bilden

N. A.H. Goddin

Thomas A. Gait

Benjamin Tinkham

Isaac Miers

D. T. Ward

John Pike

J. D. Geisinger and D. H. S.

Williams.

Joseph and St. Clair Gum . . .

.

Charles Smith

Isaac Hayden
,

S. C. Ames

David M. Mefford

W^illiam II. Johnson

Joseph W. Thora

B. Jackman

J. Ryder, W. Carpenter, and

H. R. Jolly.

Jean Communey

Adolpb and Felix Brown

.

Theodore Grundman

Amos Glover

Tioga, Pa

Winchester, Ohio.

October

October

Buffalo, N. Y
New Washington. Ind.

Kingston, Mo
Shelby, N.C
Natchez, Miss

Gerr}-,N.Y

Claremont, N. II

Liberty, Miss

Dover, Ky
Lancaster county, Pa..

Newark, 111

Chnton, La

Easton, Md
Penn Yan, N. Y....

Bloomfield, Iowa . .

.

Middletown, Conn..

East Liberty, Ohio..

Conquest, N. Y
Centre, Ala

Rome,Ga

Kingwood, Va

Centreville,Ga

Thomas county, Ga....

Thomasville, Ga....

Farmington, Ohio.

Wilson, N.C
Sterling, HI

Cameron, 111

Clay Lick, Ohio...

Mansfield, Ohio...

Syracuse, N. Y...

Montville, Ohio...

Marseilles, 111 December 18

Knoxville, Tenn September 11

Lawrence Mass September 11

Washington, Ark ; September Jl

Jeffersonville, Ind I October 2

October 16

October 16

November 6

November 6

November 13

November 13

November 20

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

r>ovember 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

December 4

December 4

December 4

December 11

December 11

December 18

December 18

December 18

December 18

Courtland, Ala.

Louis\i]le, Ky.

Clinton, La....

October 16

December 11

December 18

New Orleans, La December 11

NewYork, N. Y
Frccport, 111

Powhattan Point, Ohio,

March 27

April 17

June 5
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

Cleaning rice, Machine for

Cleaning buckwheat, &.c., Machine

for.

Coffee, Apparatus for cleaning, drying,

and polishing.

Cleaning rice, Machine for

Cleaning rice, Machine for

Drills. Seed

Drills, Seed

Drill, Hand

Drill, Hand.

Digging-machine

Drills, Seed

Drills, Seed

Drills, Seed

Defecating cane-juices

Defecating cane-juice, Apparatus 1

Ditching-machines

Ditching-machines

Drain-tilo, Mode of laying

Ditching-machines

Ditching-machine

,

Ditching-machine

Ditching-machine

Ditching-ploughs, Capstans for.

Ditching-machine, Mole

Ditching-machine.

Dams, Mill, self-acting waste-gate for.

Evaporating saccharine juices, Appa-

ratus for

Evaporating saccharine juices, Appa-

ratus for

Evaporating saccharine juices, Appa-

ratus for

Evaporation of cane-juices

Elevators for hay, &c

Elevators, hay

Elevating, cleaning, and bagging grain,

Machine for

Fruit-gatherers

Flower- pots

Fertilizers, Machine for sowing

Fodder, Machine for cutting

Fodder-cutters

Feed-cuticrs

James Van Valkinburgh

John H. Reed, assignor to self

and L.J. Crans.

William Newell

Silas Dodson

Simon P. Kase

Jonathan Smith

James Selby

J. H. Parker, assignor to E. H.

Ashcroft.

J. H. Parker, assignor to E. H.

Ashcroft.

Andrew A. Carver ,

G. S. Ball and Wm. H. Nauman

Htram Moore

Anton Smith

D. F. Boyd

E.H.Wheeler

Austin Woodfol k

John W. Barcroft

Henry F. Baker

C. 0. West, J. R. Smitli and

others.

Isaac A. Benedict and G. W.

Cumminga.

John Masters

P. W. Adaire

Elias Forbis

Isaiah Hodgson

Allen S. Ballard, assignor to

self and Joseph Howe.

Sidney Hudson

John Souther

D. B. Neal and H. C. Emery,

assignors to themselves and

George E. House.

Samuel H. Gilman ,

Richard Wright

F. F. Fowler

Wm. C. Durkee, assignor to

self and A. S. Williams and

Jos. H. Hopkins.

Ira A. Stafford

David P. Chamberlin ,

John Hively ,

William D. Mason

P. S. Clinger

Adam R. Reese

George W. Hathaway

Binghamton, N. Y. .

Penn Township, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

San Francisco, Cal.

Danville, Pa

Tiffin City, Ohio...

Peoria, 111

Boston, Mass

Boston, Mass

Mechanicsburg, Pa. . .

.

Dayton, Ohio

Brandon, Wis

Girard, III

Mansfield, Ohio

New Orleans, La

Parish of Iberville, La.

Friendship, Va

Centreville, Ind

Martinsville, Ohio

West Springfield, Pa.,

Waukegan, 111

Hay's Creek, Miss

London, Ohio

New Michigan, Living-

ston county, 111.

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa....

Milford, Mich.

Boston, Mass .

Mt. Gilead, Ohio

New Orleans, La.

Great Britain

Crane Township, Ohio.

Fort Edward, N. Y....

Essex, N.Y

Hudson, Mich

Dayton, Ohio

Jarrett's Depot, Va .

.

Concstoga Centre, Pa

Phillipsburg, N. J ....

Ti'jga, Pa

August 21

September 4

September IS

September 25

November 20

February 14

March 6

May 15

May 15

May 22

September 25

November 20

November 27

February

May

March

March

May

May

May

May 22

June 5

July 24

July 24

August 14

September 4

January K)

February 21

February 21

October 16

April 17

June 12

October 23

January 3

January 17

April 3

August 14

November 20

December 4
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Inventions or discoveries.

Fertilizers, Machine for sowing

Fibrous materials. Method of re-

ducing long staple.

Fibrous materials, Surfacing

Fertilizers

Fertilizers

Fertilizers

Fences

Fence, Machine for making picket.

.

Felling trees

Fence-rails. Machine for pointing. .

.

Fences, Portable

Felling trees, Machine for

Fences

Fences

Fences

Fences, Flood

Fences ,

Gins, Cotton..,

Gins, Cotton.

Gins, Cotton

Gins, Cotton

Gins, Cotton

Gins, Cotton

Gins, cotton. Feeder for. . .

.

Gins, Cotton

Grain-binding machines. . .

.

Grain-binders

Grain-binders

Grain, Machine for binding

Grain-binders

Grain-cradles .

.

Grain-separator

Grain-separator

Grain, Machine for threshing and

cleaning.

Grain-separators

Grubbing-machines

Grain-elevators

Grafting-machines

Grain-riddles

Grinding apples. Machine for

Grain-fans

Grain-fans

Grain-cleaners.

Inventors.

Grain-cleaners.

B. Picquet

Stephen M. Allen.

William Fuzzard

Lewis Harper

Augustc Rolland

Samuel Stephens

Sylvester Denton

James Moore and Archibald

Kelly.

Pomeroy Johnson

Christian Yost

William M. Wallace

A. P. Torrence

Henry Burrows, assignor to

self and E. W. Woodruff.

Nathaniel M. Stratton ,

J. M.Pitts ,

David C. Wilkinson ,

O. H. Woodworth

Barton H. Jenks and Wm. A.

Tuttle.

Lewis S. Chichester, assignor

to H. G. Evans.

W.W.Howell
A. H. Burdine

John Goulding

Horace L. Emery

S. Z.Hall

N. A- Patterson

Daniel W. Ayres

Hermann Kaller

W. W. Burson

Thomas Courser

J. S. Hickey

Elijah D. Wilcox, assignor to

self and G. D. Nourse.

Thomas Earheart

Andrew J. Vandegrift

Ira Hart

Cornelius Bergen ....

Jacob B. Ash

T.H.Green.........

James W. Crawford .

Anson Rowc

Isaac T. Carpenter. ..

Georgp Goervey

Peter Bailey

Abram Gaar, assignor to self,

John M. Gaar and W. G.

Scott.

George W. Osborn
,

Residence. Date of patent.

Augusta, Ga December 11

Niagara Falls, N. Y April 17

Charlestown, Mass,

Riceville, N. J

France

Philadelphia, Pa ...

Penn Yan, N. Y...

Pittsburg, Pa

Whitney's Point, N. Y.

Intercourse, Pa

Cameron, 111

Oxford, Ga

Georgetown, D. 0...

New York, N. Y
Sumter, S. C

Sidney, Ohio

Upper Marlborough, Md

.

Philadelphia, Pa

New York, N. Y

Columbus, Miss ,

Chulahoma, Miss ,

North Wilbraham, Mass

Albany, N. Y
Seguin, Texas

Kingston, Tenn

Middleport, 111

Perry, 111

Yates City, 111

Princeton, 111

Pike, 111

Bellingham, Mass

Donelson, Tenn July

June 19

January 31

February 27

May 29

February 21

April 17

May 15

July 3

July 3

July 3

September 11

October 23

October 30

November 6

November 27

January 3

January 10

February 28

August 23

August 28

September 4

September 11

October 23

May
June

June

July

July

July

St. Louis, Mo .

Clarksburg, Va

,

Farmer, N. Y
Elkton, Md
Fond du Lac, Wis. . .

.

Rockport, Ind

Atalissa, Iowa

Martin's Ferry, Ohio..

Philadelphia, Pa ,

Falls Township, Bucks

county, Pa.

Richmond, Ind

Centreville, Mich March

July

July

22

5

26

10

17

24

34

24

31

July 31

August 21

September 4

November 13

December 4

January 24

January 10

March 13

March 13

13
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Inventions or discoveries.

Grain-cleaners

Grain-cleaners

Grain-cleaners

Grain when fed to the mill and cool-

ing the millstones, Machine for

Grain-scouring and separating ma-

chine.

Grain-cleaning machines

Grain, Machine for cleaning

Grain-cleaning machines

Grain, Machine for cleaning

Hop-frames

Harrows

Hay or Straw-cutters

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harrows

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters, Com
Harvesters, Corn and Cane

Hoes

Harrows

Harvesters

Harvesters, Guard-fingers for

Harvesters

Harrows, Seedmg

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters, Cutting-apparatus for ...

.

Harvesters, Corn

Hoes, Garden

Harvesters ,

Harvesters ,

Harvesting-machines ,

Harrows, Seeding ,

Harvesting-machine

Harvesters, Rakes for
,

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harvesters, Making guard-fingers for

Harvesters, Automatic raking appa-

ratus for

Harvesters

Harvesters

Harrows, Seeding

Inventors.

A.T.Waldo

Philip C. Fritz

William B. Webster

William H. Akens and D. Bab-

cock.

Matthew Bartholomew

John P. Tunison

John Outran!

Wm. Crotzer, assignor to self

and Samuel Bearaer.

U. C. Mauck

Levi A. Beardsley

John Eussel

Sylvanus S. Clark

J. Scoville

Peter Flickinger

Samuel and John H. Buser...

E. Peck

N. A. Patterson

Charles B. Withington

William A. Vertrees

II. Gortner and J. McCann. ..

D. P. Flinn and R. S. Hayes..

Huntington Porter

Silas C. Schofieid

E. Ball and M. L. Ballard,

assignors to E. Bail.

Robert Beans

David Van Kleeck

Henry Hervett, assignor to W.

A. Sanford.

Pells Manny

Geo. E. Chenoweth

Edwin Jones

Geo. Fetter, assignor to self

and Jones & Comley.

Adam Huniberger

John R. Albertson

Lewis C. Reese

Jacob L . Paxson

BennetF. Witt

William Finlcy

Martin Hallenbeck

Wordcn P. Penn

A. and N. Kane

S. y. Bruce

George W. Slough, assignor

to E. Ball.

Wm. H. Wilson

A. Stohlor and Sam'l A. Sisson

.

William A. Kirby

Marshall S. Root

Residence. Date of patents

Drjden, N. Y ,

Barrytown, N. Y
Foxville, Va ,

Drydeu, N. Y

Enterprise, Lancaster

county, Pa.

Ovid,N. Y
E!.mira, N. Y
Spruce Creek, Pa ,

Harrisonburg, Va

South Edmeston, N. Y.

Grampian Hills, Pa

Manchester, N. H
Buffalo, N. Y
Hanover, Pa

Warren, 111

San Jose, Cal

Kingston, Tenn

llock, Wis

Winchester, Mo
Nashporte, Ohio

Leroy, N. Y
Cummington, Mass ....

Freeport, 111

Canton, Ohio

Johnsville, Pa

Coshocton, iV. Y. ..

San Francisco, Cal.

Waddam's Grove, 111..

Baltimore, Md
Chester Cross Roads, O
Philadelphia, Pa April

March 13

May 1

May 1

June 12

July 24

September 18

October 30

P>ovembcr 20

December 18

January TO

January 17

January 17

January 31

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 14

February 21

Februarj' 28

March 6

March 6

March 6

March 13

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 27

March 27

March 27

March 27

Somerset, Ohio

East Deer Township, Pa,

Phillipsburg, N. Y
Norristown, Pa

Dublin, Ind

Schoolcraft, Mich

Albany, N. Y
Belleville, 111

Newport, N. Y
Marshall, Mo
Canton, Ohio

Denton, Md.

Bristol, Pa....

Buffalo, NY.
Medina, Ohio.

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

May
May

May

Alay

May

May
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

Pultney, N. Y
Schenectady, N. Y
Rah way, N. J

May 22

June 5Iliirvesters .... Robert Bryson.

Ilurvesiin<'-ma.chines, ............... Benaiah Titcomb Baltimore, Md June 5

Harvesters, Raking and binding-appa- A.B.Smith Clinton, Pa

Longwood, Mo
Bloomington, 111

Olean, Ind

June 19

ratus for

Samuel and J. H. Barley. ....

John OllisHarvesters, Automatic rakes for June U6

Hay Loading . T'liniTina T Tnllir June 26

H. II. Angell. Clermont, Iowa

Chicago, 111William Dixon June 26

Harvesters, Raking-attachment for. .

.

Elgin, HI

Stephen A. and Curtiss C.

Morgan.

Daniel C. Colby, assignor to

self and Jas. P. Upham.

William Wilmin"ton

Auburn, N.Y

Newport,N. H

June 26

June 26

Toledo, Ohio July 3

July 10Denmark, Teim

White Water, Wis

Cincinnati, Ohio

Brockport, N. Y

Somerset, Ohio

Batavia, N.Y

July 10

Harvesters of corn and sugar-cane. .

.

Harvestir'g-machines

G. W. N. Yost, assignor to G.

W. N. Yost & Co.

John M. Bowman, assignor to

Huntley, Bowman & Co.

John H. Rible, assignor to Ja-

cob W. Bope.

Cornelius R. BrinckherhofF . .

.

Horace R. Hawkins.

July 10

July 10

July 10

HoTvesters July 10

Hay-racks for carts Akron, Ohio July 10

P. Martin New Orleans, La

Worcester, Mass

Eaton, N.Y

July 31

July 24

Harvesting-inachuics James H. Maydole ••.. August 7

August 14

August 14

August 14

Harvesters, Automatic rakes for Isaac C Twining Wrightstown , Pa

Baltimore, Md ....Harvesters W. S. Stetson

Harvesters George Farmer O'^cpola III August 21

August 21

August 28

August 28

Beardstown, 111

Denmark, Teim

Rockford 111

HarroXvs M. D. Meriwether.

Hay and straw-cutters David H. VVhittemore

Mark W. House

Lynchburg, Va

Cleveland, Ohio

Hamilton, Ohio

Chilicothe, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pa

Aurora 111

September 4

September 4

September 4

September 4

September 11

September 11

September 11

September 11

Sejitember 11

September 18

Harrows

John M. Long, assignor to self,

Peter Black and R. Alsatia.

Harvester cutters Benjamin T. Roney

C. P. Gronber"Harvesters, Rakirg attachment for

South Edmesion,N. Y..

Hoosick Falls, N.Y...

.

Burlington, Iowa

Frederick, Md

Harvesters, Raking apparatus for W.A.Wood

Harvesters, Comljined rake and reel for McClintock Young, jr

Jacob D. FclthausenHay and Straw-cutters Michigan City, Ind September 18

September 25

October 2Waterlown, N. Y
Rockford, 111Harvesters Frederick H. Manny October 2

Harvesting-machines, Cutting appa-

ratus of

New Washington, Ind .

.

October 2
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

\V. F. Johnson and J. Doyle.

.

C. Watson, assignor to selfand

A. H. Tinsley.

Jehu Brainerd

Philadelphia, Pa October 2

October 2

Cleveland, Ohio

New Washington, Ind..

Plaquemine, La
Cleveland, Ohio

Harrisburg, Pa ........

October 2

Salem T.Lamb October 9

Harvesters, Cane ........i. Achilles St. Dizier October 9

Harrows, Rotary Sidney S. Hogle October 30

Hay, &c., Machines for cutting

Harvesters, Cutting-apparatus of

T. H. & D.T.Willson

William G. Smith

\ovember 6

Elizabethport, N. J

Wilmington, Ohio

Brockport, N. Y

Greenwich, N. Y
St. Louis, Mo

Nathan Maxson

Harvesters Frederick Landon, assignor to

Byron E. Huntley, John M.

Bowman, and Charies and

Lafayette Silliman.

Samuel W.Tyler

November 13

November 13

Harvpstpra L. D. Brown November 20

Hay and Straw-cutters

Harrows, Rotary

Horace R. Hawkins Akron, Ohio ..... , Novpmhpr 9rt

Francis Raymond Sandusky, Ohio

Summerville, Pa

Syracuse, N.Y
Bellefonte, Pa

P. Gevin and Eli Foreman ....

Joseph Slocum

November 27

November 27

James Temple, assignor to Jo-

seph Keyser.

J.N.Neff

November 27

Strasburg, Pa November 27

Adam Pritz Dayton, Ohio December 4

Harrows, Rotary. .. . ••• Michael L. Bander Cleveland, Ohio

Memphis, Tenn

Unionville, Md

December 4

Wm. Apperiy & c. P. Johnson.

Stephen A. Lindsay

December 11

Harvesters, Rakes for December 11

Hogs from rooting. Device for pre-

venting.

Harvesting-machines, Rakes for

D.K.Nixon Sandyville, Ohio

Mount Joy, Pa. . .

,

Lewis P. Brady December t8

John S. Royce Cuylerville, N. Y
Union, N. Y

December 18

Harrows ... John Allen December 13

Harvesting-machines McClintock Young, jr

John Blue

Frederick, Md December 18

Harvesters Covert, N. Y December 18

Hemp-brakes ••••• •• . John Mills, jr Quincy, 111 May 29

Hemp-brake

Hemp-brake

E.W.Lacy

Richard J. Galling

Oak Park,Va July 31

IndianapoHs, Ind

Chicago, 111

September 4

Hemp-brakes Ives Scoville September 23

Hemp-brakes , , ,

,

Ezekiel Guile Waverl V, Mo October 16

Hominy-machines ,

.

John Gehr Clear Springs, Md
Elmira,N, Y

July 17

Hulling and polishing rice. Machine August 28

for

D. Greene, assignor to selfand

J. H. W. Page.

Horatio N. Black, assignor to

self, H. Korn, jr., and E. S.

Bodine.

M. F. Noraconk & D. Hoats..

Joseph D. Forry

November 6

Hulling and cleaning rice, Machine

for

Hulling clover-seed, Machine for

Hulling Clover ,,.

Philadelphia, Pa November 13

December 18

Lewistown, Pa

Brooklyn, N. Y
White Water, Wis

Philadelphia, Pa

Syracuse N.Y

December 18

Hullingandfinishingrice, Machine for, Robert Anderson

Stephen Burrows

February 21

May 8

Hullers, Rice . J.Moore Hendricks

Joel Tiffany

Daniel Lombard

May 29

Hulling cotton-seed, Machine for

HHlling-machioe, Rice

September 18

October 23Boston, Mass
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Inventions or discoveries.

Mowing-machines

Mowitig and reaping macliines

Mowing-machine cutters

Mowing and reaping machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing and reaping machines

Milkers, Cow
Milkers, Cow
Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines

Mowing-machines, Hand

Mowing and reaping machines, Dri-

rer's seats for

Mowing-machines

Mills, Cider

Mills, Flour

Mills, Coffee

Mills, Grain.....

Mnis, Cider

Mills, Sugar, Crushing rollers for. . .

.

Mills, Sugar

Mills, Hominy

Mills, Corn and cob

Mill for grinding grain and apples . .

.

Mills for cutting and grinding the corn

cob and husk together.

Mills, Sugar-cane

Mills, Feeding grain to

Mill for grinding coffee

Planters, Com
Planters, Corn

Planters, Com
Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Com

Inventors.

O. R. Chaplin, assignor to self

and O. G. Hale.

John Butler

Fisk Kussell ,

Vosco M. Chafee

Sam'l Ray and M. R. Shakers,

assignors to Fisher, Shal-

ters & Co,

A. M. George

Richard Ketcham

L. O. Colvin

L. O. Colvin

Chester Bullock, assignor to

self and De Forest Weld.

Anthony B. Allen

James W. Shipman ,

Frederick Gardiner

Frederick W. Warner

Henry Marcellus

JohnM. Spencer

Franklin Getz

John G. Dunham

R. M. Curtice

James M. Clark

John and Edmund Parker

John W. Wheeler, assignor to

Charles W. Williams and

James E. Wheeler.

E. 11. Philo, assignor to Chas.

E. Pease.

Philetus W. Gates, assignor to

self, Thomas Chalmers and

D. R. Eraser.

George W. L. Ilazen .

John D. Heatwole and R. C.

Mauch.

Stephen A. Briggs, assignor to

self and C G. Crowell.

Charles B. Hutchinson

Evarist Mire

Hugh T. Douglass

M. H . Ferguson

Lewis S. Chicester

John Gross

Alexander Anable

Daniel Nichols

Henry F. Cromwell

J. V. Taylor.?

Joseph J. Knight, assignor to

self, Thos. Patterson and

James Lydell.

Residence. Date of patent

St. Johnsburv, Vt....,

Buffalo, N.Y ,

Manchester, N. H . . . .

,

Xenia,Ill ,

Alliance, Ohio

Nashua, N.H
South Dansville, N. Y
Cincinnatus, N. Y . . .

.

CincinnatuB, N. Y . . .

.

Jamestown, N.Y

New York, N.Y ,

Springfield Centre, Ot

scgo county, N. Y.

Gardiner, Me
East Haddam, Conn .

.

Amsterdam, N. Y....,

Enfield, Me
Amherst, N.Y.

Raritan,N. Y ,

North Adams, Mich..

Philadelphia, Pa ,

Meriden , Conn

Cleveland, Ohio

Halfmoon, N.Y

Chicago, 111 ,

Indianapolis, Ind ,

Harrisonburg, Va ,

Philadelphia, Pa ,

Auburn, N. Y ,

New Orleans, La

Zanesville, Ohio ,

Sunfish, Ohio ,

New York, N. Y
Decatur, 111 ,

Middlesex, N. Y
Orange, 111

Cynthiana, Ky

Dixon, 111

Philadelphia, Pa

January 10

February 7

February 14

March 20

April 10

May

May

May

May

June

July

July

July 21

July • 31

September 4

September 4

November 6

December 18

Januaiy 10

January 10

February 7

February 21

March 27

April 10

April

May

July

August 7

August 7

August 28

Septeml>cr 11

9

3

3

3

3

3

10

October

January

January

January

January

January

January
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Inventions or discoveries.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Hand seed.

.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed

Planters, Cotton-seed

Ploughs

Ploughs, Sleam ......

Planters, Seed

Ploughs .

Planters, Seed

Planters, Corn

Planters, Hand corn .

.

Ploughs, Shovel

Planters, Cotton-seed

Prunning instruments

Plough*.

Ploughs ....*.

Planters, Seed

Ploughs

Plouglis, Subsoil

Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed

Planters, Corn

Ploughs ,

Ploughs, Seeding

Planters, Corn

Ploughs

Planters, Seed

Ploughs, Seeding

Ploughs, Cotton-thinning

Ploughs ....

Plough-stock

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Planters, Cotton-seed . .

.

Ploughs

Potato-diggers

Pouito-diggers

Ptoughs

Ploughs

Planters, Seed.

Potato-diggers .

Planters. Seed.

Ploughs

Inventors.

PlOUl;

Vosco M. Chafce

Joseph L. Button, jr ,

Francis Van Doreu

Robert H. Brooks ,

Elijah B. Clark

L. Acree

Abner Carey

Wm, H. Johnson, assignor to

self and J. B. Ballah.

George W. Ramsay

John S. Huggins

Silas O. Vaughan

N. R. Carrington

William M. Garee

Heman B. llammon

Joshua T. Cameron

Curran Battle

John Fasig

William Watson

William R. Sau nders

Thomas B. McConaughey ....

George W. Hunt

Ezekiel Gross

Baldwin Davis and J. M.

Scroggins.

Samuel P. Sweeney

Geo. W. N. Yost, assignor to

G. W. N. Yost &. Co.

D.H.& E.E.Smith

C. Atkinson

Martin A. Howell, jr

William D. Ivey

John Robinson, of Eli

James Peeler

L. B. Joyner

Matthew C McCullers

John A. Byrd

Amos Seaman

William C. Banks

William C. Banks

N. E. Badgley

J. H. Gooch

Elijah Robertson

John Bawden, assignor to

Gilbert Combs.

Jolin S. Willson

Dudley Wood and A. Byington

Epinaim Russeil, assignor to

self and James S. Wiley.

David Ni von

W.C.Pitts

W. C. Pitts, assignor to Wm.
A. Pitts.

Isaac N. Rankin

Residence. Date of patent.

Xenia,IlI January

Cherry Lake, Fla January

Adrian , IVI ich February

Greenville Ga February

Tallahassee, Fla February

Taliaferro co , Ga. February

Rome,Ga February

Richmond, Ark February

New York, N.Y February

Timmansville,S. C February

De Kalb, 111 February

Cold Water, Miss...... March

Grandville, Ohio March

Bristol ville, Ohio March

Livingston, Mo March

VVarrenton,Ga March

March

Bishopville, S. C March

Buena Vista, Miss March

Newark, Del March

Muscatine, Iowa March

Goshen Hill, S. C March

March

Columbia, Texas April

Yellow Springs, Ohio... April

Glenn Springs, S. C Aonl

Vermont, 111 April

April

April

April

Ottawa, 111

Milford, Ga

Sharptown, Md
Tallahassee, Fla April

Hilliardson,N. C April

Herndon,Ga.... April

IMarlanna, Fla May

MayRockfordjUl

Como Depot, Miss May

Como Depot, Bliss May

May

MayOxford,N.C

Hartford, Conn M;iy

Freehold, N. J May

MayWaynesboro', Ga

Byron, 111.. May

MayCoatsvillo, Pa

Rochester, N.Y xMay

Austin, Texas May

Audtui, Texas May

IMiddletown, Iowa. May
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Inventions or discoveries.

rioughs, Spade

riiuiters, Seed

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Ploughs, Clevis for

Ploughs, Clevis for

Potato-diggers ,

Planters, Corn

Ploughs

Planters, Corn

Ploughs

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Ploughs, Cultivating

Ploughs, Mould-boards for. Machine

for making

Planters, Seed

Planting cotton seed, Machines for. .

,

Ploughs

Planters, Corn..

Planters, Corn..

Planters, Seed .

.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Plaiiters, Corn

Ploughs

Ploughs, Steam

Planters, Seed

Ploughs, Steam

Planters, Seed

Plough, Steam

Planters, Seed

Planters, Cotton-seed

nanters, Corn

Plant-ers, Corn

Planters, Seed

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Pltmghs ,

Planters, Corn

Plo^ighs

Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed
.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Ploughs, Gang

Ploughs

Planters, Corn

Planters, Cotton-seed

Ranters, Seed

Inventors.

Elijah Harris

John W. Masten

Joel Lee

Abiel Hays and Jas. Vancuren

Calvin Adams

John S. Huggins

Carolus Dunham

J. H. Bonham

C. J.Shiver

R. F. Stowell

M. G. Rhodes and J. M. Skaggs,

John Johnson

J. Campbell Moore

Allen Hughes

Hiram H. Scoviile

H. C. Fairchild

Whitman Price

Whitman Price

Daniel Moyer

Ptollman Stover

James Green

C. F. Riehter

H. A. G. Pomeroy and Pt. F.

Hudson.

D. C. Myers

Thomas R. Markillie

L.B. Woolfolk

Alonzo J. Rogers

Albert Cigelovv

Elijah Young

L. B. Woolfolk

Hervey Sloan

Bcnj. Owsn
T. S. Mills

Davis Butcher

David Warren

R. Taylor and R. Sprague . . .

.

Jas. L. Smith, assignor to self

and J. Q,. Sloan.

Jas. M. Cobb

Levi Morris

John T. Thompson

R. S. Williams

Wm. A. & John F. Suddith. .

J. W. Siiipp & C. W. Crenshaw

William Griffin

J. V,. Wilstni

Henry II. Robertson

John Price

Zina Doolittle

George Iletrich

Residence.

Princeton, 111 ,

Lrtica,Mich

Galesburg, 111.....'

Chenoa, 111

Pittsburg, Pa

Timminsville, S. C. ...

Ratavia, Mich ...

Elizabethtown, Ohio .

.

Camden, S. C

Q,uincy, 111

Talledega, Ala

Naplasjill
,

Peoria, 111

Gratiot, Ohio

Syracuse, N. Y

Brooklyn, Pa

Mount Olive, Wayne

county, N. C.

Mount Olive, Wayne

county, N. C.

Delaware, Pa

West Alexandria, Ohio,

Kennett Square, Pa

Columbia, S. C

Providence, &.c., R. I.,

Richraondale, Ohio

Winchester, 111

Nashville, Tenn

Stephentown, N. Y ....

Hamilton, Upper Can..

Fayetteviile, Mo
Nashville, Tenn

Franklin, Ind

Dayton, Ohio

Iberia, Ohio

Blue Grass, Iowa

Gettysburg, Pa

Prairie City, 111

Neoga, 111

Jackson, Tenn ....

Woodbury, 111

Jackson, Tenn..,.

Bairdatown, Ga....

Charlestown, Va. ..

La Grange, Tenn..

Bop.nettsvillc, S. C.

Cedar Hill, Texas .

Kingston, Mo
Harrison, Ohio ....

Ferry, Ga

Reidsbui-g, Pa

Date of patent.

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

.^lay

May

May

May

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

Junff

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

July

July

July

July

July

July
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Inventions or discoveries.

Planters, Corn

Planters, Seed

Ploughs

Ploughs, Gang ,

Ploughs

Ploughs

Potato-diggers

Potato-diggers

Potatoesj Machine for covering

Ploughs, Steam

Planters, Corn

Planters, Corn

Ploughs

Ploughs ,

Ploughs

Planters, Seed .

Planters, Corn ,

Planters, Seed ,

Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Seed .

Planters, Seed .

Planters, Corn ,

Ploughs

Ploughs, flill-side.

Planters, Seed

Planters, Seed

Ploughs

Ploughs ,

Planters, Corn

Planters, Seed

Ploughs

Planters, Corn

Ploughs

Planters, Seed .

Planters, Seed

.

Planters, Corn .

Ploughs

Planters, Seed ,

Planters, Seed ,

Ploughs ,

Planters, Seed,

Planters, Cotton-seed.

Planters, Seed

Planters, Com
Planters, Potato

Inventors.

Samuel Avery

G. T. Bennett

Elijah B. Clark

T. S. Heptinstall

Loure Green

Mattlievv C. McCullers

George C. Bartlett, assignor to

D. M. Osborne & Co.

Daniel De Games

Harmon L. Bennett

Thos. II. Burriilge

F. A. Goddard, assignor to self

and John II. Kennaday.

Christopher Smith

Samuel Canterberry

J.P.Bond

Lyman D. Burch

John P. Allen

James S. Fowler

William L. Gebby

John S. Hall

Johns. Hall

Josepji F. Tannehill

William Schroeder

Aaron Miller, assignor to self,

G. B. Whiteside, G. F. Ear-

nett and M Lowe.

James Smith

George C. Miller and Pvichard

Henry.

Leonard Hariman

Miller Warner

Bancroft Woodcock

P. H. Star::e

C.L. Waffle

Thomas M. Green

A. lloden

F. G. &E. A. Floyd

J. Ilaidy, assignor to O.Cham-

berlaiii and W. H. Babcock.

James McLaughlin

James R. Mills

D. & II. Wolf

W. E. Wormele

W. W.Golsan

W. H.Barber

T. E. C. Brinley

A. F. nines, assignor to self

and B. A. Kidder.

Oliver L. Gibson

Levi F. Straight

Geo. W. and Jao. J. Kersey..

Edwin J. Frascr

Residence.

Pisgah, Mo ,

Mount Olive, N. C

Tallahassee, Fla ,

Mendota, III ,

Great Bend, Pa ,

Herndon, Ga ,

Paris, N.Y

Rochester, N. Y ,

Long Branch, N. J

St. Louis, Mo ,

Lexington, 111

Nauvoo, [11

Holmes county. Miss. ,

,

Greenwood, S. C
Sherburne, N. Y
Dover, Ga

Peoria, III

New Richland, Ohio . .

,

West Manchester, Pa.

,

West Manchester, Pa..

Staunton, Va
Laporte, Ind

Brockport, N.Y

Norfolk, Va

Cincinnati, Ohio

Anderson, Ind

Wo5t Middleburg, Ohio

Williamsburg, Pa

Richmond, Va

Sharon, Ohio ,

I\IilledgevilIe,Ga

Talladega, Ga

Macomb, 111

Molini,IlI

Duncannon, Pa ,

Bloomfield, Iowa

Lebanon, Pa ,

Gcrmantown, Tenn . . .

,

Autaugaville, Ala

Wolcottville, Conn

Louisville, Ky

Washington, D. C

, Fort Bend co., Tex

Fairburg, 111

Beartown, Pa

Kansas City, I^Io

Date of patent.

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August 14

August 21

August 21

August 21

August 21 ,

antedated.

August 21

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

September

September

September

September

September 11

September 11

September 11

Scptenjbcr 25
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Ec:-i(lcnce.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Corn.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Potato-diggers

Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed

Planters, Com
Planters, Seed

Ploughs, Securing points to.

Ploughs

Planters, Com

Plough-plates from molten steel.

Making

Ploughs

Ploughs, Cotton

Ploughs

Ploughs

Ploughs

Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed

Planters, Com

G. W. Cunningham

W. G. Savage

John Underwood

Wm. T. Zoliickoffer, assignor

to self and Wra. Brown.

Walter Warren

John P. Scudder

John A. Stewart

James T. Ham
Daniel J. and J. F. Herr

Wm G. Pollock and J.W. Sener

Henry D. Rogers

Matthew G. Slemmons

J. W. Harbin, assignor to self

and R. S. Willis.

F. F. Smith
,

Paris, Mo
Clinton, 111

Cameron, 111

Shelbyville, Tenn.

Ploughs

Ploughs

Ploughs, Hill-side

Planterp, Cora

Ploughs

iHanters, Com
Ploughs

Planters, Cotton-seed . ...

Plough?

Plough, Clevis

Planters, Com
Ploughs, Steam

Ploughs

Planters, Com
Planters, Cora

Planters, Com
Ploughs

Pleaghs, Steam

Ploughs, Gang

Planters, Cotton-seed . . .

.

Ploughs, Mole of Drain . .

.

Ploughs, Mole

Ploughs, Mole

Ploughs, Mole

Ploughs, Mole, Truck for

Ploughs, Drain

.

Tully R. Cormick

W. W.Graves

Andrew Benkelman

Tlios. S. and Jno. A. Lockhart

John P. Pettit

Samuel Fisher

C. W. McClenahan

W. H. Adie, P. D. Miles and

G. Custer.

A. W. Leland Rivers

R. G. Matheny & L. R. Barnes

R. H. Ewing

Benjamin Bower

Everett Bass

W. R. Center

Smithwick Whitley

C. H. Rose

Jno. G. Robinson

John S.Hall

John H. Rankin

Wm. U.H.Miller

Oliver Sparks

Sam'l Mowry and Eli Deppen.

A. S. and Daniel Markham. .

.

Samuel W. Adams

H.H. Baker

John Reynolds

Jacob Hacge

Richard C. Nash

John Lane

Elias Parrish and Watson Par-

rishjjr.

Samu 1 Adams

Geo. L. Griffin & J. H. Carprr

A. L. O. Wall, G. Roberts

and M. S. Carter.

Jesse Ilanon, jr*.

Penn Yan, N. Y
Hightstown, N. J

Pliiladelphia, Pa

Senatobia, Miss

Lancaster, Pa

Fredericksburg, Va ...

Grafton, Ohio

Cadiz, Ohio

Delaware Station, Ind.

Date of patent.

3Iomence, 111.

Cap-au-Gris, Mo
Fort Adams, Miss

Langford, N. Y
Wellington, Mo

Cold Springs, Ky
West Windsor, N. J. ..

Victoria, Texas

Morristown, Pa

Barnwell, S. C

De Kalb, Miss

Clivos, Ohio

Millersburg, Ohio

Pachitta, Ga

Athens, 111

Tallahassee, Fla

Columbia, Ala

Biddeford, Me
Manchester, Pa

Versailles, Mo
Littleton, N. H
Shelbina, Mo
Womelsdorf, Pa

Monmouth, 111

, Moultrie co.. 111.

New Market, N.J

New York, N. Y
Shiloh, 111

Somerville, Tenn

Lockport, III

Galesburg, III

September 25

September 25

Sfcpteniber 23

September 25

September 25

October 2

October 2

October 9

October 9

October 9

October 9

October 9

October 16

November 20

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

Noveuiber 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

November 27

?\^ovoniber 27

November 27

Toulon, 111

Dallas City, III.

Decator, 111...

December

December

December

December

December

December

December

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 18

December 18

December 18

January 10

Febmarj- 21

Februarj' 28

February 28

March 20

Taylorville, III .
;
Jlarch 27
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Ploughs, Mole

Plouglis, Mole for Drain

Ploujlis, Mole

Ploughs, Mole

Plough, Ditching

Ploughs, Mole, Adjustable mole for.

Ploughs, Mole, Portable capstan for.

Ploughs, Mole

.

Ploughs, Mole

Ploughs, Mole

.

Ploughs, Bfole

Presses, Cotton

Presses, Hay

Presses, Hay

Presses, Cotton and Hay ...

Presses, Cotton

Presses, Hay and Cotton. . .

.

Presses, Cheese

Presses, Cane

Presses, Tobacco

Presses, Cotton

Presses, Cotton

Presses, Tobacco

Packing flour, Machines for.

Presses, Cotton

Press, Tobacco

Presses, Hay

Presses, Hay

Presses, Cotton

Press, Cotton and Hay

Pressing tobacco

Press, Hay

Press, Cotton

Presses, Cotton

Presses, Cotton

Pressing cheese ,

Press, Cotton
,

Presses, Wine

Pressing tobacco, Machine for straight-

ening and

Press, Cotton ,

Press, Cotton ,

Press, Cotton ,

Presses, Cotton ,

Presses, Cotton ,

Polishing rice, Machine for

Bakes, Horse

James Adair

A. L. O. Wall, G. Roberts

md M. S. Carter.

A. Hammond. ..

.

A. B. Hawkfns and John Pun-

tenny.

C. W. Stafford

\. M. Karr

James Brooks

Lathrop Kazar

A. L. O. Wall, G. Roberts

and M. L. Carter.

H. Bagley

W. B. Atkinson

Owen Sturdevant, assignor to

self and J. S. Gregory.

John H. Ehvard

James T. Ham ,

Wm. McCord

Jolin H. Gove

J. W. Conway

Thomas H. McCray

David L. Miller

Myron E. Taft

Eugene Powell

Edwin S. Collins

Young F. Wright

M.M.Jones

Thomas N. Read

Solon A. Clapp

George Millcran

John Sweaney

Ithiel S. Arnold

Silas G. Randall

Henry Mason

Horatio F. Hicks, assignor to

Hicks Brothers.

John Henry

Sylvester Stevens

Pickens B. Wever

J. C. Sellers

Perry G. Gardiner

William McAllister

W.T.Opie

Wm. S. Kimball

Wm. W. Justis

Rhodom M. Brooks

Robert Scott, jr

Solon Dike

Perry G. Gardiner

Murdock Murchison

Daniel Lombard

R. Lounsbury a»d F. G.Willson

Mendota, 111

Decatur, 111

Jacksonville, 111

Camden, 111

Burlington, Iowa

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. . ,

.

Romulus, N. Y
Leroy, Ind

Decatur, HI ,

Tipton, Iowa ,

Plymouth, III ,

Maquon, 111

Ottawa, 111

Sinatobia, Miss

Sing Sing, N. Y
San Francisco, Cal

Franklin, Ind

Moscow, Tenn

Madison, N. J

Potsdam, N.Y
Conneautville, Pa

Aspinwall, Va

Green Hill, Ga

Morrisville, N. Y
Aspinwall, Va

Hamilton, 111

Byhalia, Miss

Chicago, 111

South Milan, Ind

New Britain, Conn

Lancaster, Mass

Grand View, Ind

Lynchburg, Va

Sacramento, Cal

Scarborough, Ga

Woodville, Miss

New York, N. Y
Gerry, N. Y
Scarborough, Ga

Rochester, N. Y
Genito, Va

Meriwether county, Ga.

Madison, fnd

Columbia, S. C

New York, N.Y
Denmark, Tenn

Boston, Mass

Fulton, prov. of Canada

March 27

April . 3

April 10

June 12

July 17

July 24

July 31

August 14

September 11

September 18

Septembeir 18

November 13

November 13

January 10

January 24

March 6

March 13

March 13

March 20

April 10

April 10

April 17

May 1

May 15

May 22

Jane 5

June S

June 26

Julv 3

July 17

July 24

July 24

July 24

July 24

August 21

August 28

September 4

SoptemLer 4

September 4

September 4

September 11

October 2

October 9

October 16

October 23

October 23

September 4

January 31
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Inventions or discoveries.

Reaping and mowing machines, Com-

bined.

Rakes, Horse liay

Rakes, Horse hay

Reaping and mowing machines ,

Bakes, Horse ,

Roots, Houses for preserving

Reaping and mowing, Machines for .

Rakes, Horse

Rakes, Horse

Rakes, Horse hay

Reaping and mowing machines ,

Reaping and mowing machines ,

Reaping and raking grain and mow-

ing grass.

Rakes, Horse

Rakes, Horse

Rakes, Horse

Roller and Manure-spreader, Com-

bined.

Rakes , Hay

Reaping-machlnee, Implements for.

.

Rakejs, Hay

Reapers and Mowers

Reaping and mowing machines

Raking and pitching hay, machines for

Rakes, Horse

Rakes for reaping-machines

Rakes for reaping-machines

Straw-cutters ,

Seeding-machines

Sepding-machincs

Sap-conductors

Straw-cutters

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-mrichines, Centrifugal

Seeding machines

Straw-cutters ,

Seeding-machmes

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

.

Bowing-raachines .

Seeding-machines.

Seeding-machines.

Strav,- cutter

Inventors.

'homas H. Dodge

.

Henry Eastman, assignor to

D. Henderson.

A. B. Johnson

F. T. Lomont and John Grojean

Lorenzo Beach

Thacker V. Bush ,

Daniel Sheats, Samuel H. Du

bois and John B. Pressy.

F. Seidle and S. Eberiy

VVm. & Thos. Schnebly

A. II. Hurst

Elizabeth M. Smith

Andrew A. Henderson

Andrew A. Henderson

G. S. Kinsey

J. C. Stoddard

Daniel Sirock

John Lyker, assignor to self

and J. I. Brown.

Cyrus J. Fay

W. S. Stetson

S. J. Homan

George A. Stephenson

McClintock Young, j r

A. J. Preston

John Chapell
,

Jacob R. Byler, assignor to self

and Hugh W. Black.

Jacob R Bylcr, assignor to self

and Hugh W. Black.

N. Homes

George B. Markhani

John W. Hudson

EliMoshar

Ives W. McCaffrey

Aaron Ring

D. J. Powers

George Copeland

A. R. Root

John R. Rogers

Worden P. Penn

David Uticy, 2d and Pell Teed

Edward B. Weakly

A. S. Notestein, assignor to self

and L. J. Rogers.

A. B. Hutchins

Wilson W. Williams

•Alex. & Robert B. McElroy,

assig'rtoRobt B.McEIroy.

James F. Gyles

C. B. Mallory

Residence. Date of patent

Washington, D. C.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Washington, fnd. ..

Massillon, Ohio

Montrose, Pa

Gallntin. Tenn

Siu^in City, Gal.. ..

Mechanicsburg, Pa. ,.

Ilackensack, N. J . . .

.

Chamljersburg, Pa

Burlington, N. J

U.S.N
U.S.N

January 31

-March

March

IMarcli

Apiil

June

June

July

July

July

August

August

August

Reading, Pa

Worcester, Mass.

.

Chamber.sburg, Pa.

Argosvill'.', N. Y..

Hammonton, N. J

Baltimore, Md
Walden, N. Y
Paw Paw, Mich

Frederick, Md
East Guilford, N. Y...

Green, N.Y
Salisbury, Pa

Salisbun'. Pa

August 23

September II

September 11

September 2a

S:>ptcmber 25

September 25

October 2

October 2

October 2

October 16

November 20

November 27

December 4

Laona, N. Y
Mead's Mills, Mich...,

Lafayette, Ind

Flushing, Mich

Buffalo, N.Y
Westbrook, Me
Madison, Wis

Gray, Me
Canton, Mo
Sacramento, Wis

Belleville, III

Leicester, N. Y
Pana, Hi ,

Salem, Mass

Q,uincy, Florida

Elizabeth City, N. C.
Waupun, Wis ,

Jr.nuary

January

January

January

January

February

February

February

February

March

March

March

March

March

lilarch

April

April

Gilmer Township. I!!... April

Frcdonia, \. Y ' April
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Inventions or discoveries.

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters i

Seeding-machines, Broadcast

Straw- cutters

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Sowing fertilizers, Machines for

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Soil, Machine for breaking and pul-

verizing the

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters

Straw and Stalk cutters

Seeding machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters

Scythe-fasteners

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters

Sjjading-machine

Stalk and Root cutters

Seeding-machines

Sowing-machines

Straw-cutters, Feeders for

Sap-conductors

Seeding-machines

Straw-cutters
,

Sowing-machines
,

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Stalks, Machine for pulling and cuttin;

Inventors. Residence.

Alonzo R. Root *,

Thomas Lindsoy, assignor to

self and J. H. Beidlfer.

F. Chamberlin ,

H. S. Root and Thos. Lloyd .

.

John Barnes

N. Edwards and Edw'd G. Day.

J. B. Turner

William J. Baker

Robert J. Hill

David Eldred

A. E. Doty

A.Kirlin

Solomon T. Holly...,

Richard J. Gatling

Matthew Mitchell

Mahlon B. Rupp

William Workman
Thomas Wilson

D. W. M. Lower

Joseph Sutter

Ezra Emmert

George W. Clark

John S. Gage

Edwin Ritson

Worden P. Penn

Hermann Kaller

Samuel Ring

O. W. Priston and W. N. Farn-

ham, ass'ors to themselves,

Payne & Odotts.

David J. Vail

William S. Sawyer

A. McElroy and J. H. Kimble .

.

David B. Caldwell

Charles L. Barrett

James Alsop

Martin H. Mansfield

E. D. Lady -

Stuart Gwynn

Frederick Fidler

Edward Badlam

W. D. Mason

Daniel Fasy

Homer Hecox

A.R.Park

William B. Kern

J. L. Garlington

Benjamin Barnard

David Eldred

J. B. Duane

William M. Garcc

Henry Snyder

CantonjMo ,

Lincoln, 111 ,

Berlin, Wis ,

Muncy, Pa

Lima,N. Y
Nassau, N. Y.... ,

Jacksonville, 111 ,

Dimock, Pa

Amoricus, Ga

Monmouth, 111

North Henderson, 111, .,

New Boston, 111

Rockford,Ill

Indianapolis, Ind

Altona, 111

McVeytown, Pa

Ripon, Wis

Winterset, Iowa

Albin, Iowa

New York, N.Y
Franklin Grove, 111

Mt. Washington, Ohio.

.

Dcwagiac, Mich

Sanbornton Bridge, N. H
Belleville, 111

Perry, 111

Cleveland, Ohio

Corning, N. Y

Industry, 111

Gratiot, Ohio...

Fox Lake, Wis

Cincinnati, Ohio

New York, N.Y
Clinton, 111

Ashland, Ohio

Nashville, Tenn <

New York, N.Y
Batavia, N.Y
Ogdensburg, N. Y
Jarrott's Depot, Va

Rowsburg, Ohio

Rutland, N.Y
Columbia, Texas

Middlebourne, Va

Snapping Shoals, Ga. .

.

Farmington, Ohio

Monmouth, 111

Schenectady, N.Y
Cox, Ohio

Dayton. Ohio

Date of patent.

April

April

April

April

April

May
May
May
May

May
May

May

May

May

June

June

June

June

June

June

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

August

August

August

August

AUgllBt

August

August

August

August

August

September

September

September

September

September

September

September

September

October

October

October
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Inventions or discoveries. Inventors. Residence. Date of patent.

Straw-cutters

Sowing-machines

Sowing-machines

Stalks, Machine for cutting

Straw-cutters ,

Seeding-hoes

Straw-cutters

Seeding-machines T.

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Seeding-machines

Straw, &c., Machines for cutting

Sugar-juices, Furnace for evaporating,

Saccharine-juices, Defecating and de-

colorizing.

Sugar-juiceSjApparatus for evaporating

Sugar-juices,Apparatus for evaporating

Saccharine-juices, Apparatus for eva-

porating

Saccharine-juices, Apparatus for cla-

rifying and evaporating

Saccharine-juices, Apparatus for eva-

porating

Sugar, Clarifying

Sugar, Apparatus for draining

Sugar, Refining

Sugar, Crystallizing, Tanks for.

.

Stumps, Machine for extracting.

Stump-extractor

Stump-extractor

Stump-extractor

Stump-extractor

Stump-extractor

Stalls, Horse, Fire-escape Attachment

for

Stump-extractor ,

Stump-extractor ,

Stables for horses, &c.. Safety ,

Scales, Grain

Scales, Automatic grain

Separators for Hominy-mills.

Separators, Grain ,

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain .

Separators- Flour

John H. Lilly

R. Chapman

D.C.Teller

Michael E. Rudasil

J, A. &. G. VV. Cowdery...

Zorah B. Brown

Jacob ScheifFelin, jr

James Morrison

Smith R. Warner

Fantley H. Naylor and A. Ward

Henry Bell

J. V.H. Secor

D. &W. W. Beal

Horace Crofoot

Warren Gale, assignor to self

and B. B. Belcher.

Eugene Duchamp

Joseph C. Tucker

Seth W. Eells

Charles Harvey

A. C. Clemens

L. P. Harris

W. H. Gelbert and H. O. Ames

Herman G. C. Paulsen

J. J. Unbehagen

Herman G. C. Paulsen, as-

signor to Horatio N Tryatt.

Charles E. Bertrand

James C Daman

Caleb Bates

Luzon C. English, assignor to

self and G. M. Angier.

Albert Broughton, assignor to

self and Alex. Lindsay.

John Hamlyn

Nathan Parrish

David S. Neal

James B.Lyons

William and Daniel Kimmel .

,

William E. Mclntire

Charles H. Hunter, ass>gnor to

self and Wm. Thornbury,

Albert Gummcr
John Donaldson

B.T. Trimmer

L. B.Corbin

Jacob Schaeffer

George Westinghouse ........

Stephen Hughes

Bardstown, Ky
Darlington District, S. C

Beaver D.im, Wis

Sherby,N. C

North Middleton, &c.,K}

Simsbury, Conn

Tioga, Pa

Clinton, Me
London, Ohio

Niles Township, Ind..

Clinton, 111

NevvYork, N. Y
Lester, Iowa

Tarboro', N. C

Chicopee Falls, IMass.

.

St. Martinsville, La...

NewYork, N. Y

Mansfield, Ohio

Richmond, Ind

Grain Township, Ohio

Mansfield, Ohio

Bayou Goula, La

New York, N.Y
Baton Rouge, La

New York, N.Y

New York, N.Y
Hartford, Ky
Kingston, Mass

Caton, N. Y

Malone, N. Y

Bellevue, Mich

Galesburg, Mich

Lynn, Mass

Milton, Conn

CambiidgeCity, Ind...

Salcin, Mass

[ndianapoli.a, Ind

Indianapolis, Ind

Rockfort, 111

Rochester, N. Y

Dryden, N. Y
Henderson, Ky

Schenectady, N. Y. . .

.

Hamilton, Ohia

October

October

October

October

October

October

November 20

November 27

November 37

December 4

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 11

December 18

January 31

February 2?

April

May

May

May

June

June

July

iSeptember 18

December 18

iMarch 6

April 17

April 17

June

June

June

July

19

August 14

August 14

September 18

May 8

April 3

January 24

February 14

February 28

April 10

April 17

April 17
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Inventions or discoveries.

Separator, Grain

Separator, Grain

Smut-machine ..

Smut-machine .

.

Smut-macliine

Smut and scouring machine

Smut-machine

Smut-machine

Smut-machine

Separators and cleaners, Grain

Starch, Construction of Machinery for

cleaning.

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain, Governor attach-
ment for

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separating and scouring grain, &c.,
Macliine lor

Separating grain, &.c., Sieves for

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Separators, Grain

Sugar-cane leaf stripper

Threshing machines

Threshing-machines

Trees from insects, Apparatus for

protecting
Threshing peas &, beans, Machine for.

Threshing machines

Tree-protector

Trees, Instrument for

Threshing-machines

Threshing-machines

Threshing-machine, Spike for

Trees, Device for sustaining

Treatment of Fibrous plants

Ties, Iron, for Cotton bales

Tobacco screws

Windrowing sugar-cane.Machines for.

Winnowing-macliines, Grain

Winnowing-macliincs

Wool, Faciliiating the removal of
burrs IVoin

Wool, Machinery for burring

Winnowers, Grain

Weighing Grain, Machine for

Weighing machine, Automatic grain.

Weighing & bogging grain, Machine for.

Weighing-machine, Grain

Weighing-machine, G rain

Yoke-fastenings, Ox
Yo!;es, 0.\, Fastening pins in bow^ of.

Inventors. Residence.

J. II. McGehee ...

James A. Vaughn.

Grant B. Turner .

.

Samuel Favinger, assignor to

self and Absalom Earned.
Henry W. Shipley

James White

H. L. Tierce

Robert Thompson

Richard Mohler

William M. Amall

Charles S. Irv,-in

W. T. McGahey & H. C- Foote.

George Arrowsmith

John C Gregg

Lorenzo D. Lane

N. A. Patterson .

S. M. Wirts

Moses Bugher...,

David S. Mackey

H. W. Putney, assignor to

self and Cyrus C. Crane.
Geo. Landers & H. Lampman.

Athens, Ala ,

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio .,

Cuyahoga, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pa ,

Mount Vernon, Ohio.

.

Cleveland, Ohio ,

Millport, N. Y ,

East Davenport, Iowa.

Lancaster, Pa ,

Sperryville, Va ,

MJdison, Ind ,

S. and O. Pettibone .

Charles B. Hutching

F. VV. Robinson ....

PhiloP. Mills

David S. Wagener ..

S. E. Oviatt

Nathaniel Potter, jr.

James T. Smith

Wm. W. Dingee

W. W. Taylor

David P. Chamberlin

A. B. Crawford

David Barger

Albert B. Colton

Win. II. Livingston

Stephen M. Allen

C. W. Wailey

N. Hoag and Wra. II. Tappey,

Benjamin A. Jenkins

John Bean and Benj. Wright.

Frederick H. Manny
Charles L. Harding

McGaheysville, Ac, Va,

Lockport, N. Y
Hillsboro', Ohio

Freeport, 111

Kingston, Tenn

Hudson, Mich

Nev.' Philadelphia, Ohio

Batavia, N. Y

Lyons, N. Y"

Afton, N. Y
Corunna, Mich

Rochester, N. Y
P^ichmond, Ind

Washington, Ohio

Penn Yan, N. Y
Richfield, Ohio

South Dartmoutli.Mass.

E J. McCarty

Henry II. Beach

John Williams

Lovftt Eames
James M. Fish

D. Squier,jr., & E.A.Preston.

James B. Mohler

William N. Lockwood
J. Warner and T. C. Silliman

.

Portsmouth, Va
York, Pa

South Dartt^outh, Mass,

Hudson, Mich

Piqua, Ohio

Columbia, N. 1''

Athens, Ga

New Y'ork, N. Y
Niagara Falls, N. Y....

Lexington, Ky
Petersburg, Va
White Water, Wis

Hudson, Mich

Rockford, HI

Winooski Falls, Vt

NewYork, N. Y
Philadelphia, Pa ,

Kalamazoo, Mich ,

Kalamazoo, N. Y.. ...

Buffalo, N.Y
Battle Creek, Mich . . .

,

Ppkin,Hl
,

New BriUiin, Conn
Chester, Conn ,

Date of patent.

April 17

April 24

May 1

July 17

September 12

September 2.5

October 30

December 18

July 24

May 1

May 15

June 12

July 10

July 17

July 17

August 28

September 11

September 18

September 18

September 25

October 16

November 20

November 20

December 18

December 18

May 1

July 10

July 10

July 24

July 24

August 21

August 21

September 4

September 11

November 6

November 6

M.irch

March

March

July

July

October

May

January

January

April

May
June

October

October

May
July
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GOOSEBERRIES.
FEOM MATALL BEAI7M0NT, CORRESPONDINa SECRETARY OF THE HORTICULTTRAL ASSOCIATION OF PAT-

ERSON, N. J., JULY 16, 1860.

By extraordinary perseverance the Horticultural Association of Paterson, New Jersey, have
macle great improvement in growing and maturing the goosebeiTy. This delicious fruit had
previously been subject to many peculiar diseases, the most destructive of which was the

mildew, and a decrepid appearance while growing, both of which have been effectually

remedied by their ingenuity, skill, and labor.

In 1848 this Association held their first annual meeting, when the largest berry exhibited

weighed a little over eight pennyweights. In 1849 the greater portion of their fruit was
destroyed by mildew. In 1850 and '51 there was great difference of opinion, much dis-

cussion, and energy, and perseverance, resulting in the discovery of a partial remedy, the

efi"ect of which was visible in '51 and '52, when the largest berries weighed a little over

ten pennyweights.
In 1852 Mr. John Eamsden imported a large number of plants from England, some of the

best and latest varieties, of all the four colors, and in 1853 was able to distribute liberally

plants and cuttings among the other members of the Association.

In 1854 and "55 their shows became highly interesting, the largest berry grown weighing
upwards of sixteen pennyweights. High cultivation and experience in laying out the grounds
liad mcreased the weight of the berry over six pennj-weights, and there has been no appear-

ance of mildew since. The berries grown were all on imported plants; 1857 and '58 marked
the same rate of progress. In 1858 Mr. Eamsden' s Tmaer. a beautiful yellow berry, weighed
nineteen pennyweights, nine grains, being larger than any of the same kind grown in Eng-
land the same year. In 1859 Mr. Henry Wilkinson's red berry (Speedwell) was grown
twenty pennyweights, seven grains ; and July 16th, of that year, he produced one fi-om the

same plant twenty-two pennj-weights, nine grains, being the largest of the kfeid grown, even
in England, in the two previous years. It is thought that many years will not elapse before

the gooseberry will be produced finer and larger in the United States than in any part of

England.
Mr. Eamsden has in his nursery over one hundred different kinds of plants, besides in-

numerable seedlings and cuttings propagated from the imported plants and ready for culti-

vation.

There is some difference in the treatment of the various kinds of plants, even in the same
nursery, but that is only when the greatest efforts are being made to ripen them for the days
of exhibition, some being ripe and ready for plucking much sooner than others. The atten-

tion is most necessary in the fall of the year, both in propagation and whatever is essential

to the preservation of the mother plant. The cuttings for propagation should be taken from
the extreme ends of the branches; those from the middle of the plant, or the suckers from
the roots, are of no value for such purpose.

The members of this Association, after the proper cutting of the mother plants, dig around
them, from eighteen to twenty inches off from the stem, two feet deep, cutting away all the
fibers or knotty stimted roots, and fill up with good soil mixed with a little coarse sand. It

is then customary to manure weU to protect the plants from the extreme cold during the
winter.

32-
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Show at the Iwuse of Mr. George Porritt, Paterson, July IG.

Names of Exhibitors. Names of Plants. Weifi^ht.

"William Schoolcraft.

James Cocker ......

Henry Wilkinson ...

James Cocker, sen ..

Isaac Cocker ......

.

George Porritt

Ilenry Isherwood ...

Henry "Wilkinson .

Isaac Cocker
George Porritt....

James Cocker
Henry Wilkinson,

John Fairclough..

George Porritt

Isaac Cocker

George Porritt....

Isaac Cocker
John Fairclough .

.

James Cocker
Benjamin Garside.

George Pomtt ...

Isaac Cocker

<( it

John Fairclough.

George Porritt...

John Fairclough.

Isaac Cocker
James Cocker . .

.

Isaac Cocker ....

John Fairclough,

Isaac Cocker
Henry Wilkinson.

Pilot (Maiden Prize)

.

(Maiden Prize)

Speedwell (P. P.)...

Conquering Hero ...

Pilot

Paterson, (seedling) ,

Flora

EBD BEKELEES.

Speedwell
Conquering Hero .

Passaic, (seedling)

Useful

Slaughterman
Lion
Companion
Maiden

YELLOW BEREIES.

Pilot

Leveller

Railway
Catherina ,

Creeping Jane ,

Two to One
Drill

Washington, (seedling)

,

GREEN BERRIES.

Overall

Turnout
Thumper
Wonderful
Queen Victoria

Scantling Green
Seedling

General, (seedling; ..

WHITE BERRIES.

"WTiite Lion

London City

Cossack
Garside' s White
Freedom
Antagonist

Eagle
Tallia

Dwts.

15

15

22

20
20
13

14

21
18

18

17

16

16

15

15

19

18

18

17

IG

13

10

19

PHILIP VAN BUSSUM,
WILLIAM BROOKS,
THOMAS GREAVES,

Officers of the Association for the present year.
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NATIVE GRAPES OF TEXAS.
FROM H. C. WILLL-UtS, ATR HILL, VmGINTLV.

Having spent last year in the vicinity of Jefferson, Texas, I paid particular atten-

tion to the Native Grapes of that Region, and am able to give a more particular descrip-

tion than is to he found in myfReport on the grapes of Arkansas and Texas. Last season

there was a full crop of fruit on the vines—the onl}^ time it occurred during my visits to

that country.

The summer vras one of unusual drought, the range of the thermometer throughout the

months of July and August being from 90^ to 110°, which high temperature was doubtless

as unfavorable to the grapes as it was to other vegetation.

They were forced to ripen prematurely, and the relative proportions of water, acids, and
sugar, were doubtless not developed as they would have been in a more favorable season.

In many places the fruit withered on the vines, but Avhen the soil was light, loose, and deep,

and of a sandy consistence, the grapes matured themselves, and 1 am able to make the fol-

lowing note of their qualities; it refers only to the three varieties, dried specimens of which
I have left at the Patent Office

:

No. 1 is a large black grape, covered vnth. a fine white powder, ovate or flattened, bunches
five inches long, densely packed. Some of the berries measured seven-eighths of an inch in

diameter; skin thin, flavor sweet, sugar}% tolerably juicy and destitute of foxy aroma.
Young wood, deep brown, covered with dense white down. The vine, in its growth and

leafage, proves its alliance to the species Vitis esiivalis. It may be remarked here that the
seeds of the grapes of the upper Red river have been brought to this place, and it is con-

jectured that several species have hj'bridized with each other until a mongrel race has been
produced, some indi\-iduals appearing in greater perfection than others, as the traits of dif-

ferent parents have been preserved.

In no other way can the great confusion in the form of the leaves, the diuerence in the
vines, and the variation of the fruit be accounted for. All the vines of the summer varieties

are healthy, vigorous growing plants, not great runners, often covering the low bushes Avhen
growing near them, though, when they have nothing on which they can extend themselves,
they will take a bush form and stand erect.

This is caused by the young wood being killed back each winter to a matured bud, which
forms a branch the following season to undergo the same course.

No. 2. This is a reddish grape, nearly as large as the preceding. Some of the berries

measured three fourths of an inch in diameter. The bunches are four or five inches long,
open, and sometimes inclined to branch, and rarely densely packed. Previous to maturity
the berries are clear and transparent. The skin is very thin. It is more juicy than the
precedmg, and has a rich delicate sweetness. With proper cultivation, in a favorable season,
it would by many be preferred, as a table grape, to the Catawba.
Some Avine has been made from the two summer grapes. I regi-et to learn that a news-

paper, containing a notice of wine so made, which I sent to the office, was not received.
Having no experience in Avine making, my opinions on the subject are not to be trusted; but
I cannot omit the suggestion that if the above desc]-ibed grapes should not possess a sufii-

ciency of the saccharine principle, the best mode of suppl}ang it is to evaporate a portion of
the imfermented juice to the consistency of molasses, and mix it with the wine. Sugar or
glucose, from any other source than the grape, will never, in my opinion, form that chem-
ical combination to make a wine that will keep or become popular.

The above two varieties were in my first collection.

No. 3 is called the -Fall grape. It ripens in September and October, and will remain on
the vines until the beginning of winter. It grows near the small streams, in a rich deep
soil, and often rambles over the tops of large trees. It is wonderfidly prolific, the bimcheg
twelve to fourteen inches in length, open and loose, often branching. The berries are small,
the largest being half an incli in diameter, dry, but very sweet, and on this account greatly
esteemed for drying. Its wine would be rich and generous, and, as it ripens when the
weather becomes cool, its first fermentation would not proceed too far. This variety is en-
titled to a trial in our Southern States.

H. C. WILLIAMS.
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LIST OF SEEDS, ETC., PRESENTED.

1860.

Jan. 6.—Hubbard-Sqiiash Seed and Cuttings of tlie Fox Grape from William Shirland,

Penn Yan, New York.
10.—A bundle of Cuttings of Hartford Prolific Grape from E. G. Whiting", Hartford,

Connecticut.

13.—A bundle of Grape Cuttings from John Butterfield, Bedford, Massachusetts.
13.—A bundle of Grape Cuttings from Hon. Mr. Wilder, Boston, Massachusetts.
16.—A bundle of Grape Cuttings from Jeimes Pi. Selman, Leeds, Massachusetts.
16.—Amber Boo or Amber-scented Pace, from the Caspian Sea, from J. P. Brown,

acting United States Consul, Constantinople.

25.—A bundle of Jopling Grape Cuttings from James W. Jopling, Liberty, Virginia,

by W. M. Burwell.

Feb. 8 .—Two hundred Grape Cuttingsfrom William Knupfer, East Hampton, Massachusetts.
10.—An eighth of a gill of seed of a flower from a sand bank in Missouri river, from

Bela White, Kenosha, Nebraska Territory.

17.—A bundle of Grape Cuttings from some unknown person.

24.—Five varieties of Flower Seeds from Lieutenant Mechlin.
23.-—Six varieties of Grape Cuttings, from Dr. S. J. Parker, Ithaca, New York.
23.—One paper of the seeds of the Century Plant, from Daniel A. Hill, Santa Barbara,

California, per Alexander S. Taylor.

Mar. 2.—One box (about 100) of Patras Currant Grape Cuttings from William Chamberlain,
Red Hook, New York.

6.—^Eight Cuttings of Geusta Grape, Seedling, per W. F. Hale, United States Post
Office.

7.—Twelve varieties of Grape Cuttings, from Robert Buchanan, Cincinnati, Ohio.

13.—One quarter of a gill of Seeds of Long Cone Pine, of San Antonio Mssions, froni

Alexander S. Taylor, Monterey and Santa Barbara, California.

14.—Dried samples of Solidago Squarrosa, (Golden Root,) Eupatorium Perfoliatum,

(Tlioroughwort,) Artemisia, sp. (Aromatic herb,) from imknown.
21.—Samples (one of each) of fiber of the Jute Plant of India, and Australian Flax,

from Dr. Horace Norton, Newark, New Jersey.

28.—^Twenty-one samples of Field Agricultural Seeds, from Prussia, by the IVIinister of

Agriculture, Berlin, Prussia.

29.—Seven varieties of Grape Roots, from Hungary, from JohnKolber, 592 Broadway,
New York.

Apr. 2.—A small box, containing about 30 Grape Cuttings, from the farm of Dr. B. P.

Hov\'ell, per John Redfield, Gloucester, New Jersey.

5.
—

^Two gills of Goundie Tobacco Seed, from G. H. Goundie, United States Consul,

Zurich, Switzerland.

14.—Samples of Seeds from Japan, from Professor S. F. Baird, Smithsonian Institute.

19.—One thousand Cuttings from Hungary, purchased from John Kolber, New York.
19.—Four small boxes, containing about a gill each, of Cape Horn Green Shell Pump-

kin, Two-Stem Pumpkin, Large California Pumpkin, and Large West Indian

Pumpkin seed, from John Danforth, New London, Connecticut.

May 3.—Samples of the leaf of Tobacco grown in Southern Hanover, from Samuel Ricker,

United States Consul General, Frankfort, Germany.
8.—^Twenty papers of Australian Seeds, from W. C. Hampton, Mount Victor}^ Ohio.

8.—Two ears of Sweet Corn, from W. A. Bulkley, Williamstown, Massachusetts.

11.—A box of Scions, Cuttings, &c., from Rev. J. T. Barclay, Beirut, Syria.

15.—A gill of Borba Tobacco, from W. H. McGrath, United States Consul, Maranham,
Brazil,

•lune 8.—Two gills of Carnation Seed, (Dianthus Caryophyllus,) from Henry Haas, Depau-
ville, Jefferson county. New York.

July 6.—Small samples of Italian Barley, Tuscany Wheat, and Polish Wheat, from Aaron
S. Barrowdale, Secretary Agricultural Society, Barrowdale, Guadaloupe county,

Texas.

20.—Ninety-four cases and two barrels of Seeds and Cuttings, Wheat, &c., from Syria,

from Rev. James T. Barclay, Beirut, Syiia.

July 21.—Twenty-four kinds of Specimens of fine Gooseberries, from Philip Van Bussum
and Mayall Beaumont, Paterson, New Jersey.
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23.—Three cases of Seeds, &c., from Syria, from Rev. James T. Barclay.

26.—Two small papers of Capim d'Angola and Capim Gordura grass Seed, from Marine
T. Chandler, Sapuccaia, Brazil, care of Maxwell, Wright & Co., Rio Janeiro.

Aug. 2.—Samples of Wheat, &e.—six kinds—from Theo. Specht, Fredericksburg, Texas.
9.—Samples of Seven-headed Wheat, Trigo de siete espiegas, from S. M Baird, Albu-

querque, New Mexico.
13.—One paper each of Sweet German Turnip seed and Improved Strap-leaved Turnip

seed, from Edward L. Coy, Mount Hebron, New York.

IG.—One keg of California Grape Brandy and one box of Wines, &c., var: from Kohler,
Frohling & Bauch ; also one box of Grape Brandy, from Col. A. Haragathy,
(per Geo. Fisher, 33 Montgomery Block, San Francisco, California.)

20.—A few heads (each) of Trigo Colorado or Red Wheat, Trigo Blanco or White
Wheat, Bearded Wheat, from S. M. Baird, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

23.-^A few seeds of Lemita, a little lemon, from S. M. Baird, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

28.—Seeds and sample of hedge plant, from George Walker, of Pensacola, Florida.

30.—Three samples with a few seed of a running Grass, from S. M. Baird, of Albu-
querque, New Mexico.

31.—A small box of "perfected" Tomatoes, from C. Edwards Lester, of New York.
31.—One bottle of Catawba Wine, from John Jacobs, Columbus, Ohio.

Sep. 10.—One can of Jopling Grapes, from James W. Jopling, (per W. M. Burwell, of Lib>

erty, Virginia.)

13.—Four boxes, contaming fine samples of Apples grown in Bergen county, from Ph.
Van Bussutn and Mayall Beaumont, of Paterson, New Jersey.

26.—A gill of Goundie Tobacco seed, grown in the Palatinate, from G. H. Goundie,
United States Consul, Zurich, Switzerland.

26.—Two gills of Tuscan Wheat, from Abraham Neff, postmaster. New Market, Virginia.

Oct. 1.—A few of each of the Cornus Florida, Arisderua triphyllum, Smilacina racemosa,
Viburnum aceriiblium, Podaphyllum peltatum, from 0. W. Morris, of Wash-
ington Heights, New York.

5.—One-eighth of a gill of Wild Grass seed (luxuriant) from S. M. Baird, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

15.—One-half gill of Blue Stem Wheat, from S. Ransom, Amboy, Ohio.
17.—A few Cuttings (each) of fifteen varieties of Gooseberries from England, from M.

Beaumont, Correspondmg Secretary of Horticultural Association, Paterson,

New Jersey.

18.—One quart of Minnesota Wheat, (yield various, from 80 to 84 bushels per acre,)

deposited by W. C. Dodge, grown by Starr & Gaylord, Lake City, Minnesota.
19.—Samples of Grapes, including (so called) Oporto, from Charles Ketchum, Penn

Yan, New York.
22.—Sixteen kinds of Varieties of Tree and other Seeds, from 0. W. Morris, Institution

of Deaf and Dumb, Washington Heights, New Y^'ork.

24.—^Three varieties of Grapes: 1, perennial, hardy ; 2, coarse ; 3, annual, good, from
New Mexico, from S. M. Baird, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

26.—Pods and seeds of an Ornamental tree from Mexico, from Arthur G. Rose, of
Charleston, South Carolina.

26. Cuttings of Y^uca brought from South America by H. S. Sanford, of Derby, Con-
necticut.

29.—Acorns of eight varieties of Oak, from W. C. Hampton, of Mount Victory, Ohio.
29.—A few Seeds of an Asiatic Muskmelon, from S. Lindsley, of Crescent Village,

Texas.

Nov. 1.—A few flower Seeds, from Edward Wilson, of Sydenham, England.
5.—One-quarter of a gill of seeds of Lever wood (Carpinus Ostua,) from F. Odell,

Shelburne, New Hampshire.
7.—Seeds of VirgiUa lutea, from H. P. Byram, editor of the Valley Farmer, Louis-

ville. Kentucky.
15.—Eight packages of Australian seeds, from W. C. Hampton, of Mount Victory, Ohio.
16.—Cuttings of North Carolina Seedling Grape, called "Mary Ann," from J. B. Garber,

Columbia, Pennsylvania.
19.—A small bag of Sandwich Island Clover, one of Strawberry Watermelon, from

Y^ucatau, and one of Chinese Potato Pumpkin, from T. N. Hornsby, Fiah-
erville, Kentucky.

19-—Four quarts of Live-oak Acorns, from Solomon Cohen, postmaster, Savannah,
Georgia.

23.—A portion of a Plant, (wild shrub,) with bloom and seed from some one unknown,
from Newberry Court-House, South Carolina.

26 —California Piunpkin Seeds, from J. Danforth, New London, Connecticut.
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Dec. 10.—Seventy-five varieties of American, European, and Australian tree seeds, from "W.

C. Hampton, Mount Victory, Ohio.

14.—Seed of a Wild flower called Chicoria, from S. M. Baird, from Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

14.—Two gills of Okra seed, from W. H. Jones, of Raleigh, North Carolina.
18.—Package of Mountain Grape and Crataegus coccinea, from S. Vogel, of Smithson's

Valley, Texas.

31.—About thirty roots of the Diebitch Grape vines of Silesia, from H. Kalusowsld, of
Washington city.

ERRATA

Owing to the pressure of passing the proofs through the press, some errors have escaped

notice till too late for correction in the text.

In the article on FERTILIZEPtS, the subject of Sulphur, pp. 75-77, with the sentence

"It will be seen," &c., to " straw and leaves," and also pp. 69-75, from 'Ashes," to "unhesi-

tatingly paid," should be inserted before the sentence "Thus inuch having been said," &e.,

on p. 52.

Other minor errors, easily seen, will be noted, and may be corrected by the reader without

further mention.

N. B.—Several valuable articles prepared for this Report have been necessarily excluded

in consequence of the limitation adopted after it was sent in to Congress. Some of these

will probably be inserted in the Report for 1861.
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